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MONSTER, in Anatomy and Physiology, a creature in whom the body in general, or some large and conspicuous part of it, deviates remarkably from the accustomed formation. The union of the two eyes into one, with deficiency of the nose, the want of the brain, and of its membranous and bony coverings, the various more or less complete junctions of two bodies, &c. come under this description. A considerable deviation from the ordinary form or structure of a particular part or organ is often called a monstrous formation.

Considerable variation is observed in the form, size, and relative position of the nerves, vessels, muscles, bones, &c. All the smaller parts, particularly the blood-vessels, differ in almost every two bodies; so that it would be very difficult, if we defended into minutiae, to settle precisely what ought to be regarded as the most frequent, and therefore the natural structure. These aberrations from the accustomed type are generally called by anatomists varieties, and frequently lyphas natures, as if they owed their origin to nature being in a sportive mood. No very accurate line can be drawn between them and monsters; nor can we assign any very rigorous meaning to the latter term, which is generally used in a loose and popular manner. "Monstrum vox," says Haller, "ex ipsa lingua natura videtur deignare aberrationem animalis a confidenti fuso speciei fabrica adeo evidentem, ut etiam ignarorum oculos ferat. Nobis vis vocis perinde videtur indicare fabricam, etiam grandium & confpicuum partium, alienam a folia." De Monstris, lib. i. cap. 1.

In the present article we propose to consider the subject of unusual formations in a general view, without confining ourselves to those called monsters. When we speak of natural or unnatural formations, we only mean, by the former, the organic arrangements, which are the most common; by the latter, the deviations from the standard.

In the following account of unusual formations of the body in general, or of its parts, we shall adopt the following divisions, without attempting to draw very accurately the line of distinction between varieties and monstrous formations, which differ rather in degree than in kind.

I. Varieties which are for the most part not incompatible with the right performance of the natural functions.

1. General Observations. 2. Unusual formations of the skin; comprising, a, deviations from the natural colour; b, patches of hair; c, porcupine men; d, marks existing at birth; e, horns. 3. Varieties in the viscera; including, a, transpositions; b, varieties in the intestinal canal; c, in the kidneys and uterus; d, in the heart.

II. Monsters. 1. With unnatural formation of some parts; a, hare-lip; b, malformation of the urinary and generative organs; c, united eyes; d, spina bifida; e, imperforations; f, imperfect extremities; g, general malformation; h, resemblances of animals. 2. With unnatural position of parts. 3. With deficiency of parts; a, want of the brain and its coverings, and of the spinal marrow; b, of the heart; c, of various other parts. 4. With supernumerary parts; a, supernumerous parts in bodies otherwise perfect, as fingers, limbs, heads, lower half of the body, and more or less complete body; b, united fetuses; compound head; fetuses double above and joined below; double below and joined above; two perfect bodies united; c, fetuses included in the bodies of others.

III. Considerations on the production of these unusual formations.
there is no reason why nature should not sometimes deviate from her ordinary plans. Accordingly, we find that there is much variety in animal structure, but this does not commonly affect the functions. Under this restriction, the variety is so great in the appearances of every part, that it is almost impossible to examine any two animals of the same species without remarking many differences. In the articular extremities of bones there is little variety; because a particular shape is best adapted to a particular kind of motion. In other parts, as the foramina, depressions, ridges, and futures, there is great variety. Examples of this are seen in the ossa triquetra of the skull, which are sometimes absent, sometimes prefixed, and in the latter case vary greatly in size and number; in the suprarenal foramen of the frontal bone, which sometimes is deficient, its place being supplied by a notch; in the suprascapular notch, which may be deep or shallow, or not exist at all; or there may be a complete foramen instead of it, &c. &c. There may be twenty-six ribs, or fix lumbar vertebrae.

The same general rule will apply to the varieties of muscles. The principal object is a certain infection near a joint, whereby the motion produced has a determined direction. These infections, comparatively speaking, vary very little; but there is a great difference in the bodies and connections of the muscles, which have no share in the regulation of the motion. The biceps flexor cubiti has often an additional flip from the humerus; and the latissimus dorsi from the angle of the scapula. The palmaris longus and the planglairus are often entirely absent; but the other flexors of the wrist and extensors of the ankle supply their place. The same observation applies to the pyramidalis of the abdomen. The number of processes, to which the muscles of the spine are affixed, varies considerably.

In no part of the body are the arrangements less confined to a particular model than in the distribution of the blood-vessels. The object is, that blood should be conveyed to every part of the body, and brought back again to the heart; it is of no importance whether the fluid pases by one route or another. Thus, instead of three, we sometimes have two, and sometimes four, or even more numerous branches from the arch of the aorta: the artery of the upper extremity may divide into its radial and ulnar branches in the axilla, the arm or fore-arm; the order, in which the principal arteries come off from the subclavian and internal iliac trunks, is by no means constant, &c. There may be four, or only two valves instead of three, at the orifices of the great arteries. The great arterial trunks of the body and limbs, however, are not exposed to these varieties, because they generally occupy situations, in which they are most effectually protected from external injury. We have to remark, also, that the arteries of the upper are much more liable to varieties than those of the lower limbs. The latter are almost constant in their distribution, while those of the fore-arm and hand are hardly alike in any two subjects taken together. We do not see on what principle this difference can be accounted for.

We shall mention two other infirmities of varieties in the blood-vessels, which are sufficiently remarkable to deserve notice. There were no internal carotid arteries in the case of a nobleman lately examined by Mr. Wilton, lecturer on anatomy at Windmill-street: the vessels were usefully large, and the communicating branches of the posteriores cerebri of the bulbar run forwards to take the situation of the internal carotids. A woman had laboured under a difficulty of swallowing from her infancy, gradually increasing as she advanced in years, and relieved by regular bleedings, at monthly or shorter intervals: she became at left from her incapability of taking down sufficient nourishment, that she could not provide for her own maintenance, and was admitted into a parish work-house. For the last twenty years of her life she could scarcely mutter up resolution to force down food enough to prevent her from starving. The obstruction seemed to be opposite to the first bone of the sterno: there was violent palpitation of the heart when she swallowed. Nothing was found after death to account for these circumstances, except a variety in the course of the right subclavian artery; which arose from the left side of the arch of the aorta, and then passed between the esophagus and trachea. Memoirs of the London Medical Society, vol. ii. p. 275. We have several times seen this variety, but in infirmities where we know nothing of the previous history of the individual.

It cannot be at all important to the function of a viscus, whether it be in one mafs or in separate portions: the structure being the same, the same actions will take place. Hence we often find the two kidneys united into one mafs; and, not unfrequently, two or three small spleens besides the common one. Neither is it of consequence that a viscus should always be of the same shape, because its functions depend not on this circumstance, but on structure; accordingly we find much variety in this particular.

Many viscera are connected together in their functions, or by the medium of large blood-vessels, in such a way as to require a certain relative situation to each other; this also becomes necessary, in order to preserve the general shape of the animal. Accordingly we find, that when any important viscus is changed in its situation, it affects other viscera, requiring in them a similar change. In the infall of the transposed visce, which will be related afterwards, the change in the situation of the heart and liver was accompanied with a corresponding change in the stomach, spleen, pancreas, in short in all the visce of the abdomen and thorax. So great a deviation as this changes almost the whole vital system, and happens very rarely. The functions cannot be affected, as they depend on structure and situation, both of which are preferred. Hence the individual alluded to arrived at the age of maturity, and might have continued to live to an extreme old age. The human machine might have been constructed in this way commonly; and under such circumstances, what is now called the natural situation of parts would have been as singular as the appearances which we shall mention.

There is less variety in the nervous system of animals of the same species, than in most parts of the body. Scarcely any differences are observed in the appearances of the brain, and much fewer in the distribution of the nerves than of the blood-vessels. Yet varieties have been seen even in the brain, of which a remarkable instance is recorded in the Transactions of a Society for promoting Medical and Surgical Knowledge, vol. i. p. 212. The falk cerebri was deficient, and, instead of the usual fissure dividing the two hemispheres, there was merely a depression for the superior longitudinal sinus. "No pain could be found in the situation of the natural chit; a transverse fiction was made through the cerebrum, keeping above the level of the corpus callosum, but left no vestiges of membrane, or of eminent subarachnian, or of previous inflammation and adhesions, to be found." There is also very little variety in the organ of sense; perhaps the mechanism in both there is nicer, so that a considerable deviation would interfere with their peculiar functions.

2. Unusual Formations of the Skin:—Deivation of Colour.

—Deviations from the accustomed structure in this organ are more conspicuous in the coloured than in the white races.
of mankind. One of the most striking is the entire absence of colouring matter, constituting the Albino, which was first noticed in the negro: this peculiar formation, however, occurs also in the white races, and in various genera both of mammalia and birds. The individuals are remarkable, not only for the whiteness of the skin, but also for that of the hair (feathers and fur in animals), and redness of the eyes. See INTEGUMENTS, ALBINO, and MAN.

Individuals of the black races are sometimes marked by spots of white, of various size and number, without any thing like disease of the skin. This circumstance occurs most frequently in negroes, and generally begins in early infancy; the individuals are called spotted or piebald negroes, in French, negri-plies. Blumenbach has described a man of this kind, whom he saw in London; he was servant to the person who kept the animals at Exeter Change. He was a young man, perfectly black, excepting the umbilical and hypogastrical regions of the abdomen, and the middle of the lower limbs, including the knees and neighbouring parts of the thighs and legs, which were of a clear and almost snowy whiteness, but spotted with black, like the skin of a panther. His hair was of two colours; on the middle of the front of the head, from the vertex to the forehead, where it ended in a sharp point, there was a white spot, with a yellowish tinge than those on the trunk and legs. The hair covering this was white, but resembled the rest in other respects. On comparing the picture of this man with three others (a boy and two girls), he observes, that the white spots occupied the abdomen and thigh, never appearing on the hands and feet, which parts with the grins are the first to turn black in the newly-born negroes; and that the arrangement of the white parts was symmetrical. Both the parents of this man, and of the others, of whom Blumenbach had collected accounts, were entirely black, so that Buffon's conjecture of this variety being produced by the cohabitation of a negro with an albino is groundless. Representations of spotted negroes may be seen in Blumenbach's Abbildungen Naturhistorischer Gegenstände, 3d part, and in Buffon, Supplement, t. iv. p. 565, tab. 2. See also Byrd in Phil. Trans. vol. xix. p. 781, for an instance, in which the spots began in the fourth year, and increased in size; and Morgan, in Transactions of the Philosophical Society at Philadelphia, t. ii. p. 392.

These spots, in which the epidermis is perfectly healthy, and which are distinguishable from the rest of the skin, only by their whiteness, are not to be confounded with diseases of the organ, where the cuticle becomes scaly or branny, which are frequent in some of the black races. Nor are they peculiar to the dark-coloured races. Blumenbach has seen two instances in Germans, one of a youth, and the other of a man 60 years old. They both had a rather tawny skin, marked here and there with various sized spots of the clearest white. They appeared first in the former in infancy, and in the latter at the age of manhood.

b. Hairy Coverings.—Patches of the skin are sometimes thickly covered with hair, like that on the head. Such occurrences have given occasion to reports of persons having hides like animals. Buffon (Supplement, v. iv. p. 571.) Wunschf (Kolpeilengleichen unterhaltungen, pt. 3.) and Laves (Physiognom. fragments, pt. 4. p. 68.) have given figures and descriptions of A. M. Herrngh, a woman of Triers, said to have the skin like a deer, and shewn in many parts of Europe. Sombiering saw this person, and found the peculiarity to consist of numerous and large elevations of the skin, covered by thick and strong hairs. They were of the nature of the moles, often seen on the face of very fair persons, and generally giving origin to hair; he could not discover a single hair resembling that of a deer. Beschreibung einiger Mißgeralten, &c. p. 32.

c. The Porcupine Men.—In the English family of the porcupine men, a very singular structure of the skin is observed. At nine weeks after birth, this remarkable peculiarity first began to show itself. The skin of the whole body, except the head and face, the palms and soles, is covered by hard wart-like prominences. "It was not easy to think of any sort of skin or natural integument, that exactly resembled it; some compared it to the bark of a tree; others thought it looked like felt-skim, others like the hide of the equid, or the skin about the legs of the rhinoceros; and some took it to be like a large wart, or a number of warts uniting and overgrowing the whole body. The brightly parts, which were chiefly about the belly and flanks, looked and ruffled like the bristles or quills of a hedgehog, torn off within an inch of the skin." The person enjoyed good health; every thing connected with his excrections was natural; he derived no inconvenience from the state of his skin, except that it would crack and bleed after very hard work. (Philos. Trans. N. 424, with views of the skin.) In a subsequent account, after an interval of 24 years, the man is said to continue the fame. "The covering seemed most nearly to resemble an innumerable company of warts, of a dark brown colour, and a cylindrical figure, riling to a like height (an inch at their full size), and growing as close as possible to one another, but so stiff and elastic, that when the hand is drawn over them, they make a rustling noise." They are shed annually in the autumn or winter months, and succeeded by young ones of a paler brown. The person had the small-pox, and had been fialvated twice; the tubercles disappeared on these occasions, but were reproduced. The health continued good. He had fix children with the same peculiarity, beginning, as in himself, about nine weeks after birth. One only of these survived, and was eight years old, when the account was written. Phil. Trans. v. xix. p. 21, with a figure of the hand. Edwards's Gleanings of Natural History, v. i. pl. 212. A description of them at a later period has also been given by Blumenbach, in Voigl's Neue Magazin, v. iii. pt. 4, which we have not seen.

There is an instance somewhat analogous recorded, of a man whose skin was covered in various places with warts of different size and form. See Historia Pathologica singularis Cutis turpitudinis, J. G. Rheinhardi viri 50 annumor. Lips. 1753, fol.

d. Marks Existing at Birth.—The various appearances of the skin, comprehended under the name of nevi materni, and commonly supposed to be produced by the influence of the mother's imagination, are natural varieties in the structure of this organ. The colour of these is generally red, livid, or brownish; they sometimes consist of considerable masses of subcutaneous tissue, or may be quite superficial; they are smooth or irregular on the surface. Numerous ramifications of blood-vessels are generally visible in them. We have seen one occupying nearly the whole forearm; but often they are not larger than a pin's point. They are frequent about the face. They appear to consist of a congeries of vasa formed most innumerable communications, and correspond nearly to what Mr. J. Bell has described by the name of "aneurism from anatoormosis." See N E V I and A N E U R I S M.

e. Hora.—The formation of hard subcutaneous lumps, described under the name of horae, on the human head, is not a very uncommon occurrence. These cannot be regarded in the same point of view with the varieties in formation of different parts, as they are not originally formed; and they may be classed rather with the productions of disease, although
they are free from pain, and attended with no inconvenience when undisturbed. The term horn is applied to them from their hardness and colour; for they bear no resemblance in their development and growth to the parts of animals called horns. (See Horn, in Comparative Anatomy.) Yet productions from the skin, resembling true horns, have been seen in animals. A sheep, about four years old, had a large horn, three feet long, growing on its flank. It had no connection with bone, and appeared to be only attached to the external skin. It dropped off in consequence of its weight having produced ulceration in the soft parts to which it adhered. On examining it, there was a flabby substance, five inches long, of a fibrous texture, filling up the cavity on which the horn had been formed. (Home on Horny Excrecences; Phil. Trans. vol. lxxi.) In the following work, vol. xlix. p. 183, is another example of a very regularly shaped horn of 26 lbs. in weight, growing from the neck of a sheep.

The growths, which have been called horns, in the human subject, have taken place from excised tumours, which have burst, and discharged a thick gummy fluid; the cysts have then collapsed, and the new substance has gradually grown from the bottom. It is at first pliable, and afterwards attains nearly the colour and hardness of horn. The lining of these cysts approaches to the nature of cuticle, and hair has sometimes been found among their contents. The horn then is simply a secretion of cuticular substance from the surface of the cyst, becoming dry and hard in consequence of its exposure. Such horns may be produced in any situation of the body.

In the case of a middle aged woman related by Mr. Home, a movable tumour grew on the side of the head, in the course of four or five years, to the size of a pullet's egg, when it burst, and discharged a thick gummy fluid. A small soft substance of a reddish colour was produced from the centre of the tumour; it increased in length and thickness, and continued pliable for about three months, when it first began to put on a horn-like appearance. It attained the length of five inches, being about one inch in circumference at the ends, and rather less in the middle. It was curled, like a ram's horn, and resembled illusory in colour. Three others formed successively in this individual.

Batholin, in his epistles, mentions a woman who had a tumour under the scalp, covering the temporal muscle. This gradually enlarged, and a horn grew from it, which had become 12 inches long in the year 1646, when he first saw it. There is a horn-like excrescence in the British Museum, 11 inches long, and 24 in circumference at the base, or thickest part, produced from a wen on the head; it began in the 4th year of the woman's age, and was four years in reaching the above-mentioned size. See Mr. Home's paper in the Phil. Trans. quoted above.

3. Varieties in the Viscera.—A. Transposition of the Viscera.

A very complete account of such an arrangement has been given by Dr. Baillie, in the seventy-eighth volume of the Philosophical Transactions: the particulars ascertained by his dissection are there very minutely detailed. The anterior mediastinum inclined obliquely to the right; the left lung was divided into three, and the right into two lobes. The apex of the heart pointed to the right side, nearly opposite to the fifth rib, and its cavities, as well as the large vessels, were completely transposed. The right auricle and ventricle were situated on the left, and the left cavities on the right side. The pulmonary artery ascended towards the right side, and the arch of the aorta also passed to the right, while the superior and inferior cava were turned into their auricle on the left side of the spine. The right subclavian vein crossed the chiel in front of the arteries that arise from the arch of the aorta; the artery innominata produced the left carotid and subclavian, while the right arteries came off separately. The descending aorta was on the right, and the vena azygos on the left side of the spine; the thoracic duct opened into the right subclavian vein.

The ordinary course of the right and left recurrent nerves was interchanged. The liver was placed on the left side of the epigastric region; its ligaments and blood-vessels, the gall-bladder, and the biliary ducts bearing the same relations to it in this new situation as they do in the ordinary one. The duodenum communis cholecodochus terminated on the fore part of the duodenum. The spleen was placed in the right hypochondrium, and the pancreas corresponded to the altered course and situation of the duodenum. The great omentum was inclined obliquely from right to left. The iiium terminated in the great intestine on the left side, and the cecum was placed on the left pons magnus and iliacus internus muscles. The arch of the colon passed from the left to the right side of the body, and the sigmoid flexure crossed over the right pons, to get into the cavity of the pelvis. The renal vessels were transposed.

The aorta in the abdomen continued on the right side of the spine, and its branches were altered from their natural course in accommodation to the peculiar situation of the vifcera. The inferior vena cava was placed on the left of the vertebral column, and perforated the left side of the tendinous centre of the diaphragm.

Dr. Baillie adds, that "the person seemed to have used his right hand in preference to his left, as is usual in cafes, as was readily discovered by the greater bulk and hardness of that hand, as well as the greater fleshiness of the arm. It was not indeed to be expected that he should be left-handed. The person, while alive, was not conscious of any unusual situation of his heart; and his brother has his heart pointing to the left side, as in ordinary cafes. Indeed there was little reason to expect that we should meet with any thing particular in the account of his life. His health could not be affected by such a change of situation in his vifcera; nor could there arise from it any peculiar symptoms of disease. Still less could there be any connection between such a change and his dispositions or external actions."

In the body of a child ten months old Mr. Abernethy found the heart pointing to the right side of the chest, and the liver in the middle of the epigastric region, extending equally into each hypochondrium. The great blood-vessels of the chest, and the other abdominal organs, were not transposed in this case. Phil. Trans. vol. lxxxii.

There are several other minute and well authenticated accounts of similar transpositions. Myer found all the parts of the abdomen and chest in this inverted state in a soldier who died at the age of 72; and has left a very exact narrative of the dissection. See the Recueil des Anciens Mémoires de l'Acad. t. x. 1733. p. 374. Another instance is recorded by Riolan, in his Dissertation de transpositiones partium naturalem et vitalum in corpore humano; see his Opuscula anatomica, 1652; and another by F. Hoffman, in his Cardiologiae, seu cordis inverto memorabilis, observata a collegio medicorum Halleanis, in anatomia cadaverum tumulis; Leipsic, 1671. Numerous references to other instances may be seen in Halber's Opera minora, tom. iii. p. 16.
b. Varieties in the Intestinal Canal.—Short processi, terminating in blind extremities, and called diverticula, are sometimes found in the small intesline. (See INTESTINE.) A more remarkable deviation from the ordinary structure of these parts was met with by Mr. Abernethy. In the well-formed body of a boy, four feet three inches in length, he found a small intesline only two feet long, with a large one of four feet. Phil. Trans. vol. lxxxiii.

To the unusual formation of the intestines belongs also the want of the opening at the anus; the rectum ends in a cul-de-sac. Sometimes all the external openings are deficient; those of the urethra and vagina as well as of the large intestine. The mouth or nose may also be closed.

c. In the Kidneys and Uterus.—Among the abdominal viscera, the kidneys are frequently subject to varieties in number and arrangement. There may be only the right or left; or the two may be joined together, so as to represent a crescent; or they may be united into one large rounded mass. (Haller, Op. Minor. t. iii. p. 34. p. 40. et seq.) In these cases there are considerable deviations from the ordinary number and arrangements of the renal vessels.

Inflations are not very uncommon of two uteri; see the article GENERATION, in the description of the uterus, and Haller de Monfris, lib. i. cap. g.

d. In the Heart.—In many of the cafes which we have just been considering, the functions are still perfectly executed; the change of position in the transposed viscera, or of size and figure in the united kidneys, leaves these organs just as capable of answering their usual purposes as when the ordinary arrangement is observed. But the heart is often the seat of deviations from the accustomed structure, which essentially affect its functions, and therefore exert such an influence on circulation and respiration, as to give a very peculiar character to the whole state of the individual, and generally to shorten very considerably the term of existence. In animals which breathe, the passage of the blood through the lungs produces a remarkable change in its properties and appearances; the right performance of the various vital processes requires that the organs of the body should be supplied with blood that has undergone this change; and this object cannot be accomplished unless the cavities of the heart holding the two kinds of blood, are kept perfectly free from all communication with each other. In many inflations the heart is so formed that the two sides constantly communicate; this is of no consequence so long as the fetal existence continues, in which the blood is all of one kind; but afterwards it produces a mixture of the arterial and venous bloods, and the greatest disturbance of respiration and circulation. The body, particularly its extremities, is cold and livid; the slightest exercise produces anxiety, and often a suffocating sensation, accompanied with fits of insensibility; the growth is impeded, and the whole being so altered, that the individual is unfit for any active employment, and has a truly miserable appearance. Sometimes the two ventricles form but one cavity; or there may be a larger or smaller opening in the partition between them, with the aorta rising over it, and the pulmonary artery having a very small communication with its ventricle, &c. (See HEART.) The black and red bloods will be more or less completely mixed in these cases, according to the degree of malformation, and the individual will either die very soon after birth, or exit in a state of languor, suffering, and constant prospect of death, for a few weeks, months, or even years.

II. Monsters.—We proceed to consider those imperfect organizations which are commonly called monsters, and shall describe them under the four divisions generally adopted; viz. 1. Unnatural formation. 2. Unusual position of certain organs. 3. Deficiency. 4. Redundance of certain parts. Some of the examples may not, perhaps, be deemed sufficiently striking deviations from the accustomed form to deserve the name of monsters; but we take up the term in its most extensive meaning. Neither are the kinds of monstrosity kept distinct in each case; they may all be united in one specimen, and the want of one part is often attended with an unnatural position of another, &c.

1. Monsters with unnatural Formation of certain Parts.—The hare-lip is one of the most striking examples of vicious formation of parts; this may either be but a simple fissure in the lip, or it may be complicated with more or less extensive division and deficiency of the bony and soft palates, so that often the nose and mouth form but one cavity. (See HARE-LIP.) When this mal-formation exists in a very considerable degree it rendersucking impossible.

b. The urinary and generative organs in both sexes are frequently the seat of unnatural arrangements. The anterior part of the urinary bladder and the integuments covering it may be wanting; the posterior portion being protruded through the recti abdominis muscles, and forming by its mucus lining a soft, red, sensitive protuberance on the surface of the lower part of the abdomen, contiguous at its circumference with the common ilin, with the ureters opening on it, and constantly allowing the passage of the urine. The osa pubis do not come together in these cases, but are separated by an interval of an inch or two; hence the recti muscles are unusually separated, and allow the projection of the back of the bladder. So extensive a mal-formation could not exist in this part of the body without disturbing the arrangement of the generative organs, particularly in the male. The wide separation of the osa innominata occasions an unusually long portion of the penis to be concealed under the integuments; hence the looie portion of the organ is very long. It deviates again very widely from its ordinary appearance in consequence of not being perforated by an urethra; or perhaps we may say that the urethra, like the urinary bladder, is laid open. The scrotum is divided into two lateral folds, each containing its testis. In the female, the labia are wide apart, instead of being joined by the usual comm. &c. the hymen detached, &c. We shall give a description of the appearances, in the case of a male and a female, which will serve as specimens of the structure; the same description, in all essential circumstances, will apply to the other inflations.

Mr. A. Cooper has described the external appearances and the disposition of a female in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. i. p. 129, with a figure: another plate, representing the external appearances, is given at p. 42. This person had from birth a fungous tumour at the lower part of the abdomen, from which the urine was discharged involuntarily; this infirmity disabled her from gaining a subsistence in service, and drove her to the necessity of begging in the streets of London, where she died, at the age of twenty-two, from the effects of want, and exposure to the severity of the weather. The fungous, forming three projections, occupied the region of the pubes, extending as far as the usual situation of the lymphatics. It was red, pony, and very vascular, extremely sensitive, and it blist upon the slightest irritation. The urine is frequently trickled from the lower part of the tumour; and if anything was given her to drink, the urine began to flow by drops in a few minutes; but if she made any considerable effort with the abdominal muscles, a small stream of urine spouted from each side of the surface of the tumour. The openings, through which it was discharged, were sufficiently large to admit the introduction of a small probe, and were situated,
situated, one on each side of the tumour, near to its junction with the skin, and towards its lower edge. Just above the tumour a cicatrix was observed, which was the only appearance of umbilicus; so that the umbilical vessels had puffed through the patieties of the abdomen near the fungus, instead of at the umbilical place. The labia pudenda receded from each other more than usual; the nymphae and meatus urinarius were wanting, the lower part of the fungus occupying the usual situation of the meatus and glans clitoridis. The vagina had its usual situation. The bones of the pubis were separated to the distance of an inch and a half or two inches from each other. The urinary bladder appeared from the abdomen as if forced through the aperture of the skin and abdominal muscles, with the anterior portion wanting, so that the fungous surface on the abdomen was the back of the bladder, with the ureters terminating in it. It adhered firmly to the margin of the abdominal muscles and skin, and appeared from within puckered at its edges. The ureters, which opened through the lower part of the fungus, were uncommonly large, equal in size indeed to the rectum, and had served the purpose of refervoirs. The kidneys were also more than double the usual size, owing entirely to their pelvis and infundibula being enlarged, for the secreting part did not appear altered.

The influence, which we shall relate of the mals, is described by Dr. Ballie in the transactions of a Society for the Improvement of Medical and Surgical Knowledge, vol. i. p. 189. Immediately above the usual situation of the symphysis pubis, there was a vascular pulpous mass of about two inches by one and a half. It was seated in a deep bed, scooped out, as it were, from the lower part of the skin and muscles of the abdomen, and covered thickly with a vivid mucus. At the upper edge of this mass the skin was in one part firmer than is natural, and a little puckered; this was all the appearance of navel. The ureters opened on two projecting tubercles. At the lower edge of the pulpous mass, and about its middle, were two distinct rounded orifices, the openings of the vasa deferentia and vesiculae feminales. A little above their level was a considerable canal, large enough to admit a goose-quill, and leading to the substance of the prostate gland. About half an inch below the vascular mafs the penis was seen, of the common size with respect to the transverse diameter, and a little more than an inch in length. The whole of its upper surface was somewhat hollowed, and had a finer skin than the common covering. Near its extremity, the canal corresponding to the urethra opened by a pretty large oval orifice. Under the glans there was a loose fold of skin corresponding to the prepuce, and a chord like the fraenum. There were two considerable elongate swellings at the grom, covered with hair, and terminating below in a corrugated skin forming the frenum.

On the inside, corresponding to the situation of the vascular mafs, there was a projection, resembling the back of the urinary bladder, consisting of an arrangement of muscular fibres similar to that of the bladder, and perforated by the ureters. The latter tubes were larger than usual. The umbilical vessels terminated at the fine puckered film above the vascular mafs. On each side of the faubrance, corresponding to the bladder, the rect muscles passed, to terminate in the offa pubis, at nearly four inches distance from each other. The prolate and vesiculae were about one-third of the ordinary size. There was a canal corresponding to the urethra, in the corpus spongium. The testes were of the usual size and structure. In the front of the pelvis there was a deficiency of bone for nearly four inches, filled by a broad ligamentous membrane.

For numerous references to the other recorded cases of this kind of malformation, see two papers by Dr. Duncan, jun. in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. i.

It has been observed much more frequently in the male than in the female subject. Many of the individuals have exhibited themselves for money, and have often been duped to be hermaphrodites; a suppofition which they have encouraged for the purpose of increasing public curiosity. On this subject, as well as on all those unusual formations of the sexual organs, which have given rise to the notion of a mixture of the two sexes, see the article Generation, under the head of Hermaphrodism.

These cases prove to us clearly, what we should have duped a priori; viz., that the urinary bladder is not a part essential to the body, but subfervient only to our convenience and comfort, by retaining the urine, and preventing its constant discharge. A perfon may exist in perfect health and strength, although the urine should run off as it is secreted.

e. United Eyes.—An union of the two eyes into one, which is placed under the middle of the forehead, in the situation of the nose, which is deficient, is not an uncommon kind of monstrosity: it seems to realize the ancient fables of the Cyclops. This single eye is large, and has generally the appearance of being composed of two confounded together. Thus, each lid is composed of two, united in the middle by their extremities, and having their respective Meibomian glands, &c. In one instance there were two optic nerves joined into one, two lacrimal glands, and one crystalline lens. In another an iris almost double, a simple lens, two lacrimal glands. Indeed, in all the instances there have been more or less plain marks of the apparently single organ being composed of the parts of two eyes.

This kind of formation is not uncommon in animals. Haller described a cyclopian lamb; the upper eye-lid was composed of two, the lower deficient. There was a single optic nerve, and one set of muscles. All the parts of the eye were simple, but unusually large. De Monfris, lib. i. cap. 12. For other examples, see Sommersing, p. 31, in the pig; Memoires de l’Acad. des Sciences, 1703 and 1744, in the dog; Philos. Trans. No. 456, in the sheep; Buffon, Dier. du Cabinet du Roi, t. xiv. p. 592—594, in the dog and pig; Hill, Naturelle, t. vi. p. 58, in the cat. See also the description of the middle eye in the double head described by Sommersing in the latter part of this article.

d. Spina Bifida.—A division sometimes occurs in the posterior part of the vertebral canal, formed by the fainous prococles of the vertebrae, and is attended with a tumour, caused by a protrusion of the membraneous lining of the canal, and filled with fluid. We have seen the fainous procoles deficient through the whole vertebral column. See Spina Bifida.

e. Imperfections.—The termination of the rectum in a cul-de-sac, where the anus is deficient; the termination of the esophagus in a similar way; the confusion of the bladder, uterus and rectum into one mass, without any external opening, all belong to this class.

f. Imperfect Extremities.—The extremities present various imperfect arrangements, which do not, of themselves, occasion the tatuins, in whom they occur, to be called monsters. The club-feet, in which the foot is turned inwards or outwards on the leg, are of this kind. (See Foot, Distortion of.) The fingers or toes may be united together by the skin, the bones, muscles, &c. being perfect. Hailer saw a girl born at the sixth month, with both hands unnaturally curved (manus utrnsa cortocalcata). The thumb was crooked and not well formed; there were three other fingers united into one mass, with distinct nails; the middle of these
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there was twice as large as the others. In the feet, the great toes were well formed; the four other toes were arranged in the natural direction, and perfectly formed, but united laterally by the skin. (Opera Minora, t. iii. p. 37.) These unions of the fingers are not rare, and they do not affect the essential structure, as the parts, when artificially separated, can execute all the usual motions.

Sometimes the limbs are quite mis-shapen, and end in one or two small and ill-formed parts, holding the place of fingers.

g. General Malformation.—A very considerable malformation is described by Dr. Clarke, in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. 83. After the birth of a healthy child, another substanee contained in the umbilical membrane, and connected with a placenta, was expelled: it had an oval figure, and was covered by common integuments. There were two projections, each ending in three imperfect toes, and another like a finger. It consisted internally of a homogeneous fleshly and vascular substance, without any muscular fibres, and leaving the umbilical vessels distributed through it. It contained an os innominatum, os femoris, tibia and fibula. At the upper part, and towards the inside of the os innominatum, was placed a little portion of small intestines, loosely connected by their mesentery to the posterior edge of that bone, and covered by peritoneum. No other parts could be traced in this production; there was not the least vestige of either brain or nerves.

Another remarkable instance of general malformation occurs in the child contained in the body of another, described in the latter part of this article.

We might carry this enumeration to a much greater length, by collecting what has been observed by various authors, but the enumeration would be very tedious, and not instructive. We refer therefore on this subject to Haller’s work De Monstris, contained in the 3d vol. of his Opera Minora, lib. i. § 8. We may state, in general, that where any principal organs are wanting, or any great deviation occurs in leading points, there is always great confusion in the subordinate parts. In the case just quoted from Dr. Clarke, the want of the viscera produced a disturbance of the whole fabric; and in other examples, where there has been no heart, all the rest of the body has been very irregularly framed.

h. Refemblances of Animals.—The numerous examples of resemblances to animals must be referred to the imagination of the observer, as more exact modern observation does not at all confirm them. We find figures described with the face of a monkey, as dog, hare, goat, calf, sheep, cock, skate, lizard, locust; with the head of a cat, horse, or calf; with the penis of a dog, or horie, &c. &c. &c. To the same class belong the calves, sheep, and pigs, with human heads, &c. &c. &c. See Haller, lib. supra.

2. Monsters with unnatural Position of Parts.—The second is the least common kind of monsters. We cannot include under this description the transpositions of the viscera, as the external appearance is natural, and the functions are performed regularly; nor can we arrange in the class of monsters the examples of perforations in the diaphragm, where a greater or smaller proportion of the abdominal contents passes into the cavity of the thorax. In the latter case the viscera may have taken the unnatural situation before birth, and then death follows birth very quickly, from the impediment to the free action of the lungs, or they may not pass into the thorax until some subsequent period of life. For references to several cases of this kind, see Lawrence’s Treatise on Ruptures, p. 482, note.

Protrusion of the abdominal vices at the navel may more justly be regarded as a monstrous formation. This exists in very various degrees, from a small tumour, holding a few turns of intestine, to a large pouch, containing the liver, stomach, spleen, and all the movable viscera of the abdomen. Sometimes these organs are all completely uncovered, lying on the surface of the body, without any abdominal muscles at all; and the same formation may extend to the chest, leaving the heart and lungs bare. Hence the particulars of the whole anterior and lateral parts of the abdomen and chest are deficient. See the Treatise on Ruptures quoted above, chap. viii. sect. 1, and Haller, De Monstris, lib. i. cap. 5.

The same kind of protrusion of the abdominal viscera at the navel, is said by Haller to be frequent in the common fowl, and not to be uncommon in other animals. We have seen a calf with the abdominal and thoracic viscera completely uncovered.

In a monster delineated by Soemmerring, tab. 8, two ill-formed fingers projected from the left breast: the os humeri, and a bone connected with it, were under the integuments; the scapula and clavicle in their natural situation. Abildung und Beschreibung einiger Missgeburtten, &c.

Where there has been only one eye, a kind of monstrosity that has occurred in the human subject, and in some animals, as the pig, sheep, and calf, it has been placed under the middle of the forehead, in the situation of the nose.

3. Monsters with deficient Parts.—a. Want of the Brain and its Coverings, and of the Spinal Marrow.—An entire want of the brain, and of the coverings which ordinarily belong to it, is a very common occurrence; and it constitutes what has been commonly called acephalous (headless) fextures. All the upper convex portion of the frontal bone, the whole of the parietal bones, the fquamous parts of the temporal bones, and the greater part of the occipital bone, behind the foramen magnum, are deficient in these cases. Instead of the brain, there is an ill-shaped mass of bone, the basis cranii, covered by a thin membrane; the latter forms sometimes a considerable soft mass, covering the basis of the skull; behind this there is an opening, leading into the vertebral canal. The soft vascular membrane is united at the edge of the cranium with the common integuments, and hair grows on the latter in this situation, although there is none in the corresponding part, nor within some distance of it, in individuals naturally formed. The neck is remarkably short, so that the head seems to lie on the shoulders, and sometimes there is a continuity from the chin to the chest. (See Soemmerring, tab. 3.)

In one instance, Haller found only five cervical vertebrae. The eyes, viewed in connection with the retiring surface of the head, give to the whole a striking resemblance to the head of a cat; so that these fextures have been called in Germany cats’-heads (katzen-köpfe). The body is well formed in every other respect, and generally reaches the full size. The medulla spinalis, and the different nerves of the brain begin at the openings, by which they usually go out of the head, and are perfectly formed in all respects. It has been observed by Soemmerring and Morgagni, that most of the acephalous monsters are females. Hewan, Mielck, and Soemmerring found in many instances, that the renal capsules were very small in these brainless children. Soemmerring, p. 7.

These children generally die very soon after they come into the world; but they have sometimes lived many hours, cried, sucked, &c.

In one case, where the bones were wanting, but an imperfect cerebrum seemed to exist, the child lived six days. The child
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child was perfectly formed, excepting the head, and of the usual size. It took no food, and had no evacuation. Respiration went on naturally: it did not cry, but often made a hideous whining noise. When the soft fulblance at the top of the head was touched, general and violent convulsions took place. No signs of voluntary motions appeared, and the mother had left feeling of the child in utero, than in her former pregnancy.

See the work of Soemmerring already quoted, and Sandifort’s Anatomie infantis cerebro delititii, Lugd. Bat. 1784.

Want of the spinal marrow is sometimes observed in the same fetuses which have no brain. We have seen an instance in which the whole of the spino-pine processes were deficient, so that the spinal canal was completely exposed; the place of the medulla spinalis was supplied by a vascular membrane, like that covering the basis cranii in acephalous monsters, united in the same way to the surrounding skin. A similar deficiency was observed by Soemmerring, p. 21.

b. Want of the Heart.—The instances in which there has been no heart are not very rare. Mr. Brodie met with an example in a fetus nearly of the natural form and size. There was no communication between the trunks of the arteries and veins. The vena cava of the fetus was continued to form the umbilical vein, and the internal iliac artery of one side was reflected to form the umbilical artery. There were defects in several other parts of this fetus: the fingers and toes were not perfect, nor in the right number; the palate was divided, the liver deficient, and the oesophagus terminating in a cul-de-sac. Other cases of left perfect fetuses without hearts, are mentioned in the Memoires de l’Acad. des Sciences for 1720 and 1740. Phil. Trans. for 1767. There were also two in Dr. Hunter’s collection. See Mr. Brodie’s paper in the Phil. Trans. for 1809. We have seen one instance in which there was no heart; the brain and medulla spinalis were also deficient. The formation of the body and the size of the limbs were for the most part natural, but the fingers and toes here were below the ordinary number. The extraordinary malformation described above from Dr. Clarke’s, belongs also to the present division, as exhibiting an instance of want of the heart and brain; also that of the fetus found in the body of a child delivered towards the end of this article.

Monsters, in which considerable parts are wanting, seem peculiarly likely to afford in the prosecution of physiological researches. If we never saw animals, except in a perfect state, we could not form just ideas of the comparative importance of the different organs. And if we attended only to the complicated structure of the more perfect animals, we should probably conclude that the connection of parts found in them was essential to the execution of vital functions. Of these parts, the brain and nerves, the alimentary canal and its appendages, the heart and lungs seem to be of such importance in the machine, that we should probably conclude the functions of life could not go on without them. But, in the simple animals, which compose the lower orders, many of the parts are not found; although they are capable of performing the most important animal functions. This great fineness of structure is found chiefly when the body is homogeneous, not confining of parts so different from each other as skin, viscerae, muscles, bone, &c. We may, therefore, still suppose, that all the complicated mechanism, found in the more perfect animals, is essential to the construction of such heterogeneous sublunacies, as those of which they consist. The monsters just described prove that this is not the case; they shewed us that cartilage, bone, ligament, cellular sub-

flance, membrane, intestine can be formed where no brain or nerve or heart exists, and where there is nothing further than the actions of the vascular system; and they lead us to conclude that the formation and nutrition of our organs are the functions of the blood-vessels only. At all events they exclude the brain, nerves and heart from all participation in this process.

The nature of fetal existence is considerably elucidated by these monsters. Superficial observation will convince us that the life of the fetus is very different from that of the animal which is born. The former is the most simple kind of vitality: it includes merely the development and growth of parts, which, although useless to the animal in this state of its existence, are essential afterwards. That the lungs are of this kind, is generally admitted; we must adopt the same conclusion concerning the heart. A little reflection shews us, that the brain and nerves are equally inessential to the fetal existence. The nerves transmit impressions from without; the brain perceives, reflects and wills; the nerves again convey the influence of the brain to the muscles. Although we cannot clearly prove the point, we think there is very little reason for hesitation, in affirming that none of these processes take place in utero; consequently, that the brain and nerves are completely inactive. The alimentary canal, and the organs connected with it, the urinary apparatus, which disposes of the residue of nutrition, are fitted to the subsequent stage of existence, and bear an obvious relation to the mode in which the body is nourished after birth; they are dormant while the animal remains in utero, during which time the materials of its nourishment and growth are drawn from the mother, through the placenta and umbilical chord. It is hardly necessary to say anything of the generative organs, as they are not called into action until many years after birth, and are then not very closely connected to the rest of the system; at least their absence or inaction does not produce any consequences that endanger the existence of the animal. We should infer then, that the whole growth and formation of a fetal body depend on the actions of the vascular apparatus, which appear from Dr. Clarke’s case to be fully equal to the talk.

That beings so imperfectly formed are incapable of executing the functions necessary for the continuance of existence after birth, is very clear. Respiration is performed by muscles deriving their power from the brain, and, consequently, cannot take place where there is no brain. If, in any instance, life and respiration have been kept up for a short time, there has probably been an imperfect brain; as in the case related above, where the child lived six days. All our observations on living animals, too, concur in the sing that the heart’s action is essential to life. Without the alimentary canal, no supply of nourishment can be received.

The acephalous monsters shew us the independence of the nerves on the brain. So far as their formation goes; and they evince very clearly the independence of the formation and growth of the organs in general on the brain. For these individuals are perfect in the size and form of all the parts; any organ or limb could not be distinguished from that of the most regularly constructed fetus with a brain.

If the anatomy of the vessels were well known in cases where there has been no heart, and if the circulation could have been observed, we could not fail to derive some important elucidating information: hitherto we know too little on these points to enable us to draw any inferences applicable to the physiology of the circulation after birth.

c. Want of other Parts.—The examples of deficiency of less important parts are numerous. Where there has been only
only one eye, the nose has been wanting: the ears have sometimes been deficient. We have heard of a child, in whom the skin was smooth and not perforated in the situation of the ears, who had the sense of hearing. We met with a fetus, in which the soft palate did not exist, and the tongue had passed into the nose, having a deep impressions on its surface, corresponding to the septum narisum. This child must have died immediately after birth, as it could not have breathed.

Various deficiencies occur in the extremities, from the want of some fingers or toes to the entire want of the whole limbs. Individuals have been born without either arms or legs. (Haller D. Monstris, lib. i. cap. 10.) We have seen a cat without fore legs, and a similar deficiency has been noticed in the dog and horse. (See Haller, lib. i. cap. 10.) The want of the usual abdominal and thoracic coverings we have already mentioned.

The irregularities in the deficient of the teftis have sometimes been noted as monstros formations. See the description of the deficient of the teftis in the article Generation. When one teftis only has descended, the individuals have been called monorchides; and where both have been retained in the abdomen, aororchides: as if there had been original deficiency.

4. Monsters with supernumerary Parts.—In the last division of monsters we shall consider, under separate heads, instances of some additional parts connected to bodies otherwise perfect, of united fustes, and of fustes involved in the bodies of others.

a. Supernatural Parts in Bodies otherwise perfect. Supernumerary Fingers.—Supernumerary fingers and toes hardly constitute a sufficiently striking deviation to define the name of monstrosity; there may be five fingers, or a small additional thumb in the hand; and fix toes in the foot. In some instances this variety has existed in several individuals of the same family, and has been transmitted through two or more generations, both by the father and mother. See the article Generation, towards the end, on the theories concerning that subject; also Haller D. Monstris, lib. i. cap. 9.

Analogous appearances have been noticed in animals, as the dog, pig, sheep, and common fowl. Supernumerary horns sometimes exist in the cow, sheep, and deer; and in the ovis polycetera this variety seems to have become permanent.

The existence of hernia and other tumours in the ferotum has given rise heretofore to the notion of supernumerary teftes: hence the trioorchides, pentorchides, &c. There are never more nor fewer than two teftes naturally.

Supernumerary Extremities are by no means uncommon in animals. Haller dissected a dog, in which there was a large broad bone between the two offa innominata, supporting a leg, to the lower end of which two feet were connected. In a chicken, which he examined, there were two rumps, with a bone placed between them and supporting a supernumerary leg. Ibid. c. 15.

Morand dissected a full-grown and perfectly well-formed sheep, in which there were two additional lower extremities projecting between the hind legs. The anus and penis were double. An unusual bone was placed between the two offa pubis, and had acetabula for the supernumerary thighs. The bones of these additional limbs were regular; but there were no muscles. The ileum divided into two tubes, each of which was continued into a large intestine; the kidneys, testes, &c. were doubled. The aorta and vena cava bifurcated; one branch going in the usual course, and the others being distributed to the supernumerary parts. (Mem. de l’Acad. des Sciences, 1733, p. 141.) For a similar instance in a cow, where the additional parts adhered to the spine, see the Philos. Transact. vol. xlxxv. p. 193.

Examples of these additional limbs in all the domesticated animals, as the horse, dog, cat, cow, sheep, pig, goat, also in the hare; in the common fowl, duck, goose, parrow, dove, goldfinch; and in the frog, are mentioned in the work of Haller.

Additional Head.—Examples of any other parts, besides the limbs, being thus attached to bodies otherwise perfect, are less common: an ox is mentioned in the Philosophical Transact. of the Philos. Transact. vol. xlxxv. with an additional head attached under the lower jaw; and a cow attained its full size with two heads and necks.

Some instances have occurred, in the human species, of a more or less considerable portion of another individual adhering to some part of the body. The Indian child with a double head, described by Mr. Home in the Philosophical Transact. vol. xxxiv. is a rare example of this kind.

The child lived to the age of two years, when it died from the bite of a cobra de culeb. The woman, who acted as midwife, terrified at the strange appearance of the double head, endeavoured to destroy the infant by blowing it out on the fire, where it remained long enough to have one of the eyes and ears confiderably burned. The body was naturally formed, but the head appeared double, there being, besides the proper head of the child, another of the same size, and to appearance almost equally perfect, attached to its upper part. This upper head was inverted, so that they seemed to be two separate heads united together by a firm adhesion between their crowns, but without any indentation at their union, there being a smooth continued surface from one to the other. The face of the upper head was not over that of the lower, but had an oblique position, the centre of it being immediately above the right eye. When the child was six months old, both heads were covered with black hair in nearly equal quantity. The neck of the upper head was about two inches long, and the upper part of it terminated in a soft tumour like a small peach. The eyes of both heads moved at the same time, but those of the superior wandered in different directions. The irides of the upper contracted on exposure to light; its eyelids were never completely shut, remaining a little open, even when the child was asleep. Tears flowed almost continually from them, but never from the eyes of the lower head, except when crying. The superior head appeared to sympathize with the child in most of its natural actions. When it felt the mother, it was in the mouth of the superior head, and the falva flowed more copiously than at any other time; for it always flowed a little from it. When the child smiled, the features of the superior head sympathized in that action. When the skin of the superior head was pinched, he seemed to feel little or no pain, at least not in the same proportion as was felt from a similar violence being committed on the lower head or body. No pulsation could be felt at the age of six months in the situation of the temporal arteries in the upper head; but the superficial veins were very evident.

The monstrous head was brought from the East Indies to this country, and deposited in the museum of Mr. John Hunter. The two skulls are nearly of the same size, and equally complete in their ossification. The frontal and parietal bones, instead of being continued over the top of the head, meet each other, and are united by a circular future. The two skulls are almost equally perfect at their union; but the superior skull, as it recedes from the other, becomes imperfect.
imperfect, and many of its parts are deficient. The number of teeth is the same in both. There is no septum of bone between the two crania, so that the two brains must have been contained in one bony cafe.

Winflow mentions an Italian, whom he saw in 1698, who had another head, much less than his own, connected to the chest, below the cartilage of the third rib. This had been separated separately from the other. It adhered by the lower half of the right side of the face and head; so that the right ear and surrounding parts were not seen. All the rest of the head and face, with the hair, and molk of the neck, the eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, and chin, were very distinctly visible. This Italian felt whatever affected the additional head. Mem. de l'Acad. des Sciences, 1773, p. 366.

**Imperfect Portion of another Body attached to a perfect one**—The same anatomist saw a girl, twelve years old, well formed, and of the acculturated face, with the abdomen and lower extremities of another body hanging from the left side of the epigastric region. This second body was small; it had a row of vertebrae connected to the sternum of the larger, and faces were discharged from it. The formation of the parts composing it seemed natural in every respect.

The child perfectly whatever touched this additional body. Winflow found, on dissection, that the ileum bifurcated, and each branch went into a corresponding large intestine. The latter, in the little filter, terminated in a common receptacle with the ureters. There were no sexual organs. The bones of the filter were well-formed, but there were no muscles; the interval between the skin and bones being filled merely with fat, blood-vessels, and nerves. In this instance, there was a doubt whether the child should be considered as one or two; and Winflow was sent for, not only to afford his medical assistance, but also to consider whether extreme unification should be administered to the little filter, as well as to the entire body. Mem. de l'Acad. 1773. p. 366.

A more remarkable instance, in which at least the additional being was more perfect, was seen and described by Bartholin, who viewed it, as he says, with great astonishment (cum supra), and Zacchias; and was exhibited in many of the principal cities of Europe.

The individual, named Lazarus Colloredo, was 28 years old, well-formed, and of the usual stature: he had a deformed twin brother hanging by the chest from the lower part of the ileum, who was christened by the name of Johannes Baptista. The latter had two arms, with three fingers only on each hand, and one imperfect lower extremity. The head was larger than that of Lazarus, but not well-formed; it was well covered with hair, and there was no beard; the trunk seems, from the figure, to have been very imperfect. The eyes were apparently closed, the mouth open, and yielding a constant flow of saliva. Respiration was hardly perceptible: there was a pulsation in the chest. The hands, ears, and lips could be moved. John Baptista was nourished by the food taken by Lazarus (Hillor. Anat. cent. i. Hift. 66, Stealzo Zacchias, Quell. Medico-Legal. lib. vi. tit. i. quell. i. 3.) The latter author, who was chief physician in the ecclesiastical states, enters into a dissection whether John Baptista had a rational soul, which he determines in the negative; and hence seems to have doubted whether it was right for him to have undergone the holy rite of baptism. "Scio hunc humanem scirem un perfectum baptram: an requia: an secundum re nom substr auctum, neque affirmo, neque nemo: quod non cum ecclesia catholica in hac determinet, expetio, cur et in hoc et in estra omnium humiliter me subjicio." Ibid. quell. 4. He determines that the additional beings in these cases are "additamenta ex luxuriantie semine enata, et quod nullum, ne per formium quidem rationalis anima potentiam fortunament."  

Ambrose Paré relates an instance of a similar description, where another man, with all his parts, excepting the head, was attached to an individual forty years old. (Lib. xxii. cap. 3.) Amatus Lusitanus has an example in a well-formed boy of six years old, from whose navel another imperfect being, without a head, was suspended. Curat. Medicin. cent. iii. hist. 57.

In the later volume of the Philosophical Transactions, there is an account of a handsomely and well made Gento boy, of good figure and figure, who has a little brother suspended from his parts, and consisting of pelvis and lower limbs. He feels perfectly what is done to the brother, but cannot move the legs and feet, which are cold.

These are the most detailed and authentic cases; references to others, both in the human subject, and in animals, may be seen in Haller, ut supra, cap. 20. These approach very nearly to the double fetuses, in which there appears to be an union of two, originally distinct.

b. United Fetuses.—These form a very numerous class of monsters, both in the human subject and in animals, and we meet with this kind of unnatural arrangement in almost every possible degree, from the flight indications of a head composed of two joined together, to two bodies, apparently perfect in all their parts, adhering at some point to each other. We might form a series, having at one end a body naturally formed, and at the other two natural bodies joined, in which the intermediate gradations should be filled by individuals differing almost imperceptibly from each other. Part of such a series, in that kind of monstrosity in which there is a double head, is exhibited in the work of Soemmerring, tab. 2. 7.

In all these specimens, the parts placed at the point of union are the most worthy of notice; they are not like the organs of a natural body, but exhibit unions of the parts of two bodies in various degrees and shapes. If it were possible for two heads, from each of which one-third or one-fourth had been cut away, to be joined and grow together by the cut surfaces, we should have the appearances exhibited in these cases. In the same way, two tracheas or oesophagi, coming from the two halves of a double head, are united below into one tube, or the small or large intestines from two distinct upper portions of a body are joined into one canal, or the blood-vessels united in the same way, or the skeletons joined in various manners; or, on the contrary, the organs may be simple above, and bifurcated downwards, to produce double parts for double bodies. In all such instances, organs are formed, for which there is no model in the common structure; the points of bifurcation, or division of the various canals mentioned above, are like nothing in the naturally formed body. We shall proceed to notice a few particulars.

**Fetuses with compound Head.**—The slight deviation from the common structure in this direction is exhibited in Soemmerring's second plate. The head is very broad; there are only two eyes, placed far apart; and the nose and upper lip are divided by a considerable fissure. On each side of this fissure there are about two-thirds of a nose. The third plate represents a head of such size and form as would result from joining two two-thirds heads. The halves of this double head are symmetrical, and resemble each other in all respects; the features are exactly alike, and each upper lip has a cleft.

In the following instance the same close resemblance of the features is observed, and in one there is a bare lip on both sides, yet the right is rather larger and better formed than
than the left side; and the same circumstance is noticed in the other instances represented by this author; and he conceives that it admits of explanation by the circumstance of the right half being nearer to the heart. In the middle of this broad head, of which each lateral cavity contains its eye, nose and mouth, there is a large unnaturally turned eye. Each lid is manifestly composed of two, united by their outer extremities, instead of joining corresponding extremities of the lower lids to form external angles; the opposite ends of these lids are joined and form two angles turned towards the noes of the two halves of the head. The globe, observed externally, seems composed of two two-thirds united together; two optic nerves enter it behind, and the number of muscles exceeds that of a single eye. There were two lens, two choroid cent, and irises. A sharp projecting edge of the sclerotics, corresponding to an external deprefion, formed the back of a septum dividing the interior of the globe; the two choroids, lying in contact, continued this partition, but it did not reach to the cornea. The two irises were united, and formed one large pupil; a pointed projection in the middle of the upper and lower edge of this, as well as its breadth, showed that it was made of two joined together. Under this large eye, there was a broad surface composed of the two cheeks and chins united; a deprefion showed the division of the right and left cheeks. The ãœosphagi and trachee of the two halves joined at the bottom of the neck. In the feto, represented in the fifth plate, the face is composed of two three-quarter faces. There are four well-formed eyes; the outer angles of the two middle eyes exhibit the ordinary appearance, but are united in the middle of the head. The fifth plate exhibits a still nearer approach to two heads. The two inner eyes are apart from each other; a deprefion above marks the distinction of the two heads, and the bottom of this is filled by an irregularly formed external ear, appearing as if it had been made by blcnding the opposed ears of the two heads. In the preceding instances there had been only two ears; here there were three, two of the ordinary structure and a third compound one. A still more complete division of the head into two lateral heads is fown in the 7th plate. There are in this four ears, and the two middle ones are in contact at their convex surfaces. From this part a deep deprefion runs to the breast, marking the distinction of the cheeks and chins.

The cafes in which the head is fingle, but composed of two imperfect heads united, are followed by others, in which there are two completely distinct heads, joined higher or lower in the neck; if we add to those already described the three following cafes, the series will be complete; Sahler Diff. de Feto bipetiti, Defil. 1786; Prochaska Annot. Academ. fæticic. tab. 1. tab. 6. Monro on the Nervous System, tab. 8.

A feto with two Heads, joined in the Trunk.—The double parts of the body are continued farther down in this than in the preceding cases. There are two heads and necks and two arms; the double parts join in the chest, and the body is fingle below. See Hall, de l’Acad. des Sciences, 1745, p. 39.

Or the union may take place lower down in the chest, or in the abdomen or pelvis; there are three or four arms in such cafes, and two lower limbs. In a feto described by Duverney, Comm. Acad. Petropol. t. iii. p. 188, there were two imperfect arms between the two necks. The two inner rows of ribs joined together, and did not run on to the sternum; there were three cavities in the thorax, a right and left proper, and a middle common one, and two hearts. In another there were two perfect lateral upper extremities, and a middle imperfect one; a double spine as far as the loins; two hearts, and aorta, which united below the diaphragm. (Phil. Trans. N° 158.) In one examined by Lemery, there were two vertebral columns, and trachee, double lungs, a single heart composed of one auricle and ventricle, two aortæ joined in the back, two flomachs and duodenae, which united into one intifline. (Mem. de l’Acad. des Sciences, 1724, p. 63.) In another the vertebrae were joined in the back; there were two ãœosphaguses and one flomach, a double heart, and large vessels united in the loins. (Haller, Opera Minora, p. 85.) A child with two heads and chests, and four upper limbs; one pelvis and penis, and two lower limbs is described in the Journal des Savans, 1684, p. 27. For an account of a much greater number of these cafes, and numerous references, see Haller De Monstris, lib. i. cap. 1. 28.

A feto, double below, and united above.—There is a clas of fetouses different from the former, in which a single head is united to a double body. Haller has given a very detailed account of a pig of this kind. The face and upper part of the cranium were single in this animal, the lower portion of the cranial cavity, and all the organs thence downwards were double. The two bodies, which in size and form corresponded to the ordinary model of the species, adhered together from the navel upwards. All the parts towards the face of the head were single. There were two occipital bones, divided by an additional petrous bone; they rested in front against a single ãœosphoid. Two additional occipital bones were joined into a pentagonal piece resting on the additional petrous portion. The occipital bones were supported by their respective atlantes, and there were two clefts from this point downwards, differing from the ordinary arrangement only in the ãœcal. Each of these received a row of ribs of each body; that is, to one ãœcalum were attached the right ribs of one chest, and the left of the other, and vice verâ. The cerebrum was single, with furrured medulla oblongata, two cerebella, two medullaæ spinæs, two basillary arteries, and two pituitary glands. The nerves were single from the first to the sixth pair; there were four auditory nerves and paria vaga, and a single ninth pair for the single tongue. There were two larynges, with one pharynx and ãœosphagus between them. Above the navel the abdomen was single, and double below; there was one flomach and small intestine; the latter bifurcated towards its end, and the canal from this part was double. There were two livers, spleens, and pancreases. The thorax was single in the middle, and extended on each side into two cavities resembling each a single thorax; and containing the lungs as usual. There were two hearts, one of which received the veins of the left body, and sent an aorta to the right, while in the other these relations were reversed. Just behind the arches, the aortae were joined by a large but short transverse communicating branch. (Haller, ut supra, cap. 16, with five figures.) In the name place a multitude of examples of this formation in animals, as the dog, cat, goat, horse, hare, rabbit, fowls, &c. is quoted. There are also many instances in the human subject; see cap. 18.

Two complete Bodies united.—Through the preceding classes there is a gradual approach, from the single body to the union of two, in other respects, perfect bodys. The most complete dissection of a double child is furnished by Haller. The mother had brought forth three well-formed children, and carried this double production the full time. It consisted of two well-formed girls, of the ordinary size, with abundant hair, perfect nails, and rather elegant features. The chests and epigastria were united, the two bodies being free
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free in every other part. The labour was very difficult and tedious, and attended with the death of the children, which, but for this reason, might probably have survived, their organization seemed so perfect in all respects. The umbilical chord contained four arteries and one vein; the abdomen was single above the navel, and double below; it contained one liver, to which there were attached two gall-bladders. The greater diaphragm was simple, and terminated below into two appendices for the two bodies. A large single heart was placed in the middle of the chest; but all the blood-vessels were double. The pulmonary veins of one body opened into the superior cavae, while in the other there were two superior cavae, and the pulmonary veins had distinct openings in the heart. The latter organ consisted of one atrium, receiving the terminations of all the veins, and of two ventricles, one of which was no doubt a ventricle and a pulmonary artery arose. All other parts were double; indeed there were two bodies almost entirely distinct. The two femora were both common to the two bodies; each receiving a series of ribs from each child, and a clavicle of each, (loc. cit. cap. 29,) with several figures. In the 30th, 31st, and 32d chapters, Haller has collected a great number of instances of similar monsters both in animals and in the human subject from authors. Generally there has been only one heart, but sometimes two; in some cases there have been four cavities, with the usual blood-vessels, but often fewer. The liver in almost all instances single.

The formation of the bodies is so perfect in many of these cases, that we can discern no reason why they should not continue to live after birth; probably the violence to which they are exposed in parturition, and the duration of that process consequent on this difficulty, may be the cause of their destruction. They have lived for a longer or shorter time in a few instances. Two children joined by the abdomen, double above, and having one pelvis and penis, and two lower limbs, but no rectum, lived seven days, and died within a quarter of an hour of each other. (Journal des Savans, 1684, p. 27.) Another is mentioned in the same work, p. 346, who lived to the age of 28, under James IV. in Scotland; one of the bodies died four days before the other.

The most extraordinary instance of this kind is that of the united twins born at Szony, in Hungary, in 1701, publicly exhibited in many parts of Europe, and among others in England, and living till 1723, when they were buried in the convent of the nuns of St. Ursula, at Prague. They were joined at the back, below the loins, and had their faces and bodies placed half sideways towards each other. They had one anus, and one vulva. The vaginae were all double, except that the two vaginae united into one towards the external aperture, and the two recta were joined in the same way. There were two bladders and urethra opening separately. The two fauces were blended into one, and had a single or cecygis connected to the lower end. The two orae were joined into one tube before the division into the sides; and the inferior orae were united to the same part. They were not equally strong nor well made; and the most powerful, (nor they had lepares wills,) dragged the other after her, when she wanted to go any where. At six years one had a paralytic affection of the left side, which left her much weaker than the other. There was a great difference in their functions in health and disease. They had different temperaments. Neither the lungs nor the urinary evacuations were always performed at the same time by both infants; they usually happened at different times, one having them a week or more after the other; sometimes one, sometimes the other would be most disordered at such periods; when one was asleep, the other was often awake; one had a desire for food, when the other had not, &c. They had the small-pox and measles at one and the same time, but other disorders separately. Judith was often convulsed, while Helen remained free from indisposition. One of them had a catarrh and a colic, while the other continued well. Their intellectual powers were different; they were brisk, merry, and well bred: could read, write, and sing very prettily; could speak several languages, as Hungarian, German, French, and English. They died together. Phil. Trans. vol. i. G. C. Dreschel historia magnae legationis cæsareæ, &c. p. 41. Haller, lib. i. cap. 28, and lib. ii. cap. 26, where some other instances are quoted.

c. Fœtuses included in the Bodies of others—Being included in the bodies of others are the most uncommon kind of monstrosity; yet we have some well authenticated cases.

In the Gentleman's Magazine for December, 1748, mention is made of a child, born with a large bag extending from the fundament to the toes. It burst a few days after birth, and exposed an irregular mass of florid flesh, in which a hand and foot with perfect fingers and toes could be distinguisished. There was no other visible distinction of parts or sex. The child fed heartily.

A fœtus was lately discovered in the abdomen of a boy fourteen years old in Paris: we have seen no detailed account of this occurrence, which is mentioned in the Bulletin de l'Ecole de Médecine, in the Gazette de Santé, 1804, No. 1, and the Journal de Médecine, an. 13.

But the instance recorded by Mr. G. Young in the Mémoire-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. i. with four plates, is the most minutely described, and the best authenticated, as the parts were seen at the time by the principal medical men in London. A tumour was perceived nearly from the time of birth in the abdomen of a child, and gradually increased to its death, which took place at the age of nine months. A firm and for the most part thick clyst was placed in front of the abdominal aorta, between the roots of the celiac and superior mesenteric arteries, attached to the left crus of the diaphragm, and covered in front by the mesentery and duodenum, pancreas, and its duct, and transverse portion of the colon. It contained 38 ounces of a limpid fluid, and a rudely formed human fœtus adhering to its surface, by a fleshy cone proceeding from the umbilicus, and measuring one inch and seven-tenths at one end, and half an inch at the other. This production was covered by integuments of the natural appearance, on which there was fibrous matter, such in all respects as is often met with on the limbs of infants recently born. The extremities were distinctly recognizable, and in many respects tolerably well formed, so much so as to have distinct fingers and toes with nails, but exceedingly short and stout. There was something corresponding to the biceps cranii, and a considerable portion of the spine, some short ribs, scapum, and osa innominata, and some bones and joints of the limbs well formed. Very little mucilaginous substance was found in this creature; none on the trunk, a little about the hips, and none in the remainder of the limbs, which consisted of adipose substance. There was neither brain nor spinal marrow, but a distinctplexus of nerves just within the umbilicus, about the commencement of the intestines, to which numerous branches were distributed. There were two loops of hair just below the part corresponding to the head. It had no heart nor lungs, and no abdominal vasa, except a few inches of naturally formed intestine, with mesenteries. Two kinds of vessels were distinguished in this production; but it was not practicable
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practicable to ascertain clearly the nature of their connection with the cyst. There was a very distinct ferum and penis.

III. Considerations on the production of these unusual formations.

There is a very important ground of dissection, in conformity to which, on the first view, we separate them into two classes; those which are, and those which are not, capable of supporting life after birth. To the former belong all varieties, and few of the monstrous formations: to the latter most of the monsters, as the headless and heartless children; those with imperfect arms, with communication between the trachea and oesophagus, with uncovered viscera. In the former, there is another dissection between the inclinations, in which the natural functions are all perfectly executed, and those in which life is continued for a certain length of time with inconvenience and suffering, and then prematurely ended. The varieties of a lighter kind, and in important organs, belong to the first of these divisions; malformations of the heart, and of the urinary organs, pina bifida, &c. to the second. Again, in some kinds of malformation, the vital powers seem as perfect as in the ordinary formation, but the mechanism is imperfect, as in club-feet and other erroneous organizations or deficiencies of the limbs.

It is very clear that the great deviations from the accustomed standard, producing monstrosities, are generally incapable of life; and we can understand the reason of this in many cases, where the heart or brain is deficient, &c. But in other instances, where no such satisfactory cause is apparent, experience shews us that these monsters are generally cut off. We have already observed, in the article Exanuno, when speaking of the fetus, that it is often ill-formed, smaller than it should be, deviating from the usual proportions, or monstrous, in abortions; so that the vital powers in monsters do not seem adequate to maintain the comparatively simple existence of the fetal state; if, however, they get over this danger, the hour of birth is with them generally the hour of death. There are many possible arrangements, differing from the ordinary type, in which the functions would have been all preferred; but this would interfere with another principle, which seems to prevail extensively in the operations of nature, viz. preservation of uniformity in the species.

We should observe, in the next place, that these deviations are not confined to the human subject: they are very frequent in animals. All the kinds of monstrosity have not, we believe, been noticed in the latter; we find no instances recorded of hare-lip, of want of brain and heart, of spina bifida, of malformed urinary organs, nor of such general malformation as is exhibited in the case of Dr. Clarke, and in the fetus dissected by Mr. Young. But united features, supernumerary limbs, and unnatural arrangements about the eyes and nose, are very frequent.

We observe further, that such monstrous productions are almost, if not entirely, confined to domesticated animals; at least nearly all the recorded instances justify this assertion. Out of very numerous monstrous animals, of which the descriptions are referred to in the work of Haller, we find very few that can be at all suspected to have been in a state of nature. There are some hares, and one instance of double males cited from Valisneri. He refers to three instances of frogs with five feet. Examples of serpents with two heads have been very uncommon; the same formation has been seen in the turtle and lizard. (See Haller de Monstris, l. cap. 23.) True hermaphrodites, or individuals possessing perfect male and female organs, are not rare among fishes. We have read somewhere, that if the spawn of a fish be placed in a small vessel, about the time that it begins to be evolved, all kinds of unnatural unions will take place, exhibiting monsters of every description, but we cannot now refer to the place.

Monstrosities are very frequent in the pig; we believe that they are entirely unknown in the wild animal. That domestication should have this effect is not more surprising, than that it should affect the number of young produced. The wild sow brings forth only once a year, and thus has fewer young than the tame one, which farrows twice.

The circumstances just mentioned: the great abundance and numerous kinds of monsters found in the human subjeet, their comparative rarities and fewer species in the domestic animals, &c. their probable entire absence in wild animals, lead us to suspect that they owe their origin to something connected with our peculiar mode of existence in this respect; in short, they resemble our diseases, which we believe to be altogether unknown to animals in a state of nature, and to exist in greater number in proportion as they are more and more completely domesticated and rendered artificial. At the top of the scale, whether we regard the number, the complication, or the severity of his diseases, stands the lord of the creation; if he boasts that his arts have subdued both animate and inanimate nature, the nonsensically, unfolding his long and appalling catalogue, loudly proclaims that he is diseased, checks his triumph, and convinces him that he has paid too dear a price for empire.

Generation is a function not differing in its essential characters from the other processes of the animal economy. The production of a new being seems, on a superficial view, so much like creation, according to the notions which men have assumed themselves with framing on that subject, that they have conceived it to require some preternatural agency. Regarding this business then as the work of God, and having already affirmed that all his works are perfect, we maintain that the young animal is originally perfect, and degenerates into a monster through the action of external forces. More accurate observation discloses to us in this affair merely the operation of secondary causes, and exhibits effects in the production and development of the fetus as the result of vital action in secretion and nutrition; in short, however his pride may be offended at hearing it, the simple truth is, that on confidered at the epocha of his first formation, and with respect to his corporal frame, is a fiction.

The function of generation is not more exempt from the operation of disturbing causes than any other in the animal economy. Any violent and sudden impetion interrupts it at once by causing abortion; but minor causes, although, their effects are not seen, are not to be deemed inoperative. Particular bodily formations, particular mental characters, and dispositions to certain diseases, &c. &c. are transmitted to the offspring. Indeed, how can we expect, that, when all the rest of the being is artificial and vitiated, this one part should be undisturbed; we ascibe then the aberrations from the usual form and structure of the body, which produce monsters, to an irregular operation of the powers concerned in generation, and place them on a level, with respect to their causes, with unhealthy executions of the nutritive, secretory, or exhalant functions. We on y mean, by these observations, to refer the aberrations of the formation proper to the same general principles, as the other deviations from the healthy execution of functions, and to protest against the confiding them as forming a peculiar cafe out of the common rules applying to organized beings.

It would not be right, however, to pass unnoticed the commonly
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commonly entertained opinions, although we entirely reject them; we shall, therefore, make a few observations on some of these.

Physicians for a long time believed, and mankind in general are still firmly convinced, that the mind of the mother exerts a very potent influence on the formation of the child; and that her imagination, or some peculiar mental state, is capable of producing even very signal deviations from the accustomed formation, after the natural development and growth have been very considerably advanced. It has been supposed that a sudden fright will cause a resemblance to the animal or object producing it, and that a violent desire or longing for any thing, particularly if it be not gratified, will cause a resemblance of the thing to be marked on some part of the child’s body. The names given to the marks, sometimes observed in newly-born children, shew how generally the opinion has prevailed; viz. nati materni, in Latin; muttermahl, or muttermelchen (mother’s spots), in German; envie (longing), in French. Matrons and nurses, the hereditary priates of Venus and Lucina, and the great authorities, to the uninitiated, on all the mysteries of generation, often contrive to keep a mother, doubly anxious for herself and her offspring, in a state of alarm throughout her pregnancy, lest the sight of something frightful or disgusting, the longing after some object, &c. should convert the child in her womb into a monster.

In the first place, monstrous productions are often brought forth, when the mother has been conscious of no caufe during her pregnancy, that could be thought likely to produce them. The strong desire, common indeed to both sexes, of being thought capable of executing the generative functions perfectly, and the unceasing accompanying any suppressed failure, induce midwives, where a monster is brought forth, to conceal it from the mother’s knowledge, which, as they generally die after birth, is easily done. If, however, the should learn the occurrence, the recals to her recollection whatever has happened in her pregnancy, and can hardly be at a loss for some longing, or averion, or fright, to which she refers what might otherwise bring into question her fitines for these important functions. How are the nati, and other unnatural formations to be accounted for, when no mental caufe is remembered, or, when the monstrosity not being known to the mother, she never mentions any such occurrence?

A knowledge of the different kinds, and of the anatomical structure of monsters, affords very strong, and indeed incontrovertible proofs of the absurdity of the common notions. The moit zealous advocates of the opinion, which indeed only makes the matter more obscure, will hardly contend that the imagination of the mother can annihilate one-third or one-fourth of a head, and adapt to it an exactly corresponding piece of another head, resembling it so exactly in size, form, features, &c. If it should not be difficult enough to account for the production of this symmetrical double head, a harder task remains; viz. to explain how the imagination of the mother changes nearly half the body; for the vertebral column may be double, the breast consequently broader, &c. in such an example.

We shall again ask how longing or fright can dispose of the brain, membranes, face, &c., as in the acephali? How can it flop up the anus? or destroy the fore-arm and place the fingers at the end of the arm? or annihilate the nose; and bring together and confound in one the two eyes?

Do pigs, horses, hares, &c. long? are pigeons and fowls given to these fancies? or does the same effect arise from one cause in men, and from another in animals? How does the explanation apply to trees, and other vegetables, in which monstrous productions are not rare?

That the vulgar, who know only the surface of things, and are contented with the most dilatant resemblances and the loofest analogies, should ascribe the harelip to the fight of a hare, is not very strange but we should hardly believe, if it were not before our eyes in print, that Heister (Observ. Med. Miscell. obf. 14.) describes a sincipital fatus with divided lip as the result of such a caufe. The mother of a similar child described by Sandfort ascribed the deformity to a fright caused by a monkey. Now what resemblance is there between a hare or a monkey and such a child? What between a hare and a monkey? All the monsters of this description are remarkably alike; in our judgment they do not bear the most remote resemblance, either to a monkey or a hare; and we have already mentioned that they have gained the common name in Germany of cat’s-heads. If we go back into times a little more remote, as 1670, we shall meet with children resembling devils. Kerkring (Stiepel. Anat. obs. 24.) gives us a figure, with the following inscription: "Monstros similes pueris qui temporibus ultimorum in medico perserant, hodie namque in medico perserant, hodie namque in monstros similes pueris qui temporibus ultimorum in medico perserant."

The fingers in the engraving have something of the character of claws; and the mother fancied that she had a monstrous child, and her acquaintance used to ridicule her. The goats were thought the child like an imp; and Kerkring found it in no respect like a human being, but rather like an ugly monkey: "Caput nihil habebat, quod hominem referret. Facies fimilis, etque deformi similissima."

Is it not very clear that the imagination is much more powerful, and in the good people, than in the poor mothers? Devils, apes, hares, and cats are all alike to them. It is difficult to contend against such advancies: if they are driven from their monstrosities and hares, they conjure up the phantoms of their brains, and array against us imps, blue devils, and old nick himself.

In cafes of harelip, the parts do not resemble the nout of a hare, but are formed in quite an opposite way. The upper jaw-bones are drawn apart, and the face conformation more than usually broad, instead of being narrow and standing forwards, as in the hare. The lip of the hare is not hareliped; but merely notched, and covered with long hair, and bristles. The failure of the lip is often the smallest part of the deformity in the human subject; there is a division through the whole of the bone and soft palate, to which a hare’s head has nothing analogous.

The productions of the skin, which are compared to strawberries, mulberries, raspberries, &c. are so obviously unlike those objects, that it would be a waste of time to say anything on the subject. Let it be observed, too, that hare-lips and other monstrous productions are seen in countries, where there are no hares, no raspberries, cherries, &c. to cause them.

Women generally refer to frights, longings, or other mental impressions, in the latter months of pregnancy; at earlier periods they do not feel the fear of such occurrences. New monstrous features are seen at all times of tero-gestation, from the first recognizably existence of the child; and the fetus is formed or monstrous in a large proportion of abortions, which occur for the most part before the time at which their apprehensions begin.

The child does not participate in most of the bodily affections of the mother, and apparently is uninjured in many very serious and extensive disorders: at least strong and well-formed children are brought forth by mothers, after going through such ill effects. It is reasonable to suppose that the fright of an animal, or the mere wish for an article of food, should have no effects which the much more serious causes do not.
not produce. We know that if a pregnant woman has a limb broken or amputated, the will nevertheless produce an entire child; yet we are gravely told that if the foes such things in another, her child will suffer.

But it is needless to pursue further a question, on which all rational persons well acquainted with the circumstances are already unanimous; to explain that there is not a single fact even approaching to a proof, that the mother's imagination ever had any effect on the form of any child; that none of the numerous monsters refemble, in any essential character, the objects to which they are compared, and most of them, as the brain-leafs and those without hearts, the double fetuses, those with redundant parts, as the two-headed, &c. correspond to no archetype in nature; and that, when deception is employed, unnatural arrangements of important organs, like nothing else in heaven above or the earth beneath, are found in abundance. This belief in the power of imagination, like the belief in witchcraft, is greater or less, according to the progress of knowledge, which in truth differs greatly in different countries and heads. We know that many enlightened men are fully convinced of its absurdity, while foolish philosophers are still found to support it.

The production of monsters has been explained mechanically by some physicians: they have supposed that deficient parts are destoyed by external pressure or violence; that superfluous parts are remains of another fetus becoming adherent to a perfect one, and that compound fetuses are made of two growing together. This is a perfectly gratuitous hypothesis, and is repugnant to all our knowledge concerning the animal economy. By what facts are we justified in believing, that the ribs of two fetuses, and the clavicles, can detach themselves from their respective sterna, and become fixed, each to the sternum of the other, as in the skeleton of the double fetuses: that two perfect hearts, if the chest could be thus metamorphosed, could be united with one auricle only, and with two ventricles, of which each produces a pulmonary artery and an aorta; that a new communicating channel should be formed between the two aortae, as in the double bodied pig already described. If we could believe all these wonders, it would not be sufficient; for monstrosities occur, when there has been no violence inflicted during pregnancy. We cannot help being surprised that Haller, who knew how inadequate this explanation is to the solution of the phenomena in most of the monstrous births, should admit it in any case. Yet he considers it as perfectly applicable to most of the unnatural positions of parts; to some unnatural formations; to the absence and division of organs, and to some cases of preternatural unions. He refers the hare-lip to a want of the cellular substance, that should unite the superior maxillary bones, and conceives that the parting of the bones lacerates the lip. (Lib. ii. cap. 13.) He attributes the appearances in the accephali to accidents during utero-gestation destroying the brain and its cafe. The respect due to the name of Haller, a name so dear to all who interest themselves in physiological pursuits, leads us to believe on these opinions a degree of notice which they would not otherwise gain from us. Let us allow, what is not supported by a shadow of proof, that a force can be applied to the child in utero, capable of causing such extensive destruction; how does it happen that the head should be destroyed in all cases just so far as the orbits? it must either take place suddeley or gradually. The former cannot be the case, for the brain and its membranes could not be annihilated without killing the child: moreover, in the frequency of these cases how does it happen that the head is never found in this bruised condition? If it be the consequence of gradual pre-
MONSTERS, Vegetable. There are also monstrous productions in the vegetable world: such, e. g., are what some botanists call nudae.

Florists also give the denomination monsters, or monstrous flowers, to those flowers which are not only double, but double potted; or when, instead of one flower, there are two or three rising one above another from a single stalk.

MONSTERAS, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the province of Smaland; 25 miles N. of Calmar.

MONSTER. See Moutier.

MONSTRANS DE Dreux. in Lact., a writ issuing out of chancery, or the exchequer; for restoring a person to lands or tenements that are his in right, though on some occasion found in possession of another lately dead.

MONSTRAVERUNT, a writ which lies for a tenant who holds by free charter in ancient demesne, upon his being displeased for the payment of any service or imposition contrary to the liberty he does or ought to enjoy.

MONSTRELET, ENGUERRAND, DE, in Biography, a chronicler of the fifteenth century, was descended from an ancient family in Cambray, of which city he died governor in 1452. He left a history, in French, of his own times, commencing with the year 1309, and carried down to 1457, but the last fifteen have been added by another hand. The first edition of that of Paris, in two folio volumes, 1572: its title is "Chronique d'Enguerrand de Montrelet, gentilhomme, jadis demeurant à Cambrai en Cambrésis." It gives a faithful, but, as might be expected, a prolix narrative of the wars between the houses of Orleans and Burgundy, of the capture of Normandy and Paris by the English, and their expulsion, and of all the memorable events in France and other countries during that period. It occupies the space between the histories of Froissart and Comines, and is valuable on account of the number of original documents which it contains. Moreni.

MONT, HENRY DU, a voluminous ecclesiastical compiler of music, and maître de chapelle to the king of France. He published at Paris, in 1652, Cantica sacra; and in 1681, motets in four parts, five vols., and other motets for the Chapelle royale in 1686, sixteen vols.

He was born at Lige in 1610, was a great organ player, and the first, says M. Laborde, who introduced the lute, Garci, or thorough-bass, into France. His style is now become extremely dry and uninteresting; and never was equal to that of many Germans and Netherlanders, his contemporaries.

MONT, in Geography, a town of Perú in the province of Segedan; 90 miles N. W. of Zareng.

MONTAUBAN, a town of Germany, in the principality of Nassau, in the extensive huildie of which silver mines are found: 11 miles E. of Coblenz.

MONTAFIA, a town of France, in the department of the Tamaro; 11 miles N. W. of Ait.

MONTAGNA, a department of Italy, E. of lake Como, containing about 165,432 inhabitants, who elect 12 deputies; the capital of which is Lecce.

MONTAGNAC, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bergerac; nine miles N. of Bergerac. The place contains 1,620, and the canton 10,865 inhabitants, on a territory of 977 square kilometres, in 19 communes. — Also, a town of France, in the department of the Herault, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Beziers; 24 miles W. S. W. of Montpellier. The place contains 3,106, and the canton 11,162 inhabitants, on a territory of 212 square kilometres, in 12 communes.

MONTAGNANA, Antonio, in Biography, an Italian opera singer, with a powerful base voice, and great abilities, who arrived in England during the latter part of Handel's opera regency, as successor to Bolchi.

He first performed in Sofarnos, in the grand air, "Fra l'ombre poror." In this air Handel displayed all the power, depth, and mellowness of his voice, and the peculiar accuracy of his intonation in hitting distant intervals. This air will ever be admired, among base songs, by real judges of composition, and heard with delight by the public, whenever it shall be executed by a singer whose voice and ability shall equal those of Montagnana. He sung for Handel in Faramond and Xerxes, from whom he apostatized, and went over to the opposition, and performed with Farinelli in the operas of Porpora.

MONTAGNANA, BARTHOLOMEW, a native of Padua, was a distinguished professor of medicine in the university of that city, in the middle of the fifteenth century; and was succeeded by his son, of the same name, who held a still higher reputation as a scholar, though he was left distinguished as a practical physician. The latter left Padua, and took up his residence in Venice, in the year 1528, where he practiced his profession until his death, in 1575. The first Montagnana left a collection of opuscules, which were first printed at Venice in 1597, and afterwards frequently republished, with the title of "Selecitorum Operum, &c. Libri unus et alter." And the second published, "Retrosa repurpanda, conservandaque sanitati palatia dignissima:" and "De Pedilantium ad Adriamum Pont. Maxim.

But the family of Montagnana produced several medical and surgical professors for two or three successive generations, the son and two grandsons of the second Bartholomew having taught these sciences, and published each one or two works of little note. A tract of Bartholomew, the son, "De Morbo Gallico," is printed in the Venice collection upon that subject. The grandsons, Marc Anthony and Peter, who were successively professors of surgery at Padua, published, the one a treatise, "De Herpete, Phagedeum, Gangan, Phacelo, et Camero," Ven. 1559; and the other two essays, "De Uramis," and "De Vulvibus et Urethribus, curorum remedii," both in Latin and Italian. Eloy Dict. Hist. de la Med.

MONTAGNA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Paduan; 18 miles S. W. of Padua; N. lat. 43° 14'. E. long. 11° 34'.—Also, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Modena.

MONTAGNE, or MONTAGNE, MICHAEL, DE, in Biography, a celebrated essayist, was born in 1513. His early attention to the studies of youth led his father, lord of Montagne, in Perigord, and mayor of Bordeaux, to cultivate his talents with the greatest care. He was exceedingly well grounded in the ancient and some of the modern languages. At the age of thirteen he had completed his course of education at the college of Bordeaux, where he had enjoyed the benefit of the instructions of Muret and Buchanan. He was intended for the legal profession, and followed it some time, but became dissatisfied with its dry forms, and devoted his talents and time to the study of men and books. After the death of his friend Etienne de la Boëtie, who bequeathed to him his library and manuscripts, he published "The Remains" of that friend in prose and verse. In 1569 he printed a translation of "The Natural Theology of Raymond de Sebond," a learned Spaniard. On the death of his father he acquired possession of the estate and seat of Montagne, and being now at ease, in that retreat, he began to collect materials for his Essays. In the hope of enlarging
larging his sphere of observation on men and manners, he travelled through France, and visited Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. At Rome he was honoured with the privilege of citizenship. In 1581 he was chosen mayor of Bordeaux, an office which he held four years, in the course of which he was delegated by his fellow citizens on some public business to the court. During a residence at Paris he contracted that intimate friendship with Madame de Gournay, which continued as long as he lived. He was not inclined much to the political speculations which disturbed France during the reign of Charles IX., but was subject to temporary dangers from the military parties, which at that period seemed to make no difference between friends or foes. He died in 1592, leaving an only daughter. His literary reputation is founded on his "Effays," which were at one time extremely popular, and which are still read with pleasure by a numerous class of persons. They embrace a great variety of topics, are lively and entertaining manner, but without much accuracy or depth. Their style is neither pure nor correct, but simple, bold, lively, and energetic. La Harpe says of him, "As a writer, he has impressed on our language (the French) an energy which it did not before possess, and which has not become antiquated, because it is that of sentiments and ideas. As a philosopher he has painted man as he is: he praises without compliment, and blames without malice and example." The best editions of Montague's Effays are those of Colle, in three volumes, quarto, 1725, with additions, and a supplemental volume, quarto, 1740, reprinted in six volumes, 12mo.; and that of Brussels, three volumes, 1759. In 1772, Montague's "Travels" were published by M. de Queurou, in one volume, quarto, and three volumes, 12mo. Moreri.

This modern Democritus, in travelling through Italy and Germany about 12 years before his death, seems to have attended to the ecclesiastical music of those times and countries, with more interest than we have reason to expect from the general tenour of his life and occupations. In 1582, at Kempton in Bavaria, he says, "after the Catholic church of this city, which is Lutheran, is well served; for on Thursday morning, though it was not a holiday, mass was celebrated in the abbey, without the gates, in the same manner as at Notre Dame, in Paris, on Easter-day, with music and organs, at which none but the priesthood were present."

At the church of the Lutherans, Montague heard one of the ministrants preach in German to a very thin congregation, "when he had done. a psalm was sung, in German likewise, to a melody a little different from our's. At each stroke of the organ, which had been but lately erected, played admirably, making a kind of response to the singing." This is an early instance of the use of interludes in accompanying psalmody on the organ. "As a new-married couple," continues Montagne, "went out of the church, the violins and tabors attended them." This circumstance is mentioned to prove, that the violin was then a common instrument in Germany.

At Lauenberg, the same author tells us, that "the town clock, like many other's in this country, struck quarters, et dit-on que celui de Nuremberg fonce les minutes," This is likewise an early proof of chimes, in Bavaria, whence they are said to be brought into the Low Countries.

It is here that this author gives an account of the cantor or chanter, who directs the singing in Lutheran churches. "Two seats are placed, one for the ministrant, and one for the preacher, when there is one, and another below for the person who leads off the psalm. After each verse, the congregation waits till he has pitched and begun the next; then they all sing together, peste melo, right or wrong, as loud as ever they can."

MONTAGRIER, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Riberac; six miles N.E. of Riberac. The place contains 1850, and the canton 9175 inhabitants, on a territory of 1924 square miles, in 13 communes.

MONTAGU, Lady Mary, in Biography, the eldest daughter of Evelyn, earl of Kingston, afterwards marquis of Dorchester, and then duke of Kingston, and of lady Mary Fielding, daughter of William, earl of Denbigh, was born at Thoreby, in Nottinghamshire, about the year 1690. The first dawn of her genius, led her parents to pay the strictest attention to her education. She acquired the elements of the Greek, Latin, and French languages in the company of the most celebrated of her time, and was afterwards taught by her famous preceptors as were employed in the education of her brother, lord viscount Newport. After she had made considerable progress in her classical studies, she came under the care of bishop Burnet, who formed her superior talents with every expression of dignified praise. She gave an extraordinary proof of her erudition, in her twentieth year, by a translation of the Enchiridion of Epictetus. She was enabled to acquire so much learning by living a very retired life, spending her time chiefly at Thoreby, and at Aiton, near London, in the society of a very few friends. The charms of her person and understanding seem to have been little known to the world till after her marriage, which took place in the year 1712, with Edward Wortley Montagu, a relation of the earl of Halifax, who will be shortly noticed.

For three years after her marriage, and till the return of lord Halifax to the ministry, at the accession of George I., introduced Mr. Wortley (for he is usually called) to a place in the treasury, they lived privately; but on this change in his circumstances he thought proper to bring his wife to London, and place her in the sphere of the court. Here she attracted that admiration which beauty and elegance, joined to wit and all the charms of conversation, could not fail to inspire. She became familiarly acquainted with Addison, Pope, and other distinguished writers of that period, and was fully equal to maintain her rank among the votaries of polite literature. In 1716, Mr. Wortley obtained the appointment of ambassador to the Porte, and was accompanied to Constantinople by his lady, who took great delight in the opportunity which such a journey offered her of viewing foreign countries and manners. They passed through Germany to Vienna, and thence across Hungary, and the northern provinces of Turkey to Adrianople. Her natural talents, joined to her acquired knowledge, singularly fitted her for taking advantage of her situation, both in the course of travelling, and in her residence as ambassador's wife. On many occasions she displayed a mind superior to common prejudices and weak fears; but in none so happily as in adopting the Turkish practice of inoculation for small-pox, then unknown in Christian Europe. For her own son, at Pera, in 1718. This practice, it must be mentioned to her high honour, she was the principal means of introducing into England by the ministration of Mr. Maitland, the medical attendant on the embassy, and thereby she has rendered herself one of the greatest benefactors of her country. "This merit alone," says one of her biographers, "justly entitles her memory to a high degree of gratitude, not only from this nation, but from all others which have followed the example of Great Britain in taking advantage of so fatal a invention, and even if it should hereafter be super-
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founded by a newer discovery (vaccination), fill the medical system of Europe must be considered as indebted to her for rendering familiar the general idea of inoculation." Mr. Wortley returned in 1718, by the way of the Archipelago, to Genoa, and thence to Turin, Lyons, and Paris; so that lady Mary's tour comprised a larger and more varied circuit, than has often been performed by a female traveller; and few have ever been better, or, indeed, half so well able to adapt themselves to foreign manners, or have displayed more firmness of mind in circumstances of difficulty and hazard. On her return she was received at court with the distinction due to her great talents and splendid accomplishments, and the renewed her connection with the wits, among whom, Pope was one of the most highly favoured. With this poet the afterwards quarrelled, and this has been regarded as a memorable epoch in her life. If lady Mary were the "Sappho" of that poet's satirical pieces, which few will doubt, though he positively denied the fact, he is chargeable with a grooser insult than could be endured by any woman. The lines particularly referred to are to be found in the imitation of Horace's first satire in the second book. In writing to lord Hervey in vindication of himself, he says, "In regard to the right honourable lady, your friend, I was far from designing a perfon of her condition by a name so derogatory to her as that of Sappho, a name prostituted to every infamous creature that ever wrote verse or novels. I protest, I never applied that name to her in any verse of mine, public or private, and I firmly believe not in any letter or conversation. Whoever could invent a falsehood to support such an accusation I pity; and whoever can believe such a character to be her's, I pity still more."

Lady Mary retaliated upon the fatirist, by joining lord Hervey in a very severe copy of verses, addressed to him. She was thenceforth courted by other wits of the time, and retained her place in the circles of fashion and literature till the year 1759, when she quitted her country and family, and, for a long series of years, established her residence on the continent. Her health was made the pretext of this change of place, but there were probably other reasons for her determination. It is certain she had her husband's consent, from the liberal allowance he made her, and for which she expresses her acknowledgments. It has been thought it was through his injunctions that she left England; this is rendered probable by her returning immediately after his death. But the strain of her letters to him, during this period, betrays neither repentment nor humiliation. Venice, Aix, Avignon, and Chambery, were at different times her residence, but she usually spent her summers at Louverne, in the Venetian territory, famous for its mineral waters. There she occupied an old palace, which she put into habitable condition, amusing herself with her garden, her fow: and the little society which the place afforded. She perfectly accommodated herself to the manners and way of living in that country, and passed her time in tranquillity. On the death of Mr. Wortley in 1761, she complied with the solicitations of her daughter, the countess of Hulse, and after an absence of twenty-two years returned to England, where she died in the following year.

Lady M. W. Montagu has obtained a considerable reputation among the literary characters of her own country, as a poetess and epistolary writer. Her chief works in poetry are "Town Elegies," meant as a kind of parody upon the common pastoral elegies, and a vehicle of some fashionable satire. As an epistolary writer, this lady's fame stands much higher, and is not surpassed by that of any person of either sex, whose letters have in this country been given to the public. In proof of what we assert, we refer to the edition in five volumes, published in 1803, to which a biographical memoir is prefixed, from whence the foregoing facts have been chiefly collected.

Montagu, Edward Wortley, only son of lady Mary, and Mr. Wortley Montagu, was born about the year 1714. He was, from a very early period, remarkable for eccentricity of character, and ran away three times from Westminister school. It is said, that in the first of these escapements he exchanged his clothes with a chimney-sweeper, and followed the looting occupation for some time. He next associated himself with low fishermen, and cried fish through the streets: after this he failed as cabin-boy in a vessel bound to Spain, on his arrival in which country he deserted the ship, and hired himself as a mule-driver; at length he was discovered by the English confidant, who sent him back to his friends, and they put him under the care of a private tutor. How long he remained under the instructions of this gentleman we cannot ascertain, but the next time we hear of him is in the West Indies, where he continued some time. He was fond of adventures, and was almost perpetually seeking something new. Of himself he says in a letter to a friend, "I have conversed with the nobles of Germany, and serv'd my apprenticeship in the science of horsemanship at their country-feasts. I have been a labourer in the fields of Switzerland and Holland, and have not disdained the humble occupations of poet, physician and ploughman. I am, at Paris, the ridiculous character of a petit-maitre. I was an abbé at Rome. I put on at Hamburg the Lutheran ruff, and with a triple chin and a formal countenance, I dealt about me the word of God, so as to excite the envy of the clergy."

In the more regular and serious part of his life, he was member of the house of commons in two successive parliaments, and was rather an affidious attendant upon various literary societies. His expensive habits, and consequent necessities, obliged him again to quit his native country, and from this time he became a wanderer upon earth for long as he lived. As an author he published, in 1759, "Reflections on the Nile and Fall of the Ancient Republics," which work contains an elegant and concise summary of the histories of Greece, Rome, and Carthage, with allusions to the state of Great Britain. It acquired for the author a considerable degree of reputation for learning, ingenuity, and taste, but in a pamphlet published almost thirty years afterwards, under the title of "An authentic Detail of Particulars relating to the late Dukes of Kingdon," it is affirmed, without any hesitation, that Mr. Montagu had no share in the composition, but that it was wholly written by Mr. Welis, his private tutor, afterwards chaplain to the dukes. In 1763, Mr. Montagu communicated to the Royal Society, in two letters from Turin, "Observations on a sunpowered antique basil in the King of Sardinia's Collection." In the Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for the year 1765, there is a letter from Mr. Montagu, giving a curious account of his journey from Cairo to the mountains in the desert of Sinai; and in the following year he transmitted to the society some new observations on Pompey's pillar at Alexandria. These articles," says his biographer, "put out that among the Oriental countries which was the source of his most distinguished singularities." As a professor of religious opinions and doctrines he quitted the Protestant church, in which he had been educated, for that of Rome, which he afterwards abandoned to become a follower of the Arabian prophet. He is said, by Mr. Sharp, in his "Letters from Italy."
Italy," to have appeared with a very long beard and an Armenian head-dress. "His bed was the ground, his food rice, his beverage water, his luxury a pipe and coffee." A more particular account has been given of his mode of living at Venice, by count de Lamberg, in the "Memorial d'un Mondon." "He riles," says the count, "before the sun, says his prayers, and performs his ablutions and bedwiiz according to the Mahometan ritual. An hour after he wakes his pupil, a filthy emigrant of Abyfliana, whom he brought with him from Rosetta. He instructs his dirty negro with all the care and precision of a philosopher, both by precepts and example: he lays before him the strongest proofs of the religion he teaches him, and catechizes him in the Arabian language. That he may not omit any particular, in the most rigorous observance of the Mahometan rites, Mr. M. dines at a low table, sitting cross-legged on a fopha, while a Moor, on a cushion still lower, is gaping with avidity for his master's leavings. It is this negro who supports the white mantie that makes a part of the Turkish garb of his master, who is always preceded, even at moon-day, by two gondoliers, with lighted torches in their hands. The usual place of his residence is Rosetta, where he lives, his wife lives, who is the daughter of an inn-keeper at Leghorn, and whom he has forced to embrace the Mahometan religion. During the most intense cold he performs his religious ablutions in cold water, rubbing at the same time his body with sand from the thighs to the feet: his negro also pours fresh water on his head, and combs his beard, and he also pours cold water on the head of the negro. To smite the religious ceremony, he returns his pipe, turns himself to the wall, masters some prayers, walks afterwards for half an hour, and drinks coffee." With respect to his wife, it may be observed that he married very early in life, a woman of mean birth and in almost the lowest ranks of society, with whom he never cohabited, but to whom he allowed a separate maintenance. "He afterwards assumed all the Mahometan licence with respect to the lex, and in several countries of his residence had a harem of women of various nations and complexes." Dr. Moore, who saw a good deal of Mr. Montague on the continent, describes him, in his "View of Society, &c. in Italy," as extremely acute, communicative, and entertaining, and blending in his discourse and manner the vivacity of a Frenchman with the gravity of a Ciceronian. Mr. Montague displayed his singularity of conduct to the laft. Upon the death of his lawful wife, being devious of leaving an heir to his estate, which he was aware would otherwise fall to the Bute family, whom he disliked, he conunitted a friend in England to advertise for a descrete young woman already pregnant, who would be willing to marry him. One of the many applicants was fixed on, and he was on the point of returning to England, to form the alliance, when he was seized with an illness which terminated his life in the year 1776. Gent. Mag. Gen. Bic.

MONTAGUE, Richard, a learned prelate, was born about the year 1577, and having received the elements of good classical education he was sent to pursue his matuer studies at King's college, Cambridge, of which he became a fellow. He very soon obtained preference in the church, for the duties of which he had been expressly educated. In 1616, he was appointed dean of Hereford, and in 1621 he published a learned answer to Selden's "History of Tythes." He was afterwards engaged in a controversy with the Pains, and wrote a work "Appello Cæfarëm," by which he gave offence to the government, and was ordered to appear at the bar of the house of commons in the first parliament of Charles I., on a charge of maintaining Armenian and Popilish errors. He was afterwards made bishop of Chichester in 1628, from whence he was translated to Norwich in 1638. This see he held about three years, when he died. His chief work was an "Ecclesiastical History," in Latin, in which his learning and talents are said to appear to great advantage. Biog. Brit.

MONTAGUE, Edward, earl of Sandwich, a celebrated English admiral, the only surviving son of Sir Sidney Montague, was born in July, 1625. He married, before he was eighteen years old, the daughter of Mr. (afterwards lord) Crewe, and being thought warmly in the interest of the parliament, he received a commission, in 1643, to raise and command a regiment. This colonel Montague performed, and even took the field, in six weeks. He was present at the storming of Lincoln in May, 1644, which was one of the hottest actions in the course of the whole war. He was, likewise, in the battle of Marston-moor, where he so highly distinguished himself, that on the capitulation of the city of York, he was appointed one of the commissiours for settling the articles, though then only in his nineteenth year. He took an active part in the battle of Nafely, and also at the storming of Bristol, in the months of July and September, 1645. After this he entered into the fore-runner, and was engaged, in 1656, with admiral Blake in the Mediterranean, and for his succés at that time he was exceedingly censured by the protector, and received the thanks of parliament. On the death of Cromwell, he, like many others who had been zealous in the protector's service, was ready to sacrifice his principles to join the royal party, which was supposèd to be the stronger. He was, indeed, in the councils of Charles while he held a commission under the authority of parliament. His conduct became suspected, and he was ordered to attend at the bar of the house to answer for himself. After an examination he was dismissed from his command, which he probably took as a very lenient punishment, knowing, as he must, that he had been guilty of high treason against the exiling government. "After such an escape," says Campbell, "he withdrew to his estate in the country, with a design to enjoy, in privacy and peace, the remainder of his life;" his real motives were probably to watch the opportunity of enlisting again under the banners of the king, or the commonwealth, according as the one or other obtained the upper hand. He was quickly enabled to leave his retirement, and had the honour, as he then thought it, of conveying his majesty to England, who within two days of his landing lent him the riband and George of the most noble order of the Garter, which were presented to him in his ship, then riding in the Downs. In July, 1663, Charles, grateful for his assistance, created him baron Montague, vicount Hinchinbrooke, and earl of Sandwich, in Kent; he was at the same time sworn of his majesty's most honourable privy-council, made master of the king's wardrobe, admiral of the narrow seas, and lieutenant-admiral to the duke of York, as lord high-admiral of England.

Lord Sandwich has been accused of being an adviser of the measure for giving up Dunkirk, and notwithstanding what Campbell and others have said in his vindication, there seems little doubt that he was privy to the bargain, and offered reasons to bring over those who were against it.

He was in the great battle fought in June, 1665, in which the Dutch lost their admiral, Opdam, and had eighteen of their men of war taken, and fourteen destroyed: the honour of this victory was chiefly due to the earl of Sandwich. The last action in which he was engaged, was on the 28th of May, 1672, which is thus described by Campbell: "The earl of Sandwich, in his fine ship the Royal James, which carried one hundred pieces of cannon, and about 800 men, began the fight, and fell furiously on the squadron of Van D 2..."
Ghent: this he did, not from a principle of distinguishing himself by an act of heroic valour, for he knew that his character was too well established to need that: his view was to give the rest of the fleet time to form, and in this he carried his point. Captain Brakel, in the Great Holland, a fifty-gun ship, depending on the assistance of his squadron, attacked the Royal James, but was soon disabled, as were several other men of war; and three fine ships were sunk. By this time most of the admiral's men were killed, and the hulk of the Royal James was so pierced with shot, that it was impossible to carry her off. In this diftrese he might have been relieved by his vice-admiral, sir Joseph Jordan, if that gentleman had not been more folicitous about affilting the duke: when, therefore, he faw him fail by, he declared of the condition in which he lay, he said to those that were about him, "There is nothing left now but to defend the ship to the last man;" and those who knew him readily understood, that, by the last man, he meant himself. When a fourth fire-ship had grappled him, he begged his captain, sir Richard Haddock, and all his fervants, to get into the boat and fave themselves, which they did; yet some of the failors would not quit the admiral, but ftiad and endeavoured to put out the fire, which in fpite of all their efforts they could not do, and fo they perifhed together." Other writers, following the Dutch account, fay, that when he faw his fhip on fire, he jumped out into the sea and was drowned. This noble lord, it has been reported, occupied his leisure moments in engraving. His Letters and Negotiations have been printed in two volumes. He translated from the Spanish a work on "The Art of Metals." His lordship's body was found nearly a fortnight afterwards, and being brought home the highest funerals were paid to it. He is described by the Dutch biographer, Gerard Brandt, as a man equally brave, knowing, and of a most engaging behaviour, one who had rendered his sovereign the greatest services, not only in the field, but in the cabinet, and as an ambassador in foreign courts. His own countryman, bishop Parker, says "he was capable of any business, full of widom, a great commander at sea and land, and also learned and eloquent; affable, liberal, and magnificent." Notwithstanding these encomiums, and we might transfer to many others, equally strong and honourable to the character and talents of the earl of Sandwich, still it cannot be denied that he possessed a large portion of worldly widom, by means of which he attained to the most distinguishing honours, while others, who had acted in the fame caufe, but who were fteady to their principles, were doomed to the severest sufferings, to the penalties of confiscation of property, and of death. Campbell's Lives of the Admirals. Walpole's Noble and Royal Authors.

Montague, Charles, earl of Halifax, an eminent statesman, and illuftrious as a patron of letters, was the fourth son of George Montague, a younger son of the earl of Mancheftcr. He was born in 1661, at Horton, in Northamptonshire, and having laid in a flock of grammatical knowledge in the country, he was at the age of fourteen sent to Westminster school, then under the care of Dr. Bulby. He remained in that femyuary till he had attained the age of manhood, when he was admitted of Trinity college, Cambridge. Here, besides purfuing the studies of the place, he cultivated a talent for poetry, of which he gave specimens in an ode on the marriage of the princes Anne to prince George of Denmark, and a copy of verses on the death of Charles II. The latter piece attracted the notice of the earl of Dorset, who introduced the author to the royalty of the day. He took a part in the parody of Dryden's Hind and Panther, entitled "The Country and City Muse," which proved his zeal for the liberties of his country, and which he farther manifested by signing the invitation to the prince of Orange. He was elected a member of the convention which declared the throne vacant on the abdication of king James; and by the recommendation of the earl of Dorset, a pension of 500l. was settled on him by the king, till some promotion should offer. In the house of commons he distinguished himself on many important occations, particularly in promoting a bill which allowed counsel to perfons accused of high treafon. In pleading the caufe of humanity, he felt embarrafsed, and for a fhort interval was unable to proceed in the argument, upon which he exclaimed "If I, Mr. Speaker, who stand here, a member of this house, innocent and unaccufed, am fo awed by the view of a wife and illuftrious assembly, as to lofe the powers of utterance, what must be the condition of a man obliged to plead in a public court for his life.'" He was introduced to feveral places of great honour and trule, as a commiffioner of the treasury, a member of the privy-council, and chancellor of the exchequer. In 1695, he undertook the arduous task of receiving all the silver-money of the kingdom, which had become, at that time, more than ever neceffary; this scheme he completed in the course of two years. He also procured the establishment of a general fund, which was the parent of the finking fund. For thefe, and for other services, he had a grant of lands in Ireland. In 1698, he was made firft commiffioner of the treasury, and during his majefly's abfence abroad he was appointed one of the lord juifices. In 1700, he was called to the house of peers by the title of baron Halifax. Scarcely had he taken his feat in this afsemblcy before he was impeached, by the lower house, of high crimes and misdemeanours. The articles againft him referred to the grants which he had obtained from the crown, and to his polifling at the fame time offices that were inconsistent with each other, as commiffioner and chancellor of the treasury, and auditor of the exchequer. The charges, being heard, were difmissed by the house of lords, and he continued in the king's favour till the death of that sovereign. He was again attacked upon fimilar grounds after the afeeencion of queen Anne, and though ftruck out of the lif of privy-counfellers, he was protected by the lords. He took a very active part in all the political questions that were agitated at this period, and, in 1706, was appointed one of the commiffioners to negotiate the union with Scotland. When the act passed for the naturalization of the Hanover family, and the fecurity of the Protestant feceffion to the crown, he was appointed to carry it over to the electoral court. He vigorously maintained the struggle of the Whig party to retain a share of power, and after their entire defeat, he was the ferviceous oppofite of the treaty of Utrecht; and a fecdualf supporter of the honour and interefl of the duke of Marlborough. In 1714, he exerted all his powers to ward off the danger that feemed to threaten the Hanover feceffion, and by his contrivance procured a writ for calling the electoral prince to the houfe of peers. On this account he was, after the afeeencion of George I., rewarded by an advancement to the earldom of Halifax, with the order of the Garter. His prospects now were extensive and flattering, but death stopped his career, in May, 1715, at the age of 54. The patronage which lord Halifax afforded to polite literature was reaped by the eulogies of many of the moft eminent writers of the time, among whom were Addison, Congreve, Steele, and Tickell. Of Addison he was the particular friend and patron. Steele dedicated the fourth volume of the Tatler to his lordship, and mentions him as having "given a new era to wit and learning; by his
patronage to have produced those arts which before flunmed
the commerce of the world, into the service of life, and to
have been the cause that the man of wit has turned himself
to be a man of business." Biog. Brit. Johnson's Lives of the
Poets.

MONTAGUE, ELIZABETH, the daughter of Matthew Ro-
binson, esq. of Horton in Kent, was educated under the
direction of the celebrated Dr. Conyers Middleton. In
1742 she married Edward Montague, son of Charles, fifth
son of Edward, the first earl of Sandwich. By his wife she had
a son, who died when he was about two years old. She
became a widow in early life, and was left with an ample for-
tune and honourable connections. In 1769 she published
"An Essay on the Writings and Genius of Shakspere," which
obtained for the author a considerable degree of re-
putation. She formed a literary society, which, for some
years, was the topic of much conversation, under the name
of the "Blue Stocking Club." We have heard many ac-
counts of the origin of the title, but believe it arose from
the circumstance of a perfon excusing himself from going to
one of its very early meetings, on account of his being in a
deahbille, to which it was replied, "No particular regard to
dress is necessary in an assembly devoted to the cultivation of
the mind; so little attention, indeed, is paid to the dress of
the parties, that a gentleman would not be thought very outre who
should appear in blue stockings." This lady was,
for many years, noticed for the benevolent peculiness of
giving an annual dinner on May-day to all the little climbing boys, apprentices to the chimney-sweepers of the metropo-
lis. Perhaps in attention to these, too frequently difflcated children, led to those humane regulations, which, through
the exertions of Mr. Jonas Hanway, were determined on by
parliament. Lord Lyttelton was a warm admirer of Mrs.
Montague, and was afflled by her in the composition of his
and Private Communication.

MONTAGUE, in Geography, a townshifp of Hampshirle
county, Massachusetts, on the E. bank of Connecticut
river; about 18 miles N. of Northampton, incorporated in
1753, and containing 1222 inhabitants. —Also, the
northernmost township in New Jersey, situated in Sussex
county, on the E. side of the Delaware; 17 miles N.
of Newtown. —Also, the largest of the small islands in Prince
William's Sound, on the N.W. coast of North America,
about 50 miles long and 10 broad. N. lat. 50° to 60° 30'.'
W. long. 147° to 148°. —Also, a township in Upper Canada,
partly in the county of Greenville, and partly in Leeds,
washed by the river Radeau. —Also, a small island in the
Florida stream. N. lat. 24° 43'.' W. long. 81° 43'.' —Also,
one of the New Hebrides, in the South Pacific ocean. S.
lat. 17° 26'. E. long. 168° 15'.

MONTA_INA, a small island on the E. side of the gulf
of Bothnia. N. lat. 65° 39'. E. long. 24° 44'.

MONTAIGNE, a township of France, and principal place
of a district, in the department of the Vendee; 16 miles S.S.E. of Nantes. The place contains 1011, and the can-
ton 10,696 inhabitants, on a territory of 265 square
kilometres, in 10 communes. N. lat. 47°. W. long. 1° 14'.

MONTAIGU, or SHERPENHEUvel, a township of France,
in the department of the Dyke, raised from a hamlet to a
place of importance by the multitude of people who an-
nually resort hither to pay their respect to a miraculous
image of the Virgin, placed in a chapel, richly adorned.
Johannes Lutius has published an account of the miracles
performed by this image; three miles W. of Dritt.

MONTAIGUT, a town of France, in the department
of the Puy-de-Dome, and chief place of a canton, in the
district of Riom; 21 miles N.N.W. of Riom. The place
contains 1400, and the canton 6875 inhabitants, on a territo-
y of 197 square kilometres, in 10 communes. N. lat. 46° 12',
E. long. 2° 53'. —Also, a town of France, in the depart-
ment of the Lot and Garonne, and chief place of a canton,
in the district of Agen; 18 miles N.E. of Agen. The place
contains 4182, and the canton 8513 inhabitants, on a
territory of 165 square kilometres, in eight communes. N. lat.
44° 30', E. long. 1° 07'.

MONTALEGRE, a town of Portugal, in the province
of Tras-os-Montes; 22 miles N.E. of Braga. N. lat.
41° 45'. W. long. 7° 38'.

MONTALTA, a town in Spain, in the province of
Catalonia; seven miles E.N.E. of Urgel.

MONTALTO, a town of the marquisate of Ancona,
the fee of a bishop, suffragan of Fermo; 12 miles S.W.
of Fermo. N. lat. 42° 56'. E. long. 13° 38'. —Also, a town
in the duchy of Caltro, on the Fiora; 43 miles N.W.
of Rome. N. lat. 43° 21'. E. long. 11° 33'.

MONTALVAN, or MONTALBAO, a town in Spain,
in the province of Aragon; 30 miles S.E. of Daroca. —
Also, a town in Spain, in the province of Cordova; five
miles N.W. of Montilla.

MONTALVAO, a town of Portugal, in Alentejo, on
the borders of Spain, near a small river, which pilies not
far from it into the Tagus; 96 miles N.E. of Lisbon. N.
lat. 39° 30'. W. long. 7° 12'.

MONTALYA, a town of Portugal, in Esfarandura;
28 miles N.W. of Beja.

MONTAMEUF, a town of France, in the de-
partment of the Charente, and chief place of a canton,
in the district of Confolens; seven miles N.E. of La Roche-
couft. The place contains 947, and the canton 10,548
inhabitants, on a territory of 185 square kilometres, in six
communes.

MONTANARI, in Biography, a great performer on
the violin at Rome in the middle of the last century; when
a favourite pupil of Tartini, Paqualina Bini, arriving in
that city very young, practised with such affability, that in
three or four years time he vanquished the most difficult of
his master Tartini's compositions, and played them with
greater force than the author himself. All the professors
at Rome were so astonished by his performance, particu-
larly Montanari, at that time the principal performer on
the violin in the capital of the world, that he is supposed
to have died of grief and mortification at being so much ex-
celled in talents by the young Bini.

MONTANARI, Geminiano, a celebrated Italian natural
philosopher and mathematician, was born at Modera in
the year 1643. He lost his father while he was very young,
but his mother, well aware of the great importance of a
good education, had him carefully instructed in the clas-
sic-rhetoric, and philosophy, in his native city, and afterwards
sent him to Florence, where he studied with much success
in civil and ecclesiastical jurisprudence. Having completed
his studies, he settled in the profession of the law at Vienna,
and was previously to this admitted to the degree of doctor
at Salzburg. At Vienna he formed an acquaintance with
Paul de Buono, a considerable mathematician, which proved
the means of diverting his attention from legal pursuits, and
of reviving in him a strong inclination for the study of ma-
thematics and natural philosophy. Till now he had been a
disciple of the philosophy of Des Cartes, but by con-
versing with Buono, he adopted the theory of Galileo.
In 1657 he accompanied his friend in visiting the mines in Stizia,
Bohemia, and Hungary, and attended diligently to those
scientific pursuits connected with mineralogy. At length,
their proceedings awakened the jealousy of the Hungarians, and they were obliged to take refuge in one of the royal palaces, which affected Buono so tenderly that he fell sick and died. Upon this event Montanari came back to Vienna, which he very soon after quitted, and returned to Italy. His necessities now obliged him to practice at the bar of Florence, in order to furnish himself with the means of subsistence; still, however, his philosophical studies occupied the greatest share of his attention. After this he was patronized by duke Alphonso IV. of Modena, and by the marquis Malvina of Bologna, by whose recommendation he was elected professor of mathematics at the university of Bologna. During 14 years he discharged the duties of his office with unwearied diligence, made a vast number of observations on the celestial bodies, and performed experiments on the nature of different bodies. When the salaries of the professors were reduced, Montanari determined to obtain a settlement elsewhere, and was elected professor of astronomy at Padua. Here he continued to prosecute his observations and experiments, and published various useful and curious works. The Senate, likewise, frequently availed themselves of his advice in matters relating to hydraulics, fortification, the art of war, and the management of the mint. He died at Padua in 1587, in the 55th year of his age. He was author of a number of works, of which the titles, in a very long list, is given in the "General Biography:" and to him is attributed the discovery of the method of determining the heights of mountains by means of the barometer, to which he was accidentally led in the course of his travels.

MONTANARO, in Geography, a town of the dechy of Piacenza; seven miles S.S.E. of Piacenza.

MONTARCHES, a town of Spain, in Etramadura; 17 miles N. of Merida.

MONTANER, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Béarn. The place contains 918, and the canton 8549 inhabitants, on a territory of 116 kilometres, in 10 communes.

MONTANERA, a town of Italy, in the department of the Mincio; five miles S. of Mantua.

MONTANINI, in Biography. See PERUGINO.

MONTANISTS, in Ecclesiastical History, ancient heretics so called from their leader Montanus, who acted the prophet, and had his prophetesses.

Montanus was an obscure man, without any capacity or strength of judgment, who lived in a Phrygian village, called Poepuzio, towards the close of the second century. It is generally supposed, that he was born at Ardaia in Mydia, which is either a part of Phrygia, or lay contiguous to it; it is said, that he was but a new convert to Christianity, when he had the vanity to assume the character of a prophet. The rise of Montanism is generally placed by learned moderns about the year 151, agreeably to Eusebius in his "Chronicle," who refers it to the 11th year of Marcus Antoninus. Some, however, as Parchon and Beaulobre, are of opinion, that it appeared in the year 156 or 157, and Barretier refers it to the year 126. Euphianus, whose chronology is not always accurate, intimates, that Montanus set up his pretensions in the 19th year of Antoninus Pius, or about the year of Christ 156. But the most probable account is that of Eusebius. Although Irenaus has not expressly mentioned the Montanists, he is supposed to refer to them. They were twice mentioned by Clement of Alexandria; and they were for some time coun-temned by a bishop of Rome. They inhabited a good while; for the Cata-phrygians are expressly mentioned in Conflantius's edicts against heretics. Epiphanius says, they were then in Cappadocia, Gallatia, and Phrygia, and numerous in Cilicia, and at Constantinople. Auguline, Sozomen, and Theodoret speak of them as fabricating in their times.

Montanus, no less weak than arrogant, gave out, that he was the paraclete, or comforter, which the divine Saviour at his departure from the earth promised to send to his disciples to lead them to all truth. Some have affected that Montanus pretended to be the Holy Ghost. But others have observed, with greater reason, that he made a distinction between the paraclete, promised by Christ to his apostles, and the holy spirit: understanding by the former a divine teacher, who was to perfect the gospel by the addition of some doctrines omitted by our Saviour, and to cast a full light on others which were expressed in an obscure and imperfect manner: according to he pretended to be this divine teacher. Under this character, he added to the laws of the gospel many aulterite decisions; inculcated the necessity of multiplying fasts; prohibited second marriages as unlawful; maintained that the church should refuse absolution to those, who, after baptism, had fallen into the commission of enormous sins, and that such persons should not be admitted to full communion, though they repeated; and condemned all care of the body, especially all nicety in dress, and all female ornaments. He threw the same averton to the noblest employments of the mind, that he did to the innocent enjoyments of life; and gave it, as his opinion, that philosophy, arts, and whatever favour of polite literature, should be mercilessly banished from the Christian church. He looked upon those Christianians as expulsive of a most heinous transgression, who saved their lives by flight from the perpetuating sword, or who reformed them by money from the hands of their cruel and mercenary judges. He added many other precepts equal to these in severity and rigour: and, in many-predictions concerning the disasters that were to happen in the empire, and the approaching destruction of the Roman republic, which rendered him obnoxious to the governing powers. Montanus was, therefore, first by a decree of certain assemblies, and afterwards by the unanimous voice of the whole church, solemnly separated from the body of the faithful. However, he had many patrons and adherents, the principal of whom was Tertullian, and his cause spread abroad through Asia, Africa, and a part of Europe. Eusebius speaks of Aleibiades and Theodoutus as joined with Montanus from the beginning. But the persons most frequently mentioned as his affilants and prophetesses are two women, named Prisca, or Priscilla, and Maximilla. Besides these, there were other women, who were supposed to possess the gift of prophecy. Some of the prophetesses of these persons were preferred in writing. Nevertheless, it is observed by several ancient writers, that the people made no boast of any prophecies among them after Montanus and his two women: Maximilla expressly declared that there would be none after her. Although the followers of Montanus held him to be an inspired person, they did not think that his inspiration was equal to that of the apostles, as it did not relate to the great articles of faith, but chiefly to matters of external order and discipline. When they delivered their pretended prophecies, they seemed to be for some time deprived of their reason. As for the resurrection of the body and other great articles of the Christian religion, no doubt seems to have been entertained with regard to their belief of them. Some of them, however, have been charged with not holding the right doctrine concerning the Trinity; and it is probable, says Lardner, that these were in the Sabellian
Sabellian or Unitarian scheme. Tertullian evidently intimates, that they were Millenarians. Several writers of the fourth and fifth centuries inform us, that they had certain mysteries among them, in which they practised both cruelty and infanticides; and two writers, one Tertullian and Cyril of Jerusalem, charge them with magic, killing of infants, lewdness, and idolatry. But reports of this kind have been deemed fictions and calumnies. Eusebius and his authors do not warrant this account of them; and if it had been true, Tertullian would certainly have had no concern with them. We have no reason for doubting, that they received all the scriptures of the Old and New Testament in common with other Christians, and with like respect; and it appears that they had their separate assemblies, in which every part of Christian worship was performed. Mos. Eccl. Hist. vol. i. Lardner's Works, vol. ix.

The Montans are the same with what were otherwise denominated Phrygians, Cataphrygians, and Quintiliani, which see.

MONTANUM VERD. See Verd.

MONTARAN ISLANDS, in Geography, a cluster of small islands in the East Indian sea. S. lat. 2° 25'. E. long. 98° 48'.

MONTARGIL, a town of Portugal, in Estremadura; 28 miles S.E. of Santarem.

MONTARGIS, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Loiret. The place contains 6,934, and the canton 15,135 inhabitants, on a territory of 225 square kilometres, in 15 communes. N. lat. 47° 59'. E. long. 2° 48'.

MONTASORO, a town of Naples, in Principato Cita; nine miles N. of Salerno.

MONTASTRUC, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Toulouse; nine miles N.E. of Toulouse. The place contains 11,521, and the canton 64,546 inhabitants, on a territory of 1,524 square kilometres, in 14 communes. Alto, a town of France, in the department of the Gers; 10 miles N. of Auch.

MONTAUBAN, a town of France, in the department of the Ille et Vilaine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montfort; five miles N.W. of Montfort. The place contains 27,555, and the canton 81,187 inhabitants, on a territory of 137,583 square kilometres, in eight communes. Alto, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Lot, on the Tarn; before the revolution the fee of a bishop. Its principal trade consists in woollen stuffs. This town was built in the year 1144 by Alphonso, count of Toulouse. In 1562, the inhabitants became Protestants, who fortified it in such a manner, that Louis XIII. besieged it without success in the year 1621, nor was he able to reduce it till the year 1629, when its fortifications were demolished.

The place contains 21,859 inhabitants: the western part includes 12,851, and its canton 13,257, on a territory of 387 square kilometres, in three communes; and its eastern part contains 9,088 inhabitants, and its canton 10,438, on a territory of 821 square kilometres, in two communes. N. lat. 44° 39'. E. long. 1° 20'.—Alto, a town of France, in the department of the Drome; 16 miles E. of Nîmes.

MONTAUK POINT, the eastern extremity of Long Island, belonging to the state of New York. A tract called Turtle Hill has been ceded to the United States for the purpose of erecting a lighthouse upon it.

MONTAUSIER, Charles de Sainte Maure, in Geography, duke of, a peer of France, born in 1610, was educated a Protestant, but afterwards conformed to the established religion. He obtained some considerable posts under government. His high character for strict purity of morals, and unshaken loyalty, caused him to be chosen to preside over the education of the dauphin, son of Lewis XIV., and it was his perpetual care to inculcate on his pupil the principles of virtue, and to accustom him to the truth. He always kept from him all court flatterers, who were likely to corrupt his heart and injure his moral habits. He wrote a short history of his own life, and was on the point of taking his leave, he said to the prince, "Sir, if you are a man of worth, you will love me; if otherwise, you will hate me, and I shall confide myself." The duke was so infamous for avarice, morality, and sincerity in his conduct and actions, that Moliere's character of the "Misanthrope" was thought to be modelled after him. Some enemies of the poet infuriated this to the duke, and he went to see the poet. Moliere, leaving the theatre-exclaimed, "Would to God that I really resembled Moliere's Misanthrope!" He was accustomed to speak bold truths even to Lewis XIV. He died at the age of 80, in the year 1690, regretted by all men of real worth. Gen. Biog.

MONTAUTO, in Geography, a town of Naples, in Principato Uftra; five miles N. of Benevento.

MONTAWE, a town of Prussia, in Pomerelia; eight miles S.W. of Marienburg.

MONTABARD, a town of France, in the department of the Côte d'Or, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Semur; nine miles N. of Semur. The place contains 21,185, and the canton 10,875 inhabitants, on a territory of 287 square kilometres, in 26 communes. N. lat. 47° 36'. E. long. 4° 23'.

MONTABRE, a town of France, in the department of the Jura, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Dôle. The place contains 43,342, and the canton 67,279 inhabitants, on a territory of 187 square kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTBAZAN, a town of France, in the department of the Indre and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Tours; seven miles S. of Tours. The place contains 950, and the canton 13,766 inhabitants, on a territory of 547 square kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTBAZENS, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Villefranche. The place contains 1026, and the canton 9,175 inhabitants, on a territory of 195 square kilometres, in 13 communes.

MONTBELIARD, Philibert-Gueneau, in Biography, was born in 1720, at Semur, in Auxois. He spent the early part of his youth at Dijon, and afterwards came to Paris, where he made himself known as a man of science. He continued with reputation, the "Collection Académique," a periodical work, which gave a view of every thing interesting contained in the "Mémors" of the different learned societies in Europe. He was chosen by Buffon to be his associate in his great work on natural history, and the compilation of his ornithology was committed to him. He was described by the great French naturalist, "(Of all men, the person whose manner of seeing, judging, and writing was most conformable to his own," when the clasps of birds was finished, Montbeliard undertook that of insects, rel
tive to which he had already furnished several articles to the New Encyclopædia, but his progress was cut short by his death, which took place in 1735. 

MONTBELTRAN, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Porentroy; 32 miles W. of Bâle. The place contains 3,593, and the canton 7,665 inhabitants, on a territory of 102½ square miles, in 20 communes. Before the revolution, it was the capital of a principality, which, though inhabited in France, was considered as belonging to Germany. Its situation is pleasant, at the foot of a hill, and it is watered by the river Halle, which runs into the Doubs. The adjacent soil is fertile, and the air is salubrious. The inhabitants have a considerable trade in linen, leather, flockings, and cutlery. In its vicinity are vineyards, and a productive iron mine. The principality was about 30 miles long, and 24 in its greatest breadth. The inhabitants were chiefly Protestants, confiding of Swiss, Germans and French. By the peace of Lunéville, the whole was ceded to France. 

N. lat. 47° 38'. E. long. 6° 44'.

MONT-BENOIT, a town of France, in the department of the Doubs, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Pontarlier; 7 miles N.N.E. of Pontarlier. The place contains 94, and the canton 7,039 inhabitants, on a territory of 183½ square miles, in 18 communes.

MONT-BLANC. See Blanc.

MONTBOZON, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Saône, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Véfoul; 10 miles S.E. of Véfoul. The place contains 592, and the canton 9,698 inhabitants, on a territory of 277½ square miles, in 38 communes.

MONTBRISON, a city of France, and capital of the department of the Loire, celebrated for its medicinal waters; 31 miles S.S.W. of Lyons. The place contains 4,703, and the canton 12,222 inhabitants, on a territory of 295 square miles, in 21 communes. N. lat. 45° 36'. E. long. 4° 9'.

MONTBRON, a town of France, in the department of the Charente, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Angoulême; 15 miles E. of Angoulême. The place contains 520, and the canton 11,612 inhabitants, on a territory of 32½ square miles, in 14 communes.

MONTBRUN, a town of France, in the department of the Drôme; 18 miles S.E. of Nions.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonno; 9 miles S. of Rieux.

MONT-BUET, a mountain of Switzerland, said to be 10,000 feet above the level of the sea.

MONT-CAVITA, a town of the island of Cuba; 20 miles E. of Villa del Principe.

MONT-CAYO, a branch of the Pyrenees, which extends to the province of Aragon, in Spain, and one of the highest in that kingdom: it is situated between Aragon, Catalonia, and Navarre. The Norms which collect on this mountain are said to be the terror of the adjacent country, to the extent of 20 miles.

MONTCHANIS, a town of France, in the department of the Sãone and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Autun; 10 miles S.S.E. of Autun. The place contains 1,069, and the canton 9,913 inhabitants, on a territory of 290 square miles, in 14 communes.

MONTCHIU, a river of Thibet, which runs into the Sânpoo, 13 miles W. of Kimbu.

MONT-DAPPHIN, a town of France, in the department of the Higher Alps, seated on a rock, and almost surrounded by the Ière: the residence of a governor and garnison; 3 miles N. of Embrun.

MONT-DE-MARSAN, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Landes; 56 miles S. of Bordeaux. The place contains 2,666, and the canton 11,986 inhabitants, on a territory of 305 square miles, in 26 communes. N. lat. 43° 53'. E. long. 0° 26'.

MONTDIDIER, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Somme; 18 miles S.E. of Amiens. The place contains 4,049, and the canton 13,923 inhabitants, on a territory of 224 square miles, in 33 communes. N. lat. 50° 5'. E. long. 2° 30'.

MONTDOUBLEAU, a town of France, in the department of the Loir and Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vendôme; 30 miles N.N.W. of Blois. The place contains 1,749, and the canton 9,793 inhabitants, on a territory of 247½ square miles, in 14 communes.

MONTÉ, Giambattista Da, in Biography, (or latinized Montanus,) a learned and distinguished physician of the 16th century, was descended from the noble family of Monte, in Tuscany, and born at Verona in the year 1508. His tutors in Greek and philosophy were Mufuro and Ponzazzotto, and on quitting their tuition, he was sent to Padua, with the view of studying jurisprudence, being intended by his father for the profession of the law. His talent, however, was not directed to this study, but led him to that of phyic, which he commenced, notwithstanding the displeasure of his father, who even withdrew from him the means of support, in consequence of his disobedience. Nevertheless he perjured himself in following the bent of his mind, and truited to his own abilities and industry for subsistence, while he visited several of the principal towns in Italy; especially Naples, Rome, and Venice, where he practised his profession, and distinguished himself by his classical skill. It is probable, indeed, that, in addition to his professional knowledge, his classical talents were put in employment for the means of subsistence; since Ghilini mentions that, at Naples, he explained the poems of Pindar. In the course of his residence at these places, he gained high reputation, and numerous illustrious friends, and at length acquired such ease of circum stance, that he retired to Padua, with the intention of enjoying repose, in 1559. But after residing there about four years, he was called upon to exert his talents as a teacher in that school, being first appointed professor of the practice of medicine, and subequently of the theory: he was also for some time professor of anatomy in the same university. As his reputation advanced, his emoluments were also augmented, and ultimately surpased those of any other Italian physician of his time. His disciples were exceedingly numerous, and many of them attained to great eminence. He had been professor eleven years, when his extensive reputation brought him very liberal offers from the emperor, Charles V., Francis I. of France, and the grand duke of Tuscany, and urgent solicitations to settle at their respective courts. But nothing could induce him to quit the chair, which he filled with so much benefit to his pupils, and satisfaction to himself. He was afflicted with calculous complaints, however, under which he at length suffered so severely, that he was compelled to retire to his estate at Terazzano, in the Venetian territory, where he died in May, 1571.

Montanus was held in high estimation by his contemporaries, and his name was deemed of great authority in the Italian schools for a long period. His works, however, which were exceedingly numerous, and mostly published by his disciples, were principally comments upon the ancients, and
illustrations of their theories; and have therefore ceased to be of importance, since the originals have lost their value. He translated into Latin the works of Aëtius, which he published at the desire of cardinal Ippeolito de Medici. He also cultivated poetry, and translated into Latin verse the poem of Meneus: he is said likewise to have made translations of the Argonauts attributed to Orpheus, and of Lucian's Tragopodagra. Eloy Dict. Hist, de la Med. Gen. Biog.

Monte, Guidobaldo, Marquis del, a Venetian nobleman, an able mathematician, who flourished in the 16th and 17th centuries, but of whom little is known, more than that he spent his whole life in retirement, devoted to abstruse and difficult mathematical studies. In 1600 he published his "Treatise on Perspective," and in 1608 an edition of his "Astronomical Problems" was published by his son, from which it appears that he was then dead. The treatise on perspective, already referred to, is the first in which that science was completely established upon mathematical principles. He also published "A Theory of the Planisphere;" and he drew up "A Reformed Calendar." He was author of commentaries upon the two treatises of Archimedes "On Centres of Gravity," and "On the Screw-pump for drawing Water." Gen. Biog.

Monte, II. in Geography, a town of the island of Corfica; 18 miles S. of Baffia.

Monte-Acuto, a town of Sardinia; 40 miles E.N.E. of Alghieri.—Alfo, a town in the district of Urbino; 15 miles N.W. of Urbino.

Monte-Agnone, a town of Naples, in Principato Cita; 9 miles N.E. of Sierno.

Monte-Albano, a town of Naples, in the province of Oranto; 6 miles W. of Otranto.—Alfo, a town of Naples, in Bigliatica; 4 miles N.E. of Puri.—Alfo, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Demona; 17 miles S.W. of Melazzo.

Monte-Alcino, a town of Etruria, anciently Monte Altino, the see of a bishop, suffragan of Sienna. The most excellent wine of Italy, called "Mailatello di Monte-Alcino," is procured in its vicinity; 15 miles S.S.E. of Sienna.

Monte-Almaya, a town of Etruria; 9 miles N. of Florence.

Monte-Alto, a town of the marquisate of Ancona, the see of a bishop, suffragan of Fermo; 10 miles N. of Ascoli.

Monte-Alverino, a mountain of Etruria, near the source of the Tiber, celebrated for a convent, which is a sanctuary; 14 miles from Florence.

Monte-Aperto, a town of Naples, in Principato Ultra; 9 miles S. of Benevento.

Monte-Baldo, a mountain of Italy, between the river Adige and lake Garda, separating the Venetia from the Trentin.

Monte-Barbaro, a mountain of Naples, on the sea-coast, near Pozzoli.

Monte Barone, a town of Naples, in Capitanata; 13 miles S.S.W. of Vieille.

Monte Beluto, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra; 10 miles S. of Reggio.—Alfo, a town of Naples, in Abruzzi Cita; 2 miles S.E. of Ranciano.—Alfo, a town of Naples, in Abruzzi Ultra; 15 miles E.N.E. of Aquila.—Alfo, a town of Italy, in the Vicentin; 13 miles S.W. of Vicenza.

Montebourg, a town of France, in the department of the Channel, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Valognes; 4 miles S.E. of Valognes. The place contains 3,351, and the canton 10,478 inhabitants, on a territory of 145 square kilometres, in 25 communes.

Monte-Brandone, a town of the marquisate of Ancona; 15 miles E.N.E. of Ascoli.

Monte-Braulio, a mountain of the Rhenish Alps, between the Grisons and the Tyrolese; 10 miles N. of Bornio.

Monte-Bruno, a town of the Ligurian republic; 15 miles N.E. of Genoa.

Montecalm, Louis Joseph de St. Veran, Marquis de, in Biography, a celebrated general, was born of a noble family at Candia, in 1712. He entered early into the army, and distinguished himself gallantly in many battles, particularly in that of Piacezza, in 1746. In 1756 he became a field-marshall, and was appointed to command the French army in Canada, where he opposed Lord Loudoun with skill and success. He afterwards defeated Abercrombie, his lordship's successor, but in the famous battle at Quebec, in 1759, he received a mortal wound, at the same time when the brilliant Wolfe was slain.

Monte-Calvo, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Urbino; 4 miles N. of Urbino.—Alfo, a town of Naples, in Principato Ultra; 10 miles E.N.E. of Benevento.

Monte-Campeolo, a town of Spain, in Galicia; 7 miles N. of Ferrol.

Monte-Carlo, a town of Etruria; 24 miles W.N.W. of Florence.

Monte-Carotto, a town of the marquisate of Ancona; 8 miles W. of Jefi.

Monte-Casino, a town of Naples, in the province of Caserta, situated on a mountain of the same name, with an abbey in which Benedict is said to have founded his order. This monastery became so famous, that monarchs resided in their crowns in order to end their days here; 13 miles S.S.E. of Sora.

Monte-Catino, a town of Etruria; four miles W.S.W. of Volterra.

Monte-Catinus, Anthony, in Biography, an Italian professor of philosophy, was born in the year 1550, at Ferrara, where he read public lectures, and in process of time was elected the first professor of philosophy. He obtained also the appointment of governor of the city of Reggio, the chief magistrate of Ferrara, and frequently was entrusted with the whole management of affairs under the duke. He died at Ferrara in 1599, at the age of 63. He is chiefly known as an author by his "Commentary on Aristotle's Politics," to which he added some of Plato's works.

Monte-Cecce, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the county of Molife; 20 miles N.N.E. of Molife.

Monte-Tech, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Calet Sarrazin; 7 miles E. of it. The place contains 2,019, and the canton 10,482 inhabitants, on a territory of 71,215 square kilometres, in 10 communes.

Montechal, Charles de, in Biography, a learned French prelate, who flourished in the 17th century, was educated at the college of Autun, at Paris, and rose from step to step to the post of principal of that institution. He also rose to the rank of archbishop of Toulouse, and obtained a high reputation for piety, as well as for his acquaintance with history, the civil and canon law, and the Greek and Hebrew languages. He died in 1651. His principal work was entitled "Memoirs of M. de Montechal, archbishop of Toulouse, containing particulars of the life and ministry of Cardinal Richelieu," in two volumes, 12mo. Montevideo.
a town of the duchy of Piacenza; 13 miles S.W. of Piacenza.

MONTECHIO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Mela, on the Oglio; 5 miles S.S.W. of Bres.

MONTECHIO Maggiore, a town of Italy, in the Vicentin; 11 miles S.W. of Vicenza.

MONTE-CHRISTI, a cape, bay, town, and river, on the N. side of the island of St. Domingo. The cape is a high hill, situated in lat. 15° 34' 50", and long. 74° 9' 30" W. of Paris. The bay is formed by Cape La Grange on one side, and Pointe des Dunes on the other, about 6,000 fathoms apart; this bay is about 1,000 fathoms deep, and its widening is nearly four leagues. The town stands at 800 fathoms from the sea-side, and rises in the form of an amphitheatre on the side of the coast. It was founded in 1513, abandoned in 1606, and is now become a poor place.

The town and its territory contain about 30,000 souls. The land round the town is sandy and barren; and the river contains a great number of crocodiles. To American smugglers this port is well known, and carries on a great commerce, on account of its vicinity to the French plantations.

—Also, a chain of mountains, extending parallel to the N. coast of the island of St. Domingo, from the bay of Monte-Christi to the bay of Samana on the E. Two rivers rise and flow in opposite directions, along the southern side of this chain. The river Monte-Christi or Yaqué runs in a W. by S. direction, and Yuna river in an E. by S. course to the bay of Samana. Both rise near La Vega, and have numerous branches.—Also, a town of South America, in the audience of Quito, and jurisdiction of Guayaquil, built at first near the Pacific ocean, and called "Manz." Its commerce was then considerable, by means of vessels passing from Panama to the ports of Peru; but being pillaged by foreign adventurers, who frequented these seas, the town was removed to the foot of a mountain, where it is now situated, and from which it has its name; 110 miles N.W. of Guayaquil.

MONTE-CIRCELLO; a mountainous cape of Italy, near the sea, called by the ancients an island, and rendered famous as the supposed habitation of Circe, the sorceress, who used to transform her lovers into brutes. On the promontory there was once a town called Circeum. On the ruins of the town was built a fortress, which served as a place of retreat, and safety for the popes in times of danger. Nothing now remains but a castle called "St. Felice," erected by pope Celestine II., in the 12th century. An ancient tomb is shown as the sepulchre of Elpenor, one of the companions of Ulysses, who, in a state of intoxication, fell from the top of a house into the street. N. lat. 41° 17'. E. long. 12° 57'.

MONTECCLIERE, Michel de, in Biography, a French musician, who published several useful elementary treatises on his art; but began his career as a serious opera composer in the year 1716, among those who tried their force with little success, after the decease of Lully.

MONTE-CORVINO, in Geography, a town of Naples, in Principato Citera, formerly the see of a bishop, but united to Vulturara in the year 1433; nine miles E. of Salerno.

MONTECUCCOLI, Count Sebastian, in Biography, an Italian gentleman, who was introduced at the French court, and became cup-bearer to the dauphin Francis, son of Francis I. He was accused of having poisoned the young prince of Valence, and being put to the torture, confessed that he was hired to do the deed by the partisans of Charles V. The friends of the emperor, however, full refuted the abominable charge, and threw it back upon Catherine de Medicis, wife of Henry II. brother to the dauphin. This circumstance occurred in 1536.

MONTECUCULI, Raymond de, prince of the holy Roman empire, and a celebrated general in the service of the house of Anjou, was born in 1608, at Montecuccoli, the seat of his family, in the Modene. Having received a liberal education, he took arms at an early age, under his uncle Ernol Montecuccoli, general of artillery in the imperial service. The wars in Flanders were his first scene of action, and in that school he acquired the skill and experience which raised him into notice. The first contest in which he distinguished himself was in the year 1644, when at the head of 2,000 men he surprised 10,000 Swedes, whom he compelled to abandon their baggage and artillery. He was himself afterwards defeated and made prisoner by the Swedish general Bannier, and was detained in captivity two years. This time, which to most young men would have been lost to themselves and the world, our youthful Roderick employed in literary and scientific pursuits. On returning to his profession, he defeated the Swedes, in Bohemia. After the peace of Wilmphalia, he travelled into different countries, and was sent once in a diplomatic character to Stockholm. He was very honourably received by queen Christina, who afterwards admitted him to her correspondence, and imparted to him her secret intention of abdicating the throne. In 1657 he was appointed field-marshall, and sent to the relief of John Calvin, king of Poland, who was attacked by the forces of Sweden, and the prince of Transylvania. After defeating the latter, he took Cracow from the Swedes, and gained several splendid actions, which produced a peace. He next served against the Turks, and drove them out of Transylvania, for which he was made president of the Imperial council. In 1673 he was sent against the French, to oppose the celebrated Turenne; these great masters in the art of war exhausted every stratagem in their science; but while the game was in a state of balance, it was brought to a conclusion by the death of Turenne, from a cannon-ball, as he was reconnoitring with a design to attack. He afterwards acted with great courage and skill against the prince of Conde. After this he refused to contend with generals of inferior reputation. He died in 1681. He was attached to literature, and left behind him a work entitled "Memorie delle Arti della Guerra."

MONTE-DE-BUCHAR, in Geography, a cape on the W. coast of North America. N. lat. 35° 19'. E. long. 239° 29'.

MONTE-DELL-CASALE, a town of Naples, in Ba[ilicata; 12 miles N.W. of Turi.

MONTE-FAGARIA, a mountain of Sicily, in the valley of Noto; seven miles W.N.W. of Calabro Giovanni.

MONTE-FALCO, a town of the duchy of Spoleto, on a mountain near the Clitummo; 12 miles W.N.W. of Spoleto.

MONTE-FALCONE, a town of Naples, in the county of Molfi; 18 miles N.E. of Molfi.—Also, a town of Itaria; 16 miles W. of Treville.

MONTE-EGATESE, a town of the republic of Luca; 12 miles N. of Luca.

MONTE-ELICICE, a town of the duchy of Urbino; 12 miles N.W. of Urbino. N. lat. 43° 56'. E. long. 22° 16'.

MONTE-FIASCONO, a town of Italy, the see of a bishop, formerly belonging to the patronage of the pope; and supposed by some to be the ancient "Falerum," or "Falerii,"
MONTE-IGNOSO, a town of the republic of Lucca; 20 miles W. of Lucca.

MONTEJICAR, a town of Spain, in the province of Granada; 13 miles N.W. of Guadix.

MONTEJO, a town of France, in the department of Marenco; 12 miles E.S.E. of Chavasso.

MONTEITH, a district of Scotland, in the S. part of the county of Perth.

MONTELIEU, a port of Burgundy wine.

MONTEILMART, in Geography, a town of France, and the principal place of a district, in the department of the Drôme, situated on the Robion; in which are some manufactures of wool, silk, and leather. The place contains 6320, and the canton 10,598 inhabitants, on a territory of 2125 kilometres, in 11 communes. The people of this town, it is said, were the first in France who embraced the doctrines of the reformation. N. lat. 44° 33'. E long. 4° 49'.

MONTELLA, a town of Naples, in Principato Citra; 12 miles W. of Conza.

Monella, or Montilla, a light, white Spanish wine from Andalusia.

MONTEMOR o Novo, in Geography, a town of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo, on the Cama; containing four parishes, and above 4000 inhabitants; 50 miles E. of Líbion. N. lat. 38° 36'. W. long. 8°.

MONTEMOR o Velho, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira, on the Mondego, containing six parish churches, a convent, several hospitals, and above 1900 inhabitants; the residence of a military commander, with 24 companies of regular troops, quartered in the town and vicinity; 90 miles N. of Líbion. N. lat. 40° 7'. W. long. 8° 33'.

MONTENDRE, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Charante, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Jonzac; seven miles W. of Montluçon. The place contains 852, and the canton 7471 inhabitants, on a territory of 285 kilometres, in 19 communes.

MONTENERO, a town of France, in the department of the Stura; five miles N.N.E. of Coni.

MONTENSES. See AGONISTIC, CAMPIST, and DONATISTS.

MONTE-NUOVO, the New Mountain, near Puzzolli, in the Neapolitan territory. It was raised in the night, in September 1538, by the agency of a subterranean volcano, which ejected such an immense quantity of earth, stones, and ashes, that in the course of 48 hours it attained the height of 2100 feet.

MONTEPULCIANO, a very fine red Tuscan wine from Stiano, in the district of Scarperia. It is exported in barrels.

MONTER, Fr., in Musæ, to rise, ascend in the scale by a series of notes from the grave to the acute.

MONTEBEAU-FAUT-YONNE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Fontainebleau, at the junction of the Seine and Yonne; 12 miles N.E. of Nemours. The place contains 3435, and the canton 8999 inhabitants, on a territory of 1075 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTEREY, a town of Spain, in Galicia; 18 miles S.E. of Orense.

MONTEREY, or MONTEREY, a Spanish settlement or presidio on the coast of California, founded, according to La Perouse, on the third of June 1770, which by exact Spanish observations in 1791, is in N. lat. 36° 35' 45" and long. 115° 47' 30" W. of Cadiz. We shall here observe, that with the Spaniards, "presidio" is a general name for all forts, both in Africa and America, placed in the middle of
of a country of indolents, and implying, that there are no
other inhabitants besides the garrison which refides within
the citadel. The principal Spanish garrison is that of Mon-
terey, and the lieutenant-governor, who refides at Mon-
terey, is governor of both the Californias. The soil of the
adjacent district is tolerably fertile and productive; for La
Perouse observed maize, barley, and peas; and by his
account, the climate is mild though foggy. But according
to the Spanish writers, whose account is more likely to be
just than that of Peroufe, who visited this coast at a particu-
lar season, the climate of California seems to be divided
between excessive cold and torrents of rain, while water-
spouts and hurricanes are not unfrequent, and thick fog
serve to diversify these vicissitudes. The soil seems also to
display a great variety of barrenness. The chief product
is derived from the fur of foxes and other animals. From
the account of the late California in 1794, given by
Elalla, we learn, that the missionaries have planted olives,
figs, pomegranates, vines, and peaches, all of which yield
an abundant produce. The most common plant is the "Me-
calce," which covers the mountains and valleys, and like
the "Maguey" of the south, supplies the savages with food,
drink, and clothing. Although the land be generally
barren, it is an abundant, and some of the shells are ex-
quisitely beautiful. From Monterey, and even from the
Red river, to Mendocino, the country is covered with
immense forests of pines and other trees. The Spaniards
have begun to carry on a fair-trade with China; in this respec-
to following the example of the Russians, who for this pur-
pose had availed themselves of their settlements on the north-
western coast of America, who fitted their settlements in Cal-
ifornia furnished them with an abundant supply of skins,
chiefly of the sea-otter, as it is called by the Spaniards,
the fur being black, and equal to the finest beaver. The
manner of catching the sea-otters is so peculiar to the
Indians, that the English, Dutch, and Spaniards, have not
been able to imitate their skill. In small canoes, constructed
of wood, or a kind of flag, and capable of holding only
one person, they venture out to sea; and provided with a
long rope furnished with two hooks, the boatman advances
towards the otter, the females being surrounded with their
young, whom they teach to swim. On the approach of the
canoes, the female plunges under water, and the Indian fixes
the hooks in the foot and leg of one of the young. He
then retires and gives out rope, which he occasionally pulls,
and then giving pain to the young animal, it roars so as to
bring the dam to its assistance, who, in endeavouring to ex-
tricate the young one, is often herself entangled by the hooks;
upon which the hunter arrives and kills her by a sharp blow
on the head.

The mining faction of St. Ann, near the mission of All-
Saints, at 24, the silver of which is remarkably pure, has
been abandoned on account of the cruelty of the savages,
who massacred the workmen. However, in some parts of
the country, the natives are more mild and docile than in
others. The women are enticed with the care of pro-
viding food, and other means of subsistence, while the men,
lke other savages in general, walk about like idle vagabonds;
and this hobnails is often very laborious. They are obliged
to submit to this fatiguing drudgery, as death might prob-
elly be the end of any objection or demur. Hence
it happens, that murders are very frequent among them,
and they are committed on the slightest occasions. Their
food is very simple, consisting of hawks, wild fritters, a kind
of rabbit, venison, with vipers, snakes, rats, lizards, and
the like. In fishing the Californians are very skilful; and
they are also very dextrous in the chase. The Californians
are easily infligted either to good or evil; they will often
learn the principles of the Christian faith in a fortight, and
as soon forget them; sometimes crowding to the missions,
and prefently abandoning them. They receive favours with
coolness, and treat their benefactors with neglect. Al-
though they appear bold, they are in reality cowardly, and
soon yield under the apprehension of danger or chastisement.
They have scarcely any government, or disposition to affil-
iate, or to fix in any place; they only unite in the dance,
the feast, and their petty wars. Their huts or hovels are
generally two or three together, about 14 yards square,
having roofs formed of branches, and covered with a little
earth, and very low, so that they are always full of smoke.
They indulge their appetites without restraint; and they are
all naked except the women, who wear a small mantle of the
fibres of a plant, and a skin of some animal over the bosom.
The latter is also worn by the chiefs. The head-dress of
the ladies is a little helmet of rushes, while the men wear
feathers. They nfe necklaces made of little shells, and some
of the men wear caps made of clay. Their complexion is
generally dark, though some of the women are tolerably
fair. They paint themselves with various colours; some
cut off a piece of the ear, some pierce the under lip, others
the noluids, and wear as ornaments maces, lizards, shells,
&c.; and it is evidently their design in painting, to render
themselves terrible to their enemies. The furniture of their
hovels consists in a little net to keep feeds, some wild tobacco,
with a pipe of clay, quiver for arrows. Two pieces of wood
to light a fire, in rubbing which against each other, so as to
produce it, they are very dextrous; a bow and arrows, a
card to kill rabbits, and some cords and hooks for fishing.
A person who polleth these articles is reckoned rich, but
there are many who have nothing. When they wish to
move, the man bears the bow and arrows, and the woman
all the rest. The missionaries have discovered one district
in which polygamy is not permitted, but regarded as unhappy,
and tending to a speedy death. But, in general, a man
may keep, under the title of cooks, as many women as he
can maintain. Although adultery be common, it is an ob-
ject of chastelement, and the husband may repudiate or kill
his wife. The mother will sometimes kill or Abound her
infant, without being subject to any account. Many of the
Indians seem to have no knowledge of religion or a first
con; they have neither temples, nor idols, nor altars, nor
do they worship the sun or moon. Some, however, have
confused notions both of a creator, and of a kind of pro-
vidence. They have a sort of magicians, called "Quamas,"
who supply the want of priests, and are regarded as oracles.
These magicians pretend to cure diseases by ridiculous cer-
emonies and gufferies, and they greatly impede the progres-
of Chirilitanity, because they jallily regard it as destructive
to their profession. These magicians distinguished themselves
at the festrivals, which are merely allegories of men and women
to gratify all their appetites. They have also wrestling
matches, in which the victor becomes the favourite of the
women, while the vanquished feel to mortified that they some-
times put themselves to death. The magicians display their
influence on occasion of funerals, in a variety of ridiculous
ceremonies. The natives of this country, whatever difference
there may be in the statements by various authors as to the
salubrity of the climate, are generally temperate, and enjoy
very good health; but the number of savages, particularly among
the Peruvians in the southern part of the peninsula, that have
fallen victims to the vpera, dfei, is very great, so that
this particular tribe is almost extinguished.

The bay of Monterey, formed by New-Year's day (An-
na no meso) point to the northward, and Cyprus or Fir

(Par6)
(Pinos) point to the southward, is eight leagues across; at its entrance in that direction, and nearly five in depth to the westward, where the lands are low and sandy. The sea rolls in to the very foot of the eminences of sand, with which the coast is skirted, with a noise which may be heard at about the distance of a league. The lands to the northward and southward of this bay are elevated and covered with trees. Ships intending to put in here must keep the S. shore aboad, and after doubling this point, which stretches out to the northward, they will see the "predica," and may drop anchor in ten fathoms water within, and behind this point, which sheltered them from the sea-breezes. The Spanish ships that lay for a long time at Monterey, approach within one or two lengths of a cable to the shore, in six fathoms water, where they moor to an anchor buried in the sand of the beach; they are thus sheltered from the S. winds, which are sometimes very strong, though not dangerous, as they blow off shore. At full and change of the moon it is high water at half past one, and the tide rises seven feet. The whales in this bay are very numerous, and, as Peroufe says, very familiar. They were continually blowing at the distance of half a pintol's shot, and occasioned a very disagreeable smell in the air.

The coasts of Monterey bay are covered by almost eternal fogs, which render it difficult of approach, though in other respects there scarcely exists a bay more easily entered. The sea is covered with pelicans, which never go above five or six leagues from land; and, therefore, navigators who perceive them during a fog, will be certain that they are within that distance. These birds are very common on the whole coast of California, and are called by the Spaniards "Alcatras." M. Momeron, who visited this harbour in December, 1736, observes that the land about it, though dry, seems adapted for advantageous cultivation. European grains grow here both fine and abundant, and the butchers' meat is of the best quality. It is therefore certain, he adds, considering the commodiousness of the harbour, that if this settlement should ever flourish, a better port for one or more vessels could not be found in any part of the world. For further particulars, we refer to the articles New Albion, and California.

MONTEROSO, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Noto; 29 miles N.N.W. of Noto. N. lat. 36° 48'. E. long. 14° 55'.

MONTESA, a small town and ruined castle of Spain, in Valencia; nine miles S.W. of St. Felipe. The town is built in the form of an amphitheatre, on a mountain which stands forward detached from the chain. This was the seat of the military order of that name. Most of the monks perished there by an earthquake, which happened on the 23rd of May, 1748; the rock on which the castle was built being split open, so that parts of it fell off. A great part of the castle still remains of a long rectangular form, the walls of which are flanked with towers and pierced with loop-holes.

MONTESA, Order of. See St. George of Alfaraz.

MONTEQUIEU, CHARLES DE SECONDAIT, Baron de, in Biography, an eminent magistrate and writer, descended from a distinguished family in Guienne, was born in 1689. At a very early period in life he manifested a propensity to deep and solid thinking, and in his twentieth year he began to make collections for his most celebrated work. He was appointed to the office of president a mortier in the parliament of Bourdeaux in 1716, and in 1722 he was deputed by that body to make remonstrances on account of a new impost, when he employed his eloquence with so much force as to obtain its suppression. He had already published his "Perianc Letters," which give a fictitious representation of the manners and sentiments of the country, under the assumed character of a foreigner. These letters serve as a vehicle of free sentiments concerning politics and religion, which the author was one of the first to render popular in France. They gave him a degree of literary reputation which induced him to become a candidate for a place in the French academy; but the liberties which he had taken with the church and state were represented in so fierce a light to the minifter, the cardinal Fleury, that he had reason to fear exclusion, through the interference of authority. He, however, surmounted this obstacle, and was admitted into the academy in the year 1728. He now resolved to devote his time and talents to the instruction of his fellow creatures as a writer: with this view he thought it was necessary to study national characters upon the spot, and accordingly set out on his travels. He visited Germany, Hungary, Italy, Switzerland, and Holland, and finished with a residence of nearly two years in England. Of this country, he said "it was the hell to think in," and here he was honoured with the regards and attention of queen Caroline, and of the most distinguished literary characters of the day. He paid a marked attention to the English constitution, of which, upon the most profound reflection, he thought most highly. On his return to his native country he put the last hand to his work, entitled "Sur la Caufe de la Grandeur et de la Decadence des Romains," which was published in the year 1734. This excellent performance is celebrated for the energy of its style, the force of its deprivations, and the depth of the author's remarks. His love of liberty is the animating spirit of the whole. In 1743 he published, in two volumes quarto, his "Efrps des Lois." On this he had spent very many years of his life; its principles are founded on the radical diversities of mankind, owing to climate and other causes, and it discusses at large the nature of different forms of government, from which laws emerge, and to which they ought to be adapted. Voltaire, in speaking of this work, which is far from faultless, says, "if it does not always instruct the reader, it never fails to make him think." And M. de la Harpe, in comparing Montefiquieu and Roufseau, says that the system of the latter was a work of more imagination; but the "Efrps des Lois" was produced by long labour and meditation, and it seems as if one should, like a novel, be read for amusement, and the other for information and improvement. Montefiquieu's lively and ingenious explications, in which is displayed the imagination of Montagne, have particularly contributed to the great reputation of the "Efrps des Lois." The same things said even by a more learned man would not have been read. Few works are to be met with in which there are more pronounced ideas, more bold thoughts, or more matter for instruction. It has a claim to be ranked among the original productions which adorned the age of Lewis XIV., and which has no model in antiquity. For several parts of his work the author drew upon himself certain confusions, and among his critics was M. Dupin, a farmer-general, who wrote an answer to it; but after a few copies of the critique had been distributed, Montefiquieu made his complaint to madame Pompadour, who sent for the writer, and told him she took the "Spirit of the Laws," and its author, under her protection: in consequence of this, Dupin was obliged to submit, and the whole edition of his answer was confounded to the flames. This was not to the credit of Montefiquieu, who should have learnt a different lesson from the country in which he had been excited to thought and reflection.

He died of a pulmonary complaint in February, 1795, in the sixty-fifth year of his age. His last hours were disturbed.
turbed by the Jésuits, who were anxious to get from him something like a retraction of his sentiments concerning religion. His private character is represented as having been highly amiable and estimable. Though habitually frugal, he was capable of great generosity, and an instance of his beneficence in giving his purse to a young boatman at Marseilles, and secretly confining a sum of money to a banker to redeem the youth’s father from slavery in Africa, has been the subject of a pathetic drama. In temper he was mild, cheerful, and equal, free from ambition, simple, and unaffected. After his death was published a collection of his works in three volumes quarto, in which were some pieces that had not before appeared. Of these the principal was “Le Temple de Guise,” a kind of profe poem. This was at first read with great avidity, but was soon considered as an effusion unworthy of the author. The president had a son, John Baptiftra Sefcordat, counsellor of the parliament of Bourdeaux, who died in that city in 1795, at the age of seventy-nine. He was author of many works; particularly of “Observations de Phyficque et d’Hiflorie Naturelle fur les Eaux Minerales de Pyrenees,” 1750; “Confidérations fur la Commerce et la Navigation de la Grande Bretagne,” 1740; “Confidérations fur la Marine Militaire de France,” 1756. He reided a considerable time in London, and was elected a member of the Royal Society.

MONTESQUIEU, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Muret; four miles N.W. of Villefranche. The place contains 2802, and the canton 9401 inhabitants, on a territory of 227½ kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTESQUIOU, a town of France, in the department of the Gers, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Mirande; four miles N.W. of Mirande. The place contains 1874, and the canton 9547 inhabitants, on a territory of 272½ kilometres, in 19 communes.

MONET, a town of France, in the department of the Allier, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Moulins; six miles N.W. of Montmerault. The place contains 450, and the canton 10,544 inhabitants, on a territory of 3275 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTEVERDE, Claudio, in Biography, a native of Cremona, was one of the most eminent composers of the period now under consideration. He first distinguished himself as a performer on the tenor viol; and being taken into the service of the duke of Mantua, applied himself to the study of composition under the direction of Marcantonio Ingegneri, of Cremona, maestro di capella of that court, and a considerable composer for the church. Soon after he went to Venice, where the republic appointed him maestro di St. Mark’s church, a place which has been always filled by professors of great abilities. Here, in 1652, he published madrigals for three, four, and five voices, in the style of the times; but his courage increasing with experience, in his subsequent productions he dared to violate many rules of counterpoint, which, having been long established, were held sacred by orthodox professors. He had, therefore, many opponents, who treated him as an ignorant corruptor of the art. Among these, the principal was Gio. Maria Artusi, of Bologna, who, in the first part of his tract “On the Imperfection of Modern Music,” published in 1660, as well as in the second, which appeared in 1663, inveighed with great alacrity against Monteverde. Musicians entered the lists on both sides, and the war became general. Monteverde defended himself in prefaces and letters prefixed to his works; but his best defence was the revolution he brought about in counterpoint; for his licenes, pleasing the public ear, were soon adopted not only by dilettante, but professors.

As the innovations of Monteverde form a memorable epoch in the history of the art, it seems necessary to acquaint the musical reader in what they consisted. The laws of harmony, like those of tragedy, comedy, and epic poetry, when once established, check invention, and frequently impede men of real genius to become imitators. Unluckily musicians had not such perfect models before them, as antiquity has furnish’d to poets in the dramatic works of Sophocles, Euripides, and Terence, or the epic poems of Homer and Virgil. In the infancy of musical composition, men few but a little way into the latent resources of harmonic combinations; rules were formed upon few and narrow principles, derived from monotonous and insipid compositions, where timidity was feeling its way in the dark, and every deviation from the practice of the first contrapuntists was thought licentious. However, men were too great friends to the pleasure of the ear, not to encourage such happy licences as those with which Monteverde was charged; and since that time, every fortunate breach of an old rule seems to be regarded as the embellishment of a new; by which means, the code is fo enlarged, that we may now almost pronounce everything to be allowable in a musical composition, that does not offend cultivated ears.

Monteverde was the first who used double discords, such as the 3, 5, and 7, as well as the flat fifth, and the seventh unprepared; and as he was pofticated of more genius and science than the prince of Venetia, his innovations were not merely praised, and then avoided, but abused, and adopted by other composes.

But it was not only by the use of these discords that he improved music, for by quitting ecclesiastical modulation in his secular productions, he determined the key of each movement, smoothed and phrased the melody, and made all his parts sing in a more natural and flowing manner than had been done by any of his predecessors. In the first set of Monteverde’s madrigals the composition is not only correct and simple, but to dry and fancifl, as to threaten no attempts at such new harmonies and effects, as would bring about a revolution in the art. And it seems to have been by design, and in his dramatic experiments at the expression of words, that he ventured to violate ancient rules, and militate against prejudice and pedantry: for neither his church music, nor the two first books of his madrigals, contain any licences that would offend or surprize orthodox ears, even in the fifteenth century. But in his fifth and last book of madrigals, almost every species of discord and modulation is hazarded, for the sake of which the boldest composers of modern times have been often thought licentious.

Something so free, facile, and similar to music of much later times appears through all the trammels of fugue and complication, in the melody, harmony, and modulation of his latter madrigals, that we are forry not to be able to allow room in our plates for a specimen, which, however, curious inquirers into the progress of the art, may see in Burney’s History of Music, vol. iii. p. 237, &c.

Monteverde may be regarded as a man who formed an era in the history of his art: he freed himself from many severe and narrow rules which impedied all experiment, and consequently improvement. His new and bold use of discords opened a career, which, but for him, a great number of celebrated composers would never have been heard of.

He had acquired great reputation in 1620, and was admitted that same year into the academy at Bologna with great solemnity. His madrigals were printed at Venice from 1582 to 1651. Another collection of his pieces appeared
at Venice in 1640, for one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, and eight voices.

He was one of the first cultivators of recitative, and set the following operas: "Proserpina Rapita," 1630; "Ariadne," 1640; "Adonis," with the title of a musical tragedy, 1642; and "L’Incoronazione di Poppea," all for Venice. With respect to these operas, the learned Gio. Bat. Doni says: "Claudio Monteverde, at present maestro di capella to the republic of Venice, has received great applause at the performance of his Ariadne: he afterwards published the principal part of this production, which is the Lamentation of Ariadne, and perhaps the most beautiful composition of the kind which our times have produced."

Montevideo, in Geography, a bay and town of La Plata, or Paraguay, in South America, situated on the N. side of La Plata river: it lies E. of Buenos Ayres, and has its same from a mountain which overtops it, about 20 leagues from Cape Santa Maria, at the mouth of the Plata. S. lat. 34° 30'.

Montey, a town of Switzerland, and seat of a bailiff, in the Valais; nine miles N. of Martigny.

Montejo, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira; 15 miles S.W. of Guardia.

Montezuma, in Biography. See Mexico.

Montfaucon, Bernard de, a celebrated antiquary and philologus, was born in 1653, at the castle of Saultage, in Languedoc. In early life he entered into the military service, and served in two or three campaigns. By the death of his parents, and some other circumstances, he was so much impressed with a desire of the world, that he formed the resolution of adopting a monastic life. In 1675, he entered among the Benedictines of St. Maur, and devoted himself to the pursuits of literature. In conjunction with two of his friends, he published "Analefta Graecæ, Græc. et Lat. cum notis." In 1699, he published a small tract, entitled "La Verité de l’Histoire de Judith," in which he gave some elucidations of the history of the Median and Assyrian empires. After this he was occupied a few years in preparing a new edition of the works of St. Athanasius, which appeared in three volumes folio, dedicated to pope Innocent XII. This work was published in 1698, and was preceded by a new life of that father, and by several learned dissertations. In the same year he undertook a journey to Italy, for the purpose of consulting libraries and examining manuscripts relative to the inquiries in which he was engaged. Having been from home about three years he returned to Paris, where, in 1702, he published an account of the observations made in this tour under the title of "Diarium Italicum, aum Monumentorum veterum Bibliothecarum, Mufoeumen, &c." During his residence at Rome, he printed a defence of the edition of St. Augustin, published by the fathers of his order, against various attacks which it had undergone. In 1706, he published "A Collection of Ancient Greek Ecclesiastical Writers," in two volumes, with translations, notes, and dissertations: but one of his most learned and important works appeared in 1708, with the title of "Palaeographia Graecæ, five de Ortu et Progresi Literarum Graecarum, et de variis omnium Seculorum Scripturis Graecarum generibus, &c." This work has effect, with respect to the ascertainment of the age of Greek MSS., that which the work of Mabillon, "De Re Diplomatica," has done with regard to the Latin. In 1710, he was nominated a supernumerary honorary member of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, and in the same year he published, in Latin and French, his celebrated work, "L’Antiquité expliquée et representée en Figures," Paris, ten volumes folio. A supplement to it appeared in 1724, in five volumes. This stupendous collection of the monuments of antiquity contains 1200 plates, comprising between 50 and 40,000 figures. Between the years 1729 and 1731, he published "De la Confession de Monarchie Françoise," five volumes folio, with a great number of figures. And in 1739, he gave the public his concluding work, entitled "Bibliothéca Bibliothecarum Monumenterorum nova," in two volumes folio. He died at the abbey of St. Germain des Prés in 1741, at the age of eighty-seven, leaving, it is said, preferred his faciencies to entire, that nearly to the termination of his career he employed eight hours a day in study. He was author of many other works besides those that have been already noticed. He was not less estimable for his piety, candour, and goodness, than for the extent of his erudition. Morei.

Among the voluminous works of this learned and indefatigable writer, there is in his "Trefor d’Antiquitez sacrées," a dissertation on the music of the ancients, and particularly of the Hebrews, which merits some consideration as a musical article.

The antiquity of the sacred writings is now so remote as to throw into the regions of conjecture almost every thing concerning the Hebrews that is not in the Bible. After an eulogy almost enthusiastic on the music of the ancients in general, and of the Hebrews in particular, up to Tubal Cain, this pious Benedictine proceeds to describe their music and musical instruments, with as much firmness as if he had seen and heard them but yesterday.

He allows, however, that there was no musical establishment, even in the celebration of religious rites, till the time of the royal psalmist, David, when he constituted it a part of prierly study. So that they had it all to learn.

The author then describes the musical establishments of David and Solomon for the service of religion; which were indeed the most numerous and splendid upon record. When David first regulated these establishments, it appears that not only the select band of singing men and singing women, but 4000 Levites were appointed to praise the Lord with instruments; and the number of those that were instructed and cunning in song, is said to be 288.

But all this sudden cultivation of music does not reflect any great honour on the Hebrews as inventors of the art: for the learned writer says that they had their music from the Chaldeans and the Egyptians, and never pretended to the honour of invention. The rabbins enumerate 34 different musical instruments which they seem to have had in use, and which, perhaps, surpasses the Grecian lute. But after examining the names of these instruments, he found it necessary to retract 14 of them at once; as there did not appear among them any term which indisputably signified an instrument of music; so that the number is reduced to 20, of which he has given engravings; but every one of these is demonstrably Grecian, and copied from ancient sculpture, known to be Greek. The reverend father, indeed, does not seem deeply read in musical history, or he would never have asserted that several of these ancient instruments were played with a bow instead of a plectrum. But it has not been proved by any of the most curious and pernicious antiquaries, that the use of the bow was ever known to the ancients, nor can it be demonstrated of higher antiquity than 500 years.

Montfaucon, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Nievre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montmedy; 10 miles N. of Clermont. The place contains 1024, and the canton 9194 inhabitants, on a territory of
of nine kilometres, in 18 communes. — Also, a town of France, in the Upper Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Yenne; nine miles S.E. of Monistrol. The place contains 683, and the canton 9172 inhabitants, on a territory of 187,5 kilometres, in 7 communes. — Also, a town of France, in the department of the Maine and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Beaupréau; nine miles W. of Cholet. The place contains 477, and the canton 10,053 inhabitants, on a territory of 2671 kilometres, in 12 communes.

MONTFERRAND, a town of France, in the department of the Puy-de-Dome, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Clermont, one mile N. of Clermont. The place contains 5522, and the canton 13,334 inhabitants, on a territory of 72,540 kilometres, in 6 communes.

MONTFERRAND, a fine port of red Bourbon wine, the produce of Clermont-Ferrand, in Auvergne. It is principally sent to Holland, Germany, and the north of Europe.

MONTFERRAT, Duxy of, in Geography, lately a principality of Italy, bounded on the W. and N. by Piedmont, on the E. by the duchy of Milan, and on the S. by the republic of Genoa; lying in N. lat. 45°, and in E. long. 8° 20', and being upwards of 63 miles from N. to S., and from 30 to 38 from W. to E. Consisting of mountains and fruitful valleys, it abounds in corn and multhead wine; and contains about 200 market-towns, villages, and seats. It was erected into a duchy by the emperor Maximilian II., but was entirely ceded to Sardinia, A.D. 1758. It is divided into Upper and Lower; the former containing the provinces of Alba and Acqui, and the latter those of Cafal and Trino. Cafal is the capital of the duchy. This duchy is now united to France, and included in the departments of the Tanaro and Marengo.

MONTFERRAT Wines, a common kind of Italian wines in the Piedmontese territory.

MONTFLANQUIN, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lot and Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Villeneuve-d’Agen; 19 miles N. of it. The place contains 5173, and the canton 12,377 inhabitants, on a territory of 225 kilometres, in 12 communes. N. lat. 44° 32'. E. long. 0° 52'.

MONTFORT, Simon de, in Biography, a famous commander in the 13th century, was descended from a noble family, the lords of Montfort, a town in the district of Paris. He was remarkable for the magnitude and strength of his body, and distinguished himself on various occasions in combat against the Germans and English, and in an expedition beyond sea. In 1269 he conducted the crusade against the Albigenses, on which occasion he rendered himself infamous by the cruelties which he perpetrated; of these too many instances are given on the page of history; we shall record but one, which of itself is insufficient to hand his name down to posterity with execration. After the capture of Lavau, he called the lady of the place to be thrown into a well, her brother to be hanged, several gentlemen to be massacred in cold blood, and 400 heretics to be burnt, while the kind-hearted clergy, of that barbarous period, were singing a hymn to the Holy Ghost. Montfort gained a victory, in 1213, over Peter, king of Aragon, but was himself killed, at the siege of Toulouse, in 1218, by a stone hurled from a machine, of peculiar construction, by the hand of a woman. He obtained the reputation of one of the greatest captains of the time, and was a champion of the Catholic faith. Moreri. Universal Hist.

MONTFORT, Simon, earl of Lancaster, son of the preceding, settled in England in 1236, and obtaining the favour of the king, Henry III., he was created earl of Leicester, and was permitted to marry the countess dowager of Pembroke, sister to the monarch. He was afterwards appointed lieutenant-general of Gascony, but his government having excited great discontent among the people, he was recalled, tried, and acquitted of the charges exhibited against him. The king, however, was satisfied of his guilt, and called him a traitor to his face, an affront which the earl returned by giving him the lie direct: and though an outward reconciliation took place, yet they never afterwards appear to have borne good-will for each other. The extortions and tyranny of Henry having excited discontents at home, Montfort began to entertain ambitious projects, by dishonouring a zeal for reform, and by fomenting public dissatisfaction. He even went so far as to call a secret meeting of the most considerable barons, and concerted with them a plan for reforming the government. In 1258, Henry having convoked a parliament for the purpose of obtaining supplies for the conquest of Sicily, the crown of which the pope had conferred on his son, the barons entered the hall completely armed, and boldly remonstrated with him upon his errors. The king now found it was too late; it were, a prisoner in the hands of his subjects, and the power, which was, probably, at first, necessary for security against the sovereign’s usurpations, was soon abused and made subservient to the private interest of the barons, of whom Leicesters was the chief mover. He soon obtained various successe, and at length got possession of the king’s person. He now made use of the superiority which his valour had won, without any regard to the dictates of moderation, and at length contrived to have the whole authority committed to himself, the bishop of Chichester, and the earl of Gloucester. He employed various methods of extort to fill his coffers, of which some were so oppressive, that they drew upon himself the hatred of the people, and a junction was expected to be formed between the royalists and the discontented barons. To oppose this he summoned a parliament in January 1265, composed not only of the two knights sent from every shire, but of representatives from the boroughs, for the first time on record. The dread of Leicesters’ unbounded power detached from him the earl of Gloucester, who retired to his estate and garrisoned his fevdal estates. Leicesters proclaimed him and his adherents traitors: a civil war commenced, in which Leicesters was slain, with one of his sons; another of his sons was taken prisoner, and the ruin and expulsion of his whole family were the result of this defeat. Hunt. Henry.

MONTFORT, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Ille and Vilaine; 30 miles S. of St. Malo. The place contains 11,15, and the canton 13,420 inhabitants, on a territory of 1771, in 11 communes. N. lat. 48° 3'. E. long. 1° 52'.—Also, a town and ruinous castle, where the ancient counts of Fuld Kirch refurred, and from which they took their title, forming, as it has been said, a separate county; 12 miles S. of Bregranz.—Also, a town of Holland, situated on the river Ijssel. It is a well-built town, and fortified, but not strong; 23 miles S. of Amsterdam.—Also, a town of France, in the department of the Languedoc, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Dax; nine miles E. of Dax. The place contains 14,10, and the canton 11,585 inhabitants, on a territory of 225 kilometres, in 22 communes. — Also, a town of France, in the department of the Sarthe, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Meaux; nine miles E. of Meaux. The place contains 763, and the canton 12,666 inhabitants, on a territory of 247,5 kilometres, in 18 communes.
MONTCARTER-sur-Risle, a town of France, in the department of the Eure, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Pontandemer; seven miles S.E. of it. The place contains 542, and the canton 9275 inhabitants, on a territory of 1342534 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTGISCARD, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Villefranche; 7 miles N.W. of it. The place contains 1100, and the canton 9789 inhabitants, on a territory of 165164 kilometres, in 20 communes.

MONTGOLFIER, in Biography. See AEROSTATION.

MONTGOMERY, GABRIEL DE. Count of, a celebrated French nobleman, was born of an ancient Scotch family. In 1559 he had the misfortune to kill Henry II. by accidentally wounding him in the eye as they were tilting at a tournament given by that monarch, on occasion of the marriage between his daughter Elizabeth and the king of Spain. After this unfortunate disaster, Montgomery went to Italy and other countries. till the civil wars recalled him to France, where he attached himself to the Protestants, and became one of their principal chiefs. He defended Rouen in 1563, against the royal army, and when the city was taken by assault he escaped to Havre. In 1569 he raised the siege of Beaune, in Navarre, then closely pressed by the Catholics; after which he followed the besiegers to Othe, which he took by assault.

Montgomery was at Paris at the time of the massacre of the Protestants in 1572, but escaped, though closely pursued.

With his family he retired to Jersey, and from thence to England. In 1573 he returned to Normandy, where he was joined by some of the Protestant nobility at St. Lo, at which place he was besieged by Matignon, lieutenant-general in Lower Normandy. But Montgomery escaped from thence, and went to Dumfront, whither he was followed by Matignon, who after a long combat made him prisoner. This gallant nobleman was beheaded at Paris in 1574.

MORET.

MONTGOMERY, in Geography, a county of America, in the upper district of Georgia, on the N.E. side of Altamaha river, containing 3180 inhabitants, and divided into 12 towns,—Alfo, a county of New York, first called Tryon, but changed into Montgomery in 1784, by an act of the legislature. It contains 24,483 inhabitants. Its chief town is Johnston.

—Alfo, a township in Ulster county, New York, W. of New Windsor and Newburgh.—Alfo, a township in Franklin county, Vermont; watered by Trout river, and containing 36 inhabitants.—Alfo, a township in Hampshire county, Massachusetts; 15 miles from Bolton; incorporated in 1780, and containing 560 inhabitants.—Alfo, a county in Pennsylvania, 13 miles long, and 17 broad; N.W. of Philadelphia. It is divided into 18 townships, and contains 24,150 inhabitants. Its chief town is Norristown.

—Alfo, a township in the last mentioned county.—Alfo, a township in Franklin county.—Alfo, a county in Salisbury district, North Carolina, containing 7577 inhabitants, including 1973 slaves.—Alfo, a county of Virginia, S. of Botetourt county; about 100 miles long, and 44 broad. It has some lead mines. It contains 8765 free inhabitants, and 968 slaves. Its chief town is Christiansburg.—Alfo, a county of Maryland, on Patowmac river; containing 15,658 inhabitants, including 6288 slaves.—Alfo, a county in Tennessie state and Merlo district. This and Robertson county are the territory formerly called Tennessie country, the name of which ceases since the State has taken that name. It contains 2891 inhabitants.—Alfo, a county of Kentucky, containing 6999 inhabitants, of whom 749 are slaves.
history. Indeed it still retains convincing proof of its strength; one side of the ridge on which it was erected being extremely lofty, and almost perpendicular in acclivity; while the others, which are less steep, have the defence of four large fosses cut out of the solid rock, over which drawbridges have been thrown.

The town of Montgomery is pleasurably situated on an eminence of inferior height to that on which the ruins of the castle appear. It is clean and neatly built, and still bears evident marks of its having been anciently surrounded by a wall. In Leland's time great part of this wall was standing; and that writer mentions four gates then in ruins, called "Kedewen gate, Chirbury gate, Arthur's gate, and Kerry gate," and also four remains "of broken towers," of which the white tower was "the most notable;" only a few traces of these are now left. This town is governed by a high steward, two bailiffs, and twelve capital burgesses, or common councilmen, and was erected into a free borough in the reign of Henry III. It sends one representative to parliament, who is elected by the burgesses, and returned by the bailiffs. Llandyblodig, Welsh-Pool, and Llanfyllin formerly possessed a share in this privilege, but they have been totally debarred from it since the year 1728, on the authority of a parliamentary decision. The guildhall here is a very handsome edifice, at which all the public business of the town is transacted; and near the site of the castle a large county gaol has been lately erected. The church is built in the form of a cross, and contains several monuments of the Herbert family. That in honour of Richard Herbert, esq. father of the celebrated lord Herbert of Cherbury, is particularly distinguished for the remains of former magnificence, which are yet apparent.

A market is held on Saturdays here: here are held the quarter sessions, and the petty sessions for the lower division of the hundred. According to the parliamentary returns of 1801, the population of the parish amounted only to 992 persons, viz. 493 males, and 499 females.

On the same side of the town with the castle, but at a short distance, is a stupendous encampment, which probably has been a British fort. The situation is on the summit of a lofty hill, sufficiently defended on one side by its abrupt ascent; and on the more accessible parts by deep fosses which run directly across it. The approach was further defended by four shorter fosses, having two entrances communicating with the main work. In the vale between this hill and that on which the castle stands, are the remains of a small fortification, which Mr. Evans conjectures to have been the site of the fortres built by Sir Baldwin, because "a par-taking of the Norman manner in design and shape." Chirbury priory stands about two miles from the town on the road to Shrewsbury. This edifice was founded in the reign of king John for monks of the order of St. Bennet; and at the general dissolution was granted to Edward Hopton and his wife Elizabeth; but the scutage and parlagry were both soon afterwards bestowed on the grammar-school at Shrewsbury. The mountain, Myndd, or Cefn-Digoll, about five miles to the north-east, on the confines of Shropshire, is distinguished in the military history of Wales as the scene of a desperate engagement, in which Madoc, prince of that country, was defeated and slain. Pennant's Tour in Wales. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvii.

MONTGOMERYSHIRE: one of the counties of North Wales, is bounded on the E. and N. E. by the county of Salop in England; on the S. W. by Radnorshire; on the W. and S. W. by Merionethshire and Cardiganshire; and on the N. by Denbighshire. It extends, according to the most accurate surveys, 35 miles in length, from the farthest point of Llangurig, on the borders of South Wales, to Pityll-Rhaiadr, a noted cataract in the Berwyn hills; and in breadth, from the town of Montgomery to that of Machynlleth, 30 miles. The superficial area is variously stated; Templeman making it to comprise 444,800 acres, while by other computation it is fixed as high as 560,000; and again, in a very recent survey, at 491,500. Of this extent only 60,000 acres are under cultivation, and 18,000 laid down in pasture; the remainder of the country is either in a waste condition or is appropriated to woodlands.

The first inhabitants of this district, of whom mention is made in history, were a portion of the Ordovices, or Ordovices, whose territories extended at one time over the whole fix counties of North Wales, with the exception of a small part of Flintshire, which belonged to the Carnabs. This people, naturally brave, and defended by the lofty hills and almost impassable ravines, with which their country abound, contrived, notwithstanding their deficiency in military skill, to battle; for a period of two centuries, all the efforts of Roman discipline and courage to subdue them. Julius Agricola, the celebrated general of Domitian, however, at last effected, by his concentrate and indefatigable condens,
MONTGOMERYSHIRE.

mountains, commonly distinguished by the title of "the back-bone of Montgomeryshire and Merionethshire," commence in the south-western district, and running nearly through the whole shire, in a curvilinear direction, enters the county of Merioneth near Aran Fowddy. The Freiddin, or Briddin, and the Long mountain, near their lofty heads on the eastern side of the county, and form a natural boundary throughout their extent, between it and Shropshire. The Biga mountains are seen on the north, stretching themselves along the northern side of the valley of the Severn, till they reach a collateral ridge of Plinium. Besides these there are numerous inferior ranges, usually separated by long narrow vallies and a few isolated hills, which rise to a very considerable height, like artificial mounts, in the centre of a level tract of country. The habitra of these hills vary, but not so much as in the adjacent counties. Lime-tone rarely enters into their composition, except in the vicinity of Llangyme and Porthwaun, at both of which places a considerable quantity of lime is wrought, chiefly for the purposes of manure. Slate flata, on the other hand, are very abundant, and indeed constitute the principal portion of all the mountains in the county, which are not pre-eminently lofty. Many quarries have been opened in different districts for the manufacture of this material, but the principal ones are confined to the hills around Llangynam, where the slate flates, perhaps in England, are procured. From the elevated situation of these quarries, the conveyance of the slate from thence to the plain below is a task of considerable difficulty and hazard. The method in use here to accomplish that object is not a little remarkable, and to an observer unaccustomed to the fight, must appear fraught with extreme danger. The slate is placed on a small sled, adapted to the work, which is fastened to the shoulders of a man who has the care of delivering the cargo at the base of the mountain, by means of a rope, of which he lays fall hold with both hands, and then turning his face towards the load, he begins to move, gradually receding backwards till he reaches the bottom. Apparently dangerous, however, as this operation is, long experience has rendered it so familiar to the workmen in general, that accidents are very uncommon; and to many of them it is equally easy of conducting a common wheel-barrow on level ground. The other mineral productions of this county are coal, silver, lead and copper. The coal mines are only found, in any considerable quantity, at Coedware, on the borders of Salop. Silver is most plentiful at Esgair-hir, where, as well as at Graigue-Mwyn, near Pityll-Rhaiadr, Dolodyan west from Llanbrwyn-Mair, and Llanidyce, lead mines have been opened. The only copper mine is situated in the vicinity of Esgair-hir, on the confines of Cardiganshire.

Montgomeryshire is abundantly supplied with rivers; indeed it may justly be said that more streams take their rise in this county than in any other of similar extent in Great Britain. Of these rivers the principal are the Severn, the Wye, the Vyrnwy, and the Tanat. The Severn, rising on the side of Plinium hill, runs in a north-easterly direction through a very considerable portion of the county, and during its course receives the waters of several auxiliary streams. The Wye, which likewise has its source from the same ridge, taking a south-east direction, is joined by the Bedw rivulet at Llangoer; whence flowing more to the south it soon enters Radnorshire. The Vyrnwy rises near Brech-y-Groes, and after a very changeable course, during which it is joined by the Tanat, falls into the Severn near Llandrinio. This river is remarkable for the multiplicity and variety of fish which frequent it. Of the rivers which pass through the county, but have their springs in another, the principal are, the Maw, the Traethbach, the Cierig, the Dee, and the Dovey: all of which will be found more particularly noticed in our account of the respective counties to which they seem more properly to belong, under their appropriate names.

The climate of this county varies in different districts. In those parts which have been mentioned as more elevated than the rest, it is extremely cold and bleak; and in the narrow vallies the wind is almost constantly high, and very frequently boisterous. The westerly winds are prevalent during nine months of the year, and the easterly the remaining three. These last are usually accompanied with wind and rains, but seldom blow so strongly as those from the S.W. or N.W., which commonly prove fatal to the fruit both on the higher grounds and in the vallies. The soil of the mountains here, partaking of the nature of their substrata, is for the most part of a felhisfie kind; that in the vales was doubtless originally of the same description, but in consequence of cultivation now approaches very nearly to a clayey sublance.

It has already been observed, that not above one-half of Montgomeryshire is in a state of cultivation, the rest being either covered with wood, or lying in a waste condition; but the cultivated lands, about one-third has been mentioned as arable; the other two-thirds being usually laid down with grass. The most common arable crops are oats, barley, wheat and rye. Hemp is likewise grown in considerable quantity in the eastern division of the county; almost every cottage having what is called a hemp-yard attached to it. Of the grass lands only a small portion, compared with their extent, are sufficiently fertile to be adapted for fattening cattle. Indeed that object is seldom attempted, except in some particular spots in the vales of the Severn, and of the Vyrnwy. The woodlands comprehend several very valuable and extensive plantations. Montgomeryshire, in fact, is still by far the belt wooded county in Wales, and was formerly regarded as a valuable deposit of oak for the use of the navy. Within the last fifty years, however, large quantities of that noble tree have been felled; and for little care taken to replace them, that the county has nearly lost all its importance in this respect. The waffle lands here are chiefly appropriated to the grazing of oxen, sheep, and horses. The oxen are of different breeds, each of which have their provincial peculiarities. Those of the native breed, which are usually termed the finch-backed kind, are of a brindled colour, short in the leg, and of great depth in the carcass. Those originally from Devonshire have, on the other hand, long legs, and a more compact body, and are consequently better fitted for agricultural purposes than the native front. A kind from Hereford, distinguised by their white faces, have of late years become very prevalent in the eastern district. Of sheep there are two kinds; the one peculiar to the Kerry hills, and the other chiefly bred on the ridge called Long-Mountain, and some other hills on the borders of Shropshire. The first of these breeds is supposéd to be the only variety in Wales which produces perfect wool; that of the other breeds being usually more or less debased by the intermixture of coarse long hairs, denominated by dealers kemp. Its discriminating characteristics are large wide checks, covered with wool, a bunchy fore-head, delitute of horns, white woolly legs, and a broad beaver-like tail. The second kind also affords wool of a superior quality, but in much less quantity. Herds of very different sizes and properties are reared in Montgomeryshire. The hilly districts are remarkable for a race of small ponies, called merlins, which being left to range over the mountains, as well during winter as summer, till at least three years old, are in consequence a very hardy race. These are chiefly used as beasts of burden, by numerous packmen who traverse the country to collect the manufactured
manufactured articles, or to sell others which the inhabitants may require. For this purpose they are extremely well fitted, custom having taught them to climb the rugged and slippery ascents with a firm and steady tread; and it is on that account much to be lamented, that the neglected state in which they are allowed to remain has materially deteriorated the breed. A larger kind of horse, apparently a cross between the merlyn and the English breed, is likewise a native of the hilly districts in Montgomeryshire. The most sizable of these animals are admirably adapted for the team on the higher grounds, where heavier horses would be egregiously misapphed; and the lighter ones make good roadsters with a light weight. A third breed, of a very superior quality to either of these, is so reared in the more fertile vales here, which some say was introduced from Spain by Robert, earl of Shrewsbury. Queen Elizabeth is further stated to have greatly assisted in perpetuating this breed, by keeping a famous stud of horses and brood mares at Park, in this county.

The chief, or rather the only, manufactured production of Montgomeryshire, is flannel; for though hemp, as has been already said, is grown here in considerable quantity, it is seldom made into any article of use, till it has passed into the hands of the manufacturers of other districts. In former times, the only machinery employed in the manufacture of the flannel was the common weaving machine; all the processes of carding the wool, and spinning into thread, having been executed, in the most literal sense of the term, by the tedious operation of the hand, by farmers and cottagers in their own houses. Of late years, however, the powerful aid of more complicated apparatus has likewise been reformed to; and there are now upwards of forty carding, and several spinning machines, driven by water, in different parts of the county. The most extensive manufactories for weaving are those at Newtown, Berhiew, Wllih-Pool, and Dolytrian; and one on the Dulas Stream, near Machynlleth, at which, however, cloths are made as well as flanne's. Of these fall the finer pieces generally measure about 132 yards, and the inferior ones 110: and as 500 pieces of either kind are frequently sold at the weekly markets, it does not seem to be exceeding truth to average their amount at 320, thereby making the whole annual produce fold out of the county 7500 pieces; which, calculated at the low average of 5s. a piece, gives the sum of 62,500l. as the total profit arising therefrom, including the value of wool, which may be supposed worth something more than 18,000l.

The roads in this county are, perhaps without exception, the worst within the limits of North Wales, especially in the valleys; but this deficiency does not arise so much from any neglect on the part of the proprietors in their formation or repair, as from the want of suitable materials for the purpose; there being no granite or other indurated rock here, as in the other counties, which could be employed to render them firm and compact. They are consequently most commonly formed of the shale and slate stones, of which it has been remarked that the mountains are chiefly composed; and these soft and friable substances become reduced, by the pressure and friction they necessarily sustain, to their primitive clay. Hence the roads, even in summer, are often mud and slippery, and in winter are too hard and hardy, as to be nearly impervious for carts of a heavy burden. But to the honour of the county, though the roads are thus invariably of a bad texture, the bridges are generally excellent, and more numerous than those of any other county in the principality, when considered in reference to the comparative extent of its cultivated lands.

Many interesting remains of antiquity of various description have been discovered or traced, at different periods within the limits of Montgomeryshire. The Roman station, Mediolum, is fixed by several able antiquaries in the vicinity of Meifod, or Meivid, which, as noticed above, afterwards became the residence of the Powysian monarchs. The station Maglost is likewise, with great probability, placed at or in the vicinity of Machynlleth, as many vestiges of walls, and the remains of two forts evidently Roman, are still distinctly visible there. Many Roman coins have also been dug up at this place; and two miles from it is a spot, yet retaining the appellation of Cefn Caer, or the back part of the city. Machynlleth afterwards became a town where the celebrated Owen Glendwr assembled the estates of Wales in 1402, when his title to the principality was solemnly acknowledged. The fountain house, in which this convocation was held, is now degraded, by being converted into a stable; but its spacious door-way sufficiently evinces its occupancy to have been once more honourable. (See Machynlleth.) At Montgomery are the ruins of the celebrated castle of that name; and close to it is a British and a Saxon encampment, the former remarkable both for its strength and extent. On the west side of the road from this town to that of Newtown stands the ancient fortress of "Dolforwyn-Castle," said by Dugdale to have been the work of Dafydd-ap-Llewelyn, a prince who reigned from the year 1240 to 1246; but referred by a Welsh writer, John Dafydd Rhys, to a much earlier date. Caer-Sws, or Caer-goose castle, on the north bank of the Severn, is considered by some to have been a Roman station, though not mentioned in any of the Itineraries. Extensive traces of buildings, ranged in streets intersecting each other at right angles, have been discovered in the fields, adjacent to the village. Two encampments are situated at a little distance, where some inscribed bricks have been dug up; and close to them appear considerable vestiges of a Roman road, running in a direction from Caer-Sws to Meifod. Several encampments, both Roman and British, are likewise discovered in the neighbourhood of Llanfair and Wlhih-Pool. Near the latter town was situated the abbey of Ystrad-Marchell, founded in 1170, for monks of the Cistercian order. A mile from hence is Powis castle, a venerable mansion, constructed of red sand-stone, and standing on the ridge of a lofty rock. This castle makes a considerable figure on the pages of history, and is now the chief seat of the noble family of Clive, to which the adjoining village gives the title of marquis. (See Wlsen-Pool.) Besides these, many other relics of antiquity in Montgomeryshire might be noticed, would the limits of an article like the present allow of greater digression; but as that cannot be permitted, we shall only further mention the "Dyke of Olfa," which runs nearly through the whole eastern side of the county, and which is justly ranked among the most extraordinary efforts of human labour in Great Britain.

Montgomeryshire, in a political point of view, is divided into nine hundreds, comprising forty-nine parishes, one borough-town, Montgomery, and six market-towns, viz. Wlhih-Pool, Llanilili, Llanfair, Machynlleth, Newtown, and Llanydloes. The names of the hundreds are Llanilili, Denbog, Pool, Cowse, Mathrafal, Machynlleth, Llanilili, Newtown, and Montgomery. This county sends two representatives to parliament, one as knight of the shire, and another as burgesses for the borough. Its honourable distinctions are confined to two families; that of Clive, already mentioned, and that of Herbert, which holds the dignity of earls of Pembroke and Montgomery. By the returns made to parliament in 1801, the amount of its population was 47,558 persons, viz. 22,394 males, and 25,164 females;
Males; of which number, 623 were reported as employed in the various departments of trade and manufacture, and 13,683 in the labours of agriculture. The money raised here for the use of the poor, in 1833, amounted to the sum of 22,088L. In respect to ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the whole county is included within the province of Canterbury, but is divided among the three dioceses of Bangor, Hereford, and St. Asaph. Davie’s Agricultural Report of North Wales, 8vo. Beauties of England and Wales, by Mr. Evans, vol. xvi. Wynn’s History of Wales.

MONTGUYON, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Charente, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Jonzac. The place contains 1298, and the canton 8847 inhabitants, on a territory of 37252 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTH, in the Computation of Time, the twelfth part of the year.

Among the ancient Greeks, the year was divided into twelve months, which contained thirty and twenty-nine days alternately; but so as the months of thirty days always went before those of twenty-nine; the former were termed μενενή, full, and ἠμένη, as ending on the tenth day; the latter were called αμένη, hollow, and from their ending on the ninth day, ἡμένη.

In order to understand their method of reckoning the days of the month, it must be considered that every month was divided into τετάρτη, or three decades of days; the first decade they called the μενενή ἡμένη, or ἡμένη μενενή; the second, μενενή μενενή, or μενενή μενενή; the third, μενενή μενενή, or μενενή μενενή; or ἡμένη μενενή. Whence the territory of the month was called ἡμένη, as falling upon the new moon, and μενενή, as being in the first day of the first decad; the second day was termed μενενή ἡμένη, and so on to the τετάρτη ἡμένη.

The first day of the first decad, which was the eleventh day of the month, was called τετάρτη μενενή, or τετάρτη ἡμένη; the second of this decad, τετάρτη μενενή, or τετάρτη ἡμένη, and so on to the τετάρτη, the twentieth, which was the last of the first decad.

The first day of the third decad was termed τετάρτη ἡμένη, the second, τετάρτη ἡμένη, and so on to the τετάρτη, the tenth. Sometimes they inverted the numbers of this decad, the first being called τετάρτη ἡμένη; the second, τετάρτη μενενή; the third, τετάρτη μενενή; and so on to the tenth day of the month, which was called τετάρτη δεκατή, Decim, from Demetrius Polliocees; before whole time, particularly in Solon’s law, it was called me dia, the old and new; because the new moon falling out on that day, part of it belonged to the old moon, and part to the new. It was also called τετάρτη, the thirtieth; and that not only in the months which contained of thirty days, but also in those of twenty-nine: for in these, according to some accounts, the twenty-second day was omitted; or, according to others, the twenty-ninth: but which day forever was omitted in computation, the thirtieth was constantly retained. Hence, according to Thales’s first scheme, all the months were called months of thirty days; though, by Solon’s regulation, half of them contained only twenty-nine; and the lunar year of Athens was called a year of three hundred and fifty-six days; though really after Solon’s time, it consisted of no more than three hundred and fifty-four. Vide Pott. Archæol. Gr. lib. ii. cap. 26.

The names of the months being various in different parts of Greece, it will be sufficient particularly to consider those of Athens, barely mentioning those of others that correspond with them, 1. Hekatombaeon, or Echatombeon. 2. Metagenion. 3. Boedromion. 4. Mazaedereion. 5. Pyanep-


As the Roman months were the same with those now in use among the Europeans, we shall only refer to the articles Calendar and Calends, where the manner of their computation is explained.

The Hebrew months were originally reckoned in order, as the first, second, &c. but after the Babylonish captivity, the Israelites borrowed the names of their months from the Chaldeans and Persians: and they were distinguished in the sacred and civil year as follows. In the sacred year Nisan, answering to our March, Ikar to April, Sivan to May, Thammuz to June, Ab to July, Elul to August, Tizri to September, Marhchevan to October, Calef to November, Theteb to December, Sebat to January, and Adar to February. In the civil year, Tizri corresponding to September, Marhchevan to October, Calef to November, Theteb to December, Sebat to January, Adar to February, Nisan to March, Ikar to April, Sivan to May, Thammuz to June, Ab to July, and Elul to August.

Time, we have observed, is duration marked out for certain uses, and measured by the motions of the heavenly bodies.

Hence result divers kinds of years and months, according to the particular luminaries by whose revolutions they are determined, and the particular purposes they are designed for; as solar months, lunar months, civil months, astronomic months, &c.

MONTH, Solar, is the space of time in which the sun moves through one entire sign of the ecliptic.

Hence, if regard be had to the sun’s true motion, the solar months will be unequal; since the sun is longer in passing through the summer signs, than through those of the winter.

But as he constantly travels through all the twelve in 365 days, 5 hours, and 49 minutes, the quantity of a mean month will be had by dividing that number by 12. On this principle, the quantity of a solar month will be found 30 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 5 seconds.

MONTHS, Lunar, are either synodical, periodical, or illuminative.

M O NTH, Lunar synodical, called also, absolutely, lunar month; and lunation, is the space of time between two conjunctures of the moon with the sun; or between two new moons. (See SYNODICAL Month, and LUNATION.) The quantity of the synodical month, is 29d 12h 44m 3s 11". See Moon.

MONTH, Lunar periodical, is the space of time in which the moon makes her round through the zodiac; or in which she returns to the same point.

The quantity of this month is 27d 7h 44m 3s.

The ancient Romans made use of lunar months, and made them alternately 29 and 30 days; and they marked the days of each month by three terms, viz. calends, nones, and ides.

MONTH, Lunar illuminative, is the space from the first time of the moon’s appearance after new moons, to her first appearance after the new moon following.

Hence, as the moon appears sometimes sooner after the new moon, and sometimes later; the quantity of the illuminative month is not always the same. By this month the Turks and Arabs reckon.

MONTH, Astronomical or Natural, is that measured by some exact interval corresponding to the motion of the sun, or moon.

Such are the lunar and solar months above mentioned.
MONTHLY

M. Monti

Where note, that these months can be of no use in civil life, where it is required that the months begin and end on some certain day. For this reason, recourse is had to another form of months.

MONTH, Civil or Common, is an interval of a certain number of whole days, approaching nearly to the quantity of some astronomical, either lunar or solar, month.

Civil months are various, according to the astronomical month to which they are accommodated.

MONTHS, Civil lunisolar, are to consist alternately of 29 and 30 days. Thus will two civil months be equal to two astronomical ones, abating for the odd minutes; and, consequently, the new moon will be thus kept to the 21st day of each civil month for a long time together. However, to make them keep conflux pace with the civil months, at the end of each 945 months, a month of 29 days must be added; or else every 33rd month must consist of 30 days.

This was the month in civil or common use among the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, till the time of Julius Cæsar.

MONTHS, Civil solar, are to consist alternately of 30 and 31 days, excepting one month of the twelve, which for every fourth year should consist of 30 days, and for the other years of 29. The form of civil months was introduced by Julius Cæsar.

Under Augustus, the sixth month, till then from its place called Sextilis, was denominated Augustus in honour of that prince; and, to make the compliment yet the greater, a day was added to it; so that it now consisted of 31 days, though till that time it had only consisted of 30; to make up for which, a day was taken from February: so that hereafter it only consisted of 28 days, and every fourth year of 29; though before it had consisted of 30 days. And such are the civil or calendar months which now obtain through Europe. See CALENDAR.

MONTH, Philosophical, among Alchemists, is the space of forty days and nights.

MONTH, Draconic, Embolistic, Fence, Twelve. See the adjectives.

MONTH Climate. See CLIMATE.

MONTH, Paris in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ardeches, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Mézières; 9 miles N. of Charleville. The place contains 1415, and the canton 5750 inhabitants, on a territory of 1375, kilometres, in 11 communes.

MONTHLY COURSES. See MENS.

MONTHHOIS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ardennes, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vouziers. The place contains 610, and the canton 6606 inhabitants, on a territory of 195 kilometres, in 21 communes.

MONTHMET, a town of France, in the department of the Aude, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Carcassonne. The place contains 2760, and the canton 4354 inhabitants, on a territory of 3774, kilometres, in 18 communes.

MONTHUREUX-SUR-SAONE, a town of France, in the department of the Vosges, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Mirecourt; 4 miles S.S.W. of Darny. The place contains 1351, and the canton 7316 inhabitants, on a territory of 255 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTI BAY. See Port MELGRAVE.

MONTIA, in Botany, named by Micheli in honour of a very meritorious author, Joseph Monti, professor of Botany at Bologna, who flourished early in the last century. In 1719, he published an account of the grasses in his neighbourhood, and this treatise is one of the earliest attempts to illustrate the characters of this curious but difficult tribe of plants. Scheuchzer, Micheli, and Monti, devoted their several labours to this subject much about the same period.—Mich. Nov. Gen. 17. Linn. Gen. 41.


Gen. Ch. Col. Perianthus inferior, of two, ovate, concave, obtuse, erect, permanent leaves. Car. of one petal, cloven into five segments, of which the three alternate ones are smaller, and each bearing a filaments. Stem. Filaments three, capillary, the length of the corollas, and inserted into it; anthers small. Petl. German superior, top-shaped; styles three, hairy, spreading; frigates simple. Perie Capítulo top-shaped, obtuse, inclines by the calyx, of one cell, and three valves. Seeds three, roundish.

Obv. The calyx is frequently found with three leaves instead of two, in which case there are often five filaments.

Eff. Ch. Calyx of two leaves. Corolla of one irregular petal. Capulus with one cell, three valves, and three stamens.


—Found chiefly in wet places, on the gravelly parts of heaths where the water stagnates in winter; also in rivulets and marithes. It flowers in the spring, and ripens its seeds in June. Root annual, fibrous. Stem much branched from its very base, prostrate in the lower part, and frequently taking root at the joints, leafy, tinged with red. Leaves opposite, ovate, entire. Flowers stalked, in terminal clusters, white, expanding only in the brightest sunshine, at other times nearly closed; whence we presume its vulgar appellation. Blinks.—Seeds kidney-shaped, large, rough, black.

—The whole herb is smooth and somewhat succulent, much resembling Elatine Hydrophyllar in its general aspect. Dr. Smith observes that "Micheli's name of Montia was retained by Linnæus, in preference to Camararia previously given to this genus by Dillemius, because Plomer had already given the latter name to an American plant, more worthy to commemorate so great a botanist as Camararia."

Monticelli, Angelo Maria, in Biography, first appeared on the opera stage at Rome in the year 1720, and having a beautiful voice and figure, began in that city, where no women are allowed to mount the stage, by representing female characters. His voice was clear, sweet, and free from defects of every kind. He was a fluent performer, and never hazarded any difficulty which he was not certain of executing with the utmost precision. To his vocal excellence may be added the praise of a good actor; so that nothing but the recent remembrance of the gigantic talents of Farinelli, and the grand and majestic style of Senebino, whom immediately preceded him, could have left an English audience any thing to wish.

He was invariably perfect as a singer and actor in every part in which we saw and heard him perform; but in the opera of Olimpie, set by Pergolesi, whose music, in 1742, was heard in England for the first time, in the parting scene between Megacco and Acrilea, his singing and acting were exquisite, particularly in the aria parlante, "Se cerca fe dice..."

He arrived here with Amorevoli and the Vicoconti, and remained in England in great and just estimation, till the rebellion broke out in 1745, when popular prejudice running strong against foreign performers, who were Roman Catholics, the Lyric theatre was shut up till the next year, 1746, when...
Monticelli performed in Gluck's opera of "La Caduta de' Giganti," and in "Artamise."

He sung in an opera composed by Bononcini in Vienna, at the peace in 1748; went to Venice the next year; then quitting that city, he went to Dresden, where he died in 1758.

MONTICEILLO, in Geography, a town of Corsica; 10 miles E.N.E. of Calvi.  

MONTIEL, a town of Spain, in New Castile, formerly the see of a bishop; 18 miles W.S.W. of Alcazar.

MONTIERS-SUR-SAUX, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bar-sur-Oise; nine miles W. of Gondrecourt. The place contains 1271, and the canton 1723 inhabitants, on a territory of 200 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTIERENDER, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Waffly; 12 miles S. of St. Dizier. The place contains 1478, and the canton 8133 inhabitants, on a territory of 2724 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTIERRA, a town of the island of Sardinia; nine miles E.S.E. of Bosa.

MONTIFRINGILLA, in Ornithology, the name of a bird, known in English by the name of the Bramble, Brambling, or Mountain-Finch; and called by the ancients, Opposita. It is a species of Fringilla; which fee.

MONTIGNAC, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Sarlat; 12 miles N. of Sarlat. The place contains 3000, and the canton 12688 inhabitants, on a territory of 245 kilometres, in 14 communes. N. lat. 45° 3' E. long. 1° 34',

MONTIGNY-SUR-ARTIB, a town of France, in the department of the Côte-d'Or, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Chatillon; nine miles N.E. of Chatillon. The place contains 690, and the canton 7860 inhabitants, on a territory of 3223 kilometres, in 16 communes.

MONTIGNY-SOURCE-MENDE, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Langres; 12 miles W.N.W. of Bourbounais. The place contains 1061, and the canton 5714 inhabitants, on a territory of 1921 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTILLA, a town of Spain, in the province of Cordova, containing two parishes, seven convents, and about 4000 inhabitants; 18 miles S.S.E. of Cordova. N. lat. 37° 4' 56", W. long. 4° 30'.

MONTINIA, in Botany, named by Thunberg in honour of his much esteemed friend Dr. Laurence Montin, a distinguished pupil of Linnaeus, who died in 1785, aged 62. This gentleman was the maternal uncle of the late learned Mr. Dryander, so well known to all the botanists of this country, and who published various botanical works in the Stockholm Transactions. His inaugural dissertation, published under the presidency of Linnaeus, March 28th, 1750, is a learned treatise on the genus Spaladium, with various botanical remarks made in a journey to Lapland, undertaken at the perusion of his great preceptor. This dissertation is printed in the second volume of the Amoenitates Academicae. —Thunb. Nov. Gen. 27; Linn. Suppl. 69, Schreb. 681. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Jull. 318. Lamarck Illust. t. 868. Gurt. t. 33. —Chas and order, Tetrandria Menogynia. Nat. Ord. Calycanthes. Linn. Onagra. Jaff.


Ohh. This genus was originally referred to the class Dioces, where it is to be found in all the authors above quoted. We think it most convenient however to place it in Tetrandria, whether it has been referred by Dr. Smith, who found both flamin and pistils, or at least their rudiments, in every flower which he examined.


MONTJOYE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Poitou, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Aix-la-Chapelle. The place contains 2912, and the canton 15,522 inhabitants, in 27 communes.

MONTJOUET, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne; 10 miles S.E. of Auln.

MONTJOY, L.A., a town of France, in the department of the Lot and Garonne; eight miles S.E. of Nérac. N. lat. 44° 4'. E. long. 1° 30'.

MONTIRA, in Botany, so named by Aublet, after Montf. de Monti, member of the Superior Council of Cayenne, one of his patrons, on whose estate at Aourora the plant was found. —Aubl. Guian. v. 2. 637. Juss. 122. Lamarck Illust. t. 523. —Chas and order, Didynamia Angiosperma. Nat. Ord. Peronates. Linn. Stropharius, Juss.

Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, in five deep, lanceolate, acute, spreading, nearly equal segments. Cor. of one petal, funnel-shaped; tube much longer than the calyx, twining upwards, slightly inflated, incurved; limb spreading, in five deep, roundish, acute, equal lobes. Stem. Filaments four, much shorter than the tube, inserted into its lower part, thread-shaped, smooth, two of them longest; anthers oblong, simple, of two cells. Pftl. German superior, of two round lobes, seated on a glandular disk; style cylindrical, the length of the flamin; stigma capitate, furrowed. Peric. Capsule of two round lobes and two cells, with four valves, separating longitudinally at the outer side. Seeds very numerous, very minute, attached to the inner angle of the cells.


1. M. guianensis. Aubl. t. 257. —Inhabited by Aublet in a cotton-field, at the place above-mentioned, and no where else, flowering in June. Root fibrous, probably annual. Stem leaven or eight inches high, slightly forkted, leavy, smooth, with four sharp angles. Leaves opposite at each joint, slitile,
MONTIÈRE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Mela; seven miles S. of Brecia.

MONTIVILLIERS, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Seine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of La Havre; six miles N. of Havre. The place contains 4000, and the canton 14,695 inhabitants, on a territory of 1224 kilometres, in 20 communes. N. lat. 49° 35’ E. long. 0° 17’. MONTLIEU, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Charante, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Jonzac; 33 miles S.S.E. of Saintes. The place contains 655, and the canton 8972 inhabitants, on a territory of 1074 kilometres, in 15 communes. N. lat. 45° 15’ W. long. 0° 11’.

MONT-LOUIS, a town of France, in the department of the Eastern Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Prades; 15 miles W.S.W. of Prades. The town is well laid out, and fortified with a citadel, arsenal, magazines, &c. The place contains 418, and the canton 6150 inhabitants, on a territory of 350 kilometres, in 17 communes.

MONTLUC, Blaise de, in Biography, a celebrated French general, was born in 1500, of a noble family near Condé. He rose through the different ranks in the army to that of marshal in France. His first services were in Italy, and at the battle of Pavia, in 1525, he was taken prisoner. In the wars of Picardy he served with great reputation; and in 1546, he recovered Boulogne from the English. The city of Sienna in Tuscany, having driven out the imperial garrison, and solicited the protection of France, Montluc was appointed to command the forces sent thither in 1554. He sustained a siege of eight months against the imperial army commanded by the marquis of Marigny, who was obliged, after several attacks, to retreat from the siege into the blockade. It was not till the garrison and inhabitants had endured the utmost extremity of famine, that the place capitulated, when Montluc and his troops marched out with the honours of war. He commanded in Guienne, during the wars which ravaged France on account of religion, and defeated the Calvinists in several actions. But he was guilty of great cruelties to the vanquished. At the siege of Rages, in 1570, he was febrifugous, wounded in the face, and obliged always to wear a mask to hide his deformity. He died on his estate in 1573. At the age of 75 he wrote the history of his own life, printed at Bourdeaux, in 1592, folio, and several times since. Morier.

MONTLUTEYON, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Allier; 33 miles E. of Gueret. The place contains 4420, and the canton 13,784 inhabitants, on a territory of 315 kilometres, in 16 communes. N. lat. 45° 25’ E. long. 2° 40’.

MONTLUCON, a town of France, in the departement of the Allier, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Autun. The place contains 9141, and the canton 11,328 inhabitants, on a territory of 185 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTMARTRE, a town of France, in the department of the Allier, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montluc; 22 miles S.W. of Moulins. The place contains 895, and the canton 9976 inhabitants, on a territory of 355 kilometres, in 19 communes. N. lat. 49° 17’ E. long. 3° 2’.

MONTMARTIN-SUR-MEN, a town of France, in the department of the Channel, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Coutances; four miles S.W. of Coutances. The place contains 1168, and the canton 12,776 inhabitants, on a territory of 137½ kilometres, in 11 communes.

MONTMEDDY, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Meuse; situated on the river Cher, and divided by it into Upper and Lower; 21 miles N. of Verdun. The place contains 1896, and the canton 11,491 inhabitants, on a territory of 245 kilometres, in 27 communes. N. lat. 49° 28’ E. long. 5° 26’.

MONTMEILLON, a pleasant French muscadet wine, from the neighbourhood of Riez, in Provence.

MONTMELIAN, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Mont-Blanc, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Chambery; situated near the Isère, and containing one church and two convents; the adjacent country is agreeably diversified with hills and mountains, and for six miles about it covered with vine, which yield good wine. The fortress is on an eminence, and inaccessible except towards the town, and is well garnished with means of security and defence. The castle is the residence of the governor. The importance of this place depends upon its being the key of the whole country, and therefore it is usually well garrisoned; seven miles S.S.E. of Chambery. The place contains 1165, and the canton 11,239 inhabitants, on a territory of 1724 kilometres, in 18 communes.

MONTMIRAIL, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Epernay; 12 miles N.W. of Sezanne. The place contains 2298, and the canton 8909 inhabitants, on a territory of 2674 kilometres, in 25 communes.——Also, a town of France, in the department of the Sarthe, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Mame; 24 miles N.E. of Le Mans. The place contains 804, and the canton 7431 inhabitants, on a territory of 140 kilometres, in 10 communes. N. lat. 48° 52’ 8” E. long. 3° 32’ 16”.

MONTMIRAIL, Célestin de, a town of France, in the department of the Tarn, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Gaillac. The place contains 2522, and the canton 9715 inhabitants, on a territory of 1624 kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTMIREY-LE-CHATEAU, a town of France, in the department of the Jura, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Dole; seven miles N. of Dole. The place contains 416, and the canton 6594 inhabitants, on a territory of 120 kilometres, in 19 communes.

MONTMOREAU, a town of France, in the department of the Charents, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Barbezieux; 12 miles E.S.E. of it. The place contains 411, and the canton 9449 inhabitants, on a territory of 220 kilometres, in 16 communes.

MONTMORENCI, Anxe de, in Biography, second son of William, lord of Montmorency, representative of one of the most illustrious houses in France, was born in the year 1493. He received the female christian name Anne from his godmother, queen of France. He was brought up at the court of Francis I., and was present at the battle of Marignan, in 1515. He was one of the train of that king, at the celebrated interview with Henry VIII., between Guise and Arche, and was afterwards sent to England to prevent the machinations of Charles V. He was made marshal of France in 1522, and in the following year oblied the confidant of Bourbon to raise the siege of Marilcks. For his great services the government of Languedoc was conferred upon him, and in 1525 he was made prisoner with his king at the battle of Pavia. After his liberation he was employed...
employed on many important occasions, and contributed to the ruin of the army with which the emperor, in person, had invaded Provence. By his sovereignty, Francis, he was entrusted with the sword of confidant in 1538, whom he accompanied to Nice, where a truce was signed between the two rival monarchs, in the presence of the pope. When Charles V., on occasion of the revolt of the people of Ghent, had requested a passage through France, under promise to restore Milan, Montmorency advised his sovereign to rely on his own strength, which afterwards excited the displeasure of Francis against his confidant, who was banished from court, and not permitted to return till the accession of Henry II. By this prince he was treated with every respect and confidence, and was sent by him, in 1548, to Guinette to suppress an insurrection on account of the tax on salt, on which occasion he treated the people of Bourdeaux with great severity. After this he was again disgraced by the intrigues of Catherine de Medicis, Charles IX. recalled him, and he served against the Calvinists, disfiguring their assemblages, and burning the pulpits of their ministers; but in the year 1562 he was taken prisoner by them at the battle of Dreux, which battle was remarkable for the capture of the opposing generals Condé and Montmorency. Being liberated the following year, he took Havre-de-Grace from the English. On the renewal of hostilities between the two religious parties, he attacked the army of the prince of Condé at St. Dennis, in November 1567, and lost his life in that action. He received eight wounds, of which the last was a pistol-shot in his loin, but he still retained strength enough to beat out the teeth of his assailant with the hilt of his sword. Finding himself mortally wounded, he began to prepare for his last moments: a monk offered to affix him in this important business, on which the dying general said, "Do you think that a man who has lived four-score years with honour does not know how to die in a quarter of an hour?" Almof within that period he expired, at the age of 74, and was interred with great honours at Paris. He was one of the most illustrious characters of the age in which he lived, and was accounted very pious, though his religion was much more that of a father than a Christian. Nevertheless he has obtained the title of a "Christian hero." He never omitted the repeating of his paternal prayers, but in the midst of them he would frequently order his soldiers to be flogged, or shot, or whole villages to be burnt, and then proceed in his prayers with the most perfect fang froide. The political maxim by which he was governed was "One faith; one law; one king," and he readily supported the royal authority amidst all the turmoils and vicissitudes of faction. Moreni. Hisk. of France, 1790.

MONTMORENCY, Henry, Duke of, grandson of the preceding, was born in 1505. He was, in early life, distinguished for a fine person, joined to the splendid qualities which attract general admiration. He was raised to the office of high admiral of France at the age of sixteen, and served with great courage and success against the Protestants in Languedoc, and other places. For the important services which he performed, he was rewarded with the title of marshall, added to the government of Languedoc, and he might have attained the highest honours in the way of his duty, when disappointment of the office of confidant rendered him a most contented man, and brought on his ruin. He excited an insurrection, and put himself at the head of a body of forces, with which he encountered marshall Schomberg. In the action he was surrounded and taken prisoner. Knowing the rigour of Richelieu's government, he, from that hour, had no hopes of a pardon. He was brought to trial, and convicted; and on being advised to appeal to a higher court, he said, "I will not use any chicanery even to save my life." His guilt was clear, but no criminal was ever more pitied, and no one for whom more intercession was made. He died with that humility and resignation which a sense of religion inspires; and, leaving no issue, the principal branch of the house of Montmorency terminated with him. Though he had not been faithful as a husband, yet his wife cherished his memory with so much affection as to quit the world, and retire into a convent. Moreni.

MONTMORENCY, Matthew de, called the Great, a distinguished general, who signalized his valour at the battle of Pont a Bouvines in 1214, and the year following was employed against the Albigenes in Languedoc, for which services he received the sword of confidant of France, and was made general of the army. He afterwards took several places from the English. Louis VIII. committed his son to the care of the confidant, who, by his prudence, dissolved a league which had been formed against the queen mother, during the minority of Louis IX. He died in 1230. Moreni.

MONTMORENCY, in Geography, a town of France, and seat of a tribunal, in the department of the Seine and Oise; seven miles N. of Paris. N. lat. 48° 59'. E. long. 2° 24'.

MONTMORENCY, a river of Canada, which, after pursuing an irregular course through a woody and rocky country, runs into the river St. Laurence, about seven miles below Quebec. It descends into the St. Laurence from the brink of a precipice in an uninterrupted and nearly perpendicular fall of 240 feet, fars Mr. Weld, or as others have laid, 264 feet. The breadth of the river at the top, from bank to bank, is about 50 feet. In its fall, the water has the appearance of snow, as when thrown in heaps from the roof of a house, and it seemingly descends with a very slow motion. The spray at the bottom is considerable, and when the sun happens to shine bright in the middle of the day, the prismatic colours are exhibited in it in all their variety and splendour. At the bottom of the precipice the water is confined in a fort of bains, as it were, by a mass of rock, extending nearly across the fall, and out of this it flows with a gentle current to the St. Laurence, which is about 300 yards distant. The banks of the Montmorency below the precipice are nearly perpendicular on one side, and on both inaccessible, so that if a person be desirous of getting to the bottom of the fall, he must descend down the banks of the St. Laurence, and walk along the margin of that river, till he comes to the chasm through which the Montmorency flows. To a person falling along the St. Laurence, and passing the mouth of the chasm, the fall appears in great beauty. Weld's Travels, vol. i, p. 57.

MONTMORENCY, a town of Lower Canada, on the forementioned river. It was on some eminences near this town, that general Wolfe began his attack on the French at Quebec, which was unsuccessful; five miles N.E. of Quebec.

MONTMORILLO, a town of France, the principal place of a district, in the department of the Vienne, on the Gartempe; 22 miles S.E. of Poitiers. The place contains 3056, and 3025 inhabitants, on a territory of 335 kilometres, in nine communes. N. lat. 46° 26'. E. long. 0° 57'.

MONTMORIN, a town on the N. bank of Ohio river, 18 miles below Pittsburg, situated on a beautiful plain, very fertile, and abounding with coal.

MONTMORET, Peter Raymond de, in Biography, an able mathematician, was born at Paris in the year 1678. He was intended for the profession of the law, to enable him to qualify for a place in the magistracy. Finding his difficulty to
to this plan insuperable, and that his father would not relax in his intentions, he withdrew into England, whence he sailed over into the Low Countries, and travelled into Germany, where he resided with a near relation, M. Chambon, the preludium of France at the Diet of Ratisbon. He returned to France in 1699, and in a very short time his father died, leaving him an ample fortune, and at perfect liberty to pursue the bent of his inclinations. From this time he devoted his talents to the study of philosophy and the mathematics, under the direction of the celebrated "father Malebranche," to whom he had, some years before, felt greatly indebted for the conviction of the truth of Christianity, by perusing his work on "The Search after Truth." In 1700 he went a second time to England, and on his return resumed the ecclesiastical habit, and succeeded to a canonry in the church of Notre-Dame, at Paris, on the resignation of his younger brother. About this time he printed, at his own expense, the works of M. Guicciarelli on "The Application of Algebra to Geometry," and that of Newton on the "Quadrature of Curves." In 1703 he published his "Analytical Essay on Games of Chance," which was most favourably received by men of science in all countries, and contributed greatly to increase the number of his acquaintance and correspondents. A second edition of the "Games of Chance," enlarged and improved, he published in 1714. In the following year he paid a third visit to England, for the purpose of observing a solar eclipse, which was to be total at London, and during his stay in the metropolis of England he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, to which learned body he soon afterwards transmitted an important treatise on "Infinite Series," which was inserted in the Philosophical Transactions for the year 1717. He was elected an associate of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris in 1716, and died at the early age of forty-one, of the small-pox. He sustained all the relations of life in the most honourable manner, and though subject to fits of passion, yet his anger soon subsided, and he was ever ashamed of the irritability of his temper. He could resolve the most difficult problems in company, and among the noise of playful children. He was employed several years in writing "A History of Geometry," but he did not live to complete it. Moreiri.

Montmort, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Epernay. The place contains 622, the canton 7075 inhabitants, on a territory of 2874 square miles, in 25 communes.

Montare, a town of France, in the department of the Loire and Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vierdome. The place contains 2260, and the canton 11,475 inhabitants, on a territory of 2424 square miles, in 20 communes.

Montona, a town of Ilulia; 16 miles E.S.E. of Umbria.

Montona, an excellent sort of white wine, the produce of Alcamia, in the island of Majorca.

Montone, in Geography, an island in the gulf of Venice, near the coast of Friuli. N. lat. 45° 50'. E. long. 31° 9'.—Allo, a river of Italy, which rises in the Apennines, and runs into the Adriatic below Ravenna.

Montong, a town of Africa, near cape Lopez Gonzales; 10 miles N. of Olibato.

Mont pour, a mountain of France, in the department of the Puy de Dome, about 1500 toises above the level of the earth, abounding in curious plants and mineral springs.

Montorio, a town of Italy, in the Veronese; four miles E. of Verona.—Allo, a town of Naples, in Abruzzo Ultra; six miles S.S.W. of Ternano. N. lat. 42° 53'. E. long. 13° 51'.

Montoro, a town of Spain, in the province of Cordova.

Montour, a town of Hindostan, in Oude; 35 miles W. of Currah.

Montoyto, a town of Portugal, in Alentejo; 13 miles E. of Evora.

Montagnote, the lost of the invulnerable, an emience chosen without the reach of the cannon of a place besieged: where curious persons poll themselves to see an attack, and the manner of the siege, without being exposed to danger.

Montpenn, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron; 12 miles S. of Millau.

Montpelier, in Geography, a city of France, and capital of the department of the Herault. This city was built on a hill near the river Lez, after Charlemagne had demolished Maguelone, the asylum of the Saracens in their depredations, and the bishop's see was established in this city. An univerity for the study of medicine was founded here in 1180, and an academy of sciences was instituted in 1736. The streets of this city are narrow, but the houses good; the citadel commands the town and its vicinity. The chief manufacture of this place is verligris, and its trade, which is considerable, confits of this article, and wool brought hither from the Mediterranean; and also wine, aqua vitae, Hungarian water, cinnamon water, capillaire, essence of bergamot, lemons, cec. and great quantities of woollen carpets, stuffs, and silk flossings. These commodities are conveyed by the canal to Cotte, which is the sea-port of Montpelier. The city is divided into three sections; occupying a territory of 270 kilometres; the first contains 15,000, and its canton 15,000 inhabitants, in one commune; the second section contains 13,419, and its canton 14,990 inhabitants, in 5 communes; and the third section contains 15,049, and its canton 15,296 inhabitants, in 11 communes. The environs of this city are delicious and highly ornamented, and its aqueduct is extensive: it has been particularly celebrated for the fertility of its air, and its ancient school of medicine. The prospect is singularly extensive and interesting; as it embraces the Pyrenees on one side, and on the other the grand summits of the Alps. Its temperature, according to the estimate of Kirwan, from 1777 to 1781, was 69.87. The standard temperature being 59°, Montpelier is 1.87 warmer. Its distance from the Atlantic is 260 miles, by which it should be cooled 1.6, but its temperature is governed chiefly by that of the Mediterranean, which, lying to the south of it in still warmer latitudes, communicates its temperature to it both summer and winter; but winters, during which evilly winds from the mountains of Savoy and Piedmont prevail, must be much colder. The soil on which Montpelier stands, which is sandy and rocky, must contribute much to its heat. N. lat. 43° 36'. 29'. E. long. 3° 51'. 45'.

Montepell, a pottle of America, in Caledonia county, Vermont, on the N.E. side of Onion river; 43 miles W. from lake Champlain.

Montpellas, a town of France, in the department of Mont Blanc; 7 miles E.N.E. of Chambery.

Montpensier, Anne Marie Louisa, Duchesse de, in Biography, the daughter of Gallon, duke of Orleans, brother of Louis XIII., was generally known by the name of Madame, and took the part of Condé in the civil wars. She caused the cannon of the Baltic to be fired on the French troops, and flew on many occasions a most impetuous spirit. After trying in vain to elpeue several foreign
reign princes, among the rest Charles II. of England, she
secretly married the count de Launay, who used her with
great disrespect and cruelty. She died in 1693. Made-
moiselle wrote her memoirs, which are curious, and full of
anecdotes, 8 vols. 12mo.; she was also the author of two
books of devotion. Moreri.

Montpensier, in Geography, a town of France, in the
department of the Puy-de-Dôme; 9 miles N.N.E. of
Riom.

Montpezat, a town of France, in the department
of the Ardèche, and chief place of a canton, in the district
of L'Argentière; 16 miles W. of Privas. The place con-
tains 2115, and the canton 7709 inhabitants, on a territory
of 235 kilometres, in 7 communes. — Also, a town of
France, in the department of the Lot, and chief place of a
canton, in the district of Montauban; 14 miles N.N.E. of
Montauban. The place contains 2684, and the canton
7091 inhabitants, on a territory of 140 kilometres, in 9
communes. N. lat. 44° 14'. E. long. 1° 34'.

Montpont, a town of France, in the department of
the Artois and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the
district of Louhans; 7 miles S.S.W. of Louhans. The
place contains 2146, and the canton 5974 inhabitants, on a
territory of 175 kilometres, in 5 communes. — Also, a town
of France, and seat of a tribunal, in the department of the
Dordogne; 16 miles N.W. of Bergerac. N. lat. 44° 59'.
E. long. 0° 14'.

Montquillet, a town of Perpignan, in the
N. coast of the Perisan gulf; 120 miles S.S.W. of
Schipras.

Montrachet, one of the choicest forts of white
Burgundy, the produce of Beaune, in Poligny. It is much
esteemed both in France and abroad.

Montreal, in Geography, a town of France, in
the department of the Aude, and chief place of a canton,
in the district of Carcassonne; 9 miles W. of it. The
place contains 3103, and the canton 6585 inhabitants, on a
territory of 140 kilometres, in 9 communes. — Also, a town
of France, in the department of the Gers, and chief place
of a canton, in the district of Condom; 7 miles W. of
Condom. The place contains 5565, and the canton 11,090
inhabitants, on a territory of 237½ kilometres, in 12
communes. N. lat. 43° 58'. E. long. 0° 16'. — Also, a town
of France, in the department of the Sarre; 17 miles W. of
Coblentz.

Montreal, a town of America, reckoned the second
city in rank in Lower Canada, situated on an island in the
river St. Lawrence; and deriving its name from a very high
mountain, about the middle of it. It lies on the opposite
side of the river to La Prairie; the two towns being 9 miles
apart, and the river about 24 miles wide. The current of
the river is here very strong, so that vessels encounter im-
mense difficulties in arriving at Montreal; hence it is that
the passage from Quebec to Montreal is generally more
tedious than that across the Atlantic, and therefore those
ships which trade between Europe and Montreal never
attempt to make more than one voyage in the year. Not-
withstanding the rapidity of the stream, the channel of the
river is very deep, and particularly opposite to the town;
so that the largest merchant-vessels can there lie close to
the banks, which are in their natural state, that they may
be nearly touched with the hand from the shore. This town
was laid out in pursuance of the orders of the emperors of
France, which were, that a town should be built as high
up on the St. Lawrence as it were possible for vessels to go
by sea; and his commands were strictly observed. The
town at present contains about 1200 houses, of which 500
only are within the walls, the rest being in the suburbs,
which commence from the N., E., and W. gates. The
houses in the suburbs are mostly built of wood, but the
others are all of stone; none of them are elegant, but many
of them are comfortable habitations. In the lower part of
the town, towards the river, where most of the shops stand,
they have a very gloomy appearance, and look like so many
prisons, as they are all furnished, at the outside, with iron
shutters to the doors and windows, which are regularly
closed towards the evening, in order to guard against fire,
from which the inhabitants have often suffered; and, there-
fore, as an additional security they cover the houses with
tin-plates instead of shingles. By law they are obliged to
have one or more ladders, in proportion to the size of the
house, always ready on the roofs. The streets are all very
narrow, three of them run parallel to the river, and
these are intersected by others at right angles, but not at
regular distances. On the side of the town, farther from
the river, is a small square, called "La Place d'Armes," de-
signed originally for the military to exercise in it; though
not now used for that purpose. On the opposite side
of the town, towards the water, is another small square,
in which the market is held. In Montreal there are four
churches, one for English Episcopalians, one for Presby-
terians, and four for Roman Catholics. The cathedral
church, belonging to the latter, is a very spacious building,
containing five altars, all of which are very richly decorated.
Almost all the shrines, marriages, and burials of the
Roman Catholic inhabitants are performed in this church,
on which occasions, as well as before and during the masses,
they always ring the bells, which are five in number, to
the annoyance of those who are not fond of discordant sounds.
The funerals are conducted with great ceremony; the corpse
being always attended to the church by a number of
priests chanting prayers, and by little boys in white
robes and black caps, carrying wax-lights. In Montreal
there are also four convents. The barracks are agreeably
situated near the river, at the lower end of the town; they
are surrounded by a lofty wall, and calculated to contain
about 300 men. The walls round the town are generally
mouldering, and some of them are in ruins; although the
gates are quite perfect. The walls were erected as a de-
fence against the Indians, and they have been found useful
even so late as the year 1760. They were also useful on
occasion of the large fairs held in Montreal, to which the
Indians from all parts resorted with their furs; because they
enabled the inhabitants to flut them out at night, when
danger might have attended their remaining in a flate of
intoxication, to which they are much addicted. However,
Montreal has been always an easy conquest to regular troops.
The greater number of the inhabitants consists of perfons
of French extraction; all the eminent merchants, however,
and the principal people of the town, are English, Scotch,
Irish, or their descendants, all of whom pass for English
with the French inhabitants. The French retain, in a great
measure, the manners and customs, as well as the language,
of their ancestors. The people of this town are, in general,
remarkably hospitable and attentive to strangers; they are
fondable among themselves, and extravagantly fond of con-
vivial amusements.

The island of Montreal is about 28 miles in length, and
16 in breadth. Its soil is luxuriant, and in some parts much
cultivated, and thickly inhabited. It is agreeably diversified
with hill and dale, and towards its centre, in the vicinity of
the town, there are two or three mountains. The base of
the highest, at the distance of a mile, from which the town
is named, is surrounded with neat country houses and
gardens;
of a district, in the department of the Straits of Calais, about six miles from the sea. This town is fortified, lies on an eminence, and contains several churches. The place includes 3534, and the canton 14,129 inhabitants, on a territory of 210 kilometres, in 25 communes. N. lat. 56° 28'. E. long. 1° 51'.

MONTECHU-Pelloy, a town of France, in the department of the Maine and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Saumur; 7 miles S. of Saumur. The place contains 1614, and the canton 16,811 inhabitants, on a territory of 210 kilometres, in 25 communes.

MONTECHU-Roisin, a town of France, in the department of the Vienne, in which was formerly a mint for coinage; 9 miles S.W. of Poitiers.

MONTRICHARD, a town of France, in the department of the Loire and Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Blois; 15 miles S. of Blois. The place contains 1814, and the canton 10,836 inhabitants, on a territory of 245 kilometres, in 14 communes. N. lat. 47° 20'. E. long. 1° 16'.

MONTROSE, a royal borough and sea-port town, situated on the northern ocean, in the parish of Montrose, and county of Forfar, Scotland, is one of the first provincial towns of its size in that kingdom, or perhaps in the whole island. It consists of a fine spacious main street, with bye-lanes, the houses of which are in general well built, but, like the Flemish towns, have their gables turned towards the street. This place is more distinguished for its gaiety, and as the residence of persons of opulence and fashion, than for its commerce and industry. It has a theatre, monthly assemblies, and other pleasures of amusement; and, during the last twenty years, has been remarkable for its well attended races. In the middle of the principal street stands the prison, formerly the old town-hoose. The new town-hoose is a new edifice, having piazzas below, and rooms for public business above. The parish church, a large edifice of late erection, is finished with great elegance. The episcopal chapel, situated in the Links, to the eastward of the town, is a neat building; as is likewise the Lunatic hospital, erected in 1779, not only for the reception of lunatics, but also of indigent sick, or as a dispensary for the relief of out-patients. The public schools here are remarkable both for the accommodation they afford, and for the excellent mode of education adopted in them. In 1785 a public library was established by subscription, on a most liberal plan, which now contains several thousand volumes, by the best authors. Many improvements have been made in this town within these few years; in particular, a handsome bridge has been thrown over each of the two rivers, the North and South Esk, which flow on either side of it. From the bridge over the South Esk a new street now extends to the middle of the main one, which was formed by cutting through a considerable hill, called the Port-hill. The harbour of Montrose is very commodious, and capable of receiving ships of large burden; and there is, besides, a safe anchorage in the river, a little below the town. A considerable number of vessels belong to this port, most of them employed in the coaling and Baltic trade. There are here a dry and wet dock, for building and repairing ships. The principal manufactures are of linen yarn and thread, fleeting, and fail-cloth.

Montrose is governed by a provost, three bailies, a dean of guild, and a treasurer, assisted by thirteen councillors. It unites with Aberdeenshire, Birnie, Brechin, and Arbroath, in electing a representative in the imperial parliament. The resident population here, according to the parliamentary returns of 1801, amounted to 7074 persons, 3880

Gardens: on the side towards the river is an old monastery, with extensive enclosures walled in; and the open park is covered with a rich verdure, and it is encircled by woods, among which perfumes may roam about for miles, shaded by the lofty trees from the rays of the sun. The wine from hence, says Mr. Weld, is good beyond description. A prodigious expanse of country is laid open to the eye, with the noble river St. Lawrence winding through it, which may be traced from the remotest part of the horizon, and which, flowing in, pales down the tremendous rapids above the town, when it is precipitated over huge rocks, with a noise that is heard even up the mountain. On the left below appears the town of Montreal, with its churches, monasteries, shining spires, and the flaming under its old walls; several little islands in the river near the town, partly improved and partly overgrown with wood, add greatly to the beauty of the scene. La Prairie, with its large church on the distant side of the river, is seen to the greatest advantage, and beyond it is a range of lofty mountains, which terminates the prospect.

The trade chiefly carried on at Montreal is that of fur; and here the greatest quantity of the furs is shipped, which are sent from Canada to England. For an account of the fur trade, as it is carried on by the Hudson's Bay company, and by the N.W. company, see the article Fur-trade.

Montreal, a river which runs north-westward into Lake Superior, in Upper Canada, on the southern side of the lake.

Montreal Bay, a bay that lies towards the E. end of Lake Superior, having an island at the N.W. side of its entrance, and N.E. of Caribou island. N. lat. 47° 9'. W. long. 84° 50'.

Montreal Isle, a small island on the E. end of Lake Superior, situated between the mouths of the rivers Montreal and Charrion, and near the shore.

Montredon, a town of France, in the department of the Tarn, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Castres. The place contains 4558, and the canton 5725 inhabitants, on a territory of 120 kilometres, in four communes.

Montrejeau, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Gaudens; 6 miles E. of St. Gaudens. The place contains 2515, and the canton 8788 inhabitants, on a territory of 2273 kilometres, in 16 communes.

Montresor, a town of France, in the department of the Indre and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Loches; 9 miles E. of Loches. The place contains 760, and the canton 8586 inhabitants, on a territory of 410 kilometres, in 12 communes.

Montret, a town of France, in the department of the Sarthe and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Laval. The place contains 811, and the canton 5758 inhabitants, on a territory of 130 kilometres, in 16 communes.

Montrevaulet, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Boupé; 13 miles N.N.W. of Cholet. The place contains 492, and the canton 9373 inhabitants, on a territory of 195 kilometres, in 10 communes.

Montrevel, a town of France, in the department of the Ain, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bourg; 8 miles N.N.W. of Bourg. The place contains 1242, and the canton 13,659 inhabitants, on a territory of 192 5/16 kilometres, in 13 communes. N. lat. 46° 10'. E. long. 5° 13'.

Montreuil, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Straits of Calais, about six miles from the sea. This town is fortified, lies on an eminence, and contains several churches. The place includes 3534, and the canton 14,129 inhabitants, on a territory of 210 kilometres, in 25 communes. N. lat. 56° 28'. E. long. 1° 51'.
The river South Eik, immediately above the town, expands into a beautiful circular sheet of water, nearly three miles in diameter, called the bason of Montrofe. This basin is perfectly dry at low water; but at high water, vessels of 60 tons can run up to its upper end without hazard. Valuable salmon fisheries are established on this river, as well as on the North Eik, and form a considerable branch of commerce with England. Beauties of Scotland, vol. iii.

MONT-ROTIER, a town of France, in the department of the Rhône and Loire; 15 miles W. of Lyons.

MONTSQUIOUES, a town on the west part of the island of St. Domingo, at the head of the bight of Leogane; 5 leagues S.E. of St. Mark.

MONTS, a town of France, in the department of the Vienne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Loudun; 4 miles S.S.E. of Loudun. The place contains 689, and the canton 6185 inhabitants, on a territory of 277½ square kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTSAIN-BERNARD. See St. Bernard, Guineen.

MONTSAIN-ELOY, a town of France, in the department of the Straits of Calais; 6 miles N.W. of Arras.

MONTSAIN-JEAN, a town of France, in the department of the Côte-d’Or; 12 miles S. of Semur-en-Auxois.

MONTSAIN-MICHEL, a town of France, in the department of the Channel, about six miles from the sea, with a caffle upon a rock, about a quarter of a mile in circumference, in the midst of a sandy plain, covered by the sea twice in 24 hours; and as the sands are shifted by the waves, the ships are obliged to take guides for directing their course. Before the revolution, this caffle was a Benedictine monastery, and the prior was governor of the town. It gave name to an order of knights, founded by Lewis XI.; 6 miles S.W. of Avanches. N. lat. 46° 36’. W. long. 1° 27’.

MONTSAIN-VINCENT, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Châlons-sur-Saône. The place contains 700, and the canton 6446 inhabitants, on a territory of 227½ square kilometres, in 12 communes.

MONTSALVY, a town of France, in the department of the Cantal, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Aurillac; 15 miles S. of Aurillac. The place contains 834, and the canton 10,021 inhabitants, on a territory of 252½ square kilometres, in 14 communes.

MONTS-SAUCHE, a town of France, in the department of the Nievre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Chateauneuf-Chinon; 11 miles N. of it. The place contains 1308, and the canton 11,117 inhabitants, on a territory of 473½ square kilometres, in 10 communes.

MONTS-SEGUER, a town of France, in the department of the Gironde, and chief place of a canton, in the district of La Roque; 7 miles N.E. of La Roque. The place contains 1440, and the canton 7804 inhabitants, on a territory of 136 square kilometres, in 15 communes.

MONTS-SENI, a mountain of Spain, being a branch of the Pyrenees, and the most lofty in Catalonia: its summit is always covered with snow.

MONTSERRAT, one of the Leeward Chararbeit islands, in the West Indies; discovered at the same time with St. Christopher’s, viz. in 1493, and deriving its name from a supposed resemblance which Columbus perceived in the face of the country to a mountain of the same name near Barcelona. This island, though named by the Spaniards, was planted by a small colony from St. Christopher’s, detached in 1632 from the adventurers under Warner. This colony consisted chiefly of natives of Ireland, of the Romish persuasion; they were joined, soon after the first settlement, by many persons of the same country and religion, so that they thus created a white population, which it has ever since preserved, and which amounted, at the end of 16 years, according to Oldmixon’s account, to upwards of 1000 white families, constituting a militia of 600 effective men. In 1712 Montserrat was invaded by a French force, and suffered so much, that an article was inserted in the treaty of Utrecht, for appointing commissioners to inquire into the damages; but these were never made good to the sufferers. It was again invaded in a subsequent war, and, with most of the other islands, captured by the French, and restored with the rest.

The island is about three leagues in length, and as many in breadth, and is supposed to contain about 30,000 acres of land, of which almost two-thirds are very mountainous or very barren.

The land in cultivation is appropriated nearly as follows. In sugar, 6000 acres; in cotton, provisions, and pastureage, 2000 each. None other of the tropical staples are raised. Its average crop, from 1784 to 1798, was 2757 hogheads of sugar of 1600 weight, 1100 puncheons of rum, and 275 bales of cotton. The exports of 1787, for Montserrat and Nevis, and their value at the London market, will appear in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whither bound</th>
<th>Shipping</th>
<th>Sugar</th>
<th>Rum</th>
<th>Molasses</th>
<th>Indigo</th>
<th>Cotton</th>
<th>Dying Woods</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To G. Britain</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5371</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>108,325</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>1313</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amer. States</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,895</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1,710</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brit. Col. in</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3,085</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>140,660</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign W.</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3,085</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>140,660</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>122,10,787</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>110,284</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21,286</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>1,313</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>92,472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The articles above enumerated are produced by the labour of 1500 whites, and almost 10,000 negroes.

The government is administered in this, as in the other islands, by a legislature of its own, under the captain general...
The council consisted of six members, and the assembly of eight, from each of the four districts into which it is divided; and the proportion which Montserrat contributes to the salary of the captain general is 400l. per annum. N. lat. 16° 45'. W. long. 61° 6'. Edwards's History of the West Indies, vol. i.

Montserrat, a mountain of Spain, in Catalonia, famous for its height and hermitage, to which pilgrims resort, to improve the protection of the Virgin before her miraculous image. The whole extent of this mountain is supposed to be about 24 miles in circumference, comprising chiefly of round limestone, firmly conglutinated with a yellow calcareous earth and sand, with a further addition of round white quartz, streaked with red, as well as touch-stone, all cemented together, and forming one solid mass. In the course of time, however, torrents of rain have washed away the earth, formed by decomposition, and have split the mountain into clefts and precipices of the most grotesque and frightful figures; while other parts consist of immense rocks, bare and blanched, in form of cones, pillars, and jagged fragments, apparently sealed upon one another to the height of upwards of 3500 feet above the level of the sea. On the summit of this lofty mountain the prospect is extensive and splendid. The lower part of the mountain, having been decomposed sooner than the upper parts, and converted into soil, produces corn, vines, and olives; while the shelving rocks facilitate a passage to the summit, and exhibit to the curious botanist above 250 sorts of trees, shrubs, and plants, that seem to shoot up spontaneously. The direction of this mountain is from east to west, rather visibly inclining to the west; 25 miles N.W. of Barcelona.

Montserrat, a town of Brazil, in the government of St. Paul; 35 miles N.W. of St. Paul.

Montsols, a town of France, in the department of the Rhone, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Villefranche; 15 miles N. of it. The place contains 1253, and the canton 10,476 inhabitants, on a territory of 200 kilometres, in 12 communes.

Mont-Surs, a town of France, in the department of the Mayenne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Laval; 9 miles E.N.E. of Laval. The place contains 1100, and the canton 6803 inhabitants, on a territory of 195 kilometres, in 10 communes.

Mont-Tonnere, one of the thirteen departments of the region of France, called the United Country, formerly a portion of the electorate of Mayence, of Hunsrück, of the Palatinate, of the bishopric of Spire, and of the duchy of Deux-Ponts, separated from Germany on the north and east by the Rhine, in N. lat. 49° 35'. This department contains 6015 kilometres, or 277 square leagues, and 34,316 inhabitants. It is divided into 4 districts or circles, 37 cantons, and 685 communes. Its circles are Mayence, containing 11,468 inhabitants; Spire, 12,191; Kaiserslautern, 50,135; and Deux-Ponts, 55,088. Its capital is Mayence. Its contribution, in the year 1775, was 3,165,473 francs, and its expenses 304,100 francs. This department is hilly, but abundantly fertile in grain, wine, tobacco, timber, and excellent pastures. In the circle of Kaiserslautern are mines of anthracite, coal, sulphur, mercury, coal, &c.

Montucla, John Stephen, in Biography, a celebrated mathematician, was born at Lyons in the year 1725. His father wished to bring him up to trade, in which he himself was engaged; but the youth gave early indications of a love of learning, and was placed under the instructions of the Jesuits, who carefully cultivated his opening genius. In their seminary, he acquired an intimate acquaintance with the ancient and modern languages, and made a considerable progress in the mathematics. When he left the Jesuits' college, at the age of sixteen, having loft both his parents, he went to Toulouse to study the law, and was, in due time, admitted an advocate, though without much intention of practising at the bar. Having completed his studies, he went to Paris, cultivated his acquaintance with the most distinguished literary characters, and attended all the meetings at which scientific men were accustomed to meet, to promote the interests of knowledge. At these meetings he formed an intimacy with Diderot, d'Alembert, and other learned men; and it was owing to his intercourse with them, that he was stimulated to the grand undertaking for which his name is rendered illustrious, viz. his “History of the Mathematical Sciences.”

Before he engaged in the actual composition of this great work, he employed himself in giving new editions, with additions and improvements, of several mathematical treatises, which were already held in the highest estimation. The first of these was “Mathematical Recreations,” by M. Ozanam, which has been since translated into English, and published in London, in 4 vols. 8vo. To all the works which he edited, after Ozanam's, he gave the initials of his name. While thus occupied, he contributed his affinities for some years to “The French Gazette;” and in 1755 he was elected a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin. In the following year, when the experiment of inoculation was about to be tried on the first prince of the blood, Montucla translated from the English an account of all the recent cafes of that practice, which had been sent from Constantinople, by lady Mary Wortley Montagu. This translation he added to the memoir of De la Condamine on the subject. Previously to this publication, he had given to the world his “History of Inquiries relative to the Quadrature of the Circle.” The encouragement which this met with from very able judges of his merit, afforded him great encouragement to apply with ardor to his grand design, “The History of the Mathematicians.” The talk he proposed to himself was comprehensive and laborious. “He had to trace the progress of the human mind from age to age, and nation to nation; from one transcendent genius to another; to mark the gradual development of important truths, and their dependence on each other; to pass in review all the celebrated characters who have adorned the annals of science, to appreciate their merits, to compare their respective pretensions, and to refer discoveries to their real authors; to illustrate the nicest theories, the most profound systems, and the most abstruse analyses; to extract materials from an indefinite number of books, in almost all languages, ancient and modern; and to amalgamate the whole into a narrative style, which should, if possible, interest the reader by his historic form, and infinitely initiate him into all the mysteries of the mathematics.”

In the year 1758 he published his “History,” in two volumes, 4to., which terminates with the close of the 17th century. It answered the expectations of all his friends, and of the men of science in all countries, and the author was instantly elevated to a high rank in the learned world. His fame was widely diffused, and he was pressed from all quarters to proceed with the mathematical history of the 18th century, which he had announced for the subject of a third volume, and for which he had made considerable preparations; but he was diverted from his design, by receiving the appointment of secretary to the Intendance at Grenoble. Here he spent his leisure hours chiefly in retirement, and in scientific pursuits. In 1764, Turgot, being appointed to establish a colony at Cayenne, took Montucla with him as his
his "secretary," to which was added the title of "astronomer to the king." In about fifteen months he returned, without attaining any particular object with regard to the astronomical observations, for which he went out; but the voyage afforded him the opportunity of collecting some valuable tropical plants, with which he enriched the king's hot-houses at Versailles. Soon after his return, he was appointed chief clerk in an official department, similar to that known in this country by the name of the "Board of Works." In the immediate belief of the appointment he devoted himself most affidiously for the space of 26 years, till the place itself was abolished in 1792. During this long period, his progress in the "History of Mathematics" was exceedingly slow; but he was continually rising in the esteem of the learned world, and was offered a seat in the Royal Academy of Sciences, which he declined, from a persuasion that the duties of his business would not allow him sufficient leisure for filling it in a proper manner. By the revolution in 1789 he was, as we have seen, deprived of his office, and reduced to considerable pecuniary embarrassments. Under the pressure of these circumstances, he began to prepare a new and much enlarged edition of his "History," which he presented to the world in 1799, in two volumes, 4to. In this edition are many important improvements; and many facts, which were barely announced in the former impression, are largely detailed and illustrated in this. After the publication of these two volumes, the author proceeded with the printing of the third; but death terminated his labours, when he had arrived at the 335th page. The remainder of the volume, and the whole of the fourth, were printed under the inspection of Lalonde. Montucla had been a member of the National Institute from its original establishment. He had obtained various employments under the revolutionary government, though he was but meanly paid for his labour, and had to struggle with many difficulties to furnish his family with the bare necessaries of life. At length he was reduced to seek the scanty means of support by keeping a lottery-office, till the death of Sauffure put him in the possession of a pension of about $100. per annum, which he enjoyed only four months. He died in December 1799, in the 75th year of his age. He was, says his biographer, "model to a degree, which, when his exalted merits are considered, cannot but excite our admiration; and he was distinguished by acts of generosity and liberality, which will appear equally extraordinary, when the smallness of his means is recollected. He was a warm friend, a lively cheerful companion, and his manners and behaviour were simple, innocent, and virtuous." See Hilt. of the Mathematicians, vol. iv.

MONTVILLE, in Geography, a township of America, in New London county, Connecticut, about 10 miles N. of New London; containing 2231 inhabitants.

MONTUOSA, a small island in the Pacific ocean, near the coast of Mexico. N. lat. 8° 15'. W. long. 85° 30'.

MONTUYRI, a very ancient town of the island of Majorca, which has a parish church and a bauxit royal. Its vicinity affords neither well nor fountain, so that the inhabitants are obliged to procure water from wells and cisterns. The land produces corn, wine, and pasture for cattle.

MONTWILISZKI, a town of Samogitia; 14 miles E.S.E. of Rofienie.

MONTZBURG, a town of Saxon, in the margraviate of Meissen; 9 miles N. of Dresden.

MONTZEN, a town of the duchy of Limburg; 7 miles N. of Limburg.

MONUMENT, an edifice raised to preserve the memory of some eminent person, or designed to perpetuate some remarkable event.

Monuments were at first made of stones erected over the tombs of the deceased, on which were engraved the names and frequently the actions of the person to whose memory they were reared.

Monuments received different names among the ancients, according to their figure. When the base was square, and the fold erected thereon a prism, the monument was called flës; when square pillars or attic columns are supposed to be derived. When the base was circular, and the fold erected thereon a cone, the monument was called pyramis. Thosè monuments that were square at the foot, and tapering therefrom in planes to a point in which the planes ended, were called pyramids. Others which had triangular bases, and their sides ending in a point, were called obelisk, being constructed in imitation of the instruments or spits used in roasting sacrifice.

MONUMENT, The, absolutely so called among us, denotes a magnificent pillar, designed by Sir Christopher Wren, erected by order of parliament, in memory of the burning of the city of London, anno 1666, in the very place where the fire began.

This pillar was begun in 1671, and finished in 1677. It is of the Doric order, fluted, 222 feet high from the ground, and fifteen feet in diameter, of solid Portland stone, with a pillar-cake in the middle of black marble, containing 345 flaps. The lowest part of the pedestal is 28 feet square, and its altitude 40 feet; the front being enriched with curious baffle relieves. It has a balcony within 32 feet of the top, where is a curious and spacious blazing urn of gilt brass.

MONUMENT Bay, in Geography, a bay of America, on the E. coast of Massachusetts, formed by the bending of Cape Cod: it is spacious and convenient for the protection of shipping. The cape in this bay is called "Monument Point." N. lat. 41° 55'. W. long. 70° 31'.

MONUMENT Island, one of the New Hebrides, which appeared to be a rock of a pyramidal form, accessible only to birds; N. of Montague island.

MONUSCAT, a town of Curdlan; 50 miles W. of Belisi.

MONYCHA, formed of mones, fingle, and ovos, hoof, an epithet applied by naturalists to those animals whose hoofs are single and undivided; such are the horse and the like.

MONZA, IL CAVALLIERE, in Biography, a judicious and excellent opera composer, in the service of the court of Milan in 1770. A man in music of his composition, which we heard performed at a church in that city, excited hope and expectation that he would soon be ranked among composers of the first clafs: and we were not disappointed: for in 1777 he composed two operas for Venice, "Nitetti," and "Cajo Major," which established his reputation.

The first air which Pachieretti sung on our stage in the piazzetta of opera of "Demofoonte," was "Miferer pergoletto," by Monza, a capital production, in which the composition was masterly, the melody touching, the accompaniments clear and full of effects in painting parental affection and diftrust, and the motive and general conduct of the air grand and judicious.

The late Mrs. Sheridan was so much struck with this composition, that he eagerly sought and procured all the productions of Monza that could be found.

MONZA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the department of the Olona, on the river Lambro, chiefly deferving notice on account of the treasury of John the Baptist, where, among
among other articles, is the iron crown with which the ancient Italian kings, and afterwards the emperors of Germany, were crowned, whenever they asserted their rights as kings of Lombardy. It takes this name from an iron ring within it, though the crown itself is of gold and enriched with jewels. Charlemagne was crowned here in 774, after taking prisoner Desiderius, king of Lombardy; 8 miles N. of Milan.

MONZAMBANO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Mincio; 14 miles N.W. of Mantua.

MONZE, CAPE, a cape on the coast of Sind, W. of the Indus. N. lat. 24° 43'. E. long. 65° 46'.

MONZINGEN, a town of France, in the department of the Rhine and Mofelle; 42 miles E. of Treves. N. lat. 49° 48'. E. long. 7° 30'.

MONZKUTH, a district of Pomerania, forming a peninsula in the S.E. part of the island of Rugen.

MOO, a town of Sweden, in Weft Gothland; 26 miles N.W. of Uddevalla.—Alto, a town of Sweden, in Welf Bothnia; 30 miles N.W. of Tornes.

Moo Ors, a small island in the East Indian sea, near the W. coast of the island of Niasu. S. lat. 2° 53'. E. long. 99° 45'.

MOOB DA, a town of Hindooflan, in Oude; 12 miles W. of Lucknow.

Mood, or Mode, in Logic, called also Syllogism Mood, is a proper disposition of the several propositions of a syllogism in respect of quantity and quality.

By proper disposition, we mean such in which the antecedent being true, the consequent, in virtue of the form, cannot be false. So that all those moods or manners of syllogism are at once excluded, where no conclusion formally follows; or where the antecedent being true, a false conclusion may be drawn from it.

There are two kinds of moods; the one direct, the other indirect.

Mood, Direét, is that in which the conclusion is drawn from the premises directly and immediately; as, every animal is a living thing; every man is an animal; therefore every man is a living thing.

Mood, Indirect, is that in which the conclusion is not inferred immediately from the premises, but follows from them by means of a conversion; as, every animal is a living thing; every man is an animal; therefore some living thing is a man. There are fourteen direct moods; of which four belong to the first figure; four to the second; and six to the third. See Figure.

They are denoted by so many artificial words framed for that purpose: viz. 1. Barbara, celarent, darii, ferioque. 2. Baralip, calanters, dabii, fefpame, fieroquin. 3. Celare, celanters, ferio. 4. Darapri, deflant, defmalis, datif, locard, ferio. The use and effect of which words lie wholly in the syllables and the letters of which the syllables consist. Each word, e. g. consists of three syllables, denoting the three propositions of a syllogism; viz. major, minor, and conclusion. Add, that the letters of each syllable are either vowels or conjonants: the vowels are Α, which denotes an universal affirmative proposition; Ε, an universal negative; Ι, a particular affirmative, and Ε, a particular negative.

Thus, baralip is a syllogism or mood of the first figure, consisting of three universal affirmative propositions: baralip, of the fourth figure, consisting of two universal affirmative premises, and a particular affirmative conclusion. The conjonants are chiefly of use in the reduction of syllogisms.

Mood, or Mode, in Grammar, is used to signify the different manners of conjugating verbs, agreeably to the different actions or affections to be expressed; as viewing, commanding, wishing, &c.

Hence arise five moods; viz. the indicative, imperative, optative, subjunctive, and infinitive; which see.

Some grammarians reckon but four moods, confounding the optative with the subjunctive; and make some fix, dividing the optative into potential and optative.

The Greek have five moods of verbs different in termination; but the Latins have only four. In English the terminations are the same in all the moods.

With respect to the origin of moods, it may be observed, that verbs are of that kind of words which signify the manner and form of our thought; of which the principal is affirmation. Verbs are also formed to receive different inflexions, as the affirmation regards different persons and different times; whence arise the tenses and persons of verbs. See Verb.

But, besides these, men have thought fit to invent other inflexions, to explain what passeth in their minds still more difficultly; for, in the first place, they considered, that besides the simple affirmations, as he loves, he loved; there were others modified and conditional, as if he loved, though he should love: and the better to distinguish these affirmations from the others, they doubled the inflexions of those tenses or times; making some forms for simple affirmations, as, I love, he loved; and referring the rest for affirmations that were modified, as, if he should love, might he have loved. Yet they kept not steadily to their rules; but sometimes made use of simple inflexions to express affirmations that were modified: as, ester, estes, for esse vereat. And it is from this kind of inflexion, that grammarians have formed the mood they call subjunctive.

But farther, besides the affirmation, the action of our will may be taken for a mood, or manner of our thought; and men have found themselves under a necessity of expressing what they will, as well as what they think. Now we may will a thing in several manners; of which there are three that may be considered as the principal. First, then, we sometimes will things which do not depend on ourselves; and in that case we only will them by a bare wish, which the Latins express by the article vultum; and we by pleat God. Some languages, for instance the Greek, have invented particular inflexions for this end; whence the grammarians have taken occasion to call this the optative mood, and there seems something like it in the French, Italian, and Spanish tongues, as there have a kind of triple tenses; but in Latin, English, &c. the same inflexions serve for the subjunctive, and for the optative. For this reason, one may very well retract this mood from the Latin conjugations; because they are the different inflexions that make moods, not the different manners of signifying, which may be varied to infinity.

We sometimes will in another manner: as when we are content a thing should come to pass, though we do not absolutely desire it; as when Tereus says, profundis, purdior, pereat, let him perish, sink, perish. Men might have invented a particular inflexion to express this movement, as in Greek they have done to express a simple desire: but they have not done it; and, in lieu of it, they make use of the subjunctive.

In English, we add the particle let, him perish, &c. Authors call this the potential, or concessive mood.

The third manner of willing is, when what we desire depends on another person, of whom we can obtain it, and we signify our will that he do it. This is the motion we use, when we command or pray; and to express this motion, was invented
invented the mood we call imperative; which has no first person in the singular, because a man, properly speaking, cannot command himself; in some languages it has no third person, because, in strictness, a man cannot command any person, but him to whom he speaks and addresses himself. And because the command or prayer always relates to what is to come, it happens that the imperative mood, and the future tense, are frequently used for each other (especially in the Hebrew): as, non occides, thou shalt not kill, for do not kill. Hence some grammarians place the imperative among the number of futures.

Of all the moods we have mentioned, the oriental languages have none but the lait, which is the imperative; and, on the contrary, none of the modern languages have any particular inflexion for the imperative. The method we take for it in English, is either to omit the pronoun, or transpose it; thus, I love, is a simple affirmation; love, an imperative; we love, an affirmation; we, an imperative. An infinitive verb is sometimes used by the poets to express a command; the imperative verb being understood.

In explaining the origin of moods, the ingenious Mr. Harris observes, that the soul's leading powers are those of perception and volition; and that all speech or discourse is a publishing either a certain perception or volition. Hence then, according as we exhibit it either in a different part, or after a different manner, the variety of moods. If we simply declare or indicate something to be, or not to be, whether a perception or volition, this constitutes the declarative or indicative mood. If we affect of something possible only, and in the number of contingents, this makes the potential mood. When this is subjoined to the indicative, and used, as it mostly is, to denote the end or final cause, it is the subjunctive. When we address others, in order to have some perception informed, or some volition gratified, we form new modes of speaking: if we interrogate, it is the interrogative mood; if we require, it is the requisitive, which, with respect to inferiors, is imperative; and, with respect to equals and superiors, imperative or optative. The indicative, potential, interrogative, and requisitive moods, have their foundation in nature; and, therefore, certain marks or signs of them have been introduced into language, that we may be enabled by our discourse to signify them to one another; so that moods are, in fact, no more than so many literal forms, intended to express these natural distinctions. All these moods, with their respective tenses, the verb being considered as denoting an attribute, have always reference to some person or subsistence. But there is another mood or form, under which verbs sometimes appear, where they have no reference at all to persons or subsistences: these, from their indefinite nature, are called infinitives. Hermes, p. 140 &c.

Mood, or Mode, in our old Mufic, was a term only applied to the divisions of time or measure, which was so embarrassing a fludy, that a very considerable portion of Morley's treatise is bel owed on that subject. Previous to the use of bars, all measures, however complicated, were determined by the modal signs placed after the clef of every composition. These signs were circles, semicircles, pointed, or without points, followed by the figures 2 or 3 differently combined. See Mode, Modal, and Prolation.

Roueffe gives twelve examples of ancient characters of quantity; but as these were characters referred to notes now out of use, as the maxima, the long, and the breve, these explanations can be of little consequence but to those who are ambitious of knowing the flat of measured music at every period of its cultivation.

Mood, in Philosophy and Mufic. See Mode. Vol. XXIV.
as above stated from M. de la Lande, is the arithmetic mean between the greatest and least diameters; the diameter at the mean distance is $31^\circ 7^\prime$. When the moon is at different altitudes above the horizon, it is at different distances from the spectator, and, therefore, there is a change of the apparent diameter; which is inversely as the moon's distance. The diameter of the moon may be measured, at the time of its full, by a micrometer; or it may be measured by the time of its passing over the vertical wire of a transit telescope, which must be done when the moon passes within an hour or two of the time of the full, before the visible disk is sufficiently changed from a circle. The moon's surface contains $14,898,750$ square miles, and its solidity $5,498,240,000$ cubical miles. The mean eccentricity of the moon's orbit is $0.02503568$ of her mean distance, which is equal to about $13,500$ miles; and this makes a considerable variation in that mean distance. This eccentricity, however, is subject to a variation, the greatest variation from the mean being $0.00986$; the excentricity being increased whilst the apsides move from quadratures to syzygies, and decreased whilst they move from syzygies to quadratures. (See the annexed table.) The corresponding greatest equa-

The revolution of the moon is $32^d 43^h 7^m$; hence the mean solar motion of the nodes when quadratures is $16^d 21^h 32^m$, in an elliptic orbit, and in a circular orbit $10^d 35^m 16^s$. The mean annual regression of the nodes is $19^d 23^m$. Allowing for the inclination of the orbit, this motion will be about $4^d 10^m$; and we may, therefore, suppose the mean annual motion to be $19^d 10^m$. Mayer makes the mean annual motion of the nodes to be $12^d 10^h 43^m$. The motion of the nodes is not affected by the excentricity of the orbit, as Sir Isaac Newton supposed.

The motion of the apogee in one mean periodic revolution of the moon is $3^d 7^h 39^m$; hence, $27^d 7^h 43^m = 365^d 6^h 0^m$; $3^d 7^h 39^m = 40^d 40^h 20^m$ the mean pro-

To determine the mean motion of the apogee, find its place at different times, and compare the difference of the places with the interval of the time that had elapsed between them. For this purpose, compare, first, observations at a small distance from each other, in order to prevent being deceived in a whole revolution, and then we may compare those at a greater distance. The mean annual motion of the apogee in a year of $365$ days, is thus found to be $40^d 39^m 50^s$, according to Mayer. Horrox, long ago, from observing the diameter of the moon, found the apogee subject to an annual equation of $12.5$. The following table shews the times of the revolutions of the moon, of its apogee, and as determined by M. de la Lande.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revolution</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>27d 7h 43m 46705</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sidereal revolution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27 7 43 115259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synodic revolution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30 12 44 28283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomalistic revolution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27 13 18 339499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution in respect to the node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27 5 353603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical revolution of the apogee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8311 8 54 576177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidereal revolution of the apogee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8312 11 11 394089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical revolution of the node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18 228 4 52 520296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidereal revolution of the node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18 223 7 13 17744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diurnal motion of the node</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 6 41069815195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diurnal motion of the apogee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0 3 10638603606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The years here taken are the common years of $365$ days.
A Table of the great Equation of the Moon's Apogee, and of the Excentricity of its Orbit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig. O. VI. +</th>
<th>Sig. I. VII. +</th>
<th>Sig. II. VIII. +</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deg.</td>
<td>D. M. S.</td>
<td>.666777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>00 0</td>
<td>09 27 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>01 42 8</td>
<td>09 43 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>02 2 10</td>
<td>09 45 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>03 12 9</td>
<td>10 09 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>04 45 5</td>
<td>10 21 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>05 38 9</td>
<td>10 34 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig. V. XI. -</th>
<th>Sig. IV. X. -</th>
<th>Sig. III. IX. -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deg.</td>
<td>D. M. S.</td>
<td>.666777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>00 0</td>
<td>09 27 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>01 42 8</td>
<td>09 43 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>02 2 10</td>
<td>09 45 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>03 12 9</td>
<td>10 09 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>04 45 5</td>
<td>10 21 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>05 38 9</td>
<td>10 34 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. The preceding table is taken from Dr. Halley's "Astronomical Tables;" the argument, called the "annual argument," is the distance of the Sun from the mean place of the apogee corrected by its annual equation.
MOON.

Moor, Course and Motion of the. Though the moon finishes its course in 27 7/10 43 5/8', which interval we call a periodical month, yet the is longer in passing from one conjunction to another; which space we call a synodical month, or a lunation. The reason is, that while the moon is performing its course round the earth in its own orbit, the earth and moon are making their progress round the sun, and both are advanced almost a whole sign towards the east; so that the point of the orbit, in which the former position was in a right line passing through the centres of the earth and sun, is now more easterly than the fun; and, therefore, when the moon is arrived again at that point, it will not yet be seen in conjunction with the fun; nor will the lunation be completed in less than 29 days and a half, or 29 12 25 43 5/8.

The moon's periodical and synodical revolution may be familiarly represented by the motions of the hour and minute hands of a watch round its dial-plate, which is divided into 12 equal parts or hours, as the ecliptic is divided into 12 signs, and the year into 12 months.

Let us suppose these 12 hours to be 12 signs, the hour-hand the fun, and the minute-hand the moon; then the former will go round once in a year, and the latter once in a month; but the moon, or minute-hand, must go more than round from any point of the circle where it was last conjuncted with the fun, or hour-hand, to overtake it again; for the hour-hand being in motion, can never be overtaken by the minute-hand at that point from which they started at their last conjunction. The first column of the annexed table shews the number of conjunctions which the hour and minute-hand make whilst the hour-hand goes once round the dial-plate; and the other columns shew the times when the two hands meet at each conjunction. Thus, suppose the two hands to be in conjunction at XI, as they always are; then, at the first following conjunction it is 5 minutes 27 seconds 16 thirds 21 fourths 49 5/7 fifths part 1, where they meet; and at the second conjunction it is 10 minutes 54 seconds 32 thirds 43 fourths 38 3/5 fifths part II; and so on. This, though an easy illustration of the motions of the fun and moon, is not precise as to the times of their conjunctions, because, while the fun goes round the ecliptic, the moon makes 12 1/2 conjunctions with him; but the minute-hand of a watch or clock makes only 11 conjunctions with the hour-hand in one period round the dial-plate. But if, instead of the common wheel-work at the back of the dial-plate, the axis of the minute-hand had a pinion of 6 leaves turning a wheel of 7 4/7, and this last turning the hour-hand, in every revolution, it makes, round the dial-plate, the minute-hand would make 12 5/7 conjunctions with it; and so would be a pretty device for shewing the motions of the fun and moon, especially as the lowest moving hand might have a little fun fixed on its point, and the quickest a little moon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conj.</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>S.</th>
<th>1/5</th>
<th>2/5</th>
<th>3/5</th>
<th>4/5</th>
<th>5/5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>XII</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Were the plane of the moon's orbit coincident with the plane of the ecliptic, i.e. were the earth and moon both moved in the same plane, the moon's way in the heavens, viewed from the earth, would appear just the same with that of the fun; with this onl difference, that the fun would be found to describe his circle in the space of a year, and the moon her's in a month. But this is not the case; for the orbits of the two planets cut each other in a right line, passing through the centre of the earth, and are inclined to each other in an angle of about five degrees eighteen minutes.

Suppose, e.g. A B (fig. 7) a portion of the earth's orbit, T the earth, and C E D F the moon's orbit, in which is the centre of the earth; from the earth C the plane of the ecliptic, describe another circle C G D H, whose semi-diameter is equal to that of the moon's orbit. Now these two circles, being in separate planes, and having the same centre, will intercept each other in a line D C, passing through the centre of the earth. Consequently, C E D, one-half of the orbit of the moon, will be raised above the plane of the circle C G D H, towards the north, and D F C, the other half, will be sunk below towards the south. The right line D C, in which the two circles intercept each other, is called the line of the nodes, and the points of the angles C and D, the nodes of which that where the moon ascends above the plane of the ecliptic, northwards, is called the ascending node, and the head of the dragon; and the other D, the descending node, and the dragon's tail.
MOON.

The interval of time between the moon's going from the ascensional node, and returning to it, is a synodic month.

If the line of the nodes was immovable, that is, if it had no other motion but that by which it is carried round the sun, it would still look towards the same point of the ecliptic; i.e. it would always keep parallel to itself; but it is found by observation, that the line of the nodes constantly changes place, and shifts in situation from east to west, contrary to the order of the signs; and, by a retrograde motion, finishes its circuit in about nineteen years; in which time each of the nodes returns to that point of the ecliptic whence it before receded.

Hence it follows, that the moon is never precisely in the ecliptic, but twice each period; viz. when she is in the nodes. Throughout the rest of her course she deviates from it, being nearer or farther from the ecliptic, as she is nearer or farther from the nodes. In the points $F$ and $E$, she is at her greatest distance from the nodes; which points are therefore called her limits of north and south latitude.

The moon's distance from the nodes, or rather from the ecliptic, is called her latitude, which is measured by an arc of a circle drawn through the moon, perpendicular to the ecliptic, and intercepted between the moon and the ecliptic. The moon's latitude, when at the greatest, as in $E$ or $F$, never exceeds $5$ degrees and about $15$ minutes; which latitude is the measure of the angles at the nodes.

It appears by observation, that the moon's distance from the earth is continually changing; and that she is either drawing nearer, or going farther from us. The reason is, that the moon does not move in a circular orbit, which has the earth for its centre; but in an elliptic orbit (as represented in fig. 8.), one of whose foci is the centre of the earth: $A$ represents the greater axis of the ellipse, and the line of the apsides; and $C$ the eccentricity; the point $A$, which is the highest apsis, is called the apogee of the moon; and $P$, the lower apsis, is the moon's perigee, or the point in which she comes nearest the earth.

Besides, there is reason to believe, that the moon is somewhat nearer the earth now than she was formerly; her periodic month being shorter than it was in former ages. For our astronomic tables, which in the present age shew the time of solar and lunar eclipses to great precision, do not answer so well for ancient eclipses.

If the moon's orbit had no other motion but that with which it is carried round the sun, it would still retain a position parallel to itself, and always point the same way, and be observed in the same point of the ecliptic; but the line of the apsides is likewise observed to be moveable, and to have an angular motion round the earth, from west to east, according to the order of the signs, returning to the same situation in the space of about nine years.

The irregularities of the moon's motion, and that of her orbit, are very considerable. For 1. When the earth is in her aphelion, the moon is in her apsides; in which case she breakfasts her pace, and performs her circuit in a shorter time; on the contrary, when the earth is in its perihelion, the moon is too slow, and then she slackens her motion; and thus she revolves round the earth, in a shorter space, when the earth is in her aphelion than when in her perihelion; so that the periodical months are not all equal.

2. When the moon is in her syzygies, i.e. in the line that joins the centres of the earth and sun, which is either in her conjunction or opposition, she moves swifter, ceteris paribus, than when in the quadratures. According to the different distances of the moon from the earth, in its semapho' from opposition to conjunction, she changes her motion: in the first quarter, that is, from the conjunction to her first quadrature, she abates somewhat of her velocity; which in the second quarter she recovers; in the third quarter she again loses; and in the last she again recovers. Hence the areas described are accelerated and retarded; and the mean place differs from the true. This inequality was first discovered by Tycho Brahe, who called it the moon's variation. At different distances of the earth from the sun, the disturbing forces vary, and, therefore, the equation, called the "variation," being first calculated for the mean distance of the earth from the sun, will be subject to a variation from the variation of that distance; and hence some new equations will arise.

4. The moon moves in an ellipsis, one of whose foci is in the centre of the earth, round which the deferent describes areas proportional to the times, as the primary planets do round the sun; whence the motion in her perigee must be quickest; and it must be slowest in the apogee.

5. The very orbit of the moon is changeable, and does not always preserve the same figure; its eccentricity being sometimes increased, and sometimes diminished: it is greatest, when the line of the apsides coincides with that of the syzygies; and least, when the line of the apsides cuts the other at right angles.

The moon's orbit being dilated or contracted as the earth approaches to or recedes from the sun, its motion will accordingly be diminished or increased; and hence arises an annual equation, assigning the difference between the mean motion at the mean distance of the earth from the sun, and the mean motion at any other distance of the sun. The variation depending on the true distance of the sun from the moon, will produce several other equations, arising from the different corrections that are made. The change of the eccentricity causes a change of the equation of the centre, called the equation, and hence new equations must be applied. See these terms respectively and eccentricity.

6. Nor is the apogee of the moon without an irregularity; being found to move forward, when it coincides with the line of the syzygies; and backward, when it cuts that line at right angles. Nor are this progress and regress in any measure equal: in the conjunction or opposition, it goes bricly forward; and in the quadratures it moves either slowly forward, or stands still, or goes backwards. Upon the whole, however, the motion of the apogee is progressive. Hence arises an equation of the motion of the apogee, which depends upon its distance from the sun; and there is also a smaller annual equation, arising from the disturbing forces being different at different times of the year.

7. The motion of the nodes is not uniform; but when the line of the nodes coincides with that of the syzygies at right angles, they go backward, from east to west; and this, if Isaac Newton shews, is at the rate of $10^\circ 19'' 24''$ in an hour. See the preceding part of this article, and Notes.

The only equable motion the moon has, is that with which she turns round her axis exactly in the same space of time in which she revolves round us in her orbit; whence it happens, that she always turns the same face towards us.

For as the moon's motion round its axis is equal, and yet its motion, or velocity, in its orbit, is unequal, it follows, that when the moon is in its perigee, where it moves swiftest in its orbit, that part of its surface, which, on account of its
its motion in the orbit, would be turned from the earth, is not to entirely; by reason of its motion round its axis. Thus some parts in the limb or margin of the moon, sometimes recede from the centre of the disc, and sometimes approach towards it; and some parts, that were before invisible, become conspicuous; which is called the moon's libration.

Yet this equability of rotation occasions an apparent irregularity; for the axis of the moon not being perpendicular to the plane of her orbit, but a little inclined to it; and this axis, maintaining its parallelism, in its motion round the earth; it must necessarily change its situation, in respect of an observer on the earth; to whom sometimes the one, and sometimes the other pole of the moon becomes visible; whence it appears to have a kind of wavering, or vacillation. See libration.

The irregularities above enumerated, and some others of a similar kind, have been urged as objections to the Newtonian theory of gravity, though they were anticipated by the illustrious author, who not only enuncied their consistence with it, but suggested the explication of them which might be deduced from that theory, properly understood and applied. Sir Isaac Newton having found, in the manner which we shall presently explain, that the moon was retained in its orbit by a force, which, at different distances from the earth, varied inversely as the squares of the distances, and concluding from analogy that the same law of attraction might take place between all the bodies in the system, applied this theory to compute the effect of the sun's attraction upon the earth and moon, so far as it might affect the relative situation of the latter as seen from the former; and hence he discovered, besides the irregularities already mentioned, other smaller inequalities of the moon's motion, which were also found to agree with observations. From this, and other applications of his theory, he was confirmed in his conjectures concerning the principle of universal gravitation; and the further investigation of the same principle, and the discovery that it produced conclusions conformable to observation, served firmly to establish his theory. M. Clairaut, indeed, in the year 1747, published a memoir which was read before the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and urged as an objection against it, that it would not account for the motion of the moon's apogee, but that this motion, deduced from it by his calculations, was only one-half of what was found to be by observations. But soon after discovering his mistake, and posseisng coudour enough to acknowledge it, he was the first who gave a complete theory of the moon, in which he showed that Sir I. Newton's law of gravity would not only account for the motion of the moon's apogee, but also for all the other irregularities of the moon. M. Euler also retracted his own erroneous opinion, in deference to the judgement of M. Clairaut; and concurs with him in doing ample justice to the Newtonian theory. "After most tedious calculations," says Euler, "I have at length found, to my satisfaction, that M. Clairaut was in the right, and that this theory is entirely sufficient to explain the motion of the apogee of the moon. As this enquiry is of the greatest difficulty, and as those who hitherto pretended to have proved this nice agreement of the theory with the truth, have been much deceived, it is to M. Clairaut that we are obliged for this important discovery, which gives quite a new lufre to the theory of the Great Newton; and it is but now that we can expect good astronomical tables of the moon." Others, and particularly Mr. Masch and M. Frie, have prosecuted a similar investigation of this theory, and contributed to establish it. What Euler led astronomers to expect, they have now actually obtained in Mayer's tables, as corrected by Dr. Mascltyne, which, founded upon a very elegant theory conformable to observations, are the most correct, and do not err more than half a minute in longitude. See longitude and lunar observations.

Moon's Motions. Physical Cause of the. The moon, we have observed, moves round the earth by the same laws, and in the same manner, as the earth and other planets move round the sun. The solution, therefore, of the lunar motions, in general, comes under those of the earth and other planets.

As for the particular irregularities in the moon's motion, to which the earth, and other planets, are not subject, they arise from the fun, which acts on, and disturbs her in her ordinary course through her orbit; and are all mechanically deducible from the same great law by which her general motion is directed; viz., the law of gravitation and attraction.

Other secondary planets, e. g. the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, are, doubtless, subject to the like irregularities with the moon; as being exposed to the same perturbing or disturbing force of the sun; but their diérance secures them from our observation.

The laws of the several irregularities in the syzygies, quadratures, &c. see under syzygies, quadratures, &c.

It would not be consistent with the limits or nature of this work to investigate, by tedious and elaborate procedures of an analytical and geometrical kind, the various equations that have been explored for the illustration of these laws, and for furnishing a complete theory of the moon. Much has been done in this way by several learned mathematicians, and of late by professor Vince, who is eminently qualified for the undertaking; and we shall therefore refer the reader, who may be desirous of farther information, and who has no access to a variety of other publications, to the second volume of Vince's Complete System of Astronomy, chap. xxxii.

We shall, however, in this place, introduce a general view of the Newtonian theory of gravity, as it is applied to the solution of the irregularities of the moon's motion.

We have already, under the article gravitation, illustrated and confirmed the Newtonian theory of gravity, as it regards the moon and the other planets; but as the subject is of importance, and as it is immediately connected with what follows, we shall here give a concise statement of the leading facts by which the identity of the centripetal force, as it respects the moon, and that of gravity, was originally explained and established, referring for a more detailed account to the article just cited.

It is well known, and universally allowed, that the planets are retained in their orbits by some power which is continually acting upon them; that this power is directed towards the centres of their orbits; that the efficacy of this power increases upon an approach to the centre, and diminishes by its reeds from the same; and that it increases according to a certain law, viz., that of the squares of the distances, as the distance diminishes; and that diminishes in the same manner as the distance increases. Now by comparing this centripetal force of the planets with the force of gravity on earth, they will be found perfectly alike. This we shall illustrate in the case of the moon, the nearest to us of all the planets. The rectilinear spaces described in any given time by a falling body, urged by any powers, reckoning from the beginning of its descent, are proportionable to those powers. Consequently the centripetal force of the moon, revolving in its orbit, will be to the force of gravity on the surface of the earth, as the
space which the moon would describe in falling any little time, by her centripetal force towards the earth, if she had no circular motion at all, to the space which a body near the earth would describe in falling, by its gravity towards the same. By a very easy and obvious calculation of these two facts the will find, that the force of them in the former case, is to the force of the moon revolving in her orbit to the force of gravity on the surface of the earth, as the square of the earth's semidiameter to the square of the semidiameter of the orbit, which is the same ratio as that of the moon's centripetal force in her orbit to the force of gravity near the surface of the earth. The moon's centripetal force is, therefore, equal to the force of gravity. These forces, consequently, are not different, but they are one and the same; for if they were different, bodies acted upon by the two powers conjointly, would fall towards the earth with a velocity double to that arising from the sole power of gravity. It is evident, therefore, that the moon's centripetal force, by which she is retained in her orbit, and prevented from running off in tangents, is the very power of gravity of the earth, extended thither. This reasoning may be farther illustrated and confirmed in the following manner. Let RAE (Plate XVII. Astronomy, fig. 9) represent the earth, T its centre, V the orbit of the moon, and LC a part of it described by the moon in a minute, which is equal to the double of the circumference of the orbit of the moon's semidiameter of a foot; because the moon completes her whole course in 27 days, seven hours, 43 minutes, or in 30343 minutes. Moreover, the circumference of the earth, according to M. Picard's measurement, is 123496000 Paris feet, and therefore its semidiameter TA = 19014800 feet; and TL, the semidiameter of the moon's orbit, will be 11764800 feet, or 60 times T A; and the veridical L D of the arc LC = 33° 3', computed by means of tables, or BC, will be 15° 3', nearly; or LD may be found without tables thus: The whole circumference of the moon's orbit, or 60 x 123246600, is equal to 7394976000, which divided by 30343, will give the arc LC = 187961 feet; but by a well-known theorem in geometry, supposing the arc LC, which is a very small part of the moon's orbit, to be rectilinear, L C = L D \times 2 LT, i.e., L D = L C \times 2 L T, or the square of 187961, which is 35320317521, divided by 2353860000, will give 15.013, &c. It may be here observed, that a dilance of the moon somewhat greater than 60 times the diameter of the earth would afford a more exact result; and the force by which the moon is restrained in its orbit should also be increased in the proportion of 177° to 178°, in order to have the exact centripetal force of the moon, such as it would be undiminished by the action of the sun, and with this correction the above number 15.013, &c. will become 15.047, &c. or 15° 3' very nearly. (See Newton's Principia, lib. i. prop. 45. cor. 2. and lib. iii. prop. 3.) In either way of calculation it appears that the force, by which the moon is drawn off from the tangent LB, or retained in its orbit, impels it towards the centre of the earth about 15° 3'. Paris feet in one minute; but this force, being known from the elliptic figure of her orbit to be proportionally equal to the square of the distance, would impel the moon, supposing to be at the surface of the earth, through a space equal to 60 x 60 x 15° 3' feet in one minute. But bodies, impelled by the force of gravity, fall near the surface of the earth through the space of 15° 3' Paris feet in one second, and the spaces being in the ratio of their times, through 60 x 60 x 15° 3' in a minute. Consequently, as the force by which the moon is retained in its orbit, and the force of gravity, produce the same effects in the same circumstances, and tend towards the same point, they are the same force. The moon, therefore, gravitates towards the earth, and the earth reciprocally towards the moon; and this law is further confirmed by the phenomena of the tides. See Tides.

The like reasoning might be applied to the other planets. For, as the revolutions of the primary planets round the sun, and those of the satellites of Jupiter, Saturn, and the Georgium Sidus, round their primaries, are phenomena of the same kind as the revolution of the moon round the earth; as the centripetal powers of the primary are directed towards the centre of the sun, and those of the satellites towards the centres of their primaries; and, lastly, as all these powers are reciprocally as the squares of the distances from the centres; it may safely be concluded, that the power and caufe are the same in all. Therefore, as the moon gravitates towards the earth, and the earth towards the moon, do all the secondaries to their respective primaries; the primaries to their secondaries; and so do, also, the primaries to the sun, and the sun to the primaries, &c. Newton's Princ. lib. iii. prop. 4, 5, 6. Gregory's Astr. lib. i. § 7. Prop. 47.

In obedience the irregularities of the moon's motion, according to the theory of gravity, previously established, it must first be considered, that if the sun acted equally on the earth and moon, and always in parallel lines, the action would force only to restrain them in their annual motions round the sun, and no way affect their actions on each other, or their motions about their common centre of gravity. But because the moon is nearer the sun, in one half of her orbit, than the earth is, and farther in the other half of her orbit, and the power of gravity is always greater at a less distance, it follows, that in one half of her orbit the moon is more attracted than the earth towards the sun, and in the other half less attracted than the earth; and hence irregularities necessarily arise in the motions of the moon; the excels, in the first case, and the defect, in the second, of the attraction, becoming a force that disturbs its motion; and besides, the action of the sun on the earth and moon, is not directed in parallel lines, but in lines that meet in the centre of the sun.

In order to understand the effects of these powers, let us suppose that the projectile motions of the earth and moon were destroyed, and that they were allowed to fall freely towards the sun. If the moon was in conjunction with the sun, or in that part of her orbit which is nearest to him, the moon would be more attracted than the earth, and fall with greater velocity towards the sun; so that the dilance of the moon from the earth would be increased in the fall. If the moon was in opposition, or in the part of her orbit which is farthest from the sun, she would be less attracted than the earth by the sun, and would fall with less velocity towards the sun than the earth, and the moon would be left behind by the earth; so that the dilance of the moon from the earth would be increased, in this case also. If the moon was in one of the quarters, then the earth and moon being both attracted towards the centre of the sun, they would both directly defend towards that centre, and, by approaching to the same centre, they would necessarily approach at the same time to each other, and their dilance from one another would be diminished, in this case. Now, wherever the action of the sun would increase their dilance, if they were allowed to fall towards the sun, there we may be sure the sun's action, by endeavouring to separate them, diminishes their gravity to each other; wherever the action of the sun would diminish their dilance, there the sun's action, by endeavouring to make them approach to one
one another, increases their gravity to each other: that is, in the conjunction and opposition, their gravity towards each other is diminished by the action of the sun; but in the two quarters it is increased by the action of the sun. To prevent mistaking this matter, it must be remembered, it is not the total action of the sun on them that disturbs their motions, it is only that part of its action, by which it tends to separate them, in the first cafe, to a greater distance from each other; and that part of its action, by which it tends to bring them nearer to each other, in the second cafe, that has any effect on their motions, with respect to each other. The other, and the far more considerable part, has no other effect but to retain them in their annual curve, which they perform together about the sun.

In considering, therefore, the effects of the sun's action on the motions of the earth and moon, with respect to each other, we need only attend to the excess of its action on the moon above its action on the earth, in their conjunction; and we must consider this excess as drawing the moon from the earth towards the sun in that place. In the opposition, we need only consider the excess of the action of the sun, on the earth, above its action on the moon, and we must consider this excess as drawing the moon from the earth, in this place, in a direction opposite to the former, that is, towards the place opposite to where the sun is; because we consider the earth as quiescent, and refer the motion, and all its irregularities to the moon. In the quarters, we consider the actions of the sun as adding something to the gravity of the moon towards the earth.

Suppose the moon setting out from the quarter that precedes the conjunction, with a velocity that would make her describe an exact circle round the earth, if the sun's action had no effect on her; and because her gravity is increased by that action, she must descend towards the earth, and move within that circle: her orbit, there, will be more curve than otherwise it would have been: because this addition to her gravity will make her fall farther at the end of an arc below the tangent drawn at the other end of it; her motion will be accelerated by it, and will continue to be accelerated, till she arrives at the ensuing conjunction; because the direction of the action of the sun upon her, during that time, makes an acute angle with the direction of her motion. At the conjunction, her gravity towards the earth being diminished by the action of the sun, her orbit will be less curve there for that reason; and she will be carried farther from the earth, as she moves to the next quarter; and because the action of the sun makes then an obtuse angle with the direction of her motion, she will be retarded by the same degrees by which she was accelerated before.

Thus she will descend a little towards the earth, as she moves from the first quarter towards the conjunction, and ascend from it, as she moves from the conjunction to the next quarter. The action which disturbs her motion will have a like, and almost equal effect upon her, while she moves in the other half of her orbit, that is, that half of it which is farthest from the sun: she will proceed from the quarter that follows the conjunction with an accelerated motion to the opposition, approaching a little towards the earth, because of the addition made to her gravity, at that quarter, from the action of the sun; and receding from it again, as the gravity from the opposition to the quarter, from which we supposed her to set out. The areas described in equal times, by a ray drawn from the moon to the earth, will not be equal, but will be accelerated by the conspiring action of the sun, as she moves towards the conjunction or opposition from the quarters that precede them.

and will be retarded by the same action, as she moves from the conjunction or opposition to the quarters that succeed them. Newton has computed the quantities of these irregularities from their canons. He finds, that the force added to the gravity of the moon, in her quarters, is to the gravity with which she would revolve in a circle about the earth, at her present mean distance, if the sun had no effect on her, as 1 to 1757. He finds the force subducted from her gravity, in the conjunctions and oppositions, to be double of this quantity, and the area described in a given time in the quarters, to be to the area described in the same time in the conjunctions and oppositions, as 10973 to 11075. He finds, that in such an orbit, her distance from the earth in her quarters, would be her distance in the conjunctions and oppositions, as 70 to 69. This is the variation of the form of the orbit arising from the force of the sun, supposing that the orbit would have been a circle without that disturbing force. And as the orbit of the moon is an ellipse, having the earth in its focus, and approaching nearly to a circle, the same cause must produce very nearly the same effect in the moon's orbit. Dr. Halley first took notice of this contraction of the lunar orbit in syzygies, from the phenomena of the moon's motion, and made the ratio of the diameter as 44:5:45:5 from observation.

From the alteration of the form of the orbit and from the acceleration of the areas, there will arise two corrections to be applied to the mean motion of the moon, in order to give the true motion; and the joint effect of these two constitute an equation, called the 'variation.'

As to the effect of the action of the sun on the nodes, and, consequently, on the inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic, see Nodes, and the preceding part of this article.

Moreover, the action of the sun diminishes the gravity of the moon towards the earth, in the conjunctions and oppositions, more than it adds to it in the quarters, and, by diminishing the force, which retains the moon in her orbit, increases her distance from the earth and her periodic time; and because the earth and moon are nearer the sun in their perihelion than in their aphelion, and the sun acts with a greater force there, so as to subduct more form the moon's gravity towards the earth; it follows, that the moon must revolve at a greater distance, and take a longer time to finish her revolution in the perihelion of the earth, when her orbit is dilated, and she moves slower, than in the aphelion, when her moon's orbit is contracted, and she moves faster. The annual equation, by which this inequality is compensated, is nothing in aphelion and perihelion; and at the mean distance of the sun it is $12^55''$, according to professor Vincen's determination. Sir Isaac Newton makes it $11^50'$; according to Mayer, it is $11^60'$; M. d'Alembert makes it $12^57''$: Halley makes it about 13': according to M. de la Lande, it is $11^80.6''$; and this also is conformable to observation.

There is another remarkable irregularity in the moon's motion, that also arises from the action of the sun: which is the progressive motion of the apsides. The moon describes an ellipse about the centre of the earth, having one of the foci in that centre. Her greatest and least distances from the earth are in the apsides, or extremities of the longer axis of the ellipse. This is not found to point always to the same place in the heavens, but to move with a progressive motion forwards, so as to finish a revolution round the earth's centre in about nine years.

To understand the reason of this motion of the apsides, we must consider, that, if the gravity of a body decreased less as the distance increases, then according to the regular
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course of gravity, the body would descent sooner from the higher to the lower apsis, than in half a revolution; and therefore the apsis would recede at this pace, for it would move in a contrary direction to the motion of the body, meeting it in its motion. But if the gravity of the body should decrease more, as the distance increases, than according to the regular course of gravity, that is, in a higher proportion than as the square of the distance increases, the body would take more than half a revolution to move from the higher to the lower apsis; and, therefore, in that case, the apsides would have a progressive motion in the same direction as the body.

In the quarters, the fun's action adds to the gravity of the moon, and the force it adds is greater, as the distance of the moon from the earth is greater; so that the action of the sun hinders her gravity towards the earth from decreasing as much as the distance increases, as it ought to do according to the regular course of gravity; and, therefore, while the moon is in the quarters, her apsides must recede. In the conjunction and opposition, the action of the sun subducts from the gravity of the moon towards the earth, and subducts the moon the greater her distance from the earth is, so as to make her gravity decrease more as her distance increases, than according to the regular course of gravity; and, therefore, in this case, the apsides are in a progressive motion. Because the action of the sun subducts more in the conjunctions and oppositions from her gravity, than it adds to it in the quarters, and, in general, diminishes more than it augments her gravity; hence it is that the progressive motion of the apsides exceeds the retrograde motion; and, therefore, the apsides are carried round according to the order of the signs. The annual equation of the apsides, according to Sir Isaac Newton, is 10' 43". See Macaulay's Account of Sir Isaac Newton's Phil. Difcl. lib. iv. c. 4. We have some observations and tables concerning the moon's motion, by Mr. Richard Dunthorn, in the Philosophical Transactions, N. 482. lefl. 15, where he gives 100 observed longitudes of the moon compared with the tables, viz. 25 eclipses of the moon, taken (except the first) from Flamstead's Historia Coelestis, the Philosophical Transactions, and the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences; the two great eclipses of the sun in 1700 and 1715; 25 felen. places of the moon, from Flamstead's Historia Coelestis; and 48 of those longitudes of the moon, computed from Flamstead's Observations by Dr. Halley, and printed in the first edition of the Historia Coelestis.

Theory of the Moon's Motions and Irregularities.—The tables of equation, which serve to solve the irregularities of the fun, do likewise serve for those of the moon. But then those equations must be corrected for the moon, otherwise they will not exhibit the true motions in the fixyges. The method is thus: Suppose the moon's place in the zodiac, required in longitude, for any given time; here, we first find, in the tables, the place where it would be, supposing its motion uniform, which we call mean, and which is sometimes faster, and sometimes slower, than the true motion; then, to find where the true motion will place her, which is also the apparent, we are to find in another table at what distance it is from its apogee; for, according to this distance, the difference between her true and mean motion, and the two places which correspond thereto, is the greater. The true place thus found, is not yet the true place; but varies from it, as the moon is more or less remote both from the fun, and the fun's apogee; which variation respecting, at the same time, those two different distances, they are to be both considered and combined together, as in a table apart. Which table gives the correction to be made of the true places first found. That place, thus corrected, is not yet the true place, unless the moon be either in conjunction, or opposition; if then be out of these, there must be another correction, which depends on two things taken together, and compared, viz. the distance of the moon's corrected place from the fun; and of that at which she is with regard to her own apogee; this last distance having been changed by the first correction.

By all these operations and corrections, we at length arrive at the moon's true place for that instant. In this, it must be owned, there occur prodigious difficulties: the lunar inequalities are so many, that it was in vain the astronomers laboured to bring them under any rule, before the great Sir Isaac Newton; to whom we are indebted both for the mechanical causes of these inequalities, and for the method of computing and ascertaining them: so that he has given us a world, in a great measure, of his own discovering, or rather subduing.

From the theory of gravity he shews, that the larger planets, revolving round the sun, may carry along with them smaller planets, revolving round themselves; and shews also, a priori, that those smaller must move in ellipses having their umbilici in the centres of the larger; and must have their motion in their orbits variously disturbed by the motion of the sun; and in a word, must be affected with those inequalities which we actually observe in the moon. And from this theory, he argues analogous irregularities in the satelites of Saturn.

From the same theory he examines the force which the sun has to disturb the moon's motion, determines the horary increafe of the area which the moon would describe in a circular orbit by radii drawn to the earth—her distance from the earth—the horary motion in a circular and elliptic orbit—the mean motion of the nodes—the true motion of the nodes—the horary variation of the inclination of the moon's orbit to the plane of the ecliptic. Lastly, from the same theory he has found the annual equation of the moon's mean motion to arife from the various dilatation of her orbit; and that variation to arife from the sun's force, which being greater in the perige, diftends the orbit; and, being lefs in the appoge, fuffers it to be again contracted. In the dilating orbit the motion moves more slowly; in the contracted, more swiftly; and the annual equation, whereby this inequality is compenfated in the appoge and perige, is nothing at all; at a moderate dilatation from the fun, it amounts to 11' 50'"; and in other places it is proportional to the equation of the fun's centre, and is added to the mean motion of the moon, when the earth proceeds from its apogee to its perihelion; and subtracted when in the opposite part.

Thus, supposing the radius of the orbit magius 1000, and the earth's eccentricity 16'; this equation, when greatest, according to the theory of gravity, comes out 11' 49'.

He adds, that in the earth's perihelion, the nodes move fweatier than in the apheion, and that in a trirratic ratio of the earth's distance from the fun, inversely. Whence arise annual equations of their motions, proportionable to that of the centre of the fun. Now the fun's motion is in a duplicate ratio of the earth's distance from the fun inversely, and the greatest equation of the centre which this inequality excites, is 1' 50' 26", agreeable to the fun's eccentricity 16'. If the fun's motion were in a trirratic ratio of its distance inversely, this inequality would generate the greatest equation 2' 56' 0"; and therefore the greatest equations which the inequalities of the motions of the moon's apogee and
and nodes occasion, are to 2° 56' 9", as the mean diurnal motion of the moon's apogee, and the mean diurnal motion of her nodes, are to the mean diurnal motion of the fun. whence the greatest equation of the mean motion of the apogee comes out 19° 42'; and the greatest equation of the mean motion of the nodes 9° 27'. the former equation is added, and the latter subtracted, when the earth proceeds from its perihelion to its aphelion, and the contrary in the opposite part of its orbit.

from the fame theory of gravity, it also appears that the sun's action on the moon must be somewhat greater when the transverse diameter of the lunar orbit pales through the fun, than when it is at right angles with the line that joins the earth and fun; and, therefore, that the lunar orbit is somewhat greater in the first case than in the second. hence arises another equation of the mean lunar motion, depending on the situation of the moon's apogee with regard to the fun, which is greatest when the moon's apogee is in an octant with the fun; and none, when the fun arrives at the quadrature, or syzygies; and is added to the mean motion, in the paffage of the moon's apogee from the quadrature to the syzygies, and subtracted in the paffage of the apogee from the syzygies to the quadrature.

this equation, which sir isaac calls femellis, when greatest, viz. in the octants of the apogee, rifes to 3° 45"; at a mean distance of the earth from the fun; but it increases and diminishes in a triplicate ratio of the fun's distance inversely; and therefore, in the fun's greatest distance, is 3° 34"; in the smallest, 3° 56", nearly. but when the apogee of the moon is without the octants, it becomes les, and is to the greatest equation, as the line of double the distance of the moon's apogee from the next syzygy, or quadrature, to the radius.

from the fame theory of gravity it follows, that the fun's action on the moon is somewhat greater when a right line, drawn through the moon's nodes, passes through the fun, than when that line is at right angles with another joining the fun and earth; and hence arises another equation of the moon's mean motion, which he calls secunda semellis, and which is greatest when the nodes are in the fun's octants, and vanishes when they are in the syzygies, or quadratures; and in other situations of the nodes, is proportionable to the line of double the distances of either node from the next syzygy, or quadrature.

it is added to the moon's mean motion while the nodes are in their paffage from the fun's quadratures to the next syzygy, and subtracted in their paffage from the syzygies to the quadratures in the octants.

when it is greatest, it amounts to 47", at a mean distance of the earth from the fun; as it appears from the theory of gravity; at other distances of the fun, this equation in the octants of the nodes is reciprocally as the cube of the fun's distance from the earth; and in the fun's perigee is 45°; in his apogee nearly 49°.

by the fame theory of gravity the moon's apogee proceeds the faster when either in conjunction with the fun, or in opposition to it; and is retrograde when in quadrature with the fun. in the former case, the excentricity is greatest, and in the latter smallest. these inequalities are very considerabe, and generate the principal equation of the apogee, which he calls semellis, or semellimal. the greatest semellimal equation is about 12° 18'.

horrox first observed the moon to revolve in an ellipsis round the earth placed in the lower umbilicus; and halley placed the centre of the ellipsis in an epicycle, whose centre revolves uniformly about the earth: and from the motion in the epicycle arise the inequalities now observed in the progress and regrefs of the apogee, and the quantity of the excentricity.

suppose the mean distance of the moon from the earth divided into 100,000; and let t (plate xvii. astronomy, fig. 12.) represent the earth, and tc the mean excentricity of the moon 5505 parts; produce tc to b, that cb may be the line of the greatest femellimal equation 12° 18', to the radius tc; the circle bda, described on the centre c, with the interval cb, will be the epicycle wherein the centre of the lunar orb is placed, and wherein it revolves according to the order of the letters bda. take the angle bcd equal to the annual argument, or double the distance of the true place of the fun from the moon's apogee once equated, and ctd will be the femellimal equation of the moon's apogee; and td the excentricity of its orbit tending to the apogee equated a second time. from hence the moon's mean motion, apogee, and excentricity, as also the greater axis of its orbit 200,000, the moon's true place, as also her distance from the earth, are found, and that by the most common methods. in the earth's perihelion, by reason of the greater force of the fun, the centre of the moon's orbit will move more swiftly about the centre c than in the aphelion, and that in a triplicate ratio of the earth's distance from the sun inversely. by reason of the equation of the centre of the fun, comprehended in the annual argument, the centre of the moon's orbit will move more swiftly in the epicycle bda, in a duplicate ratio of the distance of the earth from the fun inversely.

that the fame may still move more swiftly in a triplicate ratio of the distance inversely from the centre of the orbit d, draw de towards the moon's apogee, or parallel to tc; and take the angle edc equal to the excess of the annual argument, above the distance of the moon's apogee from the fun's perigee in consequence; or, which is the same thing, take the angle cdf equal to the complement of the true anomaly of the fun to 26°; and let df be to dc as double the excentricity of the orbitis magnus to the mean distance of the fun from the earth, and the mean diurnal motion of the fun from the moon's apogee, to the mean diurnal motion of the fun from its own apogee, conjunctly, i.e. as 33° is to 1000, and 52° 27" 16" to 58° 8" 16", conjunctly; or as 3 to 100. conceive the centre of the moon's orbit placed in the point f, and to revolve in an epicycle, whose centre is d, and its radius df, while the point d proceeds in the circumference of the circle dadf; thus the velocity, with which the centre of the moon's orbit moves in a certain curve, described about the centre c, will be reciprocally as the cube of the fun's distance from the earth.

the computation of this motion is difficult; but it will be made easy by the following approximation: if the moon's mean distance from the earth be 100,000 parts, and its excentricity tc 5505 of those parts, the right line cb or cd will be found 1172; and the right line df 35°. this right line, at the distance of the fun's perigee, is parallel to the earth, which the transferring of the centre of the orbit from the place d to f generates in the motion of this centre; and the same right line doubled, in a parallel situation, at the distance of the upper umbilicus of the moon's orbit from the earth, subdends the same angle, generated by that translation in the motion of the umbilicus; and at the distance of the moon from the earth subtends an angle, which the same translation generates in the motion of the moon; and which may therefore be called the second equation of the centre.

this equation of a mean distance of the moon from the earth, is as the sine of the angle contained between the right
line $DF$, and a right line drawn from the point $F$ to the moon, nearly; and when greatest, amounts to 2° 25′. Now the angle comprehended between the right line $DF$ and a line from the point $D$, is found either by subtracting the angle $EDF$ from the mean anomaly of the moon, or by adding the moon's distance from the sun to the distance of the moon's apogee from the apogee of the fun. And as radius is to the sine of the angle thus found, so is 2° 25′ to the second equation of the centre; which is to be added, if that line be less than a semicircle; and subtracted, if greater: thus we have its longitude in the very fyzynges of the luminaries.

If a more accurate computation be required, the moon's place thus found must be corrected by a second variation. The first and principal variation we have already considered, and have observed it to be greatest in the octants. The second is greatest in the quadrants, and arises from the different action of the sun on the moon's orbit, according to the different position of the moon's apogee to the fun, and is thus computed; as radius is to the versed sine of the distance of the moon's apogee from the fun's perigee, in consequence, so is a certain angle $P$ to a fourth proportional. And as radius is to the sine of the moon's distance from the fun, so is the fun of this fourth proportional and another angle $Q$ to the second variation; which is to be subtracted, if the moon's light be increasing; and added, if diminishing.

Thus we have the moon's true place in her orbit; and by reduction of this place to the ecliptic, we have the moon's longitude. The angles $P$ and $Q$ are to be determined by observation in the mean time, if for $P$ be assumed 2, and for $Q$ 1, we shall be near the truth.

The results of computations of this kind are rendered more accurate, in consequence of modern discoveries; and the labour of them is in a great measure superceeded by the valuable lunar tables, which the astronomer has now in his possession. We shall therefore refer for these tables to the Nautical Almanack, and to Vince's Complete Astronomy, vol. iii.

Moon's Path with respect to the Sun, Figure of the. The path of the moon is concave towards the fun throughout.

In other secondary planets, as the satellites of the superior planets, that part of the path of these satellites which is nearest the fun, is convex towards the fun, and the rest is concave. And we often find in elementary treatises of astronomy, the moon's path represented in the same manner; that is, as partly convex, and partly concave towards the fun; but this is a mistake. For it is to be observed, in general, that the force which bends the course of the satellite into a curve, when the motion is referred to an immovable plane, is, at the conjunction, the difference of its gravity towards the fun, and of its gravity towards the primary. When the former prevails over the latter, the force that bends the course of the satellite tends towards the fun; and, consequently, the concavity of the path is towards the fun; and this is the case of the moon. When the gravity towards the primary exceeds the gravity towards the fun, at the conjunction, then the force which bends the course of the satellite tends towards the primary, and therefore towards the opposition of the fun; consequently the path is there convex towards the fun; and this is the case of the satellites of Jupiter. When these two forces are equal, the path has, at the conjunction, what mathematicians call a point of rectitude; in which case, however, the path is concave towards the fun throughout.

If, indeed, the earth had no annual motion, the moon's motion round the earth, and her track in open space, would be always the same. But as the earth and moon move round the fun, the moon's real path in the heavens is very different from her visible path round the earth; the latter being in a progressive circle, and the former in a curve of different degrees of concavity, which would be always the same in the same parts of the heavens, if the moon performed a complete number of lunations in a year, without any fractions.

Mr. Ferguson has suggeted the following familiar idea of the earth's and moon's path. Let a nail in the end of a chariot-wheel represent the earth, and a pin in the nave the moon; if the body of the chariot be propped up, so as to keep that wheel from touching the ground, and the wheel be then turned round by hand, the pin will describe a circle both round the nail, and in the space it moves through. But if the props be taken away, the horses put to, and the chariot driven over a piece of ground which is circularly convex; the nail in the axle will describe a circular curve, and the pin in the nave will still describe a circle round the progressive nail in the axle, but not in the space through which it moves. In this case, the curve described by the nail will resemble in miniature as much of the earth's annual path round the fun, as it describes whilst the moon goes as often round the earth as the pin does round the nail; and the curve described by the nail will have some resemblance to the moon's path during so many lunations.

Let us now suppose that the radius of the circular curve, described by the nail in the axle, is to the radius of the circle, which the pin in the nave describes round the axle, as $33\frac{1}{3}$ to 1; which is the proportion of the radius or semidiameter of the earth's orbit to that of the moon's; or of the circular curve $A_1 B_1 C_1 D_1 E$, &c. (Plate XVII. Astronomy, fig. 10.) to the little circle $a$, and then, whilst the progressive nail describes the said curve from $A$ to $E$, the pin will go once round the nail, with regard to the centre of its path, and, in so doing, will describe the curve $a b c d e$. The former will be a true representation of the earth's path for one lunation, and the latter of the moon's for that time. Here we may let aside the inequalities of the moon's motion, and also the earth's moving round its common central of gravity, and the moon's: all which, if they were truly copied in this experiment, would not sensibly alter the figure of the paths described by the nail and pin, even though they should rub against a plain upright surface all the way, and leave their tracks visible upon it. And if the chariot was driven forward on such a convex piece of ground, so as to turn the wheel several times round, the track of the pin in the nave would still be concave towards the centre of the circular curve described by the pin in the axle; as the moon's path is always concave to the fun in the centre of the earth's annual orbit.

In this diagram, the thickest curve line $ABC\grave{D}E$, with the numeral figures set to it, represents as much of the earth's annual orbit as it describes in 32 days from west to east; the little circles at $a, b, c, d, e$ show the moon's orbit in due proportion to the earth's; and the smallest curve $a b c d e$ represents the line of the moon's path in the heavens for 32 days, accounted from any particular new moon at $a$.

The fun is supposed to be in the centre of the curve $A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B$, &c. and the small dotted circles upon it represent the moon's orbit, of which the radius is in the same proportion to the earth's path, in this scheme, that the radius of the moon's orbit, in the heavens, bears to the radius of the earth's annual path round the fun; that is, as 240,000, to $1,500,000$, or as 1 to $33\frac{1}{3}$.

When the earth is at $A$, the new moon is at $a$; and in the seven days that the earth describes the curve $1 2 3 4 5 6 7$, the
the moon, in accompanying the earth, describes the curve \( ab \); and in her first quarter at \( b \), when the earth is at \( B \).

As the earth describes the curve \( BS1011121314 \), the moon describes the curve \( bc \); and is at \( c \), opposite to the fun, when the earth is at \( C \).

Whilst the earth describes the curve \( 1516171819202122 \), the moon describes the curve \( cd \); and is in her third quarter at \( d \), when the earth is at \( D \).

And, lastly, whilst the earth describes the curve \( D23242526272829 \), the moon describes the curve \( de \); and is again in conjunction at \( e \) with the fun, when the earth is at \( E \), between the 29th and 30th day of the moon's age, accounted by the numeral figures from the new moon at \( A \).

In describing the curve \( abcde \), the moon goes round the progressive earth as really as if she had kept in the dotted circle \( A \), and the earth continued immovable in the centre of that circle.

And thus we see, that although the moon goes round the earth in a circle, with respect to the earth's centre, her real path in the heavens is not very different in appearance from the earth's path. To shew that the moon's path is concave to the fun, even at the time of change, it is carried on a little farther into a second conjunction, as to \( f \).

The moon's absolute motion from her change to her first quarter, or from \( a \) to \( b \), is so much greater than the earth's, that she falls 240,000 miles, (equal to the semi-diameter of her orbit) behind the earth at her first quarter in \( b \), when the earth is in \( B \); that is, she falls back a space equal to her distance from the earth. From that time her motion is gradually accelerated to her opposition or full at \( c \), and then she is come up as far as the earth, having regained what she lost in her first quarter from \( a \) to \( b \). From the full to the last quarter at \( d \), her motion continues accelerated, so as to be just as far before the earth at \( d \), as she was behind it at her first quarter in \( b \). But from \( d \) to \( e \) her motion is so retarded, that she looses as much with respect to the earth, as is equal to her distance from it, or to the semi-diameter of her orbit; and by that means she comes to \( e \), and is then in conjunction with the fun, as seen from the earth at \( E \).

Hence we find, that the moon's absolute motion is slower than the earth's, from her third quarter to her first; and swifter than the earth's, from her first quarter to her third; her path being less curved than the earth's in the former case, and more in the latter. Yet it is still bent the same way towards the fun; for if we imagine the concavity of the earth's orbit to be measured by the length of a perpendicular line \( CG \), let down from the earth's place upon the straight line \( hbd \), at the full of the moon, and connecting the places of the earth at the end of the moon's first and third quarters, that length will be about 640,000 miles; and the moon, when new, only approaching nearer to the fun, by 240,000 miles, than the earth is, the length of the perpendicular let down from her place, at that time, upon the same straight line, and which shews the concavity of that part of her path, will be about 400,000 miles.

The gravity of the moon towards the fun has been found to be greater, at her conjunction, than her gravity towards the earth, so that the point of equal attraction, where those two powers would fulfill each other, falls then between the moon and earth; and since the quantity of matter in the fun is about 250,000 times as great as the quantity of matter in the earth, and the attraction of each body diminishes as the square of the distance from it increases; it may be easily found, that this point of equal attraction between the earth and the fun, is about 70,000 times nearer the earth than the moon is at her change; whence foine, and particularly Mr. Baxter, author of Mathis, have apprehended, that either the parallax of the fun is very different from that which is signified by astronomers, or that the moon ought necessarily to abandon the earth; because the is considerably more attracted by the fun than by the earth at that time.

This apprehension may be removed easily, by attending to what has been shewn by Sir Isaac Newton, and is illustrated by vulgar experiments concerning the motions of bodies about one another, that are all acted upon by a third force in the same direction. Their relative motions not being in the least disturbed by this third force, if it act equally upon them in parallel lines; as the relative motions of the ships in a fleet, carried away by a current, are no way affected by it, if it act equally upon them; or as the rotation of a bullet or bomb, about its axis, while it is projected in the air; or the figure of a drop of falling rain, are not at all affected by the gravity of the particles of which they are made up towards the earth. The moon is far nearer the earth, and both of them so far from the fun, that the attractive power of the fun may be considered as equal on both; and, therefore, the moon will continue to circulate round the earth in the same manner as if the fun did not attract them at all. It is to the inequality of the action of the fun upon the earth and moon, and the want of parallelism in the directions of these actions, only, that we are to ascribe the irregularities in the motion of the moon.

But it may contribute farther towards removing this difficulty to observe, that if the absolute velocity of the moon, at the conjunction, was less than that which is requisite to carry a body in a circle there around the fun, supposing this body to be acted on by the same force which acts there on the moon, (i.e. by the excess of her gravity towards the fun, above her gravity towards the earth,) then the moon would, indeed, abandon the earth. For, in that case, the moon having less velocity than would be necessary to prevent her from descending within that circle, she would approach to the fun, and recede from the earth. But though the absolute velocity of the moon, at the conjunction, be less than the velocity of the earth in the annual orbit, yet her gravity towards the fun is so much diminished, by her gravity towards the earth, that her absolute velocity is still much superior to that which is requisite to carry a body in a circle there about the fun, that is acted on by the remaining force only. Therefore, from the moment of the conjunction, the moon is carried without such a circle, receding continually from the fun to greater and greater distances, till she arrives at the opposition; where, being acted on by the fun of those two gravities, and her velocity being now less than what is requisite to carry a body in a circle there about the fun, that is acted on by a force equal to that fun, the moon thence begins to approach to the fun again. Thus she recedes from the fun, and approaches to it by turns, and in every month her path hath two apidies, a perihelion at the conjunction, and an aphelion at the opposition; between which she is always carried in a manner familiar to that in which the primary planets revolve between their apidies.

The planet recedes from the fun at the perihelion, because its velocity there is greater than that with which a circle could be described about the fun, at the same distance, by the same centripetal force; and approaches towards the fun from the aphelion, because its velocity there is less than is requisite to carry it in a circle, at that distance, about the fun.

If we suppose the earth to revolve in a circular orbit round the fun as its centre, and the moon to revolve round the earth in the same manner; the planes of their orbits to coincide; the diameters of their orbits to be as 340 to 1; and the moon to perform 13,768 revolutions to every single revolution of the earth; it is easy to investigate the nature and
and description of the curve generated by the centre of the moon; and to determine whether this curve, in one lunation, be any where convex towards the sun.

Let S (fig. 11.) represent the sun; E the earth; E a an arc of the orbit of the earth passed over by its centre, in one lunation of the moon; the circumference of the circle E A = the concentric arc A a; then, (because 13568 - 1 = 13567) the number of lunations in the year, or one revolution of the earth, and therefore SA : EA :: 13568 : 1, when the moon is in conjunction with the sun, the distance between the sun and moon will be greater than the distance or radius SA. Now the curve, described by the centre of the moon, is the same as that described by a point M (EM being the semi-diameter of the moon's orbit), carried round by the rotation of the circle E A F on the arc A a; it is therefore of the cycloidal kind, having a point of inflexion, if any cycloid, described by a point within the generating circle, is affected, as well upon a circular as upon a rectilinear base.

To determine which,

Put S b A or SR = a, E A or r = b, E M or e m = c, RM = r, RD = s; and let MC be the radius of curvature at any point m, which, it is evident, must pass through the point of contact R. Suppose the point n indefinitely near to m; then, R r and R being the indefinitely small contemporary arcs with m n, and, consequently, the triangles R m n and R n r equal in all respects; if we consider the said little arcs R n and R r as right lines perpendicular to the radius e r and S r, we shall have the <m n r = <r n r (because the angles e r and S r r, added to either side of the equation, make two right angles) <e r + <S r r. Now SR = e r :: <S r r, and S R : S R + : <R e r : R e r + <S r r, that is, a : a + b :: <R e r :: <m n r = a + b <R e r. Again, in any triangle, as d m r, if the angles m d r, m r d, and R m r, the complement of the obtuse angle to two right angles, be indefinitely small, they will be proportional to the opposite sides m r, m d, and d r; that is, d r :: m r :: <m r r : <d r r, and d r :: <m r r :: <d r r; that is, m n r : d R :: <R d r : <R m r, or, r : s :: <R e r :: <m n r = 2 r <R e r. And again, <R C n :: <R n C :: <R C

RC, that is, <m n r :: <R n r :: <R m r :: R m.

RC, or (a + b - r) : 2 r :: <R e r :: <R r :: R C

= a r + 2 b r - r = 2 a r + 2 b r - a s = r - a s = r - a s = 2 a + 2 b curvature at any point m.

Now, it is evident, that, at the point of inflexion, the radius of curvature must be infinite; or that, on one side of the said point, the expression for the radius of curvature must be affirmative, and on the other negative; therefore, r must be more than a s 2 a + 2 b on one side of the said point, and on the other less; and, consequently, at the point of inflexion, r = a s 2 a + 2 b ; which, substituted for r, makes (d M x m R = ) r s - r = 2 a b / 2 a + 2 b (because d M x m R = f m x m a) = b 2 - c 2 ; from which equation we have s = b 2 - c 2 / 2 a b + a 2 . Or, to find r, say 2 a r + 2 b r = a s, or t = 2 a r + 2 b r / a ; then (d M x m R = ) r s - r = a r + 2 b r / a = (f m x m a) = b 3 - c 2 ; which equation gives r = b 2 - a c / a + 2 b, when the point becomes a point of inflexion.

Now, as m R (r) must, by the nature of the circle, always be greater than ma; that is, as b 2 - a c / a + 2 b must always be more than b - c; and, consequently, a b - a c / a + 2 b be more than b - a; that is, a b + a c / a + 2 b be more than b - a; that is, E M must be more than a third proportional: to E S and E A, in order to have a point of inflexion take place in the curve: but in the present case, E S, E A, and E M, being as 13568 : 1, and 13567 : 340, or 0.39; therefore EM is less than the said third proportional; and, consequently, the curve M m m, generated by the centre of the moon, has not a point of inflexion, or is no where convex towards the sun. See Ferguion's Astronomical, p. 129. Sec. Macaulay's Account of Sir Isaac Newton's Phil. Difc. book iv. ch. 5. p. 336. &c. 410. Rowe's Fluxions, p. 127. &c.

MOON, Astronomy of the. 1. To determine the period of the moon's revolution round the earth, or the periodical month; and the time between one opposition and another, or the synodical month.

Since in the middle of a lunar eclipse the moon is opposite to the sun, compute the time between two eclipses, or oppositions, between which there is a great interval of time; and divide this by the number of lunations that have passed in the mean time; the quotient will be the quantity of the synodical month. Compute the sun's mean motion, during the time of the synodical month, and add this to the entire circle described by the moon. Then, as the sun is to 300°, so is the quantity of the synodical month to the periodical.

Thus, Copernicus, in the year 1500, November 6, at twelve at night, observed an eclipse of the moon at Rome; and August 1, 1523, at 5° 25', another at Cracow; hence the quantity of the synodical month is thus determined.

Obs. 2 An. 1523 23° 4° 25'.
Obs. 1 An. 1500 310 2° 20'.
Interval of time An. 22° 292° 2° 25'.
Add the intercalary days 5.

Exact interval An. 23° 297° 2° 25'.

Which, divided by 282 months, elapsed in the mean time, gives the quantity of the synodical month 42521° 9° 59'; that is, 29° 12° 41'.
From two other observations of eclipses, the one at Cro- cow, the other at Babylon, the same author determines more accurately the quantity of the synodical month to be

\[ 42524' 3'' 10''' 9'''. \]

That is, 29\(^d\) 11\(^m\) 43\(^s\) 10\('s\). But this is less than the true synodical month, which is 29\(^d\) 12\(^m\) 44\(^s\) 3\('s'\).

The sun's mean motion in the time \(29\) 6' 24'' 18''

The moon's motion \(\ldots\)

Quantity of the periodical month 27\(^d\) 7' 43\(^s\) 5''

Hence, 1. The quantity of the periodical month being given, by the rule of three we may find the moon's diurnal and horary motion, &c. And thus may tables of the mean motion of the moon be constructed.

2. If the sun's mean diurnal motion is subtracted from the moon's mean diurnal motion, the remainder will give the moon's diurnal motion from the sun; and thus may a table thereof be constructed.

3. Since, in the middle of a total eclipse, the moon is in the node, if the sun's place be found for that time, and to this be added fixed signs, the sun will give the place of that node.

4. From comparing the ancient observations with the modern, it appears, that the nodes have a motion, and that they proceed in antecedentia, i.e. from Taurus to Aries, from Aries to Pisces, &c. If, then, to the moon's mean diurnal motion, be added the diurnal motion of the nodes, the same will be the motion of the moon from the node; and hence, by the rule of three, may be found in what time the moon goes 360° from the dragon's head, or in what time the sun goes, and returns to it; that is, the quantity of the draconic month.

5. If the motion of the apogee be subtracted from the mean motion of the moon, the remainder will be the moon's mean motion from the apogee; and hence, by the rule of three, is determined the quantity of the anomalitic month. See the preceding part of this article.

To find the Moon's Age or Change — The following canon, in which the twelve numbers answer to the twelve months, beginning with January, will serve for this purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan.</th>
<th>Feb.</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8, 8</td>
<td>10, 10</td>
<td>8, 10</td>
<td>10, 10</td>
<td>8, 10</td>
<td>10, 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sun, bate 30, to the moon's day add,

Or take from 30, age or change is had.

The reason of adding these numbers to the epact, in the several months, is because the lunar synodical months fall short of the calendar months; so that the epact, which expresses how much the lunar year falls short of the solar, or calendar year, must be considered as continually increasing; and, therefore, to find the new moons, which are the beginnings of the synodical months, an addition must be made to the epact in every month, and more and more as the year advances; which additional numbers are called the mensural epacts. Only nothing is to be added to the epact in January, because the annual epact, together with the day of the month, does then express the true age of the moon: but as January has 31 days, which is near 2 days more than a synodical month, therefore the beginning of the lunar month in February will fall 2 days sooner than it did in January; consequently 2 is the mensural epact of February; and then, as February has but 28, or at most 29 days, which may be accounted 1 day less than a synodical month, the next lunar month will begin 1 day later in March than it did in February; consequently the mensural epact of March decreases instead of increasing, and is but 1. If from thence you reckon the lunar months to consist of 30 days and 29 intercalably, the new moons will fall so much earlier in the following months than the new moon did in January, as is expressed by the mensural epacts in the canon, viz. 2 days in April, 3 in May, &c., until they amount to 11 days at the end of the year, which are then added to the annual epact.

**Table I.** — Epacts of Years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Epacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. 1824</td>
<td>14' 13'' 37''</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1825</td>
<td>29 4 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1826</td>
<td>10 7 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1827</td>
<td>20 22 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1828</td>
<td>3 0 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1829</td>
<td>13 16 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1830</td>
<td>24 7 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1831</td>
<td>5 9 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1832</td>
<td>17 0 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1833</td>
<td>27 16 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1834</td>
<td>8 18 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1835</td>
<td>19 9 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1836</td>
<td>12 3 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1837</td>
<td>22 18 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1838</td>
<td>3 21 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1839</td>
<td>15 22 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1840</td>
<td>26 3 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1841</td>
<td>7 5 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 1842</td>
<td>17 1 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II.** — Epacts of Months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Epacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>6° 19' 36''</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>1 11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>29 11 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>1 9 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>1 21 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>3 8 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>5° 19' 36''</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>5 6 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>6 18 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>7 5 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>8 16 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>9 3 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In leap years, a day is to be subtracted from the sun of the epacts, in the months of January and February.
Table III.—To find the Moon's Age by Inspection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1800 1801 1802 1803 1804 1805 1806 1807 1808 1809 1810 1811 1812 1813 1814 1815 1816 1817 1818 1819 1820 1821 1822 1823 1824 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 1831 1832 1833 1834 1835 1836 1837 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842 1843 1844 1845 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Moon's Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31 29 30 28 27 26 25 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanation of the Tables.—By Tables I. and II. the mean age of the moon, at any given time, may be found to the nearest minute, by adding the epact of the given year and month, and the propounded time reduced to the meridian of Greenwich. If this sum exceeds a mean lunar, or 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes, deduct it therefrom. The mean time of new moon is found by subtracting the sun of the epacts of the given year and month, from 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes; but if greater than that quantity, subtract it from 59 days 12 hours 29 minutes, to which add the longitude, in time, if easter, but subtract it if wester. The mean time of the preceding, or following full moon, is found by subtracting, or adding 14 days 18 hours 22 minutes, and the quarters, by applying 7 days 9 hours 11 minutes. See Exact and Metonic Cycle.

By Table III. the moon's age is found by inspection only, from the year 1800 until 1804, inclusive; and the method of extending it a few years before or after the limits of the table is obvious.

This table is divided into two parts; the first part, of which contains the months and days, and the other the years, with the moon's age. In this list part, N stands for a new moon, and F for full moon. In order, therefore, to find the moon's age on any given day of any given year, within the limits of the table, find the propounded day under the given month, then, on the same horizontal line, and under the given year, is the moon's age required. Thus, March 12th, 1869, it is a new moon, and on the 18th of the same month, in the year 1878, it is full moon.

The epact for any given year within the limits of the table, is found at the bottom of the column immediately under the given year. Thus the epact for the year 1850 is 17. Mackay's Complete Navigator.

To find the Time of the Moon's being in the Meridian, or Setting.—Multiply the age by 4, and divide the product by 5; the quotient gives the hour, and the remainder, multiplied by 12, the minute.

The reason of this rule, is, that as the moon at the change comes to the south with the sun, or at twelve o'clock, and as there are thirty days, nearly, from one new moon to another, and twenty-four hours in a day; therefore the lores one day with another 12ths, or 14 of an hour in the time of her setting, now the moon's age, a number of days from the change, being multiplied by four, the product is so many fifths of an hour as she has lost, which, divided by five, is reduced to hours, and the remainder, if any, multiplied by 12, will be minutes.

Moon. For the Ephemeris of the, see Eclipses.

For the Moon's Parallaxes, see Parallax.

Moon, Nature and Furniture of the. 1. From the various phases of the moon; from her only showing a little part illuminated, when following the sun ready to set; from that part's increasing as she recedes from the sun, till at the distance of 180° the phases have a full face; and again wanes as the re-approaches that luminous, and loses all her light when she meets him; from the lucid parts being constantly turned towards the world, while the moon increases; and towards the ebb when the decreases; it is evident, that only that part shines on which the sun's rays fall. And, from the phenomena of eclipses happening when the moon should shine with a full face; viz. when she is 180° distant from the sun; and the darkened parts appearing the same in all places; it is evident she has no light of her own, but borrows whatever light the has from the sun; for if she did, being globular, we should always see her with a round full orb, like the sun.

2. The moon sometimes disappears in a clear heaven, so as not to be discoverable by the best glasses; little flaws of the fifth and sixtth magnitudes all the time remaining visible. This phenomenon Kepler observed twice, anno 1580 and 1583, and Hevelius in 1620. Ricciolus, and other Jefuits at Bologna, and many people throughout Holland, observed the like April 14, 1642, yet at Venice and Vienna she was all the time conspicuous. December 25, 1703, there was another total obfuration. At Arles the first appeared of a yellowish-brown; at Avignon rudey and transparent, as if the sun had shone through; at Marfelles, one part was reddish, the other very dirty; and, at length, though in a clear sky, the wholly disappeared. Here it is evident that the colours appearing different at the same time, do not belong to the sun; but they are probably occasioned by our atmosphere, which is variously diffus'd, at different times, for refracting of these or those coloured rays.

3. The eye, either naked, or armed with a telescope, sees some parts in the moon's face darker than others, which are called maculae, or spots. Through the telescope, while the moon is either increasing or decreasing, the illuminated parts in the macula appear evenly terminated; but in the bright parts, the boundary of the light appears jagged and uneven, composed of dimifhing arches, convex and concave. (See Plate XVII. Aptron. fig. 13.) There are also observed lucid parts differed among the darker; and illuminated parts are seen beyond the limits of illumination; other intermediate ones remaining fill in darknesses; and near the macule, and even in them, are frequently seen such lucid specks. Besides the macule observed by the ancients, there are other variable ones, invisible to the naked eye, called new maculae, always opposite to the sun; and which are hence found among those parts which are the soonest illumined in the increasing moon, and in the decreasing moon lose their light later than the intermediate ones; running round, and appearing sometimes longer sometimes smaller.

Hence, 1. As all parts are equally illuminated by the sun, inasmuch as they are equally distant from him; if some appear brighter, and others darker; some reflect the sun's rays more copiously than others; and therefore they are of different natures. And, 2. Since the boundary of the illuminated part is very smooth and equable in the macula, their surface must be so too. 3. The parts illuminated by the sun sooner, and deflected later, than others that are nearer, are higher than the rest; i.e. they stand up above the other surface of the moon. 4. The new macule answer perfectly to the shadows of terrestial bodies.

Hevelius writes, that he has several times found, in skies perfectly clear, when even flaws of the sixth and seventh magnitude were conspicuous, that at the same altitude of the moon, and the moon elongation from the earth, and with one and the same excellent telescope, the moon and its macula do not appear equally lucid, clear and perspicuous, at all times; but are much brighter, purer, and more distinct, at one time than another. From the circumstances of the observation, it is evident the reason of this phenomenon is not either in our air, in the tube, in the moon, or in the spectator's eye; but it must be looked for in something existing about the moon.

Caffini frequently observed Saturn, Jupiter, and the fixed stars, when hid by the moon, near her limb, whether the illuminated or dark side, to have their circular figure changed into an oval one; and in other occultations he found no alternation of figure at all. In like manner, the sun and moon rising and setting in a vaporous horizon, do not appear circular, but elliptical.

Hence, as we know, by our experience, that the circular figure of the sun and moon is only changed into an elliptical
tival one by means of the refraction in the vapoury atmosphere; some have concluded, that at the time when the circular figure of the stars is thus changed by the moon, there is a dense matter encompasing the moon, wherein the rays, emitted from the stars, are refracted; and that, at other times, when there is no change of figure, this matter is wanting.

This phenomenon is well illustrated by the following experiment.

To the inner bottom of any vessel, either plain, convex, or concave, with wax fallen a circle of paper: then pouring in water, that the rays, reflected from the circle in the air, may be refracted before they reach the eye; viewing the circle, suddenly, the circular figure will appear changed into an ellipse.

6. The moon, then, is a dense opaque body, furnished with mountains and valleys. That the moon is dense and impervious to the light, has been shown: but some parts sink below, and others rise above the surface; and that considerably, inasmuch as they are visible at so great a distance as that of the earth from the moon; whence it has been concluded that in the moon there are high mountains, and very deep valleys. Ricciolus measured the height of one of the mountains, called St. Catharine, and found it (as he conceived) nine miles high. The method of measuring the height of the lunar mountains is as follows. Suppose E D (fig. 14.) the moon's diameter, E C D the boundary of light and darkness, and A the top of a hill in the dark part beginning to be illuminated: with a telescope and micrometer observe the proportion of A E, or the distance of A from the line where the light commences to the diameter E D; here we have two sides of a rectangle triangle A E, C E; the squares of which added together give the square of the third side. When the semi-diameter B being substracted leaves A B, the height of the mountain.

Ricciolus, v. gr. found the top of the mountain St. Catharine illuminated at the distance of 7/8 th of the moon's diameter from the confines of light. Supposing, therefore, C E 8, and A E 1, the squares of the two will be 65, whose root is 8.062, the length of A C; substracting, therefore, B C = 8, the remainder is A B = 0.062. The moon's semi-diameter, therefore, is to the mountain's height as 8 is to 0.062; i.e. as 8000 to 62. Supposing, therefore, the semidiameter of the moon 1182 English miles, by the rule of three we find the height of the mountain 9 miles.

Galileo takes the distance of the top of a lunar mountain from the line that divides the illuminated part of the side from that which is in the shade to be equal to a 20th part of the moon's diameter; but Hevelius affirms, that it is only the 26th part of the same. If we calculate, in the manner above stated, the height of such a mountain, it will be found, in English measure, according to Galileo, a little 5½ miles; and, according to Hevelius, somewhat more than 5 ½ miles, admitting the moon's diameter to be 2160 miles. The observations of Hevelius have been always held in great esteem; and this is probably the reason why later astronomers have not repeated them.

M. De La Lande, one of the most eminent modern astronomers, concurs in his sentiments. Mr. Ferguson says, that some of the mountains of the moon, by comparing their height with their diameter, are found to be three times higher than the highest hills on our earth; and Keil, in his "Altronomical Lectures," has calculated the height of St. Catharine's hill, according to the observations of Ricciolus, in the manner above stated, and finds it nine miles. Dr. Herschel, the most accurate as well as industrious observer of modern times, has directed his attention to this subject. He observes, with regard to the method pursued by Hevelius, that it will only avail when the moon is in her quadratures; for in all other positions, the projection of the hills must appear much shorter than it really is. Let S L M, or S L m (fig. 15.) be a line drawn from the sun to the mountain, touching the moon at L or l, and the mountain at M or m. Then to an observer at E or e, the lines L M, or l m, will not appear of the same length, though the mountains should be of an equal height; for L M will be projected into o n, and l m into o N. But these are the quantities that are taken by the micrometer, when we observe a mountain to project from the line of illumination. From the observed quantity o n, when the moon is not in her quadrature, to find L M we have the following analogy. The triangles o N L, r M L, are similar; therefore, L o : L O :: L r : L M :: \( \frac{L O \times o n}{L o} = L M \):

but L O is the radius of the moon, and L r, or o n, is the observed distance of the moon's projection, and L o is the sine of the angle \( \frac{\pi}{2} \) L S, which we may take to be the distance of the sun from the moon, without any material error, and which, therefore, we may find at any given time from an ephemeris.

E.G. On June, 1780, at seven o'clock, Dr. Herchel, found the angle under which L M, or L r appeared, to be 40°.625, for a mountain in the south-east quadrant; and the sun's distance from the moon was 125° 5', whose sine is 0.8104; hence, 40°.625 divided by 0.8104, gives 50°.13, the angle under which L M would appear, if seen directly. Now the semi-diameter of the moon was 16° 23', and taking its length to be 1090 miles, we have 16° 23' = 50°.13

:: 1090 : L M = 56.73 miles; hence, M P = 14.7 miles.

The instrument used by Dr. Herchel in his observations was a Newtonian reflector of six feet eight inches focal length, to which a micrometer was adapted constituting of two parallel hairs, one of which was moveable by means of a fine screw. His observations were numerous, and from the result of all, he concludes, that the height of the lunar mountains in general is greatly overrated; and that, with the exception of a few, they do not generally exceed half a mile in their perpendicular elevation. Our author had not an opportunity of particularly observing the three mountains mentioned by Hevelius; nor that Ricciolus found to project a sixteenth part of the moon's diameter. If Kell, he says, had calculated the height of this hill according to the theorem which he has given, he would have found (supposing the observation to have been made, as he says, on the fourth day after new moon) that its perpendicular height could not well be less than between 11 and 12 miles. Phil. Trans. vol. lxx. pt. 2. art. 29.

The heights, &c. of the lunar mountains being measurable, astronomers have taken occasion to give each its name. Ricciolus, whom most others now follow, distinguishes them by the names of celebrated astronomers; and by these names they are still expressed in observations of the lunar eclipses, &c. (See fig. 16.) For an account of the Volcanos in the Moon, see that article. See also Lunar Spots.

Astronomers are now generally of opinion, that the moon has no atmosphere of any visible density surrounding it, as we have: for if the had, we could never see her edge to well defined as it appears: but there would be a fort of mist or hazeme around her, which would make the stars look fainter, when they are seen through it. But observation proves, that the stars which disappear behind the moon retain their full lustr in until they seem to touch her very edge, and then they vanish in a moment. This has been often observed by astronomers, but particularly by Cassini of the star γ in the breast of Virgo, which appears single and round to the bare
Moon.

As to the Influence of the, on the changes of our weather, and the constitution of the human body, we shall observe that the vulgar doctrine concerning it is very ancient, and has gained credit among the learned, without sufficient examination; but it is now generally exploded by philosophers, as equally delusive of all foundation in physical theory, and unsupported by any plausible analogy. The common opinion is, that the lunar influence is exerted at the syzygies and quadratures, and for three days before and after each of those epochs. There are twenty-four days, therefore, in each synodic month, over which the moon at this rate is supposed to preside, and as the whole consists but of 29 days, 12½ hours, only 3½ days are exempt from her pretended dominion. Hence, though the changes of the weather should happen to have no connection whatever with the moon's aspect, and they could be distributed in an equal proportion throughout the whole synodic month; yet any one who shall predict, that a change shall happen on some one of the twenty-four days assigned, rather than in any of the remaining 16, will always have the chances 24 to 3½ in his favour. Men may, therefore, easily deceive themselves, especially if in so unfettered a climate as ours. Moreover, the writers who treat of the figs of the weather, derive their prognostics from circumstances, which neither argue any real influence of the moon as a cause, nor any belief of such an influence, but are merely indications of the state of the air at the time of observation: such are, the shape of the horns, the degree and colour of the light, and the number and quality of the luminous circles which sometimes surround the moon, and the circumstances attending their disappearance. (See the Aristarchus of Aratus, and the Scholia of Theon.) The vulgar soon began to confide those things as causes, which had been proposed to them only as figs: and the notion of the moon's influence on all terrestrial things was confirmed by her manifest effect upon the ocean. See on this subject, Phil. Trans. vol. Ixxv. pt. 2. p. 178, &c.

The famous Dr. Mead was a believer in the influence of the sun and moon on the human body, and published a book to this purpose, intitled "De Imperio Solis ac Lunae in Corpora Humana:" but this opinion has been exploded by philosophers, as equally unreasonable in itself, and contrary to fact. As the most accurate and sensible barometer is not affected by the various positions of the moon, it is not likely that the human body should be affected by them. See Lunatic.

Moon. Har vesli. It is remarkable, that the moon, during the week in which she is full in harvest, rises sooner after sun-setting than she does in any other full-moon week in the year. By doing so, she affords an immediate supply of light after sun-set, which is very beneficial to the farmers for reaping and gathering in the fruits of the earth: and therefore they distinguish this full moon from all the others in the year, by calling it the harvest-moon. Mr. Ferguson has given a full account of the harvest-moon in his Astronomy; the substance of which is as follows, in a problem on the common celestial globe.
Make chalk-marks all round the globe, on the ecliptic, at 12° degrees from each other (beginning at Capricorn) which is equal to the moon's daily mean motion from the sun; then elevate the north pole of the globe to the latitude of any place in Europe; suppose London, whose latitude is 51° degrees north.

This done, turn the ball of the globe round, westward, in its frame; and you will see that different parts of the ecliptic make very different angles with the horizon, as these parts rise in the civil: and therefore, in equal times, very unequal portions of the ecliptic will rise. About Piscis and Aries, even of these chalk-marks will rise in little more than two hours, as measured by the motion of the index on the horary circle: but, about the opposite signs, Virgo and Libra, the index will go over eight hours in the times that seven marks will rise. The intermediate signs will rise more or less partake of these differences as they are more or less remote from those above-mentioned.

Hence it is plain that when the moon is in Piscis and Aries, the difference of her rising will be little more than two hours in seven days; but in Virgo and Libra it will be eight hours in seven days: and this happens every month of the year, because the moon goes through all the signs of the ecliptic in a month, or rather in 27 days, 8 hours.

The moon is always opposite to the sun when she is full, and the sun is never in Virgo and Libra but in our harvest months; and therefore, the moon is never full in Piscis and Aries (which are the signs opposite to Virgo and Libra) but in our harvest months. Consequentially, when the moon is about her full in harvest, she rises with less difference of time, or more immediately after sun-set, than when she is full in any other month of the year. In our winter, the moon is in Piscis and Aries about the time of her first quarter, and rises about noon; but her rising is not then taken notice of, because the sun is above the horizon.

In spring the moon is in Piscis and Aries about the time of her change; and then, as she gives no light, and rises with the sun, her rising cannot be perceived.

But in harvest, the moon is full in Piscis and Aries (these signs being opposite to the sun in our autumnal months) and rises soon after sun-set for several evenings successively; which makes her regular rising very conspicuous at that time of the year, as it so beneficial then to the farmers in affording them an immediate supply of light after the going down of the sun.

This would always be the case if the moon's orbit lay in the plane of the ecliptic. But as the moon moves in an orbit which makes an angle of 5 degrees 18 minutes with the ecliptic, and crosses it only in the two opposite points called the nodes, her rising when in Piscis and Aries, will sometimes not differ above an hour and forty minutes through the whole of seven days; and at other times, in the same two signs, she will differ three hours and a half in the time of her rising in a week, according to the different positions of the nodes with respect to these signs; which positions are constantly changing, because the nodes go backward through the whole ecliptic in 18 years and 22 days.

This revolution of the nodes will cause the harvest moons to go through a whole course of the most and least beneficial states with respect to the farmers every nineteen years. The following table shews in what years the harvest moons are least beneficial as to the times of their rising, and in what years most, from 1807 to 1861. The columns of years under the letter L, are those in which the harvest moons are least of all beneficial, because they fall about the descending node; and those under N are the moon of all beneficial, because they fall about the ascending node. In all the columns from N to S, the harvest moons gradually descend in the lunar orbit, and rise to lesser heights above the horizon. From S to N, they ascend in the like proportion, and rise to greater heights above the horizon. In both the columns under S, the harvest moons are in the lowest part of the moon's orbit, that is, farthest south of the ecliptic; and in the columns under N, the reverse. And in both these cases, their risings, though not at the same time, are nearly the same with regard to the difference of time, as if the moon's orbit were coincident with the ecliptic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1807</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We may observe farther, that in summer with the full moons are low, and their slant is short above the horizon, when the nights are short and we have the least occasion for moon-light: in winter they go high, and slant long above the horizon, when the nights are long, and we want the greatest quantity of moon-light. Moreover as the sun is above the horizon of the north pole from the 20th of March till the 23rd of September, it is plain that the moon, when full, being opposite to the sun, must be below the horizon during that half of the year. But when the sun is in the southern half of the ecliptic, he never rises to the north pole, during which half of the year, every full moon happens in some part of the northern half of the ecliptic, which never sets. Consequentially, as the polar inhabitants never see the full moon in summer, they have her always in the winter, before, at, and after the full, shining for fourteen of our days and nights. And when the sun is at his greatest depression below the horizon, being then in Capricorn, the moon is at her first quarter in Aries, full in Cancer, and at her third quarter in Libra. And as the beginning of Aries is the rising point of the ecliptic, Cancer the highest, and Libra the setting point, the moon rises at her first quarter in Aries; is most elevated above the horizon, and full, in Cancer; and sets at the beginning of Libra in her third quarter, having continued visible for fourteen diurnal rotations of the earth. Thus the poles are supplied one half of the winter time with continual moon-light in the sun's absence; and only lose light of the moon from her third to her first quarter, while she gives but very little light, and could be but of little, and sometimes of no service to them.

Moon, Acceleration of the. See Acceleration.
Moon, Dial. See Dial.
Moon, Horizontal. See Apparent Magnitude.
Moon, Prime of the. See Prime.
Moon-Eyes, in the Manage. A horse is said to have moon-eyes when the weakness of his eyes increases or decreases according to the course of the moon; so that in the wane of the moon his eyes are muddy and troubled, and at new moon they clear up; but full he is in danger of losing his eye-light quite.

Moon-
Moon-Seed, in Botany, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOON, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.

MOON'S EYE, a town of Hindostan, in Golconda; 25 miles E.N.E. of Golconda.

MOON'S GURRA, a town of Hindostan, in the circuit of Schurrumpur; 25 miles S.E. of Merat.

MOON'S HEAD, in Chemistry, a copper cap made in form of a head, to be set on any vessell, or on a reverberating furnace.

MOON'S HEAD, in Botany, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOON'S HEAD, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.

MOON'S HEAD, in Geography, one of the smaller Bahamas. N. lat. 26° 45'. W. long. 77° 40'.

MOOR, in Agriculture. See MOOR LAND.

MOOR, in Botany, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOOR, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.

MOOR, in Ornithology, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOOR, in Botany, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOOR, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.

MOOR, in Ornithology, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOOR, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.

MOOR, in Botany, a name given to the fish called by authors orbis.

MOOR, in Geography, mountains in the interior part of Africa, which extend from Negroiland, through Abyssinia, to the Indian sea.
where he practised till he acquired considerable reputation. He was employed by the prince Borgeofe to conduct the alteration made in the gardens of his villa, near the Porta Pinciana, which he conducted with the taste of the modern English school of gardening, and was liberally remunerated by the prince. He died young, and left but few works behind, but for which he was more than duly extolled during his life. He was the pupil of Alex. Runceman.

Moore, Sir Jonas, an eminent English mathematician in the 17th century, was born at Whitloe, in Lancashire, about the year 1620. He applied himself principally to the study of the mathematics, for which, from his childhood, he had discovered a strong partiality. This favourite pursuit he cultivated with great diligence and success, and acquired such a reputation that during one of the expeditions of king Charles I. into the northern parts of England, he was introduced to his majesty as a person fluent and learned in those sciences. Upon conversing with him, the king expressed much approbation of his acquisitions, and gave him a promise of encouragement, which laid the foundation of his future fortune. He was afterwards appointed mathematical tutor to the king's second son James, to instruct him in arithmetic, geography, and the use of the globes. During Cromwell's government, he appears to have followed the profession of a public teacher of the mathematics; for he is styled in the title-pages of some of his publications, a "professor of the mathematics." Mr. Granger says, in his "Biographical History of England," that he was employed by the commissioners for draining and dividing the fens; and in his survey, he observed that the sea made a curve line on the beach, from which he took the hint to keep it effectually out of Norfolk. This added much to his reputation; but no mention is made of the period of his life when he was thus occupied. After the reformation of Charles II., he was excommunicated and deprived of that prince, by whom he was notified and employed by that prince, who behelded on him the honour of knighthood, and at length promoted him to the important office of surveyor-general of the ordnance. He frequently availed himself of his interest at court for the advancement of learning, the encouragement of merit, and the establishment of institutions likely favourable and beneficial to the interests of the public, and of science in general. He patronized the famous Mr. Flamstead, who had but a very scanty income at Cambridge, when he took him under his protection. In connection with Sir Christopher Wren, he urged the king to erect Flamsteed-house at Greenwich for a public observatory in 1675, recommending Mr. Flamstead to be the king's astronomer, to make observations there; and being surveyor-general of the ordnance himself, was the reason why the salary of the astronomer-royal was made payable out of the office of ordnance. Being elected a governor of Chrift's hospital, he was very instrumental in perfuading the king to found a mathematical school there, with the allowance of a handsome salary for a master to instruct a number of boys in the sea-service. The school being established, there was still wanting a methodical work necessary for the instruction of the young people. This Sir Jonas Moore undertook, but death put an end to his labours before the work was completed. We are not informed of the year when that event took place, but it was probably in 1681, or rather before this, as the work referred to was published in that year by his sons-in-law, Mr. Hanway and Mr. Pottinger, who spared neither expense nor labour to have it finished in the best manner, and securing proper assistants for the purpose. Besides the "New System of Mathematics," in 2 vols. 4to., which was the title of his posthumous work, Sir Jonas published "Arithmetic, in two Books, viz. Vulgar Arithmetical and Algebra," which went through several editions; and he translated from the Italian "A General Treatise of Artillery," by Morus.

Moore, John, an English prelate, educated at Clare Hall, Cambridge, where he took his degree of D.D. in 1681. He was consecrated bishop of Norwich in 1691, and translated to Ely in 1707. He died in 1714. His sermons were published by his chaplain, Dr. Samuel Clarke, in one volume, 8vo.; and his library was purchased by king George II., who gave it to the university of Cambridge.

Moore, Philip, a learned clergyman of the church of England, was born in 1706. In his time he was admitted into holy orders, and was appointed chaplain to the venerable Dr. Wilton, bishop of Sodor and Man, whose friend and companion he was for many years. At the funeral of that excellent prelate, he was appointed to preach the sermon, which has been published in Crotwell's edition of the bishop's works. Mr. Moore was chaplain to Douglas, in the Isle of Man, and obtained the rectory of Kirkbride. He devoted much of his time to the instruction of young persons, and in revising the translation of the holy Scriptures into the Manks language. He engaged in this work at the recommendation of "The Society for promoting Christian Knowledge," at whose request he also translated into the same language the book of Common Prayer, bishop Wilton on the Sacrament, and other pius and practical pieces. He died in 1783, in the 78th year of his age. His remains were attended to the grave by a great number of the most respectable inhabitants, and by the whole body of the clergy of the island, all of whom, with the exception of four, had been educated by him.

Moore, Edward, a poet and dramatic writer, was born in 1712 at Abingdon, where his father was settled as a dissenting minister. He was destined for business, and, at a proper age, was placed with a wholesale linen-draper in London; after leaving him, he went as a linen-factor to Ireland, where he remained some years. Upon his return he entered into partnership with an Irish gentleman, but they were not successful in their commercial speculations. He determined to quit trade, and devote himself to the profession of an author; and his first publication was "Fables for the Female Sex," which were printed in 1744. He was assisted in this work by Mr. Henry Brooke, author of Gul- tus Vafa. It was very well received, and obtained for the author the patronage of Mr., afterwards lord, Lyttleton. In 1748 Moore appeared as the defender of his patron's political character, and his panegyric, in a poem, entitled "The Trial of Selim the Persian for high Crimes and Misdemeanours," in which, under the mask of irony, he pays him many elegant compliments. In the same year he brought on the stage a comedy, entitled "The Foundling," which was not very successful, though aided by the acting of Garrick, and the other principal performers of the time. From Garrick he afterwards received substantial benefit: when, in 1754, he produced his comedy of "Gil Blas," it was, by the influence of the manager, forcibly carried through nine nights at Drury lane, notwithstanding a violent opposition. Garrick also exerted himself most vigorously in favour of his friend's tragedy of "The Gamester," brought on the stage in 1755. This is the principal dramatic performance by which Moore is known; it being now, at the distance of nearly 60 years, frequently represented. The story being taken from common life, is thereby rendered more impressive; and the horror inspired by the catastrophe, though painful to the feelings, is salutary in enforcing the moral
moral lesson intended by the writer. In 1758 he began a periodical paper, entitled “The World,” by Adam Fitzadam, which is among the few works of the kind that have obtained success since those of Addison and Steele. For this he was chiefly indebted to the contributions of the wits of the age. The names of the earl of Chesterfield, Horace Walpole, Richard Owen Cambridge, Soame Jenyns, and others, are sufficient to attest the editor's respectable character and connections, and to ensure the high value of many of the papers. While engaged in this publication, he died of an inflammation of the lungs, in the month of February 1757; at the age of 45. “He had published,” says his biographer, “in 1756, a collection of his works by subscription, in a 4to volume, dedicated to the duke of Newcastle, and dedicately complimenting his brother Mr. Pelham; but it was his fate to live on the verge of that indigence, which is generally the lot of those who trust to their pen alone for a subsistence. He was a man greatly beloved in society, for the simplicity of his manners, and the vivacity of his conversation. He left a widow and an only son, whose whole education and settling in the world were generously undertaken by Lord Chesterfield. Mr. Moore, as a poet, is chiefly remembered by his “Fables,” which are sprightly, ingenious, and instructive. His other verses are, for the most part, effusions of the light familiar kind, and fongs of which half, several were set to music, and became popular in their day.

Moore, John, archbishop of Canterbury, was son of a grazier at Gloucester, and educated at the grammar school of that city, after which he was entered at Pembroke college, Oxford. Being taken into the family of the duke of Marlborough, as tutor to one of his sons, he obtained, through that interest, a prebendal stall in the cathedral of Durham; in 1773, the deanery of Canterbury; and in 1776, the bishopric of Bangor; from whence, in 1783, he was raised to the archbishopric of Canterbury. He died in 1804.

Moore, Dr. John, a native of Scotland, born in 1739 at Stirling, the ancient residence of the Scottish kings, was the son of the Rev. Charles Moore, a clergyman of the established church, who was in high estimation among his people for the purity of his manners, and the amiableness of his disposition. He was one of the ministers of Stirling, and contrived, at that period, to live in a respectable manner on the usual stipend of 120l. per annum. On the death of his father, about the year 1755, John, then but five years old, removed with his mother to Glasgow, of which city the chief was a native, and where a small estate bequeathed to her by her father was situated. The lady, with the greatest spirit of mind, was enabled to superintend, with propriety and effect, the education of her son, and his three sisters. Being herself eminent for piety, she fulfilled the same principle into the minds of her offspring. After the necessary preparation in grammar learning, the subject of this article was matriculated at the University of Glasgow, and attended its various classes. As he was intended for the profession of medicine, he was placed under the care of Dr. Gordon, who did not disdain to unite the kindred arts of surgery and pharmacy. After he had obtained a sufficient knowledge of the practice of medicine, he went abroad to exercise the art in the army under the duke of Cumberland, in the Low Countries. On his return to England, he settled some time in London, attending the lectures of his countryman, Dr. Hunter, and obtaining every assistance in the way of his profession that the metropolis could afford. From London he went to Paris for farther improvement. Here he resided about two years, and acted as surgeon to the household of the earl of Albemarle, the British ambassador. On his return, he again attended the lectures of Dr. Hunter, and went through a course under Dr. Smellie, then a very celebrated accoucheur. He now settled at Glasgow, first in connection with Dr. Gordon; and when this gentleman quitted the general practice, Mr. Moore chose for his associate Mr. Hamilton, professor of anatomy. In 1769 he was introduced to the family of the duke of Hamilton, by attending the young duke, James-George, then labouring under a consumptive complaint, of which he died in the fifteenth year of his age. In 1772 he obtained the diploma of doctor of physic from the university of Glasgow, and was soon after engaged by the duchesses of Hamilton and Argyle to accompany her son on the continent. They spent five years together in this tour, and visited France, Italy, Switzerland, and Germany. This journey, added to his former residence in France and Flanders, gave him that intimate acquaintance with foreign manners, which he has so happily displayed in his several publications. On their return in 1778, Dr. Moore brought his family from Glasgow to London; and in the following year he published “A View of Society and Manners in France, Switzerland, and Germany,” in two volumes. In 1781, another, intended as a continuation, entitled “A View of the Society and Manners of Italy.” These works were extremely well received by the public, who seemed to consider them as among the most entertaining books of Travels that had appeared for many years, replete with amusing and characteristic sketches, and remarkably free from national prejudice or selenic censure. They went through several editions, and were quickly translated into various foreign languages. As if unwilling to suffer his medical character to sink into that of an author, he published, in 1786, a volume of “Medical Sketches,” treating in a popular manner on several important topics relative to health and disease. This was well received; but the author was fopposed to have given some offence to a few narrow minded men among his brethren, by the discolure of certain arcana, which they, for the sake of interest, wish to conceal. It proved that he had studied his profession with diligence, accuracy, and success; but it probably had little effect in extending his medical practice. Dr. Moore, as a writer, next appeared in a new character, when in 1789 he published a novel, entitled “Zelucu; various Views of Human Nature.” The tendency of this work, which abounds with many interesting events, is directed towards the education of youth; and it evinces were fully the fatal effects resulting from uncontrolled passion on the part of a darling son, and unconditional compliance on that of a fond mother. In Zelucu, Dr. Moore has displayed a knowledge of mankind, and a force of moral painting, which rendered that work much superior to the ordinary compositions of this class, and at once placed him high among the writers of fictitious narratives. The French revolution was the topic that next employed his pen. Dr. Moore, instead of surveying it at a distance, like the bulk of mankind, contemplated a very critical portion of it on the spot: he was not, indeed, present at the destruction of the Bastille, a structure dedicated for centuries to the crimes of a capricious and unbridled despotism; but he resided in France when the foreign armies, who assumed to give law to an independent state, were driven back by the enthusiasm of a whole people, who, at that period seemed resolved to be free. In 1795 he published “A Journal during a Residence in France, from August to the middle of December 1792, &c.” In this work, which consisted of two volumes, he followed his usual method of anecdote and description, interwoven with remarks; and
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and of the many writers on this interesting subject, he has been ranked among the most discriminating and impartial. The same character will deservedly attach to his "View of the Causes and Progess of the French Revolution," which was published in 1795 in two volumes, 8vo. The doctor begins with the reign of Henry IV., and ends with the destruction of the royal family in 1793. Recurring to fiction, Dr. Moore published in 1796, "Edward, a fragm. of Human Nature, taken from Life and Manners, chiefly in England." Edward is a foundling, like Tom Jones, originally brought up in a work-house; but his real name and family being discovered, he is finally united to Caroline. In 1800 he published his "Mordaunt," a novel, in three volumes, being "Sketches of Life, Characters, and Man- 
ess, in various Countries; including the Memoirs of a French Lady of Quality." He is supposed to have had his own son, general Moore, the subject of our next article, in view, when he comes to Mordaunt's arrival in Corsica, from Gibraltar, and is the eye-witness of and actor in the siege of Calvi; and he feizes this opportunity of debilitating the merits and talents of that son, who has done so much honour to his family and country. Dr. Moore spent the last years of his life in retirement at Richmond, where he died in 1823, regretted for his fezcal and domestic virtues.

Moore, Lieutenant-General Sir John, son of the preceding, was born on the 13th day of November 1761, in the city of Glasgow. At the proper age he went to the grammar school, but his inclination was so strong for military studies, that he left school at the end of the first term, and became a pupil in the academy of the celebrated Charles Balfour. Five years afterwards he entered the army, and was made a lieutenant in the 51st regiment, of foot, in the year 1776, then quartered at Minorca. He returned to Scotland in the same year, and from thence he went to join his regiment, and continued to serve with it till he obtained a lieutenancy in the 82d, commanded by that excellent officer, brigadier-general Francis Maclean, with which he went out to North America. The 82d was stationed, for the greater part of the remainder of the American war, in Nova Scotia; so that Mr. Moore had but little oppor- 
tunity, while in the regiment, of seeing real service, except in the expedition to Penobscot, where, for the first time, he was in action, being then a captain-lieutenant. He com- 
manded a piquet, stationed on the river to oppose the landing of the American forces, was very sharply engaged, and nearly cut off with his party, before he regained the fort from which he had been sent, and which had been raised by general Maclean.

At the peace in 1783, captain Moore was reduced with his regiment. He was soon after brought into parliament, for the boroughs of Lanark, &c., by the interest of the duke of Hamilton. In the year 1787, or 1788, he obtained the majority of the 4th battalion of the 6th regiment, then quartered at Chatham; and very soon after, major Moore negotiated an exchange into his old regiment, the 51st, then in Ireland. He now devoted himself to the study and practice of his profession, which was, through life, the object to which all his wishes pointed, and the road in which he determined to march in pursuit of fame and ho-
dered to receive him, he had to solicit the agent of transports to find one; and having purchased bedding, and a few ready made shirts and stockings, failed for the West Indies with the fleet at day-light on the 28th, with no other baggage than a small portmanteau, and what he could purchase the evening before he failed at Portsmouth. Not one regiment of his own brigade was in the fleet, and he had the prospect, when he arrived in the West Indies, of finding himself without a command, as general Perryn would of course take the command of his own brigade.

On his arrival at Barbadoes, on the 13th of April 1796, he had an opportunity of waiting, for the first time, on the commander-in-chief, and relating to him his situation. This was the commencement of his acquaintance with Sir Ralph, and that fatiguing and attentive observer very soon distinguished him. It had been intended to send him to St. Domingo, but on his expressing an earnest desire to be employed in the expedition about to be undertaken by Sir Ralph in person, his request was granted, and in the course of the operations against St. Lucie, which immediately followed, the commander-in-chief employed him in every arduous and difficult service which occurred. It was also during the operations against St. Lucie, that lieutenant-general Sir John Hope, at that time a brigadier-general and adjutant-general to the army, and general Moore became known to each other. A friendship commenced, which gradually increased as they saw more of each other in the arduous and brilliant services on which they were employed in different parts of the world, under their illustrious commander-in-chief, and continued without interruption till the subject of this memoir justified his noble career, when it fell to the lot of the surviving friend to complete the last action of his life—to pay the final sad tribute to his fame; and record his merits in the manly and high-minded style of an accomplished soldier. General Moore certainly had opportunities, during the siege of Morne Fortune at St. Lucie, which lasted from the 26th of April to the same day in May, of eminently distinguishing himself; he did not let these opportunities slip, and his conduct, as Sir Ralph expressed in his public orders, was the admiration of the whole army. Sir Ralph, immediately on the capitulation, bestowed the command and government of the island on general Moore, paying him, at the same time, the highest compliments on his conduct: this public approbation, from so good a judge of military merit, was very honourable to, and highly valued by, the general; he, however, did all he could to induce Sir Ralph to keep him with the army, and employ him in the reduction of the other islands, but without effect. Sir Ralph, in a manner, forced this important command upon him, at the same time giving him the most flattering reasons for willing him to accept of it.

The admiral and general failed from St. Lucie on the 3d of June, leaving brigadier-general Moore in a situation which required, from whitt remained to be done in each a climate, perhaps more military talent, and a greater degree of exertion and personal risks, than ever there had been occasion for during the reduction of the island. The French commanding officer, and the principal post in the island, had surrendered, but numerous bands of armed negroes remained in the woods. The proprietors of the plantations were afraid to remain on them, and were chiefly assembled in the towns. The Moroines was quite open, and there was no accommodation for a garrison.

The works and guns mounted were left as they were when surrendered; all the stores of ammunition and provisions for this post were to be brought from a very considerable distance, the rainy season was just begun, and there was no hospital for the sick. The utmost activity and exertion were requisite to arrange every thing, and put the island in a tolerable state. He had at first between 4 and 500 men, mostly recruits, and they were falling sick very fast; in less than a month, of three regiments stationed in Morne Fortune, only between 6 and 700 men could be furnished fit for duty. He found it necessary, in order to inspire confidence in the owners of estates, and reduce the blacks in the woods, to be continually on the alert; he traversed the island in every direction, visiting and establishing stations for the protection of the peaceable inhabitants, and preventing supplies being sent to the brigands from Guadaloupe. He exposed his person in this obscure but necessary warfare almost incessantly, being frequently engaged in the woods with the insurgents, whom at last he succeeded in completely reducing.

He had two narrow escapes from violent attacks of yellow fever; the last rendered it necessary that he should be relieved from the command of the island, and he returned to England in the month of July or August 1797.

In the month of November 1797, Sir Ralph Abercrombie having been appointed commander of the forces in Ireland, deigned that brigadier-general Moore might be put upon the staff in that country, which was done, and he accompanied Sir Ralph to Dublin on the 2d day of December 1797.

During the time that Sir Ralph commanded in Ireland, which was at a very critical period, immediately preceding the rebellion in 1798, Moore had an important command in the south of Ireland, which was very disaffected at the time, and was also the quarter where the enemy were expected to make a landing. His head-quarters were at Bandon, and the troops under his command amounted to 3000 men, amongst which were 12 companies of light infantry of the Irish militia remarkably fine men; his troops were considered as the advanced corps of the south. Almost immediately after Sir Ralph gave up the command in Ireland, the rebellion broke out. The brigadier was very much employed during this unhappy warfare, sir under major-general Johnstone, at New Ros, where the insurgents suffered much. He was immediately afterwards detached towards Wexford, at that time in the hands of the rebels. He had on this occasion only the 60th yagers, or sharpshooters, 900 light infantry, 50 of Honpech's cavalry, and six pieces of artillery. He was directed to proceed to Cooke's mill, where he was to be joined by the queen's 25th regiments from England, which had landed at Duncannon fort. With the he was to proceed to Taghmon. On the 20th of June, the day after his moving from New Ros, he waited at the place appointed for the two regiments to join till three in the afternoon, when, hearing nothing of them, he began to be apprehensive that as by the general plan it had been settled he should be at Taghmon that day, his not arriving might perhaps frustrate the plan of operation; he therefore determined to move on with the force he had, about 1000 men, great part of whom were Irish militia. He had not marched above a mile before a large body of rebels appeared on the road, marching to attack him. There was no want of courage or good will on the part of the Irish militia, but at that time they were very ill disciplined. The brigadier-general had examined the ground, as well as the short time would allow, in the morning, and as soon as he saw of the position was fixed, his men to advantage on the right and left of the road, while the yagers were sent on to flummish, and the gun advanced to a commanding position at the crossing of two roads. The rebels attacked with great spirit, but, after an obstinate contest, were driven from the field, and pursued with great loss. They amounted to about 6000 men, and were commanded by general Roche, a priet. After the action, the two regiments under lord Dalhousie arrived from Duncannon fort.
It was then too late to proceed to Taghmonle, the brigadier therefore took post for the night on the ground where the action began. Next day, the 21st, he continued his march; on the road he was met by two men, one in red, with a white handkerchief in his hand; they proved to be from Wexford, one of them an officer of militia, who had been taken prisoner some time before, with proposals from the rebels to lay down their arms, on condition of their lives and properties being secured to them. As the brigadier had no authority to treat, he made no answer, but determined, instead of stopping at Taghmonle, to proceed on to Wexford, and take a petition to command the town, without entering it until general Lake and general Johnstone should arrive. On approaching the town, a great crowd of people were seen running out of it, and a house was observed on fire: this led general Moore to suspect that the rebels meant to burn the place and perhaps murder the prisoners in their possession. He therefore advanced rapidly, sent lord D'Aushoue into the town with two hundred men to release the prisoners, and secure tranquillity; here they witnessed the most affecting scenes that can be imagined, fathers and husbands meeting their wives and children whom they thought had been murdered. Many of the gentlemens, whose families were prisoners in the town, had attended him as guides. The rebels had piked and shot 40 of their prisoners the day before, on the bridge at Wexford, and that very evening it was intended to have burned the rest, if the general had not interposed to save them. Thus had the good fortune, by his energy and decision, to perform one of the most pleasing services that could fall to the lot of an officer. Next morning general Johnstone, and afterwards general Lake, arrived with their different columns from Enniscorthy, where the day before they had联合 attacked, beat, and dispersed the rebels on Vinegar hill, with little loss on their side, but great slaughter on that of the rebels. Brigadier-general Moore continued to serve in Ireland under lord Cornwallis, until the latter end of June 1799, when he was ordered to return to England, to be employed on the expedition under sir Ralph Abercrombie. He had been employed under lord Cornwallis from the time of that nobleman's arrival in Ireland during the rebellion on all occasions of importance, and treated in the most confidential manner by him. While general Moore was in Ireland, he succeeded to the rank of major-general, and had a regiment given him. He left Ireland on the 22d of July 1799, and arrived in London on the 28th. Being appointed one of the major-generals to the army assembling under sir Ralph Abercrombie at the camp of Shirley, near Southampton, he joined the troops very soon after his arrival. The expedition failed from Ramsgate and the Downs on the 13th day of August. On the 27th the army landed to the southward of the Holder fort, in the face of the enemy, who were driven from the beach. It was intended that major-general Moore should form the Holder with his brigade the same night: fortunately the garrison, amounting to 2000 men, evacuated it in the evening, and marched to join the rest of the enemy's troops, and he took quiet possession of it. The surrender of the Dutch fleet immediately followed the occupation of the Holder, which enabled admiral Mitchell to enter the Texel. Thus a very important piece of service was performed, though at first every thing had looked most unpromising, the enemy, perfectly apprized of the intended attack, and occupying a very strong post. Sir Ralph shewed, on this occasion, a great deal of enterprise, and success rewarded his spirit and decision.

On the morning of the 10th of September, sir Ralph's position was attacked before daylight by the combined force of French and Dutch, amounting to about 13,500 men. They were repulsed with great loss. Major-general Moore's post was warmly attacked, and he received a musket ball on the finger of his right hand; his spy-glass, which was shattered in his hand, fortunately turned the ball, and prevented it going through his body. The same evening the duke of York arrived at the Holder, and in the course of the two following days the reinforcement of Russian and English disembarked, and made the united force amount to between 30 and 40,000 men. Major-general Moore's brigade continued in the division of the army commanded by sir Ralph Abercrombie. The general attack on the enemy's line, which took place on the 19th, entirely failed, owing to the magnificent of the Russians. Sir Ralph's division accomplished the service allotted to it with complete success and very little opposition; but the failure of the attack on the left occasioned the recall of sir Ralph, and the abandonment of all the advantages which he had obtained. On the 2d of October the enemy were again attacked. The fourth brigade under major-general Moore, with two troops of dragoons and two mounted squadrons, formed the advanced guard of sir Ralph's division. The first brigade of guards under major-general Dorke followed, then the sixth brigade under major-general Hutchinson. The rear was commanded by colonel McDonald. The infantry moved in column along the beach, the artillery on the right, and the cavalry, about 1100, under lord Paget, on the right also. The advance of the column depended on the tide. At fix in the morning it was low enough for them to advance, and they moved forward. Sir Ralph directed major-general Moore to form part of his brigade, so as to oppose the enemy stationed on the sand-hills. About this time, their light troops and hussars began to skirmish with the advanced guard. General Moore had fearfully formed two regiments, namely, the 25th and 79th, in pursuance of sir Ralph's orders, when they were attacked. These two regiments repulsed the enemy with great gallantry, charged them, and drove them for a considerable distance, though not without loss, general Moore himself being shot in the thigh, which, however, did not prevent him from doing his duty. These regiments were reinforced by the roylads and 49th, and some time afterwards by the grenadier battalion of the guards. The enemy on the sand-hills continued to retreat as these regiments advanced, till they reached within a couple of miles of Egmont-on-Zee, where they were met by a strong reserve of the enemy, which advanced on them with great intrepidity. Major-general Moore's brigade in the course of five hours continued movement and action, forming the advance, and at the same time covering the flank on the sand-hills, were much dispersed and infinitely fatigued. He saw himself on the point of being surrounded, and seeing the impossibility of rallying the men under so hot a fire, great numbers continually falling in every direction, he had just determined to let them fall back to a certain distance to the rear, and then to endeavour to rally and bring them back. At this moment he received a musket-ball through his face that knocked him down. He was runned, and could make not effort to rise. Two soldiers of the 92d lifted him up and supported him to the rear. When the 92d came up, those who were before retiring returned to the charge, attacked the enemy with spirit, and drove them off with slaughter, but not without great loss. Of major-general Moore's brigade alone, the killed and wounded amounted to 44 officers, and upwards of 600 non-commissioned officers and privates.

General Moore, being unfit for further exertion, was carried to

ried to the rear, where his wounds were dressed. He was then placed on his horse, and, supported by his groom, he was conveyed back to his quarters, a distance of ten miles. After General Moore was carried off, the column advanced no farther; the rest of the day was passed in skirmishing. Towards dusk, the enemy, who had brought up some cannon on the beach, made a charge with their cavalry, and got possession of two guns, but were instantly charged, by Lord Paget, with a few light dragoons and a good many officers who happened to be with him, repulsed, and the guns retaken.

The column under Sir Ralph was too much jaded for further effort; he had expended himself very much during the whole day, and two horses had been killed under him. General Moore had one horse shot under him in the interval between his wounds. It afterwards appeared, that the referee, on joining General Coote's brigade, fell in with the enemy upon the land-hills, close to the right of the Ruffians, and were engaged, in some degree, the whole day. Had they not inclined to the left from Camperduyn, but continued to move along on the flank of Sir Ralph's column, they would have arrived fresh and in good order at the point of its destination by twelve or one o'clock; but, as it was, the column was so harassed, the regiments, one after another, being brought into action, Moore's brigade, in particular, being rendered quite useless, that they were forced to stop short, not having, at the close of the day, 2000 men who had not been in action, and those, from fatigue, unfit for any further exertion. The enemy were, however, forced to quit the field, and Bergen, Alkemaar, and Egmont-un-Zee, were entered by our troops the following day.

As soon as Major-General Moore could be moved from his quarters, he was taken to the Helder, where he embarked on board the Amethyst frigate, and arrived at the Nore on the 24th, from hence he proceeded to London. Soon after his return to England from the Helder, a second battalion was added to the 52d regiment, and the command of it was bestowed by the king, in the most gracious manner, on Major-General Moore. The major-general had by nature an excellent constitution, which he had strengthened by exercise, and never having addicted himself to intemperance, his wounds closed in the course of five or six weeks. He joined his brigade at Chelmsford on the 24th of December, 1799. In the early part of the year 1800, it had been intended to send a body of troops to the Mediterranean under Sir Charles Stuart; he wrote to General Moore and proposed to him to serve under him, which was accepted with the greatest pleasure. It was at first intended that Sir Charles should take out of England 15,000 men, but it was afterwards found that the regiments allotted for this service, and which had been part of the expedition to Holland, were insufficient, and only amounted to 10,000 effective. About the middle of March, the first division, amounting to 5000 men, embarked under Major-General Pigot. At this time a change took place in the plan of the expedition; Sir Charles had some disagreement with ministers, and resigned his situation. Sir Ralph Abercombie was appointed to the command, and Major-General Moore was named as one of his major-generals, with Hutchinson and Pigno, who failed after the end of April, with the 5000 men. Sir Ralph was appointed Commander-in-Chief in Portugal and the Mediterranean; he embarked on board the Sea-Horse frigate on the 13th of May, and failed the same day, accompanied by Hutchinson and Moore. They arrived at Gibraltar the 6th day of June, failed again the 11th, and arrived at Minorca on the 22d of June. Sir Ralph, on his arrival at Mahon, found letters from Lord Keith informing him of the surrender of Genoa to the Austrian general Melas, who had left a garrison of between 2 and 3000 men in it, and had marched to oppose Bonaparte, who had crossed the Alps with 35,000 men, and was marching into Italy. Lord Keith communicated to Sir Ralph the request of General Melas, that he would lose no time in going to Genoa. The troops were formed in two divisions, the first under Major-General Hutchinson and brigade-general Doyle, and the second under Major-General Moore and brigade-general Oakes. In the course of the 23d of June, the whole were embarked and failed for Genoa. By baffling winds and calms they were kept back, and did not get within sight of Genoa until the 26th, when they met a fleet of war, which informed Sir Ralph that the Austrians had evacuated Genoa, and that Lord Keith, with the fleet, was in Leghorn road. On the arrival of Sir Ralph with the troops off Leghorn on the 18th day of July, he learned the news of the battle of Marengo, with all its consequences. Sir Ralph had not above 5000 men with him, so that he had no reason to regret the delay, as with so small a force he could not have turned the course of events in favour of the Austrians. The troops returned to Minorca, part of them being sent under Major-General Pigot to Malta, to assist the Maltese in the blockade of the French garrison there. It was not long after this that the troops which had been employed under brigade-general Mainland in Quiberon bay arrived at Minorca, under Lord Dalhoulie, consisting of 3800 men. A fresh arrangement was made in the brigading of the army. It consisted of two divisions before, and now was formed into three brigades and a reserve; the latter was given to Major-General Moore. The whole embarked at Mahon in the course of the 20th, 25th, and 28th of August, amounting to about 10,000 men, and arrived at Gibraltar on the 13th of September. On the 19th, the army under Sir James Pulteney arrived from the attempt on Ferrol. The whole force, under Sir Ralph, failed on the 20th from Gibraltar for Tétuan bay; it amounted, after the junction of Sir James Pulteney's army, to 26,000 infantry fit for duty. They anchored in the evening in Tétuan bay, where they were employed watering until the 27th of September. The fleet was under the command of Lord Keith, and the object of this expedition was an attempt upon Cadiz. The fleet was detained in the straits, and in Tétuan bay, until the 2d of October, by westerly winds, when the whole, confining of about 150 sail, passed through the Gut, and anchored in sight of Cadiz on the 4th. It is not necessary to discuss the merits of this undertaking. The intention was to land to the northward of Rota, to march round and endeavour to destroy the arsenal at the Caraccas and the Spanish fleet. Major-General Moore was to land first with the brigade of guards and the reserve, in all about 5000 men. Sir Ralph wished to have a decided opinion from Lord Keith whether or not he might depend upon a constant communication being kept up with the fleet during the operations on shore, and for security for the re-embarkation of the army when the service was over. It was the opinion of the field-officers, that on the wind coming to the S.W., all communication must cease with the shore; and the fleet put to sea. Under such circumstances, it is surprising that even an attempt should have been made. On the morning of the 6th of October, the fleet being under way, the signal was made for the troops to prepare to land. The honourable captain Cochran, of the Ajax, had the direction of the landing, and major-general Moore was on board with him; when the boats were assembled they were found not sufficient to contain
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contain more than 3000 men, which was very short of the number Moore was ordered to make the landing with: it was at this time one o'clock, and before they could be landed, and the boats returned to the ship for more, it would be dark. The troops were therefore re-embarked, and preparations were ordered for making the attempt next day. That night it began to rain and blow from the S.W. right on shore, and the next morning the whole fleet, at the expense of some cables and anchors, got to sea. From that day until the 21st of October, this large fleet was beating about from Tetuan bay to Jeremie, according as the wind was; on the 22d the greatest part of them had got to Gibraltar, and it was intended to have gone to the Tagus to water the ships and refresh the troops. On the 24th, orders arrived from England for the armies to separate. Six battalions were ordered to serve under Sir James Pul tney, and were to go to Lisbon, the rest of the army were to continue under Sir Ralph Abercrombie, and to go to Egypt. Major-general Moore failed with the fifth division, consisting of those ships that were most ready, on the 27th of October, and arrived at Minorca on the 5th of November. From thence they failed to Malta, where the whole armament met, and were detained for some time by contrary winds. While preparations were making for the descent on the coast of Egypt, which was at this time intended to be near Damietta, to take possession of that and from thence march directly upon Cairo, Sir Ralph sent major-general Moore to visit the Turkish army near Jaffa, to communicate with the grand vizier, and to form an opinion of their force, and how far any effective co-operation could be expected from it. He landed at Jaffa on the 9th of January, from on board the Camelion, a vessel of war, and immediately proceeded to the vizier's camp. The first news he heard on his landing was the death of brigadier-general Kohler, the chief of the mission with the Turkish army, who was an able officer, full of zeal and intelligence, who had lived a long time with them, and was the only man that could have given him information, to be depended on, of the true state of their magazines and the organization of their armies. He found the vizier a weak-minded old man, without talent or military knowledge, who received him perfectly well: he remained five days in the camp, in the course of which he gained sufficient information of the state of the army and its resources, to satisfy himself that Sir Ralph must trust entirely to the British fleet and army, as the vizier had not, at this time, the means of providing for his army during their crossing the desert. Their force, at this time, consisted of about 15,000 men, composed of an equal number of cavalry and infantry, and 50 pieces of field artillery. The plague was never out of their army, which, from all he could learn or observe, seemed to him little better than a wild ungovernmental mob. They had lost in the last seven months 6000 persons by the plague, and the loss in the camp in one day was estimated at about 200 men. He left Jaffa on the 14th, and joined the army on the 20th. Sir Ralph was not at all disappointed with the report and opinion general Moore gave him; he had always been convinced that he had only the British force to depend upon, but it was necessary to ascertain the character and state of the Turkish army by the report of an officer selected for that purpose. Sir Ralph then determined to land in the bay of Aboukir, and march immediately upon Alexandria. At this time it was the opinion of the naval officers that the army, until they got possession of Alexandria, must depend upon the navy entirely for their supply of water, which was to be effected by boats following the line of the coast between Aboukir bay and Alexandria, for at this time it was not known that the supplies could be forwarded by the lake Madie. Aboukir is 18 miles from Alexandria.

Every thing was ready for failing from Marsamusc on the 18th of February. During the time the expedition remained there it was very usefully employed for making this very formidable attempt on an enemy at that time sup- posed to amount only to about 14,000 French soldiers, besides the Greeks and natives, whom they had armed and disciplined. Whereas, it afterwards appeared, that there were not fewer than 33,000 French troops in Egypt. The army was exercised in practicing landing, and every necessary arrangement made that the genius and experienced skill of Sir Ralph could devise. Horses and mules for the artillery were procured, and about 400 cavalry were mounted. On the 22d of February the expedition, consisting of upwards of 15,000 soldiers, failed in 180 vessels of all descriptions. On the 2d of March they anchored in the bay of Aboukir. The weather was so bad that no attempt could be made to land before the 7th, so that the enemy had plenty of time to make every preparation to oppose them. The chief enemy was Major-M'Kerras, and major Fletcher, who had been sent from Marmora, in time to reconnoitre the coast: they had gone too near in an open boat, were attacked by an armed gerrn from Aboukir, and Major-M'Kerras was killed, and the boat, with major Fletcher, was taken. This was a serious loss, particularly at that time. Major-general Moore was sent, accompanied by colonel Liutendahl, two days before the landing was made, to reconnoitre the place which was pitched upon for the purpose. From a bomb vessel which lay a mile and a half from the beach, they made their observations. On the right was a high sand hill, on the left the lake Madie: the space between, about a mile in length, was the place for the landing. The ground to the left was woody and uneven, and favorable for covering and concealing an enemy close to the shore. They threw no force, except their patroons and piquets extended along the line. The ground to the right of the sand hill was fronded and commanded by the gun of the fort of Aboukir. No works could be seen, but as the fleet had appeared off Alexandria on the 18th of March, and had anchored in the bay on the 2d, it was reasonable to suppose that every precaution was made to oppose the landing. Major-general Moore, on reconnoitring the beach, was convinced that the high sand-hill was either the right or the centre of the enemy's position, he believed it to be their right, and determined to carry it with the right of the reserve, as it commanded the beach on each side of it. On the 7th, the wind having abated, and the surf on the beach considerably gone down, the reserve, the guards, and two regiments of major-general Coote's brigade, received orders in the evening to get into the boats at two o'clock the next morning. They formed the first disembarkation. The rest of the troops were moved in the evening from the large ships without, to those drawing less water and lying farther in shore, for the purpose of supporting the first disembarkation more expeditiously. Captain Cochrane, of the Ajax, had the direction of the landing. Two vessels were anchored in the evening near the shore, one to mark the right of the landing, and the other the intermediate point on the same line for the centre, and the boats, as they received the troops, were to rendezvous along-side these two vessels, where captain Cochrane, and the captains of the navy under his command, were to arrange them according to their respective divisions, and to the different brigades and regiments, as they were intended to form in order of battle. Soon after day-light in the morning of the 8th, the boats were at the rendezvous. The reserve
which formed the right was directed to the centre of the high sand-hill, the rest of the troops directed by them. Major-general Moore, and the honourable colonel Edward Paget, were in the boat with captain Cochrane. At eight o'clock in the morning the signal was made to advance. The French had been looking at them for two hours. They were drawn up to oppose them. They fired on the boats from 15 pieces of cannon, as soon as they were within reach, first with round shot, then with grape, and the infantry began as soon as they came within musket shot. The boats continued to row on readily, the sailors and soldiers cheering as they approached the beach. Many were killed and wounded, and some of the boats were sunk. The fire from the enemy of grape and musquetery was very severe. As soon as the boats touched the ground, the officers and men sprang out on the beach and landed. Major-general Moore, at the head of the grenadiers and light infantry of the 46th, with the 43d and 58th regiments in line, ascended the sand-hill. They did not fire a shot till they gained the summit, when they charged the enemy, drove them, and took four pieces of cannon, with part of their horses. The French retreated to the border of a plain, where general Moore halted, as upon the left a heavy fire of musquetery was kept up. Brigadier-general Oakes, with the left of the reserve, consisting of the 42d Highlanders, the 58th regiment, and the Coriscan rangers, landed to the left of the sand-hill, and were attacked by both infantry and cavalry, which they repulsed and followed into the plain, taking three pieces of artillery. The guards and part of general Conte’s brigade landed to the left of the reserve, they were vigorously opposed, but repulsed the enemy, and followed them into the plain. The want of cavalry and artillery (for it was some time before the guns which were landed could be dragged through the sand) saved the enemy from being destroyed. This was one of the most splendid instances of British intrepidity that perhaps ever happened. The enemy had eight days to assemble and prepare, and the ground was extremely favourable to them. The loss of the enemy was considerable, that of the British amounted to 600 killed and wounded, of which the reserve lost 400.

In the course of the afternoon the rest of the army landed, and the whole moved forward a couple of miles, where they took post for the night.

On the morning of the 9th, major-general Moore and lieutenant-colonel Andruther, the quarter-master-general, went forward with the 92d Highlanders, the Coriscan rangers, and some cavalry, to look for a new position. The country was unequal, sandy, and thickly intersected with palm and date trees. He posted the 92d at a place about two miles in front, where there was a small redoubt, and where the space became more narrow than anywhere else, by the sea and lake Madie running up on each side. He then went forward with the cavalry, until they were met by a strong patrol of the enemy, on which they retired. On reporting to Sir Ralph, he directed major-general Moore to take post with the reserve on the ground where he had placed the 92d; by noon he had taken possession of the post with the reserve, and placed his out-polls. On the 10th there was some skirmishing with the out-polls of the reserve and the enemy’s cavalry. The main body of the army was detained in their post-position, till, by the exertions of the navy, the hores and provisions were landed and forwarded to them. On the 11th, Sir Ralph went to the reserve, the brigade of guards moved forward, and took post half way between them and the rest of the army. The lake Madie was ordered to be examined, with a view to the practicability of conveying the army horses by it, which it was afterwards found could be done. On the 12th, the army moved forward in two columns, each composed of a wing. The reserve, in two columns, formed the advanced guard to each column. The enemy’s cavalry retired skirmishing as the army advanced. The army halted at a tower that they found evacuated, from the top of which a body of infantry was seen advancing. The line was instantly formed, and the army advanced with the utmost regularity and steadiness. The enemy, on seeing this movement, first halted, and afterwards retired to some heights which terminated a plain, where the British army took post for the night, and lay on their arms. Major-general Moore had the direction of the advanced polls; and the 90th and 92d regiments, though not belonging to the reserve, were placed under his orders for the night.

The out-polls of the enemy and the advanced guard of the British were so near each other, that it was impossible that either army could move without bringing on a general action. At fix o’clock in the morning of the 13th the army moved forward in two columns from the left, each composed of a line. The reserve, in one column from the left, marched on the right of the other two, to cover the flank. Sir Ralph’s intention was to attack the enemy’s right, and, if possible, to turn it. The 90th and 92d regiments formed the advanced guard to the two columns of the army, and, having got too far in front of the columns, were attacked by the main body of the enemy, and suffered severely before the columns could come to their support. These two regiments, however, maintained their ground, and defeated a body of cavalry that attempted to charge them. The action now became general along the line; the French, being forced back, retreated, covered by a numerous artillery, halting and firing wherever the ground favoured them. The British army advanced rapidly without artillery, as their guns, being dragged through sand by the seamen, could not keep up with the infantry. The reserve remained in column on the right flank covering the two lines, and though mowed down by the enemy’s cannon in front, and exposed to musquetery from hillars and light infantry from their flank, continued to move forward with pitch steadiness and regularity, that at any time during the action and pursuit, they could have been wheeled to a flank without an interval. The two lines advanced with equal order until they reached a rising ground, where there were the ruins of an ancient building of considerable extent; from this height they saw the enemy retreating in confusion through a plain, under cover of the fortified heights in front of Alexandria. Sir Ralph followed them into the middle of the plain, where a consultation was held, and it was then intended that general Hutchinson, with part of the second line, which had been left engaged, should attack the enemy’s right, while major-general Moore, with the reserve supported by the guards, attacked their left near the sea.

General Hutchinson had a considerable circuit to make to get to the ground where he was to make his attack, and the attack of the reserve was to be regulated by his. When he got to his ground, the position of the French was found to be strongly defended by a numerous artillery, and covered bybesides by the guns on the fortified heights near Alexandria, that the attack was given up, and as the army were in their present position exposed to the enemy’s cannon without being able to re-ulcse, a position on the height in the rear was marked out, to which the army fell back as the evening advanced. This severe action cost the British army 1300 killed and wounded. The enemy had between 5 and 7000 men in the field, their artillery was exceedingly well served, and being abundantly supplied with artillery horses, and having besides so great a superiority of cavalry, that the few belonging to the British could not act, they were
were enabled to make good their retreat under a tremendous cannonade, galloping off with their guns, as the British closed, to wherever the ground favoured them, and then renewing their fire. The French labs could not have been equal to that of the British, from the circumstances above stated.

The position of the British was not a bad one, with the right to the front, and the left to the lake of Madre and the cauld of Alexandria. A redoubt was thrown upon the right in front of the reserve, and two upon the canal on the left, which was the weak side, having an extensive plain in front and rear of it. Heavy cannon were landed and placed in these field-works, which made the position of the army tolerably secure. Water was found by digging wells, so that the harrowing operation of supplying the army with that necessary article was not required: their chief want, at this time, was that of fuel. The situation of the British army at this period was certainly a very critical one. The French army which had fought them on the 13th was a small portion of the troops they had then in Egypt. They were posted opposite to them on very strong ground, from whence they could not be driven without heavy cannon; after which, the siege of Alexandria was to be undertaken by an army very inferior in numbers. It was quite evident that when government ordered Sir Ralph on this expedition, they were ignorant of the force that the French had in Egypt, and had suffered themselves to be deceived by erroneous information, and misled by the intercepted letters. Sir Ralph was well aware of the arduous task he had to perform, and of the improbability of final success; he was, however, determined that no efforts should be wanting on his part to fulfil the service he was sent on, and, at all events, to support the honour and reputation of the British army. He knew that at this time Menou was collecting a force at Demenbour: the army that had as yet opposed him was commanded by general Friou. It was sir Ralph's intention, as soon as the heavy cannon and intrenching tools were got up, to attack the enemy on both their flanks; if he failed, he would retire to their present position, until another was prepared in the rear to favour their retreat, and the re-embarkation of the army. The camp of the British was about four or five miles from Alexandria. In front of the reserve, which formed the right of the army, was a very extensive ancient ruin, which the French called Cuzaf's camp; it was twenty or thirty yards retired from the right flank of the redoubt, and commanded the space between the redoubt and the sea. In the redoubt and the ruin, major-general Moore had posted the 28th and 58th regiments, and had made his arrangements with brigadier-general Oakes, in case of attack, to support this pool, which was the place for the reserve to fight from, indeed, from the nature of the ground, if the enemy carried it, it would have been impossible for the British army to remain in this position. He was the major-general of the day on the 28th. After visiting the pikets, he remained with the left picquet of the reserve until four in the morning of the 21st. The enemy had been perfectly quiet during the night. Nothing had been observed from them but some rockets, which they were accustomed occasionally to throw. Thinking every thing quiet, he had left orders with the field officers to retire to their posts at daylight, and was riding towards the left to give similar orders. Just as he reached the left picquet of the guards, who were to the left of the reserve, he heard a fire of musketry on the left, but every thing continuing quiet on the right, from the style of the firing, and from other observations he had made the evening before, he suspected it was a false alarm; he was, however, riding along towards the left, when a firing commenced from the piquets of the reserve; he instantly turned, laying to his aide-camp, "this is the real attack, let us gallop to the redoubt." He met the pikets falling back, and by the time he reached the redoubt, in which colonel Paget with the 20th were posted, he found it warmly attacked. The day was not yet broken, and the smoke made it darker. The general orders were for the troops to fland to their arms at a hour before day-light, and fortunately they had fallen in before the attack began. The honourable colonel Paget with the 28th manned the redoubt, and he had two companies in reserve, which he formed on the left of it, as the redoubt was open in the rear: the 58th regiment lined the old ruin, and, when the attack commenced, brigadier-general Oakes brought down the left wing of the 42d Highlanders to the left, according to the previous arrangements. Major-general Moore had sent captain Anderson, his aide-camp, for the right wing of the 42d, and with orders for the 23d, and four flank companies of the 40th, to support the ruins. He was speaking to colonel Paget on the platform of the redoubt, when his horse was shot in the face, and colonel Paget received a wound in the neck, which knocked him down. The dark-ness prevented the motion of the enemy from being seen, but their drums were beating the charge, and their voices were heard encouraging one another to advance.

About this time, some perfon said to major-general Moore that the French had turned the left of the reserve. He at first thought they had mistaken the 42d for the enemy, as he saw them moving on the left where he had ordered them; but colonel Paget, who had recovered from the run of the blow he had received, and had been mounted on his horse, rode up to him and said, "I assure you the French have turned us, and are moving towards the ruin." He looked, and saw a column of French completely in the rear. At this instant, the right wing of the 42d came up, ran to them, ordered them to face to the right-about, and, pointing to the French column, ordered them to charge the enemy, whom, he cried out, were completely in their power. He charged them with the 42d, using the bayonet, drove them into the ruin, where they were received by the 58th, and not a man of that column escaped being killed or taken prisoners. The instant this was done, he led them back to the flank of the redoubt, and on the way met another column of the French, that had also penetrated. He attacked them with the 42d and part of the 28th, and drove them back. In this charge he was shot through the leg. The 42d and 28th, pursuing the enemy too far, got into disorder, and were charged suddenly by the cavalry. Major Hony- man, seeing that general Moore had difficulty in walking from his wound, lent him his horse. The French cavalry had got completely among the 42d and 28th; but these gallant regiments, though in disorder, rallied, and brought down to many men and horses with their fire, that the cavalry were driven off. The great object of the French was to carry the redoubt, and turn the right of the army: accordingly their great effort was again the reserve. They made another desperate attack with a line of infantry in front and on both flanks of the redoubt. The 58th regiment in the ruins allowed them to approach within sixty yards, and then gave them their fire so effectually as to knock down great numbers, the rest went off. Upon the left of the redoubt the 42d and 28th repulsed what was in front, but, while following, were again charged, and penetrated by a large body of cavalry, who palled quite through and into the rear of the redoubt. Sir Ralph was surrounded, and must have been taken or killed, but a folder of the 42d shot the hussar who was attacking him. Major-general Moore
Moore had to clasp spur to his horse to get clear, and galloped to the ruins, to bring up some of the troops from thence, which he knew were formed, and in good order. The 28th regiment, who were lining the parapet of the redoubt, seeing the cavalry enter the rear of the redoubt, faced about, without quitting their ground, and killed all the dragoons who had entered it. The 42d, though broken, and persisted by the cavalry, were individually fighting, intermixed with them: major-general Moore ordered the four flank companies of the 42d from the ruins to fire high, and pour in a couple of volleys, though at the risk of hurting the 42d, and part of the 28th.

In an instant the field was covered with men, and horses galloping without their riders. This body of cavalry was destroyed. Every attack the French made was repulsed with great slaughter. In the early part of the action, and in the dark, some confusion was unavoidable, but wherever the French appeared, the British went boldly up to them, even the cavalry breaking in had not in the least dismayed them. As the day broke, the foreign brigade under brigadier-general, afterwards Sir John Stuart, who fought the battle of Maia, came to the second line to the support of the reserve, shared in the action, and behaved with great spirit. Day-light enabled major-general Moore to get the reserve into order, but there was a great want of ammunition. The guns could not be fired for a very considerable time, otherwise the French might have suffered much more severely, while retreating from their different unsuccessful attacks, than they did. The enemy's artillery continued to gall the British fiercely with shot and shells, after the infantry and cavalry had been repulsed. The British could not return a shot. Had the French attacked again, the British had nothing but their bayonets, which they unquestionably would have used, as never was an army more determined to do their duty. But the enemy had suffered too severely, that the men could not be got to make another attempt. They continued in front at a distant musket shot, until the ammunition for the English guns was brought up to enable them to fire, when they very soon retreated. While the attacks were made on the British right, a column attacked the guards on the left of the reserve, but were repulsed with loss. The French general, Menou, had concentrated the greatest part of the force in Egypt for this attack: the prisoners flated his force in the field at about 13,000 men, of whom between three and four thousand were killed or wounded. The British army left about 1300 men, of whom about 550 belonged to the reserve. This battle commenced at half part four in the morning, and terminated about nine. The French made three different attacks, with superior numbers, the advantage of cavalry, and a numerous and well served artillery. The British infantry here gave a decided proof of their superior firmness and hardihood. Sir Ralph, who always exposed his person very much, in this last battle carried the practice perhaps farther than he had ever done before. Major-general Moore met him early in the action, close in the rear of the 42d, without any of the officers of his family; and afterwards, when the French cavalry charged the second time and penetrated the 42d, major-general Moore faw him again and waved to him to retire, but he was instantly surrounded by the huzars; he received a cut from a saber on the breast, which penetrated his clothes and just grazed the flesh. He received a shot in the thigh, but remained in the field until the battle was over, when he was conveyed on board the Foudroyant. Major-general Moore, at the close of the action, had the horse killed under him that major Honeyman had lent him. When the battle was over, the wound in his leg became a flux and painful, that as soon as he could get a horse, he gave the command of the reserve to colonel Spencer, and retired with brigadier-general Oakes, who commanded the reserve under him, and who was wounded in the leg also, to their tents in the rear. Brigadier-general Oakes was wounded nearly at the same time, and in the same part of the leg that major-general Moore was, but they both continued to head the reserve until the battle was over. When the forage had disposed their wounds, finding that they must be some time incapable of action, they returned to the Diadem troop ship. Captain Anderdon, one of Moore's aide-camps, and who had served with him ever since he was a general officer as brigade-major, or aide-camp, was surrounded and in the hands of the huzars at the time that they charged the 42d, and was shot through the shoulder and fell; when he recovered his senses, he found himself lying among dead huzars and their horses.

Sir Ralph Abercrombie died of his wound on board the Foudroyant on the 28th day of March, deeply lamented by the army, and by none more than by major-general Moore, who had served so much with him, had been so distinguished by him, and who, being honoured with his complete confidence, knew how to elevate his upright and honourable character. He was a man of excellent judgment and great courage, which, aided by long military experience, and the greatest zeal in his profession, made him the best officer. He possessed great firmness and decision, the enterprising spirit of youth and bravery to excess. The great disadvantage he laboured under was being extremely short-quicked, which made him flound in need of good executive general officers under him. On death the command devolved on major-general Hutchinson.

The French, after their defeat on the 28th of March, strengthened and contracted their line of defence in front of Alexandria, and after leaving a sufficient force for the defence of the place, detached the greater part of their force to Rhamanie, which was the key of their communication with Cairo. Major-general Hutchinson at first detached colonel Spencer to Rosetta, with about 1000 British and a body of between 4 and 5000 Turks, which had arrived about the time of sir Ralph's death.

The town was evacuated by the enemy on his approach. It is unnecessary here to detail the operations in Egypt that followed the battle of the 28th, as major-general Moore was conveyed on board the Diadem troop ship until the 18th of May, when he was removed to Rosetta for the benefit of a change of air. He suffered very severely; the ball had paffed between the two bones of his leg; he endured a long confinement and much torment, from inflammation and surgical operations. When at length he could move on crutches, and was removed to Rosetta, where he got a house on the banks of the Nile, agreeably situated, he began to recover rapidly. On the 26th of June the wound, though not yet closed, being in a healthy state, he could no longer rest the defile he had to rejoin the army under lord (then major-general) Hutchinson; he embarked in a garron on the Nile, and arrived within a few miles of the camp before Cairo on the 28th; on the 29th he joined the army and took the command of the reserve. The treaty for the surrender of Cairo, and evacuation of Egypt by the garrison, was just brought to a conclusion. The Turkish army under the grand vizier was encamped on the eil side of the Nile; they were in considerable force, and had a short time before defeated a body of 4000 French who had marched against them from Cairo. The British, the Turks under the captain pasha, and the Naimulks, were encamped on the well side of the Nile; the communication with the vizier's army was kept up by a bridge.
bridge of boats; on the 10th of July the French evacuated Cairo. General Hutchin-son and general Craddock, being both indisposed, the former ordered major-general Moore to take the direction of the march of the army to the place of embarkation. Every previous arrangement being made with the French general, the march commenced on the 15th of July, at day light, in the following order. The Turks, the baggage of the British, the first line, the cavalry, the rear guard, the French army, and the Malamusk. In this manner they proceeded to the place of embarkation at Rosetta, encamping every night; the ground for the French army being given to them every evening by the British quarter-master-general, was about two miles from the British, who encamped with their front to the French, and who, agreeably to the capitulation, preferred their arms, and a certain quantity of ammunition.

This extraordinary march lasted till the 31st of July, the greatest order being preferred in both armies. No communication between them was suffered but by special leave. The moment they came to their ground, every evening the piquets were posted. The French army that surrendered at Cairo did not consist of less than 10,000 fighting men, of which about 800 were cavalry, and they had 50 pieces of cannon well horded and equipped. About 2000 of the French army were on board the garrisons that attended the army down the Nile. Major-general Moore continued to serve in the army of Egypt until after the surrender of Alexandria, when he returned to England, the peace having been very soon concluded after that event. He received the honour of knighthood, and the order of the Bath, almost immediately after his return to Egypt.

During the time he was constantly on the home staff, and on the breaking out of the war in 1803, he was stationed at Sandgate, on the coast of Kent, which, during the alarm of an invasion from Boulogne, was an important post. His brigade consisted of the two battalions of his own regiment, the 52d, the 43d, the 93d line regiment, the 4th or king's own, and the 78th Highlanders. The 52d and 43d had begun to be formed on a plan of his own as light corps, which was the beginning of the light division, that has been found so useful on the peninsula of Spain; and their great superiority having now been established by real service in the field, many other regiments have since been formed upon the same system. General Moore's object was to combine the knowledge and practice of the duties of light troops, with the general system for the movements of the army, and to form these regiments so as to be ready to act either as light troops, or in the usual mode, according to circumstances.

In the month of June 1806, lieutenant-general Sir John Moore was sent to Sicily to serve under general Fox, as second in command. He continued in that situation till the month of July 1807, when general Fox, whose health was unequal to active operations, returned to England, and Sir John Moore was appointed commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean. He continued in Sicily till the latter end of September 1807, when he received orders to embark with part of the army and proceed to Gibraltar, leaving the command in Sicily to general Sherbrook. He embarked on the 24th of October on board the Chiffoline frigate. The general officers he was directed to take with him were named, and also the regiments, in all upwards of 7000 men.

It was now intended that he should afford assistance to Portugal, at the time of the first invasion of that kingdom by Junot. Indeed, however, of accepting the proffered aid, the prince regent of Portugal adopted, as he imagined, the only measure by which he could preserve his own honour and safety, and afford a chance to such of his subjects, as preferred liberty and tranquillity in the Brazils to the tyranny of the French, of accompanying him in his emigration. His fleet, which had long been in a state of preparation, failed, under the protection of the English, to the Portuguese settlements in South America, the king embarking on board the slop commanded by captain Graham Moore, brother to Sir John, on whom the command of the expedition devolved.

Sir John returned, according to the instructions previously given him, to England, without landing in Portugal, and he was in the spring of 1808 dispatched to Sweden with 10,000 men, to affix against a combined attack from Russia, France, and Denmark. On the 17th of May this army reached Gottenburgh; and it was soon intimated, that the troops must not land. The folders and horses, consequently, remained toiling on board the crowded transports for several weeks. Sir John Moore prudently suppressed the feelings excited by so inhosipitable a reception, and so opposite to what he had been led to anticipate. He repaired, however, to Stockholm to communicate his orders, and to concert measures for the security of Sweden. He there found that the king of Sweden was bent on conquest, though he had not an army adequate even to defend his own country. He proposed, that the British should remain in their ships, till some Swedish regiments could be collected, and that the combined forces should land and conquer Zealand. Sir John was too experienced an officer not to foresee the absolute impracticability of the project. He represented, in the most respectful manner possible, that the difficulties were such, as to be surmounted by the brave troops. It was not proposed, that the British alone should land in Ruffian Finland, form a fortress, and take a position there. This notion was considered by the British general as more perilous than the former, and he endeavoured to prove that 10,000 British were insufficient to encounter the principal force of the Ruffian empire, which would quickly be brought against them. The objections which he was obliged to make to these and other schemes equally absurd, drew upon him the reprobation of his Swedish majesty, who arrested him in his capital. He, however, with considerable address, withdrew from the thraldom of Sweden without committing his government. On his return, he was honoured with the approbation of the ministers and his sovereign, and there seems no doubt, that with a general poffessed of the good fens and political fennics, the army would have been exposed to inevitable destruction. After having acted in the Mediterranean and also in Sweden as commander-in-chief, Sir John Moore was superseded by Sir Harry Burrard, and was called upon to serve in Portugal, as third in command. Upon such treatment many an officer would have resigned, but Sir John Moore was superior to modern military fentiments; he loved his country, and was ready to serve it in any situation flagell out for him by his sovereign. He failed with his commanding officer in the fleet to Portugal on the 31st of July. They did not arrive at Lisbon with their army till after the battle of Vimeira, and the subsequent martial measures. Little of importance occurred for some weeks; but on the resignation of Sir Harry Burrard, Sir John Moore was, on the 6th of October, appointed to the chief command of an army to be employed in Spain. It had been the design of government, since the month of August, to send an army to the north of Spain; the project was now to be put into execution, and Galicia, or the borders of Leon were fixed upon by the war minister
Two nights after writing this letter, Sir John was awakened from his sleep by an express to inform him that the French army had advanced, and taken possession of the city of Valladolid, which is but twenty leagues from Salamanca. We have before observed that Sir John was positively informed that his entry into Spain would be covered by 60,000 or 70,000 men; and that Burgos was the city intended for the point of union for the different divisions of the British army. But already not only Burgos, but Valladolid, was in possession of the enemy; and he found himself with an advanced corps in an open town, at three marches distance only from the French army, without even a Spanish piquet to cover his front! He had at this time only three brigades of infantry, without a gun in Salamanca. The remainder, it is true, were moving up in succession, but the whole could not arrive in less than ten days.

At this critical time the Spanish main armies, instead of being united either among themselves, or with the British, were divided from each other almost by the whole breadth of the peninsula. The fatal consequences of this want of union were but too soon made apparent; Blake was defeated, and a report reached Sir David Baird that the French were advancing upon his division in two different directions, so as to threaten to surround him. He, consequently, prepared to retreat upon Corunna; but Sir John Moore, having ascertained that the report was unfounded, ordered Sir David to advance, in order, if possible, to form a junction with him.

It was at this moment that Mr. Freere, the British ambassadour at Madrid, first commenced his official communications with Sir John Moore. Either from an excess of zeal and hope which clouded the knowledge which he professed of Spanish affairs, or from an utter ignorance of them, unbecoming and disgraceful in a diplomatic character, situated as he was, where he had access to the best sources of information, he represented the defeat of the armies of Blake and of Ultrasound, and the consequent success of the French army, as of trivial moment, and strongly pressed the British to press forward to the capital. Sir John Moore, however, fortunately had more accurate and earlier means of learning the operations of the Spanish and French armies. On the 28th of November he received information that Cailanos was completely defeated, and now there was no army remaining, against which the whole French force might be directed, except the British; and it was in vain to expect that they, even if they had been united, could have resisted or checked the enemy. Sir John Moore, therefore, determined to fall back on Portugal, to halter the junction of general Hope, who had gone towards Madrid, and he ordered Sir David Baird to regain Corunna as expeditiously as possible. This determination to retreat created dissatisfaction among the army, who could not be judges of the necessity of the movement. Mr. Freere also wrote expressly against it, mentioning the French force as "about eleven thousand only;" though if he were at all qualified for the duties of the high office to which he had been appointed, he might have known that Bonaparte was rapidly advancing with nearly eighty thousand men. Is it a sufficient excuse for Mr. Freere, that he was deceived by the truculent Morla; ought he to have trusted to the information of a single man, when he had the means of getting at real facts from unquestionable sources of authority? The fate of Spain and of the whole British army depended upon the knowledge of the truth; and had the requisitions and advice of Mr. Freere, who, perhaps, followed the counsels of Morla, been literally obeyed, not a man of the British army could have escaped.

When Sir John Moore had determined upon a retreat, he assembled
fended the general officers, and showed them the grounds of his resolution; he told them he had not assembled them, in order that they might be induced to commit themselves by giving any opinion upon the subject; he took the whole responsi-
bility upon himself: all that he required of them was, that
they would immediately prepare for carrying it into effect.
The idea of retreating was still very generally disapproved,
and murmurs against it from officers of rank were heard in
every quarter. "Even the staff officers of sir John Moore's
family lamented it, and, for the first time, doubted the
wisdom of his decision." He, however, had the satisfaction
of learning, very soon after, that general Hope completely
agreed with him.

Had sir John Moore followed the dictates of his own
judgment, and acted on what he knew was the real state
of Spanish affairs, and the strength, position, and probable
movements of the French armies, he would have carried his
determinations of retreat into immediate and complete exe-
cution. But unfortunately for his country, before he could
carry his plans into effect, he received letters from Mr.
Frere, dated the 9th of November, strongly pressing him
to advance to Madrid, and giving a most flattering picture
of the enemy's defeated and demoralized spirit of the people,
and of the ample resources of the country. This communi-
cation was soon followed by a messenger sent expressly by the
prince Castelfranca and Morla, the governors of Madrid,
with a paper signed by them, in the name of the sup-
reme junta, and dated on the second of December. This
paper was an exaggerated flattering representation of the
zeal and resources of the Spaniards, and the statements con-
tained in it were farther recommended to sir John Moore's
attention by another letter from Mr. Frere, dated even the
third of December, from Talavera, in which he preludes the
general, in the strongest terms, to advance to the capital,
although that capital had, unknown to him, been abandon-
to the enemy on the preceding day without his being aware
of it. In an evil moment, the British general, not sus-
pecting the traitorous intentions of Morla, suffered his own
judgment to give way to the representations of the traitors
in Madrid, and Mr. Frere. He hesitated his retreat, and
even ordered sir David Baird to advance; for it could never
enter into the conception of sir John Moore, that the two
chiefs of the junta had confided to betray the capital of their
own country, and to entice the army of their ally into the
power of the enemy. Nor could he suspect, when a con-
fidential agent of Mr. Frere was representing Madrid as
in little danger, that, in fact, it had already submitted at the
very sight of the French army; that the Spanish chiefs were
crouching at the feet of Bonaparte; and that the people at
large were overwhelmed with terror and despair. Nor was
it imaginable, to an ingenuous mind, like that which sir John
Moore possessed, that the British minister should be so grossly
deceived, as to send, for his instructions, intelligence the re-
verse of the truth, and to require of him, in so positive a
manner, to succour a city which had actually surrendered.
Yet this Mr. Frere, on the day after the surrender of Ma-
drid, urges on the general the propriety, not to lay the
necessity of supporting the determination of Spanish people
(in defending Madrid) by all the means which have been
entrusted to you for that purpose. I have no hesitation in
taking upon myself any degree of responsibility that may
attach itself to this advice."

As, however, sir John Moore had now completely effected
his junction with general Hope, and had removed every
obstacle to his junction with sir David Baird, whenever it
might be deemed expedient, he determined to peril his
resolution of advancing, though that resolution had been
formed, under the idea that Madrid not only held out, but
was capable of opposing the French for a considerable
length of time, if not with ultimate and complete success.
Sir John was anxious to meet the wishes of his troops, by
leading them against the enemy, he determined, therefore,
to attack Soult, who was posted at Saldanha, by which he
thought he should draw off the French armies to the north
of Spain, and thus afford an opportunity for the Spanish
armies to rally and re- unite. Soult was probably posted in
that spot, with so small a body of men, for the purpose of
enticing the British army farther into Spain, or at least of
occupying their attention; while Bonaparte, in person,
with his whole disposable force, endeavored to place him-
tself between the British army and the sea. At length the
two armies met; and the superiority of the British cavalry
was eloquently displayed in a most brilliant and successful
skirmish. About 600 of the imperial guards of Bonaparte
were beaten, and driven off the field by half the number of
British, leaving 55 killed and wounded, and 70 pris-
Ioners, among whom was general le Febre, the commander
of the imperial guard. Notwithstanding this and other ad-
 vantages gained over the enemy, a retreat was become indis-
putably necessary: and the only difficulty was to determine
the route that ought to be pursued. The French that were
now dispatched after sir John Moore, upon the lowest calcu-
lation, amounted to 70,000 men, while the troops under the
British commander were not more than 27,000. Sir John
Moore was anxious to have defended the passes of
Galicia, but this he was often prevented from doing, owing
to the immense superiority of the enemy, want of provi-
sions, and the danger of having his positions turned. So rapid
was the march of the main body of the French army under
Bonaparte, and so closely did they pursue sir John Moore,
that the advanced guard of the enemy entered Fordeillas
on the same day that the British began to retreat from
Sahagun, so that the distance between them was scarcely 30
miles.

Sir John Moore, in his retreat, instead of being benefited
or aided by the Spanish troops under Romana, was greatly
impaired by them. He had given strict directions to that
commander to leave the route to Aforga open for the
English; yet when he arrived at that town, he found it
completely occupied by Romana's troops, and it was not
without the utmost difficulty, and the exertion of much skill
and activity, that sir John Moore was able to draw off his
army from it before the arrival of the French. The situa-
tion of the British at this time was most desperate. In the
middle of winter, in a dreary and desolate country; the sol-
diers, chilled and drenched by deluges of rain, went by
long and rapid marches, in bad roads, were almost entirely
destitute of fuel, either to dress their food or dry their
clothes, and when they did halt, found it extremely diffi-
cult, frequently impossible, to procure shelter. Their pro-
visions were scanty, and procured with great labour, and in
an irregular manner; the wagons, in which were their mag-
zines, baggage, and stores, were often deserted in the
night-time by the Spanish drivers, terrified at the approach
of the French: the bullocks and mules by which they
were drawn could not be made to move, except by their
native drivers; it was, therefore, frequently necessary to
destroy the provisions and stores, in order that they might
not fall into the hands of the enemy. In one instance there
were even two carts with dollars to the amount of 25,000l.
which, for want of proper cattle to draw them, fell behind,
and after every effort to save the money, so necessary at that
moment,
possibly, out of the house. Some few were prevailed upon to move on, but neither threats nor the approach of the enemy could induce the greater number to quit the house.

At length the rear guard was compelled to march and leave these defenseless people to their fate. The road was filled with Spanish and British stragglers, armed and unarmed, males, carts, women and children, all mingled in strange confusion.

As the French dragoons galloped through this long line of stragglers, they flashed them with their swords mercilessly to the right and left; and these men were often so insensible from liquor, as neither to make resistance nor get out of the way.

At Lugo Sir John Moore was anxious to engage the enemy; and he was satisfied that the general orders, already cited, had produced such an effect in his army, as to give an earnest of victory. A flight firm, maintained in which the British rushed forward with charged bayonets, and drove the enemy's column down the hill with considerable slaughter.

After this, marshal Soult, having experienced the talents of the general, and the impetuosity of the troops he had to encounter, did not venture to renew the attack; from this, it was concluded, that his intention was to harass the British as much as possible during their march, and to defer his attack till the embarkation. This was on the eleventh of January, and on or before that day the Spanish central junta had pledged themselves, and so also had Mr. Frere, that 44,000 Spanish soldiers should be united to his army, whereas not a single Spanish soldier was to be seen. The British army had been followed and assailed by all the disaffected French army, and was totally abandoned by the Spaniards, who neither united with them, according to their stipulation, nor had a single Spanish corps advanced to attack, or even to threaten the French posts, now weakened by the absence of their army. Thus was Sir John Moore again deceived by a million from the Spanish government, and the British minister, and the devoted troops had nothing on which they could depend but their arms.

The general, thus situated, judging it neither safe to act offensively, nor to delay their retreat any longer, quitted his ground in the night, leaving fires burning to deceive the enemy. The French did not discover their retreat till long after day-light, so that the British army got the start of them considerably. On the eleventh of January, the whole of the British reached Corunna, the port where they hoped to embark, not, however, without the probability of a battle. In this they had to encounter many adverse circumstances; they were exhausted and almost worn out by a rapid march of 250 miles of a dreadful country, in the most inclement season of the year, deprived of every accommodation, and often defective of food and shelter. They had been obliged to sacrifice most of their baggage, and some of their artillery; the greater number of their horsey had been put to death, to prevent them from falling into the hands of the enemy. Notwithstanding these and other difficulties; notwithstanding they were dispirited in not finding the transports at Corunna, the British army rejoiced that before they quitted the shores of Spain, they should have an opportunity to front their enemies. At the sight of them their wearied and exhausted limbs were braced with new vigour, and the native valor of British soldiers supplied the place of refreshment and relief.

The enemy gave no particular indications of attack till about noon of the 16th of January; at this time Sir John Moore was giving directions for the embarkation; but the moment intelligence was brought that the enemy's line were getting under arms, he struck spurs to his horse, and
and flew to the field. The advanced piquets were already
beginning to fire at the enemy's light troops, who were
pouring rapidly down the hill on the right wing of the
British. Early in the action, Sir David Baird, leading on
his division, had his arm shattered with a grape-shot, and
was forced to leave the field. At this instant, the French
artillery ploughed from the heights, and the two holding
lines of infantry mutually advanced, leaving a shower of
balls. They were still separated from each other by stone-
walls and hedges. A sudden and very able movement of
the British gave the utmost satisfaction to Sir John Moore,
who had been watching the manoeuvre, and he cried out,
"That is exactly what I wished to do." He then rode
up to the 90th regiment, commanded by majors Napier and
Charles Banks Stanhope, who had got over an inclosure in
their front, and were charging most valiantly. The
general, delighted with the gallantry of the two majors, who
had been recommended by himself to the military rank they
held, exclaimed, "Well done the 90th! Well done my
majors!" The plaudits of their general and beloved friend
excited them to new efforts, and they drove the enemy out
of the village of Elvina with great slaughter. In the con-
flct, major Napier, advancing too far, was severely wounded
and taken prisoner, and major Stanhope received a ball
through his heart, which instantly put an end to a most
valuable life. So instantaneous must have been the death
of major Stanhope, that a sense of pain had not torn from
his countenance the smile which the bravery of his soldiers
and the applause of his commander had excited.
Sir John Moore proceeded to the 42d, and addressed
them in these words, "Highlanders, remember Egypt." They
rushed on, driving the French before them. He lent
Captain Harding to order up a battalion of guards to the
left flank of the Highlanders, upon which the officer com-
manding the light company, conceiving that, as their ammu-
nition was nearly expended, they were to be relieved by
the guards, began to fall back; but Sir John, discovering
the mistake, said, "My brave 42d, join your comrades,
ammunition is coming, and you have your bayonets." They
instantly obeyed, and moved forward. While the general
was speaking, a cannon ball struck him to the ground. He
raised himself, and sat up with an unaltered countenance,
looking most intently at the Highlanders, who were
warmly engaged; Captain Harding allure him the 42d
were advancing, upon which his countenance immediately
brightened. The general was carried from the field, and
on the way he ordered Captain Harding to report his
wound to General Hope, who assumed the command. Many
of the soldiers knew that their two generals were carried off
the field, yet they continued the fight till they had achieved
a decisive and brilliant victory, over a very superior force.

The fall of General Moore is thus described by Captain
Hardinge: "I had been ordered by the commander-in-chief
to drive the battalion of the guards to advance; which bat-
talion was at one time intended to have disembogged a corps
of the enemy from a large house and garden on the opposite
side of the valley; and I was pointing out to the general the
situation of the battalion, and our horses were touching,
at the moment that a cannon-shot from the enemy's battery
Carried away his left shoulder, and part of the collar-bone,
leaving the arm hanging by the flesh.

"The violence of the stroke threw him off his horse on
his back. Not a mole of his face altered, nor did the sight
betray the least sensation of pain.

"I dismounted, and, taking his hand, he pressed mine
forcibly, calling his eyes very anxiously towards the 42d
regiment, which was hotly engaged; and his countenance
expressed satisfaction when I informed him that the regiment
was advancing. Afflicted by a soldier of the 42d, he was
removed a few yards behind the shelter of a wall.

"Colonel Graham Balgowan and captain Woodford
about this time came up, and, perceiving the state of Sir
John's wound, instantly rode off for a surgeon.

"The blood flowed fast, but the attempt to stop it with
my fist was useless, from the size of the wound.

"Sir John affected to being removed to a blanket to the
rear. In raising him for that purpose, his sword, hanging
on the wounded side, touched his arm, and became entangled
between his legs. I perceived the inconvenience, and was
in the act of unbuckling it from his waist, when he said, in
his usual tone and manner, and in a very distinct voice, It
is as well as it is; I had rather it should go out of the field
with me."

The account of this disaster was brought to Sir David
Baird while the surgeons were dressing his shattered arm.
He ordered them instantly to desist, and run to attend on
Sir John Moore. When they arrived, he said to them,
"You can be of no service to me, go to the soldiers, to
whom you may be useful."

As the soldiers were carrying him slowly along in a blanket,
he made them turn him round frequently to view the field
of battle, and to listen to the firing, and was pleased
when the sound grew fainter. On his arrival at his lodgings
he was in much pain, and could speak but little, but at intervals
he said to Colonel Anderdon, who for one-and-twenty
years had been his friend and companion in arms—"Ander-
don, you know that I always wished to die in this way."
He frequently asked "Are the French beaten?" and at
length, when he was told they were defeated in every point,
he said, "It is a great satisfaction for me to know we have
beaten the French." —"I hope the people of England will
be satisfied; I hope my country will do me justice." Having
mentioned the name of his venerable mother, and the names of
some other friends for whose welfare he seemed anxious
to offer his last prayers, the power of utterance was lost,
and he died in a few minutes without a struggle.

Thus fell, at the age of forty-seven, at the conclusion of a
critical victory, which preferred the remainder of his
army from destruction, lieutenant-general Sir John Moore,
a name that must be long dear to his country, which was
well disposed to do justice to his memory, and gratefully to
acknowledge, in every possible way, the important services
which he had achieved for it.

We have devoted a longer space than usual to comem-
orate the actions of this hero; but in doing so, we have
had an opportunity of putting on record, in a work that
is likely to be durable, the brilliant exploits not only of the
subject of this article, but of the British military, who
v defeat and intrepidity were never more distinguished than
in those actions in which Sir John Moore took a distinguished
part, and in which, as we have seen, he received no fewer
than five wounds; one in the head, from a shell, in Corriscas;
three in Holland, before he could be prevailed on to leave the
field; a musket-shot in Egypt, which, however, did not inter-
rupt his exertions till the battle was won; and a cannon-ball
in Spain, which bereaved his country for ever of his services.

Sir John Moore spent his life in the army, and his popu-
laritv among the officers and soldiers was never exceeded,
which was owing to his mode of and unassuming manners;
firmness, tempered with kindness, towards those under
his command, and to a conduct to all superficially just. He
was indefatigable in the duties of his profession; when en-
gaged in actual warfare, he always rode between three and
four in the morning, lighted his fire and candle by a lamp,
which
which was placed in his room, and employed himself in writing till eight o'clock, when the officers of his family were assembled for breakfast. After breakfast he received the general officers, and all persons with whom he had business; and the necessary orders were issued. He always rode before dinner, either to view the troops, or reconnoitre the country.

On the 25th of January, the earl of Liverpool, in moving the thanks of the house to the officers who had gained the battle of Corunna, referred to the loss which the nation had sustained in the death of sir John Moore, "wholly whole life," he said, "had been devoted to the service of his country; for there was scarcely any action of importance, during the two last wars, in which he had not participated." In the same evening lord Castlereagh exprest his sorrow "at the loss of one of the ablest of our generals, possessing, in an eminent degree, every valuable quality that can dignify the man, and enhance the superiority of the soldier; giving, in the evidence of his past life, the best assurance of what might have been expected in future, had he lived from zeal, intrepidity, and talents." He concluded by moving, "That an address be presented to his majesty, requesting that a monument be erected in the cathedral of St. Paul's, to the memory of the late lieutenant-general sir John Moore, knight of the Bath, who, after an honourable and meritorious life, fell by a cannon-ball, in the action near Corunna, on the 16th of January 1809, after having, by his judicious dispositions, skill, and gallantry, repulsed an enemy of superior force, and secured to the troops under his command a safe and unmelodicated embarkation."

To all which we may subjoin the following very handsome tribute of respect paid to his memory, by his royal highness, the commander-in-chief, in the general orders, issued from the Horse-Guards, February 1, 1809.

"The benefits derived to an army, from the example of a distinguished commander, do not terminate at his death; his virtues live in the recollection of his associates, and his fame remains the strongest incentive to great and glorious actions.

"In this view, the commander-in-chief, amidst the deep and universal regret, which the death of lieutenant-general sir John Moore has occasioned, recalls to the troops the military career of that illustrious officer for their instruction and imitation.

"Sir John Moore, from his youth, embraced the profession with the feelings and sentiments of a soldier: he felt, that a perfect knowledge, and an exact performance of the humble, but important duties of a subaltern officer, are the best foundations for subsequent military fame; and his ardent mind, while it looked forward to those brilliant achievements for which it was formed, applied itself, with energy and exemplary industry, to the duties of that station.

"In the school of regimental duty, he obtained that correct knowledge of his profession, so essential to the proper direction of the gallant spirit of the soldier; and he was enabled to establish a characterical order, and regularity of conduct, because the troops found in their leader a striking example of the discipline, which he enforced on others.

"Having risen to command, he signalized his name in the West Indies, in Holland, and in Egypt. The unremittent attention with which he devoted himself to the duties of every branch of his profession, obtained for him the confidence of sir Ralph Abercromby; and he became the companion in arms of that illustrious officer, who fell at the head of his victorious troops, in an action which maintained our national superiority over the armes of France.

"Thus sir John Moore, at an early period, obtained, with general approbation, that conspicuous station, in which he gloriously terminated his useful and honourable life.

"In a military character, obtained amidst the dangers of climate, the privations incident to service, and the sufferings of repeated wounds, it is difficult to select any one point as a preferable subject for praise; it exhibits, however, one feature so particularly characteristical of the man, and so important to the bent interest of the service, that the commander-in-chief is pleased to mark it with his peculiar approbation.

"The life of sir John Moore was spent among the troops.

"During the season of repose, his time was devoted to the care and instruction of the officer and soldier; in war, he courted service in every quarter of the globe. Regard-

"His country, the object of his latest solicitude, will rear a monument to his lamented memory: and the commander-in-chief feels he is paying the debt tribute to his fame, by thus holding him forth as an example to the army."

Among the works referred to for the facts of which this article is composed, we may mention the volumes of the New Annual Register; An Historical Sketch of the last Years of the Reign of the late King of Sweden; and above all, to Mr. James Moore's valuable and very interlocking Narrative of the Campaign of the British Army in Spain, &c.

MOORE, in Geography, a county of North Carolina, in Fayette district; containing 3767 inhabitants, including 600 slaves. Its chief town is Alfordton.

MOORE Bay, a small bay of the Atlantic ocean, on the west coast of the county of Clare, Ireland. It merely serves for small craft, and is frequented by fishermen; but indifferent as it is, it is the only break in the rocks to which the same can be applied, from the mouth of the Shannon to Dunmore, a coast peculiarly dangerous to navigators. (See MALBAY.) N. lat. 52° 38'. W. long. 9° 35'. Cruttwell. McKenney. Beanpot.

MOORE Town, a town of Jamaica; 22 miles E.N.E. of Kingston.

MOOREAH, a town of Hindoufan, in Robiuland; 20 miles N.E. of Bereilly.

MOOREFIELD, or Moonstown, a post-town of New Jersey; 13 miles E. of Philadelphia.

MOORE, a town of Bengal; 8 miles S. of Doega.

MOOREFIELDS, a post-town of America, and capital of the county of Hardy, in Virginia, situated on the east side of the fourth branch of Patowmac river; containing a court-house, gaol, and between 60 and 70 houses; 25 miles from Romney.

MOORGONG, a town of Hindoufan, in Barar; 13 miles N.W. of Chanda.

MOORGULL, a town of Hindoufan, in the cirr of Cacoci; 21 miles W.N.W. of Collinotta.

MOORHU, a town of Bengal; 30 miles E. of Doega.

MOORJA, a town of Africa, in Lambaris; 150 miles E. of Sogo.

MOORING, at Sna, is the act of confounding and securing a ship in a particular station, by chains or cables, which are either fastened to the adjacent shore, or to anchors in the bottom. A ship, when launched from the fleeks, is furnished with one
one 'head' anchor, and another which is termed a launching-anchor, somewhat heavier than the 'head' anchor, hanging by hoppers to the cat-heads; by one or both of which the ship is first brought up, and afterwards warped to her 'head and stern moorings,' which are as follow. Across the bottom of the harbour or river, two chains, parallel to each other, if the bed of the river will admit of it, are extended at the distance of 200 feet from each other, by means of anchors, having only one fluke, which is sunk, and secured in the ground by piles, on the opposite fides, near low-water mark. To the rings of the anchors these chains are attached by a peculiar fort of link, called a 'shackle.' Each of these chains has, at about one-third of its length, a large iron ring, to which is fastened a chain, called an 'up-and-down span;' which, lying on the ground, connects the parallel chains, and serves to keep them steadily in their places. At about 30 or 40 feet distance from each other, along each chain, chain-pendants, from five to nine in number, are fastened, having, at the end which connects with the ground work, a shackle; and at the other end, a link called a 'Jew's-harp,' through which the bridge or hawser of a ship, when moored, is passed. The centre chain-pendent is fixed to the ring of the chain; and the number of the chains must depend upon the number of tiers required, each tier occupying two chains, because the ships are moored head and stern. But every tier does not always occupy two whole chains; because, unless a passage between the tiers is requisite, the chain to which the head chain-pendent of one tier is affixed, has likewise fastened to it the stern chain-pendent of the next tier. These moorings are used in rivers or harbours of small extent, to which they are adapted; but in other places, not frequented by many ships, or of considerable extent, there is another fort in use, called 'swinging moorings.' These differ from the former only in this; the ground work being the same. To the ring of the chain is fixed one chain-pendent, the end of which is passed through a large buoy; and to that is connected a swivel-ring by a shackle, and thus kept constantly from flashing into the ground. This is used for mooring one or two ships to. Near each end of the chain is fixed one chain-pendent, or more, supported likewise by a buoy, used only for the purpose of warping ships from the middle to any intended place.

To the 'head' and 'stern' moorings, ships are thus fastened: cleanch the end of a bridge to the Jew's-harp of the chain-pendent, and pass it into the hawse-hole; then heave it up, and bit it, like the after-bridles, into the gun-room port, or into the quarters, and take a round turn round the beam of the after-hatch, and crofs it with a throat and round fastening; or, if more convenient, round the jear-bits. To moor to 'swinging moorings,' pass out the ends of the bridge, one on each side, through the hawse-hole next the stern; then pass them through the swivel-ring of the chain-pendent; then return them into the ship through the after hawse-holes, and bit them. In this situation a ship is fitted for sea, by regularly fowing her ballast, and gaffing on board her rigging, foles, &c. See BALLAST.

A great number of moorings of this fort are fixed in the harbours adjacent to the king's dock-yards, as Deptford, Chatham, Portsmouth, Plymouth, &c. Falcour.

When a ship is come to anchor in a situation where she is to remain, she is secured by moorings. It is of essential importance that she should be well secured by mooring; the practice of which must depend upon the variety of situations, the settings of the tides, and other circumstances. When the belt bowser is gone, and about the length of two cables is run out, the small bowser is let go; and, when that has taken the ground, you have in one cable's length upon the belt bowser, and veer away a cable's length of the small bowser; and thus a ship is kept at an equal distance between both, the one lying to the head, and the other to the stern. In roads where there is much tide, and freights are expected, ships moor according to the rate of the current, one anchor riding to the flood, and the belt anchor and cable to the ebb. In roads where there is little or no tide, ships moor according to the rate of the most prevailing wind on the coast. It may so happen, according to circumstances of situation, that the vessel must ride by a greater scope on one cable than the other, but fill the manner of letting go the anchors is the same.

Another method of mooring is by carrying the last anchor out in a boat to the place appointed, and then letting it go. Steadying or mooring with a hedge is rarely done in this manner.

Moorings with two, three, or more anchors abreast is performed by letting go the number of anchors necessary, and veering away. This practice is adopted in cafes of danger, and must be guided by circumstances; e. g. if one ship cannot clear the shore under her lee by falling, on account of a strong wind and high sea, the only resource is to let go all the anchors in the most advantageous manner possible. For this purpose, let the cables that are bent be got clear for mooring; then fur all the square falls as speedily as possible, and furl the ship along the shore under the lay-falls. When the square falls are furled, let go the weather-mooring anchor, and veer away the cable quickly; then let go the next weather-mooring, and so on, till all the anchors are gone nearly in a line along the shore: thus when the ship becomes windward, all the cables may be made to bear an equal strain, and are separated from each other. For other methods of mooring in a tide's way, or in a storm, of backing an anchor, by letting go a small anchor abreast of a large one, to which it is fastened, and of keeping a clear hawse, we refer to the "Elements and Practice of Rigging and Seamanship," vol. ii.

To Moor across, is to lay out one of the anchors on one tide.

To Moor along, is to have an anchor in a river, and a hawser on shore.

To Moor quarter-berth, is to moor quartering between the two first ways.

Moorings for east, west, &c. is when they observe which way, and on what point of the compass the wind or sea is most likely to endanger the ship, and there lay out an anchor.

Moorings a fair berth, at Sea, is mooring in a place free from any annoyance.

Moorings a preserve, is to have an anchor out, and a hawser aboard; then the ship is moored with her head aboard; and two cables are the leaf, and four the belt to moor by. See ACHOR.

Moorings water-berth, is to moor neither along by nor athwart the tide, but quartering between both.

Moorings Point, in Geography, a cape on the S. coast of the island of St. Christopher; two miles S.E. of Baffet-terre.

MOORKYN, a town of Hindooftan, in the circar of Gungleo; 10 miles N.E. of Gangpoure.

MOORLY, a town of Bengal, capital of the circar of Jaffore; 55 miles N.E. of Calcutta. N. lat. 23° 10'. E. long. 90° 21'.

MOORS. See Morocco.

Moors, in the Isle of Man, those who summon the courts for the several headings; such are the lord's bailiffs. Every
Every moor has the like office with our bailiff of the hundred.

MOORSHEADIK, in Geography, a city of Hindoostan, in Bengal, situated on the western arm of the Ganges, which is here very low in the dry season, about 12 miles from it, and about 150 miles above Calcutta. It was the capital of the Bengal provinces, until the establishment of the British power; and even long after, it was the seat of the collector-general of the revenues, being a more central situation than Calcutta. It is very large, but ill built; and in its plan so very irregular, that it is difficult to estimate the quantity of ground upon which it stands. It is a modern city, and does not contain any magnificent buildings, either public or private; nor was it ever fortified, except by an occasional rampart thrown up round it, on the intrusions of the Maharrats in 1742. It is now decaying, especially since the removal of the board of revenue to Calcutta, in 1771. N. lat. 24° 11'. E. long. 88° 26'.

This city was founded by Jaffier Khan, then called Murshed Culi, who removed the seat of government thither from Dacca, and gave his own name to the new metropolis.

MOORSOON, a town of Hindoostan, in Orissa; N. E. of B assertTrue.

MOORUDE, a town of Hindoostan, in Dowlatabad; 10 miles W. of Carmulla.

MOORISH EARTH, in Agriculture, that fort of earth or foil that is prevalent on moors. It is in general a very fine black mould, sometimes found under a pretty thick sward or grass, but more frequently under mols, or straggling plants of heath. It differs from peat in that it does not stick together, nor has the fibrous roots, or bituminous adhesive quality of it; peat, when dry, becomes hard and firm; this falls into powder. It is of a spongy nature, and ready to imbibe moisture, which adds considerably to its weight. There is commonly underneath it, as under most earths of this kind, a bed of clay, or some sub stance impervious to water; so that the particles of bodies decayed on the surface, not being admitted into the foil, remain upon that surface dry, and increase its thickness, according to the continuance of the cause. When this kind of foil is collected in a place where running water, in rainy seasons, brings with it loam or other rich foils from the neighbouring grounds, it then acquires a greater degree of cohesion, hardens when dry, and resembles the cleaning of ponds more than the former.

But the most considerable foil of this kind is the fort called peat. This is usually full of roots of weeds, and even of trunks and branches of trees and other plants. It always contains a bituminous substance, which renders it very inflammable when dry; at which time it also becomes very hard, though it is quite soft when in the bed in which it lies; being easily cut. It is observed by Mr. Maxwell, "that the whole mass and body of this foil is a dunghill made up of rotten timber, grass, weeds, and often mud washed from the higher grounds about it, by the land-floods; than which there are few richer compots."

It is believed that "the qualities of moorish grounds, especially the moily kind, differ very little from one another in any other respect, than with regard to the better or worse quality of the earthy material which makes a part of their composition, and the difference of their depths. They are more or less spongy, in proportion as this rich material fills up the cavities of the component vegetables, which are preserved from putrefaction by the acid in the water. The lofs spongy, and the more rotten the earthy matter is, the finer it is for the vegetation of any thing planted in, or grown on them."

MOORS. Land, such fort of land as is principally constituted of earth or foil of the moory or mossy kind. These lands are of different sorts according as the earthy stratum is of greater or less depth. Mr. Marshall has observed, that "the foil of the Highlands of Scotland, compared with that of the moor lands of Yorkshire, has a decided preference; unless upon the summits of the higher mountains, and where the rock breaks out at the surface, or where this is encumbered with loose boulders or fragments of rock; the hills of the Highlands enjoying some portion of foil or earthy stratum between a thin coat of moor; while on the Yorkshire hills, the moory earth, generally of a greater thickness, lies on a dead sand, or an infertile rubble without any intervening soil." And "from the fort of general knowledge which he must necessarily have of both districts, he is of opinion, that the Highland hills (apart from the summits of the higher mountains) are of three or four-fold the value of the eastern moor lands of Yorkshire; more especially of the central and southern swells: the narrow tract which hangs to the north between Guishborough and Whithby, is of a better quality; very familiar in foil to the lower hills of the Highlands."

A great part of the moory lands of Lancashire is probably equal if not superior to either of the above, as having more depth and a better sub-foil.

It is evident that the improvement of moory lands must be effected in different methods according to their particular natures, situations, and circumstances. The first thing to be done, in order to the improvement of moory lands, is to divide them into proper inclosures: not only to secure their future produce, but also to have a means of procuring rich earth to cover the otherwise infertile Chelmsford soil on the surface, and give root to the plants which may afterwards be cultivated on them. Then, as the natural produce of this earth is of no value, its surface should be pared off, in order to be burnt. If the depth of the moory earth be not very considerable, the surrounding foils, which make the inclosure, will afford a rich strong foil, which should be spread about three or four inches thick all over the surface. When the clods are burnt, their ashes should be mixed with this new foil. If no proper earth can be got from the ditches, sand or gravel may be used with success. Gravel is singularly beneficial to such lands. The Berne society, which long since recommended this method of improvement as founded on repeated experience, very properly states, that the good effects of the sand and gravel will be considerably increased by a moderate mixture of dung, and that, especially if the ground be intended for ploughing, this covering should be at least a hand's breadth in thickness. Dung alone would undoubtedly be extremely efficacious on all such foils, in which it is remarked to be of longer service than any other; but a farmer can seldom spare a sufficient quantity of it to go far enough unmixed, or indeed for mixing. In this case, other ingredients must be recurred to, though the sand, or gravel, will generally do great things without any mixture. Well preferred ashes will be of excellent service, and so will the rubbish of old buildings, or any other similar sub stance, when mixed with sand or gravel, even of the coarser kind, and incorporated with this naturally rich earth, which, were its real value known, and the proper method of managing it understood, might claim a preference to any other soil. Loam is still better than either sand or gravel. This should be brought on before the fires are lighted to burn the surface of the moor, and should remain in heaps till it can be equally mixed with the ashes. Lime, where it can be had, will also contribute to the mecharating of moory grounds, and is
very effectual in removing the heath of those of the moory kind, as is experienced in Lancashire. The moory earth, thus covered, is fitted for various kinds of crops.

A late practical writer has suggested, in respect to the thinner sorts of lands of this description, that "heath, is a sort of plant that for the most part infects those soils that are of a moory nature, and in which there is but a small proportion of vegetable matter, on account of there being few leaves or other vegetable products, except the heath itself, to be converted into mould; and that the recurrences of this plant are not found to afford improvement to the soil on which it grows, in the way that is experienced to take place from the decay of many other more sarcarine, mucilaginous, and juicy plants. Hence it probably is, that the heathy soils are most foul poor and unfriendly to the growth of useful crops, whether of the grain, leguminous, or grass kinds."

In bringing this sort of land into the state of cultivation— as it has been found from repeated trials, that where the heath is turned down without being removed or completely destroyed, it keeps the furrow-slices from coming into intimate contact with each other, so as to confine and retaining a due degree of moisture, the decomposition and decay of the heath may be quickly effected, and the soil of course in too open and loose a state for the growth of almost any crop; it should be cut as close to the surface of the ground so it can be conveniently done; or, what is probably a better practice, removed, by paring off a very thin slice of the surface ground with it, and then either consumed by means of fire, or applied to such other purposes as may be necessary."

And after noticing the use of long heath in thatching, forming rinces for milk vessels, and in making concealed drains, Dr. Headrick, in a paper in the second volume of Communications to the Board of Agriculture, remarks, "that in the dry spring months it is capable, in many cafes, where it grows high and of considerable cleftness, of being burned without the labour and expence of either of the above operations. But in all cafes where fire is employed, as the staple of soils of this kind is seldom deep, care should be taken that the combustion be not carried to too great a height, so as to prove injurious by consuming the small portion of vegetable material that may be present. The operation of cutting the heath, may be most conveniently performed by an implement of the fcythe kind, only made much shorter and of greater strength, so as not to give way or break by the slices of the stems of the plants."

And that "the heath having been removed in some of these ways, lime in its cauliage or most active state is to be applied in large proportions, either over the whole of the surface before the ground is ploughed, or upon the soil when turned up. The former method is, however, to be preferred, as coming more intimately in contact with the plants, where lime is scarce, and cannot be laid on in large quantities; but where it is plentiful, the employing it in both ways might be more beneficial, by its thus tending more readily to the destruction of the roots as well as the stems of the plants. Where it can be procured, lime should, however, always be put on in large proportions on first bringing heathy or moory soils into the state of cultivation, as little savings in this respect, in the first influence, may often prove highly disadvantageous in the end."

It has been observed by an able writer, that experience has proved that the addition of lime to the ashes of the pared surface operates much more beneficially than if spread in any other manner: and that the larger the quantity the greater the effect, and probably the greater the proportional effect; that is, six chaldrons of an acre will do more than twice the good of three chaldrons: the chemical effect both in neutralizing the acids found in all these soils, and also in destroying the roots left of the spontaneous growth, depending, in some measure, on the effect taking place directly."

A writer in the twentieth volume of the Annals of Agriculture, states, "that eight chaldrons an acre, laid on at once, have converted a moor into meadow worth twenty-five shillings an acre; but the same moor, under one chaldron per acre per annum for eight years, has not been worth seven shillings and sixpence an acre. The effect of lime on all soils long in cultivation is problematical, and does not answer the expense in one in ten; but in new moor lands the effect is prodigious and hardly credible: laid on ling mountains without tillage, without paring, or other operation than merely cutting the ling, and spreading the lime, such moors have been changed from one shilling to twenty shillings per acre; but the quantity has been fifteen or twenty chaldrons per acre." It is, however, noticed, that "the application must always be regulated by the circumstances of the case. Where the expense per acre is forty or fifty shillings, the improvement will ultimately come high. And in order that the calcareous matter may be as intimately as possible blended with the particles of the soil, and thereby exert its effects most extensively, it should be applied over the land in the most perfect state of pulverization, and as equally as it is possible to spread it out. Where the lime is applied with sufficient attention to these circumstances, it generally destroys the heath in a short time, probably in some measure by its powers of attracting moisture from the soils, and combining with the acid alimentant juices of the heath plant, and rendering them incapable of affording that kind of support which is requisite for its healthy growth, as well as by the alteration of texture that is produced in the land, and the caustic destructive action that may take place in consequence of its coming into contact with the roots in that state. This is probable, from its being found to be the most effectual, when laid on such lands in the state of quick-time, though something may no doubt depend on the exsurgents with which moisture is attracted by it in such cafes. After the lime has been applied, especially where the surface has been pared off and confumed by fire, the ploughing should only be flight, so as to blend it and the ashes with the soil, but not to place them at a great depth below the surface of the land."

However, where heathy or moory land has a higher degree of surface wetness, and is not so much over-run with the plant as to prevent its being employed as pasture, it may sometimes, it is observed, be brought into cultivation by merely removing the super-abundant moisture by proper drains, burning the heath in the spring months when suitably dry, and afterwards parching it closely with heeph, so as to keep it from feeding; as in this way, in time, it in some cafes becomes wholly removed from the soil. And when this sort of ground has been broken down and pulverized as much as possible, by the operations of ploughing and harrowing, it should always, while not too stiff, be sown with some sort of clofe luxuriant green crop, such as turnips, peas, and tares, that may be fed off by heeph; but where it has a four quality, and is more stiff, clayey, and adhesive, those plants that strike more deeply into the soil, as beans, Swedish turnips, buck-wheat, rye, and oats of the grey kind. In many cafes too, rape, peas, clover, and vetches, will succeed in a very beneficial manner. But as the principal intention in most cafes of breaking up this sort of land, is that of bringing it in a cheap and expedient manner to a suitable condition, after a grain crop or two, for growing grass, the green crops, of whatever description they may be, should be confused by animals upon
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the ground, especially where the soil is such as to admit them without injury; as in this method, a high degree of fertilization and improvement may speedily be obtained, at little or no expense, from the great benefit the animals receive. If it can be conveniently done, two or more of this fort of crops may be confumed on the land, in the same season with full more beneficial conseqesues. Where the soil is too wet, stiff, and poachy, to admit of this practice, the crops may be drawn or cut, and converted to the feeding of cattle in the house. It has been well suggested in the Annals of Agriculture, that proper cropping "is the keystone of tillage," and that if it be not attended to with great care, the whole of the improvement may turn out disadvantageous.

There is also another method of improving these soils by such crops as the above, which is that of turning them down, when in their most succulent states, by the plough. This may be a judicious and useful mode on the drier and more sandy descriptions of these soils, where they may readily undergo putrefaction and decay, but in the more tenacious forts, and where there is a four disposition that would greatly retard the process, it would seem to be much less beneficial than that of feeding them off by some form of live stock. On the whole it is concluded, that in whatever method they may be brought into the state of cultivation, the process of tillage should not be carried further than the destruction of the healthy or other coarse plants, and the removal of the four and unfriendly disposition of such soils for the growth of useful vegetable productions. They should be then restored as soon as possible to the state of grase or pasture, as that is the proper application of them.

In the Perthshire Agricultural Report, it is stated, that some practical improvers on these thin moory soils pare and burn, then spread the ashes with a little lime, four turnips, to be fed off the first year by sheep, the young year plough again for turnips, and feed them off in the same manner, then lay the lands down with barley and grases feeds. This is, the writer says, the practice on the Nairn estate betwixt Perth and Dunkeld. On the opposite side of the Tay, it is the practice of another improver to plough the moor in the winter, letting it lie in this state all the next summer, ploughing it from three to five times in the following summer, as may be necessary; then to lime and sow oats the third spring, laying down with a crop of barley and grases feeds in the fourth year. Some, with the intention of being more expeditious, begin by trenching through the winter, at the expense of four pounds the acre, for a crop the succeeding spring. This is the practice in the district between Perth and Coupar. Some fuppofe that paring and burning should be practised on the thinnell soils of this fort, when the subfoil is gravel or sand, under the idea that all moory lands should be treated in the same way, and that not a particle of earth can be destroyed by the process, which puts the able writer in mind of boys, who while a tick for a certain purpose, until it be fo worn down that it becomes useless for any purpose whatever. And an opinion of other improvers of moor is, "that the land ought to be ploughed, and lie in that furrow for one year; that against the succeeding spring and summer, it ought to be cut up-ploughed and harrowed, till the clods are reduced, lined the next autumn, drawn in ridges, and ploughed for the feed furrow in spring. This method of reclaiming moors is recommended by a gentleman's factor in Strathforn, and is very similar to the practice betwixt Perth and Coupar. Both have this to recommend them, that the quantity of soil is not diminished, where there seems so little to spare." And Mr. Buchanan of Camllochy, in the neighbourhood of Perth, who has improved upwards of five hundred and fifty acres of new ground of this kind, (which is as much perhaps as any other person in Perthshire has done), "lays lime on the surface in the summer or autumn, and leaves it generally for two or three years, spread in this manner, that it may sink into the ground and mix intimately with the soil. If the land has been well limed, the first crop will be tolerably good; the second heavy; and the land is by this time so well pulverized, that it is easily made for barley and grases feeds the following year. In some cases, he interposes a fallow crop of potatoes or turnips, between the second crop of oats and the barley crop. By this management, he has seen on his new ground, the two first crops of oats remarkably good; the second especially, which exceeded barley an acre. His moors cultivated in this manner, where the ground was high, the heath as tall as a person's knee, and the soil not worth one shilling an acre in its former state, have continued to carry grases crops, and let at between nine and ten shillings of yearly rent, for the space of twenty years, without any future drefling, and without any symptoms of the heath attempting to arise. Farmers may grudge to lose the interest of money laid out in lime, for the two or three years before the land be in crop; but this is a fallacy; the interest is not really lost. The soil is meliorated to such a degree by the top-drefling of lime, that the grases raised thereby does more than repay the interest of the lime. Much expense is also saved by ploughing only once for every crop of oats." The writer further remarks, that if there is a certain barrenness of soil, in which the heath delights; and whenever that barrenness is removed it does not thrive; neither does it thrive in the other extreme of the poor soil, and most exposed situations. To every plant there is a particular quality of soil, a certain degree of moisture, of warmth, and exposure which is natural. Different plants, as well as different animals, have peculiar climates, which are accommodated to their constitution; and even in the same country, one species of plant is found in the valleys and another in the hills; nay, in the same field and soil, if its nature and qualities be changed by cultivation, its productions will change of course. Allow your drains to flop in a field which had once been properly drefled; let it become four, spouty ground, it becomes instantly filled with sifes, rushes, and other aquatics." But "drain and cultivate the same field again; these coarse grasses disappear, and others which are peculiar to dry land succeed in their place. Fold sheep, lead rivulets, or lay enriching manure on the most barren ground, which is not overcharged with water, and the richest carpet of close fine grasses will spring up spontaneously. Remove them before it be fully saturated, and it will gradually return to its former fertility. Were all plants fitted by nature to thrive only in the same circumstances, we should have, at least, half of the globe without any plants at all; what might therefore appear, by superficial observation, to be a mangled in nature, or a defect in the bounty of heaven, is, upon a closer inspection, recognized to be the effect of conglutinated wisdom, and of goodness without bounds. From the frozen tops of the highest mountains down to the bottom of the warmest valleys, every degree of heat and cold, of barrenness and fertility, of wetness and dryness of soil, providence has adapted to the nature of particular plants, which come to perfection where another species could not live; and these various plants are the food of different animals, that no creature might be deprived of nourishment peculiar to its kind." In short, "without entering on that polemical point in agriculture, the food of plants, (which has been long a problem, and will probably remain to be solved by future ages,) we may safely
safely remark, that whatever is their food, they are taught by nature to seek after that food which suits their kind. They uniformly reject other food; and when forced, by the unkindness of man, to accept of food unsuitable to their constitution, they soon decay. It is, therefore, probable, that the food of all plants is not the same; but that some of them prefer one kind of food, and some another, and these in various degrees. At any rate, whatever their natural aliment is, or when the earth is brought by industry to have that aliment, there we uniformly see them making their appearance; and yet we cannot rightly tell how.

There have lately been great improvements made on different forts of moory lands in Yorkshire, where there are immense tracts of moors. In the Agricultural Report of the North Riding of Yorkshire, it is stated, "that an improvement was made upon Lockton moor, about six years since, on a quantity of land of about seventy acres, which would not let for more than 1s. per acre, before it was inclosed. Of this, forty-eight acres were pared and burnt, and found with rape, except about an acre fown with rye; the produce about sixty quarters. The rye grew very strongly, and in height not less than six feet, and was fold, while standing, for five guineas the acre. The land was only once ploughed, otherwise the crop of rape would probably have been much better. One hundred and twenty chaldrons (each thirty-two bushels) of lime were ploughed into the field, which, for want of more frequent ploughing, probably was not of the service it otherwise might have been. Part of the land was afterwards fown down with oats and feeds; the former of which afforded but a moderate crop, the latter a very good one, and has since produced two loads, 120 stones each, per acre. The feeds fown were rye-grafs, rib-grafs, white clover, and trefoil; of thefe, the first succeeded remarkably, the others not so well; potatoes threw very well; turnips not equal to them. A farm-house has been built upon it, which now, along with five acres more of the fame kind of land, is let on lease, at 3cl. per annum. The soil confiited, in general, of bency peat, upon red grit-flone, with a mixture of clay upon lime-flone; this land is, in some places, at a considerable depth, in others, sufficiently near the surface for lime to be burnt upon the premises."

But it is stated "that the greatest and most profitable improvement the reporter has met with, is one made by Richard Simpson, at Samtoft, upon Pickering moors, of which he has given the following circumstantial account. The land was allotted to him on the inclosure of the common of Pickering and Newton. The allotment contained 315 acres, and was situated on the northern verge of those lime-flone heights which border the valley in an east and well direction for above thirty miles, from near Helmley to Scarborough. To the north of this tract of limelone, which, in most places, rises with a gentle slope from the plain of the vale, and bears a breadth of two or three miles, lies the wild, and chiefly uncultivated tract, called Black moor, which cannot contain less than 300 square miles, not one-tenth part of which is in a state of cultivation. The soil of the farm may be classed in this way.

**Clafs 1.**—One hundred acres pretty frong loam, of a moderate depth, upon limelone.

**Clafs 2.**—Seventy acres of a deep sandy foil, with more or less of a red-flone earth intermixed. These two clafes were over-run with heath, or ling, in patches, with brakens (fern), and a tough moily herbage intermixed.

**Clafs 3.**—One hundred and forty-five acres of a black moory foil, covered with an uniform coat of heath, with a few brakens, and here and there a few tufts of bent gras intermixed.

It is suggested, however, that although the upper foil of this laft clafs was nearly alike, confisting of half putrid heath, intermixed, like all the upper foil of the dry part of the moors, with black and grey gritty (chiefly siliceous) sand, and had occasionally, when common, been pared for turf for fuel, yet the sub-foil, in different parts, varied materially; and on that difference of sub-foil he founded his hopes of improvement, and he was not deceived in the event. About 100 acres of this laft clafs, although the upper foil was uniformly black, and in some places two, in others, from that to fix inches thick, yet the foil beneath had every appearance of what, had it been on the surface, he should have called a light sandy loam intermixed with a free-stone gravel, and had, undoubtedly, once formed the upper foil, before the ling or heath had encroached upon and disfigured the other grases, which, in all probability, exilid there: this is a procefs which is going on every day, and has undoubtedly taken place on molt of the borders of the moors to a considerable breadth; for ling will thrive on almost any foil, and remarkably well on a light sandy loam; and being a perennial, and he may add, a permanent plant, retaining its items and branches all winter, and its items generally rising above the surface of snows, its feeds are carried thence by the winds to considerable distances, where being lodged, on the melting of the snows, and vegetating, the ling produced gradually destroys the more tender grases growing in its shade; add to this, the foil produced by the gradual decay of the ling becomes continually more fit for its propagation, and more unfit for the produce of almost every other species of vegetables.

And the remaining forty-five or fifty acres had an upper foil, similar to the laft described, and a sub-foil of a hard-eemented grey fand, of a moft unpromising appearance, as impenetrable to water as the clofeft grained flone, and almost as hard; and, what was worse, this stratum was too thick for the plough to penetrate through it. This is the world species of land he has seen upon any part of the moors; for the produce of any kind of corn, even rye (except in patches), going off before it shoots into ear, although remarkably healthy and vigorous until the period immediately preceding its floating, which he supposes must be owing to its then sending forth roots to derive nutriment from a greater depth, and meeting with this sub-foil totally unfit to afford that nutriment, it withers and dies. This happens alike in a wet or dry feason; and yet even this land, where lime may be had at a moderate rate, may be appropriated to some purposes with benefit to the proprietor; for, when pared and burnt, and well limed, both white clover and rye-grafs thrive on it remarkably well.

It is remarked that he has been thus particular, because being well convinced that there are some thousands of acres on the borders of Black moor, and in patches adjoining several of the small cultivated valleys that run through it, of a foil and sub-foil similar to the hundred acres of the third clafs above described; and as this land, where lime can be had at any reaonable price (as from 3d. to 6d. per bushel) will pay very well for cultivation, being molt of it fit for the produce of either rye, turnips, or oats, at the first, and what is not so, being fown with rye, and laid down two or three years with gras feeds, will then produce turnips and oats; and on all of it, white clover and rye-grafs will succeed remarkably well, particularly the former: if the owners of such lands could be induced, by a more minute exa-
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mination of the foil, and more particularly of the sub-foil, to bring them into a state of cultivation, it would not only be a benefit to themselves, but of public utility; for in their present state, they are worth a mere nothing, not 6d. an acre.

It is added, that entering on the above farm in the year 1787, it was evident, that the nature of the moaty herbage, intermixed with patches of ling, on even the belt of the limestone and sandy foils, indicated paring thin, and burning, as the belt handfast; so indeed he thought, and so in general acted; but being a young farmer, and having frequently heard it asserted, "that to burn foil was to destroy it," he ploughed out ten acres of the belt herbage, and the most free from ling, on the lime-foil, without paring; he may add, that he had sufficient caufe to repent it, for he has not even had one middling crop from it since; and although laid down with feeds, they have by no means so good an appearance as thefoe in the same year on similar foils, although he has expended as much lime and manure on this as on any part of the farm.

And it happened to him likewise, that paring and burning the black moory foil on a good sub-foil, would answer a doubly good purpose; for by paring tolerably thick and burning, he not only changed the worst and leaf putrid part of the foil into good ashes, rich in alkaline salts, but, by so doing, he brought the sub-foil within the reach of the plough, and could, at pleasure, mix it with the remaining black foil, and expose it to the influence of the air and other causes.

It is further stated that he kept, likewise, another object in view, and that was, to begin with a larger proportion of the best and most productive land, and a smaller of the worst, that, by so doing, it might not only pay for its own cultivation and improvement as he proceeded, but that he might get into a better flock of manure. The first year he paréed and burnt 120 acres, viz: eighty of the classes one and two, and forty of classes three. On most of this, three chaldrons (of thirty-two bushels each) of lime were laid on each acre, but on part of it only two; he was induced to do this, because although our present chemical knowledge of the properties and component principles of lime is very confined, and we are utterly ignorant of its mode of acting as a manure, yet it is known that lime and alkaline ashes mutually aßist each other's action, as manures, in a very eminent degree, and that if lime is intended to be used at all in a succession of crops, it is always best to lay it on with the ashes. On such parts of these eighty acres as were got burnt, &c. previous to the beginning of May (about fourteen acres), he fowed oats, with once ploughing, and had a tolerable crop, viz: near seven quarters per acre. He fowed forty acres with rape, with once ploughing, &c., produce, in 1788, 160 quarters, four quarters per acre: the remaining twenty-six acres he sowed with turnips, ploughing once, and had a very good crop, which was eaten on the land with sheep, and was succeeded with oats, above seven quarters per acre.

And the ten acres he had this year ploughed out without paring and burning, were a similar foil to the above eighty acres, most of it classes one. He sowed this with grey peas; produce not a quarter per acre.

But the forty acres of classes three he paréed thick, burnt, and laid on about three chaldrons of lime per acre. Such part of it as had the best sub-foil he ploughed in May, and harrowed and crossed-ploughed the latter end of June, and sowed with turnips, which bring a tolerable good half crop, were eaten upon the land with sheep, and succeeded, 1788, by a crop of oats of from five to six quarters per acre. Being in want of herbage for sheep, he fowed down this field, about fourteen acres, with feeds, along with the oats, viz: white clover, about five pounds per acre, and the common hay-feeds of the country, about five bushels per acre; they came remarkably well: and the year following, this field was almost an entire sheet of white clover. One thing in this field deserves remark: about an acre of it, of as good a foil as any of the reel, was not limed; the consequence of which was, that although not perceptible in the turnip crop, it was very much so in the oats, and still more in the grass-feeds; very little white clover was to be seen: and now, although the other parts of the field have a tolerably good herbage, with a few thinly-flattered small branches of ling coming amongst it, (owing, he supposes, to its not having been long enough in tillage to destroy all the roots of this hardy plant), yet that part of the field unlimited, is nearly desitute of herbage, and covered with heath.

However, about sixteen acres, the other part of this forty, being of a somewhat inferior sub-foil, and the black moory foil of a greater depth, he sowed with turnips, with once ploughing. These were a very poor crop, the bottoms in general not larger than the common hedges crab: they were eat with sheep in the autumn, and the land sown with rye, which produced about two quarters per acre. Grass-feeds were sown amongst the rye, in the spring of 1788, in the proportion last mentioned; they came remarkably well; and the herbage the two following years was almost entirely composed of white clover. The remaining ten acres were of the cemented sandy sub-foil above described. A little turnip seed was likewise thrown upon it, after once ploughing, which produced a few dwarf tops, but no roots that were eatable. These tops, or leaves, were eat with sheep in the autumn, and the land then sown with rye, and with grass-feeds in the spring following, in the same quantities as the last mentioned. Produce of rye, six to eight bushels per acre, and these of inferior quality. The grass-seeds came remarkably well; and even on this foil the white clover, for the first two years, was in far greater quantity than all the other grasses put together. The herbage of these forty acres, being adjacent to the farm-lead, is yet of tolerable quality: but here and there a spring of young heath. He intends, therefore, to plough it out the next spring, and rely it with grass-feeds, after another succession of crops.

The writer proceeded in this manner in 1788, 1789, 1790, and 1791, in which year he had gone over all his farm, except a few acres situated on hill sides, the declivities of which were too steep for ploughing. He consequently paréed, burnt, and limed, as above, but varied occasionally the crops. What, after the experience he has had, he would recommend as the best course for a black moory foil, is to pare, burn, and lime, plough twice, and sow rye in the autumn of the first year: to follow for turnips for the next crop. If a little manure can be had for the fallow, there is a greater probability of the turnips succeeding; and if a scare is not to be had, the lime and ashes, with the melioration of the air the foil has already received, will, he says, render it much fitter for a crop of turnips than it was when newly opened. On these dry light moory foils, the turnips should be constantly eaten upon the land with sheep, and may be succeeded with oats or rye, according to the better or worse quality of the sub-foil. With this first crop, after turnips, the land ought to be sown with feeds, in which white clover and rye-grasses ought to be in the greater proportion; in grasfs, it should lie three, four, or five years, as pasture-ground.
ground; when on being ploughed out again for another succession of crops, as in the manner below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Cost/acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnips</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats with grass-seeds</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnips</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye with grass-seeds</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and on the worst sub-soil, grey peas or rye, then turnips, to be followed with rye with grass seeds; it will generally be found that the soil will be in a much fitter state for the production of these crops, than in the first succession, always remembering to lim the turnip crop, and, if to be had, lay on a little manure likewise. And as no more than two crops ought to be taken for one fallow on any light upland soil, perhaps the best mode of opening out-lands of the description of clays one and two, is to pare, burn, and lay on three or four chaldrons of lime per acre with the ashes, to plough twice for turnips, to eat them on the land with sheep, and to fallow with oats, &c.; and after one or two successions of crops, the land ought to be laid down with grass-seeds, always remembering, whatever the succession, to lay down the first year after a fallow, when, after a few years left, it may be ploughed out again with advantage.

It is concluded that as the lands of clays one and two, and the better sorts of clays three, are brought to an immediate state of improvement, and the profits arising therefrom are evident from the bare inspection of the crops, it will be only necessary to compare the expense and improvement on the worst species of land in clays three. This he rates to be as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost/acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvesting two crops of rye</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six harrowings for ditto</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye-feed, and turnip-feed</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White clover and grass-seeds</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First crop of rye, eight bushels</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop, 12 bushels, at 3s. 9d. per bushel</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So that there will be a loss of 2s. 3d. per acre; but then it is to be considered, that the herbage of the first three years is worth more than 10s. per annum, and that the soil, by the operation of the lime, is in a continual state of improvement; and has every appearance of being worth 5s. per acre to farm. He owns he should not have attempted to cultivate land of the last description, had it not unavoidably fallen within the ring-fence of the farm; and being already enclosed, there was a greater probability of its paying for the improvement.

He states that the great error into which many, in his collection, have fallen, in opening out-land for the first time, is, the ploughing out the tough moss sward without paring and burning; the consequence is, that for the first four or five years there is an almost total failure of crop, and, of course, a want of manure for the next succession. This is done under the mistaken idea that by burning, so much of the soil is almost totally diffipated and lost. Now, although we are in want of experiments to make it evident, that greater proportion of vegetable matter is diffipated in suffering combustion with a slow fire, and in contact with earthy matter, than would be diffipated in the same undergoing putrefaction; yet we know, that as all vegetable soils contain more or less of calcareous earth in its mild state, the subjecting this to the action of fire, must increase its activity as a manure, by bringing it nearer to the state of quick-lime, and that the silicious and argillaceous parts of the soil are not diffipated in burning. Modern chemistry will throw much light on this subject. It has been observed, however, by others, that paring and burning have very different effects, according to surface and soil: it is an expensive operation, and can only be repaid by one or two succeeding good crops. In good soils, no doubt of the propriety; but where ling abounds on a thin soil, with gritty pebbles, they are conversed as much may be done by burning the ling. Ploughing, and letting it lie fix or twelve months, then harrowing, liming, and taking two or three turnip-crops, grass-seeds, and no corn: this should be done by the landowner; no tenant will bear the expense. When land falls into their hands, it is exhausted by crops of grain, and then the land is condemned, as having been good for nothing; whereas, these lands are grateful, when properly laid to grass, and will, by sheep-grazing, arrive, at a future time, to afford profit, and some improvement, under the plough. The firth of these writers is "far from asserting, that a soil will not become thinner by repeated burnings; but he is of opinion, that it will not become so in the degree generally imagined; and he is an advocate for only the first paring and burning of very old fawd, or heath." By others, however, it is said, that "much depends on the situation of the improver of this land: it must be supposed he has a farm of old land, and this new falls by a division of common. In this case, the rent of the new is of no consideration: he can, in September or October, easily spare his ploughs, when he feels little expence in ploughing fifty acres; if it lies even twelve months, where is his loss? It is gaining from the fensons. Crofts-plough and harrow well; the spring following, plough, lime at the rate of two or three chaldrons per acre, not more; turnip, eat with sheep, then break the tough fod; turnip again, without lime: your fod is now acting in part as manure. In the spring, use the same quantity of linc, and fewer grass-seeds. Here is no advantage in having oats; the land is hurt by it. If paring such land was abolished, it would prevent such crops. Ploughing up is flow; but the land is fertilizing, and the fod adds to the soil; and it will be found, in future, grass. He has a proof of this management on a turfly thin soil, within a few inches of land sub-fratta: had this been followed up with oats, he should have got into the land." On this it is remarked, that the above writer "seems to conclude, that if land be pared and burned, corn must be grown thereon. This is not a necessary consequence. If he is going to improve any of these moor lands, the firth considerations are, what does he want to obtain?—Improvement of the land.—By what means can he best obtain that?—By producing the largest quantity of food for sheep.—How is this to be obtained?—By paring and burning, and the use of lime; and by those means, a larger crop of either turnips or rape may be obtained, than by lime without paring and burning; and the better the crop of turnips that is obtained.
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tained the first year, the better the second year; and the bet-
ter the crops of turnips are, the better will the grass be in
the future years.

Various other improvements have been made in this part
of the kingdom, on lands of the moory kinds. It has been sug-
ggested by Mr. Marshall, that in the deep
kinds of moory lands, or those of a morassly nature, after
freeing them from superabundant moisture by proper drain-
ing, the proper means of bringing them into a state of cultiva-
tion, so as to let, at their full value, to ordinary tenants,
are the following:

"The first work, in a large undertaking, is to divide the
feite of improvement into fields, suitable to the farm or farms
in which they are intended to be laid, with ditches running
in such directions as will lead off surface-waters, without the
expanse and incumbrance of deep open drains within their
areas; then to adjust the surface of each field in such a manner
as will shoo off rain-water into the intersecting ditches; in or-
der that, should a fall of rain happen during any stage of the
proces of cululture, the work may not, for any length of time,
be impeded." And that "as the surfaces of lands of this na-
ture are mostly rugged, uneven, and of a loose spongy
texture; this generally renders them unfit for the operations
of tillage without some previous affilience of manual labour.
And when the moory earth, or vegetable mould is deep, and
rises to the surface without any covering of fossil substan-
ces, it requires some length of time to bring it to a texture suf-
ciently firm for the ordinary purposes of aration. Hence
the general principle of improving deep moory lands, which
have not been supplied by nature or art with fossil coverings,
evidently appears to be that of converting them to the state of
profitable herbage, before the production of corn-crops be
attempted." In effecting which, "the process will ever be
the seat directed, by the existing state of the feite to be im-
proved. If the inequalities of its surface are large and
abrupt, the first bulines is to adjust it, so far as to admit of
the operations of tillage, whenever they may be required,
and can be properly performed; as well as to convey off
surface-waters in the way already suggested. And this done,
to pare off the minor protuberances (the tufts and haflocks
formed by particular plants in its watery state), and more or
less of its surface in general, so as to cut off the plants and
flate mould which occupy it; and thus to give a degree of
frethness to the whole." But "if, in a dry feation, the sur-
face is found to be firm enough to bear the tread of cattle or
horses, the latter operation may be done with a paring-
plugh; if not, with a paring-plade, or brest-plugh." And
when, "after the surface has been thus cut over, and the
flate of drynesses of the foile can be ascertained by its colour,
any particular parts appear to be insufficiently freed from
moiture, covered drains may generally be made, at a small
exence, with the fibrous tufts which grow on the surface,
(as with hard materials), and which will lie a length of time
in the land, before they decay." And "the remainder of the
roots and mould, pared off, require to be burnt, their
ashes to be spread evenly over the surface, and to be im-
mediately harrowed, or raked into the fresh mould; to prevent
their being displaced by the wind." When, "in this state of the
process, a fossil substance of almost any kind can be
spread over the ashes at a moderate exence, grains-seeds may
be immediately harrowed, or raked into this covering, and
the surface be left to acquire a fward, without further trou-
bles; continuing to keep the young herbage closely patured
when the season will permit, first with sheep, and afterward's
with heavier flock; until the surface be rendered firm, and
the foile be sufficiently bound together, with the fibrous roots
of herbage, to bear a succeffion of corn-crops; if such
should become advisable." It is added, that "an objection to
this summary way of bringing the ground into the state of
herbage, lies in there being no immediate gross return for the
money expended in draining and cultivation. But to at-
tem to raise corn on a raw moras, or a black peat-mofs,
 malaysia, on spongy vegetable mould, would only be increas-
ing the expenditure, without any certainty of return. Let us,
therefore, look for a productive and marketable crop, that
may be raised with more certainty." It is noticed, that "in
the south-wel quarter of Scotland, potatoes have lately
been raised, even in deep spongy peat-mofs, with good ef-
fect. The practice is to plant them in beds, divided by deep
trenches; more or less dung being used in their cultivation.
Without this it is considered to be in vain to expect a crop." But,
"to a certain extent, in a populous country, where dung and labour are plentiful (the whole being done by
manual labour), this practice is very eligible, and does great
credit to any person who trud it out. For after one or per-
haps two crops of potatoes have been taken, a crop of oats is
obtained. But everything is still effected by manual labour.
And, even with this, a very wet spring, or a cold moit
summer, fecceeded by early frosts, may frustrate the planter's
hopes." Consequendy, "what is most defirable, in this
cafe, is a crop which is fown and reaped in the summer
months; and which requires neither labour nor attendance
during the moit fespons of autumn, winter and spring.
And fortunately, such a crop is, he observes, natural, or
has been long incurred to the climate of this island; and is,
moreover, one of the moit profitable crops in English agri-
culture. This crop is rape-feed; which is not only fown,
but reaped in the very height of summer. And a foil, in
which it is known to delight, is that of reclaimed wattery
lands, in a state of herbage." It is added that he "had
not, however, known it to be raised on crude moory ground,
as a first crop after draining, until he tried it a few years
ago, in the south of Scotland; where a considerable extent
of ground of this nature had been drained, levelled, pared
and burnt, and the ashes ploughed under by a young im-
prover, without a proper plan for carrying on the improve-
ment. He directed part of it to be lowed with rape-feed;
though the season of fowing was then getting too late;
namely, the latter end of July, or the beginning of Au-
salt." And that "the result, notwithstanding this and an-
other unfavourable circumstance which it was too late to avoid
(the land having been laid much too flat for a wister crop),
was such as to prove, sufficiently, that rape-feed may be
raised with profit, as a first crop, on drained moory foile.
And it is highly probable, that many extensive tracts of
lands, which now lie entirely waste, and as nuisances in their
neighbourhoods, may through its means be improved, with
immenfe profit to their proprietors. The experiment may
be tried at a small exence. The cost of the labour and
feed required, for a sufficient trial-ground, is inconsiderable.
The proof is not whether rape will thrive as herbage, but
whether it will nature its seed, on the given foil, in
the given situation. Having received a recompence for the
previous expenses, in one or more rape-crops (for there is no danger, in this cafe, of exhausting the foil, of
impoverithing ten feet deep, perhaps, of vegetable mould),
it remains to lay the foundation of more permanent pro-
fits." And, "this may be done, in his opinion, by fowing grains-seeds, either with, or over, the rape-crop,
or after the fields have been drawn, as fespons and cir-
cumstances may require; continuing to flock the ground,
in the manner already recommended, until the surface be suf-
ficiently.
It is called the moor of Orchill, and the following is a calculation of the expense and profit of covering it with trees:

**Expenses and Profit.**

**Plantation, Drs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To rent of 10,000 acres, at 1s for 80 years, at five per cent. compound interest</td>
<td>519.60</td>
<td>7 13 10 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An earthen fence of 30 miles, six feet high, at 4d. per yard, with compound interest for 80 years, at 5 per cent.</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td>4 1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35,015,400 fir plants, at 1s. 6d. the 1000 of three years old, with compound interest at 5 per cent.</td>
<td>136.10</td>
<td>3 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting ditches done by fix men to an acre, at 1s. 3d. each per day, with compound interest, at 5 per cent. for 80 years</td>
<td>198.86</td>
<td>5 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two foresters, at 30l. each of yearly wages, for keeping the fence in repair, weeding, &amp;c. with ditto interest, at 5 per cent. for 80 years</td>
<td>38.84</td>
<td>9 3 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expenses** | 937.39 | 13 4 1/2 |

**Plantation, Contra Cr.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By 12,205,153 trees, 80 years old, being one-third of the number planted, and valued at 5s. each</td>
<td>3,051.283</td>
<td>5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto number of weeding, taken out before 20 years, and valued at one halfpenny each, with compound interest for 60 years, amounting to</td>
<td>474.055</td>
<td>12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto number of weeding, taken out before 50 years, valued at one penny each, for 50 years, at 5 per cent. compound interest</td>
<td>583.163</td>
<td>5 4 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Balance in favour of planting** | 5,182.343 | 9 0 |

And it is further rated, that "after allowing the value of the weeding to go for back-gone trees, and other contingent expenses, not adverted to, which is surely enough, the profit is beyond conception. And were this plan to be adopted by the proprietors of this or other large moors, larches might be planted in some places, especially along the boundaries of different properties; and wherever the soil or the bleakness of the exposure is thought unfriendly, larches might thrive better than common firs, being the hardiest and the most valuable plants of the two. If there happens to be rivulets, aln would thrive on their banks, and elms, oaks, or beeches on any dry spots of green ground. This variety would remove the dull sameness of the plantation and enliven the prospect. Eight or ten rows of firs, as having of all trees the best shelter, by continuing to any age, feathered to the ground, might be planted next the fence, to defend the whole plantation from sudden gusts or streams of wind. The expense on the plants might be, in a great measure, saved, and the trees rendered more congenial to the climate, by having the seed sowed in the country."

It is added, that "the prime coil of the fir-plant will be 2746l. 3s. which might in a great measure be saved; and of planting 4012l. 10s. of which one-fourth may be saved."
sified. After the first 15 or 20 years, the foresters will pay themselves out of the sale of woodings; and their wages may be sified entirely after the last weeding at 30 years.

And it is suggested, that "everywhere has beheld the astonishing plantations at Cullen-houfe and Monymusk in Aberdeenshire, by the late proprietors of these places, and also by heritors in different parts of the kingdom, who had a taste for improvement and underflood their interest, will see the propriety of turning such moors as this to account. It is not a mere experiment, it is not without precedent, it is no chimera. They have many patterns before their eyes."

And with the view of shewing the expense of this system of improvement on a small scale, it is stated, that "one acre of land at one shilling of yearly rent, by compound interest at five per cent, for the space of 80 years, is worth 48l. 10s. 1½d. The same acre planted with common firs, and weeded down by various thinnings to 11½o, and sold at the end of 80 years for five shillings each, would amount to 20l. And if more valuable timber were planted, it would fetch more. Whenever the land will not let at more than one shilling, or one shilling and sixpence the acre, and is unfriendly to cultivation by the plough, it is by far the best method of turning it to account, to plant it full of trees suited to its nature. Even common firs, in this way, will bring a sum equal to six shillings an acre of yearly rent; and moreover, it is of no small consideration, that the moat barren and bleak moor, by this management, will be rendered perfectly green; and if depurated by sheep, when the trees are cut down, it will remain green, and continue to let at a decent rent." It is farther noticed, that "we were gentlemen of fortune to allot a small sum annually, perhaps from 10l. to 50l., according to their income, for raising plantations on different parts of their estates, the advantage to their heirs and to the public would be incalculable in every point of view. Nor does the writer fea ny solid objection against it. It is in vain to reason with those who will do nothing for politerity, because politerity has done nothing for them; as Swift expresses the argument of the slothfully selfish. The most plausible objection to this reasoning is, "that if all the low moors and other places not of the value of one shilling an acre yearly, and unfavourable to tillage, were planted, the country would be so much overstocked with timber, that it would give no price."

This objection might be got rid of by answering, that so long as the value of an acre in planting was superior to one shilling of yearly rent, even the desire of profit ought to recommend planting; nor ought a generous man to regret, that the public were served in timber at a more moderate price. But this subject claims attention; and the following considerations are submitted to the reader:—if the premises in the objection do not exist, the conclusion, being only hypothetical, must fall to the ground. There is little hope, that all proprietors will plant their moors in one generation, and, therefore, little danger that the country will be overstocked with timber. Their views, their taste, their mode of expenditure, and many of their other habits are so extremely various, that there is no period, in which all or even a considerable number of them will adopt this mode of improvement. And it is added, that "the fir woods on the shores of the Baltic are decreasing so fast, by the continual and growing demand upon them, that they have retired far to the inland parts of these countries; and the navigable land carriage, together with the freight, insurance, and duty, has raised the price 50 per cent. within these few years; and if this goes on, it is difficult to lay to what amount the expense of foreign timber may arife."

If the price become excessive, and that there be no supply of native fir, the improvement of the country, in the article of building, which is so ornamental to it, will become stationary; none being able to afford the expense of lodging themselves comfortably, except the affluent and great. And, "in countries at a distance from water carriage, where there is no pit-coal, and where the moles are altogether or nearly exhausted, the inhabitants must feel the inconvenience of being in want of an article, which is so very necessary to their comfort, unless they have wood to burn. Some counties in England, and many parts of the continent, are in a deplorable condition in this respect. A supply of wood for fuel can never, in these circumstances, be plentiful, without extensive plantations on land, which is unfit for grazs or corn." It is also supposed, that "it is a preamptive proof that this country was warmer, and the temperature of the air more mild, than at present, when our very mountains produced grain. This mildness of the climate was, it is conceived, occasioned by nothing else than the woodinefs of the country at that era.REFIRE, says he, the caufe, and the effect will follow. The more wood there is in a country, in northern latitudes, the more temperate the climate, and the more genial the influence of the air. Add to this, that in point of beauty, there is no comparison between a bleak moor covered with fluted heath, and a waving forest clad with the livery of nature."

It is also flated, that "on the hills of the moor of Orchill, there is a belt of fand, on which broom and furze are growing, particularly on the efl, towards Auchterarder. The foy, in which furze is found, invites the indufly of the husbandman, with an altered prospect of an immediate and abundant return. Where broom grows, the soil is lighter, and has for the most part a gravelly or sandy bottom. The former is a good mould, and fitted for molt crops. The latter is well adapted for turnips and red clover; and after refting a few years, will bear plentiful crops of grain; but having a weaker body than the former, it requires to be tenderly dealt with in cropping. Let not the husbandman be fuprised to fee these plants rise, even at the interval of 50 years or more, after they seemed to have been extirpated; the feet of some plants remain long in the ground, without being deprived of the germ, or vegetative principle. Marle abounds in the country round this moor, and is well calculated to stimulate fuch foils. Nature has indeed provided, in molt situations, some manner that will increase the fertility of the earth. Lime is now carried to that part of the country; and the numberless little rills, which descend from the moor in all directions after rain, would enrich the grals in many places, as may be fecn in every little hollow between the hills. All these act indeed as a stimulus alone, which is moftly the cafe with every species of calcareous earth, of which they are entirely compofed: but when argillaceous earth can be had at hand, it adds to the quantity of soil, strengthens the flamina, binding together the loofe particles of such land as this, and thereby enables it to fiand more frequent tillage." It is further flated by the fame writer, that "from behind Culrofe, al the way to Blairingone, there are feveral tracts of walle and barren moor. The cafl of Dun-}
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land on the verge of the bank east from Aberdalgie to the great road. In the two places last mentioned, trees of hard wood, which are more valuable than firs, would thrive and come to perfection.

And it is properly remarked, that, "in plantations of fir, where the soil is tolerably good, young trees of hard wood, especially oaks and elms, may be put in among the firs, which protect them, and do not much retard their growth by exhausting the soil: but care must be taken to cut down occasionally such of the firs trees as interfere with their tops, by first lopping off their branches, and then laying down the trunk; which practice may be continued until all the firs, thought necessary to be taken away, are felled. In this manner one may have the benefit of almost two plantations on the same ground at once; the young trees being well advanced before the older ones are taken out of their way. This practice is becoming more general every day. In other cases a belt of firs is planted round, to protect other trees in the middle of a plantation, without which precaution the interior trees, in certain situations, would be too much exposed: but this management is left to be depended on, unless the ground be level and the firs somewhat tall before the other trees are planted."

The writer also relates, that, "in the higher parts of the Sheriff moor, near Dunblane, there are near seven thousand acres, calculated only for being planted. The lower parts of this moor are, in some places, cultivated; and the soil being deep, if it were drained, pared, and burnt, might be improved still farther up, on the west side of the moor. The higher parts being planted with trees, and the skirts being reclaimed by tillage and grazes, would be an ornament to a country which is naturally cold and bare." And it is here remarked, that "the vall fir woods already mentioned, which are growing naturally in Rannoch, besides others in Strath- spey and elsewhere in the north of Scotland, are raised much farther above the level of the sea, than any of those places here recommended for plantations of fir. The plantations of Lord Dundonald behind Culrofs, and those on the Knock of Crieff, are thriving on a soil as poor. These instances, and the fine plantation lately cut down at Turcleum, behind Drummond castle, a higher spot than any of them, may open the eyes of men to see what might be done on the Sheriff moor, on that of Orchill, and in similar places, which at present are of very little value."

The writer concludes by suggesting, that, "besides the moor in the Sheriff moor, not here mentioned, there are some other beeching wales, covered with a thin stratum of moss, on a bed of gravel, which produce nothing but heath; one at Comrie, one at Dunira, one at Doune, one near Callander, and in other places. Mr. Drummond of Comrie, who lately purchased Dalgarrofs, has boldly lined off streets and a marketplace through the very heart of the moor, feued out part of the ground, and the new settlers are going on with spirit, to lay on new soil, and otherwise to improve one of the most barren spots in the country; and men will be enabled to live where, a few years ago, fearlessly a sparrow could find subsistence. Such are the effects of industrious under the direction of good fences!"

Further, "the moor in the vicinity of the house of Dunira has been reclaimed some years ago. Mr. Dundas has planted the most barren spots, with a variety of trees suited to the soil; and, wherever there was any depth of earth, the expense of cultivation has been rewarded by extensive and rich fields of grass. The plantations on the flat below will form vine with the waving oak woods on the declivity of the winding hills and in the face of rocks, with which this singular place is surrounded." And also, "in the valleys of the

Seedlaw hills there are several spots of short heath, which are planted; but there are others of a better quality, which ought to be top-dressed with lime or marl, to raise a herd of grazes. This climate in general is too unfavourable for raising much grain; but potatoes and turnips, succeeded by a crop of barley and grasses feeds, might grow in many places, which, at present, are totally neglected."

The different facts of this kind which have been stated, are sufficient tolew the vall advantage that may be derived from this sort of improvement in many parts of moory lands; and others may be seen in the excellent report from which these have been taken, as well as that of Invernessshire. Great improvements of this nature are likewise about to be undertaken by different spirited individuals in Lancafshire. See WASTE LANDS.

MOOY Soil: such a foil as is chiefly constituted of earthy matters of the moor kind. This sort of soil occupies large tracts in some districts, as has been sufficiently seen in the preceding article; which see, as also Soil.

MOORZAN, in Geography, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Damharra; 75 miles N.E. of Segro.

MOORZELE, a town of France, in the department of the Lys, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Courtray. The place contains 3655, and the canton 13,114 inhabitants, on a territory of 721 kilometres, in 5 communes.

MOOSE-DEER, in Zoology, the Cervus Alces, which see. The first mention we find of this remarkable animal, is in a tract of Mr. Joffelyn's, entitled "New England Rarities." That author says, it is a very fine creature, growing to twelve feet high; the horns are extremely beautiful, with broad palms, some of those full grown being two fathoms from the tip of one horn to the tip of the other. The same author, in another work, entitiled "Two Voyages to New England," calls this creature a monter of superfluity; and says, that when full grown, it is many times larger than an ox. What Nell says of this animal feems copied from Joffelyn. But the best account we have of it, is from Mr. Paul Dudley. This gentleman says, that they are of two kinds: the common light-grey moose-deer, called by the Indians *wapoofs*, and the larger black moose. The grey moose is the same animal which Mr. Clayton, in his account of the Virginian quadrupeds, published in the Philosophical Transactions, calls the elk; and this is the creature described in the Anatomical Discoveries of the Paris Academy, under the name of the flag of Canada. Horns of this creature have been sent from Virginia, and called elk's horns: they are wholly the same with those of our red deer, except in size, weighing about twelve pounds, and measuring from the butt to the tip about six feet long. Phil. Trans. N. 444 p. 386. Also vol. vii. p. 447.

Mr. Dudley says, that the grey moose is like the English deer; and that these creatures herd together thirty or more in a company. The black or large moose has been taken, he says, measuring fourteen spans in height from the withers, which, allowing nine inches to the span, is ten feet and a half.

The flag or male of this kind has a palmed horn, not like that of our common or fallow deer, but the palm is much longer and more like to that of the German elk; but it differs from that in having a branched brow-antler between the butt and the palm, which the German elk hath not.

The large horns found fossil in Ireland, have, from their vast dimensions, been supposed to have originally belonged to the black moose-deer; but they, as likewise molt other of the large horns found in this part of the world, must be referred to the elk kind, but of a species different from the O European,
MOO

European, being provided with brow antlers, which that wants. Some of these horns are near twelve feet between tip and tip, and six feet four inches long; and may probably be ranked among those remains which fossilists disfiguring by the title of diluvian. The largest horns of the American moose ever brought over are only-thirty two inches long, and thirty-four between tip and tip.

Mr. Ray mentions, in his Synopsis of Animals, a pair of extremely large sable horns, which he saw in a museum in Suffolk; but he mentions no brow-antlers in these, and therefore probably they, as well as some others preferred in museums, were the horns of the German elk. See Cervus Alces.

Moose Hillock, in Geography, the highest of the chain of mountains in New Hampshire, the White mountains excepted. It takes its name from its having formerly been a remarkable range for moose, and lies 70 miles W. of the White mountains.

Moose Island, a small island on the coast of Maine in America, at the mouth of Schoodic river, containing about 30 families. At the S. end of this island is an excellent harbour, fit for the construction of dry docks.

Moose, or Mooshead, Lake, an irregularly-shaped pond of water in Lincoln county and State of Maine, which gives rise to the easterly branch of the Kennebec river, which unites with the other, above Norridgewock, about 20 miles S. of the lake. It is said to be three times as large as lake George: on the N. and W. of the lake are very high mountains.

Moose River, a river of America that rises in Muskegon lake, and after pursuading a north-easterly course, and receiving, about 12 miles from its mouth, a southern branch, discharges itself into the southern part of James's bay, North America, by the fame mouth with Abitibi river. Moose fort and factory are situated at the mouth of this river, N. lat. 41° 16'. W. long. 81° 51'; and Brunswick house is on its W. bank, about lat. 50° 30'. Beyond Brunswick house is a fall of 50 feet, above which the river is deep and navigable to a considerable distance; the soil and climate above the fall being very good. Also, a short stream in Grafton county, New Hampshire, running north-easterly from the White mountains into Amenia Cobbin river.

MOOSERAI, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 5 miles N.W. of Bahar.

MOOSHEDA, a small circar of Bengal, bounded on the N. by Dinagepur, on the E. by Jangipur, on the S. by Betinoria, and on the W. by Pootola.

MOOSEE, or Moossedeo, a town of Africa, and capital of Gotto; 116 miles S.W. of Tombuctoo. N. lat. 27° 3'. E. long. 0° 16'.

MOOT, a town of Hindoostan, in the circar of Goohd; 18 miles S.W. of Koch.

MOOR, El, a town of Nubia; 35 miles S. of Chaggae.

MOOT-HILLS, in British Antiquities, denote hills of meeting, on which our British ancestors held their great courts. Many of these still exist not only in the British dominions, but also in the Netherlands. They commonly consist of a central eminence, on which the judge and his attendants, beneath was an elevated platform for the parties, their friends, and "compurgators," who sometimes amounted to two or more, and this platform was surrounded with a trench to secure it from the access of the mere spectators.

MOOR, formed either from the Saxon meton, meaning, or from the French moir, ward, in Law, a difficult case or question, argued by the students of inns of court, by way of exercise.

MOOTACHILLY, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 28 miles W. of Terriore.

MOOTAGARA, a town of Hindoostan, in Golconda; 45 miles S.E. of Hydrabad.

MOOTAGOOD, a town of Hindoostan, in Golconda; 5 miles W.N.W. of Combemab.

MOOTA-GONGA, a river of Hindoostan, which runs into the Gonga, or Bain Gonga; 40 miles S. of Bundowrah, in Berar.

MOOTAI, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirar of Cuddapah; 54 miles N. of Gadacota.

MOOTAN, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirar of Hind; 10 miles S.W. of Hufinganbad.

MOOTAPADDY, a town of Hindoostan, in Madura; 10 miles E. of Nattam.

MOOTAPELLY, or MEDITYLLI, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirar of Guntoor, on the coast of Coromandel, at the mouth of a river, which runs into the bay of Bengal; 75 miles S.W. of Malupatam. N. lat. 15° 35'. E. long. 80° 16'.

MOOTER, in the Dock-Yards, the person who forms and smooths the tree-nails for use.

MOOTING, in Law, the chief exercise formerly performed by students in the inns of court; being the arguing of cases, which young barristers practised at appointed times, the better to enable them to undertake the defence of their clients' causes.

Such as, from their learning and standing, were called by the benchers to argue moot-cases, were sometimes called utters barristers; the rest who, for want of experience, &c. were not admitted, were by some called inner barristers. The place where the moot-cases were argued, was anciently called a moot-hall.

In the inns of court there was a bailiff or surveyor of the moots, yearly chosen by the bench to appoint the moot-men for the inns of chancery, and to keep account of performance of exercises, both there and in the house.

MOOTING, the making a tree-nail exactly cylindrical to a given size, called the moot.

MOOTINGY, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirar of Guntoor; 18 miles E. of Guntoor.

MOOT-MEN, in Law, were those who argued moot-cases.

Out of these moot-men were chosen readers for the inns of chancery: where, in term-time, and in vacations, they argued cases in the presence of attorneys and clerks.

MOP, in some counties in England, is the term for what is called the statute in other places; being the time that young persons who intend themselves for servants, meet at some certain place, in order to be hired into services.

MOPAR, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 40 miles S.W. of Ongole.

MOPEHA, a low uninhabited island in the Pacific ocean, near Otaheite, and W. of Murray. See Howe's island.

MOPENDA, a province of the kingdom of Anziko.

MOQUEGNA, a town of Peru, in the diocese of Arequipa; 70 miles S. of Arequipa. N. lat. 17° 20'. W. long. 70° 50'.


Gen. Ch. CaL Perianth inferior, of one leaf, turbinate, internally villous, with five roundish, acute, marginal segments.
ment. Cor. Petals five, roundish, inserted between the segments of the calyx. Stam. Filaments numerous (about 40), inserted into the calyx, capillary, longer than the corolla; anthers roundish, incipient. Pijl. Germin roundish, hairy, in the bottom of the calyx; style lateral, from the base of the germin, ascendent, as long as the filaments, hairy in its lower half; stigma obtuse. Peric. and Seeds unknown.


M. guianensis Aubl. t. 208.—A tree, found by Aublet in the forests of Guiana, flowering in May. The trunk rises to the height of 50 feet, with a thick reddish bark. The wood is white, not compa. Leaves alternate, four to seven inches long, and two or three broad, elliptical, pointed, entire, smooth, and shining, with one rib and several transverse veins. Footstalks short and thick. Flowers white, in axillary and terminal clusters, whose stalks are triangular. Aublet saw nothing of the fruit, nor of the advanced germin, but analogy leads us to presume it a single-seeded drupa. No mention is made of any particular uses or qualities of this tree, which the above author calls in French Moguiler; perhaps a translation of the generic name.

MOQUIS, or Moquiabos, in Geography, a savage tribe, who inhabit the centre of the Mother chain of mountains, in the part of America bordering on New Mexico. They were formerly converted by the Franciscans: but they have since killed all the missionaries and abjured the Christian faith.

MOR, a town of Arabia, in Yemen; 11 miles E. of Loheia.—Aflo, a town of Arabia, in the mountains; 15 miles N. of Hagez.—Aflo, an island of Denmark, in the gulf of Lymfiord, sixteen miles long and six wide; containing a town and several villages.

MORA, a town of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo; 22 miles N.W. of Evora.—Aflo, a town of Spain, in New Castle; 16 miles S.E. of Toledo.—Aflo, a town of Spain, in the province of Catalonia, on the Ebro; 18 miles N. of Tortola.—Aflo, a town of Sweden, in the province of Dalecarlia; 55 miles N.W. of Falcon.

MORABAD, a town of Hindostan, in Agimere; 50 miles S. of Koopnagar.

MORABEL, a town of the island of Ceylon; 28 miles N. of Trincomal.

MORABIN, JAMES, in Biography, a man of letters, and secretary to the lieutenant-general of the police in Paris, was a native of La Flèche, and died in 1762. He published "A Translation of Cicero's Treatise on Laws," and of the dialogue on orators generally attributed to Tacitus: "Histoire de l'Exil de Ciceron," which has been translated into English: "Histoire de Ciceron," 2 vols. 1745. This work appeared nearly at the same time with that of our own countryman Dr. Middleton on the same subject, and shared with it in reputation: "Nomenclator Ciceronianus," and "A Translation of Boethius de Consolatione." MORACA, in Geography, a river of Albania, which runs into the lake of Scutura; 10 miles N. of Antivar.

MORAD DUGH, a mountain of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Natalia; 30 miles S.W. of Kuitaja.

MORAD SIUL, one of the branches of the Euphrates, that rises 20 miles E. of Dadjin, and joins the other branch 45 miles S. of Arzangia.

MORADGUNGE, a town of Hindostan, in Oude; 13 miles S. of Azimgur.—Aflo, a town of Hindostan, in Allahabad; 30 miles N.N.W. of Allahabad.

MORIÉA, in Botany, a name given by Miller, from whose Dictionary, ed. 8, Linnaeus adopted it in the sixth edition of his Genera Plantarum, in honour of Robert More, eq. of Shrewbury, said, by the author first mentioned, to have been "well skilled in the science of botany, and also in other parts of natural history." This is all we ever heard of his claims to the above distinction. Thum. the first printer of Morea was designed to commemorate Dr. Moræus, the father-in-law of Linnaeus, who wrote on the Aequum Napoleon, for whose sake perhaps Linnaeus the more readily admitted this name. For the same reason we may willingly retain it, in case the pretensions of Miller's friend should be deemed equivocal.—Linn. Gen. 27. Schreb. 26. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. i. 240. Mart. Mill. Diff. v. i. 24. Ker (Gawler) in Sims and Kon. Ann. of Bot. v. i. 238. Att. Hort. Kew. ed. v. i. 110. Juff. 58. Lamarck Uppi. t. 31. Genett. t. 13. Thumb. Diff. 6. (Vicefemale). De la Roche Diff. 14. Redout. Lill. i. 1. 42.)—Cladis and order, Triandria Monogynia, or rather Monadelphia Triandra. Nat. Ord. Enfres, Linn. Iridis, Juff.

Gen. Cal. Spatha of two valves, involute, permanent. Cor. regular, of six petals, spreading, the three alternate ones considerably smaller, sometimes ascending. Stam. Filaments three, awl-shaped, more or less united, above the base of the petals into a tube, erect; anthers vertical, erect, oblong, clawed at the base. Pijl. Germin inferior, oblong, more or less cylindrical; style cylindrical, short; stigmas three, spreading each with a petal-like, oblong, somewhat dilated, cloven appendage, presifed against each filament. Peric. Capsule oblong, angular, of three cells and three valves. Seeds numerous, orbicular, depressed.

Eff. Ch. Corolla regular, of six petals, superior; the three alternate ones much smaller. Stigmas erect, with a petal-like appendage. Stamens united. Capsule with many seeds.

We have already, under the article Iris, adverted to the difficulty of distinguishing that genus from Morea. They agree in their petal-like stigmas, except that in Morea this, as well as the filaments, are more erect. Morea appears to us distinct in having six separate petals, without a tube, and the stamens united above the base of those petals, into more or less of a tube. The Viciafexia of some authors is separated from them by Morea, because the filaments are united more completely; but there are so many gradations in the degree of union, that we cannot think of the distinction just. Several plants have been referred to Morea by Mr. Ker, and by the late Mr. Dryander in Hort. Kew, which, though we dissent unwillingly from such authorities, we cannot but remove to Syringchium, because of their nearly equal, and all alike spreading, petals, and narrow stigmas; their filaments also being perfectly monadelphous. There are Morea virgata; Jacq. 12. Rare. t. 228. M. elegans; Jacq. Hort. Schoenbr. v. i. 12. M. petalata; Curt. Mag. 1695. M.edita; Jacq. 12. Rare. t. 226. Wildenow has fifteen species of Morea; Thunberg, in his Differtation on the genus, published in 1787, has twenty-one; but several of each do not correspond with the above characters. Mr. Ker enumerates twenty-six in the Annals of Botany, and there are eighteen in the new edition of Hort. Kew. Linnaeus mentions but two in his Sp. Pl. but there are twelve in the 14th edition of Syll. Veg. chiefly derived from the Supplementum, being mostly borrowed from Thunberg.

Examples of Morea are M. tridentata. Sword-leaved Morea. Linn. Mant. 28. Act. n. 18. Curt. Mag. t. 693. Redout. Lith. 45.—Leaves equitant, sword-shaped, perennial. All the petals spreading, nearly of equal length; the alternate ones much narrower.
narrower. Native of the Cape of Good Hope. Miller cultivated it in 1758, and figured it in his *Leaves*, t. 239, f. 1. This is the *Irises compresa* of Thunberg, Linn. Suppl. and Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 1. 230, as Mr. Ker justly observes, and as we find by a specimen from Thunberg. The habit is more like an *Iris* than molt of the present genus. *Root* tubrous, perennial, tufted. *Stem* twelve or eighteen inches high, ascendent, compressed, smooth, often bent, butightly leafy. *Leaves* numerous, chiefly radical, as tall as the stem, sword-shaped, dark green. *Flower-flasks* clothed with several clefylindrical sheaths. *Corolla* white, two inches broad, the three petals marked at the base with a yellow oblong spot. Filaments generally quite dif

M. pascuana. Peacock Moreza. Ait. n. 3. Curt. Mag. t. 1247. (Iris pascuana; Linn. Suppl. 98. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 1. 238. Jacq. Hort. Schoenbr. t. 10. Andr. Repof. t. 364.)—Smaller petals with an awl-shaped incurved point; larger nearly orbicular; all dotted at the base. Stem mostly simple, hairy as well as the leaves.—Native of the Cape. Introduced by Grimwood and Co. into England about the year 1790. *Alt.*—The leaves are long, very narrow, flattened and hairy, as indeed is the whole herb. *Flower* of a deep rich orange, the petals all dotted towards the base: the larger ones marked with a green and purple eye-like spot, of great beauty. The *filaments* are united almost all the way up, so that this species is by Descandole referred to *Vitexvica*.

M. tripetala. Three-petal-like Moreza. Ait. n. 4. Curt. Mag. t. 202. (Iris tripetala; Linn. Suppl. 97. Jacq. Ic. Rar. t. 221.)—Three alternate petals minute, linear, sometimes wanting. Procured from the Cape in 1802, by E. Woodford, eq.—A delicate, slender, smooth species, much resembling an *Iris* of the bulbous tribe, in the position of its style, and long linear claws of the larger petals, but distinguished from that genus by monadelphous *flamines*, and the entire want of a tube to the corolla. From the rest of its own genus it differs in having very small, linear, feebly recurved inner, or alternate petals, which are often altogether wanting. The colour is pale blue, purplish, or pink, with a yellowish dark-edged eye on the three large petals.

M. edulis. Eleufent-rooted Moreza. Ait. n. 8. Curt. Mag. 613, 1238. (M. vegeta; Jacq. Ic. Rar. t. 224, but not of Linn. and M. fugax; Jacq. Hort. Vind. v. 3. t. 20. Iris edulis; Linn. Suppl. 98. I. longifolia. Schwefl. Ic. t. 20. Andr. Repof. t. 47.)—Lower leaf extremely long. Petals all widely spreading; the alternate ones oblong, about half the size of the others. Filaments distinct.—Very common and abundant in various places at the Cape of Good Hope. Th ump. Diff. 31. The bulbs are eaten, chiefly by the Hottentots. The one or two radical leaves are twice or thrice the height of the stem, which bears two or three very pretty flowers, usually purplish, with a yellow eye on each larger petal, but sometimes the whole flower is pale yellow, with a few darker speck.

Some species, with a long tube to the corolla, appear to us improperly referred to this genus, as belonging, on that account, to *Iris*. Such as *M. longiflora*, Ker. in Curt. Mag. t. 712. Ait. n. 91. a dwarf species with golden flowers; and *M. Syfrinichum*, Ker in Ann. of Bot. v. 1. 241. Ait. n. 15. (Iris Syfrinichum; Linn. Sp. Pl. 59. Sm. Pl. Graec. Sibth. v. 1. 30. t. 42. Redout. Lilliac. t. 29. Syfrinichum purpureum et minus; Ger. em. 103.)—This last is a native of various parts of the south of Europe. Its *bulbs* are said to be valuable. The *filaments* seem united to the *style* rather than to the *corolla*, in Mr. Bauer's drawing in Pl. Graec.; but Ventenat describes them as connected with the *corolla*, and separate from each other, which is as they should be in an *Iris*. We have never seen a fresh specime.

MORGA, in *Gardening*, affords plants of the bulbous-sterous-rooted herbaceous flowering perennial kinds, of which the species cultivated are the iris-petalled morza (*M. iris-petala*); and the iris-like sword-shaped morza (*M. iridio-
dides.*)

Method of Culture.—These plants are all capable of being increased either by seeds, offsets, or parting the roots, which should be performed in August, in all the methods; the seeds being sown in small pots, and plunged into a bed of old tanners' bark under a common frame. It is chiefly sown for the sake of raising new varieties. It should be noticed likewise that the plants require the shelter of a frame in winter, being apt to draw up weak when placed in the dry flore. Where they can enjoy the free air in winter, when the weather is mild, and be secured from frost and hard rain, they flower and ripen their seeds better than with more tender management. In summer they should be fully exposed to the open air till the approach of autumn, when they should be removed into the shelter of the frame.

All of these afford variety among other perched plants in the greenhouse, and other collections.

MORAGATCHA, in *Geography*, a town of Bengal; 18 miles S. of Calcutta. N. lat. 22° 27'. E. long. 88° 18'.

MORA, is the name given at Otaheite, in the South-Sea, to their burying grounds, which are also places of worship and sacrifice. This is a pile of stone raised pyramidically upon an oblong base or square, two hundred and sixty-feet long, and eighty-seven feet wide. On each side is a flight of steps; those at the sides being broader than those at the ending, so that it terminated not in a square of the fame figure with the base, but in a ridge, like the roof of a house. There were eleven of these steps to one of these morais, each of which was four feet high, so that the height of the pile was forty-four feet; each step was formed of one course of white coral stone, which was neatly squared and polished; the rest of the masts, for there was no hollow within, confined of round pebbles, which, from the regularity of their figure, seemed to have been wrought. The foundation was of rock-itoones, which were also squared. In the middle of the top flood an image of a bird, carved in wood, and near it lay the broken one of a fish, carved in stone. The whole of this pyramid made part of one side of a spacious area or square, 360 feet by 354, which was walled in with stone, and paved with flat stones in its whole extent. About a hundred yards to the wall of this building was another paved area or court, in which were several small stages raised on wooden pillars, about seven feet high, which are called by the Indians *cattuss*, or *cattuss*, and seem to be a kind of altar, as upon these are placed provisions of all kinds, as offerings to their gods. Some of them were seen whole logs, and on others the skulls of above fifty, besides the skulls of many dogs, and of human sacrificial, which are taken up after they have been several months under ground. The principal object of ambition among the natives is to have a magnificent morai. The male deities, for they have them of both sexes, are worshipped by the men; and the female by the women; and each have morais to which the other sex is not admitted, though they have also morais common to both. Hawkesworth's Voyages, vol. ii. p. 166—239. Cook's Third Voy-

MO-RAISAH, in *Geography*, a sea-port of Africa, in the kingdom of Tunis, with a small harbour, in the bay of
of Tunis, anciently called “Maxula,” 24 miles E.S.E. of Tunis.

MORALS, any thing relating to the manners or conduct of life.

Besides the theological virtues, as faith, hope, charity, &c., there are also moral virtues; as justice, temperance, &c.

Moral Action, or Act, is such as render the agent good, or evil; and, consequently, rewarded, or punishable, because he does them. See Action.

Moral Cause. See Cause.

Moral Certainty, or Assurance, is used to signify a very strong probability; in contradistinction to a mathematical demonstration. See Certitude.

Moral Education is that branch of education which respects the moral or active principles of the mind, considered in distinction from the intellectual powers. By moral education we understand that series of means by which the affections and dispositions are cultivated, regulated, or restrained; and by which the moral sense or conscience is directed, enlightened, and invigorated.

Intellectual and moral education in various ways coincide with each other. There is, indeed, no doubt, that a very high degree of intellectual, is consistent with a low degree of moral culture; and, on the other hand, great excellence of character is often found, where there has been no opportunity for the higher exercises of the understanding. Nevertheless, the noblest heights of moral excellence can only be attained, where the intellectual principles receive a suitable cultivation. The mind is requisite, not merely to treasure up the stores of literature and science, but to prefer, for future use, and to recollect, the dictates of moral wisdom, and the results of moral experience. The habit of observation is essentially necessary to trace out the effects of our conduct on the happiness of others. Without the habit of attention, the lessons of the moralist, in whatever form delivered, will have only a momentary influence on the heart. Without the power of calling off the mind from the external impressions, the higher and more refined motives would have little effect in regulating the conduct. If the imagination be neglected, so as to become incapable of carrying the mind out of the range of the objects of memory or actual sensation, benevolence will lose some of its most powerful stimuli, and the efficacy of religious functions will be materially impaired. Without a proper cultivation of the judgment and the reasoning powers, the dictates of moral sense will often fail in correctness; the consequences of actions will be incorrectly appreciated; the reasonings of the moral instructor will not be understood; and the mode of carrying into effect the purposes of wisdom and benevolence, will be frequently mistaken. To neglect the cultivation of the intellectual powers, from the idea that they are unnecessary to worth of character, would then be acting upon very erroneous principles. If the moral sense is fairly analysed, it will appear that it is in part founded upon the exercise of these powers; and that, in a great variety of instances, it implies their operation. As long as we give the judgment the supremacy among them, and cultivate the rest with a view to it, we need not fear that we should injure the moral culture of the mind.

We are fully aware, (and it is a consideration which must delight every heart in which there is a spark of philanthropy,) that by the wise conduction of our nature, happiness is made to depend much more on a proper regulation of the affections and dispositions, than upon the cultivation and refinement of the intellectual powers; and that the former may attain a high state of purity and worth, without eminence in the latter: but we conceive also, that it cannot be denied, that to make right affections extensively efficacious in promoting the good of mankind, considerable cultivation of the understanding is absolutely necessary; and with the same degree of heart, he will be the happier man, as well as the more useful member of society, whose mind has acquired the highest degree of correctness and comprehension. A well regulated understanding is a most important aid in tracing out the principles of morality, their mutual connections and dependencies, their extent and their consequences. He whose mind has been well trained and disciplined, will be best able to understand the evidence of important truths which do not lie within the reach of sense; he will be better capable of forming, and the way they are to be employed for the improvement of himself and others.—The pleasures of imagination, says the great Hartley, “are the next move above the sensible ones, and have, in their proper place and degree, a great efficacy in improving and perfecting our natures. They are to men, in the early part of their adult age, what playthings are to children; they teach them a love for regularity, exactness, truth, simplicity; they lead them to the knowledge of many important truths relating to themselves, the external world, and its author; they habituate to invent, and reason by analogy and induction; and when the social, moral, and religious affections begin to be generated in us, we may make a much greater progress towards the perfection of our natures, by having a due flock, and no more than a due flock, of knowledge, in natural and artificial things, of a relish for natural and artificial beauty.”

—Besides, the stores of science and literature in various ways contribute to promote the ends of benevolence, and they are often eminently subserve, even to the interests of religion. Among the objects of philosophical research, this is peculiarly the case with the various branches of natural history and philosophy, and all that respects the practical laws of the human mind; and we should be induced to follow up this idea a little at large, if we had not already said as much perhaps as is requisite for our present object, near the close of the article Intellectual Education.

The moral culture of the mind is, in like manner, of great importance, even with a view to its intellectual culture; and this in several ways. It is almost impossible for a person to be at all conversant in education, without perceiving how much the progress of the mind in the acquisition of knowledge, and still more in the development and improvement of its various faculties, depends upon the dispositions. The affections, when wisely directed and regulated, afford powerful motives to the due employment of those means by which the culture of the understanding is to be effected; and the ill-direction of the affections not only operates to the loss of those valuable excitations, but throws positive impediments in the way of improvement. Pride, perverseness, and obstinacy, the eager or indolent desire of self-gratification, all directly tend to impede the mental progress. Vanity, in youth, we are not disposed to regard with too fustisious an eye; for it is then only the excess of qualities which are of eminent value; but pride commonly presents an effectual bar to improvement, so far as depends upon individual efforts. Perverseness and obstinacy, as long as they continue to have power, materially interfere with the cultivation of the judgment, and thwart the endeavours of those who would guide the mind in the paths of knowledge. And that desire of self-gratification, which, even at an early period, makes the difficulties of intellectual acquirements burdensome and disappointing, has often destroyed the vigour of body and mind, and blasted the fairest hopes of eminence. (See also Intellectual Education, columns. 7, 13, 15, &c.) Again, truth is most easily discerned, especially in the extensive and mult...
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most important departments of moral science, where the understanding is not clouded with those prejudices which habitual candor would dispel; where a rational, not depressing, humility enables it to perceive its own deficiencies, and lead it to seek for farther light; where the love of truth is a ruling feature, and will not allow it to listen to the suggestions of indolence, but urges it to press forward whenever important truth is to be obtained, and keeps it from those departures from the straight forward road, which an unrestrained attachment to its own theories is constantly producing.—Thus, again, the means employed for the moral culture of the mind, will necessarily bring into exercise the intellectual powers. Among a large proportion of the community, there are the chief sources of intellectual culture; and, indeed, with the exception of those derived from the usual employments of life, we may justly say they are their only sources; and wherever they are judiciously employed, they cultivate the judgment and the reasoning powers; they increase the comprehension of the mind, exercise its attention and abstraction, and certainly go hand in hand with the best objects of literary and scientific pursuits, in their effects upon the understanding in general. We shall never be found among those who depreciate the importance of literature, or of physical science; but we have no doubt that the effects upon the intellect, of the well-directed pursuit of religious knowledge, (to let out of view the higher departments of mental and moral science,) are not inferior to those of literary and scientific pursuits, in cultivating those mental habits and powers, which are of the greatest importance in the conduct of life, in promoting the happiness of the individual, and his benefit to others. The laborious clades of the Scotch afford a striking illustration of this truth. During a large portion of the time in which they have manifested the acuteness and penetration of thought, the solidity of judgment, and the habits of reflection for which they have been justly so much noted, these qualities have been chiefly brought into exercise by their religious culture. And we have no hesitation in saying, more generally, that the pursuit of religious and moral science, has been an eminent means of promoting the intellectual improvement of our species. The powers of the mind have had a most important exercise while engaged in it; and the activity, depth, and, frequently, accuracy of research which it has produced, have often, either directly or indirectly, been efficacious in extending the limits of human knowledge on other subjects. And we believe it to be a fact, which is abundantly well authorized by experience, that the well-directed pursuit of moral and religious truth, has the most happy effect in increasing the vigour and comprehension of the mind; and that numerous influences have occurred, in which such pursuits, under the guidance of good sense, and stimulated by right dispositions, have most materially cultivated accuracy of judgment and extension of views, and have produced a degree of sublimity of soul, which is altogether out of the reach of those who reit with secondary objects merely, however important these may be in themselves and in their connections. Once more, the moral culture of the mind aids the intellectual, by leading the mind, in its choice of objects of pursuit, to those which, while they are most beneficial to mankind, have, at the same time, the direct tendency to bring into exercise the powers most important to the right conduct of life. Some of the foregoing remarks more immediately relate to that stage of the mental progress, in which the work of self-education begins; but we believe they may lead the parental instructor to some useful conclusions; and we wish to add, that those whose names rank the very highest in the departments of physical and mental science, Bacon, Boyle, Newton, Locke, and Hartley, were men whose minds were under strict moral regulation; and those who trace out its effects on their labours and pursuits, will probably agree with us in opinion, that they owed much of their comprehension of mind, discernment, and penetration, to their moral culture. “Some people have a notion,” says Mils Edgeworth, “that the understanding and the heart are not to be educated at the same time; but the very reverse of this is perhaps true: neither can be brought to any perfection, unless both are cultivated together.” Pract. Ed. ch. x.

Our readers will have perceived, that in moral, we include religious education. We are not aware how either those who acknowledge the divine authority of the gospel, and their consequent obligation to make its principles and precepts its rule of life, or those who have studied in the schools of religious philosophy, and discovered that religious principle and religious affections constitute an essential part of moral excellence, can hesitate in considering the cultivation of them as a part of their duty. We feel ourselves fully borne out by the founded views of mental philosophy, as well as by the laws of Christianity, when we affirm, that those principles of action which respect the Supreme Being, are, in themselves considered, of the highest obligation,—that they afford the most beneficial regulation to all the inferior principles of our nature,—that they give stability and refinement to those affections and dispositions which are themselves component parts of human duty,—and that, in proportion as they acquire their due extent and influence as primary motives, the moral character is improved and exalted. Regarding the cultivation, therefore, of the religious principle, as a most important branch of education, we should feel it a dereliction of duty, if, on this occasion, we did not lay before our readers our views as to the mode by which it is to be effected. In doing this, we are aware of the delicacy of our ground; and while we endeavour to bring forward those general principles of religion, in which we should supposse all agree who acknowledge with us the divine origin of Christianity, we shall scrupulously aim to fler clear of all those controverted points of doctrine which at present so much aggravate the public mind. We solicit from those of our readers who may have been too much accustomed to separate religion from morality, to give our remarks a candid perusal; and perhaps for the cultivation of those dispositions which respect the social and private duties, we may be able to afford them some hints: but as our system of morality is Christian morality, we apprehend that they will perceive indications of our radical principle in almost every part of what we have to offer. We earnestly wish to lead parents, and others who are concerned in the early stages of education, to take as much pains to give the mind right biasses, and to cultivate the rudiments of right affection, respecting religious duty, as to give habits favourable to the pursuit of literature and science, and to the exercise of the social and private virtues.

We shall be led to enter more at large into the justification of our views as we proceed; but we may take this opportunity of reverting a little to some remarks which we made in the 9th and 10th columns of Intellectual Education. In reference to the incomparable elementary works of Mils Edgeworth, we spoke of “their striking and much-to-be-lamented deficiency in every thing like religious principle;” and, with the same general view, we expressed our opinion, that her work on education is “essentially deficient.” With respect to the latter, we do not mean to say that the authors of Practical Education had not a full right to chose for themselves what objects of education they would attend to; and, as we have already intimated, we are fully aware of the extreme difficulty of writing on the subject of religious education.
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education, so as to be satisfactory to all parties; but when they declined it altogether, it would surely have been desirable to state, that it was from no want of conviction of the supreme importance of religion, and the necessity and duty of early religious culture, but from the apparent impossibility of adapting their observations to the generality of those who might advantageously employ their remarks on moral culture. Prefixed to the second edition of Practical Education, we do indeed find some remarks in reference to Mr. Pictet's Strictures on their silence respecting religion. "Children usually learn the religion of their parents; they attend public worship, and both at home and at school they read the Bible and various religious books, which are of course put into their hands. Can any thing material be added to what has already been published on this subject? Could any particular system meet with general approbation?" But surely this refers solely to religious instruction. Reflecting the bulk means and degrees of communicating religious knowledge, it is perhaps impossible to lay down any plan that will be generally acceptable or practicable: but the communication of religious knowledge is not the most essential part of religious education. The authors of Practical Education, in too intimate an acquaintance with the nature of the affections in general, to authorize the supposition that they can imagine religious affections can spring up in the mind without cultivation; or that religious principles can be formed, without the use of means analogous to those by which the disposition to obedience, the love of truth, and the social affections, are produced and cultivated in the heart. Where found views of the nature of the mind prevail, the only point is, whether religious affections and principles constitute a part of our duty; if they do, there can be no question but that, to give them their due influence and stability among our principles of action, the cultivation of them must be begun early, before the mind is pre-occupied, before it is riveted on the objects of fashion, or the subordinate pursuits of the imagination and self-interest. And we should have rejoiced at a work which displays so much soundness and strength of moral principle, and which affords such excellent instructions respecting the regulation of the temper, the formation of the habits of obedience and veracity, and the cultivation of the social affections, had also contained some directions that might have affiliated parents, anxious to discharge their duty to their children to their full extent, in ascertaining how they were to produce, exercise, and regulate those other affections, which, when become habitual, and made the actuating motive of the conduct, contribute in so eminent a degree to the present and future happiness of the individual, and to his progress in every department of moral excellence. It would have been well if the authors had, for the benefit of others, registered the results of their own experience, relative to the manner of cultivating those religious principles, which, under all the varieties of Christian faith, cannot be regarded as otherwise than essential to the discharge of Christian duty. It might have dissuaded some, who rate low the importance, or rather the necessity, of religious principle; and it might have furnished the bigot with the opportunity of finding out deficiencies in the authors' creed, because they had not taught the peculiarities of his own; but no judicious person of the first class would have been prevented from deriving from their more general observations, that information on education which their work is so eminently calculated to communicate; and as to the latter class, we believe they must be allowed to go on in their own way, for it is seldom practicable to enlighten the judgment, where religious bigotry gains an absolute sway. In these remarks we are not without a view to our own justification, and that of other writers, who at present or in future may pursue the same track, if indeed justification is required for contributing a little towards the furtherance of the most important objects of education.

But it would be injustice to the authors of Practical Education, not to add, that at the close of the advertisement to their second edition, they state that they "continue to preserve the silence upon this subject which they before thought prudent; but they disavow, in explicit terms, the design of laying down a system of education, founded upon morality, exclusive of religion." And to the fame purpose is a letter which we have recently received from Mr. Edgeworth, in which he enters somewhat more explicitly into the subject. After expressing himself in very favourable terms respecting our preceding article on education, and the manner in which Practical Education has been discussed in it, he adds, "I must, however, regret that an error pervades the whole, which has been adopted by most of our critics, and which we most earnestly deprecate,—the imputation of disregarding religion in education. In the French translation of Practical Education, this subject is discussed in the preface, and I beg from your justice, that some occasion may be taken of entering our protest against this charge. In a book written by Mifs Edgeworth and me, called Professional Education, we hope that under the chapter 'clerical education,' we have evinced a proper sense of the clerical character, and an enlarged view of religious function. We wrote this chapter for the clergy of the establishment, to which we belong; but our views in Practical Education were not confined to any sect or nation. Our private tenets are of little consequence to the public; but we are convinced that religious obligation is indispensably necessary in the education of all descriptions of people, in every part of the world."—"We dread fanaticism and intolerance; while we wish to hold religion in a higher point of view than as a subject of exclusive possession, or of outward exhibition. To introduce the awful ideas of God's superintendence, upon puerile occasions, we decline. At the same time we have not presumed to blame others for acting upon a different persuasion—I have the honour to be a member of the board of education in Ireland. My opinions on the subject of national education appear in our reports. By them I hope I shall obtain the justice due to me on this subject; and that it will appear that I consider religion, in the large sense of that word, to be the only certain bond of society." Mr. L. does not give us express permission to use his letter in the manner we have done; but it appears the surest way to avoid further error; and we confidently hope for his excuse, if we have gone beyond his intentions. Reflecting the part of professional education to which Mr. Edgeworth refers, if our plan was less limited, we should offer some remarks; and we shall only add here, that the plans which the author would adopt, to infuse a devotional taste and religious principle into the mind of a boy designed for the clerical profession, must, so far as they are judicious and effectual, be alike important for children in general, whatever be their destinations in life. If there be any pursuits which are inconsistent with religion, children cannot, of course, be religiously educated for them; but in so far they must be inconsistent with duty. And if the opportunities for the cultivation of religious principle are greater in the clerical profession than in any other, and its moral dangers fewer, then there is the greater necessity that those who are designed for the more active pursuits and employments of life, should be early imbued with those principles which may be their safeguard, and which will never be fo
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well cultivated by the individual himself, as when there has been a judicious foundation laid for them in early culture.

We must not omit also to mention, that we have been honoured with a letter equally flattering to us, from Miss Edge-水肿; one leading object of which is to rectify an error into which we appear to have fallen, in speaking of her in connection with Practical Education, "as if it were entirely her work." We had not forgotten what is stated in the pre-

face, that the chapters which more immediately refer to liter-
ary and scientific instruction were written by Mr. E.; that the sketch of the introduction to chemistry was written by Mr. Lovell; and that the chapter on obedience was written from the late Mrs. E.'s notes; but in INTELLECTUAL Education our concern was merely with the general principles of intellectual culture, and not with the application of them to the manner of teaching any particular object of intellectual pursuit. Now those parts of Practical Education to which we had occasion to refer, were written by her; and without de-
preciating the value of the other parts of the work, we have been much accustomed to consider these as the subordinate departments, and the leading features of the work as her's, that we may perhaps express ourselves on this point with some degree of inaccuracy, which, however, we hope we have now sufficiently rectified. With that modesty and love of truth which her writings imply, Miss E. is still more anxious to reduce our appreciation of her own merit in the departments which Mr. E., in his preface, speaks of "as written by her." "This," she says, "is literally true; but he should have added, that the materials were received from what I saw and heard in the daily education of his family. The children mentioned in 'Practical Education,' my half brothers and sisters, were educated by my father, and by their own excellent mother, who devoted her whole time and thoughts to the subject. I was grown up at the time they were infants, and thus I had, during the whole course of their education, daily opportunities and leisure to observe its progress; and from seeing and hearing so much on education, I was better enabled, perhaps, to write upon this subject than upon any other." We can only say that if her advantages have been great, she has made an excellent improvement of them. In common with her writings in general, those on education clearly shew, that she pithfully, in an eminent degree, the talent of bringing forwards the ample flow of accurate knowledge with which enlightened and comprehensive observation and experience have supplied her, in that time and manner which will give them their greatest practical utility.

There are several works on education, which, to parents who are anxious to fulfill their duties to their children, may supply, in a great measure, the deficiencies to which we have referred in Practical Education. Mrs. H. More's works, directly bearing on education, furnish some exceedingly im-
portant observations; mixed indeed with much which we cannot adopt or approve, but in themselves of flattering value. Miss Hamilton's first volume we have formerly spoken of as of eminent service in the cultivation of the affections. Her remarks are often deficient in coherence and precision; and in various parts they want that minuteness which is necessary to give them full force in their application; but we regard her work as the best calculated we know, to aid the religious mother in training up her children in the ways of wisdom. We should be unpardonable if we did not also refer our readers to Dr. Puseley's Observations on Religious Education, contained in his Miscellanea, Observations relating to Education, and also published separately. However variously that eminent character may be estimated by different parties in religion and philosophy, they who have studied those parts of his works which directly bear upon religious philosophy, and the application of it to the conduct of life, cannot fail to assign him a high rank in the scale of utility; and in the work to which we have referred, he has shown, with a strength and perspicuity of reasoning, which one would conceive no well regulated mind could refut, that early attention to the religious education of their children, is incumbent on all who wish that they should, in the progress of life, fulfill the duties of Christian morality. We may have farther occasion to refer to, or select from, that work. The following observations from the second section, tending to show that religion is the first rational object of education, to completely and well express our own opinions of that point, that we make no apology for here introducing them to the notice of our readers.

"The general object of education is evidently to qualify men to appear to advantage in future life, which can only be done by communicating to them such knowledge, and leading them, to form such habits, as will be most useful to them here-
after; and in this the object of their future being, to which their education can be supposed to bear any relation, is to be considered.

"If I knew that my child would die when he had at-
tained to the age of five or six years, and that his existence would then terminate, I should certainly make no provision respecting him for any thing beyond that term, but endeav-
our to make him as happy as I could during the short pe-

riod in which he could enjoy any thing. I would, for the fame reason, provide for him only such gratifications as his infant nature was capable of.

"Again, if I knew that he would attain to the age of manhood, but that then his existence would not be prolonged any farther, I should endeavour, as well as I could, to qul-
ify him for acting such a part as would be useful to himself

and others in that period, but should never think of extend-

ing my plan so far as to enable him to pass a comfortable old age, a term of life to which I knew he never would arrive.

"For the same plain reason, a man who believes that the whole period of his own existence, and that of his offspring, is confined to the present life, would act very absurdly if he

should train up his children with a view to a future life, ex-
cept so far as he should think that such a farther, though a

chimerical object, might be subordiant to his proper conduct in the present life.

"These are obvious considerations, which ought to have their weight with all rational beings; and according to them, the mere man of the world must allow, that a Christian, who, as such, believes that himself and his offspring are destined to exiit in a future life, and that the principles and habits that we form here have a decisive influence on our happiness here-
after, would act irrationally, if he did not use his utmost

endeavours to give his children such principles and habits, as would deserve to them an interest in a future world.

"Moreover, since a Christian regards this life, principally, as it is subordiant to another, which is of infinitely more value, he must consider the duties of religion as the first thing to be attended to by him, and must be taught to disregard all authority that would enjoin upon him a conduct which would be detrimental to his greatest and ultimate interest; because he will gain more by his obedience in his regard to a higher authority, than he can lose by opposing an inferior power.

"The first thing, therefore, that a Christian will naturally inculcate upon his child, as soon as he is capable of receiving such impressions, is the knowledge of his Maker, and a steady principle
principle of obedience to him; the idea of his living under the constant inspection and government of an invisible being, who will raise him from the dead to an immortal life, and who will reward and punish him hereafter according to his character and actions here.

"On these plain principles I hesitate not to assert, as a Christian, that religion is the first rational object of education. Whatever be the fate of my children in this transitory world, about which I hope I am as solicitous as I ought to be, I would, if possible, secure a happy meeting with them in a future and everlasting life. I can well enough hear their reproaches for not enabling them to attain to worldly honours and dignities; but to have been in any measure accusatory, by my neglect, to their final perdition, would be the occasion of such reproach and blame, as would be absolutely inexplicable."

In the remainder of this article, we shall pursue the following plan. We shall first enter pretty much at large into the sources and culture of the filial affections; secondly, we shall state some important principles respecting the affections in general, introducing, by way of inference and illustration, some of those observations which, agreeing to a more extensive plan than we find our limits will permit, we had proposed to make the subject of separate divisions: thirdly, we shall make some remarks respecting the specific culture of the moral principle, or conscience; and fourthly, we shall conclude with some observations more directly respecting religious education in the earlier periods of it.

I. Filial Affections.—These may, in various ways, be considered as forming the general basis of the whole moral structure; and we have no doubt that upon the manner in which they are formed and cultivated, the happiness of the individual, and the excellence of his character, very greatly depend. We of course include, under the term filial affections, those which respect not merely the actual parent, but persons who may, from the loss of that relation, or other causes, stand, more or less, in the place of the parent during the early periods of education. Correct views, as to the origin of these and other affections, will be found of inestimable importance in the cultivation of them; and we shall here give a brief analysis of the filial affections, with a view both to afford the proper cultivation of them, and to throw some light on the means of cultivating other classes of affections.

A child receives almost all his earliest pleasures from his parents, or in connection with them. These all leave behind them feelings which the ever active principle of association unites and blends together, and connects with the apperception, and idea, and name of the parents; and thus renders it pleasant to a child to feel them, and to hear and think of them. By degrees he learns to distinguish them, as the cause of many things which give him pleasure; he perceives them endeavouring to do what will make him feel happy: he is the object of a thousand tender endearments and kind offices; and every thing of this description, which at all affects his mind, leaves some impression behind it, which unites and blends with the feelings before produced, by other similar circumstances. Thus gradually rises up in the mind, that part of the filial affection which we term love.

If children have little intercourse with their parents, or that be little productive of pleasing feelings, their love will be weak; in other cases it often early proves very powerful. It cannot advance far, without exciting in the mind of a child the disposition to do what he finds will please his parents. He is early incited to this by the promise of some gratification, by the expectation of some endearment, &c.; and such is the wife structure of our mental frame, that what is often done with a view to some good, gradually becomes itself pleasant, and is done without any direct view to that good. Thus a child forms a desire to please his parents, which constitutes another part of filial affection.

Again, in a wife education it will often be found necessary to check the gratifications of a child, to use the language and tone of disapprobation, and sometimes even to inflict pain. Every circumstance of this kind leaves behind it an impression, which uniting and blending with others of the same kind, produces the feeling of fear. If this, owing to any cause, is excessive, it gives to the filial affection a character which makes it rather the source of pain than of pleasure, and sometimes even overcomes the love. On the other hand, where it is moderate, (arising only from that degree of private or pain which is necessary for the future welfare of the child,) so far from lessening the happiness of the filial affection, it increases it, blending with the love so as to lose its own painful influence, and, at the same time, giving firmness and even vigour to filial love, by heightening the disposition to obedience, and thereby increasing the pleasing concomitances of obedience, by heightening the fear to offend, and consequently preventing the ill concomitances of disobedience. Thus by pleasures derived from the care and tenderness of parents, and by the privations and pains which their care and tenderness may involve, a vast number and variety of impressions are produced, which, all uniting and blending together, constitute the filial affection, confining principally in fear and love, the desire to please, and the fear to offend.

As the child advances in knowledge, and as the conscience acquires its power, the sense of obligation, the perception of the virtues of his parents, the feelings which he is led to entertain towards God, and a great variety of other sources, contribute impressions of duty, of gratitude, of respect, &c. towards the general affection, uniting and blending with it, and increasing its strength and vigour; so that it often becomes a leading affection through the whole of life.

We have taken only one cafe, but the reader may easily pursue the same plan in other cases. Perhaps it may be truly said, that in no two instances is the filial affection in every respect the same: it is formed from impressions so numerous, so various, and often so peculiar; and depends so much upon peculiarities in the dispositions and conduct of the parents, and in the dispositions of the child.

What may with propriety be termed the natural affection of children towards their parents, (arising without the exercise of reflection at all, merely by the operation of the affectionate principle,) is, we apprehend, almost always the strongest towards the mother; at least if she has also been the nurse: and as the pleasurable feelings of infancy do greatly contribute their share towards the formation of more complex pleasures, and as they cannot be replaced but by a long series of exertions, a mother who wishes to polish the highest degree of her children's affection, and the greatest influence in the regulation of their conduct and dispositions, must also be their nurse. We have often heard of what are called the instinctive feelings of filial affection. The term instinct, when applied to the human mind, we regard as a mere appeal to ignorance; but we have no doubt that the early associated feelings towards a parent, particularly towards a mother, may exist long after the direct remembrance of her has altogether ceased, and that the fear of her, after long absence, may produce strong emotions in the mental frame, though the memory furnishes no distinct traces of her visible appearance, her tones, &c.; and though no communication is made respecting her relationship to the individual.

We are not disposed to treat all stories of parental or filial sympathies as fabulous: the nature of the human mind is
indubitably such, that the trains of association may be set in motion, without the direct exercise of the understanding, and often without the individual perceiving why the object so affects him.

But to return: parents will naturally feel diesem that their children should possess towards them a lively and durable affection; and that their own moral influence on their minds may be such as to enable them to be of the greatest assistance to them in the journey of life. These two things the wise parent will never separate; we should perhaps say, that so far from being in any way incompatible they necessarily accompany each other. The true point to be aimed at is, to temper the conduct towards the child, that while he possesses all those enjoyments which are consistent with his present health and comfort, it shall not be at the expense of the future. Whenever the gratification of a child’s wishes will necessarily lead on to cravings of greater indulgences, clearly inconsistent with health or comfort, it is called and not to stop at the first point. Indulgence is the most early for the present, but its results are permanently injurious. It is not too much to say that the over indulgent parent will have lost of the affection of his children, than he who steadfastly pursues the plan which he deems most for their happiness. We have already remarked, that displeasing associations, (where not accompanied with a sense of injustice, as they never will be, if a child is properly educated, and a parent has attained a tolerable degree of self-government,) so far from weakening love, do in reality strengthen and invigorate it. Contant indulgence may give a greater degree of softness to affection; but it will never produce what is steady and pure. Affection so produced will necessarily be selfish, till the sense of duty, derived from other sources, comes in to lend its aid; and the strong sense of duty is too seldom to be produced, where the system of habitual indulgence is carried to a great extent. And besides, let indulgence be carried to the greatest possible extent, it cannot always give way to those wishes and defires which it fosters; and the pain arising from refusal is by far the greatest and most likely to weaken affection, where it necessarily has the appearance of caprice, by its occurring in cases where indulgence has often been experienced. It is a difficult medium to observe between unnecessary approaches towards authority on the one hand, and weak indulgence on the other; and it requires no small degree of mental regulation, on the part of the parent, to preserve it; but where the aim of the judicious parent is steadfastly directed to the future, while at the same time he endeavors to make the period of childhood the period of natural, simple pleasure, there is no great danger of his going far wrong. He will often be called upon to give up his own gratification (for to an affectionate parent, it must ever be gratifying to promote even the present pleasures of his children); but if his affection desere the name, if in fact it be not a mere fondness mere childish than perhaps he would like to own, though they cannot look beyond the present moment he will; and whenever he perceives that the gratification of their wishes, whether in the way of obtaining direct pleasure, or avoiding something which is painful, would be attended with injurious consequences upon their health or comfort upon their posterity or not it of obedience, there he ought to be firm but mild in his regulations. Indeed, if there be one thing more than another which constitutes the secret of education, in all periods of it, but most particularly in the earliest period, it is mild consistent firmness on the part of the parent; and where this quality is possessed habitually, or at least employed in intercourse with our children, and guarded in its operation by sound views as to the moral structure of the mind, the best effects may be expected on their temper, happiness, and worth of character.

But it may be said all this is only general argument; and while the truth of it is allowed, its application is not easily to be seen. We admit it; but we cannot go as far as general principles; and we are most devious to lay down such, if practicable, as may aid the conscientious and judicious parent in the most important part of his work. We should term it false indulgence where a parent, from fondness or weaknesses of mind, either permitted or gave a gratification, or gave up a privation or punishment, where the former had been expressly refused or forbidden, and the other expressly determined; where, at the solicitation of his child, he gave him gratification of the palate, &c. which he thought likely to be injurious to him, either by their immediate effects, or by directly leading on to other things which would certainly be injurious; where, in order to avoid the pain of disappointing his child, he allowed him departures from these regulations which he believed to be important to his mental or moral progress; where, in short, the gratification is to his own fondness, rather than arising from an enlightened affection for his offspring. Excessive indulgence is often viewed in a very venial light, in the earliest periods of education, in the education of infancy; but those who carefully watch the progress of the mind, will agree with us in opinion, that indulgence then either prepares the way for habitual continued indulgence in childhood, to the weakening and prevention of the most valuable moral qualities; or treaures up for it, pains and privations and disappointments, which, unless very judiciously managed, must break the activity of the mind, or four the temper; and that it even lessens the comforts of infancy; for its gratifications cannot always be acceded to, and the more its injurious defires are gratified, the more numerous they necessarily become, so as to be continually adding to its painful disappointments. And this is particularly the case during those diseases which affect infancy, (the final cause of which it is perhaps difficult fully to perceive, but which certainly tend to heighten the affection and tenderness of care of parents, and to increase false affection in older children, by shewing how much their parents endured for them.) The child whose defires while in health have been made the constant object, will necessarily have tenfold calls for gratification, when, even in the best regulated temper, frettfulness is to be expected; and then the parent experiences the punishment of false tenderness. Every privation, every little painful feeling, is heightened in its effects, because the gratification of the defires does not prevent or remove them; while children whose real wants have been made the guide of gratification, will have fewer wants and defires, and have the better chance of having those anierred, and their minds diverted from the present feelings.

The true rule we are perplexed is, to encourage and promote the simple natural pleasures of childhood; to prevent or supply as far as possible its simple natural wants; but not to futter its caprices, to gratify its inclinations, where this must be done at the expense of important habits of obedience, of order, &c. or to give way to its desires, or perseverations, or intrigues, where a different course of conduct would otherwise have been thought most expedient. If the plan of steady constant firmness be begun sufficiently early, there is no fear of its effects; where it proceed from an enlightened affection, it will be united with all that will be necessary to produce a lively filial affection in return; and what is even more important, this will have nothing mixed with it that is calculated to check its influence, and to make it unsteady.
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We are fully aware of the great difficulty which in many cafes excites on the part of the parent to maintain that persevering mild firmness, which we hold to be the most essential quality for nurses in moral education; but where the endeavours to obtain it, or to preserve it, are prompted by warm affectionate enlightened tenderness, they will seldom fail to operate sufficiently to produce the most important effects. And parents who are under the influence of enlightened and vigorous affection to their children, never need be afraid of their want of affection to themselves. Where they take a share, or at least manifest an interest, in their children’s sports, where they obviously contribute, as a parent can, in a thousand little but interesting ways, to the pleasures and comfort of their children, while tenderness is allowed to express itself on all suitable occasions, but does not degenerate into capricious unbecoming fondness, there is no reason for apprehension lest they should not be loved by their children. The education which parents must give themselves in order to educate their children properly, is not the least among the moral benefits of domestic life.

Though parents will be often led to express the tenderness which they feel for their children, they will be careful not to expect too much of the appearance, or even reality of it, from them in return. Some children are constitutionally more susceptible than others, and have more the habit of expressive feelings; and it is certainly very pleasing to the parent, to perceive their little sensibilities manifesting themselves in the direction of filial regard, by those ardent expressions which are affecting in proportion to their simplicity and reality: but we are not to imagine, that because others do not use those expressions, that therefore their affection is weak; nor should we draw this inference, even if we have reason to believe, that not only the expression, but the reality, of lively feeling is wanting. The liveliness of feeling is one thing, and the readiness of affection another; and we ought to rest satisfied, if we perceive genuine indications of affection, operating in those ways which best accord with the age and mental progress of the child. We have known a little girl, about two years and a half old, fit for hours in the room with her mother when ill, carefully avoiding all noise in her little amusements: we are certain that the affection of this child (now about three years older) is equally tender as it was, and much more a durable, steady principle; but we wish doubt if it could reasonably be expected from her, now her imagination is more lively, and she has been more accustomed to active play with other children, to remain thus quiet while she knows that they are playing in other parts of the house. Nor should we expect, even at the same period of maturity, the same indications of affection in all circumstances. The tired child at night may be unable to play, or even to feel, that love which was obvious when the arose brisk as the lark; or the little mind may be occupied with what, for the time, may engross the whole attention, and the whole interests of the mind.

The little attentions of affection should never be made burdensome to children; they cease to have their influence in invigorating it, when this is the case. The ingenuous expression, ‘Mamma, I will lay with you, if you will it; but, if you please, I would rather go and play with sister,’ should never meet with the slightest indication of disapprobation, or of disappointment. Children are not to be expected to calculate as we can do; or act from the dictates of habitual principle. The present pleaure is the most imperative one. If the parent’s convenience or comfort require the self-denial, let it be exercised; and let it, if possible, be made pleasant, though without direct reward. But if not, it is better that the self-denial should usually be on the part of the parent, and nothing will eventually be lost by it.

Expressions of affection should not be the subject of praise, any more than the want of them should of censure or punishment. If commonly bought, or extorted, they will too often, as far as affection is concerned, be mere expressions. We however wish to except the earliest marks of love, where perhaps the love is rather the result of the expression, and its reward, than the expression the natural dictates of the affection. We do not like to see them, even then, however, made so much as is commonly the case the object of bribery or reproach. Nor will a wife parent expect or encourage from a boy the same degree of affectionate expression, (either in manner or words,) as is not unusual among girls. The physical sensibility of a boy is, or ought to be, less lively. If constitutionally it is not so, the object should rather be to lessen it than to cultivate it. The comparative expressions of affection should never be made the subject of praise or censure: the indications of obedience may. A child can understand whether he is more or less obedient than another, but it is not easy for him to comprehend, that he loves his parents less, because he shows fewer outward marks of affection, except, indeed, so far as they are at the same time proofs of obedience.

Marks of parental tenderness should be so regulated, as to leave no impression of caprice or partiality on the minds of children. If the little efforts of a child to please, or to simple expressions of love, are sometimes received with warmth of satisfaction, and at another time, in the same circumstances, as far as the child is concerned, with coldness or displeasure, it will produce constraint, and operate much against the progress of filial love and parental influence. If, without any offensive difference in the conduct of different children, one is treated with kindness and attention, and another with at least apparent coldness or dislike, the most injurious effects must be expected, both on the filial and fraternal affection; and the rudiments of envy and jealousy will be certainly and effectually sown. The wise parent will sometimes be obliged to make a difference in the treatment of his children, founded upon the difference of conduct; and perhaps it is often difficult for him to avoid feeling more affection for one than for another, founded upon some accidental or correct affectation: but the children of one family should perceive no difference in their parents’ treatment of them, except when that difference arises from greater or less degrees of obedience or general propriety of conduct.

But after all, the grand point is less to secure affection, than to secure influence; and as to the former, the parent acting with a view to the future, rather than to the present gratification, and at the same time not sacrificing the enjoyment of the present, from unfounded suppositions as to the power and purity of motives, but aiming to make the period of infancy and childhood as pleasant as it can be, consistently with the benefit of the future, (by furnishing useful and interesting occupation, guiding and aiding the little sports of childhood, &c.) will be very day increasing the number or the strength of those fibres, which will strike a deep root into the heart, and make the plant of filial affection luxuriant, yet hardy and productive. With respect to the latter, we are of opinion, that it cannot be secured too early; and that the more it exists as a habit, the greater probability there is, that filial affection, while it acquires vigour, will at the same time receive few of those interruptions, which may be necessary to make the felicity of indulgence healthy and strong, but which are not requisite when affection is not produced by capricious fondness, or even by excessive indulgence.
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effective but steady tenderness, but by enlightened attention to the present pleasure and lawful welfare of a child. We do not mean to discourage parents who have neglected the cultivation of the habit of submission in infancy; if from circumstances which are often unavoidable, self-willedness has then been allowed to gain too much power, still if the process of moral culture are not too long neglected, and are steadily pursued, though they will be more difficult, they will seldom fail to be successful. Bodily or mental pain will often be found necessary in such cases; but if judiciously administered, and submission mildly, but steadily exacted, the little wayward mind will be brought into habits of obedience, which will only require to be persevered in.

How much this is for the enjoyment of childhood, and how much too for the comfort of parents, those only who have had experience in education can fully appreciate. We have before our eyes an instance in point. An infant about a year old, during the long continued illness of its mother, had been excessively indulged by her nurses; her cries had been encouraged, by making them, rather than her real wants or comforts, the guide of gratification; she had been allowed to exercise her little tyranny and caprice over her elder sister, to the great diminution of her comfort; and, altogether, had been brought too much into that flirt, in which the bid fair to be a spoiled child. The generally engaging manners of the child prevented her faults from being much observed by others; but those who felt most interested in her happiness, few with pain the rudiments of extreme selfishness and imperious wilfulness. Their efforts of course were directed to the correction of them; and two or three years have brought her little mind under much greater control, without losing any thing of her vivacity or attractive interest; and we can say from minute observation, that in no instance has the punishment or restraint, which has been perfectly steady, but mildly and sparingly employed, been productive of any effect which did not add something to her affection for her parents. Her selfishness is most strikingly diminished, and her obedience (as far as intention is concerned) is certainly decided. The older child of whom we spoke had the advantage of greater early restraint; which, in addition to a greater accuracy of observation and judgment, without having any effect upon her happiness, except that of making it more steady, has given her at the age of five or six years, a degree of mental and moral regulation, which we have seldom witnessed in so young a child, united to great sweetness of disposition and activity of mind, and altogether rendering her as happy, we conceive, as a child can be; in various ways increasing her pleasures, and freeing her from the most bitter feelings of disappointment.

We trust we shall meet with our readers' excuse in these details. We are not defirous of inventing theories; we do not expect to communicate much information on the subject, to those enlightened and judicious parents who have already given it its full attention; but we may corroborate their experience; and our wish is to enable ourselves to indulge the hope, that our labours will be found of practical use to those who have yet to learn something on the subject. To them we also recommend the study of Mrs. Edgeworth's chapter on obedience. Mr. E.'s preface informs us, that it was written from the notes of the late Mrs. Edgeworth, and it shows a judicious acquaintance with some of the most important practical laws of the mind, and must furnish to every parent valuable hints in different periods of education.

As Practical Education is probably accessible to all our readers, we shall here give ourselves with recommending the whole chapter to their careful perusal, and merely making a few remarks on a position which we think erroneous.

"When children begin to reason," says the author of this chapter, "they do not act merely from habit; they will not be obedient at this age, unless their understanding is convinced that it is for their advantage to do so." From this position we altogether dissent. We admit that they should not then act merely from habit; that it is in parents to make the reasons of obedience obvious, to gain their understandings on their side; but we feel authorized to say from experience, that affectation and habit united, will, long after a child begins to reason, continue to be the most powerful motives to obedience. Affectionate and well-trained children learn confidence in their parents, and to stay from the want of anything to destroy confidence, than from the actual perception of the beneficial ends of parental injunctions. Not that this should be neglected, not that the reasons of our injunctions should never be pointed out, where they can be made intelligible to the minds of our children, and the advantage of attending to them made obvious; but they should be accustomed to act upon that confidence; it should be founded on the habitual truth and kindliness of their parents, and upon a perception, early acquired, that they submit to much that is painful, and to many privations to do their children good, upon a conviction which will do much more than reasoning, that their parents know best what is advantageous for them, and are very defirous to make them happy. Let the understandings of children be enlightened on these points, as they can bear it; but if selfishness and imperious wilfulness, and in the improvement of their minds, and not merely their bodies, and upon the perception of the value of weak indulgence, and of weak submission, where the submission should have been given by the other side, there will be confidence without any calculations of advantage; and we do not hesitate to say, that such an obedience of confidence and affection is, at present, worth much more as a moral quality, and will have greater influence through life, in the regulation of the heart.

Perhaps we differ from Mrs. Edgeworth, more in appearance than in reality; but we are inclined to consider this as one part of a fable in which prudential considerations seem to us to have too much sway, and regard to duty as such, too little. We speak from experience when we say, that when the understanding is sufficiently ripe to reason, it also is to feel the motives arising from a sense of duty; and we place our chief dependence upon our continuing to supply the principle of obedience, with all the strength which habitual submission, affectionate confidence, and a sense of duty would contribute to it. At the same time we are fully aware, that with a view to that confidence, the reasons of our injunctions should very often, indeed generally, be unfolded as much as is practicable. But where the disposition to submit has been habitually and thoroughly produced, where there is affection and moral principle to work upon, we have a much stronger hold upon the mind, than by making the why, and why not, the source of obedience to our injunctions or prohibitions. It is often difficult to calculate what exactly is understood of our reproofings; and frequently where the understanding is sufficiently advanced to understand them, the feelings, in some way or other, often either prevent the inferences from being seen, or at least weaken their efficacy on the cunctard. Where the habitual disposition to obedience has been long and early cultivated, there the reasons of a parent's conduct, within the reach of the child's understanding, will be much easily perceived, and every
Every influence in which they are unfolded will then contribute to increase the habit, as much, perhaps, as the habitual impulsion of parental wisdom and kindness, but not more than this.

We shall now proceed to state the principles which appear to us to be the most important in procuring obedience. We should begin early, indeed it can fearfully be too early, to accustom our children to habitual attention to those regulations respecting diet, rest, etc. which we deem best adapted to promote their health and comfort. The cries which indicate real want should always be attended to, or, if possible, anticipated; but the cry of humour, or the little tones of impatience, should never gain their end. In such cases, the proper way appears to be, to change the current of thought by diverting the attention from the object of painful feeling. Obedience should be as much as possible be associated with pleasing feelings. These may sometimes be left to be supplied by the natural consequences of obedience; but often, in the early stages of the habit, they may be fictitious; and in all stages, parental approbation, and its effects, should be associated with obedience, and the contrary with disobedience. Where the object of parental directions is not left to a child's choice, the expression of them should not be such as to excite the feeling of desire to choose; injunctions should always be decisive though mild. We have no wish that children should be mere machines, to move only as they are moved; they should often be left to the promptings of their own inclinations, where these do not interfere with the plans of the parent for their improvement and happiness; and it is only thus that their understandings can acquire strength, or their minds, in general, obtain activity or life. But whenever there is such interference, then prompt obedience should be secured; it should never be imagined that disobedience will be permitted or connived at. The directions of the parents should be explicit, decisive, and unalterable; if obedience is to be conditional, and made dependent upon circumstances, those circumstances should be clearly understood. It appears best, however, to express obedience but little; if the habit be early begun, it will not often be requisite to do so; it will be enough to let the simple word of a parent be known; but where it is come to the point of direct obedience or disobedience, it must be carried through. It must never be within the child's experience, that he has gained a victory over his parents. The parent should, however, be cautious of bringing matters too often to this crisis. And it should always be in things which are practicable, and where obedience can be compelled if necessary. This point is well illustrated by Mrs. Edgeworth. Neither will the judicious parent exercise the habit of obedience beyond its probable strength, in opposition to violent motives to the contrary; in such cases, if obedience from any cause is requisite, opportunity should be given to lessen the power of those motives. An instance has just occurred to our notice. A. (now four years old, the child of whom we before spoke) was sitting on the arm of her little chair. Her father thought it dangerous, and desired her to leave it, which she immediately did. To make her understand the danger, he told her to sit upon it again, and he would show her how easily she might have fallen. The child had had a fall a short time before, which he did not know; and the apprehension of falling again, though he told her she should not be hurt, overcame confidence and obedience, and the refractory, but without any ill humour. Her father desired her elder sister (five years and a half old), on whose confidence and obedience he could depend, to mount; and the experiment was tried without hurt or danger. The younger child at once followed her sister's example. Where the present temptations to disobedience are great, and the habit of obedience weak, there it is wisest to remove or prevent the temptation; and certainly the habit should not be too much exposed to trials; but if they are proportioned to its strength, and agreeable consequences in parental approbation and its effects be associated with the exercise of it, they tend much to give it life and energy. We think we have seen considerable advantage arising from some very early fmctitious trials of obedience, respecting abstinence for a short time from little gratifications of the palate. Where these do not produce an ill effect they certainly produce a good one.

Notwithstanding what we have already said, we cannot forbear quoting, from Practical Education, a very important principle, to which we perceive we have in no way referred. "Praise, and look of approbation, which naturally express our feeling when children do right, encourage the flightless efforts to obey; but we must carefully avoid shewing any triumph over yielding stubbornness. When children are made ashamed of submission, they will become intrepid, probably unconquerable rebels."

One other circumstance of great consequence we must not omit to mention, that parents should not interfere with each other's injunctions; the authority and influence of each should be readily employed to support the authority and influence of the other. Whatever discussions and disagreements as to plans and principles take place, it should not be in the hearing, at least in the understanding, of children. They should see both their parents as much as possible actuated by one mind. Where both go hand in hand in the work of early education, great hopes may be entertained, that their future influence will be what is so earnestly to be desired, for promoting the happiness and moral worth of their children; where there is a want of unanimity in views and feelings, considerable difficulties will arise, and great prudence must be employed. For such cases we find it difficult to offer any specific directions. If one of the parties poises judgment and good temper, (especially if that one be the mother,) the unhappy effects of difference may in a great measure be avoided; but of course the benefits of unanimity cannot be expected.

We have not said any thing in relation to the external appearances of respect which children should preserve towards their parents. Though we value filial, not flavih) obedience above every thing in the conduct of the child towards his parent, yet we are decidedly of opinion, that those modes of expression should be taught and required, which are consistent with the leading characteristics of the filial relation. Affection should never degenerate into that rude familiarity, which by degrees will destroy the internal feeling of respect. Habits of civility should early be required, not only on their own account, but also from their intimate connection with the exercise of some of the most valuable qualities of childhood and youth. We do not mean that filial respect is to be secured by enforcing the external indications of it; but it is agreeable to the laws of the mind and to common experience, that these external indications will assist in generating or strengthening the feeling, when its foundation is laid on the parent's poising the qualities requisite for its permanency.—To what extent this principle should be carried, we do not feel able to decide; it must essentially differ in different cases. Our forefathers probably carried it far beyond the limits of reason; we appear to have gone to the opposite extreme; but as the feelings of respect are alluredly necessary, in order to give confidence and durability to the higher ingredients of the filial affection, we should be careful left, through the wish to secure the love of our children, we lose the advantage of their respect.
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They should be taught to honour their parents, as well as obey them. We have no wish to curb the playful fancies of childhood; we have no wish to see parents exclude themselves from sharing in and brightening their enjoyments; from occasionally being their playfellows as well as their instructors; but in the midst of all, they should remember their relation; they should check the marks of disrespectful rudeness; and aim themselves to keep the adjustment of the balance between affection and respect, which cannot otherwise be expected from their children. We are, perhaps, in the present day, rather too much afraid of forms. They often, indeed, serve instead of the fulsibance; but in many cases, they tend to give support to the fulsibance, and even, by the re-action of affection, to produce it. We conceive that it is very desirable to begin, in children, those little attentions to their parents' comforts and conveniences, which, as they advance towards youth and manhood, contribute so much to strengthen the affections. These should, however, be encouraged, rather than exacted; and the parent should carefully avoid expecting them too much, and making them the criterion of affection, &c. especiously, as we have already stated, with respect to boys. But if they are begun sufficiently early, they will not be burdensome; while they cherish grateful feelings towards the parent, they will also infall in cultivating that habitual attention to the little wants and conveniences of others, which forms the most valuable ingredient in politeness, and which contributes so much to the pleasures of domestic life.

Gratitude is a more delicate plant than civility and respect; and must be left very much to itself. By occasionally leading the minds of children to observe, for themselves, the degree of exertion and self-denial which their parents undergo, in order to promote their happiness and improvement,—by thawing them how many advantages they possess, owing to the kindness of their parents, which other children do not or cannot have,—by our own simple expressions of gratitude for favours shown us, and by bringing them to the employment of similar expressions for the kindness of their friends towards themselves,—in short, by indirect rather than direct culture, that most valuable quality, a genuine filial duty, may be produced. If, by experience and observation, children are led, in advance of their perception, to be sensible of the favours which they receive, but we expect little from those expressions of thankfulness, which, from being regularly exacted, without regard to the state of the feelings, must become a mere form. Where the soil is properly prepared by the culture of obedience and filial regard, gratitude will grow without much trouble; it more requires the aid of the understanding, than those: it, and it requires, too, a higher state of excitement of feeling. The little mind must be alive and engaged on the subject, in order to feel gratitude; and the direct expressions of this, or any other feeling, should not be encouraged where the feeling itself does not at the time exist.

In the periods of infancy, habitual, but not painful, submissiveness, is what we are to aim at. In childhood obedience must continue to be habitual, but its foundation should be enlarged by confidence, love, and fear; and as the understanding expands, to these should be added, the influence arising from the actual perception of the beneficial efforts of obedience, which it is well for children to be led to trace out for themselves, rather than to have them brought too forcibly and distinctly into view. In the more advanced period of childhood, implicit submission should be left and left expected. We do not mean that obedience should not be required, wherever obedience is enjoined; but that the conduct of the child should be more left to be guided by his own choice. Where the habit of obedience has been early begun, and long continued,—where it has been cultivated as a quality of the utmost importance in the moral structure, and not from the parents' love of power,—and where it has been exercised with mild firmness, the expression of parental will will usually be found sufficient to lead the child to that plan of acting which the parent judges best; but as our object in education should be to fit our children to act well their parts in life, we must gradually loosen their dependence upon our guidance, without weakening their disposition to follow it, whenever we think expedient to give it. Our children should more and more become our friends; and the tone and manner of authority should give way to the mild influence of fatherly affection and duty. They should be led to perceive how much our happiness depends upon their right conduct; how much it is their duty, from every motive, to endeavour to promote our happiness; but we should take care to avoid communicating to them the impression, that we think more of our own than of theirs. We are not aware of any way in which this can be effectually avoided, but by really studying their welfare as the first object, and regulating our plans by an enlightened view of it. Where they can be led to perceive the end of our solicitude, and how much it does contribute to their happiness, our influence must necessarily be increased; and though we should never loosen the feelings of obedience, though the understanding has acquired full vigour, and some experience has been made of the firmness of principle and the soundness of judgment, we should in reality exercise the habit, and not by any means throw off its restraints, yet it should be our steady aim to keep them from being felt, and to secure obedience left through the medium of parental authority than of parental influence.

We are not without a deep sense of the difficulty of all this. We are aware that it requires great self-control on the part of the parent, and in many influences a new kind of education; and the difficulties of executing these defirable objects are increased almost indefinitely, by not beginning early enough. Even if we have been happy or wise enough to do this, yet unless parental authority has been steadily guided by the actual perception of the object of it, it will be a difficult task to fade imperceptibly from the direct exercise of it into the milder but not less efficacious form of paternal influence. And for that influence we must look most to the maternal parent. If her endeavours have been successively directed, in the earliest periods of education, to obtain a confident, steady authority over the minds of her children,—if, as they advance in life, it has been supported by the more obvious and direct authority of the father, by respect for her understanding, by grateful affection for that winning tenderness which, in its, appears much in a father, even where it is powerfully felt,—if it have not been weakened by fable indulgence on the one hand, or on the other by the disposition to rebel, not infrequently produced by its excessive exercise,—a mother's influence will be felt through life, and will prove a most powerful aid in promoting the moral culture and happiness of the child. Direct parental authority is, we think, more likely, from various causes, to be properly modified in the female sex; but we are also satisfied that where a father, by full regulation of his own views and feelings, leads his children to love as well as respect him, and as they advance towards ripen years to regard him as their friend and wise adviser,—where he leaves them to themselves as is requisite to give them experience in life, and introduces the direct authority of the paternal relation, only where it is really necessary for their welfare,—he, too, will have a moral influence on their minds, which will make his intrusions
fritations of powerful efficacy through life, and probably prevent his children from taking any important step without, at least, honestly receiving the advantage of his advice. Still, from the necessary avocations of the male sex, and the usual engrossment of their time and thoughts in employments which, at least, are not domestic, the education of infancy and childhood, and much of the most important moral culture of the more advanced periods, will be derived, if obtained at all, from the female sex; and on this account, as well as with a view to their own happiness, we earnestly with to feel: the cultivation of their judgment made much more an object than at present it appears to be, and to perceive that their education has in view to qualify them for the most important and interesting domestic relations, rather than to shine in the sphere of fashion and accomplishments.

Our observations directly respecting the fetal affections, have extended beyond what we at first contemplated; and we shall have occasion to revert to them. But they lie at the foundation of moral education; and the analysis and means of cultivating one class of the affections, throw great light on the origin and culture of others. We shall now proceed to some more general considerations respecting the

11. Practical Laws of the Affections in general, so far as they particularly respect the procresses of education. All the affections are formed in the same way as our other compound ideas, (to use this term in its most extensive sense,) viz. by the agency of the affective power, in combining together, in various ways, the relics of sensations, or the previously formed combinations of them. (See Intellectual Education, col. 23.) It is thus that the whole system of mental pleasures and pains is constructed; even of those which ultimately become the most refined, and the most remote from every appearance of mere sensation. The sensible pleasures and pains leave behind them, corresponding to the ideas of light or sound, derived from their respective sensations. These feelings become associated with other feelings derived from the same or similar external objects; and when the union has been exercised sufficiently long, they have become blended together, so as to form a complex though apparently simple feeling, which itself may become united with other complex feelings, and so on. The greater the number and diversity of the component feelings, the more remote will the complex feeling be, from resemblance to the original sensible pleasure or pain. These complex feelings are continually receiving fresh materials, from the union and combination of the simple feelings derived immediately from sensation, of the various complex feelings associated with those sensations, and of those which in different ways are called up by the links of association more immediately connected with the powers of memory, imagination, and reflection. Altogether, in many instances, the vividness of the mental pleasures and pains may be as great as those of sensation; and indeed we know, as a matter of fact, that the influence of the former on the mind, is often much greater than that of very vivid pleasures and pains of the latter class.

As much as this, one would conceive, must be admitted by all who have attentively considered the laws of association, and the actual procresses of their own minds in the formation, or variation, of the feelings associated with any object, and the gradual formation and refinement of the feelings of children. Whatever may be thought respecting the duration of all the mental powers into sensation, retention, and association, (see Intellectual Education, col. 23) there seems to be scarcely room to doubt, that all the internal objects of those powers, all the notions and feelings of the mind, do arise from the relics of sensation, variously combined and modified by the agency of the affective power. The sensible pleasures and pains of childhood, therefore, though in their immediate effects evanescent, are of great consequence as the rudiments of mental feelings; and with a view even to the moral culture of the mind, it is of great importance, during the early part of life, to keep the inlets of sensation in a fit state for receiving its pleasures and pains, and not to check the one, or impose the other, except where an enlightened regard to the future welfare requires it. The health of the body should be attended to, not merely as a means of present and future enjoyment, but as increasing the fund of materials for the purest mental pleasures. Childhood should be regarded as the time for the acquisition of materials, not only for the intellects but for the affections. Its pleasures should be restrained only by those limits which the laws of sensation and association impose; which require that they should be moderate, and connected only with such objects as will not lead to future pains. Its unavoidable pains should, as far as possible, be removed; and no avoidable ones should be imposed, except what the laws of association require; that is, those which are necessary for removing or preventing of greater evil, either by remedying bodily disorders, and destroying false associations, or by combining sensible pains with such objects as would lead to future pains, more important either as to vividness or duration.

Considering the natural, simple pleasures of childhood, therefore, as the rudiments of those which are to accompany the individual through the whole of his existence, as what will form a part of the most refined and important feelings, we ought not to view them with indifference or disdain. Our object should be to promote them; and as long as they remain within the limits of nature, we need not be afraid lest they should produce any injurious effects on the mind. It should be our aim, as the mind becomes capable of relishing more refined pleasures, to call it off gradually from making the pleasures of mere sensation a primary consideration; but we need not be too suspicious of these, especially during the earliest periods of education. The pleasures of taste, for instance, contribute an essential share towards the formation of some of the most valuable and refined feelings; and while we take care to prevent their being made the food of self-indulgence, and to keep the mind from resting upon them as of themselves essential to the happiness of life, we may make them of great service in the cultivation of the bell affections. The sensual affections certainly have their origin in these pleasures, and they furnish some of the most powerful ingredients in the early formation of the other social affections. Hartley is of opinion, that a great part of what he terms the intellectual pleasures, (or, as we should prefer calling them, mental pleasures,) are ultimately deducible from those of taste; and that the principal cause of the greatness and constant recurrence of these pleasures, from our infancy to the extremity of old age, is to introduce and keep up pleasurable flaters, of feeling, and to connect them with foreign objects. The social pleasures, he continues, "come in a particular manner to be derived from this source; since it has been customary in all ages and nations, and is in a manner necessary, that we should enjoy the pleasures of taste in conjunction with our relatives, friends, and neighbours. In like manner," he adds, "nauseous tautes, and painful impressions upon the alimentary duct, give rise and strength to mental pains. The most common of these painful impressions is that from excess, and consequent indigestion. This excites and supports those uneasy flaters, which attend upon melancholy, fear, and sorrow." Hence, while we keep our children carefully aloof from the habit of gluttony, both on account of the future tendency
tendency to it, and the present pains and injurious effects of it, it appears abundantly clear, that we ought not, from a refinement unfounded in the laws of the human mind, to refuse to make the pleasures of taste, during the early stages of the moral progress, subservient to the culture of valuable affections. There is no reason why, in those stages, its simple enjoyments should not be associated, (in the way of consequences or rewards,) with right conduct. They will contribute something towards the general rock of pleasure resulting from the discharge of duty, long after the mind would feel uneasy at receiving them as the effects of it, and absolutely spurn them if considered as rewards for it. It is by no means necessary, even in those early stages, that those pleasures should be made of themselves important, or be regarded in that light; by the children they may be associated with the symbols of parental approbation or parental affections, and deriving interest (we may say their chief interest) from that circumstance, they also contribute to make such approbation and affection more pleasurable, and therefore more the object of desire.

We have before our eyes, infancies in which this proceeds frequently goes forward, without presenting the slightest reason to apprehend, that the pleasures of taste will acquire a fictitious importance, or that the habit will be formed of undue relish for them. They evidently contribute a large share towards the promotion of filial and fraternal affection; and these, in their turn, in various ways restrain the excitement of these pleasures beyond their due limit, and make them interesting, rather by the associated circumstances, than by the sensations themselves. The effect of that restraint, without making any direct object of it, we have had a satisfactory opportunity of witnessing. The child of whom we have already spoken as unhappily managed by her nurse, now a little more than four years of age, a year or two ago was accustomed eagerly to devour these niceties which were given her, apparently to have the part which she knew her elder sister would give her from her own share. At present, she has not only ceased to expect this unreasonable attention to her venial, but undesirable gluttony, but is almost always ready and willing to give up part of her own share to her sisters or parents; and seems to take little pleasure in eating, unless one or other of those around her is sharing with her.

Children are much more likely to acquire habits of gluttony, or excessive but factitious indulgence of the pleasures of the palate, from what they see around them among grown-up persons, than from the simple gratifications of it which suit their age, and unapplied to the taste. And we are not afraid of employing them among the incentives to the commencement of habits, and among the rudiments of affections, which are of the highest importance to the moral worth and happiness of the individual. It may to some appear a paradox, but we have no doubt, that even the affections which respect the Supreme Being, derive some of their ingredients from this source, through the medium of the filial affections; and we are perfectly satisfied, that if this and other sources of sensible pleasures and pains could be dried up in infancy, without destroying the sensations which merely contribute to form perceptions, the man might, to a certain extent, be an intellectual being, but would be without internal feelings or affections of any kind: he might be supported in his by the care of others; but he would be without any motive to action, except what operates through pure intellect: he would be without desires or aversions, hopes or fears.

Though for our purpose very great precision of nomenclature does not seem necessary, and we have gone on a good way without explaining our terms, yet it may not be useless to employ a paragraph in endeavouring to give some idea of the classification of our mental feelings to that respected class of our female readers, (for such we hope to have,) who have not yet entered much into the study of mental philosophy. We have no wish to see the female sex spend their time on metaphysical speculations; but the aid which an acquaintance with the practical laws of our frame, (with the grand principles of association,) affords in the work of education, particularly of early education, is almost incalculable. Supposing that by association a very complex pleasurable feeling, formed also by association, has been so connected with any object, as to be excited by the sensation or idea of that object, by degrees the object is considered as the source of that feeling; and the pleasurable feeling, blended with the idea of the object's being the indirect or immediate cause of it, is called love: the opposite feeling, produced by corresponding but opposite associations, is called hatred. We do not here speak of the particular modifications or restrictions of these feelings, which are endless, but of the general feelings excited in our minds by objects causing, or being supposed to cause, pleasurable or painful feelings. When either of them (the love, for instance) is habitually connected with any object, it is called an affection for that object; and all its various modifications, however and in whatever degree produced, (if they are more than the ebullitions of the moment, being permanent feelings, ready to be excited by the appropriate object in appropriate circumstances,) are also termed affections. If from any strength in the exciting cause, or peculiar sensibility of the frame, or peculiarly active associations connected with objects of a specific call, that cause produces a vivid excitement of feeling, which (though it may last, perhaps, for some time, if not excessive in degree) gradually loses its vividness, and altogether ceases, or settles down into a more permanent, but less lively feeling,—that vivid, vigorous feeling is denominated a passionate. The mind may have such a predilection to a certain set of passions, that these may be easily excited, and by every such excitement increase the disposition to future excitement, and at the same time add to the strength and vividness of the more permanent corresponding affections: but the passion cannot, from the nature of the mind, last very long in a state of great excitement, unless there be a continued repetition of the exciting cause; and if such is frequently the cafe, the mind must by degrees become diseased, and be constantly on the verge of injury, in some or other of its forms. From this account it appears, that the passions and affections principally differ from each other in their degree and duration. There is a third class of feelings, which may more properly be called emotions, than either passions or affections. These are flates of pleasure or of pain, following the excitement of some affection, and generally accompanied or blended with trains of conceptions and thoughts, but which have not that vividness and strength which is essential to a passion, and are left generally than other passions or affections, for a longer period. Love and hatred (which terms we here employ in their most extensive senses, as not necessarily including either good-will or ill-will, in any of its different degrees) may exist in the state of passions, as well as of affections; and their milder states of excitement are properly termed emotions. In certain circumstances, they excite to obtain the object of love, or to avoid the object of hatred, and they are then called desire and averien; with which qualifications, also, they may exist in the state of affections, emotions, or passions: but, in general, the two last terms are most appropriate. Hope and fear arise from the probability or uncertainty of obtaining the good desired, or avoiding
avoiding the evil shunned. These can scarcely ever be termed affections; they are rather the passions or emotions springing from the affections of love and hatred. In like manner, joy and grief (which are strongly excited states of feeling, arising from the possession or loss of some good, or the avoidance or endurance of some evil) are seldom sufficiently steady and permanent to receive the appellation of affections, but are properly termed passions, and their milder states of excitement may be well denominated emotions. A tendency to the exercise of a class of affections, or to the excitement of a class of emotions and passions, is called a disposition. The temper seems to comprehend the dispositions in general, whether they relate to facial or personal affections; provided they are habitual, and affect the external conduct, (words and actions,) in our intercourse with those around us. All the affections, emotions, and passions, in every state of excitement, and under every modification, are comprehended under the general term feeling; but since the affections (whether existing in the tranquil state of simple complacency or displacency, or operating to produce desire or aversion, &c,) are the sources from which all the emotions and passions spring, we speak of the culture of the affections as in reality comprehending the regulation of the whole system of feeling.

We will now state, in a connected form, the leading principles respecting the affections, &c. which appear to be of the chief importance in regulating the plans of moral education; and then proceed to offer some remarks and illustrations founded upon them, which may aid the judicious parent in employing them.

1. The affections, according to the statements we have already made, are derived immediately from sensible pleasures or pains received in connection with any object, or from compound feelings already formed by association, or from both together. They depend, therefore, for their formation, upon the general activity of the associative power, upon the proper supply of materials from sensible or mental pleasures and pains in connection with the object, upon the physical sensibility of the frame, and upon the facility and vividness of the powers of recollection and conception. The same series of external impressions, (if such a cafe were possible,) continued through the whole processes of education, would not, in individuals of different physical temperaments, or different degrees of vigour in the mental powers, produce the same system of affections; nevertheless, in their leading features, the same external impressions will commonly generate similar affections.

2. The affections which have been formed towards any object are capable, in favourable circumstances, of being transferred to another poffeffion (or suppos'd to poffef;) the characteristic qualities, owing to which they were originally formed; and in proportion to the degree in which these are (suppos'd to be) poffeffed, and to the variations which exist in their combinations and connected qualities and relations, will be the modifications which this transference will produce on the original affection. And it is an extremely important circumstance respecting the transference of affections, (by which, however, we would not understand, to mean, not the removal of them from the original object, but the association of them with one which did not before poffefs them,) that it may take place through the medium of the intellect alone, as well as by external impressions; by the exercise of the memory, the understanding, or the imagination, as well as by actual fenfation. If correspondence or similarity of relation or qualities is perceived in two objects of the mind, the feelings associated with the one will, in proportion to the degree of that correspondence or similarity, become associated with the other.

3. The vigour (including vividness and steadiness united) of any affection will depend upon the vividness and number of the component parts, upon the susceptibilities of the physical and mental constitution, upon the aid it receives from the influence of sympathy and intentional culture, upon its similarity to the prevailing dispositions of the mind, and upon the frequency and continuance of its exercise, as a whole, in some or other of its component affections. But,

4. Though the vigour of an affection depends, in a great measure, on the frequency of the exercise of the feelings composing it, yet mere feelings, unaccompanied with the active employment of them as motives, rapidly lose their vividness and strength, unless supplied with repeated accessions of the component sensations and simpler feelings.

The best way to cultivate any worthy affection is to bring it into exercise as a motive to action, while, at the same time, we supply it with fresh materials derived from affection, sympathy, foreign excitement (if necessary), and, above all, its own appropriate pleasures, arising directly from its exercise, and from the perception of its influence on personal or social happiness.

5. Affections (whether of love or hatred, of desire or aversion) may be eradicated, if they have not been too long exercised, and too much associated with the general dispositions of the mind. They may indeed acquire such power, that they can be rooted out by no human discipline or efforts; but such can seldom be the case, during the usual periods of education, and especially the early periods. To destroy any wrong disposition will be difficult, in proportion to the degree in which it has gained habitual power, and in which it is supported and cherished by other related dispositions; but it may commonly be effected by perseverance in the judicious and steady culture of opposing dispositions, in the careful avoidance of the causes of its excitement, and in the regular restraint of its exercise by negative discouragements, or by positive inconvenience and bodily pain, according to the nature of the disposition, and to the general qualities of the temper.

The refinement of mental pleasures or pains consists in their remoteness from senfation; the diftance of affections, in their having no farther end than their own immediate object.

6. The refinement of our feelings is a very gradual process. It depends upon the variety of the sources of senfation, upon the strength of the retentive power, upon the activity of the associative power, and upon the supply of suitable materials for the formation and growth of the different classes of mental pleasures and pains. When complex feelings of different classes are formed, they contribute, in a variety of ways, through the operation of the associative power, to modify one another, and to produce still more complex feelings; and the greater the variety in the sources and character of the component parts, the greater will be the remoteness of the compound from all resemblance to senfation. Even sensible pleasures and pains, derived through different inlets of senfation from the same or similar objects, will, by the operation of association on the simple feelings which they leave behind them, form complex feelings scarcely indicating senfation as their immediate source: and the same might be observed respecting those complex notions, which, under the name of abstract or general ideas, so much puzzle philosophers, who have not been accustomed to the Hartian processes of investigation. "Some degree of spirituality," says Hartley, (meaning that state of mind in which..."
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in which its pleasures and pains are not sensible,) is the ne-
cessary conquence of passing through life. The sensible
pleasures and pains must be transferred more and more every
day, upon things that afford neither sensible pleasure nor
sensible pain in themselves, and so beget the intellectual
pleasures and pains." Nevertheless it cannot be doubted,
that those means of intellectual and moral culture, which are
supplied by the pursuits of literary, scientific, and religious
knowledge, do greatly accelerate the progress of the mind
towards spirituality; and this is still more effected, by the
gradual cultivation of the motives of benevolence and piety,
and a sense of duty. Whatever pursuit or pleasure calls off
the attention of the mind from mere sensation, or the plea-
sures most nearly allied to it, contributes to its progressive
refinement. Still that refinement must be gradual. If we
attempt too soon to lead the mind away from sensation, we
shall only impede the progress; we shall flap the sources of
mental pleasures and pains, and thereby weaken them and
their influence as actuating motives; and thus we shall either
leffen the vigour of the intellectual structure, so far as to
prevent all energy of character, or, what is perhaps more
probable, and more to be dreaded, we shall make the
mind the slave of sensible pleasures and pains, when it ought
to be advanced beyond their primary influence. Childhood
is the period for sensation; we do not mean exclusively, but
principally: and he who, during it, attempts to check its
pleasures, farther than is necessary to prevent present or fu-
ture pains, will, as far as his culture is effectual, either turn
youth and manhood into childhood, or altogether nip the
blossom of vigorous, steady affection. If, however, this
perverion of nature is accompanied by the cultivation of a
strong and actuating sense of duty, ill effects may be greatly
refrained; but we doubt not, they must always be felt,
either in the diminution of moral vigour altogether, or in the
want of a proper balance and due proportion among the
affections.

7. The last of the general principles which we proposed
to state, respects the disinterestednels of the affections: and
here we must enlarge at some length. Two opposite opinions
have long been entertained, and are still often advanced on
this subject. Some have maintained, that the human mind,
in all its feelings and promptings to action, is influenced by
selfish motives; that, in fact, there is no action or feeling
which can be called disinterested. Others have, with more
success, maintained, that the mind can be, and often is, dis-
interested; that a person frequently performs an action,
tending to the good of others in a greater or less degree,
without the remotest reference to himself; with no other
motive than a desire to produce the benevolent effect pro-
posed. The degrading system of the former is seldom
adopted except by speculative men, who have been led by
circumstances, happily not universal, to see merely the dark
side of human nature, and to form a more gloomy picture of
its selfishness than truth would allow: or by others, who
have expected too much, owing to the beautiful speculations
of theory; and having been disappointed, by comparing
them with their own feelings in many instances, or with the
too general conduct of mankind, have thence gone into the
unsounded opinion, that all the actions of all men are selfish.
But many of those, who are undoubtedly right in the pleas-
ing belief that the affections and motives of men are often
characterized by disinterestedness, have greatly erred re-
specting the nature of it. From attending to its state in
their own minds, or the minds of others, where it is habitual
and extensive, and forgetting the states which have led them
to this noble ennuence, they have considered disinterestedness
as an innate principle of the mind, and represented it as the
first step towards worth of character, whereas it is in reality
the last. They have, therefore, clipped the commencement
of virtue in colours which belong only to its completion;
and hence two practical ill conquences have followed:
some persons have neglected the culture of disinterestedness,
both in their own minds and in those of others, from sup-
pposing it to be a necessary quality of all virtuous affections;
and others have been driven to defend, on comparing the
representations of theory with the sature fate of their own
minds, supposing that they could never attain to what they
see spoken of as alone deserving the appellation of real worth
of character. The more correct views undoubtedly are,
that disinterestedness is the last stage of an affection; that it
may be hallowed or retarded by attention or neglect, as to
the culture of that affection; and that disinterestedness, as
the general character of the mind, is the highest point of
excellence, and what should be our object; but it can only
be acquired by a long course of moral (including reli-
jous) culture.

Of the progress of an affection, from the state in which
the object of it is desired as a means to some suppos'd good,
and to that in which it becomes the sole end, the most sim ple
instinct, and what is frequently adduced for the purpose, is
the love of money; and this serves exceedingly well in con-
nection with the general principles of mental philosophy,
and might not be useless in reference to our immediate object:
but this will probably be better answered, by taking, for
the purpose of illustration, an outline view of the formation
of disinterested benevolence.

Every human being receives his first pleasureable impres-
sions in society. His appetites are gratified by the affinities
of those around him; and probably there is no agreeable feel-
ing which is not in some way or other associated with those
who attend him in the period of infancy and early child-
hood. Hence arises sociability, or the pleasure derived from
the mere company of others; and as the child increases in
years, the associated pleasure increases almost continually.
In the innocent and generally happy period of childhood,
he receives all his enjoyments in the company of others;
most of his sports and amusements require a playfellow; and
if, by any untoward circumstances, he is prevented from join-
ing his companions, he feels an uneasiness which it is scarcely
in his own power to remove, but which vanishes soon as he can
rejoin them. But his happiness derived from others greatly
depends upon their happiness. He is happiest when those
around him are happy; partly from the contagion of feel-
ing, and partly because his means of happiness considerably
depend upon the convenience of others. If his companions
are ill, his sources of pleasure are diminished; if his parents
are unable to take their customary care of him, he loses
it in various ways; he loses the cares of affection, or the
little knellbells of parental tenderness. Hence the comfort
and happiness of others necessarily become the object of
desire; and even in young children it not unfrequently hap-
pens, that this desire becomes sufficiently disinterested to
lead them to forego small pleasures, or undergo little inconve-
niences and privations, with no other view than to increas e
the comfort of their parents, or to prevent what would di-
minish it. Benevolence is that affection which leads us to
promote the welfare of others to the hell of our power;
and general benevolence is founded on particular benevolence,
for instance, upon benevolence towards parents or other con-
nections. We have seen its rudiments, and it may be well
to pursue it a little farther. The endeavour to promote the
comfort or welfare of others is, in the early part of life,
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almost invariably followed by an increase of pleasurable feelings. Parents approve these endeavours, and they tell their children that their heavenly Father approves of those who try to do others good. Children and young persons are continually feeling and observing the good effects of benevolence, as manifested in their own conduct, or in that of those around them; and hence, in well-disposed children, the pleasurable feelings associated with benevolent actions are very strong; they are very glad to see others made happy, and very glad to be able to make others happy; and the pleasure derived from the approbation of others, and the sympathy of their own minds, the increase of good-will in the person benefited, and the expression of it, the accordance with all the religious feelings which are pos-

sessed, and various other circumstances left general, add, together, such a flock of pleasurable feelings to the doing of good to others, that, by degrees, in some or other of its branches, it becomes an object of desire altogether independently of any consideration beyond itself. A person who has completely gone through this process, desires to benefit others without any reference to his own personal benefit in this world, or even in the next: he employs the different opportunities which present themselves to him of doing good to others, without thinking of any thing more than the immediate object. If it call for great exertion on his part, great efforts of self-denial, he brings to his aid the desire of following the dictates of duty, of obeying the commands of God; and where his benevolence, his love of duty, and his love of God, are in a great degree purified from self (and in proportion to such purification), he will forego great pleasures, and endure great pains, without a thought beyond the production of the good which he has in view, and the obedience to the claims of God and duty. Great heights of excellence are seldom attained without a large portion of the discipline of trial and affliction; and imply the suitable improvement of it; but a less and not dependable height is often obtained. Benevolence may, with propriety, be termed disinterested, when it is a considerable number of its promptings, it has no end besides the good which it proposes; and in this degree it exists (we doubt not) in great numbers; and by those who have advanced thus far, that improvement may without much difficulty be made, by cultivating a general love of duty, and a regard to the will of God, which would refute, beyond the possibility of all rational controversy, the opinion that the human mind is radically evil and universally selfish.

There are few points in moral investigations more inter-

esting, or of greater practical value, than the tendency to love and to desire to promote objects which have no im-

mediate connection with our own good, without any reference to our own good. That the human mind is capable of grofs selfishness, which defines all present discipline to correct, is a fact which cannot be denied, and which should excite our vigilance and concern in the work of self-culture as well as in the business of education. But it is no less a fact, that it is also capable of disinterestedness which shall run through the whole of the conduct, and prompt uniformly and flex-

dibly to the promotion of others' welfare. The earliest plea-

sures are personal; we wish not to call them selfish, because that term seems to be generally appropriated to those feelings which not only have a direct explicit reference to our own real or imaginary good, but also prompt to the pursuit of this, to the neglect or injury of others. In this sense the mind cannot, with any propriety, be said to be originally selfish; but its earliest pleasures are personal; and its earliest desires are consequently personal. Its interest in the plea-

sures of others, arises originally from their connection with

the personal pleasures; and, consequently, the love of others, and the desire of benefiting them, are originally interested; that is, they arise from the dependence of its own personal pleasures on their pleasures. There is nothing criminal in this; it is according to the laws of our mental frame: the mind is criminal only where it rebels here, for it cannot with-

out being wrongfully impeded. If the progress goes on as it ought, the desire will be gradually transferred completely from the original end, personal pleasures, to the good of others, the original means; and then this becomes the end, and the desire is disinterested. We may, therefore, with the confidence of truth, indulge a delightful view of the tendencies and capacity of our nature; and hold up as the object of our steady endeavors aimed at moral improvement, and as the point for which we should prepare, his efforts, and towards which we should direct them, that state of mind, in which to perceive a practicable means of promoting the good of others, and to employ it, will be invariably con-

nected, without any intervening bond of union, without any other motive co-operating but what is as pure as its own benevolence. And the same remarks might be made respecting the love of duty in general.

We may now proceed, as we proposed, to offer some remarks and illustrations founded upon the foregoing principles, which may affect the practical employment of them in the work of education.

1. We are not to expect that any affections will rise up in the mind, unless those external impressions are made, from which the component feelings are formed. A child cannot form an affection for a parent with whom he has no inter-
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of words, of sympathy, &c. And this process takes place more readily in childhood and youth, because the perception of differences is by no means so early acquired, at least to generally exercised, as the perception of similarity; and because, farther, while the imagination is not sufficiently limited by experience, and by the general culture of the judgment, the impressions exciting pleasurable associations, are readily considered as an index to an extensive combination of good qualities, and the affections are at once communicated, when after impressions will tend to check, to limit, and perhaps altogether to remove them.

2. Closely connected with the foregoing remarks, we may observe, that the general affection of love to any object, and the consequent tendencies of the mind, will not be produced in opposition to an excessive degree of painful feelings, through whatever medium derived, if from any links of connection they become associated with the object, especially if it is regarded as the source of them. We have already had occasion to state, that where painful impressions do not exceed some limit, and do not, from connected ideas, excite these feelings which are allied to hatred (resentment, ill-will, a sense of injustice, &c.), to far from softening love they tend to give it greater vigour and purity; but where their effects are of that decription, or they are in themselves too frequent, or too powerful, in proportion to the pleasurable associations, they must in that proportion check, and perhaps eventually destroy, the affection. If a parent finds privation or punishment necessary for the grand ends of education, and takes care, as far as possible, to let it be perceived that they are employed for these ends only, the dispositions of children must have been ill-regulated, if the employment of them in any degree lessens love. We have seen several instances where affection has assumed its most tender and engaging form, after the parental infliction of punishment; and what is, perhaps, still more deserving notice, even after the punishment inflicted by a tutor, who, we have observed, has, at the hour of reflection, received the most cordial shake of the hand from the boy who, during the day, had been the subject of corporal punishment. Of the modes and regulation of punishments we shall soon have occasion to offer a few remarks; the fact is sufficient to illustrate our present object. But suppose that from any cause the parental relation not only is not associated with pleasurable feelings (in which case, agreeably to the observations in the last paragraph, it will be an object of indifference), but is even associated with the painful one, arising, justly or otherwise, from an excess (in degree or frequency) of painful impressions, from a sense of injustice, from frequent gallling restraints upon the will, &c. it is clear that a parent may become the object of ill-will, and even of hatred. It is a dreadful fate if things have proceeded so far; but they do sometimes go on from the ille to another, far beyond the first idea; and seldom then meet with any limit, excepting those derived from a sense of duty. This is sometimes found to excite in the child (especially where aided by the affection of the other parent) a disposition to patient submission, and perhaps to composition and forbear, rather than to irritation and displeasure. But when a parent forgets his own duties, or from indifference in disposition has not the power to perform them, he ought not to wonder if the tendencies to filial duty (especially those founded on the basis of respect and affection) are not tainted in the mind of his child. From various affections a parent will, almost necessarily, feel some love for his offspring, without any interchange with them; and even in juxtaposition to many painful impressions in connection with them: but in the child there are no such predisposing associations; and whatever affection is formed in early life, is to be formed by actual impressions in connection with the parent, by the means we have already stated.

These views, while they should lead the parent who is justly solicitous to obtain a high degree of the affections of his children, and at any rate to prevent their indifference or ill-will, to avoid all caprice, undue authority, and excessive rigour and severity in his treatment of them, while they should lead him to regulate passions and the infliction of pain, by the ends for which alone they ought to be employed, and to make himself the companion and friend of his children, the associate of their little pleasures, and of felt importance to their comforts and enjoyments,—should also induce him readily to avoid indulging that excessive fondness for self-gratification and self-willfulness, which, if allowed to become habitual to any considerable degree, will assuredly injure the character for life; which must be restrained, if restrained at all, by subsequent pains and privations far exceeding what would in the first instance have kept wantonness and self-love within their proper limits; and which will, therefore, in all probability, lead to impressions of the most painful nature in connection with the parent, if he endeavour to retrieve the consequences of past indulgence by the only means which will be left him (the pain of which will be heightened by comparison with the pain); and which will often produce a similar effect, even if he do not make the attempt, because the more the will is indulged without restraint, the more indulgence it requires, and it is impossible for the parent (however willing he may be to give up every thing for the comfort of a darling child, whom, perhaps, excessive fondness alone has injured) to carry indulgence to the degree which will be requisite for the gratification of ill-regulated desires.

These views also furnish some obvious hints respecting the culture of the fraternal affections. Children necessarily have many pleasures in common, which can be enjoyed without any mutual interference; and these directly tend to make the compositions of childhood the objects of complacency and love. But where several children are together, especially where their ages are nearly the same, there are numerous occasions in which they must give up little gratifications in compliance with each other's wishes, numerous cases in which their little pleasures must interfere with each other. If these occurred without a repetition of the associated pleasures, especially when countenanced by a general felicities of character, they must soon destroy fraternal affection. When they are not too impreissive, or too frequent, they contribute to the formation of the habits of self-denial, in a degree which is fearfully effectible in infancy education, because there are, in such cases, comparatively few occasions in which the habits can be brought naturally into exercise; but beyond the limits to which no killing injury is done to mutual affection, it should be the care of parents on no account to permit such trials to extend. They should avoid all unnecessary causes of contention; they should employ the nicest equity in settling the little contending claims; and they should occasionally connect, with absolute quarrelling, the painful feelings arising from separation, and the suspension of their mutual pleasures. In such cases, however, the separation must be made at least irksome and disgraceful; so that the unpleasant feelings attending it may be greater, or at least more impreissive, than those which caused their separation. We need fearlessly revert to the principle already referred to under the culture of the first affections, that parents should most carefully avoid exciting envy and jealousy among their children by their own expressions of partiality,
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Nothing more decidedly tends to check the growth of mutual affection among children than this; and till affection has acquired habitual vigour, and is supported by good fence, and a fence of duty, it can seldom stand against such impressions.

3. In order to cultivate any affection, while itself is in its early flages, and in the early flages of the moral progress in general, we shall often find it advantageous to associate with it, or in connection with it, supplies of such pleasurable feelings from foreign sources of sensation and imagination, as will blend themselves with the appropriate pleasures of the affection, and by increasing them afflil to increase its vigour, and the tendency to exercise it. In the later periods of the moral progress, if there is a tolerable degree of sensibility, and a healthy state of the system generally, the mental feelings will usually be found sufficiently vigorous to supply the place of direct sensation; though, even then, where sensations (as is commonly the case if the mind has gone through its usual culture) are connected with mental feelings, so as to become the index of them, they are powerful means of transferring those feelings to objects not immediately belonging to them. But in the earliest periods: the eye, the ear, and the taste, may be made to contribute materials for the most valuable and most highly refined affections; and may be employed in connection with a greater or less degree of the pleasures of imagination, as circumstances permit or direct. Agreeably to these ideas, the parent who is defirous of cultivating the affections which respect the Supreme Being, will find advantage in marking occasionally at least, associating with the ideas of him, the pleasures derived by the young mind from the beauties of nature, the music of the birds, and any other innocent source of sensible gratification; and this will of course be doubly effective, if the affection can be accompanied with a direct reference to him as the cause of those pleasures, provided the mind is capable of perceiving the connection, both by its progress in cultivation, and by attention at the time. We are, for similar reasons, among those who are defirous that the pleasurable feelings derived from simple solemn harmony (whether vocal or instrumental), should be associated with the thoughts and emotions excited by the hymn of gratitude, love, and confidence. Among the young and uncultivated, the effect is clearly and decidedly beneficial: and to those of more refined affections, it will serve to introduce and keep up pleasurable states of the mind, and often, by the influence of our associated nature, to excite those devotional feelings with which they have been long connected. Care must of course be taken, that the music employed with devotional expressiveness, be not of such a nature as to call off the attention of the mind from the import of the words employed; and still more that the use of it do not degenerate into the more gratifications of musical taste: but we doubt not, that, under suitable regulations, the direct and natural effect of music, in cafes to which we refer, is to afflil in generating or cultivating the devotional affections, and to aid their exercise. Though affections will seldom be vigorous which have had no painful impressions mixed with them, and never unless they are made actuating motives of conduct, yet it must be our aim to supply them with a sufficient flood of pleasurable impressions in order to keep up their life and power. The exercise of useful habits should commonly be associated with pleasure: they should be called into exercise when the mind is alive to enjoyment: and it is a simple, but most important principle, that whatever disposition or habitual tendency is suitably exercised when a child is cheerful and active, and receiving pleasurable impressions from external objects, it will receive some addition to its pleasures and strength, from the foreign associations communicated by the feelings and impressions of the time. Whenever, therefore, a habit, which we think important, is at its commencement irksome, if not painful, foreign pleasures (sometimes even those of mere sensation) may be advantageously made use of to halen the tendency of the mind to exercise it, or at least submit to it with comfort. If it be thought necessary, for instance, to induce in a great measure the amusements, employments, and sports of children, on the Lord’s day, with a view to the future rather than the present, in addition to rational sources of moral and religious interest of various kinds, which may be referred for that day, we see no objection to employ little extraordinary indulgences of sensation and sociability to afflil in rendering it pleasant. Pleasants, if possible, should always be made; for religion and religious duties should never be viewed with gloom; and the little simple gratifications of the taste, &c., which we would recommend to be given on that day, however little direct alliance they may have with its employments, will contribute to make them pleasant by association, and will do no harm among the young, when habit, and the perception of their importance, and their accordance with the increasing biasies of the mind, require so much aid to make them interesting. That which is pleasant as a means of pleasure, will gradually become pleasant of itself.

4. Though in the earliest flages of an affection, it should not be too much or too frequently called into exercise, in opposition to the feelings of some others, more directly painful, yet to give it vigour as an actuating motive, it must be exercised in proportion to its strength and purity, in ways which call for self-denial and active exertion. A few observations respecting the cultivation of charity towards the poor may afford some illuftrations of this remark among others. If the first acts of charity be made painful, by requiring privations beyond the power of the habit of self-restraint to render them pleasant, it is not to be expected, that, while the impression of that circumstance continues, the desire of doing good will be lively or even pleasurable. Supposing that the parent obviously sympathises with the distresses of the poor, and in various ways is endeavouring to relieve or prevent them, by exertions and benevolent plans, as well as, if the opportunity and means allow, by pecunary aid, it is probable that from mere sympathy, the tendency to active compation will be produced in the mind. We have known a child before she could speak, take an obvious pleasure in dropping the little gift of charity into the poor old man’s hat. The early exertions of a heart should be cultivated, by exciting pity and a desire to relieve the wants which is experienced, through the means of the observation and imagination, and by studying what effect the efforts will have to relieve it, and by associating pleasant feelings (either directly, or, which is much better, indirectly) with the endavour to do good, making it accompanied with, if not actually productive of, a pleasurable state of mind. Carrying the gift of charity to the poor applicant should be made a gratification, and only allowed where there is a claim upon such gratification from right conduct, or, at least, should be refused, where, from any cause, parental disapprobation has been excited. Children who have habitually been taught to consider the comforts of others as a source of gratification to themselves, will early take pleasure in making little sacrifices to relieve the distresses of the poor. We have known a child, three years and a half old, prefer a baby-house of cut paper to a rocking-horse, which had been the object of her wish, "because it cost nothing, and mamma would have the more money to give to the poor." By degrees, when the pleasure
fure of charity is become pretty lively, and the habit of
acting upon it is tolerably confirmed, it will be desirable to
lead to more decided endeavours to relieve the poor, e.g.,
the little semi-elastic may be allowed a small gratuity for
her work, when done properly, and the may be led, without any
thing like constraint, to give her earnings to the poor;
the pleasure of doing which we have seen very strongly
indicated in a child of between five and six years old. Chil-
dren whose wants have been limited and properly supplied,
and whose desires have been tolerably well regulated, will
fondly feel the value of money to themselves, and to give
away a more gift, will little call for the exercise of self-
denial; but at any rate it will be found advantageous to
allow them to make necessary articles of dress, and to give
the produce of their industry to the poor. We believe that
the thanks of the poor never gave any one more unaffected
delight, than they have done to the child before referred to,
when, without the excitement of praise, or even the reward
of sympathy, (expressed in words at least,) from those
whom the bell loves, she has given away the little superflu-
ities in acts of benevolence, and permitted only where the behaviour has
not been unsatisfactory; and after a benevolent action, the
pleasurable state of the mind should be encouraged both
by the conseqences naturally following right conduct, and,
in extraordinary cases, by communicating little simple grati-
fications, which, even without an explicit connection, will
serve to associate pleasure with this branch of duty. With
respect to boys, it will be less easy to call their charitable
feelings into exercise in this manner; but the parent who
demons to cultivate them in the only effectual way, by
active pleasurable exertion, and by little privations propor-
tioned to the degree of their vigour, and such as can be
easily overbalanced, if necessary, by pleasurable feelings
drawn from different sources, will fondly be unable to find
suitable means and opportunities of doing so. When they
are arrived at the age at which allowances of pocket-money
are given them, if their minds have been rightly directed
by example, by occasional exercise, by instructions, &c., they
will often be easily led to employ some of their little superflu-
ities in acts of benevolence; and if these are judiciously
brought about, and directed to objects, the importance of
which is obvious, and if they be associated with pleasurable
feelings (in suitable proportions to the moral progress of the
individual, and to the power of self-denial), derived from
little rational gratifications from the satisfaction of parents,
and (if in a cafe somewhat peculiar, and requiring con-
siderable stimulus) from the approbation of conscience, and
the more direct religious considerations, all will contribute
permanently to the liveliness and vigour of the principle of
benevolence. To shew what we mean by pleasurable affec-
tions from external circumstances, we may take the cafe
where a parent, or tutor, after his boys have been contrib-
uting pretty largely from their limited allowances, to pro-
mote the interests of an important institution for the benefit
of the poor, associates with the act of benevolence the
pleasure they derive from a long wished for walk on a fine
bracing morning, by treading to them, "I hope, my boys,
you will enjoy your walk; you have been doing what
will be beneficial to others; and the pleasure of doing good,
and the pleasure of your exertions, will increase each
other."

The education of the poor presents the young with a
nobile field for the culture of benevolence; and the preva-
ience of charity-schools in general, and especially of Sunday-
schools in particular, affords to mott young persons an op-
portunity of engaging in it. If they are actively employed
in the communication of useful knowledge, and particularly
of religious knowledge, under the guidance and with the
assistance of the greater experience of their friends, it will
render their own knowledge more correct and practical, and will lead them to think more themselves on subjects of religious
duty, and will make the welfare of others an object of solici-
tude and exertion. The young should be early accustomed
to consider the education of the poor as an object of delight,
of wisdom, and of duty; and should be encouraged to con-
tribute their efforts towards it, with a view to their own mo-
ral improvement, as well as to the benefit of their services in
the cause of benevolence.

5. We must endeavour to adapt our means of moral cul-
ture to the general charactar of the mind, whether aris-
ing from physical temperament, or from the actual progress
made in the acquistion and cultivation of the different moral
dispositions and habits. In doing this, though we shall
often find it advantageous to avail ourselves of the power over
the mind which those dispositions and habits present, even when
considered with the worth they bought not to be pernicious, in
(especialy in the more advanced periods of education) it
ought peculiarly to endeavour to supply their defects,
to curb their exccrcences, and to strengthen their right ten-
dencies. And when we think it expedient to employ, in the
way of motive, those dispositions and habits which eventually
must be modified or greatly restrained, we must be careful
that we do not give them too much power in the mind, to
the permanent injury of the moral character, and of the in-
dividual's happiness. We are strongly impressed with the
importance of this last remark, in connection with the sen-
e of ridicule, which so often furnishes to the thoughtless and
difflated, the means of confounding moral dispositions,
of weakening the influence of parental authority, of rendering
the peculiarities of religious profession irksome, if not abso-
lutely painful, and by degrees destroying the impreffion and
perhaps the belief of the grand principles of religion, which
had been early instilled, and long cultivated (and even judi-
ciously cultivated), and employed as the motives of action.
That the mind will be exposed to such influence in inter-
esting cases, we should induce us to avoid, in the early
periods of education, communicating principles of morals and religion, the grounds of which do not appear to
ourselves fully satisfactory, and forming unnecessary con-
nections of those we do communicate, with peculiarities in
manner, drefs, &c.; it should induce us, as the progress of
the mind will permit, to shew the reasonableness and founda-
tion of those principles, and while we point out their im-
portance and mutual relations, to confine the fundamental
principles of belief and practice, within as narrow limits as
possible, and to make our conclusions from them appear as
inferences, the incorrectness of which will not affect the
truth of those fundamental principles; in short, to cultivate
the understanding while we are cultivating the affections,
to habituate to discrimination and to found reasoning,
and to give habitual influence to higher motives of action;
but at the same time it powerfully urges us to avoid giving un-
due strength to the senfe of ridicule, by employing it too
frequently and unnecessarily as a motive; by making it too
much felt, and consequently too much feared; by connect-
ing it with fierce expressions of displeasure, &c.; to ad-
activate that firmness of mind, which, if it do not directly
leffen the dread of it, will do, indirectly, by leflening its
influence as a motive—to accustom the mind to appreciate
the jufhene of the expreffions of ridicule—and to make any
influence of firmneff in opposition to them, for the sake
of adherence to any principle of liberal obedience, truth, up-
rightness, &c. a ground of peculiar approbation, and on
the
the contrary, any influence of submission to it, in opposition to such principles, the subject of pity, of disapprobation, and, if the case requires it, even of contempt. The influence of ridicule operates through the sense of honour and shame, and it may sometimes therefore be expedient, though the less the better, to curb it through the same channel.

We are fully aware, that there are cafes, (particularly where serious displeasure or actual punishment is out of the question,) in which the influence of ridicule may be beneficially employed; that sometimes, where the education of the affections has not been properly or successfully conducted, it must be employed, because no other motives will answer the purpose so effectually and beneficially; and that there are individuals in whom it is even desirable to awaken a feeling of ridicule. And it may sometimes happen, that to prevent exposure to ill-natured ridicule, where its influence would be excessive and injurious, it should be employed with a sparing hand and a clear separation from all malevolent motives; e.g. in connection with little awkwardness of gesture and modes of expression. But where the sufcceptibility of its influence is the most lively, where the general sufcceptibility of the mind is great, and the sense of honour and shame at least very powerful, if not excessive, there it should be our endeavour to lessen its influence, and to turn the current of those feelings into a beneficial channel, by directing them as much as possible from those little qualities which are not essential to true worth, intellectual or moral, towards the higher excellencies, and by refining those motives themselves through the purifying influence of religious principles.

The power of ridicule obviously depends very greatly upon the degree in which the feelings of honour and shame exist in the mind. If our limits could permit, we should be glad of entering fully into the consideration of the formation of those feelings, and the proper regulation of them in education; but we must content ourselves with recommending a few general observations; and to those who wish to enter further into the subject, we strongly recommend the perusal of the 95th proposition in the first volume of Hartley's Observations on Man, and propositions 62, 63, 64, in his Rule of Life, which will probably lead them to most of the conclusions upon which we should wish to enlarge. In Mrs Edgeworth's chapter on Vanity, Pride, and Ambition, they will also find many important remarks, which, in various periods of education, and in various circumstances, cannot fail to be highly serviceable in moral and even intellectual culture. And we may take this opportunity also of recommending to our readers, the truly excellent observations which they will find in Practical Education, in the chapters on Temper, Truth, Rewards and Punishments, Sympathy and Sensibility, Female Accomplishments, Prudence and Economy. These chapters contain a fund of the most valuable instruction and aid, in giving that regulation of the conduct and dispositions, to which we are directed by enlightened prudence, and a sense of duty founded upon it. If the moral system which is displayed in her portion of Practical Education, and in her other writings, had decidedly presented, with its present excellencies, those higher and more ennobling principles of action, to which the foundten views of human nature, as well as the morality of the gospel directs, our wants would then have been completely filled up. We do not wish that the should chiefly herself among the "sectary-metaphysicians," (See Præd. Ed. ch. xxv.); her own independence of mind, and accurate judgment, must have kept her in the eclectic feet of philosophers; but we do most earnestly wish, that while she made the principle of affection in one of its leading operations the basis of her system of education, she had also followed out another of its grand laws, in its connections and consequences. Hartley has unhappily encumbered his doctrine of affection with the theory of vibrations; and he treats upon difficult grounds, with respect to the generalization of the intellectual powers of the mind; but in all that respects the affections, and the mental pleasures and pains in general, their growth and culture, their regulation and refinement, we do not hesitate to express our opinion that his observations are to be regarded as the Principia of moral philosophy.—If the principles of his Rule of Life, (directed, we would admit, of whatever is clearly supported by his philosophical principles,) had furnished the foundation of that morality which is so admirably taught in the Parent's Assistant, Moral and Popular Tales, &c. without introducing these views to adorn and dignify those who cannot feel their force, they might have been made powerfully to contribute (almost without being perceived by any but such as had also imbibed them,) to the cultivation of them in better soil, and to prepare for such cultivation beyond present calculation.

But to proceed. By pride we understand, an unjust feeling of superiority over others, or of elevation in the scale by which the individual estimates honour; by vanity, an excessive desire of the praise or good opinion of others. The former indicates an unfounded opinion as to the title to honour; the latter is generally accompanied with some opinion of that kind, but does not necessarily imply more than an eager desire of honour.

It is difficult to form a comparative estimate of the injurious effects of pride and vanity. When the soil is good, both may produce good fruit; perhaps, however, pride prevents the most effectual obstacles to improvement, and vanity tends most to render that improvement ineffectual. In the earlier periods of life, the good opinion of others is, in most cases, the highest stimulus which the mind can receive; and well directed, it has its full effect in prompting to the attainment of moral and mental excellence. The circle at first is narrow: the few friends on whom we depend for the various comforts and enjoysments of life, are those whose good opinion forms our first object. If these are correct in their appreciation of worth, their good opinion is the source of future excellence; it prompts to the formation of the most valuable habits; and lays the foundation for that desire of honour, which afterwards raises the mind to him whose approbation is happiest. If they make their approbation depend upon right conduct, and do not lavish their praise or their censure, but give it only where, justly estimated, praise or censure is due, the result is valuable; if they teach to value the praise of the wise and good only, vanity will, in time, be brought within proper limits; but they do not do all, if they do not teach, that the pleasures which they at present receive from the approbation of their friends, is afterwards to be chiefly fought for, in that of their best friend; that his approbation is to be made the criterion of excellence; and that by this they must appreciate the worth of all other sources of honour. If indiscriminate vanity be not thus checked, the mind which seeks the good opinion of others, will fall into the opinions and practices of others; and unfounded principles of conduct must be expected, for that on which they are founded is as variable as the mind. The stimulus of praise becomes necessary to happiness; and the mind is incapable of exertion where that praise is not to be obtained; is incapable of acting in opposition to the opinion of those whose censure it deems among the worst of evils, whose praise it regards as an important good. The excessive desire of the
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...the good opinion even of the wife and good, is injurious to the mind. It energizes its powers of action, it renders it fickle and inconstant: it prevents from efforts leading to high utility, where those efforts may be misinterpreted; it checks the attention which should be paid to superior honour; and it prevents that ardent desire for the highest approbation, which should be made, as far as possible, the primary object of pursuit.

The workings of vanity ought not, however, to be viewed with too sanguine an eye in the early stages of intellectual and moral culture. Self-diffidence is almost necessary for that culture; and vanity is frequently the offspring of self-diffidence. But great care should be taken to prevent the love of praise from becoming a necessary stimulus to exertion. The stimulus should be levied by degrees; and, if done gradually, the habit which it was intended to generate will be formed, and the exercise of it continued, without this stimulus. Praise is probably employed in education more than is desirable, because more than is necessary; perhaps the simple expressions of sympathy, in successful exertions, would commonly answer every purpose. The employment of these means must, however, be varied by circumstances; but it should always be kept in view, that praise should be little employed in the cultivation of moral worth; that, to that, approbation should be given indirectly: and when believed upon intellectual acquirements, it should be distinctly seen that these are not held in the same rank with the performance of duty. The young should frequently be led, if self-diffidence do not make this a bar to exertion, to contemplate those who have made greater attainments than themselves, and seldom refer to those who are below them. In this, however, such cafes should be added as will prevent, or rather avoid, the excitement of envy; and where emulation gives birth to envy, this should be carefully avoided. But, above all, they should be taught to discriminate in their desire of approbation, and be led by degrees to seek for that approbation which alone is certain, and which alone is independently valuable. The eager desire of the praise of men debases the motives, weakens the mental powers, and produces corroding inquietude: the ardent pursuit of the divined approbation will shipwreck motives to action continually increasing in purity, will strengthen the mind for valuable exertion, and prepare it for permanent happiness.

6. In order to prevent the rise, or check the growth of any disposition, which we conceive to be injurious to the individual, we must avoid the original expressions tending to give birth to it, and to lead to the recurrence of its excitement; and we must aim to produce suitable allocations of a painful nature with its exercise. The more our plans are directed for the prevention of wrong dispositions and habits the better; and the same must be said where they can be properly restrained, by simply avoiding their excitement. Still, however, cafes must occur, in which the correction of them must be brought about through the medium of bodily and mental pain; and the great point is, so to proportion the degree of punishment, and to regulate the manner of it, that it shall not exceed the necessity of the circumstances, and that it bring into exercice no other wrong feelings.

Dissipation, privations, restraints upon liberty, and corporal pain, all of which probably may, in different circumstances, be employed with advantage, have all their peculiar convenience and ill consequences. The fear of blame is a most powerful motive to action, and renders not only the desire of praise, but it is of great consequence that this feeling should exist in the mind with a tolerable degree of vigour; since it is a very important auxiliary of the moral principle, and will sometimes serve to supply its deficiencies: but if it be too much employed, it loses its sedulity, or becomes perverted, or else it acquires an excessive degree of power, and makes the conduct and happiness of life so much dependent upon the opinion of others, as to render these exceedingly unfavourable. The fear of shame constitutes an essential ingredient, in what is commonly termed a regard to character; and among the lower classes of society it should be encouraged, we had almost said, without limit, because there are so many causes continually operating upon them, particularly in the present periods of difficulty and distress, to reduce it within narrow limits, or to destroy it altogether; and the want of it is, in all cases, greatly to be regretted. Like most other valuable principles, however, it is liable to great abuse, and to an injurious direction: and it is greatly to be feared, that in the usual fylphs of public education it is thus abused; since, from the prevalent modes of punishment, it is left excited by what ought certainly to be the chief source of it. the having merited punishment, and being in consequence exposed to it, than by the want of fortitude in bearing it. When disgrace is employed, it should be associated only with conduct which is really disgraceful; and it should be proportioned to the degree of impropriety or bafeness observed; and we should be peculiarly careful that we do not disdain the fear of it, by exciting it too frequently, or on occasions in which it is merely fictitious. If a parent is continually making trifles the subject of disgrace, the sense of shame must either become excessively inordinate in its influence, or children will lofe it altogether; both which effects are earnestly to be deprecated.

Respecting little privations of personal gratification, there is always some danger, lest those gratifications should acquire an undue degree of importance, by being made the means of punishment; and we conceive they should not be employed for this purpose in cafes decidedly immoral. But in connection with a want of industry, we see no adequate objection to the occasional diminution of the pleasures of the palate. The health, of course, must be taken care of; but it is a clear maxim of retributive justice, "if any one will not work, neither let him eat." This is often actually carried into effect, by a natural connection in real life; and we are satisfied that it may be advantageously employed, by an artificial connection, in education. When, from any cause, a considerable degree of parental displeasure is manifested, it will sometimes be found desirable, if the painful feelings directly arising from it do not seem sufficiently lively to suspend those little simple pleasures of the palate which extend beyond the absolute wants of nature; indeed, as long as a child is under a parent's displeasure, there should be as few gratifications as possible to look to for relief; and if the uneasiness which it produces is not itself sufficient to make the usual pleasures of childhood infipid, it is desirable to increase that uneasiness by fictitious associations. A parent's displeasure should always be felt to be a serious evil.

Solitude, confinement, and other kinds of restraint, may all, in appropriate circumstances, be employed with effect; but there are some dispositions upon which they operate very injuriously. Some children, when under such punishment, not having the usual external impressions to change the current of thought, seem to employ their leisure in the exercise of bad dispositions. Where this is the case, no benefit can accrue from them, and much injury made. Then, not only in some instances, they afford too much opportunity for the play of the imagination. But the expectation of the loss of play, as a recompence for the want of diligence
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gence at business, is often a pretty powerful, and it is a natural stimulus; and not unfrequently there are instances in which it is beneficial to employ solitude (provided it be not too long continued), as a means of leading to reflection on improprieties of conduct.

Reflecting corporal pain, we have no hesitation in saying that experience has compelled us to give up our theories against it. We are now satisfied that there are dispositions which are much less injured by this kind of punishment, than by any other which would be effectual. And we are further convinced, that in the earliest periods of childhood, before the time when the mind can be properly influenced by moral motives, corporal pain, sparingly but firmly administered, will often be of much more service, and do much less harm, than any other species of punishment. If this be employed at that early period, to overcome the rudiments of obstinate disobedience (which is the only case in which we have occasion to perceive its expediency), it will have a great deal of the management of a different description in the later periods of education. Perhaps, if parents were able to undertake the sole management of the education of infancy, it might justly be attributed to themselves, if such punishment were ever necessary; but, as circumstances usually are, a great part of the work of education conflicts in endeavouring to destroy dispositions and associations which the ignorance or carelessness of others have produced. We are not disposed to think that falsehood, falsehood, injustice, 

&c, should in childhood be made the ground of corporal punishment; there will, in general, be better punished by their natural consequences, which may even then be brought into view. But where habits of this decidedly immoral nature have been suffered to gain great strength, and have been carried on to the period of early youth, where the sense of shame has scarcely any power, and the natural inconveniences of those habits may be comparatively easily avoided; there (and also in cases of carelessness perverse disobedience) the rudiments of moral discipline and feeling may, we think, be advantageously begun by severe corporal punishment. We have known such cases; and experience has led to our conclusion. When such means are resorted to, it would be cruelty to employ them slightly. They should be resorted to such a way as to afford the individual no support from sympathy, and yet be impressive to others. And their whole accompaniments should give them a real importance in the estimation of all concerned.

But whatever the punishments employed, it will be of great advantage that the following principles be distinctly kept in view. 1. Punishment should, as much as possible, be appropriate to the offence, in kind and still more in degree. If it can be made to reembrace the natural consequences of ill conduct, it will have double influence in real life. If it have its due proportion, it will be less likely to excite the sense of injustice, and will contribute to the correction of the conscience. 2. Punishment should be certain when appointed. There may be circumstances in which it would be injustice to punish; and if these clearly authorize the remission of the punishment, it may be attended with more benefit to remit than to inflict. But such cases can be but rare, where the declaration of consequences does not arise from the daily tribulations of passion. 3. The disposition should be carefully studied, and those means employed which best suit it; which are most likely to check wrong habits and dispositions, without implanting others in their stead. 4. Punishment should always be guided by the only justifiable ground of it, the moral benefit of the individual, and of those within the influence of his example and of his punishment; and, as much as possible (especially in the most painful exercises of punishment), it should be obvious that it springs from the desire to do good. It may sometimes lose a little of its immediate efficacy; it may excite less terror than if the result of passion; but while the infliction of pain (we particularly refer to corporal punishment) is accompanied with earnestness, it should clearly appear that it is the result of the same benevolent determination with which the feeling surgeon amputates a limb to save the life of his patient.

Punishment, if it operate beneficially, does so in two ways; by producing actual painful affections in connection with the dispositions or habits, thus diminishing the tendency to exert them; and by exciting the fears with respect to the future. The former is the best possible effect; and the latter, to a certain extent, cannot but be beneficial. The principle of fear, where not excessive, and where properly regulated, is of the utmost consequence, in connection both with the general conduct of life and with personal safety. But where it is excessive, it degenerates into cowardice on the one hand, and superlition in its various forms on the other. From the former springs a host of moral evils: where fortitude does not constitute, in some tolerable degree, a part of the character, enabling the mind to support not merely bodily but mental pain, and to remain firm in the course of duty, without being too powerfully affected by the apprehensions of imagination, or by actual suffering, there can be no stability of character; it must be weak and wavering, the sport of fools, and, what is worse, the sport of the wicked and designing. From the latter originate all the degrading views of the Supreme Being, and of religion in general, which contribute to fill the mind with a thousand imaginary terrors which often destroy the influence of real religious principle in the individual himself, and render religion insupportable in the eyes of others. In childhood, excessive timidity of character (whether arising from constitutional tendencies or early associations), should be carefully guarded against; it is the parent of meaner and falsehood; and in every period of education we ought to be extremely cautious, to curb our punishments should operate to the weakening of the mind, instead of the supplying it with vigorous motives to avoid what is wrong. Fear should be associated with the idea of doing wrong, rather than with the consequences of it, and fill more rather than with painful feelings not springing from ill conduct. The fortitude arising from constitution and the early care of parents is valuable, that of principle is invaluable. On the regulation of the principle of fear, we refer our readers, with great satisfaction, to the third letter in Miss Hamilton's first volume. The whole work does credit to the author's understanding and to her heart.

7. Since the affections and dispositions may indisputably be excited, not only by impressions of actual sensation, but through the operation of the memory and the imagination, it is of the utmost consequence to the purity of the mind, and to the due restrained upon the sensual desires, that care be taken, from early years, to preserve the mind from all impressions calculated to give a premature rise, and excessive strength to those desires. In connection with this point, we beg leave, for the present, to refer our readers to some extremely important considerations (the matter of which will, to the judicious mind, compensate for some little peculiarities in the manner), contained at the close of prop. 53, in Hartley's Rule of Life.

8. As the progres to diiferent states must always be gradual, and in many cases must be slow, we are not to expect too much, in this respect, from our children, nor too much disapprove the indications of attention to personal pleasures,
pleasures, provided it appear to be only in the natural pro-
gress of the mind. We may make our children hypocrites;
but we cannot all at once make them disinterested. We
may lead them to conceal their motives, or even to profess what
do not actually; but we cannot thus communicate that
purity and refinement which, by the truly established laws
of the mind, are the result only of long continued proc esses,
only advancing without our aid, but not unfrequently to
be greatly afflicted, partly by fostering and exercising right
dispositions, and not less by checking counteracting af-
sociations. It should never be forgotten that steady habitual
disinterestedness is the last stage of an affection.

Some may, however, suppose that children are usually
more disinterested than persons who have had experience
in life; and it may contribute materially to our leading objects,
if we add a few remarks on that point.

Children often appear disinterested when they really are
not so, because we do not sufficiently take into account the
quick changes of their feelings; sometimes letting a light
value upon what a few hours or even minutes before they
were extremely pleased with; and at other times the reverse.
Hence they are readily induced to give away what they
have been delighted with; and to make what we erroneously think sacrifices, without an effort. But again,
we are apt to think them disinterested, when they give up
what they really like, only, or principally, because they
thus have a greater share of the pleasure resulting from their
obedience to their friends, praise or other rewards. Now,
the approbation of their friends is, to well-disposed children,
of such great value, that praise affords them some of their
highest gratifications. And, therefore, when, for the sake
of that approbation, they give up play-things, or any other
objects of pleasure, &c. so far from being disinterested, they
are eminently self-interested: but their self-interestedness is of
a much more refined and superior description than that
which would prevent the little sacrifice; one which, with
due care, will prove a most powerful engine in the moral
and religious culture of the mind, by increasing the influence
of the parent and instructor. Again, children are usually
influenced more by present than by future objects, however
far superior these may be in their value and durability.
Few children early attain such command over themselves,
as voluntarily to give up a present source of pleasure for a
future one: and where it is done, it is rather in compliance
with the wishes and injunctions of their friends, than from
any comprehensive conception of the future good. It is
an excellent thing to obtain the sacrifice by means of any
worthy feeling: all we wish to observe is, that children do
not feel the real value of future pleasures, and therefore
easily yield to that which is most powerful at the time.
Hence, therefore, they appear disinterested, because they
cannot properly calculate the value of the good which they
relinquish, and do in reality prefer the greatest present plea-
urse; or rather they are actuated by the greatest present plea-
urse.

We do, however, cheerfully admit, that some children
very often are, in some lesser, disinterested: for instance,
will obey their parents, will tell the truth, will endeavour
to increase the comforts of others, without any reference
direct or indirect, to any personal gratification: and we also
admit that there are some children too frequently, as they
grow up, become more selfish; and that sometimes the constitutional selfishness, through which (among other causes) they have in some instances become disinterested, proves the cause, under improper regulation, of their
becoming selfish, and that to a degree which those of less
prompte never masoifeld. But those marks of disinterestedness
are by no means difficult to be accounted for. The habit
of obedience, for instance, is the constant object of a
parent's care and exertions; and in a well educated child
there are no strongly opposing dispositions to be checked
before obedience can be secured. Little pains are quickly
forgotten, though their effects remain; future pleasures are
thought of but little, and the value of their sacrifice not
fally estimated; the constant connection is formed between
pleasurable feelings and obedience, and unpleasant feelings
and disobedience; above all, obedience, prompt and cheer-
ful obedience, is early and easily cultivated, so as to pro-
duce a regular habitual tendency to it; and as soon as a
child acts solely from the impulse of an habitual disposition,
he is so far disinterested. But this disinterestedness is not
to be relied on as a settled principle; steady habitual disin-
terestedness of any worthy affection can scarcely be pro-
duced till the affection has been exposed to the influence of
opposing impressions, and till the mind has gone through
much moral discipline.

9. In order to produce disinterestedness as a habitual
prevailing quality of the mind, while we make the exercise
of the disposition sufficiently pleasant, by various means, we
must carefully avoid leading the mind to set up the plea-
ures themselves. In the later periods of education, we must
associate pleasure with actions, left as positive rewards, than
as the results of valuable qualities. We must frequently
excite to the exercise of them, without hope of immediate
satisfaction, and even in opposition to expected inconve-
niences, and at the expense of present privations. And we
must gradually raise the mind to the higher motives: subdi-
tuting by degrees for those which are personal, such which
are refined and disinterested, and which carry the mind out
of itself. The cultivation of the religious affections, and of
an habitual fenfe of religious duty, has a more special ef-
eect in elevating the mind towards the heights of disinter-
tedness. The hopes and fears of religion have themselves a
purifying influence; and there is no motive which can have
a more direct and powerful tendency, (in proportion to its
own strength and constancy,) in giving firmness and purity
to the moral principle, than the habitual regard to the will
of an omnipresent being, and an habitual desire of his appro-

10. Much may be done by the proper regulation and
communication of external impressions, (operating directly
by sensation, and will more through the medium of the
associated feelings,) towards the formation, growth, strength,
and purity of some dispositions, and towards the prevention,
restraint, or eradication of others; yet, throughout, we
must be extremely careful so to direct and moderate our efforts,
that we do not proceed beyond the natural progress of
the mind, that we do not, through fear of their exceller,
by too violent a restraint upon principles of real, though
inordinate and temporary value; and that we do not, from
a sense of their great importance, too rapidly hinder the
growth of others. In short, having from philosophy and
experience obtained just views of the nature of the moral
principles of the mind, their origin, progress, and termination,
we must carefully follow nature. The contentious
parent is sometimes as much in danger of attempting too
much, as others are of doing too little. We recollect fe-
eling, some years back, (in one of our most popular periodi-
cal publications,) an animated paper, designed to restrain the
excessive anxiety of parents, which was attributed by some
to the pen of a writer eminently qualified to aid the reli-
gious parent in the works of education, and respecting whom
our only subject of regret is, that he has not done more.
—the author of Hymns in Prose. Parental solicitude should
always
always be put under the guidance of patience, good sense, and experience, and, if possible, of mental philosophy.

III. The Moral Sense, or Conscience. — The conscience is that internal principle, which, without reasoning, without direct reflection on the consequences of actions, or even on their obligation, at once approves certain dispositions or actions, or courses of actions, as right, and as what we ought to cultivate and practice, and at once disapproves of certain dispositions and actions, or courses of actions, as wrong, and as what we ought to check and avoid. The human mind is so formed, that such a principle will spring up in it, if the individual is placed in circumstances common to almost every human being. Thus, universal experience proves; and it is a question of no great importance, though by no means difficult to be decided, whether, if a human being could grow up to maturity, without having from infancy any intercourse with his fellow men, and without any supernatural impressions, he would manifest any such principle. What is of the greatest importance, is, that its dictates are not universally the same, and that it is an improvable principle; that to give it early correctness and vigour, requires great care on the part of those who are concerned in the early periods of education; and that to give it its due flexibility, accuracy, and influence, requires the use of suitable means in every period of life.

If the dictates of the conscience were at all times the same, or if it were not an improvable principle, the rules of revelation and all moral culture would be useless. We cannot doubt that the contrary is the case. In the heathen morality, as Hartley observes, taken generally, some of the higher virtues which Christianity points out to our attention and observance, were omitted, and some were even the object of contempt: many erroneous views were prevalent; some were even recommended; ambition, of the most selfish kind, was esteemed virtuous; and many kinds and degrees of humility were treated with reproof and contempt. And, as to the devout affections, they were defined as love, and their fear was supererogation. "The heathen philosophers," says Paley, "though they have advanced fine fayings and sublime precepts in some points of morality, have greatly failed in others;" and he brings forward a series of instances, in justification of his remarks, from among the most eminent and excellent of the ancient philosophers, which are sufficient to show the inestimable value of the morality of the gospel, as well as to prove the point in question. (See Moore's interesting and valuable Life of Paley, p. 740.) "There is scarcely a vice," he elsewhere observes, "in which in some age or country of the world has not been countenanced by public opinion." And what diversity do we perceive at present? Even among those whose minds are cultivated, but not brought under the restraining guidance of religion, we hear murder, under the name of duelling, vindicated, and even applauded; and we find the Christian's forbearance and forgiveness reproached as meanesses and cowardice. How common is it, even where persons are really on the whole influenced by religious principle, to depart, without hesitation, from the strict dictates of Christian integrity or truth, where the end, as they think, is a good one, and such as to justify the means; and in some instances even to approve of direct falsehood and prevarication, where their feelings of benevolence prompt them to endeavour to prevent some suppedo inconvenience on the part of others, or to obtain some suppedo good for them. Those who have had much experience, and have paid much attention to what passes within them, though they may feel the decisions of their consciences to be generally correct, can scarcely fail to call to mind instances, in which they have acted under the conviction that their conduct was right, when further reflection and examination have led them to believe the contrary; and those who are not able to trace infinences in which their consciences actually approved of what they afterwards thought wrong, will be able to perceive a progress in the correctness and extent, the readiness and vigour, of the decision of their conscience.

Those who have had much concern in the early education of children, can feel no difficulty in tracing (generally at least) the progress of the moral principle; and correct views as to the laws and operations of the human mind, leave us little room to doubt, that its pleasures and pains are formed, like all other mental pleasures and pains, by the ever active principle of association, connecting, combining, and blending together a vast variety of feelings, more or less complex, so as to form from them a set of feelings, most powerfully influencing the conduct, and contributing most essentially to the happiness or wretchedness of the individual.

The feelings are derived from, and confit of, all the other pleasures and pains of our nature, so far as they are consistent with one another, with the frame of our nature, and with the course of the world. (See Hartley, vol. i. prop. 99.) They are continually presenting themselves, urging to think some branches of conduct, and to pursue others, rewarding us for our obedience with some of our purest and best satisfactions, and punishing us for our neglect and disobedience, with emotions of great and right (and others similar to them) pleasing feelings, derived directly from sensation, or from the approbation of friends, &c.; and with the words wailed, wrong, &c., painful feelings, in like manner derived directly from sensation, or from the feelings of shame. If children have the happiness to have parents, whose ideas respecting duty are generally correct, these feelings will be properly directed; and they will then be increased, strengthened, and rendered more and more lively, by the continual addition of many others, derived from various sources. If not, there will be a proportionable deficiency, or erroneousness, in the dictates of the conscience, which will be to be corrected, if corrected at all, by experience, or by increased knowledge, afforded by the Scriptures, or some other rule of life, engaging duty, and the consequences of performing or neglecting it. But supposing the generally favourable, and not uncommon case, (where an individual has had the advantage of an early correct direction of his moral feelings,)—here all the pleasures arising from the exercise of the filial affections, all the pains arising, as natural consequences, or as direct punishment, from disobedience, or neglect of parental injunctions, contribute their share to strengthen and enliven their feelings. As soon as some knowledge of God and of a future life has been obtained, the affections which are formed towards God, the hope of future happiness, and the dread of future misery, begin to add to the vigour and extent of the feelings of conscience; and they continually, and through life, contribute these impressions, which powerfully tend to give life, activity, and energy, to its pleasures and pains, while at the same time they correct and confirm its dictates. Separate from this source, though not independent of it, the beneficial tendency of right conduct and disposition, and the injurious tendency of the contrary, with respect to the happiness both of the individual and of others,
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in the way of interest, or reputation, or social comfort, whether the result of experience, or observation, or pointed out in a less imperative, yet often effectual way, by the instructions of parents, &c. add to the strength and livelihood of the emotions of approbation and disapprobation.

Though the feelings of the moral sense have a general agreement in their force and direction in different individuals who have enjoyed the usual advantages for the cultivation of the conscience, yet even in them the component parts must be very considerable, both in kind and degree; and without attempting, therefore, to enter into a minute account of the formation of those very complicated feelings, composed, as they are, of a vast variety of other feelings, themselves greatly complicated, it may be sufficient to observe, that every pleasing or painful impression, received in connection with right or wrong conduct, contributes towards the formation or growth of the pleasures and pains of conscience; every instance in which approbation, reward, or any other good conseqences, are actually experienced, or are observed to be experienced by others, in consequence of right conduct; every instance in which the mind is led to perceive the beneficial tendency of right conduct, its suitableness to the cause of providence and to the frame of man; every instance in which our own right conduct does good, or gives pleasing satisfaction to others, especially to those whom we love; every instance in which the heart is impresed with the conviction, that he who is greater than the heart, knows and approves of sincere and dutiful obedience to his commands; every thoughtful reflection on the infinitely blissful consequences of a course of steady obedience to duty; and every instance in which the present supports of obedience are experienced, or perceived in others,—contributes its share towards the formation and strength of those feelings of love and approbation of what is considered as our duty, which make the contemplation of right actions and dispositions a source of delightful emotion, and which reward the performance of the one and the exercise and culture of the other, by that approving testimony which has often been an abundant recompence for the greatest pains and privations to which duty may direct. And, on the other hand, every instance in which displeasure, shame, punishment, or any other ill consequences, are actually experienced, or are observed to be experienced by others, in consequence of wrong conduct, or in which the mind is led to perceive its injurious tendency, its unsuitableness to the cause of providence, and to the frame of man; every instance in which our own wrong conduct does injury, or gives painful regret to others, especially to those whom we love; every instance in which the thoughtful conviction is excited, that he who knoweth every secret of the heart, is displeased with disobedience, and that the consequence of every act of disobedience, of every indulgence of wrong disposition, of every neglect of duty, and the affections enjoined by it, will, in his all righteous ordinances, be followed by its proportionate diminution of happiness, or increase of misery, probably in this life, but certainly in the other; —every instance in which the present pains of conscience are experienced, or observed in others, in consequence of neglect of its dictates, or disobedience to them—contributes its share towards the formation and strength of those lively feelings of disapprobation or even abhorrence, with which we contemplate what, in others, is considered as inconsistent with, or contrary to, duty, and of reward, in consequence of wrong actions and dispositions in ourselves, which punish the performance of the one, and the neglect of the other, with pains which often exceed in vividness the torture to which the human being is exposed in this world, which, though sometimes overcome by the battle and pleasures of the world, seldom fail to revive in the period of worldly dutiefs, or in the time of sickness and the apprehension of death, and which will in all probability constitute a great part of the punishment of futurity.

The account which we have given of the nature of the moral principle, affords to those who are concerned in early education, a strong motive to do what they can to give accuracy and extent to their views of duty; to heighten the pleasures and pains of the conscience, so as to bear a due proportion to the degree in which wrong actions are injurious or right ones important; and to lead them, by all the means in their power, by instruction, by praise and censure, by reward, by discipline, and by example, to a constant submision to its decisions. It shews the great importance of beginning early, while the heart is not occupied by the pleasures and cares of the world; and that it is free from all prejudice against duty; while its sensibilities are tender; and while impressions in favour of duty may be permanent. Where the moral principle is cultivated early in life, there is something to be effected by the exertions and instructions of others; by the warnings afforded by the course of providence; and by the views of duty and its consequences, afforded by the gospel. Where it has been neglected, no efforts can completely supply the deficiency. The judgment may be enlightened, but the conscience will never then acquire its full strength, its vividenes, and its power.

These views, reflecting the origin and growth of the feelings of the moral sense, appear sufficient to lead the reflecting parent to all the principles of fundamental importance in the culture of it; and we shall only subjoin a few inferences and additional hints, which may aid a little in the application of them.

1. We must, throughout, proportion our instructions, as well as our intentional impressions, whether pleasurable or painful, to the strength and refinement of the conscience.

The principles we communicate, and the pleasures and pains which we employ, should be suited to the general progresg of the mind in intellectual culture and refinement of feeling, and to the slate of the moral principle in particular. Motives, which at some periods of the moral progress would be most advantageously employed, would be preponderous in others, either absolutely ineffectual, or absolutely injurious.

2. The feelings of honour and shame must be employed with great care, and connected principally, and in due proportion, with right and wrong conduct and dispositions. In employing the former, however, especially in the later periods of education, it should seldom be by the direct expressioin of praise in connection with particular actions, but by approbation given to similar actions in others, and the like indirect means. Nearly allied to this observation we may remark,

3. That care should be taken to regulate our modes of expression in conversation, that feelings of approbation or disapprobation should be associated in the minds of our children, in something like a suitable proportion to the value of different qualities or actions.—If children hear us express as much approbation, and in the same terms, of the skill of a gentleman coach-driver, of the abilities of a philosophical lecturer, and of an individual who has just performed an elevated act of disinterested virtue, is it possible that they should not feel great confusion of ideas; if each is termed a noble fellow, and with the same emphasis and animation, how can the youthful understanding calculate with sufficient accuracy, to appreciate the import of the expression, in the same way that we should do? We have taken a somewhat peculiar case, but it may serve a little to shew the necessity of attention to the power of words. If the
The influence of association was left out of view. that power must be deemed magical. It is one grand means, (indeed the grand means,) not only in the communication of knowledge, but in the regulation of the desires and affections, and the transfer of them to appropriate objects.

4. We cannot, however, prevent the formation of incorrect affections; and it is of singular importance, that we accustom our children to the utmost openness of disposition, so that we may employ useful means of correction. The parent, who has acquired the frank confidence of his children, has a means, of incalculable importance, of knowing the erroneous judgments and feelings which they form respecting moral principles, and of gradually correcting them. If sufficient care is taken in the early formation of the moral principles, and, as the mental progres permits, in shewing their foundation, erroneous ones will seldom gain much hold on the mind, unless supported by the affections; and we may sometimes be satisfied to leave them to be corrected by the gradual illumination of the mind and actual experience: but, in general, as error leads on to error, especially if it accord with wrong moral biases, it is better to avoid the causes of error, and as much as we can, (without attempting too much, and thereby eventually defeating our object,) we should destroy the false affections, which may lead to baneful consequences. —If an example be required, of the way in which we would endeavour to effect such separation, we may give one, which may be serviceable in the later periods of education. Suppose the ideas of merit have been attached to that frivolous kind of courage, which leads a man to engage in a contest, in which the life of one individual at least, and perhaps the happiness of several, may be sacrificed at the thrme of offended honour; —our aim must be to associate the dreadful consequences of his conduct with the conduct itself; to bring into view the injury to society from the violation of its laws, and the loss of a perhaps useful member; the injury to the connections of the individual, from the cruel breach made in their peace and means of happiness; and the injury to the individual himself, by hastening his period of probation with this additional guilt upon his head; even the injury done to the avenger of wounded honour; by cultivating the feelings of resentment, by loofening the restraints of passion, may be added to the mals of evils resulting from the exercise of private revenge. These things frequently brought into view in sufficient detail, as opportunities direct, and events furnish impressive illustration, must gradually weaken, and eventually destroy, the association already formed; must associate demerit, instead of merit, with the conduct of the duellist, and attach the idea of merit strongly to him, who nobly refits the opinion of the world with respect to honour, and declines obedience to the laws, which it imposes, when in opposition to those of confidence and of God.

5. We may here hint at the great importance of care in the felection and employment of books; and in the proper regulation of foreign interference in education, during especially its early periods. We do not object to the occasional employment of works of fiction, calculated to bring into view the application of moral principles; but those principles should be correct. When this is the case, such works often do much to supply the want of experience, and to impress strongly on the mind the effects of right and wrong conduct. Not that the moral should be forcibly brought into view; children will, in such cases, usually pass over it, to go on with the story; but, if worth anything, the narrative will of itself communicate the moral. The great point is, that the effects displayed should be natural; so that the expectations, as to the present consequences of right conduct, may not be raised to a romantic height, or the influence of the narrative destroyed by its obvious improbability. The idea should be forcibly impressed, that the directions of duty must be the primary consideration; its present consequences should be only secondary motives.

—Children should have as little to learn respecting moral as physical truths: and parents should therefore read, with a parent’s eyes, the books which they put into their children’s hands. We do not wish, that every thing should be omitted which is not correct and found in principle; but opportunities should be sought and employed, to lead to discrimination and correction.

6. It is of great importance for the confirmation and correction of moral principles, that the young should be early led to exercise their understandings on them, and to give their opinion, and the grounds of it, on questions of moral conduct, faited to their progres and circumstances. If a proper degree of mental humility have been preferred, so as to leave the heart open to conviction. such an employment cannot fail to be eminently useful, in the corroboration, extension, and correction of the dictätes of the conscience.

—They should also be led to compare thes dictates with fixed rules of duty of general application, and to determine their correctness, on the contrary, by the comparison. The moral sense is greatly benefited by early habits of self-inpection.

7. The passing occurrences of life will often afford us a valuable aid in the impreffion of moral principles on the mind. In some instances, the effects of right or wrong conduct can be clearly thrown to the young, by actual obervation; in others, without naming the individual, the nature and consequences of his departure from duty, may be forcibly brought into view. —Thee (and simlar means) must, however, be employed, only when the understanding is alive to perceive the connection, and when the feelings are not pre-occupied or languid. —Next to them in their effects, and in some instances far beyond them, is the animated detail of the biographer. The class of practical biography (in which of course we include the biographical facts contained in the scriptures) is of eminent value in moral (as well as mental) education; and the earlier the mind receives a bias to such reading the better. It is one ill effect of the present profusion of “little novels,” that they, (like the novels of more advanced periods,) where too freely perused, destroy the zeal for sober realitues, however well told. We do not class all tales under the head just mentioned. Some we have already referred to with general decided approbation (though in some instances not quite satisfactory respecting the consequences of right conduct); and we will mention another of great interest and value, Saltzman’s “Elements of Morality;” a work which admirably fulfills the promise of its title. The plate should never have been omitted; though their effect would not be lessened, if they were reduced a little nearer to modern costume.

8. Biography, when most minute, and therefore most valuable, brings into view the caufes and effects of actions in their connections; and this is one great advantage of it. It has another, where it is also faithful, that it prepares the mind to expect, (what not even the cultivation of habitual candour should prevent being brought into view, in real life, on improsession opportunities,) that, in the good, mixed with excellencies, will be found qualities which ought not to be approved and imitated; and among the bad, qualities which tend to render their conduct attractive. The mind, we are again led to observe, should be habituated to discerning the caufes of its approbation and disap-
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disapprobation. A sound discriminating judgment is of the utmost service as the basis of moral culture.

9. The habit should be very early begun, of attending to the dictates of the conscience. Children may be early led to think of them, and be guided by them. We have noticed decided indications of great correctives and strength of moral principle in a child of five years old. It was an important direction, which, we are told, a dying mother gave her son, early to learn to say CRY NO. — Our rule through life should be to enlighten and obey the conscience; and the rule cannot be acted upon too soon.

10. Though the moral sensibility of the mind should not be allowed to degenerate into frivolous scrupulousness, it should be kept lively, and made extensive in its application. In connection with this principle, we may farther observe, that the mind should not be too much accustomed to actual or fictitious scenes of criminality. Buchanan relates, that the scenes of brutal sensuality and barbarous cruelty, with which the worship of Juggernaut is attended, seem to produce little painful feeling in the minds of the English officers, who reside near the temple of the East Indian Moloch. "They said, they were so accustomed to them, that they thought little of them; they had almost forgotten their first impressions." The vivid feelings of the conscience will, in all probability, be heightened by intercourse with the world; but they should not be worn out before the moral principle, from habitual exercise, has gained power enough to do without them.

11. The fact referred to in the last paragraph is only one instance of the operation of a most important principle, a principle of the most extensive application; that feelings become less vivid by repetition, while habitual motives become more powerful by exercise. Be the habit what it may, the effect of custom is to increase its power. We find it to be the case in those little peculiarities of glee, of tone, of look, which give the external characteristics to the individual; and still more so, in our mental and moral processes of every kind. Its influence extends to our trains of thought respecting the past and present, to the operations of imagination respecting the future, and to our internal motives and habitual tendencies. Appetite, thought, emotion, passion, desire, affection, and action, are all subject to the same law. With respect to feelings, repetition gradually leisens their vividness. This is the case with the feelings of compassion, for instance, excited by the frequent contemplation of fictitious, or even of real distress. The sensibilities which are designed to excite to benevolent exertion, and which, if thus employed, while they become less ardent, will produce more and more confirmed habits of active benevolence, if they are allowed to spend themselves in mere feeling, lofe not only their vividness, but their vigour. They may continue to delude their possessor with the idea that they have really the feelings of compassion, because, from long habit, the tear flants at the tale of woe; but if compared with their former state, they would appear lifeless; and they must be pronounced worthless, because they are unproductive of any efforts or privations for the good of others. It is true, there are, in many instances, means of increasing the causes of feeling, where the same causes would lose their efficacy, at least their impressiveness. The pleasures derived from the discharge of duty, for instance, are all self-consistent, and they spring from such numerous and copious sources, that they increase by employment in activity and vigour, as well as purity; but we think it cannot be denied, that even these lessen in vividness, in the middle and later periods of life. Such indisputably is the general law of our frame. Familiarity with any feeling or impression renders it less vivid; and the principle leads to an important rule in education, that where it respects important moral views and motives, (which ought to have influence in the mind, but which will be opposed by various external circumstances and internal dispositions,) the one should not be excited, nor the other produced, except when the underflanding and affections can be made to receive them, so that they may contribute something towards the formation of the character. Connected with these remarks we must add, as what may be of use, especially in the later periods of education,

12. That the feelings should never be excessively excited. [We are aware that such statements are indefinite; but our object is to lead judicious parents to think on what we regard important principles of the human mind, and to attempt the application of them.] Repeated and strong excitement of feeling is usually followed by inability to derive pleasure even from those external objects, which, if the mind were in its natural state, would readily yield to it; by inability to relish the common comforts of life, or to engage with satisfaction in its common duties; and, indeed, for a time at least, by inability to enjoy again those emotions, which, while they lasted, seemed to raise the mind to the highest pitch of delight. Excessive excitement of feeling, be the object what it may, is always attended with similar effects; and those ought to be most carefully guarded against it, who are most prone to it, whose feelings are lively and imagination strong. It is very apt to make the thoughts and desires centre in personal happiness. There is a virtuous, a religious sensibility; and where this is properly regulated, it conducts to high excellence of character; but there is also a selfish sensibility, acutely alive to every feeling and want which respects itself; there is a morbid, a sickly sensibility, which confines itself in feeling, which seldom produces any valuable exertion, which shrinks from self-denial and privations, which makes even benevolence itself a burden; and this is often originally produced or greatly cultivated by excessive excitement of feeling. Where the sensibility is directed in a religious channel, there is often great necessity for caution. Where the feelings are not employed as the actuating motives to that regulation of the dispositions and the conduct, in which religion really consists, however much they may be made to light up the flames of envious emotions, of imaginary piety, they will by degrees lose all their real worth, acquire a merely selfish character, and at last sink into a state in which the whole power of religion will be lost. Wherever the parent perceives such tendencies of the mind, as may conduct to these deplorable effects, they should be peculiarly careful to lead their children from the indulgence of feelings which have no direct reference to duty and the welfare of others, and from the excessive indulgence of any; to lead them, as much as possible, to employ these feelings in some useful channel, and to attend to the common concerns and duties of life; and to confine them, (not of course by compulsion,) in a great measure, to those pursuits, whose direct tendency it is to strengthen and cultivate the powers of the understanding, to the partial or entire exclusion of those which enliven and excite the sensibility and the imagination. And the same means may be of service, where the period of parental education is at an end.

13. Though we cannot enlarge upon the observation, yet we must add, that the cultivation of genuine openness and strict veracity is of the utmost consequence, for their own sake, and in connection with the moral progress in general, and especially with the habit of integrity in all its branches. The habit of truth should be the object of solicitous care,
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both because it deserves it, and because it requires it. Under the head of Memory, in Intellectual Education, we have already made some remarks on the grand mental cauæ of falsehood. Fear, in all its directions, (whether of sensible pains or privations, of parental displeasure, of disgrace, &c.) is the most powerful moral cauæ, and firmness of mind, and habitual confidence, must be cultivated with a view to prevent it. If no deception (we go beyond the direct employment of actual falsehood) be ever employed in our intercourse with our children; if truth, in all its branches, be constantly the subject of our approbation, and departures from it, (however marked with ingenuity, wit, or even good intentions,) of our disapprobation; if our reproofs and punishments be not too severe; if the consequences of ill conduct be as far as possible alleviated, where followed by a frank avowal of it; if confidence be given with caution that it be not misplaced, (and thus falsehood encouraged by success,) yet that caution do not degenerate into suspicion; if wilful departures from truth be uniformly associated, in a reasonable degree, with their natural effects in a want of confidence; if more direct and powerful punishment be employed where this means is inadequate,—as it sometimes will be, since, without deception, we cannot give the idea that we disbelieve the lying child as much or as long as the lying man;) if moral and religious principle be employed, as occasion may require and direct, to aid the representations of prudence; the effect of all will be decided and permanently beneficial; the love of truth, and the habit of veracity, will grow and flourished; falsehood will become the object of shame and abhorrence, and will be habitually and carefully shunned, as an evil of incalculable magnitude. Miss Edgeworth's Chapter on Truth, we have already referred to. Those who follow us with satisfaction in our next division will, in some instances, go farther than the does: but it is an excellent chapter; and some of her tales in The Parent's Assistant will afford a real assistance to parents, in the cultivation of this invaluable quality, and of integrity in general.

14. Some other hints, respecting the means and manner of cultivating the moral sense, may be derived from the remarks in the next general division; and we shall only add here, preparatory to it, that the cultivation of the religious principle is of the utmost consequence, to give vigour, stability, purity, and correctness to the conscience.

IV. Early religious Education.—Religious truths are those which immediately respect the character of God, and his dealings with mankind. Religious affections are those which gradually rise up in the mind from impressions, or reflections, respecting the character and dealings of God; for instance, gratitude for his goodness, awe of his power, reverence for his greatness and knowledge, fear of his displeasure, desire of his approbation, obedience to his will, confidence in his wisdom and mercy. When religious truths are accompanied with the corresponding religious affections, and thereby influence the conduct, they are called religious principles; and the affections themselves, when they influence the conduct, are also called religious principles. A man cannot be said to have religious principles, merely because he believes there is a God, and has right ideas as to his character and dealings. Religious truth may be posessed, without its influencing the heart and life; and when that is the case, a man cannot truly be said to be a religious man, nor his principles religious. Whatever those opinions and desires are, which influence the dispositions and the conduct, those are our principles; and if they are inconsistent with religion, or at least have nothing to do with religion, we are not religious, and cannot be said to live religiously. It appears desirable to mention these things, plain as they certainly are, because many, it is to be feared, imagine that they are giving their children religious principles, when they are only teaching them religious truths. If these influence the conduct, it must be by their exciting hopes and fears, desire and love; if awe and reverence, love and gratitude, the desire to please, and fear to offend, be not produced in the youthful heart, it is of comparatively little consequence that we teach them to repeat, or even to understand the most important truths respecting God. Religious knowledge may exist without religious affections; and it is perhaps because this distinction is not sufficiently observed, that so many unhappy supposes that religious principle is easily acquired, and even that it will come of itself. Where the understanding is tolerably well cultivated, a considerable degree of religious knowledge may be gained by any one without much trouble. We have only to read our bibles, and we will learn from them the most important truths. We have only to frequent the house of religious worship and instruction, or read such books as are accessible to almost every one, and we shall be able to gain pretty clear and accurate views as to the import, and extent, and connection of those truths. All this is very useful, and it is an excellent foundation for right affections; and it serves to strengthen and enliven them, where they have been formed: but all will do without the affections themselves. Perhaps it may be truly said, that a young person, of a good understanding, and a ready retentive memory, may gain, by a day's instruction, an acquaintance with all the grand leading truths of religion. But can any one truly affirm, that thus the love and fear of God may be acquired, as habitual affections of the mind; that thus they may be made actuating principles of the conduct? Daily experience must convince us, that it is only by careful and long continued cultivation of those affections, that we can give them sufficient power to enable them to regulate our conduct and disposition; and this even where they have happily been early and successfully implanted by wise and religious parents and friends: and experience must convince us how difficult this cultivation becomes, where it has been early and long neglected; and this in proportion to the degree in which it has been neglected, in proportion to the degree in which our prevailing habits and dispositions are consistent or inconsistent with religious principle.

With respect to the communication of religious knowledge, the business of parents is, in the early stages of education, comparatively plain and easy: indeed the chief danger is attempting to do too much. The progress of the understanding is necessarily slow; and as much injury may be done by endeavouring to hasten it too much, as by suffering it to go on without direct cultivation. We must, therefore, aim to proportion the communication of truth to the faculties of those who are to receive it. The most important truths respecting the attributes and dealings of God are the most simple; and though even these cannot be fully comprehended by a child, yet they can be so far understood, as to lay the foundation of religious affections and of religious conduct. It may not be desirable, in the earliest periods of instruction, to communicate all those truths together, or to dwell long at a time upon them: opportunities too should be chosen, when the little mind is alive and active, but at the same time disposed for thought; but they should be frequently chosen. When once some notions respecting God have been introduced into the mind, they should not be allowed to escape, nor to lie unemployed, but should often be repeated, and connected with various other thoughts.
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thoughts which naturally lead to them, and particularly with those which are pleasing, and likely of themselves to be repeated. For instance, children should be taught, when any observation of their own leads them to it, that it is God who keeps us alive; that it is God who takes care of us, that he made the different objects which attract their attention, that it is he who makes the leaves and the grapes grow, and the fields look beautiful, &c. Need we apologize for this minuteness? If it should prove useful to any of those respectable mothers who are endeavouring to give their children early religious knowledge, or to any of those who may hereafter fill that important relation, we are satisfied.

Perhaps before any ideas respecting the Supreme Being are introduced into the mind of a child, circumstances may have led the parent to speak to him of the good Jesus. Most persons who have access to, and opportunities of seeing the children pictures of the gospel history; and though these may not suit the taste or understanding of those whose minds are cultivated, yet if they are tolerably correct, they have a very important effect in giving distinct and vivid conceptions respecting our Saviour, and thereby produce an interest in several circumstances related in the gospels, which may be made intelligible to a mind scarcely capable of receiving the idea of God. But when a child has been taught the leading truths respecting God, then the chief truths respecting Jesus should be connected with them: for instance, that he was sent by God to tell us that we shall live again, and to teach us what God would have us do, how we may please God, and what will displease him. If we do not think it necessary to go beyond the plain declarations of our Saviour himself, in relation to his nature, little or no difficulty can attend our instructions respecting him: they may be made intelligible and interesting to those who are too young to form any very distinct idea respecting the Supreme Being, and at the same time tend to aid the recurrence of the thoughts of God, when they have been formed.

Children at first, probably always, conceive of God as having a human form; but though this can scarcely be prevented, and may not be injurious in the earliest periods of their religious culture, yet we ought to avoid fixing the idea in their minds by any visible representations of the Supreme Being. We have seen such representations; and however unexceptionable in themselves, (which all are not, for some are calculated to destroy devotion,) we are satisfied that they ought to be left in the way of children. The use of them may aid the conceptions in the first instance, but they will afterwards have a directly contrary effect, and they must impede the refinement of our ideas. Our aim should be, to proportion our instructions respecting God to the understandings of our children; and we should therefore at first confine ourselves to the most simple and impressive truths; but it should always be our endeavour, though we cannot communicate the whole truth, to give them nothing but the truth. Children will form imperfect and incorrect ideas, which will be gradually improved and corrected afterwards; but, if possible, an express declaration on the part of the parent should never be such as must be, or ought to be, rejected, as the understanding becomes more matured.

When and how shall we begin to teach our children respecting God? Las, we doubt not, been the solicitous enquiry of many religious parents. "To feel the full force of the idea of God," says Mrs. Barbauld, in the preface of her admirable, and indeed invaluable, hymns, "a child should never remember the time when he had no such idea;" and in this sentiment we cordially agree. As soon as the understanding of a child appears sufficiently unfolded to form some notion of the infection and agency of an unseen being, the first opportunity which presents itself should be chosen, and a few impressive thoughts introduced, which afterwards, in all probability, will often excite the enquiries of the child, and lead on to the gradual communication of all that is necessary. At what period the understanding may be expected to be thus unfolded, cannot, we imagine, be exactly specified; but it will probably be found to be before the age of three or four years. Nor can any definite advice be given respecting the mode of first introducing these thoughts; but if a parent be sufficiently defirous of finding opportunities, they will not be long wanting, particularly in reference to the younger children.

There can be little doubt that the best mode of early religious instruction, is by conversation; and that in almost every period of it, this should, as much as possible, be encouraged, provided that care be constantly taken, to make it consistent with the reverence with which we should always think and speak of God. But it will seldom be long after a child has learned something of God before he is able to read respecting him. His attention should then be led to some of the most impressive and interesting passages of the Bible, with which parents should also make themselves familiar; and perhaps not long after it may be desirable to lead him to learn some of the most striking expressions respecting the attributes of God; such for instance as are contained in the 103d, 139th, and 145th Psalms. In this state of religious instruction, some of Mrs. Barbauld's hymns may be advantageously read, and perhaps committed to memory; as also some of Dr. Watts's, either in the state in which they were left by the author, or as altered by later editors (according to the views of the parent; and for the same purposes, we cannot but mention a very superior little publication, entitled Hymns for Infant Minds. Many of these hymns are in every respect unexceptionable, containing simple, affecting, and often elegant statements, of the fundamental principles of piety, and of Christian truth and duty in general; and the rull may, in private use, be either altered, or omitted, at the discretion of the parent. They proceed, we believe, from the same source as 'My mother,' the delight of affectionate children, and (except the last verse) truly excellent in itself, and in its effects on their minds. About the same period, (which will probably be about four or five years of age,) the plan of catechizing may be advantageously begun. A first catechism should be very short, and as simple as possible. The grand advantage of this mode of religious instruction is, to lead to conversation, and to the gradual explanation of the more usual terms respecting religious truth and duty, which will essentially contribute to prepare the way for further instruction. "It is objected to catechizing," (says Dr. Priestley, in the preface of his catechism for children,) that, in this method of instruction, we teach children the use of words, before we can possibly give them adequate ideas of their meaning; and therefore, that we only lead them to entertain a confused and wrong notion of things. But this is, in fact, the case with almost every word a child learns; and there is no remedy for it. Children learn all words mechanically, by imitation; and from the same principle, will even repeat them in connection with other words, long before they have any tolerable idea of their meaning, as may be found by questioning them about the words they use. But by using them themselves, and hearing other persons use them, in a great variety of connections, they learn their true sense by degrees. This, however, is always a work of time. Besides, an imperfect knowledge of things is often better than no knowledge at all. In this
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this case, if a child do but entertain a very imperfect idea of God, of his duty, and of a future state, he will get such ideas as will be of some use to him at present, but of much more use as he grows up; and they will be of much more use then, for having been improved early.

We are decided advocates for the early employment of the memory in the acquisition of religious knowledge; and in laying up a store of devotional compositions and expressions.

The full force of what is thus acquired cannot be understood at the time; but such expressions serve as a bond of affection for the ideas derived from future impressions, and make these more practical; and at the same time prepare a fund of the most valuable and interesting occupation for the mind, when, from weaknesses or depression, the higher intellectual faculties cannot be exerted. On this point, however, we have already offered some remarks in the section on Memory in Intellectual Education; and we shall only observe, that from our own experience we feel confident that such occupations need not, in any way, impede the pleasures of childhood.

Children who are properly trained," says Mr. Edgeworth, (Prof. Ed. p. 91.) "employ their thoughts or serious subjects, without being urged to it." We have known the voluntary (and indeed un marshalled) repetition of Dr. Watts's little hymn, beginning 'Great God to thee my voice I raise,' (in a tone of fervent sweetness, simplicity, and quiet enjoyment, which we shall never forget,) cheer a wakeful hour of the night, when the little creature (then between five or six years old) could not have any impression to destroy the feeling of solitude, and foresaw to a tranquil compofure, which made her fay, when spoken to by her parents from an adjoining room, that she was very happy. Such circumstances should never be made the subject of commendation to a child; but we need not fay, that they reward the parents' efforts and solicitude, as the early promise of moral worth.

Children cannot be too familiar with the historical parts of the bible; and with these other parts which will abifull in cultivating their ideas with respect to God and duty. To give them a few general notions of the scripture history, they may learn some short historical catechism (e.g. Dr. Watts's, either in its original or altered state); and when they are old enough to understand a regular abridgment of the bible, a simple and correct one, (such a one, we should fay, as Mr. Turner's,) will be found of great service in connecting together the separate narratives which they read or hear.

It will also be of great importance, that parents should do what they can to enable children to understand what they read; and here they will find the knowledge which they have themselves acquired, from various sources, in the earlier part of their lives, of singular advantage to them. If unhappily they have too much neglected the acquisition of such knowledge, still if they are in earnest in the work, they will avail themselves of any opportunities in which they may have of gaining the requisite information; and perhaps it is not one of the least advantages attendant upon this branch of religious education, that it makes a parent's own knowledge more complete and practical.

In the early periods of religious instruction, the object must be to communicate knowledge gradually; in the later periods, to cultivate such a taste as will lead young persons to seek for themselves the sources of knowledge. If the cultivation of the religious affections go hand in hand with the communication of religious knowledge, some interest will be felt in all religious knowledge which is intelligible; and the field is so wide and interesting, and valuable and instructive books are now so much in the power of every one, that if a young person have acquired that taste, and it is sufficiently con nected on the part of the parents, particularly by early habit, the leisure of the Lord's day at least will seldom fail to be given to the pursuit of religious knowledge.

It is of great importance in early religious instruction, that we should not attempt to explain to children what is beyond the actual state of their understandings; but accustom them to wait patiently until their minds are more advanced. If parents sufficiently profess the confidence of their children, they will be readily satisfied when they are told, with respect to any difficulty, that they cannot understand that now, but that those who are older, and know more, do understand it, and they will too. Where we can make them fully understand the reasons of our own conduct, or the reasons of what they know of the dealings of God, this should be done; and their inquiries should be encouraged; but even with respect to our own plans and intentions, they must often exercise confidence and submission; and it is wise early to produce the fame with respect to the dealings and commands of God. They can, in some cases, be made to perceive that they now understand what they did not at some past period; and still more easily, that they can themselves understand what their younger brothers and sisters cannot. As they advance in observation and understanding, and make inquiries with respect to the providence of God, it will sometimes be necessary to go further, and impress upon their minds the idea that there are some things which we ourselves, and even the wisest of mankind, cannot fully understand, but that in heaven we shall know more, and shall understand what we now cannot. To keep up a disposition to re search and inquiry, is highly important; but it is also important to regulate the understanding and imagination of the young, that they may be prepared for difficulties; prepared to expect that in the works and ways of God they shall meet with what they cannot understand; to feel confidence in the great truths of religion, though accompanied with difficulties; and to obey even where they do not see the reasons of the commands of God.

Though religious belief must, in the early periods of life, be chiefly founded upon authority, yet we ought, as circumstances permit, to render it rational, by shewing the grounds of it. The convictions arising from early education, founded solely on parental influence, are, indeed, often as effectual in regulating the conduct, and so far as valuable as those which are the result of individual examination; but it will too often happen, in this age of inquiry, that where this is the only foundation, those convictions will easily be shaken, especially where they oppose wrong dispositions. Important truths, of the full foundation of which we are ourselves firmly con vince, on patient examination of their evidence, should be early instilled into the mind, even when the grounds of them cannot be shewn; they will indeed to a certain extent be prejudices, but so are all the convictions of children, excepting those which they derive from the evidence of their senses. It is a part of the wise ordinations of providence, that before the understanding can properly exert itself, a lively belief may be formed in truths of importance for the conduct of life; and by producing that belief, we not only do what is necessary for the right direction of childhood and youth, but we in reality give the best preparation for what is emphatically called a rational faith. And this will be easily formed, if we have been careful to communicate truth only. The proofs of the being and attributes of God may be made intelligible even to children. They may early be taught some of the grounds of our belief in the divine authority of Jesus Christ; and at a subsequent period, of our belief in the genuineness of the Scripture. As they advance in life, books may be put into their hands, which will most materially assist in forming a rational conviction; and in this connection we cannot but strongly
We cannot flatter parents by saying, that the religious instruction of the young can be conducted without steady efforts on their parts; but their duty is plain, and their reward will be great. Notwithstanding the circumstances and the fashions of the times, one day does in a great measure remain our own; and we earnestly wish that parents would have the firmness to make its employments and pursuits such, that that day, at least, may bring with it the expectation and desire of religious instruction. This is taking the most favourable case; but a mother, and it is from maternal influence and exertion that we must expect most in the early periods of education; a mother, if not immersed in the occupations and pleasures of life, will often find opportunities of giving religious instruction, and of strengthening the desire to attain it.

In a former part of our article, we spoke of the filial affections as the best foundation for the religious affections. Where love and gratitude, and submissiveness, have been formed towards the earthly parent, they will easily be transferred to our heavenly Father. Where these, from any cause, are wanting, they can only be gradually supplied, as the understanding and conscience open, by the same impressions with respect to God, by which they are produced with respect to the parent. The religious affections will often be found to bear a great resemblance, in their peculiarities, to those of the filial affections; and this is particularly the case with respect to the disposition to obedience. We have no hesitation in pronouncing submissiveness to parents to be, very generally, almost an indispensable requisite to the early formation of that disposition to obey God, which is the object of all religious culture, and without which the most lively affections are worthless. If a child love his parents, if he even fear them, it does not necessarily follow, and the contrary too often happens, that he has the habitual disposition to obey them; and if love and fear exist towards his parents, without that disposition, they will not in all probability early produce it towards God; and if they do not early do it, they too seldom will at any future period.

Where filial love has been produced in the mind of a child, love towards God will go hand in hand with an acquaintance with his goodnens in its various forms. Before the understanding of a child is sufficiently unfolded, to form some notion of the inspection and agency of an unseen being, (which appears to be the proper period for the commencement of religious instruction,) there will be feelings in his mind, connected with the expressions good, kind, doing good, taking care of, &c. Suppose a mother, when first communicating some knowledge of God, speaks to her child of the good God who is very kind and good to us, is always doing us good, and taking care of us, &c., it is obvious, that the feelings already connected with those words, will become connected with the word God, and with whatever notion the child may form of God; and thus the beginning is made of love to God. We tell our children that God loves us, and is our heavenly Father; and the love which they have towards us, begins to unite itself with the idea of God. Where we have ourselves right feelings towards God, they will often influence our tones and manner of speaking; and these, by the influence of our associated nature, call up and exercise similar feelings in their minds, and thus unite them more firmly with the idea of God.

If we are sufficiently in earnest in cultivating the religious affections of our children, we shall find various opportunities of giving them proofs of the goodness of God, suited to the state of their understandings, in the works of nature around us, in the formation of our frame, in the events of life, &c., and while seeking for these proofs, for the cultivation of their affections, we shall cultivate our own. We shall lead them to think of God as the giver of every good thing. And we shall often speak of him as having sent our Lord Jesus Christ to teach us how to be good and happy. We shall tell them that he loves those who try to please him, by being and doing good. We shall shew how much good it does to us, to do what God has commanded us; and we shall often speak to them of that world, where God will for ever make the good happy, happy beyond anything we can now think of. As opportunity offers, and the understanding will bear it, we should explain, as far as we are able, those things which at first sight appear inconsistent with the goodness of God; and especially, we should lead them to feel complete confidence in the divine goodnens, though they cannot perceive that all things are for good. Filial confidence should be early and carefully cultivated towards the parent, and then it will be easily transferred towards God.

Though we should frequently introduce thoughts of the divine goodnens, we must be careful to take opportunities for this purpose, when the minds of our children are favourably disposed to the reception of them, when the attention will be excited by them, and thus some impression produced. And, considering how short the time must be, during which the attention of a child can be given to thoughts of an unseen being, we should rather aim at frequency of impressions, than at the long continuance of any one.

We have only spoken of the cultivation of the religious affections, by conversation respecting the divine goodnens; but it is obvious that this is only one means. The delightful representations of God, which are given in the Scriptures, and all that children read in other books respecting his goodnens and mercy and paternal care, and all that they hear from the same purpose in the public services of religion, will, if sufficiently attended to, contribute their share towards the early love of God, by calling into exercise the affection which is already formed, and by leaving new impressions which will contribute to its liveliness and vigour. And there are two other most important means, the one is leading them to express their feelings in prayer to God; and the other, to guiding their conduct and dispositions by precept, discipline, and example, that they may think of God with pleasure, because their own hearts tell them that he views them with approbation.

It will not be necessary for us to be equally minute in shewing the formation of the fear of God. Nearly the same means of culture must be adopted; but our success will be more sure. Pain affects the mind more powerfully than pleasure; and fear, which springs from pain, is, therefore, more active and easily formed than love, which springs from pleasure. It is, perhaps, impossible, that the fear of God should not spring up in the mind, where tolerably correct ideas respecting him have been communicated. Every thing which is attentively heard or read, reflecting the greatnens, majesty, power, and justice of God, tends to produce the awe and fear of him; and this is heightened by the declarations of the Scriptures respecting the dreadful consequences of disobedience to the will of God. While we endeavour early
early to cultivate reverence and awe of the Supreme Being in the minds of our children, we must, however, be careful not to heighten it into terror. A due proportion of the fear of God, is, in general, necessary, to render the love of God a steady actuating principle of the conduct; and when properly blended with it, and moderated by frequent recurrence, (as all feelings are, unless otherwise enlivened,) it in reality increases it; but often has the exclusive cultivation of fear been the fertile source of superstition, and of degrading ideas respecting the God of love; and still more frequently has it contributed to destroy the influence of religion, by making the thoughts of God painful to the minds of the young, and thereby destroying all disposition to cherish them. We remember hearing a person of great piety, benevolence, and amiableness of disposition, express the idea, that in all her endeavours to cultivate the love of God, she continually felt the ill effects of the terrific views of the Supreme Being, which had been early impressed upon her mind, almost to the exclusion of those representations which would have excited love. She was fully convinced of the goodness of God; but fear seemed to overpower her convictions, at least to prevent their exciting their due proportion of love; and the lovely and paternal attributes of the Supreme Being were seldom a source of delight and consolation to her mind. On a heart left pure, and a judgment left enlightened, either superstition or practical atheism would probably have exercised absolute sway.

We have more than once stated, that the religious affections may exist, even with a considerable degree of vividness, without having much power in regulating the heart and life, without becoming religious principles, i.e. habitually actuating motives. Our object throughout, in our endeavours to bring up our children religiously, must be to give the affections which we cultivate in their minds towards God, as much power as possible as actuating motives; to give them as much influence as possible over the other dispositions and the conduct. We are not to leave this till the affections, by frequent impressions, acquire great firmness and vividness; but to aim to give them their proportional influence in every stage of their progress. A child who is capable of understanding somethings of the inspection and agency of the unseen God, who has at all learnt to define his love, and to fear his displeasure, is capable of being influenced by religious motives. This we know from experience. That the religious affections may subsist, without properly influencing the conduct, may be understood from what happens in the case where submission has not been cultivated in a child through the false indulgence of a parent. Such a child is frequently found to be very affectionate, and often manifests a warmth and strength of love which forcibly delight the parent's heart, and yet excite regard to a parent's feelings and dispositions, only where its own little selfish gratification prompts to such regard. In like manner, lively compassion to the distressed may exist, and often does exist, even in young persons, without exciting one active endeavour to relieve. And their religious affections may exist, and even with considerable liveliness, (especially the feelings of love and gratitude,) without acquiring any influence over the heart and life.

Our aim then must be to give them this influence; and in proportion as they acquire it, will the affections themselves acquire activity and vigour. It cannot be doubted that religious obedience is the best means of cultivating, supporting, and confirming the religious affections; that habitual regard to the will of God, where ideas respecting him are tolerably correct, will always cherish the love of God where it exists, and will gradually produce it where before it did not exist. He who is brought up in the fear of God (we do not mean literal terror but reverential awe), and under its influence has acquired a habitual regard to his will, will not be long deluded of those feelings with respect to him, which the thoughtful contemplation of the Scripture declarations is so well calculated to excite.

The foundation of such regard to the will of God, is to be laid in the mind of a child by forming the habit of filial submission to his parents: and where this, to any great degree, is wanting, the difficulties of obedience to the will of God will too generally prevent the formation of that actuating regard to it which is the sum and substance of religious principle. Parents should, therefore, as much as possible, acquire influence over the minds of their children, if from no other motive, with a view to make them religious. We cannot too strongly impress it upon our minds, that habitual filial submission to earthly parents is the best foundation for habitual filial submission to our heavenly parent.

Another point is, that we early accustom our children to consider it as an object of the first importance, that they should do what God commands, and avoid what he forbids; unsparing to them, as circumstances enable us, the consequences of obedience and disobedience in this life; but particularly impressing upon their minds the more certain and obvious confessions in another life. Whether we should most excite their hopes or their fears, must perhaps be left to be determined by their peculiar dispositions and habits; but, without a doubt, both should be employed as occasion directs; and they should, from a very early period, be led to consider it as certain that we shall all live again, and be happy or miserable according to our conduct and disposition in this life. I do not mean that these motives should be brought forwards too often, for thus they may lose their force; but on all occasions where the mind seems capable of feeling their force, and of being influenced by them, then should they be employed.

Where these hopes and fears exist with tolerable strength (or even where children have learnt the rudiments of religious knowledge, and have been accustomed to define the love, and to fear the displeasure of their parents), the idea of God, as the constant witness of all their words and actions, will often produce the desire of his love and approbation, and the fear of his displeasure. This powerfully aids the influence of the religious affections; and the impression that God loves the good, and is displeased with the wicked, should be early produced and frequently exercised. When influences of truth, obedience, kindness, disinterestedness, and the like, in our children, have obtained our own approbation, with our tender endearments should often be connected the idea, that the great and good God, our heavenly Father, who always sees us, is also pleased with them and loves them. When the contrary faults have excited our displeasure, with our reproof or correction, we should occasionally introduce the impression of the divine displeasure; carefully, however, connecting with it the idea, that as they may regain our approbation, so they may also regain the approbation of God.

Further, we should early accustom our children to consider what our duty is. For this purpose, we must make them early and well acquainted with the practical parts of the New Testament; often bring them to their recollection in connection with what is right or wrong in their conduct, and teach them to consider the precepts of Jesus and his apostles as our rule of life, which we must obey if we would please God, and avoid the punishment of disobedience. We should certainly endeavour, where we can, to throw them these reasons of the divine commands; and this more and more as their understanding gains strength; but let it be obvious to
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them, that we do ourselves consider it as quite sufficient, if God has commanded us to do, or to avoid any thing. Let us, by every means in our power, inculcate the necessity of obedience to the will of God, and form and strengthen the dispositions to submition; and let us habitually cultivate the impreasion in their minds, that the example of Jesus, and the precepts of the gospel, give us certain information as to the will of God, and that it is our duty steadily to guide our dispositions and conduct by them. It will add the influence of the example of Jesus, if we cultivate as much as possible that love to him, and gratitude for his exertions and sufferings to do us good, which will readily spring up in the young mind from the thoughtful perusal of the gospel history; and it will greatly aid the power of religious principle, if we often lead them to consider what he did, or what he would have done in like circumstances with us. For a similar reason, we shall do well to make them acquainted with other illustrious examples of Christian worth, particularly among the young; and all have one book at their command in which they will find a store of such examples as have, in innumerable instances, been highly beneficial.

Another point of great importance is, that we early accustom children to reflect on their actions and dispositions, and compare them with the Scripture rules of duty. A want of this tendency to reflect on the past, is one cause of that deficiency which we often observe in the power of the conscience, even where its dictates are correct. It should be exercised as soon as our children are capable of recollection and reflection; and it will lay the foundation of a most important habit, if we accustom them, as soon as their minds have made sufficient progress, every evening to think over the conduct of the day. Such an employment, early pursued under the observation of the parent, encouraged, and indeed at first exercised, by parental aid and influence, will have the most valuable effect. It will produce an habitual disposition to self-inspection; it will make duty more thought of, and obedience to duty more an object; and it will, if steadily cultivated, become itself a habit which will retain its influence through life, and effectually prevent that thoughtlessness as to our conduct and the effects of it, which is among the foremost ranks of the causes of disobedience and neglect of Christian duty.

Once more, as soon as our children are capable of it, we should teach them to pray to God. By praying, we mean expelling to God as ever possible with us, the dispositions and habits in which we have of his being and perfections, the feelings which those sentiments excite (whether of gratitude, reverence, love, fear, or repentance,) and our supplications for future good. At first it may be necessary to supply our children with words; if so, they should be simple but expressive, and the whole should be very short. We may by degrees lead them to express their thoughts and feelings in their own words, and the more this is done the better; but whatever means we employ, they should be used regularly, and at least daily; and by our own manner and expressions, we should always make this exercise of the devout affections fervent, reverential, and impressive. When right ideas and feelings towards God have been duly impressed, prayer early made habitual, exercised regularly, fervently, and thoughtfully, is perhaps of all the most powerful means (and a most powerful stimulant of all other means) of cultivating the devout affections, of making them actuating principles, of producing a steady, habitual, reverential regard to the will of him who always sees us, knows every purpose of our hearts, and will finally be our judge. And (at the risk of being thought to have altogether left sight of the nature of our work) we feel impelled to add that family worship should go hand in hand with private prayer. Independently of its great importance to ourselves, there is no doubt that it eminently contributes to impress deeply a sense of religion on the minds of children and domestics, and to aid the influence of its functions.

The cultivation of religious affections and principles, must be expected to be a work of time; and it should be our endeavour to proceed in it steadily rather than quickly. The growth of affections and habits cannot be forced; and we may, by too great haste and too little attention to the natural progress of the mind, prevent, rather than promote, the influence of religion in the heart. It must be our aim to choose opportunities for this purpose, when the mind is in a fit state for the reception of religious impressions; to seek for them often, to make our instructions interesting. The point must not be given up because we do not succeed all at once; if some means fail we must try others, employing the influence of religious fear or love, as we find the dispositions of our children require it, but endeavouring, by every means in our power, to give their young minds a permanent bias in favour of religious principle. We must make religion as interesting as we can to them, but never lessen their reverence for it, nor their ideas of the necessity of obeying the divine will.

We must not consider religion as confined to the affections, dispositions, and habits, which directly respect God, but bearing in mind that every right disposition and habit constitutes a part of it, and contributes to increase its influence, that every wrong disposition and habit is forbidden by it, and contributes to increase its influence,—we must do everything in our power to cultivate and cherish the one, and to check and repress the other. Nothing destroys religious principles sooner, than the indulgence of sinful dispositions and sinful habits; and he who would have his child religious, must carefully guard against whatever would lead to them. In the words of the great Hartley, "affectionate parents" should "labour from the earliest dawns of understanding and defire, to check the growing obstinacy of the will; curb all failies of passion; impress the deepest, most amiable, reverential; and awful impressions of God, a future state, and all sacred things; restrain anger, jealousy, selfishness; encourage love, compassion, generosity, forgive-ness, gratitude; excite, and even compel to, such industry as the tender age will properly admit of." These words may be said to contain the form and substance of religious and moral education; and those who have leisure and ability to study the principles of that eminent philosopher, as contained in his Observations on Man (and especially as respects our present object, in the Rule of Life, contained in the second volume) will find them of inestimable use in the regulation of their own dispositions, and the fulfilment of their duties, particularly in that most important duty, the religious education of the young.

As mothers have, in the early periods of education, peculiar influence, and opportunity of cultivating the religious affections and principles, we carefully wish to see them making this peculiarly an object, cultivating their own affections and knowledge with a view to it, biding their plans of life and their social intercourse as much as possible to it, and regarding nothing short of absolute necessity a sufficient excuse for partial attention to it. And, with the same view, it should be the steady endeavour of all parents to cultivate the underlayings and enlarge the minds of their daughters, to teach them the wise employment of their time, to teach them more noble accomplishments than those of now and talk to implant in their minds,
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and steadily to cherish religious affections and principles. While they pay due attention to other branches of knowledge, let them not neglect the knowledge of God and duty: while they acquire those accomplishments that will grace the social circle, and add attractions to goodminds, let them learn to set a higher value on, and more sedulously cultivate, the inward adornings of the mind. They should be educated as those who may be engaged in the most important of all duties; they should be so educated, that, should they be called to fulfil those duties, they may train up souls for immortal happiness.

We wish to add, that early attention to the religious education of our children, needs not in any way lessen the activity or enjoyments suited to their age. We know this from experience, and can speak with confidence. The little girl, to whom we referred in a former part of this division, is as playfully active, and as regularly happy with her dolls, her bricks, her rude drawings, and her out-door amusements, as any child we ever saw. If it were not so, we should fear, lest the religious culture she has received should have been premature and injurious; but we see, in various ways, that it directly, and still more indirectly, promotes her little enjoyments, as well as her mental improvement. We think it proper, however, to observe, that from different circumstances in her situation and early habits, and also, perhaps, from her natural temperament, (which originally manifested too much of what may be termed physical sensibility, and which her parents endeavoured to leisun, or at least to regulate;) this child has peculiar tendencies and opportunities for the religious cultivation of her mind; and in a younger child, though by no means without religious impositions and biases, we have perceived, at corresponding ages, a very material difference in the capacity for receiving ideas, and for forming the rudiments of the affections, respecting the Supreme Being. This we say, lest our remarks should excite any degree of despondency in the mind of any mother, solicitous for the religious welfare of her children; and, in this case, we indulge the expectation, which we may also indulge in any similar case, that by a steady perseverance in the use of suitable means, the end will eventually be answered in the communication of correct ideas and right affections of a religious nature, though the latter will of course be subject to those modifications, which arise from diversities in the original tendencies and acquired dispositions and habits in general.

If our limits would permit, we should be happy to conclude this article by extracting from Dr. Priestley's Observations on Education, the whole of the 17th section, in which the importance of early religious instruction is argued, with the strength of demonstration, from a particular consideration of the principles of human nature. We trust few of our readers will omit to avail themselves of his Observations; but we cannot forbear quoting one or two passages, and giving a brief abstract of the whole.

After observing, generally, that the impression which ideas make upon the mind, does not depend upon the definitions of them, but upon the sensations and a great variety of ideas which have been associated with them; and, in particular, that in the mind of a person who has been accustomed to hear and think of God from his infancy, who has been much conversant with the Scriptures, and has lived in a general habit of devotion, the idea of God must have acquired a thousand associations, forming one complex feeling, which cannot be fully explained to another, and still less communicated to one who has had no such advantages for religious impressions; this religious philosopher illustrates his observation, by the diversity of feelings, associated, in different cases, with the term father, where, nevertheless, the general definition of it must be invariable. He then proceeds:

"In like manner, besides those ideas annexed to such words as God, religion, future life, &c. which can be communicated to others by their definitions, there are what are sometimes called secondary ideas, or feelings, which are aggregate sensations, conflicting of numberless other sensations and ideas, which have been associated with them, and which it is absolutely impossible for one person to communicate to another; because the same education, the same course of instruction, the same early discipline, the same or similar circumstances in life, and the same reflections upon those circumstances, must have concurred in the formation of them. They are, however, those infinitely complex and indefinable feelings that often give those ideas their greatest force, and their influence upon the mind and conduct: because dispositions to love, fear, and obey God have a thousand times followed those complex feelings, and pious and worthy resolutions have been connected with them. On this account, persons whose education has been much neglected, but who begin to hear of religion, and apply themselves to it late in life, can never acquire the devotional feelings of those who have had a religious education; nor can it be expected that they will be uniformly influenced by them. They may use the same language, but their feelings will, notwithstanding, be very different."

Dr. P. then shews, that this is nothing more than what takes place in other similar cases; and next advances some impressive statements, respecting the powerful influence of general states of mind, of habits, and of the affections, in connection with which, we feel impelled to refer our readers to his discourses on habitual devotion, the duty of not living to ourselves, and the danger of bad habits, in which, in a most simple and striking manner, he has made some of the leading principles of mental philosophy eminently subservient to the interests of religion. He urges the importance of early religious education, from the mental influence it affords of reclaiming those who, on the entrance upon the world, may have thrown off the restraints of duty, and from the great loss of favourable opportunities for such purposes, caused by the contrary tendencies. He shews that through unnatural associations of ideas of honour, spirit, &c. with religious and pious habits and practices, and of the opposite ideas with some virtuous and religious duties, every thing belonging to strict morals and religion is by many regarded with aversion and contempt; that, for want of early religious impressions, this turn of thinking may be so confirmed, that nothing in the usual course of human life shall be able to change it; and that the very things which are the means and incitements to religion and devotion, in those who have been well-disposed minds, have the very opposite effect on others. This he illustrates and confirms by additional considerations; and concludes,

"The plain inference from all this is, that if we allow that religious impressions should ever have a serious hold upon the mind, they must be made in early life. Care, however, must be taken, lest, by making religious exercises too rigorous, an early aversion be excited, and so the very ends we have in view be defeated."

This inference, we are fully convinced, is alike founded upon the soundest views of human nature, and by extensive and enlightened experience; and upon it, our preceding statements rest for their justification.

In our last article on the subject (Physical Education), we shall have an opportunity of suggesting some hints on a point of great moral importance; and we shall also defer...
Moral Evidence, Evil, Fables, Good. See the several sublimatives.

Moral Impossibility, is what we otherwise call a very great, and almost insuperable difficulty; in opposition to a phisical, or natural impossibility. See IMPOSSIBLE.

Moral Liberty, Necessity, and Perfection. See the sublimatives.

Moral Philosophy, a science whose object is to direct and form men's manners; to explain the nature and reaon of actions; and to teach and instruct us how to acquire that felicity which is agreeable to human nature. See Moral Philosophy.

Moral philosophy is the same with what we otherwise call ethics, sometimes morality. See also Obligation and Virtue.

Moral Quantity. SeeQUANTITY.

Moral Sense, the faculty whereby we discern or perceive what is good, virtuous, beautiful, &c. in actions, manners, characters, &c.

An ingenious author has endeavoured to prove, that it is a peculiar sense whereby we get the ideas of these things; and denominate it a moral sense. See SENSE.

Moral Theology is that which treats of cares of conscience; called also causality, or causatical divinity.

Moral Universality. See UNIVERSALITY.

Moral of a Fable is the instruction drawn from it. Thus when Phaeton at the end of a fable adds, Hoc ills dictum qui, &c. this makes what we call the moral: the Greeks called it περιπολος, when at the end of the fable; and προτασσεμα, when at the beginning. Among the Latins it was called affabulatio. See FABLE.

MORAL EDUCA TION, a town of Spain, in the province of Granada; 10 miles E. of Loja.

MORALEA, a town of Spain, in the province of Leon; 6 miles S.E. of Zamora.

MORALES, CRISTOFERO, in Biography, an eminent Spanish composer of music, in the service of the pontifical chapel at Rome, and who flourished from the year 1540 to 1564. He preceded Palestrina, who was not twelve years old when Morales first appeared as a composer. Several of his productions were published at Venice among those of Cofiando Felia, Adrian Willaert, and Archadelt, with whom he was contemporary, besides the following works, to which no other name was prefixed than his own.

Two books of masses, the first for five voices, the second was dedicated to pope Paul III. for four, 1544, Venice. Magnificat 8 tonarm, 4 voc. Ven. 1562. Lamentations Hieremis, 4, 7, & 6 vocum, Ven. 1564. Adami (Osservazioni, p. 165.) tells us that his famous motet, “Lamentabatur Jacob,” which was prefixed in the archives of the pontifical chapel, at the beginning of the present century, and annually sung on the first Sunday in Lent, is a wonderful composition. “Il quale in vero e una maraviglia dell’arte.” 1b.

Several of his motets were published at Venice 1543, among the “Motette trium Vocab ab pluribus Authoribus compositae,” and are prefixed in the British museum, the style of which, though learned for the time, is somewhat dry, and the harmony, by his frequent use of unaccompanied 4ths and 9ths, uncouth and impish; yet, till supplanting the more pleasing works of Palestrina, his compositions were in very high favour at Rome, in the papal chapel, where he was a singer during the pontificate of Paul III.

MORALES, AMBROSIO DE, a Spanish historian and antiquarian, was born at Cordova in the year 1515. His father, Antonio, was a physician of such high reputation, that the marquis de Pielego presented him the house in which Seneca was said to have lived, saying, that the dwelling of the illustrious Cordoban ought to be inhabited by none but by a Cordoban, who was himself equally wise; and cardinal Cifneros appointed him to the first chair of philosophy at Alcala. Fernando Perez de Oliva was his maternal grandfather, and Ambrosio says, that he availed himself of his learned geographical work, “Imacense del Mundo,” as of a thing which was his own by inheritance. His youthful studies were directed by persons of the highest reputation; he became a good Grecian at an early age, and while but a mere child, he translated the fable of Cebes. Notwithstanding his aspirations after literary fame, religious enthusiasm mingled with, and at one time totally suppletted them. He wrote at the beginning and end of all his books the name of Jesus, with an alpha and omega, and composed the following couplet in honour of the name;

“Dulce mihi nihil esse precor, si nomen Jesu Dulce abit cum fit hoc sine dulce nihil,”

which he transcribed into all his books, frequently using as a motto “Tiempo fué, que tiempo no fué?;” Time was when time was not. Sometimes he would use as an emblem, four ravens flying down with bread and meat in their bills, in reference to Elijah, with the motto “Adjicentur.”

At the age of nineteen he renounced the world, and entered into a convent under the name of “Ambrosio de Santa Paulo.” The world he had already conquered, but in the ardour of youth he had other passions to contend with, and which were not so easily subdued. Determining to secure himself from the sin to which he felt himself most prone, he followed the example of Origen, in the complete and most dangerous way. He recovered from the effects of the wound; his fanaticism sobered down into a quiet and settled bigotry, but it ceased to be a ruling passion. In consequence of this circumstance he was either expelled the order, or quitting it of his own accord. He set off for Rome and narrowly escaped drowning; the danger that he thus incurred he considered as a manifest sign that he was not to proceed on the voyage, and instead of going to Rome for a dispensation to be permitted to remove, he went to court, where his friends had interest enough to procure it for him, and ever afterwards he lived as a secular priest. Soon after this his father died, and he was appointed to a professorship at Alcala. The object of his most ardent wishes was to excel as a Callalian writer, to investigate the antiquities and write the history of Spain. He began to collect materials for this work in 1544, but it was not for twenty years that he set himself seriously to the subject of arrangement in order to publication, and even then he was deterred from advancing under the notion that Florian Ocampo, the famous chronicler, who had published the fabulous history, had also proceeded down to the Gothic period, and written the antiquities also. At length he was undeceived, and found that Ocampo had made no progress beyond what he had published, and on the death of that author he was made chronicler himself. His first appearance as an author was as the defender of Zurita against his enemies. After this he published several other pieces; and having brought down his history to the destruction of the Gothic
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MORALEZ, in Geography, a town of South America,
in the province of St. Martha, on the Madalena; 32 miles
S. of Tamalameque.

MORALITIES, in English Antiquity. See MYSTERY.

MORALITY denotes a conformity, in things and actions,
to those unalterable obligations which result from the
nature of our existence, and the neceffary relations of life:
whether to God as our creator, or to mankind as our fellow-
creatures.

For other definitions of morality or virtue, given by some
celebrated writers, as well as different hypotheses relating to
its foundation, see Moral Virtue.

MORALITY is also used for the science or doctrine of mo-
rals, or the art of living well and happily; deduced from
reason, and the nature, relation, and finenes of things.
In this fentie it amounts to the fame with what we omither

calls Ethics, Moral Philosophy, or the doctrine of Offices.

Notwithstanding the great obfcurity and uncertainties in the
moral science, Mr. Locke is of opinion, that the doctrine of
manners is equally capable of being brought to demon-
tration with the doctrine of quantity and number; that is,
with the purest parts of mathematics.

According to this author, the idea of a Supreme Being,
infinite in power, goodness, and wisdom, whose workmanship
we are, and on whom we depend; and the idea of ourselves,
as underftanding, rational creatures; would, if duly con-
dered, afford fuch foundations of our duty, and rules of
action, as might place morality among the fciences capable of
demonstration; in which we need not doubt but that,
from principles as incofincible as thofe of the mathematics,
by nectary consequences, the meafure of right and
wrong might be made out to any one, who will apply him-
self, with the fame indifference and attention, to the one,
as he doth to the other of thofe fciences: for the relations of
other modes may certainly be perceived, as well as thofe
of number and extension. E. g, that "where there is no
property, there can be no injustice," is a proposition as
certain as any in Euclid; for the idea of property being a
right to any thing, and the idea of injustice being the inva-

fion or violation of that right, it is evident, that thofe ideas
being thus established, and thofe names annexed to them,
we can as certainly know this proposition to be true,
as that a triangle has three angles equal to two right ones.
Again, "no government allows absolute liberty:" the idea
of government being the eftablifhment of society, upon
certain rules or laws, which require conformity to them;
and the idea of absolute liberty being for any one to do
whatever he pleases, I am as capable of being certain of the
truth of this proposition, as of any in mathematics.

What has given the advantage to the ideas of quantity,
and made them thought more capable of certainty and de-
monstration than the ideas of good and evil, right and wrong,

1. That the former can be represented by fentible marks,
which have a nearer correspondence with them than any words
or founds. Diagrams drawn on paper are copies of the ideas,
and are not liable to the uncertainty that words carry in their
figuration; but we have no fentible marks that referme
our moral ideas, and nothing but words to express them by;
which, though, when written, they retain the fame, yet the
ideas they fland for may change in the fame man, and it is
very seldom that they are not different in different perfons.

2. Moral ideas are commonly more complex than figures;
whence these two inconveniences follow: 1. That their names
are of more uncertain figuration; the precife collection of
fimple ideas they fland for not being fo easily agreed on; and
fo the flgn that is used for them in communication always,
and in thinking often, does not readily carry with it the fame
idea.

3. The mind cannot easily retain those precife combina-
tions fo exactly and perfectly, as is neceffary in the exami-
nation of the habitudes and correspondences, agreements or
disagreements, of feveral of them one with another, espe-
cially where it is to be judged of by long deductions, and the
intervention of feveral other complex ideas, to chew the
agreement or disagreement of two remote ones.

One part of these disadvantages in moral ideas, which has
made them be thought not capable of demonstration, may in
a good measure be remedied by definitions, setting down that
collection of fimple ideas which every term shall fland for, and
then using the term readily and conftantly for that precife
collection.

The mathematician considers the truth and properties be-
longing to a reftangle or circle, only as they have ideas in
his own mind, which possibly he never found actually exist-
med mathematically, that is, precisely, true; yet his knowledge
is not only certain, but real; because real things are no
further, nor intended to be, meant by any fuch propositions,
than as things really agree to thofe archetypes in the mind.
It is true of the idea of a triangle, that its three angles are
equal to two right ones; it is true also of a triangle, whereby
it exists: what is true of thofe figures that have
barely an ideal eftinance in the mind, will hold true of them
also, when they come to have a real eftinance in matter.
Hence it follows, that moral knowledge is as capable of
real certainty as mathematics: for certainty being nothing
but the perception of fuch agreement, by the intervention
of other ideas; our moral ideas, as well as mathematical,
being archetypes themselves, and so adequate or complete
ideas, all the agreement or disagreement we shall find in
them will produce real knowledge, as well as in mathe-
matical figures. That which is requisite to make our know-
ledge certain, is the clearness of our ideas; and that which
is required to make it real, is that they answer their ar-
chetypcs.

But it will here be faid, that if moral knowledge be placed
in the contemplation of our own moral ideas, and those are of our own making, what strange notions will there be of justice and temperance! what confusion of virtues and vices, if every man may make what ideas of them he pleases? It is answered, no confusion or disorder at all in the things themselves, nor the reasonings about them, no more than there would be a change in the properties of figures, and their relations one to another, if a man should make a triangle with four corners, or a trapezium with four right angles; that is, in plain English, change the names of the figures, and call that by one name which is called ordinarily by another. The change of name will indeed at first disturb him who knows not what idea it stands for; but as soon as the figure is drawn, the consequences and demonstration are plain and clear.

Just the same is it in moral knowledge: let a man have the idea of taking from others, without their consent, what they are justly possessed of, and call this *jusus*; if he pleases; be that the name there, without the idea put to it, will be mistaken, by joining another idea or his own to that name; but it is the idea of that name, or take it, such as it is in the speaker's mind, and the fame things will agree to it, as if you called it *injustice*. One thing we are to take notice of, that where God, or any other law-maker, has defined any moral names, there they have made the essence of that species to which that name belongs; and there it is not safe to apply or use them otherwise; but in other cases it is bare impudence of speech to apply them contrary to the common usage of the country in which they are used.

MORAMEO, in Geography, a river of Africa, which runs into the Atlantic. 8. lat. 17° 55'.

MORAND, SAUVEUR FRANÇOIS, in Biography, a Parisian surgeon of great eminence, was born in that metropolis in 1657, where his father also practised the profession, and held the office of surgeon-major to the Invalids. Sauveur received his literary education at the college Mazarin, and was instructed in his profession by his father at the hospital of the Invalids. He rose to the malchirship of the company of St. Côme, (which was afterwards erected into the Royal Academy of Surgery,) and was appointed demonstrator of surgical operations to that body in 1725. In 1728 he appeared as an author on the subject of lithotomy, and published his "Traité de la Taille au haut appareil, &c.," the high operation being then universally practiced by the surgeons of Paris. But, in the following year he was commissioned by the Academy of Sciences to visit London, with a view of witnessing the lateral operation, as performed by Chevillello with so much success; and on his return to Paris, he introduced that mode of cutting for the stone, at the hospital of La Charité, of which he was made surgeon. The success and consequent reputation which attended his new mode of practice, brought a crowd of pupils to his hospital, and multiplied his professional honours. He became director and secretary of his company, and held the latter office with great distinction for many years after it was made a Royal Academy. He was admitted a member of many foreign societies, especially the Royal Society of London, and the academies of Stockholm, Peterburgh, Florence, Bologna, and Rouen; and was nominated pensioner and professor of anatomy to the Royal Academy of Sciences at home. He was likewise appointed to several professional posts connected with the army; and in 1751, was honoured with knighthood, of the order of St. Michael. He was everywhere respected and admired as a gentleman, and as a man of cultivated understanding and taste. He died in 1773, at the age of seventy-six.


MORAND, JEAN-FRANÇOIS-CLEMENT, a Parisian physician of distinction, was the son of the eminent surgeon, who is the subject of the preceding article. He was born at Paris in April 1726, and received the degree of doctor in medicine in 1730, and was soon afterwards appointed professor of anatomy in the same schools. He obtained a high reputation in his profession, and received many honours, having been elected into the Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris, the Royal Society of London, and many other learned bodies; and he was likewise appointed physician in ordinary to Stanislaus, king of Poland, and duke of Lorraine. He died in 1784. The following is a catalogue of his writings. "Histoire du Maladie ligulière, et de l'examen d'une femme devenue en peu de temps contraire par un ramollissement general des os," Paris 1752. "Nouvelle description des grottes d'Arcy," Lyons 1752. "Lettre a M. le Roi au sujet de l'Histoire de la femme Suppôt," Par. 1752. Suppôt was the woman affected with the softening of the bones, described in the foregoing memoir. "Éclaircissement abrégé fur la Maladie d'une vieille de St. Geoffray," and "Receuil pour servir d'éclaircissement, &c.," relating to the same subject, Paris 1754. "Lettre fur l'Instrument de Roonhuyzen," 1755. "Lettre fur la qualité des Eaux de Luxemburg en Franchise Comité," published in the Journal de Verdun, March 1756. "Memoire fur les Eaux à hémale de Bains in Lorraine, &c.," in the Journal de Medecine, tom. vi. 1757. "Du Charbon de terre et de les Mines," fol. 1769. This forms the fourtieth number of the arts described by the Academy of Sciences of London, and was then little known in France, and Morand took a journey to Liege, for the purpose of examining the mines; and in 1770 published his "Memoire fur la nature, les effets, propriété, et avantages du charbon de terre, apprêter pour être employé commodément, économiquement, et fars inconvenient au chauffage, et à tous les usages domestiques." He also wrote an "Eloge" of his father, and a "Memoire fur la qualité dangereuse de l'ameuqie des Apothecaires de Lyons." Eloy Dict. Histo. Gen. Biog.

MORAND, PETER DE, a poet and dramatic writer, was born at Arles in 1701, and at a very early age he displayed talents for poetry, which gained him considerable reputation. Being disappointed in his marriage he devoted himself to a life of dilipation, and to the literary profession. He wrote two tragedies, of which one was very successful, but the other failed. One of his most popular pieces was a comic,
This black spongy earth they cut into oblong squares, with iron spades made for that purpose, eight or nine inches long, and four or five broad; as the men cut them up, they are carried and spread on a dry ground, to be dried in the wind and sun. Some of these become harder, some softer, according to the nature of the mould or earth: the more black and solid they are, the better fire they make; and those are the least esteemed which are grey, light, and most spongy.

When they have cut off one surface of four or five inches deep, they proceed downwards to another, and so to a third and a fourth, till they come to the hard strata; unless they be flopped with water, which they also ordinarily remove by making a channel, if they can; but where they cannot, there the water stagnates. In such indefinite pits, or pent-dikes, as they call them, where water hinders the cutting of spongy earth to the bottom, the pits will be filled up again, in some years, with a new spongy earth; which, in process of time, comes to the confidence of pent-moors, as at first, and a furious healthy turf grows over the top of it. When the dykes are dug down to the hard channel, the moors do not renew, as in the other case; though it has been observed, that if they be cut down to the channel, provided the healthy turf cut off from the top be laid on the channel, in course of time the moor grows again. These moors are always level; though they are frequently found on hills, and near the tops of them too; yet, as that curious nobleman observes, the moors have always a deficient to them, and generally from them; incomprehensible as it was, for there were no objection to them, that those that improve it, and that it was as good for use as any old wood is; only, through having inhabited a deal of moisture, it takes some time to dry, in order to fit it for burning.

There are many places where wood will not grow, where the moors are well flocked with this under-ground timber; but yet it appears there must have been woods formerly there; else how came they in the moors? To prove this, that noble lord gives us the history and origin of a few moors, in great measure from his own experience. In the parish of Lochburn, in the year 1651, he saw near the top of a very high hill, a plain about a mile over, then covered with a firm standing wood, but which was so very old, that not only the trees had no leaves or bark on, but the outside, for the space of an inch inwards, was dead white timber, though within they were firm. Coming by the place fifteen years after, he could not discover the least appearance of a tree; but, instead thereof, there was a plain green ground covered with a moor, the trees being all fallen, and having been so thick over one another, that the green had over-run the whole timber, by means of water and sponginess from the hill above it, and stagnating on the plain. He adds, that none could pass over it; the turf not being firm enough to support them. In thirty years more he found this whole piece of ground turned into a common peat-moor, and the country people digging turf and peat there. This accounts for the generation of moors, and whence it is that many of them are furnished with timber.

It appears from the whole, that all the trees which we find in this sélitt slate, originally grew in the very places where we now find them, and have only been thrown down and buried there, not brought from elsewhere. It may appear indeed an objection to this opinion, that most of these foliée trees are of the fir kind; and that Ceasar says, expressly, that no fir grew in Britain in his time; but this
easily answered by observing, that these trees, though of the fir kind, yet are not the species usually called the fir, but pitch-tree; and Caesar has no where said that pitch-trees did not grow in England. Norway and Sweden yet abound with these trees, and there are at this time whole forests of them in many parts of Scotland, and a large number of them wild upon a hill at Wanerton in Staffordshire, to this day.

In Hatfield-marsh, where such vast numbers of the foffile trees are now found, there has evidently once been a whole forest of them growing. The laft of these was found alive, and growing in that place within a hundred years last past, and cut down for some common use. See Beg-Wood.

The Roman historians tell us, that when their armies pursued the wild Britons, these people always sheltered themselves in the mire woods, and low watery forests. Caesar expressly says this, and observes, that Caffibelan and his Britons, after their defeat, passed the Thames, and fled into such low morales and woods, that there was no pursuing them; and we find that the Silures fixed themselves in the same manner when attacked by Ostorius and Agricola. The same thing is recorded of Venutius, king of the Brigitantes, who fled to secure himself in the boggy forests in the midland part of this kingdom; and Herodian expressly says, that, in the time of the Romans pursuing their conquests in these islands, it was the custom of the Britons to secure themselves in the thick forests which grew in their boggy and wet places, and when opportunity offered, to issue out thence and fall upon the Romans. The consequence of all this was, the destroying all these forests, the Romans finding themselves so plagued with parties of the natives issuing out upon them at times from these forests, that they gave orders for the cutting down and destroying all the forests in Britain which grew on boggy and wet grounds. These orders were punctually executed; and to this it is owing, that at this day we can hardly be brought to believe that such forests ever grew with us as are now found buried.

The Roman histories all join in telling us, that when Suetonius Paulinus conquered Anglesea, he ordered all the woods to be cut down there, in the manner of the Roman generals in England; and Gallen tells us, that the Romans, after their conquest in Britain, kept their soldiers constantly employed in cutting down forests, draining of marshes, and paving of bogs. Not only the Roman soldiers were employed in this manner, but all the native Britons made captives in the wars, were obliged to affit in it: and Dion Cassius tells us, that the emperor Severus left no less than fifty thousand men in a few years time, in cutting down the woods and draining the bogs of this island. It is not to be wondered at, that such numbers executed the immense destruction which we find in these buried forests. One of the greatest subterranean treasures of wood is that near Hatfieid; and it is easy to prove that these people, to whom this havoc is thus attributed, were upon the spot where these trees now lie buried. The common road of the Romans out of the south into the north, was formerly from Lindum (Lincoln) to Segeboschum (Little-Burrow upon Trent), and from hence to Danum (Doncaster), where they kept a standing garrison of Criptonian horse. A little off on the call, and north-east of their road, between the two last named towns, lie the borders of the greatest forest, which I learned with wild Britons, who were continually making their fellies out, and their retreats into it again, intercepting their provisions, taking and destroying their carriages, killing their alies and pillagers, and disturbing their garrisons. This at length so exasperated the Romans, that they were determined to destroy it; and to do this safely and ef-

fectually, they marched against it with a great army, and encamped on a great moor not far from Fimmingly: this is evident from their fortifications, yet remaining.

There is a small town in the neighbourhood called Otterfield, and as the termination field seems to have been given only in remembrance of battles fought near the town where names ended with it, it is not improbable that a battle was fought here, between all the Britons who inhabited this forest, and the Roman troops under Ostorius. The Romans flew many of the Britons, and drove the red back into this forest, which at that time overspread all this low country. On this the conquerors, taking advantage of a strong south-west wind, set fire to the pitch-trees, of which this forest was principally composed; and when the greater part of the trees were thus destroyed, the Roman soldiers and captive Britons cut down the remainder, except a few large ones, which they left standing, as remembrances of the destruction of the red. These single trees, however, could not stand long against the winds; and these falling into the rivers which ran through the country, interrupted their currents, and the water, then overspreading the level country, made one great lake, and gave origin to the moories, or moory bogs, which were afterwards formed there, by the workings of the waters, the precipitation of earthy matter from them, and the putrefaction of rotten boughs and branches of trees, and the salt increa-se of water mois, and other such plants which grow in prodigious abundance in all these sorts of places. Thus were these burnt and felled trees buried under a new-formed lpongy and watery earth; and afterwards found on the draining and digging through this earth again.

Hence it is not strange, that Roman weapons and Roman coins are found among these buried trees; and hence it is that among the buried trees some are found burnt, some chopped and hewn; and hence it is that the bodies of the trees all lie by their proper roots, and with their tops lying north-east, that is, in the direction in which a south-west wind would have blown them down. Hence also it is, that some of the trees are found with their roots lying flat, these being not cut or burned down, but blown up by the roots afterwards when left fingle; and it is not wonderful that such trees as these should have continued to grow even after their fall, and shoot up branches from their fides, which might easily grow into high trees. Phil. Trans. N. 275.

By this system it is also easily explained why the moor-foil in the country is in some places two or three yards thicker than in others, or higher than it was formerly, since the growing up of peat-earth or bog-ground is well known, and the foil added by overflowing of waters is not a little. As the Romans were the destroyers of this great and noble forest, so they probably were also of the several other ancient forests; the ruins of which furnish us with the bog-wood of Staffordshire, Lancashire, Yorkshire, and other counties. But as the Romans were not much in Wales, in the Isle of Man, or in Ireland, it is not to be supposed that forests cut down by these people gave origin to the foffile wood found there; but though they did not cut down these forests, others did; and the origin of the bog-wood is the fame with them as with us.

Holmgrefed informs us, that Edward I., not being able to get at the Welsh, because of their hiding themselves in boggy woods, gave orders at length that they should be destroyed by fire and by the axe; and doubtless the roots and bodies of trees found in Pembrokeshire under ground, are the remains of the execution of this order. The foffile wood in the bogs of the Isles of Man and Anglesea, is doubtless of the fame origin; though we have not any accounts extant of the time or occasion of the forests there being destroyed; but
but as to the fossil trees of the bogs of Ireland, we are expressly told, that Henry II., when he conquered that country, ordered all the woods to be cut down that grew in the low parts of it, to secure his conquests by cutting away the places of resort of rebels.

We have an account in the Philosophical Transactions of a moving moat, near Church-town, in Lancashire, which greatly alarmed the neighborhood as miraculous. The moat was observed to rise to a surprising height, and soon after sunk as much below the level, and moved slowly towards the south.

MORASTEN, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the province of Upland; 5 miles S.E. of Upsal.

MORAT, or Murtin, a baillage of Switzerland, belonging to Bern and Frutig; into which the reformation was introduced in 1540, by a majority of voices, in presence of deputies from Bern and Friburgh.—Also, the capital of this baillage, which stands pleasantly upon the edge of a small lake, about six miles long and two broad, in the midst of a well cultivated country. The lakes of Morat and Neuchatel are parallel to each other, and separated only by a ridge of hills: the former is the most elevated, for it discharges itself by means of the river Broye, into the lake of Neuchatel. According to M. de Luc, it is fifteen French feet above the level of that of Neuchatel. Both these lakes, as well as that of Bienna, formerly extended much farther than their present limits; and, from the position of the country, appear to have been once united. Morat is celebrated for the obstinate siege sustained against Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy, which was followed by the battle of Morat, fought on the 22d of June, 1476. In this famous engagement the duke was routed, and his whole army almost destroyed by the confederate troops of Switzerland. Not far from the town, and adjoining to the high road, was erected a monument, which was a square building, filled with the bones of the Burgundian soldiers, who were slain at the siege and in the battle. In March 1798 the French troops demolished this edifice. Morat is 12 miles W. of Berne. Coxe’s Travels, vol. ii.

MORATA, OLYMPIA FULVIA, in Biography, an Italian lady, was born at Ferrara in 1526. Her father was a learned professor, and gave her an excellent education. She became tutees to the princes of Ferrara, and declined publicly in Latin and Greek. Olympia married Grunthel, professor of medicine at Heidelberg, where she died in 1555.

Her works, consisting of orations, letters, dialogues, and translations, were printed at Baffo in 1562, 8vo.

MORITA, in Geography, a small island in the bay of Honduras, near the E. coast of Rusatan. N. lat. 16° 25’. W. long. 86° 58’.

MORATALAZ, a town of Spain, in New Castile; 22 miles E. of Ciudad Real.

MORATALLA, a town of Spain, in Murcia; 24 miles S.S.W. of Chinchilla.

MORATUR, or Maramatur, in Law, signifies as much as, he demurs; that is, the party here goes not forward, but retires or abides by the judgment of the court, who take time to deliberate, argue, and advise thereon.

When the counsellors of the party are of opinion that the court or plea of the adverse party is insufficient in law; then he demurs, or abides in law; and refers the same to the judgment of the court. See DEMURRER.

MORAU, in Geography, a river of Austria, which gives name to Moravia, rises in the Sudetic mountains; and passing by Olmutz, joins the Danube not far to the W. of Pressburg.

MORAVA, a town of Servia, on a river of the same name, which was the ancient Margus, and runs about 120 miles into the Danube. Morava is six miles N.W. of Sapskin.

MORAVAVISAR, a town of European Turkey, in Servia; 40 miles N.N.W. of Niffa.

MORAVIA. Marquise of, a country bounded on the N. by Bohemia and Silesia, on the E. by Silesia and Hungary, on the S. by Austria, and on the W. by Bohemia; containing about 1,400 square miles. On the frontiers of Hungary, Bohemia, and Silesia, it is partly cultivated by mountains, and partly by woods. One-half of it is mountainous and woody; and in the more cultivated circles and tracts are many moraines, bogs, and lakes. In the former part the temperature is cold, and requiring even a flame in summer; and yet it is more favorable than the other even level districts. The country produces more corn than its inhabitants consume, hemp and flax, and good fodder, and also fruit-trees and vegetables, besides vines that yield white and red wines. It has good pasturage for all sorts of cattle, and plenty of game. Here are also wolves, bears, and leopards; quarries of marble, and other minerals, such as those of alun, iron, sulphur, faltorp, and vitriol; and springs impregnated with those minerals. The number of market-towns and villages in Moravia has been estimated at 2,550. The language of the country is a dialect of the Slavonic, but the German is very common. The states of the country consist of the clergy, lords, knights and burgesses. Christianity was introduced here about the middle of the 9th century; the prevalent profession is that of the Roman church, subject to the jurisdiction of the bishop of Olmutz. The articles of commerce consist of manufactures of cloth, iron, glafs, pepper, gunpowder, &c. which, on the whole, are considerable. Till the 9th century, the kings of this country, anciently inhabited by the Quadi, and afterwards by the Slavica, were powerful and independent; but in the time of Charlemagne they became his vassals. In 1086 Moravia was declared a marquisate, and united with Bohemia. The whole marquisate is divided into six circles, each of which has its captain, whose authority extends to the quartering, marching, and maintenance of the soldiers. The capital is Olmutz.

MORAVIAN, or BOHEMIA BRETHREN, in Ecclesiastical History, were Protestants of Bohemia, who, in the 15th century, threw off the despotick yoke of Rome, animated by the zealous exhortations and heroic example of John Huss. These Moravian brethren were distinguished by several religious institutions of a singular nature, and well adapted to guard their community against the reigning vices and corruptions of the times. In 1532, they united themselves to the Lutheran churches in Saxony; but after the death of Luther, and their expulsion from their country in 1547, many of them, who retired into Poland, embraced the religious sentiments and discipline of the reformed, and by degrees they all entered into the communion of the Swiss church. This union was, at first, formed on the express condition, that the two churches should continue to be governed by their respective laws and institutions, and should have separate places of public worship; but, in the following century, all remains of distinction were removed in the synodes held at Altrog in 1620 and 1627, and the two congregations were formed into one, under the title of the Church of the United Brethren.” From this honourable origin the modern Moravians are ambitious to derive their descent. See HERRNUTHERS and Unitas Fratrum.

MORAWEN, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Chrudim; 6 miles N.E. of Chrudim.
MORAYSHIRE, or the county of Elgin, one of the northern counties of Scotland, is bounded on the N. by that branch of the German ocean called the Moray-Firth; on the E. and S.E. by Banffshire; on the S.W. by Inverness-shire; and on the W. by that county, and by Nairn. The figure of this shire is extremely irregular, being in several places intersected by districts of the counties which form its boundaries. It extends in length from N. to S. about 32 miles; and in average breadth, from E. to W., about 80. In ancient times the limits of this county were much more extensive than at present, comprehending all that tract of country which lies between the river Spey on the E. parts, the Farar or Beauly on the N.W., and the northern confines of Argyleshire on the W. When this larger county was subdivided, and its name confined to the present extent, it was uncertain, but that event must probably took place at a period later than the tenth century, when the "district" or "province" of Morayshire is frequently mentioned by writers in their reference to a subsequent era.

This county is naturally divided into two portions; that known as the Lowlands, and the other Brae-Moray. The former of these, lying along the sea-shore, and comprehending an extent of 200 square miles, is a fine champagne country, though diversified by many gently rising grounds; which being either covered with trees, or in a state of high cultivation, form a landscape, in general much superior in beauty, fertility, and riches to any northward of the Grampian hills. The latter, comprising about 600 square miles, and confining the upper or southern division, is, on the contrary, a mountainous country, intersected by several fertile valleys along the banks of the different streams, which take their rise in, or flow through it. This district, particularly its uppermost portion, is chiefly occupied by extensive forests of different kinds of trees, but the fir and the oak are most prevalent.

The soil and climate of Morayshire, as in most counties of similar extent, surface, and position, are variable. The Lowlands in general participate in the fair weather which is found to prevail over the whole eastern coast of Scotland. Indeed in that respect this district is peculiarly favoured by its situation, as lying between the mountains of Sutherland on the one side, and those of Banff and Aberdeen on the other. For the clouds borne aloft on the winds pass from the one range to the other, with great rapidity over the subjacent plain, which affords no object sufficiently high to attract or impede their course. The proximity of the sea prevents the snow from remaining on the ground for any lengthened period of time; and is, likewise, the cause of its seldom falling in very considerable quantity. In short, these circumstances combine to render the climate here more mild and favourable, than probably occurs in any district of Europe under the same latitude. The hilly part of the county has a climate of a much ruder description. Winter commences here earlier than in the Lowlands, and lingers a month or five weeks later.

In the maritime district the great proportion of the soil is a rich deep clay, which, if under proper management, would equal in fertility the similar soil of the Carre-of-Gowrie. The surface of the remainder of this level consists principally of a deep black loam, or of a light and sandy soil. That in the valleys of the hilly parts is formed chiefly by the washings of the streams; and where cultivation has taken place, on the sides of the hills, the soil is of a moorish quality, and more or less blended with mofs. The sandy soil is greatly intermixed with gravel and large pebbles.

On the subject of agriculture, it may be observed, that its condition in this county varies with the changes of soil and climate, which its different portions exhibit. Wheat is raised only in the lower district; but oats, barley, peas, and beans, potatoes, turnips, and artificial grasses, are prevalent over the whole cultivated extent of the shire. No fixed rotation of crops seems to be adopted, though in all the larger farms a certain portion of land is annually fallowed; some laid down with turnips, and some with grass. In Strathspey, one-half of the lands is usually under oats; and on the remaining half is grown a considerable portion of grass, with small quantities of beans, peas, turnips, and potatoes. Lime, either manufactured in the county, or imported from the Frith of Forth, or from England, is much employed as a manure. The most extensive farms here contain from a hundred to a hundred and fifty acres of arable land; but farms in general divide them into thirty or forty acres under tillage. In Strathspey they are of much greater extent for the moor part than in the low country, owing to the circumstance of their having been formerly wadsetted, or pledged for debts by the family of Grant; or though the wadsets are redeemed, yet the farms mostly continue in the hands of the descendants of their ancient poissure. Farm-houses, in the Lowlands, where the farms are of tolerable extent, make, in general, a respectable appearance; but the dwellings of the poorer tenants are extremely mean. The farm-servants are usually maintained in the family; the ordinary breakfast being porridge made of oatmeal, which is ate warm with milk or small beer; for dinner a kind of dammy, called towens, is made from the bran of oatmeal, and ate chiefly with milk; and for supper, greens or cabbage, either cut small, or mashed, and afterwards boiled with an addition of oatmeal and salt; and at each meal there is an addition of bread made from a mixture of oats, bean and peas-meal. On Sundays and other holidays the dinner is broth, made of poultry, green or wheat porridge; and flummery, a thick kind of oatmeal and milk, is generally eaten after dinner.

The chief plantations in the lower portion of the county are the property of the earl of Fife and the heirs of the late earl of Finlare. These consist of various sorts of forest trees. In Strathspey there are very extensive plantations of Scotch fir on the estates of Grant of Rothiemurchus, the Duke of Gordon, and Sir James Grant. The forest of Gle-moor, which has been mostly cut down within these last twenty-six years, afforded many trees fit to be used as masts for vessels of a considerable size, and some even fitable for the royal navy.

The principal rivers of this county are the Findhorn, the Spey, and the Lossie. The Findhorn rises in Inverness-shire, and after a course of nearly fifty miles, in a north-easterly direction, falls into the Moray Frith at the harbour of Findhorn; the Spey likewise rises in that county, and flows into the sea at Tainmouth, forming, for a considerable extent, the boundary between Morayshire and Banffshire. The Lossie takes its rise in the hills between Dollar and Strathpey, in the upper district, and discharges its waters into the Frith at Lossiemouth. Several rivers of inferior size unite with each of these larger ones during their current through this county. Of the lakes here, Loch Spynie is the only deserving of notice. It is about three miles long and one broad, and appears to have been an arm or branch of the sea, though now shut up by a considerable extent of valuable land. This lake abounds with pike and perch, and is much frequented by fowls.

Moray-
Morayshire does not contain any metallic veins, at least none have yet been discovered. Fire-clay, grey-plate, and limestone, however, are found in great abundance. In the district of Rathemurchat is a great mountain of the latter, which is calcined with wood, and chiefly employed as a manure. A rock of fine agate appears on the side of a hill near the church of Rothes. It is very hard, heavy, of a smooth uniform texture, and of considerable breadth; the red being remarkably clear and finely flaked through the stone. Mr. Williams, the mineralogist, says, this is the largest and most beautiful agate rock he ever saw, and is to line and hard as to be captain of the highest labour in polishing.

The only mineral plants in the parish are those in the parish of Duthil, which have been long esteemed for their medicinal properties in urinary complaints, and are supposed to resemble the Seltzer waters in containing fixed air.

Numerous interesting remains of antiquity are found in different parts of Morayshire. Elgin is distinguished by the ruins of an ancient cathedral, originally built by bishop Murray, whose episcopal seat was translated hither from Spynie in the year 1224. Having been burnt to the ground, however, in 1392, by Alexander Stewart of Bardenock, it was re-founded by bishop Bannock. (See ELGIN.) The remains of Priardine abbey stand on the north side of the river Liffa, six miles to the south-west of Elgin. This monastery was founded, by king Alexander II., in the year 1200, and dedicated to St. Andrew. The religious were monks of Vallet-Cantium, a reform of the Cistercians following the rules of St Bennet, and were brought hither by Wiliam Malvoliit, bishop of St Andrews, from the diocese of Lomures, in France. From the appearance of the ruins, this institution seems to have been one of considerable extent and riches. On the south bank of Loch Spynie are the ruins of the ancient palace of the bishops of Moray, which is said to have been one of the most magnificent episcopal seats in Scotland. Lochinvar castle, in the parish of Edinkillie, has evidently been a place of great strength. Catharine de Beaumont, widow of David de Hatling, earl of Atholl, was blockaded here during the captivity of king David Bruce, by sir Alexander Moray the regent. Edward III., however, faved her from falling into his hands, by compelling him to raise the siege the year following, when he marched his army so far north as Inverness, with the view of enforcing the submission of the whole kingdom. The present remains of this castle cover a space of ground not less than 100 yards square. Near this fortress are the vestiges of another, called Doune-hill, which appears to be of more ancient date than the former; and was probably one of the strongholds to which the inhabitants retired with their cattle upon the invasions of the Danes, Norwegians, or Danes. It is situated on a conical mount, defended on the one side by the deep rocky channel of the rapid river of Davie, and on the other by an immense fosse or ditch, with a strong rampart on the outside, mostly composed of stones, some of which are apparently vitrified. About a mile higher up the river stands the castle of Dumphmail, long the property of the family of Dunbar; and in the parish of Dyke is that of Darnaway, the venerable mansion of the earls of Moray, of the Randolphs, the Dunbars, the Douglares, and the Stuarts, all names of much note in the page of history. The grand hall in this castle, built by Thomas Randolph, regent of Scotland during the minority of king David Bruce, is by much the oldest and most remarkable part of the buildings; and measures 89 feet in length by 35 in breadth. In the parish of Duffus may be discovered traces of some ancient military works, which are attributed to the Danes. The spot on which they are situated is called the Burgh; and is supposed to be the real site of the fortresses mentioned by Buchanan, as having been surrendered to the Danes upon the defeat of Malcolm II. At the western extremity of the parish is an obelisk or stone cross, conjectured to be the same which was erected to commemorate the rout and dispersal of the forces of Canons by the same monarch in the pursuit of the Danes, after the victory of Panbride, in Angus. The village of Duffus is further remarkable for a figure, in the centre of which stands the church, surrounded by four streets regularly paved, the workmanship of Oliver Cromwell's soldiers. Many other curious monuments of antiquity are still visible in different parts of this county, among which Swindo's stone, or pillar, on the road from Nairn to Forres, particularly demands attention. This stone is universally allowed to exceed in ornamental workmanship all the other obelisks in Scotland; and is even generally supposed to be the finest monument of the kind now existing in Europe. Its height above ground is not less than 23 feet, and it is said to fink twelve beneath it. Its breadth is about four feet. The portion above the surface of the ground is divided, on the E. side, into seven compartments, containing a variety of baso-reliefs, representing military figures. On the other side is displayed a fumigious cross, and under it appear two personages in the attitudes of reconciliation. It is remarkable that no distinct tradition concerning this obelisk has reached the present period; hence its origin and intention are doubtful, but it is usually supposed to have been erected in memory of the peace concluded between Malcolm and Canute, upon the final retreat of the Danes from Scotland.

Morayshire, according to the parliamentary returns of 1801, contained 6126 houses, and 26,795 inhabitants, viz. 11,793 males, and 14,992 females. Of this number, 8151 are employed in agriculture, and 4410 in the different departments of trade and manufacture. Pennant's Tours in Scotland. Chalmers' Caledonia. Beauties of Scotland, vol. iv. Antiquities and Scenery of the North of Scotland, by the Rev. Charles Cardiner. 4vo.}

MORBEGNO, a town of Switzerland, the hamfoft in the Valteline, lies on the left side of the Adda, at the foot of the southernmost chain of mountains. It has more shops and carries on more trade than all the others united. It is the residence of a bailiff, who bears the title of Podella; 11 miles S.E. of Chiavenna. See VALTELINE.

MORBEN, a mountain of Scotland, in the county of Perth; 12 miles W.S.W. of Crieff.

MORBEYA, a river of Morocco, which runs into the Atlantic, near Azamor.

MORBID, from Morbus, diseaue, is applied, in medical language, to every thing connected with disease; thus we say morbid secretion, morbid poison, morbid structure, and even morbid anatomy; meaning by the last the anatomical investigation of those changes in the organs of the body, which disease has left behind it, when fatal.

MORID Pajen. This term was first invented by Mr. Hunter to make a necessary distinction between those secretions by which animals in a state of health are able to injure others; and those which no animal possesses but in a morbid or diseased state. When the viper injects its venom, however deleterious it may be, he is himself in health, and the higher that health, the stronger will his venom prove. But the small pox is always a diseased action in the perfom who communicates, as well as in the perfom who is affected by it. This distinction, important as it must appear, as soon as propounded to the understanding, was overlooked long after Mr. Hunter had pointed it out, and is scarcely yet vernacularized even among medical men.
MORBID POISON.

The earlier writers on the subject of poisons, seem to have taken Celsus as their model, who was acquainted with no morbid poisons but the hydrophobia. It is not to be wondered at that accurate writers should have placed in succession morbus rabies canis, morbus serpentum, litus apsidum, arach, orpiment, &c. and afterwards venena vel in ivil vel in poisons effumpta. But it is less excusable that Mead, in a Treatise on Poisons, should have made no other distinction between poisons, than from the kingdom of nature from which they are derived, or from their property of injuring by being applied to the stomach, or externally by a wound.

Mr. Hunter's distinction might have been of less importance, had not the former incorrectness considerably influenced the practice of those who were misled by their own terms. Thus, when it was found that mercury was a remedy against the venereal poison, it was soon considered as an antidote; and as the principal medical industry of the ancients had been directed to the discovery of antidotes, it was presently conceived that mercury might be applied in all cases of poisons.

But the great advantage which medicine has derived from Mr. Hunter's distinctions is, that it has led to an accurate discrimination between the laws of different animal poisons, and to a more correct mode of ascertaining the characters of each of the various morbid poisons. In these views we shall now proceed with the article before us.

Mr. Hunter called those poisons which form a part of the animal when in health "the natural poisons." Dr. Adams prefers the term "original poisons," inasmuch as both those and the "morbid" are progeny of nature, but the first only are secretions of the animal in his original or unaltered condition. This then marks the first distinction. The second, and not less important, is, that an animal affected by an original animal poison has no power of communicating a similar disease to another; whereas one affected by a morbid poison acquires all the properties of injuring in a similar way, and communicates the same property to such as are poisoned by him. An animal bitten by a serpent has no power of communicating a similar morbid influence by his own bite; but many animals bitten by a rabid dog have the power of communicating a similar effect to other animals of their own, and even of different species and orders.

The original and morbid poisons affect locally or constitutionally, and sometimes in both ways. But there is one important distinction, namely, that an animal may remain susceptible of the effect of the original poisons if he surives the disease excited by them; whereas, as far as morbid poisons have been traced, no constitutional effect can be a local and time excited by the same poison in the same subject. If that provision had not been made against those poisons which affect by effluvia, such as the small-pox, the constant apprehension of disease from sources from which we could never protect ourselves, would have rendered life so precarious as to be scarcely worth acceptence.

Mr. Hunter divided the morbid poisons into the simple and compound. The simple are those which affect locally or constitutionally, but not both ways; those which affect locally and constitutionally he called compound. There is some difficulty in marking this distinction, because there are few, if any, which may not be called compound, and there are some which are occasionally simple and at other times compound. Thus, the venereal disease, which Mr. Hunter uses as an illustration of a compound, is more commonly a simple poison, affecting only the parts to which it is applied. The cow-pox, in the same manner, is generally only a simple poison, but sometimes affects distant parts of the body; and the small-pox, which for the most part affects the whole, is sometimes confined to the inoculated part. On this account Dr. Adams has preferred the division into such as produce their effect by contact or effluvia, or both. The venereal poison is never found to produce its effect but by application in a substantial form. The cow-pox is of the same description. The measles, on the contrary, are with difficulty, if at all, communicated but by effluvia, and the small-pox may be communicated by either one or the other. We have thought it right to mention these distinctions, though to us neither of them appears of sufficient importance for any practical purposes.

Mr. Hunter was of opinion that the morbid poisons are for the most part of recent date. It is certain, that excepting hydrophobia, they are not to be traced in the writings of the ancient physicians. He imputed them to some accidental intercourse between animals of the same or different species; and conceived that when such a cause has induced only a local disease on a part not likely to be applied to another animal, the effect has probably ceased with the animal which has been first injured. But if the disease could be communicated by effluvia, it would spread as long as that effluvium was inhaled by animals susceptible of its impression; hence the almost universality of small-pox. Or if its local effects were produced on parts of animals often brought into contact and not exposed to fight, the communication of such a disease would be as general as such intercourse was promiscuous. Hence the rapid spread of typhus among such as are unacquainted by the laws of charity.

The only work which Mr. Hunter has left us on morbid poisons, is his celebrated Treatise on the Venerable Disease. In this work, by his happy talent of discrimination, by his unwearying industry, which was only equalled by his accuracy, he at length ascertained the true character of a disease, till his time was supposed to be confused by no laws, and hence termed a proteiform complaint. By the use of this convenient term many other obnoxious local diseases were so confounded by former writers, that at last it was suspecred an individual or even a family once infected could never with any certainty be considered as pure. All this erroneous mode of reasoning, if it could be called reasoning, Mr. Hunter effectually overturned, by ascertaining the true character of typhus, (see Lues Venerum,) the manner in which it is cured, the chances of its occurrence afterwards in distant parts of the body, the means of curing it in each, and the causes which for a time might interfere with, or render ineffectual the only certain remedy. Besides the ignorance of his predecessors on most of these points, another fruitful source of error to themselves, and of consequent misery to their patients, was the imitating other morbid poisons for the venereal, merely because they appeared in parts most liable to the latter. Of these he gave several instances in the nipples from sucking, the gums from the transplantation of teeth, and in those organs which are the usual seat of the disease. Cases of each he describes with great accuracy under the term "diseases resembling the lues venerei," and concludes this invaluable present to posterity with the following paragraph: "I cannot conjecture," says he, "without intimating that undescribed diseases resembling the venereal are very numerous; and that what I have said is rather to be considered as hints for others to prosecute the inquiry further, than as a complete account of the subject."
MORBID POISON.

merous objections, which we may suppose, appeared to doctrines at that time so new and so contrary to generally received opinions.

In the beginning of 1795, appeared the first edition of Dr. Adams's Treatise on Morbid Poisons, the title of which showed that it was principally directed to the inquiry which Mr. Hunter had left for others to prosecute. After vindicating his matter from the attacks of every author who had opposed or misrepresented him, Dr. Adams attempts a methodical arrangement of all those appearances which had, till Mr. Hunter's time, been confounded with syphilis. In doing this, he very happily avails himself of an enumeration of all the ulcers, described by Celsus, on the parts usually exposed to the venereal poison. He shows that the above-mentioned author, who is admitted to have flourished more than a thousand years before this formidable disease was known, describes, with much accuracy, in his chapter De observarum partium visitis, nine forms of ulceration, all of which differ from the proper character of the venereal, as traced by Mr. Hunter, and even by Altricus, Boerhavus, and every other respectable writer; and that many of these ulcerations are mentioned by modern authors as forms of the venereal disease, which they found themselves unable to cure, and which they acknowledge were often exasperated by mercury. A reference to these writers serves him at once as an illustration of Celsus, and as a proof that diseases, described by that author, ought not to be confounded with one which is admitted by almost every writer to have arisen from long since his days.

Having disposed of this grand question, Dr. Adams makes the first attempt at something like a classification of morbid poisons from the local actions excited by them. Thee we shall offer in his own words.

"If this distinction," says he, "of morbid poisons may be admitted, it will resolve itself into the following division:

1. Slough, with consequent fungus and scab, as in yaws.
2. With suppuration and scab, as in small-pox.
3. Preceded by ulcers and followed by immediate skinning, as in several anomalous morbid poisons.
4. With ulceration, and each in succession, as in the sloughing phagedena.
5. Ulceration kept up by the secreting pus, as in fivvens and some anomalous phagedena.
6. Slough, with a thickened edge and base, as in the venereal ulcer."

Such was the state of our progress towards an accurate discrimination of diseases so important, not only to medicine, but to the common intercourse of society, when Dr. Adams published his first edition. In this also was contained the first printed account of cow-pox, which was introduced in illustration of Mr. Hunter's suggestion, that the morbid poisons might originate by the intercourse of different species of animals. A few years afterwards, Dr. Jenner published his valuable discovery, and from that time the term morbid poison has been more generally adopted and understood.

In the year 1804, Mr. Abernethy published his "Classification of Tumours," with a number of cases, supposed to be venereal, though evidently arising from other causes. The haity manner in which his work was compiled, prevented (as the author acknowledges) his marking, with sufficient accuracy, those discriminations by which the true might be distinguished from what he terms the pseudo-syphilis. His facts are, however, invaluable, and these he seems, by a kind of courtesy, to confine to the arrangement of Dr. Adams, or to any one who might find leisure and diligence to pursue the subject methodically.

Three years afterwards appeared Dr. Adams's second edition of Morbid Poisons, improved by all that had been offered by other writers since his first, and most of all by the facts he had collected in the island of Madeira, in different parts of Great Britain, and even by experiments made on his own person. He was now able to give a clinical description of yaws and sevens, to trace the progress of the acrasia syphilis in himself, and to mark the distinction between the disease it induces and the true itch. This was settled the long disputed point concerning the supposed cause of the itch, which some had imputed to an infect the excision of which was denied by others. The confused notions also arising from the term elephantiasis, and the various diseases confounded under that general name, were accurately developed. (See the article Elephantiasis.) But what adds much to the value of Dr. Adams's researches, is their immediate application to practical use, for though our knowledge may not yet be sufficiently mature to offer a name for every morbid poison as it may occur in practice, yet by the arrangement he has made we shall rarely be mistaken in the application of a remedy. To afford us in this respect, he has drawn our attention to the natural and artificial modes of cure in those morbid poisons, whose characters are now well ascertained, and has thus taught us to account for our occasional successes, and too frequent failure in attempting to cure them by mercury, merely from its constant efficacy in syphilis. Some, he describes, whose progress is slow and like the yaws, may be at any time supplied by mercury, but the consequence of this suffocation is only the reappearance of the disease in an aggravated form; others may, like syphilis, be more rapid, and require to be instantly arrested by mercury; and many others may cease spontaneously, or yield to caustics, or other topical applications. From these considerations, more particularly the calamitous effects of giving mercury early in yaws, and many other morbid poisons, he concludes with advising, that that mineral should never be exhibited in the early stages of morbid poisons with which we are not well acquainted, unless the ulcerative process should be so rapid as to render it absolutely necessary to make every attempt at arresting its ravages.

We shall not offer any opinion on doctrines in many respects so new, and which certainly mark profound application, whether they may fland the test of future experience or not. But it is equally our duty and gratification to rate one important refult which seems to have arisen from these inquiries, and which we hope will be confirmed. None of our readers need be reminded that the Europeans have been accused of carrying a disease to the South Sea Islands, which is said to have exterminated whole districts. It seems that, by pursuing the accounts of different writers, Dr. Adams had some years past not merely questioned the ravages from this disease in Otaheite, but even doubted whether it had ever appeared there at all. (See Dr. Adams's Edition of Mr. Hunter's Treatise on the Venereal Disease.) About ten years ago, Mr. Wilson, surgeon of the Porpoise troop of war, arrived at Otaheite, strongly impressed with an apprehension of the prevalence of syphilis, and of the consequence to the health of his crew, who were destined to a much longer voyage. With this impression he examined all his men daily, and was very diligent in learning which of the natives were affected. In his inquiries he was greatly assisted by the missionaries, who spoke with much directness on the prevalence of this dreadful malady in the island. After examining
examining every subject, however, Mr. Wilton became satisfied that the disease, which the Europeans were accused of importing did not then exist, and probably never had been known in Otaheite.

We have dwelt thus particularly on this half topic, first to remove the reproach from the English and French, who have mutually accused each other, and next to show, by this single instance, how much the knowledge of disease has been improved by the accurate discrimination of morbid poisons.

Mornin, in Painting, is particularly applied to fat flesh very strongly expressed.

MORBIDERY, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in Canara: 13 miles N. of Mangalore.

MORBIGN, one of the nine departments of the N.W. region of France, so-called from the river or canal, which communicates with the sea from Vannes. This department was formerly Lower Bretagne, a maritime territory between Vilaie and Finisterre, in N. lat. 48°. It is bounded on the N. by the department of the North Coasts, on the E. by the department of the Ile and Vilaine, on the S.E. by the department of the Lower Loire, on the S.W. by the sea, and on the W. by the department of Finisterre. It contains 70674 square miles, or 328 square leagues, and 425,425 inhabitants. It is divided into four districts or arrondiments, 37 cantons, and 321 communes. Its four districts are Poitou, including 91,783 inhabitants; Poirem, 88,504; L'Orant, 122,798; and Vannes, 123,857. According to Halleinfrate, it is divided into nine districts and 70 cantons, and contains 281,565 inhabitants. Its capital is Vannes. Its contributions in the year 11 of the French era, amounted to 12,477,245 francs, and its expenses to 2,577,171 francs. 66 cents. The soil, though unequal, is fruitful, yielding grain, rye, flax, fruits, and excellent pastures. It has mines of lead and coal. Belle-île, belonging to this department, contains 5366 inhabitants, and is abundantly fertile. Honac and Hude are islets of little importance, inhabited by fishermen.

MORBILLI, in Medicine, an appellation given to the measles by the Italian physicians, signifying, as it were, a little plague; for il morbo (the disease) was, in their language, applied to the plague.

MORBUS, a term purely Latin, signifying disease; which see.

Morbis Arctatus. See Jaundice.

Morbis Cholera. See Cholera.

Morbis Comitialis. See Epilepsy.

Morbis Coecus. See Hip-Joint, Diseased of.

Morbis Gallicus. See Lues Venerea.

Morbis Hungaricus. See Hungaricus morbus.

Morbis Prodrumatis. See Prodrumous.

Morbis Pediulitis. See Pityriasis.

Morbis Region. See Jaundice.

Morbis Viridans. See Chlorosis.

Morchell?, in Botany, a name of Peroon's, of whose derivation we can determine nothing. It seems made out of the English Morel, which Dr. Johnson by mistake refers to Salamin, misled, as it should seem, by the French name of the Nightshade, Morelle. Pers. Syn. Fung. 618. Class and order, Cryptogamia Fungi. Nat. Ord. Fungi.


This genus is very properly separated from Peroon from the Phallus of Linnaeus and other writers, from which it differs no less in nature, than in the above-mentioned characters. Instead of being of a short-lived watery texture, odourly scented, and poisonous, it is of a leathery and permanent substance, eatable and of a delicious flavour; in every respect much nearer to Helvella than to any other genus.

Eight species are defined in the author above quoted. Of these the most important is

M. efculentus. Edible Morel. (Phallus efculentus: Linn. Sp. Pl. 1648. Huds. 629. Pl. Dan. 1. 53. Helvella efculentus: Sowerby, t. 57.)—Cap contracted at the base. Stalk nearly solid. Found in dry woods, and hedge bottom, especially retired and rather curious spots. It is said to spring up abundantly where trees have been burnt down, which was formerly practised in Germany, by those who collected this fungus for profit, till the method was forbidden by law. The eatable Morel has a thick stalk, of a pale buff or dirty white, an inch or two high. The lead or cæp is cellular, like a honey-crop, or like the second stomech of an ox turned inside out; (see Mammalia) its colour an uniform brown, more or less pale, or greyish, in different individuals. This fungus is readily dried, and may be preserved for months, or even years. Its use is to give flavour to sauces and soups, rather than as a dainty by itself.

The central figures, in Sowerby's plate, are considered by Peroon as a distinct species, and called

M. p. tub. Open Morel.—Cap open and foreceding at the base; its cells rhomboid. Stalk hollow. Found with the former.

The late M. Ventenat has thrown much light on the different species of Morrhella, under the name of Phallus, in the first volume of the Mémoires de l'Institut. M. MORCONE, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the county of Molife: 69 miles S.N.E. of Marseille.

MORCAE, a town of Austrian Poland, in Galicia; 12 miles S. of Halicz.

MORDANTS, in Dying, are substances employed to increase the permanence and beauty of the various colouring matter. In the more general sense, a mordant is considered as an intermediate sub stance to increase the affinity of the colouring matter for the substance to be dyed. Other substances are also called mordants, which have merely the effect of increasing the intensity and brightness of the colour, or, as the dyers term it, to bring it out. Of the first kind we have decided examples in alum and oxide of iron. In order to demonstrate the effect of affinity in the operations where alum is used, we may give a short description of the process of printing a piece of calico. Since the earth or base of the alum is found to be the essential ingredient, it has been found that when the acetate of alum is employed, the stuff takes the earth from that acid with greater facility than it does from the sulphate of alum; when alum is used. For this purpose the alum is mixed in certain proportion with the acetate of lead. By this means the acetate of alum is obtained in solution, while the sulphate of lead can be separated on account of its insolubility. The acetate of alum is then made of sufficient confidence for printing, and is applied to the stuff. After this, the whole of the piece is dipped into a madder bath. Those parts where the alum has been applied assume a deep and lively colour, while the ground is very faint, and of a dirty hue. If the stuff be now repeatedly boiled with braise, and exposed to the air and light, the ground becomes white, while the printed parts remain permanent. In this process it is clearly shown that the stuff in itself has not a sufficient attraction of the colouring matter to receive a permanent dye, without the presence of the alum, which, by its common affinity to both, renders the colour intense and permanent.

This theory is supported by many collateral facts. If a solution of alum, or of the acetate of alum, be added to almost any
any coloured infusion, a precipitate will be found consisting of the earth combined with colouring matter. If the precipitate of alum be mixed with an addition of an alkali, the coloured precipitate is much more abundant. It is on this principle that lakes used in painting are formed.

The attraction of the alumine is not left apparent for the stuff to be coloured. Berthollet found that by boiling wool with alum, the earth combined with the animal matter which was re-dissolved by sulphuric acid. And M. Curanda has lately ascertained that when alum is boiled with cotton, some of the alum combines with it; since the original quantity could not be obtained by evaporating the water in which the stuff had been boiled.

The action of oxyd of iron as a mordant is not left conspicuous in printing calico, as in the use of alum the acetate of iron is found more proper than the sulphate; not merely because the oxyd is separated with greater facility, but on account of doing less injury to the texture of the stuff. Those parts printed with the acetate of iron, without any other procés, affume a dark orange, which colour is in fact the same with the common iron mould. If, however, the stuff to be printed be dipped in a bath of madder, it will affume a dark brown, or amber, to which affumption of colour, sometimes approaching to black. This difference is modified by the strength of the bath and the thickness of the iron tint.

Tartar (super-tartar of potash) is much used in dyeing as a mordant, although the nature of it is not well understood. Berthollet found that when wool was boiled with alum alone it acquired a very harsh feel, while that boiled in a mixed solution of alum and tartar was more soft to the touch. The former did not take so bright a colour from the madder bath as the latter. This is a remarkable circumstance, since these two salts have no action on each other. The above chemist, however, is of opinion that the intermediate affinity of the stuff may cause some decomposition. He further thinks, that the tartar has the effect of preventing the too great action of the alum upon the wool, which is much greater than its action upon cotton and silk, in the alluming of which no tartar is used.

The muriat of tin is a mordant of considerable importance in dyeing scarlet. The oxyd of tin has a strong attraction for colouring matter, particularly that of cochineal. This oxyd, like alumine, affumes a deep red, and in common with the stuff and the colouring matter, effecting only the pure part of the latter. (See Tin, Muriat of.) Other substances are employed in dyeing which come under this head, such as muriats of soda and ammonia, acetate of lead, sulphate of zinc, &c. In dyeing the turkey-red, the animal substance with which the stuff is impregnated is supposéd to act as a mordant, by having a greater attraction for the madder than the cotton to be dyed. See Dyeing and Printing.

MORDAUNT, CHARLES, in Biography, earl of Peterborough and Monmouth, distinguisht in the history of our country, the eldest son of John viscount Avalon, and Elizabeth Carey, was born in 1662, and brought up to the sea service. In 1680 he distinguisht himself by his courage at Tangiers, then besieged by the Moors. Having succeeded his father in his title and seat in the house of peers, he spoke against the repeal of the Test act, which James II. endeavoured to promote, and, disapproving the measures pursued by that prince, he obtained leave to go to Holland, under the pretexts of taking command of a Dutch squadron in the West Indies. At the Hague he was one of the first of the English nobility that engaged in the designs of the prince of Orange, who paid great deference to his advice, and whom he accompanied in his expedition to England. On the accession of that monarch, he was rewarded with several high and important state offices. In 1692 he served a campaign in Flanders under king William, by whom he had been raised to the dignity of earl of Monmouth, and in 1697 he succeeded to the earldom of Peterborough, on the death of his uncle Henry, the second earl of that title. In 1705 this noble lord was constituted, by queen Anne, commander-in-chief of the forces sent into Spain, in support of the arch-duke Charles, competitor for the crown, and also joint-admiral of the fleet with sir Cloudesley Shovel. He displayed great bravery and skill as commander of the British forces in Spain, where he took Barcelona, and brought several provinces to acknowledge Charles III. as their king. A junction was afterwards made between the different corps in Charles' interest, and lord Peterborough expected to have had the chief command. Being disappointed in this, he quit the army in disgust, and embarking on board an English ship, failed for Genoa. The loss of the battle of Almanza, and the other disasters in Spain which followed the earl's dereliction, exposed him to censure, and the queen refused to admit him into her presence till he should have justified himself from some charges transmitted by king Charles. The confederation of his conduct, civil and military, was, in consequence, taken up by both houses of parliament, when he cleared himself so effectually, that the enquiry was dropped, and the house of lords voted that he had performed many eminent services during his command in Spain. In 1710, 1711, he was employed in negociations at Turin, and at some other Italian courts. He was created knight of the Garter in 1713, and in a very short time afterwards was sent again into Italy, as ambassador-extraordinary to the king of the Sicilies, whence he did not return till after the queen's death. During the reigns of George I. and George II. he bore the commision of general of all the marine forces in Great Britain, but was not again engaged in active services. He died at Lisbon, in 1755, at the age of 73. The private character of this nobleman has been thus described: 'Born with an exalted imagination, a romantic cast of mind, and a restless activity, he fluid distinguisht from ordinary mortals in every thing which he did.' He said of himself, 'that he had seen more kings and more politicians than any other man in Europe,' and to this part of his character Swift alludes in a poem on the earl, which concludes with these lines:

"A skeleton in outward figure,
His meagre corpse, tho' full of vigour,
Would halt behind him were it bigger.

"So wonderful his expedition
When you have not the least suspicion
He's with you like an apparition.

"Shines in all climates like a star,
In fenes bold, and fierce in war;
A land commander, and a tar.

"Heroic actions early bred in
Ne'er to be match'd in modern reading
But by his name sake, Charles of Sweden."

Lord Peterborough was a wit, and very ready at repartee: being once surrounded by a mob, who took him for the duke of Marlborough, then very unpopular; he said, 'I will convince you I am not the duke: in the first place, I have but five guineas in my pocket; and secondly, here they are, much at your service;' he threw his purse among them, and got off with loud acclamations.

MORDEHI, an East Indian name for a disease, to which the people of that country are subject. It consists in a violent...
lent disorder of the stomach. The great heats, copious
sweats, and supervening cold of that country, all
naturally tend to weaken the stomach. Now if the
inhabitants eat or drink immoderately at night, the
conceit of their aliment may be but very unduly
performed. Hence, besides this diathesis of the
stomach, they are subject to others of the bowels;
and diarrhoea are very common among them,
and with difficulty cured.

**Mordeilla**, in *Natural History*, a genus of insects
of the order Coleoptera, of which the generic character is,
antennae moniliform, or pectinate; head deflected
and bent under the neck; shells curved downwards towards
the tip: at the base of the abdomen, and before the thighs, is a broad
lamina. Of this genus there are thirty-four species enumer-
ated by Gmelin, and divided into two sections.
The insects in section A have their antennae moniliform;
fore-feet clavate, hind-feet filiform.

Species.

* Aculeata. This is the most common of the British
species, measuring from a quarter to half an inch in length:
it is entirely black, and of a smooth surface; the abdomen
is compriessd, and terminates in a spine or sharp point;
stretching beyond the wing-sheaths; the legs are rather long,
and the insect, when disturbed, has the power of leaping or
springing to a small distance. It is usually found on plants,
in gardens, and other places. It is observed to vary occa-
ionally in colour, having the wing-sheaths sometimes marked
by two transverse, cinereous, villous bars.

Fasciata. Tail ending in a point; body black; shells
with two cinereous bands. It is found on flowers in the
southern parts of Europe.

8. Punctata. Tail ending in a point; shells black, with
four yellow dots, the first lunate. It inhabits South America.
The head is brown; thorax yellowish, villous, with
four brown dots before, and waved streaks behind; shells
grey; spine at the end of the abdomen black.

Testacea. This is black; shells are telfaceous, and
edged with black. It inhabits Africa, on the Daccaus.

Centralis. Tail ending in a spine; the body is black,
and the abdomen fulvous. It inhabits Germany.

* Abdominalis. The tail in this like-wise ends in a spine;
the body is black; the thorax and abdomen fulvous. It is
found in many parts of Europe. The head, breast, shells,
abdominal spine and legs black; thorax and abdomen ful-
vous, pilifer, immaculate.

* Humeralis. Black; shells yellowish at the base. It
is found in this country, and other parts of Europe, on
flowers.

Lateralis. Black; mouth, sides of the thorax and legs
telfaceous. It is found in Holface on flowers.

Frontalis. Black; front and legs yellowish. Inhabits
Europe.

Atra. Black, immaculate; tail not spiny; found in
Denmark.

Thoracica. Black; head and thorax yellow. This is
found in divers parts of Europe.

Rufícolis. Black; mouth, thorax and legs yellow. It
is found in France, and resembies the last named species.

* Flava. Yellow; shells tinct with black; is found on
umbellate flowers in several parts of Europe.

Uniciespídate. Yellow; abdominal lamina blue; tho-
rax tinctispídate behind; shells with three black dots. It
is found in Siberia.

Munina. This is said to be pubcrent, undulate and
macresc; the thorax has three black dots.

6. Punctata. Glossy black; shells with three white dots.
It is found in Germany.

* Oxycanthæ. Telfaceous; head black; thorax
brown. It inhabits England, and is found on the flowers
of the "Cratus oxycanthæ."

* Melanopus. Black; shells, thorax, and head telf-
aceous. This is also an English insect.

* Bicolor. A native of our own country; black shells
feetaceous tipp with black, a black band in the middle.

Perlata. Glossy black, sub-villous; hinder margin
of the thorax, and four spots on the thorax, purpled. It is
found among the Alps.

Raspites. An inhabitant of France; brown, legs fer-
ruginous.

* Clavicornis. This species is entirely pimpce; the
antennae are clavate; it is found in England, on the flowers
of the "Rheum rhabarbarum," and has been thought not
to belong to this genus.

B. The insects of this section have the antennae pectinate;
the feelers uniform.

Species.

Subdipera. Shells very short, ovate, vaulted, palelith.
It inhabits Provence. It is describcb as having the antennae
yellow; thorax gibbous, black; wings exerted, longer
than the body, whitish with a brown spot in the middle; legs
dufky; pale rufous at the tip; abdomen of the male black,
of the female pale, with a black tail.

Ferruginea. Rufous; breast, tail and legs black. It
inhabits the East Indies. The antennæ are black, the wings
brown.

Nasuta. Body entirely black, immaculate; it inhabits
Japan, and has been described by Thunberg.

Pecinita. Rufous; shells black; found in America.

Antenna are black; head rufous; eyes black; thorax nar-
rrower before, pointed behind; shells black at the base, with
a cinereous blotch in the middle; wings black; legs rufous,
the joints black.

Paradoxa. Black; sides of the thorax and shells telfa-
ceous. It inhabits the umbellate plants of Europe.

Flabella. Telfaceous; mouth, breast, and back of the
abdomen black. It inhabits Italy. The antennæ are
black; the first joint ferruginous; head telfaceous; mouth
black; abdomen very obvue, telfaceous black on the
back.

Punctata. Thorax telfaceous, dotted with black;
shells black-edged. Inhabits Cayenne. The antennæ are
black; dots on the thorax 4, 1, 2; margin and future of the
shells telfaceous, with a black dot at the tip; the legs are
black; thanks telfaceous at the base.

6. Maculata. Black; thorax ferruginous; shells telfa-
ceous, with three black spots. It is found in America.

2. Maculata. Ferruginous; breast black; shell telfa-
ceous with a black spot. Inhabits Hungary.

Dimidiata. Black; the shells on the upper half are
yellow. The body is of a glossy black, except the upper
half of the shells; the abdomen is very obtuse and almoat
truncate.

Limhata. This is ferruginous; the crown, disc of the
thorax, and shells are black.

Popillnea. Black; shells are telfaceous with three
black bands, the first annular; it is found in Germany on
the poplar-tree, whence it derives its name. The head is
dufky; the antennæ are ferruginous tipp with black.

Mordellæ, in Geography, a town of France, in the
department of the Ille and Vilaine, and chief place of a can-
ton, in the district of Rennes. The place contains 2292, and


the canton 6664 inhabitants, on a territory of 100 kilometres, in seven communes. 

MORDENTE, Ital. literally means biting. 

MORDEN, or MORDOX, a name given to a difeafe very frequent among the inhabitants of Goa, which consists in a nauea, and continued vomiting, and usually feizes the patient suddeuly and unexpectedly, and often proves fatal. 

MORDOVA, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Tambov; 32 miles S.E. of Tambov. 

MORDOVES, a nation of the Russian empire, called by the Russians Mordva, and dwelling on the Oka and Volga, in the governments of Kazan, Nishe-Negorod, Ufa, Simbirsk, and Penla. Although they are not fo numerous as the Tcheremis and Tcheuvaques, they form a very considerable nation, which has been found to increase on every successive enumeration, and divide themselves into two main items, Mokfchan and Erfan, by which they are peculiarly named; though the general appellation of Mordva is not unusual even among themselves. This nation, in the opinion of several Russian antiquarians, is the name which Nelter mentions under the names of Meres or Meriones, on occasion of the national confederacy entered into by the five Slavonian and Finnifh tribes on the lake Ilman for the founding of the Russian flate, and who, at that time, inhabited the districts of Roodof, Halibfch, Rolftona, and Yaroflaf. Tooke’s Russian vol. iv. 

MORE, ANTONIO, in Biography, born at Utrecht in 1519, was a very successful painter of portraits in a style far advanced above his Flemifh or German contemporaries, yet still formal and imperfect, compared with that of Titian and Vandyke. The cardinal Granvelles introduced him at the court of the emperor Charles V. who sent him to Portugal; where he painted the king, John III., his queen, and the Infanta Mary, flir wife of Philip II., and was most amply rewarded. He afterwards came to England to paint the portrait of queen Mary, then engaged to the fame Philip, and for that picture received 100l. a gold chain, and was made painter to their majesties, with a pension of 100l. per quarter. He remained in England during Mary’s reign, and was very much employed, so that most of the noble families in the country are adorned with some of his pictures. On the death of that queen, More returned with Philip to Spain, highly favoured by the king, whose familiarity with him placed his life in danger; for More ventured to return a flap on the queen, which Philip in a playful manner gave him, by rubbing some carmine on his majesty’s hand. This behaviour was accepted by the monarch as a jeft, but it was hinted to More that the holy tribunal might regard it as sacrilege, and he fled, to save himself, into Flanders, where he was employed by the duke of Alva. Philip invited him back to Spain, but he excused himself, and did not return. Though portraiture was the source of More’s general occupation, yet he had very considerable talents for history. A very fine work of his representing the Ascension of our Saviour is in the gallery of the Louvre at Paris. The style of the composition, which confids of Jefus Chrifl ascending, crowned by two angels, and accompanied by the figures of S. Peter and S. Paul, is of the severe and grand fyle employed by Fra. Bartolomeo; the colouring is exceedingly fine, and correspondent to the style of design; he has been laftfulful in the expression of the principal figure; if that had been moreJeft and grand, this picture would alone place More among the very flirft chefs of artists. He died in 1575, at the age of 76. 

MORE, SIR THOMAS, an illuftrious flatefman, the only son of Sir John More, a judge of the king’s bench, was born in London in 1485. Having received an excellent education, he was placed in the family of cardinal Morton, archbishop of Canterbury, and chancellor. He there fo much distinguished himself by the quickness and brilliancy of his talents, and by the amiablefles of his temper, that the cardinal was accustomed to fay, “This child, though only waiting at table, will prove an extraordinary man.” Hence we learn how customary it was, at that period, for children of gentlemen to submit even to menial conditions, when received into the houses of the great. However degrading this may appear to us, it has been juftly observed, that perhaps it was not more fo than the custom of faggings in our public schools, to which boys in the fame rank of life are obliged, even now, to submit. The youth did not remain long in this situation; he had put forth the promise of fine abilities and a powerful mind, and was in a short time removed to Canterbury college, now Chriflchurch, Oxford, where he pursu’d his studies with diligence and fuccefs, and when he had completed his academical course, he was entered at the New Inn, to be initiated in the legal profeflion, with the view of practicing at the chancery-bar. After this, he seems to have changed his plans, and to have removed to Lincoln’s Inn, where he remained till he was called to the bar. He was naturally very facetious and cheerful, nevertheless he began, before he arrived at the years of manhood, to ponder on those personal authorities which are considered as essential to the devout character in the church of Rome, to which church he was, through the whole of life, zealously attached. In his twenty-second year he was elected a member of the parliament called by Henry VII. for the purpose of demanding an act for the marriage of his eldefb daughter to the king of Scotland. The commons in general thought the demand exorbitant, but no one had courage to oppose it, till Mr. More fet the example, and by his powerful eloquence the motion for complying with the king’s wishes was rejected. This service, so honourable to his integrity, was unquestionably attended with considerable hazard. Henry was engaged at the opposition made to his demand, and not finding in a mere lad a profitable object of his royal vengeance, who had probably nothing to lose, he contrived a quarrel against his father, and threw him into the Tower as a clofe prisoner, where he was kept, till he opened the dungeon gate by submitting to an arbitrary and heavy fine. The young man, probably, felt a hundred times more for the confequences inflicted on a parent for the维护 of his own integrity, than he would from any personal sufferings, and, unwilling to involve his father or friends again in the king’s displeasure, retired from public notice, and passed several years in privacy, and in the studies of the French language, of history, and of those arts and sciences which were deemed the liberal arts. It is supposed that during this period he filled the office of law-fader at Furnival’s Inn, which he held three years, and after this we find him living in the neighbourhood of the Charter house, in the practice of all the devotional exercices and authorities of the rigid order which then inhabited it, but without taking the vow. He had, it is known, a great inclination to enter into the functions of the ecclesiastical flate, but either from the perfuasions of his father, or from an unwillingness to be bound by the strict rules of the church, he abandoned the defign. By the recommendation of his friend dean Colet, he married the eldefb daughter of Mr. Colt, of New-hall in Essex. It has been faid that, in viifiting this gentleman, he was struck with the charms of the fecond daughter, but that unwilling to entangle the eldefb, he paid his addresses to her. After his marriage, he applied himfelf diligently to his profecion as a lawyer, in London, and very soon found himfelf in poffeflion of an annual income of more than 400l. which at that time was
was considered no mean sum to be derived from a profession. His great reputation caused him to be employed by the English merchants as their agent in some important matters of dispute between them and the merchants of the Steelyard, on which occasion he went to Flanders. In 1516 he accompanied, to that country, the commissioners sent to renew the alliance between Henry VIII. and Charles, then archduke of Austria, and his conduct on this occasion rendered the king very defires of engaging him in his particular service. Although his time must have been fully occupied, yet in the midst of all his engagements he found leisure to write, in the Latin language, his "Utopia," which he dedicated to a gentleman of Antwerp. This production made him known to the learned abroad, and he engaged in a corrcspondence with several eminent men of letters, among whom was the great Erasmus. With this illustrious scholar he had contracted an intimate friendship in 1510, when he visited England, which appears always to have subsisted between them.

Mr. More was not only a man of the strictest integrity, but possessed a mind incapable of being swayed by the principles of avarice and ambition, and he steadily refused a pension from the king, which was prefixed upon him by cardinal Wolsey, on the ground that such an obligation from the court would shackel him in the performance of his duty as a law-officer of the city, should any matter of dispute occur between them. At length the great credit which he acquired in pleading before the bar-chamber for the release of a ship of the pope's, which had been claimed as a forfeit to the crown, determined the king toinfult on his accepting the place of master of reqeuas. In a short time after this, he received the honour of knighthood, was admitted a member of the privy-council, and received into a familiarity with his majesty, which seemed to entitle him to all the honours and emoluments of a chief favourite. Henry conferred with him on all the topics of literature and philosophy with which he was wont to be generally acquainted, without the labour of study, and in this way, notwithstanding the aversion of the ancient fage, there does seem to be a royal road to science. The king likewise amused himself with the wit and humour of More's relaxed conversation, and often required his attendance at his private suppers with the queen, for the purpose of "making them merry." Sir Thomas was no doubt very much flattered by this extraordinary mark of distinction, but he found that it encroached too much upon his leisure and domestick comforts, and he became grave in the presence of his sovereign, that he might have liberty to be merry at home. In 1520, the king conferred upon him the office of treasurer of the exchequer, and he removed to a spacious house at Chelsea. In 1522, when the king had summoned a parliament for the purpose of raising supplies for the war with France, he procured the nomination of his favourite, sir Thomas More, to be speeker of the house. On this occasion, his speech to the king, on being preferred to him for approbation, was unworthy his great mind, but he redeemed his character when the cardinal came down to the house, with all his late dignity to overawe that assembly into a compliance with his master's wishes for a subsidy, by refusing to lend the king any answer by his minister, and by granting him only the half of what he demanded. If, however, in this railliance, he gave any personal offence to the court, it was of no long duration, for in 1526 he was appointed to the chancellorship of the duchy of Lancaster, and in the following year was joined with Wolsey and others in an embassage to the French king. Shortly after this, Henry came to see him at Chelsea, and walked with him more than an hour in his garden with all the marks of partial friendship. After he was gone, Mr. Roper, fon-in-law to sir Thomas, struck with the high honour, congratulated him upon such a distinguishing mark of the royal favour. The prudent statesman looked beyond the surface, and was well aware of his master's capricious and tyrannical temper; while therefore he acknowledged that for the present moment, he probably poffessed as much of the king's regard as any subject in the kingdom, he added, "Son, I may tell thee that I have no cause to be proud on that account, for if my head would win him a battle in France, it would not fail to go off."

The opinion of sir Thomas with regard to the intended divorce of the queen, was unfavourable to the wishes of the king; nevertheless, upon the disgrace of Wolsey, Henry raised him to the high office of chancellor of England; this was in the year 1530, and he was the first layman that ever occupied that station. He proved himself, in every respect, worthy of the elevated rank assigned by him to his viceroy, and the office was never filled by any person who surpassed him in diligence, honour, and integrity. The suitors were probably few in number, but for the dispatch of their causes he sat every afternoon in his own hall, and when he resigned the seals there was not one cause remaining for decision. Bribes were much the fashion of the day, but he rejected them all, and that without any show of austerity, but in a good-humoured way, that seemed peculiar to himself. An instance is mentioned very much to his credit; the wife of a man, who had a suit in chancery, having brought him a gold cup as a present, he ordered it to be filled with wine, and drinking her health, delivered it to her again as a new-year's gift. At another time a lady presented him with a pair of gloves, and forty pounds, in angels, in them; "Mr. Gref, said he, "since it would be unmanly to refuse your gift, I accept the gloves, but utterly refuse the lining." In proof of his great impartiality, one of his sons-in-law, Mr. Hean, having a cause depending, was advised by the chancellor to submit to arbitration, which he refused, prefuming, probably, upon the favour of his great relation, but he had the mortification afterwards to find a decree given directly against him. He was zealous in his endeavours to discourage vexatious and litigious suits, though he was not altogether disinclined to the prosecution of such. He had, as we have seen, a warm and ardent attachment to the then established system of religion, and could not bear the contempt that the reformers threw upon it, which he conceived to be subversive of all regular government and subordination. He was, probably, consulted by Henry when he composed his work against Luther, and to that reformer's contemptuous answer he wrote a reply, in which, having the argument against him, he heaped together all the terms of virulent abuse that the Latin language could afford. He afterwards wrote against the historian Tindal; and could not even speak of the reformers, or heretics, as he called them, without hatred and fury; In a letter to Erasmus, he declares, without hesitation, that so great was his dislike to them, that unless they repented he would torment them by all the means in his power. It is even said, and seemingly on unquestionable authority, that he caused Mr. Bainham, a gentleman of the Temple, accused of favouring the new opinions, to be whipped at his own house, in his presence, and afterwards faw him put to the torture in the Tower. By these levities this unfortunate gentleman was induced to recant, but, as it happened in other cases, he afterwards repented of his timidity, avowed his opinions, and was actually burnt in Smithfield: this was probably after More was out of office, as Erasmus affirms that no one was ever put to death while he was chancellor. His intolerance in matters of faith is a subject of great regret; but his prejudices were those of an honest heart, though
though unquestionably in this respect of a narrow mind. The bishops, feeling their obligations to him for assignment in the support of their cause, made up a purge among themselves, and presented it to him, but he refused it, and would not permit any of his family to accept it.

His integrity and ferupulous regard to conscience were soon to be put to the severest test, and the manner in which he went through his trial has conferred great honour on his memory. Nothing could induce him ever to concur in the king's favourite project of a divorce, and being sensible that Henry would, notwithstanding any advice to the contrary, in the end carry the point, he resigned the fees after holding them two years and a half. He now resolved to quit all political concerns, and devote himself to literature and religion. Although the king had expressed himself very graciously to Sir Thomas on his resignation, yet the chancellor's reluctance to his will deeply offended him, and notwithstanding any outward marks of civility, the tyrant probably meditated schemes, worthy of his own dark and guilty mind, to free himself from the reproaches of so worthy and upright a fervent. In his reign, we have more than once hinted, ruin was never far distant from the man who dared to thwart his pleasure.

The first circumstance that gave the king a handle against Sir Thomas More, was the imprisonment of Elizabeth Barton, the holy maid, or nun of Kent. When she opened her commission to admonish the king of his crimes against the church, she was arrested, and made him privy to her pretended revelations. Her affected simplicity and holiness seem to have made considerable impression upon him; she wrote him a letter, and on this circumstance being made known, the king directed him to be prosecuted as an accomplice with her, and they were named together in one bill of attainder. While this was filed over him, a committee was appointed to hear his justification of himself; this plan was not, however, intended to free the accused, but with the view of entrapping him to assent to the king's divorce, which Henry thought he would gladly do, to escape the danger that threatened him. He nobly withstood the temptation, and completely cleared himself from every imputation of crime, that the king, though most unwillingly, permitted his name to be taken out of the bill. He was next involved in the guilt of refusing to acknowledge the king's claim to ecclesiastical supremacy, and the renunciation of all obedience to the pope. Sir Thomas was cited again and again to appear and take the new oaths, he as frequently refused, and being at length found liable to his purpose, was committed to the Tower, and indicted for high treason, on the statute made for the occasion. While he remained in prison, his wife was allowed to visit him, and, in vain, used her worldly arguments to persuade him to comply with the king's pleasure.

Having remained in prison about fifteen months, it was resolved to bring him to trial at the king's bench. The indictment was drawn, and being read to him, he, without any hesitation, pleaded not guilty; he justified himself in a masterly manner, that the attorney-general could not venture upon a reply. The solicitor-general, Rich, to obtain the favour of the court, swore that he had heard the venerable prisoner maintain that the parliament could not make the king supreme head of the church, and upon the evidence of this wretch, which was not only not supported by any other persons, but contradicted by Sir Thomas More, and by several noble lords who were present at the time, the words charged were said to be spoken, and who all declared they heard no such words; the jury suffered themselves to be managed as to return in a few minutes a verdict of "guilty of high treason."

Sir Thomas More was author of many pieces besides his Utopia, a catalogue of which may be seen in the first volume of

"In that disgraceful age of servitude," says the writer of the article in the General Biography, "juries indeed seemed to have no other rule than the king's pleasure, and a criminal in the eyes of the court was almost sure of being condemned by his country." Sir Thomas More was unmoved at the sentence, which, though quite conscious of his innocence, he probably expected; and he was ordered back to the Tower. On his road, his favourite daughter, Mrs. Roper, who had been anxiously waiting the event, burst through the throng, fell on her knees before her father, and closely embracing him, could only utter the words, "My father, Oh my father!" He tenderly returned her embrace, exhorted her to patience, and resignation to the divine will, and parted from her. Scarcely had they separated, when in a new paroxysm of grief, she again burst through the crowd, and clung round his neck in piteous anguish. His firmness was now overcome; tears flowed plentifully down his cheeks, till with a final kiss she left him. On the fatal day, July 5, 1655, he stripped himself of his gown, and walked cheerfully to the place of execution: observing that the scaffold was but flenderly built, he turned to the lieutenant of the Tower and said, "I pray you, Mr. Lieutenant, see me safe up, and for my coming down let me shift for myself." He requested the executioner to offer up their prayers for him, and to bear witnesses that he died in and for the holy Catholic church, and had been a faithful servant of God and the king. He then addressed himself to his Maker, and calmly submitted to the blow of the executioner, having first requested him to stay his hand till he had removed his beard, which, said he, "has committed no treason." A single stroke severed his head from his body. Such was the end of Sir Thomas More, at the age of 55.

Sir Thomas More was esteemed one of the greatest prodigies of wit and learning that England ever produced before his time. He was meek, humble, and charitable, and a defier of the things of this world. His talents and learning were great and profound. He probably had not his equal in the knowledge of divinity, the laws of his country, the Latin and Greek languages, poetry, and the mathematics. His society or correspondents, in each of these, were regarded as the lights of the world. He could enumerate among his friends Erasmus, Colet, Tontalb bishop of Durham, Blothob of Rochester, Lynace, Lily, and many others, of whom several have celebrated his memory in their respective works. Erasmus, speaking of him in the period of his prosperity, says, "More has built near London, upon the Thames, a commodious house, neither mean nor the object of envy. There he converses affably with his family, his wife, his son and daughter-in-law, his three grand-daughters, and their husbands, with eleven grand-children. There is no man living to affectionate to his children, and he loves his old wife as well as if she were a young maid. Such is the excellence of his temper, that with whatever happens, which could not be prevented, he is as well pleasing as if it could not have been better. His house may be referred to Plato's academy, or rather may be called a school or university of the Christian religion, for there is no one in it who does not read or study the liberal sciences; piety and virtue are the care of all; neither quarrels nor intemperate words are heard; more

his household discipline is not maintained by harsh and lofty language, but by kindnes and courtesy; every one performs his duty with alacrity, nor is sober mirth wanting."

Sir Thomas More was author of many pieces besides his Utopia, a catalogue of which may be seen in the first vo-
lume of the "Athenae Oxonienses:" they were chiefly contro-
versial, and have been long since forgotten. His English
works were published collectively, by order of queen Mary,
in 1557, and of his Latin works editions were given
Baili, in 1567, and at Louvain in the preceding year. His
Utopia was translated by bishop Burnet, and has been fre-
quently reprinted in an English version. The edition referred
to in this article is by Thomas Williamson, eqq. in 1751, to
which are added a short account of the author's life and
trials, and a prayer composed by Sir Thomas More while a
prisoner in the Tower.

Of his children, his favourite was Margaret, the wife of
William Roper, eqq. whom he educated in classical lite-
rature with great care, and who is celebrated by Erasmus on
account of her solid learning, the amiableness of her dispo-
sition, and the purity of her virtues. Her reverence and
affection for her father were unbounded. After his head
had been expelled during fourteen days upon London bridge,
she found means to procure it, and preserving it very care-
fully in a leaden box, gave directions that it should be placed
in her arms when she was buried, which was accordingly done.

MORE, ALEXANDER, a celebrated preacher among the
French Protestants, the son of a Scotch divine, the principal
of a Protestant college in Languedoc, was born in 1616. He
soon distinguished himself among his contemporaries by
his acquirements in literature, and when he was scarcely
twenty years of age, he obtained by his merit alone the
professorship of Greek at Geneva, in opposition to a num-
er of other candidates, whose years, it might have been
expected, would have given them the ascendancy. Having
fulfilled the duties of this office for about three years, he
succeeded the learned Spanheim, who had removed to Ley-
den, as professor of divinity, and as minister in the church
of Geneva. As a preacher, Mr. More possessed very popular
talents, which, united with great learning, gave him a super-
iority over many of his brethren, which excited their jealousy
against him. His own temper was far from conciliating, it
was laity, vindictive, and fatirical; hence he became in-
volved in numerous quarrels. He held at different periods
the professorships of divinity at Hardewyc, at Middelburg,
and the professorship of history at Amsterdam. While in
the last named situation, he obtained leave of absence for a
few months for a journey to France. He extended his route
to Italy, and was noticed with respect by the grand duke
of Tucceany, who made him several handsome presents.
During his stay in this country he wrote a fine poem on the
defeat of the Turkish fleet by the Venetians, for which the
republic of Venice presented him with a chain of gold. In the
spring of 1650, he returned to his professorship in Holland,
and retained it till 1659, when he went to Paris, and became
minister of a church in that city. Some attempts were
made to get him diffused, but they were ineffectual. In the
paupit, he attracted great and extraordinary crowds of
auditors, and was regarded by the auditory as incomparable
preacher. It was a matter of considerable dispute whether
his excellence lay in anything solid, or only in show; whether
it deserved to be called a flash of lightning, or a steady light.
Those who were for decrying his talents, admitted that he
must be heard with pleasure, and that he had the power of
exciting the passions in a very extraordinary degree. In the
mufl of the climate with which he was acquainted, his repu-
tation was attacked, and he was accused of deeds uncon-
scionable to the character of a Christian minister, by persons
who were themselves respectable, and against whom no
charges could be made. The particulars of these charges,
and of the proceedings instituted against him, are given by
Bayle, who says, farcally perhaps, that "his death
which was very edifying, and the marks of piety which he
discovered in his last sickens, blotted out the remembrance
of what might have been irregular in his behaviour." He
died in 1670, at the age of fifty-four. He was author of
many works, written in the Latin language; one on grace
and free-will, and one on the holy scriptures; some Latin
orations, and Latin poems, more learned than elegant;
nevertheless some of them were much read and applauded;
and a piece entitled "Alexandri Mori Fides Publica," &c.
which was intended as a defence against Milton's attack
for fingendo into the world "Regii Sanguinis Clamor ad
Caetum."

MORE, HENRY, an eminent divine of the church of
England, and a Platonie philosopher, was born at Gran-
tham, in Lincolnshire, in the year 1614. He was a lad of
fine promise, and was sent at the proper age to Eton school,
where, in the course of three years, he made extraordinary
progrès in the Greek and Latin languages. From Eton he
was sent to Cambridge, and was entered of Chiril's col-
lege in the year 1631: (and now,) says he, "a mighty
and almost immoderate thirst after knowledge possessed me;
I immersed myself over head and ears in the study of phi-
losophy; promising a most wonderful happiness to myself
in it." In this temper of mind he applied himself to the
diligent perusal of the works of Aristotle, Cardan, Julius,
Scaliger, and other eminent philosophers, and in a short time
made himself master of their doctrines; and took his de-
gree of B.A. in 1635. He appears to have met with but
little satisfaction in their respective systems, and abandoned
the scholasties, determining to search for better guides to
the object which he was seeking after. He accordingly
began to study the Platonic philosophy; from this he was
confirmed in the conviction, that something greater and
more divine than the knowledge of human things, con-
stitutes the supreme felicity of man; and that it is attain-
able only by that purity of mind, and divine illumination,
which will raise him to an union with God. In the year
1639, Mr. More took his degree of M.A., and in the fol-
lowing year he published a work, entitled "Psychozoia,
or the first Part of the Song of the Soul, containing a Chris-
tian-Platonic Display of Life," which he reprinted in
1647, with other parts of the long, and some smaller pieces,
in an octavo volume, under the title of "Philosophical
Poesies," which he dedicated to his father. Having been
elected a fellow of his college, he became tutor to many
young persons of rank, and among others to Sir John Finch;
and out of the college he was tutor to the sister of Sir John,
lady Conway, whose genius and temper were nearly allied
to his own, and with whom he entered into an intimate
friendship. At the demise of this lady, who equipped the
trusts of the Quakers, he drew up some of his treatises,
perticularly the "Conjectura Cabalistica," and the "Phi-
losophia Teutonica Censura;" in return for which he left
him a legacy of 500L. Previously to the publication of this
last piece, he had taken his degree of doctor in divinity, and
from this period he appears to have devoted himself very
much to the retirement of a college life. In 1642, he re-
signed the rectory of Ingoldsby, which had been purchased
for him by his father. He might have been elected to the
mastership of his own college, in 1654, in preference to Dr.
Cudworth, but he preferred the enjoyment of undisturbed
study, and contemplation, to any honours and emoluments
which the world had to offer. In his college he lived gen-
erally unobtrusive, though he constantly refused to publishe
the "Greewaut. He saw, and occasionally wept over, the
misfortunes of his country, but he was for the most part, like
Archimedes,
Archimedes, as bully occupied in his chamber, as to be inattentive to things without. He corresponded with Des Cartes, and embraced many of his theories, though his discomfiture pointed out the fallacy of some of his arguments, and the weaknesses of some of his reasoning. Offers of high church preferment were proffered upon him, but he refused them all: he was almost wholly occupied in composing and publishing books, intended to establish the principles and maxims of virtue and religion. Of these, one of the most popular was entitled "The Mystery of Godliness." The high character which he had attained by his works, though hostilely theological, occasioned his being selected to be one of the Royal Society, with the view of giving reputation to it before its establishment by the royal charter. He was accordingly proposed as a candidate by Dr. Wilkins and Dr. Cudworth, and in due time elected. Dr. More died in 1687, in the seventy-third year of his age. He was highly esteemed and well spoken of by persons of all parties: he was distinguished by the most ardent piety, and an irresistible spirit. He is described by Bishop Burnet, as an open-hearted and sincere Christian philospher, who studied to establish men in the greatest principles of religion, in opposition to the gloomy tenets of Atheism. Hobbes said, "If his own philosophy were not true, he knew of none that he should so much like as that of Dr. More's." His "Enchiridion Ethicum" is highly applauded by lord Shaftesbury and Mr. Addison, as an admirable system of ethics; and his "Divine Dialogues," on the attributes and providence of God, have been much read and admired. Biog. Brit. Enfield's Hist. of Phil.

Mores, in Geography, a township in Northumberland county, Pennsylvania.

Mores's Head, in the Manor. See Mores's Head and Roan.

Morea, in Geography, a country of European Turkey, in the form of a peninsula, joined to the rest of Greece by the isthmus of Corinth; anciently called "Pelopennesus." The kingdoms of which it once consisted were Sicily, Argos, and Mycenae, Corinth, Achaia propria, Arcadia, and Laconia. It derives its present name, as it is said, from "Morus," a mulberry-tree, either from its resemblance in shape to the leaf of this tree, or from the number of mulberries which the country produces. It has several rivers, lakes, and mountains, and also many fertile and delightful plains. By the treaty of Carlowitz, the Turks ceded the whole Morea to the Venetians, but in the year 1717, again dispossessed them of it. It is divided into four districts.

Moredagong, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Ellichpour; 24 miles S.W. of Akowla.

Moreau, La Demoiselle Fanchon, in Biography, a famous singer in the ferius opera at Paris, had great success after La Rochois had retired from the stage in 1697. Her first performance was in the prologue of Luili's opera of Phaeton in 1683. She quitted the theatre in 1708, to marry M. de Villiers, an officer of the king's household.

Her sister, Louise Moreau, sung in the year 1689, in the prologue to Proserpine, and was much applauded. Laborde.

Moreau, René, an eminent physician of the seventeenth century, was born at Montreuil, in the province of Anjou, in 1587, and was admitted to the degree of doctor in the faculty of medicine at Paris in 1618. He was distinguished as a man of general erudition, as well as his professional talents, and was in great favour with the court. He was appointed professor of medicine and surgery at the Royal College, and filled his post with great reputation; and during the years 1636 and 1631, held the office of dean of the faculty of medicine. He died in October, 1656, at the age of sixty-nine. His principal writings were as follows: "De Milione Sanguinis in Pleuritis, cum vita Petro Briffeti," Paris, 1622. "Schola Salernitana, hoc est, de valeutudine humana," 1625. This book passed through many editions. "Vita et Leones Jacobus Sylvius," Geneva, 1635, prefixed to an edition of the works of that author. "Epitola exequenae ad C. V. Baldum de affecto loco in Pluritis," Paris, 1641. "Epitola de Laryngotomia," Paris, 1646, published with the "Exercitationes of Angina of Thomas Bartholin. "Tabula methodi universalis curandorum Morborum," 1647. He also translated from the Spaniard, Colonero's work, "Du Chocolate, Discours curieux, divisés en quatre parties." Eloy Díez. Hist. Med.

Moreau, Jacob Nicholas, counsellor of the court of aids, historiographer of France, librarian to the queen and senor royal, was born at St. Florentine in 1717. He wrote several works, the chief of which are, 1. "Memoires pour servir à l'Histoire des Cacouacaus," 12mo. 2. "Memoires pour servir à l'Histoire de notre Temps," 2 vols. 12mo. 3. "Observateur Hollandais; quatre Principes de Morale, de Politique et de droit Publique, ou Dicours fur l'Histoire de France," 21 vols. 8vo. He was guillotined in 1794. Nouv. Dic. Hist.

Morecambe Bay, in Geography, a bay in the Irish sea, on the coast of Lancashire, at the mouths of the rivers Leven and Duddon. N. lat. 54° 4'. W. long. 3° 52'.

Moree, a town of France, in the department of the Loire and Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vendôme. The place contains 912, and the canton 7711 inhabitants, on a territory of 237 1/2 kilometres, in 10 communes.—Allo, a river of Bengal, which runs into the bay. N. lat. 21° 50'. E. long. 91° 3'.

Moreira, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira; 32 miles S.E. of Lamego.

Morel, in Biography, a name well known among the eminent French printers. Frederick, the elder, a native of Champagne, was king's printer at Paris, and interpreter to his majesty for the Greek and Latin languages; he composed several works, and died at Paris in 1553, at about the age of 62, leaving a son, known as Frederick Morel the younger, the most celebrated of the family, who succeeded his father, in 1581, as king's printer in the Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and French tongues. He was well versed in these languages, translated from the Greek, and published, from the manuscripts in the king's library, a number of authors, particularly the fathers, with annotations of his own. He facilitated every thing to study, and being informed that his wife was in the act of expiring, he refused to quit his pen till he had finished what he was about, and by that time news was brought him that she was dead; to which he coolly replied, "I am sorry for it—she was a good woman." He died in 1638, at the age of 78. He had a brother Cloud, who was nominated king's printer in 1622. He gave valuable editions of several Greek fathers, and other authors, to which he prefixed learned prefaces of his own composition. He died in 1626, while he was engaged in an edition of St. Athanasius and Libanus, which was completed by his son Cloud, who succeeded to the business. Charles, another son of Frederick, exercised the same office with credit, which he resigned, in 1639, to his brother Giles. The latter printed an edition of Avicenne, Greek
Greek and Latin, in four volumes folio, and the great Bibliotheca Patrum, in 17 volumes. Morel.

Morel, William, a native of Normandy, professor of the royal court, in 1555, as director of the royal press, and gave good editions of several Greek authors. He wrote a "Commentary on Cicero de Finibus?" "A Table of the Seita of Philosophers?" and "A Dictionary in Greek, Latin, and French." He died in 1564.

Morel, Andrew, a famous antiquary, was a native of Berne, in Switzerland. He excelled in the science of medals, and was author of a work of great value, which did not live to complete, entitled "Specimen universi rei nummariae antiquae," 2 vols. 8vo. He was offered the place of keeper of the royal cabinet of medals at Paris, on condition of renouncing the Protestant religion, which he refused. He was confined some time in the Battle, and on gaining his liberty he went to D'Armstadt, in Germany, where he died in 1703. In 1734 was published, in 2 vols. folio, "Thesaurus Morelanius, familiaris Romanorum Numismata omnia, et disposita ab Andrea Morello, cum Commentariis Havercampi." Moreiri.

Moreland, in Geography, the name of two townships of Pennsylvania; one in Philadelphia county, the other in that of Montgomery.

Morelet, the Abbé, in Biography, a man of letters, contemporary and companion with all the first men of genius and talents in France during the latter part of the last century. He was in England, and a guest at the earl of Shelbourne's (marquis of Lansdown) during the American war, and intimate with Garrick, whom he had known in France. He had much taste and passion for all the fine arts, but chiefly for music, which he had studied, and upon which he seemed much to have meditated.

In 1759, he published a small pamphlet "On Musical Expression and Imitation," which is full of ingenious ideas, and well written.

M. Laborde, in 1780, speaks of the abbé's pamphlet in the following manner.

"This little work on musical expression is as well written as well thought.

"According to him, 'Music is a succesion or a combination of measured sounds; a succesion in simple melody, a combination in harmony,' and it seems as if it could not be better defined.

"He fulfills that music executed by the same organ as the language is spoken, and aiming at the same sense, becomes itself a language. We shall subscribe to this opinion, if we will allow that this language is extremely confined, and can only give us the comprehended mafs of sentiments, as grief, joy, hatred, &c.; but never the details, as disdain, contempt, surprise, &c.

"The abbé gives many examples of imitative poetry, which, in his opinion, and in that of our greatest poets, is the first, or rather the only poetry. We confefs, to our shame, that we prefer the poetry in which we find ideas, to that which only furnishes images, as we prefer that music which conveys to our ears sweet harmony, sometimes by new means, out of the common road, to the pretended dramatic harmony which seems only to imitate the cries and convulsions of a delirium, &c. Wherever there is no melody, we find no music, and when that melody is not sufficiently by harmony, we find nothing better. [The reader must be apprized that M. Laborde is a sworn foe to Italian and German music, and a true believer in Lulli and Rameau.]

"We cannot make a stronger objection to the abbé Morelet's doctrine than he has made himself.

"It may, indeed, be said, that this pretended imitation is absolutely arbitrary, and the work of an imagination which creates agreeable fictions for itself, which feeds illusions and refinements where there are none. What refemblance can there be between the rising of the sun, the freshness of the morning, and all the means which music has of imitation?"

"This work, continues M. Laborde, is a matter-piece in style and found reasoning. Moreover, we mean not here to contradict the opinion of the author, nor that of those who think like himself. Each is at liberty to believe what he imagines he feels. Of all opinions we only condemn those which are supported insufficiently and against conviction; yet we sometimes meet with such in the commerce of society."

"We speak of this little work of the abbé Morelet, as it is the only one with which we are acquainted that concerns music; but who does not know his other writings?"

"Our readers will permit us to quote the following admirable fimple from the abbé's pamphlet before we leave it: "A beautiful and pathetic air is the collection of a multitude of accents escaped from foulds of sensibility, as to the features of Venus have each exulted separately, but never together. The sculptor and the musician unite these different features, and give us pleasures which truth and nature never gave."

"The abbé's speculations of more than forty years ago, seem to suit modern music much better than any compositions sufficing at the time his pamphlet was written, which has drawn from us an article nearly as long as the ingenious abbé's little tract itself.

"Morel, N., a painter of flowers and fruits, born at Antwerp about 1664, and a disciple of Verenadal. When he had obtained by his abilities a considerable reputation, he went to reside at Bruffles, where the court refided, and there soon became known to, and employed by, those of the highest rank.

"The compositions of his pictures are in very good style, and are executed with freedom, and a rich tone of colouring, suitable to the subjects he usually represented. He lived to an advanced age, extremely respected and esteemed.

"Morell, Thomas, a learned English divine and lexicographer, was born in 1701, and died in 1784. He published valuable editions of Ainsworth's Latin Dictionary, and Herderic's Greek Lexicon; and was the author of Annotations on Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding; he also assisted Hogarth in writing his Analysis of Beauty, and selected the passages of Scripture for Handel's Oratorios. Anecd. of Bowyer.


1. M. rubra. Loureir. Cochininch. Native of fields and thickets in Cochinchina, and cultivated in China, where it becomes much larger. We know nothing of this plant, but from
from Loureiro, who says that it is a tree about eight feet in height, with a tortuous brown stem, and spreading branches. Leaves on stalks, oblong, a little pointed, mostly entire, occasionally interruptedly serrated, smooth, scattered. Flowers in lateral, short cattkins. Drupa red, acid, about eight lines in diameter, pulpy on the outside after the manner of a mulberry, with a furrowed nut like a peach. Its flavour and colour are like the acid red cherry, being grateful to the taste and wholesome for the stomach. This fruit is eaten by the Chinese in its crude state, but the Europeans make it into tarts or cakes. In Cochinchina, when half ripe, it compotes a sauce for fish, and when ripe, a wine is extracted from it, which is by no means to be deplored either for its taste, smell, or colour.


MORIELL, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Valencia, with a castle. 26 miles W.S.W. of Tortosa.

MORIELLI, Giovanni, in Biography, a comic opera-finger with a powerful base voice, and a considerable share of the true humour of a buffo caricato, arrived here from Vienna in 1787, with the Storace. The first time we heard him perform, we made the following record in our musical memorandum-book; which, though fourteen years have elapsed since he first trod our stage, he is still alive and vigorous, at least in voice, so that our opinion of his abilities remains the same as when the following entry was made.

"Morelli has a base voice of nearly the same force and compass as Tafeta, but infinitely more flexible and agreeable. He is likewise a good actor, and superior in all respects to every buffo caricato we have had since Morigi's first appearance in the Buona Fighuola, 1766; yet, as a principal finger to supply the place of a tenor, it must be owned that he is inadequate to the expectations of those who remember the sweet voice and excellent humour of Lovatini.

MOREL, Louis, an ingenious nobleman, was the son of Sir Thomas Parker, in the county of Essex, and a great favourite with Henry VIII, who raised him to the peerage. He secured that monarch's favour by conciliating his divorce from Catherine, and his marriage with Anne Boleyn. He died in 1547. Lord Morely wrote several Latin poems. Walpole's Royal and Noble Authors.

MOREMALLA, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 30 miles S.E. of Moorshedabad.

MORENA, a bay on the coast of Chili, with a convenient harbour for careening ships, though narrow, and not safe with a N.W. wind. S. lat. 23° 45'.

MORENGO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Serio; 10 miles S.S.E. of Bergamo.

MORERI, Louis, in Biography, celebrated as the first author of the great historical dictionary which goes under his name, was born, in 1645, at Bargemont, a small town in Provence. He was educated with a view to literary pursuits, and studied rhetoric and philosophy at the Jefuits' college at Aix. He appeared as an author at the age of eighteen, and published a collection of poetry: after this he obtained employment as a translator and compiler. He took holy orders, preached on controversial topics at Lyons during five years, and was created a doctor of theology. About this time he formed the plan of a new historical dictionary, for which his principal qualification was a good knowledge of the modern languages. His "Dictionnaire Historique" was first published at Lyons in 1674, in one volume folio. It was dedicated to M. de Longueville, mean, bishop of Apt, in Provence, with whom he passed a year in quality of chaplain. He accompanied that prelate to Paris in 1675, and was introduced to the affections of clergy, and to the principal men of letters. His great object seemed to be to revive, correct, and augment his dictionary, and to this he applied himself so assiduously, that he injured his constitution, and died at the early age of thirty-seven. He had, previously to his death, prepared a second edition of his work, which appeared in 1681, in two volumes folio. This work professedly treats of history, chronology, geography, biography, mythology, &c. and has passed through many editions. One of the most important improvements which it received was from the celebrated John le Clerc, who published an edition of it in 1691, in four volumes folio. It has always been in high estimation, and in general been relied on for matters of fact; though the foundation of Bayle's Dictionary was professedly the correction of errors that he had laid crept into the dictionary of Moreri. New editions and supplements were published from time to time, till at length, in 1759, the twentieth edition appeared at Paris in ten thick volumes folio. It is to this edition that the present work is indebted for much information in various biographical articles. Under the article Moreri, in the edition just referred to, we have an historical account of the progress of the Historical Dictionary from the commencement, and the writer concludes by saying, "The great number of editions that have been published of Moreri's Dictionary, demonstrates the great utility of this important work. Other nations have envied France the execution of so vast a project, and many persons have given, in their own language, elaborate works on the same plan. Thus we have seen a Moreri in English; another in Germany, printed at Bafle; another printed in the Spanish language at Paris. And at this present time (1759) there are four Jefuits, of whom two live at Turin, and two at Florence, preparing a translation into the Italian, to be printed at Nice, in 12 vols. folio." Moreri.

MORES, Edward Rowe, an English antiquary, was born in 1736, at Tunstall, in Kent, and educated at Merchant Taylors' school, from whence he removed to Queen's College, Oxford, where he published an ancient fragment, entitled "Nomina et Insignia Gentilitia Nubilium Equitumque sub Edwards princeps Regis Militantium." 40. In 1752, he was chosen a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries; and he projected the Equitable Society for the Infruance of lives and survivorship by annuities. He was the author of "The History and Antiquities of Tunstall in Kent," and "A Dissertation on Founders and Founderies." He died in 1778. Pref. to Hill. of Tunstall.

Mores, in Geography, a town of the island of Sardinia; 23 miles E. Alghieri.

MORESK, or Morisco, a kind of painting, carving, &c. done after the manner of the Moors: consisting of several grotesque pieces and compartments promiscuously intermingled, not containing any perfect figure of a man or other animal, but a wild resemblance of birds, beasts, trees, &c.

These are also called arabesques, and are particularly used in embroideries, damask-work, &c.

Morefque dances, vulgarly called morrice-dances, are those altogether in imitation of the Moors; as farbands, chacons, &c. and are usually performed with caitans, tambours, &c.

There are few country places in this kingdom where the morrice-dance is not known. It was probably introduced into this country about, or a little before the reign of X. Henry
Henry VIII., and is a dance of young men in their shirts, with bells at their feet, and ribbands of various colours tied round their ears, and flung across their shoulders.

MORET, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Fontainebleau; 9 miles N.E. of Nemours. The place contains 1650, and the canton 8253 inhabitants, on a territory of 142 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MORETEL, a town of France, in the department of the Ille-et-Vilaine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of La Tour du Pin; 7 miles N. of it. The place contains 849, and the canton 13,939 inhabitants, on a territory of 250 kilometres, in 20 communes.

MORETON-HAMPSTEAD, a market-town and parish in the hundred of Teignbridge, Devonshire, England, is situated 11 miles from Exeter, and 185 from London, on a gentle eminence, bounded on every side but the west by lofty hills. The face of the country in the vicinity is strewn with scattered fragments of rocks; some of which are so large, and so singularly pelted on each other, as to give the idea of buildings thrown down by an earthquake. The town is governed by a portreeve and other officers, who are elected annually at the court-leet of the lord of the manor. The inhabitants, as enumerated under the act of the year 1800, amounted to 1768: the number of houses being 459. Many of the lower classes of people are employed in the manufacture of woollen yarn and ferges. The principal public edifices are the parish church, three meeting-houses for dissenters, and a respectable charity-school. Three fairs are held here annually, and a weekly market on Saturdays. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. iv.

MORETON-Hen-Marsh, or Moreton-in-the-Marsh, a well-built village in the upper division of the hundred of Westminister, in the county of Gloucester, England, is situated on the Roman fons-way, four miles from Stow, 27 from Gloucester, and 83 from London: being about two miles west from the place where an ornamented pillar, inscribed "This is the Four-Shire Stone," marks the point of meeting of the counties of Gloucester, Oxford, Warwick, and a detached part of Worcestershire. Moreton was anciently the property of the abbey of Westminister, and continued part of its possessions till the revolution, when it was granted to the dean and chapter of Westminister, whose property it still remains. The abbots endeavoured, by various means, to increase its importance; and procured the charter of a market, and the privileges of exempting the burgesses, as they were then called, from tolls in the several counties above-mentioned. But the place never attained any considerable consequence; and the market has been long disused; an ancient building, supported by pillars, in the middle of the village, is said to have been the market-house. Two annual fairs are still held here. According to the population survey in the year 1801, the number of houses in this parish were 171; that of the inhabitants 829; the poorer classes of the latter are chiefly employed in spinning linen-yarn. Its situation on the fons, and the discovery of some coins in the vicinity, indicate that Moreton was once a small Roman station. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. v. Rudge's History of Gloucestershire, vol. i.

Moreton's Bay, a bay on the E. coast of New Holland, between Cape Moreton and Point Lookout.

Moreton, Cape, a cape on the coast of New Holland. S. lat. 26° 56'. E. long. 106° 28'.

MORETTA, a town of France, in the department of the Stura, seated on a small river, which runs into the Po; 16 miles S. of Turin.

MORETUM, among the Romans, a kind of fallad, composed of the eight following ingredients, viz. garlic, parsley, rue, coriander, onions, cheese, oil and vinegar.

MOREUIL, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montdidier; 9 miles N.W. of it. The place contains 1499, and the canton 11,719 inhabitants, on a territory of 1924 kilometres, in 25 communes.

MOREY, a town of France, in the department of the Jura, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Claude; 10 miles N.N.E. of it. The place contains 1218, and the canton 10,834 inhabitants, on a territory of 2224 kilometres, in 11 communes.

MOREZZO, St., or St. Maurice, a town, or rather village of Switzerland, belonging to the Grisons, in Upper Engadina, is agreeably situated upon the side of a hill, overlooking a small lake, which lies in the bottom of the mountains, and is bounded by rising banks, studded with wood and pasture. This village is remarkable for a copious spring of mineral water, much esteemed for its efficacy in the cure of several disorders: it issues from the ground at the distance of half a mile on the other side of the river Inn, and is strongly impregnated with vitriol: 25 miles N.N.E. of Chiavenna.

MORFIL, or Marfil, a name given by the traders to raw Ivory; which see.

MORGAN, in Geography, a river of Persia, which runs into the Sihom, on the borders of Bucharah.

MORGAGNI, Gian Battista, in Biography, an eminent physician, distinguished particularly by his anatomical researches, was born at Forli, in Romagna, in February, 1682. He lost his father in his infancy, but under the judicious direction of his mother, his education was very successfully conducted; and he displayed a proficiency in classical and philosophical acquirements beyond his years. Thus well prepared with preliminary knowledge, he commenced his medical studies at Bologna with great ardour, and from attracted the attention and esteem of his able mentors, Valvala and Albertini; the former of whom availed himself of his assistance in the researches into the organ of hearing, which he was at that time prosecuting, and in drawing up his memoirs upon that subject. Morgagni also performed the duties of the professorial chair during the absence of Valvala on a journey to Parma, and illustrated the lectures, which he delivered on this occasion, by numerous anatomical preparations. These illustrations, and the easy and perspicuous eloquence in which he addressed his auditors, added to his kind and engaging manners, obtained for him a general esteem, as well as the friendship of the most distinguished philosophers of the place. His zeal in the pursuit of knowledge led him, however, to visit other schools of medicine. He went first to Venice, where he cultivated several branches of physics, with the assistance of Poleni, Zanichelli, and other scientific men; and afterwards he visited Padua, where he attended the schools, under the direction of distinguished professors, with his accustomed industry. After having completed this comprehensive course of study, he returned to settle at his native place. He soon perceived, however, that this was too limited a circle for the exercise of his talents, and readily followed the advice of Guglielmini, who prevailed him to return to Padua. Here he did not remain long without occupation; for the death of Guglielmini, in 1710, occasioning a vacant chair, by the succession of Vallisneri to that of the latter, Morgagni was nominated
Morgan, William, an eminent Welsh prelate, was educated at St. John’s college, Cambridge, after which he obtained the vicarage of Welfpool, and in 1505 was made bishop of Laidaff, from whence he was, in 1601, translated to the bishopric of St. Asaph. He died three years after this elevation. He is particularly known as having had a principal concern in the translation of the Bible into Welsh, which was first printed in 1588.

Morgan, in Geography, a district of North Carolina, bounded W. by the State of Tennessee, and S. by the State of South Carolina. It is divided into the counties of Burke, Wilkes, Rutherford, Lincoln, and Buncombe; and contains 49,184 inhabitants, including 4643 slaves.

Morganian Marriage. See Marriage.


A New Holland genus of herbaceous plants, next akin to herpestis, fee that article, but differing in having an equally divided calyx, and a more unequal corolla. The stem is erect, quadrangular. Lower linear. Flower-flats axillary, single, flowered, each with a pair of bracts at the top. Flowers blue.

1. M. glabra.—Smooth. Leaves linear, slightly toothed. Stalks when in flower nearly as long as the calyx.

2. M. pubescens.—Downy. Leaves somewhat lanceolate, toothed. Stalks when in flower shorter than the calyx.

Both species were gathered by Mr. Brown in the tropical part of New Holland. He conceives them to be specifically distinct, though very nearly related to each other.

Morgan, in Geography, a settlement in Kentucky; 38 miles E. of Lexington.

Morgantown, a poft-town and capital of the Morgan district, situated in Burke county, near Catabaw river, and containing about 30 houses, a court-house and gaol; 45 miles from Wilkes. N. lat. 35° 47'.—Also, a poft-town of Virginia, and shire-town for the counties of Harrison, Monogahela, Ohio, and Randolph, situated on the E. side of Monogahela river, and containing a court-house, a stone gaol, and about 60 houses; 30 miles from Brownsville. This town may be considered as the head of navigation on the Monogahela.

Morganza, a town of Washington county, Pennsylvania, almost surrounded by the E. and W. branches of X 2 Charter's
MORGARTEN, mountains of Switzerland, in the canton of Schweitz, in which is a pass, famous for a victory gained by 1300 Swiss posted upon the mountains over Leopold duke of Austria, who in 1315 marched against the confederate cantons, at the head of 20,000 troops. The Swiss, it is said, lost but fourteen men in this memorable engagement, which has been compared to the battle of Marathon, that ascertained the liberties of Greece, as this affirmed the independence of the Swiss; 10 miles S.E. of Zug.

MORGAY, in Ichthyology, an English name for the seafish, called also the rough banded-fish, one of the galeus kind; the catalogus minor of Salvian, and mythus Bellatrix terius of Belionius. See Squalus Catalogus.

MORGENSENBERGHORN, in Geography, a mountain of Switzerland, considered as one of the principal Alps, in the canton of Bern; its height is 7456 feet.

MORGENFELD, a town of Prussia, in the province of Brandenland; nine miles N. of Rattenburg.

MORGES, a town of Switzerland, in the Pays de Vaud, the capital of a bailiwick, on the N. side of the Lake of Geneva, with a port and quay. It is situated at the extremity of a beautiful bay, and its environs are extremely pleasant; the banks of the lake forming an amphitheatre, that gently rises to the Jura, and Mont Blanc presenting itself through an immense opening in the opposite chain of rocks, which seems to have been formed by nature for exhibiting a sublime perspective of that beautiful mountain. Near the town is a lime-tree twenty-four feet four inches in circumference, with branches of magnificent extent; and it has also a companion about three feet less in girth.

MORILL, among the Mabometans, a feot, who lay much fires upon belief, and Rand opposed to the alwided.

MORGO, in Geography, an island in the gulf of Venice, near the coast of Friuli. N. lat. 45° 44'. E. long. 13° 16'.

MORGONG, a town of Bengal; 25 miles W. of Moorshedabad.

MORGUES, Matthew de, in Biography, preacher to Lewis XIII., and almoner to Mary de Medicis, was born at Langres in 1582. He wrote several pieces against cardinal Richelieu, on which account he was obliged to quit the kingdom, but after the death of that minister he returned to Paris, where he died in 1670. He was an author of "Sermons" and many other works. Moreri.

MORGUI, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Mysore; 16 miles N. of Rettinghery.

MORIANGE, a town of France, and principal place of a diocese, in the department of the Meuse; 21 miles E.S.E. of Metz. N. lat. 48° 55'. E. long. 4° 43'.

MORHOF, Daniel George, in Biography, a learned miscellaneous writer, was born in 1639 at Wilmarn, in the duchy of Mecklenburg. Having laid a good foundation in classical learning, he was sent to study at Stettin and Ruplock, and in consequence of a copy of Latin verses which he composed while he was at the latter university, was made professor of poetry there in 1666. In 1669 he was appointed to the chair of poetry and eloquence at the university of Kiel, and in 1671 he was made professor of history, to which was added the office of public librarian. He was incessant in his pursuit of knowledge, and laboured so hard in the duties attached to his different offices, that he fell into a languishing state, and died in his fifty-third year. The writings of Morhof are numerous, consisting of poems, orations, and dissertations, on a great variety of topics, but that which is best known, and reckoned the most valuable of all his pieces, is a general account of books and authors, entitled "Polyhistor de Notitia Auctorum et rerum commentarum." This was printed in 1688. It has passed through many editions with considerable augmentations, of which the best is that by John Albert Fabricius, in three volumes 4to. 1732.

MORHUA, in Ichthyology, a name used by some authors for the common cod-fish. See Gadus Morhua.

MORI, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 16 miles N.E. of Fyzabad.

MORIA Kts, a town of Hungary; 18 miles S.S.E. of Debreczin.

MORIAH, Mount, in Scripture Geography, a mountain near Jerusalem, on which the famous temple of Solomon was built (2 Chron iii. 1.), situated S.E. of Calvary, having Millo on the west, and so called from the filling up of that deep valley, in order to raise it to a level with the rest. It has been commonly thought that on this mount: Abraham was commanded to offer up his son Isaac; though this notion is liable to some objections. The Samaritans, by reading its name in Genesis (xvii. 6—xiv. 2) Moriah, instead of Moriah, have taken occasion to affirm, that it was mount Gerizim, near Shechem and Moreh, on which God directed the patriarch to make this sacrifice.

MORIAM, in our Old Writers, a head-piece called a pot, flat. 4 & 5 P. & M. c. 2.

The word comes from the French mon, or Italian mon, i.e. caffis. See Monion.

MORIANI, in Geography, a town of Corsica (Golo), in the department of Balta, the canton of which contains 7792 inhabitants.

MORICHES, a place with a post-office in Suffolk county, New York; 213 miles from Washington.

MORIENBEY, a tolerably deep bay on the E. coast of the island of Cape Breton, near Miray bay, from which it is separated only by Cape Brule.

MORIGI, Andrea, in Biography, an excellent comic singer with a bafe voice, who arrived in England with Lovatini in 1756. His voice, humour, and action, in performing the part of Tagliaferro in the Buona Figliuola, were so perfect and so amusing, that they established his favour with the public in whatever part he afterwards appeared. He quitted England but a few years ere he returned again in 1783; and remained here till he was totally worn out in the service of that public which suffered him, unobserved, to approach

"Misery's darkest cavern—
Where hopeless anguish pour'd her groan,
And lonely want return'd to die."

MORILLEAH, in Geography, a fort of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 15 miles E. of Birtah.

MORILLES, a kind of mushroom, about the bigness of a walnut, pierced with holes like a honeycomb, and said to be good for creating an appetite. They are also accounted
accounted restorative, and frequently used in sauces and
guuts.

MORILLON, in Ornithology, the name of a species of
duck, bearing the same with the capo raffo, a small red-
headed wild duck. See DUCK.

MORIMAL, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in
the cinctur of Cuddap a; 25 miles N.E. of Gandicotta.

MORINGAMBO, a feast on the W. coast of Ma-
dagascar. S. lat. 14° 30'.

MORIN, John Baptist, in Biography, a celebrated
physician, mathematician, and astrologer, was born at Ville-
Franche, in Beaujolois, in February, 1583. He made an
early proficiency in his studies at Aix, in Provence, and
even taught philosophy in that city before he was twenty
years of age. He afterwards went to Avignon for the
purpose of studying medicine, and took the degree of
doctor in that faculty in 1613. He then went to Paris,
where he obtained the patronage of the bishop of Bou-
logne, and was sent by him to examine the nature of
metals in the mines of Hungary. From the observations
which he made in those deep caverns, he imagined he had
discovered three regions into which the interior of the earth
was divided; and published a work, entitled "Nova Mundi
sublunaris Anatomia," which, in those credulous times, ob-
tained the conviction of many readers. Upon his return to
Paris, he found a Scotch astrologer, of the name of Davison,
sharing the patronage of the bishop; and he not only studied,
but became a zealot in that art, and subsequently obtained
much reputation in the practice of it. For at that period,
the courts of the greatest princes, and some of the most distin-
guished characters in science, were filled by the delusions
of judicial astrology. His first success in this science was prac-
ticed on his patron: for having consulted the stars, in order
to calculate the events of the year 1617, he informed the
bishop of Bouligne, that he was threatened with the loss of
liberty or of life. At this intelligence, the prelate, though in-
fatuated with the pretended science, only laughed; but, as
soon as the credit of the astronolger, the bishop engaged
soon afterwards in some late intrigues, and having em-
barked with the unsuccessful party, he was treated as a rebel,
and actually imprisoned in that year. Morin also obtained
access to the two celebrated cardinals Richielien and Mazarin,
who were weak enough to give their confidence to his pre-
tended skill, and actually consulted him about their affairs.
The latter even granted him a pension of two thousand livres,
which was regularly paid; and obtained for him the appointment
of professor of mathematics in the Royal College of
Paris. The count de Savigny, secretary of state, also de-
pended upon his astrological computations, and especially
consulted him respecting the proper time of paying his visits
to the cardinal Richelieu. When queen Chriftina, of Sweden,
was at Paris, the sent for Morin, and expressed her high ad-
miration of his talents, informing him that he deserved him
the greatest astrologer in the world. Bayle has detailed a
great number of examples of his predictions, and of his pro-
cedings in evading the construction of them, when not suc-
cessful; to which the curious reader may refer. He at-
tempered to confute the system of Copernicus; but was
treated with much pointed ridicule, in addition to solid
argument, by Gaffendi, Bernier, and other scientific men,
who laughed at his follies, and exposed the falsehood of his
pretended art. Nevertheless Morin was polifhed of scienti-
fic attainments by no means contemptible; in so much that M.
des Cartes, on whole theory of light he had published some
animadversions, entered into a correspondence with him,

MOR

considering his objections as deserving of serious considera-
tion. Morin died at Paris in November, 1656, at the age
of seventy-three.

He wrote a great number of works, in addition to the
anatomy of the earth already mentioned: namely, "Altrono-
nicarium Domorum Cabala detecta," 1623; "Trigono-
metriz canonice libr i ii." 1633. A book entitled, "Quod
Deus fit," which was afterwards published, in 1655, in a
larger form, with the title of "De vera Cognitio Dei ex
folo Nature Lumine." "Famnzi problematis de Tellarici
Motu vel Quoio hastem optata Solution," 1631; and some
other pieces against the system of Copernicus. "Ad Auf-
trales et Boreales Archlogos pro Aftrologia refutans Epis-
toles," 1628; and a curious treatise, entitled "Refutatio
compendiosa erronett et detextandi Libri de Praedamatis,"
1656. His favourite work, the result of thirty years of
labour, intended to illustrate the pretended science of judicial
astrology, was published after his death, in 1661, at the
Hague, with the title of "Aftrologia Gallica." The
bublyon of Poland, at the recommendation of one of her se-
cretaries, defrayed the expense of this publication, on which
he expended two thousand crowns. See Bayle, Dict. Hist.

MORIN, Louis, a physician and botanist of much singu-
laritv of character, was born at Mans, in July, 1635.
His father having a numerous family, and only the slender
income afforded by a place in the salt-office, was enabled to
give this, his eldest son, the mere rudiments of scholastic
education. During this early period of his life, he acquired
a partiality for botanical pursuits; and when he left school,
he set off for Paris on foot, herborizing by the way, for
the purpose of studying philosophy in the metropolis. His at-
tachment to botany naturally led him to the choice of
medicine as a profession; and, during his application to this
science, perhaps from the necessity of rigid economy, in
which his circumstances placed him, he led the life of an
anchorite, retreating his diet to bread and water, with the
occasional indulgence of a little fruit. This mode of life
greatly diminished the number of his wants, and was pro-
bably the origin of that extraordinary difinterrednefs and
benevolence, by which he afterwards greatly distinguished.
He obtained the degree of doctor of the holy foother.

His botanical knowledge procured him the esteem of Meffieurs
Fagon, Longuet, and Galois, and he was frequently con-
fulted by them, during their labours in the formation of
the catalogue of the plants in the royal garden, which was
published under the name of M. Vallot, the first physician,
in 1666. He had been several years in practice, before he
obtained any public mark of esteem, when at length he
was appointed empellant at the Hotel Dieu; but a consider-
able time elapsed, before his humble merit, unsupported by
intrigue or solicitations, was recompened by the place of
penionary-physician to that hospital. Yet he derived no
advantage from the pension, which he always returned into
the money box, taking care that that act was seen by no
one. Although his constitution was delicate, and his frame
slender, yet he continued to restrict himself to the following
regular life of activity and ablcmisorinefs. At all rea-
sons he rose at two in the morning, and spent three hours
in his devotions. Before fum in summer, and somewhat
later in winter, he visited the poor patients in the H6tel
Dieu, and usually heard mass at Notre Dame. He dined at
eleven; and after dinner indulged his botanical tastes at home,
or, in fine weather, at the royal garden. He then put
himself in his closet, if he had no poor patients to visit, and
continued the day in study, or received visits at home,
which,
which, however, he did not encourage. He always retired to rest at seven.

MORIN. Morin was appointed associate-botanist to the revived Academy of Sciences, through the recommendation of M. Dodart, whom he succeeded as penfionary-botanist, in 1707. During the absence of Tournefort, on his voyage to the Levant, in 1700, the poet of demonstrator of plants in the royal garden was confided to him, at the request of that great botanist; who also honoured him by giving his name to a new plant, *Marina Orientalis,* which he brought from the East. A few years before his death, his strength began to fail, and incapacitated him from continuing his active duties; and he then found it necessary to add a little wine to his diet: but he sunk under a gentle and gradual decay in 1715, in the 80th year of his age. He left behind him no other property, except a library, valued at nearly 20,000 crowns, a herbals, and a collection of medals. He published two papers in the Memoirs of the Academy; one, containing an erroneous physiological hypothesis respecting the passage of the drink to the bladder; and the other, a "Memoire sur les Eaux de Forges." Among his papers were a very minute index to Hipppocrates, Greek and Latin; and a meteorological journal of more than 40 years. Eloy Dict. Hist. de la Med. Gen. Biog.

MORIN, JOHNA French learned ecclesiastical and oriental scholar, was born at Blois in the year 1591. Having been instructed in classical learning and the belles lettres at Rochelle, he was sent to Holland, and entered as a student at the university of Leyden. Here he went through the usual courses of philosophy, mathematics, and the law, and afterwards applied himself to the study of divinity and the oriental languages, in which he greatly excelled. He had been educated in the principles of the Protestant religion, but on his return to Paris he became a convert to popery, through the arguments or perfusion of cardinal Perron. For some time he resided in the cardinal's house, afterwards he became a member of the congregation of the Oratory, and in this retreat he applied himself with the greatest affinity to the study of literature, and from time to time presented the world with the various fruits of his labours. In 1626 he published, "Exercitationes de Patriarcharum et Primatum Origine, et Antiqua Cenfurium in Cleris praxi," which he dedicated to pope Urban VII. He was next employed in a new edition of the "Septuagint," after the Vatican edition, published at Rome by order of pope Sixtus V. in 1587. This edition was published, in 1628, under the title of "Biblia Sacra LXX. Interpret. Graec et Latine: cum Novo Testamento Gr. Lat. &c." in these volumes folio, which is now very rare. In 1631 he published "Exercitaciones in utrinque Pentateuchum Samaritanorum," the principal object of which is to prove the superior integrity of the Samaritan to that of the Hebrew text. This was followed by his edition of the Samaritan Pentateuch, with a Latin version in the Polyglot of Le Jay. In the year 1635, M. Morin published the first part of another work in support of the superior integrity of the Samaritan to the Hebrew text. The second part of this work did not make its appearance till after the death of the author. The reputation of this writer spread to high with the clergy of France, that the prelates in their assemblies were frequently determined by his advice, on subjects of the greatest difficulty and importance. His fame extended to Rome, and he was invited by Urban VIII. into that city, with a view of affording his assistance in promoting an union between the Latin and Greek, as well as the other oriental churches. He arrived at Rome in the year 1639, and met with a very friendly reception from cardinal Barberini, who introduced him to the learned men of the city, and particularly to Lucas Hollenius, and Leo Allatius, the former, keeper of the Vatican, and the latter, of the Barberini library. In the said repository of learning he met with ample flogs for the gratification of his literary curiosity, but he had not been occupied more than nine months in the buffine for which he came: before cardinal Richelieu directed the superiors to recall him to France. He returned in 1640, and from this period spent his time in laborious study, and in the publication of many learned works. He died in 1659, at the age of sixty-eight, highly respected for the qualities of his heart, as well as for his great literary acquisitions. In 1652 father Simon caufed to be printed at London, "Antiquitates Ecclesiæ Orientalis," consisting of letters to and from Morin; to which is prefixed a life of Morin, suppos'd to be written by father Simon; in this work is inserted a lift of his "Opuscula," to the number of eighteen articles. To Simon's life of our author the reader is referred for more particulars relating to Morin.

MORIN, JOHN, a French priest and philosopher, was born at Meung, near Orleans, in the year 1705. Of his early life we have no account, but in 1732 he obtained the professorship of philosophy at Chartres, and discharged its duties with uncommon zeal and affiduity for eighteen years. In 1750, as a sort of recompence for his services, he was, by the bishop, nominated to a canonry in his cathedral. He had some years previously to this published a treatise, "On Universal Mechanism," and also "A Treatise on Electricity:" this was laid before the public in 1748, when the late named science was in the lato of its infancy, and the work of Morin led him into a controversy with the celebrated abbé Nollet, who wrote reftrictions upon it. Morin replied to them, and with his answer he closed his labours as an author. His name and reputation float high as a philofoher in the academies of sciences at Paris and Ronen, of both which institutions he was a correfpondent. He purfued his experiments till his death in 1764, when he was about the age of 59.

MORIN, PETER, a man of letters, biblical scholar and critic, was born at Paris in the year 1531. His father had employment in the parliament, and as he intended his son for the fame purpofes, he directed his attention, at a very early age, to the study of the civil law. At the same time he was carefully instructed in classical leaming. When his judgment began to ripen, he became deeply enamoured with the study of the belles lettres, and afterwards applied himself diligently to the sacred scriptures, the fathers, and ecclesiastical antiquities. He went to Italy, at that period the grand resort of men of leaming, where he was employed by Paul Manutius, the learned printer at Venice. From this city he removed to Vicenza, in 1555, where he taught the Greek language and cosmography; and from that place he went to Ferrara, where he was introduced to the cardinal, brother of Hercules, dub of Ferrara, with whom he lived some time. In 1559, he was devious of paying a visit to Rome, when his father recalled him to France, where he wished him to enter at once into domestic life, and into the businefs of parliament, but he was too much attached to literary pursuits, to gratify the wishes of his relation; returned to Italy, and arrived at Rome in 1565. He examined the remains of ancient art and grandeur, and visited every place of celebrity. At Verona some notes upon St. Chrysostom's "Commentary on the Epistles of St. Paul" were communicated to him, which induced him to attend carefully to that work of the Greek father, and
Morin, in Geography, a town of Hispaniola; 10 miles E. of Cape Francois.

Morina, in Botany, received its name from the celebrated Tournefort, who, during his residence at Erzeron in Armenia, met with this new plant in one of his daily botanicizing excursions, in the valley of the four mills near that town. "In one of these mills," says he, "we proceeded to name one of the finest genera of plants in the Levant; to which therefore we gave the name of a person highly estimable for his science and virtue, M. Morin, of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Doctor of Medicine of the faculty of Paris, who has since had the singular good fortune of raising this plant from seed in his garden, it having succeeded nowhere else. The flower seems proud to bear the name of M. Morin, who has always been passionately devoted to botany. Vaillant, however, would not adopt this name. Tourn. Voy. v. 2. 119. Cor. 45. t. 485. Linnaeus, Gen. Pl. 18. Schreb. 24. Wildk. Sp. Pl. v. 1. 172. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2. v. 1. 66. Sm. Prod. Fl. Græc. Sibth. v. 1. 18. Jull. 194. Lamarck Illnitr. t. 5. (Dotothea; Vaill. Mem. de la Acad. des Sc. for 1722.)—Clas and order, Diandria Monogynia. Nat. Ord. Aggregate. Linn. Diptasee. Jaff.

Gen. Ch. Cal. double. Perianth of the fruit inferior, of one leaf, cylindrical, tubular, permanent, its orifice bordered with upright, awl-shaped, spiny teeth, of which the two opposite ones are longest. Perianth of the flower superior, of one leaf, tubular, the size of the former, in two rather deep, obtuse, emarginate, upright, permanent segments. Cor. of one petal, two-lobed; tube very long, thread-shaped at the base, gradually dilated upwards, a little incurved; limb flat, obtuse; its upper lip rather the smallest, cloven half way down; lower three-lobed; all the segments rounded, uniform, the middle one rather the most prominent. Stam. Filaments two, bristle-shaped, parallel, curved, rather shorter than the limb; anthers erect, heart-shaped, dilated. Pijl. German globifer, between the two perianths; style thread-shaped, parallel to the filaments, but rather longer; stigma capitate, inflated. Perfia none. Seed solitary, roundish, crowned by the calyx of the flower.

Eff. Ch. Corolla unequal. Calyx of the fruit of one leaf, unequally toothed; that of the flower two-lobed. Seed one, crowned with the calyx of the flower.

1. M. perfica. Perifian Morina. Linn. Sp. Pl. 59. Sm. Fl. Græc. Sibth. v. 1. 20. t. 28. (M. orientalis; Mill. Dict. ed. 8. M. orientaliis, carline folio; Tourn. Cor. 48. Voy. v. 2. 120. t. 120.)—Native of Armenia, according to Tournefort; Linnaeus says, of Perfia near Isphahan, but we cannot find his authority. Mr. Hawkins informs us he gathered this fine plant on the mountains of Parnassus and Cylensi, in elevated fields, where the soil is rather rich, flowering in August. Dr. Sibthorp has left no mention of the place where he met with it. From plants raised formerly at Paris, the Morina was once in our gardens; but was killed both in England and France, by the hard winter of 1740, except that M. Du Hamel, according to Miller, saw it in his garden. The late Mr. Davall had it alive at Orbe in Switzerland, and, if we mistake not, M. Olivier brought some seeds from Perfia, which vegetated at Paris.—The root is perennial, tap-shaped. Stem erect, straight, three feet high, perfectly blemish, leafy, obscurely quadrangular, furrowed, downy; spongy and hollow within. Leaves oblong, narrow,

acute,
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acute, generally smooth, pinnatifid; the lobes numerous, palmate, with strongly spreading fringes: radical ones erect, tapering at the base: those on the stem shorter, four in a whorl: the floral ones sellole, still shorter and broader. Whorls very numerous, axillary, many-flowered. Flowers erect, about two inches long, reaching from one joint to the next, extremely elegant, white, changing to pink before they decay; the tube hairy. Tournefort compares their scent to the honey-fuckle. They form a singular combination with the thistle-like herbage.

MORINA, in Gardening, affords plants of the hardy herbaceous flowery perennial kind, of which the species cultivated is, the Perian or Oriental morina (M. pericha).

Method of Culture.—This is increased by seeds or offsets from the roots. The seeds should be sown in the autumn in the places where the plants are to grow, as, from having a strong tap-root, they do not bear shifting well. The ground in the bed or border near them should not be afterwards much disturbed, the plants being only kept clean. They may lie in two or three years after being raised.

In the latter mode the offsets should be floated from the roots while young, and be planted out where they are to stand, in the latter end of the summer, being afterwards treated as those raised from seeds.

The plants decay to the ground in the autumn, new leaves being sent up in the spring; but the roots continue several years when not stridden, or injured by severe frosts. These plants are highly ornamental in the principal beds and borders of pleasure-grounds and gardens.


Gen Ch. Cal. Common receptacle roundish, collecting the flowers, which are sterile, into a globular head. Perianth scarcely observable, five-toothed, superior. Cor. of one petal, funnel-shaped; tube cylindrical; limb in five lanceolate, acute, flat, widely spreading segments. Stam. Filaments five, very short, inserted into the upper part of the tube; anthers linear, erect, nearly as long as the tube. Pied. German inferior; style simple; stigma clavate, rather thick. Peric. Berry nearly ovate, angular in consequence of preflure from those around it, abruptly, of one cell. Seeds two, convex on the outer side, flat on the inner.


Obl. It must be confessed that Juffieu has been much happier than Linnæus, in his determination of the natural order of this genus.

1. M. umbellata. Umbellate Morina. Linn. Sp. Pl. 250; excluding the synonym of Rumphius. (M. n. 81; Linn. Zeyl. 34.)—Erect. Leaves lanceolate-ovate. Flowers are umbellate.—Native of the East Indies. Linnæus describes it as a tree, with leaves recalling those of Cephalanthus, opposite, ovate inclining to lanceolate, falcate, entire. Umbellไฟellate, each consisting of several equal flanks, bearing solitary heads of aggregate flowers, and terminating the oblique branches.—We have never seen an authentic specimen, nor do we find any figure. Professor David Van Royen has favoured us with a specimen of what he took for this plant, in which the remains of six unbellate flower-flasks terminate the branch, but all remains of fructification are gone. The leaves are obovate, pointed, entire, paler beneath, with a little glanular pubescence at the origin of each vein; as in both the other species; otherwise they are smooth on both sides, and not unlike Cephalantbus. Stipulas infralocularis, tubular, clove. It is very probably what Linnæus intended. Can this be Plukenet’s t. 361. f. 3? or Lamarck’s t. 153. f. 3?

2. M. citrifolia. Broad-leaved Morina. Linn. Sp. Pl. 250. Att. n. t. (M. n. 82; Linn. Zeyl. 34. Cada Plava; Rheedae Hort. Malab. v. 1. 97. t. 52. Baccarum latifolia; Rumph. Amb. book 5. 158. t. 19.)—Stem arborescent. Flowers solitary, lateral, smooth. Leaves smooth, elliptic-oblong.—Native of the East Indies. The Linnæan specimen, certainly the plant of Rheedae, has very smooth laurel-like leaves, elliptic-oblong, four or five inches in length, acute at each end, rather oblique, with one rib and many transverse veins; which half are glandular, with a foot of pubescence, where they separate from the mid-rib. Flower-flasks opposite to one of the leaves, taking the place of a leaf which is wanting, smooth, about twice the length of the foot-flasks. Head oblong. Corolla externally smooth. Rheedæ says this is a tree, growing in sandy, rocky places. The aggregate fruit is ovate, two or three inches long, fidect and bitter.

We have from Dr. Roxburgh, under the same name, what seems a different species; the leaves being smaller, more ovate and pointed, all of them opposite, the flower-flasks axillary, and the limb of the corolla externally hairy. Indian botanists, who may have opportunities of comparing more perfect specimens, must decide whether this be more than a variety. M. Poiret, in Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 315; makes mention of another variety, or probable species, conformed under citrifolia, which may possibly be what we shall next describe.


Gen Ch. Cal. Common receptacle roundish, collecting the flowers, which are sterile, into a globular head. Perianth scarcely observable, five-toothed, superior. Cor. of one petal, funnel-shaped; tube cylindrical; limb in five lanceolate, acute, flat, widely spreading segments. Stam. Filaments five, very short, entered into the upper part of the tube; anthers linear, erect, nearly as long as the tube. Pied. German inferior; style simple; stigma clavate, rather thick. Peric. Berry nearly ovate, angular in consequence of preflure from those around it, abruptly, of one cell. Seeds two, convex on the outer side, flat on the inner.


Obl. It must be confessed that Juffieu has been much happier than Linnæus, in his determination of the natural order of this genus.

4. M. Roioc. Procumbent Morina. Linn. Sp. Pl. 250. Att. n. t. 11. (Roic; Plum. Gen. 11. t. 26.)—Stem procumbent. Leaves ovato-lanceolate, smooth; with axillary downy glands to the veins. Flower-flasks very short, lateral or terminal. Tube of the corolla cylindrical, roughish.—Native of the island of Maurits. Commonly cultivated by Thouin to the younger Linnæus. The stem is woody, with twined, and perhaps trailing, branches, downy when young. Leaves three inches long and one broad, lanceolate, somewhat obovate, tapering much at each end, paler beneath, roughish on both sides with minute points; the ribs and veins hairy. Flower-flasks lateral, opposite to a solitary leaf, hairy, an inch long, solitary except at the end of the branch, where there are two, one of them being terminal, the other opposite to the uppermost leaf. Head globose, small, of but few flowers. Corolla above an inch long, slightly rough at the tips, and edges of the segments only.

5. M. fruticosus. Procumbent Morina. Linn. Sp. Pl. 250. Att. n. t. 11. (Roic; Plum. Gen. 11. t. 26.)—Stem procumbent. Leaves ovato-lanceolate, smooth; with axillary downy glands to the veins. Flower-flasks very short, lateral or terminal. Tube of the corolla cylindrical, roughish.—Native of the island of Maurits. Commonly cultivated by Thouin to the younger Linnæus. The stem is woody, with twined, and perhaps trailing, branches, downy when young. Leaves three inches long and one broad, lanceolate, somewhat obovate, tapering much at each end, paler beneath, roughish on both sides with minute points; the ribs and veins hairy. Flower-flasks lateral, opposite to a solitary leaf, hairy, an inch long, solitary except at the end of the branch, where there are two, one of them being terminal, the other opposite to the uppermost leaf. Head globose, small, of but few flowers. Corolla above an inch long, slightly rough at the tips, and edges of the segments only.
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smoothish stalks, sometimes opposite to a leaf, but more generally terminal. The root is reported to yield a yellow or purple colour, becoming black with iron, which probably may be of use in dyeing. Jacquin says it may be procured in any quantities.


6. M. retusa. Blunt Morinda. Larnack Dict. v. 4. 316. Arboreous. Leaves oval, abrupt. Heads sessile, terminal. Native also of Madagascar. "Very distinct from the former. Branches hard, knotty, forked. Leaves much more crowded than in any of the foregoing; oval; obtuse and abrupt at their summit; contracted at the base." The Flowers are described as perfectly terminal, in a round sessile head, and yet in the specific character they are called lateral.

We adopt this, as well as the last, entirely from Pouret.


MORINELLA, TURNSTONE, or SEA-DOTTEREL, in Orniology. See Tringa morinella.

MORINELLUS, DOTTEREL. See Charadrius morinellus.

MORINGA, in Botany. See Hyperanthera.

MORINGEN, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the principality of Furthlenberg; 66 miles N.W. of Constance. —Alfo, a town of Westphalia, and principality of Calenberg, seated on the Mohr, which runs into the Leine, and containing two churches; 10 miles N.N.W. of Gottingen. N. lat. 51° 38'. E. long. 9° 55'. —Alfo, a town of Bavaria, four miles S. of Friedberg.

MORINI, in Ancient Geography, the name of a people who inhabited the sea-coast in the northern part of France, from Montreuil-sur-Mer to Calais; and hence Virgil calls them "extremi hominum." However, they seem to have advanced into the interior of the country, for Ptolemy assigns them to the capital of Ternania, and they also poiffeled on the sea, towards the coast, Geffonneum. Their name was derived from the word "Mor," signifying in Celtic the sea, and thus designates a maritime people. Some authors have ascribed to the Morini the diocese of Tournay; but M. d'Anville was of opinion that this belonged to the Nervi. The country of the Morini was in a great measure covered with forests, lakes, and fiftes, encompanied by marshes; and hence they were enabled to maintain their liberty. Caesar at length subdued them and subjugated them to the Aretabii. Pliny fays that their country warmed with geese, and that these furnished a principal article of merchandize. He adds that their linen cloth was also a commodity in which they had considerable traffic.

MORINIÈRE, ADRIAN CLAUDE LE FORT DE LA, in Biography, a French writer, was born at Paris in 1656, and died in 1708. He was author of many works, of which the principal are. 1. "Choix des Poesies Morales." 2. "Bibliotheque Poetique." 3. "Paffe-temps Poetiques, Histoires, et Critiques."

MORION, in ancient Armoury, a kind of open helmet without visor or beaver, somewhat resembling a hat; it was commonly worn by the harquebussers and musqueteers. See MORIAM and Pot.

MORION, in Botany, a name given by the ancients to a kind of nightshade. The ancient Greeks, Theophrastus and others, called all the nightshades in general by the name phrynie. Some of these they said were poisonous, and others inoffensive. The poisonous were of two kinds, some bringing on sleepy disorders, and others making the patient mad.

The efficent kind was the pomum amoris, or love-apple, eaten at this time by the Portuguese and many other nations, and by some in England. Some after-writers use the word morion as a distinctive name for those kinds of nightshades which caused sleepy disorders; and after these some used it as the peculiar name of one species, and others as the name of the male mandrake of Dioscorides, whose fruit, according to that author, was commonly eaten by the shepherds; but when taken too largely, threw them into sleepy disorders. From this word morion has come, in all probability, the Latin name morilla, given at first to the pomum amoris, of love-apple; and afterwards, according to Æmilinius Nacer, to all the nightshades; for he expressly says, that those plants which the Greeks called frigetina, the Latins called morilla; and that the old Greeks called all the nightshades frigetis.

MORION, in the Natural History of the Ancients, a name given to one of the semi-pellucid gems, more commonly called prassolit. It is a stone appearing externally only of a fine deep black; but when held up against a candle, or against the sun-nape, giving a very beautiful red, in different degrees, from that of the hyacinth to that of the amethyst or carbuncle.

MORIS, in Geography, a town of New Mexico, in the province of Mayo; 100 miles N.E. of Santa Cruz.

Mort's, or Morris's Bay, a bay on the S.W. coast of Antigua; four miles W. of Falmouth harbour.

MORISA, a town of Japan, in the island of Niphon; 167 miles S.W. of Mexico. N. lat. 34° 6'. E. long. 151° 30'.

MORISCOES, an appellation given by the Spaniards to the Moors of Granada, in order to distinguish them from the Moors of Barbary. The expulsion of these people from Spain forms an important event in the history of that country, and also in the history of perfecution; and it therefore becomes necessary to give a detail of the leading circumstances that attended it. It is well known that when the city of Granada was taken by king Ferdinand of Aragon and queen Isabel of Castile, in the year 1492, the Moorish government in Spain, which had lasted above 700 years, terminated; and yet the Moors did not immediately leave the country. The body of the people, not only of the kingdom of Granada, but also of Valencia, though conquered by the Christians in 1236, and of Murcia, conquered by them in 1265, belonged to that race; and beside these, others were dispersed in great number over Castile, Espanada, Aragon, Catalonia, &c. All these Moors maintained their separation from the Spaniards, by an obstinate adherence, not only to the language, habit, and customs of their ancestors, but to their religion likewise, which was the Mahometan; few or none of them, in a long lenes of years, having been converted to the Christian faith, by all the efforts of the Spanish friars for this purpose. The Spanish princes, apprised of the danger that was likely to result from the connection that was likely to subsist between the Moors of Barbary and those of their own country, so nearly situated with respect to one another, made every attempt in their
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their power to dissolve their natural attachment, cemented by similarity of religious profession; and with this view they employed the ecclesiastics in vigorous measures for converting them to Christianity. The friars, failing in their casual endeavours, for accomplishing the object recommended to them, represented the Moors as an obstinate and hardened set of people, who were not to be overcome by arguments, nor by any other methods, unaccompanied with violence. Accordingly they advised the princes either to banish the Moors, or to make them all slaves, if they refused to become Christians; or, at least, to take all their children from them, and baptize them, so that the next generation might become Christians. The council of Toledo, however, expressly prohibited the compulsion of infidels to be baptized; and Thomas Aquinas, and most of their other divines, declared it to be unlawful to baptize the children of infidels without the consent of their parents; and, therefore, the methods proposed by the friars were not adopted: more especially, as the Moors, when they professed the dominion of the country, had never forced any of their Christian subjects to change their religion, and king Ferdinand, upon the surrender of Granada, had engaged himself by oath, if the Moriscoes wished to remain in Spain, not to molest them on account of their religion. The Jews, however, not having been protected by any such engagement, were ordered by a royal edict, within three months after the capture of Granada, if they would not be baptized, to depart with their families in the course of four months, on pain of death; upon which many of them removed, and those who remained, after the expiration of the stipulated term, were stripped by the king of all their property, and sold to his subjects for slaves. It is said that above 800,000 men, women, and children, were driven out of Spain at this time.

As to the Moors, it was found that, in the year 1499, few of those who inhabited Granada had been converted to Christianity; and therefore Ximenes, archbishop of Toledo, was charged to pursue some course for converting the Moors to the Christian faith. The archbishop, determined to succeed in every measure which he undertook, began by mild treatment to engage in his interest the chief men among the Moors, some of whom became converts; but others were found invincible by bribes and promises. The prelate changed his plan, and had recourse to severer methods of conversion, ordering the irreligious to be loaded with chains, thrown into dungeons, and treated as the most notorious malefactors. Imitated by this cruel treatment, the Moors took up arms; but their insurrection being suppressed, 50,000 of them, inhabitants of the city of Granada, purchased their lives by confessing to be baptized, and the archbishop so far triumphed in his successes, as on his departure to have left one professing Mahometan in the city. The Moors of the country were alarmed, and fortified themselves among the mountains, resolving to die Mahometans with their swords in their hands, rather than submit to be baptized by compulsion, as their countrymen had been in the city; but though many of them, with their women and children, were put to the sword, others collected together in a formidable body, which called forth the interposition of the king in person, who being joined by a powerful host, very rapidly reduced all the Moorish towns that were in arms; obliging all the inhabitants to purchase their lives by confessing to be baptized. The Moors that were left in arms among the fortresses of the mountains petitioned the king to allow them to transport themselves to Barbary, offering to pay ten dollars per head for every one that embarked: the king's want of money prevented those who could pay their ransom to depart, and those who were under a necessity of remaining were forced to be baptized. In a few months, above 200,000 men, women, and children were converted by the king and the archbishop of Toledo from the Mahometan to the Christian profession, though it is said that scarcely one in that large number was truly converted to the Christian faith.

The Inquisition, regarding these forced baptisms as good and valid, exercised its usual cruelties on those Moors who were convicted of having afterwards returned to Mahometanism. Not fewer than 100,000, living and dead, present and absent, had been condemned for apostacy by the inquisition of Seville in the space of forty years; of which number 4000 were burned, and 35,000 were reconciled, the rest having made their escape into Barbary. During the remaining part of the reign of Ferdinand and Isabel, and the whole reign of Charles V., we hear little more of the Granada Moriscoes, than that they universally continued to be Mahometans, and manifested an extraordinary aversion to Christianity, which avarition was increased by the fiery zeal of the inquisition. Thus the friars went on preaching and the inquisitions went on burning the Moriscoes, until the year 1568; when Philip II., by advice of his council and ecclesiastics, published certain laws, which were framed with a view of extinguishing in the Moriscoes the memory of their being descended of the Moors; the remembrance of which was thought to contribute not a little to their obstinacy in the religion of that nation. The rigorous execution of these laws induced the Moriscoes to seek relief from the grand signor and the Moors in Barbary; who sent 800 Turks, with a great quantity of arms and ammunition, into the kingdom of Granada, who were joined by the Moors from all parts, taking up arms and recommencing the profession of the Christian religion. Against these the king ordered his troops to march; but in the course of eighteen months, he was able neither to conquer them nor to starve them among the mountains. At length, however, they were totally subdued, and compelled to leave the kingdom of Granada. From this time they were dispersed over the kingdom of Castile, and some other inland provinces, in which they and their posterity continued until the time of their general expulsion, in the year 1610. Notwithstanding all the diligence and cruelties which were used to reconcile these Moriscoes to Christianity, they and their posterity still continued as much Mahometans in their hearts as ever they had been.

This was also the case with regard to the Moriscoes of the kingdoms of Valencia and Aragon, who continued professed Mahometans for 300 years, after they were conquered by the Christians; and who, having been all baptized by extreme force, remained Mahometans in their hearts till they were all expelled Spain. The Spanish historians are not agreed as to the number of the Moriscoes that were driven from Spain in the year 1610. Some say they were a million, others that they were 900,000; but the greater number of writers concur in ascertaining, that they were 800,000 men, women, and children, besides those that were slain or detained. These Moriscoes were indolent and peaceable inhabitants of Spain, and constituted the strength of the kingdom by their application to agriculture, manufactures, and trade. The expulsion of them was such a fatal blow to Spain, that the has not to this day, 1 or, indeed, is ever likely to recover it. Soon after this disastrous event, Spain began to feel its bad effects, as we may infer from a memorial delivered in 1618, to Philip II., by a Junta that had been assembled by the king, to consider what remedy might be applied to the ruined state of his kingdom. The duke of Lerma, the chief author of the depressing expulsions, was turned from court and deprived of all his offices; his chief confidential and counsellor, Don Rodrigo Calderon, was committed.
committed to prison, and after imprisonment for 24 years, put publicly to death in the great place of Madrid; and the archbishop of Toledo, who had been also a zealous promoter of the expulsions, died, a few days after his brother the duke was dismembered from court, merely of grief and discontent. And king Philip, who died soon after, is said by a famous Spanish historian, to have had his conscience upon his dead brother's overwhelmed with horrors, which has been attributed to his concern in these expulsions, by means of which, in violation of all the laws of religion and humanity, he had plunged more than 100,000 families in distress and misery; a reflection that must have agenizing to a perfon summoned by death to answer for his conduct before the divine tribunal, where, as an excellent writer expresses himself in immediate reference to this subject, "they are to have judgment without mercy, who have showed no mercy to their fellow creatures." In the instance above mentioned, we perceive the injurious effects of perfecution, with respect to the internal prosperity of a country. A similar instance occurs in the revocation of the edict of Nantes. Geddes's Tracts, vol. 1.

MORISON, Robert, in Biography, a botanist of the 17th century, whose name is familiar to all, from the popularity of his principal work as a book of reference, was born at Aberdeen in 1630. Being designd for the church, he devoted himself to the study of mathematics in that university; but was diverted from that pursuit by a taste for physic, and especially botany. Thee studies in their turn gave way, for a time at least, to his loyalty, and he actually became a soldier in the service of king Charles. After receiving a dangerous wound in the head, in a battle near his native town, which for a while disabled him, he retired, like many of his countrymen after the ruin of the royal cause, to Paris. Here he became tutor to a young man of some fortune, while he sedulously cultivated the studies necessary for his profession, and took the degree of doctor of physic at Angers, in 1648. Botany however was his most favourite pursuit; for it appears that as soon as a prospect opened of his deriving a living from that source, he "threw physic to the dogs." M. Robin, who had then the care of the royal garden at Paris, conceived so favourable an opinion of Morison, that he recommended him to the patronage of Gallon, duke of Orleans, and he was entrusted with the care of that prince's garden at Blois, accompanied by a handsome salary. He held this charge from the year 1650 to 1668, when the duke died. During that period he devoted himself to the study of theoretical as well as practical botany. He began to plan a system, on the subject of which his royal patron is reported to have delighted to confer with him. He was also dispatched on several botanical expeditions, to various parts of France, for the purpose of enriching the garden. A catalogue of this garden was printed in 1653, by Abel Brunyer, physician to the duke; of which Morison afterwards published at London, in 1669, a new and enlarged edition, accompanied by a regular and professed criticism of the works of Calpar and John Bauhin. For this last performance he has perhaps incurred more blame than he justly deserves. Harper terms it "an invicious work," though he says the remarks are for the most part true. Morison gives to these great men all the rank and honour which their eminent learning and industry deserve; and while he proceeds, without ceremony, to a plain and simple indication of their mistakes or imperfections, he expresses a wish of having his own errors, of which he does not doubt the existence, likewise pointed out. The Hortus Flora is disposed in alphabetical order, and accompanied by a double dedication, to king Charles II., and James duke of York, to whom its author had become known in France. When king Charles returned the forfeit of his fathers, Morison, who the same year was deprived, by the death of the duke of Orleans, of his chief attachment to France, gladly obeyed the summons of his royal master, to settle in England. The minister Fouquet is said to have offered, in vain, the most liberal temptations to retain him. On arriving in London, he received the titles of King's Physician, and Royal Professor of Botany, with a salary of 200l. a year, and a house, as superintendent of the royal gardens. He was also elected a Fellow of the College of Physicians.

Whether the gardens of Charles II. were very botanical, or whether they flourished much under the care of the subject of this article, does not appear. He was himself transplanted to a more promising scientific nation, nine years afterwards, when he became Professor of Botany at Oxford, and was again dubbed Doctor of Physic, his foreign degree giving him no rank in that university. He gave a couple of lectures there in the autumn of 1670; as well as in several succeeding years, as long as he lived. He had for some time been meditating, and collecting materials for, a great universal work on botany. Of this he published an excellent specimen in 1672, being a methodical arrangement of umbelliferous plants, in folio, accompanied with plates. He takes the leading characters of these plants from the seeds, though some of them, under the same denomination a tribe of different genera, whose indiscrimination in one measure, though very slightly, agrees with the true umbilicata, but which are otherwise totally different, such as Valiantia, Thalidium, Spiraea. This is certainly as great an error as ever the Baulins committed.

In 1674, Morison edited at Oxford a thin quarto, from the manuscripts of Boccone, describing a number of new plants from Sicily, Malta, France, and Italy; a work illustrated with 52 plates, 45 of which were re-engraved, after some, less accurately finished, under Boccone's inspection. The figures, though diminished, are in general very expressive, and many of the plants are no where repre- sented.

Morison's great work, entitled Plantarum Historia Universalis, Oxoniensis, appeared in 1690, in one volume folio, comprising five sections of herbaceous plants, with numerous plates, in each of which 12 plants are commonly delineated. This was called the second part of the work; the first, containing sections of trees and herbs, having been postponed, as the most easily to be finished at any time; but it never appeared, nor is there any certainty of its ever having been written.

A second volume, called the third part, was published in 1699, long after the author's death, by Jacob Bohart. This comprehends 10 sections more, and concludes the system, as far as regards herbaceous plants. Of these 10 sections, four only were finished by Morison; the rest having been the performance of the editor. The plates of grashes, which make a part of the eighth section, are remarkably good, and are universally cited by succeeding writers. The other figures throughout these volumes, though in general use, are for the most part not original, nor are they entitled to the praise of accuracy as copies. The drawing of many of them is defective; their outline unlike the originals; parts are improperly added, or carelessly misrepresented; and the whole betray signs of haste and frequent intation; defects indeed not altogether avoidable, in so great an undertaking; The editor of this latter volume claims for the author great honour as the inventor of a system. It cannot be denied, however that the outlines of Morison's system are evidently to be traced in the work of Calsilanus, published in 1583, and
and Use of Two Arithmetic Instruments: together with a short Treatise, explaining the ordinary Operations of Arithmetic, &c.Prefixed to his most excellent Majesties, Charles II., by S. Morland, in 1662.¹ This work, which is exceedingly rare, and which has been in the hands of the writer of this article, is illustrated with twelve plates, in which the different parts of the machine are exhibited; and whence it appears that the four fundamental rules in arithmetic are very readily worked, and, to the author's own words, "without charging the memory, disturbing the mind, or exposing the operations to any uncertainty."

That these machines were at the time brought into practice there seems no doubt, as by an advertisement prefixed to Mr. Morland's work, it appears that they were manufactured for sale by Humphry Adanson, who lived with Jonas Moore, esq. in the Tower of London.

In this place, having omitted it under the article Arithmetic, we may just notice that early Stanhope, about thirty years since, invented two machines for the like purposes as those of Mr. Morland were intended, and it is said his lordship, when proposing a plan to parliament for the reduction of the National debt, verified the truth of all his calculations by means of those instruments, of which the following is a brief description. The smallest machine, which is intended for the first two rules of addition and subtraction, is not larger than an octavo volume, and by means of dial-plates, and small indices moveable with a steel pin, the operations are performed with undeviating accuracy. The second, and by far the most curious instrument, is about half the size of a common table writing-dek. By this, problems in multiplication and division, of almost any extent, are solved without the possibility of a mistake, by the simple revolution of a watch and a multiplier and multiplicand, in one instance, and the divisor and dividend in the other, are first properly arranged; then, by turning the wheel, the product or quotient is found. What always appears singular and surprizing to spectators, is, that in working sums in division, if the operator be inattentive to his business, and thereby attempts to turn the handle a single revolution more than he ought, he is instantly admonished of his mistake by the sudden springing up of a small ivory ball.

MORLEY, Thomas, a disciple of Bird, bachelor of music, and one of the gentlemen of queen Elizabeth's chapel, who, though a good practical musician, acquired more celebrity by his treatise, entitled, "A plain and easy Introduction to Practical Musicke," than by his performance or compositions, though eminent for both.

If due allowance be made for the quaintness of the dialogue and lye of the times, and the work be considered as the first regular treatise on music that was printed in our language, the author will merit great praise for the learning and instruction it contains. At the same time, however, it is curious, and in some things which contain his great pains to explain; as well as by the introduction of new methods of notation, new harmonies, and new modulations, since his time, which, to render intelligible, require a more recent elementary treatise. Yet though this work is redundant in some particulars, and deficient in others, it is full curious, and fully allowed to have been excellently adapted to the wants of the age in which it was written. However, its late republication in the original form, totidem verbis, whatever honour it may reflect on the memory of the author, somewhat disgraces later times, which have not followed this treatise, by producing a better and more complete book of general instructions in English, after the lapse of so many years, and the perpetual cultivation and practice of the art, in our country, both by native musicians and foreigners.

"Analyse of Morley's Introduction."—The gamut and time-table employ the eight or nine first pages of this work. After which, modes, figures, points of perfection, and alteration, augmentation, and diminution, all now obsolete, occupy many pages. The old and exploded proportions given under the names of figuration, tripola in the minim, quadrupla, septuplata, induction, and equa, would now be studied a pure parts, as no good ear can bear, or found judgment make use of them.

The second part likewise is wasted in frivolous dialogue a, now useless matter. The definitions of concords and discords, indeed, and their use in discant, or plain counterpoint, are the subjects of conversation; but the knowledge it conveys is so inadequate to present purposes, and the student is led to it by such an indirect road, that it is to be feared he will be so bewildered in the pursuit, as to acquire but little clear gain for his trouble. Indeed the prohibitions are such as will lead a student of the present time into doubt and error. Page 75, he utterly condemns, as against the principles of music, the use of two fifths, though one be false. Indeed the use of the tritonus and fesse fifth is constantly avoided by old harmonists; which is excluding the use of one of the most abundant sources of beauty and passion in modern music. Whoever first combined the sharp 3d and 7th to the 5th of the key, and invented this chord 6

 INTO THE SECOND, 6 TO THE SHARP LEVENTH, AND 4 TO THE 5

fourth of a key, conferred as refreshing a benefit on the craving lovers of music, as Moses did on the thirsty Israelites, in producing water with his wand from the rock on mount Horeb. These combinations, though unknown to old masters, are utterly indispensable in the present regle de l'Octave.

To say the truth, master Morley is not very nice or accurate in these examples of counterpoint which are given as his own, and left as models of perfection. Page 76, in the last examples, there are two faults, which would not be pardoned by modern ears or judgment: in the first of the two, bar 5; the fourth between C and G, is inipid and unmeaning; and in the second of the examples, bar 5, the modulation from the chord of D major to C, is used sans fin, and, in two parts, without a warrantable or good effect. Fig. Few of the examples are elegant, or worthy of imitation now; and it appears as if the attentive examination of all good modern compositions, in score, would be of infinitely more service to a student, than the perusal of all the books on the subject of music that were written during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Corelli, Handel, and Geminiani for fugues; Haydn, Mozart, Bocherin, Phyle, John Christian Bach, Abel, Giordani, Beethoven, &c. for symphonies, quartets, trios, duets, and other music for voices; Tartini and Giordani for solos; Domenico Scarlatti, Alberiz, Emanuel Bach, Schobert, Eichner, Haydn, Mozart, Kotzebuch and Beethoven, Clementi, Diabelli, Steibelt, Burney, Cramer, &c. for harpsichord and pianoforte pieces; Vinc. Pergolese, Halle, Jomelli, Perez, Galuppi, Piccini, Sacchini, Pasdelou, Sarti, and Naftoli, for vocal compositions; and above all, Handel and Sebastian Bach for organ and choral music, almost all to be found in our own country, and all models of perfection in correctness of composition, knowledge of instruments, rhythm, modulation, new effects, pathos, fire, invention, and grace.

It has ever been our with condescendingly to do justice to the learning
learning and contrivance of old masters, and to recommend the study and performance of their works to our readers, as curious and historical specimens of the best music of their own times; without as the sole flute and models of perfection to young professors for all times, who wish to please, improve, and are expected to keep pace with modern improvements. To such we would first recommend the study of the best modern authors; and then, as matters of curiosity and amusement, to enquire into the productions and genius of former times, in order to extend their knowledge and views, and prevent embarrassment or surprise, whenever they happen to be called upon to perform or speak of such works.

The third part of Morley's Treatise contains more curious specimens of useful knowledge in old counterpoint, than the rest of the book. He is much obliged, however, to Tigrini, whose Compendium was published in 1588, and others, for many of his examples, whose names ought not to have been concealed. Tigrini has indeed been pillaged with such haste, that a typographical error has not been corrected; a few of these cadences have even been disingenuously disguised, and their places transposed.

Upon the whole, though the book is curious, and full of information concerning the music of the sixteenth century, it must be owned, that the language in which it is written, is at once uncouth and affected; and that neither the melody, nor harmony it recommends and teaches, is of this world, at least of this age; no certain scale is given of major or minor keys; nor is the modulation he uses that of the present times. Indeed no keys are determined except E major, and D and A minor; and though so much is written concerning the moods, or measure, yet nothing is said of accent, or the preparation, use, and resolution of discords in general.

Having spoken fully of Morley as a theorist, we shall proceed to consider his merit as a practical musician. And in comparing his compositions with those of his predecessors, they do not appear so original as we at first imagined them. During the time of writing his Introduction, he must of course have consulted the productions of many authors; and he has not done it unprofitably, as a composer, any more than a theorist. It has been said, that "we often remember what we read, without recollecting that we ever read it; but it frequently happens, that what we take for invention, is only reminiscence," which is a charitable apology for seeming plagiarist. The melodies, however, of Morley, are somewhat more flowing and polished than those of the old authors, on whose property his memory, perhaps imperceptibly, had fastened; but, besides these, it is plain that he sometimes condescended to use the same materials as his contemporaries, and to interweave the favourite passages of his times into his works, of which the following is a chronological list:

- Canzonets, or little short songs, of three voices
- Madrigals, to four voices
- Ballads, or Fa la, to five voices
- Madrigals, to five voices
- Canzonets, or little short Airs, to five and six voices

Of the following publications he was little more than the editor.

- Madrigals, to five voices, collected out of the best Italian authors
- The Triumphs of Oriana, to five and six voices composed by divers several authors. Newly published by Thomas Morley, Batchelor of Musicke, and Gentleman of his Majesties honourable chapel.

These madrigals, in number twenty-four, of which the bulk of the 12th and 24th was composed by Morley, were written, set, and published, in honour of queen Elizabeth, who is figured under the name of Oriana. The composers of the rest were Michael Effe, Daniel Moreno, John, Mundy bachelor of music, Ellis Gibbons, John Bynet, John Hilton B. M., George Morcan B M., Richard Carlson, John Holme, Richard Nicholass, Thomas Tomkins, Michael Cavendish, William Cobbold, John Farmer, John Wilby, Thomas Hunt B. M., Thomas Welkes, John Milton, father of the great poet, George Kirbye, Robert Jones, John Leffey, and Edward Jofin B. M.

As it gave the ton to the rest of Europe, but particularly to England, in all the fine arts, during the reign of queen Elizabeth, it seems as if the idea of employing all the best composers in the kingdom to set the songs in the Triumphs of Oriana to music, in honour of our virgin queen, had been suggested to Morley, and his patron, the earl of Nottingham, by Padre Giovenale, afterwards bishop of Saluzzo, who employed thirty-feen of the most renowned Italian composers to set canzonetti and madrigals in honour of the Virgin Mary, published under the following title:

— Tempio Armonico della beatissima Virgine nostra signora, fabbricato per opera del Reverendo Padre Giovenale, A. P. della Congregazione dell' Oratorio. Prima Parte, a tre voci Stampa in Roma da Nicolo Matti, 1599 in 4to.

Confort Leffons, made by divers exquisites authors, for six different instruments to play together, viz. the treble lute, pander, citterne, base viol, flute, and treble viol. Dedicated to the Lord Mayor, 2d edit.

Mafter Morley, supposing, perhaps, that the harmony which was to be heard through the clattering of knives, forks, spoons, and plates, with the galing of glasses, and clamorous conversation of a city-feast, need not be so accurate or refined, was very nice in setting parts to these tunes, which are so far from correct, that almost any one of the city waits would, in musical cant, have vaunted as good an accomplishment far le champ, or rather far le chant, which teems the original and true reading of that phrase. We remember very early in our musical life, to have heard one of the Tower waits at Shrewbury playhouse, vamp a lute, upon all occasions, he being utterly unable to read any one that was written; and as our ears were not very much offended by the difsonance, we supposed that by habit, he contrived, at leaft, to begin and end in the right key, and was quick in putting accidental modulation. See what has been said of Extemporaneous Devices, in Dr. Burney's Hist. of Music, vol. ii. p. 142. See also DISCANT.

A plain and easy Introduction to Practick Musick.

It does not appear that any of Morley's church music was printed during his life. Dr. Tudway, however, has inserted several valuable choral compositions, by him, in the collection made for Lord Harley, 1715; amongst which are his "Funeral or Dirge Anthems, as performed at Westminster Abbey at Royal and Noble Funerals," and printed by Dr. Bayce, in the first volume of his Cathedral Services, and an Evening Verse Service, in five parts, in D minor, which has never been printed. In queen Elizabeth's music-book there are likewise five different sets of lessons, or pieces for the virginal, composed by Morley.

As fo many of his pieces have been printed in score for the new edition of his Introduction, under the eye of the late
late Dr. Samuel Howard, by Randal, we shall say no more about them.

The Burial service, composed by Morley, which is supposed to be the first that was composed after the Reformation, still continues to be used in Westminster Abbey on great and solemn occasions.

We heard this service admirably performed in 1760, by the three united choirs of Westminster, St. Paul's, and the chapel-royal, at the funeral of his late majesty George II. in Westminster Abbey, where it had a most solemn effect. Nothing seems better suited to so awful an occasion than this music, in a minor key, and chiefly in simple counterpoint, but with a grave, and now uncommon, harmony and modulation, which added to the grandeur of the effect. The few short points of fugue and imitation introduced in this composition are such as were not common when the service was produced, nor have any of them been debased since by vulgar use. As this composition is so admirably printed by Dr. Boyce, and may be easily consulted, we shall detain the musical reader with a few remarks on it, referring to that copy, as we are unable to admit it to our plates. And we shall begin by observing, that the four first bars are remarkably solemn, and that the major third to G, after being faintly in G minor, the preceding parts of the phrase, is unexpectedly grand and pleasing. The point at "And though after my skin, worms destroy this body," is admirably conducted. And, though in simple counterpoint only, the harmony and modulation to "This Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away," convey something particularly majestic and grateful to our ears. The points at "He cometh up, and is cut down," and "Of whom may we seek for succour," diversify and give relief to the plain counterpoint in an ingenious manner; but the passage "Shut not thy merciful ears to our prayers," is extremely beautiful in the three essentials of good music: melody, harmony, and accent. Every part is chantante, or signs, without any seeming subserviency to the rest: and the words, which seldom happens in music of the sixteenth century, are well expressed, if we except the length given to the particle to in the treble and counter-tenor parts, which might easily be corrected by shortening the two first sounds to the more important word "ears," and allowing only a crotchet to the following proposition. And in this manner the words of many of our old and venerable compositions for the church might be adapted, in order to obviate the objections that are justly made to the want of attention in their authors to accent and syllabic quantity: and this seems to be infinitely more defirable than the superfluousness of these admirable specimens of choral harmony, in favour of more invidious modern productions, which can boast of no other perfection than that, which, according to Pope, is in the power of every dull grammarian and critic, who "Commas and points can be set exactly right." But thus alone will not constitute good music, without genius, invention, melody, harmony, modulation, and variety of measures and effects. We shall only mention one point more in this venerable service, where the greatest musical art is united with the happiest verbal expression, at "Suffer us not at our last hour," and where the fullness is made in each part with great reverence and solemnity. Indeed we see but one passage which we could with other-wise than the author has left it; and that is at "I heard a voice from heaven," where the word "from," being in the same harmony as the subltiantive "heaven," is invidus and unmeaning. The natural combination for that leading and unsustained part of the bar, seems to be C, with a 6th. We cannot conclude, without requiring such of our readers as understand and feel good composition, to attend to the solemn, unusual, and pleasing effect produced in many places of this service by mere common chords: particularly at those words, "He sleeth as it were a shadow:" and by the flat 6th given to G, when the ear is accustomed to expect a 9th: as at those words, "Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord."

MORLEY, George, a learned prelate of the church of England, was born at London in the year 1597. His parents died while he was very young, and left him almost a destitute. He met, however, with friends, by whose interest he was elected one of the king's scholars in Westminster school, at the age of fourteen, and in 1615 he was admitted a student of Chrift-church college, in the university of Oxford. He took his degree of B.A. and M.A. in 1618 and 1621. In 1628, he accepted an invitation to become domestic chaplain to Robert, earl of Carnarvon, in which situation he continued till the year 1640. Afterwards he was made chaplain to Charles I., who preffented him with the canony of Chrift-church, in 1641. In the following year he took his degree of D.D.: he was a zealous adherent to the cause of the king, and gave one year's income towards the expenses of the civil war. He possessed great influence among the leaders of both parties, and so highly was his integrity estimated, that he was told he should remain unmodelled in the emoluments of his preference, and not be required to subscribe any thing against his conscience, provided he would affure the ruling powers that he would not actually oppose them. He chose rather to participate in the fortunes of his suffering brethren, and was thrown into prison. Upon his liberation, finding himself deprived of all his possessions, and what was dearer to him, of liberty of conscience, he resolved to retire to the aiylum of king Charles II. in Holland. He accordingly quitted England in 1649, repaired to the Hague, and was graciously received by his prince, who kept him confidentially about his person. While Dr. Morley continued abroad, he formed an acquaintance and intimacy with several foreigners, who held distinguished stations in the ranks of literature, particularly with the famous Bochart, Salmius, Daniel Heinisch, and others. When measures were secretly preparing for the restoration of Charles II., chancellor Hyde sent Dr. Morley over about two months before it took place, with letters from the king, and himself, to the leading men in the nation, and as a proper person to afford in paving the way for that event. The chief purpose of his mission was to contradict the opinion, that the exiled prince had become a convert to popery. Upon the restoration of Charles, Dr. Morley was instantaneously returned to his canonry, and in a few weeks after he was promoted to the deaconry of Chrift-church, which was followed by his nomination to the bishopric of Worcester. He was consecrated in October 1660, and in the following year he was one of the principal managers at the famous Savoy conference. In 1662, he was translated to the see of Winchelsea, in which he remained till his death, in 1684, when he was in the eighty-sixth year of his age. "He was," says bishop Burnet, "in many respects a very eminent man, pious and charitable, of a very exemplary life, considerably learned, but extremely passionate and obstinate." He had been a liberal benefactor to the university of Oxford, in which he received his education; for he gave a hundred a-year to Chrift-church college, and he founded in Penbrooke college three scholarships for the isle of Jersey, and two for Guernsey, of ten pounds per annum each. Bishop Morling, or Mortling, in our Old Writers, the wood which is taken from the skin of dead sheep, whether killed, or dying of the rot. See SHIRLING.
MORLUNDA, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the province of Smaland; 41 miles N. of Kalmar.

MORMANDO, a town of Naples, in Calabria Cita; 16 miles N.W. of Caffano.

MORMANT, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Milan; 10 miles N.E. of Milan. The place contains 995; and the canton 10,938 inhabitants, on a territory of 527½ kilomètres, in 29 communes.

MORMON, in Zoology. See Sima Malmon.

MORMORA, L., in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Stura, on the Maira; 14 miles S.W. of Saluzzo.

MORMYRUS, in Ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order Branchioloegous, according to the Linnaean system, having gills without bony rays; but Dr. Shaw and some other naturalists have put it in the order Abdominabili. The generic character is, head smooth; teeth numerous, notched; aperture of the gills linear, without a cover; gill-membrane with one ray; body feally. Three species are described by Gmelin, which are as follow:

Species.

Cyprinoïdes. Tail bifid, appendaged; its habits resemble, in some measure, those of the genus Cyprinus, whence it derives its name. It has an obtuse snout; the upper jaw is longer than the lower, and it has twenty-seven rays in the dorsal fin. It is a native of the river Nile.

Anomalodes. This species has a sharp snout, equal jaws, twenty-six rays in the dorsal fin, and a bifid acute tail. The dorsal fin is placed opposite to the anal, and is somewhat shorter than that fin. This also is an inhabitant of the Nile.

Kanxume. Tail bifid, obtuse; dorsal fin with sixty-three rays. It has a whitish and very much compressed body, and is found in the Nile. The aperture of the gills is perpendicular; the snout is conic, deflected; the lower lip is the longer; belly straight, but rufing from the vent; lateral line straight, in the middle of the body; tail and dorsal fin linear.

This genus has of late years been examined with much attention by M. Geoffroy, who has increased the species from three to nine. He observes, that the body is compressed, and that the structure of the tail is unusual, being of a considerable length, and of a sub-cylindrical and inflated appearance, on account of its containing the glands from which the oily matter along the lateral line is secreted: he also observes that the stomach is strongly muscular; that the ovariuni is single, and that the swimming-bladder is almost the length of the abdomen. The new species are the following:

Oxyrhyynchus. This species has a straight snout; the lower jaw is longer than the upper; and the dorsal fin runs the whole length of the back. Found in the Nile.

Salamia. In this the lower jaw is longer than the upper, and the dorsal fin is shorter than the anal, but opposite to it. It was observed by Geoffroy in the defert near Salaya, in Africa, where it had been thrown by an inundation, and left in a dry flat.

Bebe. This has an obtuse snout, and the dorsal fin is six times shorter than the anal, but is placed directly opposite to it, as in the Salamia. It is a native of the Nile, and observed in plenty near the region of Bebe.

Hers. A native of the Nile, having an obtuse snout; the upper jaw longer than the lower, and dorsal fin running the whole length of the back.

Baze. This likewise has an obtuse snout; the upper jaw is much longer than the lower, and the dorsal fin is of equal length with the anal.

Haselquist. This species has twenty rays in the dorsal fin, twelve in the anal, and a forked tail. It derives its specific name from the naturalist who first observed it in the Nile.

Mormyrus, a species of sparis. See Sparus Mor- myrus.

MORMONT, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Rhone, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Lyons; 10 miles S.S.W. of Lyons. The place contains 2750, and the canton 17790 inhabitants, on a territory of 120 kilomètres, in 12 communes.

MORONAY, Philip, lord of Plessis Marly, in Biography, an illusior: French Protestant, who flourished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, was born at Buhl, near Bihuy, in the French Vexin, in the year 1549. His father, James, was a descendant of an ancient and noble family, and as he was zealously attached to the Roman religion, he intended to educate his son Philip, the subject of this article, to the ecclesiastical profession. He was the rather induced to this step from the circumstance of his having a brother already high in the church, who promised to resign hereafter his benefices in favour of his nephew. These prospects were disappointed by the death of the dignitary, while Philip was only in the eighth year of his age. In the mean time his mother had become a convert to the Protestant religion, and had taken care to infil its principles into the mind of her son. His father died in 1560, after which his widow made an open and undisguised profession of her religious principles, and had the Protestant worship conducted at her mansion of Buhl. Philip studied at several of the universities at Paris and elsewhere, and made a rapid progress in the several departments of literature to which he bent his mind. Before he had completed his eighteenth year, his uncle, the archbishop of Reims, came to Paris, and hewing examined the young man, as to the proficiency he had made in his studies, was surprised at the depth and extent of his erudition. He was aware also of his seduction from the religion in which he had been brought up, and endeavored by every means in his power to reclaim him, promising to resign his bishopric in his favour at some future period, and to find him promotion in the church immediately. Thence he declined, and in 1567, upon the commencement of the troubles in France, M. du Plessis found himself under the necessity of quitting the metropolis, and returning to Buhl. He resolved to take up arms, and to serve under his maternal uncle, but in proceeding to the army his horse fell under him, and both bones of his leg were broken. During a long confinement, the result of this accident, he composed a poem on the civil war, and some sonnets in praise of Cogni. On the peace signed in 1568, he began a tour in foreign countries, as well for the improvement of his mind, as with the view of the more perfect recovery of his crippled limb. He went to Geneva, which he was obliged to quit in a very short time, owing to the plague breaking out in the city. From Geneva he passed to Heidelberg, where he began the study of the civil law, and the German language. In the course of six months he made himself so far acquainted with the language, as to be able to read all kinds of books in it. Having quitted Heidelberg he travelled to the principal cities in Italy, and we find him proceeding to Frankfort, Padua, and Venice. At the last named city he became acquainted with Perrot de Mezieres, who excited in him a desire of travelling into the East; but owing to the war which then existed between the Turks and Venetians for the island of Cyprus, he was obliged
Mornay.

obliged to relinquish the design. In 1571, he went to Rome, where he was exposed to some danger on account of his religion. In the following year we find him in England, where he met with a most gracious reception from queen Elizabeth, whose courtiers seemed to vie with each other in the attention which they showed him. On his return to France he paid a visit to Coligny, and while staying with him, he drew up a memorial of the observations that he had made in Flanders; and a piece intended to demonstrate the justice and advantages of declaring war against Spain; both of which were presented to the king by the admiral, who urged his majesty to improve the opportunity that offered itself by sending M. de Plessis to the prince of Orange, for the purpose of conciliating the efforts of France and the United Provinces, but the king refused to attend to the advice thus offered: he had no wish to come to a misunderstanding with the Spaniards, and he was meditating, at the very moment, the destruction of the Protestants of his own country. De Plessis forewarned the minister before he arrived, but he could not persuade Coligny to doubt the king's sincerity. The former, from the apprehension which he entertained, took the precaution of removing his mother, while he determined to remain in Paris to brave the storm, and to avert his suffering brethren. At length the fatal eve of St. Bartholomew arrived; and he was awakened in the dead of the night by the savage butchers who were executing the orders of a still more savage monarch. Coligny fell a sacrifice among the multitudes whose lives were taken away on that tremendous night. But De Plessis, when he found that all resistance would be in vain, escaped to England, the happy asylum of the persecuted in many periods of her history. Here he met with a cordial reception from princes of all ranks, and particularly from Mr. Secretary Wallingham. When it was known at Paris that he was safe in England, the ambassadour of the elector of Saxony, and other German princes at the court of Charles IX., wrote to his friends to supply him with every thing of which he might stand in need. To confide himself under the auspices of his afflicted countrymen, he betook himself to his studies; and to drive away, if possible, the wretched thoughts respecting his friends, less fortunate than himself, he wrote "Remonstrances," in which he exhorted the queen of England to undertake the protection of the suffering church. In 1574, he returned to France, and upon his arrival he attended a council of the Protestant chiefs, in which it was proposed that the party should immediately take arms to provide for the security of their own rights by promoting the views of the duke of Alençon. This project, though opposed by Du Plessis, was carried by a majority, and he, foreseeing the ill consequences, retired to Sedan.

While at this place he married, and wrote, at the request of his lady, "A Treatise on Life and Death," which was afterwards published at Geneva, and translated into several different languages. Previously to his marriage he had engaged in an unsuccessful conflict with part of the king's troops; was wounded and taken prisoner; but after the confinement of a few days, and by assuming a false name, he was allowed to return himself on easy terms. In 1576, he again took arms, and now his adherents were so powerful, that the king's party deemed it expedient to propose a negotiation, which was accepted. After this Du Plessis entered into the service of the king of Navarre, afterwards Henry IV. of France, and was admitted into his most intimate councils, and by this step he was enabled to render essential service to the Protestant cause. In 1577, he was sent by his master on an embassy to the queen of England, to explain to her the justice of their cause, and solicit pecuniary assistance, which he obtained to the amount of eighty thousand crowns. During his continuance in England he was enabled to perform very acceptable services, as well for the United Provinces as for the Low Countries. He devoted his leisure moments to the diligent perusal of the Greek and Latin fathers, and composed his treatise "Concerning the Church," which was published in 1577. In the following year the prince of Orange was called by the States-general to Antwerp, and Du Plessis having taken leave of Elizabeth, went to that city to assist at the deliberations. Here his pen was employed in endeavours to check the intemperate zeal of some reformers, who disgraced their cause, and excited prejudices against it, which occasioned a rupture between the provinces by their outrages against the ecclesiastics, the churches, and other religious houses. The talents and zeal of M. Du Plessis were held in such dread by his opponents, that a base attempt was made to take him off by poison, but the strength of his constitution was superior to its effects. Scarcely had he recovered from this attack, when he was called again into the active service of the king of Navarre. But in the midst of his political exertions he composed, and in 1580 published at Antwerp, a work entitled "On the Truth of the Christian Religion," in which he shewed himself a very able combatant of atheistic and other erroneous principles; and in the following year, to render his labours more generally useful, he translated it into the Latin language. In 1582, he left Antwerp for Paris, and from this time till 1593, when the king (Henry IV.) renounced the Protestant religion, Du Plessis was consulted by him on a variety of occasions, and called upon to write his edicts, manifestos, and other late papers. In 1582, his sovereign was desirous of nominating him his chancellor, but this he declined: in a few years afterwards he was appointed governor of Saumur, and upon the accession of Henry IV. he was made counsellor of state. In 1593, when the king intimated his intentions of conforming to the Catholic church, Du Plessis did all in his power to dissuade him from that measure; and when he found it impossible to save him from the disgrace which he believed must attach to his name by such a dereliction of principle, he withdrew from the court, and occupied himself in his studies, in the duties attaching to his government, and in exertions for the Protestant cause. He took an active part in all the negotiations between the king and his subjects of the reformed communion, till the celebrated edict of Nantes was obtained in 1598. He also distinguished himself by his writings in defence of religion. In 1598, he published his book on the "Eucharist," which occasioned a conference between him and Du Perron; the result of this was, that Du Plessis obtained the appellation of the Protestant pope. In 1607, he published his treatise entitled "The Mystery of Iniquity, or the History of Papacy." About the same time he published "An Exhortation to the Jews concerning the Messiah," in which his knowledge of the Hebrew literature is advantageously displayed. He was author of other works, and from his papers have been published, "Memoirs, &c. containing of Discourses, Instructions, Letters, Dispatches, &c." in four volumes, quarto. In 1621, he remonstrated freely with Lewis XIII., against his determination to make war upon the Protestants, but his zeal on this occasion was the means of depriving him of his government of Saumur, upon which he retired to Poitou, where he died in 1623, at the age of seventy-four, sincerely regretted by the Protestants, whose champion he had been, and esteemed by the Catholics on account of his talents and integrity, and for the private virtues which adorned his character. Morev. Mornay.
MOR

MORNAY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ain, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Nantua. The place contains 425, and the canton 6,503 inhabitants, on a territory of 147½ kilomètres, in 15 communes.

MORNE AU DIABLE, a cape on the W. coast of Hifpaniola. N. lat. 19° 12'. W. long. 72° 47'.

MORNE de Gros, a town on the island of Hispauola, on the N. coast; 25 miles S.E. of Porte Pairs.

MORNE Rouge, a town on the N. coast of Hifpaniola; 7 miles S.S.W. of Cape François.

MORNING, the beginning of the day; or the time of the Sun-rising.

The astronomers reckon morning, manfc, from the time of midnight, to that of mid-day. Thus an eclipse is said to begin at eleven o'clock in the morning, &c.

Mornings-hine, in Geography, a town of Bavaria, in the principality of Aichhätt; 6 miles W. of Aichhätt.

MORO, a river of Hindostan, which runs into the Chamb, about ten miles N.E. of Suijpour, in the cazar of Rantapour—Affo, a mountain of Piedmont; 14 miles W. of Domo d'Ocella.

Morb Gaffe, a fortresses on the Headland, on the E. side of the channel of the Hannah, in the N.W. part of the island of Cuba; it is the first of two strong calles for the defence of the channel. This fort is a kind of triangle, fortified with baftions, on which are mounted about 60 pieces of cannon, of 24-pounds. From the caile runs a wall or line mounted with 12 long brass cannon, of 36-pounds, called, by way of eminence, "the Twelve Apollûres:" and at the point between the caile and the sea is a tower, where a person is stationed for giving signals of approaching vessels. See HAVANA.

MOROCARPUS, in Botany, so called by Ruppius, from the resemblance of its fruit to a mulberry. See BILUM.

MOROCCO, or MAROCCO, Empire of, comprehends the two kingdoms of Morocco and Fez, which were formerly part of the ancient Mauritania, (which fea,) and are situated on the south western borders of Barbary, hence sometimes called Weil Barbary; it is bounded on the N. by the tribes of the Almoravids in the Mediterranean; on the E. by the kingdom of Tlemcen or Tremscen, and the defart of Angad, from which it is separated by the river Mullavia and its southern branches, and also Vedi d'Elgerid, Bled-derred, or Bledulgerid; on the S. by the Defart, or Sahara, and on the W. by the Atlantic ocean. It extends from the 28th to the 36th degree of N. lat. and from about 2o to 11° 30' of W. long.; its greatest length from the N.E. to the S.W. being about 500 miles, and its greatest breadth about 260, and about half as much where it is narrowest. The territories of Morocco are formed by the union of several small kingdoms, anciently limited to a single province, and perpetually at variance among themselves, till at length they were subdued and united under one sovereign by the sharifs. The southern part of the empire contains the kingdoms of Sus or Sus, Tarudant, Morocco, Tafilt, and Sughmkea; and the northern, thoute of Fez, Miquinez, and Tremeen; the latter, which was formerly subject to Morocco, having been conquered by the Turks of Algiers, is now a part of the territories of that regency. See each respectively.

The kingdom of Morocco comprehends at present the provinces of Morocco, Efcura, Rannau, Denguella, Abda, Sherma, Hea, Sus, Dra, and Gefula; that of Fez contains those of Tememina, Shavoya, Tedla, Beni-Haffen, Fez, Rif, Garret, Shaus, and Algemb or El-Garb. These provinces have been called by other names, so that the geography of the country has been confused; and besides, the limits of these provinces have frequently varied, according to the different tribes that have occupied them, and this variation of extent has occasioned a variation of name. Besides the provinces which compose the empire of Morocco, the sharifs claim sovereignty of the Vled de Nun and the defart or Sahara, but their authority over these is very precarious, being dependent on the will of their subjects and temporary circumstances. The people who inhabit these deserts, far removed from the centre of despotic authority, live in tribes or small republics, and choose their own chiefs. They nevertheless retain for the emperor of Morocco that respect and veneration which his power, and the idea they have of his supremacy, as head of the church, inspire; but they pay or refuse tribute according to their own pleasure. This part of the coast has been called Vled de Nun, from Cape Nun discovered by the Portuguese in the beginning of the 15th century, and to which they gave this name, because those who first doubled it never returned.

The whole empire of Morocco is surrounded to the E., N., and W., by a chain of valleys and mountains, which are distinguished according to the number and names of the tribes by which they are inhabited. From Laracha to near Saffi, the western part of it forms a fort of plain, which, in many places, is fifteen or twenty leagues in breadth, from east to west. The maritime provinces of this empire are Garret, Rif, Garret, Beni-Haffen, Tememina, Denguella, Abda, a part of the former, Hea, Sherma, and Sus. The northern provinces, E. of that of Sus and N. of Vled de Nun, are those of Dra and Gefula, near mount Atlas, the province of Morocco, of considerable extent, bounded to the N. by the province of Efcura or Aflora, and by mount Atlas to the E., Efcura and Rannau, Tedla, along the eastern side of mount Atlas, and having to the W. the province of Shavoya, and the province of Fez, with its numerous dependencies. (See each of these respectively.) The eastern boundary of all the western provinces of Morocco is mount Atlas. To the east of this mountain is the kingdom of Tafilt, which fea.

The cities and towns in the empire are neither large, numerous, nor populous. The desarts, jealous of their authority, and fearful of being deprived of the power they abuse, confine cities and strong places as more favourable to rebellions and the liberty of the subject, than camps; and therefore their towns are weakly fortified, and in a small degree capable of defence on the land side. The empire of Morocco is separated on the N. from the kingdom of Algiers, (which see,) by the river Mullavia, which falls into the Mediterranean. The emperor professes no place on this northern coast known by the name of Rif; thence he once had having been taken by the Spaniards, who still possess them, four are Alubenna, Mellila, and Velles de Pegnon or Gomera. Other cities and towns are Temoz, Cemal,
The chief rivers in the empire of Morocco are the Mulla-
via, Molucha or Mullooyah, the Taga, Talmuda or Ta-
muda, which, as well as the former, springs from mount
Atlas, and discharges itself into the Mediterranean, the El
Kofe, or Lucuus, deriving its name from its arched windings,
El Kofe signifying, in Arabic, an arch, the Bait, rising
in the Atlas, and partly losing itself in the swamps and lakes
of the province of El Garb, and partly falling into the
river Sebou, Seboo or Cebo, Ba-Regreg, rising in the
Atlas, and after traversing the plains of Beni-Hallen,
discharging itself into the ocean between the towns of Sallec
and Rabat, the Morbeya, Ommirabib or Ammirabes, which
rises in the Atlas, and after separating the province of Fez
from that of Tedia, and dividing the part of the empire W.
of Atlas into two parts, enters the ocean at the port of
Azamor, the Tenifit, a deep large river, which rises in the
Atlas and discharges itself into the ocean about 16 miles
S. of Safi, Tadif, which runs into the ocean a few miles S.
of Tegrewelt, or Cape Olfem, the majestic river Sus or Sufa,
which runs into the ocean, Draha, rising in the Atlas and
disappearing in the absorbing sands of Sahara, the Meffia,
called Wed-Meffa, which flows from the Atlas, drained off
by the farmers during its passage for irrigating their land,
&c., at low water separated from the ocean by a bar of
sand, and finally the Akaifa, navigable to Nun or Noon,
called Wed-Noon, or Wed-Akaita. Many other streams
fall into these principal rivers. The mountains of Morocco
are thoese of the greater Atlas, surrounding the empire on
the S. in form of a crescent, and separating Barbary from Bled-
dalgerid. This then passes about 30 miles E. of the city of
Morocco, is immensely high, the most elevated part being
estimated at 11,980 English feet, and through this mountain
covered with snow. It is visible at sea several leagues off
the coast. The mountains that form these chains are in many
places very fertile, and produce excellent fruits. In the
branches E. of Morocco are mines of copper, and those
which pass through the province of Sus yield besides
copper, iron, lead, silver, sulphur, and saltpetre: here are
also mines of gold mixed with antimony and lead-ore.

Some of these mountains consist of lime-flour, or clay, or
of a mixture of both: the granite on which these masses
rest must be at a considerabe depth, since no vestiges of it
are anywhere visible, not even among the fragments and
loose stones with which the fields abound. The calcareous
mountains are generally covered with fields of various kinds,
and other marine productions, so that no doubt can be
entertained with regard to their origin. The argilaceous
mountains exhibit either horizontal or vertical strata, and
are not seldom dissected by veins of foliated calcareous spar.
The considerable thickness of the stratum of mould by which
all these mountains are covered, is a sufficient proof of the
very remote antiquity of the vegetations they exhibit. The
soil consists either of pure sand, often passing into
quick-sand, or of pure clay, sometimes so abundantly mixed
with iron ochre, that the productions of the earth are con-
ciderably influenced by it. A great part of the province
Abda, near Safi, is on this account called bed hamar
(the red land): all its natural productions, such as wax,
rum, wool, &c. being distinguished by a reddish tint pe-
clusar to them. The wool is so much affected by it, that
neither washing nor bleaching can produce a change; whilst
the natives of the province of Abda are known from other
Moors by their hawks, which are constantly of a reddish
colour.

The inhabitants of the upper region of Atlas live four
months in the year in excavations of the mountains, viz.
from November to February inclusive. The little Atlas
extends along the Barbary coast from the frufts of Gibraltar
to the district of Bona in the kingdom of Algiers. See ATL.

The climate of Morocco is temperate and fustidious, and
not so hot as its situation would lead u to suppose. It is
defended by the Atlas from the east winds, that would scor-
ch the earth; watered by the streams descending from this lofty
and extensive chain, which not only diffuse verdure over the
face of the country, but temper the summer heat; and re-
fracted from the west by the regular breezes that are wafted
from the sea. In this climate the rains are regular in winter,
though the atmosphere is not laden with clouds. In Ja-
uary the country is covered with verdure, and enamelled
with flowers. Barley is cut in March, and the wheat harvest
is in June. All fruits are early in this climate; the vintage
terminates in the beginning of September, and grapes are
occasionally ripe at the end of May. The winters are not
severe, so that ice is unknown, except on the summits of the
mountains, and snow and hoary frost are uncommon
phenomena, and fire is seldom necessary. The thermomet-
er seldom fums to more than 5° above the freezing point.
The soil is exceedingly fertile, and cultivation requires little
labour. Notwithstanding the fulness of the climate and the
productivefulness of the soil, the swarms of locusts that infest
this country commit the most dreadful ravages.

The wealth of Morocco very much consists in the fert-
ility of its soil; its corn, fruits, flocks, fiax, sail, gulls,
and wax, would not only supply the wants of the inhabi-
tants, but yield an immense surplus for trade and barter
with other nations, if its government were stable and secure,
and if subjects were allowed to enjoy the fruits of their
labour and their property in safety. The increase of corn in
Morocco is often as sixty to one, and the proportion of
thirty is held to be an indifferent harvest. The exportation
of corn, however, is forbidden by an intolerable religion
and restricting laws, which do not permit the super-abundance
to be sold to infidels. The property of land is also prec-
curious. Every thing in this despotic empire is subject to
the caprice of the sovereign, and the laws of the moment.

Hence it is that in this country the present system of
husbandry is exactly similar to what it was several hundred
years ago; the whole of its agriculture, in particular, being
confined to the cultivation of the most indifpenable granges,
such as wheat, barley, Turkey-millet, or aldora (Hel cus
ferghum), mays, and chick-peas (Cicer arietinum). Molt
of these are sown in the months of November and Decem-
ber, and reaped in May or June. Their implements of
agriculture are in exact correspondence with their ignorance
of every thing relative to the cultivation of the soil: all
that is done before sowing consists in harrowing up the
earth with a mort wretchedly constructed plough: but with
all this mismanagement the crop does not exceed twenty, may
even thirty times the quantity of seed committed to the
earth. In general they make use of no manure, except
which is left on the fields by their flocks and herds.

But those who inhabit places near forests and woods,
avail themselves of another method to render the soil pro-
ductive. A month or two before the rains commence, the
farmer sets fire to the underwood, and by this confagation
is char
clears as much land as he intends to cultivate. The soil immediately after this treatment, if carefully ploughed, acquires considerable fertility, but is liable soon to become barren, unless annually fertilized by proper manure. This system of burning down the woods for the sake of obtaining arable land, though not generally permitted in lands differently regulated from this, is allowable in a country, the population of which bears so small a proportion to the fertility of the soil, and in which the most beautiful fields are suffered to remain unproductive for want of hands to cultivate them. In this manner the nomadic Arab proceeds in his confinements till the whole neighbourhood around him is exhausted; he then packs up his tents and travels in search of another fertile place, where to fix his abode, till hunger again obliges him to continue his migration. Thus it is computed, that at one and the same time, no more than a third part of the whole country is in a state of cultivation.

Extensive forests are not to be met with in Morocco; the woods consist chiefly of middle-sized trees, such as oaks, and often merely of thorns, particularly of some species of rhamnus, rock roses (Cistus), phyllyrea, a few species of arbutus, broom (Spartium), furze (Genista), philiechis (Pilaaza), heaths (Erica), &c. The banks of the rivers are decorated with rockrose (Nerium oleander), the rough mullein (Smitha alpe), and the Rubus fruticosus. In the rocky parts of the old walls, are found among other plants, the prickly caper-bush (Capparis spinosa), and dwarf palm (Chamaerops humilis). The more considerable woods, or forests, in the northern parts of the country, consist of cork-trees (Quercus suber), evergreen oaks (Quercus ilex), and on the mountains of the interior a species of spruce fir is found, the wood of which has the pleasant scent of cedar, and is used for the purpose of building, &c. The woods of the southern parts are composed of the Argan oil-tree (Eleodendron argan), Egyptian mimosa (Mimosa milotica), a new species of arbor vitae (Thuia articulata, Vahl), purple juniper (Juniperus phoenicea). In the neighbourhood of Taghelt, Sus, and in the southernmost parts, the date trees (Phenicis dactyliferas), form continued forests, and produce plenty of fruit; but in the northern parts they are cultivated only as curiosities, and are almost cotemporary barren.

The inclosures of the gardens are quick hedges, made of Indian figs (Carbus opuntia), and the great aloe (Agave americana); which two vegetables are particularly well calculated for this purpose in the climate of the country, as they are not affected by the winter season, and where the faving of the soil is no object to the agriculturist. The produce of the gardens consists chiefly in grapes, oranges, lemons, figs, almonds, pomegranates, walnuts, chestnuts, peaches, apricots, mulberries, and the carob tree or St. John's bread (Ceratonia siliglua), being of rare occurrence. Of the smaller plants the most esteemed are water and other melons, calabashes, cucumbers, love apples (Solanum lycopersicum), beans, lentils, red and white leeks, radishes, arachokes, &c. Alhenna (Lawsonia inermis) is particularly cultivated in the southern provinces on account of its leaves being made use of for dyeing and for other purposes. Tobacco is cultivated chiefly at Mequinez and Fez, from whence the leaves are exported to other places of the kingdom, where they are manufactured as well into tobacco for smoking as into snuff. Hemp is cultivated in the gardens; the herb is dried, cut into small pieces, and used as tobacco, or externally as a powder, called Higulbs. Its operation on the body is that of opium, spirituous liquors, or other intoxicating substances; inured, it is made use of by the Moors as a substitute for wine, which their religion forbids them to drink. Apples, pears, and cherries are here and there met with, but they are mostly very indifferent, and therefore not held in esteem. The Moors, who are naturally indolent, neglect the culture of their fruits. The almost spontaneous fruits of the country are oranges, lemons, grapes, and figs. Water-melons are seen everywhere, and apricots, apples, and pears are occasionally found, as we have already mentioned. The olive is cultivated along the coast, particularly to the south. Gum, almonds, dates, cheftnuts, wax, and tallow, are the productions of various provinces in this empire.

As to the ancient commerce of this country, we can find no certain or satisfactory report. It is probable, however, that the Carthaginians, who were an enlightened and industrious people, and who governed parts of Africa and established settlements on its coast, must have contributed caravans to exchange their products for the gold and other productions of interior Africa. The progress which navigation made, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, must have considerably affected the commerce of Africa, and have infensibly attracted it from the centre towards the sea-coast, on the west, which approaches the equator, and where the French, Portuguese, Dutch, and English, each emulative of the other, have successively formed establishments. The great rivers of Africa, which empty themselves in those seas, united its utmost boundaries, and the ports of Europe, the received gold-duff, ivory, ambergris, Guinea pepper, and other productions, of inland Africa; the exclusive enjoyment of which had till that time, been confined to the bordering nations, and even to them became objects of luxury. After the destruction of Carthage and Rome, the Moors, having had no intercourse of a commercial nature with Europe till towards the fourteenth century, must have confined their trade to the more central nations of Africa, with which they respectively interchanged their products. There they probably vended their merchandise of woollen-stuffs, sheep-skins, cloth, corn, salt, and dried fruits. In exchange for these they obtained gold-duff, ivory, Guinea pepper, and flaves. Such was, probably, the first source of the wealth of the empire of Morocco. The Moors on the confines of Africa might still possess nearly the same resources, if they had the same facility of communication. That of Morocco, whose situation is more central, has, perhaps, profited the least by them during the three last centuries, either on account of the frequent revolutions which their empire has undergone, or because their despotic government has to entirely shackled trade and industry. In the sequel of this article it will appear what is the present commercial intercourse between the empire of Morocco and the nations of Europe.

The inhabitants of the empire of Morocco, known by the name of Moors, are a mixture of Arabian and African nations, formed into tribes; with the origin of which our acquaintance is very imperfect. It seems probable that most of the "Cafts," which occupy the provinces of Morocco, have been repelled from the eastern to the western Africa during the different revolutions that have agitated this part of the world; that they have followed the standards of their chiefs whose names they have preferred; and that by these ways, as well as the countries which they inhabit, are distinguished. At present these tribes are called "Cables," or "Callies," from the Arabic word Eobell; and they are so numerous that it is impossible to have a knowledge of them all. The different tribes that people this empire may be distributed into two principal classes; viz., the Brebos and Brebberos, probably the aborigines, and the Moors, most of whom are the descendants of those who were driven out of Spain. (See Morocco.) Both these tribes adopted the Mahometan religion on the first
first invasion of the Arabs. For an account of the Brebes, see that article.

There is another class of persons, denominated Shellalis, who inhabit the Atlas mountains, and their various branches south of Morocco; they live generally in towns, and, like the Brebes, are mostly occupied in husbandry, though differing from them in their language, dress, and manners: they live almost entirely on (Aflona) barley-meal made into gruel, and barley washed or granulated, which they mix with cold water when travelling; this is called "Zimeta." Many of these people are reported to be descended from the Portuguese, who formerly pooffled all the ports on the coast, but who, after the discovery of America, gradually withdrew thither. East of Morocco, near Dimnet, on the Atlas mountains, there is still remaining a church, having inscriptions in Latin over the entrance, supposed to have been built by them, which, being superstitiously reported to be haunted, has escaped destruction. Their language is called Annalik.

As for the Moors, the greatest number of them are extended over the country, and the red inhabit the cities. The former live in tents, and every year form fresh encampments in order to give rein to the land, and to obtain fresh pasturage; but they are not allowed to remove without having first informed their governor. Like the ancient Arabs, they are wholly addicted to a rural life. Their encampments are called "Douhars," and composed of numerous tents, which form a crescent, and their flocks and herds returning from pasture occupy the centre. Each douhar has a chief, who is invested with authority for superintending and governing a number of these encampments; and many of the latter subdivisions are again re-united under the government of a "bashaw," some of whom have 10,000 douhars under their command. Their tents, of a conical form, and about 8 or 10 feet high in the centre, and from 20 to 25 in length, are made of twine, composed of goats' hair, camels' wool, and the leaves of the wild palm, so that they keep out water; but being black, their appearance at a distance is not agreeable. In camp the Moors live in the utmost simplicity, and present a faithful picture of the earth's inhabitants in the fifteenth ages. In the milk and wool of their flocks, they find every thing necessary for their food and clothing. It is their custom to have several wives, who are employed in all domestic affairs. Beneath their ill-fitted tents they milk their cows and make butter; they fort and sift their wheat and barley, gather vegetables, grind flour with a mill composed of two round stones, 18 inches in diameter; in the upper one of which is fixed a handle by which it is made to turn upon an axle. They daily make bread, which they bake between two earthen plates, and very often on the ground heated by fire. Their common food is "Coofeefood," which beer. When the officers of the camps receive strangers, they kill a sheep, which they immediately roast and serve up in a wooden platter. The women are also employed in preparing their wool, spinning, and weaving in booms hung lengthways in their tents. Thus they make their "hacks" or "haykes," which, without dreading, netting, or dyeing, are immediately applied to use. Thus the constant drees of the country Moors, without either shirts or drawers, linen being deemed a luxury fit only for the court and city. The fancy of which the country women are most drollish consists of large ear-rings, in the shape of a crescent, or silver rings, with bracelets and rings for the small of the leg. They also wear necklaces of small coloured glass-beads, or cow-grains strung on a filkien thread. They also paint the face, neck, bosom, and almost their whole body with the forms of flowers and ornaments; making impressions with models in which are the points of needles, that slightly raise the skin, under which a blue colour is infected, or gunpowder pulverized, which is never effaced. The women of some Moorish tribes hear on the forehead, or on the chin, a cro fus, denoting probably that they are the descendants of those who were formerly subjected to the Christians of Africa, and who, to avoid paying taxes like the Moors, thus impressed crofses upon their skins, that they might pass for Christians. The country Moors regard their wives more as slaves than as companions, and compel them to submit to every drudgery, except that of tilling the ground. The skin of the country women is tanned, as they walk unveiled; and in some places they paint their cheeks, and everywhere trim their hair, their feet, and their finger ends, with an herb called "Henna," (see Alcann) which produces a deep saffron colour. In their douhars, which are scattered through the country, and commonly fixed near some rivulet or well, there is a tent for the reception of travellers, where they find poultry, milk, and eggs, and furage for their horses. Over the tents of travellers there is a guard, left only of the Moors, who are naturally thievish, should attempt to commit a robbery. The douhar is responsible for all thefts committed in its vicinity, during the day, or in sight of its encampment. To facilitate barter there is a public market held every day, except Friday, in various quarters of each province. Here the neighbouring Moors assemble to buy or sell cattle, corn, vegetables, dried fruits, carpets, hatchets, and all the productions of their country. On the outside of the market they have usually shows, buffoons, fingers, dancers, and merry-angels. On one side is the place of the barbers or surgeons, to whom they bring their sick to be cured of strains, dislocations, or other accidents. The Moors of the countries differ but little from those who live under tents; but they affect a superiority, of which they are vain. They are of the same general origin; unless we suppose, that the former are intermixed with the descendants of those Moors of Spain, who, after their expulsion, preferred a city to a rural life. Their houses have in general few conveniences: they have no windows, and they are seldom more than 16 feet high. They have all terraces on the roof, which are formed of earth and mortar; their furniture chiefly consists of mats, carpets, some chairs, a chaff, a table, and a bed, which is concealed by curtains. The inhabitants of cities have only one wife; but they have female negroes, whom they may take as concubines. In their drees they are distinguished from the country Moos by wearing a shirt and linen drawers, and an upper garment of cotton in summer, and of cloth in winter, which they call a "Cafian." Obliged as they are to conceal their riches, the Moors wear no jewels; very few of them have so much as a ring, a watch, or a silver snuff-box. The Moorish women of the cities seldom leave the house, and they are always veiled. They are not, however, in general very reserved: those of the south are the handsomest, and they are so reserved, or so guarded, that their relations do not enter their houses, nor their tents. Nevertheless there are tribes, who are not inferior, but are an object of curiosity to a traveller. The females of the cities are more addicted to finery than those of the country. The Moors present their wives with jewels of gold, silver or pearl, but very few wear precious stones. They have rings both of silver and gold, also ear-rings, in form of crescents, bracelets of silver and gold, and silver rings at the lower parts of their legs. Although the use of white paint is unknown among the Moorish women, and that of red feldem recurred to, it is not uncommon for them...
them to dye their eyebrows and eyelashes, and to trace on
their feet, the palms of their hands, and the tips of their
fingers, regular figures with henna.

Among the Moors and Jews, who people the empire of
Morocco, there is an intermediate class of perfons, called
renegades, who have renounced Christianity to embrace
Mahometism. Many of these were originally Jews: the
Moors do not hold them in the least respect, and the Jews are
still less honoured. These apostates only intermarry among
each other. The Jews are very populous in the empire of
Morocco. Profligates in Spain and Portugal, they have
found an asylum in this empire. They poiffe neither lands nor
gardens, nor can they enjoy their fruits in tranquillity.
They must wear only black, and are obliged, when they pass
near mosques, or through streets in which there are sanctuaries,
to walk barefoot. Notwithstanding their oppression, and the contempt with which they are
 treated, they have many advantages over the Moors: better
understanding the nature of trade, they act as agents and
brokers, and profit by their own skill and cunning, and the
ignorance of the Moors. Some are mechanics, such as
goldsmiths, tailors, gunsmiths, millers, and masons; they
are also employed by the emperor in receiving the customs,
coming the money, and in intercourse with European mer-
chants, and in all negotiations with the various European
governments. The wives of the Jews in Morocco are in
general well-formed, handsome, with good Complexions, and
very fine eyes, addicted to drees, and somewhat inclined to
gallantry. As the Jews throughout the empire live separa-
rate from the Moors, they enjoy their religious rites with
considerable liberty. See Algiers and Barbary.

The Moors, as we have already said, are pastoral people,
and their wealth consists in their flocks and herds. The
wool of their sheep is partly employed in their own clothing
and carpets, and partly sold to foreign nations. The
wool is of various sorts; some kinds being very coarse
and others very fine, and particularly that of Teda. In
the empire of Morocco there are few black sheep. Oxeas
of a small breed are plentiful; for home consumption the
Moors fatten their beef and preserve it from year to year;
their raw hides are sent in prodigious quantities to Mar-
elles. The camel is an animal of great value and ufe to the
Moors; as it is used for the purposes of agriculture, as
well as for travelling; and its fleh also serves for food. The
horses of Morocco are in general good, and they are taught
to endure fatigue, heat, cold, hunger, and thirst. They
are formed for fleetness and activity, but the breed is
decreased, except in Abdas, and about Morocco. Mules are
much used, and the breed is encouraged. Poultry is abun-
dant in Morocco; pigeons are excellent; partridges are
plentiful; woodcocks are scarce; but snipes are numerous
in the seafon; the strich is hunted both for sport and for
profit, as its feathers are a confiderable article of trafic
harmful good; but rabbits are confined to the northern
part of the empire from Laracha to Tetuan. Fallow deers,
roe-deers, the antelope, foxes, and other animals of Europe,
are not very abundant in Morocco; lions and tigers are not
uncommon in some parts of the empire: of all the species
of ferocious animals found in this empire, the wild boar is
the most common: the fow has several fitters in the
year, and her young, which are numerous, serve as food for
the lion. The tame varieties of fowl, that are found in the
Mediterranean, are taken on the shore of West Barbary.

The religion of the Moors is Mahometism, which
they very rigidly observe. They follow the fect of Abdallah
Melek, or Meir, who was one of the four commentators
on the Koran. Saints and their sanctuaries are very nume-
rous among the Moors; and they are devoutly invoked by
the men for the cure of their diseases, for the fertility of
their lands, and for success in their undertakings; and by
the women for the blessing of children. Some of them pre-
tend to have charms against wizards, forcers, the poison
of serpents, and other venomous insects. They even eat
scorpions. The number of saints contributes very much
to the increase of superstition among the Moors, of which
their despotic governors are not at a loss to avail themselves.
The Moors of the country never fall, after harveil, to per-
form a visit of pilgrimage to the faint, whom they highly
venerate, carrying their fift fruits as an expression of ho-
mage and gratitude. Their priets, their judges, all the
learned in the law, every well informed perfon, together
with their sharifs or nobles, are held by the Moors to be
holy; and they extend their veneration even to Christian
priests. Madmen, idiots, and dotards are supposed by
the people to be pollefled by a divine spirit. The sanctu-
aries of the saints are very numerous, and there are four
which large poffessions are annexed. The propenlity of the
Moors to superstition, enthusiasm, and fanaticism
spires them with a veneration for each of their number as
have made the pilgrimage to Mecca. Even a camel, that
has been at Mecca, is well fed, maintained without work,
and allowed to graze freely wherever he shall stray.

The two Mahometan festivals, called Bairam and Corban,
are each of them kept by the Moors for eight days; and
they also obferve the anniversary of Mahomet in the fame
manner; and they celebrate the festival of the new year
for ten days after its commencement.

No government can be imagined more absolute than that
of Morocco. The subject throughout the empire has no-
thing which he can call his own, not even his opinions or
his exiflence; his maller deprives him of his property or
of his life whenever he pleafes. The services that are per-
formed to the sovereign are gratuitous, and merely honor-
ary; and the favours, which he may think proper to bellow
at his own plenure, are the only revenue of thofe who per-
form them. Wherever the monarch happens to be, he grants public
audiences four times a week for the distribution of justice;
and this the Moors call holding the "Melhooar." While
he performs these functions, he fits on horseback, with an
umbrella held over his head by one of his grooms; and
this, in Morocco, is the fole diftinctive mark of royalty.
Although all may have access to thofe public audiences, no
one is admitted without a prefent proportioned to his wealth
or ftation, or the importance of the matters depending,
and the circumstances under which he is obliged to treat.
The governors of provinces give money, flates, foraffes, and
camels; private perfons pretent haicks, carpets, cloths, or
other effects; a poor man will offer an old camel, two
sheep, a goat, nay even three hens, or a dozen of eggs.
The governors or bailiffs exclusively regulate the police
of their districts; and they take care to increase the revenue
by their authority, or by availing themselves of the alter-
cations which the spirit of iniquitude raises among the
Moors. When the bailiffs have acquired wealth, the em-
peror ftrips them of it, and this kind of retributive justice
coduces to the benefit of his treafury. Money, in this
government, confitutes the crime, or obtains the pardon of
the accused.

In the empire of Morocco there is no code of laws; but
the practice of juftrprudence is reduced to the application
of certain principles deduced from the Koran, and its
com-
pleadings, he, afflicted by some other men of the law, gives sentence according to the majority of opinions. If the parties are dissatisfied, they may appeal to the emperor; but this is a case which seldom happens. The Moors, when they quarrel, insult and abuse each other, but seldom strike.

As to the state of knowledge among the Moors, much cannot be said in commendation of it. Deriving their language and religion from the Arabs, they seem not in any degree to have participated of their knowledge. The Moors of this empire, though the Moors of Spain blended with those of Morocco may be found among their progenitors, have preferred no traces of the genius of their ancestors. The Moors have no conception of the speculative sciences; those among them who can read, and their number is very small, seldom read anything but their books of religion. Education consists merely in learning to read and write; and as the revenues of the learned are derived from those talents, the priests and talibas among them are the sole depositaries of this scanty knowledge. The Moors, like the Arabs, adopt the practice of rhyming and singing the history of any extraordinary event. The Moors of Spain paid particular attention to the study of physic and astronomy, and they have left valuable monuments of their skill and attainments, but the modern Moors are much degenerated: they have no inclination to the study of science, and they are shamefully ignorant both of diseases and their remedies. Their most common physicians are their talibas, their fakirs, and their fants, in whom they repose a superstitious confidence. Astronomy is almost unknown to the Moors; although they lead a kind of wandering life, under the canopy of the heavens, always open to their view, they have little acquaintance with celestial bodies; and they are totally unable to calculate eclipses, which they always interpret to portend evil. However, magic, the companion of astrology, has here its followers, and it is particularly studied by the talibas in the southern parts, who successfully use it in imposing upon Moorish credulity with strange dreams, and ambiguous forebodings and predictions. The language of the empire of Morocco is Arabic; but it exists among them in a very corrupted state.

In the character and manners of the Moors we discern the deleterious effects of despotism on the one hand, and slavery on the other. Despotism so debases the soul, that it is insupportable neither of fortune nor of elevation: the slaves only learn the will of their masters, and have not even an idea of liberty. With less sensibility than other men, they are faithful neither to their relations, nor friends, nor country; their vices are the opposite of all good faith; they love not one another, and foreigners they love still less. Easily supplied, and inhabiting a naturally fertile country, the Moors are little addicted to labour; and hence it is that they have little vigour, and little of that characteristic energy which gives birth to noble ideas, and to great crimes or great virtues. This flourish of the faculties keeps them in eternal fluidity, and is the very prop of despotism; for it seems to be a well-founded remark, that governments are more or less arbitrary, in proportion as the people are more or less informed. The Moors are cast in body as well as in mind; though they are tolerably well-formed, have regular features, good teeth, and fine eyes, yet their countenances are deficient of expression or mind. Their whole aspect bears the stamp of slavery and oppression. Avaricious by nature, these people are addicted to accumulate and to conceal wealth. This propensity of the Moors renders them plant, cunning, and disagreeable; and generally inclined, especially among the lower orders, to theft and rapine.

Although truth and candour would not warrant our saying that there are no individuals, whose actions are just or generous; yet it behaves those who deal with them to be wary, for they will never discover something of the Moor. Let any one read the account of Mungo Park's travels, and their indignation will be excited by the treatment which he experienced from the Moors.

The Moors, like other Mahometans, live, in the computation of their time, the lunar months and year; but in some of their astronomical calculations, and for the purpose of regulating the hour of prayer according to the feasons, they have recourse to the solar year, adhering to the old file. They count the days of the week by hrih, second, third, &c. from Sunday to Saturday, which mode of reckoning they esteem to have received from the Hebrews.

The Moors marry young, the age of puberty of the females being 15. They are permitted to have four wives, and as many concubines as they can maintain. In some parts the husband receives no portion with his wife, but pays for her; but it is most common for the parents to give a portion with the bride. If the be repudiated, the husband restores it two-fold: if the husband die, the wife recovers her portion, and the eighth part of his eftates. The children of the wives have all equal claim to the effects of the parents; those of the cunctines can only claim half as much. As women are not admitted into the society of men, young périons do not marry here from love, but for convenience; and the relations form the contract, and settle the terms of it. The purity of the bride at the time of marriage is much regarded, and proofs of it are required and publicly exhibited. Among the Moors it is customary to marry their male and female negroes, and after a certain period to restore them to freedom; but after they recover their liberty, they live by labour.

At the close of harvest, it is the custom of the Moors to lay up their corn in matamores, that is, in pits where it is long preferred. (See Matamore.) They also deposit their riches, as well as their corn, in the ground. They have some other customs, which we shall summarily recite; such as their repugnance to the killing of flocks, which they deem sinful: they hold it contrary to the spirit of religion, and betraying irreverence, to bury the dead in mosques, thus profaning the temple of the Most High by the putrefaction of dead bodies. The deceased is not kept in the house, unless he expires after fun-fet, but his body is transported to the mosque. The Moors sing at their burial service, an ushage which they have probably adopted from the Christians of Spain, as the Mahometans do not sing. On Friday women repair to the felpulchres of the dead, to weep and pray at the resting-places of those whose memory they hold dear. The Moors have a custom of making bon-fires at the feast of St. John, but can give no reason for it; however, the origin of this custom is of very ancient date. The people of this country have a particular aversion to bells, originating probably from their aversion to Callillians.

The military establishment of the empire of Morocco is the result of a succession of accidental circumstances. Some few years ago 50,000 negroes were kept in pay by Morocco; but with views of economy, the emperor disarmed and disbanded them; and now the total amount does not exceed more than between 15 and 18,000 men, who are kept in constant pay; and even some of those are sent into distant provinces, to protect the tax-gatherers. Nevertheless, most of the Moors are soldiers: as each of them keeps a house, a fabric, and a musket, and they are ready to march at the first warrant of the monarch. Although the population of this empire bears but a small proportion to its extent, the emperor
emperor might with great ease raise from 2 to 330,000 men, if such a force were found to be necessary. The emperor has few infantry in his service, the chief force of his army consisting of cavalry. The Moors are good horsemen, and capable of being good soldiers, though not actually formed for this purpose. Armies among the Moors are usually drawn up in a crescent, the strength of which is in the centre, and here the artillery is placed; and their whole art of attack consists in acting with the detachments of the two extremities, so as to suround the enemy, put him between two fires, and at the same time expose him to be cannonaded by the artillery. The emperor has of late procured more than 60 mortars of various dimensions, and above 200 pieces of artillery; and he has exercised some percons in the art of gunnery. The musquets are forged in the empire of Morocco of iron procured from Bificay; they are about 6½ feet long, and are so much loaded with iron as to fatigue the soldier. Their fabres are also manufactured in Morocco of Bificay iron. Gunpowder is likewise made in this empire.

It is probable that, after the expulsion of the Moors from Spain (see MOROCCO), and those revolutions which internally disturbed the empire of Morocco, all naval exertions were long renounced. The coasts of Barbary, washed by the Mediterranean and the Western ocean, only gave harbors to some pirates; and the progress of their art was, it is prefixed, would not be very great, when the Portuguese had conquered Ceuta, Azilla, and Tangiers. Navigation began to be encouraged under the reign of Muley Ishmael. When these towns had been abandoned, and commerce became more generally promoted throughout Europe, Salle became a port of some consequence, and the Salle rovers were formidable to the merchants of Europe. When Sidi Mahomet, a late emperor, had made peace with the principal nations of Europe, he collected all his vessels into a squadron, that he might maintain his marine force, and add to its respectability. Although the naval strength of the emperor of Morocco is not very considerable, the situation of his flates will always afford him an advantage: he poaches Tangiers and Tetuan at the different mouths of the firth, through which vessels from all parts of the globe, failing for the Mediterranean, must pass; and his row-galleys, in so narrow a passage, are always capable of calculating their distance and ascertaining a safe retreat.

The revenues of the emperor of Morocco cannot be easily estimated, as they entirely depend on his will. In the present exhausted state of the empire, the various taxes united are scarcely sufficient for its own support: and the treasury of the emperor, which was formerly very considerable, was reduced in 1782 to about two millions of ducats, or about five hundred thousand pounds sterling. Such is the state of an empire which nature has enriched with its gifts, and which, after having been laid desolate by the conflicting factions of man, is at present scarcely sufficient to supply his wants.

Various and contradictory statements have been made by travellers of the population of this country. A late writer has collected from the best sources of information to which he could have access a variety of particulars, from which we deduce the following general results. The total population of the principal towns, which he enumerates, is stated at 895,603: that of the provinces and flates, also specified, is given at 10,341,000; and the total is as follows: the tribes of the Brebers of North Atlas altogether amount to 3,000,000; the district of Taflet contains 670,000; the provinces of the Morocco empire, west of Atlas, include 10,341,000; and the inland cities, towns, and ports contain 895,600; fo that the total population of the whole empire, including Tafilet, amounts to 14,886,000 persons.

If we except some trifling barter, the safety of the sea has been the principal cause why the nations of Europe have made treaties with the emperor of Morocco. England is the first power which concluded treaties of friendship and commerce with the emperors of this country. Poising Tangiers, ceded to her by Portugal in 1662, an interdict was fulfilled between England and Morocco; but it was often interrupted by the caprices of Muley Ishmael. At the commencement of the last century a treaty of peace was renewed under George I. After the death of Muley Ishmael this treaty was confirmed, and renewed in 1728 by Muley Achnet Daby, and a little time after by Muley Abdallah. The English have long maintained a trade on the coast of this empire, where they sell coarse cloths, serges, linens, peters, lead, mercer's commodities, and the iron which their ships bring from Bificay. In return they receive sometimes oils, gums, waxes, elephants' teeth, and have often sent, in French bottoms, to Marfilles oils, rawn hides, and wool. Before the American war, that separated America from England, they also exported a number of mules to North America; but the diminution of that part of their dominions has greatly diminished their trade with Morocco, which was not very considerable.

In 1752 an ambassador was sent by Muley Abdallah into Holland, and the republic then made its peace with that emperor; but subsequent revolutions gave little security to that treaty. Holland was the first power that renewed treaties of peace with Sidi Mahomet; but this emperor afterwards, viz. toward the end of 1774, declared war against the Dutch. However, Holland renewed the peace in 1778. Holland afterwards carried on some trade with the coast of Morocco, and conquest has almost rendered her imports necessary, for there are quantities of Silefan linens, called platillas, many of the coarse linens of the Baltic, and others, some few spices, drugs, tea, timber, iron of Bificay, and quantities of the cutlery and mercury wares of Germany. Holland has been used to receive from the coast of Morocco, in return, sometimes oils, wax, gums, and elephants' teeth; but as these returns, which suit the Dutch merchants, are insufficient to balance the quantity of merchandise they send thither, they have almost continually profited by the facility with which they can run for the French ports, to send oils to Marfilles, wools, and raw hides, which there find a more ready sale than in the north. The court of Denmark began to negotiate with Sidi Mahomet in 1755. But interruptions occurred, and the Danes could obtain the continuation of peace merely by paying annually the sum of 25,000 piastres. Denmark has not itself any trade with that coast. The Swedes concluded peace with the emperor of Morocco in 1763, on condition of paying a certain tribute; but in 1771 Guilliaume III. objected to this tribute; and it was at length agreed, that the king of Sweden should send an ambassadour and a present once in two years to the emperor of Morocco. The Swedes have no commercial intercourse with this empire. The republic of Venice made peace with the emperor of Morocco in 1765, on condition of paying an annual tribute of upwards of four hundred thousand pounds, but after some temporary discord, peace was established in 1781. That republic has no commercial intercourse with Morocco, and therefore, like the courts of Denmark and Sweden, pays this tribute solely for the safety of navigation. The court of Spain, as well as that of France, made peace with the emperor of Morocco in 1767, but a rupture occurred between Spain and the emperor, and the court of Madrid, deeming to con-
treaty, was ratified with remaining in a kind of
truce. Sidi Mahomet renewed peace with Spain in 1785.
Between Portugal and Morocco there is no continued trade;
and the intercourse of the two courts is simply confined to
testimonies of friendship: the republic of Genoa only enjoys
a kind of truce with the empire of Morocco, wholly un-
supported by any treaty. In 1777 the emperor of Morocco,
being at peace with the principal commercial nations, granted,
by public letters, entire liberty to all ships to trade with;
and enter, his ports, professing himself desirous of maintaining
peace with the whole world. But this declaration produced
little effect, and was soon counteracted by his conduct.
The United States of North America, after securing their
independence, wishing to profit, during the year 1786, by the
pacific dispositions which the emperor of Morocco announced
to all commercial nations, concluded a treaty of peace with
this monarch. The French have been accustomed to vend,
on the coast of Morocco, much of the linen of Britain,
and of other places, some raw silks from the farthingales of
Fez, unspun cotton, Baggard common papers, mercery
goods, fine silks, cloths, fugar, and coffee, and as much fulpher as the emperor requires: and they have re-
ceived, in exchange, wool, oils, raw hides, gums, and ele-
phants' teeth.

The duties, coins, weights, and measures in Morocco are
almost as variable as the opinion of the emperor. The duties
both of exportation and importation have been very various,
and are entirely arbitrary. The coins, which are current
over the coast of Morocco, are those of the emperor, and
those of Spain. The coins of the emperor are those of
silver, filver, and copper, which have no fixed value. The
gold ducat, which is very scarce, and which has little circula-
tion, is worth 15 ounces, corresponding to eight and four-
ence English. The silver money is the current ducat, the
ounce, and the blanquil. The current ducat is worth 10
ounces, the ounce four blanquils, and the blanquil 24 livs.
The livs is the only current copper coin. The value of the
blanquil is nearly seven farthings English; so that the ounce
is worth five shillings and fourpence. The Spanish pianfle is current in trade, but though in general its
value is fixed, it may vary according to the convenience
of the emperor, and his interest in rendering pianfles scarce
or common. The weights by which they buy and sell in Mor-
occo are equivalent to the weights of Paris, or to the poids
de mare or pound of 16 ounces; the subdivisions of which
are in both places the same. Merchandize is generally sold
by the quintal of 100 pounds; but some commodities are
sold by the great quintal, or 150 pounds. Corn is measured
along the coast of Morocco in different ways. In the
southern provinces, known by the name of the kingdom
of Morocco, wheat is sold by the garara and the mood.
The garara contains 40 mood, and the mood weighs from 18
to 20 pounds; so that the garara must be nearly 800 weight.
In the kingdom of Fez, from Salé to the north, corn is sold
by the fatha, the fahah, and the mood. Four mood make
one fatha, and 60 mood one fatha; and hence the weight of
the fatha must be 12 quintals. The corn measures, however,
are liable to variance, according to the will of the emperor.
The measures by which cloth is sold, and woollen are sold
is called equivale, which is the rub of the ancients. The
equivale contains 19 inches four lines; and as the French ell is 44
inches, 25 equivales are nearly equal to an ell.

Morocco. History of. This country, having continued
about four centuries under the Roman yoke, from the
invasion of Julius Cæsar to the declension of the empire, fell
immediately under the Goths, who crost over from Spain,
and made an easy conquest of its provinces. This new
government lasted till about the year 600, when the Saracens,
a nation no lefs furious than the Vandals, tyrannized over
them in their turn; till they were driven out by the Arabsians,
who, besides their natural ferocity, were actuated by a fiery
zeal to propagate Mahometism, every where by force of
arms, and overrun this whole country, obllging the inhab-
Itants to submit to their religion as well as government.
For some time the administration of the country was ex-
ercised by the lieutenants of the caliphs; but their seat of
government being dilant, having been successively removed
from Medina to Damascus, from Damascus to Cufa, and
from Cufa to Bagdad, infenilbly enfeebled their authority.
The Arab generals in Africa, availing themselves of these
circumstances, in favour of their ambitious projects, excited
commotions towards the end of the eighth century, and
aspired themselves to sovereignty. The descendants of Ma-
omet, called to the throne by the veneration in which they
were held by the wiligar, railed new factions; and the first
among the Edilites, who took their name from
Edris, son of Abdallah, descendant of Ab, husband to the
daughter of Mahomet. From Herbelot we learn, that their
dynasty was exterminated by the Fatimites, who pretended
that they were the descendants of Abi and Fatima, the
daughter of Mahomet: this latter dynasty, the founder of
which took the name of Mohadi, director of the faithful,
had some successe in Egypt; but its duration in Maurita-
iunia, which was exposed to numerous revolutions, was only
momentary. This part of Africa was afterwards governed
by four principal dynasties, the Morabethoon, the Moahedins,
the Benimeren, and the Sharifs of two different branches.

Edris, having escaped the massacre of all the kinfmen of
Ali at Medina, fled in 768 into Mauritania, in order to
avoid the perfecuting fword. Here he conducted himself
with fo much prudence, that he gained the affection of the
people, so that they were deffrous of living under his
government and embracing his religion. His exemplary
conduct and diligent instruction scattered the seeds of Mohammed-
ism in this country, where the greatest part of this religion
was established from the first monarchy established in Africa after Mahomet. This Edris much interceded himself in favour of the Arab Moors in
Spain. From Marron we learn, that the house of Edris,
and the house of Mequinne, reigned in Mauritania in 914,
and that reinforcements were sent over from this country
into Spain in 920 and 925. During the progresses of the
1oth century, disturbances occurred; and El-Mohadi, said
to be a descendent of Ali and Fatima, dehaued against
the house of Edris on the ground of heresy; and having made
himself master of several cities, deposed the sons of Edris
from their governments, before the succours which they had
petitioned from the king of Cordova arrived. El-Mohadi
declared himself caliph, and took the title of Hafs, or Atlas
to extend his dominion. In process of time this usurper was
affiliated, and with him terminated the dynasty of the
Fatimites. This was succeeded by that of Morabethoon,
so surnamed from the strict observance of religion by the
tribe of which he was chief. The armies of this chief were
constantly victorious, and after various battles, he remained
sovereign of Mauritania. In 1086 he was succeeded by his
son Joseph, whose subjects proclaimed him king. He is
said to have finished the city of Marakefch, or Morocco,
which
which had been begun by his father, and there established his seat of empire. This prince vanquished the king of Fez, and seized on his kingdom, which was thus, for the first time, united to that of Morocco. The reputation acquired by Joseph Ben-Tefflin was so great, that in 1097 the Mahometan kings of Spain fought his alliance, and proclaimed the supreme sovereignty, thus hoping to establish and extend their empire. Accordingly he passed over into Andalusia, and joining his forces to those of the Mahometans in Spain, conquered the city of Seville and its environs. Upon his return to Africa, he proclaimed the "Gazia," or war of religion. Attended by a large force, he again passed over into Spain, and in 1102 he was master of all Andalusia, Granada, and Murcia. Joseph died at Morocco in 1110, and was succeeded by his son Ali, who built the grand mosque at Morocco, continued to succour the Mahometans of Spain, commanded respect by his military exploits between the years 1112 and 1115, and had for his successor his son Brah, with whom terminated the dynesty of the Morabites or of Morabothoon. The first king of the race of the Moahditis, called by the Spaniards Almoahdites, was Abdulmomen, or, as Herbelot calls him, Mahomet Abdulmomen Ben-Tommet, who was chosen king of Morocco in 1148. This king slanged the son of Brah, who had been acknowledged king, and who was the last of the house of Tefflin, the founders of the city, as well as the empire of Morocco. Although Abdulmomen destroyed Morocco on his accession to the throne, he afterwards rebuilt it; but at the same time ensued a savage order, that all the Morabothoon, who were found throughout his empire, should be put to death. The eastern provinces of Africa, however, shook off the yoke of the kings of Morocco, and elected for themselves independent chiefs; but Abdulmomen remained master of all Mauritania, and preferred the two kingdoms of Fez and Morocco, which had been united under Joseph Tefflin. He was also able in 1149, and again in 1151, to succour the Mahometans of Spain. This prince died in 1155, and was succeeded by his son Joseph, who persecuted the measures in Spain, which his father had projected. In 1154, he was killed in Spain by a fall from his horse, and after several divisions among the Moors, his son Abu-Jacub, who, named Almanfor, the invincible, was proclaimed emperor. The conduct, courage, and activity of Jacob soon established his supremacy over the African coasts as far as Tunisia, and also preferred that which had been acquired over the Arab Moors of Spain. Almanfor, having reduced his sujets to subordination, published the "Gazia," or war against infidels, similar to the crusades of the Christsians, and marched into Spain with a large army. After a series of successful exploits till the year 1197, he returned into Africa to quell some commotions that had occurred during his absence. Almanfor, having violated his promise, by putting to death a Marabaut, whom he had promised to pardon, on account of services rendered to him during his siege and capture of Morocco, is said to have disappeared and wandered through the world, or most probably performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, as a private person, in expiation of his crime. During his absence, his son, Mahomet Ben-Naffer, called also Nafer-Al-Melck Ben-Manfoor, was proclaimed king, and took possession of his father's throne in 1210. This prince went over to Spain, in order to extend his conquests, but in July 1212, the Moors, in an engagement with Alphonso, suffered a total rout; so that Mahomet Ben-Naffer returned to Africa in disgrace, and soon after died, leaving his empire to Said Barrax, one of his grandsons. After the death of Said, who was assassinated by a traitor, the principal perfons of the Moahditis elected his uncle, Abdul Cader, in his room; but this prince, not able to secure the confidence of the people, was obliged to surrender his power to Abdallah, one of the race of the Benenrins, who was the first of that dynasty, that possessed himself of the foreign authority. Abdallah was succeeded by his son, whose death made way for the accession of his uncle Ben-Joseph; who wholly deprived the Moahditis of their power. The kingdom of Morocco, by this change of its monarchs, lost the sovereignty of Spain, but Ben-Joseph, occupied with foreign conquests or government, established more firmly his authority in Mauritania. In 1275, however, he passed over into Spain, and having committed various ravages in the kingdom of Andalusia, returned into Africa. After the death of Ben-Joseph, he was succeeded by his son Abu-Said, who, like his father, made several expeditions into Spain, all of which were unsuccessful. His reign was tranquil until the year 1303, when his son occupied the throne, which was vacated by his death; and he was succeeded in 1318 by Joseph-Beac-Jacob. After the death of this monarch, Abu-Hassen, his son, took possession of the throne, and by various military operations in Spain, involved himself in expenses, which, joined to his fueed, produced murmurs among his subjets, of which one of his sons, named Abdulmomen, avenged himself, drew upon several tribes to his support. Abu-Hassen, another of his sons, instigated a rebellion against him, and ultimately succeeding, took possession of the kingdom in 1354; and remained in quiet possession of it till his death in 1409, when he was succeeded by his son, Abu-Said, a prince addicted to pleasure and debauchery; and in consequence of which, several internal commotions made way for the succession of his son Abdallah, in the year 1423. Abdallah reigned with justice for several years, but at length he was slain by an inhabitant of Fez, who was a sharif, and who was proclaimed sovereign instead of Abdallah, with whom terminated the family of the Benenrins. This sharif was overpowered by Muley-Shaik, who was the first of the kings of the race called Merini, the descendants of a branch of the Benenrins. The family of the Merini were unable to maintain their authority, and the kingdoms of Fez and Morocco continued in a state of anarchy till the beginning of the 16th century. At this time, a Moor of the province of Dara, whose name was Mahomet-Ben-Eb-Abi, calling himself a sharif and descendant of the prophet, availed himself of the opportunity that presented itself for accomplishing his projects of ambition. With this view he feut his three sons, in 1508, in pilgrimage to Mecca, who, on their return, were highly honoured by the Moors. Having thus established their reputation, their father professed his scheme of ambition. At length Achmet, the eldest of his three sons, aided by the principal men of Morocco, was proclaimed king. In process of time, the power and the ambition of the sharifs advanced together; and two of the brothers divided their conquests; the eldest, Muley Achmet, retained Morocco; and Muley Mohamet took up his residence at Tarudant, by which they might mutually succour each other against the Portuguefe and their allies, who were masters of the greatest part of the western coast, from the cape of Aguer to the province of Deguela inclusive. After a variety of successfive contentions between these two brothers, Muley Mohamet, having feized on the kingdom of Fez, sent Muley Achmet into the desert, with a part of his family, that he might have nothing to fear from his ambition. The former, however, was assassinated in 1556, and the latter was murdered in prison: and thus both these sharifs, who had pernicioufly made religion and good faith a pretext to defpopt their masters and benefactors of fowereugty.
MOROCCO.

reignty, fell themselves, as did also most of their potteries, by the hands of murderers, and thus received the just remembrance of their crimes. Muley Abdullah, the son of Muley Mohamet, was, in 1577, joyfully received at Morocco, whether he repaired as soon as he heard of the death of his father; and having assembled the chiefs of the army and the principal men of the city, he was proclaimed king of Fez, Morocco, and other towns and provinces, under the dominion of the shariif. Upon the death of Abdullah in 1574, he was succeeded by his eldest son Muley Mohamet, for named the negre; and when he prematurely died, Muley Achmet, uncle of Muley Mohamet, was proclaimed king of Fez; and he obliged his brothers to swear fidelity to his son Muley Shek, and to infuse to him the succession. Muley Achmet was loved and respected by his subjects; he was the last descendant of the shariifs, and died in 1603, much regretted. After his death, Muley Sidan, the youngest of his sons, was proclaimed his successor; and notwithstanding the various complaints of his brothers, he remained sovereign of the empire. At length, in 1630, he died at Morocco, leaving princes, as his successors, who were little qualified to govern. Muley Abdelmelleck, eldest son of Muley Sidan, succeeded his father, and was the first king of Morocco, who, beholding several small kingdoms united under his government, assumed the title of emperor. His conduct excited public discontent, and in 1635 he was assassinated. Upon his death, his brother Muley El-Valid ascended the throne; and his reign was distinguished by condescension and affability, so that he gained the cordial esteem of his subjects. His death took place in 1647, and Muley Achmet Shek, the last of the sons of Muley Sidan, was elected emperor. The indolence and effeminacy in which this monarch lived, and the oppressions of the governors of provinces and cities, excited murmurs among the people, and at length universal discontent. The mountaineers, having besieged and taken Morocco, put Muley Achmet to death, and proclaimed one of their chiefs, named Crom-El-Hadgy, who reigned some years, but without the love of his people. This prince inhumane massacred all the descendants of the shariifs, who might disturb his reign; and by his cruelty, revenge the blood and the rights of the house of Merini, whose monarchs these same shariifs had destroyed, after having stripped them of wealth and sovereignty. Crom-El-Hadgy, after having reigned about seven years, closed his life tragically, and was succeeded by his son Muley Shek, who was deposed by a new revolution, which placed the present reigning family on the throne. The Moors of Tafilet, who, on account of a dearth in the province, made a pilgrimage to Mecca, brought back a shariif, named Muley Ali, a descendant of Mahomet, born at the town of Yambo, near Medina, who was treated with great respect, and was at length advanced to the throne. This dynasty acquired the name of Fells, derived from Tafilet, of which Muley Sharif was sovereign. He is said to have had 84 sons, and a greater number of daughters. However that be, the first and the two last, viz. Muley Mohamet, Muley Abdallah, and Muley Ahmad-Senein, resisted an usurpation. The first died in 1664, and was succeeded by Muley Arshid, who terminated his life in 1672, and left behind him a character marked by a succession of cruelties, which the ferocity of his nature rendered habitual, and led him to practise for his amusement. His successor, Muley Ithmael, poissified the same qualities, and filled greater vices than his brother. Wholly regardless of the lives of men, the emperor made it his pastime to affront them with his own hand. The days set apart for prayer were generally dedicated by him to the malefactors, and he seems to have estimated the value of his devotion by the number of his murders. After a reign of 54 years, continually agitated by iniquitude, superstition, and revolt, and fulfilling his sceptre by the most tragical acts, Muley Ithmael died in 1727, at the age of 51 years. His successor was his son Muley Achmet Daihy, who was proclaimed emperor by the grandees and the negroes, and who became brutal by inoffence and intemperance, so that he was despised and hated by his subjects. He died of an incurable dropy in 1729, and was succeeded by Muley Abdullah, who was no less capricious and cruel than his father Muley Ithmael. He was six times deposed, and as often regained the throne. Death contrained him to vacate the throne in 1757, after having divided the empire with his son Sidi Mahomet, who having accustomed the people to respect his authority, succeeded to the throne without opposition. This prince manifested a laudable desire of making peace with the powers of Europe; and accordingly, after confirming that already made between Morocco, England, and Holland, he began his reign with concluding treaties with Denmark and Sweden, and in the following year with Venice, France, Spain, and Portugal. In 1762 the emperor and the grand duke of Tuscany made peace, and the other powers of Italy enjoyed a kind of truce with the empire of Morocco. For the encouragement of commerce, he built the town of Mogodor, where nature had formed a port accessible at all seasons. He ordered the fortresses of Laracha and Rabat to be repaired, embellished each of these cities with some edifices and public markets, and made additions to his own palace at Morocco. He multiplied mercantile establishments on the coast of Morocco; and merchants settled at Santa Cruz, Mogodor, Safi, Rabat, Laracha, and Tetuan. Defiers of effacing the remembrance of all the caprices of his father, he wholly employed himself in the redoration of order, of re-establishing rules for government, and uniformity in the decisions of justice; and with a view of carrying all his laudable plans into full effect, he raised his relation, Muley Dris, to the rank of his most powerful in the empire; but after the death of this prince in 1772, Sidi Mahomet indulged his own propensities more freely, to the dishonour of his government, as well as to the detriment of his country. Sidi Mahomet, who, after a reign of 33 years, died in 1792, was succeeded by one of his sons, Muley Yezid. The present emperor is Muley Solyman, Cheimar's Morocco. Jackon's Account of the Empire of Morocco, &c. 1805. Lempiere's Tour, &c. 1791. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xiv.

Morocco, the metropolis of the empire of Morocco, was formerly the capital of the kingdom of the same name, bounded by the river Omarbaym, or Morbeya: distant 20 leagues from the sea, E.S.E. of Safi, and not far from the capital Atlas; and built on the site where the ancients placed the "Bocanum Hemerum." Abu Tefifin, first king of the Moors, of the race of the Morabecon, or Marabots, first fixed his residence at the city of Agnial, on the western declivity of Mount Atlas, at a little distance from Morocco. But wishing to establish a capital in a country in a more eligible situation, he chose the spot where Morocco now stands, which is called by the Arabs Marrakech, and by the Spaniards Marrakesh. This city was begun by that prince in the year 1042, and continued by his son and successor, Joseph Ben Abu Tefifin, who kept his court here. In the time of his grandson, Ali Ben Yusuf, it is said to have contained a million of inhabitants, but in later times, it has been much depopulated, and by reason of the devastations of succeeding conquerors, retains little of its ancient magnificence except its general form; and its decay is very perceptibly indicated by the accumulated ruins of
of houses and gardens within the town, which were once the seats of habitations. Its walls are extremely thick, and formed of a cement, composed of lime and sand, which is put in cakes, and beaten with rammers. This mortar, which is called by the Moors and the Spaniards "capia," hardens in time, and turns to stone, especially when the composition is well made, and when it contains a sufficient quantity of lime. The extent of the walls, which, with few exceptions are entire, leads one to conceive of a city that might contain 300,000 souls; though it now appears little better than a desert. The quarters, which have been rebuilt, are at a considerable distance from one another; and the houses are low, dirty, and extremely inconvenient. Chenier doubts whether it contains 30,000 inhabitants, even when the court is there. Other writers reduce the number to 20,000.

Mr. Jackson, professing to derive his statement from authentic information, extracted from the imperial regifter, tells the amount of inhabitants in the city of Morocco to the prodigious number of 270,000. He says, that the breaches in the walls were repaired previously to the siege and capture of the city by Muley Yazid, in 1793; and that some of the houses are built with much elegance and taste, but as they are placed behind high walls, they are not visible from the streets.

Morocco is situated in a pleasanl plain, planted with palm-trees, and mount Atlas to the east, which has a fine and romantic effect; and this plain is rendered capable of the highest cultivation by the numerous streams that traverse it. It was formerly divided into a large number of enclosed gardens, and beautiful plantations of olive-trees, which have, in part, escaped the barbarous devastations of contending factions. It is said that this plain was beautified and enriched by waters inflowing from more than 600 springs in mount Atlas, and that it was abandoned with country-houses and pleasuregrounds; but these were ruined by the revolutions which preceded and distinguished the reign of Muley Ishmael; and it was, with difficulty, that, in 1768, the course of 1200 streams, which wind through this fertile country, was renewed. The city is supplied with water partly from these springs, and partly from the river Tendit, which flows near the city, but principally from a subterraneous brick aqueduct, that goes round the town, 20 feet below the surface, and from which, at about every 100 yards, pipes of brick-work branch off, and convey the water into the different houses.

Morocco possesses several large mosques, without much pretention to magnificence. Within the walls are large enclosed spaces, containing gardens of orange-trees, and pavilions, covered with coloured tiles, and exhibiting a striking contrast to the wretched buildings that surround them; in these pavilions the princes lodge. The body of one of the mosques is supported by many marble pillars, and under it is a cistern, capable of holding a large quantity of water, which is collected in the rainy season, and used by the Mahometans in their numerous ablutions. The town is square, and resembles that of Salé and Seville; it consists of seven itories, and is ascended by a gradually winding terrace, composed of lime and small stones, so firmly cemented as to be almost as hard as iron. On the summit is a turret, in form of a square lantern, which commands a moss extensive prospect, and from which Cape Cantin, distant about 120 miles, is distinctly visible. Another tower is rendered famous by the three golden balls on its top, which together weigh ten quintals, or 1205 lbs. The inhabitants have been made for taking them down, and that those who were concerned in the business were soon after killed. Among the public edifices in this city, we may mention the Elcaifaria, or Kassaria, which is an oblong building, surrounded with small shops, filled with silks, cloths, linens, and other valuable articles for sale. This is a place of resort for conversation, as well as for trade, somewhat resembling our Exchanges in Europe. At the extremity of the city, and near the palace, is the quarter of the Jews, enclosed by walls nearly two miles round, where the Jews reside under the protection of an aicle, to prevent them from insult. Not less than 3000 Jewish families formerly resided here; of which there now remain 200, (Mr. Jackson says 2000,) subject to tyranny, and debased by poverty; oppression having obliged the rest to seek refuge among the mountains. At the extremity of the city, and fronting mount Atlas, is the emperor's palace, which is a very extensive and solid building. The principal gates are Gothic arches of hewn stone, embellished with ornaments in the Arabian taste. Within the walls are various courts and gardens, elegantly laid out. In each of these is a pavilion, to which the emperor retires to take his rest, or amuse himself with his courtiers. These pavilions are square pyramidal edifices, about 40 feet in length, and somewhat less in height, covered with varnished tiles of various colours; and the interior is a kind of spacious hall, admitting light and air. The inside of the halls is painted and gilt in the Arabesque fashion, and ornamented with carvings, containing palaces of the Koran, or other Arabic sentences. The furniture is very simple. The pavilion, containing apartments for the emperor and his women, is in one of these gardens. This building is very spacious, but furnished without any splendid ornaments. The emperor, Sidi Mahomet, who was particularly attached to this city, has caused to be built by Europeans, regular pavilions, on a piece of ground which he has added to his palace. These are finished in an excellent taste, and give an air of grandeur and magnificence to this part of the palace. Between these pavilions and the old palace is a large vacant space, inclosed with walls, called "Medina," where the emperor gives public audience four times in a week. Mount Atlas, E. of the city, defends its environs from the E. wind, which in summer would be scorching, while the fowls on its summit serve to moderate the heat of the climate. The nights are constantly cool, and the principal heat is felt from morn in the morning to three or four in the afternoon. In winter, the snow which falls on the mountains produces a febrile cold; nevertheless, the climate is very healthy. The houses, however, are inconvenient habitations for foreigners, as they are full of bugs; and in summer, scorpions, serpents, and gnats are very troublesome. The city of Morocco, besides its trade with the various districts of the interior country, receives the most considerable supplies of European merchandise from the port of Mogador, which is distant about four days' journey, according to the rate of caravan traveling; a caravan journey being 24 miles. Some of the more valuable articles, however, are transported from Fez to the Mohammed market, such as muslins, cambrics, spicces, teas, pearls, coral, &c., and the elegant Fez manufactures of silk and gold. There is held at Morocco a considerable market every Thursday; at which all articles of foreign as well as home manufacture are bought and sold; and also horses, horned cattle, slaves, &c. Samples of all kinds of merchandise are carried up and down the market and streets of the city by the Deloas, or itinerant auctioneers, who proclaim the price offered, and when no one offers more, the bidder is apprised of his purchase, the money is paid, and the transaction terminates. The shops of Morocco are supplied with merchandise of various kinds by the merchants of Mogador, who receive, in return for European goods, the various articles of the produce of Barbary.
for the European markets. A considerable difference, however, has lately taken place in the mode of transacting business at Morocco: for the present emperor's father respected European merchants, and their book-debts were seldom disputed, and commerce was much encouraged; but Muley Solmon's political principles differ widely from those of his father, that the most trifling transactiion should now be confirmed by law, in order to enable the European to be on equal terms with the Moor, and to entitle him to recover any property or credit given: these measures have their various impediments in the way of commerce, which have very much restricted and diminished it. N. lat. 35° 57'. W. long. 7°.

Morocco, or Marruequin, the skin of a goat, or some other animal resembling it, dressed in lambs or gals, and coloured of any colour at pleasure; much used in book-binding, &c.

The name is ordinarily derived from the kingdom of Morocco, whence it is sopposed the manner of preparing these skins was first borrowed.

We have Morocco skins brought from the Levant, Barbary, Spain, Flanders, and France; red, black, yellow, blue, &c. The various manners of preparing morocco, both black and in colour, are so curious, and so little known among us, that the public will not be displeased to find them here.

Morocco, Manner of preparing black. The skins having been dried in the hair, are steeped in clear water three days and nights; then they are stretched on a wooden horse or leg, like that used by tanners; then beaten with a large knife for the purpose, and steeped afresh in water, changed daily till they be well come again. In this flate they are thrown into a large vat in the ground, full of water, wherein quick-lime has been slaked, where they lie fifteen days: whence, however, they are taken, and again returned every night and morning; they are thrown into a fresh vat of limew and water, and shifted night and morning, as before, for fifteen days longer; then rinsed in clear water: and the hair is then taken off, on the leg, with the knife; the skins are then returned into a third vat and shifted, as before, for about eighteen days; then steeped twelve hours in a river; then taken out, rinsed, put in pails, where they are pounded with wooden pelettes, changing the water twice: then laid on the horse, and the flesh taken off, returned into pails of new water, taken out, and the hair-side scraped; then returned into fresh pails; taken out, and thrown into a pail of a particular form, having holes at bottom; here they are beaten the space of an hour, and fresh water poured on from time to time; stretched on the leg, and keraped on either side; returned into pails of fresh water; taken out, stretched and fewed up all around, in manner of bags, leaving out the hind legs, which serve to make an aperture for the conveyance of a mixture mentioned hereafter.

The skins, thus fewed, are put into lukewarm water, where dogs' excrement has been dissolved. Here they are flithered with long poles half an hour, left at rest a dozen, taken out, rinsed in fresh water, and filled by a tunnel with a preparation of water and femach, mixed and heated over the fire till ready to boil; and as they are filled, the hind legs are fewed up to stop the passage. In this state they are let down into the vessel of water and femach, and kept flithering four hours successively; they are then taken out, and heaped on one another; after a little time, their hides are changed; and thus they continue an hour and a half, till drained. This done, they are loofened, and flithered a second time with the same preparation, fewed up again, and kept flithered two hours, piled up, and drained as before. This is again repeated a third time, with this difference, that they are now only flither a quarter of an hour; after which, they are left till the morning, when they are taken out, drained on a rack, unfewed, the femach taken out, folded in two from head to tail, the hair-side outwards, laid over each other on the leg, to perfect their draining, flithered out, and dried; then trampled under foot by two and two, flithered on a wooden table, what flesh and femach remains scraped off, and the hair-side rubbed over with oil, and that again with water.

Having thus received their oil and water, they are wrung in the hands, then flithered and pressed tight on the table with an iron instrument like that of the carriers, the flesh-side uppermost; then turned, and the hair-side rubbed strongly over with a handful of rushes, to squeeze out as much of the oil remaining within as possible. The first course of black is now laid on the hair-side, by means of a lock of hair twisted and flithered in a kind of black dye, prepared of four beer, in which pieces of old rusty iron have been thrown. When half dry, by hanging in the air, they are flithered on a table and rubbed over every way with a paumelle, or wooden-toothed instrument, to raise the grain, over which is passed a light couche of oil, then flithered by rubbing them with rushes prepared for that purpose. Thus flithered, they have a second couche of black; they are then dried, laid on the table, rubbed over with a paumelle of cork, to raise the grain again; and, after a light couche of water, flithered over anew; and, to raise the grain a third time, a paumelle of wood is used.

After the hair-side has thus received all its preparations, the flesh-side is pared with a sharp knife for the purpose, and the hair-side rubbed strongly over with a woolen cap, having first given it a fultre with barberries, citron, or orange. The whole is finnished by raising the grain lightly, for the last time, with the paumelle of cork, which leaves them in a condition for sale and use.

Morocco, Manner of preparing red. The skins are flithered twenty-four hours in a river, taken out, flithered on the leg, beaten with the knife, returned into the water, for twenty-four hours; re-beaten on the leg, re-flithered; thrown into a vat, and for three weeks taken out, and turned every morning, to dispose them to peel. Being taken out for the last time, they are flithered with the knife; and when the hair is quite off, thrown into pails of fresh water, where they are rinsed; then the flesh-side scrape, thrown into pails, and thus alternately from the leg to the pails, till they leave the water quite clean; then they are put in lukewarm water, with the femach as before; and, after twelve hours, they are rinsed in clear water, and scraped on the leg on both sides, pounded in pails, and the water changed three times; then wrung and flithered on the leg, and passed after each other into water, with alum dissolved in it. Thus shurned, they are left to drain till the morning, then wrung out, pulled on the leg, and folded from head to tail, the flesh inwards.

In this state they receive their first dye, by passing them one after another into a red liquor, prepared with laces, and some other ingredients, kept secret among the marroquiniers. This they repeat again and again, till the skins have got their first colour. They are then rinsed in clear water, flithered on the leg, and left to drain twelve hours; then thrown into water, into which white galls pulverised have been passed through a sieve, and flithered incessantly for a whole day with long poles, taken out, hung on a bar across the water all night, pulled against red, and red against white; and in the morning the water is flithered up, and the skins are returned.
Moron, a river of South America, which rifes about 20 miles S.E. of Riobamba and runs into the Maragaon, 40 miles E. of St. Francisco de Borja.

MORONE, Jony, in Biography, a cardinal and state-man, born at Milan in 1509, was son of Jerome Morone, grand chancellor of Milan, an eminent political character. He was educated partly at Modena, after which, it is supposed, he studied at the university of Padua. At the age of twenty he was nominated by Clement VII. to the bishopric of Modena, but he did not enter upon the charge till the year 1533; even before this so much confidence was placed in his early talents and discretion, that he was sent by the pope into France to induce the king to consent to a peace. In 1536 pope Paul III. appointed him nuncio in ordinary to Ferdinand king of the Romans; he was present at the diet held at Hagenau and Spire, and it was owing to him that the approaching general council was held at Trent. In 1542 he was made a cardinal, and fixed upon as president of the council, though then only thirty-three years of age. In 1544 he was appointed to the legation of Bologna, of which he was deprived in 1548 from the suspicions of the French, who thought him too much devoted to the interests of the emperor. He was, perhaps, for a similar reason, that on the assembling of the council of Trent he was excluded from the presidency to which he had been elected. In 1553 he was sent by Julius III. as legate to the diet of Augsburg, where he vigilantly and warmly defended the interests of the holy see. About this time he exchanged the bishopric of Modena for that of Novara. The cardinal, though zealous attached to the church of Rome, was an enemy to perdition, and on that account fell under the suspicion of the bigot cardinal Caraffa, afterwards pope Paul IV., who caused Morone to be arrested and confined in the castle of St. Angelo. In 1558 he was brought to trial upon the charge of teaching and having taught many opinions connected with the reformed faith. He made his innocence appear, that the pope offered to liberate him from prison, which he refused, unless he would grant him, at the same time, a solemn declaration that he believed him innocent. The pope he refused, and died without coming to a determination, and Morone was admitted to the conclave which elected Pius IV. The examination of his cause was then resumed, and he obtained a complete absolution not only from crime, but even from all suspicion in matters of faith. As a recompence for so serious an injury, he was appointed to succeed cardinal Gonzaga as president of the council of Trent, and by his address he brought his business to a conclusion: in 1563. After this he obtained many fees appropriated to the cardinals, as those of Palestrina, Pesciati, Porto, and Oftia. During the troubles of Genoa in 1577, he was sent thither as legate by Gregory XIII., and contributed very much to the re-establishment of tranquillity. He died at Rome in 1580, leaving behind him a very high character for integrity and activity in the various services which he undertook. Some Latin and Italian letters, an oration before the council of Trent, and another before the emperor Ferdinand; fynodial constitutions for Modena, and a code of laws for the government of Genoa, are proofs that his public occupation did not entirely prevent him from exercising his pen to useful purposes.


MOROSINI, Andrew, in Biography, a senator of Venice, was defended from James Morolin, of a very illustrious family, and was born in 1558. He received an excellent education, and ruled through the different degrees of nobility to the rank of "fiano grande," and to a place in the council of ten. He was three times one of the reformers of the university of Padua, had obtained much wifdom by experience in public affairs, and was accomplished in every branch of polite literature. In 1598 he succeeded to the office of historian of the republic. He was employed this task till his death, which happened in 1618, and he had not then put the work into print. This history was written in Latin, and is a continuation of that of Pietro Bembo. It comprehends the period between 1531 and 1615. It was first published in 1623, and reprinted in 1719 at Venice, in the collection of Venetian historians. It has been ranked among the best performances of that age. He also published, in Latin, a volume of "Opuscula and Epitikes," and a narrative in Italian of "Expeditions to the Holy Land, and the Acquisition of Constantiopole by the Venetian Republic."

MOROSINI, Paul, brother to the preceding, and likewise a Venetian senator, was appointed to the same post of public historian, after Nicholas Constantini. He gave an entire history of the republic from its origin to the year 1487, in the Italian language. It was published in 1637. It is said to be valuable for several notices omitted by other writers who preceded him.

MOROTAI, in Geography, one of the Sandwich islands, 24 leagues W.N.W. from Mowee. The S.W. coast is very low, but the land rises backward to a considerable height, and appeared to be entirely without wood. Its produce consists
MOR

MORROCCO, a town of Hindoostan; 24 miles E. of Tellicherry.

MORPETH, a market and borough town in the western division of a ward of the same name, and county of Northumberland, England, is seated on the northern and southern banks of the Wonbeck river, in the course of the great road from London to Edinburgh. It is a place of remote antiquity, and a borough by prescription, under the government of two bailiffs and seven burgesses. Two members have been sent from this town to parliament since the year 1553, who are elected by the bailiffs and free burgesses, and returned by the former. The number of voters is estimated at about 200, the greater part of whom are under the influence of the earl of Carlisle, and William Ord, esq. who poises the chief part of the burgage tenures. The constitution of this borough is rather singular: among the burgesses there are a few persons of independent principles, but their number is too small to produce any material effect at elections.

Camden informs us that this town was "burned down by its inhabitants in 1215, out of hatred to king John," but the Chronicle of Melrose alludes to a more probable cause for the event, by ascertaining that the barons destroyed it, as they did many other towns, with the view of diversifying that monarch, when on his march to punish their revolt. It was again visited with similar destruction in 1689, at which time the damage was estimated at 35,000l.

The present appearance of Morpeth is that of a small, neat town, situated between the woody banks of the Wonbeck. Here are a county gaol for Northumberland, and an ugly town-house, built at the expense of the earl of Carlisle in 1714, from a design by Vanbrugh. The market day is on Wednesday, when there is usually a considerable show of fat cattle and sheep for the consumption of Newcastle, shields, and Sunderland. The parish church stands about a quarter of a mile from the town, on Kirk-hill; and there is, besides, a chapel at the bridge end. Adjacent to this last, in an old chantry, is a free school, which was founded by king Edward VI. Here was formerly also a hospital for the sick, and at about the same distance as the church, west of the town, appears the whole of a small door-way, which显然ly led into the New Minster abbey, founded in 1139 by Ranulphus de Merlay, who placed in it monks of the Cistercian order. The abbots of this monastery were frequently summoned to parliament during the reign of Edward I.

Of Morpeth castle, which was seated on a considerable eminence close to the town, few vestiges remain, except a portion of the gateway tower, and some fragments of the outer walls. This fortress owed its erection to William lord Greylock in the year 1358, and is laid to have been of some extent and consequence as a baronial mansion. In the time of Leland, who says "Morpeth castle standeth by Morpeth town," it was the property of lord Dacre, as husband of Elizabeth baroness Greyleck; and continued in his family till the reign of queen Elizabeth, when a daughter of Thomas lord Dacre conveyed it to lord William Howard of Naworth, ancestor to the present earl of Carlisle, who landed property nearly encircles the whole town. The north end of Morpeth, called Bollers-green, formerly belonged to New Minster abbey. It was purchased by Thomas Wharton in 1672, and is now the property of Mrs. H. Burdon, his immediate descendant.

According to the parliamentary returns of 1801, this town contains 427 houses, and its inhabitants are estimated at 2951 in number, viz. 1342 males, and 1609 females, of whom 689 are engaged in some branch of trade or manufacture, and 116 in agriculture.

About two miles and a half south-west from Morpeth stands the village of Mitford, which was formerly a market town. The barony here was originally the property of a family which gave its name to the village, and after changing masters several times, and in different ways, has, by an unusual accident of fortune, returned to a collateral branch of its ancient owners, the Mitfords of Molefelden. The castle of this barony stood on a lofty, natural eminence on the south bank of the Wonbeck. When it was originally built, it was, uncertain, but it is mentioned in history as having been destroyed by king John and his Rutos (a band of Flemish troops), when they laid waste this part of the country in 1215. It was rapidly however rebuilt, for in the following year, we find it beleaguered by Alexander, king of the Scots. Leland says, "it was beten downe by the kyng, for one sir Gilbert Middletown robbey'd and cardinall coming out of Scot- land, and the king fled to his castle at Mitford." The ruins of this fabric, now remaining, are the keep-tower and the exterior walls, which have a deep ditch on the south and east sides, cut out of the solid rock. Near the castle stands the present manor-house, the seat of Bertram Mitford, esq., and also the parish church. On a hill, immediately above the village, is St. Leonard's hospital, founded by sir William Bertram in the reign of Henry I., and now converted into a family residence called "The Spital," the residence of Bullock, esq. Above three miles east of Morpeth, on the banks of the Wonbeck, are some remains of Bothal castle, built by sir Robert Bertram in the time of Edward III. According to a survey of it, taken in 1576, the circumference of the walls was 490 feet. These were flanked, on the north, by two polygonal towers, fifty-three feet high, and on the south-west angle by a square turret, whole height measured sixty feet. In the church, which adjoins the castle, may be seen a curious tomb of one of the barons and his lady. It is made of alabaster, and exhibits the recumbent figures of the deceased, with a variety of emblematical figures and armorial devices. A mile from Morpeth is Hartford, the seat of William Burdon, esq. author of "Materials for Thinking," &c. The house, a plain substantial building of yellow stone, consists of a centre and two wings; and was completed in the year 1803, on the site of an old mansion. Near its principal front is the channel of the river Blyth, which meanders through a romantic and picturesque valley. The open country abounds with coal pits, and the soil is mostly a strong clay. The general aspect is dreary and unpleasing.

To the north of Morpeth are several other feats and ruins not unworthy of notice. Cockle-park tower, called in Speed's map Cockey tower, is a curious remnant of antiquity, in the fashion of the old border mansions. Weddrington castle was formerly a most distinguished edifice, though the work of different ages; but was pulled down about 30 years ago, with the exception of an octagonal embattled tower, to which a square modern building has been since added. Felton hall, north-west of Weddrington, is distinguished as the place where the barons of Northumberland assembled in the reign of king John, and did homage to Alexander, king of Scotland. A few miles down the river Coquet, on which this manor stands, is Guyz-ance, once remarkable for a munition built by Richard Tyron; and at Brinkburn was a priory founded by Roger Bertram, baron of Mitford, in the reign of Henry I.

MORPH'S AMUS, μορφαμος, among the Ancients, a kind of dance, in which, by a great many figures, they imitated the transformations of Proteus.

MORPHIUS, in Hippo. one of the dreams which were reckoned the children of Sleep, but which derives its name from μοχφ, form, or shape, because this dream, or symbolically Morphinus, excelled the others, viz. Phobetor and Phantasia, in assuming the guise, man, air, and tone of voice of those whom he was to represent.

MORPHEW, Morpha, in Medicine, a term which has been used, especially by the translators of the writings of the Arabian, and their followers, to denote the lighter species of scaly leprosy, which was denominated αληθη by the Greeks, and alfobak by the Arabs; and which is included by Celius under the head of Πηληγος. See Ληγος of the Greeks, and Leuc, where the characteristics of these diseases are detailed at length.

MORPHO, in Geography, a town of the island of Cyprus, the residence of an aga and a cadi; 33 miles W. of Paphos.

MORRA, a town of Naples, in Abruzzo Ultra; 32 miles N.E. of Aquila.—Also, a town of Hindostan, in Bahar; 8 miles N. of Arrah.

MORRA, Lat., in France, in the department of the Tanaro; 3 miles E. of Cherasco.

MORRHA, in Natural History, a name given by some to the substance more properly called murra or myrrha, of which the cups called myrrhina and myrrhina were made.

MORRHINA VASA, in the Writings of the Ancients.

See Murrina.

MORRICE, Dance. See Morek.

MORRIS, Lewis, in Biography, a Welsh antiquary and poet, was born in the isle of Anglesey in 1702, and died in 1765 at Pensryn, in Cardiganshire. He surveyed the coast of Wales in 1737, by order of the admiralty-board, and his work was published in 1743. Some of his poetical pieces in the Welsh language have been printed, and he left above 80 volumes of manuscripts of antiquity, now deposited in the Welsh charity-school, Gray's-inn lane, London. Owen's Camb. Biog.

MORRIS, Richard, brother of the above, was also a poet and critic in his native language. He was clerk in the navy pay-office, and superintended the printing of two valuable editions of the Welsh Bible. He died in 1779. William Morris, another brother, was a great collector of Welsh manuscripts, and died comptroller of the customs at Holyhead in 1764. Owen's Camb. Biog.

MORRIS, in Geography, a county of America, on the northern line of New Jersey, west of Bergen county. It is about 25 miles long, and 20 broad, is divided into five townships, and contains about 166,809 acres of improved, and 38,429 acres of unimproved land. The eastern part of the county is level, and affords fine meadows, and good soil for Indian corn. The western part is more mountainous, but produces crops of wheat. Here are seven rich iron mines, and two springs famous for curing rheumatic and chronic disorders. Black lead, &c. has been found in the mountains. The number of inhabitants in the county is 17,750, of whom 775 are slaves.

MORRIS BAY, a bay on the west coast of the island of Antigua.

MORRIS Pile, or Moorish Pike, in ancient Artillery, a kind of pike that was much in fashion about the reigns of Henry VIII. and queen Elizabeth. These pikes were used both by land and sea; and though their characteristic peculiarities are not precisely ascertained, many of the morros, used in the exercise of them, resembled their practice with the common pike.

MORRIS TOWN, in Geography, a town of America, and capital of Morris county in New Jersey, containing a Presbyterian and Baptist church, a court-house, an academy, and about 50 compact houses; about 100 miles N.E. of Philadelphia.

MORRISVILLE, a town, or rather village, of Pennsylvania, in Berks county, on the west bank of Delaware river; 6 miles from Brifton.

MORRO di Bonifacio, a cape on the coast of Chili. S. lat. 39° 25'.

MORRO Chico, a cape on the coast of Honduras. N. lat. 15° 35'.

MORRO Cobr, a cape on the coast of Africa, in the Indian sea. N. lat. 8° 5'.

MORRO de Carajachica, a headland on the coast of Peru. S. lat. 19° 35'.

MORRO de los Diabolas, a headland on the coast of Peru. S. lat. 18°.

MORRO Hermoso, a cape on the west coast of California. N. lat. 32° 52'. E. long. 245° 7'.

MORRO Mora, a cape on the coast of Chili. S. lat. 23° 10'.

MORRO-Morro, a town of the government of Buenos Ayres, in the diocese of La Plata; 40 miles N.E. of Cochi.

MORRO de Puebres, a cape on the west coast of Mexico. N. lat. 7° 35'.

MORRO de S. Jorge, a cape on the west coast of America. S. lat. 24'.

MORRO Quebrado, a headland on the coast of Peru. S. lat. 14° 20'.

MORRO de S. Joseph, a headland on the coast of Peru. S. lat. 24'.

MORRON, a town of the island of Cuba; 40 miles N.W. of Villa del Principe.

MORRONE, a town of Naples, in Lavora; 8 miles E. of Canpa.

MORROPE, a town of Peru, near the coast of the Atlantic, in the bishopric of Truxillo, and jurisdiction of Santa Cruz; lying on the road between Quito and Lima, and containing about 160 villages, all Indians; 195 miles N.W. of Truxillo.

MORROQUILLO, a bay of the Spanish main, on the coast of South America. N. lat. 9° 20'. W. long. 75° 40'.

MORS, an island of Denmark, in Lymfords gulf, about 18 miles from north to south, with various breadth from 1 mile to 11 miles. It has several towns and villages. The chief place is Nikkoeping. N. lat. 56° 50'. E. long. 8° 47'.
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MORS. See MEURS.
MORSCHANSK, a town of Russia, in the government of Tambov, on the Tza; 36 miles N. of Tambov. N. lat. 53° 40'. E. long. 41° 34'.
MORSE, in Zoology, the name of a monstrous sea animal, called by some the morimus and walrus, and by others, very improperly, the hippocampus and equus marinus.

The moramus, or rofulmus, of Linnaeus, is an ill-shaped amphibious animal, of the size of a large ox, covered with a skin like that of the seal, and somewhat resembling an ox in the head; for which reason some have called it the sea-cow, or vacca marina; whereas it has been erroneously confounded by some with the manitai.

It has two large prominent red crooked tusks in the upper jaw, which are as line as ivory, and are used by artificers for the same purposes; and four grinders on both sides above and below, but no cutting teeth. The teeth have been sometimes found of the weight of twenty pounds each. It brings forth usually but one young at a time, never more than two. It is a very strong and vigorous animal, and difficulty taken; when it is caught, it is usually at land, seldom at sea.

Vorflius, who met with a young one of this creature, has very accurately described it: whence we have the best description extant of the nature of the animal. This young one was of the size of a large dog, and in shape much resembled the phoca or sea-calf. Its head was round; its eyes large, and like those of camels; its murrills depressed and wide, and opening and drawing together, as the creature pleased; it had apertures on the sides of the head for ears; its mouth opened round, and not very large; and on the upper lip it had a sort of whiskers, composed of thick cartilaginous bristles; the lower jaw was of a trigonal form; the tongue short and thick, and the mouth well furnished with broad and flattened teeth; its fore-feet, as well as the hinder ones, were very broad; and the hinder extremity of its body very much resembled that of the phoca or sea-calf; when it walked, the fore-feet were directed forwards, the others turned backward; the toes were five on each foot, and these were joined by a membrane, which was remarkably thick; the hinder feet had claws, the fore-ones had not; and the creature had no tail, and crept rather than walked on the hinder parts; its skin was thick and tough, and covered with a few short grey hairs; it made a noise like the grunting of a hog.

These animals inhabit the coast of Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla, Hudson's bay, and the gulf of St. Lawrence, and the Key fea, as far as Cape Tichukfli; they are gregarious; in some places appear in herds of hundreds; are shy animals, and avoid places that are much haunted by mankind. The method of killing them on the Magdalene tiles is said to be as follows: the hunters watch their landing, and as soon as they find a sufficient number for what they call a cut, go on shore, each armed with a spear, sharp on one side like a knife, with which they cut their throats; taking care not to stand in the way of those which attempt to get again to sea, which they do with great agility, by tumbling headlong; for they would crush any body to death by their weight. They are killed for the sake of their oil, one walrus producing about half a ton. The knowledge of this chase is of great antiquity: Othmar, the Norwegia, about the year 890, made a report of it to king Alfred, having, as he says, made a voyage beyond Norway, for the convenience of fishing for horse-whales, which have in their teeth bones of great value, of which he brought some at his return to the king. Pennant.

MORSE, in Geography. See MORGES; MORSELLI, or MORSELL, are denominations given to those forms of medicine intended to be sucked in the mouth, as a lozenge: the word signifying a little mouthful.
MORSIGLIA, in Geography, a town of the island of Corfica; 61 miles N.N.W. of Balia.
MORSKOM, a town of Sweden, in the province of Nore; 16 miles N. of Borgo. N. lat. 60° 59'. E. long. 25° 40'.
MORSONA, a town of Naples, in the county of Molise; 14 miles N.E. of Molise.
MORSUS DIABOLI, in Anatomy, a whimisical name applied to the broad aperture of the Fallopian tube.
MORSUS DIABOLI, Devil's Bit, in Botany, a plant of the feabious kind, which seems to have a fringe around the bottom of its root; otherwise called Facixia. See Scabiosa.
It has its denomination from its roots, which appear as if bitten off at the bottom; which superstitious people attributed to the devil, as done out of envy, lest we should have too much of a fatal root. It was formerly looked on as a good astringhem:; but is now much out of use.

MORSUS Canis Rabidi, in Medicine. See HYDROPHOBIA.
MORSUS Rane, in Botany, Frog-bit. See HYDROCHARIS.
MORSUS Viperis. See VIPER.
MORT D'ANCESTRE, in Law. See ASSIZE OF MORT D'ANZOS.
MORT, among the fishermen of some parts of England, a name given to the salmon while in its third year's growth.
MORT, La, in Geography, a lake of Upper Canada, where the traders have a post to purchase furs of the Indians; 40 miles N.N.W. from Sturgeon lake.
MORTA, a lake of Italy, in the Trevesian; 5 miles N. of Ceneda.
MORTA, in Medicine, an appellation given by Linnaeus, and some others, to a supposed petitional and mortal digital, which has been more commonly denominated Pemmigius, in consequence of the appearance of large vehicles, or bullae, upon the skin, during the fever. It is probable, however, that the history of this vesicular fever is very incorrectly drawn, if it has not originated altogether in mistake. See PEMPHIGUS. See also Linnei Genera Morborum, ch. i. gen. 1.
MORTAGNE, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Orne; 18 miles N.N.E. of Alençon. The place contains 5720, and the canton 13,008 inhabitants, on a territory of 155 kilometres, in 16 communes. N. lat. 48° 31' E. long. 0° 27'.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Vendee, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montaigu; 33 miles N.N.E. of Luçon. The place contains 633, and the canton 9220 inhabitants, on a territory of 187½ kilometres, in 12 communes.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Charentes; 12 miles S.S.W. of Saintes.
MORTAIN, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Channel; 16 miles E. of Avranche. The place contains 2650, and the canton 10,705 inhabitants, on a territory of 157½ kilometres, in 10 communes.
MORTALITY, a term frequently used to signify a contagious diarrhea, which destroys great numbers of either men or beasts.
MORTALITY, Bills of, are accounts or registers specifying
the numbers born, married, and buried in any parish, town, or district. In general they contain only these numbers; and, even when thus limited, are of great use, by shewing the degrees of healthiness and prolificness, and the progress of population in the places where they are kept. It is, therefore, much to be wished, that such accounts had been always correctly kept in every kingdom, and regularly published at the end of every year. We should then have had under our inspection the comparative strength of every kingdom, as far as it depends on the number of inhabitants, and its increase or decrease at different periods.

But such accounts are rendered more useful, when they include the ages of the dead, and the distempers of which they have died. In this case they convey some of the most important instruction, by furnishing us with the means of ascertaining the law which governs the state of human life, the values of annuities dependent on the continuance of any lives, or any survivorships between them, and the favourable or unfavourable means of different situations to the duration of human life. There are but few registers of this kind; nor has this subject, though so interesting to mankind, ever engaged much attention till lately. The first bills containing the ages of the dead were those for the town of Breslaw in Silesia. It is well known what use has been made of these by Dr. Halley, and after him by De Moivre. A table of the probabilities of the duration of human life at every age, deduced from them by Dr. Halley, has been published in the Philosophical Transactions (see the Abridgment, vol. iii. p. 669,) and has been inserted under the article 'Life-Annuites' in this work; and this is the first table of this sort that has been ever published. Since the publication of this table, similar bills have been established in a few towns of this kingdom; and particularly in London (in the year 1728), and at Northampton in 1735.

Two improvements of these registers have been proposed; the first is, that the sexes of all that die in every period of life should be specified in them, under the denominations of boys, married men, widowers, and bachelors; and of girls, married women, widows, and virgins. The second is, that they should specify the numbers of both sexes dying of every distemper, in every month, and at every age. (See the end of the second essay in Dr. Price's Treatise on Reversionary Payments, vol. ii. 7th edit.) Registries of mortality thus improved, when compared with the records of the feasons, and with the circumstances that discriminate different situations, might contribute greatly to the increase of medical knowledge; and they would afford the necessary data for determining the difference between the duration of human life among males and females; for such a difference there certainly is, much in favour of females, as will appear from the following facts, in addition to those which have been already recited under the article Marriage, which the reader is directed to consult.

At Northampton, though more males are born than females, and nearly the same number die; yet the number of living females appeared, by an account taken in 1746, to be greater than the number of males, in the proportion of 2301 to 1770, or 30 to 31.

In the parish of Holy Cross, Salisbury, in the year 1765, the number of females born of 60 was 13, and of males 2. In the year 1770, these numbers were 11 and 6 respectively; and for 20 years, from 1765 to 1785, eleven out of 966 had died above 90 in this parish, and they were all females.

At Berlin it appeared, from an accurate account which was taken of the inhabitants in 1747, that the number of female citizens exceeded the number of male citizens in the proportion of 429 to 301. And yet out of this smaller number of males, more had died for 20 years preceding 1751, in the proportion of 10 to 17.

At Edinburgh, in 1743, the number of females was to the number of males, as 4 to 3. (See Maitland's History of Edinburgh, p. 220.) But the females that died annually from 1749 to 1758, were to the males in no higher proportion than 3 to 2. See Marriage.

In thirty-nine parishes of the district of Vaud, in Switzerland, the number of males that died during ten years before 1766, was 8170; of females 8167, of whom the number that died under one year of age were 1817 males, and 1503 females; and under ten years of age 3299 males, and 2279 females. In the beginning of life, therefore, and before any emigrations can take place, the rate of mortality among males appears to be greater than among females. And this is rendered yet more certain by the following accounts. At Vevey, in the district of Vaud, just mentioned, there died in the course of twenty years, ended at 1764, in the first month after birth, of males 1753 to 89 females; and in the first year 225 to 162. To the same effect it appears from a table given by Suppinich, in his Gottliche Ordnung, vol. ii. p. 317, that in Berlin 203 males died in the first month, and but 168 females; and in the first year 489 males and but 325 females. And it also appears from a table of Struyck's, that in Holland 396 males died in the first year to 306 females.

The authorities for the facts here mentioned, and much more on this subject, may be found in the second volume of Dr. Price's Treatise on Reversionary Payments, seventh edition.

We shall here only add the following table, taken from a memoir of Mr. Wargentin's, published in the collection of the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, printed at Paris in 1772.

In all Sweden for nine years, ended in 1763, the proportion of females to males that died out of a given number living, was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under the age of one year</th>
<th>1000 to 1009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From 1 to 3 years of age</td>
<td>1000 — 1022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3—5</td>
<td>1042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5—10</td>
<td>1047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10—15</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15—20</td>
<td>1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20—25</td>
<td>1253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25—30</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30—35</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35—40</td>
<td>1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40—45</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45—50</td>
<td>1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50—55</td>
<td>1339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55—60</td>
<td>1292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60—65</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65—70</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70—80</td>
<td>1027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80—90</td>
<td>1046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 90</td>
<td>1044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registries of mortality on the improved plan before mentioned, were established in 1772 at Cheller, and also in 1773.
Mortality.

at Warrington in Lancashire; and they are so comprehensive and correct, that there is reason to expect they will afford much instruction on the subject of human mortality, and the values of lives.

But the country most distinguished in this respect is Sweden; for in that kingdom exact accounts have been taken of the births, marriages, and burials, and of the numbers of both sexes that died at all ages in every town and district; and also, at the end of every period of five years, of the numbers living at every age; and at Stockholm a society was established, whose business it was to superintend and regulate the enumerations, and to collect from the different parts of the kingdom the registries, in order to digest them into tables of observation. These regulations were begun in Sweden in 1755; and tables containing the result of them from 1755 to 1763, have been published in Mr Wargentin's memoir just referred to, and the most material parts of them may be found in an essay by Dr. Price on the "Difference between the Duration of Human Life in Town and in Country Parishes," printed in the sixty-fifth volume of the Philosophical Transactions, part ii.

In the second essay in Dr. Price's "Treatise on Reversionary Payments and Life-annuities," vol. ii. p. 73, the following account is given of the principles on which tables of observation are formed from registries of mortality; and of the proper method of forming them, so as to render them just representations of the number of inhabitants, and the probabilities of the duration of human life in a town or country.

"In every place which just supports itself in the number of its inhabitants, without any recruits from other places, or where, for a course of years, there has been no increase or decrease, the number of persons dying every year at any particular age, and above it, must be equal to the number of the living at that age. The number, for example, dying every year, at all ages, from the beginning to the utmost extremity of life, must, in such a situation, be just equal to the whole number born every year. And for the same reason, the number dying every year at one year of age and upwards; at two years of age and upwards; at three and upwards, and so on, must be equal to the numbers that attain to those ages every year; or, which is the same, to the numbers of the living at those ages. It is obvious, that unless this happens, the number of inhabitants cannot remain the same. If the former number is greater than the latter, the inhabitants must decrease; if less, they must increase. From this observation it follows, that in a town or country, where there is no increase or decrease, bills of mortality which give the ages at which all die, will shew the exact number of inhabitants; and also the exact law, according to which human life lasts in that town or country.

In order to find the number of inhabitants; the mean numbers dying annually, at every particular age and upwards, must be taken as given by the bill, and placed under one another in the order of the second column of the following tables. These numbers will, it has appeared, be the numbers of the living at 1, 2, 3, &c. years of age; and, consequently, the sum, diminished by half the number born annually, will be the whole number of inhabitants.

In such a series of numbers, the excess of each number above that which immediately follows it, will be the number dying every year, out of the particular number alive at the beginning of the year; and these excesses let down regularly as in the third column of the table to which we have referred, will shew the different rates at which human life wastes through all its different periods, and the different probabilities of life at all particular ages.

It must be remembered, that what has been now said goes on the supposition, that the place whose bills of mortality are given, supports itself, by procreation only, in the number of its inhabitants. In towns this very seldom happens, on account of the luxury and debauchery which generally prevail in them. They are, therefore, commonly kept up by a constant accession of strangers, or settlers, who remove to them from country parishes and villages. In these circumstances, in order to find the true number of inhabitants and probabilities of life, from bills of mortality containing an account of the ages at which all die, it is necessary, that the proportion of the annual births to the annual settlers should be known, and also the period of life at which the latter remove. Both these particulars may be discovered in the following method.

If for a course of years there has been no sensible increase or decrease in a place, the number of annual settlers will be equal to the excess of the annual births above the annual deaths. If there is an increase, it will be greater than this excess. If there is a decrease, it will be less.

The period of life at which these settlers remove, will appear in the bills by an increase in the number of deaths at that period and beyond it. Thus in the London bills, the number of deaths, between 20 and 30, is generally above double; and between 30 and 40, near triple the number of deaths between 10 and 20; and the true account of this is, that from the age of 18 or 20, to 35 or 40, there is an afflux of people every year to London from the country, which occasions a great increase in the number of inhabitants at these ages; and, consequently, raises the deaths for all ages above 20, considerably above their due proportion, when compared with the number of deaths before 20. This is observable in all the bills of mortality for towns with which we are acquainted, not excepting even the Bredfast bills. Dr. Halley takes notice, that these bills give the number of deaths between 10 and 20 too small. He considered as an irregularity in them, owing to chance; and, therefore, in forming his table of observations, he took the liberty so far to correct it, as to render the proportion of those who die to the living in this division of life, nearly the same with the proportion which he says, he had been informed die annually of the young lads in Christ-church hospital. But the truth is, that this irregularity in the bills was derived from the cause we have just assigned. During the five years for which the Bredfast bills are given by Dr. Halley, the births did, indeed, a little exceed the burials; but it appears, that this was the effect of some peculiar causes that happened to operate just at that time; for, during a complete century, from 1653 to 1754, the annual medium of births was 1689 (see Dr. Short's Comparative History, p. 63), and of burials 1576. This town, therefore, must have been all along kept up by a number of yearly recruits from other places, equal to about a seventh part of the yearly births.

What has been now observed concerning the period at which people remove from the country to settle in towns, would appear sufficiently probable, were there no such evidence for it as we have mentioned; for it might be well reckoned, that these people in general must be single persons, in the beginning of mature life, who not having yet obtained settlements in the places where they were born, migrate to towns in quest of employment. Having premised these observations, we shall endeavour to explain distinctly, the effect which these accretions to towns must have on tables of
of observation, formed from their bills of mortality; and
the following general rule may be given on this subject.
If a place has, for a course of years, been maintained in a
state nearly stationary, as to number of inhabitants, by
recruits coming in every year, to prevent the decrease that
would arise from the excess of the burials above the births;
a table formed on the principle, "that the number dying
annually, after every particular age, is equal to the number
living at that age," will give the number of inhabitants,
and the probabilities of life, too great for all ages preceding
that at which the recruits cease, and after this it will give
them right. If the accretions are so great as to cause an
increase in the place, such a table will give the number of
inhabitants, and the probabilities of life, too little, after
the age at which the accretions cease; and too great, if there
is a decrease. Before that age it will in both cases give
them too great; but most considerably so in the former case,
when there is an increase.

If a place increases, not in consequence of accretions from
other places, but of a constant excess of the births above
the deaths; a table, constructed on the principle that has
been mentioned, will give the probabilities of life too low
through the whole extent of life; because, in such circum-
fiances, the number of deaths in the first fifteen years of
life must be too great, in comparison of the number of deaths,
in the latter fifteen; and more, or less so, as the increase is more
or less rapid. The contrary, in all respects, takes place where
there is a decrease; arising from the excess of the deaths
above the births.

For example. Let us suppose, that 2,44 of those born
in a town, attain annually to 20 years of age; and that 250
more, all likewise twenty years of age, come into it annually
from other places; in consequence of which, it has, for a
course of years, been just maintained in the number of its
inhabitants, without any sensible increase or decrease. In
these circumstances, the number of the living in the town of
the age of 20, will be always 244 natives and 250 settlers,
or 494 in all; and, since these are supposed all to die in
the town, and no more recruits are supposed to come in, 494
will be likewise the number dying annually at 20 and up-
wards. In the same manner it will appear, on these suppo-
sitions, that the number of the living, at every age, subse-
quently to 20, will be equal to the number dying annually at
that age and above it; and consequently, that the number
of inhabitants and decrements of life, for every such age,
will be given exactly by the table. But for all ages before
20, they will be given much too great. For let 250 of all
born in the town, reach 10 in this case, 280 will be the
true number of the living in the town at the age of 10; and
the recruits not coming in till 20 the number given by the
bills, as dying between 10 and 20, will be the true number
dying annually of the living in this division of life. Let
this number be 276; and it will follow, that the table ought
to make the numbers of the living at the ages between 10 and
20, a series of decreasing means between 180 and (280 di-
iminished by 276) or 244. But in forming the table on the
principle just mentioned, 250 (the number above 20 dying
annually in the town who were not born in it) will be added
to each number in this series; and, therefore, the table will
give the numbers of the living, and the probabilities of life
in this division of life, almost twice as great as they really
are. This observation, it is manifested, may be applied to all
the ages under 20.

It is necessary to add, that such a table will give the
number of inhabitants, and the probabilities of life equally
wrong before 20, whether the recruits all come in at 25;
agreeably to the supposition just made, or only begin then
to come in. In this last case, the table will give the num-
ber of inhabitants, and probabilities of life, too great through-
out the whole extent of life, if the recruits come in at all
ages above 20. But if they cease at any particular age, it
will give them right only from that age; and before, it will
come along on the side of excess; but less considerably be-
tween 20 and that age, than before 20. For example: if,
of the 250 supposed to come in at 20, only 150 then come
in, and the rest at 30; the number of the living will be
given too high, at every age between 20 and 30; but, as
just shown, they will be given 250 too high at every age
before 20. In general, therefore, the number of the living
at any particular age must be given by the supposed table,
as many too great as there are annual letters after that age;
and, if these supplies come in at all ages indiscriminately,
during any certain interval of life, the number of inhabitants
and the probabilities of life will be continually growing less
and less wrong, the nearer any age is to the end of that in-
terval. These observations prove, that tables of observa-
tion formed in the common way, from bills of mortality for
places where there is an excess of the burials above the
births, must be erroneous, for a great part of the duration
of life, in proportion to the degree of that excess. They
show likewise at what parts of life the errors in such tables
are most considerable, and how they may be in a great meas-
ure corrected.

All this shall be exemplified in the particular case of
London.

The number of deaths between the ages of 10 and 20, is
always too small in the London bills, that it seems certain
few recruit's come to London under 20; or, at least, not
so many as before this age are sent out for education to
colleges and universities. After 20, great numbers come in
till 30; and some, perhaps, till 40 or 50. But at every
age after 50, it is probable, that more retire from London
than come to it. The London tables of observa-
tion, therefore, being formed on the principle already mentioned,
cannot give the probabilities of life right till 40. Between
30 and 40 they must be a little too high; but more so between
20 and 30; and most of all before 20. It follows also,
that these tables must give the number of inhabitants
in London much too great.

The first of the following tables is formed in the manner
here explained, from the London bills for ten years, from
1750 to 1760; and adapted to a 1000 born as a radix. The
sum of the numbers in the second column, diminished by
half the number born, is 25757. According to this table,
then, for every 1000 deaths in London, there are 25757
many inhabitants; or, in other words, the expectation of a
child just born is 25757; and the inhabitants are to the annual
burials, as 25757 to 1. But it has appeared that the numbers
in the second column, being given on the supposition, that
all those who die in London were born there, must be too
great; and we have from hence a demonstration, that the
probabilities of life are given in the common tables, of
London observations, too high, for, at least, the first 30
years of life; and also that the number of inhabitants in
London must be left too high, multiplied by the annual
burials. The common tables, therefore, of London obser-
vations undoubtedly need correction, as Mr. Simpson sug-
gested, and in some measure performed; though too im-
perfectly, and without going upon any fixed principles, or
shewing particularly, how tables of observation ought to be
formed, and how far in different circumstances, and at dif-
ferent ages, they are to be depended on. The way of doing
MORTALITY.

This, and, in general, the right method of forming genuine tables of observation for towns, may be learnt from the following rule.

"From the sum of all that die annually, after any given age, subtract the number of annual settlers after that age; and the remainder will be the number of the living at the given age."

This rule can want no explication or proof, after what has been already said.

If, therefore, the number of annual settlers in a town at every age could be ascertained, a perfect table of observations might be formed for that town, from bills of mortality, containing an account of the ages at which all die in it. But no more can be learnt in this instance, from any bills than the whole number of annual settlers, and the general division of life in which they enter. This, however, may be sufficient to enable us to form tables that shall be tolerably exact. For instance: supposing the annual deaths in a town which has not increased or decreased, to have been for many years in the proportion of 4 to 3, to the annual births. It will hence follow, that ⅓ of the perfon who die in such a town are settlers, or emigrants from other places, and not natives; and the sudden increase in the deaths after 20, will also shew that this was an unforeseen event that they enter after this age. In forming, therefore, a table for such a town, a quarter of all that die at all ages through- out the whole extent of life, must be deducted from the sum of all that die after every given age before 20; and the remainder will be the true number living at that given age. And if, at 20, and every age above it, this deduction is omitted, or the number of the living at every such age is taken the same with the sum of all that die after it, the result will be (supposing most of the settlers to enter in before 30, and all before 40) a table exact till 20; too high between 20 and 30; but nearly right for some years before 40; and after 40 exact again. Such a table, it is evident, will be the same with the table last delineated at all ages above 20, and different from it only under 20. It is evident also that, on account of its giving the probabilities of life too great for some years after 20, the number of inhabitants deducted from it may be depended on as somewhat greater than the truth; and more or less in proportion as the annual recruiting is greater or less than the number left. But let us now consider what must be the result of these remarks will be, when applied particularly to the London bills.

In must be here observed, that, at least, one quarter of all that die in London are emigrants from the country, and not natives. The medium of annual burials for ten years, from 1759 to 1769, was 22,050; of births, 15,710. The excess is 7,240, or near a third of the burials. The same excess, during ten years, before 1750, was 10,500, or near half the burials. London was then degenerating. For the last 12 or 15 years it has been increasing. This excess, therefore, agreeably to the foregoing observations, was then greater than the number of annual recruits, and it is now less. It is, however, here supposed, that the number of annual recruits is now no more than a quarter of the annual burials, in order to allow for more emigration in the births than in the burials; and also, in order to be more sure of obtaining results that shall not exceed the truth.

Of every thousand then who die in London, only 750 are natives, and 250 are recruits, who come to it after 18 or 20 years of age; and, consequently, in order to obtain from the bills a more correct table than the first of the following tables, 250 must be subtracted from every one of the numbers in the second column till 20; and the numbers in the third column must be kept the same, the bills always giving their right. After 20, the table is to be continued unaltered; and the result will be, a table which will give the numbers of the living at all ages in London much nearer the truth, but still form what may be termed the second of the following tables. The sum of all the numbers in the second column of this table, diminished by 500, is 20,750. For every 1000 deaths, therefore, in London, there are, according to this table, 20,750 living persons in it; or for every single death, 20½ inhabitants. It was before shewn, that the number of inhabitants in London could not be so great as 2½ times the deaths. It now appears (since the numbers in the second column of this table are too high) that the number of inhabitants in London cannot be so great as even 2½ times the deaths. And this is a conclusion which every one, who will bestow due attention on what has been said, will find himself forced to receive. It will not be amiss, however, to confirm it by the following fact, the knowledge of which is derived from the particular inquiry of Mr. Harris, the late ingenious master of the Royal Mathematical School in Chirith-church Hospital. The average of lads in this school has, for thirty years past, been 8½. They are admitted at 10 years, become 12½ lads, and live about eleven years; and at 21 years and sixteen, will die. They are, therefore, in general, lads between the ages of eight and sixteen. They have better accommodations than it can be supposed children commonly have; and about three hundred of them have the particular advantage of being educated in the country. In such circumstances it may be well reckoned, that the proportion of children dying annually, must be less than the general proportion of children dying annually at the same ages in London. The fact is, that for the last thirty years, 11½ have died annually, or one in 70. According to Table II. of all who complete their eighth year in London, and who are living at that age, and at every intermediate age till 16, one in 74 die annually. It follows, therefore, that according to this table, supposing the lads in Chishurch-school all admitted exactly at eight years of age, and none discharged before they have completed 16 years of age, or before they have reduced eight years (suppositions much too favourable) only a 74th part ought to die annually. This table, therefore, gives the decrements of life in London at those ages too little, and the numbers of the living too great, and this is true of all ages above 20; it must be, therefore, in conformity to what was before shewn, that more people settle in London after 20, than the quarters supposed above; and that from 20 to 35 or 40 the numbers of the living are given too great in proportion to the decrements of life. In this table the numbers in the second column are doubled at 20, agreeably to what really happens in London; and the sum of the numbers in this column diminished by half the whole number of deaths, gives the expectation of life, not of a child just born, as in other tables, but of all the inhabitants of London at the time they enter it, whether that be at birth, or at 20 years of age. The expectations, therefore, and the values of London lives under 20, cannot be calculated from this table. But it may be very easily fitted for this purpose, by finding the number of births which, according to the given decrements of life, will leave 494 alive at 20; and then adapting the intermediate numbers in such a manner to this radix, as to preserve all along between the number of the living at the same proportion to the numbers of the dead. This is done in the third of the following tables; and this table may be recommended as better adapted to the present state of London than any other table. The
The values of lives, however, deduced from it, are in general nearly the same with those deduced by Mr. Simpson from the London bills, as they stand forty years ago; the main difference is, that after 52, and in old age, this table gives them somewhat lower than Mr. Simpson's table.

For the method of applying those observations in determining the number of inhabitants in London, &c., see Expectation of Life.

Under the article Expectation, an account has been given of the difference between the rate of human mortality in great towns and in country parishes and villages. The fourth and fifth of the following tables, compared with the two last, will give a more distinct and full view of this difference:

**Table I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the second column to be continued as in the last table.

**Table II.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1518</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Persons living</th>
<th>Decr. of Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1518</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mortality.**

**Table IV.**

Shewing the Probabilities of Life in the District of Vaud, Switzerland, formed from the Registers of 43 Parishes, given by M. Muret, in the first Part of the Bern Memoirs for the Year 1766.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>539</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>533</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>527</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>513</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>506</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>494</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>488</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the bills, from which this and the following tables are formed, give the numbers dying under 1 as well as under 2 years; and, in the numbers dying under 1, are included, in the country parish in Brandenburgh, and at Berlin, all the still-born. All the bills also give the numbers dying in every period of five years.

**Table V.**

Shewing the Probabilities of Life in a country Parish in Brandenburgh, formed from the Bills for 50 Years, from 1710 to 1759, as given by Mr. Sufmilch, in his Gottliche Ordnung.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Died</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>452</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>456</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>444</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>700</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>666</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>644</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>138</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the bills, from which this and the following tables are formed, give the numbers dying under 1 as well as under 2 years; and, in the numbers dying under 1, are included, in the country parish in Brandenburgh, and at Berlin, all the still-born. All the bills also give the numbers dying in every period of five years.
MORTALITY.

Table VI.
Shewing the Probabilities of Life at Vienna, formed from the Bills for eight Years, as given by Mr. Sufmilch, in his Gottliche Ordnung, p. 32. Tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Decr.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Decr.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living</th>
<th>Decr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8713</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2206</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This writer has also given the bills of the parish of St. Peter, at Berlin, for 24 years; and a table formed from them agrees nearly with this.
### Table VIII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Males Living</th>
<th>Males Decrease</th>
<th>Females Living</th>
<th>Females Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>2,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7,700</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>7,910</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>7,433</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>7,392</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>6,866</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>7,042</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>6,623</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6,792</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>6,473</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>6,657</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6,348</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6,537</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>6,243</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>6,432</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6,153</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>6,078</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6,277</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>6,015</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6,217</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>5,953</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6,165</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5,913</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6,119</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>5,868</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6,079</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5,828</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6,044</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>5,788</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6,009</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>5,749</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5,974</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>5,710</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5,934</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5,671</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5,894</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>5,632</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5,852</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>5,593</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5,809</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>5,553</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,769</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>5,513</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,723</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>5,453</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,680</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>5,407</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,635</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>5,352</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,591</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>5,308</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,546</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>5,254</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,496</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>5,205</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,444</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>5,156</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,389</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>5,103</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,333</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>5,049</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,274</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>4,988</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,125</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>4,838</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,049</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>4,688</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,878</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>4,538</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,704</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>4,388</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,521</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>4,248</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,348</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4,098</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,115</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>3,948</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4,034</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>3,788</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,953</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>3,628</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,872</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>3,468</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,791</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>3,308</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,711</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>3,148</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,631</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>2,988</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,553</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2,828</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,475</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>2,668</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,397</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>2,508</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,320</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>2,348</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,243</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>2,188</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,166</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>2,028</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,089</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>1,868</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3,012</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>1,708</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,935</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>1,548</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,858</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>1,388</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,781</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>1,228</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,704</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>1,068</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,627</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2,550</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mortality.**

Table VIII shews the Probabilities of Life in the Kingdom of Sweden among Males and Females, according to the Medium of Seven different Enumerations in 1757, 1760, 1763, 1766, 1769, 1772, and 1775.
MORTAR.

Mortar, or Morter, in Architecture, a composition of lime, sand, &c. mixed up with water: serving as a cement to bind the stones, &c. of a building.

The ancients had a kind of mortar so very hard and binding, that, after so long a duration as to this time, it is next to impossible to separate the parts of some of their buildings; though there are some who ascribe that excessive strength to time, and the influence of certain properties in the air, which is, indeed, found to harden some bodies very surprisingly.

The lime used in the ancient mortar, is laid to have been burnt from the hardest stones, or often from fragments of marble.

De Lorme observes, that the best mortar is that made of pozzolana for sand; adding, that this penetrates black flints, and turns them white. See Pozzolana, and Puteolana Pulvis.

Mr. Worledge observes, that fine sand makes weak mortar, and that the larger the sand the stronger the mortar. He therefore advises, that the sand be washed before it is mixed; and adds, that dirty water weakens the mortar considerably.

Vitruvius observes, that the finest sands dry sooner than those taken out of rivers. Whence he adds, the latter is fit for the inlaid, the former for the outlaid of a building. He subjoins, that the finest sand, lying long in the air, becomes earthy. Palladio takes notice, that all sands white ones are the worst; and the reason is owing to their want of aperity.

The proportion of lime and sand in our common mortar is extremely variable. Vitruvius prefers three parts of pit-sand, and two of river-sand, to one of lime; but the quantity of sand here seems to be too great.

The proportion most commonly used in the mixing of lime and sand is, to a bushel of lime a bushel and a half of sand, i. e. two parts of lime and three of sand; though the common mortar, in and about London, has more sand in it than according to this proportion. The improvement of mortar is certainly an object of great importance; and different schemes have been suggested for giving it that degree of durability for which the mortar used by the ancients is justly celebrated.

Mr. Dowsie, in the second volume of the Memoirs of Agriculture, p. 20, &c. gives the following method of making mortar imperceptible to moisture, acquiring great hardnese, and exceedingly durable, similar to that used by the ancients, which was discovered by a gentleman of Neufchatel: take of unflaked lime and of fine sand, in the proportion of one part of the lime to three parts of the sand, as much as a labourer can well manage at once; and then adding water gradually, mix the whole well together with a trowel, till it be reduced to the consistence of mortar. Apply it immediately, while it is hot, to the purpose, either of mortar, as a cement to brick or stone, or of plaster to the surface of any building. It will then ferment for some days in drier places, and afterwards gradually concretes, or set, and become hard; but in a moist place it will continue soft for three weeks or more; though it will at length, attain a firm consistence, even if water have such access to it so as to keep the surface wet the whole time. After this, it will acquire a stone-like hardnes, and resist all moisture. The perfection of this mortar depends on the ingredients being thoroughly blended together; and the mixture being applied immediately after to the place where it is wanted. The lime for this mortar must be made of lime-flue, shells, or marle; and the stronger it is, the better the mortar will be; besides, the lime should be carefully kept from the access of air or wet; otherwise, by attracting moisture, it will loose proportionally that power of acting on the sand, by which the incorporation is produced. It is proper also to exclude the sun and wind from the mortar, for some days after it is applied; that the drying too fast may not prevent the due continuance of the fermentation, which is necessary for the action of the lime on the sand. When a very great hardnese and firmnes are required in this mortar, the using of skimmed milk instead of water, either wholly or in part, will produce the desired effect, and render the mortar extremely tenacious and durable.

M. Loriot's mortar, the method of making which was announced by order of his majesty at Paris in 1774, is made in the following manner: take one part of brick-duft finely sifted, two parts of fine river-sand skreened, and as much old flaked lime as may be sufficient to form mortar with water, in the usual method, but to wet as to serve for the sticking of as much powdered quick-lime as amounts to one-fourth of the whole quantity of brick-duft and sand. When the materials are well mixed, employ a small quantity of quick-lime in the leaf, may be added, after the application of it imperfect or impossible. Another method of making this composition is to make a mixture of the dry materials; i. e. of the sand, brick-duft, and powdered quick-lime, in the prescribed proportion; which mixture may be put in sacks, each containing a quantity sufficient for one or two troughs of mortar. The above-mentioned old flaked lime and water being prepared apart, the mixture is to be made in the manner of plaster, at the instant when it is wanted, and is to be well chafed with the trowel. With respect to this method, Dr. Higgins observes, that M. Loriot corrects the bad quality of the old and effete lime, which constitutes the basis of his mortar, and which has regained a part of the fixed air that had been expelled from it, by the addition of fresh and non-effervescent lime, halfly added to it, at the time of using the composition, which must undoubtedly improve the imperfect mass. And he adds, that when an ignorant artist makes mortar with whiting instead of lime, he can mend it considerably by adding lime to it; but his mortar will still be defective, in comparison with the best and most durable, and composed of old flaked lime or whiting; this on repeated trials he has found to be the true flate of the case. Dr. Higgins has made a variety of experiments, in consequence of the modern discoveries relating to fixed air, for the purpose of improving the mortar used in our buildings. According to this author, the perfection of lime, prepared for the purpose of making mortar, consists chiefly in its being totally deprived of its fixed air. On examining several specimens of the lime commonly used in building, he found that it is seldom or never sufficiently burned; for they all effervesced, and yielded more or less fixed air, on the addition of an acid, and flaked slowly, in comparison with well burned lime. Dr. Higgins also relates some experiments, which shew how very quickly lime imbibes fixed air from the atmosphere; on its exposure to which it by degrees looses those characters which chiefly distinguish it from mere lime-flue or powdered chalk: bysoon attracting from thence that very principle, to the absence of which it owes its useful quality as a cement, and which had before been expelled from it in the burning. Hence he concludes, that, as lime owes its excellence to the expulsion of fixed air from it in the burning, it should be used as soon as possible after it is made, and guarded from exposure to the air, as much as possible, before it is used. It is no wonder, therefore, he says, that the London mortar is bad, if the imperfection of it depended solely on the badness of the lime; since the
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lime employed in it is not only bad when it comes fresh from the kiln, because it is insufficiently burned, and the air has access to it, but becomes worse before it is used, by the distance and mode of its conveyance, and when flaked, is as widely different from good lime, as it is from powdered chalk. For a similar reason, every other cause, which tends to restore to the lime the fixed air, of which it had been deprived in the burning, must deprive it. It must receive this kind of injury, for instance, from the water, so largely used, at first in flaking the lime, and afterwards in making it into mortar; if that water contains fixed air, from which few waters are perfectly free, and which will greedily be attracted by the lime. The injury arising from this cause is prevented by the sublimation of lime-water, so far as may be practicable or convenient.

From other experiments, made with the view of ascertaining the relative proportions of lime, sand and water, in the making of mortar, it appeared that those specimens were the best which contained one part of lime in seven of the sand; for those which contained less lime, and were too short whilst fresh, were more easily cut and broke, and were practically more to water; and those which contained more lime, although they were closer in grain, did not harden so soon or to so great a degree, even when they escaped cracking by lying in the shade to dry slowly. It appeared farther, that mortar, which is to be used where it must dry quickly, ought to be made as stiff as the purpose will admit, or, with the smallest practicable quantity of water, and that mortar will not crack, although the lime be used in excessive quantity, provided it be made stiffer, or to a thicker consistence than mortar usually is.

Dr. Higgins has also shewn, that though the setting of mortar, as it is called by the workmen, chiefly depends on the evaporation of it, yet its induration, and its acquiring a fowy hardnefs, is not caused by its drying, as has been supposed, but is principally owing to its abstraction of fixed air from the atmosphere, and is promoted in proportion as it acquires this principle; the accession of which is indispensably necessary to the induration of calcareous cement. In order to the greatest induration of mortar, therefore, it must be suffered to dry gently and slow; the evaporation must be effected by temperate air, and not accelerated by the heat of the sun or fire; it must not be wetted soon after it sets; and afterwards it ought to be protected from wet as much as possible, until it is completely indurated; the entry of acridulous gas must be prevented as much as possible, until the mortar is finally placed and quickset: and then it must be as freely exposed to the open air as the work will admit, in order to supply acridulous gas, and enable it sooner to fulfill the trials to which mortar is exposed in cementations buildings, and incrustations.

Dr. Higgins has also enquired into the nature of the best sand or gravel for mortar, and into the effects produced by bone-ashes, pitch powder, charcoal, sulphur, &c. and he deduces great advantages from the addition of bone-ashes, in various proportions, according to the nature of the work for which the composition is intended.

This author describes a water-cement or tucco, of his own invention, for incrustations internal and external, exceeding, as he says, Portland stone in hardnefs, for which he obtained his majesty's letters patent in 1779. As for the materials of which this is made; drift sand, or quarry sand, or, as it is commonly called, pit sand, containing chiefly of hard quartzite flat-faced grains, with sharp angles, the mortar free from clay, fels, and calcareous, gypseous, or other grains. Fix, disposed of water, containing the smallest quantity of pyrites, or heavy metallic matter, in

Prepara by washing, and admitting the least diminution in bulk by washing, is to be preferred to any other. The sand is to be sifted in streaming clear water, through a sieve which shall give passage to all such grains as do not exceed one sixteenth of an inch in diameter; and the stream of water and sifting are to be so regulated, that all the sand, which is much finer than the Lynn sand, together with clay and other matter, specifically lighter than sand, may be washed away with the stream; whilst the purer and coarser sand, which passes through the sieve, subdues in a convenient receptacle; and whilst the coarse rubbish and shingle remain on the sieve to be rejected. The fulminating sand is then washed in clean streaming water, through a finer sieve, so as to be further cleansed and sorted into two parcels, a coarser, which will remain in the sieve which is to give passage to such grains of sand only as are less than one thirtieth of an inch in diameter, and which is to be saved apart under the name of coarse sand; and a finer, which will pass through the sieve and subdue in the water, and which is to be saved apart under the name of fine sand. These are to be dried separately, either in the sun, or on a clean iron plate set on a convenient surface, in the manner of a sand heat. Let the lime be chosen, which is bone-lime, which heats the most in flaking, and flakes the quickest when duly watered; which is the freest made and most closely kept; which diffolves in distilled vinegar with the least effervescence, and leaves the smallest residue insoluble, and in this residue the smallest quantity of clay, gypsum, or martial matter. Let this lime be put in a bals-wired fine sieve, to the quantity of fourteen pounds. Let the sand be shaken by plunging it in a basket, filled with soft water, and raising it out quickly and suffering it to heat and fume, and by repeating this plunging and raising alternately, and agitating the lime, until it be made to pass through the sieve into the water: reject the part of the lime that does not easily pass through the sieve; and use fresh portions of lime, till as many ounces of lime have passed through the sieve as there are quarts of water in the bucket. Let the water, thus impregnated, stand in the bucket, clean covered, until it becomes clear; and, through wooden cock placed at different heights in the bucket, draw off the clear liquor, as fast and as low as the lime fubdues, for use. This clear liquor is called the cementing liquor. Let fifty pounds of the forefauled choine lime be flaked, by gradually sprinkling on it, and especially on the unflaked pieces, the cementing liquor, in a close clean place. Let the flaked part be immediately sifted through the fine bals-wired sieve. Let the lime which passes be used instantly, or kept in air-tight vessels, and let the part of the lime which does not pass through the sieve be rejected; the other part is called purified lime. Let bone-ash be prepared in the usual manner by grinding the whitest burnt bones; but let it be sifted to be much finer than the bonengrained commonly sold for making cupels. Having thus prepared the materials, take fifty-six pounds of the coarse sand, and forty-two pounds of the fine sand; mix them on a large plank of hard wood placed horizontally; then spread the sand so that it may stand to the height of six inches, with a flat surface on the plank; wet it with the cementing liquor; to the wetted sand add fourteen pounds of the purified lime, in several successive portions, mixing and beating them up together; then add fourteen pounds of the bone-ash in succedaneous portions, mixing and beating all together. This Dr. Higgins calls the water-cement coarse-grained, which is to be applied in building, painting, plattening, flooring, &c. differing to white, it excellently fills all cafes, and in fluxing to lay it on by filling the trowel upwards upon it; to wet the materials used with it, in the ground on which it is laid, with the cementing liquor, at
the time of laying it on; and to use the cementing liquor for moistening the cement and facilitating the floating of it. If a cement of a finer texture be required, take ninety-eight pounds of the fine sand, wet it with the cementing liquor, and mix it with the purified lime and the bone-ash as above, with this difference, that fifteen pounds of lime are to be used instead of fourteen pounds, if the greater part of the sand be as fine as Lyon sand. This is called water-cement fine-grained; and is used in giving the kind coating or finish to any work, intended to imitate the finer grained stones or stucco. For a cheaper and coarser cement, take coarse sand or thong five fix pounds of the foregoing coarse sand twenty-eight pounds, and of the finer sand fourteen pounds: and after mixing and wetting these with the cementing liquor, add fourteen pounds, or somewhat less, of the purified lime; and then as much of the bone-ash, mixing them together. When the cement is required to be white, white sand, white lime, and the whitest bone-ash are to be chosen. Grey sand, and grey bone-ash, formed of half-burnt bones, are to be chosen to make the cement grey; and any other colour is obtained, either by chafing coloured sand, or by the admixture of the necessary quantity of coloured tale in powder, or of coloured vitreous or metallic powders, or other durable colouring ingredients, commonly used in paint. The water-cement above described is applicable to forming artificial stone; by making alternate layers of the cement and of flint, hard stone, or brick, in moulds of the figure of the intended stone, and by exposing the maffles so formed to the open air to harden. When it is required for water fences, two-thirds of the bone-ashes are to be omitted, and in its first an equal measure of powdered terras is to be used. When the cement is required of the finest grain, or in a fluid form, so that it may be applied with a brush, flint powder, or the powder of any quartoz or hard earthy fulness, may be used in the place of sand, so the powder shall not be more than five times the weight of the lime, nor less than four times its weight. For initial work, the admixture of hair with the cement is useful. Higgins’s Exp. & Obs. on Carcaceous Cements, &c. 1778e, palfim. See STUCCO.

Mortar. Mixing and Blending of. M. Felthien observes, that the ancient masons were far more scrupulous in this proceed, that the Greeks kept ten men constantly employed, for a long space of time, to each basin; this rendered the mortar of such prodigious hard-ness, that Vitruvius tells us the pieces of plaster falling off from old walls felled to make tables. The same Felthien adds, it is a maxim among old masons to their labourers, that they should dilute with the sweat of their brow, i.e. labour it a long time, instead of drowning it, with water to have done the sooner.

Mortar-Mill, in Rural Economy, a machine contrived by Mr. Supple, for the purpose of saving labour in the making up of mortar, as well as doing the business more effectually and at a trifling expence. It may also be useful in working clay, &c.

And the mode of doing it is thus described by the inventor: “A pit is dug in the ground, which is bricked at the bottom and sides, into which the operator puts the lime. He has a small pond in a small pond of water, which is conveyed at pleasure into the pit, and in a few days the lime is sufficiently faked; he then puts the lime and sand, or gravel, into the mill, which not only mixes both together, but incorporates them in a very effectual manner; and, as the lime is sufficiently moist when taken out of the pit, no more water is required for the mortar. If for present use, the quantity he makes at a time is six bushels, as he finds when more is put in, it is apt to strain the cogs, if not made very strong. If the mortar is made with sand alone, the space between the cogs need not be made so wide as three inches. He has a second shaft, with clover cogs, in order to give the mortar another working; the space between these cogs is but two inches; but it does not answer well till after the first shaft has been used, nor is it necessary, unless for very nice work.” He adds, that he “made 200 barrels of lime into mortar last summer, and has now the like quantity of lime in the pit for the same purpose. He made six barrels of mortar in a day with ease; a boy of seven years old drives the horse, and the most indifferent one is good enough for the purpose, the draught being so easy.” This machine may be wrought by any other power, as water, wind, or steam.

The nature, plan, and construction of the machine are seen at fig. 4, in Plate XXIV. Miscellany, in which A is the plan of the boarded door, raised eight inches from the ground, four feet two inches in diameter, and surrounded by a fourteen-inch wall, whose outside height is two feet. B, a sliding door, two feet wide. C, plan of the shaft, with its cogs, or teeth; its length eleven feet eight inches, breadth eight inches, depth five inches. D, plan of the pot, or axis, on which the shaft turns round; diameter seven inches, height twenty inches. E, plan and upright of one of the cogs, as it stands in the mill. The plan is a rhombus, the longest diagonal is three inches, the short side but two, in order to make the angles of the cogs more acute, by which means they will pass through the mortar with the greater ease.

F, elevation and section of the mill in perspective.

The inventor states, that the space between the cogs is but three inches, except the first to the left of the pot, which is but half an inch distant from it, in order to give the cogs to the left a different direction from those on the right; and its use will, by inspection, readily appear. There must be a space of two inches between the end of the cogs and the wall, in order to give the gravel a free passage, which would otherwise strain the cogs, and stop the course of the mill.”

Besides the common mortar used in laying of stones, bricks, &c., there are several other kinds: as

Mortar. White, used in plattiering the walls and ceilings; made of ox or cow’s hair mixed with lime and water, without any sand. The common method of making this mortar is one bushel of hair to six bushels of lime.

Mortar used in making Water-Courses, Jiffy, &c. is very hard and durable, being made of lime and hogs-grease, sometimes mixed with the juice of figs, and sometimes with liquid pitch; and, after application, is washed over with linseed-oil. See BETON.

For this purpose, mortar made of terras, pozzolana, tile-dust, or cinders, is mixed and prepared in the same manner as common mortar; only that these ingredients are mixed with lime, instead of sand, in a due proportion, which is about half and half. The lime should be made of shells or marble; and in works which are sometimes dry and sometimes wet, instead of terras, which is very dear, tile-dust or cinder-dust may be used.

Mortar for Furnaces, &c. See LUTE.

Mortar for Sun-Dials on walls may be made of lime and sand, tempered with linseed-oil; or, for want of that, with linseed milk. This will grow to the hardners of a flow.

For buildings, one part of washed soap-ashes, mixed with another of lime and sand, make a very durable mortar. See CEMENT.

The salt petre workers in France using the mortar of old buildings for extracting that salt, M. Petit has thought it worthy a peculiar attention, and has made several trials, by way of analysis of mortar, to determine whether it really
and essentially contains nitre in it, or whether it be only serviceable in that mixture of salts from which nitre is produced.

The common managers of the saltpetre works are of opinion, that mortar contains in it all the saltpetre they procure from it; and that the wood-ashes, and other substances they use with it, only serve to absorb the fat or oily parts, and to let the saltpetre at liberty to foam. Thus they pretend to affirm upon experience; but they do not consider, that though they can procure saltpetre from the rubbish or mortar without the addition of wood-ashes, yet it is not pure mortar that they make their experiments upon, but such as is taken from their own heaps, upon which they always throw all the residuum of their former works, and all that liquor which will shoot no more crystals, but which they call the mother-water of saltpetre.

This gentleman, therefore, very properly judged, that to make a regular trial of the mortar or rubbish alone, he must not take it from their stores, used in the saltpetre works, but pick it himself from the ruins of old buildings.

The mark the saltpetre workers have to know good mortar for their purpose is, that it takes acid and salt when applied to the tongue; but to this it may be also added, that it ought to be of a greyish colour, and such as, when powdered and sprinkled upon burning charcoal, yields some sparks of fire; and the more sparks it gives, the better it is for the purpose; and another character of the goodness is, that these well impregnated mortars have a certain uncertainty or finitnes to the touch, which other kinds have not.

The finest of all kinds of mortar for saltpetre work is such as is had from the ruins of old buildings in a low situation, and out of the way of much sunshine; where there has been no great quantity of fire kept, and especially such as has served for the cements of the walls of flaves, or the like.

M. Petit chose from such a wall twelve pounds of old mortar: this he had beaten to powder, and poured upon it eight pints of water; the whole was then set over the fire, and lirred from time to time for three or four hours, that the water might be well tinctured from the mortar; after this the water was filtered through paper, and was then found to be tinctured to a pale, yellow, transparent bitter, and somewhat acid to the taste.

The impregnation may be made without heat, by only stirring the mortar about for nine or ten days in cold water, and a quantity of the salt taken up will be according to the goodness of the mortar and the quantity of water employed.

The common specific gravity of this liquor to water is as 32 to 31, or thereabouts. M. Petit having procured the tincture of fifty pounds of mortar, by several impregnations, in 72 French pints of water, evaporated it so far till it appeared highly charged with saline particles, tainting very acid and bitter, and being of a brownish-red colour; and its specific gravity was in this state to water as 4 to 3, there being more in quantity than about four pints. This was still limpid and of a dusky colour, and was afterwards evaporated over a gentle fire, to the consequence of an extract, which, as it cooled, became much thicker and firmer, resembling butter. This being left open to the air, soon relected into a liquor of the consequence of a syrup: its specific gravity was now to water as 45 to 3; but in leaving it open to the air, it continually attracted fresh humidity, and became less specifically heavy. Experiments made with this extract succeeded in the following manner:

1. It turned the common blue paper to a fine deep red.

The impregnations in water unimpaired do this also in different degrees, according to their strength.

2. Mixed in equal quantities with spirit of nitre and with spirit of sea-salt, it made no effervescence or alteration in either.

3. A leaf of gold being put into the mixture of this impregnation with spirit of nitre, was immediately dissolved; and in an hour or two afterwards, the liquor was much clearer than before.

A leaf of gold being put into the mixture of this impregnation and spirit of sea-salt, was in the same manner dissolved in a few minutes. It is generally supposed, indeed, that the spirit of salt alone will diffuse gold; but there seems to be an error in this, founded on the inaccuracy of the preparation of such spirit of salt; for Messrs. Geoffroy and Boulud have at different times produced before the French Academy spirit of salt carefully prepared by themselves, which would not at all diffuse gold, not even with the assistance of heat: even such spirit of salt would, however, be made to diffuse gold, by mixing this impregnation with it; so that it has the power of dissolving gold in a great degree.

4. A leaf of silver being dissolved in spirit of nitre, and this impregnation of mortar added to the solution, the whole became turbid, and a precipitation happened, part of the matter being thrown to the bottom, and part remaining suspended in form of a white cloud, which kept its place without falling.

5. The impregnation being mixed in equal quantities with oil of vitriol formed a coagulum, and made a great effervescence, with copious red vapours, and a strong smell of aqua fortis; and these vapours appeared at any time, on stirring the mixture, for several days together. If a larger quantity of oil of vitriol be added to this coagulum, it all becomes fluid, but ferments violently; and finally, there will be a white matter precipitated to the bottom of the clear liquor; and if a leaf of gold be brought near this mixture, it will be diffused even by the vapour which exalts from it. Spirit of nitre has no effect upon this mixture, either in its state of coagulum, or when reduced by more oil of vitriol into a clear liquor; but the volatile spirit of urine ferments violently, without the leaf heat with it.

6. Oil of tartar per deliquium being added to the impregnation, the liquors would not readily mix, but remained separate, the impregnation sinking to the bottom; but on stirring them thoroughly together, they finally were made to unite into a white substance like butter, with a strong urinous smell. If a small quantity of corrosive sublimate be added to this mixture, the urinous smell ceases; and if oil of vitriol be added, there is a violent fermentation occasioned; and, in fine, a large quantity of precipitate.

7. This impregnation of mortar being mixed with an equal quantity of a solution of corrosive sublimate, there is nothing remarkable produced, though the mixture be ever so much shaken; but if a little oil of tartar per deliquium be added to this, the mixture becomes turbid, and, on stirring all together for some time, it becomes white and thick like butter. If to this, more corrosive sublimate be added in solution, it becomes orange-coloured; and, on more stirring, this becomes again white; and finally gives a white precipitate at the bottom of a transparent liquor.

8. If, instead of oil of tartar, an equal quantity of lime-water be added, this in the same manner gives an urinous smell, and the whole difference is, that the mixture will not become thick with this, as it will with oil of tartar.

9. The impregnation of mortar produced the same coagulum in mixing with spirit of urine, that it did with oil of tartar per deliquium; but it made no coagulation with spirit of sulphuric acid with lime: the occasion of this difference is, that the spirit of urine contains a great deal of volatile salt, and the other but little. It is a common error to suppose...
pose that the spirit of sal ammoniac, which is most pungent, contains the greatest quantity of salt; but this is not the case, for the spirit made with lime is much more pungent than that with salt of tartar, though the last is well known to contain a much larger proportion of saline particles.

10. If a piece of paper or linen be wetted in this impregnation, and afterwards dried, it takes fire very violently, and sparks with the same violence as if it was impregnated with salt petre.

From these experiments it is abundantly proved, that the impregnation of mortar contains a large quantity of a saline and nitrous ammoniacal salt; for a dissolition of sal ammoniac and spirit of nitre, mixed together, are found to produce all the changes in the different bodies before named, that the impregnation does. On the whole, though it has been supposed by Mr. Tournefort, and others, that mortar contained salt petre, sea-salt, and a fixed alkali; yet there does not appear any proof of its containing any of these salts: no fixed alkali can ever be separated from the impregnation of it; and though the linen or paper, wetted in the impregnation of it, sparkled when on fire, yet it is not nitre, but merely a residue of sal ammoniac, which occasioneth that phenomenon. The same effect is produced, if mortar be wetted with a mixture of spirit of urine and spirit of nitre. And the several experiments before recited prove, that there is in mortar a spirit of nitre and a spirit of sea-salt, which, with the volatile urinous salts, form a nitrous or a saline ammoniac. Mem. Acad. Scienc. Par. 1734.

Mortar, in Chemistry, &c. is an instrument very useful for the division of bodies, partly by percussion, and partly by grinding. They have the form of an inverted bell, and are made of all fizes and materials, as marble, copper, glafs, iron, girt-iron, and agate. The matter intended to be pounded is to be put into them, and there struck and bruised by a long instrument called a pelle. This, when large and heavy, ought to be suspended by a cord, or chain, fixed to a moveable pole, placed horizontally above the mortar, which considerately relieves the operator, because its elasticity afflits the raising of the pelle.

Mortar, in the Military Art, a short piece of ordnance, thick and wide. proper for throwing bombs, carcafses, shells, fizings, andвизings. The purpose of mortar is thought to be older than that of cannon: for they were employed in the wars of Italy, to throw balls of red-hot iron and stones, long before the invention of shells. It is gene-

erallv believed that the Germans were the first inventors. See BOMBE.

The method of throwing red-hot balls out of mortars was first put in practice at the siege of Stralsund in 1675, by the elector of Brandenburg; though some say, in 1653, at the siege of Dremen. For a further account of mortars, see CANNON.

Mortar, Cockorn, a small kind of mortar, invented by the famous engineer baron Cocborn, to throw small shells or grenades. These mortars are commonly fixed, to the num-

ber of a dozen, to a block of oak, at the elevation of 45°. See CANNON.

Mortars, Fire-lock, or Bombards, are small mortars, fixed at the end of a fire-lock: they are loaded as all common fire-locks are; and the grenade, placed in the mortar at the end of the barrel, is discharged by a flint lock; and to prevent the recoil from hurting the bombardier, the bombard is on a kind of halberd made for that purpose. They were first invented by major-general Siebch, a German, about the year 1740.

Mortars, Hand, were frequently used before the invention of coehorns. See CANNON.

Mortars, Land. See CANNON.
MOR

quenty one piece being well proved, i.e. the range of the grenado, bomb, carcafe, &c. being found to any degree of elevation, the whole work of the mortar-piece would become very easy and exact.

But since mortars are not thus familiar, it is required, that the range of the piece, at some known degree of elevation, be accurately found by measuring; and from hence all the other ranges may be determined.

Thus, to find the range of the piece at any other elevation required; say, as the fine of double the angle under which the experiment was made, it to the fine of double the angle proposed, is the range known to the range required.

Suppose, for instance, it be found, that the range of a piece, elevated to 30°, is 2000 yards; to find the range of the same piece, when elevated to 45°.

First, take the line of 60°, the double of 30°, and make it the first term of the rule of three; the second term must be the fine of 90°, the double of 45°; and the third the given range 2000; the fourth term will be 2342, the range of the piece at 45°. If the elevation be greater than 45°, instead of doubling it, take the fine of double its complement to 90°.

As supposed the elevation of a piece be 50°, take the line of 80°, the double of 40°. Again, if a determined distance to which a shot is to be cast, is given, and the angle of elevation to produce that effect be required; the range known must be the first term in the rule of three, which suppose 2000 yards; the range proposed, which we suppose 1600 yards, the second term; and the fine of 60°, double of the elevation for the range of 2000 yards, the third term. The fourth term will be found the fine of 43° 52', whose half, 21° 56', is the angle of the elevation the piece must have to produce the desired effect. And if 21° 56' be taken from 90°, you will have 68° 4'' for the other elevation of the piece, with which the same effect will likewise be produced.

Note, to avoid the trouble of finding fines of double the angles of proposed elevations, Galileo and Torricelli give us the following table, in which the fines of the angles sought are had by inspection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Ranges</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7092</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1376</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2706</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4136</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2097</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3420</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3764</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2407</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3434</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of the table is obvious. Suppose, for instance, it be known by experiment, that a mortar elevated 15°, charged with three pounds of powder, will throw a bomb to the distance of 350 fathoms: and it be required, with the same charge, to throw a bomb 100 fathoms farther; seek in the table the number answering to 15 degrees, and you will find it 5000. Then as 350 is to 450, so is 5000 to a fourth number, which is 6428. Find this number, or the nearest to it, in the table, and against it you will find 20°, or 70°; the proper angles of elevation. See Range.

For the weight, dimensions, &c. of the bombs, &c. to be cast out of mortars, and the lines of their projection, see BOMB and PROJECTILE.

MORTARA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the region of the Lombards, being defeated by Charlemagne; seven miles N. of Lucello. MORTAROLOM, a word applied by different writers to different things; from their resemblance to a mortar in shape. The chemists express by this name a small mould made for fashioning their copels; and anatomists call the sockets of the teeth, the mortaria of the jaws.

MORTE, in Geography, a lake of the county of Tyrol; 10 miles E. of Trent.

MORTE Point, a cape of England, on the W. coast of Devonshire, at the entrance of the Bristol channel. N. lat. 51° 16'. W. long. 4° 8'.

MORTEA, a town of France, in the department of the Doubs, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Pontarlier; 12 miles S.E. of it. The place contains 1384, and the canton 6601 inhabitants, on a territory of 2000 square leagues, in seven communes.

MORTELLARI, MICHEL, in Biography, a Neapolitan composer, and excellent singing-master, came from Italy to England with the earl and countess of Spencer in 1750, and immediately had offers of numerous pupils in the first families in the kingdom. He had composed several operas before he left Italy: as "Le Affliture Amorofe," in 1775; "Erio," in 1776; "Don Salterio Citeto," "Il Barere di Lago Nero," "1778; "Alejandro nell' Ind."

His flight through very agreeable and in good taste, never reached the grand or sublime; but his single airs and cantatas abounded in grace and elegance of a particular kind: there is so much facility in them, and they seem to be natural, that it is difficult to imagine the melodies to be new; however, he is guilty of no common plagiarism; for upon examination, we can only find, that he has robbed nature in sentimental expression.

He composed in England the opera of "Armida," jointly with Grefich, in 1786, for Rubini and the Maria. Indeed all the music of this drama, except Maria's songs, were furnished by Mortelli, who had been a disciple of Piccin; but though of the Neapolitan school, his compositions are less bold, nervous, and spirited, than elegant, graceful, and pleasing; but being by birth Palermite, his strains may perhaps be more properly called Sicilian than Neapolitan.

When he quitted England, where, by great labour and economy, he had accumulated a considerable sum of money, which he lent to a Venetian nobleman, who, dying before the writings were properly executed, we fear the money, which he had hitherto advanced, was never refunded by the executors of his noble friend.

After this melancholy event he went into Russia, whence we have not heard of his return.

MORTER, or MORTARA, perhaps the Cenetenum of Pliny, in Geography, an island of the Adriatic, near the coast of Dalmatia, three miles beyond the rock Steffano, 13 miles.
miles in circuit, delightfully situated, susceptible of cultivation, but thinly inhabited. It has a good harbour, and a town in an agreeable valley. Its marble is full of marine sublations; the soil is various; and the strain by which it is separated from the continent is narrow and dangerous. Its inhabitants are addicted to smuggling and piracy. Not far from Morter, on the continent, is "Vodizza," a village noted for its cherries, from which a delicious liquor, called Maraskin, is extracted. N. lat. 43° 57'. E. long. 17° 44'.

MORBERE, in English Antiquity, a mortarium, a light or taper set in churches, to burn over the graves or ashes of the dead.

MORERO, in Geography, a small island of the Mediterranean, near the coast of Sardinia. N. lat. 41° 8'. E. long. 9° 45'.

MORTAGE, in Lact, an obligation, whereby lands or tenements of a debtor are pawned or bond over to the creditor for money, or other effects, borrowed; peremptorily to be the creditor's for ever, if the money be not repaid at the day agreed on.

In this sense, mortgage, in the common law, amounts to much the same with hypotheca, in the civil law.

The creditor holding such land on such agreement, is in the mean time called recent in mortgage. He, who lays the pawn or gage, is called the mortgager; and he that takes it, the mortgagee. If a mortgage includes excessive injury, it is prohibited by the statute 37 Hen. VIII.

The French sometimes use the word mortgage in the same sense in their language, where it stands in contradistinction to a simple contract, which does not carry with it the mean profits, and which they call eij gage, life-pledge.

Granville defines mortgage, mortuum nadum, to be that "enius frutuis vel reiultus interim perspect in nullo se acquietat. Thus, it is called mortgage, i.e., dead gage, of mort, death, and gage, pledge; because whatever profit it yields, yet it redeems not itself by yielding such profit, except the whole sum borrowed be likewise paid at the day; the mortgagee being by covenant to receive the profits till default of payment. Others hold it called mortgage, because, if the money be not paid at the day, the land, mortis, dies, to the debtor, and is forfeited to the creditor.

Thus, if a man borrows of another a specific sum (e.g. 200l.) and grants him an atale in fee, on condition that if be, the mortgager, shall repay the mortgagee the said sum of 200l. on a certain day, mentioned in the deed, that then the mortgager may re-enter on the estate so granted in pledge; or, as is now the more usual way, that the mortgager shall convey the estate to the mortgagee; in this case, the land, which is so put in pledge, is by law, in case of non-payment at the time limited, for ever dead and gone from the mortgager; and the mortgagor's estate in the lands is then no longer conditional, but absolute. But as it was formerly a doubt (Litt. § 257. Cro. Car. 191.), whether by taking such estate in fee, it did not become liable to the wife's dower, and other incumbrances of the mortgage, (though that doubt has been long ago overruled by our courts of equity, Hard. 466.) it, therefore, became usual to grant only a long term of years, by way of mortgage; with condition to be void on repayment of the mortgage-money; which course has been since pretty generally continued, principally because, on the death of the mortgagee, such term becomes vested in his personal representatives, who alone are intitled in equity to receive the money lent, of whatever nature the mortgage may happen to be. As soon as the estate is created, the mortgagee may immediately enter on the lands; but is liable to be dispossessed, upon performance of the condition by payment of the mortgage-money at the day limited. And, therefore, the usual way is to agree, that the mortgagar shall hold the land till the day assigned for payment; when, in case of failure, whereby the estate becomes absolute, the mortgagee may enter upon it and take possession, without any possibility, at law, of being afterwards evicted by the mortgager, to whom the land is now for ever dead. But here again the courts of equity interpose; and, though a mortgage be thus forfeited, and the estate absolutely vested in the mortgagee, at the common law, yet they will consider the real value of the tenements compared with the sum borrowed. And, if the estate be of greater value than the sum lent thereon, they will allow the mortgagee at any reasonable time to recall or redeem his estate; paying to the mortgagee his principal, interest, and expenses: for, otherwise, in strictness of law, an estate worth 100l. might be forfeited for non-payment of 100l. or a less sum. This reasonable advantage, allowed to mortgagees, is called the equity of redemption. And this enables a mortgagee to call on the mortgager, who has possession of his estate, to deliver it back and account for the rents and profits received, on payment of his whole debt and interest; thereby turning the mortgare into a kind of visum nadium. But, on the other hand, the mortgager may either compel the sale of the estate, in order to get the whole of his money immediately, or else call upon the mortgager to redeem his estate presently, or in default thereof to be for ever foreclosed from redeeming the same, i.e., to lose his equity of redemption without possibility of recall. And also in some cases of fraudulent mortgagers, specified in 4 & 5 W. & M. cap. 16, the fraudulent mortgager forfeits all equity of redemption whatsoever. It is not, however, usual for mortgagers to take possession of the mortgaged estate, unless where the security is precarious or small; or where the mortgager negligently ever the payment of interest. When the mortgagee is frequently obliged to bring an ejection, and take the land into his own hands, it is in the nature of a pledge, or the genus of the Roman law; whereas, while it remains in the hands of the mortgaged, it more resembles their hypotheca, which was, where the possession of the thing pledged remained with the debtor. But, by 7 Geo. II. cap. 20, after payment or tender by the mortgager of principal, interest, and costs, the mortgare can obtain no ejection; but may be compelled to re-align his securities. Blacklt. Com. bk ii. cap. 10.

The civil lawyers distingiuish 26 different kinds ofisci mortgates.

MORTIER, a badge or ensign of dignity, borne by the chancellors and great prelates of the parliaments of Paris. That borne by the chancellor was a piece of cloth of gold, lined and turned up with ermin; that of the first presidens was a piece of velvet edged with a gold lace; that of the other prelates was only a piece of gold lace.

They formerly bore it on their head, but afterwards in their hands; except in grand ceremonies, as at the entry of a king. Hence the denomination, presidens à mortier. See CAP.

MORTIER BANK, in Geography, a fishing bank near the coast of Newfoundland. N. lat. 47° 5'. W. long. 54° 48'.

MORTIFICATION, in Surgery, the death of a part of the body. This subject has been so fully treated in another volume of the present work, that it only seems necessary here to make a reference to the article GAN.

D d
MORTIFICATION, in Religion, any severe penance observed on any religious account. How ancient and how universal the practice of it has been, and for what reasons observed, see Fast.

MORTIMER, John Hamilton, in Biography, was born at Earl-Bourne in Sussex, and very early in life exhibited a decided taste and talent for painting. He was therefore placed by his parents with Hudson, but did not stay long with him, nor with Pine, to whom he afterwards went to acquire the rudiments of art. He felt that he had talents, and probably chose to take his own course in the direction of them. He accordingly went to draw from the antique in the gallery which the duke of Richmond munificently opened to artists in Pracy Gardens, and afterwards was a member of the academy in St. Martin's-lane. By his studies in these schools he acquired a considerable degree of knowledge of the human figure, but never enjoyed a feeling of the grand style.

Mortimer, endowed with the faculty of invention, did not allow it to lie unproductive in his mind, but composed a great variety of designs; which unfortunately he executed with too much facility, and was too easily satisfied with his labours, to carry them very far in the road to perfection. At the age of 22 he bore away the prize given by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. and gained great and merited applause for his performance, which, considering his youth, was at that time an uncommon one. The subject was St. Paul preaching to the Britons, and it is now the altarpiece of the church at High-Wycombe. His favourite subjects were of the grotesque or horrible kind; incantations, monsters, or representations of banditti and soldiers in violent actions. The attempts at real character which he made (and of which he has left us etchings) from some of Shakespeare's most celebrated heroes, are weak and untrue, they leave us nothing to regret in his not having indulged himself in more of the like kind, except for the freedom with which they are executed. They were very highly extolled in his time, but the improvement in art and taste which the country has since experienced has given us more accurate ideas of art, and more just discrimination between ch racter and caricature.

He sometimes was stimulat'd to paint portraits, but was by no means successful. He had no eye to colour, and had too much vivacity of imagination, or rather, perhaps, too little readiness of mind in the pursuit to dwell sufficiently long on matter so interesting as portraiture, when compared with the zeal and enthusiasm excited by historical painting.

He polished great personal activity, and was fond of athletic exercises, but unfortunately devoted too much time to habits of excess in pleasurable indulgences, which brought on premature decline and death in the 59th year of his age, in 1779.

The character which Mortimer left behind him, excepting the weakness of allowing the heat of youthful passions to overcome and mislead him for a time, was highly estimable. He was generous and friendly, lively, engaging, and intellectual. Having once become aware of the folly of vicious indulgence, he determined to adopt a more correct course of life, but unfortunately his good resolutions were excited too late, and the heavy hand of death fell on him before he or his friends were benefitted by them; as far at least as relates to the art he professed.

MORTINSBERG, in Geography, a town of Austria; 40 miles S.S.W. of Zweit.

MORTIS, Causa Donatio. See Donation.

MORTISE, or Mortice, in Carpentry and Joinery, an excavation received within the surface of a piece of timber, to receive the projection on the end of another piece, in order to fix the two pieces together at a given angle. The sides of the mortise are generally four planes at right angles to each other, and to the surface whence the excavation is made. See Carpentory and Joinery.

The word is originally French, mortoise, which signifies the fame; and which Borel farther derives from mordre, to bite.

MORTLAKE, in Geography, a village and parish in the western division of the hundred of Brixton, in the county of Surrey, England, is situated on the southern bank of the river Thames, at a distance of some miles S.W. from London. The manor here at the time of the conquest, and from that period till the reign of Henry VIII. was the property of the archbishop of Canterbury, who occasionally resided at the manor-house. Archbishop Anselm celebrated the feast of Whit on this manor in the year 1099; and archbishops Peckham and Reynolds died there; the former A.D. 1325, and the latter in 1327. After the alienation of the manor, by archbishop Cranmer, the king gave it to his newly erected dean and chapter of Worcester; at which time the manor-house was destroyed, and the manorial residence removed to Wimbledon.

This village is remarkable in the history of English manufactory, as the seat of the first manufactory of fine tapestry established in the British dominions. The buildings of this manufactory, which owes its origin to the patriotic exertions of Sir Francis Cranke, formerly occupied the site of Queen's-head court. They are now wholly demolished, but the house, built for the residence of Mr. Francis Cleynne, the chief designer employed in the work, still continues standing on the opposite side of the road. A manufactory of coffin, began about twenty years ago by Mr. William Saunders, is now carried on by Mr. Vaghtall and Coy. In this village a small manufactory of white flax-ware, and the property of Mr. Joseph Kifhar. The alms-houses here were first founded and endowed in 1628 by John Juxon, esq. and his family, but the endowments were subsequently much augmented by Mrs. Elizabeth Henage. The persons maintained in these houses are poor widows, each of whom receives 2s. 6d. per week; and clothes at stated periods.

A charity-school, which owes its foundation to a bequest by lady Capel, is now in a very flourishing condition; the funds having been so much increased of late by various donations, as to enable the trustees to clothe and educate in it 12 boys and 12 girls.

Mortlake church appears, from a record still extant, to have been originally erected about the year 1348, but no portion of that building now remains, except the outward door of the belfry. The other parts were rebuilt in 1543; and the fourth aisle again, even so late as the year 1725. This church is constructed of flint and flint chequered, and has a square embattled tower of similar workmanship at the west end. The interior is adorned with a very handsome front, which exhibits some rich tracery work; and bears among other decorations the arms of Archbishop Bonare. He also added the nave of the church in the time of Henry VI. Here are likewise, as well as in the church-yard, a number of neat monuments, some of them in honour of distinguished public characters. Among these is one for Dr. Dee, who was remarkable in the reign of Queen Elizabeth for his skill in the occult sciences; and of whom, as well as of his son, some account will be found in a preceding volume. (See Dee.) Another monumental memorial commemorates John Partridge, a celebrated physician and astrologer, who lived in the seventeenth century; a third for Sir John Barnard,
Barnard, alderman of London, within the same period, together with the late Sir Brook Watton, are chiefly worthy of mention. The living here was at one time a rectory in the peculiar jurisdiction of the archbishop of Canterbury, but it is now a perpetual curacy, with a revered salary of 40l. per annum, paid out of the great tithes by the lefsee under the dean and chapter of Worcester, who have the nomination of the curate. Mr. Parkes, curate here during the protectorship of Cromwell, was one of the minions appointed toasso the committee for displacing ignorant and insufficient minions and school masters. An ancient house here is said to have been for some time the residence of that ulterior.

The parish of Mortlake contains about 1400 acres, of which nearly 650 are inclosed in Richmond park. Upwards of 100 acres are waste lands. Of the remainder, 250 acres constitute garden ground, including 31 acres cropped with asparagus, and 10 with lavender. The cultivation of the former of these plants has much decreased here within the last 20 years. At the extremity of the parish, towards Richmond, is a farm consisting of about 80 acres, which has been long in the occupation of his majesty, and is said to be one of the best cultivated spots in England. The soil here consists mostly of land and gravel, but on some spots near the side of the river there is a considerable mixture of clay. On a small hill within the park stands an elegant edifice called the Stone lodge, which was begun by George I. after a design by the earl of Pembroke, but left in an unfinished state till completed by the princes Amelia, when she became range of the park. This lodge was given, in 1803, to lord victor Sidney, in whose possession it still continues. In this parish is the pleasant hamlet of East Sheen, which commands some very beautiful views, from its position on an eminence close to the Thames. Some highly poetical passages in Maurice’s Poem of “Richmond,” are allusive to the scenery, history, &c. of Mortlake, Sheen, and the vicinity.

Mortlake, according to the parliamentary returns of 1801, contains 341 houses, and 1748 inhabitants. The Environs of London, by the Rev. Daniel Lysons, 4 vols. 4to. 1811. Manning and Ray’s History and Antiquities of Surrey, folio.

MORTLICH, or Mortlach, a village of Scotland, in the county of Banff, on a small river which runs into the Spey; once the see of a bishop, founded by Malcolm II. in the year 1010 in commemoration of a great victory obtained by him over the Danes; the see, after continuing 127 years, was removed to Aberdeen by king David I.; 12 miles S.S.W. of Fochabers.

MORTMAIN, in Law, the alienation of lands and tenements to any guild, corporation, or fraternity, sole or aggregate, ecclesiastical or temporal, and their successors; as bishops, parsons, vicars, &c. which may not be done without the king’s licence, and that of the lord of the manor; or that of the king alone, if it be immediately holden of him. (Stat. 7 & 8 W. III. cap. 37.) And by Stat. 9 Geo. II. cap. 36. no manors, lands, or money to be laid out in lands, are to be given for charitable uses, unless by deed executed twelve months before the death of the donor.

The word literally denotes dead-band; being a compound of mort, dead, and main, band. Accordingly Huttonian defines mortmain to be the possession of those who are, as it were, immortal, because they never cease to have heirs; so that the estate never reverts to its first lord: main, band, being used for possession; and mort, dead, by antiphrasis, for immortal. Others affign the reason of the name thus: that the services and other profits due for such lands, should not, without such licence, come into a dead-hand (nauman); i.e. into a hand as it were dead, that is, so dedicated to God, or pious uses, as to be different from other lands, tenements, or hereditaments, and never to revert to the donor, or any temporal or common use.

Purchases in mortmain were usually made by ecclesiastical bodies, the members of which (being professed) were reckoned dead persons in law; and, therefore, the land held on them might, with great propriety, be said to be held in mort a mortuorum. See AMOR TITION.

In order to understand the rise and progress of the statute of mortmain, it is necessary to observe, that by the common law, any man might dispose of his lands to any other private man, at his own discretion, especially when the feudal restraints of alienation were worn away. Yea in consideration of thence, it was always, and is still, necessary (F. N. B. 121.) for corporations to have a licence in mortmain from the crown, to enable them to purchase lands; and such licences of mortmain seem to have been necessary among the Saxons, above sixty years before the Norman conquest. But, besides this general licence from the king, as lord paramount of the kingdom, it was also requisite, whenever there was a meane, or intermediate lord between the king and the alienor, to obtain his licence also, upon the fame feodal principles, for the alienation of the specific land. And if no such licence was obtained, the king, or other lord, might respectively enter on the lands so alienated in mortmain as a forfeiture.

However, such were the influence and ingenuity of the clergy, that, notwithstanding this fundamental principle, the largess, and most considerable donations of religious houses happened within less than two centuries after the conquest; and they formed contrivances for evading the necessity of obtaining licences. In process of time it was observed, that the feodal services, ordained for the defence of the kingdom, were every day visibly withdrawn; that the circulation of landed property from man to man began to flagitate; and that the lords were curtailed of the fruits of their fiegories, their echeates, wardships, reliefs, and the like; and, therefore, in order to prevent this, it was ordained by the council of king Henry III. their great charters, A. D. 1217, cap. 43. M. Oxon. and afterwards by that printed in our common statute books, that all such attempts should be void, and the land forfeited to the lord of the fee. (Mag. Char. 9 Hen. III. cap. 36.) This was afterwards succeeded by the statute de reigno, 7 Edw. I. which provided that no person, religious or other whatsoever, should buy or sell, or receive under pretence of gift, or term of years, or any other title whatsoever, nor should by any act or ingenuity appropriate to himself, any lands or tenements in mortmain; upon pain that the immediate lord of the fee, or, on his default for one year, the lords paramount, and, in default of all of them, the king might enter thereon as a forfeiture.

Farther, the statute of Wiltmiller the second, 13 Edw. I. cap. 52, enacted, that in cases now known under the name of common recoveries, a jury should try the true right of the demanants or plaintiffs to the land; and if a religious house or corporation be found to have it, they should still recover seisin; otherwise it should be forfeited to the immediate lord of the fee, or else to the next lord, and finally to the king, upon the immediate or other lord’s default. And to prevent any future evasion, when the statute of quia emptores, 18 Edw. I. abolished all fainfudations, and gave liberty for all men to alienate their lands to be held of the next immediate lord, a proviso was inserted, cap. 3. that this should not extend to authorize any kind of alienation in mortmain.
MOR

mortmain. And when afterwards the method of obtaining the king's licence, by writ of ad quod damnum, was marked out by 27 Edw. I. fl. 2, it was farther provided by 34 Edw. I. fl. 3, that no such licence should be effectual, without the consent of the menef, or intermediate lords. It was afterwards enacted by 15 Ric. II. cap. 5, that lands which had been purchased to uses, another method of hafion, to which ecclesiastical diversity recurred,) should be amortised by licence from the crown, or else be sold to private persons; and that, for the future, uses should be subjed to the statutes of mortmain, and forfeitable like the lands themselves; and large tracts of land adjoining to churches, and consecrated by the name of church-yards, were declared to be within the compas of the statutes of mortmain. And civil or lay corporations, as well as ecclesiastic, are also declared to be within the mischief, and the remedy provided by those charitable laws. Moreover it was declared, by 23 Hen. VIII. cap. 10, that all grants of lands to superfluous uses, such as obits, chantries, &c., if granted for any longer term than twenty years, should be void. However, during all this time, it was in the power of the crown, by granting a licence of mortmain, to remit the forfeiture, so far as related to its own rights; and to enable any spiritual or other corporation to purchase and hold any lands or tenements in perpetuity: which prerogative is declared and confirmed by 18 Edw. III. fl. 3, cap. 3. And it was farther provided, by 7 & 8 Wm. I. cap. 37, that the crown, for the future, at its own discretion, may grant licences to alien or take in mortmain, of whatsoever tenements may be holden.

The statutes of mortmain were suspended for twenty years by 1 & 2 P. & M. cap. 8, and during that time, any lands or tenements were allowed to be granted to any spiritual corporation, without any licence whatsoever. And, for the augmentation of poor livings, it was enacted by 17 Car. II. cap. 3, that appropriated may annex the great tithes to the vicarages, and that all benefices under 100l. per annum may be augmented by the purchase of lands, without licence of mortmain in either case; and the like provision hath been since made in favour of the governors of Queen Anne's bounty, 2 & 3 Anne, cap. 11. It hath also been held, that, notwithstanding the statute 23 Hen. VIII., a man may give lands for the maintenance of a school, an hospital, or any other charitable uses. But as it was apprehended from recent experience, that perils on their death-beds might make large and improvident dispositions, even for those good purposes, and defeat the political ends of the statutes of mortmain; it is therefore enacted, by 9 Geo. II. cap. 36, that no lands or tenements, or money to be laid out thereon, shall be given for, or charged with any charitable uses whatsoever, unless by deed indented, executed in the presence of two witnesses, twelve calendar months before the death of the donor, and enrolled in the court of chancery within six months after its execution, (except flocks in the public funds, which may be transferred within six months previous to the donor's death,) and unless such gift be made to take place immediately, and be without power of revocation; and that all other gifts shall be void. The two universities, their colleges, and the scholars upon the foundation of the colleges at Eton, Winchester, and Westminster, are excepted out of this act. It hath been determined, that if a man devise his land to trustees, "to be turned into money, and that money laid out in a charity," it is not good within the said cited act; for it is an interfamilial use of land. So a devise of a "mortgage," or of a "term for years," to a charity, is not good; for the words of the statute are, that the lands shall not be "conveyed or settled, for any estate or interest whatsoever, or any ways charged or incumbered, in trust or for the benefit of any charitable use." So also, "money given to be laid out in lands," is expressly within the act; but money given generally is not; and if money is given to be laid out in "land or other- wise," to a charitable use, it hath been determined that such devise it good, by reason of the words "or otherwise." By 43 Geo. III. c. 168, persons may give, by deed enrolled in such manner, and within such time as is directed in England by 27 Hen. VIII., or bequeath by will or testament, duly executed at least three calendar months before their death, to any person or persons, or body politic or corporate, and their heirs and successors, land, not exceeding five acres, or chattels, not exceeding in value 300l. for or towards the erecting, repairing, purchasing, or providing any church or chancel, where the liturgy and rites of the said church are or shall be used or observed, or any mansion-house for the residence of any minister of the said united church, officiating, or to officiate in any such church or chapel. C. &c., Blackst. Com. book ii. chap. 18. See Mr. Higomore's Hist. of Mortmain.

MORTO, or Mortu Island, called also St. Claro, in Geography, an island in the Atlantic, near the coast of Peru, about 3 miles in length, and 3 leagues N.N.E. from the river Tumbaz.

MORTON, RICHARD, in Biography, an eminent physician, was born in the county of Suffolk; and, after taking the degree of bachelor of arts in the university of Oxford, was for some time chaplain in the family of Foley, in Worcestershire. Having, however, adopted the principles of the non-conformists, he was under the necessity, from the intolerance of the times, in the reign of Charles II., to abandon the profession of theology, and adopted that of medicine. He accordingly was admitted to the degree of doctor in this faculty in 1672, having in that year accompanied the prince of Orange to Oxford, as physician to his person. He afterwards settled in London, became a fellow of the College of Physicians, and obtained a large share of city practice. He died at his house in Surrey, in 1698. The works of Dr. Morton have claimed a considerable share of reputation, and bear testimony to some acuteness of observation and activity of practice. They abounded, however, with the errors of the humoral pathology, which was prevalent in that age; and fancied a method of treatment in acute diseases, which his more able contemporary, Sydenham, discredited, and which subsequent experience has generally disapproved. His first publication was entitled "Phthiologia, seu Exercitationes de Phthilis," 8vo. 1689, and was translated into English in 1694. It contains an attempt to arrange the varieties of consumption; but the difficulties, both in the classification and the indications of cure, are complicated and obscure. His "Pyretologia, seu Exercitationes de Morbis universalibus acutis," comprising of two volumes, octavo, was published at an interval of three years: the first volume in 1691, and the second in 1694. It was in this work that his humoral doctrines of fermentation and the agitations of the animal spirits were particularly dwelt upon; and the practice to which they led him was an unusual extenuation of the cordial and stimulating treatment of all fevers, and a more general introduction of the Peruvian bark, by which he probably contributed to prolong the reign of that prejudicial fyllem of practice, in spite of the authority of Sydenham in favour of the cool treatment. His works have been printed collectively at Amsterdam, Geneva, Leyden, Venice, and Lyons. Ely Dict. Hist. de la Med.

Morton, John, an English prelate and statesman, was a native
a native of Dorchester, and became so eminent for his skill in jurisprudence, as to become one of the privy-councillors to Henry VI. and Edward IV. He attained to the highest rank in the church, being first bishop of Ely, from whence he was translated to Canterbury. In the reign of Henry VII. he was appointed chancellor of England; and so great was the friendship of his sovereign for Morton, that he obtained for him a cardinalship. He died in the year 1500.

Morton, James, Earl of, regent of Scotland, was born at Dalkeith in 1530, and educated under the famous Buchanan at Paris. He returned to Scotland in 1554, and greatly promoted the reformation; but being accused of a concern in the murder of lord Daruhy, he fled to England. He was afterwards made chancellor of Scotland, and, in 1574, succeeded the earl of Mar as regent; which office he resigned in 1579. He was condemned for high treason in 1581, and, what is remarkable, was beheaded by a machine, the model of which he had seen in England. It was called the Maiden, and resembled the guillotine, since for r and s was infamously used in France. Morton was the first and last who suffered by it in Scotland. Robertson's Hist. of Scotland.

Morton, Thomas, an eminent bishop of the church of England, was born at York in the year 1564. Having obtained the rudiments of a good education at his native place, and at Halifax, he was sent, in 1582, to St. John's college, in the university of Cambridge. In the usual course he took his degrees of B.A. and M.A.; and in 1592 he offered himself as a candidate for a fellowship of his college, and proved successful against several competitors, solely on the ground of his superior merit. About the same time he was chosen logical lecturer to the university. While the plague raged at York, he preached and administered spiritual comfort to the wretched people. He himself carried with him medicines, and provisions, in large quantities, for their relief; not suffering a servant to attend him, choosing alone to run the risk of such a dangerous intercourse. In 1603 he attended lord Eure, ambassador to the emperor of Germany, as chaplain; and upon his return, he became domestic chaplain to the earl of Rutland; and in 1606, proceeded doctor of divinity at Cambridge. About this time he was appointed chaplain in ordinary to James I., and was presented by his majesty with the deanery of Gloucester, which he soon exchanged for the deanery of Winchelsea. In 1616 he was raised to the episcopal bench, by being nominated to the bishopric of Chester, whom he was translated to Lichfield and Coventry in 1618, and in 1632 to the rich see of Durham, in which he conducted himself with great moderation and equity. till he was involved in the ruin of the church of England during the civil wars. His personal sufferings at this time were very great; he was attacked by the mob, on account of his being a bishop; his property was confiscated, and he himself thrown into prison. He died, at the great age of 95, in the year 1659. He was author of several books in practical divinity. But he is chiefly known, as having by the advice, or rather the command, of Charles I. drawn up the declaration, known under the title of "The Book of Sport," the object of which was the authorizing the practice of certain recreations on Sundays, after the hours of divine service. One of the most remarkable circumstances that occurred during the bishop's continuance in the see of Lichfield, was his detecting the boy of Bilton, in Staffordshire, who pretended to be possessed with a devil, and by this means was made the instrument of the forgeries of the Jesuits and priests, in propagating their superstitions, of which an account is given in many of our histories, and in the Biographia Britannica. See also Ne'ves Hist. of the Puntans.

Morton Bay, in Geography, a bay on the north-west coast of the island of Nevis, near the Narrows, or channel between that island and St. Christopher's; 2 miles N. of Charlestown.

Mortorp, a town of Sweden, in the province of Smalnd; 10 miles W.S.W. of Calmar.

Mortree, a town of France, in the department of the Orne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Argentin; 7 miles S.S.E. of Argentin. The place contains 775, the canton 743 inhabitants, on a territory of 185 square kilometres, in 15 communes.

Mortuary is a gift left by a man at his death to his parish church, for a remembrance of personal tithes and offerings, not duly paid in his lifetime.

Mortuary is also the fee paid to an incumbent, for carrying a corpse out of his parish to be buried in another.

A mortuary is not properly and originally due to an incumbent from any but those of his own parish; but, by custom, in some places of the kingdom, it is paid to the parsons of other parishes, as the corpse passes through them.

Mortuaries seem originally to have been, like lay heriots, only a voluntary bequest to the church, and the mortuary was anciently brought to the church with the corpse, when it came to be buried, and called a corse present: but so early as the time of Hen. III., it was rivetted into an established custom; infomuch that the bequests of heriots and mortuaries were held to be necessary ingredients in every testament of chattels; infomuch that the lord must have the belt goods left him as a heriot, and the church the second part as a mortuary. But this custom was different in different parishes.

Mortuaries are taken away, under certain conditions and limitations, in Wales, Berwick, and Chelten, by 21 Hen VIII. cap. 6. sect. 6. 12 Anne, Stat. 2. cap. 28 Geo. II. cap. 6.

It is enacted by 21 Hen. VIII. cap. 6. that all mortuaries or corse presents to parsons of any parish shall be taken in the following manner, unless where by custom left or none at all is due: viz. for every person who does not leave goods to the value of ten marks, nothing; for every person who leaves goods to the value of ten marks, and under 50l., 34. 4d.; if above 50l. and under 45l., 6s. 8d.; if above 45l., of what value ever they be, 10s., and no more. And no mortuary shall, throughout the kingdom, be paid for the death of any feme-covert; nor for any child; nor for any one of full age that is not a house-keeper; nor for any way-faring man; but such way-faring man's mortuary shall be paid in the parish to which he belongs. And upon this statute stands the law of mortuaries to this day.

Mortugara, in Geography, a town of Brasil, in the government of Para; 20 miles S.W. of Para.

Mortum Capiet. See Capiet.

Morty, in Geography, an island in the North Pacific ocean, about 60 miles in length from north to south, and from 10 to 25 in breadth; separated from the north-east part of the island of Gilolo by a channel about 25 miles wide, called the "Strait of Morty:" belonging to the sultan of Ternate. N. lat. 2° 54'. E. long. 128° 23'.

Morvet, a town of Gunarat; 40 miles N.E. of Nooagur.

Morven, a district of Scotland, in the county of Argyle, extending in length about 20 miles along the coast.
of Mull, and 10 at its greatest breadth. This is the country of Fingal and his heroes.

MORUGO, a small river of Surinam, which runs into the sea, north of Effequobo.

MORVIDRO, or Murvidro, a town of Spain, in the province of Valencia, supposed to be erected on the ruins of the ancient Saguntum, founded about 200 years before the Trojan war by a colony of Grecians, and destroyed by Hannibal, is a long and narrow town, a league from the sea, at the foot of a mountain of black marble veined with white. The name of Murvidro is said to be derived from "Muris veteres," or "Muros viejos," from its supposed site. This town is surrounded by lofty walls, and flanked by small round towers. Its enclosure has several gates, defended by square towers. The streets are narrow, crooked, and deep, and the houses exhibit a bad appearance. The inns are extensive, more agreeable and airy than the town, and perfectly level. The inhabitants amount to about 5,000. It has one parish church, three chapels of fare, two convents of monks, a convent of nuns, and a corregidor. Its commerce partly consists in brandy, which is exported to the north of Europe and to America; but its more certain resource is the production of the neighbouring lands in oil, wine, wheat, barley, hemp, and carobs. It abounds with vestiges of antiquity, which remind the paffing observer of its original inhabitants, of its victors the Carthaginians, and of its poffefors the Romans. Several Celiiberian and Roman inscriptions are seen; but of the numerous statues that ornamented the temples and other public edifices of Saguntum, one only remains, of white marble without a head, and a fragment of another. The traces of the walls of its circus are still discernible; but its mosaic pavement is destroyed. A greater portion of the theatre remains than of any other Roman monument; 13 miles N.N.E. of Valencia. N. lat. 39° 30'. W. long. 4° 22'.—A river of the same name runs into the sea, a little below the town.

MORVILLE, a small island in the English channel, near the coast of France. N. lat. 48° 52'. W. long. 3° 18'.

MORUM, in Surgery, an excrescence on the surface of the skin, is called from its supposed resemblance to a mulberry.

MORUMGANI, in Geography, a sea-port on the W. coast of Madagascar. S. lat. 15°.

MORUNDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Afa, in Media, placed by Ptolemy between Larrafa and Tigrana.—Afa, a town of Afa, in Atropatene, situated on the northern part of the lake Spauta.—Alfa, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges, inhabited by the people called by Ptolemy An.

MORUNG, in Geography, a country of Afa, dependent on Thabet, either as tributary or feudatory, situated on the banks of the Cofa, N. of Bengal, and S.W. of Bootan.

MORUNGA. See Mohrunogen.

MORUP, a town of Sweden, in the province of Halland; 25 miles N.N.W. of Helinnaad.

MORUS, in Botany, the Mulberry, one of those ancient and universal names, whose etymology can only be guessed. The tree is called μωρος, the fruit μωρος, by the Greeks; μουρος, by the Latin Murus for the former, and Murum for the latter, have evidently originated. Lexicographers have supposed these words to have originated, either from μωρος, dark, alluding to the colour of the fruits, which every body knows became so in consequence of the adventures of Pyramus and Thalie; or, by antiphrasis, from μωρος, foolish, the Mulberry being esteemed the unwise


Gen. Ch. Male, Cal. Perianth in four deep, ovate, concave segments. Cor. none. Stam. Filaments four, awl-shaped, spreading, longer than the calyx, one of them accompanying each of its segments; anthers simple.

Female, on the same or a distinct plant, Cal. Perianth of four roundish, obtuse, permanent leaves, the two opposite ones lying over the others. Cor. none. Pist. Germ. superior, heart-shaped; stamens two, awl-shaped, long, reflexed, rough, filaments simple. Petals none, except the enlarged, juicy, coloured leaves of the calyx, assuming the appearance of a berry. Seed solitarry, ovate, compeffed, acute.

Obs. The second species of Linnæus, M. nigra, is sometimes perfectly diosceous; very frequently it is partially so, the flammes being in greater perfection in most of the flowers of one tree, the piths in those of another.


Female, Calyx of four leaves. Corolla none. Styles two. Seed solitary, invested with the pulpy calyx.

1. M. alba. White Mulberry-tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1398. Ger. em. 1507. Loureir. Cochinch. 555.—Leaves obliquely ovate, somewhat heart-shaped, nearly smooth.—Native of China. Cultivated in that country, as well as in the warmer parts of Europe, for the sake of its leaves as the food of silk worms. (See Silk.) The tree is rather of humble growth, copiously and irregularly branched. Leaves alternate, on longish, slender, smooth stalks, obliquely ovate, in longish, heart-shaped, acute, two inches long, rather bluntly ferrated, sometimes quite smooth on both sides, but more frequently roughish with minute points, without hairs or bristles, furnished with three principal ribs, and many veins hairy at their origin, bright green, deciduous. Stipulas lanceolate, varying in breadth, tawny, membranous, deciduous. Flowers green, in short, roundish, smooth, stalked spikes or heads, which are alternate, several near each other, about the base of the young branches. Fruit of a nearly white, sweetish, infipid, esteemed unwholesome. Wildseed now it varies occasionally to a reddish, red, or black colour.—The leaves on young shoots, from a tree that has been much cut, sometimes become deeply ferrated or lobed.

2. M. lactis. Tartarum Mulberry. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1399. Willd. n. 2. Pall. Rofs. v. 1. p. 2. 9. t. 52.—Leaves elliptic-ovate, obtuse; slightly heart-shaped and equal at the base; equally ferrated, smooth. Native of inundated meadows on the banks of the Wolga and the Don. Pallus. Gerber's specimen in the Linnæan herbarium was gathered at A soph, where Pallus says it is a garden plant. Wildseed with great propriety places this next after the M. alba, to which it is most nearly related, differing in its more elliptical, obtuse, and evenly ferrated leaves, which are quite smooth. Gerber says the fruit is black. Pallus speaks of it as reddish, or pale, of no good flavour, though it is eaten raw, as well as dried, or made into a sweetmeat. A wine is also prepared from it, and a very well-flavoured spirit. This species is reported to be most esteemed for silk worms in China.

MORUS.

1538. Woody. Med. Bot. 352. t. 129. (Morus; Camer. Ept. 179. Ger. em 1507.)—Leaves broad-heart-shaped, unequally serrated, somewhat lobed, rough.—Native of Persia, and, as it is said, of the sea-coast of Italy. Cultivated throughout Europe for the sake of its fruit. Silk worms also will eat the leaves, though those of the first or second species are preferred by persons who rear these valuable insects for profit. This is a larger tree than either of the former, and readily distinguished by its broader, rougher, more coarsely and unequally serrated leaves; longer spikes of flowers; and larger, dark purple, highly agreeable and wholesome fruit. The bark of the root, which has a fignular licea fringe when dry, is acrid, bitter, and catarrhic, though containing some mucilage. It is recommended as a vermifuge, in doses of half a drachm in powder.

4. M. rubra. Red American Mulberry-tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1399. Michaux Boreal-Amer. v. 2. 179. (Morifolia virginiana arb., loti arboris infar ramafa, folis amplifilis; Pluk. Phyt. t. 246. f. 4.)—Leaves ovate, taper-pointed, finely serrated; heart-shaped at the base; downy beneath; sometimes deeply lobed. Spikes long and cylindrical. Native of North America, from Canada to Florida. Cultivated here, according to Parkinson's Paradisi 596, early in the 17th century. He says it grows quickly with us to a large tree, and that the fruit is long, red, and pleasantly tasted. The taper-pointed leaves, downy beneath, distinguiished this species, as well as its long, slender, somewhat interrupted spikes. M. canadensis, Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 380, seems but a variety of this.

5. M. indica. Indian Mulberry-tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1399. Rumph. Ambob. v. 7. 8. t. 5. (Tinda Parua; Rheede Hort. Mal. v. 1. 87. t. 48. no. 49.)—Leaves ovate, taper-pointed, coarsely serrated, roughish, naked; slightly heart-shaped at the base; often lobed.—Native of the East Indies, and of the isle of Bourbon. Willdenow says it is often met with in gardens, and called a variety of M. alba. From that species however, it may always be distinguished by its rougher and long-pointed leaves; and from the rubra (whose leaves are nearly as much pointed), by their want of all downiness on both sides, as well as by the shorter and thicker spikes. The fruit is reddish. Both the figures above cited are bad. That of Rumphius is rather the better. He says the fruit is delicately flavoured, black when ripe; and that the Chinese feed their silk worms with the leaves. Lour. mentions the fame of the inhabitants of Cochinchina, who transplant the tree every year, that the foliage may be tender.

6. M. latifolia. Broad-leaved Bourbon Mulberry-tree. Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 381. Willd. n. 6—Leaves broad-heart-shaped, pointed, undivided, coarsely serrated; rough above, seiny beneath.—Native of the isle of Bourbon. Poiret in Lamarck describes the leaves as three inches broad, three and a half or four long; their under side remarkably reticulated, and marked with as many little pores, or depressions, as there are rough points on the upper surface.

7. M. auriflora. Southern Mulberry-tree. Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 380. Willd. n. 7.—Leaves oval, long-pointed, naked, roughish, serrated, on long footstalks. Fruit short, with long permanent styles."—Cultivated in the isle of Bourbon. It is not easy to conceive a clear idea of the characteristic marks of this species, by the information in the above work, but we suppose that it may be a variety of M. indica, some specimens of which in our posseon, from the island here mentioned, answer to the description in several respects.

8. M. mauritiana. Laurel-leaved Mulberry-tree. Jacq. Coll. v. 3. 206. v. 4. 224. t. 22. f. 1. Tc. Rar. t. 617. Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 381. (M. amalpii; ibid. 380.)—Leaves elliptic-oblong, entire, rough on both sides.—Native of Madagascar and the Mauritius. A large and strong tree. The branches are rough with small irregular tubercles. Leaves numerous, scattered, three or four inches in length, and one or one and a half in breadth, elliptic-oblong, more or less obtuse, perfectly entire, rough with minute points on both sides, reticulated with innumerable veins. Footstalks thick, not an inch long, rough with small tubercles. Spikes short, cylindrical, axillary, solitary, drooping, on short, thick, rough stalks. Fruit green, sweet with some acidity, one and a half or two inches long. The French call this tree La Rappe, or the rapo tree, of Madagascar. We have a specimen from Lamarck, which proves his plant the same with that of Jacquin. It is a most distinct species, and ought to have been named laurifolia or citrifolia. The leaves seem calculated to serve as a fine Sil, or rap, like some of the fig kind. See Ficus.

9. M. tintoria. Dyer's Mulberry-tree, or Fuitick-wood. Linn. Syll. Nat. ed. 10. v. 2. 1266. Mant. 495. Mill. Dict. ed. 8. n. 5. (M. lacteetens, foliis oblongis acutis, paginis exterioribus producentibus, lino citrino; Browne Jam. 339. M. fructu viridi, lino fulpuroco tintorico; Sloane Jam. v. 2. 3. t. 158. f. 1. Tatai-ba; Pis. Brasil. 163. Marez. Brail. 119.)—Leaves oblong, pointed, finely serrated, rough; heart-shaped and unequal at the base. Spines none.—Native of Jamaica and other West Indian islands, but particularly abundant about Campeachy on the main land, from whence the wood is exported, in great quantities, as an article of trade, and is well known, by the name of Fuitick, as a yellow dye. Sloane describes the tree as having a large and straight trunk, sixty feet or more in height, with long and large roots. w. ofe bark is very yellow. Bark of the trunk light brown, with yellow clefs. Wood very firm and solid, of a very fine yellow. Branches spreading. Leaves alternate, or shortish stalks, rough, dark green, pointed, larger towards the footstalk; Browne describes them as unequal at the base, and Pifo, like Marcgrave, says they are finely serrated. This last character does not appear in their figures, nor in Sloane's. The latter describes the spikes as whitish and short, abundant at the ends of the branches, and the fruit as large as a nutmeg, round, formed like other mulberries, but greenish both within and without, with brown seeds. When ripe it is pellacant, though luciduous sweet. Miller borrowed much from Sloane's account. He raised several plants from seed in the isle of Cheslea, but they appear not to have survived long, being very tender, though of quick growth. It is to be regretted that there is no good figure, nor scientific description, of this valuable tree. We have not even seen a specimen.

10. M. Xanthoxylon. Spinosus Mulberry-tree, or Ballard Fuitick. Linn. Syll. Nat. ed. 10. v. 2. 1266. Mant. 495. Jacq. Amer. 247. Mill. Dict. ed. 8. n. 8. (M. tintoria; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1399. Xanthoxylum aculeatum, carpinii folios, americanum, corte cineceo; Pluk. Phyt. t. 239. f. 3.)—Leaves ovate-oblong, pointed, serrated, nearly smooth. Spines axillary.—Native of the West Indies. Miller had it from Jamaica and the Bahama islands. Jacquin observed it in the vast woods near Carthagena. The former induced Linnæus to distinguish this from his M. tintoria, though the specimen in his herbarium is what he originally described for that species, and subfequently marked Xanthoxylon. The leaves of this are smooth beneath, slightly rough to the touch on the upper side; their form ovate-oblong, pointed, unequal at the base; the margin rather strongly serrated. Spines axillary,
MORUS.

axillary, solitary, scarcely the length of the footstalks, which
is about half an inch. Miller says there are two spines to
each leaf, which on the older branches extend to the length
of two branches. He observes that this tree does not grow to
so great a size as the last. The wood is sold for the fame
use, but Linnaeus mentions that its quality is inferior to that
of the real M. tinctoria. Pluver's Icones, t. 204, quoted
for this by Jacquin, is a rude representation of it, but the
spines are represented under the footstalk, not axillary.—
These two plants are well worthy the notice of some West
Indian botanists. Swartz has nothing on the subject.

Morus, in Gardening, comprehends plants of the decidu-
ous tree kind, of which the species cultivated are; the
common mulberry-tree (M. nigra); the white mulberry-
tree (M. alba); the paper mulberry-tree (M. papyrifera);
the red mulberry-tree (M. rubra); the Indian mulberry
(M. indica); and the yew's mulberry or fullick-wood
(M. tinctoria).

The first is the sort usually cultivated as a fruit-tree in the
garden.
A, and there is a variety with palmate or elegantly cut leaves
and a smaller fruit.

Speaking of the second kind, Miller observes that there
are two or three varieties of it, which differ in the shape
of their leaves, and in the size and colour of the fruit; but
as it is of no other use but for the leaves, the strongest shoot-
and the largest-leaved should be preferred.

This fruit is commonly cultivated for its leaves to feed silk-
worms in France, Italy, &c.; and in Spain, according to
Mr. Townsend, they prefer the white mulberry in Valencia,
and the black in Granada. But the Persians generally make
use of the latter, and Mr. Miller was assured by a gentleman
who had made trial of both sorts of leaves, that the worms
fed on the latter produced much the belt silk; but that the
leaves of the black should never be given to the worms after
they have eaten for some time of the white, left they should
burst. And for George Staunton states, that the tender
leaves growing on the young shoots of the black sort are
supposed in China to be the most succulent or juicy.

Method of Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being
increased by seeds, layer, cuttings, grafting, and inoculat-
ing or budding. But the best method is chiefly practiced
for the first, not intended as fruit-trees, as they are
very liable to vary in that way. It should be sown in the
early spring, as about March, on a bed of fine earth, in a
warm aspect, or upon a moderate hot-bed protected with
glasses, in drills to the depth of a quarter of an inch. Water
should be given lightly in dry weather, and in the heat of
the day shade; covering it in cold nights. When the plants
appear, they should be well guarded from fruit in the early
spring, and be kept clean during the summer, and properly
shaded and watered, protecting them the first autumn and
winter, removing them in the following March into nursery
rows two feet apart, and one distant, to continue a few
years, when they may be set out where they are to grow.
They should not be removed either from the feed-bed or
nursery-rows, till perfectly strong.

In cafes, where they are intended for feeding silk-worms,
they should be kept in a low, thrifty state of growth.

They appear, from Mr. George Staunton's account, to
survive well in China, on beds about a foot high in moist
loamy soils.

Where they are raised for fruit, great care should be taken
that the layers or cuttings be not only taken from old fruit-
bearing trees, but that the branches made use of be also
fruit-bearing.

The layers may be made from shoots formed for the pur-
pose, or by raising up large boxes, baskets, or pots of
earth, so as to lay the branches in them in the autumn, by
the slit method, heading them down to two eyes each.
When they have taken root in the autumn following, they
may be removed into the nursery and managed as the feed-

ings.

The cuttings should be made from the former year's shoots
of such trees and branches as bear well, and have fine fruit,
not being shortened, but planted their whole length, leaving
two or three buds above the ground. They should be planted
in March on light rich earth, precluding the mould well
about them, in order that it may be kept from getting too dry
and parched.

As soon as they have become well rooted in the following
spring they may be removed into the nursery, being regularly
trained to limbs by means of flaches fixed to each of them,
to which the principal shoots should be trained, removing
most of the rest, except such as are necessary to detain the
sap for the support of the tree.

And they may be trained to standards, half standards, and
division standards. See PRUNING AND TRAINING.

After three or four years in the nursery, they will be
ready to plant out freely.

But little fun should be admitted at the first planting of
the cuttings, but afterwards as much as possible, provided
the earth about them be prevented from becoming dry, by
moats or other means. The cuttings also succeed well when
planted in a hot-bed; and in all cafes when covered by hand-
glasses. It is, likewise, the practice with some to plant them
in October.

Grafting and budding, or inoculating, are certain meth-
ods of continuing the proper kinds, and should be prac-
ticed in the usual manner upon the feeding flocks of any of
the species. See GRAFTING AND BUDDING.

It is suggested by Mr. Forbynth, that "as the fruit is pro-
duced on the young wood, only such branches as are well,
and such as are decayed, or broken by accident, should be
cut out, applying at the same time the composition. When,
however, the heads become too full of wood, it will be ne-
cessary to thin them, as the fruit is larger and better flavoured
where the heads are kept thin of wood."

And the planting of these trees, when for fruit, in grafts
or orchards and pleuro-grounds is advised, as "the finest of
the fruit, when ripe, frequently drops, which, if it fall on dug or
ploughed ground, will be foiled and rendered unfit for use, as
the earth will adhere so to the fruit as to render the cleaning of
it impracticable; but if planted on lawns, or in gardens, the
fruit can be picked up without receiving any injury.

Another reason for planting these on lawns, or in orchards,
is, that when fully grown, they are too large for a kitchen-
garden. The foil in which they thrive best is a rich, light,
and deep earth."

"He has tried the efficacy of his composition on several of
these trees in a very decayed hollow stave of the trunk,
cutting out all the dead wood and cankered parts of same,
and heading down others that were flinted and sickly.
After these operations they put forth vigorous branches,
and bore excellent crops of fruit, more than double the size
of that which they produced in their former state."

And "those who have any old decayed mulberry-trees are
advised to treat them in the same manner: but those which
are very much decayed should be headed down; this will
throw them into a healthy bearing state, and in two or
three years they will produce plenty of fine fruit."

And as old trees of this sort bear better and have finer
fruit than the young ones, it is of importance to restore
them.
Both the fifth and sixth forts are tender, requiring the protection of the barkrove.

The fifth is raised for the fruit, but the others chiefly for the purpose of variety and ornament. The third is used for having the bark made into paper in some countries.

MORKI, the Indian name of a pettinent distemper, very common in Malabar, and in some other parts of the East Indies, frequently carrying off great numbers of people.

MORZEGORSKII, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Archangel, on the W. side of the Dwina; 100 miles S.E. of Archangel.

MORZOVETZ, an island of Russia, in the fricts between the Frozen and White sea. N. lat. 66° 40'. E. long. 45° 38'.

MOSA, in Ancient Geography, a river of Gaul, near the "Meuse."

MOSABAD, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Agimere; 13 miles S.E. of Rooopnagar.

MOSAIC, MOSAIC Work, or, as some choose to call it, Mosaic, an assemblage of little pieces of glass, marble, shells, precious stones, woods, or the like, of various colours, cut square, and cemented on a ground of flaece, &c. imitating the natural colours and degradations of painting.

In this tene, mosaic work includes marquetry, or inlaid work, veneering, &c.

The critics are divided as to the origin and reason of the name: some derive it from mosaikon, a corruption of mosaikin, as that is of mosaicum, as it was called among the Romans. Seager derives it from the Greek mosaic, and imagines the name was given to this sort of work, as being very fine and ingenious. Nebraeius is of opinion it was so called, because ex illa pictura ornabantur musae.

But, in its more proper and refined sense, mosaic only takes in works of stone, metals, and glass; those of wood being distinguished by the name of marquetry, or inlaying.

Others differ in the other name between mosaic and marquetry. In that properly called mosaic, they say the several stones are all of the same colour; and the changes and diminutions of colours and shades are made by applying different stones, one on another, but all of the same colour. Marquetry, on the contrary, confines of stones of different colours; and by the several colours, shades, degradations, &c. are expressed.

Mosaic leemzer to have taken its origin from paving: the fine effect and use of pavements composed of pieces of marble of different colours, so well joined together, as that, when dried, they might be polished, and the whole made a very beautiful and solid body, which, continually trodden upon, and washed with water, was not at all damaged, gave the painter the hint, who soon carried the art to a much greater perfection, so as to represent folages, masques, and other grotesque pieces of various colours, on a ground of black or white marble. In fine, observing the good effect which this kind of work had in pavements, and finding that it refilled water, they proceeded to line walls with it, and to take various figures by it, for the ornament of their temples and public buildings. But nature not producing variety of colours enough for them in marbles, to paint all kinds of objects, they beheld of counterfeiting them with gles and metal colours; which succeeded so well with them, that having given all manner of teents to an infinite number of little pieces of these two matters, to counterfeit stones of various colours, in order to get more colours, the workmen arranged them with so much art, that their mosaic seemed almost to vie with painting; this way of representing objects having this advantage, that it refills the impurities of the air as well as marble itself; and even grows more beautiful with time, which effects all other kinds of painting.

But the moderns have gone yet farther; and, setting aside glass and metals, as too mean materials, have introduced, along with the finest marbles, the richest of precious stones, as lapis lazuli, agat, cornelians, emeralds, turquoises, &c.

Of these three kinds of mosaic work, that of coloured glass and metals is now little in use; though of a surprising lustre and durability; of the other two, that of glass alone is in common use; the mosaic in precious stones being so very dear, that few workmen who apply themselves to it, make little else but petty works, as ornaments for altar-pieces, tables for rich cabinets, &c. Though out of these must be excepted that fumptuous chapel of the dukes of Tuscany, which will be a noble monument of the magnificence and piety of those princes, as well as of the patience and address of the workmen employed in it.

We shall, however, enter into some detail of the manner of working in these three kinds of mosaic; to which we shall add a fourth much newer, yet equally ingenious with any of the rest, made with a kind of gypsum or tale, found in the stone quarries about Paris.

MOSAIC Work of Glass. This kind they begin with little pieces of glass, which they provide of as many different colours as possible. To this end, the glaffe man's furnaces being distempered, and their pots or crucibles full of the matter of which glass is made, or rather of glass already made, they put what metalline colour or dye they think fit in each crucible, always beginning with the weakest, and augmenting the strength of the colours from crucible to crucible, till they come to the deepest dye, as in mixing of colours on a pallet to paint in oil. When the glass has had sufficient coction, and all the colours are in their perfection, they take out the glases hot, as it is, laying it on a smooth marble, flattening it down with another marble, and then cut it into slices of equal bigness, and about the thickness of an inch and a half. They then, with an instrument which the Italians call boccia dianes, make some pieces square, and others of different figures and sizes, as occasion requires; these they dispose orderly in cafes; as in painting in fresco, it is usual to range all the different teints in shells, according to their colour.

If it be desir’d to have gold, either in the ground of the painting, or in the ornaments, or the dresses, they take some of the pieces of the glases, formed and cut in the manner just mentioned: these they mount on one side with gum water, and afterwards lay them over with gold-leaf. They then put this piece, or several pieces at a time, on a fire-shovel, which they place in the month of the furnace, after having first covered them with another hollow piece of glass. Here they continue till such time as they become red-hot; after which the shovel is drawn out, all at once, and the gold becomes so firmly bound to the glass, that it will never afterwards leave it.

Now, to apply these several pieces, and out of them to form a picture, they first make a cartoon, or design; this they transfer on the ground or platter, by etching, as in painting in fresco.

As this plaster is to be laid thick on the wall, it will continue fresh and soft a considerable time, so that there may be enough prepared at once to serve three or four days. This plaster is composed of lime made of hard stone, with brick-dust ground very fine, gum tragacanth, and whites of eggs: when it is thus prepared, and laid on the wall, and the design finished of what is to be represented; with
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plyers they take out the little pieces of glass, ranging them one after another, and fill keeping tightly to the light; shadow, and different teints and colours reprented in the design: pressing or flattening them down with a ruler, which serves both to fink them within the ground, and to render the surface even.

Thus, in a long time, and with an infinite deal of trouble, they finish the work; which is still the more beautiful, as the pieces of glass are more uniform, and ranged at more equal heights. Some of these are executed with so much jaclnef, that they appear as smooth as a table of marble, and as finifhed and maitely as a painting in fresco; with this advantage, that they have a fine luirbre, and will hold almost for ever.

The neat works of this kind, that have descended to us, and thofe from which the moderns have retrieved the art, are loft, are thoie of the church of St. Agnes, formerly the temple of Bacchus, at Rome; besides Rome at Pifa, Florence, and other cities of Italy. The moft esteemed among the works of the moderns are thoie of Joseph Pine, and the chevalier Lanfranc, in the church of St. Peter at Rome. There are fome very good ones likewise at Venice.

Mosaic Work of Marbles, and Precious Stones: Thes two kinds bear to near a relation to each other as to the manner in which they are contrived, that to avoid repetition, we shall give them both under one: observing, by the way, wherein the one differs from the other, either in the fawing or ranging of the fones.

Mosaic of Marble is used in large works, as in pavements of churches, basilics, and palaces; and in the incrustation and veneering of the walls of the fame edifices. As to that of fones, especially precious fones, it is only used in small works, as before obferved.

The ground of mosaic works, wholly marble, is ordinarilily a mafs of marble, either white or black. On this ground the design is cut with a chiffel, having been firt called. When it is dug of a fufficient depth, i. e. an inch or more, it is filled up with marble of a proper colour, firt contoured, or fashioned to the design, and reduced to the thickefs of the cavities, with various instruments. To make the pieces thus inferted into the cavities hold, whole feveral colours are to imitate thofe of the design, they use a flucco, comofed of line and marble dust; or a maffe, which each workman preparently; after which, the work is polishd with a soft kind of fone.

The figures thus marked out, the painter or sculptor himself draws with a pencil, the colours of the figures, not determined by the ground, and in the fame manner makes strokes or hatchings, in the places where shadows are to be; and when he has engraved, with a chiffel, all the strokes thus drawn, he fills them up with a black maffe, composd chiefly of Burgundy pitch, poured on hot; taking off, afterwards, what is superfluous, with a piece of soft fone or brick, which, with water and beaten cement, takes away the maffe, polishes the marble, and renders the whole fo even, that one would imagine it only inferted of a fingle piece; it is this kind of mosaic we fee in the pompos church of the invalids at Paris, and the fine chapel of Versailles; and with which fome entire apartments of that palace are decoratfed.

For Mosaic Work of Precious Stones, there are required other and more delicate instruments than those used in marble: as wheels, drills, tin-plates, &c. used by lapidaries, and carvers in fone. As none but the richest marbles and fones enter this work, to make them go the farther, they are fawn into the thinnell leaves imaginarily, scarcely exceeding half a line in thicknefs: the back to be fawed is lattencd firmly with cords on the bench, only raised a little on a piece of wood one or two inches high. Two iron pins, which are fixed to the block, and which serve to fallen it, serve also to direct the faw. The pieces to be fawed are put into a vice contrived for the purpose; in which flate, with a kind of faw or bow made of a fine brafs wire, bent on a piece of springy wood, together with emery moifened with water, the leaf is gradually fashioned by following the frokes of the design made on the paper, and then glued to the piece.

When there are pieces enough fashioned to form an entire flower, or fome other part of the design, they are applied. The ground, that fupports this mosaic, is usually of ftone. The matter, with which the fones are joined together, is a flucco, or maffe, laid very thin on the leaves as they are fashioned; and the leaves in this flate are applied with pliers. If any contour, or fide of a leaf, he not either rounded enough, or squared enough, to fit the place where it is to be used, when it is too large, it is brought down with a brafs file or razp; and when too small, is managed with a drill, and other lapidary instruments.

Mosaic Work of Pygffum.—This is a kind of coarse tile, or thinning transparent fone, found in the quarries of Montmartre, near Paris, among the fones thence dug to make the platter of Paris. It is different from the platter; but retains the name which the Romans gave the platter, viz. pyffum.

Of this fone, calcined in a kiln, beaten in a mortar, and passed through a fieve, they make a kind of artificial marbles, imitating precious fones; and of these they compofe a kind of mosaic work which comes little short either of the durablenefs or vivacity of the natural fones: and which has this advantage, that it admits of continued pieces, or paintings, of entire compartments, without any joining visible.

Some make the ground of platter of Paris, others of freestone: if the former, it is fpread in a wooden frame, of the length and breadth of the intended work, and about an inch and a half thick. This frame is fpread, as that the teem being only joined to the mortifies by finge pins, they may be taken afunder, and the frame be difmounted when the platter is dry; this frame they mount on one fide by a flone or linnen cloth, nailed all round; and being placed horizon- tally, with the linen at bottom, it is filled with platter, palled through a wide fieve: the platter being half dry, the frame is fet perpendicular, and left till it be quite dry, and then taken out, by difmounting the frame. In this mosaic, the ground is the moft important part. Now, to prepare the lifted pyffum to be applied on this ground, they difolve and boil it in the bift English glue; and, after mixing with it the colour it is to bear, the whole is worked up together into the ordinary confifence of platter; and then taken and fpread on the ground, five or fix inches thick. It muft be obferved, that if the work be fuch, as that mouldings are required, they are formed with gooses, and other instruments.

It is on this platter thus coloured like marble, or precious fone, and which is to ferve as a ground to a work either of lapis lazuli, agat, abalbiter, or the like, that the design to be reprefented is drawn: having been firt pounced, or called. To hollow or imprfed the design, they use the fame instrument with the sculptors; the ground, whereon they are to work, not being much lefts hard than marble itself. The cavities, thus made in the ground, are filled up with the fame pyffum boiled in glue, only differently coloured; and thus are the feveral colours of the original repreffed. To have the neceffary colours and teints at hand, they temper quantities of the pyffum with the feveral
colours, in little pots. When the design is thus filled, and rendered visible, by half-polishing it with brick, or soft stone, they go over it again, cutting such places as are either to be weaker, or more strongly shadowed, and filling them with gypsum; which is repeated till all the colours, added one after another, represent the original to the life. The work being finished, is scored with soft stone, sand, and water; then with pumice-stone; and finally, polished with a wooden rubber, and fine emery; then a luffe is given it, by fmeared it over with oil, and rubbing it a long time with the palm of the hand; which gives it a gloss nothing inferior to that of natural marble.

If it be only required to make a variegated table, or other work of several colours, without mosaic figures, the process is somewhat different. To this end, they only prepare separately, in large bowls, as many different colours as nature inflows in the marble to be imitated; and, after incorporating them with the gypsum and glue-water, they take a trowel full of each, and dippose them in a trough, without any order; then, without mingling them, and only by cutting or scoring the gypsum of each trowel once or twice with each of the rest, they give them that beautiful confusion, for which natural marbles are so much valued: of these they then make their tables, or lay a mould, according to the work to be done.

As to Mosaic Work of Wood, more properly called marquetry or inted work, the ancients were well acquainted with it, and used it for the adorning of their beds, tables, and other moveables: employing, for this purpose, ivory, besides the richest woods.

There are, besides these, two other branches of mosaic work; the one called damaskening, or damask work, consisting in an assemblage of gold or silver threads, of which are sometimes formed flat works, and sometimes baflo relieves.

The other is called field-work; consisting of fields, artificial conglomera, petrifications, &c. used in grottoes.

MOSALA, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the lapmark of Tornea; 18 miles N.E. of Kimi.

MOSALSK, a town of Russia, in the government of Kaluga; 48 miles W. of Kaluga. N. lat. 54° 20' E. long. 34° 34'.

MOSABA, the name of a particular kind of cotton, which appears to be the same with the capoc or mapu. According to Savary, this cotton covers the whole stem and the branches of the tree.

MOSBACH, in Geography, a town of Bavaria, in the Upper Palatinate; 20 miles E. of Amberg.—Alto, a town of the duchy of Baden, containing three churches, and some manufactures of cloth, salt, &c.; 18 miles E. of Heidelberg.—Allo, a town of the duchy of Wirzburg; 5 miles N. of Schweinfurt.

MOSBRUNN, a town of Aulria; 8 miles S. of Vienna.

MOSBURG, a town of the duchy of Carinithia; 6 miles N.W. of Cragenfurt.—Allo, a town of Bavaria, called alo 

MOSCHARA, in Botany, from moschus, musk, in allusion to its musky scent. Forsk. Copt. Arab. 138. Joff. 419. An herbaceous plant, found flowering in the middle of April, in the deserts about Alexandria. Forskall describes it thus. " Root perenial. Stems several, annual, spreading, but somewhat erect, square, a span long. Leaves opposite, crossing each other, fleshy, two inches long, linear, obtuse, villous, toothed at the end. Flowers axillary, from the very bottom of the stem, solitary, fleshy, the size of a small pea. Calyx globose, villous, five-toothed at the summit, closed, permanent. The place of the corolla is supplied by a pellucid membrane, enclosing the organs of fructification, like a bag, and necessary to be cut open before they can be investigated. Filaments none. Anthers four, two-lipped, surrounding the top of the stigma, combined, Germanus four, obvolute. Style thread-shaped. Stigma simple. Seeds four, naked, smooth. This paradoxical plant is placed by Joffe amongst those which he could reduce to no certain order, but with an indication of its being possibly allied to the Labiate, or Didynamia Gymnosperma. The learned Mr. Correa de Serra has haggled us, that it is probably a monolir series of the Linnæan Teatrum Io, more properly referred by Schreb to Auga. (See Wildl. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 11. Sm. Prodrt. Fl. Grec. Sib. v. r. 389.) Mr. Correa's conjecture strikes us with conviction, though we recollect no familiar metamorphosis in any other genus, particularly with regard to the stamens.

MOSCHALLCINIA, Myosbata of Cordus, Hift. 172, so called by that author from its musky scent, and humble stature. See Adoxa.

MOSCHEL, or Ober-Moschel, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Me Tonnerre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Kaiserslautern; 32 miles N.E. of Deux Ponts. The place contains 670, and the canton 8191 inhabitants, in 24 communes. N. lat. 49° 46'. E. long. 7° 43'.

MOSCHELAPHUS, in Natural History, a name given by some writers to a creature of a mixed nature, produced by the copulation of a female with a cow. Wagner tells us, that these creatures are sometimes seen in the mountainous parts of Switzerland; as also the hospitans, generated between a bull and a mare; but neither of these ever propagate their species. See Bucephalus.

MOSCHI, in Ancient Geography, a people who inhabited a territory north of the Euphrates, between that river and the Ccelebde, and the coasts south-east of the Euxine sea, according to Strabo. Pliny says that Phrixus built among the Mochi the rich temple of Leucothoe, and established there an oracle. This temple was pillaged by the fon of Mithridates. This people also occupied a part of mount Caucaus, where the river Phasis took its rise.

MOSCHIPERM ANIMAL, or Moschus moschifers of Linnaeus, musk, in Natural History, the name of the creature which affords us the perfume called musk. See Moschus.

MOSCHION, in Biography. Several ancient physicians of this name are mentioned by Galen, Pliny, Soranus, and Plutarch; some of whom were authors. But the only one, whose writings have been preserved, was a physician of the Medical sect, of an uncertain age, but who probably lived about the eighth century. His work is extant both in Greek and Latin; but it is supposed that the former edition is a translation from the Latin. It was first printed at Basle in 1538, in the "Libri Gynecomium" of Spachus, with the title of "De Melibrivus affectibus Liber unus;" and has been subsequently republished by Gasp. Wolff, with Gefner's Schola, 1538; and by J. O. Dewes, Vienna, 1793, with notes. The work is of little value, shewing a very imperfect acquaintance with the subject of which it treats. Elov Dict. Hist. Gen. Biog.

MOSCHO, or Massto, in Geography, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Dongola, on the left bank of the Nile; 100 miles N.W. of Dongola. N. lat. 26° 26'. E. long. 30° 52'.

MOSCHOPULUS, Emanuel, in Biography, a Greek grammarian who flourished in the 14th century, was a ne
MOSCHUS, a celebrated Greek pastoral poet, was a native of Syracuse. It is not ascertained at what period he lived. Some authors make him a pupil of Bion (see his article); but Suidas and some others speak of him as the friend of Arístarchus, who flourished about 160 years before the birth of Christ. The tenderfees with which he speaks of Bion, in his beautiful elegy on that poet, is mentioned as a proof of his personal acquaintance with him. In the time of the latter Greeks, all the ancient Idylliums were collected, and attributed to Theocritus; but the claims of Moschus and Bion have been admitted with respect to a few little pieces. Moschus is a poet that possesses a great elegance of style, and more delicacy and ingenuity in his conceptions than usual among Bucolic poets. His piece entitled "Run away Love," in particular, deserves a high rank among sentimental pieces. His works, at least such as are usually attributed to him, are commonly printed in conjunction with those of Bion.

MOSCHIS, in Natural History, the musk, a genus of the order Pecora, and class Mammalia. The generic character is this: without horns; eight lower fore-teeth; the upper tusks are solitary, and projecting. Gmelin enumerates six species, but Dr. Shaw has mentioned seven, adding to those of Gmelin, the muschus delicatus, or Leverian musk. The musk is one of those quadrupeds, of which the true form and natural history continued in great obscurity, long after the introduction and general use of the celebrated perfume which it produces. It seems to have been unknown to the ancients, but is mentioned in the eighth century by the Arabians, who used the drug in their medical practice. At that period, and longer, the animal was by some considered as a kind of goat, by others as a species of deer, or antelope, and of course was supposed to be a horned animal. About the close of the 17th century, a pretty accurate description of its figure and habits was given.

Species.

MOSCHIFERUS, or Thibet Musk, has a follicle near the navel; the tail is short. The size and general appearance of this animal resembles, in some degree, that of the small roebuck. It measures about forty inches in length, and twenty-two in height from the top of the shoulders to the bottom of the fore-feet, thirty-three inches from the top of the haunches to the bottom of the hind-feet. The upper jaw is considerably longer than the lower, and is furnished on each side with a curved tusk about two inches long, and consequently exposed to view, when the mouth is closed. These tusks are thought to resemble a pair of crooked knives; their fibulation is a kind of ivory. The ears are long and narrow, of a pale yellowish cast in the inside, and deep brown on the outside. The general colour of the whole body is a kind of deep iron grey; the tips of the hairs being of a ferruginous cast, the remainder is blackish, growing much paler, or whitish, towards the roots; each hair is somewhat waved or undulated throughout its whole length, and is of a strong and elastic nature, growing rather upright on the animal, and very thick. The female is smaller than the male, and wants the tusks. These animals inhabit the Alpine mountains of Asia, Tonquin, and Siberia; they are also found about the lake Baikal, and near the rivers Jenefa and Argun. Their favourite haunts are the tops of mountains covered with pines, where they delight to wander in places the most difficult of access. In their habits and manners they resemble the chamois, and other mountain goats, springing with great celerity, and, when pursued, taking refuge among the highest and most inaccessible summits. They are hunted for the sake of their perfume, which is contained in a receptacle about the size of a small egg, hanging from the middle of the abdomen, and is peculiar to the male animal. This receptacle is found filled with a soft, unctuous, brownish fibulation, of the most powerful and penetrating smell, which is the perfume, in its natural state, so well known. As soon as the animal is slain, the hunters cut off the receptacle or musk-bag, and tie it up ready for sale. The perfume is found in animals at all seasons of the year, but not in those that are young: the quantity is about a quarter of an ounce. The celebrated musk-barks, or Tavies, lays he purchased, in one of his eastern journeys, no less than 765 musk-bags. The penetrating nature of the musk-perfume is generally known: its colour is brown, with an unctuous and granulated appearance. At a distance, the scent is agreeable; but when brought too close, and in large quantities, it produces alarming effects. It has been known to force the blood from the nofe, eyes, and ears, of those who have imprudently or accidentally inhaled its vapours.

INDICUS. The body of this species is tawny above, and whithin beneath, with purprous hoofs, and a somewhat lengthened tail. This is called the Indian musk, as being found in the East Indies. It has been defcribed by Briffon, and is larger than the Thibet musk. Its head is very like that of the horfe; the ears are erect and oblong, and the legs flender.

PYGMEUS, or Guinea Musk, has the body above brown-tawny, beneath white, and without purprous hoofs. It inhabits India and Java, is very small, as its specific name imports, not being more than nine or ten inches long from the nose to the tail. It is a most elegant little animal, of a bright bay colour, but beneath and on the inside of the thighs it is white. Its shape, as well as its colour, is beautiful, and the legs are so flender as not to exceed the diameter of a man's quill; the head, eyes, and ears, are rather large, and the aspect is mild. The natives of Java catch great numbers in snares, and carry them to markets in cages for sale; and some years since, they were purchased at as low a rate as two-pence or three-pence each. It obtained the name of Guinea musk from the opinion of Briffon and others, that it was a native of that country, which, it has been since ascertained, is not the case. The legs of the pigmy musk have been frequently capped at the upper joint with gold or silver, and in that state used as tobacco-foppers.

There is a variety of this species thus defcribed: body rufly, mixed with black; neck and throat with perpendicular stripes.

MENICONIA. Body above cineraceous-yellow, beneath white; flanks spotted with white, and with purprous or fulse hoofs. It is a native of the Indian islands, but is chiefly found in Ceylon and Java. It has been sometimes confounded with the M. pygmeus. It is readily distinguished by its remarkable colour and spots, and was raised into a distinct species by Mr. Pennant.

JAVAenus, or Java Musk, is, as its name imports, a native of the island of Java, and is the size of a rabbit. The specific character is, body above ferruginous, beneath longitudinally white; tail longish, hairy, white beneath at the tip; the nose and ears are naked; the neck is grey, mixed with brown hairs; beneath white, with two grey spots almost connected; under the throat there are two long divergent hairs; the crown is longitudinally blackish.

AMERICANUS, or Brazilian Musk. Body tawny-brown; mouth
mouth black; throat white. This species is found in Brazil and Guinea; is nearly as large as a roe-buck, with ears four inches long; it is timid, active, and swift; the hair is soft and short; the head and neck on the upper part brown, and under it is white; the hind-legs are longer than those in front. It can, like a goat, stand with all the four legs together on the point of a rock. The animals of this species are often seen swimming in rivers, and may then be easily taken. The Indians hunt them, and their flesh is esteemed very delicate.

A variety of this species is tawny-brown, spotted above with white.

Delictulus, or Leverian Musk, is ferruginous-brown, and spotted above with white. In the Leverian Museum it was called the "small spotted musk." Dr. Shaw says, that the animal so named appears to be nearly allied to one figured by Seba, who affirms it is a native of Surinam, and describes it as a ferruginous colour, thickly spotted with white, except on the head, breast, and belly, and that it is in all probability the same. In size it scarcely exceeds the pigmy musk, if the specimen referred to be of its full growth; of which there are doubts entertained, from the fine

Moscossa, or Moska, in Geography. See Muscka.

Moscow, the name of a tribe in the kingdom of New Granada, said to have been so called by the Spaniards, who, finding them more numerous than the other tribes, transferred the appellation from the fiesi, which abound in their country. Their conquerors found them governed by two elective princes, one of whom, named the "Zippa," ruled at Bogota, while the "Zequi," was established at Tunja. Others more judiciously infer, that the appellation of Mosco was a mere play of words upon the native name of Muscool. Next to the Peruvians, they were the most civilized people. They wore a coat of cotton, with a square cloak of the same fabric. On the head was a cap of the skins of animals, decorated with plumes of various colours; over the forehead hung a crecent of the gold or silver which abounded in their country, the points being turned upwards. Their arms were adorned with bracelets, formed of bone or bone; the nose-ring was of gold; and on gala-days, the face and body were painted with "achites," or ronceau, which yielded a vermilion tint, and with the juice of the "jagua," which produces a deep black. The women used a square cloak, called "chiricate," fastened with a girdle; and over the shoulders a small mantle, called "lipira," fixed on the breast with a large pin of gold. The men wore their hair long, and divided in what is called the Nazarnean form; while that of the women was loose, and darkened by art; the greatest affront being to cut off their hair. Both sexes were handsome, and of good dispositions. Their weapons were flags, swords of hard wood, and light darts. They believed in a great author of nature; and adored the sun, "Zulha," and the moon, "Chia," as their representatives. Their immortality was material, according to the customary opinion among savages; and they buried the dead with ornaments of gold, and the precious emeralds of their country. They were in constant warfare with the Muzos and Colimas, but were feared and respected by all. The Mucoo language, called "Cihualpa," was general throughout the kingdom; but it is now adulterated, and nearly lost, though most of the converted tribes of the kingdom of New Granada belong to this nation, and are generally of generous dispositions, bold, faithful, and robust, though inclined to ebriety.

Moscow, (11th of America, vol. ii.), we shall refer to the article Bogota.

MOSGOW, called by the Russians Moskva, a city of Russia, the capital of a government, is situated on a river of the same name. The approach to this city is announced at the distance of six miles, by spires over-topping an eminence, at the extremity of the broad avenue cut through a forest; and upon proceeding two or three miles farther, a superb prospect of this wide city bursts upon the sight of the traveller. It stretches in the form of a crescent to a prodigious extent; while innumerable churches, towers, guided spires and domes, white, red, and green buildings, glittering in the sun, form a splendid appearance; strongly contrived, however, by an intermixture of wooden hovels. The neighbouring country is undulating; and the forest, abounding with plantations of oaks, beech, mountain-ash, poplars, pines, and firs, reaches within a mile of the ramparts, and is succeeded by a range of open piaiures. In entering the city, or rather the suburbs, the river Moskva is crossed on a long kind of raft-floating, fastened to each bank, which the Russians call a "living-bridge," because it bends under the carriage. Before we give an account of the city itself, we shall detail some particulars respecting its origin, concerning which antiquaries have differed. The following account is received as the most probable. Moscow was founded by Prince Yaroslav, son of Vladimir, or Volodya Monomak, who reigned, says Chastreux, in 1147, but who ascended the throne of Russia, as Coxe says, in 1154. Being insulted by Stephen Kutchko, prince of Suifdal, he confiscated his domains, of which the lands, now occupied by this city, formed a part, and laid the foundation of a new town, which he called Moskva, from the river of that name. But under his successors, the town fell into such decay, that in the year 1255, when the empire was divided, and Daniel, son of Alexander Newiki, received as his share the duchy of Moscow, and fixed his residence at this place, he was under a necessity of rebuilding it, and may therefore be considered as its new founder. The spot, now occupied by the Kremlin, was at that time a moras, overgrown with wood, containing a small island, with a single hut. On this part Daniel constructed numerous buildings, confiding chiefly of churches and monasteries, and enclosed them with wooden fortifications. Here he first assumed the title of duchy of Moscow; and when he succeeded his brother, Andrew Alexandrovitch, in the great duchy of Vladimir, he continued his residence at Moscow, which became the capital of the Russian dominions. The new metropolis was considerably enlarged by his son Ivan; and in 1367, his grandson Demetrius Ivanowitch Doniki surrounded the Kremlin with a brick wall. Notwithstanding these fortifications, the town was taken, in 1382, by Tamerlane. This defunct conqueror soon evacuated it, and it again came into the possession of the Russians, but was frequently occupied by the Tartars, who, in the 14th and 15th centuries, over-ran Russia, and even maintained a garrison in Moscow, until they were finally expelled by Ivan Vasilievitch. To him Moscow has been indebted for its principal splendour, and under him it became the most considerable city of the Russian empire. Of Vladimir. Moscow continued to be the metropolis of Russia till the beginning of the last century; when, to the great diffusion of the nobility, but with great advantage to the state, the seat of empire was transferred to Peterburgh. Notwithstanding the predilection which Peter conceived for Peterburgh, Moscow is still the most populous city of the Russian empire. Here the chief nobles, who do not belong to
MOSCOW.

...and here they gratify their taste for a roder and more expensive magnificence in the ancient style of feudal grandeur, without being eclipsed, as at Peter-
burgh, by the superior splendour of the imperial establishment. This is the largest city in Europe; the circumference of the ramparts, which encloses the suburbs, being 39 miles, or 26 miles; but being built in a very unconnec-
ted and dragging manner, its population does not in any degree correspond to its extent. Some Russian authors have, by an exaggerated statement, estimated the number of inhabitants at 500,000. According to Bufcheh, who lived some years in Siberia, Moscow, in 1779, contained 708 brick-houses, and 11,840 habitations of wood; 85,731 males, and 67,059 females; in all, only 152,790 souls, a computation which much diminishes the true number. According to an account published in the journal of St. Peter-
burgh, for 1781, the district of Moscow contained, in the beginning of 1783, 217,873 hearths and the number of inhabitants included 137,695 males, and 134,918 females; in all, 272,616 souls. At the end of the same year, the popu-
lation of the district was found to be 143,445 males, and 137,592 females; in all, 277,937 souls. The accuracy of this com-
putation has been confirmed by the account received by an English gentleman from the lieutenant of the police, who informed him that Moscow contained within the ramparts 250,000 souls, and in the adjacent villages, 50,000. Dr. Clarke, in his "Travels," citing Mr. Heber's MS. journal, observes, that the population of Moscow has been greatly exaggerated; and that the intendant of police reckoned it at only 250,000 fixed inhabitants, and 70,000 retainers and servants of the nobles, who only reside in it during winter. Richter observes, that the population of Moscow differs ac-
cording to the season of the year. In winter, when the nobility and their retainers flock to the metropolis, the inhabitants exceed 300,000; but in summer, when they re-
tire to the country, they do not amount to 200,000. The births, deaths, and marriages at Moscow in the year 1790, appear, from a table published in the first volume of Mr. Tooke's "History of the Russian Empire," to be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
<th>Marriages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27,394</td>
<td>22,235</td>
<td>13,238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same writer states, that the government of Moscow, which was the most populous when he published his valuable work, including the metropolis, contained upwards of 1,130,000 persons.

Mr. Coxe informs us, that of all the cities that ever claimed his attention, he never observed any one so irregular, so uncommon, so extraordinary, and so contrived, as Moscow. The streets, he says, are in general exceedingly long and broad; some are paved; others, particularly in the suburbs, are formed with trunks of trees, or bordered with planks, like the floor of a room; wretched hovels are blended with large palaces; cottages of one story stand next to the most stately mansions. Many brick structures are cov-
ed with wooden tops; some of the timber houses are painted, others have iron doors and roofs. Churches in every quarter are very numerous, built in the oriental style of architecture, some with domes of copper, others of tin, gilt or painted green, and many roofed with wood. In a word, some parts of this vast city have the appearance of a squalid defiled; other quarters, of a populous town; some of a contemptible village; others of a great capital. Upon the whole, this city exhibits a motley mixture of discordant architecture. Dr. Clarke says, that "Moscow is in every thing extraordinary; as well as in disappointing expectation as in surpassing it; in causing wonder and derision, pleasure and regret. Numerous spires, glittering with gold, amidst burn-
hished domes and painted palaces, appear in the midst of an open plain for several miles before you reach the gate of the city. Having passed, you look about, and wonder what is become of the city, or where you are; and are ready to ask, once more, how far is it to Moscow? They will tell you, 'This is Moscow!' and you behold nothing but a wide and scattered suburb, huts, gardens, pigsties, brick walls, churches, dunghills, palaces, timber-yards, warehouse, and a refuie, as it were, of materials sufficient to flock an em-
pire with miserable towns and miserable villages. One might imagine all the states of Europe and Asia had sent a building, by way of representation, to Moscow; and under this im-
pression, the eye is presented with deputys from all coun-
tries, holding congresses; timber-huts from regions beyond the arctic; palatial palaces from Sweden and Denmark, not white-washed since their arrival; painted walls from the Tyrol; mosques from Constantinople; Tartar temples from Bucharia; pagodas, pavilions, and virandas from China; cabarets from Spain; dungeons, prisons, and public offices from France; architectural ruins from Rome; terraces and tumbled from Naples; and warehouses from China. Having heard accounts of immense population, you ap-
proach through deflected streets. Passing suddenly towards the quarter where the shops are situated, you might walk upon the heads of thousands. The daily throng is there so immense, that, unable to force a passage through it, or aflign any motive that might convene such a multitude, you ask the cau-
se; and are told, that it is always the same. Nor is the costume less various than the aspect of the buildings; Greeks, Turks, Tartars, Cossacks, Chinese, Muscovites, English, French, Italians, Poles, Germans, all parade in the habits of their respective countries."

Moscow is divided into the five following divisions, viz. Kremlin, Kitai-gorod, Bielgorod, Semilajgorod, and Sloboza, or suburbs.

1. The Kremlin was probably thus denominated by the Tartars, who, in possession of Moscow, from the word "krem," or "krim," which signifies a fortress. It stands in the central and highest part of the city, near the conflux of the Moskva and Neglia, which wash two of its sides; it is of a triangular form, and about two miles in circum-
ference; and it is surrounded by high walls of stone and brick, constructed in 1491. It is filled with domes and clock-towers; and though it contains the most irregular edifices, none of them are of wood, nor of mean appearance. A plan was proposed to the late emperors for uniting the whole Kremlin into one magnificent palace, which would, when executed, have exceeded every thing of the kind in ancient or modern days. A model of the proposed alteration was completed, and is preserved at Moscow; but the expense, even in that country of cheap labour, would have amounted to three millions sterling, and we therefore need not wonder that the design will proceed no farther than the preparation of the model.

2. The Kitai-gorod, denoting, by a Tartar derivation, the "middle town," is situated between the Kremlin and Biel-
gorod. It is bounded on one side by that wall of the Kremlin which runs from the Moskva to the Neglia, and on the other by a brick wall of lower height. This division of Moscow is much larger than the Kremlin, and contains the university, the printing-house, and many other public build-
ings, together with the shops of the tradesmen. The ed-
ifices...
fice are mostly stuccoed or white-washed; and it has the
only street in Moscow in which the houses stand contiguous
to each other, without any intervals.

3. The Bichgrod, or White-town, nearly encircles the
two preceding divisions, and is supposed to have derived its
name from a white wall with which it was formerly enclosed,
of which some remains still exist.

4. Semil'agorod environs the three other quarters, and
takes its denomination from a circular rampart of earth, with
which it is encompassed. This and the last division exhibit a
grotesque group of churches, convents, palaces, brick and
wooden houses, and mean bowels, in no degree superior to
peasant's cottages.

5. The Streda, or suburbs, form a vast exterior circle
round the parts already described, being invested with a low
rampart and ditch. These suburbs contain, besides numerous
buildings of all denominations, corn-fields, open pasture,
and some small lakes, from which the Neglina originates.

The Moscva flows through the city in a winding channel;
but, the season of spring excepted, it is only navigable for
rafts: it receives the Yaufa in the Semilagorod, and the
Neglina at the western extremity of the Kremlin; both
which rivulets are in summer almost dry. Beyond the Yaufa,
which is crossed by a raft bridge, is a palace, con-
structed for the late emperors, when they had occasion to visit
Moscow. This palace is not a single structure, but in the
true style of Atlantic grandeur, a vast assemblage of numerous
buildings, distributed into several streets, and bearing the
appearance of a moderate town. Paul converted this palace
into barracks for 2000 men. The gardens, which belonged
to the old palace, built by Elizabeth, near the spot where
the present structure was erecting, are still retained; they
are of considerable extent, and in some parts of them were
laid out in a pleasing and natural manner; but in general the
old style of gardening prevailed, and presented rows of
clipped yew-trees, long straight canals, and a profusion of
prepossessing statues. Under the arcipics of Catharine, all
these inlances of grotesque style were proposed to be re-
moved, and to give place to more natural ornaments. This
palace and gardens occupy the extremity of the suburbs
within the compass of the exterior rampart which encircles
the whole town.

The places of divine worship at Moscow are very nu-
merous; and exclusively of chapels, there are, according
to Mr. Coxe's account, 454 public churches, of which 199
are of brick, and the others of wood; the former are com-
monly stuccoed or white-washed, the latter painted of a red
colour. According to Heym, in 1793, Moscow contained
22 convents, 9 cathedrals, and 326 churches. The church
of the Holy Trinity, sometimes called the church of Jeru-
salem, which stands in the Khitaiagorod, close to the gate
leading into the Kremlin, has a kind of high steeple, and
nine or ten domes; it was built in the reign of Ivan Vass-
ilevitch II. The most ancient churches are generally square
buildings, with a cupola and four small domes; some of
bronze, or iron girt, others of iron timbered, either plain or
painted green. The cupolas or domes are for the most part
ornamented with crosses entwined with thin chains or wires;
such crofs (in the most ancient churches) has two transverse
bars; the upper horizontal, the lower inching, which, ac-
cording to the opinion of many Russians, is supposed to be
the form of the real crofs; under the lower bar frequently
occurs a crescent, the origin of which we have stated under
the article CRESCENT. The inside of the church generally
confists of three parts; that called by the Greeks προσωπο,
pronae, by the Russians trapeza; the body; and the lan-
cuary or shrine. In the body of the church are frequently
four square and massive piers, which support the en
cope; these piers, as well as the walls and ceilings, are painted
with numerous representations of our Saviour, the Virgin
Mary, and different saints. Towards the extremity of the
body of the church is a flight of steps leading to the shrine;
and between these steps and the shrine is usually a platform,
upon which the officiating minister stands and performs part
of the service. The shrine or sanctuary is separated from
the body of the church by the * Iconostasis, or ikre, which
is generally the part most richly ornamented, and on which
the most holy pictures are painted or hung. Before the
images of Jesus and the Virgin, and of some others, candles
or lamps are usually suspended, and kept continually burn-
ing. In the centre are the folding, called the holy, royal
or beautiful doors, which lead to the shrine, within which
is the holy table, as Dr. King (on the Greek church) describes
it, "with four small columns to support a canopy over it;
from which a peribolion, or dove, is suspended, as a
symbol of the Holy Ghost; upon the holy table the crofs
is always laid, and the gospel, and the pyxis, or box, in
which a part of the consecrated elements is preserved, for
visiting the sick or other purposes." Over the door of each
church is the portrait of the patron saint, to which the com-
mon people pay homage as they pass, by taking off their
hats, crossing themselves, and occasionally touching the
ground with their heads. In the Russian churches, bells
constitute no inconsiderable part of divine worship; for an
account of which, see the article BELL. Some of these
bells are of a fabulous size. The division of Moscow,
called the Kremlin, abounds with churches, of which the
two most remarkable, are St Michael's, and the Af-
famation of the Virgin Mary; he one being the place
where the sovereigns were formerly interred, and the other
that in which they were crowned. These edifices are both
in the same style of architecture, and were probably con-
structed by Solario of Milan, who built the walls of the
Kremlin. In the cathedral of St. Michael are the tombs of
the Russian sovereigns, which are raised sepulchres mostly
of brick, in the shape of a coffin, and about two feet high.
On great festivals all the sepulchres are covered with rich
palls of gold or silver brocade, studded with pearls or
jewels. From the time in which Moscow became the im-
perial residence to the close of the 16th century, all the
tzars have been interred in this cathedral, excepting Beris
Godunof, whose remains are deposited in the convent of
the Holy Trinity; the tzar, under the name of Demetrius,
who was destroyed in a tumult, and Vassili Shuilki, who
died in captivity at Warsaw. The cathedral of the Af-
famation of the Virgin Mary, appropriated to the coronation
of the Russian sovereigns, is the most magnificent temple in
Moscow. The ikre is in many parts covered with plates
of solid silver and gold richly wrought. From the centre of
the roof hangs an enormous chandelier of mossy silver, weigh-
ing 2940lbs., made in England, and presented, as Mr. Coxe
says, by Morofof, prime minister of Alexey Michaelovitch;
but, according to Storch, it was a present from the Vene-
tians to Beris Godunof, and weighs 2800lbs. The sacred
veils and episcopal veilments are extremely rich, but of
rude workmanship. Many of the painted figures, which
cover the inside walls, are of a colossal size; and were exe-
cuted towards the close of the 15th century. This church
also contains a head of the Virgin, suppos'd to have been
painted by St. Luke, and greatly celebrated in that coun-
try for the power of working-miracles. According to
the tradition of the church it was brought from Greece to
Kio, transferred from thence to Volodimir, and afterwards to
Moscow. It seems to have been a Grecian painting, and
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was probably anterior to the revival of the art in Italy. In this cathedral are deposited the remains of the Russian patriarchs, the first of whom was Job, before whose time the primate of the Russian church was suffragan to the patriarch of Constantinople. Job, being metropolitan archbishop of Moscov, was in 1538 installed in this cathedral patriarch of Russia, by Jeremias, patriarch of Constantinople. Philaet and Nicos were distinguished patriarchs, and died much regretted at an advanced age in 1653. The last of thefe patriarchs, who are reckoned to have been 11, was Adrian, at whose death, in 1609, Peter the Great refused to nominate a successor; and in 1721 the patriarchal dignity was formally abolished. In connection with this account of the churches at Moscov, we shall here insert a brief description of some of the more prominent ceremonies performed in this city, at the time of Easter. Dr. Clarke, who proceeded to the public a picture of the Russian manners, approaching to a caricature, and who, as we hope and believe, has incurred the charge of exaggeration in some of his details, furnishes us with several instances of the groffety of superstition, still prevalent in Russia. "All that has been said or written of the Roman Catholic bigothry," says this writer, "affords but a feeble idea of the superstition of the Greek church. It is the greatest libel upon human reason, the foremost scandal upon universal piety, that has yet disgraced the annals of mankind."—**

There are no people who observe Lent with more fervent and exccssive rigour than the Russians. Travelling the road from Petersburg to Moscov, if at any time, in poor cottages, where the peasants appeared flaving, I offered them a part of our dinner, they would fludder at the sight of it, and cast it to the dogs; daffing out of their children's hands, as an abomination, any food given to them; and removing every particle that might be left entirely from their sight. The fame privation takes place among the higher ranks, but in proportion as this rigour has been observed, to much the more exccssive is the degree of gluttony and relaxation, when the important intelligence that 'Chrift is risen,' has issued from the mouth of the archibishop. During Easter they run into every kind of excess, rolling about drunk the whole week. When Easter was proclaimed, the inn where we lodged became a Paudaemonium. Drinking, dancing, and singing continued through the night and the day. But in the midst of all these excesses, quarrels hardly ever took place. The wild, rude riot of a Russian populace is full of humanity. Few disputes are heard; no blows are given; no lives endangered, but by drinking. No meetings take place of any kind, without repeating the expressions of peace and joy, "Chriftos vosferjis!" "Chrift is risen!" to which the answer is always the fame, "Pa jifing vosferjis!" "He is risen indeed!" On Easter Monday begins the presentation of the Paschal eggs; lovers to their mistresses, relatives to each other, fervants to their masters, all bring ornamented eggs. Every offering at this feast is called a Paschala egg. The meanest pauper in the street, preparing an egg, and repeating this words "Chriftos vosferjis," trouble not a falsehood on the empress. All business is laid aside; the upper ranks are engaged in visiting, balls, dinners, suppers, masquerades; while hours fill the air with their fongs, or roll drunk about the streets. Servants sipper in new and taundry liveries; and carriages in the most sumptuous parade." During their easter festivals, the pomp of Moscov was displayed in motley processions on the public promenades. These processions are made in carriages and on horfesback; and the carriages surpass, in number at ball, any exhibition of the kind in Europe. On particular days, they exceed 1000, and have generally fix, but never fewer than four horses to each. Yet nothing can be more mean than the appearance of these equipages, when separately examined, whether we look at the awkwardness of the driver, the dust of the harness, or the clumsiness of the vehicle. During Easter week, the Russians indulge their predilection for finging; and the numerable bells of Moscov are tolled incessantly; the cathedral bell sends a hollow murmur over the city, like the tones of a vast organ, or the rolling of distant thunder. The diameter of the bell is 16 feet.

At Moscov carriages are so common, that almost every person makes use of them. The equipages of the nobility, with complete sets of horses, are frequently driving about the streets of Moscov. The number of these is exceedingly great; the hackney carriages are flattened in the streets for conveying passengers to the different quarters. These vehicles are without tops, have merely four wheels, and are furnished either with a long bench, or one, two, or three separate seats, like arm-chairs, placed side-ways: their fares are so reasonable, that servants occasionally use them upon errands to distant parts of the city. The coachman generally drives at the rate of eight or nine miles an hour. Notwithstanding the number of coaches with fix horses, that traverse the streets of Moscov, their accommodations are ridiculously mean. When a coach is procured with fix horses of different colours, the coachman and poftilion are drest like peafants, with high cylindrical hats; the coachman with a long beard and white linen robe, fits on the box; the poftilion in a coarse drugged garb, and mounted on the off-horse, according to the custom of the country. Behind the carriage is an enormous lack of hay, which, while the master is paying his bills, or regaling himself at dinner, is occasionally given to the horses. "Mafie during dinner generally makes a part of the entertainment at the tables of the nobility. Most of the Russian nobles have gardeners of our nation; and they are thus provided for their entertainments with pines, peaches, apricots, grapes, pears, cherries, and such fruits as can rarely in this country be obtained without the aid of hot-houses. According to Richter, in his Sketch of Moscov, pines are reared in great abundance in the hot-houses about this city, and may be purchased for a ruble a-piece. In the country-houfe of prince Gallitzin, grapes have been seen nearly ripe in the open air. The Russian nobles are fond to display a great degree of grandeur and magnificence in their houfes, domes, and mode of living. The wealth of the nobles is enormous. Some of them have 70 and even 100,000 peafants; and their fortunes are estimated by the number of their peafants, who pay them, upon an average, 10 rubles annually, in specie. They exalt labour, not merely from the masses, but from women, and children from the age of 10 and upwards. Tither are moreover demanded of linen, poultry, eggs, butter, pgs, sheep, lambs, and of every product of the land, or of domestic manual labour. Should a peafant by any misfortune be unable to furnish the tribute expected by his lord, he must beg, borrow, or steal to make up the deficiency. The only property a Russian nobleman allows his peafant to possess, is the food he cannot, or will not, eat himself; the bank of trees, chaff, or other refuse; quals, water, and fish-pond. Travelling the provinces south of Moscov, where the soil is singularly fertile and productive, the labourers are, never-
the chiefs, says Dr. Clarke, destitute of the common necessaries of life; the lord claims all the produce Mr. Heber differs in his statement of the condition of peasants from Dr. Clarke; objecting, that with regard to their comforts or means of sufficiency, they are not deficient. Their houses are well adapted to the habits of the people; their clothing is warm and substantial, and they appear to be sufficiently fed: but their political situation is very servile and distressing. They are hale to be levied as soldiers at the pleasure of their lords; for if a matter is displeased with his flave, he may lend him to the army whenever he thinks proper, and take a receipt from government. The wealth of the nobles is no where more conspicuously displayed than at their weekly fairs. Every parish, who is a bachelor, is excluded by the laws of the society, and though nobles only are admitted, the company occasionally consists of 2000 persons. The dresses are the most fumptuous that can be imagined; the favourite ornaments of the ladies are cameo stones, which they wear upon their arms, in girdles round their waists, or upon their bosoms. The drapery is disposed after the Grecian costume, and their hair is bound up round the head. The mode of drees in London and Paris are generally blended together by the ladies of Moscow; and in justice to their charms, it must be confessed, that no country in the world can boast superior beauty. The men on these occasions appear either in uniform or in coats of very rich embroidery, but neither men nor women evince the slightest degree of animation in the exercise of dancing. Dr. Clarke will not allow to the Russians the unqualified praise of hospitality. The dines and the wines, he says, correspond in gradation with the rank and condition of the guests. Those who fit near the master of the house are suffered to have no connection with the fare or the tenants at the lower end of the table. The chins, or as a Russian table are carefully placed at the upper end, and are handed down to those guests who are stationed near the owner of the mansion, according to the order in which they sit; afterwards, if any thing remain, it is taken gradually to the rest, so that persons at the bottom of the table are often compelled to remain satisfied with an empty dish. The wine also degenerates in quality, until at last it is deteriorated into simple quaffs. The number of attendants in waiting is prodigious. In the house of the young count Orlov 500 servants wait at table; many of them sumptuously clothed and many others in rags.

The palace inhabited by the ancient tsars stands at the extremity of the Kremlin; part of it is old, and remains in the same state in which it was, when it was built under Ivan Vassilievitch I. Additions have been made to it at various periods in different styles of architecture, so that it is a motley incongruous pile of building. This palace was the birth-place of Peter the Great in 1672. In the Kremlin there are two convets, one a nunnery founded in 1593; and the other a monastery for men. The nuns, who are prohibited the use of meat, live chiefly upon fish, eggs, and vegetables. The Russian archives are deposited in a strong brick building containing several vaulted apartments with iron floors, in the Khitaigorod. They were arranged by Mr. Muller in chronological order, and are enclosed in separate cabinets with glass doors. The MSS. relating to foreign kingdoms are also placed in separate divisions under the titles of the countries to which they belong. The archives contain also 13 volumes of letters, journals, notes, and other MSS. of Peter the Great, written with his own hand. The university is also situated in the Khitaigorod. It was founded, at the instance of count Shuvalof, by the empress Elizabeth, for 600 students, who are clothed, boarded, and educated at the expense of the crown. To the university belong a printing office, a library, and an apparatus of philosophical instruments. Besides the university, there are two gymnasia or seminaries for the education of youth, endowed also by Elizabeth.

Moscow is the centre of the inland commerce of Russia, and connects the trade between Europe and Siberia. The navigation to this city is formed solely by the Moskva, which, falling into the Oecas near Kolomna, communicates by means of that river with the Volga. But, as the Moskva is navigable only in the spring, on the melting of the snow, the principal merchandize is conveyed on flegdes in the winter. The whole retail commerce of the city is conducted in the districts of Khitaigorod, where, according to a custom prevalent in Russia, as well as in most of the East, the shops and ware-houses are collected in one spot. The place is like a kind of collection of booths for a fair; the dwellings of those, to whom those shops belong, are situated at a distance, in another quarter of the town. Every trade has its separate department. Furs and skins form the most considerable article of commerce in Moscow, and the shops vending those commodities occupy several streets. Among the curiosities of Moscow we may mention the market for the sale of houses. It is held in a large open space, in one of the suburbs, and exhibits "ready-made houses," scattered on the ground. The house, when selected, is sometimes paid for on the spot, and removed by the purchaser, or the vendor contracts to transport and erect it upon the place where it is designed to stand. In Moscow they have an admirable police for preventing riots, or filling the concourse of people in case of fires, which are very frequent in those parts, where the houses are mostly of brick built with timber. At the entrance of each street is a "chevaux de frise" gate, one end turning upon a pivot, and the other rolling upon a wheel; near it is a centry box, in which a man is occasionally stationed. In times of riot or fire the centry husts the gate, and thus immediately stops all passage. The Russians amuse themselves very much with playing at the game of chess.

Among the public institutions, the most remarkable is the Foundling hospital, endowed by the empress in 1764, and supported by voluntary contributions, legacies, and other charitable gifts. Benefactors have certain privileges granted to them by the empress, and a certain degree of rank proportioned to the extent of their liberality. The hospital is situated on a gentle acient near the river Moskva; and is capable of receiving 8000 children, who are admitted at the porter's lodge without recommendation. In the hospital is a theatre, of which the decorations are the work of the foundlings: they constructed the stage, painted the scene, and made the dresses.

The monastary, called "Troitsko Koller," or the monastery of the Holy Trinity, is distinguished in the Archives of Russia as the asylum for the Russian sovereigns in cases of insurrection; and is more particularly known to foreigners on account of the refuge which it afforded to Peter the Great, when he put an end to the administration of his sister Sophia. This monastery is about 40 miles from Moscow. At a little distance this monastery bears the appearance of a small town, and like many other convets in this country is surrounded with high brick walls, strengthened with battlements and towers. The parapet is roofed with wood, and the walls and towers are provided with embrasures for muskets and cannon; the whole is surrounded by a deep ditch. This place has withstood several sieges, and particularly baffled
all the efforts of Ladislaus, prince of Poland, who attacked it at the head of a large army. Besides the habitation for monks, the walls enclose an imperial palace, and nine large churches constructed by different sovereigns, which are splendid, and very rich in gold and silver ornaments, and costly vestments. The library of the convent contains a curious collection of books.

An eminence, called Sparrow-hill, and situated about four or five miles from Moscow, commands the belt view of the city; and from thence the land about it may be perceived to be low and swampy, abounding with pools of stagnant water, and of course unhealthy. The climate is also dangerous from sudden transitions. The rapidity of vegetation is here very striking. In and about Moscow the rivers freeze about the middle or latter part of November, and break up in March or the beginning of April. The birch trees come out in May, and shed their leaves in September. Fahrenheit's thermometer fluctuates at 68° on May 20th, and at 44° April 16th, and between these periods at intermediate degrees. At London on the same days it fluctuates at 51° and 55°. The French army under the command of Bonaparte, emperor of France, took possession of Moscow, after several engagements with the Russians, September 14th, 1812; but the place was previously set on fire by order of the governor, and so much defoliated, that it afforded no satisfactory accommodation for the emperor and his troops. After enhancing the diftrust of the city and its vicinity, the French were under a necessity of abandoning the city, and making their retreat homewards. History feebly records an event, that has been in every view so destructive to human life and to the possessions of individuals as the project, suggested by ambition, of invading and conquering Russia; but if the termination be auspicious, it may prove the salvation of Europe, the harbinger of peace, the extension of British commerce, and the prosperity of British manufacture. N. lat. 55° 45' 45". E. long. 37° 21'.

MOSE, or Villa de Moso, a town on the bank of the river Taba-fico, in the bottom of Campeachy gulf, from which great quantities of cocoa are shipped for Spain.

Mose, an island in the East Indian sea, about 30 miles in circumference. S. lat. 6° 20'. E. long. 132° 2'.

MOSECHE, a province of Angola, on the N. bank of the Cuanza.

MOSELLE, a river of France, which rises in the mountains of the Volges, joins the Rhine at Coblenz, and gives name to a department.

MOSELLE, one of the ten departments of the N.E. region of France, formed of the territory of Mellein, of French Luxembourg, and part of German Lorraine, and situated in N. lat. 19° 15'. It is bounded on the N. by the department of the Forest, on the E. by that of the Sarthe, on the S. by the departments of Mont Tonnerre and the Sarthe, and on the W. by that of the Meuse. It is 45 French leagues in length, 17 in breadth, and contains 6552½ square leagues, or 328 square leagues, and 353788 inhabitants; and is divided into 4 districts, 30 cantons, and 933 communes. The four circles are Brivy, including 49,552 inhabitants; Thionville, 98,436; Metz, 120,810; and Sarreguemines, 85,970. Its contributions in the 11th year of the French era were 3,508,285 francs, and its expenses 3,818,744 francs, 96 cents. According to Haffenricht, it is divided into 9 circles and 76 cantons, and its population is 328,568. The capital is Metz. This department is fertile in grain, wine, fruits, and pastures. It has also mines of iron and coal.

MOSENIA, a town of Peria, in Chusitan; 36 miles S.W. of Sauma.

MOSERADA, a town of Italy, in the Tresvign; 6 miles N.E. of Tresvign.

MOSES, in Scripture Biography, the son of Amram and Jochebed, was born in Egypt in the year 1571 before Christ. Pharaoh, the king of that country, perceiving that the Hebrews were becoming a very formidable nation, promulgated an order, under the several penalties, that every male child born of Hebrew parents should be cast into the Nile. By the operation of this cruel edict, the king hoped to extirpate, by degrees, the whole Israelite nation; parents were even enjoined to become the executioners of their own children, or at least to give such notice of their birth as to enable the officers of the king to perform the savage act. The rendition of this decree, according to Josephus, was the prediction of an Egyptian prophet, that a Hebrew child was about to be born who would hereafter diminish the power of Egypt, and increase that of the Israelites. Though there is no authority for this in the sacred scriptures, which will be our chief resource in this article, yet it does not appear at all improbable, that the king's mind was impressed with some such notion when he issued his command. At the birth of Moses, it is said that the natural reluctance of his parents to obey such a decree, was increased by the superior loveliness of the child; though mothers, probably, always feel beauty in their new-born infants, which, for obvious reasons, is a very wise provision of Providence, and they ventured to keep him in concealment during the space of three months. At length, the extreme danger of a discovery which would have proved fatal to themselves as well as the infant, reduced them to the cruel necessity of exposing him. His mother took a small ark, made of the ligneous part of the papyrus, and having bismected it with bitumen, to render it water-tight, placed the infant in it, and let it down among the rushes, on the marshy brink of the river. Anxious, however, about his fate, she placed her daughter Miriam, at a certain distance, to watch the circumstances that should occur. Soon after this, the daughter of Pharaoh, coming to the river with her female attendants in order to bathe, discovered the ark, and sent one of them for it. She determined to save the life of the child, and to adopt him as her own; at this moment Miriam approached the princess, and made an offer to bring an Hebrew nurse to suckle the child, which she ordered her to do. She accordingly brought the infant's mother, who with unspeakable joy received the child, and she was strictly enjoined to treat him as her own, under the promise of being amply rewarded for her services. About three years afterwards, the princess adopted him for her own, called his name Moses, and caused him to be diligently instructed in all the learning of the Egyptians. But his father and mother, to whom, as we have seen, he had been restored, were at great pains to instruct him in the history and religion of his country. It is highly probable that the manner in which his life had been faved led them to hope he was intended for some great work, and hence they would be doubly careful of his education; and when arrived at years of discretion they, probably, by relating to him the secret of his birth and of the attending circumstances, inspired him with a similar notion.

Many things are reported by Josephus and other historians concerning the early periods of the life of Moses, and though some persons consider them as entirely fabulous, yet we think it right to mention one or two, and the more so, as we are disposed to pay a considerable deference to the history of Josephus, and are not willing to suppress him capable
of introducing facts that were not authenticated by the best proofs that he was capable of obtaining. Unless we go thus far, we must lose much that Christians value as important, which he has transmitted in his History and Antiquities.

In the Acts of the Apostles, chap. vii. 20, we are told that Moses was "exceedingly fair," or, as the original may be rendered, "beautiful through or in respect to God," that is, perhaps, through the divine blessing. Joesephus relates, that when Moses was only three years old, that is, when he was specially introduced to Pharaoh's daughter as her adopted son, no one who saw him could avoid being struck with the singular beauty of his countenance, and he adds, people about their common business would leave it to gaze at him. Philo says, that at his birth he had a more elegant and beautiful appearance than denoted an ordinary person. According to Joesephus and Eusebius, Moses acted as a leader in the wars, distinguished himself, and obtained many signal victories. When he was about forty years of age he left the court of Pharaoh, and went to visit his countrymen the Hebrews, who groaned under the ill usage and oppression of that Almighty God, and complained "to have looked on their burdens," that is, he made himself acquainted with their condition and treatment, endeavoring to devise some means of relieving them from the intolerable oppressions to which they were subject. While he was thus occupied he perceived an Egyptian imitating an Hebrew; looking about and seeing no one near, he ran to the defence of the latter, and having killed the Egyptian in the struggle, he buried him in the sand. In consequence of this act, which we know not how to justify, he was obliged to fly into the land of Midian, in Arabia, there to seek that safety which he was aware he could not expect in Egypt. Here he married Zipporah, daughter of the priest of Jethro, by whom he had two sons. At this period he was employed by his father-in-law in attending upon his flocks. As he was following this business upon Mount Horeb, he had an extraordinary vision, which occasioned his return into the land of Egypt. In this vision he saw, or thought he saw, a bush in flames, but which was not consumed, and from the midst of the flames a voice proceeded, announcing the presence of the Most High, and commanding the shepherd to go and deliver his brethren from the state of bondage in which they had been so long involved. Moses was zealous of excusing himself from this high and very important office, till he was assured, by miraculous signs, that he should be accompanied in his mission by the divine power. Upon his return to Egypt, he, with his brother Aaron, went to the court of Pharaoh, and told him that God commanded him to let the Hebrews depart, and go three days' journey into the desert, for the purpose of celebrating a festival in his honour, without giving offence to the Egyptians by making them the witnesses of their peculiar rites and ceremonies. The monarch was deaf to their intreaties, and so far from regarding the message delivered by Moses and Aaron as one lent from a superior power, declared that he acknowledged no such power, and in contempt of them, he ordered the labours of the Israelites to be increased, instead of allowing them any relaxation of which they made a demand. In the anguish of their hearts, under an additional load of misery, the Hebrews now attributed their sufferings to Moses and Aaron, who had attempted to free them from their bondage. The want of success which had attended his first application to the king of Egypt, would have prevented Moses from appearing again before him, had not God encouraged him by fresh assurances of his determination to rescue the Israelites with a triumphant arm, and invested him with a miraculous power over Pharaoh, to be exercised in such displays of divine judgment on that proud monarch and his people, as should force him to dismiss them. Thus encouraged, Moses presented himself again before Pharaoh, and confirmed his former message by a miracle; which was followed, at different periods, by many others, as may be seen in the books of Exodus, inflicting the most dreadful calamities upon the Egyptians, as punishments for their continued oppression of the children of Israel. The tenth and last miracle, or plague brought upon the Egyptians, was the death of all the first-born in the land, who were all cut off in one night. This dreadful calamity seems to have subdued the heart of Pharaoh, and he consented to let the people of Israel depart from his kingdom. The Egyptians likewise were impatient to hurry them out of their country, dreading that a further detention of them would bring on themselves entire destruction; and to hasten them, they freely parted with their most valuable things, which the text says the Israelites wished to borrow. Dr. Geddes and others observe, that the word does not necessarily mean to borrow, and we are disposed to think that the Israelites conferred with Pharaoh in order to receive what the Egyptians gladly pressed upon them with the view of hastening their departure.

As soon as Moses had returned to Go'hen among his people, he made signals for collecting the entire body of the Israelites at a place of rendezvous, whence he began his march at their head before the break of day. They consisted of six hundred thousand men, besides women and children, and a multitude of strangers, who were probably peregrines of the gate, or persons who had renounced idolatry, though they were not yet circumcized, and all their flocks and herds. They proceeded on till they reached the borders of the Red sea; in the mean time Pharaoh had suddenly raised an immense army, pursuèd them and overtaken them in this position. The Israelites were now hemmed in by the sea, impassable mountains, and Pharaoh's army; there was no way of escape left, and they, reduced to the utmost distress, began to reproach Moses for leading them out of Egypt to perish under the swords of their enemies. Moses comforted them with the assurance that this would be the last time of their seeing the Egyptians; and he had no sooner dismissed them, than God commanded him to direct their march towards the sea, promising that upon his stretching out his rod over it, its waters would divide, and make way for the Israelites to go through on dry land, while Pharaoh and his mighty hosts, venturing to pursue them, should perish in the returning waves. The events having corresponded with this promise, Moses instituted a festival of seven days' continuance, in commemoration of the signal deliverance which the Israelites had experienced, and the total overthrow of Pharaoh and his army. For the occasion he composed a hymn to be sung alternately by the men and women, celebrating the greatness of God's power displayed in these wonderful events, and his amazing mercy towards his people. Moses now entered upon the arduous task of conducting his people towards the promised land. For an account of their march we must refer to the scriptures; it will be sufficient to observe, that the afflictions which they endured in the course of their journey, were intended to train them to a fitness for the divine blessings; to correct them of that fondness for superfluous and idolatry to which they were so strangely prone; to prepare them for a peculiar system of legislation which was to be formed and established among them, and which was calculated to preserve them from the corruptions of the sect of the world; and to maintain the belief in one living and true God, before they were to enter on the promised inheritance.

They arrived at the foot of Mount Sinai on the third day.
of the ninth month after their departure from Egypt. Moses having ascended several times into the mount, received the law from the hand of God, that is, in a miraculous manner, in the midst of thunders and lightnings, and concluded the famous covenant between the Almighty and the children of Israel. When he descended from Sinai, he found that the people had fallen into the idolatrous worship of a golden calf. Moses, shocked at such an instance of ingratitude towards the Almighty, and agitated at the alarming consequences that might follow from such a dereliction of principle, let fall the tables of the law which he was carrying in his hand, and caused all those to be put to death who would profane in the idolatrous worship. After this he again ascended into the mountain, and obtained new tables of stone on which the law was inscribed. On the descent of Moses his face shone with such brightness, that the Israelites did not dare to look upon him till he had covered himself with a veil.

The next act of Moses was to call an assembly of the people, in which he announced God's renewal of his covenant with them; enjoined the strict observance of the sabbath; declared the command which he had received to erect a tabernacle of the most costly materials; and invited them to liberality in their voluntary offerings for the completion of this undertaking. On this occasion there appears to have been a generous emulation in all the people to contribute their most valuable effects and ornaments towards the work. The tabernacle was finished in six months, when it was consecrated by Moses, who anointed Aaron as the high priest, and his sons as attendants in the worship, and thus commenced, in the year B.C. 1490, that pious worship of the Deity which was adapted to the then existing state of the Israelites, who were incapable of being affected with a purer and more spiritual one. This tabernacle served the Israelites instead of a temple till the time of Solomon.

After the camp had remained almost a year in the neighbourhood of mount Sinai, the Israelites recommenced their march through the wilderness, under the immediate direction of the most high God, who governed them immediately by means of his servant Moses, whom now he had chosen to be the interpreter of his will and the promulgator of his commands among the people; but he required all the honours belonging to their king to be paid to himself. He assumed to dwell in the tabernacle, which was always in the midst of the camp, and he denounced punishments against the transgressors of his laws. This was properly the period of the theocracy, taken in its full extent; for God was not only considered as the true and only proper object of religious worship, but as the sovereign to whom the honours of supreme majesty were paid. In their long journeys through the wilderness, every measure both of the leader and of the people was done by the direction of the Almighty, who rewarded their fidelity and obedience by a series of miracles, victories, and successes. After Moses had regulated every thing regarding the civil administration, and the marching of the troops, he led the Israelites to the confines of Canaan, to the foot of mount Nebo. It was from this mountain he was to take a view of the promised land which it was not permitted him to enter. Being apprized that he was to die on the mountain, he diligently employed his few remaining days in letting the affairs of the public in the best order in his power. His first care was to have Joshua confirmed his successor in the most formal manner, who, being filled with the spirit of Moses, undertook nothing without consulting his Maker. Moses also appointed the limits of the land which they were to conquer, and the distribution of it by lot according to God's command, and enjoined several other regulations relative to civil and ecclesiastical matters. He next assembled the people around him, and recapitulated to them, in a long and pathetic discourse, all that had taken place since their departure from Egypt to that time. In a subsequent assembly he caused the whole nation to ratify the covenant which their fathers had made with God in mount Horeb, and concluded with calling heaven and earth to witness the truth of what they had heard from him, the reafonableness of those laws which God had given them, and the certainty of the blessings or curses which would follow the observance or the breach of them. To impress strongly on their minds what he had delivered, he composed a psalm, in which the substance of his address is expressed in elegant and lively language, and it has been regarded as an imitable piece of ancient poetry. Having caused it to be read before all the people, he delivered it to Joshua to be afterwards learned by them and all their posterity. The last transfiguration of Moses with the Israelites, was to summon them again to receive his farewell and prophetic blessing upon the people in general, and upon each tribe in particular. As soon as he had delivered his last blessing, he went up alone to mount Nebo, and from Pisgah, its highest eminence, had a prospect of all those regions which God promised to the posterity of Abraham. Immediately afterwards Moses died, at the age of 120, in the year B.C. 1451, when his mental faculties were in perfect order, and neither his eye-sight nor his natural vigour was in the least impaired.

That Moses was an eminently great man will be readily admitted by those even who dispute his claims to supernatural communications with the Deity. We cannot, however, give up our belief in his miracles without materially affecting the credibility of the whole history, and of the other facts dependent upon it: and we see sufficient evidence to induce us to take the account as it stands in the seriptures, which, though not without difficulties, is not wholly irreconcilable with the dictates of reason and found sense. (See MIRACLE.) The zeal of Moses for the honour of the one living and true God, forms too conspicuous a feature in his character to be overlooked: it is indeed the principle which lies at the foundation, and constitutes the central point of all his institutions. The writings that bear his name, whether considered as historical documents, or as furnishing a system of legislation, are highly interesting and important. In the former point of view they supply us with the earliest records of the world from the creation to the birth of Abraham; and a particular history of the Hebrew nation, the descendants of Abraham, carried on in a regular series, till the death of Moses, a period all together equal to more than two thousand five hundred years. With respect to the system of legislation which these writings contain, as far as it is of a moral nature, it is unquestionably pure and excellent: its political and judicial regulations are wise and equitable, and the ritual part of it was adapted to establish and secure the worship of the one true God. Dr. Geddes, speaking of the great excellence of these writings, in point of composition only, says, "I know not if it would be too much to affirm, that whether they be considered as a compendium of history, or as a digest of laws, or as a system of theology, or as models of good writing, they are in some respects unequalled, in none overmatched, by the best productions of ancient times."

There seems little reason to doubt that the five first books of the Old Testament, commonly known by the name of the Pentateuch, were written by Moses, excepting the last chapter of Deuteronomy, which is generally thought to have been added by Ezra. Some few have refused to give
Moses, JOHANNES, in Biography, a celebrated Armenian archbishop, who flourished about the year 462. He was esteemed one of the most learned men of his nation, having studied Greek at Athens, from which language he made many versos into the Armenian: his principal work is "A History of Armenia," from the deluge to the middle of the fifth century, written in his native tongue. This was published with a Latin version, in 1736, by the sons of the famous William Whilton. It is thought to be a valuable piece of history, though mixed with no small portion of fable; it contains many national records, not to be met with elsewhere. We have, by the same author, "An Abriff of Geography," published at Amsterdam in 1668: and some "Sacred Canticles," to be sung in the Armenian language on the anniversary of Christ's presentation at the temple.

Moses, J. GOTTFRIED, organist of Auerbach, in Voigtland, a professor of singular abilities, both as a player and composer. In 1781 he published at Leipzig edes and songs; in 1783 a second part; and in 1789 he published at Dresden, Ein Harnisch fur Gott Spielt; the first part consisting of preludes and fantasias, the second of trios, and the third of fugues. These compositions manifest invention, science, and a complete knowledge of the genius and treatment of the organ.

Moses, in SEA LANGUAGE, is a very flat broad boat, used by merchant ships, amongst the Caribbean islands, to bring hogsheads of sugar off from the sea-beach to the shipping, which are anchored in the roads.

Moses Point, in Geography, a cape on the E. coast of Newfoundland; 5 miles S.W. of Cape Bonavista.

MOSHELY, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 28 miles S.E. of Kolkata.

MOSHKO, See MOSCHIO.

MOSINA, a town of South America, in the government of Caraccas; 15 miles S.W. of Cumana.

MOKSHO, or MOSHENES, an island in the N. sea, near the coast of Norway; S.W. of Marilrom. N. lat. 69° 4'.

MOSKOVSKAIA, a government of Russia, about 100 miles long, and 92 broad, the capital of which is Moskva, or Moscow. N. lat. 54° 50' to 56° 40'. E long. 35° to 38°. See Moscow.

MOSKVA, a river of Russia, which runs near Ruza, falls by Moscow, and runs into the Oka, near Kolsma. See Moscow.

MOSLY, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Belze; 8 miles S. of Belze.

MOSON, Made nobile, in Biography, an opera-dancer in England during the seasons of 1780 and 1787; who, though a corporeal and pleasing performer in general, was chiefly distinguished by the arch and prudish manner in which he danced the pas raffa.

MOSONGO, in Geography, a province of Africa, in the kingdom of Anziko, E. of Pomboto.

MOSPONY, a town of the island of Ceylon; 24 miles E. of Candi.

MOSQUE, or Mosk, among the Mahometans, is a temple set apart for the exercises of their religion.

The word comes from the Turkish meşid, or meșhît, which properly signifies a temple built of wood, such as the Turks first used. Hence the Spaniards derive their meşhetas, and the Italians mosheetas, and the French and English mosque and mosque. Borel derives the word from the Greek μώσις, ταφ, because of the frequent mention of a cow
cow in the Alcoran; but others, with the greatest appearance of reason, derive it from the Arabic musjid, a place of worship.

There are royal mosques founded by the emperors, as the Soliman, and Velides, at Cosplantinople; and private mosques founded by mutties, viziers, bafias, &c. The mosque of Sanchi Sophia is now a magnificent edifice. That at Cordova in Spain was formerly much celebrated.

Mosques are built like large halls, with tiles, galleries, and domes; and are adorned on the inside with compartments, and pieces of Arabique work. On one side is always found a pool with several cocks; and on the top is placed a crecent.

The women are not allowed to enter the mosques, but stay in the porches without.

Most of the mosques have a kind of hospital belonging to them, in which travellers of any religion are entertained during three days.

The Turks have converted most of the Christian churches into mosques.

MOSQUITO BANK, or Mosquitos, in Geography, a cluster of small islands, near the coast of Honduras, which gives name to the tract of country called MOSQUITO SHORE; which see. N. lat. 14° 30'. W. long. 82° 10'.

MOSQUITO BAY, a bay at the S.E. extremity of the island of St. Christopher.

MOSQUITO COVE, a bay on the coast of Greenland. N. lat. 64° 55'. W. long. 72° 57'.—Alfo, a bay on the W. coast of the island of Antigua. N. lat. 17° 12'. W. long. 61° 35'.—Alfo, a bay on the N. coast of the island of Jamaica. N. lat. 18° 28'. W. long. 78° 5'.

MOSQUITO ISLAND, one of the smaller Virgin islands, near the N. coast of Virgin Gorda. N. lat. 18° 25'. W. long. 65° 15'.

MOSQUITO ISLANDS, small islands on the coast of Main. N. lat. 43° 55'. W. long. 69° 10'.

MOSQUITO KEY, a small island on the Spanish Main. N. lat. 14° 25'. W. long. 82° 35'.

MOSQUITO KEYS, a cluster of islets and rocks in the Spanish Main. N. lat. 12° 47'. W. long. 82° 45'.

MOSQUITO POINT, a cape at the entrance of Port Royal bay in Jamaica.—Alfo, a cape on the coast of Guiana, at the entrance of the river Ellequebo.

MOSQUITO SHORE, or Mosquito, a tract of country in North America, bounded on the N. and E. by the sea, on the S. by Nicaragua, and on the W. by Honduras. The Spaniards have claimed it as part of Honduras, though they have here no settlements. Having murdered most of the inhabitants when they first invaded this part of Mexico, those who fled into the mountains have retained an invincible hatred of them; and hence they have been ready to join with any Europeans, and particularly with the English, who touch upon their coast, against the Spaniards. As the Mosquito Indians are excellent marksmen, they are employed by the English to drive the Manati, and many of them fail in English vessels to Jamaica. When the duke of Albemarle was governor of this island, these Indians put themselves under the protection of the crown of England, and their king received a commissio from this crown. Since that period, when their king dies, the next male heir goes to Jamaica to receive his commissio, and before this ceremony he is not acknowledged by his countrymen. Some time ago offers were made by England for settling colonies on the Mosquito shore. The English evacuated this country in the years 1787 and 1788, after having had possession of it for about eighty years. Since the English have left it and the Spaniards have recovered it, the king of the Mosquito shore is absolute; for retaining their avertion to the Spaniards, they will not allow the king of Spain to be their matter, though they were satisfied with considering the king of England in this relation.

MOSQUITO INDIANS, Indians of North America, who inhabit a territory about N. lat. 46°. W. long. 94°.

MOSQUITOS, a town of the island of Cuba; 27 miles W. of Havana.

MOSS, in Botany. See Musci.

MOSS-BERRY. See Whortle-Berry.

MOSS, Heath. See CoRALLIGIDES.

MOSS-Tree. See Liverwort.

MOSS, Upright fr. See Lycopodium.

MOSS, Wall. See Bryum.

Moss, in Agriculture, a well-known vegetable substance or plant, that frequently spreads over the surface of old graz-lands in some districts.

This plant or vegetable is most apt to fix itself upon the surface of old graz-lands of the meadow and pasture kinds, in which it produces much injury by drawing away the nourishment of the graz-plants, and of course lessening in a high degree the graz-herbage. It affects such as are of the clayey moist description, in cold exposed situations, the most frequently, choking the graz by spreading closely over it. And it is observed by a late practical writer, that "various means have been proposed by writers on husbandry, for the removal of this moss destructive vegetable. But as it requires a considerable proportion of superficial moisture to promote its growth and extension on the soils which it infects, it is probable, that the application of such substances as have a tendency to absorb, and take up the superabundant degree of wetness by which it is supported, must be of great utility and advantage. In this view lime has been applied evenly over the surface, in such cafes, with much benefit. He has, however, experienced superior advantage, by covering moist graz-lands with a thin even coat of attenuated calcareous matter, in unyon with a sandy material, such as is scraped up from roads, when formed into a compost with about one-fourth part of well-rotted farm-yard dung; as by this application a new, and more vigorous description of graffes is brought up, which soon overpowers the moss plants, and thus wholly destroys them. For the same purpose, and at the same time promoting the improvement of the lands, as well as bringing the herbage into a finer state, the penning or folding of sheep has been advised by Mr. Kent. This method may probably be had recourse to with the most success either in the clove of the summer season, or early in the spring months; the latter is, however, to be preferred, as from the graz immediately covering the surface, more effect may be produced in mollifying and destroying the mossy vegetation. In this practice, advantage is obtained in different ways, as by the effect which the treading has in opening and removing the close nettled texture of the moss, and that of the urine and dung in promoting the more strong growth of the graz-plants. Harrowing with short, sharp-tined, light harrows, is likewise a practice that may be found useful in some cafes, especially previous to the application of such substances or composts as have been just mentioned, as by such means the matted nature of the moss is broken down, and rendered more open and fit for admitting the manure to the roots of the graz-plants, and exerting its full influence in promoting their vigorous growth, and at the same time the spreading of the moss in some measure prevented. After such harrowings have been performed, some have recommended it as an advantageous practice to few graz seeds and especially white clover over the surface. Different sorts of implements have been contrived for dressing the swards of graz-lands when in this condition; such as the above and different
different sorts of scariers and fward-cutters; but it may be very conveniently performed by a fward-dreffer lately in-vented by Mr. Amos, and represented in his Minutes on Agriculture and Planting. This is a tool which should be in the hands of all farmers where gras husbandry is much practised. See Sward-Dreffer.

But all old gras-lands, when much overrun with mofs, should be broken up for the purpose of tillage, in order to their being laid down again to gras after a proper course of crops; as it is probably impossible to render them good gras-lands again in any other method. In many situations this is a mode of proceeding which would produce great improvement.

Moss, a term frequently made use of also to signify a particular sort of earthy or boggy material, found in some low situations in different parts of the kingdom, but particularly in the more northern districts, being formed by the decay of different vegetable and other substances. This earthy material is of different natures in different situations, as wood mofs, black peat mofs, flow mofs, or red bog, &c. The drift, which is principally composed of ligneous substances, is probably the belt for manure; and the black peat, which is chiefly composed of heath, decayed sphagnum, and the roots of the eriophora, is the next in the goodnesh of its properties. The third, which is chiefly derived from the sphagnum in a more fresh state, is the least useful. Moffs are of very different depths, textures, and qualities, but all of them are greatly impregnated and loaded with water, holding it like a sponge; some have the depth of not more than three or four feet, while others have as many yards. They require much drainage and confolidating to bring them into cultivation. See MOSSY LAND and PEAT MOSS.

In the Survey of Pembroke, it is stated that, "in every flat, and on some slopes of the higher hills, there are moffs of various dimensions, of various depths, and of various degrees of firmness, according to the time that has elapsed since the mosses have been formed. In the high lands, mosses are so frequent, that it would be tedious to enumerate them. Their formation is uniformly owing to the same cause—fallen trees, the decidious parts of heath, and of strong aquatic plants. The largest tract of mofs, in a valley, any where in this county, and perhaps in Britain, is in Monmouth, which has given its name to a whole strewarty. It is also called Moss-Flanders, from its flat appearance, and is most commonly known by that name. This whole tract of mofs, from the bridge of Gartmore to the bridge of Drip, may be computed at 10,000 acres."

As it has frequently been found that "a tract of mofs is buried several feet below the surface of soils, of the rich kind, with a variety of timber lying in it, the mode of its origin seems evident.

"If the soil below Moss-Flanders and the other mofs in Strathmarn, have been formed by the agituation of the sea, which is very probable; whenever the waters retired, such a luxuriant foil could not long remain unproductive. It must have been sown without delay by the hand of nature, with the seeds of the plants growing around it. Of these, the oaks and other forest trees, being the most vigorous, would, in a few years, overtrop and choke the rent. "Time itself, and the violence of the winds, are sufficient to overturn any trees; and when trees are felled on flat land, where their leaves have been accumulating for ages, the leaves and branches dam the water; aquatic graffies grow; the place becomes a mora; and every moras composed of such substances, by acquiring solidity, becomes a mofs. These are the outlines of the most probable opinion of the manner in which Moss-Flanders was generated. The roots of oaks are found at this day, fitting in the very manner they grew, and adhering firmly to the clay and trunks of an immense size lying near the roots, at the depth of fifteen feet below the surface of this mofs."

Moss on Trees, in Rural Economy, a dissembler caused by the mofs plant fixing itself upon them, which is highly prejudicial to the growth and increafe of those both of the timber and fruit forts, and which much damages the fruit of the latter kind.

The best remedy is the scraping it off from the body and large branches, by means of a kind of wooden knife that does not hurt the bark, or with a piece of rough hair-cloth, after foaking rain. But the most effectual care is, the taking away the cause. This is to be done by draining off all the superfuous moisture from about the roots of the trees, and which may be greatly guarded against in the first planting of the trees, by not setting them too deep in the ground.

In cases where trees stand thick in a cold moist ground, they are always covered with mofs; and the best way to remedy the fault is to thin them. When the young branches of trees are covered with a long and flaggery mofs it utterly ruins them; and there is no way to prevent it, but that of rubbing it off, or cutting the branches away near the trunk, and even to take off the head of the tree, if necessary, when, if the cause be removed by thinning the plantation or draining the land, the young shoots continue clear afterwards.

This diseafe arises in consequence of the mofs plant etab-

lishing itself upon the trees which are in an unhealthy state of growth, or which have been planted too closely toge-
ther, by which proper circulation of air and drynesses are prevented. Of course, the trees are not merely injured by the plants etabllishing themselves upon them, and hindering their growth, but probably also by the large proportion of moisture that is attracted and the dampnesses induced in con-
sequence of it.

With the view of preventing and removing this affection, Mr. Forth advises the washing the trees with a mixture of fresh cow-dung, urine, and manures, in order that the etabllishment of the mofs plants may be prevented, and the bark be kept in a fine healthy condition. Where this diseafe proceeds from the unhealthy state of the trees in consequence of the unfriendly nature of the soil, Mr. Nichol thinks they should be removed as soon as possible, as this is the only certain way of guarding against their destruction.

Moss, in Commerce. Some kinds of mofses are used in medicine, in perfuming, &c.; among others, the fcan-mofs, called corallines, and the mofs of cedar and fir, which enter the composition of Cyprus powder.

The mofs of common trees, as oak, alh, poplar, &c. is used for caulking of vesels: it is also used by bird-

merchants, to prepare cages for certain kinds of birds to hatch in.

The soft marsh and bog mofs serve the poor in many places for stuffing their beds; and in the beulches of trans-

porting plants from other countries, nothing is of so great use as the stalks and leaves of these little vegetables; the succulent plants coming over in great beauty and vigour, when rolled up in dry mofs; and the trees and shrubs, by having their roots covered with such as is somewhat mofit.

The great quality of the mofses, which makes them so serviceable in this case, is, that they do not heat and ferment on being moistened, as hay and straw would.

Several species of the mofses and algae have been applied to medicinal use. Thus, several of the mofses are great and valuable medicines, used as delectatives and alterigents: that the common cup-mofs is one of the greatest remedies in the convulsive
convulsive coughs of children, called the chin-cough, is known to every one; and Dr. Mead has ennobled the grey ground-lichen, by publishing its virtues in one of the most terrible of all diseases, the bite of a mad-dog. The common green liverworts are known medicines in disorders of the breast, as are also all the species of polytricha. The seeds of our Lycopodium are given with efficacy in nephritic diarrhea; and the Indians give one of their species in many diseases, and, as they say, with great benefit. The common white ground coralloides serves the reindeer of Lapland for food, when all other herbage is lost; and the conserves serve for food to many of the fish both of the sea and rivers, and to several water-fowl. And these, as well as the land mosses, afford shelter and habitation to many insects, and their young. Many of the species of coralloides and licenoboides are found of great use in that profitable branch of commerce, the art of dyeing; and doubtless many others have also the same qualities, though not yet discovered; and we may be guided in searches of this kind by observing that many of them tinge the papers between which they are dried with very beautiful and lasting colours.

Moss, Silk, in Natural History, a name given by count Marigli to a species of sea-moss, or coralline, of a very remarkable fineness and softness, much more resembling silk than any other of the marine productions. It is wholly composed of a sort of tuft of fine hairs or filamenta, and is of a blueish-green colour, and almost transparent. It grows on rocks, stones, shells, or any thing else that lies in its way, and is found usually at small depths; it is not so tough and flexible as many other of the sea-plants, but is easily rubbed to powder between the fingers. When examined by the microscope, the single filamenta do not appear of the same equable surface and uniform texture; but they are seen to be jointed and made up, as it were, of a great number of pieces fastened end by end to another, in the manner of the beads of a lady's necklace. It is of a fine blue-green, and perfectly transparent before the microscope, and resembles a string of gems, such as the aqua marina, or some other like it.

Moss is also a name given in many parts of England to the ground called the bog, fen, marsh, or moors in other places.

Moss-Troopers, a rebellious sort of people in the North of England, that lived by robbery and rapine, not unlike the tories of Ireland, the buccaneers in Jamaica, or banditti in Italy: the counties of Northumberland and Cumberland were charged with a yearly sum, and a command of men, to be appointed by the juries of peace, to apprehend and suppress them. Stat. 2 Jac. I. cap. 1. 13 & 14 Car. II. cap. 22. 30 Car. II. cap. 2. See 6 Geo. II. cap. 37.

Mos, Robert, in Biography, a learned English divine of the disestablished church, was born at Gillingham, in Norfolk, in the year 1660. He received his classical education at the free school of Norwich, and in 1682 he was entered of Benet college, Cambridge, where he took his degree, and was elected into a vacant Norfolk fellowship in that house. When he commenced preacher his sermons made great impression, and he had full audiences whenever he was called to perform the duties of the pulpit. He offered himself as candidate for the office of public orator, and also for the mastership of his college, but was unsuccessful in both instances; it was, however, universally acknowledged that he left no credit by these competitions. In 1698, he was appointed preacher to the Society of Gray's-Inn, London, an office which he held through life. In the following year he was appointed preacher-assistant at the church of St. James, Wellminister, and was afterwards nominated chaplain in ordinary to king William III.: he continued to hold the same station under queen Anne, and being one of the chaplains in waiting when her majesty visited the university of Cambridge in 1705, he had the degree of doctor of divinity conferred upon him in the queen's presence. Soon after this an unsuccessful attempt was made to eject him from his fellowship, on account of non-residence. In the year 1712, Dr. Mos was nominated to the deanship of Ely, which led him to resign his fellowship of his own accord. Upon the accession of George I. Dr. Mos was sworn, a third time, chaplain in ordinary, which place he retained till 1715, when he was dismissed, on account of the part which he took in the Bangorian controversy. He died in 1729, in the sixty-third year of his age. He was author of a Collection of Sermons, published after his death, to which is prefixed a character of the author, which says: "He was of fo open and generous a disposition, and such a stranger to all artificial difguise, that he affirmed, and you believed him; he promised, and you trusted him; you knew him, and you loved him." Biog. Brit. vol. vii.

Moss, in Geography, a town of Norway, in the province of Aggerhusen, on the E. side of Christiania bay; 28 miles S. of Christiania.—Alto, a river of Norway, which runs into the sea near the town of Moss.

MOSSA, a town of Germany, in the county of Goritz: five miles S.W. of Goritz.—Albo, a town of France, in the department of the Seila; 23 miles N.N.W. of Versailles.

MOSSALE, a town of the duchy of Parma; 19 miles S. of Parma.

MOSSAR, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Wilna; 28 miles S.E. of Breslaw.

MOSSAW, a town of Bengal; seven miles N.E. of Rajemal.

MOSEL BAY, a bay on the S.E. coast of Africa. The outermost point of the bay, called Cape Saint Blaise, lies in S. lat. 34 10' E. long. 22 18'. The variation of the compass in 1797, was 27 54' W. The time of high water at full and change about three o'clock, and the rise and fall of the tides six or seven feet. During the summer months, when the winds blow between E. and S., or directly into the bay, a heavy swell breaks upon the beach, which makes it dangerous, and frequently impracticable, for boats to land; but these winds are never so violent nor so lasting as at the Cape; and ships may ride at anchor in perfect security about three-quarters of a mile from the landing-place. The S.W. winds, that frequently blow with great violence from April to September, bring into the bay a most tremendous sea, setting round Cape Saint Blaise. At this season of the year it would be highly imprudent for ships to enter into Mossel bay. A roll of water glides over the sandy beach, where is the bell landing, and is easily conveyed into casks in the boats, by means of a hole. To the S.E. of this landing-place is another small cove tolerably sheltered, and deep enough to admit vellets of ten or twelve feet draught of water. At either of these coves, piers for landing and shipping of goods might conveniently be constructed, and at a small expense, as materials may be procured upon the spot. Boats, however, may land at every part of the bay; and the adjacent country would easily afford supplies for about 500 men. The mouths of the rivers that fall into the bay are generally blocked up with sand; they abound with various kinds of fish; and at the rocky parts of the coast musclers and excellent oysters are plentiful.
MOSSEL Bay gives name to a division of the district of Zwellendam, adjoining to it; and it is sometimes called " Droogeveldt," or dry country, extending from the Gou-ritz river to the Great Brakka river that falls into Mosfell bay. The surface is hilly and composed of a light sandy soil, which, when the rains are favourable, is sufficiently fertile in corn. The only natural product in the vegetable kingdom, that is useful as an article of commerce, is the aloe; but the heathy plants along the southern are more favourable for sheep than in the other parts of this division. Besides the fisheries mentioned under the preceding article, the aloe and barilla might employ the Hottentot's to advantage. As the former grows in every part of the district that surrounds the bay, that from the ashes of which the latter is procured is equally abundant in the plain through which the Olifants river flows to soak in water, they are in a fair degree recovered, and the variations are usually found to be owing to the joints and knots in the flakes, which interrupt the course of the general colour, and are often themselves either black, or of a dark and deep brown. See Coralline.

Mossel, Sea. These marine substanacies are very beautiful when viewed by the naked eye; but when examined with the microscope, they afford a very pleasing variety of structure and conformation.

The common kinds afford a great variety of colouring, the different parts of the same substanacies often appearing, some brown, some yellow, some red, and some grey. On drying, these colours become less elegant; but on putting the dried substanacies again to soak in water, they are in a fair degree recovered, and the variations are usually found to be owing to the joints and knots in the flakes, which interrupt the course of the general colour, and are often themselves either black, or of a dark and deep brown. See Coralline.

Mossimbour, in Geography, a town of Hindustan, in Bahar; 23 miles S.E. of Hajypour.

Mossing of Fruit-Trees, in Gardening. See Moss on Trees.

Moss, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine; two miles N. of Bialla.

Mossula, or Mossolla, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Congo, at the mouth of the Onzo. S. lat. 8° 10'.

Mossombo, a town of Congo; 20 miles S. of Banza.

Mossy Land, a common name given to boggy peaty grounds in many parts of the kingdom. Those lands of mossy turf or turfy substanacies, below which is a black, moist, spongey earth, which rolls on a clay or marly bottom. The dark coloured under strata of mossy, after being dug up with spades, somewhat in the form of bricks, and dried, is what is called peat, and which is used as fuel in several districts.

The most certain and shortest method for the improvement of mossy land, if the ground be designed only for grazings, and its situation be such as admits of it, is this: first drain the motts, and if there be heath upon it, burn that off, and make the surface even. Then make a dam at the lowest part and a sluice, and work the water upon it through the winter. The mud which comes with the land.
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food will bring a fine forward upon it in two or three years, and be afterwards a yearly manure; so that it will bear annual cutting, and, besides, be good pasture for cattle, after the sward is become strong enough to bear them. But Mr. Grzeze found that the improvement of mossy land may be endangered by draining it too much; for his crops were better where the surface of the water in the surrounding ditches was not above three feet lower than the level of the moss which composed it.

It may be observed, that the nature and origin of the foil of mossy's has been lately much inquired into and examined by different writers. In the second volume of Communications to the Board of Agriculture, Mr. Headrick states, that "Dr. Anderson, in a late treatise, advances an opinion which appears to him somewhat paradoxical. He affirms, that moss is a vegetable, or congeries of vegetables, which are growing, or being below; while he distinguishes the top, where we frequently see vegetables actually growing, by the epithet of dead moss. Thus, according to him, there are two species of mosses, viz. quick mosses, from which peats are dug, on which no vegetables are ever known to grow, and in which no animals are ever known to exist; that this, before it is cut out of its natural situation, is composed of a congeries of growing, or living plants. 2. Dead moss, which frequently covers the former at the surface, on which heat and fog and coarse grasses are seen in a growing state, while infects and other animals frequently mintle in it." He conceives, "the idea to have been suggested to the doctor by the vulgar dialect of some parts of the country where deep mosses, fit for making peats, is often distinguishes by the appellation of quick mosses. But, he apprehends, that this term, in the vulgar dialect of Scotland, no where indicates life in the sense affixed to it by the doctor, and he knows not of no term used among the vulgar that affixes life to vegetables of any kind. By the term quick, when applied to mosses, he supposes they mean only to express their mingled property, just as quick sands mean sands in which a passenger is in danger of sinking.

Dead moss, he conceives to be synonymous with firm mosses; those parts of peat-bogs which are covered with herbage being the only parts on which a passenger can walk when the moss is wet, as his feet are supported by the matted roots of plants." And that, "whatever may be the strict meaning of these terms in common language, the doctor must admit that, according to his hypothesis, this vegetable, during the whole period of its growth, is excluded from the influence of fun and air. No vegetable he ever heard of forms ligneous fibres, or acquires inammability, without contact of air and of the sun's rays during the period of its growth. Now, how comes it that a vegetable growing in such extraordinary circumstances, acquires the very high degree of inammability ascribed to it by the doctor? Inammability it cannot acquire from the action of the sun's rays, because it is soaked in water, and frequently covered with a thick coat of what the doctor calls dead moss. However ingenious, therefore, the hypothesis may be, this obstacle to its admission seems to him inexplicable." And further, "what seems decisive of the utter deadness, and partial disintegration of that species of moss to which the doctor imputes life and vegetation, is, that such moss emits light when kicked and tilled about in a very dark night. This is well known to those who live contiguous to peat-bogs, and is the cause of frequent terrors, which are ascribed to Will-of-the-wisp, & c. It is really owing to the slow inflammation of the ligneous or carbonic fibres, of which the moss is chiefly composed, in consequence of contact with atmospheric air in a mossy state. No plant, as far as he knows,
knows, is capable of spontaneous inflammation while it continues in a growing or living state; and most plants require all their mucilages, and other soluble parts, to be extracted by long soaking in water, before they are capable of exhibiting this phenomenon. If a piece of wood be well dried and seasoned, it cannot afterwards be rotted except very slowly; but if it be dunked in a green state, among moist earth, its soluble parts are extracted in the course of a few years. Its ligneous fibres become soft, and may be separated in every direction; each species of wood breaking in a way peculiar to itself, both laterally and perpendicularly, similar to the crystallization of salts. If this wood be suddenly exposed to the air, in a dark place, while moist, it will shine with great brilliancy; if it be dried, it will be found much more inflammable than fresh wood of the same species, which has been seafoned; as it conflits almost wholly of carbon. The property of shining in the dark is common also to leaves of trees, and to all vegetables, whose carbohydric fibres have been laid open in consequence of long soaking in moisture when they are first exposed to the action of atmospheric oxygen.

By frequent repetition of soaking, and exposure to the air, such bodies become entirely calcined, and they leave an un-inflammable earth, such as is produced by burning them in a common fire. No living plant, however, and no vegetable whose solution is not pretty far advanced, is ever seen to undergo this spontaneous inflammation; but mosfs adapted for making peats certainly undergoes this process, and therefore such mosfs, instead of being alive, must be dead. This may help us to explain a fact, which is ably illustrated by Dr. Anderfon, that mosfs, if frequently turned up to the air, and kept uniformly in a moist state, though not absolutely soaked, is gradually changed into a fertile soil. None of the succulent, or nutritious vegetables, are known to grow upon other vegetables, unless the putrefaction of the latter be pretty far advanced. Frequent turning of mosfs, in the given circumstances, exposes it to flow inflammation or putrefaction; both of these processes being of the same nature, which may also help to account for some facts which seem to have puzzled Dr. Anderfon, as appears from his treatise; that oak, which is never found to rot when sunk in moist clay, or moistur of any kind, should be found reduced almost to a pulp in mosfs; but the doctor may observe that the oak found in mosfs was never seafoned; it fell where it grew, and was inclosed by mosfs with all its natural juices, while a small quantity of additional juices, retained in the mosfs, soon inveted it on every part. The trees in this situation were in time robbed of all mucilage and soluble parts, which became food for the mosfs plants that invaded them; of course nothing at last remained but the carbon, or ligneous fibres, fatmer with the mosfs juices. Though the cohesion of these fibres are destroyed, they are insoluble in water, and do not easily rot in it; in other words, they do not readily decompose water. But another difficulty still occurs to the doctor. How come these ligneous fibres to retain their inflammableness, or even to have it considerably increased? A few facts will be afterwards stated which may help to account for this; at present it is only necessary to observe, that wood will retain its inflammableness a very long time, if buried green in any moist subflance, which eLife itisually excludes it from the action of the atmospheric air, provided it does not petrify, or change into stone. Its soluble parts may be extracted and diffused through the water; but they rather incerase than increafe the inflammable power of the wood. The ligneous fibres, however, remain, and are not rotted except by the joint action of air and moisture. It has often been observed, that the part of a flake fixed in the ground, which foucet rots,
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were a naked rock suddenly thrown up from the sea, or from the bowels of the earth, the first plants which nature would place upon it would be the various species of lichens, and such as can subfist wholly upon what they imbibe from the air, without needing a foil in which to push their roots. These plants serve the double purpose of clothing the rock, and thus preventing the fine particles that are dissolved by air and moisture from being washed away, and, from their growth and diffusion, of accumulating vegetable foil for the sustenance of more succulent plants. The rock is thus gradually made to acquire such a depth of loam, that it becomes able to sustain, not only grasses and shrubs, but may become a receptacle for the oak itself. But, if we suppose this rock to be so situated, that moisture cannot easily run off from its surface, a great variety of the moss' plants will begin to grow upon it. As these accumulate, the moisture will rise along with them; for they retain it like a sponge, and obstruct its passage from the rock. Thus, as long as the moss' plants can accumulate moisture, they will continue to grow, until the rock comes to be covered with a deep moss. And the same effect will be produced upon a bottom of gravel or lime-stone, which does not easily admit the moisture to pass through it. Upon a bottom of aluminous or pyritical schilus, none but the most hardy plants, such as those which compose moss, can exist; and such plants will, therefore, accumulate upon such a soil if not checked, even though it should have a considerable declivity. It is added, that upon flat clay land, and in hollows that had been formerly covered with wood, we uniformly find mosses which have grown in confluence of the wood having been filled, or allowed to fall down. This is owing to the water having been obstructed by the trees, after they had been felled upon the ground, and which, consequently, caused the production of aquatic plants. But such trees as we find in the bottom of mosses, being deeped in water, throw out a considerable portion of the running principle; this is of such a nature, that no other but the hardy moss' plants can grow in a foil affected by it; such plants, therefore, rapidly grow in such situations, and accumulate as long as they can cause the moisture to rise as they rise. In the bottom of mosses that had been originally caused by the fall of woods, we find all those grasses and plants which commonly grow in woods in a state of preservation; we also find the leaves and other exuvis of the trees, which having been dropped during a course of ages, seem not only to have increased the dampness of the foil, but by their alluring juices to have predisposed the foil for the growth of moss' plants; thus, the moss' plants seem to have advanced a considerable way before the trees fell, and by the moisture which it retained, it seems to have chilled their roots, and rendered it easy for the winds to overthrow them.

And it is noticed farther, that "moss' plants in flat situations are generally highest in the centre, that being the point where the water finds most obstruction to its running off. The limit to the farther accumulation of these mosses is the point to which the water can be drawn up as the moss increases, and they have been known to cover until the column of water, contained in the moss, has burst its barriers, and conveyed the moss that retained it over the neighbouring fields. Many examples of this might be specified, but he will only mention that of the Solway moss, the facts relative to which are well known to the public. To this cause also moss-hags are to be imputed, or those dangerous chasms which frequently occur in deep mosses; these are produced by a part of the moss shifting its position from the column of water contained in it acquiring greater pressure than the lateral resistance. Thus moss may be considered as a fresh-water sponge, which grows as long as it can draw up and furnish water to nourish it." From these facts it is concluded, that "the predisposing causes of the growth of moss appear to be an extreme degree of dampness, or of altrigeneity in the foil, which render it an unit receptacle for any other but the moss' plants. He uniformly proceeds upon the supposition that the spem, the seeds, or the spores of the moss' plants are at hand, where a foil is thus predisposed for their production; it would be absurd to suppose, that these plants would begin to grow even in the most favourable situations, if there were no seeds or roots from which they were to spring. We are told, that in America and several other countries, peat-bogs are unknown; this he would account for in two ways; either the moss' plants are there, but never accumulate into a bog from want of a proper receptacle; or supposing situations favorable for their accumulation, there are neither seeds nor plants of mosses to occupy these situations. We know not all the causes which induced the Supreme Being to diversify the productions of different climates; but we know that they are exceedingly diversified, and that this operates as a powerful motive upon remote nations to cultivate a friendly intercourse with each other."

The writer adds, that "the moss' plants grow at the surface with their roots and stems immersed in moisture; but their leaves and branches are exposed to the air, and the sun's rays. Those mosses which discover no vegetation upon their surface, are either arrived at the utmost height at which they can sustain water, and have hence become dry, and are frequently blown about by the winds, or there are large spaces perpetually washed by the rains which fall, which are hence converted into water-courses. In such ruts every new accumulation of moss is washed away, if what was formerly accumulated be not also carried off to a considerable depth. In flat places, where the moisture does not readily get off, the genuine moss' plants may be seen growing somewhat similar to the green vegetation which arises in pure water, when exposed to the sun's rays. When a moss is interfacted by numerous water-courses, it appears to be divided into islands, on which heath and coarse grasses, with lichens and other moss' plants, are growing. When a moss has grown so high that it no longer retains a sufficiency of water to cause its further accumulation, the upper part, being between the wet and the dry, is partially rotted or decomposed into vegetable earth; hence the upper stratum of mosses is never, more inflammable than the parts below, having already, in some measure, suffered the flow inflammation which converts it into foil." And farther, "the moss' plants seem almost wholly composed of carboine fibres, and are so hardy that they continue to grow above, while their stems and roots are mouldering below. He has traced many of them to a considerable depth. Thus the yellow, or white fog, of which there are several varieties, is commonly fresh and vigorous at the surface; about a foot lower, it may exhibit marks of decomposition, though its organization remains entire. It may be frequently traced almost to the bottom of a deep moss, though its organization becomes constantly less distinct, until it is entirely lost. In the same way he has been able to trace the heath plant almost to the bottom of a peat moss; below it becomes lost, and is frequently bruised by the incumbent pressure, but its organization is seldom destroyed." And "the plants which compose mosses are doubtless exceedingly various. Botanists have enumerated more than 900 species of them, of the cryptogamia class; but it is probable that many species of these plants are invisible to the naked eye; and that there are many others, whose form and organization it is difficult to ascertain."
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tain." But it is conceived, that "while the mossy plants are growing at the surface, they are not rotted below; they are only leaved, or macerated in water, which extracts their soluble ingredients, and reduces them to a soft and pulpy flate, in the same way as was mentioned respecting wood. As the water cannot get off, except by evaporation, in the lower parts, it is never changed, but the same water must continue for ever in the place which it occupies. Were it otherwise, that is, were the water frequently shifted, the moss would gradually rot, and moulder into earth,; hence the effect of watering mosses, which, by accumulating vegetable mould, causes the moss to throw up sweet herbage.'

Dr. Anderson thinks, that mosses could never accumulate to their present extent, by growing above, while they are rotted below; he thinks, that even an acre of the belt grafs could never accumulate hay sufficiently to cover the surface on which it grew, to such a depth as many mosses have attained, by the residuum left after it was rotted. But it is well known, that by the rottine of hay, and other succulent vegetables, by far the greatest part of their substance is conveyed away in those gasses which are emitted during the process, and there is nothing finally left but a light earth, together with some farts that are formed in the product. In moss no such rottine process takes place, for we never find that any of those gasses emitted by rottine vegetables are emitted by moss; on the contrary, moss will preserve succulent vegetable, and even animal substances. It is said, that in the Ards moss, in Airshire, bodies of persons have been found by the people who were cutting peats, which have remained in a perfect state of preservation ever since the percut of the covenanters by Charles II. The covenanters frequently held their conventicles, or field-preachings, on the borders of this moss: when surprized by the king's troops, they fled into the centre of the moss, where cavalry could not pursue them. As these meetings were generally held in the night, it appears that some of these people had dropped into holes, where they could not afterwards be found. It is, therefore, evident that moss, so far from being itself in a state of putrefaction, is a fptyc, whose juices are capable of preserving even those bodies which are naturally most liable to putrefaction; the two cafe are, therefore, altogether dissimilar, and the argument inconclusive. But if we were to suppose the grafs, like the mossy plants, growing as thick as it could stand, and every leaf so macerated, but not rotted, in water which fills up every interstice, it is apprehended it would soon accumulate, upon the soil that produced it, to a much greater depth than any now in existence; it may be further observed, that scarcely one-half of the densest moss is filled with vegetable matter. When peats are first cut out, they are nearly double the size they retain after they are dried; and when they are squeezed whilst wet, by a press, they go into a much smaller form.

The next question is, "how it comes that water only macerates the mossy plants, that is, extracts their soluble ingredients, and destroys the adhesion of their parts, without rottine them, as happens with succulent plants? He apprehends this must be partly imputed to the hardy nature of the mossy plants; for, being chiefly composed of ligneous or carbonic fibres, the water does not readily act upon them, or, more properly, is not easily decomposed by them. Thesel plants are callife rotten which abound in muscigenous plants, and parts that are soluble in water; even muscigenous plants do not callife rot, if they be wholly immersed in water, and excluded from the action of the air, which is precisely the situation of peat mosses. But independent of this consideration, we shall see, that the water which resides in mosses is impregnated with a portion of the tanning principle, which effectually prevents the rottine of the plants, in the proper sense of that word. Mossy plants, therefore, are macerated, or infused like tea in water, but not rotted; the organic texture may be destroyed, and the soluble parts diffused in water, without suffering any chemical change: as the same water always refides in the mosses, unless it be evaporated, there can be little or no loss of vegetable substance. As this maceration in water does not oxygenate the plants, it should, it is conceived, render them more independent than when in their organic flate, as was suggested respecting wood.

It is stated, that "the trees and shrubs he has found at the bottom of mosses are the following, and they are, perhaps, the only indigenous trees and shrubs of this country. Of trees, 1., the oak; 2., the elm; 3., the birch; 4., the willow; 5., the alder; 6., the fir. Of shrubs, 1., the hazel; 2., the dwarf-willow; 3., the gall-plant; 4., the heath-plant; this last frequently continues to grow upon mosses during the whole period of its existence. The 2d and 3d shrubs also frequently continue growing upon mosses in the western parts of Scotland: they are very hardy shrubs, and seem to prefer those situations where their roots are imbedded in the tanning principle, and the plants themselves abound in this principle. The shrubs which grow in mosses are always partially decomposed, if they have not entirely their organic form, when traced downwards to a certain depth; but he has also observed certain tubular roots, resembling large threads, which are evidently in a living flate from the top to the bottom. The roots belong to plants which are growing at the surface, and which do not seem to decay below, with the mats of other plants. In the commencement of many mosses, it would appear that the falling of leaves and decayed branches, together with the undergrowth of shrubs and coarse grafs, had obstructed the water, and caused the mossy plants to grow and advance before the trees fell down. The mosses, by its retention of moisture, and by creeping up the stems, seems to have chilled the trees, and brought on their decay, before they fell down; thus we frequently find a considerable depth of moss below the trees, which are often broken over a considerable way above the root, and they generally lie in one direction, owing to the prevailing current of the winds having first bent and afterwards cause them to fall in that direction. Mr. Smith showed the writer mosses, where oak and elm trees were lying near the bottom, and above them hazel and other shrubs had grown, which, in their turn, had been destroyed and clofed round by mosses." And, "as a proof that moss is composed of a congeries of plants, which had successively grown and decayed, though they had not rotted, we may observe, that it is always composed of thin layers, or frata, piled above each other, and the lower frata much more compressed than those above. This may be distinctly seen in many species of dried peat, and may also be observed in the face of a peat-bank, or wall, from which peat had been cut. The mossy plants, therefore, seem to be more analogous to wood, than to any other species of plants: they are paraflatical, and can grow either upon wood, or upon the wrecks and particles of their own substance. But if far from being in a state of putrefaction below, they will not grow in any soil where the putrefactive fermentation is excited."
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*retains a white or yellow colour after it is dried;* the latter does not seem in such a perfect state of maceration as the former, as the fog of which it is composed still retains its organized form; and there does not seem to be such a great variety of the moss plants present in this species of peat as in the black. The prediluting cause of these variations seems, in his opinion, to be either the fog or species of wood on which the moss at first commenced its growth, or the climate in which it is situated. Thus, mosses growing on fir woods are generally of the soft and spongy kind, and the trees themselves may be split into slices, which are used, in many parts of the country, in place of candles; mosses growing upon oaks, and other alrignent trees, commonly produce a black and compact species of peat. Mosses in cold and elevated situations, as they grow very slowly, commonly produce a hard and compact peat. In this respect moss resembles wood, which is always hard and compact, in proportion to the climate, or rather to the length of time it takes to grow; mosses again, in low and warm situations, as it grows rapidly, is commonly soft and porous. Those several causes often act separately, and often co-operate; and thus mosses, considered as a soil, is found to possess the same varieties of quality which distinguish other soils. It is stated in conclusion, that "if these observations be well founded, it would appear that moss is not a plant which grows by a law peculiar to itself, and in direct opposition to the established laws of vegetable growth; but that it is a congeries of vegetables, of various species, which are adapted to grow in soils and situations where the more delicate succulent plants cannot subsist; that they are moist of the paractical kind, and grow either upon rocks and damp clays, where they receive little from the soil, or they can grow upon other plants, or even upon the particles that are formed from their own dissolution; that the prediluting cause of the growth of mosses are dampness and alrignent in the soil; that while these plants are growing at the surface, that the dissolving below, not indeed by a process of analogous to putrefaction, but by the simple diffusion of their parts in water, where they remain without any chemical change.

An analysis of the mossy material is afterwards given, but for which we must refer the reader to the paper itself.

It is concluded, however, "from a review of the whole of his analytical experiments; 1, that lime is the most powerful agent that can be employed for reducing mosses into soil. 2. That quick-lime is much more powerful than its carbonate in neutralizing the litpheric juice of mosses, because, being soluble in water, it continues itself through every pore of the plants, and while one part combines with the gallic acid, or litpheric juice, the remainder unites with the mossy matter itself, forming it into an infusible alkaline solution of mosses, or soil of great fertility. 3. That during the action of lime and alkalies on mosses, gases are generated. From the 25th experiment it would seem, that those gases are not chemically combined with the mosses, but, like the carbonic acid in yeal, are separable by pressure or agitation, and hence part of them at least remains in the same state as before, ready to promote the growth of plants. Indeed the same conclusion was inferred from examining the alkaline solution of mosses, though in a much higher degree. 4. That it appears that alkalies are much better calculated than lime to dissolve the mosses plants, and to generate gases in them beneficial to vegetation; but as they render the mosses very soluble, and enlarge its volume, they produce no soil capable of sustaining the plants. The same observation is applicable, in part, to putrefient manures." But, "5, the author has not ascertained the nature of the gases generated in the cases mentioned above. The reasons will appear why mosses and other soils, in given circumstances, are more apt to produce one species of plants than others. 7. What is here detailed concerning the action of lime and of alkalescent upon mosses, together with that of putrefent manures, is also applicable to the action of these substances upon other soils, in so far as they act upon vegetable matter." The writer concludes by suggesting its "admirable admiration for the beneficence of Providence, in having provided the mosses plants for the situations in which they grow: they afford an immediate supply of fuel; they produce the fuel from which pit-coal derives its origin, though, trees, and all the plants which abound in fuels and coal, also contribute to the supply of pit-coal. Were the places now occupied by mosses covered with vegetables, or scoured with vegetables of a different character, they would become noisome fens, which, by the emission of putrid gases would spread all around them pestilence and death. Mosses emit no noxious fumes; but rather, by growing at the surface, where the plants are acted upon by the sun's rays, they perpetually throw out oxygen, and thus contribute to the salubrity of the atmosphere. The only defect with which they are chargeable, is, forming magazines of moisture, which by its exhalation generates cold, and spreads rheumatism and intermitting fevers among all the animals within its reach. The perpetual evaporation of this moisture not only tends to chill the moss, but it defends, in hoar frost and mildews, upon all the lands that are lower in point of situation. These lat-mentioned disadvantages are more than amply compensated by the consideration that mosses are not only an inexhaustible magazine of manure for other soils, but may be converted into a molt fertile soil itself." And after it is so converted, none of the defects already stated are any longer applicable to it."

In considering the methods most adapted to the improvement of mossy lands, in different cases and under different circumstances, several things are necessary to be regarded as being necessary with different situations and conditions, in different places.

In cases where the mossy land is of considerable extent, and of the more deep kind, different modes have been in practice for bringing them into a state of cultivation. Some have attempted to remove the whole of the mossy substance by means of water, and a proper machine for the purpose while others have had recourse to lime in large proportions with clay or sand, and other similar matters. Mr. Headrick has, however, remarked, that "mosses were considered solely applicable to the uses of fuel, until the late Lord Kaims set on foot a project for floating away an extensive moss on his estate near Stirling. The project has been followed to a much greater extent by his son, who has constructed a bucket wheel, of great power, for raising water out of the Teath, to float the moss: the water is raised somewhat higher than the top of the mosses, passes some hundred yards in hooped wooden pipes eighteen inches diameter under ground, and then emerges upon a raised embankment of earth, by which it is conveyed to the mosses. It is stated by the author of the Report of Perthshire, that the expenditure for this machine and embankment was £1000, but that the people on that estate of Mr. Headrick that it cost £1000. When the water arrives at the highest part of the mosses, it is conveyed in a rut perpetually descending along the whole line of the uncleared mosses, at every part of this line, the people are employed in throwing the mosses into the stream with spades. Thos. at the part where the water first enters the mosses, keep the stream upon the surface, and they lift and throw into it all the mosses within their reach, until they uncover the clay below; they then cut
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cut out a new water-course, and throw into it the embankment of mofs which sustained the water before; those lower down operate in the same way, only they precipitate the current of water on a lower level than those above them; those at the lowest part keep the water running upon the clay, and shift its course occasionally, so as to have it running along the bank, or face, of uncleared mofs; thus, at every point along the water-course, people may be employed in heaving in pieces of moss by the spade, and they constantly shift the position of the drifts, in proportion as the mofs is cleared away.

On this it is observed, that "the writer learnt that it required the labour of a man nearly a whole year to clear one Scotch acre of mofs, and reduce it into a condition to receive a crop. This labour cannot be estimated at less than 25/-; to which, when the price of feed, compound interest upon the original erection of the machine and embankment, &c. is added, the expense of this mode of cultivation cannot appear trifling."

And further, that: "the soil, after the mofs is carried away, being a rich carse clay, mixed in many places with peat-shells, is first formed into ridges by the spade, and commonly yields a few good crops: laying it up in drills, during the fall winter, by the spade, is found powerfully to increase its fertility. When it begins to lose its fertility, it receives a good dose of lime, and is afterwards manured with peat-sashes, and such putrefactive manures as are accumulated on the foot." The writer adds, "he has heard that the farmers upon the banks of the Forth raised, at first, a great clamour against the improver for waisting his mofs into the river, as, when it was met by the tide, it was thrown out, and covered up their gras-lands upon the banks; but he was told, that they afterwards became very earnest to collect what he had thrown away; for the mofs being washed and floated in this manner, is robbed of its ropy juice, and disposed to putrefaction; of course makes excellent manure for carse lands, more especially if made into compot with lime and flable dung." Mr. Headrick conceives that: "the whole of the plain, extending from Borrowstounnes to Gartmore, has once been covered by the sea; and the soil is composed of clay washed down by the Forth from the mountains of micaceous schistus, where that river derives its origin. This washed clay has gradually filled up, and towards the ferry is perpetually filling up, the bed of the sea: the carse clay is here and there interlaced by land and gravel, and other friable soils (called there dry-field land), which have been washed down by the various streams that run into the Forth, and partake of the quality of the mountains from which they have been washed; but the mere filling up of the bed of the sea would never cause dry land to rise above its surface, and would only raise the water to a higher level." When the plain of the Forth is examined from its origin to its termination, or indeed any part of the island that is near the sea, it is sufficiently evident that the sea has retreated into a lower level, by at least forty feet, than it formerly occupied; and that too, since the told land was placed in its present position; which accounts for the mud formerly deposited in this arm of the sea now appearing solid land. However, what chiefly deserves the attention of those who have an interest in this land is, that many parts of this carse clay are filled with oysters and other sea-shells, as he has observed them in many ditches, and frequently upon the surface. In some parts where a deep cut is cut by a rutlet, a deep bed of shells may be seen, which, taken in mass, is as rich in calcareous matter at the generality of lime-stone, and may be regarded as the material from which a future rock of lime-stone is to be conformed. It is easy to select these shells from the mud, when they would be much richer than any lime-stone. And as "lime is essentially necessary for this species of soil, and in many places difficult to be procured, on account of the distance from which it must be carried, and the badness of the roads, it would be very easy to supply its place, by burning the shells which here and there abound. Digging for lime-stone would be much less expensive than carrying lime-stone, and a flight heat would reduce them into very pure lime." Upon this principle it is conceived, that it would be more profitable to search for these shells, burn them into lime by means of peas, and employ them in the cultivation of the mofs themselves, instead of being at the expense of floating them away. Besides these dead shells left by the sea, as the Forth and Teath abound in fresh water muscles; these might easily be brofled by a stone rolling on its edge, and being mixed with mofs or earth afford an ample supply not only of calcareous, but also of purefect manure. They ought to be completely rotted before they are applied, and blended with a large proportion of earth."

And where clay marie could be procured, it would make an excellent dressing for the mofs land after it is thrown into pasture. But "the mofs have one advantage which seldom occurs, and which may have been the inducement to adopt this method. The soil, when got at, is excellent, being a rich carse clay, in many places reeking upon, or mixed with sea-shells. In most places the bottom of mofs is either a solid rock, or a whitish granite, or p r i c e l g r a v e l , or pyritical and aluminous clay." Which, after removing the mofs from such places, are worse than before, as the bottom either does not admit of culture, or requires an expensive far beyond its value in performing it.

In the Survey of Perthshire, it is stated, that this sort of land, when of "small extent, where there is a mixture of other earth, and the fall considerable, is generally pared and burnt, with profit; but if there be little or no fall, it may be planted with potatoes in lazy beds for a first crop, and the furrows left open for drains. With the first or second white crop, the feet of common grasses, which is always to be met with in meadow land, ought to be sown; which will yield a heavy crop of hay for some years, and after wards a plentiful spring of strong coarse pasture, confituting mostly of the aquatic plants." And, that "there is plenty of bruth-wood, deep mofs, with a good fall, are most frequently drained and drawn in ridges like other land. The drains may be made with faggots; put in either longitudinally and sloping, having the steps of the trancheal always in the direction of the fall; or they may be laid transversely, in the shape of a St. Andrew's crofs, and the land afterwards pared, burnt, and levelled." In these cases, "the spade for paring ought to be similar to that used in Scotland for cutting turf, provibly the spadus, which is to be very strong and deep, or a spade with a long hand and a short blade, or a slender spade with a large head; with a sharp edge. In the fore part, having a perpendicular knife, standing up at one side of the iron, to cut the sod, as the Highlanders have to the bagged spade, which they frequently employ in cutting peats in tough mofs." It is also stated, that a practice similar to this of improving mofs land, has been in use in Ayrshire, which is said to be borrowed originally from the practice in Ireland. The principal difference is, that the mofs is directed to be dotted or dug up with spades, and the manure to be chiefly lime. This is observed to be a method that is found by experience to be effectual. John Smith, Esq. of Sarsbridge Muir, near Keith, in the above county, has been very successful in following this mode. In this method the first thing to be done is to mark and cut proper manner-drains, eight feet in width by four and a half in depth, descending to two and a half at the bottom; which drains cut in Ayrshire at the rate of one

shilling
flinging per yard. In some instances it will be found necessary to cut these drains much deeper, and consequently at greater expense; and the drains are almost in every case too conducted, as to divide the field into regular inclosures, as well as to carry off the superficial water. Then the ridges are marked off regularly, and in breadth six or seven yards; seven yards are preferable; which ridges are formed with the spade in the following manner: in the centre of each ridge, a spade of about twenty inches is allowed to remain untouched; and on each side of that a furrow is opened, which is turned inward so as completely to cover that space, like what is called the firing of a gathered ridge. Thus begun, the work is continued by cutting with the spade, in breadth about twelve inches, and in length as may suit, till the whole be turned over, to appearance as with a plough, reaching back to the furrow that bounds the ridge. That furrow is a space about two feet, which is cut out and cast on the sides of the ridge. The depth of this furrow ought to be regulated by circumstances, so as not to lay the ridge at first too dry by being raised in the crown, and at the same time so as to bleed the moss and conduct the water to the main drains. The next operation is to top-dress the ridges with lime, the quicker the better, at the rate of from four to eight chaldrons to the acre: five or six chaldrons being the ordinary quantity. He has even been considerablv more applied with effect. The method thus prepared is ready to receive the feed, which is sown in the seafon, whether dry or wet is a matter of indifference, and harrowed in with a final harrow, drawn by two men. Four men, with cafe, will harrow at least five or six acres a-day; two and two by turns, drawing the harrow and breaking and dividing the mould with spades. But he would recommend planting potatoes, as preferable for a first crop, because oats for the first year frequently misgive. The potatoes are planted in what is called the lazy-bed way. The method is simple, and attended with little expense; and the moss is prepared for them in every respect and limited as before directed, for a first crop of oats. The beds are marked off across the ridges, in breadth from line to line six feet, with intermediate alleys of about two feet as a furrow. The beds are covered over with a thin stratum of dung. The fets of potatoes are laid on the dung and covered from the intermediate furrows; which is followed with another covering, in all about four or five inches." The planting of potatoes at first is not only considered as the most certain crop, but the most successful method at once of reclaiming the mosT, not owing perhaps so much to the influence of the dung in aiding the fermentation already begun in the moss, by means of the lime, as to the effect of the potatoe crop in over-shadowing the ground, and causing a stagnation of air, which prevents the evaporation of moisture, and thereby accelerates the putrefaction and decomposition of the moss; and also to the effect produced by the roots in dividing the moss, separating its particles, and rendering it into mould. This practice is now followed in general, wherever dung can be commanded; and the produce is between forty and fifty bushels from the acre. When the potatoes are removed, the ground is hoe'd, and a proper form, which is done, not by throwing the moulded surface into the trenches between the beds, but by making two or more cuts with a fpatel into the sides of the beds, which are pulled in opposite directions to close the lips of the trenches which have been made.

But if potatoes are not planted as a first crop, the field is prepared for a second crop of oats, by cutting the furrows across the ridge and turning them over, and by clearing out the division-furrows. To prepare for a third crop, the same operation is performed. The most proper feaston to prepare the moss for a first crop is early in the preceding summer, in which case, the lime, aided by the heat, the harvest rains, and the winter's frosts, has a powerful effect in promoting the proceeds of putrefaction: consequently a mould is formed to receive the feed the ensuing spring. Although mention is made of the preceding summer as the proper feaston to prepare for a first crop, the common practice is to prepare for it in the course of the preceding winter; and to prepare for the crop of the second year as soon as convenient after the removal of the former crop.

It is suggested, that "The first year's crop is sometimes good, but very uncertain, because the lime has not had time to exert its influence. The second year's crop will run from five to ten bolls the acre. A first crop after potatoes is seldom less than ten bolls; sometimes considerably more from the acre. Early oats, the small Dutch or Polish, are known to prefer. The grain is produced equal to any in the country. In general, four or five, or even six successive crops of oats are taken without any additional manure, and without any apparent signs of the soil being exhausted. On the contrary, the moss is now converted into a dark brown mould; and what alone renders it lofty productive of corn crops, is its running into sweet luxuriant grasses, the soft meadow grass, the daisy and white clover. Along with the fourth, fifth, or sixth crop of oats, grasses of which, in common produce an abundant crop of hay, and afterwards afford excellent pasture."

The moss is now considered to be in a permanent state of improvement; and if its own fodder be converted into manure, and applied to its own use, together with the occasional aid of lime, it will be for ever productive in potatoes and corn crops. In support of this opinion, a field of his has been in crop since the year 1788. When it began to run into grass, it was completely dived over, a fresh quantity of mosses turned up, top-dressed with lime, and planted with potatoes in drills, and hand-hoed. After the potatoes, a crop of barley was taken, and followed by a successions crops of oats; the last to be barley also with grass seed. The same rotation to be continued by way of experiment."

It is stated by Mr. Headrick, that "the expense of dving a moss for the first time, where the surface is tolerably smooth, is 2s. 6d. per fall, or 1l. 13s. 4d. per Scotch acre; but where inequalities occur, which must be removed into hollows, by wheel-harrows running upon boards, the first expense is greater, according to circumstances. The second delving, where potatoes have not been intervened, costs from 1l. to 1l. 6s. per Scotch acre, the division-furrows being at the same time cleaned out. The third delving and cleaning of the division-furrows cost 1l. per acre; but the moss is now so frable, that it may be wrought with the greatest ease and rapidity. At the above rates, an ordinary workman will earn 1l. 6s. per day; and an able and experienced one, from that to 2l. 6s. per day. They use a strong fpatel, edged with steel, and have always a grit-trowel near them, for sharpening the fpatel. In the evenings they repair its edge by rubbing it again with new steel. Sometimes the moss is so soft, that they walk upon boards while they are turning it over."

And it is added, that "Mr. Smith has found by long experience, that it is improper to make the ridges too high or too narrow; when they are made too high, they throw the water off from their sides, without admitting it to penetrate their substance; the top of course gets too dry; when too narrow, there is a lot of surface from too many division-furrows; the breadth already mentioned is found to be the
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bead; and when the improvement is completed, the ridges appear like segments of wide circles, with a clean well-defined division-furrow between each of them. The moisture is thus caused slowly to filtrate through the mofs, rendered friable by lime, until it reaches the division-furrows and is discharged. As the mofs subsides for some time, and clohes in towards the furrows, it is generally necessary to cleanse them out before winter, and at the time the crop is sown until the mofs acquires solidity. And further, that "some mofs may be ploughed, the second year, to within two bount, or four ficles, of the division-furrows; and every operation performed by the force of hores, except turning over with the spade the narrow strips next to the division-furrows. In other mofs it requires three years before this can be done; and it seldom happens but every mofs may be wrought wholly by the plough; after it has been wrought four years by the spade. When mofs is wrought by the spade, it seems to be of no consequence whether it be wrought wet or dry; but when it is wrought by the plough, opportunities must be watched, as hores cannot walk upon it, for some years during wet weather."

With respect to "the quality of the potatoes thus produced upon mofs, the writer does not scruple to pronounce it most excellent. Potatoes have been tried with dung alone, but they were always watery, and frequently hollow or rotten in the heart; tho' raised upon mofs that have been well limed, are frequently fo dry and farinaceous, that it is difficult to boil them without reducing them to powder; and they are often obliged to lift them with spoons; they come clean out of the ground, keep remarkably well in heaps covered over with mofs in the field, and are remarkably well flavoured." Besides, "no such diffe as the curl was ever known among mofs potatoes:" and that if the opinion be true, that "the curl is caused by overloading the sets with too much earth, or from the earth becoming too hard around them, no such thing can take place in mofs; but to whatever cause the curl may be owing, it is certainly propagated by diseased seed; it would, therefore, appear disadvantageous to transfer the potatoes raised upon mofs as a feed for solid land. They have remarkably good species of potato in this distriet, which was brought from Virginia to Largs, about eight years ago; and whether it be owing to the benefial nature of a moffy soil, or to its own intrinsic merits, this potato has long been so much distinguished by the good quality and large quantity of its produce, that it has superseded the use of every other species. There seems to be no occasion for mofs improvers to change their feed. Some pertons in this distriet, who have but small patches of mofs, have kept them constantly in potatoes, more than ten years, without changing the feed, and that without any sensible diminution either in the quantity or quality of the crop."

I would seem from Mr. Headrick's paper, that in this fort of improvement much is owing to the great zeal and perseverance of Mr. Smith. And that "over all that county, the farmers and proprietors are busy in reclaiming mofs. In Renfrew, Lanark, and Dumfrieshire, this practice has made considerable progress. Major Majoribanks and Mr. Pitlow have got workmen from Ayrshire, and have commenced mofs improvements, upon a very extensive scale, in the neighbourhood of Bathgate. The culture of mofs has become, in many cafes, a distinct species of farming, to which individuals apply, to the neglect of every other pursuit." And "what may afflit the inexperienced to form some idea of the value put upon mofs by those who are acquainted with it, is, that a young man, son of a farmer on the eflate of Swinhird Muir, has taken 20 acres of mofs from William Patrick, esq. of Trelhorn, writer to the signet in Edinburgh for four crops, at 25s. per acre of yearly rent. All that was done by the proprietor was to dig the little drains, which also serve the purpose of fences; in other respects the mofs was delivered in its wild and unadulterated state, the tenant being at all the expense of working and manures, and obliging himself to lime, at the rate of 10 Ayrshire chaldrons per acre. The mofs was in crop in 1797; for the first time. The writer was several times upon it, and remarked, that where the lime had been early enough applied, which was the case with the greatest part of it, the crop (oats) was uncommonly good; even the worst was much better than some contiguous land which had been torn from Muir, and limed. On a small corner, which had got no lime, nothing grew. The proprietor himself expected no such rent, had it not been voluntarily offered by the tenant. The solid land there, which has been long in cultivation, does not average 20s. of rent, as the situation is not very accessible." And further, that "two small patches of cultivated mofs, contiguous to the town of Reith, were lately let at the rate, the one of 10l. per acre, per annum, for two crops of potatoes; the other let for 7l. per acre for two crops of oats, to be down with grass seeds. The first of these patches had been constantly in potatoes every since it was reduced to cultivation, and the occupants were to furnish what dung they chose for their crops, at their own expense. The second patch, of more than three acres, had been constantly either in potatoes, or oats, from the time of its first subjection, and would have given much more, had potatoes been permitted; but it was thought advisable to bring it into grass. It must be admitted, that land immediately contiguous to a town, fetches a rent for convenience, as well as for what it actually produces; at the same time it must be observed, that the said solid land, to which these patches of mofs belonged, and some of which had been long in pasture, brought only a rent of from 3l. to 6l. for two years' crops, the whole being let in parcels by public auction."

However, on minute examination, Mr. Headrick found in this district considerable variations in the practice of mofs improvers, induced by different circumstances. Those who have large tracts of mofs, and who are remote from markets, cannot afford to have any great proportion in potatoes, as those who have only a small patch. They go over as much land as they can with lime, not having dung for the whole. They take crops of oats until the land gets foul, and then leave it to gather grass as it can. Such land never being cleaned, abounds in weeds among the natural pasture. Others, who have a small patch of mofs, from four to six acres, have always a part of it in potatoes, with dung occasionally; another part in barley or oats, and another in cut grass. Many of these farmers never apply the plough to their mofs; for, though this may be done with safety, they say they have at least a third more crop with the spade than with the plough. After the mofs is completely reduced, it is turned over with great care, and they apply themselves to this work at intervals, either when the weather is so wet, or other circumstances occur, that they cannot work with their hores. As no plant yet tried contributes more to the improvement of mofs than the potato, and as it also affords an opportunity of cleaning the land, those portions of mofs on which it has been frequently repeated, are clean and fertile. In a word, some of the best land which he saw in this distriet was mofs of an unknown depth.

In concluding the account of this interesting fort of improvement, the writer thinks, that "it would be an improvement
promote to roll moss occasionally during the progress of its cultivation. Dr. Anderdon proposes to do this by a horse running upon planks, but he does not seem to advert that it would require more men to shift these planks, than would be sufficient to draw the roller in the way field-artillery are drawn." And that, “after moss is laid down into pasture, it would contribute much to its fertility to lay it all over with a good dose of earth, tarrins of quaries, sand, or clay pulverized by lime, and then to roll it; this could be done in dry weather, when there is no danger of poaching, or breaking the sward.” It is added, that “cattle of every kind should be kept from mosses, at first, during winter. This rule is also applicable to clay soils of every kind. Perhaps the best flock for pasturing on improved mosses would be sheep; but these have been banished from the improved moss districts, on account of the injury they do to young planting and hedges.” It is further remarked, that “he saw several mosses which were blilliery, and nacked of herbage, after they were thrown into pasture, on account of springs sifting from the out-crop of rocks that terminated below them. These may be cured by bored drains, and by no other method.”

The same writer states, that “hedges thrive remarkably well upon moss land, where a bank is thrown up, and lime is previously wrought and mixed among the moss in the thorn-bed; but in that district, with few exceptions, they plant hedges, and then abandon them to their fate: being seldom or never weeded, the grass and other plants soon overtop the hedge, and it never becomes a fence.” It is supposed that in extensive mosses, fences may be made out of the moss itself. Suppose, in place of one mafter-drain, to divide two fields, two drains were made, with an interval of ten or twelve feet betwixt them, and all that was taken out of each drain built up upon the surface of this interval; it would form a rampart, which no animal would attempt to pass. As the cultivation of the moss went on, its surface would sink, and then it would be necessary to deepen the mafter-drains, fill throwing what was taken out of them upon the top of the rampart. As no animal could see beyond this rampart, it never would attempt to cross, or get over it.

And in this district, “they have also roads running through the mosses, generally along the side of a mafter-drain, and cut off from the contiguous field by a small rut on the other side. These are generally too narrow, but they serve the purpose of conveying lime, &c. in dry weather, and of taking away the crop. Were the cultivation of an extensive flow moss attempted, he sees no other practicable plan but making very broad roads, drained to a great depth on each side, and laid with sile in the centre. This might intercept an extensive range of fields on each side, secured by the ramparts he has mentioned, and serve to convey lime, dung, &c. and take away the crop. At first it would be necessary to carry the corn-crop to the road upon hand-barrows; unless it was stacked upon the field, and taken away during frost. Potatoes, except such a portion as may be wanted for immediate use, are kept pressed upon the field, in heaps, covered with moss, and can be removed during frost. After land of this kind is sufficiently limed, and wrought during a number of years, it collapses so much, and becomes so solid, that it can endure cartage almost at any time of the year.”

Mossy Soil, that sort of soil which is principally constituted of peaty matters. See Soil.

MOST, or BRIEIX, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Sattz, on the Bila, containing three cloisters; 12 miles N. of Saatcz. N. lat. 50° 30'. E. long. 13° 40'.
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white metal seems to have been better for all uses than the copper itself. As to their telling us that it was a fort of earth which they used on this occasion, very little regard is to be paid to the terms; for they had an inaccuracy in speaking that leaves us much in the dark, in many other things besides this. They call the colaminaris stone, which is an ore of zinc, by the name of Cadman earth, in their description of the manner of making brasses.

It has seemed absurd to some to call this white metal aurichalcum album, because they supposed the word aurichalcum to signify gold-coloured copper; but this is an error. The aurichalcum is but a false spelling of orichalcum.

MOSZESK, in Geography, a town of Austrian Poland, in Galicia; 13 miles E. of Lemberg.

MOSZLICKSKO, a town of Austrian Poland, in Galicia; 32 miles W. of Lemberg.

MOSZNO, a town of Russian Poland, in the palatinate of Kiev; 85 miles S.S.E. of Kiev.

MOSZOW, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Bracław; 70 miles E. of Bracław.

MOT, or MOD, in the Phoenician Cofmgony, denoted either a flute, or rather an aequous mixture, which was the seminal principle of all the creatures, and the generation of the universe.

MOTA, LA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in New Cafile; 35 miles S. of Huetta.—Alto, a town of Spain, in the province of Leon; 20 miles W.S.W. of Valladolid.

MOTACILLA, the wagtail, and the warbler, in Ornithology, a genus of birds of the order Passeres. Though differing considerably in their manners, these birds are branded by Gmelin under one genus, of which he enumerates nearly two hundred species. The generic character is: bill fubute, straight; the mandibles nearly equal; nostrils suboval; tongue lacerate at the end.

Of the wagtails, it is observed that their movements are extremely alert, and that their tails are perpendicularly long, which they perpetually jerk up and down. Their progressive motion is by running rather than springing. They rarely perch on trees. Their flight is waving, and accompanied with a tittering sound, and their food consists of flies and other small insects, in pursuit of which they will often follow the husbandman with his plough, and the movements of flocks of sheep. The warblers are composed of a great variety of birds, differing in many of their particularities of habit as well as in size. They are found in almost all parts of the world, perch on trees, move by leaping, and rarely utter any sounds during their flight. They are more numerous than any genus of birds, and abound principally in the warm latitudes of the globe, where insects, their food, are found in never-failing supplies.

Species.

* LUSCIA, the Nightingale, of which three varieties are given: the specific character of the first is, rufous ahi; beneath white ahi; tail feathers rufous brown; bracelets cincereous. In the second the body is sometimber white; and in the third the body is entirely white. The nightingale is somewhat larger than a hedge-sparrow, which is known to every one, and on the upper part of its body it is of a rufly brown. It inhabits, in its several varieties, Europe, Asia, and Africa, and is, of all birds, most famed for its song, which is so melodious, in this country at least, more on account of the time in which it is heard, than in respect to the excellencies of its notes. It visits England in the beginning of May, sometimes sooner, if the weather be mild and favourable, and leaves it in autumn: it frequents thick hedges; evades the light as much as possible; sings late in the evening, and particularly during the time that the hen is hatching; breeds three or four times in the year, and lays four or five eggs, which are of a greenish-brown colour: it feeds on the larvae of insects. It is characterized by Gmelin as having a brown bill; head and back pale mouse colour, with olive spots; tail red-mouse colour; legs and quill-feathers brown-ah; the latter趁fatut on the outer edge. It is common in several parts of our own island, but is rarely heard in the northern parts of it, or even as far as Yorkshire, nor indeed so far west as Cornwall or Devonshire. It is not at all uncommon on the hills of Hampstead and Highgate, though we seldom not often heard to near the metropolis on the other sides of it. The males are said to arrive about a week before the females. Their winter residence has not been ascertained with any degree of precision; but is supposed to be in Asia, in various parts of which they are found, and are very highly prized, on account of their powers of melody. This is said to be particularly the case in Japan and Aleppa. In the latter place they are kept tame, and even hired out to give vivacity and harmony to almost every festival and entertainment. In Persia the nightingale sings in great perfection, and it is mentioned by a traveller in that country as the "sweet harbinger of the light: the conflagrant cheerer of the groves of Persia, charming, with its warbling strains, the heavest soul into a pleasing ecstasy." Another author describes the nightingale as beginning its song with a flow and timid voice, and, by degrees, opening its mouth and swelling it, till it bursts with loud and vivid flashes; and he adds, "it flows with smooth volubility; it faints and murmurs; it shakes with rapid and violent articulations. The soft breathing of love and joy are poured from the innomfoul, and every heart melts with delicious languor; pauses occasionally occur, to prevent fatiety, and give dignity and elevation; the mild silence of evening heightens the general effect, and no rival interrupts the happy and interesting scene." Nightingales build in low and close bushes. The female fults the undivided fatigue of incubation, while the male at a distance enlivens her with his fine strains. They are never seen in flocks, even of a very small number. If caught they may even be induced to sing in confinement; and will continue their song several months in the year.

CETIDUS: Hang-neat Warbler; so denominated from its building a hanging nest. It is the size of a robin, and is found chiefly in the island of Jamaica. Its specific character is: above greenish-brown, beneath tawny; has an ocular line, and one beneath black. The bill is blackish; lateral tail and quill-feathers within rufous; temples orange; wing-covers edged with yellowish; legs blackish.

PALMARUM; Palm Warbler. Brown, beneath dirty yellowish-white; belly yellowish; rump olive; two outmost tail-feathers with a white band near the tip. It inhabits the islands of St. Domingo; is about five inches long; feeds on seeds and fruits, has a fine note, and builds among palm trees, whence it derives its specific name.

BONARIENSIS; White-chinned Warbler. Black; throat and flanks ferruginous; face, chin, middle of the belly, and outmost tail-feathers white. It inhabits Bonaria: the bill is blackish; the hind claw large.

BANANIVOLA; Banana Warbler. Black-grey, beneath yellowish; arm-pits yellowish; vent varied with yellow and grey; chin cincereous; tip of the tail-feathers, spot on the wings and eye-brows white; lores black. It inhabits St. Domingo, is about three inches and a half long; feeds on seeds, insects, and fruits, particularly on bananas.

VERMIVORA; Worm-eating Warbler. Olive colour;
head, throat, and breast tawny; ocular band and arch over the eyes black; over the eyes a yellowish line, vent cinereous. It is found in Pennsylvania, and is of the fize of a common hedge-sparrow of this country: the bill is black, beneath flesh-colour; and the legs are of the same colour.

MADAGASCARENSIS; Madagascan Warbler. The name indicates the abode of the species: it is more than six inches long; of an olive brown; head rufous; chin white; breast reddish; belly brown-rufous. Bill and legs brown.

* MODULARIS; Hedge-Sparrow, or Hedge-Warbler. Above grey-brown; wing-coverts tipp with white; breast blueish-ah. The bill is blackish; checks striped with white; feathers of the back and wing-coverts edged with chestnut; wings and tail dull; rump greenish-brown; chin and breast cinereous; belly whitish; vent yellowish; legs flesh-coloured. It is nearly six inches in length. It inhabits this country and various other parts of Europe, and is one of the few of the warbler tribe that remains with us the whole year. It has a pleasing and plaintive song, which it begins with the year, if the weather is mild; breeds early, making in the month of March a nest composed of green-moss and wool, and lined with hair, which is placed in some low bush, or evergreen shrub, and sometimes in faggot-piles, or in mere bundles of pea-sticks. The female lays four or five blue eggs. For want of insects and worms, which in severer weather are rarely to be met with, the hedge-sparrow will pick up crumbs of bread, and seems to prefer situations near the habitations of man. The cuckoo frequently makes choice of this bird's nest for the purpose of depositing its egg.

JUNCOUS; Ruth Warbler. Brown, beneath paler; tail somewhat forked. It inhabits Virginia and Carolina, and is less than the last.

AQUATICA; Aquatic Warbler. Above pale rufous, spotted with brown; throat and breast reddish, belly and rump whitish. It inhabits Italy, and is migratory. It has a spot above the outer corner of the eye, and band at the base of the wing white; its tail-feathers are pointed.

SCIONOBANUS; Reed Warbler. Tefaceous-brown, beneath pale tefaceous; head spotted. It is found in marshy places, and in woods in many parts of Europe; it is very tame, and sings through the whole winter. The bill is blackish; quill-feathers brown, edged with rufous; tail is brown, and the legs are whitish.

CAMPESTRIS. Brown; head greenish-ah; tail the colour of the body; belly whitish. This is called the simple warbler. It inhabits Jamaica; is the size of a hedge-sparrow. The bill is black; the neck is greenish-ah; body beneath brownish-white, legs brown.

MACROURA; Green-tailed Warbler. Brown, beneath whitish-yellow, spotted with black; eye-brows white; tail wedge and long. It is found at the Cape of Good Hope, and widely distant in Cape Colony.

LONGICAUDA; Long-tailed Warbler. Olive; crown reddish; quill-feathers olive-brown; tail-feathers long, narrow, the middle ones longer. It inhabits China, is tame, and has a fine note.

CURRUCA; Babbting Warbler. Above brown, beneath whitish; tail-feathers brown, the outermost white on the thinner edge. It builds in hedges, and lays from three to five eggs. The bill of this species is blackish; crown and streak beneath the eyes cinereous; wing-coverts on the inner edge white, outer edge rufous-grey; tail-feathers edged with grey; legs brown.

PASSERINA; Pallierine Warbler. Cinereous, beneath grey-white; eye-brows whitish, wings and tail black. It inhabits France and Italy; has a simple note, and lays four whitish eggs spotted with green.

* HIPPOLAIS; Lesser Petty-chaps. Greenish-ah, beneath yellowish; belly whitish; limbs brown, eye-brows whitish. It is found in England and other parts of Europe; is larger than a linnet, builds under beams, or in a low shrub; eggs white, with small red spots. The upper mandible is black, the lower blueish; inside of the mouth red; above and beneath the eyes there is a yellow line; the quill and tail-feathers are of a mouse colour, edged with greenish, the shafts black; lower wing-coverts yellow; tail very. It has often been confounded with the yellow wren and wood-wren. It is the first of the many warblers that visits us in the spring, being heard early in April, and sometimes sooner than this. Its song consists of only two notes, which seems to express chip, chip. It is busy and restless, always active among the trees and bushes, in search of insects. The nest is oval, with a small hole near the top, composed externally of dry leaves and coarse dry grubs, and lined with feathers. For the most part, it is placed on or near the ground, frequently on the bank of a ditch, or in a tuft of grass or low bush. The eggs are five or fix, white, speckled with purplish-red at the larger end only, with a few spots on the sides. Its note is heard long after the yellow-wren is silent; and it remains with us not unfrequently till the latter end of October.

* SYLVA S; Wood-wren. Above oliv-green; throat and checks yellow; belly and vent of a fine flivery hue; tail-feathers brown, and, excepting the first, they are green on the outer webs, and white on the inner. The bill is of a horn colour; irides hazel; breast pale yellow; a yellow line through the eye; tail somewhat forked, and brown; the under part of the shoulder is of a bright yellow; the legs are of a horn colour. It inhabits England; frequents woods, and searches about trees for insects. It is very like the yellow-wren, and has not been much noticed as a distinct species, though it is not at all uncommon. It is partial to oak and beech-woods, where it may be observed by the singularity of its note, expressive of the word twice drawn out to some length, and repeated five or six times in succession, delivered in a hurried manner, and accompanied with the shaking of the wings. It makes an oval nest, with a small hole near the top, is constructed of dry grubs, a few dead leaves, and a little moss, and is lined with finer grubs and hair. It lays five eggs, which are white, and sprinkled with purplish spots.

* HORTENSIS; Petty-chaps, or greater Petty-chaps. Grey-brown above, white beneath; eye-brows whitish; quill-feathers brown-ah, edged with grey, the outermost on the outer web, and near the tip of the inner, whitish; the bill is blackish; lateral tail-feathers edged with grey-brown; the legs are also brown. Gmelin says it is found in France and Italy, chiefly in gardens, whence it derives its specific name; but other naturalists tell us, it is to be met with in the summer, in some of the southern counties of England, and even as far north as Lancashire. It frequents thick hedges, in which it builds its nest of goose-grubs, and other fibrous plants, covering it on the outside with green moss. It lays four eggs, of a dirty white blotted with brown. The song of this species is little inferior to that of the nightingale; some of its notes are not much unlike the black-bird's whistle; but in a more hurried cadence. It frequently sings after fun-fet.

RUPA; Rufous Warbler. It is rufous-grey, beneath white; eye-brows white. Inhabits France and Germany, is four inches long, and lays five greenish white eggs, with dusky spots. 
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* SAI.
Sedge Warbler. Cinereous, beneath white; eye-brows white. It is found in many parts of Europe in reedy places; it sings in the night, and imitates the notes of other birds; the eggs are whitish varied with brown. It comes to us in April, and leaves again in September. Its notes partake of those of the sky-lark and swallower, as well as of the chatter of the house-sparrow: it builds among reeds and rushes, sometimes on the trunk of a low willow. The song of this species of warbler has sometimes been ascribed to the reed-bunting, a mistake which has originated from the circumstance of both species breeding in the same places, and the reed-bunting being conspicuous on the upper branches of a tree, while the warbler, concealed in the thickets, is heard aloud. It has been remarked, that if it be silent, a flute thrown into the bath will cause it to sing immediately, and that it will also sing during a moonlight night.

White Throat. Cinereous above, white beneath; first tail-feathers longitudinally half white, the second upright with white; bill black, white at the base; head brownish, with a black reddish. The female has a snow-white breast and belly. There is a variety which is thus described: reddish above, and reddish-white beneath, with the throat white; the outmost tail-feathers on the upper part of the inner side, and the whole of the outer side white. It is very common in the enclosed parts of our own country, and likewise in other parts of Europe. It arrives here about the middle of April, and enlivens the hedges with its song, when it erects its feathers on the crown of the head. It builds its nest in some low bushes, among nettles or other luxuriantly growing plants. It feeds on insects and berries, and frequents our gardens in the summer, for the sake of cherries and currants.

Leffier White Throat. Brownish, beneath white; breast spotted with cinereous. It is found in several countries of Europe, and its flesh is reckoned very delicious.

Fig-eater. Reddish-brown, varied with yellowish and cinereous, beneath white; breast yellowish, spotted with black; quill and tail-feathers blackish, edged with white. It is found in Italy, and feeds on grapes. The bill is of a chestnut colour; the legs are reddish, and the claws black.

Patagonia. Patagonian Warbler. This species, which takes its name from the country in which it is found, is cinereous, chin, throat, eye-brows, and outmost tail-feathers white; wings varied with brownish, the coverts with a brownish band; quill-feathers edged with brown. It feeds on lice, worms, and shell-fish. The bill is black; the body is streaked with white; the legs are black, and the hind claw very long.

Cheesman. Dartford Warbler. Cheesman, beneath terriginos, middle of the belly, edge of the quill-feathers, spurious wings, and outer side of the outmost tail-feathers white; eye-brows red. It inhabits Europe, and is about five inches long. The bill is black; iris scarlet; tail black, as long as the body; legs yellow.

African. African Warbler. Black; the feathers edged with rufous-grey, beneath whitish rufous; crown rufous spotted with blackish; each side the chin a longitudinal black streak; quill with four middle tail-feathers brown, edged with rufous colour. It is found at the Cape of Good Hope. Bill horn colour; tail slightly wedged; eggs grey-brown.

New York Warbler. Varied with cinereous brown, beneath yellowish, streaked with black, eye-brows white. This, as its name imports, inhabits New York; it is likewise found in Louisiana. Its bill is black, and legs of a pale chestnut.

Umbria. Umbrofle Warbler. Found also in Louisiana. Grey-brown, beneath white, with a few black spots, base with dirty spots; rump yellowish; wing-coverts, tail-feathers, and upper coverts black, edged with white. The bill is black, greater quill-feathers and legs blackish.

Yellow-throated Warbler. Grey, beneath white; throat pale yellow; front, eye-brows, and sides of the neck black; wings with a double white band. This is an American species, and may be found in Carolina. The tail-feathers are black, the lateral ones white on the inner side; bill black with a yellow spot on each side the base; legs brown.

Orange-thighed Warbler. Olive, beneath white; head with a transverse white bar; thighs and vent orange. This is found in Louisiana.

Rufous-tailed Warbler. Brown, beneath white; back inclining to the rufous; edge of the quill-feathers, wing-coverts, and tail rufous; chin white spotted with black, breast pale brown. It inhabits Cayenne.

Yellow-bellied Warbler. Greenish-brown; breast and belly yellow; tail greenish; wing-coverts and quill-feathers brown, edged with pale rufous. This is found likewise in Cayenne, and is of the size of a humming-bird.

Blue-grey Warbler. It is, as its name points out, of a blue-grey colour, beneath whitish; chin black; wing-coverts and quill-feathers brown; the former with a white spot, the latter edged with blue-grey. It is found in the island of St. Domingo.

Blue-grey Warbler. Throat and breast yellow; belly and tips of the wing-coverts white, tail pale at the tip. Is found in many parts of the American continent.

Penile Warbler. Grey, yellow beneath; belly and eye-brows white; lores spotted with yellow; wing-coverts alternate white and black bands. Nearly five inches long. Inhabits St. Domingo, and some of the West India islands, where it feeds chiefly on insects and fruits; and has a very delicate song, which is continued throughout the year. "The fagacity displayed by this bird," says Mr. Bingley, "in building and placing its nest, is truly remarkable. She does not fix it at the forking of the branches, as is usual with most other birds, but suspends it to binders hanging from the netting, which she forms from tree to tree, especially those which fall from branches that hang over the rivers and deep ravines. The nest consists of dry blades of grass, the ribs of leaves, and exceedingly small roots, interwoven with the greatest art; it is fastened on, or rather it is worked into, the pendent twigs. It is in fact a small bed rolled into a ball, so thick and compacted as to exclude the rain; and it rocks in the wind without receiving any harm. But the elements are not the only enemies against which this bird has to struggle; with wonderful fagacity it provides for the protection of its nest from other accidents. The opening is not made on the top or side of the nest, but at the bottom; nor is the entrance direct. After the bird has made its way into the well-made, it must pass over a kind of partition, and through another aperture, before it ascends into the abode of its family. This lodging is round and soft, being lined with a species.
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species of lichen, which grows on the trees, or with the silky down of plants.

ALBA; White-water Wagtail. Breast black; two lateral tail-feathers obliquely half white; bill, hind head, nape, throat, and legs black; front, orbits, sides of the neck, and belly white; body cinereous above; greater quill-feathers blackish; secondary, and wing-coverts dull, and edged with grey; middle tail-feathers black, and edged with grey. Female with the crown brown; length seven inches and a half. This species inhabits almost every where; is a very active bird, and continually in motion, running after flies. In this country, as the weather becomes severe, it is apt to haunt marshes that are subject to the flow of the tide. Early in spring they return to their usual summer situation; and from the number which are sometimes seen together at this time attending sheep-folds and newly ploughed fields, we may presume that they are gregarious in their flights. In the breeding season they seem to prefer pleasure-grounds that are conveniently mown, on which they run unincumbered, and where the insects have not sufficient cover to evade their flight. The nest is found in various places, sometimes on the ground, in a heap of flakes, the hole of a wall, or on the top of a pollard tree. It is composed of moss, dried grass, and fibres, put together with wool, and lined with feathers or hair. The eggs are four or five, white, and spotted all over with light brown and ash-colour; weighing about forty grains, and much resembling that of the cuckoo, which bird frequently makes choice of the wagtail's nest, in which to deposit her egg. It fings very prettily early in spring, and frequently gives the alarm on the appearance of a hawk, which it pursues in company with the swallows. The young birds have no black on the throat till the returning spring, the old ones lose it in winter. In this state they have been erroneously described as a variety.

MADERASSATINENSIS; Pied Wagtail. Black, beneath white; oblique band on the wings and lateral tail-feathers white. It inhabits Madras. The female is cinereous in the parts where the male is black.

CINERA; Cinereous Wagtail. Greyish, beneath white; breast of the male with a band; tail black, the two outermost feathers mottled white. It is found in many parts of Europe, and frequents watery places.

INDICA; Indian Wagtail. Greenish-grey, beneath yellow; breast of the male with a band; tail black, the two outermost feathers mottled white. It is found in many parts of Europe, and frequents watery places.

VIRIDIS; Green Wagtail. Greenish, head, wings, and tail cinereous; edges of the wings, tail, and belly white. It is found in Ceylon, and is about four inches long.

TCHUTSCHIENSIS; Tchutshi Wagtail. Olive-brown, beneath white spotted with a ferruginous tint; there is a spot between the bill and eyes, two bands on the wing-coverts, and the greater part of the outermost tail-feathers white. It takes its name from the flores of Tchutshi, where it is found.

AFRA; African Wagtail. Yellowish-brown, beneath yellow; lower tail-coverts white; bill, eye-brows, wings, tail, and legs black. It inhabits the Cape, and is less than the M. alba already described.

FRETICOLA; Yellow-headed Wagtail. Yellow; crested on the nape blackish; back blueish-grey; two lateral tail-feathers half white.

FLAVA; Yellow Wagtail. Breast and belly yellow; two lateral tail-feathers obliquely half white. There is a variety of this species; greyish, beneath and eye-brows yellow; quill and tail-feathers black; wings with a white band. It inhabits Europe and Asia. Visits this country in April, and departs in September. It frequents arable land, especially in the more champaign parts, and sometimes uncultivated ground, intersected with furze. It is also partial to beanfields; and breeds in all such situations, being more neglectful of water than the white or grey wagtail. The nest is always placed on the ground, composed of dried stalks and fibres, and lined with hair. The eggs are four or five; not very unlike those of the fedge warbler. Its note is more shrill than that of the white, and less so than that of the grey wagtail.

TIPHA; Green Indian Wagtail. Green, beneath yellowish; wings black, with two white bands. It is found in Bengal.

SINENSIS; China Wagtail. Green, beneath flesh colour; spot on the ears and liripie from the eyes to the nape pale; the tail is pointed. It is found in China; is six inches long; the bill and legs are black.

SINGALENSIS; Cingalese Wagtail. This species is of a changeable green; throat orange; breast and belly yellow; it inhabits Ceylon, is four inches long, and the bill is brown.

ZEYLONICA; Ceylon Wagtail. Green, beneath yellow; crown, grey, and wings black; the latter with a bield white band. It is likewise found in Ceylon; of the same size as the last, with a blue-grey bill.

OLIVACEA; Olive Wagtail. Olive, breast and belly white. It inhabits Ceylon; it lifts its tail into an acute angle; the bill whitish, covered at the base with yellowish feathers.

CARYOPHYLLUS; Pink-coloured Wagtail. Is, as its name denotes, of a pale pink; bill and legs reddish. It inhabits Ceylon; is very small; wings and tail growing dusky.

ALBICAPILLA; White-crowned Wagtail. It is black, beneath whitish; chin, spot on the crown, and eyes white. Found in China, and is full seven inches long.

GRISA; Grilly Wagtail. Greyish; crown, bill, throat, and breast black; ocular streak, tip of the quill-feathers, belly and vent white. Quill-feathers edged with grey; legs cinereous.

MAOULATA; Spotted Wheat-ear. This, as its name indicates, is spotted with black, above brown, beneath whitish; orbits pale ochre; rump brown; tail black with a white base; outermost tail-feathers without, and at the tip white. It inhabits France, and is the size of a lark.

MASSILIENSIS; Provence Wheat-ear; Rufous, beneath reddish-white spotted with blackish; crown and neck above brownish-rufous; under the eyes a pale yellow spot; tail-feathers black, the middle ones edged with rufous; four next each side white, outermost all white. It inhabits Provence, as its trivial name imports.

PILEATA; Black-headed Wheat-ear. Head, middle tail-feathers, and tips of the lateral ones black; eye-brows, front, chin, rump, tail and belly white. It is found in some parts of Africa and China; is about six inches long, and the bill is black.

AURANTIA; Orange-breasted Wheat-ear. Brown; beneath orange; throat whitish; varied beneath with black; greater wing and tail-coverts white; tail-feathers brown, the lateral ones tipped with white. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

HOTTENTOTTA; Cape Wheat-ear. Tawny brown; rump with a yellowish band; chin and lower part of the belly whitish, upper tawny; upper tail-coverts yellowish, lower white; tail white at the base, black in the middle, and whitish at the tip. It inhabits the Cape.

LEUCORHOA; Rufous Wheat-ear. Reddish-brown, be-
neath whitish-yellow; rump, bafe of the tail, and coverts white. It inhabits Senegal, and is seven inches long.

*Stapazina;* Rufetf Wheat-ear. Ferruginous; wings brown; area of the eyes and tail black; outer tail-feathers white at the side. There is a variety of this species that is pale-rufous, beneath whifh; bands across the eyes black; two middle tail-feathers black; the outer ones white on each side, and fringed with black towards the tip. It inhabits Europe. Bill and legs black.

*Oenanthe;* Wheat-ear. Is diftinguished by its hoary back; its front, line above the eyes, rump and bafe of the tail white; through the eyes a black band. The distribution of these colours varies, however, fo as to produce four or five varieties. The bird is met with as far north as Greenland, and as far edf as India. It visits England annually in the beginning of March, and leaves us in September. It chiefly frequents heaths, warrens, and the edges of hills, feeds on insects, particularly earth-worms; grows prodigiously fat, and breeds in rabbit-burrows, or under a stone. The eggs are from five to eight in number, of a light blue, with a deep blue circle at the large end: the young are hatched in the middle of May. In some parts of England these birds are very plentiful. About Eastbourne, in Suffolk, they are taken in snares made of horse-hair, placed beneath a long turf; being very timid, the motion of a cloud, or the appearance of a hawk, will drive them for shelter into these traps. The numbers annually enfarm in the neighbourhood of Eastbourne, are fad to amount to 1,840, and they are usually fold at fixpence a dozen; the smaller are eaten in the country, the larger are fected for the London market, and when potted by the poulturers are by many as much esteemed as the ortolan on the continent.

*Rubreno;* Whin-chat. Blackish; eye-brows white; wings with two spots; chin and breast yellowish. This species is found in various parts of Europe. It lays five eggs, which are white, fotted with black.

†Fervida;* Sultry Whin-chat. Brown, the feathers edged with rufous; beneath pale ochre; wings with two white spots; tail blackish. It inhabits Senegal; its bill and legs are black.

Montanella;* Siberian Whin-chat. Pale tafeaceous, spotted with brown, beneath pale ochre; crown black-brown; eye-lids and chin ochre or white; ears with a black spot; wings brown; tail afy. It inhabits Siberia.

Magno;* Dark Warbler. Brown; crown and back paler black, beneath reddifh; chin whitifh; quill and tail-feathers half rufous, the outmott white on the outer webs. It is seven inches and a half in length.

Philippenis;* Philippine Warbler. Violet black, beneath reddenfwhite; wings with three white spots; head reddifh-white; neck dirty red, pectoral band bluefifh; outmott tail-feathers reddifh-white. This, as its name imports, inhabits the Philippine iflands.

Coromandelica;* Coromandel Warbler. Black; leifer wing-coverts with a yellow spot, the rcl with a white one, and edged with yellow; rump and belly pale rufous; wings and tail black. It is the rize of a titmouif.

*Perspicillata;* Spectacle Warbler. Black; wing-coverts with a white spot; tail even; orbits bladed, yellowfifh, wrinkled. It is found near the river Plate, and is the rize of a goldfifh. The irides are yellow; pupil blue; tail when extended forming an equilaterat triangle.

*Rubrica;* Stone-chat or Moor Titling. Grey, beneath pale rufous; throat with a white band; lores black. It inhabits hedges and dry moors in Europe and Siberia; is a reffifh, nofly bird, and builds under a stone, or in some low shrub; lays five or six bluefifh-green eggs, with pale rufous spots. The female is varied with blackifh and reddifh.

*Atricapilla;* Black-cap. Brick colour above, cinefrous beneath; cap dusky-black; bill brown; crown black, in the female chefnut; body greenifh-ah above, grey be nefh, gradually growing white; temples grey; quill and tail-feathers brown-ah, edged with greenifh-ah. The middle ones very fhort, legs lead colour. Of this species there are at feaf three or four varieties. Length full six inches. Inhabits Europe. It is a migratory bird, visiting us early in the spring and returing in September. It frequents woods and thick hedges, and feeds very partial to orchards and gardens, where it delights us with its charming melodi fous song, which is very little inferior to that of the nightingale, except in variety of notes. It makes a nest in some low bush or shrub, composed of dried flalks, generally of goose-grafs, put together with a little wool, and sometimes a little green moss on the outside, and lined with fibrous roots, on which are frequently placed a few long hairs. The eggs are four or five, of a pale reddifh-brown, mottled with a deeper colour, and sometimes sprinkled with a few ah-ah-coloured spots. On the first arrival of this bird, it feeds greedily on ivy berries, but forsakes that food as soon as the vernal fun has routed the infect tribe.

There are three varieties of this species, besides the one already defcribed. 1. Varied with black and white. 2. Above blackifh; fides grey; chin white. 3. Greenifh-brown; cap blackifh; neck above cinefrous; eye-brows white; wings and tail blackifh.

Melanocephala;* Black-headed Warbler. Greenifh-ah, beneath grey; crown black; eyes with a red band. It inhabits Sardinia.

Moscita. This species is of a lead-colour; cap pale rufous. This is likewise found in Sardinia. It frequently hatches the cuckoo's eggs, which are laid in its net.

Pennsylvanica;* Bloody-side Warbler. Cap yellow; flanks bloody-red. It is found in Pennsylvania; the rize of the M. Hippolais.

Ruschapilla;* Red-cap Warbler. Olive, beneath yellow; throat and breast longitudinal rufous spots; crown rufous; wing-coverts, quill and tail-feathers brown, edged with olive. Inhabits the island of Martinico. The bill is brown; two middle tail-feathers yellowish on the inner webs; legs grey.

Chrysoptera;* Golden-winged Warbler. Black cinefrous, beneath white; cap and spot on the wings pale yellow; chin black. This is an American bird, and found in Pennsylvania in the spring and the autumn.

Chrysocephala;* Orange-headed Warbler. Chfnet, beneath yellowish; head and neck orange; band above and beneath the eyes brown; wing-coverts white and black, tail-feathers black, edged with a yellowish fringe. It is found in Guiana.

Chitata;* Credled Warbler. Above brownifh-green, beneath greenifh-grey; rcl on the head blackifh-brown, edged with white. Inhabits Guiana.

Multicolor;* Rufous and Black Warbler. Black; bill and legs brown; breast, fides of the neck, tips of the greater wing-coverts, and half the tail rufous; belly and vent white. It is found in Cayennce.

Equinocialis;* Equinocital Warbler. Greenifh-brown, beneath pale ochre; chin and breast yellowish; wings, tail and legs brown. Inhabits Cayennce.

Photolitharhms;* Prothonotary Warbler. Yellow; rump cinefrous; vent white; wings and tail varied with cinefrous.
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cinereous and blackish. Found in Louisiana. The legs of this species are black.

Semiornata; Half-collared Warbler. Beneath pale-

aft; crown yellowish-olive; behind the eyes a cinereous

streak; wing-coverts and quill-feathers brown; tail-feathers

cinereous, pointed, the lateral ones white on the inner webs.

This is found in Louisiana.

Fulva; Orange-bellied Warbler. Olive-brown, beneath

yellow; quill and tail-feathers brown, edged with yellow,

the primary edged with pale grey. Inhabits also Louis-

iana.

Fusc a; Olive-brown Warbler. Olive-brown; varied

with whitish and grey; limbs brown; two outmost tail-

feathers within near the tip white. Inhabits Louisiana.

Pinguin; Grassiet Warbler. Grey-olive, a little spotted

with black; throat mixed reddish and ash; breast and belly

white; spot on the head and rump yellow; quill and tail-

feathers edged with grey. Inhabits Louisiana.

Cana; Grey-throated Warbler. Cinereous; quill-fea-

ters edged with whitish; tail-feathers black, the outmost

nearly white. Found in Louisiana.

Coronata; Gold-crowned Warbler. Spotted with

black; cap, flanks, and rump yellow. Found in Pennsyl-

vania only a few days in the spring.

Eisenostomus; Senegal Warbler. Brown; quill-fea-

ters rufous on the outer webs; tail-feathers black tipped

with white. Inhabits Senegal. Middle tail-feathers nearly

black.

Leucocela. Black, beneath white; crown whitish;

feathers of the cheeks and chin black bordered with whitish;

rump white; wing-coverts, quill and middle tail-feathers

blackish-brown, the lateral ones white with dusky tips. It

inhabits rocky precipices near the Wolga; feeds on worms

and wags its tail; lays ten eggs under stones, or in the

chinks of rocks.

Hirundinacea; Swallow Warbler. Black with a
gloss of steel-blue; throat, breast, and vent cinflow; belly

white with a longitudinal black band. Found in New

Holland.

Erythrogaster; Cheinut-bellied Warbler. Black be-

neath, belly, rump and tail cheinut; cap pale ash; quill-

feathers with a white spot; bracelets black. Is found in

the winter in the gravelly hollows of the Caucasan tor-

rents, and migrates southwards in the autumn. This is a

very restless bird, continually wagging its tail, and is about

seven inches long.

Maura; Moor Warbler. Dusky black, beneath white,
rump and sides of the neck white; throat bright ferrug-

inous; wings with an oblique yellowish-whitish blotch;
tail-feathers black, the lateral ones from the base half white.
A variety of this species is above rufous brown, beneath

rufous white. It inhabits Siberia.

Superciliosa; Yellow-browed Warbler. Above green-

ish, beneath pale; crown with a pale streak; eye-brows

yellow. It inhabits Russia.

Ferruginea; Gilt-throat Warbler. Above cinereous,
beneath whitish; neck ferruginous. Found also in Russia.

Canuca; Blue-tailed Warbler. Above yellow-ash,
beneath yellowish-white; throat and eye-brows yellow-

ish-white; rump bluish; vent white; tail-feathers bluish-

brown, the outer webs pale blue. It inhabits Siberia.

Aurorea; Daurian Warbler. Beneath tawny; crown

and neck above hoary; front whitish, throat dusky black;

back and wings black; the latter with a triangular spot;
tail-feathers tawny; the two middle ones black. Is found

in many parts of Siberia as far as China.

Striata; Black-poll Warbler. Streaked with black;

above cinereous, beneath white; crown black; cheeks

snow-white. Found at New York.

Incana; Grey-poll Warbler. Head, sides of the neck,

and upper tail-coverts grey; quill and tail-feathers black,
edged with grey; throat orange; chin and breast yellow;

belly whitish-ash. Found at New York.

Flaviphns; Yellow-fronted Warbler. Blueish-grey,
beneath white; crown, front, greater wing-coverts, and

tip of the lesser ones yellow; ocular band black, edged

with white; chin and throat black. Inhabits Pennsylvania.

Blackburnia. This is a New York bird. Crown

black, with a yellow line in the middle; ocular band and

lesser wing-coverts black; greater, vent, and lateral tail-

feathers white; the middle ones dusky-black; sides of the

neck, chin, and middle of the belly yellow.

Mitrata; Mitred Warbler. Olive, beneath and front

yellow; hind head and collar black. A variety of this

species is body above greenish-grey. Inhabits North

America. The bill is black, and the legs brown.

Cucullata; Hooded Warbler. Greenish, beneath

yellow; throat and cheeks black; tail wedged. Supposed
to be another variety of the Mitrata.

Littorea; Shore Warbler. Above dusky-grey, be-

neath pale ochre; quill and tail-feathers blackish. Found

upon the shores of the Caspian sea, and feeds on worms.

Longirostris; Long-billed Warbler. Cinereous, be-

neath dusky-black; bill long. Inhabits the mountains near

the Caspian sea.

Ochroura. Head cinereous; neck above and fore part

of the back dusky-black; throat and breast shining black;
belly yellow. Inhabits among the mountains of Persia.

Obscuro; Obscur Warbler. Upper feathers of the

body cinereous at the base, bay in the middle, and blackish

at the tips; beneath cinereous; quill and tail-feathers, the

outer edges bay. Found among the Persian Alps.

Susamica; Persian Warbler. Reddish-ash; chin and

throat black; breast and belly pale rufous; the feathers tipt

with white; vent snow; middle tail-feathers brown, lateral

ones tawny. Inhabits rocky mountains of Persia.

Murina; Murine Warbler. Mouse colour; head,

neck, and tail black; ocular streak, belly, and edge of the

outmost tail-feathers white. Size of a sparrow. Middle

of the belly black.

Spinicauda; Thorn-tailed Warbler. Cheinut, beneath

white; crown spotted with yellow; face and eye-brows

yellow; wing-coverts russet, varied with brown; the

greater and quill-feathers brown; tail wedged, the feathers

daggered. Found in Terra del Fuego.

Magellanica. Yellow-brown, waved with black, and

tinged with red; beneath yellow-ash, with blackish lines;
throat short, wedged, yellowish-brown, tinged with red, and

streaked with black. This also inhabits Terra del Fuego.

Cithina. Yellow, above streaked with black; cheeks,

throat, and breast white; tail tipt with yellow. Inhabits

New Zealand.

Aurata; Gilt-headed Warbler. Yellow; upper part

of the head and rump orange; throat deep blue; wings and
tail brown. This is an Indian species.

Longipes; Long-legged Warbler. Pale green, beneath

cinereous; beneath the eyes a white arch; front, temples,

cheeks and sides of the neck cinereous; vent greenish.

Inhabits New Zealand. Bill black; irides bluish-ash, and

leg grey-colour.

Munia; Lead Warbler. Not more than three inches

long; pale brown, beneath whitish; bill and very short tail

yellowish. Inhabits New Holland.

Varia;
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VARIA; White-pollled Warbler. Spotted with black and white; wings with two white bars. Found in several of the West Indian islands, particularly St. Domingo and Jamaica; and in the summer, in Pennsylvania, New York, and other parts of the American continent.

CAPENSIS; Cape Warbler. Brown, beneath whitish; pectoral band brown; eye-brows white; lateral tail-feathers obliquely white. Inhabits, as its name denotes, the Cape of Good Hope.

ICTEROCEPHALA; Quebec Warbler. Black, beneath whitish; cap pale yellow; ocular band black; wings with two yellow bars. Inhabits divers parts of North America.

DOMINICA. Notwithstanding its specific name, it takes the trivial name of Jamaica warbler, being common to that and to the island of Dominica. Cinnamon, beneath white; before the eyes a pale yellow spot, behind them a white, and beneath them a black one.

CINCTA; Belted Warbler. Pale-ah, beneath white; crown and band on the belly pale yellow; breast spotted with brown. Inhabits Canada.

MADAGASCARIENSIIS; White-eyed Warbler. Greenish, beneath whitish; chin and vent yellow; eye-lids white. Found in the isles of France and Madagascar.

BORBOICA. This is common to the islands of Bourbon and Madagascar. Grey-brown, beneath dull yellowish-grey; quill and tail-feathers brown, edged with a much lighter brown.

MAURITIANA; Maurice Warbler. Blue-grey, beneath white; quill and tail-feathers black, edged with white. Inhabits the isle of France. Bill blackish; legs blueish.

LIVIDA; Madagascar Warbler. Blue-grey; vent white; bill and legs lead-colour; quill-feathers blackish, edged with white; tail-feathers black, the two outmost white. Found in Madagascar, as its trivial name imports.

FLAVESCENS; Citron-bellied Warbler. Brown, beneath yellowish; temples whitish; equal tail and quill-feathers edged with rufous brown. Found in Senegal. Bill and legs dusky.

RUFICAGRA; Rufous-bellied Warbler. Olive brown, beneath yellowish-rufous; quill and tail-feathers brown. This, like the last, is an inhabitant of Senegal, and has been thought to be a variety of the Flavescens.

UNDATA. Black, the feathers edged with rufous; beneath white; rump rufous; tail wedged; quill and tail-feathers brown, edged with rufous white. It inhabits Senegal.

FUCATA; Dusky Warbler. Brown, beneath grey; tail long, equal. Inhabits Senegal; is six inches long; the bill is black, and legs yellow.

SUBPLAVA; Flaxen Warbler. Rufous-brown, beneath grey; rump pale; sides of the body pale rufous; tail wedged. Inhabits Senegal.

AUROCAPILLA; Golden-crowned Warbler. Olive, beneath white; crown golden; eye-brows, black; breast spotted with black. This is reckoned a North American species, but in winter it migrates southerly; eggs white, spotted with brown.

PETECHIA; Red-headed Warbler. Olive, beneath yellow, dotted with red; cap red. Found in Pennsylvania.

ALBICOLLIS; St. Domingo Warbler. Olive, beneath yellowish; throat and breast dull pale ochre, streaked with red; quill and tail-feathers brown, edged with greenish-yellow, lateral ones within yellowish. In this species, found in St. Domingo, the bill is of a horn colour; temples yellowish; legs grey-brown. In the female, the neck above is of a greenish-ah.

LUDOVICIANA; Louisiana Warbler. Olive; throat and breast yellow, spotted with red; belly pale ochre; two bands on the wings, and two outmost tail-feathers within, near the tip white. This inhabits Louisiana and St. Domingo.

CHLOROLEUCA; Green and White Warbler. Olive, beneath pale ochre; head cinnereous, varied with olive; greater wing-coverts and tail-feathers brown, edged with yellowish-green. Inhabits St. Domingo. Bill horn-colour; tail slightly forked, the lateral feathers varied with yellow: legs grey-brown.

AMERCOLLIS; Orange-throated Warbler. Olive, beneath orange; belly yellowish; vent whitish; greater wing-coverts and middle tail-feathers cinnereous, the lateral ones within white, without at the tip black. It inhabits Canada.

MACULOSA; Yellow-rumped Warbler. Olive, spotted with black; head and quill-feathers cinnereous; belly, vent, and two bands on the wings white; rump yellow; breast yellow, spotted with black. Inhabits Pennsylvania.

Fuscated; Brown-throated Warbler. Brownish, beneath varied with blackish and rufous-grey; bill, chin, and ocular band brown. Found in Jamaica.

TIGRINA; Spotted Yellow Warbler. Brown, the feathers edged with olive; beneath and rump yellow; lower part of the belly yellowish-white; behind the eyes a rufous blotch; quill and tail-feathers edged with olive. There is a variety of this species, which is characterized as of paler colour, beneath whitish; breast spotted with brown; wing-coverts without white. The first of these inhabits Canada, and the second St. Domingo.

PINUS; Pine Warbler. Olive, beneath yellow; lore black; wings blue, with two white bands. This species inhabits Carolina in the summer months. The female is wholly brown.

IRENS; Green Warbler. Green-olive, beneath white; cheeks, sides of the neck, and breast yellow; neck beneath white; wings with two white bands. It is found in Pennsylvania.

DEMETERUM; White-breasted Warbler. Ashy-brown; head blueish; chin and breast white. Inhabits Germany, and Russia.

NIGROSTRIIS; Black-jawed Warbler. Olive-brown; lores and chin rufous-yellow; breast rufous, spotted with blackish; belly white; wing-coverts tipt with reddish-white; quill-feathers edged with yellowish; tail-feathers pointed, the outmost white.

LUTESCENS; Buff-faced Warbler. Rusty-brown, beneath reddish-white; front and chin buff; ears with a red spot; breast spotted with black. This is about six inches in length; the bill is of a dusky black, and the legs brownish.

BOREALIS; Rusty-headed Warbler. Green, beneath yellow; chin and temples ferrugineous; tail rounded; the lateral feathers tipt with white. Found in Kamtschatka, as is also the next, from whence it takes its specific and trivial names.

KAMTSCHATKENSIS. Brown, beneath paler; middle of the belly white; front, cheeks, and chin pale ferrugineous. The bill is long and flender.

AWATCHA. This also inhabits Kamtschatka. Brown; chin and breast white, spotted with black; middle of the belly and lores white; primary quill-feathers edged with white; tail-feathers orange at the base.

CANESCENS; Van Diemen's Warbler. Hoary brown, beneath white; head black; front streaked with white; breast and vent streaked with black; spot on the wings and edge
edge of the tail-feathers at the base tawny. Inhabits New Holland.


*Nigrillosis;* Black-necked Warbler. Sub-crested; above pale grey, beneath flesh-colour; cap, neck above, quill and tail-feathers black. Inhabits India. Its bill and legs are yellow.

*Plumbia;* Lead colour; beneath cinereous; quill and tail-feathers dusky. This is a very small bird.

*Caniarissimus;* Cambay Warbler. Black-brown, beneath fine black; top of the belly and vent rufous; wing-coverts white. Found in India.

*Guurata;* Guurat Warbler. Greenish, beneath white; crown chestnut; quill-feathers and tail brown. Inhabits India. Bill and legs brown; quill and tail-feathers edged with green.

*Asiatica;* Asiatic Warbler. Brown, beneath yellowish; head and neck black; lores and chin white; tail long. A variety of this species is brown; front, eye-brows, and body beneath white; lateral tail-feathers half white. This is of the size of the nightingale, and inhabits Guurata. The bill is blackish, with a few small bristles at the base.

*Caprata;* Luzonian Warbler. Black; rump, vent, and spot on the wing-coverts white. It takes its trivial name from Luzonia, where it is found. The bill is blackish; legs brown. Female without the spot on the wings. A variety is thus described: head, neck, and body above black; beneath white-rufous; wings with a white band. Inhabits China. Bill and legs red.

*Phoenicus;* Red-flart. Of this there are three varieties: 1. Throat black; belly and tail rufous; head and back hoary; white front. 2. Breast spotted with rufous. 3. Body cinereous.

This species makes its appearance in spring, along with the other summer birds. It commonly alights upon old towers and uninhabited houses, choosing always the highest and most inaccessible pinnacles. It is found, too, in the most impenetrable recesses of dark woods, where it indiges, undisputed, its solitary habits, and utters its plaintive notes.

The red-flart nests in the holes of those old walls which it frequents, or in the hollow of a rotten tree, and sometimes in the cliff of a rock. The young ones are excluded in the month of May; they are five or six in number. While the female is employed in hatching and rearing them, the male is commonly flaited, as a sentinel, upon a point of the rock, or upon the top of the wall, whence he utters his unimpaired song; a pledge to the mother, that no danger is approaching her family. It is only when taken young, that the red-flart will acquire any familiarity with man; for, though this bird be frequently a near neighbour of the human race, he still prefers his native wildness and timidity. He acquires neither the confidence and intimacy that distinguishes the red-breast, the gaiety of the lark, nor the vivacity of the nightingale. His disposition is melancholy, and his manners wild. If taken when old, he refutes all food, preferring death to captivity; or if he forswears his freedom, his obstinate silence and fallen grief plainly indicate how deeply he is penetrated with the misery of his condition.

*Tityra;* Quill-feathers blackish; tail-feathers rufous, the two middle ones black, with a pale rufous web. It inhabits Italy.

*Gibaltarissimus;* Grey Red-flart. Hoary; front, temple, and chin black; hind-head and lower part of the belly white; rump and tail orange; two middle tail-feathers brown. Inhabits Gibraltar.

*Erythracus;* Red-tail Warbler. Back and quill-feathers cinereous; belly and tail-feathers rufous. Inhabits Europe; is something less than the red-flart; feeds on worms, and wags its tail: its eggs are white, varied with grey. The male has a spot of horn-like mark on the throat, and spot between the bill and eyes brown.

*Guianensis;* Guiana Red-tail. Grey, beneath white; wings and long tail rufous. Inhabits Guiana. The bill of this species is pale, and the legs flesh-colour.

*Attrata;* Black Red-tail. Black; crown plumbous; quill-feathers black, the secondaries white on the outer edge; tail-feathers rufous, the two middle ones dusky-black. The feathers of the back edged with dark brown.

*Gulia;* Guila Warbler. Green, beneath pale yellow; cheeks and chin black, surrounded with a pale yellow line. It inhabits Brazil, and is the size of a goldfinch.

*Sulcia;* Blue-throated Warbler. Breast ferruginous, with a blue band; tail-feathers brown, towards the tip ferruginous. A variety of this has a flivery spot on its breast. It inhabits Europe and Siberia; sings very sweetly, and does not migrate. The female has a white chin, with a broad blue band, and another black one terminated by black.

*Sialis;* Blue Warbler. Above blue, beneath red, belly white. Inhabits North America; migrates. The female has its secondary quill-feathers tint with white.

*Fulicata;* Sooty Warbler. Violet-black; vent chestnut; wing-coverts with a white spot. Inhabits the Philippine isles. Bill and legs brown.

*Canaya;* Cayenne Warbler. Blue; frontlet, cheeks, wings, and tail black. There are two varieties: 1. Head blue; chin black. 2. Head entirely blue. They all are found in Guiana.

*Cyanocephala;* Blue-headed Warbler. Green; head and upper wing-coverts blue; chin hoary; quill-feathers brown, edged with green. Found in Cayenne. Its bill is brown and legs grey.

*Lineata;* Blue-striped Warbler. Beneath and spot on the crown blue; front, three over the eyes, and sides of the neck of a shining blue; band on the breast and belly white. This is a Cayenne species.

*Cyanea;* Superb Warbler. Black-blue, beneath white; feathers of the head long, lax, turgid; front, checks, and lunule on the neck of a fine blue. A variety is described as blackish-grey; head, chin, and neck above blue; wing-coverts brown; quill and tail-feathers black. The first is found in New Holland; the second in Manilla. The female is somewhat different, being brown above, white beneath, and blue round the eyes.

*Vella;* Red-bellied Warbler. Of this species there are four varieties: 1. Blue; belly and rump tawny. 2. Front and rump golden; body beneath blue. 3. Lower part of the back and belly rufous. 4. Back blackish-brown; breast and belly scarlet. Inhabits Guiana, Surinam, and Cayenne.

*Canadensis;* Black-throated Warbler. Above blue, beneath white; throat, quill and tail-feathers black. Is found, in the summer months, in Pennsylvania.

*Carolus;* Carolian Warbler. Above blue, beneath white; wings and tail black. A variety of this species has its head black; quill and middle tail-feathers black, the rest white. It inhabits Pennsylvania; builds a cylindrical nest open at the top, and placed in the forked branches of a tree.
Cyanis. This species is of a fine blue, beneath it is snowy; from the bill to the wings there is a streak of black.

Arundinacea; Reed Wren. Above olive-brown, beneath whitish; lores and orbits whitish-brown; band in the middle of the wings beneath tawny-yellow; tail brown, slightly wedged. This species is found in the rocky places in England; is seven and a half inches long; builds its nest near the ground, with three or four reeds for its supports; and lays four whitish eggs, spotted with olive.

Sibilis; Sybil Warbler. Blackish, beneath white; breast rufous; wings with a white spot. Inhabits Madagascar, and flies very finely.

Sperata; Greenish-brown; beneath and rump rufous-grey; two middle tail-feathers blackish, lateral ones obliquely half tawny-brown. A variety has the chin white, and breast rufous. Inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

Rubecola; Robin-red-breast. Grey; throat and breast ferruginous. The little birds of this name, on account of their near approaches to our dwellings, and their familiarity with man, are, perhaps, the best known of all the feathered race, except such as are kept in domestication. They are capable of enduring the most severe winters in this island; but, at the approach of such inclement feasons, they leave the woods, where they reside in summer, and are willing to acknowledge a kind of dependence upon man. It is remarkable, that a bird which remains in North Britain all the year round should migrate from France during the winter months. Such, however, is the case: in France the red-breast frequents the hedges and dwelling-houses, for a short time, in autumn and spring; but regularly, in the dead of winter, when the hard frost commences, disappears. In his spring visit he makes but a short stay, hastening, as he then is, to enter the forest, that he may there, amidst the spreading leaves, enjoy solitude and love.

The red-breast builds its nest at the foot of some thick shrub, or upon a tuft of grass, able to support it. The materials of which it is composed are oak-leaves, moss, and a bed of feathers within. Sometimes, after the edifice is finished, the bird covers it entirely over with leaves, allowing only a small passage to remain sufficient to admit its body. During the season of nelling and incubation, the male makes the grove resound with his soft and melodious lays. His warbling is soothing and tender, animated occasionally with notes of a louder tone, and sometimes, too, graced with those touching and engaging accents, that seem to express the ardour of his love. In the sweet society of his female, he seems to be wholly absorbed: at the interference of other company, he becomes fretful and enraged; for no stranger is permitted to intermeddle with his joy; even those of his own species he pursues with rage, till he banishes them from the district he has chosen for himself. His love exhibits a strange mixture of jealousy and attachment.

There is no bird more active, none satisfied with a smaller portion of rest, than this bird: he is the first that appears in the woods at the break of day, and the last that retires thither in the evening to enjoy repose. There are two varieties. 1. Chin white; wing-coverts varied with white, black, and rufous; quill and tail feathers black, edged with rufous. 2. Entirely white. The Rubecola species is spread over the whole of Europe, from Norway and Sweden to the Mediterranean.

Troglodytes; Wren. Grey; eye-brows white; wings waved with black and cinerous. Inhabits Europe and Asia. The ancients gave this bird the name of troglodyte, from a fancied resemblance between its manners and those of a race of men who were said to inhabit dens and caves of the earth. There is some difference among naturalists in classifying and distinguishing the tribe of wrens; a circumstance that might be expected in subjects so minute, and so slightly differentiated by nature. The common wren is known from its habitat. It frequents farm-houses and country villages, where it is seen hopping about, full of life and vivacity, even in the midst of winter, expressing, towards evening, its happiness in cheerful and well-toned notes. It appears upon the top of heaps of fire-wood, or by the sides of old walls, whence it disappears in a moment, by making its way into some small hole. It remains not, however, long concealed; but returns to make quick and inconstant movements with its little tail, always raised in an almost perpendicular direction.

The flights of the wrens are very short and expeditious. When flying, it moves its wings with such rapidity, that they become invisible. Its length is about three inches and a half, and its breadth, when the wings are extended, five. The whole plumage is transferrably barred with undulating lines of brown and black; on the belly and lower parts it inclines to grey.

This bird, slender as it is in form, is almost the only one that remains with us during the most severe winter; and it is the only one of the whole feathered creation which continues its warbling in a season in which the universal silence of the woods and groves is interrupted only by the croaking of ravens. During a fall of snow it is still better heard; for then it enters the courts-yards, the door of the stable, or dairy, seeking, among the garbage, for the dead bodies of insects, or their larvæ.

Platensis. Above varied with rufous and black, beneath white; quill and tail feathers barred. Inhabits Buenos Ayres.

Ludovisianna. Rufous-brown; eye-brows, cheeks, and body beneath whitish; quill and tail feathers barred with black and rufous. In this species there is over the eyes a band reaching to the sides of the neck; the cheeks are waved with brown.

Fulva; Brown Wren. Brown, beneath paler; back, wings and tail with blackish bars. Inhabits Surinam. It sings well; the bill and legs are of a yellowish-brown.

Calendula; Ruby-crowned Wren. Greenish-yellow; crown with a ruby line; belly and wings beneath whitish. It inhabits North America. The female is without the ruby vertical line, and varies in having a scarlet tincture on the nape.

Rugulosa; Golden-crowned Wren. Greenish; secondary quill-feathers yellow on the outer edge, and white in the middle; crown orange; bill black; crest orange, (of the female yellow,) each side edged with black; body yellowish-green above, reddish-white beneath; wing-coverts dark-brown, with two transverse white bars; legs yellow. Inhabit every quarter of the globe. This is the smallest British bird, its weight seldom exceeding eighty grains, and its length three inches and three quarters. It migrates from the Shetland islands in winter, but continues in the Orkneys the whole year. Its song is like that of the common wren, but its voice is weaker. It builds a nest nearly of a round form, with a hole in the side, and lays from six to eight eggs. It creets or depresses the creet at pleasure. Though not uncommon, it often escapes observation from the smallness of its size. It is also known by the name of Wren, and is frequently destroyed during the time of incubation; and the nest, with the eggs, left to decay.

Leata; Crested, greenish, beneath whitish; hinder-
head and vent pale yellow; wing-coverts at the edge, and lateral tail feathers at the tip, white. Inhabits Cayenne.

_Trochilus_; Yellow Wren. Dusky green above, yellowish-white beneath; wings and tail brown, and edged with green; eye-brows yellow. Four inches and a half long. Inhabits Europe and America. Frequents wooded and enclosed situations, especially where willows abound. Visits us early in April, and soon begins its usual song, which is short, with little variety. Makes an oval nest, with a small opening near the top, composed of moss and dried grass, and lined with feathers, either in the hollow of a ditch, or in a low bush, close to the ground. The eggs are six or seven, white, and spotted with light rufous. Has often been confounded with the lesser-petit-chat, and the wood-wren.

*Sylvicola_; Wood-wren. Greenish, beneath yellowish; eye-brows yellow; belly and vent gray. Is found in many parts of Europe, and in this country, particularly in the oak-woods of Carmarthen. It builds on the ground a roundish nest, with the entrance near the top; eggs white, sprinkled with ferruginous spots.

_Aestiva_; Yellow-paled Warbler. Olive-green, beneath yellow, and breast with reddish spots; lateral tail-feathers within yellow. A variety has its body above brown. It inhabits Guiana, but in the summer migrates to Canada. Bill and legs black; irides blue.

_Carolinensis_; Carolina Yellow-poll. Olive-green, beneath yellowish; quill and tail-feathers brown, the latter ones edged with yellow. Found in Hudson's Bay.

_Sutoria_; Taylor warbler, or Taylorbird. Entirely yellow, and very small, scarcely exceeding three inches in length. Inhabits India. Its nest is composed of two leaves, the one generally dead, which it fixes at the end of some branch, to the side of a living one, by fewing both together with some kind of gum. (Its bill, serving as a needle,) in the manner of a pouch or purse, and open at the top. Sometimes, instead of a dead and a living leaf, two living ones are sewed together, and, when thus connected, seem rather the work of human art than of an uninstructed animal. After the operation of sewing is finished, the cavity is lined with feathers, and soft vegetable down. The nest and birds are together so very light, that the leaves of the exterior and more slender twigs of the trees are chosen for the purpose; and, thus situated, the brood is completely secured from the depredations of every invader.

_Cappa_; Caffrarian Warbler. Olive; chin and tail ferruginous; eye-brows white. Is found at the Cape of Good Hope.

_Gularis_; Above ferruginous, beneath white; crown and rump cinnereous; area of the wings and lateral tail-feathers yellow, tipt with brown, the middle ones entirely brown.

_Flavicula_; Yellow-tailed Warbler. Olive, beneath white; crown and rump cinnamon; area of the wings and lateral tail-feathers yellow, tipt with brown, the middle ones entirely brown. Inhabits America, and migrates.

_Tsiecantchilla_; Above blackish, beneath ferruginous; head dark brown; nape whitish; collar and oblong spot on the wings white; back black. Inhabits Siberia.

_Melanops_; Bluish-ash, beneath yellow; lores and throat black; eye-brows and three lateral tail-feathers each side white; the outermost black on the exterior edge. There is in this species a white line from the gape through the neck; and the tail is even.

_Hudsonica_; Ruby-brown, beneath whitish; neck beneath with dusky stripes; outer tail-feather white, second white edged with black, third white on the disc. It is about six inches long, and inhabits Hudson's Bay.

**Borhula**; Grey Wagtail. Cinnamon, yellow beneath; first tail-feathers entirely, second, on the inner side, white; bill and legs brown; chin and throat black; wing-coverts brown, and edged with ash; quill-feathers brown, the secondaries white at the base; middle tail-feathers black, and edged with green. This elegant species inhabits Europe, visits us about the latter end of September, and departs in April. It is much in motion, continually floats the tail, fells perches, frequents waters, makes its nest on the ground, and sometimes on the banks of rivulets, and lays from six to eight eggs, of a dirty white, marked with yellow spots.

There is a variety; olive-brown, beneath yellow; lower part of the neck grey, first tail-feathers entirely, second and third on the inner side and tip white. This species is found in Java, and is seven inches long.

_Motia_, in Geography, a river of Sweden, in East Gotland, which runs from the Wetter lake to the Baltic; 22 miles E. of Nordköping.

_Motia ali lazites_. See MotiZaltites.

_Motio_ Acomolo, in Geography, a town on the W. coast of Madagascar; 18 miles S.E. from Cape St. André.

_Motching_, a town of Corea; 18 miles S.W. of Yang-tchen.

_Motchiama_, an island of Africa, in the kingdom of Angola, formed by the river Cuanza; about four or five miles long, and one broad, producing variety of roots and herbs, and breeding plenty of cattle. On this island were formerly settled five or six Portuguese families, who carried on a considerable trade in slaves.

_Motcho_, a town of Corea; 30 miles W. of Leng-Kouang.

_Mote_, a town of the county of Tyrol; 9 miles S. of Tyrol.

_Mote_, Motia is often in our ancient customs, for a meeting, court, or plea.

Of motes, by the Saxons also called gemotes, considered in the sense of assemblies, or courts, there were divers kinds; as coteragemotes, follegemotes, foliagemotes, hunded gemotes, hargemotes, scaldgemotes, &c. See each under its proper article.

_Mote_, Motia, was also used for a fortres or castle; as mota de Windsor, &c.

_Mote_ also denoted a standing water to keep fish in; and sometimes a large ditch encompassing a castle, or dwelling-house.

_Motea_ Cazez, in Geography, a town of Hindooistan, in Guzerat; 45 miles S. of Jugapur.

_Motentio_, Style. See Style.

_Motentius_ is defined by Tinctor in his "Diffinitum Terminorum Mulieres,"—"Cantus mediocri cui verba cujusuis materiae fecit frequentissimae divinis supplicantur." 

_Mottel_, in old _Musical Writers_, terms of the same import as Motetta; perhaps it was the diminutive of moteta.

_Moterana_, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the province of Otranto; 9 miles S.W. of Lecce.

_Mottet_, Fr., Moteto. Ital. formerly signified a fluided composition, enriched with all the beauties of the art; such were the motets of Baldi, regarded at the end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century, at which time they were in the highest favour in all concerts where there was good singing. See Bassart.

At present the name of motet is given to every composition set to Latin words; such as hymns, psalms, or any small portion of scripture in the Romish church. As mot, in French, implies a phrase, or short sentence, so motet implies a verse.
a verse or short period taken from the sacred writings, as the text of what we should call an anthem, and the Germans a sacred cantata. Though a cantata in Italy and elsewhere, generally implies a vocal composition for a single voice, yet there are motets and cantatas in the service of the Romish church, from one to eight parts. As the verse or sentence is usually short, the more frequent repetition of the words is objected to in the construction of motets. (See Cantata.) In the Lutheran church, what the Roman Catholics call motets, and the church of England anthems, are called cantatas.

MOTH, in Zoology, an insect of the winged kind, which is very destructive to different sorts of crops of the garden kind, and other descriptions. See Papilio and Philaena.

Moth, Fuste, an insect which proceeds from a small caterpillar, the body of which is smooth and whitish. It has sixteen legs, does not lodge in the grains of corn, but contrives to fasten several of them together with a web which it spins, and with which it makes itself a dwelling-place. The sheath in which the caterpillar of the false moth usually abides, is generally in the middle of the little heap of grains which it has collected for its food, and which distinguishes it from the caterpillar of the true moth; it can quit this sheath at any time, to eat the grains around it, one after another. It generally attacks several grains at once, and always without order, eating sometimes of one and sometimes of another; so that several are gnawed, when not one is wholly consumed. When these insects are very numerous in a granary, all the grains upon the surface of the corn are linked together by a web, so as to form a crust, which is sometimes three inches thick. This caterpillar turns into chrysalids, or aurelia, in a grain which it has hollowed, or in the sheath of its web, and inflates thence in the month of June, in the form of a butterfly. When a heap of corn is fired, in which there are many caterpillars of the species of this false moth, those insects crawl up the walls; but they soon return to the heap, and by the next day, cover it all over with a new web. In the flate of moth it is grey, has six legs, and they are frequently seen in vast numbers, fluttering about the eaves of the windows of granaries, in the spring and summer, when the weather is very hot. The females lay their eggs upon the heap of wheat, and these eggs produce the caterpillars, or corn-worms, as some call them, which feed on the grain, and envelope it with their filthy web, so as to form over the whole surface a crust that is sometimes three or four inches thick. This entirely spoils the corn within that depth, besides communicating a bad smell to the loft. These worms, or rather caterpillars, for they have sixteen legs, are smooth, whitish, and seldom exceed a quarter, or, at most, a third part of an inch, when at their full growth. Breaking of their webs avails but little, for they are woven again by the next day: for which reason some have been of opinion that it is best to let them enjoy undisturbed the surface of the corn of which they have taken possession. But it should be considered, that three inches are a sixth part, and four inches upwards of a fifth, of any quantity of corn spread eighteen inches deep, which is the medium thickness at which it is laid; and that, independent of the bad smell with which the loft is tainted, this is a very considerable object, though it extend no farther. When this crust is broken, most of the grains which compose it are found either to be gnawed in their inside, or full of live worms, or of aurelia, according to the season; or the empty shells of the caterpillars, if the aurelia have been transformed into moths, are only seen.

Some have asserted that drawing the corn with power-dered lime, so as to form a sort of crust over it, will preserve it from the ravages of these insects: but from an idea that the surface would be spoiled, M. Dulamé did not try this expedient. From various observations and reflections, he was led to suspect that this insect, as it delights in none but very warm places, would not be able to live in the cold air of his ventilating granaries. After collecting the various wormy coats and webs formed by these insects, with their ova, he put them into one of his granaries, which contained seventy-five cubic feet, and was ventilated from time to time during all the winter. Towards the end of May, when the vents of the top of the granary were opened, a prodigious number of moths flew out, which showed that they did not like their situation. On being flung, and remaining in this state some time, afterwards, when emptied, all the moths and worms were dead, and there remained only a thin crust, not above the twelfth part of an inch thick, on the top of the corn, which had so far lost the bad smell it had when put into the granary, that it sold for the current market-price. But not satisfied with this method, he tried the effect of the flame upon another parcel of wheat known to be full of these worms. A heat from 45 to 50 degrees of Reaumur's thermometer (from 115° to 124° of Fahrenheit's) killed them all. This corn was then laid up in a common granary, where it remained two years without being attacked by any of these moths, and even in the third but very few of them appeared. It is therefore concluded that by either of these methods, this insect may be destroyed without injuring the grain in any great degree.

Moth, Field, Tinea campesiris, in Natural History, the name given by M. de Reaumur to a species of insect, which in all respects resembles the moth so destructive of clothes except in its food; as that feeds upon woolen, and makes its nest or covering of that substance; this eats the leaves of trees, and in the same manner makes itself a covering from the fibres and integuments of them.

Their changes are the same with those of the common moth, and performed in the same manner; they only seem to differ in having a more moist food.

M. Reaumur first observed thefe on the leaves of the alfalfa.

This creature for a great part of its life wants no covering, but, like the aphides, making its way through the upper integument of the leaf, it feeds on the parenchyma and juices; at length, when it has eaten away all the substance of the leaf, it bites out a piece from each integument of it, over and under its body, and festoons the edges all round with threads of its own spinning; thus making a complete case or covering, enabling it to bear the open air. This done, it marches from its place to find another leaf to supply it with more nourishment: thus it changes place several times during its life, and as often changes its covering, which requires but a very little time to make anew.

These are small animals of this genus; but there are others which are considerably larger, and which make their coverings of various matters and of different structure; they are usually very rough and rugged, and seem made of any matter that happens to be in the way; some species usually make them of pieces of flint, and particles of chaff, others of small twigs of bushes, others of the dry leaves of the oak, broom, and other plants.

All these animals might have been described as the dependents on the beetle and fly kinds; but as they have this remarkable quality of feeding in the same manner, and making themselves cases of different materials in the manner of the times, or clothes moth, while in the worm-state, and in this state they are much more obvious to the eye than the flies, beetles,
beetles, &c. produced of them, many of which are so small as to escape observation; this accurate author has chosen to describe them together, and in this their imperfect state. He adds an account of another set of animals somewhat allied to them, which he therefore calls the pseudo tima, or false moth. See Pseu-do-tima, and the preceding article.

Moth Mullein. See MULLEIN.

Moth other, that sort of moth which is so injurious to the hop plant. See Hop and Other-Moth.

MÔTHE-I-ÉVAY, FRANÇOIS DELA., in Biography, a learned French writer, born at Paris in 1585, was brought up to the profession of the law, and long occupied the post of substitute to the procureur-general in the parliament of Paris, which he inherited from his father. He was, probably, never pleased with his profession, and at length his attachment to letters induced him to quit the occupation, and he became one of the most considerable scholars of his time. In 1639 he was, on account of his works, admitted a member of the French academy, and appointed to the office of preceptor to the duke of Anjou, afterwards duke of Orleans; historiographer of France, and titular counsellor of state. He was supposed to have a strong disposition to scepticism, and bore with calmness the imputations to which his opinions exposed him: once, when walking in the gallery of the Louvre, he overheard a person whisper to his friend, "there goes a man without religion;" to which he replied, "I have religion enough, friend, to pardon your infidelity." He died in 1672, at the age of eighty-five. He is mentioned by Guy Patin as a Stoic, who would neither praise nor blame, and who followed his own fancies and caprices without regard to the opinions of the world. His draps and usual demeanour so distinguished him from other men, that he was taken, by strangers, to be an alchemist. In the court he lived like a philosopher, immersed in books, simple and regular in his manner of living, and void of ambition and avarice. He was a great writer; one of his works was a "Treatise on the Virtue of Pagans," which was answered by Arnaud, Le Mothe's bookeller complaining that his book did not sell. "I know a secret," said the author, "to quicken the sale," he procured an order from government for its suppression, which was the means of selling the whole edition. His works were collected in two volumes folio, and were afterwards printed in fifteen volumes 12mo. This collection does not include his "Dialogue after the Manner of the Ancients," in which he displayed his scepticism at large: nor his "Hexameron Rustique," Moreni.

MOTHER, MATER, a female, who hath borne, and flands in the relation of parent to another.

Thus Eve is called our common mother; Cybele, among the ancients, was the mother of the gods.

MOTHER, Queen, signifies the name with what we otherwise call queen dowager.

We meet with empresses on medals and inscriptions, with the title of mother of the camp, mother of the l-nate, mother of the country; mater femina, mater coelorum, mater patriae, &c.

MOTHER OF GOD, is an attribute commonly given to the blessed Virgin. It had its origin from the Greeks, who first called her Theotokos; in imitation of whom some Latins began to call her Deipara, Dei genitrix. The council of Ephesus first gave a sanction to the appellation; but the fifth of Constantinople decreed, that the Virgin should always be thus called. This gave rise to terrible disputes: Anatolius, a presbyter of Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople, first affected, in a sermon, that the Virgin was by no means to be called Theotokos; upon which words, a great tumult arising, Nectarius took his presbyter's part, and taught the same doctrine.

MOTHER-Tongue is properly an original language, from which others are formed.

Of mother-tongues, Scaliger reckons ten in Europe; viz., the Greek, Latin, Teutonic or German, Slavonic, Etruscan, Scythian, or European Tartar, Hungarian, Cantabrian, Irish, and British.

MOTHER-Churches, are those which have founded or erected others. See PARISH.

In beneficary matters they say, it is not lawful for a man to enjoy, at the same time, both the mother and the daughter: meaning, that the son-law does not allow an abbey, and the benefices depending thereon, to be held by the same person.

MOTHER, Fits of the. See Hystera.

MOTHER-Water, in Chemistry, a name given to the solution of cryftalline salt, after no more cryftals will form in it without more of the water being evaporated. It will be easy to conceive, that when the cryftallization of a salt has gone on till the abstraction of the water for the salt is equal to the abstraction by which the cryftals are formed, that the procefs will stop. The affinity of cryftallization may be increased, and more cryftals may be formed, either by evaporating an additional quantity of water, or by expoying the mother-water to a lower temperature.

MOTHER of Nitre. See NITRE.

MOTHER-Thu-me, in Botany. See Thyme.

MOTHER-Wort, Cardiaea. See Leonurus.

Mother-wort has been used as an ingredient in some of the compound waters, intended against hysteric complaints; and the country people frequently make an infusion of it in the manner of tea, for the fame purpoze. It is also faid to be good in flatulenties and colics, to give great relief in epileptic fits, and to destroy worms. It promotes urine and the menes; but its power this way is greatly inferior to that of penny-royal.

The name cardiaea, improperly given to this plant, has led many into an opinion of its being a cordial; but experience does not shew any such thing.

MOTHER Of VITRIOL. See VITRIOL.

Mother Carey's chickens, a name given by the English sailors to birds which they suppose to be the forerunners of a storm. See Procellaria gigantea.

MOTHER Banks, in Geography, a bank in the Channel, between the isle of Wight and the coast of Hampshire, with from three to eight fathom water. N. lat. 50° 41'. W. long. 1°.

MOTHER Kilts, a river of the slate of Delaware, in Kent county, which runs into Delaware bay. N. lat. 39° 5'. W. long. 75° 30'.

MOTHER and Daughters, three remarkable hills on the coast of New Britain, in the Pacific ocean, situated W. of Cape Paliher.

MOT'I, a town of Persia, in the province of Segellan; 60 miles N. of Zareng.—Also a town of the island of Sardinia; 27 miles E. S.E. of Saffari. N. lat. 40° 42'. E. long. 9° 20'.

MOTIERS, a town of the Helvetian republic in the principality of Neufchatel, the seat of a court of justice; 13 miles S.W. of Neufchatel.

MOTIKLEI, a gulf of Russia, in the sea of Ochotkoi, between cape Dyuguikoi and the continent, about 40 miles long, and from 12 to 16 broad. N. lat. 59° 20' to 59° 36'. E. long. 147° 34' to 149° 14'.
MOTION, a town of Mexico, in the province of Mexico, situated on the foot of a mountain; 50 miles E.S.E. of Colima.

MOTION, primarily so called, or Local Motion, is a continued and successive change of place; or that state of a body, by which it corresponds successively to several different places; or the passage of the whole substance without separate parts.

Or, motion may be concisely defined as the change of rectilinear distance between two points.

In this sense the doctrine and laws of motion make the subject of mechanics, or statics. One of the ancient philosophers, in addressing a description of motion, is said to have walked across the room, and to have replied, you see it, but what is it I cannot tell you.

The ancient philosophers considered motion in a more general and extensive manner: they defined it, a passage out of one state, into another; and thus made the kinds of motion.

Some of the later schoolmen reduce these kinds of motion to four: the first is general, including any passage from one state to another; under which kind come creation, production, and mutation. The second is a puffsage of something already existing from one state to another; and thus generation is a motion. The third is a successive passage of something already existing from one term to another; and thus alteration and accretion are species of motion. The last is latum, or local motion; and thus walking is motion.

But the latest philosophers deny any other species besides local motion; and reduce all the above mentioned to this one. So that we have here only to do with latum, or local motion; of which the rest are only so many different determinations or effects.

Physical writers, both ancient and modern, have ever been perplexed about the nature and definition of local motion. The Peripatetics define it hy, Actus exitus in potentia, prole in potentia, Arist. 3. Phy. cap. 3. but this notion seems too abstract and metaphysical for our days, and is of no use in explaining the properties of motion.

The Epicureans explain motion by the migration of a body, or a part of a body from one place to another; on which definition the later Epicureans refine, and call it, the migration or passage of a body from space to space; thus substituting the word place, for that of space.

The Cartesians define motion, a passage or removal of one part of matter out of the neighborhood of other parts immediately contiguous to it, into the neighborhood of others which definition agrees, in effect, with that of the Epicureans: all the difference between them consisting in this; that what the one call body and place, the other call matter and contiguous parts.

Herein, and other late writers after him, define motion, more accurately and fully, the successive passage of a body from one place to another, in a determinate time, by becoming successively contiguous to the parts of the intermediate space.

Motion, then, is agreed to be the translation of a body from one place to another; but authors differ much when they come to explain in what this translation consists. And hence their divisions of motion become exceedingly precarious. Aristotel and the Peripatetics, divide all motion into natural and violent: the first is that which has its principle, or moving force, within the moving body. Such is that of a stone falling towards the centre of the earth. The second is that which principle is without, and against which the moving body makes a resistance. Such is that of a stone thrown upwards.

The moderns generally divide motion into absolute and relative. Absolute motion is the change of absolute place, in any moving body; whose celerity, therefore, will be measured by the quantity of absolute space which the moveable body runs through. Relative motion is a motion of the relative or vulgar place of the moving body; and has its celerity estimated by the quantity of relative space run through.

Others divide motion into proper, and improper, or foreign. Proper motion is a removal out of one proper place into another, which thus becomes proper, as being possessed by this body alone, in exclusion of all others. Such is the motion of a wheel in a clock. Improper, extraneous, foreign, or common motion, is the passage of a body out of one common place into another common place. Such is that of a clock when moving in a ship, &c.

The reason of all this diversity seems to arise from the not attending to the different meanings of the words, but confining all in one definition and division; which we should rather have distinguished into several parts.

Some, e.g. in their definitions of motion, consider the moving body, not as it regards the adjacent bodies, but as it regards immovable and infinite space. Others, again, consider the moving body, not as it regards infinite space, but as it regards other bodies very remote.

And others, stillly, consider the moving body, not as it regards remote bodies, but that surface only to which it is contiguous.

But these various meanings being once settled, the dispute is terminated. For, as every thing that moves may be considered in these several manners; there hence arise three several kinds of motions; of these, that which regards the parts of infinite immovable space, without consideration of the circumambient bodies, may be called absolutely and truly proper motion.

That which regards circumambient bodies very remote, which may themselves possibly be removed, we call relatively common motion.

The last, which regards the surfaces of the next contiguous bodies, as much as it may admit both absolute and common motion, we call relatively proper motion.

Motions, Absolutely and truly proper, then, is the application of a body to different parts of infinite and immovable space.

This alone is proper and absolute motion, being always generated and changed by forces impressed on the moving body itself, and by those only; and being to which the real forces of all bodies to put others in motion by impulse are owing, and to which those motions are proportioned.

But this motion we cannot investigate or determine accurately; nor can we distinguish, when two bodies are impressed on each other, in which of the two (e.g. that which appears to move the more swiftly), or the other, which appears to move the more slowly, and perhaps even to be at rest) the real motion, and, consequently, the real force whereas the impulse arose, is placed; nor being able to determine whether the centre of gravity of the whole system (which is but a point in infinite space) is itself at rest, or in motion.

Motion, relatively common, is a change of the situation of a body with respect to other remote circumambient bodies; and this is the motion we speak of, when we say, that men, cities, and the earth itself move round the sun. This is also the motion we mean, when we estimate the quantity of motion, and the force any body has to impel another.
another. For instance, if a wooden sphere, filled with lead, to make it the heavier, be dropped from the hand; we are accustomed to estimate the quantity of motion, and the force which the sphere has to impel another, by the celerity of the sphere, and the weight of the incli led lead; and that truly with regard to the force itself, and the effect of it, as it falls under our senses. But whether the real power or motion be in the sphere which appears to strike, or in the earth which appears to be struck, that, as has been observed above, we cannot determine.

Motion, relatively proper, is the successe application of a body to the different parts of the contiguous bodies.

And this is the motion usually understood in physical disputes about the nature of particular things; as when we say, that heat, found, fluidity, &c. consist in motion. This must be added, however, that by successe application of a body, it s whole surface, taken together, must be conceived successe applied to different parts of the contiguous bodies.

From these several definitions of motion arise as many definitions of place: for when we speak of motion (or rest) truly and absolutely proper, that place is that part of inanimate and immovable space which the body fills. When of motion relatively common; then place is a part of any space or moveable dimension. When of motion relatively proper (which is really very improper) place is then the surface of the next adjacent bodies, or moveable spaces.

The definition of rest is pretty well agreed on; but whether rest be a mere privation of motion, or any thing positive, is warmly disputed. Malebranche, and others, maintain the former side of the question; Cartes, and others, the latter. These last contend, that a body at rest has no power to perferv in that rest, nor to retifie any bodies that would destroy it; and that motion may as well be called a cessation of rest, as rest of motion.

The main argument urged by the former is this: suppose a globe at rest, and suppose God cease to will its rest; what will be the consequence? it will rest still. Let it be in motion, and let God cease to will its motion; what will be the consequence? it will cease to move; that is, it will be at rest; because the power whereby a body in motion perferves in that state, is the positive will of God; that whereby the quiescent body perferves is only his privative will.

But this is a petitio principii: for the force or conatus by which bodies, whether moving or quiescent, perferv in those states, is the mere inactivity of matter; and, therefore, were it possible for God not to will any thing, a body already in motion would move for ever; as a body at rest would rest for ever. To this inactivity of matter it is owing, that all bodies rest, according to their quantities of matter; and that any body striking another with any given velocity, will move in the same proportion which its density, or quantity of matter, has to the density, or quantity of matter, of the other.

For want of a precise definition of the term motion, many authors have fallen into confusion. Says Dr. Young, (Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy, &c. vol. i.) with respect to absolute and relative motion. The definition of motion given, at the commencement of this article, as the change of rectilinear distance between two points, appears to be the definition of what is commonly called relative motion: but, on a strict examination, it will be found that what is usually called absolute motion is merely relative to some space, which is without motion, merely in our imagination. The space which we call quiescent is, in general, the earth's surface, but astronomy teaches us, that every point of the earth's surface is perpetually in motion. Moreover, when we assert, that a body is absolutely at rest, we only mean to compare it with some large space in which it is contained; for that any body exists that is absolutely at rest, in an strict a sense as an absolutely straight line may be conceived to exist, no one can positively affirm; and if such a quiescent body did exist, we have no criterion by which it could be distinguished. Supposing a ship to move at the rate of three miles in an hour, and a person on board to walk, or to be drawn towards the stern at the same rate, he would be relatively in motion, with respect to the ship, yet we might very properly consider him as absolutely at rest; but he would, on a more extended view, be at rest only in relation to the earth's surface; for he would still be revolving round the axis of the earth, and with the earth round the sun, and with the sun and the whole solar sytem, he would be slowly moving among the starry worlds which surround them. Now, with respect to any effects within the ship, all the subefquent relations are of no consequence, and the change of his rectilinear distance from the various parts of the ship is the whole that needs to be considered in determining these effects. In the same manner, if the ship appears, by comparison with the water only, to be moving through it with the velocity of three miles an hour, and the water be moving at the same time in a contrary direction at the same rate, in consequence of a tide or current, the ship will be at rest with regard to the shore, but the mutual actions of the ship and the water will be the same as if the water were actually at rest, and there was no motion. It is not sufficient, as our author proceeds, to observe the increase or decrease of distance of a moving point from another single point only; we must compare its successe situations with many other points surrounding it; and for this purpose, those points must be at rest among themselves, in order to be considered as belonging to a quiescent space or surface: which may be defined as a space or surface, of which all the points remain always at equal distances from each other, without any external influence. In this sense, we must call the deck of the ship a quiescent surface, whether the ship be at anchor or under sail; but we must not consider a surface revolving round a centre as a quiescent surface; for no such motion can exist without the influence of a centripetal force, which renders it improper for determining the affections of a moving body.

Motion has ever been esteemed a species of quantity; and its quantum, or greatness, which we otherwise call its momentum, is estimated partly from the length of the line which the moving body describes (as if a body pafs over a line of a hundred feet the quantity of its motion is greater than if it pafs over only ten feet), and partly from the quantity of the matter moved together, or at the same time; i.e. not from the bulk or extension of the body, but from its mass or weight; the air, and other subtile matters, with which the pores are filled, not entering into the account; as if a body of two cubic feet ran over a line of a hundred feet, the quantity of its motion is greater than that of a body of one cubic foot describing the same line; for whatever motion one whole has, that is had in one-half of the other; and the motion of the whole is the sum of the motion of all its parts. (See Force). Hence it follows, that for two unequal bodies to have equal motions or momentums, the lines which they pafs over must be in a reciprocall proportion of their masses or weights: i.e. if any body have three times the quantity of matter that another has, the line that it runs over must be one-third of the line run over by the other. If two bodies, then, fastened to the two extremities of a balance or lever, have their mass...
in reciprocal ratio of their distances from the fixed point, whence they are moved, they must describe lines in a reciprocal ratio of these distances.

For instance, if the body $A$, (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 1.) has three times the mass or weight of $B$, and each be fastened to the extremes of the lever $AB$, whose fulcrum or fixed point is $C$, in such manner as that the distance $BC$ is thrice the distance $CA$, the lever cannot incline either way, but the space which the body $B$ moves, $BE$, will be thrice the space $AD$, which the greater movers: so that their motions will be equal. Nor is there any reason why the body $A$, tending downwards, and $B$, tending downwards likewise, with the same four degrees of motion, should raise the body $B$, rather than $B$, or any body $B$, tending downwards likewise, with the same four degrees of motion, should raise the body $A$: they will therefore be in equilibrium. On which foundation depends the whole doctrine of mechanics.

Hence that great proverb of Archimedes, with any given power, how small soever, to raise any weight given, how great soever. For by increasing the distance $CB$ infinitely, the power of the body $B$ will be increased infinitely.

It is allowed on all hands, that motion is no essential attribute of matter; and hence ariseth a dispute about its production, and to what cause its continuation is owing.

**Motion, for the general Laws of, see Laws of Nature.**

**Motion, Quantity of, whether always the same?** The Cartesianists maintain, that the Creator at the beginning imposed a certain quantity of motion on bodies, and that under such laws, as that no part of it should be lost, but the fame portion of motion should be constantly preferred in matter: and hence they conclude, that if any moving body strike on any other body, the former loses no more of its motion than it communicates to the latter.

This principle sir Isaac Newton overturns in the following words: *From the various compositions of two motions, it is manifest there is not always the same quantity of motion in the world, for if two balls, joined together by a slender wire, revolve with an uniform motion about their common centre of gravity, and at the same time that centre is carried uniformly in a right line drawn in the plane of their circular motion, the sum of the motions of the two balls as often as they are in a right line, drawn from their common centre of gravity, will be greater than the sum of their motions when they are in a line perpendicular to that other. Whence it appears, that motion may be both generated and lost. But by reason of the tenacity of fluid bodies, and the friction of their parts, with the weakness of the elastic power in solid bodies, nature seems to incline rather to the deduction than the production of motion; and in reality, motion becomes continually less and less.

And for bodies which are either so perfectly hard, or so soft, as to have no elastic power, will not rebound from each other: their impenetrability will only stop their motion. And if two such bodies, equal to each other, be carried with equal, but opposite motions, so as to meet in a void space, by the laws of motion they must stop in the very place of concourse, lose all their motion, and be at rest for ever; unless they have an elastic power to give them a new motion. If they have elasticity enough to enable them to rebound with $\frac{1}{4}$, or $\frac{2}{4}$, or $\frac{3}{4}$, of the force wherewith they meet, they will lose $\frac{2}{4}$, or $\frac{3}{4}$, or $\frac{4}{4}$, of their motion. And this is confirmed by experiment: for if two equal pendulums be let fall from equal heights, so as to strike full on each other; if these pendulums be of lead, or of soft clay, they will lose all, or almost all their motion; and if they be of any elastic matter, they will only retain so much motion as they receive from their elastic power." If it be asked, how it happens, that motion being thus continually lost, should be continually renewed again; the same author adds, that it is renewed from some active principles, "such as the cause of gravity, whereby the planets and comets preserve their motions in their orbits, and all bodies acquire a great degree of motion in falling; and the cause of fermentation, whereby the heart and blood of animals preserve a perpetual warmth and motion; the inner parts of the earth are kept continually warmed; many bodies burn and shine; and the sun himself burns and shines, and with his light warms and cheers all things": (as also from the cause of elasticity, by which bodies restore themselves into their former figures,)

"for we find but little motion in the world, except what plainly flows, either from these active principles, or from the command of the will." The preservation of the same quantity of motion in the universe, was a principle laid down universally by Des Cartes; but has been found false, and holds true only in the same direction, which is thus expressed by sir Isaac Newton: *the quantity of motion, which is collected by taking the sum of the motions directed towards the same parts, and the difference of those that are directed to contrary parts, suffer no change from the action of bodies among themselves.* Newt. Princip. lib i. See Collision.

Some philosophers, after Des Cartes, have supposed the preservation of the same force or vis viva. See the articles Force and Vis Viva.

But this holds only in elastic bodies, when there is a shock; and hence those philosophers have been led to maintain, that all bodies were elastic, at least in their elements, and that an inelastic body was impossible, being repugnant to the law of continuity. See Continuity.

**Motion, As to the continuation of, or the cause why a body once in motion comes to perserve in it**: this has been extremely controverted among physical writers; and yet it follows very evidently, from one of the grand laws of nature; *viz.* that all bodies perserve in their present state, whether of rest or motion, unless disturbed by some foreign powers. Motion, therefore, once begun, would be continued in infinitum, were it to meet with no interruption from external causes; as the power of gravity, the resistance of friction, &c. So that Aristotle's principle, every thing in motion affects rest, is groundless. Nor has the communication of motion, or the manner how a moving body comes to affect another at rest, or how much of its motion is communicated by the first to the last, been less disputed. See the laws of it under the words Collision and Pervusion.

**Motion, we have observed, is the subject of mechanics**; and mechanics is the basis of all natural philosophy, which hence becomes denominated mechanical.

In effect, all the phenomena of nature, all the changes that happen in the system of bodies, are owing to motion; and are directed according to its laws.

Hence, the modern philosophers have applied themselves with peculiar ardor to the consider of the doctrine of motion; to investigate the properties, laws, &c. of it; by observation, experiment, and the use of geometry. And to this we owe the great advantages of the modern philosophy above that of the ancients; who were extremely regardless of motion; notwithstanding that they seemed to sensible of its importance, that they defined nature by the first principle of motion; and rest of the falseness in which it is.

Among all the ancients there is nothing extant on motion, excepting some things in Archimedes's book, "De Equi-ponderantibus." To Galileo a great part of the doctrine of motion is owing; he first discovered the general laws of motion, and particularly of the defect of heavy bodies, both
both at liberty and on inclined planes; the laws of the motion of projectiles; the vibrations of pendulums, and stretched chords, with the theory of refractions, &c. which were things of which the ancients had little notion.

His disciple, Torricelli, polished and improved the discoveries of his master; and added to them divers experiments concerning the force of percussion, and the equilibrium of fluids. M. Huygens improved very considerably on the doctrine of the pendulum; and both he and Descartes on the force of percussion. Lastly, Newton, Leibnitz, Varignon, Mariotte, &c. have brought the doctrine of motion still much nearer to perfection.

The general laws of motion were first brought into a system, and analytically demonstrated together, by Dr. Wallis, Sir Christopher Wren, and M. Huygens, all of which at the same time: the first in bodies not elastic, and the two last in elastic bodies. Lastly, the whole doctrine of motion, including all the discoveries both of the ancients and moderns on that head, was given by Dr. Wallis in his "Mechanics, five de Mou;" published in 1670. See Mechanics.

Motion may be considered either as equal, and uniform; or as accelerated, and retarded. Equable motion, again, may be considered either as simple, or as compound; and compound motion either as retilinear, or as curvilinear.

And all these, again, may be considered either with regard to themselves, or with regard to the manner of their production, and communication, by percussion, &c.

Motion, Equable, is that in which the moving body proceeds with the same instantaneous velocity.

The laws of equal motion are as follow: the reader being only to observe, by the way, that mass, or quantity of matter, is expressed by M; momentum, or the quantity of motion or impetus, by T; time, or the duration of motion, by T; velocity, or its swiftness, by V; and space, or the line it describes, by S.

Thus, if the space be s, and the time = t; the velocity will be expressed by \( \frac{s}{t} \). And if the velocity = v, and the mass = m; the momentum will likewise be \( mv \).

Motion, Laws of uniform or equable. 1. The velocities \( V \) and \( v \) of two bodies, moving equably, are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the spaces \( S \) and \( s \), and the reciprocal ratio of the times \( T \) and \( t \).

\[
V = \frac{S}{T}, \quad v = \frac{s}{t}.
\]

Therefore, \( V : v = \frac{S}{T} : \frac{s}{t} = \frac{sT}{t} \).

And \( V + v = \frac{S + s}{T + t} \); consequently \( V + v = \frac{S + s}{T + t} \).

Thus, and the following theorems, may be illustrated in numbers; thus: suppose a body \( A \), whose mass is \( 7 \); that is 7 pounds, in the time of 2 seconds, paffes over a space of 12 feet; and another body \( B \), whose mass is \( 5 \), in the time of 8 seconds, paffes over a space of 16 feet: we shall then have \( M = 7 \), \( T = 5 \), \( S = 12 \), \( m = 5 \), \( t = 8 \), \( s = 16 \). And therefore \( V = 2 \), \( v = 1 \). The case then will stand thus:

\[
V + v = \frac{S + s}{T + t} = \frac{12 + 8}{16 + 3} = \frac{20}{19} = 2.
\]

Hence, if \( V = v \), then \( S = t \); therefore \( S : t = T : t \). That is, if two bodies move equably, and with the same velocities, their spaces are as the times.

The corollaries may be illustrated by numbers, in like manner as the theorems. Thus, suppose \( S = 12 \), \( T = 6 \), \( t = 8 \), \( t = 4 \). Then will \( V = \frac{12}{6} = 2 \), and \( v = \frac{8}{4} = 2 \).

Consequently \( V \) being = \( v \),

\[
S : t :: T : t.
\]

If \( T = t \), \( V = v \), and \( s = S \), then will \( S = s \); and for the bodies, moving equably, will describe equal spaces in equal times.

2. The spaces \( S \) and \( s \), over which two bodies pass, are in a ratio compounded of the ratio of the times \( T \) and \( t \), and of the velocities \( V \) and \( v \).

For \( V : v = \frac{sT}{t} \)

Therefore \( V : v = \frac{S}{T} \).

And \( S : t :: V : v \).

In numbers, \( 12 : 16 :: 4 \times 3 = 2 \times 8 \).

Thus, if \( S = 12 \), \( V = 4 \), and \( s = 8 \), then \( S = 8 \); and for the bodies, moving equably, will on the forces of their times.

Hence, if \( S = 12 \), \( V = 4 \), and \( s = 8 \), then \( S = 8 \); and for the bodies, moving equably, will describe equal spaces in equal times.

That is, if two bodies, moving equably, describe equal spaces, their velocities will be in a reciprocal ratio of their times. In numbers, if we suppose \( S = 12 \), \( v = 3 \), \( T = 4 \), the velocities \( V \) and \( v \).

Thus, if \( t = T \), then \( V = v \); and therefore \( V : v = \frac{sT}{t} = \frac{S}{T} \).

And therefore \( S = \frac{V}{t} \).

3. The matter, or quantities of motion, of two bodies, moving equably, \( I \) and \( i \), are in a ratio compounded of the velocities \( V \) and \( v \), and the masses or quantities of matter \( M \) and \( m \).

For \( I = VM \), and \( i = vm \); therefore \( I : i = VM : vm \); that is, the ratio of \( I \) to \( i \) is compounded of the ratio of \( V \) to \( v \), and of \( M \) to \( m \).

Thus, if \( I = i \), then \( V = m \); and therefore \( V : v = m : M \). That is, if the momenta of two bodies, moving equably, be equal; the velocities will be in a reciprocal ratio of their masses.

And therefore if \( M = m \), \( V = v \); that is, if the momenta and masses of two moving bodies be equal, their velocities are also equal.

4. The velocities \( V \) and \( v \) of two bodies, moving equably, are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of their momenta \( I \) and \( i \), and the reciprocal one of their masses \( M \) and \( m \).

Since \( I = i :: VM : vm \)

Then \( i = vm \).

Therefore \( V = i = v \).

In numbers, \( 4 : 2 :: 28 : 8 = 10 : 7 = 4 : 1 = 2 \).

Hence, if \( V = v \), then \( I = i \); and therefore \( I = M = m \); that is, if two bodies move equably, and with the same velocity, their momenta will be in the same ratio with their masses. If \( M = m \), \( I = i \); and therefore \( I = i = \frac{M}{m} \).

5. In an equable motion, the masses of the bodies \( M \) and \( m \) are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the
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their momenta, and the reciprocal ratio of their velocities $V$ and $v$.

For since $i : : VM : : v m$

$\therefore M : m = i : : i V M$

In numbers, $7 : 5 : 28 \times 2 : 10 \times 4 : 7 \times 1 : 5 : 1 : 7 : 5$.

If $M = m$, then will $i = V = i V$; and therefore $i : : i V$. That is, if two bodies, moving equally, have their masses equal, their momenta will be as their velocities.

In numbers, suppose $i = 12$, $i = 8$, $M = 4$, $m = 4$; then will $V = \frac{12}{4} = 3$, and $v = \frac{8}{4} = 2$.

Therefore $i : : i V : : 12 : 8 :: 3 : 2$.

6. In an equal motion, the momenta $i$ and $i$ are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratios of the masses $M$ and $m$, and the spaces $S$ and $s$, and the reciprocal ratio of the times $T$ and $t$.

For because $V : : S t : : i T$ and $i : : i V M : : v m ; m$.

Therefore $V : : i V M S T : : v M s T$.

And $i : : M s T : : m s T$.

Hence, if $i = i$, then will $M s T = m s T$; and therefore $M : m = s T : s T$; $S : : m : T : : M t$; and $T : : T : = M s T : : m s T$; that is, if two bodies, moving equally, have their momenta equal, 1. Their mases are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratios of the times, and the reciprocal one of their spaces.

2. Their spaces are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the times, and the reciprocal one of their momenta.

3. Their times are in a ratio compounded of their momenta, and their spaces.

Farther, if $M = m$, then will $i T = S t$; and therefore $S : : i T : : i t$; i. e., if two bodies, moving equally, have their momenta and their masses equal, their spaces are as their times.

Again, if $T = t$, then will $S = s$. The two moving bodies, therefore, whose mases and momenta are equal, describe equal spaces in equal times.

If befole $i = i$, $S = s$, then will $M = M t$; and therefore $M : m = i T : i t$; that is, if two moving bodies, whose momenta are equal, pass over equal spaces, their mases are proportionable to their times.

Farther, if $T = t$, then will $M = m$; and therefore bodies, whose momenta are equal, and which, moving equally, describe equal spaces in equal times, have their mases equal.

If besides $i = i$, $T = t$, then will $M s = m s$; and therefore $S : : m : T$; $M s$; and $i T : = i t$; that is, if two bodies, moving equally, describe over equal spaces in equal times, then their mases will be in a ratio compounded of the mases and the spaces.

7. In an equal motion, the spaces $S$ and $s$ are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratios of the momenta $i$ and $i$, and times $T$ and $t$, and the reciprocal one of the mases $M$ and $m$.

For because $i : : M s T : : m s T$,

$\therefore M : m = i T M s T i$.

Wherefore $S : : i T m : : i M s$.

In numbers, $12 : 16 :: 3 \times 28 \times 5 : 8 \times 10 \times 7 : 3 \times 4 :: 12 : 16$.

Hence, if $S = i$, $i T M = i M$; and therefore $i ; i$.

If two bodies, therefore, move equally over equal spaces, 1. Their momenta will be in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the mases, and the reciprocal one of the times. 2. Their mases will be in a ratio compounded of the momenta, and the times. 3. The times will be in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the mase, and the reciprocal one of the momenta.

If besides $S = s$, $M = m$; then will $i T = i t$; and therefore $i : : i t : : T$. That is, bodies whose mases are equal, have their momenta reciprocally proportionable to the times in which they move over equal spaces.

If besides $S = s$, $T = t$, then will $i M = i m$; and therefore two bodies, moving equally, and through equal spaces in equal times, have their momenta proportionable to their mases.

8. Two bodies, moving equally, have their momenta $M$ and $m$, in a ratio compounded of the direct ratios of the momenta $i$ and $i$, and the times $T$ and $t$, and the reciprocal one of the spaces $S$ and $s$.

For because $i : : M S T : : m s T$, $i = M s T = i M s$.

Wherefore $M : m = i T s : : i S$.

In numbers, $7 ; 5 :: 3 \times 28 \times 16 : 8 \times 10 \times 12 :: 3 \times 7 ; 2 \times 1 \times 10 \times 3 :: 7 : 5$.

Hence, if $M = m$, then will $i T S = i S t$; and therefore $i : : i S T : : S = i T S t$; $i T : = i T : = i S t$; $i S$.

That is, in two moving bodies, whose mases are equal;

1. The momenta are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the spaces, and the reciprocal one of the times.

2. The spaces are in a ratio compounded of the momenta and the times.

3. The times are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the spaces, and the reciprocal one of the momenta.

If besides $S = s$, $T = t$, then will $i S = i t$; and therefore $i : : i S : : s$. That is, the momenta of two bodies, whose mases are equal, are proportionable to the spaces passed over in equal times.

9. In equal motions, the times $T$ and $t$ are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratios of the mases $M$ and $m$, and the spaces $S$ and $s$, and the reciprocal one of the momenta $i$ and $i$.

For because $i : : M S T : : m s T$, $i = M s T = i M S t$.

Wherefore $T = i T S : : i M S = i M S t$.

Hence, if $T = t$, $i s M = i m s$, and therefore $i : : i T s : : m S : : m s T ; M m s ; i T ; i s S ; M i t ; S i M$. That is, if two bodies, moving equally, describe equal spaces in equal times; 1. Their momenta will be in a ratio compounded of the mases and the spaces.

2. Their mases will be in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the momenta, and the reciprocal one of the spaces.

3. The spaces will be in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of the momenta, and the reciprocal one of the mases.

MOTION, Accelerated, is that which continually receives fresh accessions of velocity. It is said to be uniformly accelerated, when in equal times its accessions of velocity are equal.

MOTION, Retardated, is that whose velocity continually decreases. It is said to be uniformly retarded, when its decrease is continually proportionable to the time.

MOTION, Laws of, uniformly accelerated and retarded. It is an axiom, that a body once at rest will never move, unless some other body put it in motion; and when once in motion, it will continue for ever to move with the same velocity, and in the same direction, unless it be forced from its state by some other cause. This is evident from that fundamental axiom in philosophy, that nothing happens without a sufficient cause.

It follows, that a body, moved by one only impulsive, must proceed
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10. If the action and reaction of two (unelastic) bodies be equal, there will be no motion ensuing; but the bodies, after colliding, will remain at rest, by each other.

11. If a body move with an uniform accelerated velocity, the spaces will be in a duplicate ratio of the times.

For, let the velocity acquired in the time $t$ be $v$, then will the velocity acquired in the time $2t = 2v$, in the time $3t = 3v$, &c. and the spaces corresponding to those times, $t, 2t, 3t$, &c. will be as $v^2, 4v^2, 9v^2$, &c. The spaces therefore are as $1, 4, 9$, &c. and the times as $1, 2, 3$, &c. that is, the spaces are in a duplicate ratio of the times. Hence, in a motion uniformly accelerated, the times are in a subduplicate ratio of the spaces.

12. The spaces passed over by a body uniformly accelerated, in equal times, according to the unequal numbers $1, 3, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1$.

For, if the times wherein a moving body, equally accelerated, proceeds, be as $1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c.$ the space passed over in one moment will be as $1$, in 2 moments as $4$, in 3 as $9$, in 4 as $16$, in 5 as $25$, &c. (Law 11). If, therefore, you subtract the space passed over in one moment, viz. $1$, from that passed over in two moments, viz. $4$, there will remain the space corresponding to the second moment, viz. $3$. In the same manner may be found the space passed over in the third moment, $9 - 4 = 5$. The space corresponding to the fourth moment, $16 - 9 = 7$; and so of the rest. The space of the first moment, therefore, is as 1, that of the second as 3, that of the third as 5, of the fourth as 7, of the fifth as 9, &c. Therefore the spaces passed over by a body, moving with an uniformly accelerated motion in equal times, increase according to the unequal numbers, $1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.$

13. The spaces passed over by a body equally accelerated are in a duplicate ratio of the velocities.

For, supposing the velocities to be $V$ and $v$, the times $T$ and $t$, and the spaces $S$ and $s$; then will $V : v :: T : t$. Wherefore, since $S : T = V : v$ (Law 10.), $S : s = V : v$.

Wherefore, in a motion uniformly accelerated, the velocities are in a subduplicate ratio of the spaces.

14. Heavy bodies descend with an uniformly accelerated motion, in a medium void of resistance, if the spaces be not very great. For, since heavy bodies descend with an accelerated velocity, the power of gravity mult continually impel them. But the power of gravity is found the same at all distances from the earth where the experiment can be made. Therefore heavy bodies must be driven downwards in the same manner in equal times. If then, in the first moment of time, they be impelled with the velocity $v$, they will be impelled with the same velocity $v$ in the second moment, and with the same in the third, fourth, &c. moments. Now the medium being suppos'd void of all resistance (by Hypoth.) they will still retain the velocity they acquire; and by reason of their equal fresh acquisitions every minute, they will descend with a motion uniformly accelerated.

Hence, the spaces of descent are in a duplicate ratio of their times, and also of their velocities, and the inerease according to the unequal numbers $1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.$.

The times, and likewise the velocities, are in a subduplicate ratio of the spaces. See the laws of accelerated motion, otherwise illustrated and evinced under Acceleration, and Laws of the Descent of Bodies.

15. If a heavy body fall through a medium void of resistance, and from a height not very great, the space it passes over is the subduplicate of that which it would pass over by an uniform motion in the same time, with the time in which it has acquired at the end of its fall.

For, let the right line $AB$ (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 2.) represent the whole time of a heavy body's descent; and let this be divided into any number of equal parts; and the spaces $PM, QM, RM, &c.$ be drawn the right lines $P, Q, R, &c.$ which may be as the velocities acquired, in those times, in the descent. Since then $AP : AQ : AS : A$ $P : Q : R : A S : P : S : H$, &c. (Ex. VI. 1.) If then the altitude of the triangle $ABC$ is conceived to be divided into equal parts infinitely small, the motion being uniform in a moment of time infinitely small; the little area $AP \times PM$ may be considered as the space passed over in the little moment of time $P$. Therefore the space passed over in the time $AB$, will be as the sum of all the little areas, i.e. as the triangle $ABC$. But the space that would be described in the same time $AB$ with the uniform velocity $BC$, being as the rectangle $ABCD$, it will be to the other space as $2$ to $1$. (Eucl. I. 41.)

Hence the space passed over in half the time $AB$, with the velocity $BC$, is equal to the space which the heavy body passes over from a slate of rest in the whole time $AB$.

Hence, also, the time wherein a heavy body falls from any given altitude being given, it is easy to determine the space it passes over in each part of that time. For the method of doing this, see Laws of the Descent of Bodies.

16. If a body proceed with a motion uniformly retarded, it will pass over half the space which it would describe in the same time by an equal motion.

For, supposing the given time divided into any number of equal parts; and draw the right lines $BC, SH, QI, PM$, thereto, which are to be as the velocities corresponding to the parts of time, $BS, SQ, BP, BA$; so as letting fall the perpendiculars $HE, IF, MG$, the right lines $CE, CF, CG, CB$ may be as the velocities lost in the times, $HE, IF, GM, AB$; that is, $BS, SQ, BP, BA$. Since $CE : CF :: EH : FI$, $CG : CB :: GM : BA$, $ABC$ will be a triangle (Eucl. III. 17). If $B$, therefore, be a moment of time infinitely small, its motion will be uniform; and therefore the space described by the moving body will be as the little area $BC$. The space, therefore, described in the time $AB$, is as the triangle $ABC$; viz. as the sum of all the little areas $BC$. Now the space described by the body moving uniformly with the velocity $BC$ in the time $AB$, is as the rectangle $ABCD$; therefore the former is half of this. (Eucl. I. 41.)

17. The spaces described by a motion uniformly retarded, in equal times, decrease according to the unequal numbers $7, 5, 3, 1$.

For, supposing the moving body in the first instant of time to pass over seven feet; I say, that in the second, if it be equally retarded, it will pass over $5$; in the third, $3$; and in the fourth, $1$. For, let the equal parts of the axis of the triangles $BS, SQ, QP, PA$, be as the times; the semi-ordinates $BC, SH, QI, PM$, as the velocities at the beginning of any time; the trapezia $BSHC, SQIH, QPM$, and the triangle $PAM$, as the spaces described in those times. Let then $BC = 4$, and $BS = SQ = QP = PA = 1$. Then will $SH = 3$, $QI = 2$, $PM = 1$, $BSHC = (4 + 3 + 2 + 1) = 5$, $SQIH = \frac{5 \times 3}{2}$, $QPM = \frac{5 \times 2}{2}$, $PAM = \frac{5 \times 1}{2}$.
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\[(3+2) \cdot 2 = 8\], \[QPM = (2+1) \cdot 2 = 3\] PAM \[= 4\] . Consequently the spaces described in equal times are \[= 1, 2, 3, 4\] ; that is, \[= 7, 5, 3, 1\] .

For the cause, \&c. of the acceleration of motion, see Gravity, and Acceleration.

For the cause, \&c. of the retardation, see Resistance, and Retardation.

The laws according to which motion is communicated by the collision and percussion of bodies, are very different, as the bodies are either elastic or inelastic, and as the direction of the stroke is either oblique or direct. See Collision and Percussion.

Motion, Simple, is that produced by some one power.

Motion, Compound, is that produced by several conspiring powers. (See Compound, and Composition of motion.)

Powers are said to conspire, when the direction of the one is not opposite to that of the other; as when the radius of a circle is imagined to whirl round on its centre, and a point in the same radius is at the same time suppurposed impelled straight along it.

All curvilinear motion is compound; as all simple motion is rectilinear.

17. If a moving body (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 3.) be acted on by a double power; the one according to the direction A B, the other according to A C; with the motion compounded of both will describe the diagonal of a parallelogram A D; whose sides A B and A C it would have described in the same time with each of the respective powers apart.

For, if the body A were only acted on by the force impelled along A B; in the first instant of time it would be in some point of the right line A B, as in H, and so in the line H L parallel to A C; if it were only acted on by the power impelled in the direction A C, it would in the same instant of time be in some point of the line A C, as in I, and so in the line I L parallel to A B. But since the directions of the powers are not opposite to each other, neither of them can impede the other; and therefore the body in the same instant of time will arrive both at the lines H L and I L, and will consequently be in the point L, where the two meet.

In the same manner it appears, that if K M and M G be drawn parallel to A B and A C, the body in the second instant of time will be in M, and at length in D.

Q. E. D.

This important law of motion may be further illustrated by supposing the space E F G H, (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 4.) to be carried uniformly forward in the direction A B, and with a velocity represented by A B. Let a motion in the direction A D, and measured by the right line A D, be impelled upon the body A in the space E F G H. To those who are in this space, the body A will appear to move in the right line A D; but its real or absolute motion will be in the diagonal A C of the parallelogram A B C D; and it will describe A C in the same time that the space by its uniform motion, or any point of it, is carried over a right line equal to A B, or that the body A, by its motion across the space, describes A D. For it is manifest, that the line A D, in consequence of the motion of the space, is carried into the situation B C, and the point D to C; so that the body A really moves in the diagonal A C. This law may also be confirmed by an experiment in the following manner: let there be a wooden square A B C D, (fig. 5.) to have the parts B E F C made to draw out or pull into the square at pleasure. To this part let the pulleys H be joined, to act freely on an axis, which will meet H when the piece is pulled in, and at H when it is drawn out. To this part let the ends of a straight wire be fixed, so as to move along with it, under the pulley; and let the ball G be made to slide easily on the wire. A thread is fixed to this ball, and goes over the pulley to I; by this thread the ball may be drawn up on the wire, parallel to the side A D, when the part B E F C is pulled as far as it will go into the square. But if this part be drawn out, it will carry the ball along with it, parallel to the bottom of the square D C. By this means, the ball G may either be drawn perpendicularly upward by pulling the thread m. or moved horizontally along by pulling out the part B E F C, in equal times, and through equal spaces; each power acting equally and separately upon it. But if, when the ball is at C, the upper end of the thread be tied to the pin L in the corner A of the fixed figure, and the movable part B E F C be drawn out, the ball will then be acted on by both the powers together; for it will be drawn up by the thread towards the top of the square, and, at the same time, carried, with its wire k towards its right hand B C, moving all the while in the diagonal line L; and will be found at g when the sliding part is drawn out as far as it was before; which will then have caused the thread to draw up the ball to the top of the inside of the square, just as high as it was before, when drawn up lyingly by the thread without moving the sliding part.

The converse of this law is, that the motion in the diagonal A C, (fig. 4.) may be reduced into the motion of the sides of the parallelograms A B and A D. For it is manifest, that if A K (fig. 6.) be taken equal to A D with an opposite direction, and the parallelogram A K B C be completed, the right line A B shal be the diagonal of this parallelogram; consequently, the motion A C, compounded with the motion A K equal and opposite to the motion A D, produces the motion A B; that is, if from the motion A C, in the diagonal, you subtract the motion A D in one of the sides, there will remain the motion A B in the other side of the parallelogram A B C D.

This doctrine will receive further illustration by resolving each of the motions A B and A D into two motions, one in the direction of the diagonal A C, and the other in the direction perpendicular to it; that is, by resolving (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 7.) the motion A B into the motions A M and A N; and motion A D into the motions A K and A L. For the triangles A D K and B C M being equal and similar, D K is equal to B M, or A L to A N; so that the motions A L and A N, being equal and opposite, destroy each other's effect; and it being an obvious and general principle, that the motion of a body in a right line is no way affected by any two equal powers or motions that act in directions perpendicular to that line, and opposite to each other, it thus appears how the body A is determined to move in the diagonal A C; and because A K is equal to M C, it appears how the remaining motions A M and A K are accumulated in the direction A C, so as to produce a motion measured by A C. It appears likewise, how absolute motion is lost in the composition of motion; for the parts of the motions A B and A D that are represented by A N and A L, being equal and opposite, destroy each other's effect, and the other parts A M and A K, only, remain in the direction of the compounded motion A C: while, on the contrary, in the resolution of motion, the quantity of absolute motion is increased, the sum of the motions A B and A D, or B C, being greater than the motion A C. But the sum of the motions, estimated in a given direction, is no way affected by the composition or resolution of motion, or indeed by any actions or influences of bodies upon each other, that are equal and mutual, and have opposite directions.

For suppose that (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 8.) the motions
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Motions are to be estimated in the direction AP; let CP, BR, DQ, be perpendicular to this direction in the points P, R, and Q; then the motions AC, AB, AD, reduced to the direction AP, are to be estimated by AB, AR, and AQ respectively; the parts which are perpendicular to AP having no effect in that direction. Let AP meet BC in S; then because RS is to SP, as BC (or AD) to CS, that is, as AQ to SP, it follows that AQ is equal to RS, and that AR + AQ is equal to AP; that is, that the sum of the motions AB and AD, reduced to any given direction AP, is equal to the compounded motion AC reduced to the same direction. From which it is obvious, that, in general, when any number of motions are compounded together, or are resolved, the sum of the motions continues invariably the same, till some foreign influence affects them.

From the above reasoning it is plain that since about every right line, as AD, (Fig. 3.) a parallelogram, as ABCD, may be constructed, by making two equal triangles ACD and ABD, on one common base AD, every rectilinear motion, when it may be of service for the demonstration, may be considered as a compound one. But as the proportion of the sides A, C, and D may be various, so, also may the right line AD be divided by a motion compounded in various ways; and therefore the same rectilinear motion may be reduced to various compound motions.

Hence, if a moveable body be drawn by three several powers, according to the directions BA, AD, and AC, (Fig. 9.) two of which taken together are equivalent to the third; they will be to each other as the right lines DC, DA, DB, parallel to their directions; that is, reciprocally as the lines of the angles included between the lines of their directions, and the line of direction of the third: DB being to AD as the sine of the angle BAD to the sine of the angle ABD.

10. In an equalable compound motion, the velocity produced by the conspiring powers is, to the velocity of each of the two apart, as the diagonal AD (Fig. 3.) of the parallelogram ABCD, in the direction of whole sides they make, to either of those sides AB or AC.

In the same time that one of the powers will carry it over the side of the parallelogram AB, the other over AC separately, jointed together they will carry it over the diagonal AD. The diagonal AD, therefore, is the space described by the conspiring powers in the same time: but in an equalable motion the velocities in the same time are as the spaces; the velocities therefore arising from the conspiring forces are to the velocity arising from either force, as AD to AB or AC.

Hence the conspiring forces thereof being given; i.e. the ratio of the velocities being given by the lines AB and AC given in magnitude, and the direction through those lines being given in position, or by the angle of direction; the celerity and direction of the oblique motion is given, because the diagonal is given both in magnitude and position.

The oblique motion however being given; the simple ones are not, viz. the sides; given because the same oblique motion may be compounded of various simple ones.

20. In a compound motion produced by the same forces, the velocity is greater, if the angle of direction be less; and less, if this be greater.

For let the greater angle of direction be BAC (Fig. 10.) the less FAC since the powers are supposed the same, AC will be common to each parallelogram ACFE and BACD, and besides AB = AF. Now it is evident, that, in the case of the greater angle, the diagonal AD is divided; and, in the case of the less angle, AE: and both in the same time, became AB = AF. The velocities, therefore, are as AD to AE; whence, since AD is less than A F, the velocity in the case of the greater angle is less than that of the less angle.

Hence, since the legs AC and CE, with the included angle, being given, the angle CEA, and thence also AE, is found; the velocity of the conspiring powers, and the angle of direction, in any particular case, being given, the velocity of the compound motion, and consequently the ratio of the velocities produced by the same powers under different angles of directions, may be determined.

For the particular laws of motion arising from the collision of bodies, both elastic and unelastic, and that where the directions are both perpendicular and oblique, see Collision and Friction.

For circular motion, and the laws of projectiles, see Projectile.

For the motion of pendulums, and the laws of oscillation, see Pendulum.

MOTION, Altitude of. See Altitude.

Motion, Longitude of. See Longitude.

Motion, Perpetual, in Mechanics, a motion which is supplied and renewed from itself without the intervention of any external cause; or it is an uninterrupted communication of the same degree of motion from one part of matter to another, in a circle or other curve returning into itself, so that the same momentum still returns undiminished upon the first mover.

This celebrated problem of a perpetual motion consists in the invention of a machine, which has the principle of its motion within itself. M. de la Hire has demonstrated the impossibility of any such machine, and finds that it amounts to this, viz. to find a body which is both heavier and lighter at the same time; or to find a body which is heavier than itself.

To find a perpetual motion, or to construct an engine, &c. which shall have such a motion, is a famous problem that has employed the mathematicians of two thousand years; though none, perhaps, have professed it with attention and care, is equal to those of the present age.

Infinite are the schemes, designs, plans, engines, wheels, &c. to which this longed-for perpetual motion has given birth: it were as endless as impertinent to give a detail of them all.

In effect, there seems but little in nature to countenance all this affinity and expectation: among all the laws of matter and motion, we know of none yet, which seem to furnish any principle or foundation for such an effect.

Action and reaction are allowed to be ever equal; and a body which gives any quantity of motion to another, always loses just so much of its own; but under the present state of things, the resistance of the air, the friction of the parts of machines, &c. do necessarily retard every motion.

To keep the motion constant, therefore, either, first, there must be a supply from some foreign cause; which in a perpetual motion is excluded.

Or, secondly, all resistance from the friction of the parts of matter must be removed; which necessarily implies a change in the nature of things.

For, by the second law of nature, the changes made in the motions of bodies, are always proportional to the impressed moving force, and are produced in the same direction with it; no motion then can be communicated to any engine, greater than that of the first force impressed.
But, on our earth, all motion is performed in a resisting medium, and must, therefore, of necessity be retarded; consequently, a considerable quantity of its motion will be spent on the medium.

Nor is there any engine or machine in which all friction can be avoided; there being in nature no such thing as exact smoothness, or perfect congruity; the manner of the cohesion of the parts of bodies, the small proportion the solid matter bears to the vacuities between them, and the nature of those constituent particles not admitting it. This friction, therefore, will also in time sensibly diminish the impressed, or communicated force; so that a perpetual motion can never follow, unless the communicated force be in a much greater than the generating force, as to recompense the diminution made therein by all these causes: but *nil dat quod non habet*, and the generating force cannot communicate a greater degree of motion than it hath itself.

Or, thirdly and lastly, there must be some method of gaining a force equivalent to what is lost, by the artful disposition and combination of mechanic powers; to which last point, then, all endeavours are to be directed: but how, or by what means such force should be gained, is still a mystery.

The multiplication of powers or forces, it is certain, avails nothing, for what is gained in power is still lost in time, so that the quantity of motion still remains the same. This is an inviolable law of nature; by which nothing is left to art, but the choice of the several combinations that may produce the same effect.

Although it is allowed, that, by the resolution of force, there is a gain or increase of the absolute quantity of force, as the two forces in the sides of the parallelogram taken together exceed the force in the diagonal which is resolved into them, yet you cannot proceed resolving motion in infinitum by any machine whatsoever; but those you have resolved must be again compounded, in order to make a continual movement, and the gain obtained by the resolution will be lost again by the composition. In like manner, if you suppose two bodies to be perfectly elastic, and that the lefser body strikes the other at rest, there will be an increase of the absolute quantity of force, because the striking body will be reflected; but if you suppose them both to turn round any centre, after the stroke, for any time to meet again, the increase of force will be lost, and their motion will be reduced to its first quantity. Such a gain, therefore, of force, as must be afterwards lost in the actions of the bodies, can never produce a perpetual movement. There are various ways, besides these, by which absolute force may be gained; but since there is always an equal gain in opposite directions, and no final effect obtained in the same direction; in the circle of actions necessary to make a perpetual movement, this gain must be presently lost, and will not serve for the necessary expence of force employed in overcoming friction, and the resistance of the medium. We may observe, therefore, that though it could be shewn, that in an infinite number of bodies, or in an infinite machine, there could be a gain of force for ever, and a motion continued to infinity, it does not follow that a perpetual movement can be made. That which was proposed by M. Leibnitz, in August, 1690, in the Leipsic Acta, as a consequence of the common estimation of the forces of bodies in motion, is of this kind, and for this and other reasons ought to be rejected.

The possibility of a perpetual motion has been urged from the following specious argument. Let the height AB (Plate XXXIV. Mechanics, fig. 11.) be divided into four equal parts AC, CD, DE, EB; suppose the body A to acquire, by the descent AC, a velocity, as 1; and this motion, by any contrivance, to be transmitted to an equal body B: then let the body A, by an equal descent CD, acquire another degree of motion, as 1; to be transmitted likewise to the same body B, which in this manner is supposed to acquire a motion, as 2, that is sufficient to carry it upwards from B to A; and because there yet remain the motions which A acquires by the descents DE and EB, that may be sufficient to keep an engine in motion, while B and A ascend and descend by turns, it is hence concluded, that a sufficient gain of force may be obtained in this manner, so as to produce a perpetual movement.

But it should be considered, that two equal successive impulses, acting upon the same body, will not produce a motion in it double of that which would be generated by the first impulse; because the second impulse has necessarily a less effect upon the body, which is already in motion, than the first impulse which acted upon it while at rest. In like manner, if there is a third and fourth impulse, the third will have less effect than the second, and the fourth less than the third. Hence it appears, that a motion, as 2, in the preceding case, cannot be produced in B, by the two successive impulses transmitted from A, each of which is as 1. Maclaurin's View, &c. book ii. c. 3. See Orfey's Wheel.

**Motion, Rotatory. See Rotatory Motion.**

**Motion, Animal.** is that by which the situation, figure, magnitude, &c. of the parts, members, &c. of animals are changed.

Under these motions come all the animal functions: as respiration, circulation of the blood, excretion, walking, &c. Animal motions are usually divided into two species: *viv's spontaneous, and natural.*

Spontaneous or muscular motion is that performed by means of the muscules, at the command of the will; hence also called voluntary motion: or, according to the system of Dr. Hartley, voluntary motions are such as immediately succeed to volition (which fee), without the intervention of sensible impressions. See Muscular Motion.

Natural, involuntary, or automatic motion, is that effectuated without such command of the will: by the mere mechanism of the parts. Such is the motion of the heart and pulse; the peristaltic motion of the intestines, &c.

Semi-voluntary are those in which part, but not uniformly, follow the will; fuch, e.g. as breathing, vomiting, &c. These are excited sometimes by a stimulus independent on the will; and, at other times, they are partly restrained or accelerated by volition, a sense of decency, propriety, &c. with which they may happen to have been associated. There are other motions, originally automatic, which, after becoming perfectly voluntary, by utilisation become gradually voluntary, and in the end completely automatic again. Thus, a person learning to play upon the harpsichord, exerts an express volition for every motion of the fingers upon the keys of the instrument; by degrees the visible appearance of the notes will produce the motions without the intervention of volition; and at last the motions will, as it were, cling together, and produce each other in a manner perfectly automatic, without the intervention of volition, sensation, or idea, and even when the attention is wholly engaged upon a subject foreign to the performance.

**Motion, Intestinal, denotes an agitation of the particles of which a body consists.**

Some philosophers will have every body, and every particle of a body, in continual motion. As for *us it is the definition*
Definition they give of them, that their parts are in continual motion.
And as to solids, they infer the like motion from the effluvia continually emitted through their pores.
Hence intelligible motion is represented to be a motion of the internal and smaller parts of matter, continually excited by some internal, latent agent, which of itself is insensible, and only discovers itself by its effects; appointed by nature to be the great instrument of the changes in bodies.
Motion, in Astronomy, is peculiarly applied to the orderly courses of the heavenly bodies.
The motion of the earth, from west to east, is now generally granted among astronomers: see it proved under the article Earth.

Motion, Mean. See Mean.
The motions of the celestial luminaries are of two kinds: diurnal, or common; and secondary, or proper.
Diurnal, or primary motion, is that with which all the heavenly bodies, and the whole mundane sphere, appear to revolve every day round the earth, from east to west. This is also called the motion of the primum mobile, and the common motion; to distinguish it from that rotation which is peculiar to each planet, &c. It is about the various phenomena resulting from this motion, that astronomy is chiefly employed. See Diurnal.
Secondary, or proper motion, is that with which a star, planet, or the like, advances a certain space every day from west towards east.
See several motions of each luminary, with the irregularities, &c. to which they are subject, under the proper articles, Earth, Moon, Star, &c.
Motion, Angular. See Angular.
Horary Motion of the earth. See Horary.
Paracentric Motion of imputus. See Paracentric.
Motion of Trepidation, &c. See Trepidation, &c.

Motion, in Music, denotes the manner of beating the measure, to hasten or slacken the time of the words, or notes. See Time.
The motion, in songs composed in double time, differs from that in those in triple time. It is the motion that distinguishes courants and farabonds from gavots, borees, charconnes, &c.
Motion, Motu, or Motimento, in the Italian Music, has many significations; sometimes it means only a motion or pause from one note to another, at whatsoever distance, as a second, third, or any other interval; and is the same whether the intermediate degrees (if there are any) be founded, or only the extremes of them, as the first and last founded of any given interval. Sometimes it regards the quickness and slowness of such motions, as a brisk, slow, lively, or languid motion; and in this sense it is used with regard to minuets, gavots, farabonds, &c. See each article in its proper place.
But the most common, and indeed the most important acceptance of the word, is with respect to harmony; those above described only regarding melody.

With regard to harmony, it is the comparing the manner wherein an upper or treble part moves from one sound to another, with that wherein a lower or bass part moves; this is to be done three ways. The first is when the upper and lower parts both move the same way, either upwards or downwards, and is called moto retto. The second is when in comparing the upper with the lower part, the one ascends while the other descends, or vice versa; and hence called moto contrario. The last is when one of the parts holds out, or continues a sound, while the other rises or falls on any note whatsoever; and this is called moto obliquo.

Motion, in the Ancient Muse, was used to signify the transfiguration of the voice, from an acute to a grave sound; or the contrary. This they expressed by κατά τόν χώρον αναγεννησαν. See Locus.
Methonius translates it, moveri in loco.
Motion is also used, among Mechanics, for the inside of a watch, &c. more commonly called movement.

Motions, in Military Language, denote the marches, countermarches, &c. which an army makes in changing its post.
The great skill of a general consists in discovering the enemy's motions, and concealing his own. Nothing is more dangerous than to make great motions before a powerful enemy, ready to come to blows. See March.

Motion, in the Manage. A horse is said to have a pretty motion, when he moves and bends his fore-legs with great ease and freedom upon the manage. But if a horse trots right out and keeps his body straight, and his head high, and bends his fore-legs handsomely, then to say he has a pretty motion with him, implies the liberty of action of the head.

Motion, or Emotion, in Rhetoric. See Passion.

Motions, Rhythmical, a phrase used by Vellius, and other writers on the ancient rhythm, to express those motions which were made use of in the Greek and Roman entertainments to convey the ideas of the poet, or to affill music in outlining the syllables. Thence not only had great force when joined with sounds, but even without any voice or sound they were capable of conveying the pith of the orators of the times could do with their most laboured discourse.

Rofcius, the stage-player so famous in their pantomimes, which were all dumb-show, was so excellent an expreffe by these rhythmical motions, or gestures, that Cicero and he being contemporaries, there were many disputes between them, which could vary the same sentence molt: the one using all the power of words, the other being confined to gestures alone.

Motion in Court. In the courts of chancery, king's bench, &c. motions are made by barristers and counselors at law, for what concerns their clients' causes; and where any motion is made in chancery, that is not of course, generally an affidavit of the facts alleged must be read in court; and if motions are founded on the general rules or usage of the court, and are not of course, but granted or denied as the court thinks fit, on hearing counsel on both sides, notice is to be given in writing to the solicitor of the other party, or his clerk in court, expressing every thing to be moved for, which must be proved two days at least before the day on which the motion is to be made; whereof affidavit must also be made.

Motion of Plants, in Gardening, the course or direction of growth which is taken in different parts of them.

With respect to the roots and stems, the direction is totally opposite, the former either running directly downward into the ground, or horizontally under the surface; while the latter direct their motion towards the air and light of the sun, mostly in an upright manner, but sometimes horizontally along the surface of the ground. The caules which operate in promoting these are the quest of nourishment in the root, and the influence of the air, and light of the sun, on the item: for when any number of plants growing in pots is placed in a room, which only admits a small portion of light at one place, the items all incline towards that side; in close dark thickets, the young trees always lean to the part where the most light penetrates; and the new shoots of espailier or wall-trees detach themselves from those supports, in quest of free air and light.
And it would seem that the force of motion is greater in the roots than in the stems; the roots, without ever once going out of their way, pierce the hardest foils, penetrate into walls, which they overturn, and even into rocks, which they split; whereas the stems and branches surmount obstacles by leaving their natural direction, and over-topping them.

But though the natural tendency of most stems or trunks is to ascend, yet some by their weakness, or natural growth, descend: and occasionally by means of roots breaking out all along the stems and branches, as in the strawberry, pimpernel, and many other creeping plants, the stems are, by the roots, striking into the earth, tethered as it were to the ground, and only their extremities have the power of directing their course upwards.

The leaves and flowers of plants also direct their course towards the air, and light of the sun; the leaves always turning their upper surface outward to the air and light, which is very obvious in wall-trees, and when a branch is overturned, so that the leaves are inverted, they naturally direct their surfaces again gradually upwards to the light and air, though this often takes them several days' growth. Some flowers are also supposed to have a particular daily motion, so as to present their surfaces directly to the sun, and follow the diurnal course of it, as the sun-flower, and most of the compound flowers, in all of which the size or surface is believed to look towards the east in the morning, the south at noon, and the west in the evening.

And during the heat of the sun, the pinnated or winged leaves, particularly of the palmillicinous tribe of plants, rise vertically upwards, the opposite lobes or foilioles, which compose the leaves, rise so as to be generally applied close together by their upper surfaces; but in that state of the atmosphere which generally precedes a storm, or during a close, moist, cloudy air, the lobes of the same sort of leaves extend themselves commonly along the footstalk; and after fun-fct incline still lower, and hang directly down under the footstalk, being applied close together like the leaves of a book, by their lower surfaces; a state which by Linnaeus is called the sleep of plants.

Further, the simple leaves of many plants, when their surfaces are exposed to an ardent sun, also become concave above, but gradually recover as the heat declines. But, of all the motions of the leaves of plants, none is so sudden and rapid as those of the sensitive and humble kinds.

There is another kind of motion in plants; that is, elasticity; which is not infrequently in some sorts of seed-leaves, such as the yellow balsamine, and spurge-cucumber, &c. in which their fruits, when arrived at maturity, burst open like a spring, and dart out their seeds with an elastic force to a considerable distance in many cases.

MOT, in Geography, a small island in the East Indian sea, about 24 miles S. from Ternate. N. lat. 6 26'. E. long. 117 19'.

MOTIVE is sometimes applied to that faculty of the human mind, by which we purport good and avoid evil. Thus Hobbes distinguishes the faculties of the mind into two sorts, the cognitive, and motive.

Motive, in Metaphysics and Moral, denotes whatever power or influence the mind in its choice; which some writers have extended so as to include the bias of the mind as well as the end in view, and to comprehend both reason and inclination, and in a word, every circumstance immediately previous to the volition, and which in the best degree contributes to generate the choice. Others, however, conceive that it is absurd to say, that our inclinations act upon us, or compel us, and that our desires and fears put us into motion, or produce our volitions; that is, are agens. But though this notion be absurd, it is perfectly conceivable that they may be the occasions of our putting ourselves into motion. Accordingly it is alleged, that there is an essential and total difference between the ideas of an efficient cause and an account or occasion. What fence would there be in saying that the occasion of a body, which may properly be the occasion or account of its being struck by another body, is the efficient of its motion or its impeller? It is upon the influence of motives that the modern advocates for the doctrine of necessity lay the main stress of their case. Every deliberate action, they say, must have a motive. When there is no motive on the other side, this motive must determine the agent: when there are contrary motives, the strongest must prevail. We reason from men's motives to their actions, as we do from other causes to their effects. If man be a free agent, and be not governed by motives, all his actions must be mere caprice; rewards and punishments can have no effect; and such a being must be absolutely un governable. On the other hand, the advocates for liberty, considered as a power to act, or a power of self-motive, or self-determination, whilst they allow, that all rational beings are influenced, and ought to be influenced by motives, maintain, that the influence of motives is of a very different nature from that of efficient causes. They are neither causes nor agents. They suppose an efficient cause, and can do nothing without it. We cannot, without absurdity, as they argue, suppose a motive either to act or to be acted upon; it is equally incapable of action or passion; because it is not a thing that exists, but a thing that is conceived; it is what the schoolmen call an ens rationis.

Motive, therefore, may influence to action, but they do not act. They may be compared to advice, or exhortation, which leaves a man still at liberty. For in vain is advice given, when there is not a power either to do, or to forbear, what it recommends. In like manner, motives suppose liberty in the agent, otherwise they have no influence at all. With respect to matter, it is a law of nature, that every motion, and change of motion, is proportioned to the force impressed, and in the direction of that force. The scheme of necessity supposes a similar law to obtain in all the actions of intelligent beings; and this implies, that every action, or change of action, in an intelligent being, is proportioned to the force of motives impressed, and in the direction of that force. It is further alleged, that as the law of nature respecting matter is founded upon this principle, so that matter is an inert, inactive substance, which does not act, but is acted upon, the law of necessity must be grounded upon the supposition, that an intelligent being is an inert, inactive substance, which does not act, but is acted upon. In relation to this subject, it has been further alleged, that rational beings, in proportion as they are wise and good, well act according to the best motives; and that every rational being, who does otherwise, abuses his liberty. The most perfect being always infallibly acts according to the best motives; but to say that such a being does not act freely, because he always does what is best, is in effect to say, that the proper use of liberty destroys liberty, and that liberty consists only in the abuse of it. Whilst it is granted, that motives have influence, similar to that of advice or peroration, this influence is perfectly consistent with liberty, and indeed supposes liberty. In order to determine the question, whether or not every deliberate action must have a motive, it should be considered in what sense the word deliberate is used. If by a deliberate action, we mean, agreeably to the original meaning of the term, an action in which motives are weighed, there must be motives, and even contrary motives, otherwise they could
could not be weighed. But if a deliberate action means only, as it commonly does, an action done by a cool and calm determination of the mind, with forethought and will, many such actions are done without a motive. On this point, an appeal may be made to every man's own consciousness. Cafes do occur, and they are not unfrequent, in which a person who intends the end finds not the least difficulty in adopting one of various means for its attainment, though at the time he be firmly persuaded, that it has no title to be preferred to any of the others. To say that such a case cannot happen, is to contradict the experience of mankind; and to say that if it should happen, the person could not execute his purpose, is still more ridiculous, though the authority of some of the schoolmen has determined, that the acts between two equal bundles of hay, would stand still till it died of hunger.

If a man could not act without a motive, he would have no power at all; for motives are not in our own power; and he that has not power over a necessary means, has no power over the end. Although actions that are performed without any motive, can have neither merit nor demerit, and are, therefore, insignificant in a moral estimation, they are important, it is said, in the question concerning moral liberty. For, if there ever was any action of this kind, motives are not the sole causes of human action; and if we have the power of acting without a motive, that power, joined to a weaker motive, may counterbalance a stronger.

It has been further urged, that it can never be proved, that when there is a motive on one side only, the action must be determined by it. If there be such things as willfuls, caprice, or obstinacy, among mankind, a single motive, or indeed many motives, may be refuted. When it is said, that of contrary motives, the strongest always prevails, it is necessary, before the assertion can be either affirmed or denied, to ascertain what is meant by the strongest motive; but this cannot be easily done. Unlefs some sort of measure of the strength of motives, distinct from their prevalence, can be found, it cannot be determined, whether the strongest motive prevails or not. Every thing that can be called a motive, is addressed either to the animal or to the rational part of our nature; and, therefore, motives may be denominated "animal" when they are such as are common to us with the brutes, and "rational," when they are peculiar to rational beings. When a man is acted upon by contrary motives of the former kind, he finds it easy to yield to the strongest; but if it be inquired, whether the strongest of this kind of motives always prevails, this is probably the case with regard to brute animals. They have no self-command, and are, therefore, not accountable. But with men, posseffing rational powers, and any degree of self-command, the strongest animal motive does not always prevail. It is, however, to rational motives, that the term "motive" is more commonly and more properly applied. They do not give a blind impulse to the will as animal motives do, but they influence the judgment; they convince, but do not impel, unlefs they excite some passion of hope, or fear, or desire. But there may be conviction without passion; and the conviction of what we ought to do, in order to some end which we have judged fit to be pursued, is what is called a "rational motive." If there be any competition between rational motives, it is evident, that the strongest, in the eye of reason, is that which it is most our duty and our real happiness to pursue. This may be called the "rational test" of the strength of motives. The grand and the important competition of contrary motives is between the animal on the one hand, and the rational on the other. If it be asked, which of these is the strongest motive? The answer is, that the first is commonly strongest, when they are tried by the animal test. If it were not so, human life would not be a state of trial. But contrary motives being tried by the rational test, it is evident, that the rational motive is always the strongest. Hence it is inferred, that the strongest motives, according to either of the tests above-mentioned, does not always prevail. In every wise and virtuous action, the motive that prevails is the strongest according to the rational test, but commonly the weakest according to the animal. In every foolish, and every vicious action the motive that prevails is commonly the strongest according to the animal test, but always the weakest according to the rational. The writer, whose sentiments we are now stating, farther observes, that we reason from men's motives to their actions, and in many cases with great probability, but never with absolute certainty; yet we should be chargeable with weak reasoning, if we inferred from this circumstance, that men are necessarily determined by motives; nor is it better reasoning to conclude, that, if men are not necessarily determined by motives, all their actions must be capricious. It is equally insufficient to conclude, that if men are not necessarily determined by motives, rewards and punishment would have no effect. Upon the supposition of necessity, it is alleged, there can be neither reward nor punishment, in the proper sense. As those words imply good or ill defect. Reward and punishment are only tools employed to produce a mechanical effect. When the effect is not produced, the tool must be unfit or wrongly applied. Whereas, upon the supposition of liberty, rewards and punishments will have a proper effect upon the wife and good, but not on the foolish and vicious, when opposed by their animal passions or bad habits; and this is agreeable to fact. Upon this supposition, the transgression of the law implies no defect in the law, nor fault in the law-giver; the fault is solely in the transgressor; and it is upon this supposition only, that there can be either reward or punishment, in the proper sense of the words, because it is only on this supposition that there can be good or ill defect. Reid's Essays on the Active Powers of Man, Eff. iv. chap. 4 and 5.

Supposing a power of self-determination, says another excellent writer in evincing the consistency of liberty with acting from a regard to motives, it is by no means necessary that it should be exerted without a regard to any end or rule. On the contrary, it can never be exerted without some view or design. The power of determining ourselves, by its very nature, needs an end and rule to guide it; and no probability, or certainty, of its being exercised agreeably to a rule, can have the least tendency to infringe or diminish it. All that should be avoided here, is the intolerable absurdity of making our reasons and ends in acting the physical causes or efficient of action. This is the same with ascribing the action of walking, not to the feet (or the power which moves the feet), but to the eye, which only sees the way. The perception of a reason for acting, or the judgment of the understanding, is no more than feeling the way and is the eye of the mind, which informs and directs; and whatever certainty there may be that a particular determination will follow, such determination will be the self-determination of the mind; and not any change of its state from upon it, over which it has no power, and in receiving which, instead of being an agent, it is merely a subject, subject or object of their acting; but it is a contradiction to make them the mechanical efficient of their actions. Physical and moral causes.
causes differ in the following particulars: the one are beings, the others are only the \textit{virtus} of beings;—the one always \textit{do}; and the other may produce a certainty of event; but the certainties in these two cases essentially differ; and to ascribe a necessary and physical efficiency to motives, is (as Dr. Clarke has observed) the same with saying, that "an abstract notion can strike a ball," the certainty of event arising from the operation of \textit{physical} causes is always equal and invariable, but the certainty of event arising from \textit{moral} causes, that is, from the views and perceptions of beings, admits of an infinite variety of degrees; and sometimes passes into \textit{probability} and \textit{contingency}. Supposing contrary reasons equally balanced in the mind, it may be uncertain how a being will act. \textit{E. G.} If a temptation to an act of wickedness comes in the way of a man whose love of virtue is nearly equal to the strength of his passions, it may be doubtful which way he will determine. If his love of virtue exceeds the influence of passion, there will be a \textit{probability} of his acting virtuously, proportioned to the degree in which the love of virtue prevails within him; and it may be so prevalent as to make it \textit{certain}, that he will always follow his perceptions of virtue. Moreover, in the operation of \textit{physical} causes, it is always implied, that there is not in any sense a power to produce, or a possibility of producing any other effect than that which is produced; but the contrary is true of effects dependent on the wills, and occasioned by the views of free agents. A benevolent man will certainly relieve misery when it falls on him, but he may not relieve it. On the contrary, a stone thrown from the hand must move. The benevolent man \textit{acts}; the stone only \textit{suffers}. Who can deny, as the same author proceeds, even with respect to the supreme deity, that however certain it may be, that he will not make his creation miserable, he has the power to do it? It is, indeed, on this power, that all our notions of moral excellency in the actions of beings depend. Were the benevolence of a being no more his \textit{action}, or \textit{self-determination}, than the falling of rain is the action, or self-determination of rain, it would not be the object of moral approbation; or the ground of esteem and gratitude. It is added, that the \textit{causality} implied in the views and dispositions of beings is entirely consistent with moral obligation and responsibility; but all effects brought about by mechanical laws are inconsistent with them. Upon the whole, as our author argues, the question concerning liberty is not, \textit{whether} the views or ideas of beings influence their actions; but \textit{what} the nature of that influence is. This, as the advocate for liberty contends, is not any kind of \textit{mechanical} or \textit{physical} efficiency; for if it were, man would not be free to act. It would be folly to applaud or reproach ourselves for our conduct; and there would be an end of all moral obligation and accountableness. Price's Review of Morals, p. 410 to p. 415, ed. 2d; and A Free Discussion of the Doctrines of Materialism and Philosophical Necessity, in a Correspondence between Dr. Price and Dr. Prieaffley, p. 134, &c. See \textsc{Liberty}.

The advocates for necessity, on the other hand, maintain, that, if \textit{self-mot}ion or \textit{self-determination}, properly so called, be essential to liberty, man does not possess it; and if this, and nothing else, be called \textit{agency}, they deny that man is an \textit{agent}: because every human volition is invariably directed by the circumstances in which a man is placed, and what they call "motives." To this purpose Dr. Prieaffley says, it appears to me that we have no more reason, from \textit{fact} and \textit{observation}, to conclude that a man can move himself, that is, that he can \textit{will} without motives, than that a stone can move itself. And, if the will is as invariably influenced by motives as the stone is influenced by gravity, it may just as well be said that the stone moves itself, though always according to the laws of gravity, as that the will, or the mind moves itself, though always according to the motives; and whether these motives be called the \textit{moral} or the \textit{physical} causes of our volitions, is of no sort of figuration, because they are the only and the \textit{necessary} causes, just as much as gravity is the only and \textit{necessary} cause of the motion of the stone. Let the mind act contrary to motives, and the stone move contrary to the laws of gravity, and "I shall say," says Dr. Prieaffley, "but not before, believe, that they are not the only and necessary causes." The difference asserted by the Libertarians to subsist between \textit{moral} and \textit{physical} causes and effects, appears to me, says the same author, to be that which subsists between \textit{voluntary} and \textit{involuntary} causes and effects: and this indeed is a most important difference. Where involuntary motives are concerned, as is the case of a man dragged by force, it is absurd to use any reasoning or propugnation, or to apply rewards or punishments, because they can have no \textit{effect}; but where voluntary motives are concerned, as in the case of a man who is at liberty to go where he pleases, &c. reasoning and expostulation, rewards and punishments, have the \textit{greatest} propriety, because they have the greatest \textit{effect}; for they are applied to, and influence or move the will, as much as external force moves the body. On this circumstance, viz. the influence of motives on the will, it is said, that the whole of \textit{moral discipline} depends; so that if the will of "an were formed, as that motives should have no influence upon it, he could not be the subject of moral government; because the hope of reward and the fear of punishment operate in no other manner than as motives applied to the will. The ideas belonging to the terms \textit{accountableness}, \textit{praise}, and \textit{blame}, \textit{merit} and \textit{demerit}, all relate to the business of moral discipline, and therefore necessarily imply that men are influenced by motives, and act from \textit{fixed principles} and \textit{character}, though on account of our not comprehending the doctrine of \textit{causes}, and Stephenson where we ought not, we are generally under some mistake or misconception with respect to them. Dr. Prieaffley thinks, that in treating this subject philosophically, these words should be disdained. Correspondence, &c. ubi supra. Prieaffley's \textsc{Differ.} vol. ii. Bellahm's \textsc{Elem.} of the Philosophy of the Mind. See farther on this subject the article \textsc{Necessity}.

\textsc{Motivo}, in \textit{Italian Music}, implies the theme, subject, or two or three first bars of a composition. This technical term is chiefly used by composers in speaking of particular movements. It expresses the primitive and original idea upon which a composer forms an air or movement, and arranges his design. It is the \textit{motivo}, or first conception, that influences him to seize the pen in order to fix or imbibe one text or thought upon paper in preference to another; it resembles the \textit{prima intenzione} of painters. In this sense the principal \textit{motivo} or subject ought to be continually in the composer's mind, nor should he suffer it to be forgotten by the divers circumstances. A composer is said to "be beating about the bush," when he loses sight of the \textit{motivo}, and is flagging passages together without felle or connection with each other.

Besides the \textit{motivo}, which is only the leading idea of the piece, there are particular traits which naturally arise out of the subject and modulation, which, by being interwoven in the texture of the harmony, discover the author's ability and resources; or, if not perceptible, his want of science and invention.

\textsc{Moto}. I. al. motion: as \textit{Moto contrario}, contrary motion; \textit{con moto}, with motion, not dragged or too slow.

\textsc{Moto},
MOT

MOTO, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 5 miles E. of Patann.

MODZIECNO, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Wilna; 64 miles E. S.E. of Wilna.

MOTOL, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Brefce; 66 miles E. of Brefce.

MOTOLA, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Congo. — Alfo, a town of Naples, in the province of Otranto, the see of a bishop, suffragan of Tarento; 134 miles E. of Naples. N. lat. 40° 52'. E. long. 17° 2'.

MOTOORAH, a town of Bengal; 50 miles S.S.W. of Calcutta. N. lat. 22° 2'. E. long. 87° 48'.

MOTOTABBOO, one of the smaller Friendly islands; 5 miles N.W. of Tongatabou.

MOTORES OCEULONI, in Anatomy, the nerves of the third pair, which supply the muscles of the eye. See NERVE.

MOTORES OCEULORUM EXTERNI, the nerves of the fifth pair, distributed to the external straight muscles of the eyes. See NERVE.

MOTOS, motos, a piece of lint, or linen cloth, opened like wool, to be put into ulcers, to stop the flux of blood, &c.

Motos, in the Materia Medica of the Ancients, was a name given by Galen and others to a kind of caffia bark, the belt and smell that has been used at any time. The ancients were very fond of this drug, and ranged it, according to its different goodness, into several sorts.

MOTOUA, in Geography. See Mutova.

MOTOVSKAIA, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Archangel; 12 miles N.N.E. of Kola.

MOTRAPOUR, a town of Bengal; 10 miles N. of Mahmudpon.

MOTRICO, a sea-port town of Spain, in Guipuscoa, in the bay of Biscay; 18 miles W. of St. Sebastien.

MOTRILL, a sea-port town of Spain, in the province of Granada. From this town, along the coast as far as to Gibraltar, there are several sugar-mills, called "ingenios," and at Motril are four of them, which have been used from time immemorial for the manufacture of sugar; but the culture of sugar-canes has of late, from political motives, been superseded by that of the vine; 4 miles E. of Malaga. N. lat. 36° 45'. W. long. 3° 42'.—Alfo, a town of Walachia; 10 miles N.N.W. of Krajova.

MOTRIX, something that has the power or faculty of moving.

MOTRIX, Vf. See Vis Motrix, and Motion.

MOTTA RAPHAELLO, in Biography. See Raphaelino.

MOTTA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Trevisan; 18 miles E.N.E. of Treviso. — Alfo, a town of Italy, in the department of the Upper Po; 21 miles E. of Cremona.

MOTTA, La, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Noto; 11 miles W. of Calabria.

MOTTA di Braxiano, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra; 17 miles S. of Gierace.

MOTTA di Reina, a town of Naples, in Capitanata; 6 miles S. of Serviero.

MOTTA St. Gia, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra; 6 miles S.S.E. of Reggio.

MOTTA Sidroni, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra; 4 miles N.E. of Gierace.

MOTTABHEN, a town of Arabia, in Yemen; 10 miles W. of Bein el Pakih.

MOTTAPAR, a town of Hindoostan, in Travancore; 21 miles N.E. of Porab.

MOTTA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Paduan; 9 miles S.S.W. of Padua.

MOTTARELLE, a town of Italy, in the Paduan; a considerable French writer, was born at Paris in 1672. He was educated at one of the seminaries of the Jesuits, and was destined for the profession of the law. This was not suited to his taste, so that he quitted his legal studies, and devoted himself to polite literature. At the age of twenty-one he wrote a comedy, which was reprinted, but which proved unsuccessful. Mortified at the disappointment, he wished to take the habit of the order of La Trappe, and offered himself at the monastery, but after a stay of a few weeks he was dismissed, returned to Paris, and composed an opera, entitled "L'Europe Galante," that obtained for him great applause. This was the commencement of his fame; he afterwards published several other pieces, which proved that he had great talents for lyric poetry. In 1707, he published a volume of "Odes," that were pretty much read, but did not add to his reputation. In 1710 he was admitted a member of the French academy, and his discourse on his reception was reckoned a model of the kind. He next had a desire of being distinguished in the composition of tragedies, and wrote several, of which the most successful was "Ines de Castro." It proved, we are told, one of the most interesting pieces on the French stage, was acted a vast number of times on its first appearance, and is still popular. From tragedy he turned to comedy, and composed several pieces of that kind which were well received, particularly one entitled "Le Magnifique," which has retained a place among the most popular performances. In 1719 he published a volume of "Fables," which, though greatly criticized, were much read, and several of their lines became proverbial. He was author likewise of pastoral eclogues, cantatas, psalms, and hymns; but he has likewise attained to a high degree of excellence as a prose writer. His academical discourses have been much applauded, particularly an oration on Lewis XIV., which, among the number composed for the purpose, is the only one not entirely forgotten. He assumed also the character of a theologian, and drew up "A Plan of Evidences of Religion," which is thought to be a very valuable production. He maintained, through life, a perfect calmness in all the events of the world: although for many years he was reduced nearly to a state of blindness he bore the affliction with much patience and resignation, as he did the symptoms of a decline, which put an end to his life in 1737, at the age of fifty-nine. His works were published collectively at Paris in 1754, in eleven volumes, 8vo. An infirmity is given of the great mildness of his disposition; being in a crowded crowd he trod on the foot of a young man, who instantly slunk him a blow on the face: "Sir," said La Motte, "you will be very sorry for what you have done when I tell you I am blind." Morer.

MOTTE, in Geography, a small island in lake Champlain, about eight miles in length, and two in breadth, distant two miles from Hero island. It constituted a township of its own name in Franklin county, Vermont, named in 1802 Vineyard; which fee.

MOTTE, La, a town of France, in the department of the Vosges, placed on an eminence, not far from the Mouzon; 6 miles N.E. of Bourmont.

MOTTAYE-ARBAUD, La, a town of France, in the department of the Vexin, and chief place of a canton, in the diocese of Les Sables d'Olonne; 9 miles N.E. of it. The place contains 250, and the canton 753 inhabitants, on a territory of 3171 kilometres, in 12 communes.
MOT

MOTTE, Charlotte, a town of France, in the department of the Drôme, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Die; 16 miles S. of Die. The place contains 1,161, and the canton 7,546 inhabitants, on a territory of 362 square kilometres, in 17 communes.

MOTTE-Du-Caire, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Alpes, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Sisteron; 9 miles N. of it. The place contains 581, and the canton 4,435 inhabitants, on a territory of 1,775 square kilometres, in 12 communes.

MOTTE-HEBAY, a town of France, in the department of the Two Sevres, and chief town of a canton, in the district of Melle. The place contains 2,713, and the canton 8,536 inhabitants, on a territory of 165 square kilometres, in 8 communes.

MOTTE-Saint-Jean, a town of France, in the department of the Saone and Loire; 6 miles W.N.W. of Paray-le-Monial.

MOTTINE, a town of Arabia, in Yemen; 8 miles S.W. of Sana.

MOTTENHAGEN, a town of Prussia, in the province of Natangen; 5 miles E.S.E. of Konigberg.

MOTTEVILLE, Frances Berthaude, in Biography, daughter of a gentleman of ordinary of the king's bed-chamber, was born in Normandy about the year 1615. She was brought up at the court of queen Anne of Austria, with whom she ingratiated herself by her talents and agreeable manners. By the influence of cardinal Richelieu she was banished the court, and retired to Normandy, where the married Nicholas Langlois, lord of Motteville, first president of the chamber of accounts at Rouen. He was an old man, and left her a widow in about two years. After the death of Richelieu, queen Anne, then regent of France, recalled her to court, and kept her about her own person. The attachment which she had to the queen induced her to adopt the design of writing memoirs of her life, and with that view she began to note down every thing worthy of remembrance. The result was a work entitled "Memoires pour servir à l'Histoire d'Anne d'Austriae;" it was printed in 1723, in five volumes 12mo., and again in 1750, in six volumes 12mo. These memoirs display an intimate acquaintance with the court during the minority of Lewis XIV., and are regarded as true. She died at Paris in the year 1689. Motteville.

MOTTEUX, Peter Anthony, was a native of France, being born in 1660 at Rohan, in Normandy, where also he received his education. On the revocation of the edict of Nantes, he came over to England. He lived at first with his godfather and relation, Paul Dominique, esq.; but afterwards became a confidant of the duchess of Montrose, kept a large East India warehouse in Leadenhall-street, and had a very genteel place in the general post-office, relating to the foreign letters, being master of several languages. During his residence in this kingdom, he acquired to perform a masterly of the English language, that he not only was qualified to give a very good translation of Don Quixote, but also wrote several songs, prologues, epilogues, &c.; and what was still more extraordinary, became a very eminent dramatic writer in a language to which he was not native. He produced about 18 dramas. This gentleman, who seems to have led a very comfortable life, his circumstances having been perfectly easy, was yet unfortunate in his death; for he was found dead in a disorderly house, in the parish of St. Clement Danes, without suspicion of having been murdered. This accident happened to him on the 9th of February 1717-18, which, being his birth-day, exactly completed his 58th year. Biog. Dram.

MOTTLING, or METTLE, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Carlsruhe; 10 miles S.S.W. of Landstraes. N. lat. 15° 51', E. long. 15° 14'.

MOTTO, an Italian term, literally signifying word, or saying; used in arms, devices, &c.

Motto of an Armoury, is a short sentence or phrase carried in a scroll generally over, sometimes under the arms; sometimes alluding to the name of the bearer; sometimes to the bearing; and sometimes to some remarkable achievement of the bearer.

The motto, or word, says Guillim, is an external ornament annexed to coat-armour; being the invention or conceit of the bearer, succincly and significantly expressed, usually in three or four words, which are set in some scroll or compartment, placed at the foot of the escutcheon.

As the motto holds the lowest place in arms, so it is the last in blazoning. In friezes, it should express something intended in the achievement; but custom has now received whatsoever be the fancy of the deviser.

The use of mottos is very ancient; history, both sacred and profane, furnishing innumerable of them. Our ancestors made choice of mottos to express their predominant passions; as of piety, love, war, &c. or some extraordinary adventure that had befallen them; most of which, from some such original, have become hereditary in divers families.

The motto of the royal family of England is Dies & mon deus; of the royal family of Bourbon, Egressores; or of the Garter, Honi soit qui mal y pense, &c.

The motto of a device is also called the soul of the device. Motu—Ex meo Motu. See Ex.

MOTUARA, in Geography, an island in the Pacific ocean, between the islands of New Zealand, in Queen Charlotte's found, in which was a fortified village. S. lat. 41° 4', W. long. 184° 50'.

MOTUGOGOGO, a cape of New Zealand, called by Cook Cape Bret (which see) lying in S. lat. 35° 10' 30".

W. long.
On which, frequently, of be common, moveable

MOYSIN, a town of Ru§sian Poland, in the palatinate of Kiev; 20 miles W.N.W. of Kiev.

MOUAH, a town of Hindooftan, in Guzerat, on the gulf of Cambay; 54 miles S.S.W. of Gogo.

MOUAMILLADOORO, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 30 miles N. of Nellore.

MOUCHA, Lai, a bay on the coast of Chili, on the west coast of South America.

MOUCHAM, a town of France, in the department of the Vendee; 20 miles N.N.W. of Fontenoy le Comte.

MOUCHEROLLE, in Ornithology, the name of a small bird of the size of the sparrow, and of the same colour, but longer bodied; its wings are of a dufkyer colour than the rest of its body, and its head is variegated with very small blackish spots; its throat and belly are white, but the throat and the sides of the breast and belly have a faint reddinefs; the beak is black, straight, and ridged, fo as to appear triangular; it feeds on flies and other insects, and is common in gardens and orchards in many parts of England, though it has no English name. It is confused by the common people with the common white-throat, but differs from it in that its tail is all of one colour, whereas the white-throat's is variegated. It somewhat resembles also the beecofaro, or petty-chaps, but differs from it in having no greenish colour, and in its bill being ridged and triangular. See Musucapa and Todus.

MOUCHERON, Frederick, called the Old, in Biography, was a landscape-painter, born at Embden in 1633, and the disciple of John Aelflyn; but at the age of 52, he went to Paris to practife the lefions he had learnt in his profession, and was fo fortunate as to obtain considerable applause, at an early period, by a freedom and boldness of hand, and a certain air of nature which his works poiffe, without, however, being highly meritorious, or ever being carried to any great degree of perfection. His choice of subjects was generally from the common scenes of nature; thefe he wrought with a full pencil, and a touch light and free. His colouring is generally of a negative call, with the fore-grounds wrought up clear and rich; but his middle distances are often pale and indiftinct, and have a little too much that is characteristic of the painter's not being decidedly well informed of his own intentions. From Paris he went to fettle at Amsterdam, and during his continuance in that city, the figures in his landscapes were frequently painted by Adrian Vander Velde; as during his residence in France, they were by Theodore Helmbrtcher. He died at the age of 53.

Moucoheron, Isaac, was born at Amsterdam in 1670, and having had the advantage of his father's inftuctions in the art of painting, till he arrived at the 24th year of his age, he then travelled to Rome, where he made defigns of the interesting, and often beautiful, fcenery around that city. Of thefe he carried back with him to his native place a very confiderable number, and was there employed in painting pictures from them, in halls, faloons, and the appartment of noble edifices; being affifted with figures for his fcenery by Verkolie and De Wit. He lived till the year 1744, having enjoyed great praise and benefit from the exercise of his talents; and his works are still very much esteemed.

MOUCHOU, in Geography, a river of China, which runs into the Eastern sea, N. lat. 36° 56'. E. long. 121° 54'.

MOUCI, a town of Afcatic Turkey, in Caramania; 30 miles N.N.E. of Akmalen.

MOUD, a town of Afcatic Turkey, in Caramania; 78 miles S.E. of Cogni.

MOUDON, Milden, Mildenum, a town of the Helvetian republic, which gives name to a bailiwick, in the canton of Bern. It is a handfome town, and was formerly the capital of all that part of the Pays de Vaud, which belonged to the duke of Switz. It was the ordinary residence of his chief bailiff, and the place where the fates were accufomed to meet. The town is inconveniently situated on the river Broye, part of it being level, and part of it lying on the declivity of a hill, from which a rivulet falls, and runs with rapidity into the Broye. In the upper town was formerly a church, dedicated to the Virgin Mary, of which nothing now remains but a tower or kind of free. In the lower part of the town is one church. Antonine mentions this place in his Itinerary, and it is thought to be one of those which the Swifs burned in the time of Julius Caesar. Some ancient medals and other curiosities have been found in this place. The district or bailiffage, in which it lies, is about ten miles long and eight broad, partly mountainous and woody, and partly fertile. The town, situated at the entrance of a narrow valley, is distant 11 miles N.E. from Laufanne. N. lat. 46° 42'. E. long. 6° 56'.

MUDYEL, a town of Hindooftan, in the circur of Cuddapah; 40 miles N.N.W. of Gaddipatta.

MOVE, in arref of Judgment. See Arrest.

MOVEABLE, something fuceptible of motion, or that is disposed to be moved. See Motion.

A sphere is the most moveable of all bodies, i.e. it is the easiest to move; a door is moveable on its hinges, the magnetic needle on a pin, or pivot, &c.

Moveable is frequently used in contradiction to fixed.

Moveable Feasts. See Feasts and Easter.

MOVEABLES, or Moveable Goods, by civilians called bona nobilita, are those which are capable of being removed from one place to another; or which may be concealed or perverted; as not being fixed to the ground, &c. See Goods and Chattels.

In England, we have two kinds of effects, moveable and immovable: the moveable are, ready money, merchandizes, bonds, book-debts, cattle, and household furniture, not fastened either with iron or nail, nor sealed in the pallet, but which may be transported without either friction or deterioration.

In the customary laws, they say, moveables follow the person, and his proper habitation; moveables follow the body, &c. which words have different meanings in different countries. Sometimes they signify, that moveables go according to the custom of the place where is the habitation of the deceased; though he die in another place; and sometimes they signify that moveables follow the custom of the place where the defunct died.

MOVEMENT, Motion, a term frequently used in the fame fenfe with automaton.

The most usual movements for keeping time are watches and clocks; the firth are such as move the parts of time, and are portable in the pocket; the second such as publish it by sounds, and are fixed as furniture. See Horologium and Chronometer.

Movement, in its popular use among us, signifies all the inner work of a watch, clock, or other engine, which moves,
MOUVEMEN T, is a term used by some writers to express the rise and fall, the advance and recede, with other diversity of form, in the different parts of a building, so as to add greatly to the picturesque of the composition. For the rising and falling, advancing and receding, with the concavity and convexity, and other forms of the great parts, have the same effect in architecture, that hill and dale, fore-ground and distance, swelling and sinking, have in landscape; that is, they serve to produce an agreeable and diversified contour, that groups and contracts like a picture, and creates a variety of light and shade, which give great spirit, beauty, and effect, to the composition.

MOVER, or First Mover. See Mobile.

MOYER, Perpetual. See Perpetual Motion.

MOUGDEN, in Geography. See Chen-yang.

MOUHAN, a town of Hindooftan, in Lahore; 10 miles S. of Koothaub.

MOUKI, a town of Arabia, in the province of Hedijas; 60 miles S.W. of Mecca.

MOUK, The, a cape of Scotland, on the east coast of the island of Shetland. N. lat. 60° 24'. W. long. 1° 10'.

MOUL-, Head, a cape of Scotland, on the north coast of the island of Papa Weirka. N. lat. 59° 13'. W. long. 2° 45'. Also, a cape on the east coast of the island of Pomona. N. lat. 58° 52'. W. long. 2° 34'.

MOULAMKENG, a mountain of Tibet. N. lat. 36° 46'. E. long. 99° 36'.

MOULAPUDDY, a town of Hindooftan, in the province of Dindigul; 7 miles N.E. of Dindigul.

MOULAR, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 10 miles N. of Tuggar.

MOULAN, Laz, a town of France, in the department of the Po; 3 miles S.W. of Sofoa.

MOULD, or Mold, in the Mechanic Arts, &c., a cavity artfully cut, with design to give its form, or impression, to some fitted matter applied in it.

Moulds are implements of great use in sculpture, foundry, &c.

The workmen employed in melting the mineral or metallic globule dug out of mines, have each their several moulds, to receive the melted metal as it comes out of the furnace; but these are different, according to the diversity of metals and works. In gold mines, they have moulds for ingots; in silver mines, for bars; in copper and lead mines, for pigs or falmons; in tin mines, for pigs and ingots; and in iron mines, for bars, chimney-backs, anvils, cauldrons, pots, and other large utensils and merchandizes of iron; which are here cast, as it were at first hand.

Moulds of Founders of Large Works, as statues, bells, guns, and other bronze works, are of wax, supported with frames, by what they call a core, and covered with a fort with a cap or case. It is in the space which the wax took up, which is afterwards melted away to leave it free, that the liquid metal...
metal was, and the work is formed; being carried therethrough a great number of little cans, which cover the whole mould. See Foundery.

Moulds of Menners are frames full of sand, in which the plates of metal are cast that are to serve for the striking of species of gold and silver. See Coining.

A fort of concave moulds made of clay, having within them the figures and inscriptions of ancient Roman coins, are found in many parts of England, and suppose to have been used for the casting of money.

Mr. Baker having been favoured with a sight of some of these moulds found in Shropshire, bearing the same types and inscriptions with some of the Roman coins, gave an account of them to the Royal Society.

They were found in digging of sand, at a place called Ryton, in Shropshire, about a mile from the great Watling-street road. They are all of the size of the Roman denarius, and of a little more than the thickness of a halfpenny. They are made of a smooth pot or brick clay, which seems to have been first well cleaned from sand and dust, and well beat or kneaded, to render it fit for taking a fair impression. There were a great many of them found together, and there are many of them not unexceptionably found in Yorkshire; but they do not seem to have been made with in any other kingdom, except that some have been found to be once found at Lyons. They have been sometimes found in great numbers, joined together side by side, on one flat piece of clay, as if intended for the casting a great number of coins at once; and both these, and all the others that have been found, seem to have been of the emperor Severus. They are sometimes found impressed on both sides; and some have the head of Severus on one side, and some well-known reverses of him on the other. They seem plain to have been intended for the coinage of money, though it is not easy to say in what manner they can have been employed to that purpose, especially those which have impressions on both sides, unless it may be supposed that they coinced two pieces at the same time by the help of three moulds, of which this was to be the middle one.

If by disposing these into fame fort of iron frame or cafe, as our letter-founders do the braze moulds for casting their types, the melted metal could be easily poured into them, it would certainly be a very easy method of casting; as such moulds require little time or expence to make, and therefore might be supplied with new ones as often as they happen to break.

These moulds seem to have been burnt or baked sufficiently to make them hard; but not so as to render them porous like our bricks, by which they would have lost their smooth and even surface, which in there is plainly to close, that whatever metal should be formed in them would have no appearance like the found-holes by which the counterfeit coins and medals are usually detected.

Moulds of Founders of Small Works are like the frames of coiners: it is in these frames, which are likewise filled with sand, that their several works are fashioned; into which, when the two frames of which the mould is composed are rejoined, the melted braze is run.

Moulds of Letter-founders are partly of lead and partly wood; the wood, properly speaking, serves only to cover the real mould which is within, and to prevent the workman, who holds it in his hand, from being incommoded by the heat of the melted metal. Only one letter or type can be formed at once in each mould. See Letter-Foundery.

Moulds, in the Manufacture of Paper, are little frames composed of several braze or iron wires, fastened together by another wire still finer. Each mould is of the bigness of the sheet of paper to be made, and has a rim or ledge of wood to which the wires are fastened. These moulds are more usually called frames or forms.

Moulds, Furnace and Crucible Makers', are made of wood, of the same form with the crucibles; that is, in form of a truncated cone; they have handles of wood to hold and turn them with, when, being covered with the earth, the workman has a mind to round or flatten his vessel.

Moulds for Lead or Bullets are little iron pincers, each of whose branches terminates in a hemispherical concave, which, when shut, form an entire sphere. In the lips or sides, where the branches meet, is a little jet or hole, through which the melted lead is conveyed.

Moulds, Laboratory, are made of wood, for filling and driving all sorts of rockets and cartridges, &c.

Moulds, Glaziers. The glaziers have two kinds of moulds, both serving to cut their lead: in one they call the lead into long rods or canes to be drawn through the vice, and the grooves formed therein; this they sometimes call ingot-mould. In the other they mould those little pieces of lead a line thick, and two lines broad, fastened to the iron bars. These may be also cast in the vice.

Moulds, Goldsmiths'. The goldsmiths use the bones of the cuttle-fish to make moulds for their small works; which they do by pressing the pattern between two bones, and leaving a jet or hole to convey the silver through, after the pattern has been taken out.

Mould, among Majons, is a piece of hard wood or iron, hollowed within side, and wearable to the contours of the mouldings or cornices, &c. to be formed. This is otherwise called a calder.

Mould, a cavity formed in the external surface of a body, intended to be cast of liquid or soft matter, which after a certain time will acquire solidity.

Mould, in Majonery, is a templet made to a section of the bone intended to be cut. The ends or heading-joints being formed as in a cornice by means of the mould, the intermediate parts are wrought down by straight edges or circular templets, according as the work is straight or circular, upon the place. When the surface intended to be made is required to be very exact, a reverse mould is used in order to prove the work, by applying the mould in a transverse direction.

Moulds, among Plumbers, are the tables on which they call their sheets of lead. These they sometimes call simply tables. Besides these they have other real moulds, with which they call pipes without folding. See each described under Plumbery.

Moulds, among the Glass-Grinders, are wooden frames, on which they make the tubes with which they fit their perspectives, telescopes, and other optic machines.

These moulds are cylinders, of a length and diameter according to the use they are to be applied to, but always thicker at one end than the other, to facilitate the filing. The tubes made on these moulds are of two kinds; the one simply of palleboard and paper; the other of thin leaves of wood joined to the palleboard. To make the tubes to draw out, only the leaf or innermoit is formed on the mould; each tube made afterwards serving as a mould to that which is to go over it, but without taking out the mould from the fir. See Grinding.

Moulds used in basket-making are very simple, confiding ordinarily of a willow or other turnen or bent into an oval, circle, square, or other figure, according to the baskets, panniers, hampers, and other utensils intended. On these moulds they make, or, more properly measure, all their work:
work: and, accordingly, they have them of all sizes, shapes, &c.

Moulds, in Ship Building, are the shapes of the various timbers, knees, &c. made of board from the lines on the mould-loft floor, for the purpose of sawing out the various timbers, &c. to the shape required. Also thin flexible pieces of pear-tree or box, used in drawing the draughts and plans of a ship.

Moulded is a long even floor, on which the ship is laid-off to its full size, from the draughts and several other operations, which will be correctly explained in the article Ship-Building.

Moulds, among Tallow Chandlers, are of two kinds: the first for the common dipped candles, being the vessel in which the melted tallow is disposed, and the wick dipped.

This is of wood, of a triangular form, and supported on one of its angles, so that it has an opening of near a foot at top: the other, used in the fabric of mould candles, is of brass, pewter, or tin. Here each candle has its several mould. See each under CANDLE.

Moulded, among Gold Beaters, a certain number of leaves of vellum, or pieces of guts, cut square, of a certain size, and laid over one another, between which they put the leaves of gold and silver which they beat on the marble with the hammer. See Gold-Leaf.

They have four kinds of moulds; two of which are of vellum, and two of gut: the smallest of these leaves consists of forty or fifty leaves; the largest contains a hundred: for the others, each contain five hundred leaves.

The moulds have all their several cases, confining of two pieces of parchment, serving to keep the leaves of the mould in their place, and prevent their being disordered in beating.

Mould, or Mold, in Agriculture, the loose friable particles of earth or soil which are met with on the surface of the ground, called also natural or mother earth. (See Earth and Loam.) It is of different qualities in different situations. The properties of mould are in some measure distinguished by their appearance, those of a bright chucknut or hazel colour being generally good, as of this colour are the best loams, and also the best natural earths; and it is an advantage if they cut like butter, and do not flick obliquely, but are short; and tolerably light, breaking into small clods, and won't crumble or chopping in dry weather, or turning to mortar in wet. The next to these are the dark grey and ruflet moulds: the light and dark-coloured, such as is usually found on common heavy ground, is inferior, and the yellowish-red coloured the worst of all: this is commonly found in wild and waste parts of the country, and for the most part produces nothing but gorse, furze, and fern, according as the sub-folls are more or less of a light and sandy, or of a spewy gravel, or clayey nature. In all moulds of lands that are good, after rain, or breaking up, they emit a good smell. It is easily discovered by the touch whether they consist of sub-folls entirely arenaceous or clayey, or whether they be tender, fatty, detritive, or flippery; or more hard, gritty, porous, or friable.

Those moulds that have a blackish appearance, and contain much carbonaceous matter, are always found rich and good in the counties of the farmer.

It is of wall utility to have the mould of all the fliffer sorts of soil well broken down, and reduced before feeds of any kind are sown upon them. This is capable of being effected in various ways, as by turning them up in sharp ridges in the autumn, in order to have the action of the frost in the winter, and by frequent harrowing and rolling them with rollers proper for the purpose. Also by the proper use and application of the cultivator, scariifer, and furrower. See these different tools.

Moulds, according to Mr. Da Costa, are compound soils, of a loofe soft texture, somewhat ductile while moist, and composed of earthy particles, mixed with the putrefied remains of animal and vegetable bodies. He distinguishes them by their colours into the black, not acted upon by acids, to which belongs the common vegetable mould, or garden earth; the red, which is alkaline; and the brown, some of which are not acted upon by acids, and others alkaline.

Moulds, according to Kirwan, (Elem. of Mineralogy, vol. 1.) are loams (see Loam), mixed with animal and vegetable remains, particularly from putrefaction; generally of a black, brown, yellowish, or greyish-brown colour. The properties of these are highly interesting to agriculture, and may be pretty nearly determined by comparing their weight, when dried, at 140° Fahrenheit from the earth; at which they lose by being heated to redness in an open fire, continued as long as any coaly substance remains in them; yet not exactly, without some nicer operations, as the animal earths will retain undetermined, and also the vegetable ashes.

To analyse mould by means of water, Shaw proposes to wash it thoroughly in warm water in large quantities, and then to filtrate the liquor. Afterwards evaporate this to a considerable degree of concentration, and it is manifestly of a saline tarte, but making no alteration in syrup of violets; therefore the salt it contains is neither acid nor alkaline, but neutral. This analysis purified further, the particles may be difinuted and kept separate, and will be found to be a large proportion of sand, a quantity of a light mud, capable of remaining a long time suspended in water, and a heavier mud sinking immediately in water. By an analysis of any particular mould by this means, we may find its true constituent particles, and be able to mix up and compound a similar one for the growth of any peculiar plant it produces. But plants have the affability of heat as well as moisture, in the degree of temperature from the earth; therefore it may not be improper to try the effect of fire on the same subject. The common garden mould distilled in a retort in a naked fire, managed in its various degrees, affords a water, an oil and spirit like those yielded by animal subjests, and possibly arising from some extraneous particles mixed with the earth, and a dry caput mortuum, or indolent earth, remains in the retort.

The particles of animal, vegetable, and mineral substances, floating in the atmosphere, and thence precipitated on the earth, may give some of the properties to garden mould, and those different in different places; as is evident about London, where the mould is so impregnated with smoke, precipitated on it from the atmosphere, that it differs much from that of open countries. Shaw's Lectures, p. 64.

Mould, in Gardening, such earthly substances as constitute foils, when reduced into a fine pulverized state in their particles. It is of different qualities, according to the nature of the earth or foil in which it is found. But the best for the general purposes of gardening is probably that which contains a large proportion of carbonaceous or vegetable matter. It is of very different colours in different soils, as hazel, dark-grey, ruflet, ash, yellowish-red, and various others. But the first three colours are generally considered as denoting the best qualities, and the last the most unfriendly to the growth of vegetables.

Those moulds which are capable of working well at all seasons,
feasons, are rather light and dry, perfectly mellow and fine in their particles, being well enriched with vegetable and animal matters, are mostly preferred, and capable of affording the largest crops of good vegetables of the different kinds. See Earth and Soil.


Mould on Hops, in Rural Economy, a vegetable disease, which is liable to affect the hop plant in the more advanced periods of its growth, and produce much mischief to the crop. See Fenn.


Mould, Vegetable, in Agriculture, that sort of mould which is chiefly formed from the reements of decayed vegetables. It forms the surface stratum of molt foils, and is, in general, of a more dark colour than that which is below it. See Soil and Vegetable Mould.

MOULDINESS, a term applied to an appearance in bodies which are much exposed to the humidity of the atmosphere, and which show itself by a kind of white down, or lume, on their surface. It is liable to affect different articles of farm produce, unless guarded against by deposing them in proper dry places. See Mucor.

This mouldiness, when viewed with a microscope, affords a curious spectacle: being a kind of meadow, out of which arise herbs and flowers; some only in the bud, others full blown, and others decayed; each having its little root, stalk, and other parts; the figure of which may be seen in Hook’s Micrographia. The same may be observed of the mouldiness which gathers on the surface of liquid bodies.

Mr. Bradley observed this mouldiness in a melon very accurately, and found the vegetation of these little plants to be exceedingly quick. Each plant had its feeds in great abundance, which did not seem to be three hours before they began to shoot up; and in six hours more the new plant was complete and mature, and the feed ready to fall. When the fruit had been covered with a mould for fix days, its vegetation quality began to abate, and it was entirely gone in two days more; then came on a putrefaction, and the fleithy part of the melon yielding nothing but a flecing water, which began to have a gentle motion on its surface; and in two days’ time maggots appeared, which in fix more hid themselves up in their bags, where they continued four days, and then came out: These maggots were owing to the eggs of flies deposited in the putrefaction.

Moulding, any thing cast in mould, or that seems to have been so, though in reality it were cut with a chisel, or the axe.

Moulding, in Architecture, an ornamental surface, such that all its transverse sections are equal and similar throughout the length, the transverse sections being those which are everywhere perpendicular to the edge or edges of the said ornamental surface.

A regular moulding has either contrary, curved, circular, or elliptic sections. See Cymatium, Cyma-Retta, Cyma-Recta, Echinus, Ovolo, Quarter-Round, Cavetta, Scotia, Apophysis, Scape, &c. and Plate XXI. Architecture.

Mouldings in assemblage are used in the formation of cornices, architraves, bases, capitals, &c.

Mouldings are either plain or enriched with eggs, and with foliage displayed in a variety of forms. Some enrichments are peculiar to certain forms of mouldings, as eggs and anchors, or egg and tongue to the ovolo. See Plate XXI. Architecture.

Mouldings, in Gunery, are annexed to guns by way of ornament, and depend chiefly on the maker’s fancy.

It may be observed, in general, that they should be plain and simple, and the metal should be projected as little as possible, so that the piece may lie close on the carriage. See Cannon.

Moulding, the act of marking out the slope of any timber, &c. from a mould given, as when it is to cut, it is said to be moulded, which is the contrary dimension from fiding. See Sided.

Moulding, Bed. See Bed-Moulding.

Moulding, Plane. See Plane.

MOULE, Lé, in Geography, a town of the island of Guadaloupe, on the N. coast. N. lat. 16° 36’. W. long. 62° 27’.

MOULIN, Charles Duc, in Biography, a French jurist, was born at Paris, of an ancient family, in the year 1560. He was dilligentlich from his early years by the facility with which he took his education. He acquired the rudiments of learning at Paris, and went to study the law at Orleans and Poitiers. He was admitted an advocate at the age of twenty-two, and acted six years as a pleader; but an impediment in his speech obliged him to retire from practice. He now devoted himself to literature, and became greatly celebrated as an author. In 1539, he published a work, entitled “Commentaire sur les Matières Écclésiastiques de la Contumie de Paris;” and in 1551, “Observations sur l’Édit du Roi Henri II. contre les Petites Dames.” This edict had arisen from the hostility between the court of France and Rome; and Du Moulin, in his work, warmly advocated the liberties of the Gallican church, which gave so great offence to the papal court, that the parliament of Paris found it necessary to pass a decree for its suppression. The zealous Catholics found means to excite the populace against him as a favourite of heresy. His house was pillaged; he quitted Paris, and retired to Germany for safety. He employed himself several years at different towns in that country, and in Burgundy, in giving lectures on the law with great reputation. He returned to Paris, after having endured an imprisonment of four months for refusing to undertake an unjust cause; but in 1562, he quitted the metropolis, on account of the religious wars. Two years afterwards he came back, and was thrown into the Conciergerie, for a work which he printed that regarded the council of Trent. He died in 1566. He had for many years been considered in France as an oracle of jurisprudence, and of an authority equal to that of the greatest names in the science, ancient or modern. Of his own superiority he was fully sensible, and did not scruple to entitle himself “The Doctor of France and Germany;” and he would sometimes prefix to his opinions, “I, who am fecundo to no one, and whom no one can teach any thing.” His works were collected and printed in five volumes folio. Mancini.

Moulin, Peter Duc, a learned French Protestant divine, was born at Baith, in the Vexin, in 1553. He pursued his studies, first in Paris, and afterwards in England; and from this place he proceeded to the university of Leyden, where he became a professor, and taught philosophy with applause. Being admitted to the ministry, he undertook the pastoral duty of a Protestant church of Charenton near Paris, and was soon after appointed chaplain to Catherine de Bourbon, princeps of Navarre, and filler of Henry IV. In 1615, he visited England, and James I. presented him with a prebendary of Canterburia. He afterwards went to Sedan, and became professor of divinity, and had entrusted to him the principal management of the concerns of the Protestants in France. He died in 1578. He wrote a great number of works, of which the principal are “The Anatomy of Arminianism,” in Latin; “A Treatise on the Keys of the Church;” “The Capuchin, or Hillary of the Monks;” and
and "A Defence of the Reformed Churches." A vein of severe satire is said to run through several of his controversial pieces. Moreni.

MOULIN, PETER DU, son of the preceding, and a clergyman of the church of England, was born, it is supposed, at Paris, about the year 1600. He studied at Leyden, where he was admitted to the degree of doctor of divinity. He afterwards came to England, and was incorporated in the same degree at the university of Cambridge. He was patronized by Richard, earl of Cork, who appointed him governor to his sons, whom he afterwards accompanied to Oxford. Here Du Moulin remained two years or more, and preached frequently in the church of St. Peter in the East. After the restoration of Charles II. he was appointed chaplain in ordinary to his majesty, and given a prebend at Canterbury, where he spent the remainder of his life. He died in 1654, in the eighty-fourth year of his age. He was author of several works, of which we may mention, 1. The Peace of the Soul; 2. A Defence of the Protestant Religion. He was author of the famous work, entitled "Regii Sanguinis Clamor ad Coelum," which was published at the Hague, in 1672, by M. Alexander More. Anthony Wood gives him the character of an honest, zealous Calvinist. Moreni.

Wood's Athen. Oxon.

MOULIN. Fer de Moulin. See Fer.

MOULINET, a French term properly signifying a little mill, being the diminutive of moulin, mill.

It is used in mechanics to signify a roller, which, being crossed with two levers, is usually applied to cranes, capstans, and other sorts of engines of the like nature, to draw ropes, and heave up stones, timber, &c.

MOULINET is also a kind of turn-flite, or wooden cross, which turns horizontally upon a flake fixed in the ground; usually placed in the passages to keep out horSES, and to oblige passengers to go and come one by one.

These moulinet are oftenet near the outworks of fortified places, at the sides of the barriers, through which people pass on foot.

MOULINS, GUARDES, in Biography, a French priest and canon, who flourished towards the close of the 13th century. He is mentioned as being the first person who gave a translation of a considerable portion of the Scriptures in the French language. He was promted, in 1277, to the deanship of his chapter, after which we hear no more of him. His translation was printed in 1487, by order of Charles VIII. Moreni.

MOULINS, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Allier, before the revolution the capital of Bourbonnais, situated on the Allier, and esteemed one of the pleasanter towns in France, having broad and clean streets: its principal trade consists in cutlery; and near it is a medicinal spring. The E. partition contains 7000, and its canton, 11,074 inhabitants, in seven communes. Its W. division contains 6520, and its canton 10,525 inhabitants, in 10 communes. Its whole territory comprehends 355 square miles. N. lat. 40° 35'.

E. long. 3° 24'.

MOULINS-en-Gilbert, a town of France, in the department of the Nièvre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Château-Chinon; seven miles S.W. of it. The place contains 1960, and the canton 8400 inhabitants, on a territory of 410 square kilometres, in nine communes. N. lat. 46° 59'.

E. long. 3° 53'.

MOULINS-la-Marche, a town of France, in the department of the Orne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Mortagne; 18 miles N.E. of Alençon. The place contains 878, and the canton 7781 inhabitants, on a territory of 1925 square kilometres, in 20 communes.

MOULONGE, a cluster of small islands in the Indian sea, near the coast of Africa. S. lat. 1° 45'.

MOULTAN, a province of Hindostan, lying principally on the E. side of the Indus; bounded on the N. by Lahore, on the E. by Delhi, on the S. by sandy deserts, that separate it from Agimere, and on the W. by Persia. It belongs at present to the people called Seiks; and its productions are cotton, sugar, opium, galls, brimstone, &c. Its trade in the time of Aurungzebe was flourishing; but at present it is inconsiderable, on account of the rapacious diPersion of its poiffeItors.

MOULTAN, a city of Hindostan, the capital of the forementioned province, and one of the most ancient towns of Hindostan. Although it is a place of small extent for the capital of a viceroyalty, it is strongly fortified, and much celebrated for its pagoda, which is held in great veneration by the Hindoos. It has, or lately had, a great manufacture of cottons; but its trade has much declined, partly because the river that led to it has been in a great measure choked up, and its channel spoilt. This is the modern capital of the country designed by the historians of Alexander for that of the "Mall," although the ancient capital stood nearer to Toulumba. Moulton has been garrisoned ever since the year 1775, by the king of Candahar's troops. N. lat. 29° 34'.

E. long. 71° 21'.

MOULTING, among Farmers, a term signifying the changing of the feathers in animals of the domestic bird kind. It is a process which takes place annually towards the latter end of the year, when care should be taken to have them well fed, and kept as much as possible in a sheltered situation. In some forms of birds, as the goose, advantage is taken of this season for collecting the feathers for various useful purposes.

MOULTING in Horses, a term sometimes applied to horses, when they alter, change, or call their coats towards the latter end of autumn. As they become weak at this period, they should be well kept, and not have too much work. Great care should, likewise, be taken in the cleaning and dressing of them.

MOULTING, in Natural History. See Moulting.

MOULTONBOROUGH, in Geography, a town of America, in New Hampshire, now called New Hampton; which see.

MOULTRIE, Fort, See Sullivan's Island.

MOULTRIEVILLE, a town lately settled on Sullivan's Island, South Carolina. It is a place, containing 200 dwelling houses, much resorted to by the inhabitants of Charleston, during the summer and autumn, both for pleasure and health.

MOUND, a term used for a bank, rampart, or other fence, particularly of earth; or of earth and stone. Mound, or Mound, in Heraldry, is a ball or globe with a crois upon it; such as our kings are usually drawn with, holding it in their left hand, as they do the sceptre in the right.

MOUNEGES, in Geography, a cape on the S.E. coast of the island of Unk, one of the Shetland Islands. N. lat. 61° 41'.

W. long. 1° 2'.

MOUNT; an elevation of earth, called also mountain.

The words mount and mountain are synonymous; but the former is scarcely ever used in prose, unless when accompanied with some proper name; as mount Aetna, mount Gibe, mount Lebanon, mount Sinai, mount Atlas, mount Parasitus, &c.

Mount
Mount Airy, in Geography, a town of America, in Surry county, Carolina; 400 miles from Washington.

Mount Baker, a mountain on the W. coast of North America. N. lat. 48° 39'. E. long. 238° 50'.

Mount Battie, a mountain of Scotland, in the W. part of the county of Kincardine; 16 miles N.W. of Bervie.

Mount's Bay, a bay in the English channel, on the S. coast of the county of Devon, between the Land's End and Lizard Point. N. lat. 50° 7'. W. long. 5° 20'.

Mount Bethel, Upper and Lower, two townships of America, in Northampton county, Pennsylvania; both containing 2234 inhabitants.

Mount Calder, a barren mountain, which forms the extreme S. point of Port Protection, in the N.W. part of the Prince of Wales's Archipelago.

Mount Calvarya. See CALVARY.

Mount Camel, a mountain of New Zealand, at the N. extremity of Eaheinomauwe; 30 miles S.S.E. of Cape Maria Van Diemen.

Mount Campbell, a mountain on the N.E. coast of Kerguelen's land. S. lat. 45° 12'. E. long. 70° 20'.

Mount Carmel, Knight of. See Carmel.

Mount of Cocos, in Geography, an island in the South Pacific ocean, discovered by LeMaire and Schouten in the year 1616. The island is said to be high and covered with trees, particularly those of the cocoa-nut; the inhabitants are handsome, strong, and well proportioned, having hair of various colours, which is worn in different forms; they are thieves, and anxious to obtain iron. The navigators procured cocoa-nuts, bananas, yams, some small hogs, and fresh water. This island is called by the natives "Kootaaee." S. lat. 16°. E. long. 177°.

Mount Desert, an island, consisting of a valuable tract of land, on the coast of Hancock county, in the state of Maine. On the S.E. side are two considerable islands, called "Cranberry islands," which serve to form a harbour in the gulf that lets up on the S. side of the island. The whole island contains 1121 inhabitants. The northern part was formed into a township, called Eden, in 1796. The south-easternmost part of the island lies in about N. lat. 44° 12'. W. long. 68° 10'. On the main land, opposite to the N. part of the island, are the townships of Trenton and Sullivan. It is 353 miles distant N.E. from Boston.

Mount Edgecombe. See EDGECOMBE.

Mount Edgecumb, a mountain or eminence on the W. coast of the entrance into Plymouth harbour, on the coast of Devonshire. N. lat. 50° 21'. W. long. 4° 8'.

Mount Egg, in Mining. In the tin-works, after the tin from the burnt ore is melted down, and re-melted, there will sometimes remain a different slig in the bottom of the float; this they call mount-egg; and though of a tin-colour, yet it is of an iron nature, as hath been found by applying a magnet to it.

Mount Fairweather, in Geography, a mountain on the W. coast of North America; 12 miles N.E. of Cape Fairweather.

Mount Felix, a lofty cape on the N.E. coast of Africa, at the entrance of the Arabian gulf; 40 miles W.N.W. of Cape Guardafui. N. lat. 12°. E. long. 50° 40'.

Mount Gardner, a mountain and promontory on the S.W. coast of New Holland, forming the E. boundary of King George III's Sound. S. lat. 35° 4'. E. long. 118° 29'.

Mount Guard, in Military Language. See GUARD.

Mount Helby, in Geography, a mountain of considerable height in the island of Barbadoes.

Mount Hillary, or St. Hillary's Mountains, some mountains of Ireland, in the county of Cork, S. of the river Blackwater; between Mallow and Millstreet.

Mount Holly, a town, or rather a village, with a post-office, in Burlington county, New Jersey, on the banks of Anaconus creek, 12 miles S.E. of Burlington.

Mount Holly, a township in Rutland county, Vermont, formed out of a part of Wallingsford, a part of Ludlow, and a gore of land between them; containing 668 inhabitants.

Mount Hope Bay, a bay on the N.E. part of Narraganset bay.

Mount Jolin, lies on the northern coast of the gulf of St. Lawrence, in Labrador; and "Mount Island" lies on the same coast, in N. lat. 50° 5'. W. long. 61° 35'.

Mount Joy's, a Moravian settlement in Pennsylvania; 16 miles from Lititz.—Also, the name of two townships in Pennsylvania; the one in Lancaster, the other in Adam's county.

Mount Leinster, a high and rocky mountain of Ireland, in the county of Wicklow, on the borders of Wexford. It consists of granite. It is about 12 miles S.S.E. from Carlow.

Mount Major, a mountain of America, in New Hampshire, on the side of lake Winnipesaukee. N. lat. 43° 25'. W. long. 71° 20'.

Mount Misery, a mountain of the island of St. Christopher, near the W. end.—Also, a town of America, in the state of Connecticut; eight miles N.E. of Norwich.

Mount Olympia, in Ancient Geography. See OLYMPUS.

Mount Olympia, in Geography, a mountain on the W. coast of North America. N. lat. 47° 50'. E. long. 236° 24'.

Mount Orgueil Castle, called also "Gowray castle," from an adjacent village, derives its name of Orgueil from the promontory on which it is situated, which was given to it, according to vulgar tradition, by Henry V., or rather by the duke of Clarence. Of this edifice in the Isle of Jersey, we have historical record as early as the reign of John, before whose time it had been a considerable fortres, and by whom it was repaired and re-fortified. This castle still stands, and presents to the observer a grand appearance, though in a state of decline; five miles W. of St. Helier. Mount Parker, a mountain on the N. coast of Chatham, in the North Pacific ocean; 10 miles W. of Cape Young.

Mounts of Piety, are certain funds, or establishments, in Italy, where money is lent out on some small security. We had also mounts of piety in England, raised by contributions for the benefit of people ruined by the extortions of the Jews.

The name "mons pietus" came with the invention from Italy, and is equally old, if not older. Funds of money formed by the contributions of different persons, for some specified end, were long before called "montes." In the first century of the Christian era, free gifts were collected and preferred in churches by ecclesiastics, partly for the purpose of defraying the expense of divine service, and partly to relieve the poor. Such capitals which were considered as ecclesiastical funds, were by Prudentius, in the beginning of the fifth century, called "montes annonae," and "area nummis." Tertullian (Apolog. cap. 39) calls them "deposita pietus," and hence has been formed the denomination of "montes pietae."

In procures of these banks, that were employed in Italy, during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, to borrow money in the name of states, for which the public
MOUNTAIN and rivers; On the 799th mile this is a mountain of considerable elevation, and is celebrated for its picturesque scenery. The mountain is covered with forest, and the landscape is diversified by the winding courses of the streams that flow from its base. The mountain is a popular resort for hunters and sportsmen, and is noted for its deer and other game. The mountain is also a source of water power for the surrounding townships, and is a valuable resource for the community.

MOUNTAIN, a mountain of North America, in New Georgia. N. lat. 47° 3'. E. long. 238° 2'.

MOUNT ST. HELEN'S, a mountain on the W. coast of North America. N. lat. 46° 9'. E. long. 205° 1'.

MOUNT STEPHEN, a mountain on the W. coast of North America; five miles N. of Point Philip.

MOUNT TAMALPAIS, a small peak-town of Ireland, in the county of Roscommon, situated on the river Suck, and 76 miles W. by N. from Dublin.

MOUNT TURA, a place of America, in Parson county, North Carolina, having a post-office; 296 miles from Washington.

MOUNT TOM, a noted mountain of America, on the W. bank of Connecticut river, near Northampton.—Also, the name of a mountain between Litchfield and Washington, in Connecticut.

MOUNT VERNON, a town of America, in Kennebec county, and state of Maine; 17 miles N.W. of Hallowell.

MOUNT VERNON, the seat of the late George Washington, pleasantly situated on the Virginia bank of Patowmac river, in Fairfax county, Virginia, where the river is nearly two miles wide; nine miles below Alexandria, 127 from Point Look-out at the mouth of the river, and 280 miles from the sea. The area of the mount is 200 feet above the surface of the river; and after furnishing a lawn of five acres in front, and about the same in rear of the buildings, falls off rather abruptly in those two quarters. On the N. end it subides gradually into extensive pasture-grounds; while on the S. it slopes more steeply, in a short distance, and terminates with the coach-house, stables, vineyards, and nurseries. On either wing is a thick grove of different flowering forest trees. Parallel with them, on the land side, are two spacious gardens, into which one is led by two serpentine gravel walks, planted with weeping willows and shady shrubs. The mansion-house itself appears venerable and convenient; and viewed from the land side, the whole assemblage of buildings bears a resemblance to a rural village. A small park on the river, where the English, American, and the American wild deer are seen through the thickets, alternately with the woods as they are falling along, give a romantic and picturesque appearance to the whole scenery. On the opposite side of a small creek to the northward, an extensive plain, exhibiting corn-fields and cattle grazing, affords in summer a luxuriant landscape; while the blended verdure of woodlands and cultivated de- cilians, on the Maryland shore, varie gates the prospect in a charming manner. Such are the philosophic shades to which the commander-in-chief of the American army retired in 1783, at the close of a victorious war; which he again left in 1786 to dignify with his unequaled talents the highest office which his fellow-citizens could confer; and after again retreated in 1791, loaded with honors and the benedictions of his country. Here, in 1795, he again heard and obeyed the call of his endangered country, to command her armies, but was at length summoned on the 14th of December 1799 to join the heavenly hosts. More. See WASHINGTON.

MOUNT WASHINGTON, a mountain on the E. coast of New England. S. lat. 28° 27'.

MOUNT WASHINGTON lies in the upper part of the island of New York.—Also, one of the highest peaks of the White Mountains, in New Hampshire.—A fo, the south-western most township of Massachusetts, in Berkshire county, 236 miles W. by S. from Boston; incorporated in 1779, and containing 201 inhabitants.

MOUNTAGU, RICHARD, in Biography, a learned prelate of the church of England, and an excellent writer on ecclesiastical antiquities, was born in 1728, at Dorset. He was educated in the classics at Eton, and thence he proceeded, in 1754, to King's college, Cambridge. He rose rather rapidly in the church, and in 1680 he edited, in Greek, "Gregory Nazianzen's Inventions against Julian," with the notes of Nomiuss. In 1634 he published a piece in answer to a pamphlet, entitled "A Gap for the New Gospel." Mountagu's reply was entitled "A New Gap for an Old Goole;" this was viewed by some of his opponents in a very serious light, and a prosecution was commenced against him, but he had skill enough to evade it by applying to the king to be allowed to appeal to himself. James conferred, and the work was entitled "Appello Cæsarem." This appeal increased the number of his enemies, but in proportion to the odium hæpped upon him, he increased in favour at court, and in 1628 he was promoted to the bishopric of Chichester, though he was at that very time under the censure of the house of commons. He now applied himself to his favourite subject, church antiquities, and published, in 1635, "Originum Ecclesiasticarum Apparatus," Thomas the elder. In 1638 he was translated to Norwich, in which he became distinguished as a percursor of the Puritans. In 1640 he completed his "Originum Ecclesiasticarum," and died in the following year. He was author of many other works, enumerated in the Biog. Brit. to which the reader is referred.

MOUNTAINS, MOUNTAINOUS Country, &C. In the language of common life, the more considerable of those inequalities with which the surface of the earth is diversified are generally termed mountains, while those of inferior elevation are distinguished by the appellation of hills. It is unnecessary to point out the insufficiency of this popular but...
but vague distinction, for which, by the geologists of the present day, especially those of the Werreraian school, a division has been substituted, which is far better adapted to the present advanced state of geography and physical geography.

The inequalities on the surface of the earth may be divided into two great classes, viz. the bottom of the sea, and the dry land; for the former of these, see the article Sea. The dry land, with regard to its inequalities, is divided into high land and low land; the former denoting an uneven tract of land considerably elevated above the level of the sea; the latter conveying the idea of an extensive country quite flat, or of inconceivable elevation above the sea, chiefly composed of plains, but also hilly where it borders on alpine country; and if groups of mountains occur in it, these are always small, and occupy its central part.

High land is principally composed of alpine, mountainous, and hilly land; here and there also some plains occur in it.

Alpine land is formed of groups of mountains, which again are composed of mountain chains, or connected series of single mountains. Mountain groups are generally highest in the middle, and each of them, in an alpine country, takes a particular direction; they are separated from each other by plains and valleys, but more frequently by mountainous or hilly country. Each group constitutes a connected whole, both with regard to its base and its activity; it is not, however, an entire mass, but intermixed in many places, though never quite down to its foot or base: where the latter takes place, the mountain group is considered as terminated.

The second feature in the general aspect of high land is mountainous land; it is composed of single mountains collected into chains, which, however, not being joined together by a central or high mountain chain, are never seen to form groups.

The third component part of high land, is hilly land: which consists of gentle rounded undulated elevations; it is much lower than the preceding, and by means of the plains, which sometimes constitute a part of high land, forms a transition into low land.

In considering the various parts of which alpine land is composed, we observe that a mountain group always consists of several mountain chains, the highest part of which, extending through the whole group without being intersected, is called the high mountain chain, or also the high middle chain, in cafes where its situation is nearly in the middle of the groups, from which a great number of inferior chains proceed under various angles, which form the activity of the group, and are called subordinate and lateral chains. They vary in magnitude and extent; the most considerable, called also chief mountain chain, is that which, proceeding from the middle of the high mountain chain, reaches to the foot of the group; the other chains either from the foot of the group towards the principal mountain chain, but never reach the high mountain chain; or they proceed from the high mountain chain, without however reaching the foot of the group. The summit of a mountain chain is called its ridge, that of the highest chain the highest ridge. The concavities in a mountain group, which generally run parallel with its longitudinal direction, or separate one chain from another, are called valleys; which are.

Mountain groups, with regard to their extent, are divided into principal groups, or such as are from 30 to 30 geographical miles in length, for influence, the Alps of Switzerland, and Pyrenees into middle-sized mountain groups (Mattelgebirge), which have an extent of from 10 to 20 geographical miles, such as the Hartz mountains, the Riegengebirge, &c.; and into small mountain groups, which are only from two or three to ten geographical miles in length. With regard to their height, mountain groups are called high, if their elevation exceeds 1000 to 15000 feet, or 7000 to 10000 toises above the level of the sea; such as several mountain groups of Bohemia, Franconia, &c. Low mountain groups are from 100 to 500 toises, or from 700 to 2500 feet high. Generally the length of a mountain group is proportionate to its height, and to the breadth of its base. If the length and the breadth of the base be nearly alike, the mountain group is called massive; if, on the other hand, the length is very considerable in comparison of the breadth of the base, it is denominated a long mountain group.

Another distinction of mountain groups is derived from the difference in the form and the connection of the mountains and mountain chains of which they are composed. Thus we have common, alpine, and conic mountain groups. The common mountain groups have a middle-sized, lengthened principal mountain chain, which gives out shorter lateral chains, and the individual mountains of which these chains are composed are finely aggregated in rows; they are mostly mountain groups of an intermediate height and extent. In the conical groups the individual mountains are for the most part singly aggregated like the preceding, but only joined together at their foot, or not higher up than the declivity, by which the conical form is produced, which principally characterizes the mountains of the alps-vaux formation. The alpine mountain group does not consist, like the common group, of simple rows of mountains, the summits of which are finely projecting, but as it were of pyramidally aggregated clusters, and is therefore to be considered as a double aggregation. The alpine mountain groups are the most extensive, and their highest ridges and summits generally consist of granite.

With regard to the different parts of single mountains, we distinguish the foot, the acclivity, and the summit. The foot is generally very flat, and more or less extensive; the acclivity, or the space between the foot and the summit, is the most considerable and usually the steepest part of the mountain, sometimes even forming perpendicular precipices. The foot is generally gradual and the acclivity of a mountain, the richer it generally grows in ores. The summit varies both with regard to its steepness and shape, which latter is for the most part indicative of the nature of the rock of which it is composed; gneifs and transition rocks forming flat or round-backed; clay slate conical, and basalt, &c. short and obtuse conical summits. While granite and lime-flour mountains are often characterized by sharp-pointed summits or peaks. If several of the mountains in a group are flattened, such a ridge is called a plateforme. Very steep and lofty summits are called peaks, needles, (aiguilles,) horns. Sometimes the summit is marked by a depression; sometimes it is intersected by ravines, and the inequalities thus formed are called gaps or kappen.

Though mountains have been emphatically called "la charpente et l'ouvrage du globe terrestre," yet even the most elevated of them must appear as slight ruggosities only, when their proportion to the diameter of the earth is considered: for the highest mountain of Europe, the Montblanc, is, on the surface of our planet, what the protuberance of a line would be on the surface of a globe of about 21 feet in diameter. It is not a long time that we have obtained correct notions of the heights of mountains; before the barometer was applied to the measurement of altitudes, their
Table of the Heights of Mountains and Hills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>England and Wales</th>
<th>Feet above the Level of the Sea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snowden, Caernarvonshire</td>
<td>3568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadair Idris, Merionethshire</td>
<td>3550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croftsell, Cumberland</td>
<td>3390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helvellyn, ibid.</td>
<td>3324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddleback, ibid.</td>
<td>3550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharndike, Yorkshire</td>
<td>2480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingleborough, ibid.</td>
<td>2380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moel-Elian, Caernarvonshire</td>
<td>2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripon Tor, Devon</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waver hill, Staffordshire</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penmaen-Mawr, Caernarvonshire</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrekin, Shropshire</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown-Willy, near Bodmin, Cornwall</td>
<td>1368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malvern hills, in Herefordshire; the Herefordshire beacon above the level of the plain</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Worcestershire beacon</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ax-Edge peak, above the town of Derby</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>England</th>
<th>Feet above the Level of the Sea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward-law</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peat-law</td>
<td>1694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meagie</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxburghshire</td>
<td>1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheviot hills</td>
<td>2682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millenwood-Fell</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windhead hill</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tudhope</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wip hill</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuber's-law</td>
<td>1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eildon hills, the most westerly and highest</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunian's hill</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minto hill</td>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peeblesshire</td>
<td>1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollarburn, by estimation</td>
<td>2840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-law</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glumffather</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilliefeugh</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunrobin, or Druid's hill</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minchmoor hill</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carden hill</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanarkshire</td>
<td>1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinto hill, 1720; according to others</td>
<td>2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mine-master's house at Leadhills, which is the highest inhabited place in Great Britain</td>
<td>1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wefraw</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town of Lanark</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumfriesshire</td>
<td>3204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartfell</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some accounts make the height of this mountain but 2800 feet from the sea. It is probable that this mensuration may rather intimate its height above Moffat. This mountain should be carefully measured, as it appears to be the highest in the south of Scotland.</td>
<td>2522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Larg, next Ayreshire</td>
<td>2220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowther hill</td>
<td>1544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etrick pen, in Eskdale Muir</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queenberry hill</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairn-Kinnow, near Drumlanrig</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis hill, in Tarres</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langholm hill</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errick's Braehead</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford of the Clyde, above Elvan Foot</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitution hill, near Moffat</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnswark hill</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moffat</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repentance Tower</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward-law</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annan hill</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigton and Kirkcudbright</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crieff</td>
<td>1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnmuir</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben cairn</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carn-harrah</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayrshire</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig of Ailfa</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goatfield</td>
<td>2945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renfrewshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mift law</td>
<td>1240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nidleton craig</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stirlingshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-Lomond</td>
<td>3262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood hill</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campsie hills</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clackmananshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Cleugh, the highest summit of the Ochils</td>
<td>2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifeshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomond hills</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perthshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Lawers</td>
<td>4051 or 4015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben More</td>
<td>3870 or 3903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-Gloe</td>
<td>3774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-Deirg, or the Red Mountain</td>
<td>3550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Voirilich</td>
<td>3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schehallion</td>
<td>3281 or 3364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ledi</td>
<td>3009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benivenou</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Chechan</td>
<td>3092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Chonzie</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benachally</td>
<td>1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birnam hill</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Seat</td>
<td>1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinpurnie</td>
<td>1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunfinneran hill</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belmont hill</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry hill</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyleshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruachan</td>
<td>3390 or 3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bednam-braw, in Glencee</td>
<td>3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beinn-an-oair, highest papa of Jura</td>
<td>2470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beinn-a-chaolois, the most southern of the papas of Jura, rifes above the found of Ila</td>
<td>2359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angus, or Forfar.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat-law</td>
<td>2264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunnichen hill</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mearns, or Kinkardinehshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Battock</td>
<td>3450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kloechnabane</td>
<td>2370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerlavick</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeenshire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scairfoch</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gariach</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulbrax hill</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter hill</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck hill</td>
<td>2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairn Ferg</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fare hill</td>
<td>1793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairn Moncarne</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benachie</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mormond hill</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swicku, according to Retzius</td>
<td>6658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____, according to Bergmann, only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of Dofra-sial</td>
<td>4377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornalen, province of Bergen</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of Lang-sial</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siken-Ulrich, province of Bergen</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxey-feldt, ibid.</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areskutan, Jemtlad</td>
<td>6180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rettvik</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylfisrllen</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Feet</td>
<td>English Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4020</td>
<td>Castle of Kaiser, near the summit of the Lichtmehrsberg (Paris feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>Alpefleig (Paris feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>Hohenwerfen, ibid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Savoy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hohcnwarfhe</td>
<td>3690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hafpice</td>
<td>3689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafelfichte</td>
<td>3781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zobtenberg</td>
<td>2885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thuringia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schneekopf, according to v. Zach, in French feet</td>
<td>3275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Silesia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schneekopf, the highest summit of the Riegengebirge</td>
<td>4950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Große Rader</td>
<td>4972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafelfichte, Riegengebirge</td>
<td>3781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zobtenberg</td>
<td>2885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Switzerland.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mont Blanc, highest mountain in Europe, according to Saiffure</td>
<td>15,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont Rosa</td>
<td>15,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jungfrauhorn</td>
<td>13,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge of the Furca</td>
<td>13,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nögerhorn</td>
<td>12,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mönchhorn</td>
<td>11,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buet</td>
<td>10,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Gotthard</td>
<td>9927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice of the Great St. Bernard, the highest inhabited ground in Europe</td>
<td>8140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice of Little St. Bernard</td>
<td>7260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospice of St. Gothard</td>
<td>6617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paflage of Mount Cenis</td>
<td>6778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tyrol.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oeustler Spitze, the third highest mountain in Europe</td>
<td>15,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Glöckner (in Paris feet)</td>
<td>11,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohe, West Gotland</td>
<td>10,393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saalfahle (Paris feet)</td>
<td>9,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvermine near Sturtsingen (Paris feet)</td>
<td>8,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenner mountain</td>
<td>5109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Salzburg.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ofelle</td>
<td>12,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watzmann</td>
<td>9600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathalushberg</td>
<td>8800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine in Rathalushberg (Paris feet)</td>
<td>6195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stiria.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest summit of the Wechfuls (Paris feet)</td>
<td>5352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle in Waldaden (Paris feet)</td>
<td>4718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle of the Prenhübel (Paris feet)</td>
<td>3734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Austria.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summit of the Priel</td>
<td>3690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit of the Octler</td>
<td>3689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittersee (Paris feet)</td>
<td>3084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langeggseheid (Paris feet)</td>
<td>2772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town of Eifernitz</td>
<td>2534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Kogel</td>
<td>9700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hungary.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak of Lomnitz, the highest summit of the Carpathians</td>
<td>8649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great peak of Kefmark</td>
<td>8508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krivan mountain</td>
<td>8533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold mine of the Krivan</td>
<td>6954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Föischbank</td>
<td>6108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budimau mountain in Transylvania</td>
<td>6888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Turkey in Europe.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mount Athos, according to Kähler</td>
<td>3353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Spain.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pic blanc, in the Pyrenees</td>
<td>10,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torravoses, estimated between</td>
<td>8 and 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castile mountains, the elevation of the highest summits, estimated at from</td>
<td>8 to 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadarrama, estimated between</td>
<td>8 and 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pue de los Reyes, Pyrenees</td>
<td>7620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montserrat, in Catalonia</td>
<td>3350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filabres</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest point of Gibraltar</td>
<td>1439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Portugal.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serra del Malhao, province of Beira, the highest summit of the Serra de Estrella, estimated between</td>
<td>5 and 6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serra de Marao, estimated at from</td>
<td>3 to 4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murro do Barrogero</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**France.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>English Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loucira, Department of the High Alps</td>
<td>14,451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lourdes, ibid.</td>
<td>14,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joceline, ibid.</td>
<td>13,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olan-en-Vallodorn, ibid.</td>
<td>13,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Els, Helvetie Alps</td>
<td>12,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont Perdu, the highest summit of the Pyrenees</td>
<td>11,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiguille noire de Nevache, Dep. High Alps</td>
<td>10,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pic d'Autone, ibid.</td>
<td>9762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canigou, Department of Eastern Pyrenees</td>
<td>9390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pic d'Arluzon, ibid.</td>
<td>8264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breven, Savoy</td>
<td>8300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allée blanche, ibid.</td>
<td>7244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont d'Or, Auvergne</td>
<td>6177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puy de Saôs, ibid.</td>
<td>6700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisriers de Cantal, ibid.</td>
<td>6355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine de Pezey, Department of the High Alps</td>
<td>6616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puy de Loucire, Auvergne</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puy de Dourgnac</td>
<td>4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Peak of Jefō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Peak of Quilpaert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamtchatka</td>
<td>Mountain in Behring's isle to the east of Kamtchatka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS OF AFRICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinia</td>
<td>Mountains of Geesh</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>12,190</td>
<td>3710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinia</td>
<td>Mountains of AmiD-Amid</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>14,280</td>
<td>4350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinia</td>
<td>Lamalmon</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>11,200</td>
<td>3410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinia</td>
<td>Mountains of Gonder</td>
<td></td>
<td>8450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>The highest peak of the Atalas chain</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>11,980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Colony of the Cape of Good Hope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS OF ASIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Mount Lebanon</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>9520</td>
<td>2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Mount Ararat</td>
<td></td>
<td>9500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Chain of Olympus</td>
<td></td>
<td>6500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Chain of Mount Ida</td>
<td></td>
<td>4912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Mount Gargara</td>
<td></td>
<td>4912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasia</td>
<td>Mount Carmel</td>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Halitzkoi</td>
<td></td>
<td>15,735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Tigreretzkoi</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Torgonskoi</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Katanasyaiykoi</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Avatsha, volcano</td>
<td>Kamtchatka</td>
<td>9600</td>
<td>2920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Shudina mountain</td>
<td>Altai chain</td>
<td>7742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Schlangenberg</td>
<td>ibid.</td>
<td>6050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Tagani, Uralian chain</td>
<td></td>
<td>4912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Dihigalgo</td>
<td>ibid.</td>
<td>4912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altai</td>
<td>Kyria, ibid.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>china</td>
<td>Petcha, or Hamar, Chinese Tartary</td>
<td>estimated height above the plains of China</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>china</td>
<td>Sochondo mountains</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>china</td>
<td>Me-Lin</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>8050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>china</td>
<td>Mountains of Corea, Chinese Tartary</td>
<td></td>
<td>4480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td>The highest summit of the mountains of Tibet, according to colonel Crawford</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td>Soomoonaang, Bootan</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td>Ghafa mountains, ibid.</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td>Chumulare, Tibet</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS OF AFRICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Peak of Teneriffe</td>
<td>average height</td>
<td>12,235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Gros Morne, Isle of Bourbon</td>
<td>according to de la Caille and Berth</td>
<td>10,888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Kom, estimated height above the Karroo plains</td>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Khamies mountains</td>
<td></td>
<td>4500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Table mountain</td>
<td></td>
<td>3281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Devil's Head</td>
<td></td>
<td>3315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Lion's Head</td>
<td></td>
<td>2160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Mountains of Madeira</td>
<td>estimated at</td>
<td>5120 and 6400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Peak of Riuvo, centre of the island of Madeira</td>
<td></td>
<td>5162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Piter Boot, Isle of France</td>
<td></td>
<td>2714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Diana's peak, one of the highest summits in the Isle of St. Helena</td>
<td></td>
<td>2692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Corps du Garde mountain, Isle of France</td>
<td></td>
<td>2560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS OF AMERICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Silla de Caracas</td>
<td></td>
<td>8432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Tumiriquiri, province of Cumana</td>
<td></td>
<td>6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Guachano, ibid.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Chain of Venezuela, from</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 to 5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>Mountains of Bergantin</td>
<td></td>
<td>4512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Granada</td>
<td>Sierra Nevada de Merida</td>
<td></td>
<td>16,420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Granada</td>
<td>Sierra Nevada de Santa Martha</td>
<td></td>
<td>15,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Andalusia</td>
<td>Quito</td>
<td></td>
<td>8467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Andalusia</td>
<td>Chimborazo, highest summit of the Andes, and one of the highest on the face of the earth</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,900</td>
<td>6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Andalusia</td>
<td>Difica</td>
<td></td>
<td>8467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS IN EUROPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Etna</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte Rotondo, Corsica</td>
<td></td>
<td>8954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte Velino, Naples</td>
<td></td>
<td>7828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte Cimone</td>
<td></td>
<td>6401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte S. Angelo, Lipari Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td>5260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Velasius</td>
<td></td>
<td>3900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Porto Fino, Asennines</td>
<td></td>
<td>1920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte Nuovo, Naples</td>
<td></td>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MOUNTAINS OF INDIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height (feet)</th>
<th>Height (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Mount Ophir, Sumatra</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Volcano of Sumatra</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Egmont mountain, the most northern of the islands of New Zealand, estimated at</td>
<td></td>
<td>11,433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Mountain of Parmeul, in the island of Baune, one of the Sunda Isles</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>Height (Feet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digne Cañada</td>
<td>19,670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayambe, Orouce</td>
<td>19,392</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcano of Cotopaxi</td>
<td>18,880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Riobamba</td>
<td>18,850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar mountain</td>
<td>17,472</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcano of Sangai or Mecas</td>
<td>17,152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcano of Tonguragua</td>
<td>16,579</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corazon</td>
<td>15,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayo Pongo</td>
<td>15,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gargaviraco</td>
<td>15,680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guancavelica</td>
<td>14,961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boueran</td>
<td>13,652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahuapata</td>
<td>11,641</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borna</td>
<td>10,329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Quito</td>
<td>9,356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain of Shangill</td>
<td>8,092</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carraburu</td>
<td>7,846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Plata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain of Poto, according to Alcedo</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**West Indies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain</th>
<th>Height (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest summit of the Blue mountains in Jamaica</td>
<td>7431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelee, island of Martinique</td>
<td>5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morne Garou, island of St. Vincent's</td>
<td>5050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Mifer, island of St. Christopher</td>
<td>3711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**North America.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain</th>
<th>Height (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volcano of Popocatepex</td>
<td>16,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak of Fraide</td>
<td>15,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak of Coofe</td>
<td>13,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Mexico</td>
<td>7424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra de Tafo</td>
<td>4480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra de Chilpaustingo</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**United States.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain</th>
<th>Height (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White mountains in New Hampshire, estimated at about</td>
<td>7870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kattskill mountains; supposed height above Hudson's river</td>
<td>3454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killington peak, in Vermont</td>
<td>3454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest point of the Appalachian chain in Virginia, about</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**North West Coast of America.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain</th>
<th>Height (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mount St. Elias, in lat. 60° 27' N.</td>
<td>12,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairweather mountain, lat. 58° 52' N.</td>
<td>8970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain of Crillon, lat. 58° N.</td>
<td>5440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Edgcumbe</td>
<td>1281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The highest of the Stony mountains in the N.W. parts of America are said to be 3500 feet above the adjacent plain, which is estimated at 2700 feet above the level of the sea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Old Greenland.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain</th>
<th>Height (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ilaasfærk</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jameson's Mineralogy, vol. iii.

The circumstance of one side of a chain of mountains, or of a single mountain, being in general steeper than the other, has given origin to an instructive paper by Mr. Kirwan, "On the Declivities of Mountains," of which the following is an abstract. The theory, according to which this natural attempts to explain the phenomenon in question, will constitute part of another article.

That one part of almost every high mountain is steeper than another, could not have escaped the notice of any person who had traversed such mountains; but that nature, in the formation of such declivities, had any regard to different aspects or points of the compass, seems to have been first remarked by the celebrated Swedish geologist, Mr. Tilsas, in his third volume of the Memoirs of Stockholm for 1758. Neither Virnemet, Ludolph, nor Buffon, in his Natural History, published in 1748, have noticed this remarkable circumstance. The observation of Tilsas, however, relates only to the extreme ends, and not to the flanks of the mountains. With respect to the former, he remarked that the steepest declivity always faces that part of the country where the land lies highest; and that in the southern and eastern parts of Sweden, they consequentially face the east and south-east, and in the northern west. The essential part of this observation extends, therefore, only to the general elevation or depression of the country, and not to the bearing of their declivities.

The discovery, that the different declivities of the flanks of the mountains bear an invariable relation to their different aspects, seems to have been first published by Bergmann, in his Physical Description of the Earth, of which the second edition appeared in 1773. He there remarked, that in mountains that extend from north to south, the western flank is the steepest; and that in mountains which run east and west, the southern declivity is the steepest, and the northern the gentlest. This assertion he grounds on the observation related in his first volume, namely, that in Scandinavia, the Svevoberg Mountains that run north and south, separating Sweden from Norway, the western or Norwegian sides are the steepest, and the eastern or Swedish the most moderate; the verticality or steepness of the former being to that of the latter as 40 to 50 to 4 or 2: that the Alps are steeper on their western and southern sides, than on the eastern and northern; that in America the Cordilleras are steeper on the western side, which faces the Pacific Ocean, than on the eastern. But he does not notice a few exceptions to this rule in particular cases, which will hereafter be mentioned.

Buffon, in the first volume of his Epoch of Nature, published in 1778, is the next who notices the general prevalence of this phenomenon, as far as relates to the eastern and western sides of the mountains that extend from north to south; but he is silent with respect to the north and southern sides of the mountains that run east and west: nay, he does not seem to have a just comprehension of this phenomenon, for he considers it conjointly with the general dip of the regions in which these mountains exist. Thus he tells us, that in all continents the general declivity, taking it from the summit of mountains, is always more rapid on the eastern than on the eastern side; thus, the summit of the chain of the Cordilleras is much nearer to the western shore than to the eastern; the chain which divides the whole length of Africa, from the Cape of Good Hope to the mountains of the moon, is nearer, he says, to the western than to the eastern seas. Of this, however, he must have been ignorant, as that tract of country is still unknown. The mountains which run from Cape Comorin through the peninsula of India are, he says, much nearer to the sea on the east than on the west: he probably meant the contrary, as the fact is evidently so, and it is stated in vol. ii. p. 295. The fame, he tells us, may be observed in islands and peninsulas, and in mountains.

This remarkable circumstance of mountains was, notwith-
MOUNTAINS.

flanking, so little noticed, that, in 1792, the author of an
excellent account of the territory of Carlsbad, in Bohemia,
tells us, he had made an observation, which he had never
met with in any physical description of the earth, namely,
that the southern declivity of all mountains was much fleeper
than the northern, which he proves by inflicting the Erzgebirge
of Saxony, the Pyrenees, the mountains of Switzerland,
Savoy, Carnith, Tyrol, Moravia, the Carpathian,
and mount Hemus in Turkey. (2. Bergm. Journ. 1792,
p. 385, in the note.) Hermann, in his Geology, pub-
lished in 1757, has at least partially mentioned this cir-
cumstance; for he says that the eastern declivities of all
mountains are much gentler, and more thickly covered with
secondary strata, and to a greater height, than the western
flanks, which he infers in the Swedid and Norwegian
mountains, the Alps, the Caucasian, the Appennine, and
Ouralian mountains; but the declivities bearing a southern
or northern aspect he does not mention.

Lamethier, in vol. iv. of his Theory of the Earth, pro-
duces numerous instances of the inequality of the eastern
and western declivities, but scarcely any of the northern
and southern, whose differences he does not seem to have no-
ticed; but he makes the remark, that the coasts of different
countries present similar declivities. With regard to eastern
and western aspect, he thinks that a different law has ob-
tained in Africa from that which he has observed in oth-
er countries; for in that vast peninsula he imagines the east-
nern declivities of mountains are the steepest, and the western
the gentlest. Of this, however, he adds no other proof
but that the greatest rivers are found on the western side.
This proof seems insufficient, as, if mountains be situated
far inland, great rivers may flow indiscriminately from any
side of them; and sometimes few rivers flow even from the
side whose depth is most moderate; for instance, from the
eastern side of the mountains of Syria. The Elbe and the
Oder, two of the greatest rivers in Germany, take their
course from the western sides, the first of the Bohemian,
and the other of the Moravian mountains, which yet are the
steepest. Many originate from lakes, as the Shannon in
Ireland. Many take such a winding course, that, from a
bare knowledge of the place of their disemboguement, it is
impossible to judge from what side of a mountain they issue,
if from any: their course at most discovers the deflexion of
the general level of the country.

In 1798 the celebrated traveller and circumnaviga-
tor, John Reinhold Forster, published a geological tract, which
merits so much more attention, as all the facts were either
observed by himself, or related to him by the immediate ob-
servers. In this he states as a fact universally observed, that
the south and east sides of almost every mountain are steep,
but that the north and west sides are gently covered and
connected with secondary strata, in which organic remains
abound, which he illustrates by various instances.

Having advanced these general remarks, Mr. Kirwan pro-
ceeds to state the principal observations relative to this
object, that have been made in different parts of the world;

In Europe: 1. The mountains that separate Sweden
from Norway extend from north to south; their western
sides are steep, and the eastern gentle (Bergm. Erdbeschreib.
ii. p. 157.) 2. The Carpathian mountains run from east to
west; their southern sides towards Hungary are steep, their
northern towards Poland moderate. (Forster, § 46.)—
3. Dr. Walker observed that the coasts and hills of Scotland
are steeper and higher on the western side than on the eastern.
(Jameison’s Mineralogy of Scotland, p. 3.) However,
Jameison observed that the south side of the isle of Arran is
the lowest, and the north side the highest. (P. 51.) 4. The
mountains of Wales are gentle on the eastern, and steep on the
western sides. 5. The mountains of Parnethy, in the county
of Mayo, are steep on the western side. 6. The mountains
which separate Saxony from Bohemia descend gently on
the Saxony or northern side, but are steep on the Bohemian
or southern side. (Charpentier, p. 75.) The southern
declivity is to the northern as six to two. (Bergm. Journ.
1792, p. 384.) 7. The mountains which separate Silesia
from Bohemia run nearly from east to west, yet are steeper on
the northern or Silesian side, than on the opposite Bohe-
man. (Alemann. Silesia, 335.) Such branches as run
from north-east to south-west have their western side
covered with primordial strata, and are consequently less steep. (New
Roz. p. 157.) 8. The Meiffner, in Hesse, is steeper on
the north and east sides, which face the Warra, than on the
southern and western. (Bergm. Journ. 1789, p. 272.)
9. The mountains of the Hartz and Habichtswald are steep
on the south, and gentle on the northern sides. (Forster,
§ 46.) 10. The Pyrenees, which run from east to west, are
steeper on the southern or Spanish side. (Carbonières, xim.
11. The mountains of Crim Tartary are gentle on the
northern, and steep on the southern sides. Forster, ibid.

In Asia: 12. The Uralis, which stretch from north to
south, are far steeper on the western than on the southern
side. (Herrmann Geol. p. 90, and Beschreib. des Ural,
p. 389.) 13. The mountain of Armenia, to the west of the
Uralis, is steep on its easter and north sides; but gentle on the
southern and eastern. (Forster, ibid. and Hermann, ibid.
p. 390, in the note.) 15. So also are the mountains of
Caucasus, (Schriften d. Berl. N. F. Gelifch. iii. p. 471.)
16. The mountains of Kamtchatka are steep on the
eastern sides. (Pallas Act. Petrop. 1777, p. 43.) 17. The
Ghauts, in the Indian peninsula, are steep on the western
side. 18. The mountains of Syria, which run from north to
south, skirting the Mediterranean, are said to be steeper on the
western side, facing the Mediterranean. Dalmatherie, iv.
p. 350.

In America: The Cordilleras run from north to south;
their western flank towards the Pacific are steep, their eastern
descend gradually. In Guinea there is a chain of mountains
that run from east to west; their southern flanks are steep,
their northern gentle. Condamine, p. 140. Kirwan in
Trans. Irish Acad. vol. viii.

Forster and Pallas account for the existence of unequal
declivities on the opposite north and south sides, by imagi-
nating that a great flood from the southward has given the earth
its present form; Mr. Kirwan, on the other hand, in the
memoir from which the above observations are extracted, has
evadoured to explain the origin of the inequalities, not
only of the northern and southern, but also of the eastern
and western declivities, by assuming a twofold violent motion
of the waters, by which the earth was originally covered,
mainly, the one from east to west, the other from north to
south; the former of these motions having been refuted by the
mountains which stretch from north to south, this oppo-
sition must have diminished the impulse of the water, and
deposited it to suffer the earthy particles with which it was
impregnated to be deposited on the eastern declivities, which
rendered them gentle, gradual, and moderate; while the
western sides, receiving no such accretions from depotions,
must have remained steep and craggy. The course of the
waters from north to south was in the same manner refuted
by the primeval mountains that run from east to west, which
occasional similar depotions on the northern sides of the
mountains, against which these waters impinged, and thus
smoothed them. Again, where mountains intersect each

other
other in an oblique direction, the north-east side of one range being contiguous to the south-west flanks of another range, there the efflux of adventitious particles on the north-east side of the one must have frequently extended to the south-west side of the other; particularly if that efflux were strong and copious, thus the Erzgebirge of Saxony, which runs from west to east, has its north-east side contiguous to the south-west side of the Riegengebirge, which separates Silesia from Bohemia, and hence these latter are covered with the same beds of gneis, &c. as the northern sides of the Saxons, and thereby are rendered smooth and gentle, comparatively to the opposite side, which, being sheltered, remains steep and abrupt. It is in this manner that Mr. Kirwan accounts for the above observation, N. 7. He also admits, that, from various contingent local causes, such as partial inundations, earthquakes, volcanoes, the erosion of rivers, the elapation of strata, disintegration, the diffusion of the lofty mounds by which many lakes were anciently hemmed in, several changes were produced in particular countries, that may at first sight appear exceptions to the operations of the general causes stated by him. Thus the mountains of Kamtschatka had their eastern flanks torn and rendered abrupt by the rupture of the general deluge, probably accompanied by earthquakes; and thus the Mesfiner has its east and north flanks undermined by the river Warra; thus, too, the eighth and sixteenth of the above cited observations are accounted for, as is the thirteenth, by the vast inundations so frequent in that country (Pallas, i. p. 172), which undermined or corroded its eastern side, while the western was smoothed by the calcareous depositions from the numerous rivers in its vicinity. Kirwan, loc. cit.

It should not be left unnoticed here that among the observations collected by Mr. Kirwan to support his theory, there are some that appear less correct, such as the tenth, in which the Pyrenees are said to be flatter on the southern or Spanish side; whereas, according to the observations of a late intelligent traveller in these parts, Professor Link, the northern flanks of most parts of that group of mountains are far flatter than those on the Spanish side.

More generally correct appears to be the observation made by several geologists, that all considerable chains are found to stretch from north-east to south-west; though, indeed, the Norwegian mountain chain, and that of the Ural, and part of the Cordilleran of the Andes, must be considered as exceptions to this rule. Professor Link endeavours to prove that the present form of the whole of Europe may be inferred from the general uniformity of the surface of the European chains of mountains, and the influx of the sea from west to east. See Link's Geolog. u. Mineral. Bemerkungen auf einer Reise durch das Sud weltsiche Europa, 1821.

For a history of the principal mountain chains on the globe, we must refer the reader to the articles Alps, Atlantic Mountains, Caucasus, Pyrenees, Ural, &c. as also to Pinkerton's Geographical Description of Mountains. We cannot, however, conclude this article without giving some observations on the mountains of Portugal and Spain, abridged from the work of professor Link above alluded to, and which have appeared the more worthy of a translation, as they principally relate to a part of Europe which had not before been examined with a view to its orology.

The northernmost part of Portugal, the province of Entre-Douro-e-Minho, is entirely composed of mountain chains which run nearly parallel to each other, from E. N. E. to W. S. W., deviating only now and then more towards N. and S. particularly in the north-eastern and eastern parts of this province. The valleys are rather narrow, and widen only towards the sea; perfect plains are not seen in this part of the country. The highest among these chains is that called Serra de Gerez (pronounced Sheréz); it enters the country at Montalegre, and following the course of the Rio Homem (principally in the direction from E. to W., inclining at last a little towards S. W.), branches out into the lower ranges of hills towards the Cavado: it also sends forth considerable ranges of hills to the southward. Almost all its valleys run in an ascending direction from S. to N., terminating at the ridge which separates Portugal from Spain. The most remarkable of these valleys is that called Caldas da Gerez, where are warm baths; and on its eastern side we find the most elevated situation of the whole range, viz. the Murro de Burgaré. The Gerez mountains consist entirely of granite, forming rugged and craggy summits; and in some parts (as in the valley of Caldas) the field of this rock is decomposed and converted into porcelain earth. There are no traces of real stratification observed in this granite. At the foot of one of the highest parts of this range, four warm springs issue from out of a granite unquestionably primitive: a circumstance which appears remarkable, as it is generally supposed that the heat of such springs is owing to the inflamed beds of coal, which cannot be in expectation in this situation like this. They are found in several other parts, such as at Guimarace, exactly under the face circumstances. On ascending the mountains that close the valley of Caldas at the western side, we arrive at an elevated mountain plain, whose western declivity is covered with a fine granitic sand, which renders it probable that the plain owes its existence to the detritus carried down by the waters. All detached rocks of quartz are found here, particularly near the village Coride; they are of considerable size, snow-white, and produce a beautiful effect. On the northern boundaries of this plain, the Serra Amarilla, a small range of hills rising from the Gerez, separates Portugal from Spain. The elevation of the Gerez mountain chain is estimated, by professor Link, at 3000 feet. There are frequent traces of metallic veins in the S. of this province, and on the banks of the Douro. At Oporto copper pyrites and malachite are found in the granite.

The mountains of Traz os Montes are less granitey, confining chiefly of flat sand-flone; their direction is from N. E. to S. W. The highest and most remarkable chain of this province is the Serra de Marao, which name it obtains near Amarante, although in the same range the mountains extend far to the N. E. The Marao, properly speaking, commences about Mirandela, proceeding in a south-westerly direction as far as the river Tamega. The rounded form of its ridge and summits, and the evenness and uniformity of its flanks, announce, even at a distance, a chain different from that of the Gerez. On approaching the Marao from the N. side, the traveller passes over a considerable tract of granitic ground. At the village of Lixe (Lithé) the granite is stratified; but in the neighbourhood of Amarante it appears again in craggy rock. On the summit of the Marao the granite becomes fine-grained, passing into flat sand-flone; this is succeeded by clay-flate, which forms the highest part of the mountain. This clay-flate has the peculiarity of separating, not only into flates, but also into flagges. It contains micaed clay. The elevation of the Marao is not inferior to that of the Gerez, and of the Serra de Foia in Algarve. The Douro is accompanied almost through the whole province by a range of hills of less height than the Marao; they all consist of a flat sand-flone passing into clay-flate. It is on these hills that the grape grows which yields the port wine; the steep declivities...
vies towards the S., with the black colour of the flate, produce very intense heat in the vineyards. These hills also contain chalybeate springs, such as those of Relva, in the parish of Guiaes, at Fermentose, in the parish of De Paços, &c.

The principal chain in Beira, and indeed in the whole kingdom, is the Serra de Estrela. It sends forth two rivers in two different directions; viz. the Zezere to the southward, and the Mondego towards the N. and E. It stretches from N.N.E. to S.S.W., commencing at Alorico, and extending to some leagues towards the S. of St. Roman. On the N. side the mountains rise very gradually, whence it is called Serra Brava; but the S. side has obtained the name of Serra Brava, the wild or bold mountain chain, on account of the rugged rocks and steep precipices by which it is terminated there, and which afford a most beautiful view on that side. The highest summit, called Malhao da Serra, is on the southern extremity. The Estrela is unquestionably the termination of the chain which separates New from Old Castile. The opposite Sierra de GTA is evidently connected with it by means of ranges of lower hills. Nor is there any material difference in the nature and appearance of these chains; for the Estrela, like the Castile mountains, consists of granite, and, like them, has a gradual acclivity on the N. and W. sides, and is steep on the S. side; whereas, the northern mountain chains of Spain and Portugal are either equally steep on both sides, or shew steeper acclivities on their northern flanks. Some distinct ranges, being continuations of the Estrela, are seen to proceed to the southward, towards the Tagus. These ranges of hills often exhibit common sand-flone without mica, covering the flat sandy-flone. These are various ranges of mountains in the vicinity of Coimbra; for to it extend the S.W. branches or continuations of the Estrela, as also some of its subordinate ranges, to which may be referred the Serra de Buffalo, and a branch of the southern calcareous chain likewise extends to this part of Beira; the others are composed of flat sandy-flone and flate-clay. The mountains on the coast, from the Manga to the town of Obidos, are calcareous, like those of Coimbra, but remarkable on account of the flat clay and flat sandy-flone, alternating with beds of coal (or rather brown coal) of upwards of four feet in thickness. Along the whole coast of Figueria, as far as above the Cape, traces of coal are observed, as also the Cape Espichel, of which more will be said hereafter.

The central part of Estremadura is occupied by a high chain of calcareous mountains, which principally stretches from N.N.E. to S.S.W., but send out branches at its two extremities, which unite with other mountain chains. At Condeixa, two leagues from Coimbra, it gives out several subordinate branches, which proceed beyond the Mondego to Coimbra, where they form the coast above Buracos. From Condeixa it runs to the southward of Pombal, from thence to the eastward of Leiria and Porto de Moz, along Alcobaca, and from here to the westward of Obidos and Torres Vedras, where it joins the range of Monte Junto. A very considerable secondary range at its eastern side is that of Louão, to the E.S.E. of Coimbra, and still in the province of Beira; it is elevated to very great heights, covered with snow, which is earned to Lisbon. All these ranges of hills are very closely grouped. The Monte Junto, which is more striking than the rest, on account of its superior height, appears, however, to be only part of the principal range. The lime-flone of these hills rests on sand-flone. At Rio Mayor, on the eastern declivity of this range of calcareous hills, salt-springs are found. The lime-flone of which the high central range is composed is of a very compact texture, and commonly of a smoky-grey colour, though in some places it constitutes very fine white, or black marbles, fusible of a good polish; the black variety of Porto de Moz and Leiria is of superior quality. Petrifications are seldom seen in this lime-flone. All these calcareous mountains of the principal chain are steep, and covered with small flones, from out of which a large rock is here and there seen to project. The sides and tops are rounded and covered with low underwood; their appearance is barren and dreary, while the lower secondary ranges are diversified by fine green shrubs, and display a luxurious vegetation. On the western side of the principal range, the sand-flone and lime-flone hills alternate, in the same manner as on the eastern side. Near Torres Vedras, and other places, beds of coal have been found. Two ranges from Obidos are the celebrated warm baths, Caldas da Rainha. On the eastern side of the calcareous chain, the plain of Golegão and Santarem separates the mountains belonging to the Upper Tagus, and to the chain just described. The granite mountains of Cintra constitute a lofty and rugged chain, which has been called a branch of the Estrela; but it may rather be looked upon as a protuberance of the above described distant granite chain, which here again emerges from a stratum of craggy rocks, steep forked summits, innumerable rivulets, and their fountains, and the woody acclivity on the north side, contribute to make these mountains one of the most romantic features of the richer inhabitants of Lisbon. The whole range from Cintra, to Cabo de Roca, has only two legsos in length; it is rather steep towards the N.E., but its descent is gradual towards the cape, where it terminates in a precipice, which is only from 50 to 80 feet above the level of the sea. The flanks of these mountains are covered with other rock-flones, of which compact lime-flone is the more common. The hills about Lisbon are principally composed of lime-flone, especially on the east side of the city; they run along the banks of the river as far as Villa Franca, where the country becomes less hilly, and from hence small hills of sand-flone, or only sand form, continue as far as Santarem. To the N. and S.W. of Lisbon, calcareous hills alternate with basaltic hills; but the basaltic range, properly speaking, only begins at Belém, near the banks of the Tagus, and extends over three legsos, as well as at the cape of Belem, and a range of broad mountains, extending from Lisbon, called in Portuguese Obidos, and down to the coast, where it forms the cape of Belem. This range has, however, a decided limestone formation, and is composed of grey limestone, which projects that rock; nor is it any white seen to exhibit columnar or other particular features, as is the case with the basalt of many other countries. On the banks of the river, the lime-flone overlies the basalt in horizontal strata. The elevated district of Alentjo stretches in general from N.N.E. to S.S.W., dividing the rivers of this province into two ranges, one of which takes its course towards the Guadiana, and the other towards the Tagus, and the western coast. We see here no chain, but a great number of small interrupted ranges of mountains, which generally run from N. to S., with a flat deviation to the westward. If we begin the survey of the elevated ground of this province with the plain of Badajoz, which extends to the westward as far as the hills on which is situated the fortress of Elvas, we find, at this latter place granite rocks, which generally form the base of these hills, while the tops are covered by granular lime-flone, or the whole in the same manner as in the mountains of Cintra, except that in these latter the granite projects over the lime-flone. The small hills from the Venda to near Estremoz consist of a flat sand-flone, which passes into flate-clay; the strata are often vertical.
At Elteemoz, the hills become more elevated; they are covered with black granular lime-flone, which may pass for one of the finest marbles in the kingdom. From the Venda to Montemor ó Novo, flaty sand-flone and granite are found to alternate. The neighbourhood of Montemor is entirely granitic. From here to the southward the hills decrease rapidly in height, and are lost in the great sand plain of Alentejo. To the northward of Montemor, the high land of Alentejo extends as far as Portalegre and the Tagus: granite is still alternating with flaty sand-flone. To the southward the granitic ground extends to Evora, Vidigueira, and Beja, and from thence uninterrupted to Serpa, on the opposite side of the Guadiana; the whole of this tract forming a very elevated plain with low hills. Between the Guadiana a range of low hills commences, consisting of flaty sand-flone, and forming the most dreary and barren tract of country in the whole kingdom; they run from N.E. to S.W., and are in fact only continuations of subordinate chains of the Sierra Morena in Spain. The Serra da Arrabida, which rises precipitously from a sandy plain, stretches from E.N.E. to W.S.W. towards the sea. It forms the southern cape at the mouth of the Tagus, or the Cabo de Espichel; where, to the southward, the mountains rise almost perpendicularly above the sea. This chain begins to the northward by a range of low hills at Aldea dos Mouros, which accompanies the main chain as far as Calheriz; to the eastward it begins with a rounded almost conical mountain, on which the monastery of Palhemala is situated: it suddenly rises to a considerable height (about 1500 feet), its sides are steep and its ridge is narrow. The highest point of the chain is between Azeitao and Aldea dos Mouros, and the sea; towards Cejimbra, and lastly, towards the Cabo de Espichel, it falls off considerably, (but not so much as the Cinfra chain does near the Cabo de Rocca,) and terminates as a precipice which overhangs the sea. The foot of this chain confines at its northern side of a kind of old sand-flone, which alternates with strata of a red-brown clay, which also traverses the former in various directions; this is succeeded up to the summit by compact lime-flone, with some petrifactions, which in some places forms beautiful varieties of marble. Near Calheriz and Cejimbra, where the chain begins to fall off in height, brown coal has been found.

Parallel with the Serra da Arrabida, an inselated, not very elevated chain, stretches towards the sea, viz. the Serra de Grandola; it forms two ranges, proceeding together from the southward of Grandola, both of which consists entirely of a close clayey sand-flone, which is here and there schilofic and micaceous. This chain, which in some maps is designated by the name of Serra Minas de Cobre, has considerable veins of copper ore, but they are not wrought, owing to the fecicity of wood in these parts. It is connected, by single ranges of hills, with the mountains of Campo de Oique, and the Algeverian mountains.

The chain of mountains which separates Algarve from Alentejo, begins to the northward of Cape St. Vincent, near to the coast; at first it constitutes the elevated Serra de Monchique; then, again falling, it forms Serra de Cadiz; and, lastly, it terminates in the mountains on the banks of the Guadiana near Mertola. On the northern side it has a great number of subordinate ranges, and these consist of granite and sand-flone; on the southern side it is accompanied, from Cape St. Vincent to near the Guadiana, by a chain of calcarious mountains. The Serra de Monchique appears to be of the same height as the Gerez and the Marao. On its northern side a range of mountains, composed of sand-flone, runs parallel to it. The highest part of the chain of Monchique is called Serra de Foja; it is a granitic ridge, emerging from out of the sand-flone mountains, which surround it on all sides. On the south side of Serra de Foja, near to its summit, is situated, in the midst of orange and chufa gardens, the romantic village of Monchique. On the steep woody side of the mountain, near this place, and to the southward, are the warm springs which issue from among granitic rocks, similar to those in the Gerez mountains. The chain of Algarve is covered on all sides by mountains of flaty sand-flone, which nearly ascends to its summit. The range of sand-flone mountains falls off to the eastward, but forms ridges at the Serra de Caldeirão. The highest point of this chain is between Faro and Os Padroes in Alentejo. Towards Vairina and Caiño Marin these mountains approach the sea, and to the eastward of them commence the mountains that run along the Rio Deleite, and those of Mertola. This whole eastern part of the chain, from Caiño Marin to Mertola, consists of a clayey massive sand-flone, not unlike the granuvace of the Hartz. Cape St. Vincent, which is elevated from fifty to eighty feet above the level of the sea, is formed by part of a range of calcarious hills, which proceeds from the principal chain: the same hills run along the sea to the eastward as far as Caiño Marin. Near Cape St. Vincent large masses of basalt are seen dispersed on the calcarious hills.

The very regular form of Spain is in great measure determined by two mountain chains, which may be considered as branches of the Pyrenees; one stretching from Guipuscoa and Navarra to Cape Ortegal, another from Catalonia to Murcia. Several other chains traverse the middle and southern part of the country: from E. to W. in nearly a parallel direction are the principal of them are the chain in South Galicia, the Cavilhanian mountains, extending as far as the Sierra de Gata and de Estrella in Portugal, the mountains near the Tagus, the Sierra Morena, and the Alpajara. From these arise a great number of lateral and more subordinate chains, and among them are seen single elevated plains or terraces, such as those of Alava, Old Cañile, and part of Leon, Arragon, New Cañile, and La Mancha.

The mountain chain which passes into Biscay may be considered as a continuation, or a branch, of the Pyrenees. The more elevated groups begin at that part where France is separated from Spain by the Bidalloa; they at first run to the northward, but soon take a more western direction, till at last they stretch exactly from E. to W. Compacted lime-flone is the rock of which the mountains of Guipuscoa are chiefly composed. They are rounded off, and are never seen to form acute ridges. On the boundaries of Guipuscoa and Alava, to the southward of the village Salinas de Lecy, a higher chain runs almost in a straight line from E. to W. The direction of the rivers and brooks of this chain indicates this to be the most elevated part of the province. On the foot of these mountains sand-flone appears for the first time. The mountain chain of Guipuscoa extends to the W. and N.W. through Biscay to the Aves; and it also appears to traverse the northern part of Galicia, and to form Cape Ortegal. On the northern sides of Salinas de Lecy the ascent is steep; the southern side is much less so, and runs out into the elevated plain or terrace of Vitoria. The principal rock in these mountains is compact lime-flone, resting flatly sand-flone and clay-flate. The plain of Alava, which is still considerably elevated, may be called the first terrace of the Pyrenees; the second terrace is the plain of Old Cañile, which extends as far as Leon, and is separated from the former by a range of calcarious mountains which here accompany the Ebro, and may be considered as the fore-runners of the chain of Biscay: they are craggy and
and steep, and at Pancorvo they have a considerable height.

In Galicia, to the northward of the Douro, and near the boundaries of Portugal, a chain commences, which runs in a parallel direction with the Gerez mountains, and to which belong the mountains of Monterey where tin is found.

The high mountain chain which separates Old from New Castile is one of the most considerable in Spain: it may be looked upon as a series of interrupted smaller chains, which, running between Old and New Castile, form here the Puerto de Guadarrama; farther to the S.W. the Sierra del Pico; still farther, de Montana de Griegos; and, lastly, the Sierra de Gata, and the Sierra de Ebreilla. The interior and the highest ridge of this chain (which cannot, with propriety, be called a branch of the Pyrenees,) consists entirely of granite, which, at the foot, is overlaid by masses of micaceous sand-flone approaching to mica flate. The granite of the summit is broken and craggy, forming wild and grotesque groups. The Puerto de Somofiera has still a rounded shape; but the less elevated mountains towards Madrid, the Pico de Miel, &c. present jagged and steep summits. The flanks of the Guadarrama are extremely dilacerated and rocky; and the Sierra del Pica probably derives its name from its pointed summit. In several parts this chain rises from the plain of New Castile with a steep ascent; this is the case with the Guadarrama, but still more strikingly with the Montana de Griegos. From the considerable cold on the highest summit, and the almost perpetual snow, in a latitude like this, we may infer that its elevation is about 8,000 feet above the level of the sea. This chain appears to be rich in minerals, but has not yet been scientifically examined in this respect. The smaller mountains contiguous to the base of this chain consist, on the New Castile side, of a solid sand-flone, separated into mountain masses; lower down the micaceous sand-flone is found; and, lastly, common sand-flone, overlaid by compact limestone; the latter, however, are often wanting, when the granite is seen to rise from the plain.

The plain of New Castile may likewise be denominated a terrace, or elevated plain, though it is less so than that on the Old Castile side of the chain. This terrace continues to eastward, as far as the ranges of mountains between the Ebro and Tagus, where, at first, it extends along both sides of the latter river, but lastly only on its northern side, as far as Placentia and Coria: it is, for the most part, covered with sand and rolled stones, but also diversified with ranges of hills composed of clay, with gypfum, limestone, and other fossils. The rolled stones of this plain consist chiefly of that fine granitic mixture of quartz, fomce feldspar, and much brasil-coloured mica, known under the name of avanturino. In the neighbourhood of Talavera alfo, porphry-flate, mica-flate, &c. are found among these as rolled stones. In the neighbourhood of Madrid, Arrajanes, and, indeed, in the whole northern part of New Castile, the hills consist of gypfum; those of the central part are composed of clay, which is generally mixed with sand and pebbles. Towards the banks of the Tagus they are of a coarze-grained old sand-flone; and these are immediately succeeded by granitic hills.

Nearly in a parallel direction with the Castilian mountains run the ranges of mountains which accompany the Tagus, and traverse the elevated country between this river and the Guadiana. With regard to length, these ranges are inferior to those of the last-mentioned chain; but they are an assemblage of several chains, which stretch parallel to each other. They do not attain the height of the Guadarrama, the Sierra del Pico, the Montana de Griegos; yet the elevation of the Sierra de Guadalupe is not inconsiderable. This mountainous tract has on its eastern and southern sides the elevated plain or terrace of La Mancha; on the south-west it terminates in the plain on the Guadiana. Parallel with it runs the Sierra Morena, with its continuations, the chains which traverse Cordova and Seville, and which join the Portuguese mountains near the banks of the Guadiana. These mountains are not very elevated, but rich in ores: they are principally composed of granite, as are the Montanas de Toledo, the Sierra de Guadalupe, and the range between the Tagus and the Guadiana. Near the Tagus, the granite hills give way to others composed of flaty micaceous sand-flone. Between Almaraz and Truxillo, beds of phofphate of lime have been found in this flaty sand-flone, and also in massive quartz. The country about Truxillo consists of a granitic plain; the town itself is surrounded by considerable rocks, which on this spot, otherwise open and flat, has a singular and striking appearance. On these granitic plains are also situated the craggy granite mountains of S. Cruz. The Guadiana at Merida has a granite bed; on the side opposite to this place the large granite hill is seen, when, at the place where the river enters Portugal, the plain of the Guadiana succeeds, which is covered with clay and sand. The low hills, farther up the Guadiana, consist, in the vicinity of Mejadus, of flaty sand-flone; and farther down, at the village S. Pedro, of old red sand-flone.

The chains of Catalonia and Valencia appear to be continuations of the Pyrenees; but the Alpujarra in Granada and the Sierra Morena should be kept distinct from them, for they belong to that series of mountains which runs in a parallel direction with the Castilian mountains. The mountains of Valencia, and those of Catalonia which join them, consist, according to Cavanilles, of lime-flone, generally containing petrifications. Catalonia appears to be very rich in rock flones, and it is the only province of Spain in which bafalt is found; a leaflet, a bafaltic column, in the museum of Madrid, is marked as coming from Catalonia. The principal rock-flone of the Sierra Morena, according to the specimens seen by professeur Link, is a flaty sand-flone. The Alpujarra in Granada is said chiefly to consist of lime-flone.

Mountains, Attraction of. See Attraction.

Mountains, Burning. See Volcano.

MOUNTAIN-MAFFER. This word, in the Wernerian system of geognosy, denotes a modification of structure observable in the rock formations that compose the crust of the earth, but demonstrable only in considerable masses, or whole mountains. To this structure belongs stratification (see Strata,) and what is called the veined structure, on account of the lines that indicate the distinct concretions, running parallel in one direction, but interfering each other in another direction, and thus conveying the idea of seams. A striking example of this latter structure is the columnar. The columns are sometimes regular, sometimes approach to the globular form, and occur even curved. They are from a few inches to many fathoms long. The islands of Staffa and Eigg present admirable examples of it, in those bafaltic columns which are sometimes collected into groups; and such groups are often separated from each other by rents, which render them more distinct. These groups may be considered as immense distinct concretions: the columns of which they are composed often tend towards a centre; others are parallel, or perpendicular; some are horizontal; and all these varieties sometimes occur in the same hill. Sometimes they are jointed, so that the convex extremity of the one column is fitted to the concave extremity of the other; and these columns are usually composed of globular...
Mounting a Cannon, Mortar, &c., is the setting it on its carriage, or the raising its mouth.

Mounting, in the Manufactories, something that serves to raise or set off a work. Thus the frame or border, and its dependencies, make the mounting of a looking-glass: the full, or butt, the mounting of a musquet, carbine, &c, and the hilt, &c., the mounting of a sword.

Mounting of a Fan, the ficks which serve to open and shut it, whether they be of wood, ivory, tortoise-shell, whalebone, Indian-cane, or the like. See Fan.

Mountmellick, in Geography, a poll-town of Ireland, in the northern part of the Queen’s county. The woollen buffets are carried on in it. It is 42 miles W.S.W. from Dublin, and nearly five miles from Maryborough.

Mountnugent, a small poll-town of Ireland, in the county of Cavan; 46 miles N.W. from Dublin.

Mountrath, a poll-town of Ireland, in the Queen’s county. It is also called Moyrath, a name which implies the fort in the bog. The wool-combing buffets formerly flourished here, but has much declined. Forges and furnaces for iron have been long established here, but from scarcity of charcoal, they are not often used: which is to be regretted, as there is an extensive bank of excellent iron ore. Mountrath is a good market-town, 47 miles S.W. from Dublin, and 6½ miles beyond Maryborough on the road to Limerick. Beaufort.

Mountshannon, a small town of Ireland, in the south-eastern corner of the county of Galway, and on the river Shannon, opposite to the island of Innis Colthear. It is about 8 miles N. by W. from Killaloe, and 105 miles W. by S. from Dublin.

Mountsorrel, or Mount-soar-hill, a small market-town in the hundred of Wet Gofcote, Leicestershire, England, is situated, as its name imports, on an eminence near the banks of the Soar, on the great turnpike-road from Leicesters to Derby, at the distance of seven miles from the former, and 104 from London. On the western side is the termination of a ridge of high hills which extend through Charnwood forest into Derbyshire. The highest point, almost overhanging the town, is called Calehill, where was formerly a fort, which is mentioned as early as the reign of King Stephen, and was of distinguished note in the contentions between the barons and the crown, in the time of King John and Henry III.; in the latter reign it was razed to the ground, and has never been re-edified. The town is partly in the parish of Barrow-upon-Soar, and partly in that of Rothley; and the vicars and proprietors of each are allotted their proportionate share of lands and tythes by an act of parliament which passed in the year 1781. Mountsorrell-hill is a rock of reddish granite, with pieces of which the streets are paved. They are commonly called Charley-forest stones, and in many places stand out bare, and are of such hardnes, after being exposed to the air, as to reftil all tools. Such pieces as can be got from under the ground are broken with a sledge, and used in buildings in the shape in which they are broken. Many houses are built with them, and make a very singular appearance. They are often imperfect cones, and being too hard to be cut or broken, the smoothest face is laid outermost, in beds of excellent lime. These stones, from their uncommon hardnes, are often used for painters' mullets.

At the end of Barrow-hill, which separates the parishes of Rothley and Barrow, formerly stood a curious crofs, which consisted of a slender, octagonal shaft, fluted, and ornamented with the flutes with carved heads, quatrefoils, &c.; the upper part of the shaft was terminated by a crocketted pediment and niches, supported by angels. This relic of monastic
monastic antiquity was taken down in 1792, and removed
into the grounds of Sir John Davies, who caused a small
market-house, in imitation of a pavilion, to be erected in
its stead. In this town were formerly two churches, but
it now has only one, which is subordinate to the church of
Barrow. Here are also three meeting-houses for Presby-
terians, Baptists, and Methodists. The population, in the
year 1801, was returned to parliament as 1223; the number
of houseties as 231. A weekly market is held on Monday,
which, with an annual fair, were first granted, in 1701, by
Edward I. to Nicholas de Seagrave and his heirs. Beauties
of England and Wales, vol. ix: from Nicholas's Hitory
and Antiquities of Leicestershire, 7 vols. folio.

MOUR, a town of Nubia, so called from a spring of
bitter water; 18 miles W. of Syene.—Also, a town of
Hindoostan, in Dowlatabad; 10 miles W. of Beder.—Also,
a town of Hindooftan, in Ouœ; 6 miles S.S.E. of Man-
nickpour.

MOURA, a town of Portugal, in Alentejo; containing
two parish churches, an hospital, several convents, and about
4200 inhabitants; 82 miles E.S.E. of Lisbon. N. lat. 58°
7'. W. long. 7' 21'.—Also, a town of Africa, on the Gold
coast; 5 miles N.E. of Cape Coast castle.

MOURAILLE, in Anjou. See BANCAIS.

MOURA, in Geography, a town of Portugal, in the
province of Alentejo, on the Guadiana, defended by a castle,
and containing about 1400 inhabitants; 90 miles E.S.E. of
Lisbon. N. lat. 58° 20'. W. long. 7° 8'.

MOURERA, in Botany, Abul. Guian. 582. t. 233.

See LACS.

MOURET, John Joseph, in Biography, chamber mu-
cician to Louis XIV., superintendent of the duchess de
Maine's band, and director of the Concert Spirituel, was
born at Avignon in 1682, where his father, a silk mer-
chant, gave him a good education, and cherishing his na-
tural passion for music, spared no expense in facilitating
the means of his making a great progress in the art.

He came to Paris in 1707, and had soon admission into
the belles lettres. His figure excited prejudices in his fa-
vor, his countenance was gay and cheerful, his conver-
sation lively and agreeable; and his voice in singing fine for
a composer made him sought after everywhere.

The duchess of Maine confided to him the conduct of her
magnificent festivals, known by the name of "Les nuits de
Seaux." Soon after, he married Mademoiselle Prone de
S Mars, daughter of the duke of Maine's silversmith, by
whom he had one only daughter. The many misfortunes
which he suffered two years before his death, occasioned him
to mortification as brought him to the grave, after having
so deranged his intellects, that his friends were obliged to
have him confined at the Fathers de la Charité at Charenton,
where he died in the year 1738, in the 56th year of his
age.

Mouret was not an able composer; but he had a good
taste, which supplied him with agreeable melodies. He
furnished the opera, as one of the succeffors of Lulli, with
six serious operas, published many cantatas and lively fongs,
three books of serious airs and bacchanalian fongs, many
entertainments for the comedie Françoise and the comic
opera, a set of fongs for two flutes, a book of military
pieces, and music expressly composed for many festivals at
Seaux, &c.

MOURGUES, Michael, a French mathematician,
was born in the province of Avengre about the year
1632. He became a professor of rhetoric and mathem-
atics in different houses belonging to his order, and was
at length appointed to the chair of professor-royal at
the university of Touloupe. He died, in 1715, a fascin-
ator to his exertions in the cause of humanity and religion,
during the dreadful pestilential disorder which then raged
in Touloupe. To very profound as well as extensive cred-
itation, he united the most polished and amiable manners,
and the most ardent piety, which made him zealous in his
attempts to reform the age in which he lived. He was
a considerable writer; his most celebrated pieces are, "New
Elements of Geometry, comprised in less than fifty Pro-
positions!" this work has never come into our hands, but we
are sceptical as to the value of a work of this kind being con-
tained in so small a space; "A Parallel between Chris-
tian Morality and that of the Ancient Philosophers!" "An
Explanation of the Theology of the Pythagoreans, and of
the other learned Sects in Greece, for the Purpose of illus-
trating the Writings of the Christian Fathers!" and "A Treatise
on French Poetry." Moreiri.

MOURI, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Foota
N. lat. 10° 43'. W. long. 11° 5'.

452. t. 180.)

MOURMIRO, in Geography, a town of France, in
the department of the Vaucile, and chief place of a can-
ton, in the district of Carpentras; 17 miles N.E. of Avog-
on. The place contains 1268, and the canton 8266 inhabi-
tants, on a territory of 280 kilometres; in 10 communes.

MOURNE, a barony of the county of Down, Ireland,
which is almost covered with a large mass of very high
mountains, generally called the Mourne Mountains, of which
Shelburne-Dondor is the chief. These are primitive moun-
tains, consisting chiefly of granite. The town of Newry
is situated at the base of them.

Mourne, a river of Ireland, proceeding from a lake of
the name in the county of Donegal, which falling into
the county of Tyrone receives the waters of the Derg, and
below Strabane runs into the Foyle.

MOURNING, a particular dress or habit, worn to sig-
nify grief, on some melancholy occasion.

The modes of mourning are various in various countries;
as also are the colours that obtain for that end. In Europe,
the ordinary colour for mourning is black; in China, it is
white; in Turkey, blue or violet; in Egypt, yellow; in
Ethiopia, brown. The ancient Spartan and Roman ladies
mourned in white; and the same colour obtained formerly
in Caflile, on the death of their princes. Herrera ob-
erves, that the last time it was used was in 1498, at the
death of prince John. Kings and cardinals always mourn
in purple.

Each person pretends to have his reasons for the particu-
lar colour of their mourning: white is supposed to denote
purity; yellow, that death is the end of human hopes, as
leaves when they fall, and flowers when they fade, become
yellow; brown denotes the earth, whither the dead re-
turn; black, the privation of life, as being the privation of
light; blue expresses the happiness which it is hoped the
deceased enjoy; and purple or violet, sorrow on the one
side, and hope on the other, as being a mixture of black
and blue.

Mourning, among the ancients, was expressed various
ways, by tearing their clothes, by wearing sackcloth,
laid of cedron and every other mark of joy. Plutarch,
in his Life of Cato, relates, that from the time of his leav-
ing the city with Pompey, he neither shaved his head, nor,
as usual, wore the crown or garland. Sometimes public
grief was testified by a general fall. See Fast.

Among the Romans a year of mourning was ordained,
by law, for women who lost their husbands.
In public mourning at Rome, the sheps were flut shut, the women laid aside all their ornaments, the sertors their laticial robes, and the confuls fat in a lower seat than usual.

The ancients had a remarkable way of mourning for soldiers slain in battle. The whole army attended the funeral solemnities, while the arms reversed, it being customary for mourners, in most of their actions, to behave themselves in a manner contrary to what was usual at other times. In those places where it was the fashion to wear long hair, mourners shaved; and where others shaved, mourners wore long hair. The conjecture of those, therefore, is frivolous, who imagine that the soldiers turned the heads of their shields downwards, left the gods, whose images were engraved upon them, should be polluted with the sight of a corpse; since not the gods only, but any other figures, were frequently represented on shields; nor did the few only near the corpse, but the whole company held their shields in the same position: not to mention that other arms were also pointed downwards. Potter, Archæol. Græc. tom. ii. p. 163.

The mourning of the Eastern nations of Indians are much more closely followed, though of much shorter duration than ours. After the death of a near relation, they mourn fifteen days, during which time they eat hardly but rice and water: they are not to chew betel, or to use the common washings in this time; but they are to do acts of charity, such as distributing food to the poor, and prayers are said, intreating the Almighty to forgive the sins of the dead person, and afflict him a good place in the other world. On the sixteenth day, that is, the day after the finishing of the time of mourning, they make a solemn feast according to their abilities, and invite to it all their friends and neighbours. After this, they annually, on this day, give food to the poor, and renew their prayers for the happiness of the dead person. Phil. Trans. N. 243.

MOUROU, in Geography, a mountain of Thibet. N. lat. 30° 20'. E. long. 83° 14'.

MOUROUCOA, in Botany, Aubl. Guiana. 141. t. 52. Juif. 135. Lamarck Illur. t. 103; a climbing shrub of the natural order of Convolvulœ, found by Aublet in the extensive forests of Guiana, where it ascends to the summits of the loftiest trees. Leaves alternate, stalked, elliptical, entire, firm, smooth, five inches long and three broad. Flowers in axillary tufts, large. Calyx in five deep rounded segments, two of them concealing the red, violet-coloured, permanent. Corolla blue, monopetalous, with a short funnel-shaped tube, and broad limb, in six deep rounded segments. Stamina five, infected into the tube, shorter than the limb, and opposite to each of its lobes: anthers incumbent. Germen superior, conical, violet-coloured like the style, which is thread-shaped, with a stigma of two rounded flat lobes. Capefle oval, punctured, with a fibrous coat, of two cells, one of the three which exist in the germin being abortive. Seeds solitary, reddish, polished, long, convex on the cuticle, flat on the inner. This plant is perhaps justly referred to Convolvulus by Willdenow. See Convolvulus Macropermerus, n. 91. Willd. n 62. Sp. Pl. v. 1. 860.

MOUROUCONGHE, in Geography, a town of Thibet; 76 miles E.N.E. of Lassa.

MOURTEAIL, a town of Kemaon; 25 miles E.S.E. of Kerigar.

MOUROUK, a city of Africa, and capital of the kingdom of Ffessan, is situated on the banks of a small river, and is also supplied with water from a multitude of springs and wells. It is surrounded by a high wall, which

not only serves to defend it, but enables the government to collect, at its three gates, a tax on all goods (provisions excepted) that are brought for the supply of its inhabitants. Being formerly built with stone, it still retains the appellation of a Chirilian town; but the medley which it presents to the eye of the vast ruins of ancient buildings, and of the humble cottages of earth and sand, that form the dwellings of its present Arab inhabitants, is singularly grotesque and strange. Its distance from Melurata, which borders on the well, and with respect to which its situation is nearly forth, is about 262 miles. N. lat. 27° 20'. E. long. 15° 35'.

MOUSA, a small island among the Shetlands. N. lat. 62° 24'. W. long. 1° 20'.

MOUSANAGUR, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude; 18 miles W.N.W. of Corah.

MOUSAR, a town of Perfa, in Larifan; 48 miles N.W. of Lar.

MOUSE, Mus, in Zoology. See Mous.

MOUSE, Dors. See Myoxus and Sciurus Striatus.

MOUSE, Sable, called also lemmer, or lemming, the name of an animal found in Lapland, and in other cold countries: many extraordinary things are related of the manner of living of these creatures. See Mus Lemmus.

They are of the bigness of a squirrel, and their skin is flecked with brown and black; there are also some fome few bodies of the fquirks; the black is a very fine deep colour, the brown is pale; they have two very sharp teeth above, and two below of the fame kind: their feet are like a squirrel's; they are usually very fat and fleshy, and are so quadrifome and fierce, that if a fhuck be held out to them, they will bite it at, and will hold it fo fmall, that they may be tofl'd and fwung about in the air by it, without letting it go. In their march they usually keep a direct line from north-east to south-west, and always travel in thofands in the fame troop. The whole number forms a square body, and they march only from the time of the twilight till the morning, lying idle all the day.

They march in lines, which are none ellls diffant, but always exactly parallel to each other, fo that the places they have gone over look like the furrows of a ploughed field. If they meet with any thing in their way that might deter another animal, it never ftops them; but though it be a fire, a deep well, a pond, a torrent, or a bog, they, without hesitation, venture through, and by that means many thousands of them are destroyed, and are found dead in the morning, in the waters or otherwife.

They never come into a house, nor meddle with any thing that we eat; if they chance to come to a house in their way, there they flop till they die; but if they come to a flack of hay or corn, they eat their way through.

When they march over a meadow, they do it great damage, by eating the roots of the grass; but if they encamp there, they wholly destroy the produce; the land looks like a place where there had been a fire, and the whole surface looks as if burned with ashes.

The Laplanders are always glad to fee fhese creatures on their march, for it always foretells plenty of more valuable creatures among them: the fame cold that fends thefe out, sending also a number of fowl, fquirrels, foxes, and other animals the fame way. Wormius has written a complete treatife on this animal, calling it mus Novergius: this is reprinted at large in his Muciem. Phil. Trans. N° 251. p. 112.

They commonly vifit the country once or twice in twenty years; Linneus luppofes that they come from the Norwegian Lapland Alps; but Pontoppidan thinks that Kolans rock, which divides Nordland from Sweden, is their native place.
MOUTH, in Anatomy. This part of the body is described in the article DENTITION, in which the figure, the openings, and the parts composing the fides of the cavity, are considered. The teeth are described under CHROMIUM.

Dr. Derham observes, that the mouth, in the several species of animals, is nicely adapted to the uses of each a part; and well-fixed and shaped for the catching of prey; for the gathering and receiving food, the formation of speech, &c.

In some creatures it is wide and large, in others little and narrow; in some it is formed with a deep incisure up into the head, for the better catching and holding of prey, and more easy commination of hard, large, and troublesome food; in others with a short incisure, for the gathering and holding of herbaceous food. See Anatomy of Birds, Fish, and Insects.

MOUTH is also used, in the courts of princes, for what relates to their eating and drinking. Hence, officers of the mouth, women of the mouth, &c.

Daviler defines mouth, an apartment composed of several rooms, as offices, kitchens, &c. where the meat intended for the first tables is dressed by itself. At court, this is called the king’s mouth.

MOUTH, in the Manage, denotes a horse’s feeling or sensibility in that part where the bit is applied. See Horse.

MOUTH, Ridges of a heart. See Ridges.

MOUTH, Opening or flushing the, of a cardinal, is a ceremony used in the confraternity of Rome; wherein the pope flouts a new-elected cardinal’s mouth, so that he may not speak at all, even though the pope should speak to him; and remains, in the meantime, deprived of all voice, both active and passive, till the calling of another confirmit, when the pope opens his mouth again, making a little harangue, to teach him how to speak, and comport himself in the confraternity.

MOUTHÉ, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Doubs, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Pontarlier; 13 miles S.W. of it. The place contains 1000, and the canton 8641 inhabitants, on a territory of 312½ square kilometres, in 24 communes.

MOUTIER, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Délemont. The place contains 467, and the canton 3977 inhabitants, on a territory of 163½ square kilometres, in 23 communes.

MOUTIERS, a town of France, in the department of Mont-Blanc, and principal place of a district; the town is divided into the northern and southern parts; the smaller contains 1470, and its canton 12,202 inhabitants, on a territory of 237½ square kilometres, in 24 communes; the latter has 535; and its canton 12,146 inhabitants, on a territory of 707½ square kilometres, in 20 communes.

MOUTIERS-les-Mausfrais, a town of France, in the department of the Vendée, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Les Sables-d’Olonne; 14 miles E. of it. The place contains 349, and the canton 10,634 inhabitants, on a territory of 352 square kilometres, in 18 communes.

MOUTIERS, Trois, a town of France, in the department of the Vienne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Loudun. The place contains 1257, and the canton 7399 inhabitants, on a territory of 217½ square kilometres, in 16 communes.

MOUTON, JEAN, in Biography, a great musician, who flourished in the time of Louis XI. and Francis I., to both which princes he was maestro di cappella: several of his masses in four parts appear among the first that were printed.
with types, under a patent granted by Leo X., and signed by cardinal Benmo, his prime minister.

Gleaneus calls him a Frenchman; but Lud. Guicciardini claims him as a native of the Netherlands. Wherever he was born, it is certain that he spent the chief part of his life in the service of the French court, during the reigns of Louis XII. and Francis I. He was a disciple of Jofquin, and master of Adrian Willaert, not his scholar, as Printz, and others after him, have asserted.

Nowwithstanding the rapture with which Gleaneus speaks of this composer's masses, they seem to us inferior in melody, rhythm, and design, to those of Jofquin, de la Rue, and Fegg. It is in his fourth mass, that we first met with two flats at the elef, and an accidental flat to A. In scouring this composition from the Museum copy, in four separate books, we found it consisted of fourteen several movements, in which we can discover no variety of measure or subject: nor is there the want of melody compensated by richness of harmony, ingenuity of contrivance, or learning of modulation. His motets, however, if not more nervous and elaborate than those of his contemporaries, are more smooth and polished: he lived in a court.

His motet, "Non nobis Domine," is not only pleasing, but mallerly. It was composed in 1569, for the birth of Renée, the second daughter of Louis XII. by Anne of Bretagne, as appears in the body of the motet; and this is sufficient to confute the opinion of Mouton having been the scholar of Adrian Willaert, who, according to his own account, went into Italy very young, during the pontificate of Leo X. Zarlino, Initit. 44a parte, p. 346.

He composed another motet in 1574, on the death of queen Anne de Bretagne: but the bulk of his compositions that we have seen, is the motet, "Quam pulchra es amica mea," from the song of Solomon. It is composed for three tenors and a bafe: the subjects of fugue are pleasing, and treated with uncommon clearness and abilities, for so early a period of counterpoint.

Mouton d'Or, an old French coin. See Angel.

MOUTOUCHIA, in Botany, Jull. 365. (Moutouchi; Aubl. Guian. 74b. t. 299.) See Pterocarpus.

MOUVE, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 60 miles N.E. of Nonagur.

MOW, a town of Hindoostan, in Allahabad; 60 miles N.E. of Chanderee. — Allo, a town of Oude; 20 miles S.E. of Azimgur.—Allo, a town in the circar of Chanderee; 8 miles S.E. of Seronge.—Allo, a town in Oude; 16 miles N.N.E. of Furruckabad.—Allo, a town in Bogleund; 30 miles E. of Rewah.—Allo, a town in Balbar; 12 miles N.E. of Hajypour. N. lat. 25° 49'. E. long. 84° 36.—Allo, a town in Oude; 18 miles E. N.E. of Fyzabad.—Allo, a town in Allahabad; 20 miles N. of Allahabad. N. lat. 25° 57'. E. long. 83° 48'.

Mow, in Agriculture, a pile, heap, or collection of corn, straw, hay, or any similar substance placed together for the purpose of being kept in a barn or other building. See Stack and Rick.

Mow-burnt, a term applied to such substances as are over-heated in the mow by the process of fermentation, as hay, corn, &c.

MOWAH, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Balbar; 32 miles E. of Hajypour. N. lat. 25° 34'. E. long. 86.—Allo, a town in Oude; 20 miles of Fyzabad.

MOWDHILL, in Rural Economy, a provincial term applied to a mole-hill.

MOWDIARP, a provincial term sometimes signifying the mole.

MOWEE, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 40 miles N.E. of Nonagur.

Mowe, one of the Sandwich islands, next in size and nearest in situation to Owyhee; lying at the distance of 8 leagues N.N.W. from it, and 140 geographical miles in circumference. This island is divided by a low isthmus into two circular peninsulas, of which that to the E. is called Whamadooa, and is double the size of the western peninsula, called Owlyrookoo. The mountains in both rise to a great height, being seen at the distance of upwards of 30 leagues. The northern shores, like those of Owyhee, afford no foundings; and the country presents the same appearance of verdure and fertility. To the S.E., between this and the adjacent islands, there are regular foundings of 150 fathoms, with a sandy bottom. From the W. point, which is low, runs a shoal, stretching out toward Rana to a considerable distance; and to the southward of this is a fine spacious bay, with a sandy beach, shaded with cocoa-nut trees. Here probably might be found good anchorage, with shelter from the prevailing winds, and the beach might afford a convenient place for landing. The country behind presents a very romantic appearance. The hills rise almost perpendicularly in a variety of peaked forms, and their steep sides, with the deep chains between them, are covered with trees, among which those of the bread fruit abounded. When La Perouse, in 1786, came within sight of this island, 200 canoes came out to meet him, laden with pigs, fruit, and fresh vegetables, which the inhabitants sent on board, and forced him to accept, without any futilation on their part. The inhabitants appeared to bear some resemblance to those of Eater island, and indicated a more robust constitution; but it had been impaired by disease. Their common height is about five feet three inches; their habit of body spare, their features coarse, their eye-brows thick, their eyes black, their aspect determined though not ferocious, their cheek-bones high, and their nostrils rather wide; their lips thick, their mouth large, as well as their teeth, which,
which, however, were fine and regular. Some of them had lost one or more of their teeth, which, as a modern navigator apprises, they had pulled out when mourning for their relations or friends. These people are more muscular, their beard more bushy, and their bodies more covered with hair than those of the Easter island. Their hair, which is black, is cut into the shape of a helmet, and the part, which they suffered to grow, representing the plume, was red at the extremity, having probably been coloured with the acid juice of some kind of vegetable. The women, instead of fixing the men, and are in general ill-made, with coarse features, a gloomy countenance, and rude, ill-minded awkward manners. The inhabitants of this island are gentle and persevering, and, in their manner, polite to strangers. They paint themselves, tattoo their skin, and pierce their ears and the cartilage of the nose, in which they wear rings, by way of ornament. They are not circumcised, but they use a kind of intumescence. The drefs of both sexes consists of a piece of cloth covering those parts which are commonly concealed, and are then wrapped round their bodies. These cloths, made from the paper mulberry, are beautifully variegated, being painted with great taste. Their houses, collected into villages, are built in the manner of those in Easter island, but their form is square. With regard to their government, it was observed that they were arranged into various tribes, each of which was under the control of its respective chief. The excellence of the climate and the fertility of the soil would afford the inhabitant's every means of happiness, did not leprosy and syphilis rage among them, very generally and with appropriate violence. The inhabitants of this island appeared in 1793 to be in a very dilapidated state, having suffered much by a war of 11 years' continuance with their neighbours of Owhyhee. N.lat. 20° 34'. E. long. 203° 40'.


MOWGUNGE, a town of Hindooistan, in Oude; 27 miles E. of Rewah.

MOWILGONGA, a river of Ceylon, which runs into the sea at Trinkomaly.

MOWING, in Agriculture, the art of cutting down corn, grasses, &c. by the scythe. In the mowing of grain crops, such as wheat, barley, oats, &c., the scythe acts as shorter in the blade than the common ones, and which, instead of a cradle, have two twigs of ozier put semicircular-wise into holes made in the handles, near the blade, in such a manner that one semicircle intercepts the other, are made use of. But for the cutting of grass longer and thinner scythes are generally in use.

A late practical writer states, that in "the cutting of grass crops for the purpose of being converted into hay, it is necessary that they be in the most fit state of growth and maturitv, for affording the belt and most nutritious fodder. With this view, it would seem, that they should neither be cut at too early a period, nor suffered to stand too long; as in the former case there will be considerable lofs in the drying, from the produce being in so soft and green a condition, and in the latter from a large proportion of the nourishing properties being expended. It is probable, therefore, that grass, when mown before it becomes in full flower, while the rich saccharine juice is in part retained at the juice of the flower-into, is in the most proper condition for being cut down, as at that period it must contain the largest proportion of nutritious materials, but which then begins to be absorbed, and taken up in proportion as the flowers expand, and the seeds ripen, so as to constitute the meal or flour of the seed lobes, and is either dispersed upon the land, or fed upon by birds; the grass crops with their leaves being left in a similar situation to that of the straw of ripened grain. But there are other circumstances, besides those of ripeness, to be attended to in determining the period of cutting crops of grass, as in some cases, while they are thick upon the ground, the bottom parts become of a yellow colour before the flowering fully takes place; under such circumstances it will always be the most advisable practice to mow as soon as the weather will permit; and, in this case, the bottom parts being of but little value. Where grass is very tall, as is often the case in moit meadows, it is liable to fall down and lodge, by which the fame effects are produced." In this case, also, the mowing should be performed as soon as possible, "as when much laid it then becomes rotten, and of little or no use as hay."

However, in cases where there is nothing of this fort, it appears evident, that "the most proper time for performing the bufinefs, is when the grass has begun to flower, before the feed flows become hard and wiry; at this period it would seem to contain the largest proportion of useful matter. Besides, when left to fland too long, the after-grasses is not only less abundant, but there is great lofs in it by the crumbling down of the flows, in the different operations of hay-making, as has been stated in the Pastshire Report."

It may be noticed, that the usual time of cutting for hay in the first crops, is from about the middle of June to the beginning of the following month, according to the nature of the land, or as the district is more early or late in the produce."

And in the operation of mowing, the chief art consists in cutting the crop as close to the surface of the ground as possible, and perfectly level, pointing the swathes well out, so as to leave scarcely any ridges under them.

But "in cutting rough, or second crops of grass, more attention in these different respects will be necessary than in the first, as the crops are more evenly lighter and more difficult to cut, the scythe being apt to rise and flip through the grass without cutting it fairly, except when in the hands of an expert workman. Crops of this fort should always be cut as much as possible when the dew is upon them; and as soon as ever there is a tolerable growth, as by waiting the season is constantly getting more unfavourable for reducing them into hay; and when not well made this hay is of little or no value. When the grass has been decided to be in the proper condition for being cut down, a lot of mowers proportioned to the extent of the crop should be immediately provided. In some districts, it is the custom to pay their labourers by the day, but a better and more general practice is, it is supposed, to let the work at a certain price by the acre. The extent or proportion of ground that can be mown in any given space of time, must obviously vary much according to the nature of the ground, the fertility of the crop, and the goodness of the workmen, but in general an acre is supposed a full day's work for an expert mower.

In mowing barley, oats, or other grain crops, the corn is generally on the right hand of the workman; but M. de Lisle had a method of mowing wheat, in which the corn was at his left hand: he mowed it inward, bearing the corn in his hand, then cut it, and then cut it, till it comes to that which is standing, against which it gently leans. After every mower a gatherer follows, who may be a lad, or a woman. The gatherer keeps within five or six feet of the mower, and being provided either with a hook or stick about two feet long, gathers up the corn, making it into a gavel, and laying it gently on the ground; this must be done with spirit, as another mower immediately follows: as to every mower there is a particular gatherer. And to do this work properly,
perly, the mower should form but one tract with his feet, advancing in a posture nearly as if he was going to fence, one foot chafing the other. In this manner the standing corn is mowed; and the workman should take care to have the wind at his left, as it bears the corn towards the scythe, and causes it to be cut nearer the ground. When wheat is bent, the workman takes the corn as it presents itself to him, which has the same effect as if the wind was at his left side. And when it is laid, it is more troublesome to the gatherer, because the cut corn is apt to be mixed with that which is standing; but a good mower takes advantage of the wind, and cuts it again in the way it is laid. No particular directions can be given for corn that is lodged and entangled, unless it be to take it as it is inclined, as if the wind were on the back of the mower.

The usual method of mowing grain is, however, in the same manner as for grass, the scythe only having a cradle or bow fixed upon the heel of the handle.

It is stated, in the tenth volume of the Agricultural Magazine, that in the "practice of every department of the kingdom, the farmer is working horizontally, or nearly level, leaving the stubble of almost an even height; or if it rise on either side, forming what are called swath-balks, the butts of the swaths are suffered to rest upon them, the heads or ears of the corn falling into the hollow or close mow part of the preceding swath-width. They are of course liable, in a wet season, not only to receive an undue portion of rain water, but to be fouled with the splinterings of heavy showers." But that in the Kentish practice, which is said to exceed those of other districts, "the position of the swaths is different. Here, the heads of the corn rest on the top of the swath-balk, provincially the beaver, which is left of extraordinary height, as ten to fifteen inches; so that the wind has a free circulation beneath the swaths. The workman, in performing this judicious operation, proceeds with his right foot forward, entering the point of his scythe with a downward stroke, and raising it as abruptly out, bringing the handle round to the left until it forms nearly a right angle with the line of the swath, carrying the corn in the cradle three or four feet behind the place where it grew, lifting it high and letting it fall on the beaver behind his left foot, and in the position above described." But "the disadvantages of the method are, the loss of some straw, the incumbrance arising from the length of stubble, and a little additional labour; but in a district where cattle are not numerous, the loss of straw is not felt, and in any country, the principle of leaving the heads, instead of the butts of the corn upon the swath-balk, whether left high or low, might be well adopted."

MOWLAY, in *Geography*, a town of Linchookan, in Baglana; 32 miles N.E. of Baffeen.

MOWRUD, a town of Candahar; 12 miles S.E. of Candahar.

JAPAN, a Japanese word, denoting a soft lustrous fabric prepared from the young leaves of a species of mugwort, employed by foreigners on the continent as a means of forming an ichihar, which is usually made in this country with canvas. A little cone of the moxa is laid on the part which has been previously muddled, and it is then ignited at the top, when it burns down with a temperate glowing heat, and produces a dark-colored spot, the exudation of which is said to be produced by the application of a small quantity of沥青. The ulcer is kept open, or healed, according as the indications of the case require. The moxa is famous in the East for curing several diseases, and the French are in the habit of using it; but whenever English

fugitives wish to produce a fough, they prefer camphor to actual fire.

*MOXES*, or *Moses*, in *Geography*, a province of South America, in the vicerealty of Buenos Ayres, situated between the diocese of Cauco and the country belonging to the Portuguese, on each side of the Marmora or Madera; of considerable extent, inhabited by Indian nations, and little known.

MOXVITO, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira; 30 miles N.E. of Braganza Nova.

MOY, a town of France, in the department of the Aisne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Quentin; nine miles S.E. of it. The place contains 948, and the canton 11,518 inhabitants, on a territory of 137½ kilometres, in 10 communes.

Moy, a circle of Bengal, bounded on the N.E. by Chindore, on the S.E. by Carrackdeagh, and on the W. by Rangpur and Bahar.

Moy, a post-town of Ireland, in the county of Tyrone; it is situated on the river Blackwater, which separates it from Charlemont in the county of Armagh. Near it is Clonfiele, the residence of Dr. Richardson, the celebrated advocate of Florin culture, which is there extensively carried on. It is 65 miles N. by W. from Dublin, and 3 miles from Armagh.

Moy, the name of two rivers in Ireland; one rises in the county of Sligo, after a winding course through that county and Mayo, forms the boundary between them for some miles, and runs into the bay of Killala; the other is in the county of Galway.—Also, a town of Scotland, in the county of Inverness; nine miles S.E. of Inverness.

MOY, a provincial word figuring muggy or close.

MOYNA, in *Geography*, a town of Spain; E. from Cenie; 37 miles E. of Cuenca.— Also, a town of Spain, in Cataonia; eight miles E.N.E. of Manresa.

MOYATTA, a river of the county of Cork, Ireland, which runs from Sheelby mountain to Bantry bay, into which it flows near Ballinlamey.

MOYEE, LA, a small island near the W. coast of Jersey; four miles W. of Noirmont Point.

MOYENNEVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Abbeville; four miles S.S.W. of it. The place contains 905, and the canton 9428 inhabitants, on a territory of 315 kilometres, in 14 communes.

MOYILE, Walter, in *Biography*, son of Mr. Walter of Cornwall, was born at Bake, near Looe, in 1672. He was greatly distinguished at school by his classical attainments; from school he went to Oxford, and having pursued his studies there, he was entered in the Temple, to obtain that kind of legal knowledge, which it behoves every gentleman to possess. He soon became acquainted with the wits of the day, and joined some of them in translating Lucan. He undertook to furnish versions of four of that author's pieces, which he executed with spirit and accuracy. He was warmly attached to the principles of liberty, and in 1695 he took his seat in parliament for the borough of Saltash, but probably the routine of the house of commons had no charms for him, and he appears never to have made any attempt at another seat. He was debarred of confining himself to his studies, and, at the desire of Dr. Davenant, he translated Xenophon's "Discourse upon improving the Revenues of Athens," which was prefixed to the doctor's work on "The Trade and Revenues of England," which was published in 1697. He next appeared as a co-adventor of Mr. Thomson in "An Argument against astanding Army," at that period the great object of the jealously
 Mozart, in *Geography*, a river of the county of Tyrone, Ireland, which rises in the northern part of the county, and flows through counties Down and Fermanagh, and is 15 miles N. by W. from Derry, and about 6 miles N. from Derry.

MOYNA, a small town of Ireland, in the county of Meath. It is situated on the river Boyne, and is 15 miles N. by W. from Dublin, and four miles N. from Kells.

MOYNE, a town of Ireland, in the county of Galway, which joins the town Clare six miles S. of Tuam.

MOYNOU, in *Fortification*. See MOISE.

MOYOBAMBA, in *Geography*, a town of South America, on a river of the same name, which runs into the Guallanca; 300 miles N. of Lima. S. lat. 7°. W. long. 76° 56'.

MOYOMBO, a town of Africa, in Congo; 10 miles S.W. of Bombi.

MOYOWIA, a river of Ireland, in the county of Londonderry, which runs into the north-western angle of lough Neagh, about two miles from Toome bridge.

MOYS, a river of Austria, which runs into the Danube, two miles above Orent Neuburg.

MOYSICWICZE, a town of Lithuania, in the principality of Mindik; 60 miles N.E. of Mindik.

MOZAISK, a town of Russia, in the government of Moscow; 56 miles W. of Moscow. N. lat. 56° 36'. E. long. 15° 44'.

MOZAMBIQUE or MOZAMBAR, a kingdom of Africa, subject to the Portuguese, situated on the E. coast, and on that part of the Indian sea which lies between the continent and the island of Madagascar. It takes its name from that of its chief town, which is seated on an island, the principal of three islands that form a part of the kingdom. This island is however very small, and distant about two miles from the continent. The bay is about three miles in circuit. The other two islands, viz. St. George's and St. James's, lie on each side of it, facing the continent. The city of Mozambar is said to consist of well-built houses, churches, and convents; and has a fort or castle, about a muquet-shot from the town, which is one of the strongest and best contrived belonging to the Portuguese on this coast. The soil of the island is a white barren land; over which an artificial mould has been formed, so that it produces very fine citrons, oranges, bananas, figs, and other fruits; but their pulse, roots, and other edibles, are chiefly brought from the continent, and the town is said to have been supplied with rice, wheat, and other provisions from Goa. On the land the soil is fat and fertile in rice, millet, variety of roots, pulse, fruits and plants. The natives breed a great number of cattle, large and small, particularly sheep with large tails. The country swarms with wild flocks of various kinds, such as elephants, as well as wild fowls and hares. In order to preserve themselves from the fierce and destructive elephants, the inhabitants kindle large fires round their town fields, to prevent their being devoured by them; nor do they shift from their habitations without lighted torches or firebrands to scare them away. The country has mines of gold, which is washed down their rivers and constitutes a great part of their commerce. Ivory, ebony, flaxes and cattle are likewise exchanged for European goods, such as little bells, knives, scissors, and razors. Besides the commodities already mentioned, they export silver, copper, wax, rice, and other provisions. The kings of Portugal have been at great expense in fortifying and garrisoning Mozambique, and providing it with an hospital for the sick, and a magazine well furnished with a variety of stores for shipping, &c. S. lat. 15° 5'. E. long. 46° 8'.
curious account of the musical feats of this child in London, during 1765, when he was no more than eight years and five months old, to which we refer our readers. His progress in talents and fame, contrary to all experience, continued to keep pace with the expectations of the public to the end of his life.

He went again to Paris soon after his return from Italy. But on the death of his father in 1778, he was called to Salzburg, and appointed principal concert-master to the prince archbishop, in his stead; but he resigned this office in 1780, and went to Vienna, where he settled, and was admired and patronized by the court and city; and in 1788 he was appointed chapel-master to the emperor Joseph.


It was not till the year 1782, that he began to compose at Vienna for the national theatre; at first chiefly instrumental music; but on its being discovered how well he could write for the voice, he was engaged by the nobility and gentry first to compose comic operas, sometimes to German words, and sometimes Italian. His serious operas, we believe, were all originally composed to Italian words.

There is a chronological list of his latter vocal compositions till the year 1790, in Gerber's Musical Lexicon.

In England we know nothing of his studies or productions, but from his harpsichord lessons, which frequently came over from Vienna; and in these he seems to have been trying experiments. They were full of new passages, and new effects; but were wild, capricious, and not always pleasing. We were wholly unacquainted with his vocal music till after his decease, though it is manifest that by composing for the voice he first refined his taste, and gave way to his feelings, as in his latter compositions for the piano forte and other instruments his melody is exquisite, and cherished and enforced by the most judicious accompaniments, equally free from pedantry and caprice.

It should be known, that the operas of this truly great musician are much injured by being printed in half scores, with so bully and contemptuously laid for a part in the piano forte. Some of the passages, we suppose taken from the instrumental parts in the full score, but that the editor, or in the fore, was not the author, has such a rage for saying something, when's there nothing to be said," (as was remarked of Dr. Warburton in his notes on Shakspere and Pope, by Dr. Johnson), that there is no contrast; the piano forte has a perpetual lesson to play, sometimes difficult, and sometimes vulgar and common, which, however soft it may be performed, disfigures the vocal melody, and diverts the attention from it, for what is not worth hearing. About the middle of the last century, Mondovini composed for the Concert Spirituel at Paris motets to Latin words for a single voice, accompanied by a very difficult and noisy part for the organ, obligato; and the effect was intolerable, though the organ part was well played by Balbatt; yet being a perpetual roullement, which said nothing to the heart, it was so loud, that it obliged mademoiselle Delcambre to scream to the utmost power of her lungs. There was neither taste, grace, solemnity, nor ingenuity to be discovered. These pieces abounded in notes, &c. que des notes, as Jean Jacques used to say of French music in general. Yet these performances were not only tolerated, but admired by the friends of the old school at Paris. But let us not level the productions of Mozart with those of Mondovini.

In "Idomeneo," which is full of fine things, the air in E, at the beginning of the second act, the chorus, "Alla Siciliana," in the same key, and the quartet in the last act, &c. are exquisitely beautiful, in different styles. But a commentary on the works of this gifted musician would fill one of our volumes. His reputation continued to spread and increase all over Europe to the end of his life, which, unfortunately for the musical world, was allowed to extend only to 36 years, at which period he died in 1791!

After his decease, when Haydn was asked in our hearing by Broderip, in his music-shop, whether Mozart had left any MS. compositions behind him that were worth purchasing, as his widow had offered his unedited papers, at a high price to the principal publishers of music throughout Europe; Haydn eagerly said, "purchase them by all means. He was truly a great musician. I have been often flattered by my friends with having some genius; but he was much my superior."

Though this declaration had more of modesty than truth in it, yet if Mozart's genius had been granted as many years to expand as that of Haydn, the attainment might perhaps have been realised in many particulars.

MOZDOZ, in Geography, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Caucaus, on the Malka; eight miles E. of Ekaterinograd.

MOZÉ, a town of France, in the department of the Maine and Loire; 15 miles W.S.W. of Angers.

MOZ, in Agriculture, a provincial word, sometimes applied to mofs, or a lake that is overgrown with moss or other aquatic plants.

MOZYR, in Geography, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Minsk; 112 miles S.E. of Minsk.

MOZZANICA, a town of Italy; 12 miles N.N.E. of Lodi.

MRAKOTIN, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Iglau; 20 miles S.S.W. of Iglau.

MRATICK, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Kauzim; 10 miles S.S.E. of Erle.

MRI, a town of Egypt, on the W. branch of the Nile; seven miles S. of Faoué.

MRITU, or MRTITU, in Hindu Mythology, a perfonification of death, and a name of Yama, the Pluto of the Hindoos; applied also to Kal, or Time, and to Siva, the destructive power of the deity. See those articles.

MSCHNO, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Polejlaw; 10 miles W. of Jung-Buntzel.

MSLAVL, or MSCHLAW, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Mogilev, on the Lern; formerly the capital of a palatinate of Lithuania, incorporated with Ruffia in the year 1773; 60 miles E. of Mogilev. N. lat. 53° 54'. E. long. 31°.

MSTI, a river of Ruffia, in the government of Novgorod, which runs into the Ilmen lake, near Lipinskoi.

MSTOW, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Cracow; 44 miles N.N.W. of Cracow.

MTZENSK, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Orel; 24 miles N. of Orel.

MUAJKUSIN, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the government of Diarbekir, on the Euphrates; 10 miles W. of Kerkisch.

MUANCES, in Music, the French term for the change in the names of the notes of the hexachords in tabulation, before the admission of the syllable fi. See MUTATION.
MUC

MUAR, in Geography, a river of Malacca, which runs into the Straits, N. lat. 2° 6'. E. long. 102° 27'.

MUSAFFA, a town of Arabia, in Yemen; 20 miles S. of Abu Arifh.

MUBAD, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 11 miles W.N.W. of Lucknow.

MUC de la Vix, Fr., the change or breaking of the voice of a boy at the time of puberty. Tiffot.

MUCARE, in Geography, a town of Arabia, in Hedejas; 80 miles S.W. of Mecca.

MUCARES, a small island among the Bahamas, surrounded with rocks. N. lat. 22° 13'; W. long. 77° 20'.

MUCCAPET, a town of Hindooftan, in Golconda; 32 miles S.S.E. of Comhamet.

MUCHEN, or MICHELA, a town of Saxony, in Thuringia; 37 miles N.E. of Erfurt. N. lat. 51° 18'. E. long. 15° 55'.

MUCHNOLO, a town of the island of Corfica; one mile N.E. of Cervione.

MUCHIMA, a town of Benguela, on the Coanza; 76 miles N.N.E. of Old Benguela.

MUCHODER, a town of Arabia, in the province of Yemen; situated on a hill and the seat of a Dola, between Taas and Jerim.

MUCHUNDRA, a town of Hindooftan, in Mylore; 12 miles E. of Bangalore.

MUCIDAN. See Mussidan.

MUCILAGE, in Chemistry, a name given to an aqueous solution of the vegetable product called gum, and to the mucilaginous matter extracted from several vegetables, such as the bulbs of the hyacinth, the lichens, and several others. From these sources it has recently been employed in calcico printing as a subliterate for gum arabic, to prevent the colours from running.

Dr. Thomson has tried the effect of a number of metallic solutions upon a solution of gum, few of which appear to produce any change. Nitrates of mercury produces a white coagulum, which, however, disappears by shaking, but returns when the solution is much diluted. Prussiates of mercury gives to a solution of gum a slight opaque appearance, but makes no precipitate.

He also found that potash, ammonia, solutions of lime, barytie and throntian alum, sulphate of magnesia and ammoniated potash, had no effect upon mucilage. Silicated potash produced a white flaky precipitate, although the solution was much diluted. Dr. Thomson recommends this substance as the best test of the presence of gum. It must be remembered, however, that an acid will produce the same effect upon silicated potash.

Mucilage is used by some writers to designate a peculiar principle distinct from gum. Mucilage, says M. Chapral, appears to constitute the first alteration of the alimentary juices in vegetables. Mucilaginous seeds are almost totally relatable into mucilage, and young plants seem to be entirely formed of it. This substance has the greatest analogy with the mucous fluid of animals. Like that fluid it is most abundant in the earlier periods of life, and all the other principles appear to be derived from it; and in vegetables, as well as animals, its quantity becomes less in proportion as the increase of magnitude, or growth of the individual, becomes less, or ceases. Mucilage is not only the nutritive juice of all plants and animals, but when extracted from either, it becomes the most nourishing and wholesome food with which we are acquainted. It is found in different flatus in plants; sometimes almost alone, as in linseed, &c. ; sometimes combined with substances insoluble in water, which it keeps suspended in the form of an emulsion, as in cuphorrhism, cedrine, &c. ; sometimes united with an oil and forming the fat oil; and frequently it is united with sugar, as in the granumose seeds, the sugar-cane, maize, &c. It is also found confounded with the essential fats, with excess of acid, as in barberries, tamarinds, forrel, &c. Mucilage sometimes constitutes the permanent flatus of the plant, as in the tremella, conferva, &c. It is also seen in this flatus in some animals, such as the medusa or sea-nettle, the holothurion, &c. The characters of mucilage are the following: viscid, insipidity, solubility in water, insolubility in alcohol, coagulation by the action of weak acids, and the emission of a considerable quantity of carbonic acid, when exposed to the action of fire; at the same time that it becomes converted into coals, without exhibiting any flame. It is likewise capable of passing to the acid fermentation when diluted with water. The formation of mucilage appears to be almost independent of light, for the plants which grow in subterraneous places abound with it; but light is required to enable mucilage to pass into other flatus, for without this principle, the same plants would scarcely obtain any confidence.

Of the vegetable mucilages the principal are gum arabic, gum senegal, and gum tragacanth. The gum arabic comes directly from Egypt and the Levant, and is obtained in a similar manner with the gum senegal. The principal marts for it were formerly Cairo and Alexandria, till the Dutch introduced the gum from Senegal into Europe about the beginning of the 17th century, which now supplies the greater part of the confumption of this article. The tree which produces the gum senegal is a species of mimofa, which grows in great abundance on the coasts of Barbary, and particularly about the river Senegal. The trees that yield it are from 16 to 20 inches high, with thorny branches, and the gum makes its appearance about the middle of November; the gummy juice oozing through the trunk and branches and in about a fortnight hardening into roundish drops of a yellowish-white colour. The quantity annually sold out of the Senegal country for European consumption is about 1,200,000 pounds weight. This gum is a wholesome nutritious food, thousands of the Moors subsisting upon it during the time of harvest. About six ounces are sufficient to support a man for a day, and it is also mixed with milk, animal broth and other victuals. Among other uses to which the gum arabic is applied, one is that of giving a fine glaze or glazing to ribs and vessels; for which purpose a thin solution is brushed over the skin, which rarely wafhes away with water, and occasions the appearance of spots in skins after being exposed to rain. See Gum Arabic, Gum Mucilage, Gum Senegal, and Gum Tragacanth. See also Mucous Acid and Pyro-mucous Acid, and Sugar.

MUCILAGE, Animal. See Animal Mucus.

MUCILAGE, in Pharmacy, &c. denotes a certain aqueous solution, which is very thick and adhesive; so called as resembling the mucus of the nose.

Mucilages are prepared chiefly from roots and seeds, pounded in a mortar, and infused in hot water, and strained through a cloth; and they are the most relaxing, emollient, and softening remedies in medicine.

The roots principally used for this purpose are those of aloes, mallows, symphymy, &c., the seeds are those of quinces, flaxwort, &c.
MUCILAGES enter the composition of several plasters. They are sometimes also made of gums and fruits; as figs, quinces, sfiglaf, tragacanth, &c.

The principal mucilages described in the Pharmacopoeias are the following:

Mucilage of acaica, Mucilago acacica, P. L. 1869, Mucilago arabicae gummi, P. L. 1787, is prepared by rubbing 4 oz. of acaica gum, powdered, in half a pint of boiling water gradually added, until it incorporates into a mucilage.

Mucilage of gum arabic, Mucilago gummi arabici, P. D. 1787, is prepared by digesting, with frequent agitation, 4 oz. of gum arabic, in coarse powder, in eight pints of boiling water, until the gum be dissolved; then straining the mucilage through linen.

This mucilage is chiefly employed for making pills and troches. This is omitted in the P. L. 1869, because it seems to possess no advantage over that of acacia gum, and is more difficultly soluble, and very thick, and apt to become lumpy in dilution.

Mucilage of quince feeds, Mucilago feminis cydonii, P. L. 1787, Mucilago femininum, P. L. 1745, is prepared by boiling over a gentle fire for ten minutes, two drachms of quince feeds in a pint of water, and then straining. This mucilage is coagulated by alcohol, acids, and most of the metallic salts; it is more apt to spoil than common mucilage, over which it poiffles no other advantage than its being more grateful, and its being sufficiently thin, without further dilution, to form the bulk of any liquid medicine. It is, however, often preferred to the other mucilages as a local demulcent in teneinmus, and in aphthous affections and excoritions of the mouth. A diluted solution of it injected beneath the eye-lids is useful for obtunding the acrimony of the discharge in violent inflammations of the eye. Thomson's Lond. Difpensatory, 1811.

MUCILAGE also denotes a thick pithitous mass, evacuated with the urine in the gravel and dysuria.

MUCILAGINOSA LIGAMENTA, in Anatomy, small membranous folds in the knee-joint, and the tendinous sheath of the fingers and toes. The term is employed by Witbrecht.

MUCILAGO, in Botany, a name under which Micheli has compriems some species of that kind of fungus called mucor, conflating of small bladders or vehicles, with seeds affixed to filaments on the inner part.

MUCIUR, in Geography, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania; 25 miles S. S. E. of Kir-fehr.

MUCK, in Agriculture, any sort of material, such as dung, straw, &c., which has undergone fermentation, or lies rotting. See DUNG, and MANURE.

MUCK. Midden, a term sometimes used to signify a dung-hill or compost heap.

MUCK-Weed, the common name of a troublesome weed in arable land, the common goose-foot.

MUCK, in Geography, a small island on the east coast of Ireland, near the entrance to Larme Lough. N. lat. 54° 51'. W. long. 5° 36'.

MUCK or MUCK, one of the smaller Hebrides, containing about 1000 acres of land; chiefly arable. N. lat. 56° 48'. W. long. 6° 12'.

MUCK. See MUCK.

MUCKDUMPollen. MUCKER, a town of Hindoostan; 30 miles N. E. of Moultan.

MUCKEARN, a town of Scotland, in the county of Argyle; 14 miles N. of Inverary.

MUCKBRENG, a town of Saxony, in the margraviate of Meissen; 28 miles N. of Dresden.

MUCKENHAGEN, a town of Pomerania, on the Mohlan; 7 miles S. S. E. of Dantzig.

MUCKENREUT, a town of Germany, in the principality of Culmbach; eight miles N. W. of Bayreuth.
MUCUCKER, a town of Prufilia, in the palatinate of Culm; 17 miles N.N.E. of Culm.

MUCKEROW GAUB, a mountain of Bahar; 23 miles W. of Sfaram.

MUCKISH, mountains of Ireland, in the northern part of the county of Donegal, W. of Sheephaven.

MUCKRAIR, a town of Hindoo, in the cirque of Hurup, 17 miles S.E. of Hurup.

MUCKRIS POINT, a cape of Ireland, in the county of Donegal, and on the northern coal of the bay of Donegal, not far from Tilen harbour. N. lat. 54° 35'; W. long. 5° 27'.

MUCKTERPOUR, a town of Bengal; 33 miles E. of Calcutta.

MUCKUNDGUNGE, a town of Bengal; 18 miles N. of Ramgur. N lat. 23° 57'. E. long. 8° 34'.

MUCOCARNEOUS, an epithet used by authors for a sort of ability, which are partly made up of flesh, and partly of a thick mucous matter.

MUCONI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in the eastern part of Mauritania Cesarinius, in the environs of mount Mamperus, according to Ptolemy.

MUCOR, in Botany, from mucor, to be mufy or mousy, an ancient Latin word, retained by botanists in its original acceptation, for that genus of minute and eaveefent fungi, found on decaying bread, vegetables, &c. known by the popular name of mould.—Linn. Gen. 460.—Schreb. 770.


Eff. Ch. Head membraneous, globose, ifalked; at first watery and pellucid; subfrequently opaque. Seeds naked, rather coherent.

Perfon enumerates nine species; three of them with a branched, six with a simplex, italk.—We subjoin an example of each.

M. flavidos. Perf. n. 1. Obf. Mycol. fac. 1. 95. t. 6. f. 5. (Byillus; Schimid. Ic. 203. f. 52. f. 2.)—Stalk branched. Heads yellowish; afterwards grey. Found in autumn upon rotten Fungi, especially Agaricus piperatus, on which it forms little indeterminate patches. At first this fland near upright, and is of a shining yellow; afterwards it lies down, and assumes the aife of a greyish aifh-colored Byillus. The heads are blafkifh when ripe, and appear somewhat granulated, from the protrusion of the seeds through the bulking coat. The latter are globular and wiffitive.

M. Muedo. Lion. Sp. Pl. 1655. (M. vulgarius; Perf. n. 4. &. M. vulgaris, caputulo lucido, per maturitatem nigro, pediculo griseo; Mich. Gen. 215. t. 95. f. 1.)—Stalks simple, crowded. Heads blackifh.—This is the most common mould, on all sorts of decaying food, vegetables, fruits, &c. It is at first greyifh, with some sparkling appearance; but in a few hours turns greenifh, and finally almost black, from the copious ripe fefds, which being gone, leave the expanded coat of the head, or receptacle, in a tar-like, jagged, flat form. This is well repreffented in Hook’s Micrografia, t. 12. f. 11, copied in Steerebeck’s Fungi, t. 31.—Perfon is firmly miltaken in confidering as a variety of this, Aelfphora Mucedo of Tode, fac. 1. 13. t. 3. f. 22; as Albertini and Schweinitz, in their learned Conflupus Fungorum, 356, well remark.

Mucor, a vegetable difeaseنتاج a foart of mould or mildew. See Mould, Mildew, and the preceding article.

MUCOSA, in Ichthyology, a name-given by the Italian so species of the ray-fish, called by the old authors, hiraria, and bos marinus; and by the later authors, raja, oxycephalus, and laevis. It is distinguished by Artedi by the name of the variegated ray, with ten prickly tubercles on the middle of the back. See Raja.

MUCOSA, in Anatomy, a name sometimes given to the ligaments which join the roots of the spinous processes together. See Sinne.

MUCOSUM LIGAMENTUM, a name sometimes given to the ligaments which join the roots of the spinous processes together. See Spinse.

MUCOUS Acis, in Chemistry, a peculiar acid formed by the mutual decomposition of the nitric acid and gum mucilage. This acid is found to be of the same as that discovered by Scheele to be produced by the action of nitric acid on sugar of milk. When nitric acid is moderately heated with half its weight of gum arabic, only till nitrous gas begins to be difengaged, there deposits on cooling a white powder, which, when collected and washed, is the mucous acid. Its feel is granular, and taffle slightly four. When heated per se to decomposition, it gives a red paffed oil, much carbonic acid gas, and a portion of it sublimates in brown flakes, smelling like the benzoic acid. The dry mucous acid is very sparingly soluble in water. The hot saturated solution deposits on cooling brilliant fealy cryfals. It decomposes the carbonated alkalies at boiling heat, expelling the carbonic acid, and forming perfectly neutral salts. For a further account of the properties of this acid, see Salicatic or Saccholistic Acid.

MUCRO, in Anatomy, the lower or pointed end of the heart. See Heart.

The word is Latin, mucro, where it properly signifies the point of a spear.

Hence, mucronated is applied to whatever tends to or terminates in a point, like that of a spear; as mucronata cartilago, &c.

MUCRONATUM OS, the flernum. See LUNG.

MUCUL, in Ichthyology, the name of a Brazilian kind of the lamprey kind; the Thymius lepturus of Linnaeus; which see.

MUCUCHIS, in Geography, a town of South America, in the vicerealty of New Granada; 15 miles E. of Merida.

MUCULLAGH ROCKS, rocks in Tralee bay, on the W. coast of Ireland; three miles N.N.W. of Fenit island.

MUCUNA-GUACU, the largest and most beautiful species of phaeolus growing in Brasil; it grows on a tree of the same name; the pod has a black shell, almost as hard as a stone, and covered with soft yellow hair, is a hand’s breadth long, and three fingers’ breadth wide. When broke open, it discloses three or four very beautiful globular beans, divided by intericles of a scarlet or red colour, round, smooth, and with a large eye, which being macerated in water, are deprived of some part of their noxious qualities; and being prepared with tipica de mandiloca, are eaten by the natives; so that their poisonous quality does not seem to neatly planted in them by nature, as not to admit of proper correctives; for though the interior fulstance of the bean, by its acrimony and biting property, venile the ficera, excites great perturbations in the body, and purges violently by dool and vomiting, the cooling and demulcent medicinal ingredient, prepared to be the medicinal effect of the tipica, leaves as an antidote, and is therefore preferable to other things employed to correct it. Ray.
MUD

MUCUND, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Lahore; 14 miles S. of Lahore.

MUCUNDNAGAR, a town of Lamjung; 180 miles N. of Fyzabad. N. lat. 29° 27'. E. long. 83° 30'.

MUCUS, Animal, or Animal Mucilage, in Chemistry, a substance observable in many animal fluids, resembling vegetable mucilage, in being soluble in water, not coagulable by heat, insoluble in alcohol, inospid, and giving a filmy confluence to the fluids with which it is mixed; and on this account denominated mucous. Animal mucus is considered by Mr. Hatchett as merely a modification of gelatin; but Dr. Bolhoeck has pointed out a very decisive difference between the two with regard to the manner in which they are acted upon by Goulard's extract. A preparation of lead produced by saturating boiling vinegar with litharge. (See LEAD.) This liquid, when added to any fluid containing animal mucus, gives a copious white precipitate, whereas it is not rendered turbid by a solution of pure jelly. The infusion of galls or tan, which faintly precipitates jelly, has no or scarcely any effect on mucus. Neither gelatin nor mucus is altered by the solution of corrosive sublimate, which copiously precipitates albumen. Consequently, albumen, gelatin, and mucus mixed together, may be separated with tolerable accuracy by the successive application of corrosive sublimate, infusion of galls, and acetated litharge. Animal mucus is generally combined with gelatin and albumen, and always with some fats; upon the whole, it is one of the least abundant of the animal fluids. See GELATIN.

Mucus of the Joints, is a mucilaginous liquid, separated by its proper glands, conveniently placed in the interstices of the bones, where these glands are generally pressed by the motion of the parts; it serves to make the extremities of the bones or joints slide more easily.

Mucus of the Urethra, a viscous transparent liquid, forming in the bladder and ureter parts that the urine can move more freely, without either adhering to or lubricating the part.

It comes from glands lately discovered by Mr. Cowper, about the penis; and is that, which in women is often mistaken for semen.

Mucus of the Noftris, is a viscid excrementitious humour, separated by its proper glands placed in the internal membrane of the nostrils. It serves to moisten, lubricate, and defend the olfactory nerves; which being extremely soft and naked, would, without such provision, be soon spoiled. See NOSE.

Mucus of Fiba. The bodies of most of the fishes called alepidotes by authors, from their having either no scales at all, or only a few small ones, are covered in the place of scales with this mucus. It is a tough and thick viscous liquor, and thickly firm to the body, defending the thin motion of the parts from the motion of the parts; it serves to make the extremities of the bones or joints slide more easily.

MUD, in Agriculture, the sediment deposited at the bottom of rivers, ponds, ditches, &c. As much of this sort of material should be collected as possible, and be thrown up into heaps, in order to become mellow. It contains much carbonaceous matter, and is an excellent manure either in the simple or compound state. See DUNG, and MANURE.

Mud Creek, a river of Pennsylvania, which runs into the Susquehanna, N. lat. 39° 17'. W. long. 76° 20'.

MUDY, or Muddy, a town of a Saffatic Turkey, in the province of Natolia, situated in a gulf, in the S.E. part of the sea of Marma, and inhabited chiefly by Greeks or Jews, with some Turks. Here the archbishop of Burfa has a palace. The commerce of this place is considerable, and consists of grain, salt, salt-petre, white wine, a variety of fruits, and the manufactures of Burfa, which are brought either for exportation; 15 miles N.N.W. of Burfa. N. lat. 46° 14'. E. long. 28° 54'.

MUDAU, or Mudgee, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Lower Rhine; 10 miles S. of Miltenberg.

MUDBUNNY, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 30 miles E.S.E. of Battiah. N. lat. 26° 33'. E. long. 83° 16'.

MUDD, in Ichthyology, a name given by the Swedes to the fish called by Schonefeldt and others aphra or apyes. See CYPHRUS Aphra.

MUDDAGO, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Futrë; 36 miles W. of Dar-Cooka.

MUDY, a river of Pennsylvania, which runs into the Susquehanna, N. lat. 39° 17'. W. long. 76° 20'.

MUDY, a river of Kentucky, which runs into the Ohio, N. lat. 36° 41'. W. long. 89° 18'. MUDY, a river of Kentucky, called "Pond creek," which runs into the Ohio, N. lat. 37° 16'. W. long. 83° 28'.

MUDY, a town of Georgia, situated between lakes Huron and George; about 25 or 30 miles long, and not very wide. On it are several small islands, the principal of which is St. Joseph's.

MUDY, a cape on the W. coast of Africa. S. lat. 17° 40'.

MUDEN, a town of Peria, in Segellia; 110 miles N.W. of Zareng.

MUDERER, a town of Hindooftan, in the gulf of Cutch; 18 miles S.E. of Boogebouge.

MUDERIS, in the Ottoman court. See CANDIESCHER.

MUDERNI, a town of Aflatic Turkey, in Natolia; 24 miles S.W. of Bolt.

MUDGURRY, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 10 miles N.W. of Burwaah.

MUDJEA, a town of Bengal; 25 miles E. of Rugganpore. N. lat. 23° 32'. E. long. 87° 16'.

MUDNAGUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 16 miles E. of Bahiratch.

MUDNISKA, a town of Russia, in the government of Irkusth, on the Lena; 92 miles N.E. of Kirensk.

MUDO, HERNANDEZ EL, in Biography, whose real name was Juan Hernandez Navarette, was a native of Logrono, whose ingenuity in the art of painting acquired for him the honourable title of the Spanish Titian. Velasquez says, that he was born deaf and dumb, and, therefore, had the appellation of El Mudo, by which he was most generally known. He made himself master in the principles of his art by going to Italy, and studying there some time the works of the great men who then adorned it, particularly of Titian and the Venetian school. After his return to Madrid, he was in 1568 nominated painter to the king, and was employed by him to paint eight large pictures for the Escorial.
of which the most striking was the Decollation of St. James. He painted also for the cities of Valencia, Salamanca, and Eirella; but his hat and ball work, was of Abraham receiving the three Angels, and which was also deposited at the above-mentioned palace. He died at the age of little more than 40, according to P. Velasco, in the year 1572.

MUDWORTH, in Botany. See Liniocella.

MUEHRAU, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Stiria, on the Muehr, which divides it into two parts, defended by a citadel, situated on an eminence 32 miles W. of Judenburg. N. lat. 47° 7'. E. long. 13° 52'.

MUEL, a town of Spain, in the kingdom of Aragon; 12 miles S.S.W. of Saragossa.

MUENELUNA, a town of Mexico, in the province of Guusaxa; 60 miles S. of Nexapa.

MUEERAGAUT, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 54 miles N.W. of Lucknow.

MUERDUM, among the Turks, an officer belonging to their mosques, who, with his voice calls the people to prayers; thereby supplying the want of bells, which the Mahometans will not use. See Bell and Mosque.

MUERTZENSCHEL, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Stiria; 23 miles E. of Prueck.

MUEZIS, officers of the mosques among the Muffulmans, whose bufinefs it is to attend five times a day to the minaret, there to proclaim aloud the profefion of faith of Mahomet, invite the Muffulmans to prayer, and sing, on festivals, different hymns. In the little mosques, the muezins sweep and arrange the carpets, light the lamps, &c. But this function in the great mosques is referred for other young ones, called "cavins."

MUFFLE, in Metallurgy, is an arched cover, refilling the forgef with fire, and made to be placed over copels and tefts in the operation of affaying, to preserve them from the falling of coals or ashes into them; though at the fame time of fuch a form, as not to hinder the action of the fire on the metal, nor prevent the infpecion of the affayer.

The muffle may be made in any form, fo that they have these conditions; but that used with copels are commonly made semi-cylindrical, or when greater veffels are employed, in form of a hollow hemisphere.

The muffle must have apertures, that the affayer may look in, and the fore-part of it must always be quite open, that the air may act better in conjunction with the fire, and be incessantly renewed; for without this, scarcely any fumes are to be produced, and without the refpiration of lead is scarcely practicable; for when the air is once filled with a certain quantity of vapours, it scarcely admits any more afterwards; and for this reason a contiufion of fresh air is neceffary. The apertures in the muffle are also for the regimen of the fire; for the cold air rushing into the larger opening before, cools the bodies in the veffel; but if some coals are put in it and its aperture before be then flut with a door fixed to it, the fire will be increafed to the highest degree, much more quickly than it can be by the breathing-holes of the furnace. Another use of these apertures is also, that the aromatic vapours of lead and antimony, passing through the holes in the back part of the muffle, may not be offensive to the affayer, who stands before it.

As to the height, length, and depth of the muffles, thefe must be proportioned to the size and number of the veffels they are intended to cover; and care must be taken in this, that all parts of the inner surface of these veffels must be within the reach of the affayer’s eye. The most frequent size of the muffle, however, is four inches high, five or eight inches long, and four or six inches broad. The segments cut off at the bales, for the leffer holes, must be of fuch a proportioned height, that the least veffels put under it, may not be in the way of coals or ashes falling into them, for that always hinders the vitrification of lead, and the deftruc- tion of the other metals and semi-metals, and will sometimes entirely reduce them again when already destroyed; and the fcorie, softened by ashes, soften and retard the operation.

Wooden moulds of a proper shape are moft convenient for the making of these muffles, and the matter of which they are made is the fame with that of the German clay- tefts; this is, either a pure native clay, of a condition to bear the fire, which will be known upon the trial; or ftrong clay hardened by a mixture of the powder of ftones: and in order to the forming of thefe, the mafs must be made tolerably soft and pliant. Knead a fufficient quantity of this mafs with your hands upon a flat stone; spread it out evenly into a thin cake or plate, somewhat longer and broader than you thinke it be to be made; and ato thick, that two or more thin plates or lamina, of about two lines thick each, may be cut off from it. This is easily done by rolling the mafs on the stone with a rolling-pin, flrewed over lightly with ashes, or powder of chalk.

When the cake is thus rolled out, with a thin, fine, and perfectly straight brash-wi. cut off from the cake one thin plate; this maff must be done with great caution left it should break: take this up, and rubbing it over with oil or fat, lay it over the mould; then cut out a femicircular piece from the mafs, of the fame thicknefs with the former, and with this cover the back plane, or farther end of the mould, joining the edges of this plate to thofe of the former, closely and perfectly, by wetting them well with water.

Next cut off from the cake another thin plate, to be the bottom of the muffle; this may be either left lowe for the muffle to be placed on it occasionally, or the bottom edges of the already formed maffe may be joined to it all round by means of water, as the back was before jointed to the arched part of the muffle. But whether it be intended that the bottom should be thus fixed on, or left loose, it must be half an inch broader every way than the bottom of the muffle, that this may fland the more sure and firm upon its base.

When the muffle is thus made, wet your hand, and rub it carefully all over, that the small, and perhaps invisible, cracks and chinks in the plates may be closely joined, and the whole matter of it applied perfectly close to the surface of the mould.

When the muffle has been some time exposed to the air, and is somewhat dried, and hardenec on the mould, cut two or three hemispherical pieces on each side, to make the holes before described, at the basfs and back, and then draw away the mould from within it; for if the muffle is suffered to dry perfectly on the mould, it always cracks. When the whole is perfectly dry, let it be baked in a potter’s kiln, or in the affayer’s own; but without great care in the former method, and lighting the fire at top at first, it is apt to crack; so that the potter’s kiln, where at hand, is much the better way of baking it.

If there be adapted to the formerly defcribed convex mould, another concave one nearly fitting it, only leaving room for the thicknefs of the muffle between them, and the clay be placed between them, and formed by this means into its exact shape, by a strong and every way equal pre-
fure, this will make muffs not only with much les trouble, but they will be much stronger, les apt to crack, and more capable of refisting the fire, than those made by the hand in the other way.

The only cautions necessary for making these, are, that the clay be a little drier than when it is to be worked by the hand; that the sipes, both of the inner and convex mould, and of the outer concave one, be thoroughly oiled or greased, and the preffure on the surface of the outer or concave mould be as strong and equal as may be. There is no clay better for making these muffs than the Windflor-loam, an earth well known among the chemists and glaffmen, and always to be fold in London; and rubbing the infide of the mould with black lead in fine powder very well supplies the place of greasing them, to prevent the matter from flicking to them.

These are the muffs ordinarily ufed in affaying; but when very large tefts are to be covered, they use large pheriodial muffs, made of cad iron, or sometimes of the fame clay, and wrought in the fame manner, only made upon proportionally larger moulds. The clay is ually, for these large ones, only laid in a lump on the top of the mould, and with wet hands spread all over it to the bottom, and by this means a muff is made with little trouble. Cramer.

MUG. See Mupiti.

MUGA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in the province of Catalonia; 21 miles N. of Gerona. 

MUGALNOOR, a town of Hindooftan, in Coimbecore; nine miles E. of Darapurum. 

MUGARDOS, a town of Spain, in Galiacia; seven miles W. of Betanços. 

MUGDOOMPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahr; 30 miles N.E. of Monghir. 

MUGDUMPOR, a town of Bengal; 22 miles N. of Boglipour.—Alfo, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahr; 37 miles S.S.W. of Patna. 

MUGELN, New, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Leipfic; 25 miles E. of Leipfic. N. lat. 51° 15'. E. long. 12° 57'.

MUGELN, Old, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Leipfic; two miles N.W. of New Mugeln. 

MUGERES ISLANDS, called also Men-caters, or Women-caters, islands, are iflands situated in the bay of Honduras; to leagues S. of Cape Catoche, on the E. coast of the peninsula of Yucatan. On one of them to the S., towards the land, is good anchorage in a depth from seven to ten fathoms, and clear ground.

MUGGENT, in Ornithology, the name of a species of fresh water wild duck, called by many authors the myf- cania, from its catching flies that play on the surface of the water.

It is al about the size of the common tame duck; the beak is fhort and broad, and is of a faffron-colour: it is al over of a mottled colour, like that of the partridge, made up of black, white, brown, and grey, fo oddly mixed together, as to fhow neither separate; the crown of the head is black, and the feet are yellow.

Mr. Ray fuppofts this not to be different from our common wild duck. See Duck.

MUGGLETIONANS, in Ecclesiatical History, a religi- ous fect, which arose in Englaand about the year 1657, fo denominated from their leader Lodowick Muggleton, a journeyman taylor.

Muggleton, with his associate Revers, set up for great prophets; and, it is laid, pretendted to an absolute power of
MUGUL, a town of Nubia; 50 miles S. of Sennar.
MUGWORT, in Botany. See Artemisia.

MUGWORT, the common name of a very troublesome weed, the roots of which creep far under the surface of the ground, so as soon to overspread a large space, if they are not flopped. Its seeds are light, and easily carried to a distance by the wind, producing numbers of new plants the next spring. It has plain cut leaves, ending in many points woolly underneath, and fingle spikes of pale yellow oval flowers, which blow in June or soon after.

MUHES, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in East Bothnia, on the Ule; 20 miles S.E. of Ulea.
MUHKA, a town of Bengal; 13 miles W. of Toree.
MUHL, or Muhl, a quarter or division of the archduchy of Austria.

MUHLBERG, a town of Germany, in the territory of Erfurt; 12 miles S.W. of Erfurt.—Alto, a town of Saxony, in the margraviate of Meissen, seated on the Elbe containing five churches, a castle, and a cottage; 32 miles N.W. of Dresden. N. lat. 51° 25'. E. long. 13° 14'.
MUHLEBORN, a town of Baden; 6 miles W. of Durlach.

MUHLDORF, or Mieseldorf, a town of Saxony, in the Vogtland; 8 miles W.N.W. of Plauen. N. lat. 50° 27'. E. long. 12'.—Alto, a town of Germany, in the principality of Culmbach; 5 miles S.S.W. of Hof.

MUHLENBERG, a county of Kentucky, bounded N. and E. by the county of Ohio, N.W. by Henderson, S.W. and S. by Christian, and S.E. by Logan; 48 miles long, and 31 broad. It is watered by Green and Muddy rivers, with their branches, and contains 1517 people, 116 being slaves.


MUGR, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Algiers; 85 miles S. of Algiers.

MUGRON, a town of France, in the department of the Landes, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Saint-Sever; 6 miles W. of it. The place contains 2135, and the canton 9182 inhabitants, on a territory of 1324 square kilometres, in 13 communes.

MUGROOR, a town of Hindoo-land, in Berar; 30 miles N.W. of Notchegong.

proceeds on each side. By Forficulae it is called the mugil magnum, or great mullet, as being much larger than the common mullet. By him it was first observed in the Red sea, of which it is a native. It is a yard long; body oblong and silvery, with soft cirri, but without teeth; scales are broad, rounded, finely irate. According to Gmelin a variety has been found nearly as large again. The head is narrower than the body; crown flat, glaucous, naked, upper lip longer, notched in the middle; lateral line recurved near the head and afterwards straight, nearer the back; tail much forked, and furnished towards the middle with two membraneous wing-like appendages on each side.

MALABARICUS; Grey Mullet. With large ciliated scales, and the first dorsoal and anal fin calcated. It is about two feet long; head small; nape sinking in a little before the rise of the back; scales large and ciliated, both on the body and gill-covers; thence on the head somewhat smaller. It is a native of the Indian seas.

TANG; Silver-grey Mullet. With yellowish longitudinal streaks, and scaled gill-covers. This is not more than a foot long; is a native of Guinea, inhabiting fresh waters, called by the natives long, and regarded by them as excellent food. Of this species there is a fupposed variety, in which the gill-covers were scaled, the colour of the fin brighter, the eyes more vertical, and the head fmialler. With wide mouth, and both dorsal fins fpiay. This is of the same length and shape of the other, but has a very large head, wide mouth, and fleshy lips, which appear better with a row of very small teeth round the edges. It is a native of the American seas, and was first noticed as an object for classification in natural history by Plummer.

CERULEO-MACULATUS; Blue-brown Mullet. With filly abdomen, nine rays in the dorsal fin, and a blue spot in the pectoral fins. This is the size of a common mullet, and is a native of the Indian seas.

MUGILAMERICANUS. See Gobius Gronovii.

MUGKOVSKOI, in Geography, a town of Russia, on the river Meksi; 190 miles E. of Archangel.

MUGLATORE, a town of Hindoo-land, in the circle of Rajamundry; 35 miles E.S.E. of Rajamundry.

MUGLE, a fort of Hindoo-land, in a pash of the Eastern Gatts, between the Carnatic and the Mysore; 12 miles W. of Chittore.

MUGLIA, or MUGLIA-Newa, a small town of Italy, with a harbour for barges, on the gulf of Trieste, about two miles N. of Capo d'Illiria, and about 10 miles S. of Trieste.

MUGLIA Vetelia, a town of Illiria; 2 miles E. of the former.

MUGLIANO, a town of Etruria; 24 miles N.W. of Sienna.

MUGLITZ, or Moel, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Olmutz; 15 miles N.N.W. of Olmutz. N. lat. 49° 49'. E. long. 16° 49'.

MUGORA, a town of Arabia; 35 miles N.N.E. of Ghezan.

MUGRA, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Algiers; 85 miles S. of Algiers.

MUGRON, a town of France, in the department of the Landes, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Saint-Sever; 6 miles W. of it. The place contains 2135, and the canton 9182 inhabitants, on a territory of 1324 square kilometres, in 13 communes.
tritiated, smooth, the lower ones most compressed. *Stipa* small, membranous, crowning the contracted orifice of the sheath, accompanied by a tuft of fine short hairs. *Panicles* terminal, erect, much branched, close, three or four inches long, pale green; their flanks and branches triangular, finely downy. *Flowers* small, resembling those of an *Aegris* at first light, each about half a line long without the awn, which is straight, very strong, and about twice the length of the flower. Glumes of the *carola* with a few bristles at the base, angular, and strongly keeled; their keels rough. *Anther* dark purple.

2. *M. eretica*. Upright Broad-leaved Muhlenbergia. Schreb. M.S.S.— Stem erect, simple. Leaves broadly lanceolate, many-rhived. — Native of Pennsylvania. Sent by Dr. Muhlenberg with the foregoing, from which it differs widely in appearance and characters, though there is the trifled coincidence in the structure and habit of the fruitification. *Rust* perennial, tufted, hard, and rather woody, its buds invested with imbricated, polished, pale, strongly-rhived scales. *Stems* two feet high, erect, slender, unbranched, leafy, angular, jointed, smooth, except a few dense deflexed hairs under each joint. *Leaves* rather spreading, three or four inches long, and half an inch or more in breadth, flat, taper-pointed, rounded at the base, furnished with a mid-rib, and about four smaller ribs on each side of it, which half are finely hairy underneath; the intermediate *frise* of the leaf are still more minutely rough or downy. *Panicle* flat, erect, close, of much fewer *flowers* than the first species, but those are ten times as large, resembling some *Bromus* or *Festuca* in habit. Their glumes are hairy at the base, strongly fringed, and all the angles are rough. S.

**Mühlhausen**, in Geography, a town of Prussia, in the province of Oberland; 46 miles S.W. of Königsberg. N. lat. 54° 10'. E. long. 19° 40'.

**Mulhausen**, or Mulhausen, a city of Saxon, in Thuringia, on the Urntrutz; free and imperial till the year 1803, when it was elevated to the king of Prussia, and by him ceded to the kingdom of Westphalia at the peace of Tilsit. It is divided into the Upper and Lower Towns, and contains two Lutheran churches, and a Roman Catholic establishment of Augustinians; 50 miles S. of Goslar. N. lat. 51° 10'. E. long. 10° 32'.

**Mühlhausen**, or *Mühlau*, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Altkirch; 20 miles S. of Colmar. The town contains 6615, and the canton 14,701 inhabitants, on a territory of 120 kilometres, in 14 communes. N. lat. 47° 45'. E. long. 7° 25'.— *Alfo*, a town of Bavaria, in the principality of Aichlatt; 7 miles S.E. of Aichlatt.—*Alfo*, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Schlan, on the Muldan; 10 miles N. of Prague.

**Mühlbach**, or Milbach, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Bechin; 9 miles N.W. of Bechin. N. lat. 49° 28'. E. long. 14° 13'.

**Mühlau**: a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Leitmeritz; 13 miles N. of Leitmeritz.

**Mühlau**, a town of Germany, in the margraviate of Anspach, on the Altmühl.

**Mühlbau**, See Mühlbau.

**Mühlbeck**, a town of the duchy of Stiri, on the Mühl; 1-2 miles N. of Pettau.

**Müglaco**, a kingdom in the interior part of Africa, N. of Anzina, and about 450 miles from the sea.

**Mujjar**, or *Mucagra*, a former town of Spain, in the province of Granada, situated on a small bay of the Mediterranean; supposed to be the ancient "Murgis"; 35 miles N.E. of Almeria. N. lat. 37° 5'. W. long. 2° 11'.

**Muird**, a large measure, formerly in use among the French for dry commodities: as corn, pulse, salt, lime, coals, &c.

The muid is no real vessel used as a measure; but an estimation of several other measures, as the jeptier, or better, the minot, buflles, &c. At Paris the muid of wheat, pulse, and the like, is composed of twelve feters, each feter making two mines, the mine four minots, the minot three brushes, or buflles, the buflled four quarts, or sixteen litrons. A muid of wheat weighs about 2830 poids de marec; and a feter 240 lbs. The muid of oats is double that of wheat, containing 24 feters. The boifleau is a cylinder 8 inches 2½ lines in height, and 10 inches in diameter; its contents are, therefore, 644 French cubic inches, or 780 English; hence 11 feters of Paris = 6 English quarters, and 11 boifleaux = 4 English bushels. A muid of falt contains 12 feters, and a feter 4, 16 boifleaux, 256 litrons, 4906 meffures, weighing in all about 4000 lbs. poids de marec, or 432 lbs. avoirdupois. A muid of charcoal contains 20 mines, 49 minots, or 320 buflles.

*Muid* is also one of the nine casks, or regular vessels used in France, to put wine and other liquors in. The muid of wine divided into 2 demi-muids, 4 quarter-muids, and 8 half quarter-muids, contains 35 feters, each feter 5 pintes, Paris measure; so that the muid contains 388 pintes, but only 280 pintes without the lees. The pintone contains 2 chopes, or 4 demi-feters, or 8 pofitions, in all 47 French cubic inches, or 576 English; hence a French pintone is nearly equal to an English quart; and a muid of wine contains 781 English gallons.

Muir, in Geography, a term used in the northern parts of the kingdom to signify moor. It is the common term in Scotland.

**Muirirk**, in Geography, a town of Scotland, in the county of Ayr; in which are manufactures of iron and coal tar; 20 miles E. of Ayr.

**Muir**, Simon de, in Biography, a native of Orkney, born in 1537. He was educated for the church, and received promotion from Lewis XIII., who also nominated him professor-royal of the Hebrew language at Paris. He is considered as one of the ablest Hebrew scholars that France ever produced. He was distinguished likewise as a commentator on the Scriptures. He published a "Commentary on the Psalms," which is thought to be one of the best critical illustrations of that portion of the Bible. He died in 1644, leaving behind him many very learned works that do honour to his industry, talents, and erudition, the titles of which are enumerated in Moreri, and in the Gen. Biog.

**Mukar**, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 23 miles N.E. of Chaprah. N. lat. 25° 57'. E. long. 8° 13'.

**Mula**, a town of Spain, in Murcia, celebrated for its baths; 20 miles W. of Murcia.

**Mula**, a word used by some medical writers to express purules on the skin, which are owing to extreme heats, or to cold.

**Mulanter**, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Tellangana; 32 miles W. of Warangol.

**Mulated**, a cluster of small islands in the Spanish main, near the islands of Dairen. N. lat. 9° 20' to 9° 35'. W. long. 78° 5' to 78° 30'.

**Muleatre Point**, a cape on the E. coast of the island of Dominica. N. lat. 15° 25'. W. long. 61° 17'.

**Malletto**,
MULATTO, a name given in the Indies to those who are begotten by a Negro man on an Indian woman; or an Indian man on a Negro woman.

The word is originally Spanish, mulata, formed of mula, a mul, as being begotten of two different species.

Those begotten of a Spanish woman and an Indian man, are called mulattoes; and those begotten of a savage by a mulatto, are called jambos. These are all very different in colour, and in their hair.

MULATTO Point, in Geography, the S. Cape of the port of Ancoa, on the W. coast of South America; 16 or 18 miles N. of Cadavalle river.

MULAZZO, a town of Genoa; 15 miles N. of Spezza.

MULBERRY Tree, in Botany. See Morus.

MULBERRY-Tree, in Agriculture, the common name of a tree of which there are several species, but those generally cultivated, are the white or filk-worm mulberry. For the cultivation of the mulberry-tree, see Morus.

The ripe fruit of this tree abounds with a deep violet-coloured juice, which in its general qualities agrees with that of the other acido-dulces, alloying thirst, partly by refrigerating, and partly by exciting an excretion of mucus from the mouth and fauces; a similar effect is also produced in the flamch, where, by correcting putrefaction, a powerful canle of thirst is removed. This is more especially the case with all those fruits in which the acid much prevails over the facharine part, as the currant, which we have already noticed; and to which the medicinal qualities of this fruit may be referred; but both these, and most of the other summer fruits, are to be considered rather as articles of diet than of medicine. The London College directs a syrups mort, which is an agreeable vehicle for various medicines.

The bark of the root of the mulberry-tree has an acrid bitter taste, and possesses a cathartic power. It has been successfully used as an anthelmintic, particularly in cafes of taenia. The dofe is half a drachm of the powder. Woodville Med. Bot.

The more general cultivation of mulberry-trees in England might be of greater use than is at present supposed in many respects. In Devonshire they have a way of mixing mulberry-juice with their cider in the making, and this makes the very bell of all English wines liquors.

And to the great articles of breeding filk-worms, though a recommendation from the crown could not bring about the planting these trees in sufficient number for it in James the First's time, yet the trees have been found to flourish very well with us when properly planted, and the worms feed very kindly and work very well with us. When this manufacture was first attempted, the people of many parts of England, nay, and in some parts of the dappled places in Ireland, tried it, and always with success. The only thing that stopped the progress of so valuable a thing at that time, was the want of a sufficient quantity of mulberry-trees, and the scheme has been neglected ever since. Phil. Tranf. N° 133.

The tree was always esteemed by the ancients for its delicious fruit, before the use of its leaves was ever found out. The Romans, in the height of their luxury, preferred it before all the foreign fruits; and Columella and the other ancients are very explicit in the methods of propagating it.

The fullick-wood, which grows plentifully at Campeachy, and is exported from Jamaica, is a species of the mulberry; as also is the China and Japan mulberry-tree, of the bark of which the inhabitants make paper; and in some of the islands of the south sea a kind of cloth is made of it.

MULBERRY-Bltte. See BLITUM.

MULBERRY-Cyder, a name given by the people of Devonshire, and some other parts of England, to a sort of cyder rendered very palatable by an admixture of mulberry-juice in the making: they choose for this purpose the ripe and blackest mulberries, and preffing out their juice and mixing it with a full-bodied cyder at the time of the grinding and preffing, give it so much of it as adds a perceptible flavour. It is very worthy the attention of people who live in other countries, where strong and good cyder is made, that this renders it a sort of wine much more agreeable than any other English liquor, and might be brought into general use, to the great advantage of the dealer. The colour of this liquor resembles that of the bright red wine, and the flavour of the mulberry never goes off. Phil. Tranf. N° 133.

MULBERRY-Shell, a species of doolin.

MULBERRY-Island, in Geography, a small island in James river, Virginia. N. lat. 37° 6'. W. long. 76° 32'.

MULCH, in Gardening, a term made use of to signify such strawy dung as is somewhat moist but not rotted. It is found useful for protecting the roots of new-planted choice trees or shrubs from severe frost in winter, and from being dried by the fierce sun or drying winds in spring and summer, before they are well rooted; in which caches it is spread evenly on the surface of the ground round the stems of the trees, as far as the roots extend, about three or four inches thick, but which should be augmented in winter, when the severity of the frost renders it necessary. It may also be employed for many other purposes of a similar nature.

MULCOM, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in Warmeland; 13 miles N.E. of Carlshft.

MULCT, MULCTA, a penalty, or fine of money, imposed for a fault or misdemeanor.

MULDA, in Geography, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Erzgebirg; 8 miles S.S.E. of Freyberg.

MULDORF, a river which rises near the mountains between Bohemia and Bavaria, S.W. of Prachatic, passes by Budweis, Teyn, Prague, and joins the Elbe a little above Melnik.

MULDENHAMMER, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Erzgebirg; 6 miles W. of Schwarzenberg.

MULDONICK, or DeER ISLAND, one of the small western islands of Scotland. N. lat. 56° 51'. W. long. 7° 29'.

MULDORF, a town of the archbishopric of Salzburg, on the inn, ceded to the elector of Bavaria in 1802; 36 miles N.W. of Salzburg. N. lat. 48° 12'. E. long. 12° 25'.

MULDSCHEN, a town of Prussian Lithuania; 16 miles S.W. of Inertberg.

MULE, in Zoology, the Equus Aferus Mulus γ of Linneus, the O; of Ariofolte, the Mulus or Mula of Phyn, Geffer, Aldrovandus, Jonston, Sloane, and others. The Aferus Biformis of Klein, and the Grand Mulet of Buffon, is the hybrid produce of a jack-as with a mare: having a large clumy head, long erect ears, a short mane, and a thin tail. The Equus Aferus Hanii, called Hardou by Buffon, is the hybrid produce between the the-aas and a rallion: the head is long and thin, the ears are like those of a horse, the mane is short, and the tail is well filled with hair. This is the Ox of Ariofolte, the Illiniss of Phyn, Geffer, Aldrovandus, Jonston, Ray, &c. and the Petit Mulet of Buffon.

The former, or the Mule commonly so called, is much valued for the saddle and for drawing carriages in Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the East, and in the warmer parts of America. In these countries, where great attention is paid to the breed, it is as tall as the horse, exceedingly well limbed, but not so handsome, especially about the head and tail; Q q thf
MULE.

these animals are most fertile; some indeed have thought that they are altogether incapable of producing their kind: but some few instances have occurred, in which female mules have had foals, and in which even the male has impregnated females both of the as and horse species, though such instances are exceedingly rare. The mule called the Bardeau, is much smaller, and less useful, as well as less common, than the mule, and of a more reddish colour: its ears and tail have a similar resemblance to those of the horse, but the mane is short like that of the mule: it is, however, little known, being seldom cultivated designedly, because it is less hardy and less fitted for the various purposes of life, than the horse, the ass, or the mule.

Mules have been reckoned a breed of confidence, and it has been generally thought that they do not propagate their breed. And yet the ancients mention a sort of mules, that were prolific in Phrygia, Syria, Cappadocia, and Africa.


Steno, examining the teat-folds of a mule, found one therein, with a sort of placenta about them; which persuaded him, that mules might engender without any miracle. But the observation has been thought fanciful, and the conclusion seemed unworthy of able a naturalist.

This is a subject that has engaged the particular attention of the ingenious naturalist Buffon. With a view of distinguishing the relative influence of males and females in the production of generation, he has investigated the differences which subserve between the two animals above briefly characterised: The Bardeau, he says, is much smaller than the mule, and seems to preserve the dimensions of its mother, the ass; and the mule retains the dimensions of the mare. Hence, he concludes, that the limits of the species are fixed; and that the size of the body depends more on the mother than on the father. These two animals also differ in figure. The neck of the Bardeau is thinner, the back sharper, and the crupper more pointed: while the forehead of the mule is better shaped, the neck more beautiful, the sides rounder, and the crupper more plump. Hence both these animals retain more of the mother than of the father, not only in magnitude, but in figure of body. But this remark does not apply to the head, limbs, and tail. The head of the Bardeau is longer, and not so thick in proportion as that of the ass; and the head of the mule is shorter, and thinner than that of the horse: so that in the figure and dimensions of the head, they have a greater resemblance to the father than to the mother. The tail of the Bardeau is paralled with hair nearly in the same manner: that of the horse; and the tail of the mule is almost naked, like that of the ass. In this extreme part of the body, therefore, the similarity to the father predominates. The ears of the mule are larger than those of the horse; and the ears of the Bardeau are shorter than those of the ass; and the head of the horse is rounder, and limber, like those of the horse; and the limbs of the Bardeau are more flexible. Hence it appears, that these two animals, in the form of the head, limbs, and other extremities of the body, have a greater resemblance to the father than to the mother. From various experiments on the he-goat and ewe, the dog and the wolf, and the goldfinch and canary bird, our author infers, as a certain fact, that the number of males, which is always greater than that of females in pure species, is still greater in mixed species: and hence he concludes, that the male, in general, has a greater influence in the produce of generation than the female, because he transmits his sex to the greatest number, and because the number of males is augmented, in proportion to the remoteness of the species which intermix. He also observes, that in crossing the remotest of different races, we shall procure not only the most beautiful productions, but the greatest number of males; and he adds, that crossing the breed, both in man and in other animals, is the only mode of ennobling and preserving the perfection of the species. To these facts and experiments he subjoins the testimony of the ancients in reference to this subject. Aristotle (whom we have already cited) says, that the mule engenders with the mare, and that the junction produces an animal which the Greeks call "hinnus," or "guinis." He also remarks, that the mule easily conceive, but seldom brings the fetus to perfection. On the other facts, says M. Buffon, the second is more rare than the first; and both barren only in warm climates. In such climates, however, facts justify the assertion, that the female is not only capable of conception, but of bringing the fetus to full maturity. Such cases occur in Spain and Italy, but much more frequently in the West Indies. Upon the whole it must be admitted, as an established fact, that the he-mule can generate, and the she-mule produce. Like other animals, they have a females liquor, and all the organs necessary to generation. But mongrel animals are always less fertile, and more hardy than those of a pure species. Besides, mules have never produced in cold climates, seldom in warm regions, and still more seldom in temperate countries. Hence their barrenness, without being absolute, may be regarded as positive; since their productions are so rare, that few examples only can be collected. The facts, nevertheless, are sufficiently numerous to expose the error of accepting false names, and applying them, without sufficient discrimination, to all animals of a mixed species. Thus the word mule, in its original acceptation, included all kinds of barreens produced from the ass and mares, and hence the idea of barreens has been conveyed to all beings who have the denomination of mules, that is, to quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and plants.

BUFFON'S NAT. Hist. by Smellie, vol. viii. 8vo.

Mules have been much employed both in ancient and modern times. The Roman ladies had equipes drawn by mules, as appears from the medals of Julia and Agrippina. And at this day, in Spain, the coaches of the nobility, and even of princes, are usually drawn by no other than mules.

We are assured, that M. de Thou, first president of the parliament, had the fourth coach in France, in 1585, till which time every body rode to court, parliament, &c, on mules.

These animals are very hardy. Savoy produces very large ones, but the finest are bred in Spain.

Mules are chiefly used in countries where there are rocky and stony ways, as about the Alps and Pyrenees, &c. Great numbers of them are kept in these places; they are of a dark black, and are strong, well-bred, and large, being mostly bred out of fine Spanish mares.

The mules are sometimes fifteen or sixteen hands high, and the blem of them are worth forty or fifty pounds a-piece. No creatures are so proper for large burdens, and more so for footed. They are much stronger for draught than our horses, and are often as thick as our day-horses, and will travel several months together, with six or eight hundred weight upon their backs. It is a wonder that these creatures are not more propagated in England, as they are so much harder and stronger than horses, and are left subject to duties, and will live and work to twice the age of a horse.

Those that are bred in cold countries are more hardy and fit for labour than those bred in hot; and those which are light
light made are fitter for riding than horses, as to the walk and trot; but they are apt to gallop rough, though these do it much less than the short-made ones.

They take so much after the mare from which they are bred, that they may be procured of any kind, light or strong, as the owner pleases. The general complaint we make against them is, that they kick, and are stubborn; but this is only owing to our neglect in the breeding of them, for they are as gentle as our horses in countries where they are bred with more care.

Mules generated between the horse and a he-asf are the least valuable. They are commonly very dull, and take after the afs, and are not large; the other breed between an afs and a mare is, therefore, what is propagated chiefly in all countries where mules are used. The he-asfs must be procured for this breed; and in Spain, where mules are greatly esteemed, they will give fifty or sixty pounds for a fine he-asf, only to be kept as a stallion. They breed with this creature out of the finest and largest mares they have, giving the afs an advantage of height of ground, and putting the mare into a narrow pit, railed on each side.

If the afs designed to be bred on is fuddled by a mare, or the mare fuddled by an afs, it makes them much more familiar than they would otherwise be; and this may always be done, by taking away the colt that belongs to the dam, and putting the other in its place, keeping them in the dark ten days or a fortnight. However, the success in breeding of these, as well as most other animals, depends in a great degree upon the manner of keeping them while young.

In respect to the he-asfs, they should be well fed, and be kept in good order, both before they drop their foals, and afterwards while they fuckle. And the foals, when wanted, should be carefully fed, and defended from the cold in the winter season; sufficient exercise in the open air being allowed every day, when the weather is fine.

It is well known, that in the West Indies much of the labour on the plantations is performed by these animals. And Mr. Carpenter remarks, that mules used in agriculture on light soils, and particularly in some situations, are very serviceable, though not very common in these parts. He knows but of two teams in which mules do all the work on the farms: the one belongs to Samuel Skey, esq. of Spring Grove; the other Mr. Teverel’s, near Worcester, consisting of seven handsome mules, and bred by the former gentleman, who breeds and keeps a considerable number, many of them fifteen or sixteen hands in height, and some of a milk-white colour. The most beautiful of the white mules Mr. Skey reserves for drawing his carriages, for which he has been offered a very high price. They are bred from grey or white mares, and a white and spotted foreign afs, which curious animal he has had possession of many years. Mr. Carpenter has very lately seen Mr. Teverel’s mules at work, and afterwards in the stable, where they are fed with good straw; and he was assured that straw was their only food, it being then winter. Their hardiness is certainly a valuable property, as these mules, though kept to hard work, looked remarkably sleek and well. Their longevity is also a very considerable advantage. Mr. Skey remarked, that two working mules in Shropshire had arrived to the age of seventy years each; and he has been informed, by a person who has taken much notice of this breed, that though they will perform a deal of work when only two or three years of age, they do not arrive to perfection till about thirty.

But when three years old, mules are proper for use, or being employed as stallions.

And in the breeding of these animals, mares that are of a very large breed and well made should be employed. They should be young, full of life, large barrelled, but small limbed, with a moderate fixed head, and a good forehead. It is found of advantage to have the foals, from the time of their being dropped, often handled, to make them gentle; it prevents their hurting themselves by skittishness and sudden frights; and they are much easier broken at the proper age, and become docile and harmless, having nothing of that viciousness which is so commonly complained of in these animals. They may be broken at three years old, but should never be permitted to do much hard work till four: as they are thus freshened from being hurt by hard labour, till they have acquired strength enough to bear it without injury.

It was found by an expert breeder of these animals, that by feeding them too well while young, though it made them very fat, it was far from being any advantage to them; as it was not only incurring a much larger expense than was any ways necessary, but also made them wonderfully nice and delicate in their appetites ever after, and also, by increasing their weight of flesh, rendered them more subject to strains and hurts in their morning gambols. He therefore contented himself with giving them food enough to prevent their losing flesh, and to keep up their growth, without palling their appetites with delicacies, or making them over fat. He also took care to defend them from the injuries of the weather, by allowing them stallable room, and good litter to sleep on, besides causing them every day to be well rubbed down with a hard whip of straw by an active groom. This was fearfully ever omitted, particularly in cold, raw, wet weather, when they were most inclined to exercise themselves in a proper manner.

Mule, in the Manufactures. See Cloth, and Cotton Manufacture.


Mule’s Fern. See Hesinnidis.

Mules, among Gardiners, denote a sort of vegetable monsters, produced by putting the farina succaddans of one species of plant into the pituit, or utricle, of another.

The carnation and sweet-william being somewhat alike in their parts, particularly their flowers; the farina of the one will impregnate the other; and the seed so enlivened will produce a plant differing from either. An instance of this we first had in Mr. Fairchild’s garden at Hoxton; where a plant was seen neither sweet-william nor carnation, but resembling both equally: this was raised from the seed of a carnation that had been impregnated by the farina of the sweet-william. These convulsions being not unlike those of the mare with the afs, which produce the mule, the same name is given them: and they are, like the others, incapable of multiplying their species.

This gives us a hint for altering the property and taste of any fruit, by impregnating one tree with the farina of another of the same clas; e.g., a codlin with a pear-man, which will occasion the codlin so impregnated to lat a longer time than usual, and to be of a sharper taste. Or, if the winter fruits be succadated with the dust of the summer kinds, they will ripen before their usual time. And from this accidental coupling of the farina of one with another, it may possibly be, that in an orchard where there is a variety of apples, even the fruit gathered from the same tree differ in their flavour, and in the season of maturity.
It is also from the same accidental coupling that the numberless varieties of fruits and flowers raised every day from seed proceed.

MULELACHA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, in Mauritanis Tingitana, on a promontory which extended into the Atlantic, according to Pliny.

MULETA, in Geography, a town of Naples, in Calabria Citra; 16 miles E.S.E. of Scalea.

MULETS, in Commerce, fines laid on ships or goods, and applied to the maintenance of confuls, garrisons, &c.

MULEVO, in Geography, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Viatka, on the Kama; 16 miles S. of Sarapul.

MULFINGEN, a town of the duchy of Wurzburg; 31 miles E. of Wurzburg.

MULGOM, a town of Hindooftan, in Bagdana; 47 miles S.E. of Saler-Mouler.

MULGRANOC, in Ichthyology, an English name for a small sea-fish, caught on the Cornith and other shores, the alauda non erifata of Rondeletius, the ellenius pholis of Linnaus, and the palmetto of other authors.

MULHÄRGUNE, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in the circus of Gohud; 11 miles S. of Lahaar.

MULHAUSEN, See MULHAUSEN.

MULHEIM am Ruhr, a town of the duchy of Berg, on the Ruhr; 14 miles N. of Duffeldorp.

MULIER, in Laze, signifies lawful issue born in wedlock, but begot before.

If a man have a son by a woman before marriage, which is a bastard and illegitimate; and he afterwards marries the mother of the bastard, while with child of another, and they have another son; this second son is called mulier, and is lawful, and shall be heir to his father. Thefe we sometimes also find with the additions bastard etnig, and mulier paifine.

Some derive the word from the Latin mulier, or French mifler, better; in regard the condition of a born born thus is better than that of an elder brother born before wedlock.

Though, according to Glanvil, the lawful issue is rather called mulier than mulier, because begotten on mulieres and not on concubine; for he calls such issue filius mulieratus; opposing them to bastarles. Agreeable to which, Briton has frere mulieres, i.e., the brother begotten of the wife; in opposition to frere bastard.

The like seems to obtain in Scotland, where, according to Skene, mulricatus filius is a lawful born, begot of a lawful wife.

Mulier was also ancienly used as an addition for a wife; sometimes also for a widow. According to Coke, virgin is also included under the name mulier.

MULLERTY, the being or condition of a mulier, or lawful issue. Co. Litt. 372.

MULLAZZO, in Geography, a town of Sicily, on the S. coast, at the mouth of the river St. Croce; 18 miles W. of Modica.

MULGEN, Gross, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Anhalt Zerlaff; 14 miles W. of Zerlaff.

MULGEN, Klein, a town of the duchy of Anhalt Zerlaff; 12 miles W. of Zerlaff.

MULVADDY, one of the principal rivers in Ceylon, takes its rise at a small distance from that of Malavagonga, at the foot of Adam's Peak, a high mountain in the S.W. of Candy, and runs towards the W. coast.

MULKAPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Golconda; 16 miles S.E. of Hydrabad.

MULKEE, a town of Hindooftan, in Camara; 16 miles N.N.W. of Mangalore; ceded, in 1799, to Great Britain.

MULL, a large island situated on the western coast of Scotland, and included within the county of Argyle, from the main land of which it is separated on the north-east by a narrow channel, called the Sound of Mull; and on the south-east by the large bay opening from the south into the Linnhe-loch. On the western parts, and on the south, it is washed by numerous bays formed by the Atlantic ocean, and every where interfaced with small islands, of which the celebrated Icolm-kil is the most remarkable. This island measures from east to west about twenty-four miles, and from north to south nearly the same extent, and comprehends three parochial districts; Killinichen, Kilimben, and Torsay. Its superficial contents, however, are by no means equal to its fields, and many indentations of the sea, particularly on its western side. The coast here is, for the most part, bold and rocky; and the face of the country generally exhibits a series of mountains, some of them rising to a considerable height. The most elevated are the "Bien-Mor," or the "Great Mountain;" and "Baintalindh," or "Prospect Mountain;" both of which command very extensive sea-views.

In this peculiarity of country, as may be supposed, agriculture is little attended to, and indeed almost the only parts of the island under cultivation, are some detached frpips of land near the shore. Some of the mountains form excellent sheep-walks, and to this purpose they are accordingly applied. All the other portions of the island, not covered with wood or swampy morasses, are devoted to the feeding of cattle, of which great numbers are annually reared and exported. These cattle are chiefly, if not entirely, of the black native species; and the sale of them contributes the principal mode whereby the tenants are enabled to procure money for the payment of their rents. Such of them as are unable to effect that object in any other way are generally compelled to leave their homes, after they have fenced their little arable spots, to seek work in the more southern districts, whence they return before harvest, with a trifling pittance saved from their hard-earned wages. As there are few inclusions in the island, either to separate the grazing farms from each other, or to protect the arable fields from the depredations of the cattle, a number of persons are necessarily employed in the capacity of herds, who lead a life of great toil and inactivity. They are, nevertheless, a hardy and vigorous race, much attached to their native soil, and furnish many excellent soldiers for the royal service. The only kinds of corn grown here are oats and barley; the former affording very indifferent crops, and the latter much more luxuriant ones than is usual in the western islands. The oats are generally made into meal; but the greatest part of the barley is distilled into whiskey, in spite of the constant efforts of the excise to prevent its manufacture. Sea-ware and shell-fands are much used as manure, and are carried to the fields on the backs of horses in baskets and iron vats. All the implements of husbandry are extremely rude, and probably the fame that have been employed during several centuries past; for as there are no regular ploughs or harrow-makers in the island, each farmer constructs his own, after the manner of his forefathers.

Of the villages in Mull, the only one worthy of notice is Tober-Moray, which stands close to the shore, near the northern extremity of the Sound. This village was built by the British Society for the Encouragement of the Fisheries, in 1788, and might soon be improved into one of the chief sea-ports on the western coast of Scotland, as it polishes a fine
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fine bay completely sheltered from the ocean by the small island of Calve; and lies directly in the track of the numerous vessels which pass from the more southern ports to the northern countries of Europe. At present, however, it does not contain above thirty houses built of stone and lime; besides, perhaps, nearly double that number of small thatched huts. The inhabitants principally either hold situations in the post-office or cultom-house, or are employed in some capacity connected with, or dependent on, the herring fisheries.

Of the landed property in Mull, the greater proportion belongs to the representative of the ancient family of the M'Leans, but a considerable part of it is likewise in the possession of the Duke of Argyll. Torloigh, the residence of Mr. M'Lean, is the only mansion of note in the whole island. Castle-Duart, the seat of his powerful ancestors, which stands on a bold head-land projecting into the sea, is now wholly in ruins; as is also Castle-Aros, or Aras, said to have been long the residence of the M'Donalds, lords of the isles.

But what chiefly demands attention in an account of this island, is its mineralogy. The substratum, throughout a great extent, is a mass of whin-robine, only different from basaltes, which also frequently occurs, in the greater coarseness of its grain. Some of the basaltes assume a regular columnar form. Near Aros are some rocks of white lava, and apparently of the same kind with that described by M. Dolomieu, in his "Memoires fur l'isle de Ponces." Lime-robine is extremely abundant, and in some places is of so fine a quality as to re semble marble, and to be capable of a fine polish. Coal has been discovered in considerable quantity, but so situated as to render it impracticable to be worked with any prospect of advantage. Hence the investigation of the strata of the island is more an object of curiosity to the mineralogist, than of utility to the practical miner. In one spot a stratum of coal is discovered immediately under basaltes; and in another basaltes incumbent on that mineral; perhaps the only instance of the kind in the world." The mountain called Ben-Enoch contains a very uncommon mineral substance, a zeolite, or compound silicious spar impregnated with petroleum. Sand-robine, and granite of an excellent grain, are very plentiful, and the shore abounds with pebbles of great variety and beauty. At Balphstrath is the celebrated "Ringing Stone," which measures seven feet long, by fix broad; and is four and a half feet in thickness. This stone is of a dark grey colour, spotted with inars of black mica, and totally different from the surrounding rocks. It is so hard, that any attempt to break off the smallest fragment by the most vigorous strokes of a common hammer would be entirely vain; and when so struck it yields a sound like braus, or cast iron. The mineral properties of this curious stone, we believe, have not yet been ascertained. The other mineralogical curiosities in Mull are its caverns, which, though some have questioned the opinion, are, doubtless, natural excavations. Of these, two in the district of Airdmeanach are particularly deserving of notice. One, called "Ladder-Cave," is capable of containing about eighty men, and has a breast-work built at its entrance, to which a passage leads up the rock, where two men only can walk abreast. In this cave, tradition says, that the inhabitants anciently took shelter in times of danger. The other, called "M'Kinnes's Cave," is much more capacious than Ladder-Cave, and is commonly supposed to have taken its designation from a gentleman named M'Kinne, who went to explore it, and was never afterwards heard of. At that time it was generally thought to reach quite across the country; but this idea has been long since found to be erroneous, every part of it having been examined, and its dimensions determined by succeeding adventurers. If, therefore, there is any truth in the story of M'Kinnen, he must either have perished from some accidental cause, or have been murdered by persons who had taken shelter in the cave, and considered him as a dangerous spy or intruder.

The common language of Mull is the Gaelic, or Erse, but a number of persons also speak English, and, no doubt, if proper encouragement was given to the parish schools, the latter would soon become almost universal. Unluckily, however, it happens here, as in many other highland districts, that the stipend of a schoolmaster is scarcely equal to the wages of the meanest labourer; and hence it may be conjectured, that few persons of any ability will devote their time and acquisitions to such unprofitable employment, as taking the charge of education in a country, where their utmost efforts are inadequate to afford the most ordinary sufficiency of life.

The ferry boats to this island are two in number; one to Morven, and the other from Auchnarrow to Kernen, and from thence to the mainland near Oban.

Mull has, no doubt, been the scene of some severe conflicts in ancient times, which, however, for the most part, were of too little general importance to find a place in the page of Scototh or English history. Bloody-bay, according to tradition, is so called from a sea-fight between a M'Donald of the isles, and his son. The father was supported in this contest by the brave Hector Obhan M'Lean, who afterwards died so gloriously in the field of Flioden, covering his monarch, James IV., from the arrows of the English archers. In 1583, the Florida, one of Philip's incincible Armada, was blown up in "Tober-More" bay, after the dispersion of the fleet, as some avert, by the desperate resolution of a Scotchman; and in the same bay did the unfortunate earl of Argyll effect his first landing, attended by a few friends, when he invaded Scotland, with the view of supporting the cause of the duke of Monmouth.


MULL OF GALWAY. See GALLOWAY.

MULL SOUND, a narrow sea between the island of Mull and the continent of Scotland.

MULL OF KINLOCH, the S. extremity of the island of Isay. N. lat. 55° 43'. W. long. 6° 9'.

MULLA, a town of Sweden, in the government of Abo; 56 miles S.E. of Birnoberg.—Alfo, a town of Hindooflan, in Lahore; 24 miles N.W. of Rotas.

MULLAGHICARN, a mountain of Ireland, in the county of Tyrone, a few miles north of Omagh, the county-town.

MULLANA, mountains of Ireland, in the county of Leitrim, W. of lough Macnean, and on the border of the county of Fermanagh.

MULLAOW, a town of Hindooflan, in Guzerat; ten miles N. of Champaneer.

MULLARGUR, a town of Hindooflan, in the circuit of Chandore; 15 miles N.W. of Kinlaffa.

MULLAVELLY, a town of Hindooflan, in Myfor; taken by the British under the marquis of Cornwallis.

MULLAWAR, a town of Hindooflan, in the circuit of Biflah; 25 miles N.W. of Biflah.

MULLEIN, in Botany and the Materia Medica. See VIBRASCUM.

MULLEN, the common name provincially applied to a biennial plant, which perishes soon after it has perfected its seed. The leaves spread on the ground are nine or ten inches long, and six broad, very woolly, of a yellowish-white colour,
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jour, and very little footstalk. The stem rises four or five feet high, and the upper part of it is garnished with yellow flowers, which fit very close, and form a thick spike. These flowers have an agreeable colour, appear in July, and the seeds ripen in autumn. It commonly grows on the sides of roads, and on banks; but when it once gets into the fields in a warm exposure, and is suffered to feed there, it soon over-runs the whole ground. It may be easily destroyed by cutting off the stem, when it is in a flowering state.

MULLEN'S BAY, in Geography, a bay on the coast of Yucatan. N. lat. 18° 15'. W. long. 89° 17'.

MULLEN'S ISLAND, a small island in the gulf of Mexico, near the coast of East Florida. N. lat. 28° 1'. W. long. 53° 55'.

MULLER, Andrew, in Biography, a celebrated German writer, a native of Pomerania, was born in 1650. At the age of sixteen he was sent to the university of Rostock, and became in a short time distinguished for his compositions in the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin poetry. After this he studied at Konigberg and Wittemberg, and became to completely master the Oriental languages; thus, he was invited to England by Walton, to assist him in his famous Polyglott Bible, which, and on Cæcilius' Lexicon, he laboured with incredible diligence for the space of ten years. After his return to Germany, he became inspector at Bénaun, and provost at Berlin. He found the duties of these offices incompatible with his oriental studies, resigned them in a short time, and devoted himself wholly to his favourite pursuits. At Stettin, whither he retired, he published, with observations, specimens of the Lord's Prayer, in sixty-six alphabets. He was intimately acquainted with the Chinefe, and promised to draw up a Clavis Sinica, which he thought would enable a person of ordinary capacity to read Chinese and Japanese books in the course of a few months. This work never appeared, and it is believed he burnt the MSs, with many others, during a fit of sickness attended with delirium. He died in 1694, and by his last will bequeathed his Chinese printing materials to the library at Berlin. He was author of many very learned works; of these the titles of the following may be noted: "Abadal Beidavi História Siningus Perferen Libri Sex in Latin," "Monumentum Sinicum cum Commentariis quatuor," "Hebraea, Exoticae, et Sinicarum," "Aciesomna Bibliothecæ Sinicæ," "Synta-pha Syriaca, cum dusibus Dissertationibus." Some of his works were collected together and published in 1695, with the title of "Mulleri Opuscula nonnulla Orientalia." It is recorded of him that he was so attached to his books, that he would not leave them for a moment to witness the great cavalcade, on the entry of Charles II. into London, that passed by his window. We have heard of a similar instance in two philosophers, who refused to cross the room to behold a much more splendid, and to Englishmen interesting spectacle, viz. the funeral of the immortal Newton. Gen.-Bâg.

MULLER, Gerhard-Frederic, a celebrated German, known as well for his travels as for his writings, was born in 1705, in Herford, in Westphalia, where he received the early part of his education under his father; at the age of seventeen he was sent to the university of Rinteln, where he resided a year, and then removed to Leipzig. Here he so distinguished himself, that he was recommended by professor Meckel as an adjunct in the historico-clas of the academy founded at Petersburg by Peter the Great. He accordingly set out for that city, and was soon employed in teaching the higher classes in the Latin language, geography, and history; he was then appointed assistant secretary to the institution; in 1728 he was made under librarian to the imperial library, and in 1730 he was chosen professor of history. He now applied for leave of absence, in order to gratify his wish of seeing foreign countries. In the year 1731 he visited London, and was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, and on his return to Peterburgh, he read lectures privately, till he was appointed to accompany Gmelin and de Fille de la Croyere on their travels through Siberia. The business assigned to Muller in this expedition was to collect every fact new and curious relating to the geography and antiquities of the country, as well as the history of the different tribes by which it is inhabited. On his return, he wrote an accurate account of his journey; traced out their various routes; wrote geographical, historical, and political descriptions of all the towns; examined their records, and took extracts from them, which formed go vols. folio. Helikewas acted as secretary to the expedition, and affiliated Gmelin in collecting objects of natural history. They set out on their travels in August 1732, and did not return till February 1743, during which time they had travelled 44,000 German miles, or more than three times that number of English miles. An account of their travels was published by Gmelin and Muller (see his article, vol. 12, p. 840). After this, Muller, who was not rewarded in any degree equal to the labours and sufferings which he had undergone, remained in Russia, struggling with poverty and other evils necessarily attached to untoward circumstances. He undertook, at the desire of prince Jufupof, "A dissertation on the trade of Siberia," which, though written, or at least begun, in 1744, was not published till 1750, and then only the first part. In 1747, he was appointed historiographer of the Russian empire, and in 1754 he was nominated by the president to be the secretary of the Academy of Sciences, and was employed in superintending the publication of their transactions, and in other literary undertakings. In 1758, he was appointed director of the school for confectioners, established by Catharine at Moscow, and in 1766, he was appointed keeper of the archives in that city, now (1813) alas! no more, with an additional salary of 1000 roubles. From this period till his death, which took place in 1783, he devoted himself entirely to the pursuits of literature, having been previously raised to the rank of counsellor of state, and received the order of Wladimir. Mr. Muller traveled much, and, in speaking of Muller, who was then living, says, "He collected during his travels the most ample materials for the history and geography of this extensive empire, which was scarcely known to the Russians themselves before his valuable researches were given to the world in various publications. His principal work is 'A collection of Russian Histories,' in nine volumes octavo, printed at different intervals at the press of the Imperial Academy of Sciences. The first part came out in 1732, and the last in 1764. This storehouse of information and literature in regard to the antiquities, history, geography, and commerce of Russia, and many of the neighbouring countries, conveys the most indisputable proofs of the author's learning, diligence, and fidelity. To this work the accurate and indefatigable author has successively added many other valuable performances upon similar subjects, both in the German and Russian languages, which elucidate various parts in the history of this empire.

Mr. Muller speaks and writes the German, Russian, French and Latin tongues with surprising fluency; and reads the English, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, and Greek with great facility. His memory is still surprizing; and his accurate acquaintance with the minutest incidents of the Russian annals almost surpasses belief. His collection of state papers and manuscripts is invaluable: they are all arranged in the exact order, and clasped into several volumes, distilling by
by the names of those illustrious personages to whom they principally relate; such as Peter I., Catharine I., Menzi- kof, Hellman, &c. Muller, John, commonly known by the name of Regiomontanus, from Mons Regius, or Königsberg, a town in Prussia, where he was born in 1436. Having acquired a good classical education in his own country, he was admitted very young into the academy of Leipsic, where he formed a strong attachment to the mathematics, and those other branches of knowledge connected with them. At this early period he felt that the affinities he obtained at Leipsic were not equal to his expectations, and he removed at the age of fifteen to Vienna, to study under the famous Purbach. A strong attachment was formed between these two, and Muller made such a rapid progress in the sciences, that he was soon able to affix his master, and become the companion of his labours. They spent ten years together in elucidating observatories, observing the motions of the heavenly bodies, and comparing and correcting the tables of them. While they were thus employed, cardinal Bessarion applied to Purbach to translate the Almagest of Ptolemy into the Latin language, which with the affinities of Muller he began: before, however, they had proceeded far in their labours, Purbach died, and the whole fell upon his pupil, companion, and associate, which he completed at Rome, whether he accompanied the cardinal. While in the metropolis of the ancient world he applied himself with great diligence to the study of the Greek language, and examined the rich stores of learning in the public libraries. He did not, however, neglect his mathematical pursuits, and continued with great eagerness his astronomical observations. In 1453 he went to Padua, became a member of the university there, and delivered a course of lectures to a very numerous auditory. In the following year he removed to Venice, and wrote his "Treatise of Triangles," and a refutation of the quadrature of the circle, which cardinal Cusan thought he had demonstrated. The same year he returned with Bessarion to Rome, where he copied several books which, from their high cost or great rarity, he could not pur chase, meaning hereafter to translate and publish some of them in Germany. Having finished what he intended to do in this way he returned to Vienna, and performed for some time the duties of his professorship. After this he went, at the invitation of Matthias, king of Hungary, to Buda, and from thence to Nuremberg, where he fixed his residence, and set up a printing-house, in order to print and publish his own works, in which he was assisted by the celebrated Bernard Walther. Here he published the "New Theories" of Purbach; the "Altronomicon" of Manilius; his own "Calendar." "Ephemerides," &c. He likewise prepared a new version of Ptolemy's Cofnography; and published Commentaries on the Almagest, which cardinal Bessarion said was worth a whole province. Having had good opportunities for making observations on two comets in 1471 and 1472, he published a treatise, entitled "Concerning the true Place and Magnitude of Comets." In 1474 pope Sixtus IV. conceived a design of reforming the calendar, and sent for Regiomontanus to Rome, as the most able person to accomplish his purpose. The philosopher was exceedingly unwilling to leave his own pursuits, but having received the most magnificent promises from his holiness, who also nominated him bishop of Ratibon, he set out, and arrived at Rome in 1475, but died the following year, at the age of forty. He was buried in the Pantheon, and his memory was celebrated by the best poets of the time. It may be observed that Purbach was the first mathematician who reduced the trigonometrical tables of sines to the decimal scale. This project was perfected by Regiomontanus, who not only extended the sines 10 every minute, the radius being 600,000, as designed by Purbach, but afterwards computed them to the radius of 1,000,000 for every minute of the quadrant. He also introduced the tangents into trigonometry, and enriched this part of science with many theorems and precepts. His "Treatise on plane and spherical Trigonometry" consists of five books; in the fifth are various problems concerning rectilineal triangles, some of which are resolved by means of algebra. Regiomontanus was author of other works besides those already mentioned: and of his mechanical projects are are told by Peter Ramaus, that in his workshop at Nuremberg there was an automaton in perpetual motion; that he made an artificial fly, which taking its flight from his hand, would fly round the room, and at last return to his master's hand; that he fabricated an eagle, which, on the emperor's approach to the city, he sent out, high in the air, a considerable distance to meet him, and that it kept him company to the very gates of the city. "Let us no more wonder," adds Ramaus, "at the doves of Archytas, since Nuremberg can fly a fly and an eagle armed with geometrical wings." 

MULLER, Henry, a learned German Lutheran divine and professor, was born at Lubeck in 1561. He began the study of Oriental literature and philosophy at Rostock, and in 1547 he was sent to the university of Grypswalde in Pomerania, where he continued three years. In 1561 he was admitted to the degree of master of philosophy, after which he spent about two years in augmenting his floc of knowledge at the universities of Leipsic and Wittensberg. In 1563 he came to Rostock, and was promoted by the senate to the dignity of archdeacon. Six years after this he was appointed Greek professor in the university, and in 1560 he received the degree of doctor of divinity at Helmfaht. In 1562 he was chosen paltor of St. Mary's Hamburch, and nominated professor of divinity in that city, an office which he held with great repute about eight years. At Rostock he thrice filled the post of rector of the university. He died at the age of forty-five, in the year 1675. His principal works are, "Harmonia Veteris et Novi Testamenti," "Theologia Scholastica," "Orator Ecclesiasticus." Besides these he published several others, controversial, practical, and devotional. Moreri.

MULLER, or Mullar, denotes a stone flat and even at bottom, but round at top; used for grinding of matters on a marble.

The apothecaries use mullers to prepare many of their tellaceous powders; and painters for their colours, either dry or in oil.

MULLER is an instrument used by the glas-grinders: being a piece of wood, to one end of which is cements the glas to be ground, whether convex, in a basin; or concave, in a sphere or bowl.

The muller is ordinarily about six inches long, turned round: the cement they use is compounded of ashes and pitch. See GLASSWORK.

MULLER, in Ichthyology, a name used by some for the fish called in Latin the euphractus, and in English the mulled fish, or pike.

MUL


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, bell-shaped, compressed, truncated, and flat at the base, with three teeth; the uppermost obliterated, rarely cloven; the two lateral ones more dilute, acute; the lower more produced and more awl-shaped. Cor. papilionaceous; standard reflexed, heart-shaped, ovate, entire, obtuse, flat, with a flattish claw scarcely longer than the calyx, remote from the wings and keel; wings oblong, clove, gibbous at the base, unguiculated; keel shorter than the wings, composed of two, distinct, clove, unguiculated petals, forming an oblong, compressed, bright sheath. Stam. Filaments ten, united into a compressed sheath, broader at the base; anthers ovate. Pfl. Gernon superior, linear, compressed; style short; stigma acute. Peric. Legume head-shaped, composed of three, four, or five globules, which form a sort of chain, and are firm, single-feeded. of one cell and one valve, the lowermost gradually larger. Seeds solitary, compressed, kidney-shaped, smooth.

Eff. Ch. Calyx four-toothed. Legumes elongated, of several, single-feeded, fleshy, globose cells, connected by thread-shaped portions.


Merian. Surinam. t. 35. (Cobwallia frutescens; Aubl. Guian. t. 356.)—Native of Surinam and Cayenne, in moist situations, where it is in flower and fruit nearly throughout the year. The trunk of this tree rises to the height of five or six feet, with rudly-coloured, somewhat warty branches. Leaves alternate, pinate, composed of two pairs of leaflets with an odd one; leaflets opposite, on flaks, ovate-oblong, like those of Privet, entire, acute, flat, smooth above, thick beneath, flat, veiny. Flowers in axillary and terminal, simple clusters, nodding, pink-coloured, the size of Laburnum blossoms.

The fruit of this plant, which the younger Linnaeus has described as very wonderful, is nearly allied to some plants that have been confused under Sophora, particularly the Edwardsia of Mr. Salisbury; see that article.

MULLET, in Geography, a peninsula of Ireland, in the county of Mayo, on the western coast. It is about nine miles long from Urish Head to Blackford Point, and in general about two wide, though in some parts it is not a quarter of a mile across. Dr. Beauport says that it is reported to be fertile, pleasant, and well inhabited; but no good account of it has been yet published.

MULLET, in Echymology, a name given in England, indeterminately, to several kinds of fish, of different genera; but the proper sense of the words is the same with that of the mugil, or cephalus, of the generality of authors; the cephalus of Arbottle and the Greeks; and the celatus or celare of Oppian and others. See MUGIL. Mullets are found in great plenty on several of the sandy coasts of our island, and haunt in particular those small bays that have influx of fresh water. They come in great shoals, and keep rooting like hogs in the sand or mud, leaving their traces in form of large round holes. They are very cunning; and when surrounded with a net, the who'e fish frequently escapes by leaping over it; for when one takes the lead, the others are sure to follow. This fish was sometimes made the instrument of a horrid punishment: for unfortunate gallants; and was in use both at Athens and Rome. "Legibus Atheniensem aduturi m. 150. decempana pena but pecunia. Raptum loco ut cantare nonmoxque magnum nimi- "pice, interdum scorpionem." Cauflon. Animad. in Athen.-num. lib. i. Juvenal Satire x. v. 316. and Horace Satire ii. lib. i. v. 132. refer to this punishment. Pennant.

MULLET, Black, mugil nigra, a name given by authors to a fish of the mullet kind, but all over black, more usually known by the name of the porus piges.

MULLET, Winged, mugil albus, a name given by some authors to the pirinda piges, or swallow-fish, as, excepting its wing-fins, it very much resembles the mullet in shape. See FLYING-SEABIRDS.

MULLET, in Ornithology, a name by which the people in some counties of England called the anas articola Linn. See DUCK.

MULLET, or Mullet, in Heraldry, a bearing in form of a flat, or rather of the rowel of a spur, which it originally represented.

The mullet has but five points; when there are six, it is called a far. Though others make this difference, that the mullet is, or ought to be, always pierced, which a far is not.

The mullet is usually the difference, or distinguishing mark for the fourth son, or third brother, or house.

Though it is often also borne alone, as coat-armour: thus, ruby on a chief pearl, two mullets diamond, was the coat of the famous lord Verulam, first sir Francis Bacon.

MULLICKPOUR, in Geography, a town of Bengal, 16 miles E. of Hooghly.—Also, a town of Bengal, 25 miles N.E. of Calcutta. MULLICO HILL, a town of America, in Gloucester county, New Jersey; 163 miles from Washington.

MULLICUS RIVER, a small river of America, in New Jersey, upon which are many mulls and iron-works, emptying itself into Little Egg harbour bay, four miles E. of the town of Leeds, and navigable 20 miles for vessels of 60 tons.

MULLIEBANG, a town of Bengal, on the left bank of the Ganges, opposite to Hooghly.

MULLINCOTT, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 15 miles S.E. of Tinavelly.

MULLINGAR, a poilt-town of Ireland, in the county of Westmeath, of which it is the shire town. It is a large well-built town, situated on a river issuing out of lough Hoyle. There is a wool fair held here, but it is not as much frequented as formerly, in consequence of that held at Ballinaule. It formerly returned two members to parliament, but this privilege ceased at the union. Mullingar is 38 miles W. by N. from Dublin. N. lat. 53° 31'. W. long. 7° 18'.

MULLIONS, in Painted Architecture, are all those parts of windows which divide the light into compartments, and are either curved or straight. See GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

Vertical mullions are called munions; and those which run horizontally are called transoms. The whole of the mullions of a window above the springing of the arch is called the headwork.

MULLOCK, in Agriculture, a provincial term applied to dirt or rubbish of any kind.

MULLOIAH, MULLUVIA, anciently Malva, Molo- chath, or Moluchia, in Geography, a river of Africa (see MAURITANIA), which rises at the foot of the Atlas, between Morocco and Saguinuffe, and runs into the Mediterranean. N. lat. 34° 55'. W. long. 2° 6'. It separates Morocco from the province of Teneriffe, and in its whole course runs from S. to N. about 200 miles, and is navigable only for small vessels.

MULLUNG, a town of Bengal; eight miles S. of Rung- pour.

MULUS,
MULLUS, the Surmullet, in Ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order Thracetid, of which the generic character is, head compressed, flapping, scaly; eyes oblong, approximate, vertical, furnished with a nictitating membrane; nostrils double, minute; jaws and palate armed with small teeth; tongue short, narrow, smooth, fixed; gill-membrane threerayed; the covers of three pieces, very lumpy flate; body round, long, red, covered with large scales, easily dropping off. Gmelin mentions six species only, but Dr. Shaw describes thirteen; we shall first notice those given by the former, and then briefly speak of the others.

Species.

*Barbatus,* called also Mullus Ruber, or the red surmullet, has its lower jaw with two cirri; its body is red; it is principally found in the Mediterranean and Northern seas, where it comes to the length of 12 or 15 inches. Its colour is an elegant rose red, tinged with olive colour on the back, and a silver cast towards the abdomen; the scales are thin, and easily separated, and when rubbed off, the skin is still of a brighter red than it was before. It is strong and active, and feeds chiefly on the smaller fishes, worms, and sea-urchins. It is said nothing can exhibit a more beautiful sight, than the colours of this fish when it is in the act of dying, and its flesh is esteemed very delicious; the Romans held it in such high repute that prodigious sums of money were given for them.

*Multaret*; Striped Surmullet. This species has likewise two cirri, and the body is marked with four longitudinal lines. It inhabits the European, American, and Mediterranean seas; it is found of all sizes, from four inches to a foot long; the scales are silvery, streaked with tawny; it feeds on other fishes, telesauscous animals, crabs, and dead carasses, is gregarious, and approaches the shore in the spring, for the purpose of spawning: as an article of food it is equally esteemed with the other.

*Japonicus*; Japanese Surmullet. Yellow without stripes; the tail is forked, and it has two cirri. It is, as its name imports, found in the seas about the island of Japan, is about six inches long, and can scarcely be distinguished from the M. barbarus. The jaws are without teeth.

*Auriflamma*; Oriflamma Surmullet. Two cirri, white; each side has a tawny stripe; tail is yellow. It inhabits the Red sea; the scales are membraneaceous at the edge. It is about ten inches long; the colour is a gilded brown, paler beneath, with a longitudinal stripe on each side; the body of an oriflamma is a tawny tint, situated above the lateral line, and accompanied by a dusky spot near the base of the tail, which, together with the dorsal fin, is yellow; the other fins are whitish.

*Vittatus*; Banded Surmullet. Two cirri; body with two brown and three yellow stripes on each side; the tail is obliquely brown. It inhabits the Red sea; the body is lanceolate white; scales finely toothed, with obsolete elevated rivules. The jaws are crowded with teeth at the edges.

*Indicus*; Beardless Surmullet. Lower jaw without cirri; a native of the Mediterranean, particularly near the island of Malta. The mouth is wide; it differs from the rest of the genus in wanting the cirri beneath the lower lip.

*Indian*; Indian Surmullet. The body above purple, whitish below, and marked on each side by two spots. Its size and habit are the same as those of the red surmullet; in the living fish the colour is extremely beautiful, but it fades very quickly after death; the upper part of the head, and back, dark changable purple, growing faint on the sides, which are marked by a few longitudinal azure and golden lines, and by two oblong spots on each side. It is a native of the Indian seas, was observed by Dr. Ruffell near Vizagapatam; as food it is much inferior to the M. barbarus.

*Bandi*; Whitish, with two longitudinal yellow bands on each side; it is about four inches long; the body is white, with two yellow fillets on each side from the gills to the tail; break and belly greenish-white; dorsal and caudal fin streaked obliquely with yellow and dusky lines; ventral and anal greenish-white; inhabits the river near Vizagapatam.

*Bifasciatus.* With three transverse brown bands on each side. It is a native of the Indian seas, and possesses of habits similar to those of the rest of the genus.

*Biocutatus.* With two transverse brown bands on each side. Body marked by two deep or dusky transverse bands, each terminating in a point towards the abdomen; its beards are rather short; inhabits the Indian seas.

*Macelatus*; Spotted Surmullet. Body marked on each side by three round black spots; shape, rather more in length than in the rest of the genus; colour of the fish bright red, with three large round black spots along each side. It is a native of the Brazilian seas.

*Radialis.* The orbits radiated with yellow, and a deep yellow spot towards the end of the back; the second dorsal and anal fins are marked with oblique yellow streaks; it is a native of the Indian seas.

*Argenteus.* Gold-striped Surmullet. The body brownish-blue above, whitish beneath, and marked on each side by a longitudinal gold-coloured line; the tail and tips of the dorsal fins are yellow; it is a native of the Indian seas.

*Mullus*; in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude: 42 miles W.N.W. of Lucknow. N. lat. 27° 10'. E. long. 80° 31'.

*Mulna Shady,* a town of Cundahar; 35 miles E.N.E. of Suffa.

*Mullapour,* a town of Bengal; 25 miles S.E. of Purneah.—Alfo, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude; 15 miles S.W. of Goorackpour. N. lat. 26° 58'. E. long. 83° 28'.

*Mullnitz,* a town of Cariticia; 10 miles N. of Bibas.

*Mulyasliiskih,* a town of Ruffia, in the government of Irikutik, on the Angara; 36 miles N. of Balsansko.

*Mulrea,* mountains of the county of Mayo, Ireland, north of the Killeries, and about 23 miles S.W. from Callieb-post.

*Mullrose,* a town of Brandenburg, in the Middle Mark, seated on a canal made from the Spree to the Oder; nine miles S.W. of Francfort. N. lat. 52° 17'. E. long. 14° 72'.

*Mulroy Bay,* a bay on the north coast of Ireland, in the county of Donegal. It has water sufficiently deep in the anchorage for the largest ships, and is well sheltered from all winds; but a part of the channel that leads to it is narrow and difficult, and therefore not fit for large ships that cannot be easily managed. Lough Swilly, which is very near it, is so much superior as a harbour, that Mulroy is not much used.

*Mullsum,* Mullas, a liquor made of wine and honey, or even of honey and water. See Hydromel.

*Multa,* Multura, ephippia, a fine of final satisfaction, anciently given by the king by the bishops, that they might have power to make their Lat wills; and that they might have the probate of other men's, and the granting of administrations.

*Multangular,* in Geometry, a figure or body, which has many angles.
MULTENEN, in Geography, a town of Prussia, in the province of Natangen; 40 miles S.E. of Königsberg.

MULTIFERNA, or Multiffarum, a village of the county of Wiltmarch, Ireland, on the river Gaine, and near lough Derravaragh, where there was a celebrated monastery. Some ruins of the abbey still remain. It is seven miles N. from Mullingar, and 45 W.N.W. from Dublin.

MULTIFIDUS Spine, in Anatomy, a muscle of the vertebral column, the transverse-fibres of Whishow, transverse-fibres of Dumas.

It is a muscle of an elongated figure, placed at the side of the spinous processes, in immediate contact with the vertebrae, and contributes to fill up the channel left on each side of the spine at its posterior aspect. It consists of a series of muscular fasciculi of unequal length, placed one above the other, extending obliquely from the transverse to the spinous processes, from the sacrum to the second vertebra of the neck, and differing in volume in the different regions of the spine. The length of its fibres is not at all equal to the length of the muscle; as the former passes from the transverse to the spinous processes of the neighbouring vertebrae; but they are continuous throughout the whole length, so as to compose one muscle.

In the sacral and lumbar regions it arises, in the first, from the inequalities of the posterior surface of the sacrum by short aponeuroses, and from the common aponeurosis, which gives origin to the sacrolumbaris and longissimus dorsi; in the second, from the articular processes by long and distinct aponeurotic laminae. The flabby fibres are directed upwards and inwards, and are inserted, those of the first origin, in the spinous processes of the last lumbar vertebrae, those of the second, in the same processes of the upper lumbar and lower dorsal vertebrae, by a mixture of aponeurotic and flabby fibres. The superficial fasciculi go from a transverse process to the points of the spinous processes of the third or fourth vertebrae above it; the more deeply seated, which become shorter and shorter, pass from one vertebra to that immediately above it, towards the base of the spinous process or the place at its root.

The muscle is flatter in the back, and consists of long superficial fasciculi, which ascend from the eight or nine last dorsal transverse processes, to the points of the eight or nine upper spinous processes of the same region; and of shorter deep-seated fibres, which are extended from the roots of the transverse to the bases and laminae of the spinous processes. They arise and are inserted by aponeurotic fibres. In the cervical region we meet, first, with a very long, distinct, and often almost isolated superficial fasciculus, composed of others, which arise from the superior dorsal transverse processes, and inserted into the fixed last spinous processes, and end in a point at the vertebra dentata. Under this are shorter fasciculi, passing from the bases of the transverse processes of the upper dorsal, and from the articular processes of the five lower cervical vertebrae, to the bases and laminae of the cervical spinous processes. Distinct aponeuroses are observed at the origin and insertion of each fasciculus.

This muscle is in contact with the spinous processes, and moreover with the interspinales muscles in the neck, the interosseous ligaments in the back and loins, on the inside; in front with the laminae of the spinous processes, with the yellow ligaments uniting there, with the articular and transverse processes, which are points of attachment for it; behind, with the complexus and transversals collis in the neck, the longissimus and spinialis dorsi in the back and loins.

In the description are included, with the multifidus spine, properly so called, the semispinales collis and semispinales dorso; the distinctions between these three muscles cannot be established without cutting very freely through the fibres. The former includes the longer superficial structure, which we have mentioned in the neck; and the latter the corresponding part in the back.

The action of the multifidus spine is that of extending the vertebral column, and moving it laterally. The former effect is produced, when the right and left muscles act together; the latter, when they are exerted separately. As all the fibres are oblique, they draw the spine, when they contract, towards their own side; now, as the force drawing to the right is equal to that which pulls to the left, these balance and mutually destroy each other, and that motion only is produced, in which both the muscles concur; viz. extension, or motion backwards. When the spine has been inclined forwards, either in its whole length, or in any particular region, this muscle assists in restoring the trunk to the erect attitude; and it is constantly exerted in maintaining the body in this attitude. The lumbar and sacral portions fix the lumbar vertebra on the pelvis; this region of the spine, being rendered steady, affords a fixed point for the action of the multifidus spine in the lower part of the back, which fixes that part of the back on the loins; and the same observation holds good of the higher portions successively to the top of the spine. Thus the series of small muscles, which form the multifidus, having its first fixed point in the pelvis, which is immovable, acts successively in such a manner, that each vertebra is the point in which the contractions of an inferior fasciculus end, and from which those of a superior one begin. The superficial fibres must have more power than the deep-seated ones, as they are longer, and farther removed from the centre of motion.

If the muscle of one side acts separately, it will incline the spine laterally, by drawing the fibrous towards the transverse processes. The whole will produce this lateral inclination in the entire vertebral column; but any part may act separately on its own region of the spine.

MULTIFORME Ols, the os cuboides, one of the bones of the tarso. See Extremities.

MULTIPOWER, in Geometry, is applied to those figures which have more than four sides or angles, more usual called polygons.

MULTINOMIAL, or Multinomial Roots, in Algebra, are such as are composed of many names, parts, or members; as, $a + b + c + d$, &c.

For raising an infinite multinomial to any given power, or extracting any given root out of such a power, see a method of M. de Moivre, in Phil. Trans. N. 230.

MULTIPLE, Multiplex, in Arithmetie, a number which comprehends some other several times.

Thus 6 is a multiple of 2, or, which is the same, 2 is a quota part of 6; 2 being contained in 6 three times. And thus 12 is a multiple of 6, 4, 3; and comprehends the fourth twice, the third thrice, the second four times, &c.

Multiple Ratio, or Proportion, is that which is between multiple numbers.

If the lesser term of a ratio be an aliquot part of the greater, the ratio of the greater to the les is called multiple; and that of the les to the greater, sub-multiple.

A sub-multiple number is that contained in the multiple.

Thus, the numbers 1, 2, and 3, are sub-multiples of 6 and 9.

Duple, triple, &c. ratios; as also sub-duples, sub-triples, &c. are so many species of multiple, and sub-multiple ratios.

Multiple Superparticular Proportion, is when one number of
or quantity contains another more than once, and a certain aliquot part; as 33 to one.

**Multiplication** Superpartitive Proportion, is when one number or quantity contains another diverse times, and some parts besides; as $43$ to $1$.

**Multiple Etho.** See Echo.

**Multipli&*;and** in Arithmetic, is one of the factors in the rule of multiplication, being that number which is given to be multiplied by another called the multiplicator, or multiplier.

**Multiplication,** the act of multiplying, or increasing the number of anything.

Accurately speaking, in every multiplication, the multiplicator must always be considered as a number; and it is easy to conceive a quantity of any kind multiplied by a number. But to talk of a pound multiplied by a pound, a debt by a debt, and a line by a line, &c. is unintelligible. However, by analogy, in the application of algebra to geometry, we meet with such expressions, and nothing is more common than to find $AB \times BC$, to denote the rectangle $ABCD$, the length of which is $A$, and the breadth $BC$. But this is only to be understood by analogy; because, if the number expressing the measure of the side $AB$ was multiplied by $A$, the number expressing the measure of $BC$, the product would express the measure of $ABCD$.

The sign of multiplication most commonly used among algebraists, is $\times$. But the Germans, after Leibnitz, only make use of a point placed between the quantities multiplying each other, thus: $a \times b$ is the same as $ab$ and $A \times B$, the same as $AB \times BC$, or the rectangle of $AB$ into $BC$, that is, the rectangle $ABCD$.

When the quantities to be multiplied are complex, they place them between a parenthesis instead of drawing a line over them, as we commonly do.

Thus they write $(a + b) \cdot (c + d)$ instead of $a + b \cdot c + d$, for the product of $a + b$ into $c + d$. Sometimes the point is omitted, thus: $(a + b)(c + d) = a + b \cdot c + d$.

An old statute says, it is ordained and established, that none from henceforth shall use to multiply gold or silver, nor use the craft of multiplication; and if any they do, he shall incur the pain of felony. Stat. 5 Hen. IV. cap. 4.

The statute was made on presumption that some perfons, skillful in chemistry, could multiply or augment those metals by elixirs, or other ingredients; and change other metals into very gold and silver. Under Henry VI. letters patent were granted to certain perfons (who undertook to perform the same, and to find the philospher's stone), to free them from the penalty in the said statute. But the statute has been since repealed. 3 Will. & Mar. cap. 50.

**Multiplication,** in Arithmetic, the act or art of multiplying one number in order to find the product.

Multiplication, which is the third rule in arithmetic, contains finding some third number, out of two others given; in which one of the given numbers is contained as often as unity is contained in the other.

Or, multiplication is the finding what will be the sum of any number added to itself, or repeated, as often as there are units in another. So that the multiplication of numbers is a compendious kind of addition.

Thus, the multiplication of $4$ by $5$ makes $20$, i.e. four times five amounts to twenty; which algebraists express thus, $4 \times 5 = 20$.

In multiplication, the first factor, i.e. the number to be multiplied, or the multiplicand, is placed over that by which it is to be multiplied; and the factum or product under both.

An example or two will make the process of multiplication easy. Suppose I would know the product of $269$ multiplied by $8$, or $8$ times $269$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipli&amp;*;and</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>269</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factum, or product</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The factors being thus disposed, and a line drawn underneath (as in the example), I begin with the multiplicator thus: $8 \times 9$ makes $72$, I put down $72$, and carry $7$ tens, as in addition: then $8 \times 6$ make $48$, and I carried $55$; let down $5$, and carry $5$; lastly, $8 \times 2$ make $16$, and, with $5$ I carried, $21$, which I put down: so that coming to number the several figures placed in order, $2, 1, 5, 2$, I find the product to be $2152$.

Now suppose the factors to express things of different speci&*;es, viz. the multiplicand, or yards, and the multiplier pounds; the product will be of the same speci&*;es with the multiplicator. Thus the product of $269$ men or yards, multiplied by $8$ pounds or pence, is $2152$ pounds or pence; for many of thefe going to the $269$, at the rate of $8$ a-piece. Hence the great use of multiplication in commerce, &c.

If the multiplicator consists of more than one figure, the whole multiplicand is to be added to itself, first, as often as the right-hand figure of the multiplicator shews, then, as often as the next figure of the multiplicator shews, and so on. Thus $421 \times 23$ is equal to $421 \times 3$, and also $421 \times 20$. The product arising from each figure of the multiplicator, multiplied into the whole multiplicand, is to be placed by itself in such a manner, that the first or right-figure thereof, may stand under that figure of the multiplicator from which the said product arises. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multipli&amp;*;and</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>421</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particular product of $421 \times 3$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particular product of $421 \times 20$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total product</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This disposition of the right-hand figure of each product, follows from the first general rule: the right-hand figure of each product being always of the same denomination with that figure of the multiplicator from which it arises.

Thus, in the example, the figure $2$ in the product $842$ is of the denomination of tens, as well as the figure $2$ in the multiplicator. For $1 \times 20$ (that is, the $2$ of $23$) $= 20$, or $2$ put in the place of tens, or second place.

Hence, if either of the factors have one or more cyphers on the right-hand, the multiplication may be performed without regarding the cyphers, till the product of the other figures be found; to which they are to be then affixed on the right. And if the multiplicator have cyphers intermixed, they need not be regarded at all. Instances of each follow:

| 12 | 358 | 10 | 24 00 | 8013 |
| 10 | 6,000 | 10 | 3 | 5060 |
| 12 | 0 | 2148 000 | 10 | 72 000 | 48758 |
| 40065 |
| 40113078 |

Thus
MULTIPLICATION.

Thus much for an idea of multiplication, where the multiplicator consists wholly of integers; in the praxis of which, it is supposed, the learner is apprised of the product of any of the nine digits multiplied by one another, easily learnt from the common table, or otherwise. Its table is here annexed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are also some abbreviations of this art. Thus, to multiply a number by 5, you need only add a cypher to it, and then halve it. To multiply by 15 do the same, then add both together. The sum is the product.

Expedients for the more easy and expeditious multiplying large sums are Sliding Rules, and Nper's Bones. (See these articles.) The want of which may be supplied by tabulating the multiplicand.

Where the multiplicator is not composed wholly of integers, as it frequently happens in buisines, where pounds are accompanied with shillings and pence; yards with feet and inches; the method of procedure, if you multiply by a single digit, is the same as in simple numbers, only carry from one denomination to another, as the nature of each species requires. E. gr. to multiply 1231. 14s. 6d. 3s. by 5; say, 5 × 39 = 195. that is, 5d. 39. write down the 39, and proceed, saying 5 × 9 = 45d, that is, 5d. 45, to which add 5d. 50, and proceed the same manner through the rest.

If you multiply by two or more digits, the methods of procedure are as follow: suppose I have bought 37 ells of cloth at 13l. 16s. 6d. per ell, and would know the amount of the whole. I first multiply 37 ells by 13l. in the common method of multiplication by integers, leaving the two products without adding them; then multiply the same 37 ells by 16s, leaving, in the like manner, the two products without adding them. Lastly, I multiply the same 37 by the 6d. the product of which is 222d, which, divided by 12 (see Division), gives 18d. 6d., and this added to the products of the 16s., the sum will be 615d. 6d., the amount of 37 ells at 13l. 16s. 6d. the ell. Lastly, the 615d. 6d. are reduced into pounds by dividing them by 20 (see Reduction); upon adding the whole, the amount of 37 ells at 13l. 16s. 6d. will be found as is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>37 ells</th>
<th>37 ells</th>
<th>37 ells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At 13 pounds.</td>
<td>At 16 shillings.</td>
<td>At 6 pence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390 10</td>
<td>18 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product | 511 10 6 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>610 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or thus: suppose the same question; reduce the 13l. 16s. into shillings, the amount will be 276s. reduce 276s. into pence, adding 6, the amount will be 3318d. Multiply the 37 ells by 3318, the amount will be 122760d., which divided by 12, and the quotient 102200d. reduced into pounds, by cutting off the left figure on the right, and taking half of those on the left, yields 5111. 10s. 6d. the price of the 37 ells, before.

Though by these two methods any multiplication of this kind may be effected, yet the operations being long, we shall add a third much shorter. Suppose the same question; multiply the price by the factors of the multiplicator, if resolvable into factors: if not, by those that come nearest it: adding the price for the odd one, or multiplying it by what the factors want of the multiplier. So the work will stand thus: 37 ells at 13l. 16s. 6d. × 6 × 5 = 36 + 1 = 37.

Therefore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>82 19 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>497 14 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 16 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511 10 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The price of 37 ells.

Big the most commodious is the fourth method, which is performed by aliquot and aliquant parts; where you are to observe by the way, that aliquot parts of any thing are those contained several times in it, and which divide without any remainder; and that aliquant parts are other parts of the same thing composed of several aliquot parts.

To multiply by aliquot parts, is, in effect, only to divide a number by 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. which is done by taking a 3d, 4th, 5th, &c. from the number to be multiplied. Example: To multiply, a. gr. by 6s. 8d. Suppose I have 347 ells of ribbon at 6s. 8d. per ell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplyer</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>347 ells.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multipli(1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6s. 8d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>115l. 13s. 4d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question being stated, take the multiplicator, which, according to the table of aliquot parts, is the third; and say the third of 3 is 1, let down 1; the third of 4 is 1, let down 1, remains 1, that is 1 ten, which added to 7 makes 17; the third of 17 is 5, remain 2 units, i.e. two-thirds, or 13s. 4d., which place after the pounds. Upon numbering the figures 1, 1, and 5, integers, and 13s. 4d. the aliquot part remaining, I find the sum 115l. 13s. 4d.

For Multiplication by aliquant Parts. Suppose I would multiply by the aliquant part 19. I first take for 10s. half the multiplicand; then for 5, which is the fourth, and half for 4, which is the fifth. The products of the three aliquant parts that compose the aliquant part, being added together, the sum will be the total product of the multiplication, as in the following example; which may serve as a model for multiplication by any aliquant part that may occur.
MULTIPLICATION, for the Proof of. The operation is right, when the product, divided by the multiplier, quotes the multiplicand; or divided by the multiplicand, quotes the multiplier. A reader way, though not absolutely to be depended on (see Addition), is thus: add up the figures of the factors, cutting out the nines; and letting down the remainder of each; these multiplied together, out of the factors cast away the nines, and let down the remainder: if this remainder agree with the remainder of the factors of the sum, after the nines are cast out, the work is right.

MULTIPLICATION, Crof, otherwise called Duodecimal Arithmetic, is an expidilion method of multiplying things of feveral fpecies, or denominations, by others likewise of different fpecies, &c. or, gr. hillings and pence by hillings and pence; feet and inches by feet and inches. This is much used in measuring, &c. The method is thus: Suppofe 5 feet 3 inches to be multiplied by 2 feet 4 inches: fay, 2 times 5 is 10 feet, and 2 times 3 is 6 inches; again, 4 times 5 is 20 inches, or 1 foot 8 inches; and, 4 times 3 is 12 parts, or 1 inch; the whole fum makes 12 feet 3 inches. In the fame manner you may manage hillings and pence, &c.

MULTIPLICATION, in Algebra. To multiply algebraic quantities, we mufl attend not only to the quantities themselves, but alfio to their figns.

The general rule for the figns is, that when the figns of the factors are like, (i.e. both + or both -), the fign of the product is +; but when the figns of the factors are unlike, the fign of the product is -.

Then, if the quantities to be multiplied be fimple quantities, find the fign of the product by the laft rule; after it place the product of the coefficients, and then fet down all the letters after one another, as in one word.

If the factors be compounded quantities, multiply every part of the multiplicand by all the parts of the multiplier taken one after another, and then collect all the products into one fum; which will be the product required. See Maclaurin's Algebra, part i. chap. 4, Saunderson's Algebra, vol. i. p. 57. and Barrow's Eucl. Schol. Prop. i. Elem. 2.

Example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mul.</th>
<th>+a</th>
<th>-2a</th>
<th>+6b</th>
<th>-8b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2a</td>
<td>+6x</td>
<td>-8x</td>
<td>+5ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+b</td>
<td>+4b</td>
<td>-5a</td>
<td>-6a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products</td>
<td>+ab</td>
<td>-8ab</td>
<td>+32ab</td>
<td>-15abc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a + b</th>
<th>2a - 3b</th>
<th>2a - 4b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a + b</td>
<td>4a + 5b</td>
<td>4a + 4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a² + ab</td>
<td>8a² - 12ab</td>
<td>4a² - 8ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a² + 2ab + b²</td>
<td>8a² - 2ab - 15b²</td>
<td>4a² - 16b²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Exponent.

MULTIPLICATION, in Geometry, or in lines, is efpeoted by fuppofing a line ab (Plate X. Geometry, fig. 6.), called the describer, moving perpendicularly along another be, called the dirigent.

For, by this means, the describer forms the rectangle abed; and if it be divided, together with the dirigent, into any number of equal parts, it will, by its motion, describe as many little rectangles as the units in the describer and dirigent will produce, when multiplied into one another, viz. 21. For when the line ab hath moved over one part of a, it will, by its three parts, have defcribed the three little rectangles in the firt column; when it comes to two, it will have defcribed three more: and this is the rea/on why multiplication, in the Latin tongue, is ually efpeoted by the word duxata, drawn: and from hence also comes produce, as if ab were multiplied by be, they lay ab duxata in be; because the describer is led, as it were, or carried along.
along in an exact posture upon the dirigent, and by that means describes the rectangle; so that the rectangle and product are the same in geometry.

Now, as in all multiplication unity is to one factor as the other to the product; multiplication in lines may be performed thus. Let \( ab \) (fig. 7) be to be multiplied by \( a \).

Make any angle at pleasure; on one of the legs let off \( a = \) to unity; and on the same leg let fall \( u \), the multiplicator \( \times \); then let the multiplicand \( ab \) (2) from \( a \) on the other leg of the angle; draw \( ab \) and parallel to it, through \( d \), draw \( de \) (6), I say, \( de \), or 6, is the product; for \( a = a \times b = ab \).

MULTIPLICATION of Plants, in Botany. See Fecundity and Plants.

MULTIPLICATIVES. See Numerals.

MULTIPLICATOR, a number multiplying another called the multiplicand.

The largest number is ordinarily made the multiplicand, and placed above the smaller, or multiplicator; but the result is the same, which fewer of the numbers be made multiplicand or multiplicator; 4 times 5, and 5 times 4, making the same sum.

MULTIPLIER, in Arithmetic, the number multiplying, or multiplicator.

MULTIPLYING, in the Ancient Economy, the producing of one's like.

Mankind multiplied at a prodigious rate before the flood. Rabbits, flies, and most insects multiply incredibly; the single milt of a cod, examined with M. Leewenhoek's microscope, was found to contain more ova than there are animals on the face of the earth. See Fecundity of Fish.

M. Dodart has several discourses on the multiplication of plants, in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences. He has examined the beeche-tree, particularly, with this view, and found its increase to far surpass all imagination.

MULTIPLYING, in Arithmetic, is the finding a number which contains the multiplicand as often as there are units in the multiplier.

The rule of three consists in multiplying the third term by the second, and dividing the product by the first. See Rule of Three.

MULTIPLYING-Glases, a lens or glase, in which objects appear increased in number.

A multiplying-glase, called also a polyhedron, is a glase formed or ground into several planes, or faces, making angles with one another; through which the rays of light, issuing from the same point, undergo different refractions, so as to enter the eye from every surface in a different direction; as if they came from several points.

And thus the same point is seen in several imaginary foci; and therefore appears multiplied. For the phenomena and laws of multiplying-glasses, see POLYHEDRON.

MULTISILIQUÆ, in Botany, the twenty-sixth among the Natural Orders of Linnaeus, to termed because the fruit consists of several aggregate feed-veilus, which have the appearance of pods. It is divided into four sections, the first consisting of Pennia, Aquilegia, Aconitum, Delphinium, to which Linnaeus afterwards added Cimicifuga and Achta: the second composed of Distans, Ruta, and Peganum: the third of Nigella, Garidella, Ispidynum, Trollius, Helbescus, Calhia, Romoncula, Myrsinus, Adonis; and the last of Anemone, Arranc, Clematis, Thalictrum, and originally of Aicra. The second section contains the very distinct order of Rutaceæ, of which Linnaeus, and even Jullien, had very slight and imperfect knowledge as a natural affembly. These require to be removed from hence. The remainder agree in their acid qualities, and are kept together by Jullien, under the title of Rhamnaliaæ.

MULTITUDE, MULTITUDE, an affembly, or collection, of a great number of things, or persons. Multitude is properly the abstract whereby things are said to be many.

In which feme, multitude may be considered as number; and flands opposed to unity.

In law, some will have multitude to imply at least ten persons; but Sir Edward Coke says, he could never find it restrained, by the common law, to any certain number, but always left to the discretion of the judges.

MULTIVALVES, in Natural History, the name of a general class of shell-fish, distinguished from the univalves, which consist of only one shell, and the bivalves, which consist of two, by their confining of three or more shells. See Conchology.

MULTO, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in the circuit of Bickaneer; 16 miles W. of Bickaneer.

A Multo Portius, or minore ad majus, is a way of argumentation often used by Lyttleton; whose force is thus: if it be so in a feoment passing a new right; much more is it for the refutation of an ancient right.

MULTONES AURIS, in our Ancient Writers, an old coin of gold, having an Agmus Dei, sheep or lamb, on the one side, and from that impression called multones. This coin was most common in France, and sometimes current in England. Patent 33 Edw. I., cited by the learned Spelman.

MULTUM, in Arithmetic. If A be one, B one, C one, D one, &c. and B, C, and D, be not the fame with A; A, B, C, and D are mutua, or plural, many. Wolius.

MULTURA EPISCOPI. See Multa.

MULCHA, in Geography. See Mulloiaah.

MULUD, in the Materia Medica, a word used by Avicenna and Scarpion to express a sort of litharge, called by the Greeks molybdites, as seeming to partake of the nature of lead alone, not of gold or silver, or any other metal, as they thought the argentymes and chrysesites. This mulud, or molybdites, was the leafe in edem of all the kinds of litharge, and was of a dusky greyish-white colour. It seems to be the fame that Dioscorides means by pelia and polia, and sometimes by lithargyrus Silexas, from the place whence it was brought.

MULÜPGUNGE, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 23 miles S.E. of Dacca.

MULWAGGLE, a fort of Hindooftan, in Mysore; 22 miles E. of Colar.

MULYGUNGE, a fort of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 60 miles S.S.E. of Durbungah. N. lat. 25° 53'. E. long. 87° 13'.—Alfo, a town of Bengal; 20 miles N.N.W. of Purnaah.

MUM, a wholesome kind of malt liquor chiefly prepared in Germany. The process of making mum, as recorded in the house of Brunfick, the place of most note for this liquor, is as follows:

Take sixty-three gallons of water that has been boiled to the convovation of a third part; brew it with seven bushels of wheat malt, one bushel of oat malt, and one bushel of ground beans: when it is tanned, let not the hogshead be too full at first; and as soon as it begins to work, put into it of the inner rind of fir three pounds, tops of fir and birch each one pound, cardamum beans three handfuls, flowers of rose one handful or two: burnet, betony, marjoram, aven, pennyroyal, wild thyme, of each a handful and a half; of elder-flowers two hand-
fals, or more; seeds of cardamom bruised thirty ounces, barberries bruised one ounce: put the herbs and seeds into the vessel when the liquor has worked a while; and, after they are added, let the liquor work over the vessel as little as may be; then fill it up. Lastly, when it is flopped, put into the hoghead ten new-laid eggs unbroken or cracked, flop it up close, and drink it at two years end.

Our English brewers use cardamom, ginger, and sassafras, instead of the inner rind of sir; and add also walnut-rinds, madder, red faders, and elecampane.

**MUMBA CUM**, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 15 miles S. of Arcot.

**MUMBLE PO NK**, a rock in the Bristol channel, at the entrance into Swansea bay. N. lat. 51° 37'. W. long. 4° 5'.

**MUMBOLLE**, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 20 miles S.W. of Nore.

**MUMBOS**, a country of Africa, N.W. of Mocaranga. The inhabitants of this country are a race of cannibals, who have been accustomed to devour their captives and slaves, and who, with the Zimbies and Jagas, have defecated a great part of southern Africa. The Jagas, of whose savage conduct we have given an account under that article, seem to have been the Tartars of central Africa, confilting chiefly of wandering tribes who range from the south of Abyssinia to the confines of Congo W. and of Mocaranga E.

**MUMMERS**, from Mummerie, Fr. or from the Teutonic, mummen, to mimic; or rather it is a corruption of mimers, from pantomime, antic diversions in the Chriftmas holidays, to get money or good cheer.

**MUMMY, Mumia**, a carcase, or body, embalmed or dried in the manner of the ancient Egyptians.

Menage, after Bochart, derives the word mummy from the Arabic mumia; of mum, wax; Salmius from anonym, a kind of perfume; though others hold, that, in the Arabic tongue, the word mumia signifies a body embalmed, or aromaticized.

Properly speaking, mummy is not the flesh of the deceased, but the composition with which it is embalmed; but, in common acceptance, mummy is also used for the body.

The preparation of mummy is of so old a standing, that it was in use in Egypt before the time of Moses. The coffin in which the mummy is contained was to be of sycamore wood, which is found to keep found for the space of 3000 years; but the tree, properly thus called, was very different from our sycamore.

Mummy is said to have been first brought into use in medicine by a Jewish physician, who wrote, that flesh thus embalmed was good for the cure of divers diseases, and particularly for bruises, to prevent the blood gathering and coagulating. The Turks prevent the exportation of mummy into Europe as much as possibile.

There are two kinds of bodies denominated mummies. The first are only carcases, dried by the heat of the sun, and by that means kept from putrefaction; these are frequently found in the dry sands of Lybia. Some say, they are the bodies of deceased people buried there on purpose, to keep them entire without embalming; others, that they are the carcases of travellers, &c. who have been overwhelmed with clouds of sand raised by the hurricanes frequent in those deserts. Be that as it will, these mummies are of no use in medicine, and are only preferred as curiosities.

Mummies of the second kind are bodies taken out of the pits or catacombs near Cairo, in which the Egyptians deposited their dead after embalming. These constitute the mummy once so much valued, and to which such extraordinary virtues are ascribed. See Embalming.

It is said, that all the mummy sold in the shops, whether brought from Venice or Lyons, or even directly from the Levant by Alexandria, is fictitious, and the work of certain Jews, who knowing the value the Europeans set on the Egyptian mummy, counterfeit it by drying carcases in ovens, after having prepared them with powder of myrrh, caralline aloes, Jews' pitch, black pitch, and other coarse or unwholesome drugs.

The French charlatans, it seems, had likewise got the art of preparing mummies. Their method was simple enough: out of the carcase of a person hanged, they take the brain and entrails, and dry the rest in an oven, steeping it in pitch and other drugs; and this they sell for right Egyptian mummy.

There have been found in Poland a kind of natural mummies, or human bodies, preferred without the alliance of art. These lie in considerable numbers in some of the vault caverns in that country. They are dried, with the flesh and skin shrunk up almost close to the bones, and are of a blackish colour. In the wars which several ages ago laid waste that country, it was common for parties of the weaker side to retire into these caves, where their enemies, if they found it out, suffocated them by burning flame, &c. at the mouth of the cavern, and then left the bodies; which, being out of the way of injuries from common accidents, have lain there ever since.

Paraus has a very curious treatise of mummies, in which he shews the abuses of them; and makes it appear, that they can never be of any real medicinal use.

Matthiolus is of the same opinion, after Serapion. Both these authors state the Egyptian mummies to be no more than bodies embalmed with pitch and asphaltum.

**Mummy, Mumia**, is more particularly used for the liquor or juice oozing from human bodies aromatized and embalmed, gathered in the sepultures. This is the mummy chiefly spoken of among the ancient writers.

**Mummy, Mumia, also denotes a medicinal drug, or a vicarious composition, partaking of bitumen and pitch, found in the mountains and forests of Arabia, and other hot countries in the East; much used in embalming of dead bodies.

Dioecides speaks of mummy found on the sea-coast near Epidaurus, brought thither by the torrents from the Ceraunian mountains, and thence dried by the sun into huge masses.

It smells like bitumen mixed with pitch. The people thereabouts call it mineral wax. In Latin, or rather Greek, it is called pitch asphaltum.

This substance is found in Khorasan, and in the deserts of Kerman, in Persia, and derives its name from the Persian word mum, signifying wax, gum, or ointment. It was formerly supposed to proceed from the human body; but, according to Chardin, it is a singular gum which dittles from rocks; and the mine of the precious mastic, as he calls it, are carefully sealed for the royal use. It is probably a kind of asphaltum; but seems to be a variety which has escaped the notice of mineralogists.

**Mummy, Mumia**, is also used, by some physicians, for a suppos'd implanted spirit, found chiefly in carcases, when the infus'd spirit is fled.

The infus'd spirit is sometimes also called mummy in living subjests, and both the one and the other are suppos'd to serve in transplantaion.

A plant,
MUN

A plant, for instance, bringing this mummia from one subject to another, the mummia joins and unites itself immediately with the mummia or spirit of the new subject; and from this union arises a natural and common inclination between the two subjects. And on this principle they account for sympathetic or magnetic cures. But this whole doctrine is now deferedly ridiculed and exploded.

MUMMIA is also used, among Gardeners, for a sort of wax used in the planting and grafting of trees. Agricola directs the preparation of it as follows: take one pound of common black pitch, and a quarter of a pound of common turpentine; put them together in an earthen pot, and let them on fire in the open air, having a cover ready to quench the mixture in time; the matter is to be thus alternately lighted and quenched, till all the nitrous and volatile parts be evaporated. To this a little common wax is to be added; and the composition is then to be set by for ufe.

To apply it in the dressing of roots of trees, melt it, and dip in the two ends of the pieces of root, one after another; then put them in water, and plant them in the earth, the small end downward, so that the larger may appear a little way out of the earth, and so may have the benefit of the air; then press the earth hard down upon them, that they may not receive too much wet. Miller.

MUMPS, in Medicine, the popular appellation of that form of quiny, which is accompanied with inflammation and swelling of the parotid glands. In Scotland the disease is called the braeks. See Cynanche parotica.

MUMRAH, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 38 miles N.N.W. of Midnapour.

MUNARI, Pellegrino da, in Biography, a painter who had the happiness to be scholar and assistant to Raphael, in executing the works for the chambers of the Vatican. His real name was Pellegrino Munari, but being born at Modena, he most literally bore the name of his native city. He possessed considerable talents, and, according to M. Fattori, resembled his master more than any of his contemporaries in the air of his head, and the graces of attitude; but he lived too short a time to have much to testify the truth of this assertion, dying at the early age of 35, in the year 1523.

MUNCA, in Geography, a town of Bengal; six miles S. of Cossimbazar.

MUNCER, Thomas, in Biography, a famous fanatic, was born at Zwickeaw, a town of Mittau, in Germany, probably towards the close of the fifteenth century. He was educated to the church, and became a disciple of Luther, whose tenets he propagated some time with great zeal and success in Thuringia. He connected himself with Nicholas Storck, a leader among the Baptists, who pretended to have communications with the Almighty, and to hold greater purity of doctrine than the rest of the party. Muncer was a convert to his notions, and became ardent in making pros-lytes. He maintained that for men to avoid vise, they must practice perpetual mortification. They must put on a grave countenance, speak but little, wear a plain garb, and be fermous in their whole deportment. Such as prepared their hearts in this manner, might expect that the Supreme Being would direct all their steps, and by visible signs disclose his will to them; if that he would be at any time with them, he says we may expostulate with the Almighty, and remind him of his promises. This expostulation will be acceptable to God, and will at last prevail on him to guide us with the same unerring hand which conducted the patriarchs of old. He also maintained, that all men were equal in the sight of God, and that, therefore, they ought to have all things in common, and should on no account exhibit any marks of subordination or pre-eminence. These notions, so flattering to the feelings of the masts of the people, spread rapidly among the peasants of Thuringia, and produced the most serious tumults and commotions in that and some other parts of Germany, which in the end brought on their own destruction, and that of their leader. This occurred about the year 1526. Moret. Robertson's Hist. of Charles V.

MUNCHENBERG, in Geography, a town of Germany; in the principality of Culmbach; six miles S. of Hof.

MUNCHENBERG, in Geography, a town of Brandenburg, in the Middle Mark; 19 miles W. of Cuderm. N. lat. 52° 30'. E. long. 14° 15'.

MUNCHHAUSEN, a town of Bavaria; 12 miles W. of Vilshoven.

MUNCK, John, in Biography, a celebrated Danish navigator, who flourished in the early part of the seventeenth century; on account of the discoveries of Hudson in 1610, Munck was ordered by his sovereign to pursue the same route, to determine if it were possible to proceed to India by a north-west passage. Two ships were equipped for this expedition, and in May 1610, Munck set sail from the Sound. He passed through Hudson's Strait, and discovered an island in latitude 60°. 26' north, to which, on account of the reindeer found on it, he gave the name of Deer Island. He also gave the name of Mare Novum to the sea that washes the coast of Labrador, and the appellation of Mare Christianum, or Christian's Sea, to the part adjacent to Greenland. In the latitude where he was, he met with so much ice, as rendered it impracticable for him to advance farther north; he therefore directed his course to Churchill's river, where he landed, and where he found the ice to be more than one hundred yards thick. Here he and his crew were attacked most severely with the scurvy, which was followed by a dysentery, and when he was a little recovered, he found only two men of his ships companies alive, though the crews of the two ships had amounted to sixty-four. Thse two, it may be easily imagined, were overjoyed to see their commander, and the three afforded to each other every affittance in their power. As soon as the ice dissolved, and their health was pretty well restored, they left the two vessels in the river, giving it the name of Munck's harbour, and set out in a small boat to return. Misfortune, however, seemed to follow them, they broke their rudder, and for a time lost their boat; but in ten days they recovered it, and after encountering a violent storm, which flattened their mast and carried away their sails, they reached a harbour in Norway, and in a few days after arrived at Copenhagen. After this, Munck was employed by his sovereign in the North seas, and in the Elbe, in the years 1623, 1625, and 1627. He died in the month of June 1628. Gen. Biog.

MUNDA, Munda, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the S.W. part of Britain, famous for a battle fought in its vicinity, between Caesar and the sons of Pomp.
pay, in the year of Rome 708, in which the former was victorious, and the latter lost 3000 men.

MUNDANAGOODY, in Geography, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in Coloconda; six miles N. of Rachore.

MUNDANDIS Viro et Verellis. See Viro.

MUNDAPUM, in Geography, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in Marawar; 16 miles E. of Ramanadapurum.

MUNDATORY, the cloth or napkin used in wiping 
the facerdal chalice.

MUNDE, in Geography, a town of Pomerelia, on the 
Frith Nerung; five miles N. of Dantzie.

MUNDELLA, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in the country of Gurry Mundella; 40 miles S.E. of Gurrah. N. lat. 23 
45'. E. long. 75'.

MUNDELSVILLE, a town of America, in Shenan- 
dough county, Virginia; 114 miles from Washington.

MUNDEN, or GEMUNDEN, a town of Weftphalia, in 
the principality of Calenberg, at the confluence of the Wa- 
ra and the Fulda, containing two Lutheran churches, an 
elegant building for the worship of the Calvinits, an 
hospital, and barracks for a double garrison. The goods brought 
thither by land and water are sent down the Wefer, and other 
goods in return are brought thither by the same mode 
of conveyance. No foreigner or non-freeman of Munden 
is allowed to trade here, but is required to confine his goods to 
a factor of the town; 13 miles S.W. of Gottingen. N. lat. 
51° 20'. E. long. 9° 35'.

MUNDER, a town of Westphalia, in the principality 
of Calenberg, on the Hammel, near which is a salt-work. 
N. lat. 52° 11'. E. long. 9° 24'.

MUNDERAK, a province of Cadahar, in the northern 
part of Egypt.

MUNDERLINGEN, a town of Wirtemberg, ceded to 
it in 1805 by Austria, situated on the Danube; nine miles 
N. of Bachi. N. lat. 48° 14'. E. long. 9° 40'.

MUNDI ANIMA. See ANIMA.

MUNDIBURDUS. See ADVOCATE.

MUNDIC, a name for marcellate; a kind of mineral 
glebe, found in the tin-mines, and elsewhere; sometimes 
white, yellow, or green; and sometimes of a dark brown 
colour. It is of an arfenchil nature. See Geoffroy, in 
Mem. Acad. Scienc. 1738, p. 107. edit. Par. It is 
frequently called marx.

The mundic ore is easily distinguished by its glittering, 
and sometimes by its discolouring the fingers. Some say, 
it feeds the tin; and yet they allow, that where there is much 
mundic there is little or no tin.

What is called mundic in Cornwall, frequently contains 
a large portion of copper.

The flans of the mundic are very troublesome to the 
miners; yet it is found a good slue, and the miners 
use no other remedy for wounds, but washing them in water 
that runs from the mundic ore. See MARCELLATE.

MUNDIFICATIVES, or MUNDIFIERS, in Medicine, 
denote cleansers, purifiers, or detergents.

Mundificative plasters, or unguments, are such as deterge 
and dry, and thus cleanse ulcers of two kinds of matter, 
viz. pus and sanies.

The chief ingredients in mundificative unguments are, gen- 
tian, arillochosa, enula, campana, and the vulnerary herbs.

MUNDINUS, in Geography. See MUNDINO.

MUNDU, in Geography, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in the country of Malwa, formerly its capital; 32 miles S.W. of 
Indore. N. lat. 22° 45'. E. long. 75° 40'.

MUNDUS PATENS, among the Romans, a solemnity per- 
fomed in a little temple of a round form; and dedicated 
to Dis, and the infernal gods.

Vol. XXIV.

It was opened only three times, in a year, viz. on the day 
after the Vernalia, the fourth of October, and the seventh 
of the ides of November, during which days the Roman 
believed that hell was open; and therefore they never offered 
battle on those days, killed no soldiers, never put to sea, no 
mixed.

MUNDY, JOHN, in Biography, in 1594, gentleman, ba- 
chelor of matricke, and one of the organists of his majesty’s 
free chapel of Windor, published Sange et libellum 
compendio a trio, four, and five parte, for the use and delight 
of all such as either love or frame Scholastic. There are 
dedicated to the unfortunate Earl of Essex, with all the 
quitting, publishing, and efforts at wit, which the table of the times 
courteous, and indeed incoherent.

MUNERARIUS. See DESIGNATOR.

MUNGALOVA, in Geography, a town of Ruffia, 
in the government of Irkutsk; at the union of the rivers Ona 
and Uda.

MUNGAN, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in the circle of Bopal; 20 miles S.E. of Bopalto.

MUNGARVA, a town of Africa, in Nigeria. N. lat. 
11° 42'. E. long. 23° 45'.

MUNGAL, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in Bahr; 33 miles S.W. of Patua.

MUNGALPET, a town of Hindoo- 
lan, in Myfore; five miles N. of Dalmachery.

MUNGLOGRE, a town of Cardahar; 25 miles W. of 
Cachemire. N. lat. 34° 15'. E. long. 71° 15'.

MUNGO, in Zoology, the name of an American animal, 
of the ferret kind, called by authors viverra indica griege- 
rufefens, or the reddish-grey Indian ferret. Some call it 
also mungathia. See VIVERRA.

MUNGRAR, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 12 
miles S.S.W. of Curruckpore.

MUNGULHAUT, a large manufacturing town of 
Hindoo- 
lan; 12 miles from Calamattiy, situated on the S. 
side of the river Durlah, which divides the district of Cooch 
Bihar from that of Rungpore. The inhabitants of this 
town pay a greater attention to the comfort and commodi- 
ficants of living, than those of any other town which 
captain Turner visited in India. Their houses, compos- 
ed of mats inserted between frames of bamboo, are neatly 
thatched, and each had a portion of land encircled with 
a bamboo palisade. The streets are spacious; and hosts of 
large burthen upon the river, added to the neatness and regu- 
larity of the town, give it an air of industry and traffic. 
The staple commodity consists of cotton cloths, which fur-
nish the most considerable part of the large returning cargo, 
which is carried by the Bootan caravan annually from Rung- 

MUNILAY, a county of Africa, dependent on Moca-
ranga.

MUNI, in Hindoo Mythological History, is a name applied 
on a variety of occasions, and with seeming confusion and 
contradiction. Mr. Colebrooke, the worthy successor of Sir 
William Jones in the chair of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
on the authority of the Purana, seems to identify the 
Rishi and Muni. He calls them "the virtuous sages, who 
delight in protecting the people; the mighty sages." Ay. 
Ref. vol. ix. p. 35°. (See RISHI.) Some authorities emu-
rate twenty of these personages, who are sometimes 
called "inspired writers." Sometimes they appear as an-
chors or declastics. "In the midst of a wild and dreary 
forest, flourishing with trees of sweet-scented flowers, and 
abounding in fruits and roots, infested with lions and tigers, 
delicate of human society, and frequented by the Munis, 
reigned Buddha, the author of happiness, and a portion of 
S. F. Narayana."
MUNI

Narayana.” This passage is from an inscription on a stone found in Bengal, translated by Dr. Wilkins. (A.F. Ref. vol. i.)  The appellation is sometimes given to Budha or Boodh, (see Boord,) who is called Budhi Muni. Both words seem to mean wisdom, more especially divine wisdom, or theology: and Muni may perhaps be traced to the fame root with Menu, to men or man, the mind. See Menu.

In that curious work of Anquetil du Perron, which he titles Upnepakht, (see Uppnished,) the following passage occurs, translated from one of the Puranas: “Brahm said, Rife up, O Rudra (or Siva), and form men to govern the world. Rudra immediately obeyed: he began the work; but the men he made were fiercer than tigers, having nothing but the destructive quality in their composition; and they soon destroyed one another; for anger was their only passion. Brahna, Vijnan, and Rudra, then joined their different powers and created ten men, whose names were Nareda, Dakha, Vajfhtta, Bright, Kritu, Pulaha, Pala, Angira, Attri, and Marichi; (that is, Reafon, Ingenuity, Emulation, Humility, Piety, Pride, Patience, Charity, Deceit, Morality;) the general name of whom is the Munis. Brahna then produced Dharma, or Julice, from his breath; Adherma, Injustice, from his back; Labha, Appetite or Paffion, from his lips; and Karma, Love or Deire, from his heart. The last was a beautiful female, and Brahna looked upon her with amorous emotions; but the Munis telling him that he was his own daughter, he thrunk back, and Lady, Shame, a blushing virgin (see Lady,) sprung from him. Brahna, deeming his body defiled by its emotions towards Kama, purified himfelf by partially changing it into ten females, who were respectively expelled by the Munis.” Farther notice of those personages whose names in the above quotation are distinguished by italics, will be found under those articles.

In the Gita (see Mahabarat), Rithra, amplifying himself by comparison with many pre-eminent perfons and things, or rather identifying himself therewith, says, “J am Muni Kapila among the Saints.” (See Capula.) It is said, however, that the philosopher just referred to is not the Kapila of the Gita. The Hindu books abound with stories of the potency of these devotees, under the names of Rithra, or Munis. On one occasion, Kapila having been rudely disturbed while at his devotion, “filled with excefsive anger, uttered from his nostrils a loud sound, and inantly by him, of immeasurable power, were all the sons of Sagara (60,000 in number) reduced to ashes.” This is from a long and extravgant, but poetical, story related in the first book of the Ramayana. On another occasion, as related in the Sanferit book, entitled Maha-kala-fanthis, Mahadvra, or Siva, who was rambling over the earth naked, chanced to pas near the spot where several Munis were performing their devotions: Mahadvra laughed at them, and insulted them in very provoking and indecent terms, enforcing his abuse by significat signs and galeries. The offended Munis cursed him; and the Linga or Phalits fell to the ground. (See Linga.) Mahadvra, in this state of mutation, travelled over the world bewailing his misfortune; his comfort, too, gave herself up to grief, and followed him in a state of distraction, flinging mournful songs. In this legend, Mr. Wilford (A.F. Ref. vol. iii. and iv.) finds the Greek story of the wanderings of Bacchus, and the lamentations of Demetur. It may be here noticed, that the names of Bacchus and Demetur, (or Dieter, having two mothers) may be recognized in Baghefa and Devimati, names of Siva and his reputed, many-mothered, for Karttika. (See Karttika.) In the article just referred to, it is noticed how the rejected son of Baghefa, or Siva, claims also a fiery parentage, through the instrumentality of Agni. (See Payaka.) Hence he is also called Agni-bhuva, and Agniya, born from fire: Pyrigenes is a Greek name of Bacchus, of a like derivation. These analogies are not confined to names, but extend to actions and attributes, in reference as well to the defiled personages immediately under discussion, as to many others common to Grecian, Egyptian, and Indian mythology. See Mythology of the Hindus.

MUNI NEN, in Geography, a town of Prussia, in the circle of Natangen; 36 miles S. of Königberg.

MUNIC, BERNARD CHRISTOPHER, Count, in Biography, a celebrated general, was born of a noble family in the county of Oldenburgh, in the year 1683. He was well educated, and so advantageously did he improve his time and his talents. that at the age of sixteen he had made such a progress in the sciences, and in the languages, that he was deemed qualified to undertake a tour in France, where he made great advances in many branches of learning, and applied himself particularly to engineering and fortification. By Lewis XIV. he was appointed an engineer in the French army, an office in which he did not long continue, on account of his unwillingness to serve against the empire; he accordingly returned to Germany, was made a captain, and, with his troops, was present at the siege of Landsau. After this he entered into the service of the prince of Hesse-Coffeld, and had an opportunity of improving himself in the art of war under the duke of Marlborough and prince Eugene. On account of his great bravery at the battle of Malplaquet, he was raised to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. At the battle of Denain, in 1712, he was dangerously wounded, and taken prisoner by the French, but being liberated the following year he was promoted to the command of a regiment. After this he was employed in high civil and military posts by Augustus II. king of Poland, and by the Russian Peter the Great. In 1723 he was entrusted with the construction of the famous canal of Ladaga, (see Canal;) which he completed with so much skill and alacrity, that the czar, as a mark of his satisfaction, admitted him a member of his council. The empress Catharine conferred on him the order of Alexander Newkit; in the year 1727 Peter II. made him commander-in-chief, and in 1728 raised him to the rank of count. Under the empress Anne, he, in the course of a few years, became president of the college of war, general field marshal, chief of the new corps of noble land cadets, and knight of the order of St. Andrew. He was appointed commander of the Russian troops in Poland, and reduced Dantzie: in 1735 he defeated the Tartars of the Crimea, and made himself master of some very strong towns, but with the heavy loss of 30,000 men: for this, though his enemies did all in their power to undermine his reputation, the emperors rewarded him with the grant of a considerable estate in the Ukraine. In the year 1737 he took Oczaczow by storm, and, after an almost uninterrupted series of victories, reduced Choczeim in 1739, and subjected the greater part of Moldavia to the Russian dominion. After the death of the empress Anne, his great ambition was to be appointed generalissimo of the naval and land forces, and being disappoited, he resiged his various employments. On the accession of Elizabeth he was arraigned, under the pretence that he had perfuaded the empress Anne to nominate Ivan as her successor, but the real cause of this step was, that by order of that empress he had taken into custody one of Elizabeth’s favourites, whose turn it now was to take revenge.

Munic was brought before a committee appointed to examine state prisoners, or rather appointed to execute the
MUNICH, in Geography, a city of Bavaria, seated on the Iler, the capital of the kingdom and royal residence. This place, on account of its straight and broad streets, and fine buildings, is reckoned one of the handsomest cities not only in Germany, but in Europe; and the number of its inhabitants is said to be 40,000. Its palace, erected by the emperor Maximilian I., is an elegant and spacious edifice; and the city abounds with a variety of curious antiquities. Munich has manufactures of velvet, silk, wool, and tapestry. It was taken by the French in 1796, who, according to their usual practice, levied upon the elector a considerable contribution; and in 1809 it was taken by them again; 29 miles S.E. of Augsburg. N. lat. 48°0'. E. long. 11°12'.

MUNICH, a town of South America, in the audience of Quito; 60 miles S. of St. Jago de la Laguna.

MUNICIPAL, Municipal, or Municipia, compounded of munus, office, and capio, I take, or hold, an appellation given to the inhabitants of the municipia, or municipal cities.

In the Roman law, municipal denotes a person vested with the rights and privileges of a Roman citizen.

This title the Romans frequently bestowed on foreign cities and people; and, in effect, it was little more than a title.

Municipal Cities, municipia, were those whose inhabitants were capable of civil offices in the city of Rome.

Thee, however, according to Mariana, came somewhat short of the privileges of the colonies. They were towns or cities, which had the citizenship of Rome bestowed upon them, and yet still lived according to their own laws and constitutions; whereas the colonies were governed by the Roman laws.

They had no suffrages, or votes, at Rome, but were left to be governed by their own laws and magistrates. It is true, some few municipal cities, by particular merit, &c., obtained the liberty of votes; which occasioned that received distinction of municipium sine suffragio, &c.

They were so called, because numeris his honorariis participes; but by munus honorarium was meant no more than the bare appellation of a Roman, whereby they were privileged to fight in a legion, as denizens; and not in auxiliary bands, as associates. The first who had this honour were the Curiites.

Municipal, among us, is now applied to the customary laws that obtain in any particular city or province, and which have no authority in the neighbouring places. See Law.

Municipal Officers, are those elected to defend the interests of cities, their rights and privileges, and to maintain order and good policy: as mayors, sheriffs, consuls, bailiffs, &c.

In Spain, the municipal offices are bought; in England, they are obtained by election.

MUNIE, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in the circau of Hifar; 15 miles N. of Hifar.

MUNILLA, a town of Spain, in Old Castile; 8 miles S. of Calahorra.

MUNIMENTS, or Miniments, the evidences, or writings, whereby a man is enabled to defend the title of his estate.

Wragford says, the word muniment includes all manner of evidence, deeds, charters, &c.
MONUMENT-House, a little strong apartment in cathedral and collegiate churches, castles, colleges, or the like, defined for keeping the seal, evidences, charters, &c. of such church, colleges, &c. called muniments, or minims.

MUNDINIANA, formed of the Latin munio. I defend or strengthen, the grants or charters of kings and princes to churches: so called, because cum sit munimentum against all those who would deprive them of those privileges.

MUNIONS, in Architecture. See MUNITIONS.

MUNITIONS, or Munitions, the pieces that divide the stern and quarter galleries in a ship.

MUNITION, or Ammunition, the provisions with which any place is furnished, in order for defence, or with which a vessel is flocked for a voyage: or those that follow a camp for its subsistence. See AMMUNITION.

MUNITION-Bread is the proportion of bread distributed every day to the soldiers of a garrison, or army. Each officer is allowed so many rations of munition-bread.

MUNITION-Ships, in the Navy, those which have stores on board, to supply the necessaries to a fleet of men of war at sea.

In the time of an engagement, all the munition-ships and victuallers attending the fleet are to take their places and proper stations in the rear of all the rest, and not engage in the fight, but attend such directions as shall be sent unto them, at all times, by the admiral.

MUNKATZKOE, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Kolivan, on the Torn; 180 miles E. of Kolivan. N. lat. 54° 52'. E. long. 86° 50'.

MUNKHOLM, a town of Norway, in the province of Drontheim; 3 miles N. of Drontheim.

MUNKOES, a town of Hungary, the castle of which, located on a steep rock, and artificially fortified, is deemed impregnable. The town is situated on the river Latoritz, and it is the residence of a Greek bishop, united with the Roman church, and a convent of the Order of St. Basil; 52 miles E.S.E. of Cakau. N. lat. 43° 29'. E. long. 20° 14'.

MUNKROP, a town of Sweden, in Westermalm; 7 miles W. of Stocmsfholm.

MUNKY, a town of Hindooftan, in Canara; 7 miles from Uney.

MUNNERSTADT, a town of the duchy of Wurtzburg, on the Loew; 9 miles N. of Schweinfurt. N. lat. 50° 18'. E. long. 10° 24'.

MUNNY-SHELIER, in Natural History, a name given by the natives of the East Indies to a species of red ornament, which they have plentifully there. It is of a glowing colour, and has a great many shining spangles in it. They give this in fevers, after it has been calcined; it first melts in the fire, and then emits copious white fumes, smelling like thole of arsine. These are supposed to contain the poisonous parts of it, and it then becomes a safe internal medicine, and is given with great success.

MUNNYPOUR, or Munnypoora, in Geography, a town of Asia, capital of City; 264 miles N.N.E. of Arcan. N. lat. 24° 46'. E. long. 95°.

MUNNOCORY, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 7 miles S.W. of Amnc.

MUNOZ, Jerome, in Biography, a Spanish mathematician, and oratorical scholar, was born at Valencia, but at what period we cannot tell. He flourished in the sixteenth century, and so fierce into fame in Italy, as a teacher of the Hebrew language at Aracna, where he was highly applauded on account of his intimate knowledge of the sacred tongue; nor was he less esteemed for his profound skill in the Greek language, polite literature, and the mathematical sciences. He was next invited to undertake the professorship of Hebrew and the mathematics, at the university of Salamanca, where he spent the remainder of his days: he was author of several works, of which the following are the principal: "Institutiones Arithmeticae ad perpensisam Alphatogam et Mathematicas Facultates necessarias;" "Alphabetum Hebrewicum cum ratione legendi cum punctis;" "Lectura Geographica." Moreri.

MUNRY, or Munree, in Geography, a river of Ireland, in the northern part of the county of Mayo, which runs into Tullagh bay, on the north of Achill island.

MUNSALU, a town of Sweden, in the government of Vasa; 15 miles S. of Jacobstad.

MUNSTOPETTA, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 5 miles N. of Trichinopoly.

MUNSE, a town of Hindooftan, in the country of Vifapour; 27 miles N. of Poonah.

MUNCHOLM, a small island of Denmark, in the Great Belt; 10 miles N.N.W. of Corficer. N. lat. 55° 29'. E. long. 11° 6'.

MUNSSINGEN, a town of Wurtemberg; 26 miles S.S.E. of Stuttgart. N. lat. 48° 25'. E. long. 9° 33'.

MUNSTER, Sebastian, in Biography, a distinguished mathematician and linguist, was born at Ingelheim, in the Palatinate, in 1489, and after fulfilling some time the character of a Franciscan monk, quitted that order, and embraced the reformed religion. He became professor of the Hebrew language and theology at Heidelberg, whence he afterwards removed to Bafle to hold the like offices, where he died of the plague in 1552. He was one of the first among the German literati who attempted to improve the science of geography, and composed a book entitled Cofmographia Universa, which was printed in 1550, and translated into the Italian and other languages. A French edition was published at Paris in 1555, in two vols. folio, with corrections and additions. He was so celebrated as a geographer, and also for his knowledge in theology, that he was voted the Strabo and Edfors of Germany. He constructed a map of the territory of Bafle, and another of Germany, which was corrected and enlarged by Tilenam Stilla in 1567. Munder was likewise great as a mathematician and astronomer. Monteuca speaks of a treatise of geometry written by him, entitled "Rudimenta Mathematica," and he composed another on gnomonics, which the same author says is the foundation of the modern art of dialling. It was printed at Bafle, under the title of "Compositio Horologiorum." In addition to these works, another is mentioned, viz. "Organon Uranicum," in which the author gives a theory of the planets, with their various motions, for more than 100 years. As a linguist, the following works are mentioned: "A Latin Translation of the Hebrew Bible:" "Grammatica Hebrewica:" "Deb Hebrewica Chaldaica-Latinum:" "Calendarium Hebrewum:" "Grammatica Chaldaica:" "Tabule nove ad Geog. Ptolomaei," &c. Gen. Bing.

Munster, in Geography, a bithopric of Germany, bounded on the N. by Fredland and Oldenburgh, on the E. by the bishopric of Osnabruck, and counties of Dipholz, Tecklenburg, Lingen, and Ravenberg, on the S. by Welfphalia, the counties of Mark and Recklinghausen, and duchy of Cleves; and on the W. by Holland, and the county of Beacham. The country is level, having only a few eminences, but no mountains. Its climate, which are extensive, serve for the breeding of cattle. It has fruitful plains, fine woods and turf, with good quarries of stone. Its rivers are abounding...
bound with linen. Of these the most remarkable are the Emb's, the Liffe, the Vecht, and the Berkel. Between the biphoric and the county of Delfzole lies the "Dun-
water" lakes, one German mile long, and half a league broad. At the commencement of the reformation, the Lutheran doctrine was received by many persons in this biphoric; but it was afterwards suppressed. In 1582, the biphoric was secularized, and given to the king of Prussia, but at the peace of Tilsit it was ceded to the kingdom of Westphalia.

Munster, the capital of the above-mentioned biphoric, is situated in a fruitful and agreeable spot, on the river As, not far from the Emb's. It was in the eleventh century that it obtained the name of Munster, from the collegiate church founded by Charlemagne. It is environed by double ditches and ramparts, and contains a citadel, called the "Brille." Among other churches is that of St. Lambert, on the tower of which were suspended, in iron baskets, John of Leyden, leader or king of the Anabaptists, and also both his princes. This city, which has undergone, in a succession of years, various calamities, is famous for a treaty of general peace, settled in the year 1658; and sometimes called the treaty of Munster, and also the treaty of Westphalia, beca-

Munsterberg, a town of the duchy of Wurzburg; 11 miles E.N.E. of Schweinfurt.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Colmar; 3 miles W.S.W. of Colmar. The place contains 2445; and the canton 11,151 inhab-

Munsterberg, a town of France, in the department of the Rhine; 24 miles S.E. of Juliers. N. lat. 51° 38'. E. long. 6° 41'.

Munster-Miniffeld, a town of France, in the department of the Rhine and Moselle and chief place of a canton, in the district of Coblenz; 11 miles W.S.W. of it. The place contains 760, and the canton 4779 inhabitants, in 25 com-

Münsterberg, a principality of Silefia, encompassed by the principalties of Schweinfurt, Bragg, and Neffe, and the county of Glatz. The soil is good, and yields, besides flax, hemp, and wood, all sorts of grain, and in the vicinity of the capital, great quantities of hops. It affords also large breeds of good horned cattle and sheep. To the west and south it is mountainous, the Bohemian chain ending near the county of Glatz, and the Moravian chain commencing. This principality contains three boroughs, and one market-town. In 1693, Munsterberg, with the district of Frankentheim, was conferred by the emperor Ferdinand, as a fief, on John Weichard of Ansbach, by whose de-

Munsterberg, a town of Prussia, in the province of Oberland; 18 miles E.N.E. of Marienwerder.—Alfo, a town of Prussia, in the province of Pomera-

Munsterberg, a town of Prussia, in the province of Prussia; 16 miles S.W. of Heiliger.

Munsurabad, a town of Hindoosian, in Allahabad; 12 miles N.W. of Allahabad.

Munter, Balthasar, in Biography, a celebrated German divine, was born, in 1755, at Lubeck, where his father resided as a merchant. He was well educated, and obtained a high reputation at school, as well by his German poetry in general, as by two odes in praise of the Deity, which were regarded as happy prelages of that celebrity to which he afterwards attained in sacred poetry. In 1754, he went to study at Jena, and in 1757 became a private teacher in phil-

Munsterberg, a town of the duchy of Wurzburg; 11 miles E.N.E. of Schweinfurt.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Colmar; 3 miles W.S.W. of Colmar. The place contains 2445; and the canton 11,151 inhab-

Munsterberg, a town of France, in the department of the Rhine and Moselle and chief place of a canton, in the district of Coblenz; 11 miles W.S.W. of it. The place contains 760, and the canton 4779 inhabitants, in 25 com-

Munter, Balthasar, in Biography, a celebrated German divine, was born, in 1755, at Lubeck, where his father resided as a merchant. He was well educated, and obtained a high reputation at school, as well by his German poetry in general, as by two odes in praise of the Deity, which were regarded as happy prelages of that celebrity to which he afterwards attained in sacred poetry. In 1754, he went to study at Jena, and in 1757 became a private teacher in phil-

Munsterberg, a principality of Silefia, encompassed by the principalties of Schweinfurt, Bragg, and Neffe, and the county of Glatz. The soil is good, and yields, besides flax, hemp, and wood, all sorts of grain, and in the vicinity of the capital, great quantities of hops. It affords also large breeds of good horned cattle and sheep. To the west and south it is mountainous, the Bohemian chain ending near the county of Glatz, and the Moravian chain commencing. This principality contains three boroughs, and one market-town. In 1693, Munsterberg, with the district of Frankentheim, was conferred by the emperor Ferdinand, as a fief, on John Weichard of Ansbach, by whose de-

Munsterberg, a town of Prussia, in the province of Oberland; 18 miles E.N.E. of Marienwerder.—Alfo, a town of Prussia, in the province of Pomera-

Munsterberg, a town of Prussia, in the province of Prussia; 16 miles S.W. of Heiliger.

Munsurabad, a town of Hindoosian, in Allahabad; 12 miles N.W. of Allahabad.


Obf. Gartner says that the berry has frequently more than five cells.

Eff. Ch. Corolla of five petals. Calyx deeply five-cleft. Berry with five or more cells, each containing many seeds.

1. M. Calabura. Villoff. Muntingia. Linn. Sp. P. 728. Plum. Ic. t. 205. Jacq. Amer. t. 107. (Calabura alba; Plunk. Phyt. t. 152. f. 4).-Loti arbrosis folio angulior, rubi flore, fructu polyspermo umbilicato; Sloane Jans. v. 2. 82. t. 194.—Swartz says that it is a native of calcareous hills in Jamaica, flowering in the spring. According to Jacquin, however, who reports that it is common in the damp woods of St. Domingo, it flowers in the autumn. This tree generally rises to the height of ten or fifteen feet, and, according to Sloane, even to thirty. The trunk is much branched, and covered with a smooth, dark purple bark. Branches irregular, spreading, long, hairy. Leaves alternate, on short hairy stalks, ovato-lanceolate, pointed, rather unequally serrated, flat, spreading, green and hairy above, hoary and vilte beneath. Four or five inches long, unequal at the base. Stipulas solitary, thread-shaped, furnished with glandular hairs like the leaves. Stalks two to four, clustered, single-flowered. Jacquin remarks that they successively turn the flower, when it is about to expand, to the face of the leaf, which before was reflexed to the back. Flowers without scent, but handsome, resembling those of the bramble. Berry rose-coloured, with a tinge of yellow; when cut in a transverse section, it seems to be one-celled, but if the pulp and seeds be gently pressed out in water, it appears very clearly to be five-celled. Seeds white, or pale straw-coloured. Sloane says the fruit is as big as a cherry, and Miller, that it is as large as that of the cockspur Hawthorn; of a dark purple colour when ripe.

Linnæus, in his Syll. Veg. ed. 14. 490, has very unaccountably quoted Mallum tullum, Rech. Hort. Mak. v. 4. t. 49, as a synonym of M. Calabura, with which indeed it has nothing in common, except a slight resemblance in the leaves.

MUNTISSUR, in Geography, a town of Bengal; 20 miles N.E. of Burdwan.

MUNYCHIA, Monegguna, in Antiquity, an annversary feast.

MUNYCHON, Monegguna, in Chronology, the tenth month of the Athenian year. It contained twenty-nine days, and answered to the latter part of our March and beginning of April. See Month.

It had its name from the festival Munychia, kept in it.

MUNZENBERG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the county of Hanau Munzenberg; 19 miles S.E. of Wetzlar.

MUODGUR, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirque of Ciescole: 18 miles N.N.W. of Ganjam.

MUONIO, a river which rises in the mountains of Nor.-way, and passing southerly through Swedish Lapland, joins the Torney in N. lat. 67° 12′.

MUPHTI, Mufti, or Shaki-islam, the chief or patron of the Mahometan religion, residing at Constantinople.

The mufti is the sovereign interpreter of the Alcoran, and decides all questions of the law; his decisions are called "fatess." The sultan has recourse to him in all difficult and intricate cases, and he pronounces no law, no makes no declaration of war, nor establishes any impost, without having obtained a fette.

He takes place of the baihaws; and his authority is often terrible to the grand signior himself. It is he who girds on the sword to the grand signior's side on his accession to the throne, which ceremony answers to the coronation of our kings; reminding him at the same time of the obligation of defending the religion of the prophet, and of propagating his creed.

This eminent place might serve, without doubt, as a counterpoise to the almost absolute and unlimited authority of the sovereign: it might even frequently paralyse it, if the sultan had not the power of appointing the mufti, of deposing him, of banishing him, and even of putting him to death after having deposed him; and, indeed, it seldom happens that a mufti opposes the will of the sultan and his ministers. His fettas are forced from him by the will of preferring his place, and by the fear of death; nevertheless, more than once, religious zeal and probity have induced some to prefer themselves to the sultan, and to make to him observations and remonstrances; some even, more fanatic and more courageous, braving every danger, have refused to condescend to his wishes. History affords various examples of sultans and vizirs killed or depose'd through the great influence of the muftis on public opinion: but it likewise presents more muftis who have been victims of their zeal for religion, and of their attachment to the interests of the people. The mufti is much respected by the sultan, and also by the people, who submit blindly to his fettas.

According to the established order the mufti must be chosen from among the kadiilekers of Romania, and those who have occupied that employment; and he remains in place as long as it pleases the sultan to keep him there. In public ceremonies the mufti and the grand vizir are in the same line; the grand vizir on the right, and the mufti on the left. When the latter is disgraced, he is not permitted to remain in the capital. The sultan fears the influence of a man whom the people are accustomed to regard as the oracle of religion. He is banished to some island of the Archipelago, or to some house situated on the Bosphorus, with a prohibition not to stir out of it, to receive any of the principal officers of the empire, or to correspond with them. For an account of the kadiilekers, or cadiilechers, see CAIDELECHER, and of the flambol-effendi, see STAMBOLEFFENDI.

MUK, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Northern Coasts, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Loundac; 9 miles W. of it. The place contains 2096, and the canton 528 inhabitants, on a territory of 130 kilometres, in 5 communes.

MUR-de-Barres, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Espalion; 30 miles N.E. of Rhodes. The place contains 951, and the canton 7421 inhabitants, on a territory of 187½ kilometres, in 19 communes. N. lat. 44° 54′; E. long. 2° 44′. 8
MUR

MURA, a river of Russia, which runs into the Tunguska, nearly opposite to Mureka.

Mura, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Noto; 15 miles S. of Modica.

MURABA, in Biography, a Brahman of the city of Poona, the capital of the Maharatta empire, in whose person and descendants is exhibited an extraordinaryinstance of priestcraft and superlition. He was the sect of Guffain, or more correctly Golfwami; and is reported to have been so pious that the god Ganea rewarded him by incarnating himself in his person, and covenanting that the divinity should descend to his children to the seventh generation: empowering the incumbent to work miracles, and, in a limited degree, to look into futurity. With this divine panunity is inherited the guardianship of a sacred stone, a type of the Deity. In the year 1800, the venerated incumbent was visited by lord George Beresford, field-marshal Beresford, and Mr. Moor, the author of the Hindu Pantheon. The latter furnished a detailed account of this person, family, and visit, to the Asiatic Society, which is published, art. xiv. in the 7th volume of their Transactions, under the title of "Account of an hereditary living deity, to whom devotion is paid by the Brahmanas of Poona, and its neighbourhood." The incarnation is represented to have taken place about the year 1426, and at the period of the above visit five generations had paffed away. Gabaji Deva, that is, the Lord, or Divine Gabaji, was the then incumbent. He has since died, and it is agreed by the Brahmanas, that the avatar, or manifestation (see Maya), will end with the life of the next inspired portion of carntinity, unless perpetuated or renewed by a farther miraculous intervention of the divine will. Great respect, indeed adoration, is paid by the Pethwa, (see Passiwa,) and of course all other Brahmanas of Poona, to this fancified inheritor of the gift of prophecy, as related at length, with many other particulars of grofs superstition, in the article above referred to.

Lord Valmilia has more recently visited this venerated personage, who refides in the abode of his ancestors at the town of Bhichunur, about a dozen miles from Poona; and has given the particulars of his visit in the second volume of his Travels, p. 156; together with some respecting the family and person of the Deo (or Lord,) differing from the information received by the preceding author.

The Hindoo deity Ganea, thus incarnated, is the god of prudence and policy: he is otherwise called Pollear, under which article some notice of him will be found.

MURACH, in Geography, a town with a castle of Bavaria, in the Upper Palatinate; 7 miles E. of Nabant. MURÈNA, the Eel, in Ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order Apodes, of which the generic character is; head smooth; nostrils tubular; gill-membrane with ten rays; eyes covered with a common skin; body round, smooth, mucous; caudal, dorsal, and anal fins united; spiral behind the head or pectoral fins.

This genus seems to make a very near approach to the reptile class; for in the eel, as in reptiles, the body is long, slender, and flexible; and excepting the small pair of pectoral fins, it may be said to be without fins, inasmuch as the dorsal, anal, and tail fins are united in one web, which surrounds a large portion of the body. The apertures of the gills are small, and placed behind the pectoral fins. The eel differs from almost all other fish of that order in the mode of generation, and flaps at the top of it in almost all classifications. It is viviparous, and is impregnated in the same manner as obtains among the cartilaginous tribes. The ancients entertained very extravagant ideas respecting the generation of these animals: some of them affirmed that in the eel tribe there were neither male nor female, hence it was inferred that they sprang from the mud, or that the incrustation scraped from their bodies received animation. This opinion was rashly adopted from having observed that they were generated in pools, from which all the mud and water had been some time drawn off. This was a phenomenon, for which they could not account otherwise than by admitting the spontaneous generation of eels; but later and more accurate observations have shown, that ponds are frequently supplied with these fish, in the same manner that vegetation is spread, by transporting the seeds of plants. It has been thought that the heron and other water fowl may drop the eel, when carrying it to its young, or if swallowed by them alive and uninjured, the digestive faculties having no power over them, may be ejected from its stomarch, as the seeds of plants are voided by land animals, without being in the least degree affected by the process. In their habituation, the fishes of this genus are still more singular, than in the mode of propagating their young. They can refuse either in fat water or in fresh, and what is still more surprising, they are, in some measure, independent of either; for they have been known not unfrequently to leave their native element, and wander, during the night, along the moist meadows, not only for an exchange of habitation, but, it is believed, in quest of prey. Of these nightly excursions, the snail and the slug are the victims, being devoured by eels as they pass along. In the water no animal is more vivacious than the eel, and even when taken from its natural element it clings to life most tenaciously: it will survive blows that would deprive animals ten times its size of life in an instant: after it is skinned, and even cut to pieces, it exhibits signs of life some time. It is, however, easily affected, and destroyed by cold, of which it is so well aware, that to avoid its effects, it beds itself deep in the mud, and continues in a torpid state during the winter. Though fond of hiding themselves in the mud to answer their own purposes, they are said to be incapable of living long in thick turbid water; and hence, when a river is disturbed by land floods, they are frequently suffocated by the impurity of the stream. This genus includes nine species according to Gmelin, but Dr. Shaw describes eleven, of which the following is an account.

Species.

HELENA, or Romana; the Roman Eel. No pectoral fins; the body is variegated; there is a variety spotted with black and green. This fish, the celebrated favourite of the ancient Romans, is found in great plenty about the coasts of the Mediterranean. Its colour is a dusky greenish-brown, thickly variegated on all sides with dull yellow marks or patches; the head is rather small; the mouth moderately wide, and the teeth flat; the dorsal and caudal fins, which are hollowed, and covered by the common skin, are united, in the same manner as in the eel, and are of a dusky colour with whitish spots. The ancients, who kept it in referrers appropriated for the purpose, are said to have tamed it to such a degree, as to come at a call to receive its food. It inhabits other European seas besides the Mediterranean, and some American seas; it is exceedingly voracious, and bites dangerously. See Gymnotorhax.

COLEBRINA; Snake Eel. No pectoral fins; body alternately annulate, with yellow and black bands; a variety of this species is distinguished by brown irides with black spots. This is a native of the Indian seas, particularly about the coast of Ambon: it is about two feet long; the colour is pale or yellowish-white; marked throughout by
by numerous equidistant width bands of black or brown, passing through the fins; the body, when examined with magnifiers, is found to be covered with very small scales; the snout is sharp-pointed, and the eyes are very small.

*Muraena; Specled Eel.* Body blackish, thickly spotted with white: it is about two feet long, of a deep brown colour, thickly b-fret on all parts with almost innumerable small white round spots, which are less regular, or more confluent on the head and breast than elsewhere. The eyes of this species are small; the mouth is wide; and the teeth sharp and numerous. It is a native of the southern ocean.

*Ophius; Spotted Sea-Serpent.* Body flesser, spotted; tail round, fpear-shaped. naked. This species grows to the length of between three and four feet; it is found in European seas; the body is small in proportion to its length; the mouth is large; teeth pointing inwards; back spotted with white; belly and fins white.

*Serpens; Serpent Eel.* Tail naked, pointed; body round. It inhabits the southern European seas; the pectoral fins with about twenty-six rays.

*Anguilla; Common Eel.* In this species the lower jaw is the longer; and the body is of one colour. In muddy waters it is black, beneath yellowish; in gravelly, clear waters, it is green or brownish; beneath silvery, sometimes variegated with brown lines; the head is small, and narrowed on the fore-part; the mouth is large; beneath the eye is a small orifice, and at the end of the nose two others, small and tubular; the teeth are small, sharp, and numerous; the eyes are small, near the end of the nose; aperture of the gills seminlar; body a little compressed; lateral line straight, dotted with white; skin covered with soft oblong scales; the pectoral fins are small, round, paler, with about nineteen rays, dorsal, caudal, and anal fins united, frequently edged with white. It is found almost everywhere in fresh waters, grows sometimes to the length of fix feet, and has been known to weigh as much as twenty pounds: in appearance and habits it resembles the serpent tribe; during the night it wanders into meadows in search of minnows and worms, buries itself deep in the mud in winter, and continues in a state of repose: it is impatient of cold, and tenacious of life: the flesh of those that live in running streams is very good: it is viviparous, producing the young during the decline of summer, which at that time exudes are very small. In some parts of Europe the eel-herb is of surprising magnitude. Dr. Bloch says, that in some places near the mouths of the Baltic, so great a quantity is taken, that they are salted for exportation, and conveyed by waggonloads into Saxony, Silesia, &c. Two thousand have been taken in Finland at a single sweep of the net: and in the Garonne 60,000 are said to have been taken in a day by a single net.

*Mylus; Flat-tailed Sea-Serpent.* Fin surrounding the lower part of the body white, edged with black; a variety of this species is entirely cieausous. It is found in European seas; the head is narrowed on the for-part; two short tentacula on the upper lip; back dark olive spotted with white; body compressed. The second variety has been suspected of being poisonous.

*Conger; Conger Eel.* Lower-jaw rather shorter than the upper; nose with two tentacula; lateral line whitish, with a row of spots. It is found in European seas and rivers; is extremely voracious, feeding on other fish, crabs in their soft state, and particularly on eel-cases, grows as long as from four to ten feet; some specimens, we are assured, have been found to weigh a hundred pounds. A fishery of congers, at Mount's-bay in Cornwall, forms a considerable article of commerce. They are annually exported, in a dried state, to Spain and Portugal, whereas being reduced to powder, they are used for enriching soups.

*Gutta; Spotted Muraena.* Glauceous speckled with black, with a larger spot each side near the head. It is found in the Arabian seas; it has a callus between the eyes, gold-coloured irides; the upper lip is shorter than the lower, and the dorsal and anal fins are united at the tail.

Such are the species described by Gmelin in the *Muraena* genus; some later naturalists have given a distinct genus, called the *Anguilla*, including with the common eel, the conger, the ophius, the serpents, and the mytus. These perons give in the *Muraena* genus the following species, viz. the catena; reticularia; africana; zebra; and echinidae, which have been deferred under the word Gymnotheria.

*Muraena* is used by Albertus for the common small lamp, the *lampetra parva fluviatilis* of authors. This is one of the petromyzata of Ascidia, and is distinguished by the having only one row of very small teeth in the verge of the mouth, besides the larger lower ones.

*Murage, Muraglem, in our Cyloma, a reasonable toll to be taken of every cart or horse coming taken into a city or town, for the building or repairing the walls thereof.*

*Muraajama, in Geography, a town of Japan, on the W. coast of Niphon; 60 miles S. of Achita.*

*Murakwa, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Prussia; 28 miles W. of Brelaw.*

*Mural, something belonging to a wall; which the Latins call muros.*

*Mural Crown, among the ancient Romans, see Crowns. Mural Arch is a wall, or walled arch, placed exactly in the plane of the meridian, i.e. upon the meridian line, for the fixing of a large quadrant, sextant, or other instrument, to observe the meridian altitudes, &c. of the heavenly bodies.*

Tycho Brahe was the first who used a mural arch in his observations; after him Hevelius, Mr. Flamsteed, De la Hire, &c. used the same means. See a description of the mural arch at Greenwich, constructed by Mr. Graham, in Smith's Opticks, book iii. c. 7: with the improvements of Mr. Bird, in the Method of constructing Mural Quadrants, published by the commissioners of longitude, 1768: and for that of Mr. Troughton, see Quadrant.

*Murallt, John, in Biography, an intelligent and industrious physician, was a native of Zurich, and defended from an ancient family in that city. He commenced his studies at Montpellier, and afterwards went to Leyden and to Paris, in which capital he attended chiefly to midwifery and anatomy, under the tuition of Mauriceau and Guyanet. On his return to Zurich, he practised all the branches of the healing art; and also gave lectures in natural philosophy, anatomy, and surgery. He was instrumental in establishing an anatomical theatre in this city, and frequently gave demonstrations, by dissection, both in human and comparative anatomy. He acquired a general reputation and esteem among his fellow citizens, and died much regretted in 1750. He was author of a considerable number of papers, printed in the Acta Academica Naturae Curiosorium, of which several he was admitted a member, under the name of Artetus. These memoirs relate principally to comparative anatomy. He likewise published the following works, "Vade mecum Anatomicum, five, Clevel Medicinis," Tit. 1677; which was reprinted in Amsterdam, in 1688, under the title of "Exerci-
MURATORI, Lodovico Antonio, in Biography, a learned Italian writer, was born at Vignola, in the duchy of Modena, in the year 1671. He was observed, even in his infancy, to have a passion for reading, which was inbred from perusing the romances of Madame Scudery, which by accident, at that early period, fell in his way. At the age of 13 he was sent to the Jesuits' school at Modena, where he daily stole from his sleep several hours to allot to his studies, and from this time to his death he refrained himself to seven hours sleep out of the 24. At his own desire he was devoted to the service of the church, and received the tonsure from the bishop of Modena in his 16th year. Having completed his course at school, he entered upon the studies of the university, and cultivated with great eagerness polite literature and poetry; and in a short time afterwards made great proficiency in the study of the Greek. In 1695 he was appointed one of the preceptors of the Ambrosian library at Milan, having previously received the degree of doctor of laws at Modena. He was soon after ordained priest, and, in a manner, flint himself up amidst the treasures of that celebrated repository. His researches enabled him to make those collections of curious literature, which he afterwards gave the world under the titles of "Anecdota Latina," and "Anecdota Graeca." At this time he began to make a collection of inedited inscriptions, and other remains of antiquity; and for the purpose of promoting philosophy and letters, he procured the institution of an academy in the Borromean palace. While thus employed, he was called by the duke of Modena to return thither, and take the office of keeper of the archives of the house of Este, to which, at his own desire, was added the office of ducal librarian. He returned in the year 1700, and in two years his labours were interrupted by the wars in Italy, and it was thought necessary to remove the archives to a safer place on the approach of the French, who soon made themselves masters of Modena. They treated Muratori with respect, and offered him the office of royal librarian, which he refused. In 1714, 15, and 16, he took several journeys into Italy for the purpose of collecting new materials for memoirs of the house of Este, and that of Brunswick, which derives its origin from it. In this business he was engaged as well by king George I. of Great Britain, who furnished him with letters of recommendation, as by the dukes of Modena. On his return he received the benediction of the church of St. Maria Pompofa, in Modena, and in the discharge of the duties attached to this office, he conducted himself so as to afford a model for parochial priests, in acts of kindness and charity to all those who were the objects of them. He instituted a society for the protection of the widow, the orphan, and the delinquent, and at his death bequeathed a large sum for its support. So benevolent was he on every occasion which he thought demanded pecuniary aid, that it was found after his death he had given away to the poor, and expended upon his churches much more than he had received from all his benefices conjointly. These offices of duty and kindness naturally attached him to the place of his residence, and no offers, however splendid, of which he had many, could tempt him to quit Modena, where he lived in high esteem. Of his labours in the cause of literature we have the testimony of Gibbon, who acknowledges Muratori to have been "his guide and master in the history of Italy."—"Its country, and not the public," says the historian, "are indebted to him for the following works on that subject: 1. Rerum Italicarum Scriptores (A. D. 500-1500) quorum textus pars uniprimum in hacce prorsis, &c. 28 vols. in folio, Milan, 1723-1751. A volume of chronos optical and alphabetical tables is still wanting as a key to this great work, which is yet in a disorderly and defective state. 2. Antiquitates Italiae medii Aevi, 6 vols. in folio, Milan, 1738-1743, in 75 curious disquisitions on the manners, government, religion, &c. of the Italians of the darker ages, with a supplement of charters, chronicles, &c. 3. Differtationes sopra le Antiquita Italiane, 3 vols. in 4to. Milano, 1751, a free version by the author, which may be quoted with the same confidence as the Latin text of the Antiquities. 4. Annali d'Italia, 18 vols. in octavo, Milan, 1753-1756, a dry, though accurate and useful abridgment of the history of Italy, from the birth of Chiril to the middle of the eighteenth century. 5. Dell' Antichita Ensefica et Italiane, 2 vols. in folio, Modena, 1717-1740. In the history of this illustrious race, the parent of our Brunswick kings, the critic is not seduced by the loyalty or gratitude of the falsified. In all his works, Muratori approves himself a diligent and laborious writer, who aspires above the prejudices of a Catholic priest." It was an early idea of our author to inculcate a literary republic in Italy, which should affect all the men of letters into one body; for this purpose, he wrote various addresses to the public, under the fictitious name of Lamindo Pritianio, in which he proposed his plan, and pointed out the advantages that would probably result from such an institution. The subject was amply discussed, but the idea was never realized. In 1706 he published a work, entitled "Della perfetta Poesia Italiana," in two volumes, which gave rise to a considerable controversy, as might be expected, in a country in which different poets of high
high celebrity had formed different schools of admirers, pupils, and imitators. In 1725 Muratori wrote a treatise on "Moral Philosoply," which was several times reprinted. It was followed by a treatise on the powers of the human mind, intended as an answer to Huett's tract on the weaknesses of the human mind. He carried his enquiries into medical subjects, and on the appearance of a pestilential disorder in Germany in 1713, he published a work, entitled "Governo della Peste," in which he treated on the office of the magistrates, the physician, and the divine, during the awful visitation of the plague. To a new edition of this work in 1721 was added a relation of the plague of Marfinelles. In 1742 he published a curious work, "Dei Difetti della Giurisprudenza," which was conciliated with his pursuits in history and antiquities, and there were the objects of his favourite studies. As a theologian he raised a formidable storm against himself in controversial divinity, the ground of which was the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary. He endeavoured to moderate the zeal of the combatants, and in so doing he acquired the reputation of a heretic, and found it necessary to write an epitite in his own vindication to Benedicf XIV. Muratori was author of another celebrated but obnoxious work, entitled "Della Regolata Divozione dei Chirillani," printed in 1747, under the signed name of Lamando Pritamini. In this he went as far as he durst in avowing himself hostile to vulgar superstition, and on that account made himself many enemies. Muratori was author of many other works besides those that have been mentioned above, particularly of lives of eminent persons, as of Petrarca, Paolo Segneri, &c. and of various dissertations on antiquarian subjects. His reputation as a writer extended throughout Europe, and he was, by means of a good constitution and excellent health, enabled to continue his various labours till a very advanced period of life. He died in January 1750, in the seventh eight year of his age, and various tributes of high respect were paid to his memory, by persons of all parts of different countries. Gibbon.

Gen. Biao.

MURAWA, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Babar; 36 miles S.W. of 42 rah.

MURCA de Fuxova, a town of Portugal, in the province of Tras los Montes; 12 miles S.S.W. of Mirandela.

MURCH, a town of Hindoostan, in Bundelcund; 45 miles N. of Callinger.

MURCHA, a town of Bengal; eleven miles N.E. of Morshedabad.

MURCHAPOUR, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Elichpaur; 20 miles N.E. of Akowla.

MURCIA, in Botany, (or Murcia, for it is printed both ways within two pages of each other,) a name proposed by Linnaeus, for several species of Myrtus, in his Flora Zeylanica, p. 81-83, which he suspected might constitute an intermediate genus between Myrtus and Caryophyllus; but he has indicated no sufficient character to distinguish it, nor has he, or any one subsequently established this proposed genus. See Myrrh.

Murcia, in Geography, one of the smallest provinces of Spain, though called a kingdom, is about 36 leagues from the N.W. to the S.E., and 20 from the S.W. to the N.E., and is bounded by the kingdom of Valencia on the E., La Mancha and New Cadiz on the N. and W., the kingdom of Segovia on the W., that of Granada on the W. and S., and the Mediterranean Sea on the E. and S.E. It is a dry, hilly country, almost covered with mountains of various elevations, which are separated in some parts by dry parched up valleys, and elsewhere by others of more than common beauty and fertility. It contains a bishopric, a cathedral chapter, a collegiate chapter, six commanderies of military orders, ninety-one convents, twelve hospitals, two asylums, three colleges for the education of youth, two military government, one of the three grand departments of the royal navy, an intendancy of the province, an intendancy of the navy, six cities, sixty-four towns, seven villages, and some hamlets. It has two ports in the Mediterranean, the smallest being that of Las Aguilas, and the other the largest and most important in the whole of Spain, which is Cartagena. Its principal towns, besides Murcia, the capital and episcopal see, are Cartagena, a fortified town and formerly an episcopal see, Lorca, Chinchilla, Albacete, Villena, and Calasparra. This province is watered by two streams, the Benamor and the Guardavasar, and by two rivers, the Segura and the Guadalentia. The most remarkable of its mountains, which are branches of the Montes-Orospedani, are the Sierra de Pinao, Pinoa, Loftsillas to the W., that of Chinchilla to the N.W., those of Montes Agudo, Covatellas, and Orihuela to the E., the Sierra of Almanza to the N., that of El Cane to the S., of Esfena to the S.W., and of Caraceo to the S.E.

The kingdom of Murcia was the first part of Spain that was occupied by the Carthaginians, who formed in it their first colony, and built a town, the foundation of which is ascribed to Arodrubal, A. U. C. 592; and it is now called Cartagena; which see. This country was afterwards wrested from the Carthaginians by the Romans, of whose possession there remains the evidence of a military road, called by the people of the country the road of Hercules. Being afterwards taken from the Romans by the Goths, this country formed a part of the monarchy which the latter established in Spain; but it was laid waste by the Vandals, and afterwards completely destroyed Cartagena, which was afterwards rebuilt on account of its harbour. By the revolution which happened in 552, the maritime part of the kingdom of Murcia fell under the empire of the Greeks, who retained possession of it until the year 624, when it reverted to the Goths. The Arabs in their turn fezied this province, and became masters of it by a treaty of peace signed in 715. In 1144 Murcia was annexed to the kingdom established by the Moors, the capital of which was Granada; but in 1221, it became subject to the kings of Cordova, and formed a separate state. In process of time, Alphonso X. refforled it to the king of Castile, having dispossessed Aben Hudel, to whose sovereignty it was subjected by the dissolution of the kingdom of Cordova in 1236. Alphonso transferred the title and honour of king to Malomed, the Moors, who was the last who held that appellation in Murcia. Since that time this country has belonged to the crown of Castile, and has been under the same government and laws with the other provinces of this crown. This province has never been thoroughly re-peopled since the expulsion of the Moors. According to the enumeration in 1577 and 1578, the population composed of 355,686 inhabitants, a number very inadequate to the extent of the province, which is about 1100 square leagues. The land is divided into Campos, meaning dry land, Huerta or watered land, both of which are plains, and a third portion which comprehends mountains and valleys. The Huerta is uncommonly fertile, and well cultivated; the Campos have as good soil, but want irrigation. The chief production of Murcia is corn, consisting of wheat and rye. Calis is an object of some importance; there are also vineyards, which yield a considerable quantity of wine. Sparr is also cultivated, chiefly in the country about Cartagena, and furnishes an article of exportation. Saffron is also an object of some importance. Olive and mulberry trees are common. The hemp
hemp is of a superior quality; but it is not much cultivated. This province possesses the raw materials of several manufactures, as of linen and flax; but the manufactures are in a low state. Other articles, such as soap, earthen-ware, cutlery, and brandies, are too inconsiderable to deserve particular mention. The commodities of Murcia are too few and insignificant to support a foreign commerce of any great extent. There are three great fairs every year in this province, viz., at Albacete, Lorca, and Murcia, which last several days. Murcia presents an extensive field for natural history. Of lead, copper and silver mines there are various traces. The province affords sulphur, nitre, alum, bok, rock-crystal, marble, and various mineral waters. The climate of this province is much commended; the atmosphere is seldom cloudy, storms are unknown, and rain is very rare. The arts and sciences are little encouraged in this province.

Murcia, the capital of the kingdom or province of the same name. This town is of late origin, as it does not appear in history till the beginning of the eighth century, from which time it frequently changed its masters, until the year 1267, when Alphonso X., king of Castile, having taken possession of it, fortified it, and peopled it with Catalonians, Aragonese, and principally with French. Two circumstances give it some degree of celebrity. When it was besieged in 1234 by Abdelaziz, a Moorish general, it was in want of men to defend it. On this occasion, the women, habited like men, were placed by the governor upon the ramparts, and obtained an honourable capitulation. In 1766, this town held out for Philip V.; but it was open and defenceless; but its bishop assembled, and routed the people of the neighbourhood, placed himself at their head, and prepared to defend it; but still dreading the force of a large army, he opened the referrers, cut the canals, turned the river Segura; and thus inundated the whole surrounding country. Having thus secured Murcia, the bishop with his army marched against Cartaghesa, and compelled it to surrender. For this exploit, he was created a cardinal.

Murcia is situated in a large and beautiful valley, watered by the river Segura; its population is computed at 60,000 persons, including those who inhabit the Huerta, or neighbouring country dependent upon it, who are suppos'd to amount to a third part of the whole. It is the seat of a bishop suffragan to the archbishop of Toledo, which see was removed hither from Cartaghesa in 1291. Its diocese includes almost the whole present kingdom of Murcia; and the revenue of the bishop is equal to 22,916 l. 13s. 4d. sterling. The town has 11 parishes, 10 convents of monks, nine convents of nuns, three colleges for the secular clergy, two hospitals, and an asylum or penitentiary house. It has generally a garrison of two squadrons of cavalry, and is the chief place of an intendant of the whole kingdom of Murcia. Its public establishments are a custom-house, a board of public economy, two public libraries, a curia-house for falc-petres, gunpowder mills, some silk manufactories, and a considerable establishment for spinning and twisting silk. It was formerly fortified, but is no longer walled. Its suburbs are pleasant, communicating with the town by two bridges. The houses, being badly built, exhibit an indifferant appearance; many of them are ancient, loaded with ornaments of architecture and sculpture in bad taste. Its squares are numerous, it has many churches, and its cathedral is magnificent. The promenades of Murcia are four; viz., the Arfeial, the botanical garden, the Alameda, and the Malecon; but they are of little use, as the Murcians seldom walk, but stay at home, smoking cigars, and sleeping. In Murcia there are three colleges for education, and two public libraries. Its manufactures are such as have been mentioned in the preceding article; and it merely shares in the commerce of the province. Ignorance and sloth, says M. de Laborde, render the manners of this town disagreeable; prejudices run high, and the inhabitants are extremely litigious. The Murcian women, however, are mild and affable, and would be fond of society, if their liberty were not restrained by the authority and dispositions of their husbands. For want of lamps, it is dangerous to perambulate the streets at night. In summer the heat is extreme, Fahrenheit's therm. being often at 99; and in winter it is hardly ever necessary to have recourse for warmth to the fire. The complexion of the Murcian, indolent, as we have already said, in his habits, is often livid; he is fat, gloomy, choleric, hypochondriacal, and subject to diseases of the liver. At Murcia there are no mons; the want of which is a serious inconvenience on the road from Madrid to Cartaghesa, and on that from Catalonia and the kingdom of Valencia, into Andalusia; 96 miles S.S.W. of Valencia. N. lat. 37° 57'. W. long. 1° 30'.

Murcia, in Mythology, the goddes of Sloth, who disposed her votaries to indolence. Her temple, according to Fellus, was upon the Aventine mount.

Murcia, in Geography, two small Philippine islands, near the N. coast of Mindanao. N. lat. 9° 13'. E. long. 122° 28'.

Murder. See Murder.

Murderer's Bay, in Geography, a bay on the W. coast of New Zealand; so called by Taiman in commemoration of some of his crew being murdered there by the natives, in December 1642; between Cape Farewell and Rocky Point. S. lat. 40° 46'.

Murdering Battery. See Battery.

Murdochery, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the province of Ciccule; 18 miles N.N.W. of Gazjam.

Murdocherry, a town of Hindoostan, in Myloire; 20 miles E.S.E. of Sirpy.

Mur, Eau. A term applied to the cakes of apples, grapes, &c. left in the press, after extracting the juices.

Mure, in Rural Economy, a term applied to the cokes of apples, grapes, &c. left in the press, after extracting the juices.

Mure, Counter. See Counter-mure.

Mureka, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Tobolik, on the Tuungulla; 192 miles E. of Eniseik. N. lat. 58° 50'. E. long. 95° 14'.

Murengers, two officers of great antiquity in the city of Cheller; being two of the principal aldermen chosen yearly to see the walls kept in good repair, and to receive a certain toll and custom for the maintenance thereof.

Murenzkoil, in Geography, an offshoot of Russia, in the government of Irkutsk, on the Lena. N. lat. 58° 31'. E. long. 114° 50'.

Mures, a town of Spain, in Asturias; 17 miles N.N.W. of Oviedo.

Muret, Mark-Anthony, or Murtus, in Biography, an eminent classical scholar, was born in 1526, at a town of the same name as that by which he is known, near Limoges. With but little affluence, in the way of a preceptor, he acquired the Greek and Latin languages at an early age, and in his eighteenth year he went to Auch to read lectures on Cicero and the archbishop's library. He visited the famous Julius Caesar Scaliger at Agen, by whom he
he was recommended to the magistrates at Bourdeaux, where he taught the belles lettres in 1547. He left that city
for the capital, where he was made one of the professors in the
college of St. Barbe, and acquired so much reputation
by his lectures, that the king and queen came to hear him.
From Paris he went to Touloufe, where he studied the civil
law, and explained its elements. He had been driven from
the metropolis by the imputation of a crime, which in very
few countries meets with any quarter; the charge followed
him to Touloufe, and obliged him hastily to remove to
Venice. That the accusations were unfounded, has been
inferrred from the favourable reception which he met with
in Italy, even from popes and cardinals; and also from the
regularity of his life in that country, which was his
principal refuge from the year 1554. At Venice he taught
publicly, at a very considerable salary, and from thence he
was sent to Padua, to inculcate the Venetian youth in classical
literature, and there he contracted an intimacy with Bembo,
Manuzio, and other eminent Italian scholars. In 1560, he
was invited to Rome by cardinal Hippolito d'Este, whom
he accompanied in his legation to Paris. Here he printed
his edition of Cicero's Philippius, and on his return to the
capital he continued to reside with the cardinal, who
engaged him, in 1563, to write commentaries upon Aritotle's
works, which he performed during four years, with great
applause before a very numerous audience. He afterwards
gave lectures on the civil law; and at the desire of pope
Gregory XIII, explained several of the principal classical
authors. In 1576, though at the age of fifty, he took holy
orders, after which, Stephen Batteri, king of Poland, in-
vited him to his kingdom upon very advantageous terms, but
Gregory, at the earnest request of the conservators of the
Roman people, having doubled his appointments, the liter-
ature and society of Rome turned the scale, and he declined
accepting the offer. He died at Rome in 1585, and was
buried with extraordinary funeral honours. Moret was one
of the most elegant Latin writers of his time; he was like-
wise a man of general erudition, and well verified in that sort
of knowledge which is requisite for a critic on the writings
of antiquity. It is to his disgrace, that he wrote in praise
of the horrible massacre of St. Bartholomew, published in
his panegyric of the hateful Charles IX. His works were
published collectively at Verona in 1727—39, in five volumes
octavo. They consist of notes on various authors, orations,
letters, poems, disquisitions, &c. His place is rather
among men of letters, than men of genius.

MUCUS, in Geography, a town of France, and prin-
cipal place of a district, in the department of the Upper
Garonne, seated on the Garonne; nine miles S. of Touloufe.
The place contains 3,141, and the canton 12,562 inhabitants,
on a territory of 2,275 square kilometres, in 10 communes. N. 43° 27'. E. long. 1° 25'.

MUREX, in Natural History, a genus of the clas-
ves, and order Tellacan. The generic character is;
animal à filax; shell univalve, spiral rough, with mem-
branaceous future; aperture oval, ending in an entirely
straight or slightly ascending canal. This genus is separated
into six distinct divisions, containing in the whole more than
180 species, scattered through the different seas of the
world; of these, seven or eight only are common to our own
coasts.

A. Spinus, with a produced Beak.

Species.

1. ANTIPIEUM. Shell ovate tuberculate, with a long
subulate margined beak. There is also a variety of this
species. It is found in Asia, America, and in the Red seas;
it varies much in the colour and length of its tubercles on
the beak the aperture is rounded, generally rosy, the
mouth is sometimes white, sometimes blueish.

Tribulus; Thorny Woodcock. Shell ovate, with a
triple row of fætaceous spines, the beak elongated subulate,
with similar spines. Of this species there are two varieties:
1. With spines shorter than the beak. 2. With spines as
long or longer than the beak. It inhabits the same seas
as the last, but is more abundant. The shell is white or
reddish, transversely striate.

Conusurus. Shell roundish, and surrounded with subu-
late oblique spines, the beak long subulate, with a few
short spines. It is found on the southern coasts of Africa,
but is not frequently met with. The shell is eight inches
long, transversely striate, white, yellow, or pale chevron,
within it is rosé; spines are two inches long, the whorls
rounded and inflated.

Brandaria. Shell sub-ovate, surrounded with straight
spines; beak moderately long, subulate straight, and ob-
liguey surrounded with spines. It inhabits the Mediterra-
nean and Adriatic seas; the shell is white, cinerous, or
brownish, with a triple row of small spines, the third row
shorter, rarely a single row with the beak unarmed.

Trunculus. Shell ovate, knotty, and surrounded with
spines on the fore-part; beak short, perforate, and tran-
crate. Found in the Mediterranean, and in Jamaica; the
shell is variable in colours, sometimes barred and transversely
striate; beak sometimes straight, sometimes bent to the
left.

Pomum. Shell ovate, knotty, with protuberances from
three to seven; the beak is broad. It inhabits the eastern
shores of Africa; its cover is pious and puckers.

Decussatus. Shell ovate, transversely grooved, with
convex ribs, rounded by perpendicular knots; beak imper-
forate. Found on the eastern coasts of Africa. The mar-
gin of the lip of this species is membranaceous; the spire
has seven distinct whorls.

Triacanthus. Shell turgid, knotty, transversely
striate, with a triple row of spines. Found in a foliolic
state; shell shaped like a fig, with five or six horizontal
spines crossing the type; beak above an inch long; the
three outmost whorls knotty, and a little prominent.

Melanomathus. Shell transversely striate, with eight
rows of hollow black spines; spire a little knotty and
prickly; beak subulate. The place of its habitat is not
known.

Radix. Shell white, with numerous rows of frounso-
hed black subulate spines; this is extremely rare, and its habi-
tation not ascertained.

Candida. Shell white, with rows of spines, and very
short beak. The shell is about two inches long, and some
of the spines are black.

Fasciatus. The shell of this species is inflated, with
rows of spines, white barred with brown; the spire has
four distinct turgid whorls.

B. Suture extending into crisped foliations; the beak is
ob-
truncate.—Purpurea; that in this species of this division con-
sist of the tripe of purple; that properly so called.

Species.

Ramus. Shell with a triple row of foliations and con-
tiguous spines; beak truncate. The shell is transversely
striate, varying very much in shape, colour, and appearance
of the foliations.

Foliatus. Shell with a triple row of foliations; apere-
ture
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Lateral. Shell with protuberances crossed by smooth belts; aperture oval. It is found in George's bay.

LAMAS. Shell rough, with opposite impressed protuberances, and a muticate belt or two; aperture commonly toothed and oval. Found on the Asiatic shores; the shell is white, grey, or brown, with elevated transverse flange, which are sometimes granulate.

GYRINUS. Shell with opposite continued protuberances, and barred with tuberculate dots; aperture orbicular. Found in the Mediterranean and Atlantic; also on the shores of America and India. The shell is small, white or brown, with alternately fleshy bands of elevated dots.

APIS. Shell turgescent, with opposite continued protuberances; spire pointed; the whorls surmounted by a crown of tubercles, the most glabrous. First whorl of the spire with a triple or quadruple crown of round tubercles.

LAMAS. The shell of this species has nearly opposite protuberances, gibbous, the protuberances longitudinally tuberculate. It inhabits India, and is from 4 to 14 inches long. The shell is of a red or chestnut colour, and rough with minute tubercles; aperture oval, toothed on each side, with white flesh-colour, with an orange oval coloured border within.

OLEARIUM. Shell with alternate protuberances, and numerous tubercles; back unarmed and friarite; the aperture is toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean and African seas.

FENORAE. Shell with decussate protuberances, triangular, wrinkled, and knotty on the fore-part; aperture ovate, toothed. Inhabits Afn, Guinea, and America; it is from five to seven inches long. The shell is brown, with transversal ribs which are white towards the aperture, with intermediate grooves transversely flared; back turned inwards.

CUTACEUS. Shell with a single protuberance, angular, and a little wrinkled with knots; aperture toothed; back perforated. It inhabits Barbary, Guinea, and South America; is three inches long; shell brownish, with a tinge of bloom or white, with perpendicular undulate lines.

LOTORIUM. Shell with decussate protuberances, angular, with longitudinal tuberculous knots; back flexuous; aperture toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean.

PILEARE. Shell with decussate protuberances, and a little wrinkled with knots; aperture toothed; back sub-ascending. Found in the Mediterranean.

BIRONA. Shell with fixed opposite, continued, vaulted protuberances and knotty belts; back oblique.

PYRAMUS. Shell varico, ovate, transversely grooved, and knotty, with a long flexuous tubular beak. It inhabits the Indian ocean, in numerous varieties; the shell is white, sometimes varied with brown, or chestnut, or yellow-brown; angular, longitudinally flared, and transversely grooved; aperture oval, toothed; pillar sometimes toothed, sometimes toothless.

CAUDATUS. Shell thin, transversely flared, brown varied with white; back tubular; spire a little prominent, and tufted brown, the whorls grooved, the first gibbous.

RUBICEA. Shell with decussate protuberances, obtuse with knotty wrinkles; belly equal; aperture toothed. Inhabits Africa, India, and South America; it is very rare. The shell is red or yellow, and barred.

SCROPHULUS. Shell with nearly opposite, burred protuberances; smooth; aperture toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean.

RETIULARIS. Shell with nearly opposite protuberances, reticulate, with tuberculate spots; pillar almost toothed, back ascending. Inhabits the Mediterranean and America; is six inches long. Shell transversely ribbed, and longitudinally flared, with party-coloured knots in the angles of the fission; aperture with a red border; lip toothed.

LAMELLOUS. Shell with membraneous protuberances continued through the spire, and terminated with a spine. It inhabits the Falkland Islands.

NORATUS. Whorls knotty; back straight; aperture violet; lip toothed. It inhabits New Holland.

AXIS. Shell with dilated membraneous protuberances and lips, gibbous and reticulate, with tubercles; aperture fimbrious; the beak is erect. Inhabits the Mediterranean and Afn; is three inches long, and the shell is generally brown, with white bands and sub-angular aperture.

MILLARIS. Shell varico, with tuberculate belts; aperture a little toothed; back elongated; whorls ventricose; the shell is of a cinnereous greenish colour; the tubercles sometimes black, rarely russet.

SPECIES.
SENEGALENSIS. Shell transverse fritate, with spinous protuberances, the spines decreasing towards the head. This species inhabits Senegal; is about 2½ inches long; the shell with nine tubercles, alternately lefts; each of them armed with eight spines; the spire with eight whorls.

*CAMNATUS. Shell ventricose, with five or six whorls forming angular ridges; aperture semi-circular; beak a little reflected. It inhabits Europe.

D. More or less spinous, and without manifest beak.

Species.

RICINUS. Shell obvolute, with subulate spines; aperture and lip toothed. Inhabits the Atlantic ocean, is about 1½ inch long. The spines are disposed in rows; the spire prominent; mouth violet colour.

Nodos. Shell obvolate with conic spines; lip toothed; pillar smooth and coloured; shell is less than that of the Ricasus; the aperture is of a flesh colour.

NERITOIDUS. Shell with numerous rows of knots; lip with pointed angles; pillar flat-topped. It inhabits India, and resembles a Nerita. The shell is sometimes white with black tubercles and violet mouth, or yellowish-brown with brown tubercles and yellow aperture; first whorl with four rows of tubercles on the back; lip armed with three or four spines; pillar with from two to four teeth.

Fucus. Shell coarse ventricose, fritate transversely, with four rows of knots; pillar imprefsed, and with the outmost whorls flat-topped. This is a rare shell; the pillar is marked with two or three black dots.

Loco. Shell obvolate and knotty on the fore-part; aperture toothed and sub-ornicular. It inhabits the Chineese shores; shell four or five inches long; the inhabitant is eaten by the native, and contains a purple juice in the vehicle on the neck.

Hystrix. Shell sub-ovate, with acute spines; aperture toothed, expanded. The shell is sometimes of a bay colour, varied with white or yellowish-brown, with or without spots; the spines are in four rows; the aperture wide.

Mancineria. Shell ovate, with obsolete spines; aperture toothed; pillar transversely frigate.

 Hippocastus. Shell ovate frigate, with from three to five rows of obtuse spines or tubercles, aperture transversely frigate. Inhabits Guinea, India, and the islands of the Indian ocean. The shell is transversely frigate on the back, and armed with rows of obtuse spines or tubercles varying in numbers; whorls of the spire distant.

Senticosus. Shell a little tapering, longitudinally ribbed, and transversely cancellate; aperture frigate. Found in the Indian ocean; about two inches long; the shell is yellowish, with a brown band on each of the whorls, the ribs prickly; aperture oblong; pillar with a fiddle plait; spire pointed with distant whorls.

Melinjera. Shell obvolute glaucous, with a sub-filous whorl rather prominent spire, and smooth aperture. Found in India and America in great varieties; the specimens are generally about 5½ inches long. The shell is generally brown, barred with white; aperture oval, large; spire with knotty whorls, rarely smooth; the first very large and turgid, and mostly surrounded with spines.

Conch. Shell thick, ventricose, white, transversely grooved and knotty; aperture smooth; ovate; lip sinuous, plaited inwardly, and denticulate. It inhabits India.

Lima. Shell brown, sub-ovate, and slightly beaked, with crowded nodulous paler belts. Found in George's bay.

E. With a long straight subulate closed beak, and unarmed with spines.

Species.

CRUSTACEUS. Shell without beak, slightly plaited, ovate, pointed; tip curiosus. Found in the aqueduct at Seville, front of a bean; the shell is oblong, pointed cinereous, sub-diaphanous, longitudinally grooved, and emarginate at the base.

BABYLONUS. Shell tapering, with acute spotted, and straight tail; upper lip eleft. It inhabits India and the American islands; is about four inches long, and the shell is surrounded with white belts, and marked with square brown or black spots.

JAVANUS. Shell tapering, with immaculate knotty bands; the lip has a separate fissure. It inhabits India; resembles the Babylonus, but is white, immaculate, and sometimes varied with yellowish-brown rays; beak longer or shorter; whorls carinate or tuberculate, and sub-frigate.

Sinensis. Shell ventricose; pointed, with a cancellate reflected beak; aperture oval; whorls with transverse granulate frigate; base crowned with spines. It inhabits Senegal; the shell is spotted, and has a single plait on the pillar.

Stramineus. Spire with elevated wings, the interstices filled with short flake-like projections; all the whorls crowned with tubercles at the base; aperture violet; lip undulate, and with the pillar snowy. Inhabits the southern ocean. Shell flesh-colour; it is three inches long.

Australian. Shell ovate; longitudinally frigate; lip undulate; whorls caniculate; the firf turgid and four plaited; the next three-plaited. It is found in the South seas, and is 2½ inches long. The shell is of a flesh-colour, with a yellow pillar and snowy lip.

Uncinatus. Spire pointed, and transversely frigate; the four fir fwhorls with a callus, armed with hooks in the middle, the fith and sixth ribbed; the red glabrous. The shell is not above an inch long; the aperture is oval; lip toothed; spire with nine whorls.

Terris. Shell tapering, the whorls crowded with tubercles, and surrounded with a granulate belt, the first very finely frigate transversely. The shell is white, with a red-dish band; this also bears a strong resemblance to the Babylonus, but the lip is entire.

Costatus. Beak a little reflected, and obliquely frigate; the three first whorls of the spire ribbed; the other four cancellate, the fifth oblong; the pillar has a fiddle plait. It is found in a fiddle leaf in Campania; the ribs of the firth whorls terminating in spines above.

Asper. The shell of this is longitudinally plaited, and transversely ribbed; the spire is a little prominent; the aperture ovate; lip crenulat.

Colis. Shell tapering, frigate, knotty, carinate, with a long straight beak; lip crenulat. Found in the Indian ocean. The shell is white, transversely frigate, round, or angular; whorls separated by a groove, and crowned with knots; the upper ones brown; the beak is nearly three inches long, and beneath it is brownish.

Moho. Beak dilated; shell black, with a white band; whorls a little knotty; pillar wrinkled. Found in divers parts of Africa, and is about six inches long; the shell is brown or cinereous, and transversely frigate.

Conchifera. Beak dilated; whorls of the spire flat above. It inhabits the Indian ocean.

Spirillus. Shell with a long beak; spire mucronate; the whorls convex above. Inhabits Tranquebar; resembles the Cunectanus, (below,) but the whorls are not separated by a groove; shell ventricose beneath; convex above; spire with a prominent obsolete knob in the centre, the whorls surrounded with an acute margin above; the beak is sub-cylindrical.
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cylindrical, and not dilated towards the aperture of the belly; pillar with a transverse wrinkle.

**Cancellatus.** Beak dilated; whorls of the spire separated by a small canal. It inhabits Canada and the Frozen sea; the shell is brown, sometimes larger and uniform, sometimes less and radiate, smooth or transversely striate; margin of the back knotty.

**Ficus.** Beak dilated; shell spireate, the whorls separated by a small canal; the outer ones brown, the first crowned with knobs at the base.

**Carica.** Beak dilated; shell transversely spireate; a little prominent; the whorls crowned with spines at the base. It is about eight inches long; the pillar is plaited.

**Rapa.** The shell of this species is solid umbilicate, with a triple row of knots, and transversely striate; the aperture large and striate. It inhabits India, and resembles the Bella rapa.

**Niveus.** Beak dilated; shell snowly diaphanous; whorls of the spire separated by a small groove; the first with transverse carinate ribs. It inhabits the seas about Brazil.

**Granum.** Shell hemispherical, glabrous, diaphanous, with a spreading straight beak, crown capillary. Found in North America. The whorls are convex, and growing gradually less towards the tip.

**Arcanus.** Beak dilated, spire crowned with spines. It inhabits New Guinea; shell coarse ponderous, black or blueish, surrounded with rings; aperture angular; beak rather long; spire mucronate.

**Perseus.** Beak dilated and repand; spire turned the contrary way, and sharply crowned. It inhabits the American ocean; this species is exceedingly rare; the spines are somewhat pointed, sometimes more obtuse.

**Antiquus.** Beak dilated; shell oblong, with eight round whorls; the first ventricose. It inhabits the European and Frozen seas, and is from four to six inches long. The shell is dark and of a dirty yellow, very finely striate, transversely or longitudinally plaited; whorls of the spire separated by a groove, the middle one sometimes crowned with tubercles, rarely turned contrary.

**Dorrites.** Beak dilated; shell oblong striate, and somewhat rugged; it has eight whorls, with two elevated lines. It inhabits the European seas, and is about five inches long. The shell is coarse white, with a glossy orange-yellow aperture; the animal is sometimes eaten, but is more frequently used as a bait for cod and ray-fish.

**Fornicatus.** Beak dilated; shell ovate oblong; the whorls ventricose, longitudinally striate, and a little angular. It inhabits the Greenland seas. The shell is more than three inches long, sub-diaphanous, smoothish and yellow, within white glabrous; there are seven whorls; with wide transverse lirae.

**Incassatus.** Shell oblong, transversely wrinkled, and longitudinally striate; lip denticulate within, and thickened without. *Aulacostoma.*

**Truncatus.** Shell oblong, longitudinally ribbed; beak a little retracted, emarginate, truncate. This is the Murex colatus of Pennant. It inhabits European coasts, is very abundant, with six whorls.

**Acuminatus.** Shell narrow, oblong, ribbed, with a pointed spire. It inhabits England.

**Argus.** Shell globular, with transversely tuberculate ribs; brown, with darker bands, within white; aperture ovate. It is found in India, and in the Friendly and Society islands.

**Maculatus.** Shell cancellate, yellow, with alternate white bands and chestnut patches; spire with eleven round whorls.

**Magellanicus.** Shell ventricose, umbilicate, transversely striate, cinereous within violet; whorls of the spire with parallel ribs, the first very large.

**Cancellatus.** Shell ovate, solid, opac, cinereous; whorls of the spire cancellate, and separated by a groove.

**Scolopacites.** Shell brown; whorls surrounded with grooves, and with tubercles above; tip of the tubercles and aperture white. There is a variety which is more elongated, and of a dirty yellow; with an obsolete band on the whorls, the tubercles more globular.

**Littoratus.** Shell ventricose, tapering, spotted with black; pillar with a single plait; shell short; shell snowy, with a wide aperture; spire with eight pricky whorls.

**Tritonius.** Shell sub-triangular, cancellate; spire with inflated contiguous whorls, the first with a large distinct tubercle. It is found in Senegal. The shell is two inches long; spire with fewer whorls.

**Semilunaris.** Shell longitudinally ribbed, and very finely striate transversely; spire with flattish plaited whorls, with rows of tubercles; aperture semituberculate. This is found in Senegal; the shell is about an inch long, the whorls with a single row of tubercles, the second with a double or triple row; the first with six or seven rows.

**Costatus.** Shell with annular flutes, and inflated round whorls, each of them with nine rounded, parallel, spiny ribs. Inhabits Senegal. The shell is about 1/2 inches long.

**Sulcatus.** Shell rounded, with annular grooves; aperture oval; first whorl of the spire turgid. Found in Senegal; shell 1 1/4 inch long, with nine contiguous whorls, which are sometimes inflated, sometimes flattish.

**Eciformis.** Shell elongated, with numerous rows of very minute crowded tubercules. This also inhabits Senegal; the shell is six lines long, with about eight whorls; the first with from twelve to fifteen rows of tubercles, the second with five.

**Tritonis.** Shell ventricose, oblong, smooth, with rounded whorls to the aperture, and short beak. Inhabits India and the South seas; there is a variety found in the Mediterranean; the shell is full sixteen inches long, white, and appearing as if covered with brown, yellow and black scales; the pillar is white, with transversely black lirae; whorls of the spire separated by a nodulous furrow, the first marked with striate grooves. This species is used by the natives of New Zealand as a musical shell, and by the Africans, and many nations of the East, as a military horn.

**Tulipa.** Shell ventricose, oblong, smooth; whorls round-ee, with a double furrow; pillar with two plait; beak dilated, striate. It inhabits South America; the shell generally spotted and clouded, within transversely striate; whorls with rarely a single furrow.

**Clathratus.** Shell oblong, beaked and grooved, with longitudinal sub-membranaceous plait. This species is found in Iceland: it resembles very much the Turbo clathratus, to be described hereafter, but it has a short beak, and numerous erect compressed plait.

**Nasso.** Shell solid, brown, or pale brown, with a white sub-diaphanous band; whorls knotty; pillar a little plaited. This is thought to be a species between the Veluta and Murex.

**Plicatus.** Whorls of the spire plaited and knotty. It is found, though rarely, in India.

**Scala.** Shell umbilicate, with dilated wedged, ribbed, and transversely striate whorls; aperture heart-shaped; the shell is reddish-white, sometimes yellow, with pale brown bands.

**Piscellum.**
FISCELLUM. Shell angular, longitudinally plaited, and transversely striated; lip toothed; mouth violet; beak straight, short. Inhabits China.

CORONLA. Shell fusiform, with brown and yellowish bands; whorls above flattened, with waved imbricate scales; beak straight, entire. It inhabits Mexico.

DOLARIAU. Beak dilated, shell ovate, with a few elevated obtuse belts on the whorls. This, which is about the thirteenth inch of a nutshell, inhabits the ocean; shell horn; tapering both ways, surrounded with numerous obtuses, and very much ruffled, two on the whorl; pillar perforated; aperture ovate, a little transverse forwards, excavated at the outer margin, and tapering behind into a hardly manifest and slightly emarginate canal.

CORNEUS. Shell oblong, slender, white, the margins of the whorls complicated, the tip tuberculate; aperture toothless; beak a little ascending. It inhabits the British and North seas; three inches long. The shell is white, covered with a brown skin, transversely striated; spire with eight round whorls.

LIGNARIAU. Shell oblong, coarse, with obtuse knotty whorls; aperture toothless; beak short, straightish. Found in divers parts of the ocean; about three or four inches long. Shell smooth, coarse, with a single row of knots on the whorls.

TRAPANUM. Shell oblong, obtusely angular, with slightly knotty whorls; aperture toothed; beak short and straight. It inhabits the Indian ocean; it is frequently seen above fix inches long.

VESPERTILIOU. Shell solid, ventricose, smooth, with an oblong oval aperture; beak and crowded spire striated; the outer whorls are sinuate. It is found in the Indian ocean, and is full four inches long. The shell on the outside is of a cheetah colour, but within it is of a flesh colour.

SCOLYIUS. Shell thin, diaphanous, ventricose, and transversely striated, the middle of the back smooth; spire with obtuse undulate knots; pillar three-plaited; the shell is white, with nine or ten whorls on the spire; the tubercles are hollow within, and the beak is annulate.

HARPUS. Shell ventricose, longitudinally ribbed, the ribs transversely striated; spire a little prominent, the whorls dilatant.

TUBA. Shell fusiform, transversely striated, white, with a brown tip to the spire; whorls dilatant, and crowned at the base with knots. It is found in China, and is nearly fix inches long. Beak is rather long; the spire has eight whorls.

SYRACUSANUS. Shell oblong, with striate plaited whorls, covered with tuberculated ridges; aperture toothless; beak short. It inhabits the Mediterranean, but is extremely rare. The whorls are terebrate, with white divisions; beak moderately long, obliquely striated outwardly.

CANTICUS. Shell oblong, with rounded, plaited, and transversely striated whorls; aperture toothed, beak short. It inhabits the Mediterranean. Shell white, slightly plaited longitudinally, with elevated ferruginous angles; whorls with elevated fringes; aperture striate within.

SCYPHUS. Shell nearly without beak, fusiform, smooth, pale, with longitudinal brown fringes; lip toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean, and is not much larger than a grain of barley. The shell is oblong, with tuberculated flexuous fringes.

TERRATANUS. Shell transversely striated, with dilatant, undulate tuberculate whorls; aperture oblong; beak straight, longish. It inhabits the Ternate island; is yellow, and about four inches long.

INSUNDINUM. Shell umbilicate, undulately noddy, with elevated brown fringes; perforation funnel-shaped; pillar two-plaited. This is a very rare shell, about four inches long, with nine whorls.

POLYGONUS. Shell a little ventricose, undulate, with tubercles; striate, grooved, and obtusely angled; black, with an oval aperture and short beak. It inhabits the Indian ocean; shell is sometimes umbilicate, sometimes not; pillar with or without plates.

ISLANDICUS. Shell transversely striated, snowy, covered with a brown skin; spire papillous at the tip, with round whorls, the first very large and ventricose. It is found in Iceland. The shell is about five inches long, with from six to nine whorls; the aperture is oblong; the beak short, lip acute; pillar smooth.

LEVIGATUS. Shell fusiform; spire transversely striated, with dilatant flatish whorls, the first round and smooth; the beak rather long. It has been found in the foible state in Campania, and is 3½ inches long. The aperture is oval, and the beak sometimes a little bent.

FOSSILS. To call on account of its being found in Campania, only in the foible state; shell fusiform; thin, cancellate, with a long beak. It is an inch and a quarter long; the whorls are more or less dilatant; pillar plaited or smooth.

CANDIDUS. Shell snow, transversely striated; spire with dilatant whorls, carinate in the middle, and crowned with tubercles; aperture oval; lip grooved within, and dentriculate at the margin. The shell is between nine and ten inches long.

ANSATUS. Shell brown, transversely striated; spire mucronate, the whorls dilatant, convex and knotty at the base; beak long.

UNDATUS. Shell solid, ventricose, with waved angles, and very finely striate transversely; spire mucronate, the whorls knotty at the base; lip denticulate. It inhabits India; is eight inches and a half long, and ponderous; shell white, with fourteen whorls, and a slightly curved beak.

LONGISIMUS. Shell thin, striate, with an obtuse knotty spire and long straight beak. It inhabits India; is nine inches long; shell white with ten whorls.

LANCEUS. Shell narrowed; whorls of the spire transversely ribbed and longitudinally carinate; aperture ovate, ribbed with white within, and toothed at the margin; the pillar is two-plaited. It inhabits Ambona; shell exceedingly thin and narrow, the younger ones reddish, the adult ones white, interlaced of the ribs and aperture violet; the spire has eleven or twelve whorls.

ANGUSTUS. Shell narrowed; first whorl of the spire longitudinally plaited and transversely ribbed, the others smooth and round; beak transversely ribbed.

VERISICOLOR. Shell subcylindrical with an obtuse spire, the whorls round and striate, the lower ones mostly glabrous. It inhabits India; shell brown variegated, with nine whorls.

VERIECIVOCUS. Shell umbilicate, and surrounded with belts, the middle ones more raised; whorls crowned with tubercles which are spotted with brown; beak inflected. Inhabits the Red sea.

SYRIACUSUS. Shell thin, transversely striated; spire mucronate; the whorls round; beak long; aperture ovate; lip crenulate. This shell is about four inches long, covered with a brown skin.

PARDALUS. Shell rounded, white with violet spots, longitudinally ribbed and transversely striate; spire obtuse; beak long.

GIGAS.
MUREX.

GIGAS. In this species the whorls of the spire are tur- 
gid, gibbous, nodulous, and annulate; beak reflected; lip 
denticulate beneath. This shell is twenty-one inches long.

LIGNOSUS. Shell white; spire obtuse, the whorls 
slightly crowned with unequal tubercles; beak transversely 
spirated. It is about one inch and a half in length.

GIBBULUS. Shell tapering, orange; spire obtuse, the 
whorls dilated, with longitudinal ribs and flexuous transverse 
spiras; the beak is short.

GRANULARIS. Shell tapering, spire with contiguous 
whorls separated by a flexuous line, the first ventricose.

Found in the Adriatic.

VENEXILUM. Shell tapering, transversely ribbed; whorls 
cylindrical; aperture oval; lip inflated; white; beak short. The 
shell is of an orange colour with brown belts.

VOLUMINUS. Shell oblong, ventricose; the whorls with a 
spiral margin; aperture glabrous; beak short and bent out- 
wards. The shell of this species is middle-sized, tawny, with 
eight whorls.

APER. Shell ovate, transversely spirated; spire with flat-
tish whorls crowned with a row of tubercles. The shell is 
one inch and a half long, fulvous or white variegated; 
it has nine whorls.

CAMPANICUS. Shell ventricose; spire obtuse, cancellate, 
with cartilaginous whorls, the first ventricose and smooth; beak 
long and smooth. It is found officle in Campania, and is three 
incches long.

ARENOSUS. Whorls of the spire with decussate ribs; 
the first very large, the third outmost smooth; beak acute; 
aperture oval; lip toothed outwardly. It inhabits the sandy 
shores of India; very small.

MARCENSIS. Shell narrow, brownish, transversely spirated; 
spire mucronate, with dilatant, contrary, round, longitudinally 
ribbed whorls; beak prominent; aperture oval.

LINEATUS. Shell oblong, whitish with transverse spiras; 
beak short, straight. Found on the shores of New Zea- 
land.

PERRON. Shell a little tapering; the whorls cartilag- 
ous, margined and flattened; beak long, straight. It in- 
habits the Southern ocean.

LARVA. Shell cylindrical; spire with a crenate callous 
belts, the upper whorls with plaited knots; lower ones flat-
tish; beak striate, short, emarginate.

NERITOIDES. Shell solid, thick, coarse; spire exerted; 
the whorls transversely spirated; aperture semicircular, and 
spirated; beak straight and short.

PRISMATICUS. Shell ovate angular, iridescent, longitudi- 
nally grooved and plaited; beak short; lip denticulate. It 
habitats India and the South seas.

COLUMBARIUM. Shell with longitudinal plaited ribs, and 
transversely grooved, angular, spinous, cartilage, alternately 
varied with white and brown; whorls leflying suddenly; 
beak short, straight; mouth violet. It inhabits Pulo 
 Condore.

ASPERINUS. Shell ribbed, varied with brown, yellow, 
and white; whorls oblique, with a tuberculated margin, and 
brown band in the middle, and another white one; beak 
dilated, acorning; shell nearly two inches long.

UNDULATUS. Shell white, undulate with bay, with 
grooves marked with raised spiras; the whorls, at the mar-
gin, nodulous; beak striate. Found in the Red Sea, and 
is about four inches long.

F. Taperings, undulate, with a very short beak.

VERTAGUS. Whorls of the spire plaited above; beak 
acorning; pillar plaited within; it inhabits India, is about 
three inches long, with fifteen or more round whorls sep-a- 
rated by a groove; the lower ones smooth on one part 
beak very short.

ALUCO. Whorls of the spire tuberculate with a spiri-
tuous streak in the middle; pillar with a single plait, beak 
ascending. It is found in the Southern seas, in the Atlantic, 
also in the Red sea; and is about four inches long; whorls 
generally whitish, sprinkled with blue, or brownish dots; 
whorls transversely spirated; beak smooth.

ANNULARIS. Whorls surronded with longitudinally 
spirated helices, the first whorl transversely spirated; beak 
ascending.

FLICATULUS. Shell ventricose, with a transversely spirated 
spire, the whorls with longitudinally knotty plates; apertu-
re oval. The shell is yellowish, with white plates; spire 
with eight whorls; pillar with a single plait.

SORIDUS. Shell ventricose, transversely spirated, and 
crowned with black knots; lip dilated. The shell is gen-
erally blueish, with a very trifling prominent beak; this is 
thought by some to be a variety of the Strombus tuber-
culus.

CINGULATUS. Spire transversely spirated and grooved; 
the whorls surronded with three rows of granulations, the 
first a little knotty. It is found in Tranquebar.

FUSCUS. The shell of this species is rounded; first whorl 
of the spire is gibbous; the following ones variegated; the last 
with numerous spines.

FASCIATUS. Shell transversely spirated; the spire crowned. 
This is found in the rivers of America.

FLUVIATILIS. Shell brown; first whorls of the spire 
crowned with spines, the other with knots; aperture re-
pand.

ALATUS. Shell reticulate; spire mucronate, the first 
whorl grooved and transversely spirated; lip winged; spire 
annulate, with nine whorls bordered with a spirated band.

NOBULUS. Shell transversely spirated, and alternately 
barred with brown and white; spire mucronate, the 
whorls dilated and undulate knots. Shell with a slightly promi-
nent lip.

TEREBELLA. Shell with a triple moniliform belt on each 
side the whorls; aperture oval, with curved spiras within. 
The shell is from an inch to two inches and a half long; in 
colour it is a sort of chemift brown; sometimes uniform, or 
chemift with white belts, or white with chemift suburb 
belts; aperture often variegated.

FUSCUS. Spire with crenulate whorls, the upper spiras 
denticulated. It inhabits the Mediterranean; the shell is co- 
vered with a brown skin, the base obtuse; whorls with a 
knotty belt in the middle, and a band on each side, one of 
them granulate, the other crenulate.

TORULUS. Whorls of the spire with a slightly knotty 
zone above; beak short. In colour it is white, smooth, or 
marked with oblique longitudinal spiras; the tip plaited; 
zone of the whorls elevated, gibbous, obtuse.

REDULA. Whorls of the spire tuberculate, with a dou-
ble row of punctured spiras. It inhabits Africa; shell red-
dish or brown; tubercles often tipt with white; the apertu-
re is oval.

ASPER. Whorls of the spire grooved, transversely spirated 
and mucrate; beak ascending; it inhabits Guinea; the 
shell is of a milk-white, with rows of brown dots; solid, 
with from twelve to fourteen longitudinal grooves; aperture 
sub-oval; pillar with a single plait.

GRANULATUS. Shell rough with decussate tubercles; 
beak acute, ascending; it is found in India; the shell is 
about two inches long, white; the whorls are longitudinally 
ribbed and transversely spirated; aperture oval; pillar with a 
single plait.
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**Decollatus.** Whorls of the spire with longitudinal plaited grooves, the tip appearing as if the point of it were broken off. It inhabits the European seas; resembles the Helix decollata, but is emarginate at the base; aperture obovate; upper margin of the whorls tapering with longitudinal slires and imbricate plates; the grooves are opaque black.

**Moluccatus.** Shell friate; whorls of the spire transversely grooved with undulate longitudinal plates; lip dilate crenulate, beak tubular. It is found among the marines of the Molucca islands.

**Minimus.** Shell with transverse undulate slires, crossed by longitudinal lines; aperture orbicular. Found in Jamaica.

**Strigilatus.** Shell longitudinally friate; whorls unindented, with a lowly belt at the future spotted with rufous.

**Tuberculatus.** Shell transversely friate and surrounded with glabrous knots; lip thickened. The shell of this species is solid, a little gibbous, obtuse; the knob black tipped with white.

**Gibbosus.** Whorls of the spire margined; belly gibbos; lip cleft denticate; beak short. Spire with nine slires, and longitudinally plaited; beak straight and short; shell with reddish spots.

**Attras.** Shell black, the whorls transversely friate and tuberculate; pillar with a single plait; beak straight. The spire has ten whorls; lip crenulate.

**Contrarius.** Shell with four contrary whorls marked with double slires, beak dilated. It inhabits the European and North seas.

**Eurynus.** Shell contrary, hyaline, with six very fine crenulate whorls.

**Constrictus.** Shell tapering, very rough, with granulations; lip doubled, emarginate each side, and toothed within; aperture oval, friate.

**Clava.** Shell transversely friate and spotted; whorls with plaited knots; beak ascending; lip doubled, dilated, pilarly replicated and glabrous. It inhabits Pulo Condore.

**Hexagonus.** Shell yellowish, hexagonal, with transverse granulate frie; first whorl tuberculate; aperture roundish; lip dilated. It is found in the South sea, and specimens of it are frequently seen foible.

**Minutissimus.** Shell with five spirally friate whorls and remote ribs; beak closed. It inhabits the Welsh coasts; the shell agreeing with its name is exceedingly minute, elegant, and pollicid.

**Murex Mutans**, in Conchology, a name given by some authors to the genus of shells, known at this time under the name of porcelains and concha venere. See Porcelain-field.

**Murex**, among the ancient Romans, a caltrap, or iron instrument, with sharp points every way, used as a defence against the enemy's horse.

**Murga, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Bunderland; 15 miles E. of Callanger.**

**Murfersborough**, a part-town of America, in North Carolina, and capital of Gates' county; situated on Melvern river, and containing a few houses, a courthouse, jail, and tobacco warehouse, and carrying on a small trade with Edenton, and the other sea-port towns; three miles from Princetown.

**Murg, a river of Germany, which rises about two miles S.S.E. of Oppenwe, runs S.S.E. about six miles to lake Epf, near which it is joined by the Lorhech, when it runs northward to Gerispach; and having paused this town it runs N.W. by Kapperhein, Ralladt, &c. into the Rhine.**

**Murga, a river on the coast of Chili, in South America, S. of the south point of Quintero bay, and not far from the entrance into Chili river.**

**Murga, a town of Hindooftan, in Gerry Mundella; 25 miles E. of Mundella.**

**Murgaw, a town of Hindooftan, in the circuit of Goor; 10 miles S. of Calpy.**

**Murgenthal, a town of Switzerland, in the canton of Berne; 15 miles E. of Sooleure.**

**Mugian, a town of Persia, in the province of Comis; 50 miles E. of Damegan.** Also, a town of Persia, in the province of Kerman; 50 miles N. of Sirgian.

**Murook, a town of Hindooftan, in Colonda; 25 miles S.S.E. of Combamet.**

**Murdhard, a town of Wurtemberg, on the Muhr; 22 miles N.E. of Stuttgart.**

**Muralto, a town of France, in the department of the Stura, on the Bormida; five miles E. of Ceva.**

**Muriate of Iron, in Agriculture, a salt which seldom occurs in nature. It has been supposed highly injurious to vegetation. It is decomposed by fixed alkalies, lime, and magnesia, forming digestive salt, sea-fall, muriate of lime, and muriate of magnesia.**

**Muriate of Lime, an earthy fall which consists of the muriatic acid and lime. It is found native in the sea-water, and in the mother-water of culinary salt. It is likewise obtained either by direct combination, or by the decomposition of lal ammoniac by quick lime. Lord Dundonald says, that it is very soluble, and, when mixed with dung, its effects in promoting vegetation will probably be found similar to those of the muriate of magnesia. It is decomposed by fixed alkalies, forming therewith muriate of potash, or digestive salt of Sylvius, and muriate of soda.**

**Muriate of Magnesia, an earthy salt which consists of the muriatic acid and pure magnesia. It is found in the mother-earth of nitre manufacturers, and may be produced artificially both by direct and indirect combination. According to Lord Dundonald, it is found in great abundance in sea-water, constituting upwards of one-fourth of the saline matter it contains. It may be procured in great quantities from the bitter refuse liquor which at present runs to waste at the salt-works. It is a salt very delicate, and of difficult crystallization; its acid is capable, in a great measure, of being expelled by heat, and very considerable benefit has been experienced from its use in promoting vegetation, when mixed with dung or compost dung-hills. It seems to possess, when applied in moderate quantities, the septic powers of sea-fall, and thus to promote the complete putrefaction of dung. It is decomposed by fixed alkalies and lime, forming therewith digestive salt of Sylvius, sea-fall, and muriate of lime. With ammoniac, or volatile alkali, it forms a triplicate salt of easy crystallization.**

**Muriate of Soda, a neutral saline suffulment, consisting of a muriatic acid and soda, or the fixed mineral alkali. It has received various denominations, according to the state in which it is found in nature, as rock-fall, which is dug cut of the earth in solid masses, bay-fall, formed by the evaporation of sea-water, and river-fall obtained from fall-pumps. But none of these falls is pure, they are always mixed with some heterogeneous parts; thus rock-fall contains exploin, bay-fall, a great deal of muriate of magnesia, and river-fall, frequently both. Sometimes they contain by accident biter fall,
MURIATIC ACID.

It may probably be useful as a manure. See Sea-Salt.

MURIATIC ACID, in Chemistry, a substance which, although it has not as yet been decomposed, is presumed to be a compound of some inflammable body with oxygen, and, in consequence, has been classed with the other acridous oxides. Our ignorance of its constituents does not admit of its procuration by synthesis. It is, however, found in great abundance in nature, being a component part of muriate of soda (common salt), and some others. It is obtained by the following process:

Let equal parts, by weight, of sulphuric acid and muriate of soda, be put into a glass retort, or common gas bottle. Let the beak of the retort be placed in a mercurial trough, below the surface, under a jar filled with mercury. An elastic fluid will be diffused, which will ascend into the jar, displacing as much of the mercury. If a small lamp be now applied to the retort, the gas will be rapidly set free, and will soon fill the jar with a gas having all the appearance of common air, but, as we shall soon notice, is possessed of very different properties. This product is called muriatic acid gas, and has till lately been generally held to be the muriatic acid in a state of purity. It has a disagreeable smell, and is exceedingly suffocating. It is almost instantly fatal to animals, when taken into the lungs.

The specific gravity of muriatic acid gas is that of hydrogen as 15.3 to 1, and 100 cubic inches of it weigh 59.5 grams.

This gas is rapidly absorbed by water, producing much heat. Under the average pressure and temperature, water absorbs more than four hundred times its bulk. This constitutes the liquid muriatic acid, formerly called spirit of salt. The following is a table of the per cent of acid, in the liquid acid, of different specific gravities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Gravity</th>
<th>Acid per cent. in Liquid Acid by Weight</th>
<th>Acid per cent. by Measure</th>
<th>Boiling Point</th>
<th>Atoms of Acid in Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1 + 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1 + 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1 + 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1 + 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1 + 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1 + 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1 + 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1 + 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>1 + 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>1 + 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1 + 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>1 + 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>1 + 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>1 + 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>1 + 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1 + 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1 + 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1 + 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>1 + 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1 + 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the preceding table it will appear, that the specific gravity of liquid muriatic acid is in the direct ratio of the combined gas, so long as it retains the liquid form. Whether it is combined with water in its gaseous form, is a matter not yet decided. On this point we shall make some observations in the course of this article. The condensation of the two bodies, with the evolution of heat during combination, are proofs of their great attraction for each other. No liquid acid appears to be capable of existing when the proportion of gas is much more than four or five hundred times the volume of the water. At this strength it appears to contain about 48 per cent. of the acid gas. Its specific gravity is 1.5, and its boiling point 60°. Mr. Dalton is of opinion that it consists of 3 x 8 + 22, or 3 atoms of water, and 1 of acid.

Its boiling point gradually lowers with a less proportion of gas, as may be seen in the table, till it gets to the proportion of 12 per cent. of gas, under which it boils at 23.5°.

Mr. Dalton very justly observes, that when the acid gas is in greater proportion, the gas escapes to bring it to that standard. When, however, it is in a less proportion, the water evaporates till it arrives at the same strength.

The methods of ascertaining the strength of a given acid are various. Let a given measure, or weight, of the acid be saturated with crystallized carbonate of lime in powder, and let the carbonate of acid be carefully collected. For every 194.4 by weight of carbonate of acid, allow 22 of real muriatic acid.

To a given weight of the liquid acid, let nitrate of silver be added till no more precipitation takes place. Collect the muriate of silver and dry it. For every 100 grams of this muriate allow 17 of muriatic acid.

The process for obtaining liquid muriatic acid consists of the most convenient means of precipitating the gas to water intended to absorb it. The common salt is put into a retort of glafs in the finall, and of iron in the large way. The gas is then received into a set of Woulfe's bottles. (See Laboratory.) This gas is to be supplied till no more is absorbed.

This liquid is generally of a yellow colour, which is said to be owing to a small portion of iron, since the pure acid is without colour.

The presence of muriatic acid, in the gaseous form, is easily ascertained by ammonia. The two gases combine, forming dense white fumes, which, when condensed, form muriate of ammonia.

The acid in any liquid is detected with great sensibility by sulphate of silver: the acid forms with it a heavy white precipitate, which turns purple by exposure to light. This is the muriate of silver.

Muriatic acid, which has been considered a compound of some inflammable body with oxygen, combines with an additional portion of oxygen, forming the compound called oxy-muriatic acid. This substance was discovered by Scheele, and is obtained by adding oxvd of manganese to liquid muriatic acid: by applying heat a gas comes over exceedingly acid and pungent to the smell, having at the same time a disagreeable effect upon the lungs. When it is collected in a glass jar, it appears of a greenish colour. Its specific gravity is greater than that of muriatic acid gas, being to that of hydrogen as 30.75 to 1:100 cubic inches weigh 70 grams.

It is much less absorbable by water than muriatic acid gas, the water taking up not more than double its volume.

It supports combustion with most of the inflammable bodies. Several of the metals, as zinc, bismuth, copper, arsenic, and antimony, take fire when introduced to this gas in the flake of thin foil or fine powder. This gas, when accompanied with moisture, destroys the colours of vegetable substancess, and hence is employed for bleaching linen and cotton.

Chemists are at present divided respecting the nature of this substance, as well as the muriatic acid. In all probability.
MURIATIC ACID.

bility the disputed point may be settled in a short time, so that we may be able to give a more satisfactory account of it under Oxymuriatic Acid. We shall here give a brief detail of the facts and reasonings which have led to some new conclusions, but which we shall not venture to adopt, till we are in possession of an experimentum crux which shall leave but one opinion on the subject.

Since the celebrated discovery of potassium by Sir Humphry Davy, the French chemists, Gay Lussac and Thenard, have made some experiments upon muriatic acid gas, with a view to ascertain the component parts of the acid. In all these experiments, they were obliged to adopt one of the following conclusions, namely, that muriatic acid gas is either a compound of real acid combined with about one-fourth of water, or that the acid is a compound of hydrogen with oxymuriatic acid, the latter being regarded as a simple body of a nature similar to oxygen.

The following are the experiments which led to these conclusions. By passing muriatic acid gas over litharge, muriate of lead was formed, and a quantity of water produced. The same took place when oxyd of silver was similarly employed. The water was equal to about one-fourth the weight of the gas. Conceiving, from these facts, that muriatic acid gas was a compound of three-fourths of the real acid with one-fourth of water, they next made some experiments with a view to obtain the acid free from water. For this purpose, they applied the dry vitreous superfusephate of lime, and afterwards the vitreous boracic acid, to the dry muriates; but although they exposed them to a high temperature, no muriatic acid could be difengaged. If, however, a few drops of water were added, the muriatic acid instantly separated in the form of gas. Hence they found, that muriatic acid could not be separated from its compounds without the presence of water.

Their next object was to attempt to separate the oxygen from the oxymuriatic acid, and by that means get the muriatic acid free from water, as they had reason to believe that the former did not contain water. This object, however, they found of no less difficulty than the last. Metallic sublunacies were inefficient for this purpose, in consequence of their combination with the acid they wished to obtain. When they employed sulphur, they obtained a peculiar compound with the acid, and the sulphur which had before been discovered by Dr. Thomson, under the name of the sulphurred muriatic acid. Phosphorus also combined with the acid, forming a peculiar substance. Their next experiment was to pass oxymuriatic acid gas over red-hot carbon: at first some muriatic acid was formed, but ultimately they found that carbon had no effect upon oxymuriatic acid when no moisture was present. They further found, that when the oxymuriatic acid was brought in contact with sulphurous acid gas, with nitric oxyd, or with carbonic oxyd, no decomposition took place, except with the presence of water or hydrogen. In the whole of these experiments, the two hypotheses above-mentioned were equally applicable to explain the phenomena. The above chemists, however, were more inclined to give preference to the idea that muriatic acid gas is a compound of real acid with water, than that oxymuriatic acid is a simple body, which, when combined with hydrogen, constitutes muriatic acid.

Sir Humphry Davy, who has made some experiments, has explained the facts by the latter hypothesis, and appears so confident of its truth, that although few chemists of eminence are as yet decided on the subject, he has adopted it in his new work, with a new nomenclature relative to oxymuriatic acid and its compounds. The substance which is supposed to unite with hydrogen to form muriatic acid, is the same with oxymuriatic acid, and is called by Sir Humphry Davy chlorina. He represents it as a substance possessing many of the qualities of oxygen, particularly in its attraction for inflammable bodies. All those bodies which are deemed compounds of muriatic acid with the different saline bases, and free from water; or, in other words, all the dry muriates, are deemed by the above chemists compounds of chlorine with the inflammable bases. When muriatic acid gas is heated with a metallic oxyd, he concludes, that the oxygen of the oxyd unites with the hydrogen of the acid, forming water, while the chlorine thus liberated combines with the metal.

The compounds of chlorine with different inflammable bodies, have been named by Sir Humphry Davy agreeably to the names of the different bodies combining with chlorine. Its compound with sulphur he has called sulphurane; the same termination "ane" being applied to the name of the base in the other compounds of chlorine. The compounds which contain the second proportion of chlorine are named by the termination "ana" to the base, as "phospho- rana," the second compound of chlorine with phosphorus.

It would be worse than useless to give a further view of this theory. Its rejection or final adoption will, in all probability, take place before we come to the article Oxymuriatic Acid. Before, however, we quit the subject, we will make a few observations upon the relative grounds on which the two theories stand. This we will do by explaining several prominent facts on both principles. Sir Humphry Davy burnt eight grains of potassium in 22 cubic inches 8.69 grains of muriatic acid gas, which produced eight cubic inches (3 grains) of hydrogen. Now the .2 grains of hydrogen were, according to the new hypothesis, let free from the 8.69 grains of muriatic acid, hence the proportions in which they united are 43.1 by weight. Sir Humphry has since stated that this compound consists of equal volumes, or, according to the specific gravity of the gases given by this chemist, 33.1 by weight. But, according to the authority of Dalton, it would be 30 of oxymuriatic acid, and 1 of hydrogen.

In the above experiment, if we consider the .2 grains of hydrogen, produced by burning eight grains of potassium in muriatic acid gas, as refuting from water, it will follow that the oxygen which had been taken from the water by the potassium, was 14 grains. This would give 1.6 of water. If we consider potash as the protoxyn of potassium, then an atom of potash will be 35 + 7 = 42, and we shall have \( \frac{42}{1.6} = 8 \) atoms of oxygen, so that there is a difference of .2 grains of oxygen between the calculation and the experiment. Sir Humphry does not appear to have been correct in the experiment above given. The muriatic acid is in too great proportion for the exact formation of muriate of potash. Since, however, the same quantity of hydrogen would result from this or any greater proportion of acid, the quantity of hydrogen to the metal is nearly correct.

If muriatic acid gas be a compound of the real acid with water, the proportions cannot be less than 1 atom of acid to 1 of water, or 22 + 8 = 30. In order, therefore, that the potassium may be in such proportion to the acid gas that every may be saturated, the atom of potassium, which is 35, should be added to an atom of acid gas, 22 + 8 = 30. The oxygen of the water 7 will unite with 25 of potassium, forming 42 of potash. This unites with 22 of acid, forming 42 of muriate of potash, while 1 of hydrogen will be set free from the atom of water. If the above numbers be considered
ordered grains, the volume of the hydrogen will be equal to 40 cubic inches. Comparing this with the above experiment, we shall have \( \frac{35}{40} = \frac{8}{9.1} \), so that by calculation, on the idea that the acid gas contains an atom of water, 8 grains of potassium would afford 9.1 cubic inches of hydrogen, which is more by 1.1 cubic inches than in the experiment. Agreeably to this calculation, the quantity of muriatic acid gas to have been taken up exactly by 8 grains of potassium, would be about 17.4 cubic inches, or 6.86 grains. This would consist of 5.031 of acid, and 1.829 of water; 1.6004 of oxygen from the latter would combine with eight grains of potassium, forming 9.604 of potash, while 2.286 of 9.144 cubic inches of hydrogen will be evoked. The 9.604 of potash will combine with 5.031 of real acid, forming 14.6114 of muriate of potash. This added to 2.286 of hydrogen gives 14.86 grains, the original weight.

The above will very nearly agree with Sir Humphry Davy's account of the proportions of hydrogen and chlorine to form muriatic acid. In the last statement the acid is 6.86, conflating 5.031 of real acid, and 1.829 of water. When the hydrogen, which is 2.286, is separated, the 5.031 of real acid will combine with 1.6004 of oxygen, forming 6.0035 of oxymuriatic acid; the volume of which is 8.77. The volume of hydrogen in the same is 9.144 cubic inches. Sir Humphry states them to equal volumes, which is not far from the above numbers.

From these statements it will appear that both opinions agree in the fact, that an atom of oxymuriatic acid, and an atom of hydrogen, form an atom of muriatic acid gas. It is from this circumstance that the two explanations so exactly agree in all the experiments hitherto made.

The only thing in dispute as to real fact is, whether water is or is not a component part of muriatic acid gas. If the latter is not the case, the oxymuriatic acid is a simple body, and the view taken of it by Sir Humphry Davy must be adopted. If, on the contrary, the acid gas be a compound of an atom of water with an atom of real acid, then the oxymuriatic acid will as usual be considered as an atom of real muriatic acid with an atom of oxygen; or an atom of the acid gas with an atom of hydrogen, abstracted from the atom of water which it contains. When muriatic acid combines with any saline base, both parties would agree that a quantity of water would be the result, and the same quantity would be admitted by each. Those of the new opinion would say that the water resulted from the hydrogen of the muriatic acid, and the oxygen of the saline base. Those of the old opinion would account for the water from the acid gas giving its water when the real acid combined the oxy.

In all attempts to extract oxygen from the muriatic acid, the muriatic acid itself either disappears, or the oxymuriatic acid remains unaltered. Sir Humphry explains this fact by not allowing the existence of oxygen in oxymuriatic acid. Those who hold oxymuriatic acid to be a compound, would say that the muriatic acid would not give up its atom of oxygen, excepting an atom of water were present, to which the acid owes its gaseous form.

The only experiment in which the result can be unequivocal is, in uniting muriatic acid to ammonia, since the latter is the only false base which does not combine with oxygen. If the gases do not contain free moisture, the muriatic acid ought to combine with the ammonia, while the water of the acid gas is liberated. This experiment was made by Mr. Murray, in which he affirms that water is separated. The experiment has been repeated by Sir Humphry Davy, without producing any water, when the salt was not exposed to the air before examination. Mr. Murray has since made a second trial, with the caution of baking the salt before the gases from the atmosphere. Mr. Murray still insists that water is obtained from the salt by distillation. We hope by the time we have occasion to resume this subject, the experiment will have been made upon a larger scale, which will settle the point in dispute.

Dr. Henry has, on several occasions, tried the effect of electricity upon muriatic acid. Traces of hydrogen gas have been frequently found to be the result. This ingenious experimenter, from some recent experiments, has concluded, that when the gas is completely free from hygroscopic moisture, no hydrogen gas is produced. If, therefore, the muriatic acid contains water of combination, it is not within the influence of electricity.

MURIATTAH, in Geography, a river of Bengal, which runs into the bay of Bengal, N. lat. 21° 43'. E. long. 89° 38'.

MURIC, a town of Japan, in the island of Niphon; 75 miles S.W. of Meaco.

MURICHOM, a town of Bootan; 48 miles N. of Bhavar.


Gen. Ch. Male, Cal. the outermost large, inflated, obtuse, simple-flowered sheath. Perianth in five deep, awl-shaped, irized, coloured, spreading, equal segments. Cor. bell-shaped, of five ovato-lanceolate, ribbed, spreading petals. Stam. Filaments three, short, thick, triangular, dilated and connexed at the base; anthers three, or rather five, those on two of the filaments being double, with two divaricated lobes, arcuited at the base, the third simple, all distinct, with a pollen-bearing line at the outside.

Female, on the same plant, scattered. Cal. and Cor. as in the male. Fig. Germen between the sheath and perianth, oblong-ovate, villos; style round, thick, as long as the flamines, slightly three-echl at the top; stigmas three, horizontal, arrow-shaped. Peric. Berry large, ovate, muricated, of one cell. Seeds numerous, large, orbicular, reticulated, tuberculated at the edge.


1. M. cochinchinensis. Native of China and Cochinchina. A large climbing shrub, with a thick, woody, branched stem. Tendrils solitary. Leaves leaved, alternate, five-lobed, smooth, veinly, finely toothed; the three upper lobes pointed, the lower (or lateral) ones blunt and short. Flowers lateral, solitary, pale yellow, on long flanks. Berries of a reddish purple both within and without, rather fleshy, with brown seeds, imbedded in the pulp. Persimmon. Sheath green. The fruit has an impis fat, and no smell. It is used to colour wafers, cakes, or other eatables, of a fine purple. The seeds and leaves are reported by Loureir to have an opening and cleansing quality, removing obstructions in the liver and spleen, &c.

MURILLIO, Don Bartolome Esteban, in Biography, one of the most pleasing painters Spain ever produced. He was born at Plas, near Seville, in 1613, and having exhibited very early an inclination for the art, became a disciple of Juan del Cañillo, whose favourite subjects were fairs and markets;
markets; of which Murillo painted many pictures before he left him to go to Madrid. There he became known to, and favoured by, Velasquez, who enabled him to see the works of Titian, Rubens, and Vandyke, which were in the royal palaces, and the houses of the nobility. Of these he copied many, under the auspices of his friend, and having very much advanced himself in the knowledge and practice of his art, he returned to adorn the city of Seville with his performances.

This justly esteemed artist never went to Italy for his improvement, and the Spanish authors boast of this, forgetting that if Murillo did not visit that feat of the arts, at least he derived much of the excellence he polished from the works of its professors; he does not appear to have had to high a stamp of genius as to have advanced so far as he did without their assistance.

He was employed upon his return to Seville to paint for most of the principal churches there, and the pictures he produced, which were of subjects collected from holy writ, and the legends of the Romish calendar, were remaining in their original stations when the French so basely took possession of Spain. They, at least many of them, are most probably too good to have escaped transportation to Paris, that grand depot of plunder, where they cannot fail to receive their just portion of applause.

The style of Murillo is his own. He copied his objects from nature, but combined them ideally; that is, his backgrounds are generally confused and indistinct, and the parts very much blended together, with a loose pencil and indeterminate execution; but most of them have a very pleasing effect, and perhaps the principal objects acquire a degree of finish and beauty from this very circumstance. An instance may be recollected in his very pleasing picture of the good Shepherd, an excellent copy of which is at the markus of Stafford's gallery.

It was in small pictures of familiar life that this artist most completely succeeded, although the pictures above-mentioned in the churches of Seville are exceedingly large, 16 or 18 feet high some of them, and containing an immense number of figures, as is required in such subjects, as Christ feeding the Multitude, St. John preaching, St. Thomas giving alms to the Poor, &c. &c. In these pictures, skilfully wrought as they are, he does not appear to have penetrated the areana of grandeur or style; even his expressions are often of a mean character in the most dignified personages; but in the amiable and tender sentiments, which are expressed by the silent actions of the human features, he was eminently successful. His pictures capture very much by the gentleness and fineness of their colour, and the softness of the execution.

It was not only at Seville that Murillo's talents were called into action, Granada, Cadiz, and Cordova, each contained altar-pieces of his painting, and his smaller works were widely dispersed through the country. He enjoyed his renown to the advanced age of 72, when he died, universally lamented by those who felt any interest in the arts.

MURUO, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the province of Otranto; six miles N.E. of Alellana.—Also, a town of Naples, in Basilicata, the fee of a bishop, suffragan of Conza; 11 miles S.E. of Conza. N. lat. 40° 47', E. long. 15° 30'—Also, a town of Matera, containing a convent, a good hospital, and several chapels; abounding in all sorts of grain, fruits, vegetables, and a number of cattle.—Also, a mountain of Portugal, which forms a western boundary to the province of Trás los Montes.

MUROR, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Mah; 38 miles N. of Neermul.

MURORUM DOMESTICUS. See DOMESTICUS.

MUROS, or Muroz, in Geography, a small sea-port town of Spain, in the province of Galicia, situated between Bayona and Corunna, upon the N. bank of a small gulf, formed by the mouth of the Tamba; on the other side is "Nya" and its fertile plain, where is one of the beautiful dock-yards of Galicia for the construction of ships.

MURPHY, Arthur, in Biography, a considerable dramatic writer, was born, according to his own account, which he extracted from his mother's prayer-book, at Clonquin, in the county of Roscommon, in Ireland, on the 27th of December, 1727. His father, Richard Murphy, who was a merchant, sailed, in 1729, in one of his own trading-vessels for Philadelphia, but the voyage was truly disastrous; the ship was lost, probably in a violent storm, and neither maller nor one of the ship's company were ever afterwards heard of. From this time the care of the subject of the present article devolved upon his mother. In 1733 she removed, with her children, to London. Arthur did not remain long in the metropolis, he was sent for to Boulogne by his aunt, Mrs. Blunkett, his mother's sister. At ten years of age he was placed in the English College at St. Omer's, where he remained five years; and was in 1744 dif-
milled to London, being then seventeen years old. In speaking of his college exercises, he says from the middle of the second year he obtained the first place, and, excepting three times, maintained his ground through five successive years. In the middle of the year in poetry, the young scholar found a public examination of the Arislaed by heart. The Jesuits were arranged in order; the rector of the college examined his pupil, and never once found him at fault: at the end of half an hour, the rector took a pen to write Murphy's eulogium. The scholars all went by assumed names, Murphy changed his to Arthur French; in reference to this, the words of the rector were, "Gallus nomine, Gallus es, qui simul ac alas expandis, creatores supervolantias". "This," says Mr. Murphy, towards the close of his life, "at the time filled me with exultation, and even now is remembered by me with a degree of pleasure. I often look back with delight to my six years' residence in the college of St. Omer, during that time I knew no object of attention but Greek and Latin, and I have thought, and still think it, the happiest period of my life." On his return to England, he refixed with his mother till August 1747, when he was sent to Cork, to an uncle, in whose counting-houfe he was employed till April 1749. After this his uncle, Jeffery French, would have sent him to Jamaica to overlook a large estate which he possessed in that island, but having very little taste for that sort of business he returned to his mother in London. This was in the year 1751. He soon became acquainted with the wits of the day, and in October 1752, he published the first number of "The Grey's Inn Journal," a weekly paper, which he continued for two years. On the death of his uncle, Jeffery French, he was much disappointed in not finding his name mentioned in his will, and the more so as he had contracted debts, in faith of a good legacy, to the amount of 100l. In this embarrassed state, at the advice of the celebrated Foote, he went on the stage, and appeared for the first time in the character of Othello. In one leafl, by the help of ill fortune, he paid off his debts, and had at the end of the year 100l in his pocket. With this sum he determined to quit the dramatic line.

In 1757, he offered himself as a student in the Middle Temple, but was refused admission, on the ground that he had been on the stage. He was at this time engaged in a weekly paper, called "The Tolf," undertaken chiefly in favour of Mr. Fox, afterwards lord Holland, which ceased on the overthrow of the administration to which his lordship was attached. Mr. Fox interested himself very much in the favour of Murphy, spoke in his behalf to lord Mansfield, and he was admitted, through his means, as a student in the Society of Lincoln's Inn. This was in the year 1757; he now attended the law in conjunction with other subjects more adapted to his taste, and which proved more profitable to him. In the beginning of 1758, he produced the farce of "The Upholterer," which was very successful, and which he modestly fays owed its prodigious success to the acting of Garrick, Yates, Woodward, and Mrs. Clive. Before the end of the same year he finished "The Orphan of China," which is founded on a dramatic piece, translated from the Chinese language, in Du Halde's "History of China." The representation of this play gave Mrs. Yates the first opportunity of displaying her theatrical powers, and confirmed her reputation as one of the most excellent actresses who have trod the English stage. His "Defeat Island," a dramatic poem, and his "Way to keep Him," a comedy of three acts, afterwards enlarged to five acts, the most popular of all his dramatic compositions, appeared in the year 1760. After Mr. Murphy had been called to the bar, he occasionally went the circuit, but not making the profession the object of his life, he never obtained much practice. A variety of other dramatic pieces, consisting of tragedy, comedy, and farce, successively proceeded from his fertile pen. For the ground-work of these he was generally obliged to a foreign original, but he never spared pains to fit them for the English theatre. To this sort of business he refers in his prologue to his "Zenobia."

"Not to translate one hard his pen both dips; They take a play, as Britons take a ship; They have her down; with many a lurdy stroke Repair her well, and build with heart of oak; To every breeze let Britain's Dreamers free, New maw her, and away again to sea."

"This," says one of Mr. Murphy's biographers, "is an ingenious illustration of the business of dramatic alteration, but cannot elevate it to the rank of original composition. Mr. Murphy's plays generally acted well, and had temporary success, but they made little addition to the true theatrical stock of the country." His farces still are acted, so also are his "Way to keep Him," and the "Grecian Daughter." At one period of his life, as we have seen, he engaged in the field of political warfare; he published several occasional poems, and gave Latin versions of some popular English poems; by the latter he obtained great credit as an elegant scholar. In 1786, he published his works collectively, in seven volumes, octavo. In 1792, he appeared as one of the biographers of Dr. Johnson, in "An Essay on his Life and Genius;" and in the following year he published a translation of Tacitus, in four volumes, quarto, dedicated to the late Edmund Burke. To this work, which is done in a respectable and even matterly manner, he has added "An Essay on the Life and Genius of Tacitus;" also, historical supplements and frequent annotations and comments. Mr. Murphy continued to write to an advanced age, and in 1798 he published his "Arminius," intended to excite the nation to measures of war, which he thought, to use the cant of politicians, "to be just and necessary." Through his interest with lord Longbrough, he obtained the office of one of the commissioners of bankrupts, to which, during the last three years of his life, was added a pension of 200l. a-year. Mr. Foote has given an interesting account of the close of Mr. Murphy's life, from which it appears he had perfectly reconciled his mind to the stroke of death: when he had made his will, and given plain and accurate directions respecting his funeral, he said, "I have been preparing for my journey to another region, and now do not care how soon I take my departure." On the day of his death, which was on the 18th of June, 1805, he frequently repeated the lines of Pope:

"Taught, half by reason, half by mere decay, To welcome death and calmly pass away."

Besides the works already mentioned and alluded to, Mr. Murphy was author of the Life of Garrick; and a translation of Sallust, from his pen has appeared as a polished work. He was a man of great urbanity of manners, and much regarded by his friends, whom, to the last, he used to entertain with anecdotes of the literary acquaintance of his younger years, related with humour and vivacity. Foote's Life of Murphy. Gent. Mag. Monthly Mag. MURR Islands, in Geography, a cluster of small islands, near the S. coast of Labrador. N. lat. 50° 33'. W. long. 59° 8'.

MURRA, a town of Arabia, in the province of Yemen; 10 miles N.W. of Zebid.

MURRA,
MURRAY, among the Ancients, a volatile substance, found in Parthia and Carmania, of a fine smell, and beautiful variety of colours.

It was thought to be some humour condensed in the earth by the heat of the sun. See Murrahine.

MURRA was likewise a dry perfume, made of the murra reduced to powder.

MURRAIN, GARGLE, a mortality, or contagious disea se among cattle.

Murrains are occasioned various ways, but principally by a hot, dry season; or rather by a general putrefaction of the air, which begets an inflammation in the blood, and a swelling in the throat, with other symptoms: the disea se soon proves mortal, and is communicated from one to another.

The symptoms are, generally, a hanging down, or swelling, of the head, rattle in the throat, short breath, palpitation of the heart, staggering, abundance of gum in the eyes, &c. breath hot, and tongue shining.

The most remarkable murrain we hear of, is that mentioned in the Philosophical Transactions; which spread itself through Switzerland and Germany, into Poland, &c. See Mist.

MURRAY, William, earl of Mansfield, in Biography, a distinguished lawyer and judge, the younger son of David, viscount Stormont, a peer of Scotland, was born at Perth, on the second of March, 1704—5; and at the age of three years was removed to London, where he received his early education. He was admitted a king's scholar at Westminster in the year 1719, and in a very short time distinguished himself by the excellence of his declamations, which were regarded as prognostics of that eloquence for which he was afterwards so much celebrated at the bar, and in both houses of parliament. He was admitted a student of Christchurch, Oxford, on the 18th of June, and in about four years he took his first degree, and in 1730 his degree of M.A., at which period he left the university. He had supported his classical reputation at college by a copy of Latin verses on the death of George I, and an elegant Latin oration in praise of Demoiselles. From Oxford he went to the continent, and spent some time in a tour through France and Italy, after which he entered himself at Lincoln's Inn, and engaged seriously in the study of the law. From the moment that he was called to the bar, he seems to have formed the idea of rising by the flow drudgery of common practice. He cultivated the talent and graces of fine elocution. In consequence of a display of his abilities in an appeal cause before the house of lords, he rose rapidly into fame and biffects. So sudden was the change, that he has been heard to say, he scarcely knew an interval between the want of employment and the receipt of 3000l. per annum. Mr. Murray at a very early period engaged the friendship of Pope, who left behind him several testimonials of his singular affection for this rising lawyer: he addressed to him an imitation of the first ode of the fourth book of Horace, in which he paints his friend as

"Noble and young, who strikes the heart
With every sprightly, every decent part."

The natural and acquired advantages which characterized the eloquence of Mr. Murray were so conspicuous, even on the spur of an occasion, and his perception so quick, as to enable him to fince upon any emergency; a circumstance of this kind occurred in 1737, when he was junior counsel in a considerable cause: his leader was suddenly seized in court with a fit; the duty of course fell to the lot of the junior, who wished to decline it for want of time to make himself master of the cause. The court adjourned for an hour, and with this short preparation Mr. Murray made so able and eloquent a defence, as not only to reduce the damages to a mere trifle, but to gain the reputation of a most prompt, perspicuous, and eloquent pleader. In 1738, there were fifteen or sixteen appeals heard and determined in the house of lords, in eleven of which Mr. Murray was engaged. Among the several interlocuting causes in which he was employed, one of great importance was that in the case of the provost and corporation of Edinburgh, for the punishment of whom, on account of misconduct in the case of captain Porteous, an act of parliament was framed. Mr. Murray, their counsel, opposed it in all its stages, and in both houses, and for his exertions he was presented with the freedom of the city of Edinburgh in a gold box. The chancery-bar was that to which he had hitherto confined his practice; but in 1742, his being raised to the office of solicitor-general, gave a wider scope to his professional talents. In this same year he took his seat in the house of commons as representative for Boroughbridge, and from this time he became the strenuous defender of the duke of Newcastle's ministry, and was frequently the speaker opposed to Mr. Pitt, who then began to distinguish himself in parliament. In 1746, he was called upon to take an active part against the rebel lords, and exerted all his talents on the occasion, particularly in the impeachment of lord Lovat, whose guilt he proved, but in so candid a manner, that he received the acknowledgments of the culprit himself. In 1754, Mr. Murray was promoted to the office of attorney-general; and in 1756, on the death of sir Dudley Ryder, he was raised to the high dignity of lord-chief justice of the court of king's bench, and at the same time was advanced to the peerage by the title and title of baron Mansfield of the county of Nottingham. From this period lord Mansfield may be considered as at the head of the judicature in this kingdom; "and although," says his biographer, "his conduct and principles have undergone severer censure in the violent party contents which have agitated the nation during the greater part of the present reign, yet his character seems permanently established, as one of the most able, the most eloquent, the most enlightened, and, in his legal capacity, separated from his political, the most upright judges who have ever occupied the bench. His behaviour towards the gentlemen of the bench, the finding of the counsel, was always courteous, obliging, and dignified, and no man was more attentive to the public accommodation in his dispatch of business. His quickness of apprehension, denoted by an eye of fire, enabled him at once to discover where the force of a case lay. This he stated with wonderful clearness, and placed in so striking a point of view, that he seldom failed to dispose the minds of the hearers to follow that impulsion which he wished to give them." It is much to the praise of lord Mansfield that he was uniformly a friend to religious toleration, and would probably, in the present day, have gone much farther than the ideas of mere toleration will carry a man; he would probably have concurred to blot out from the statute-books all laws that inflict punishment, or disability, on account of religious opinions. On various occasions he fet himself against vexatious prosecutions founded upon intolerant laws, and in the terrors' cause, as it is denominated, in 1767, he greatly distinguished himself by his sound and forcible reasoning in favour of the Protestant dissenters, whom the paltry politics of the corporation of London had habitually subjected to the fines for refusing to serve the office of sheriff, while they lay under the severe penalties of the telf and corporation acts should they have served without qualifying, by taking the incantation of the Lord's
Lord's supper in the church of England, with which they could not comply. His exposure of the tyrannical injustice of such a dilemma carried with it a conviction that put an end to the practice. In speaking of the reovation of the edict of Nantes, as introductory to perfections in France, his lordship said there was no occasion for that measure, "the suits needed only to have advised a plan similar to what is contended for in the present case; make a law to render them incapable of office; make another to punish them for not serving. If they accept, punish them (for it is admitted on all hands, that the defendant, in the cause before your lordships, is procutable for taking the office upon him): if they accept, punish them; if they refuse, punish them; if they say yes, punish them; if they say no, punish them. My lord, this is a most exquisite dilemma, from which there is no escaping; it is a trap a man cannot get out of; it is as bad a persection as that of Procrustes: if they are too short, stretch them, if they are too long, lop them."

It must be, however, be concealed, that lord Mansfield was, in politics, a favourite of high maxims in government, and directly hostile to those popular principles which were the subject of so much contentious in the early part of this reign. He maintained that the jury, in all cases of libel, were only judges of the fact of publication, and had nothing to do with the law as to libel or not; and in all the great causes concerning the liberty of the press, he ever attached himself to the court, so that, as it has been well said, "his conduct as a politician will probably not be dwelt upon by an encomiast, as that part of his public life which does him most honour."

In 1776, he was advanced to the dignity of an earldom, with the remainder to the Stermont family, as he had no issue of his own. At this period the popular disputes were subsiding, and he probably expected to wear his well-earned honours in peace, but the disgraceful riots in 1783 brought upon him a storm for which he was totally unprepared. Although the part he had taken in the liberal bill for the relief of the Roman Catholics was by no means conspicuous, yet, as the head of the executive justice of the kingdom, he was marked out for the attacks of a mob, who had, unquestionably, no other object than the subversion of all law and order. According to Murphy, whom we have lately noticed, his lordship made his escape, in disguise, before the flames blazed out. His house in Bloomsbury-square was, with all its furniture, pictures, books, manuscripts, and other valuables, entirely consumed by fire. He bore his calamity with great equanimity, and refused to take any steps for procuring a compensation for his losses. He once, in the house of lords, made a very pathetic allusion to it, when, having given his opinion upon a legal matter, he said, "I speak this not from books, for books I have none." No man was, in all respects, better qualified to enjoy the "odium cum dignitate" than lord Mansfield, yet he was not in haste to withdraw himself from scenes of buffoonery, and he continued on the bench till 1788, when he resigned his seat, having filled it with distinguished reputation for thirty-two years. A respectful and affectionate address from the bar, signed by all the counsel who had practised in the court of king's bench during the time he was on the bench, was transmitted to him by Mr. Erkine: in this address they say, "we desire, in this manner, affectionately to assure your lordship, that we regret, with a just sensibility, the loss of a magistrate, whose conspicuous and exalted talents conferred dignity upon the profession; whose enlightened and regular administration of justice made its duties less difficult and laborious, and whose manners rendered them pleasant and respectable."
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The faculties of earl Mansfield still continued clear, though their vigour was abated, and he retained his recollection till within a few days of his decease, which took place without a groan, on the 20th of March, 1793, in the 89th year of his age. His remains were deposited in Westminster Abbey. The private virtues of lord Mansfield were universally acknowledged, and the singular amanity of his manners, in which vivacity and gaiety were tempered with elegance and decorum, rendered him the delight of all the social circles which he frequented. In his early years, he had undoubtedly been friendly to Jacobitical principles, but from his first entrance into public life, he suffered no symptoms of his original attachments to appear, excepting, perhaps, a certain bias always discernible through all the variations and vicissitudes of his political career, in favour of prerogative. His person was graceful, the tones of his voice exquisitely melodious, and his style of oratory clear, dignified, calm, and persuasive. Haliday's Life of Earl Mansfield, New Ann. Register, 1797. Purtzeaux's Letters to Mr. Justice Blackstone.

Murray, John-Andrew, a distinguished physician, was born at Stockton in the year 1745, in which city his father was preacher to the German congregation. His ancestors were a Scotch family, who had fled from their country during the usurpation of Cromwell, and settled in Poland and Prussia. He was carefully instructed in his early years by his father, and till the age of fourteen attended the German lyceum, where he studied the languages, history, philosophy, and the mathematics. He was afterwards put under the care of a private tutor, and in 1756 he removed to Upsal, and had the benefit of the instructions of Linnaeus, for whom he conceived the highest veneration and esteem, which continued through life; and with whom he subsequehtly maintained an uninterrupted literary correspondence.

In 1759 he took a journey through the southern provinces of Sweden, and thence to Copenhagen, with a view to extend his acquaintance with natural history; and in 1760 he proceeded to Gottingen, where his brother, John Philip, was professor of philosophy. Here he returned his studies with great industry, and devoted some time to the English, French, and Italian languages. In 1763, he took the degree of M.D., and by a special licence from the Hanoverian government, gave lectures in botany: and, in the following year, he was appointed extraordinary professor of medicine in that university. From this time his reputation rapidly extended: he was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm in 1768, and of the Royal Society of Gottingen in 1770; and, in the course of a few years afterwards, of most of the learned societies in Europe. In 1769 he was appointed to the actual professorship of medicine, and made doctor of the botanic garden. Linnaeus had already honoured him by giving the name of Califda Murrayi to an insect which he had discovered; and in 1771 he gave the name of Murraya exotica to an East Indian tree. Professor Murray was full farther honoured by receiving the title of the order of Vafa from the king of Sweden in 1780; and by being raised to the rank of privy-councilor by his Britannic majesty in 1782. In the beginning of 1791 he was attacked with a purulent perineum, from the effects of which the lungs never recovered, and which ultimately proved fatal, on the 23d of May in that year, when he had attained the age of fifty-one.

Murray was a man of sound judgment, great activity and industry, and extensive information. He constantly roved early, and laboured till a late hour in his closet, unless prevented by his avocations in the botanic garden. Hence he was enabled to compose a number of tracts, on various subjects, in botany.
botany, natural history, medicine, pharmacy, and medical literature. His principal work, however, was on the subject of the materia medica, and had occupied a large portion of his time and attention. It was published at different times, and entitled "Apparatus Medicinum, tam simplicium quam preparatorum et compositorum, in Praxedis adiumentum consideratur," and consists of six volumes, octavo.

This work was the object of his anxiety and attention, until the day before his death, when he corrected part of the tenth sheet of the sixth volume, and confounded the completion of it to his friend and physician Dr. Altorf. Among his other productions, are, "Opera in quibus Commentationes variarum, tam medicarum quam ad Rem naturalem spectantes, restructavit, emendavit, auxit." vol. i. Gott. 1785; ii. 1786.

"Commentatis de Hepaticis, maxime Indis Orientalis," ibid. 1788.

"Spina bifida mala officium conformatiae initia," ibid. 1785.

"Retriu Prime Lineae Pharmaciae," translated from the Swedish, 1771.

"Rosenlein's family dictionary," translated from the same, Leipzig, 1781. In the Transactions of the Royal Society of Gottingen, are inserted many valuable papers of professor Murray's, chiefly relating to the most remarkable plants cultivated in the botanical garden; and his descriptions are deemed models of elegance and accuracy. Gen. Biog.

MURRAY Frith, in Geography, a large bay of the German sea, on the E. coast of Scotland, and S. of the county of Murray, whence its name: anciently "Ritinarium Varivars."

MURRAY Harbour, a harbour on the E. coast of the island of St. John, in the gulf of St. Laurence. N. lat. 46° W. long. 62° 20'.'

MURRAY's Islands, several small islands on the S.W. coast of the island of Kirkcudbright, at the mouth of Fleet-bay; 11 or 12 miles N.N.E. of Burrow Head.

MURRAY Townshend, a township of Upper Canada, in the county of Cumberland, lying northward of the illusmus which joins the county and peninsula of Prince Edward to the Main. It is washed by the waters of Lake Ontario and the river Trent, as well as those of the bay of Quinte.

MURRAYA, in Botany, originally written MURR critique, was named by Koenig in honour of John Andrew Murray, an illustrious Swede, knight of the order of Vafa, and professor of botany at Gottingen, born in 1742, and who died in 1791. (See Murray.) He was the author of several tracts on natural history, and enjoyed so much of the confidence of his great preceptor Linnaeus, as to be entrust with him by the editing of the 13th edition of the Systema Vegetabilium. He likewise published the 14th edition of the same work, after his author's death, in 1784. It is to be regretted that in the execution of his task, he did not follow the original principles of Linnaeus, in introducing the new genera from the Supplementum and other sources. These are disposed by Murray according to their technical characters, and not their natural affinities. Although this was subsequently found to be the same plant as the Linnaean Chalcas, the latter name has been universally allowed to give way to that of Murraya. —Linn. Mant. 554. Schreb. 284. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 2. 548. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Att. Hort. Kew. ed. 2. v. 3. 36. Jesti. 261. Lamark Illust. t. 37. Saff. 2. 93. (Chalcas; Linn. Mant. 11. Marliana; Somner. Ind. Or. v. 2. 227, t. 139). —Clados and order, Direndrivia Murrayae. Nat. Ord. Aroanata, Juss.


1. M. exotica. Ash-leaved Murraya. Linn. Mant. 563. Murray in Comm. Gotting. v. 9. 186. t. 1. (Mariae bursula; Sonnerat. Ind. Or. v. 2. t. 139).—A native of the East Indies, and introduced at Kew in 1771, where it flowers in August and September. This is a shrub or small tree, about six feet in height, whose trunk is branched, and covered with a greyish bark. Leaves alternately pinnate, composed of three pairs of leaves, with an odd one; leaves alternate, on short stalks, ovate, blunter, rigid, smooth, resembling those of the common Buxus, whence its French appellation Buis de Chine. Flowers corymbose, white, somewhat like an orange-flower, but about half the size; their scent is said to be somewhat like that of Jasmine, but by no means powerful. Berries globular, pointed, tubercled, red. Seed large, whitish or pale draw-coloured. This plant is extremely well figured in Rumph. Amboyn. v. 29. t. 18. f. 2, under the name of Communium japonicum. Loureiro also, in his Flora Cochinchinensis, 271, describes it as Chalcas japonica. We are unable to discover what is meant by the name author's Chalcas paniculata.

MURRAYSHIRE, or ELGIN, in Geography. See Morayshire.

MURRE, in Ornithology, a name given in some parts of England to the razor-bill. See AUKA.

MURRECOW, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Benares; 14 miles S. of Jionpour.

MURREY, in Heraldry, a kind of purple colour, called azo jargon.

MURRTHINA, in Antiquity, a kind of sweet medicated wine.

MURRINE, MURRINUS, MURRINEN, an appellation given to a delicate sort of ware, brought from the East, of which cups and vases were made, which added not a little to the splendour of the Roman banquet.

Critics are divided concerning the matter of the pecula, or Sib murrhina, murrina, or murrea. Some will have them to have been the same with our porcelain, or china-ware.

The generality hold them to have been made of some precious kind of stone; which was found chiefly, as Pliny tells us, in Parthia, but more especially in Carmania. Arrian tells us, that there was a great quantity of them made at Diospolis in Egypt. This he calls another sort of murrina work; and it is evident, from all accounts, that the murrina of Diospolis was a sort of glas-ware, made in imitation of the porcelain or murrha of India. There is some difference in the account given by Pliny and Martial of the murrina vafa. The first author says, that they would not bear hot liquors, but that only cold ones were drank out of them. The latter, on the other hand, tells us, that they bore hot liquors very well. If we credit Pliny's account, their porcelain was much inferior to our's in this particular. Some conjecture them to have been of agate, others onyx, others of coral. Barony, doublets, was farthest out of the way, when he took them to be made of myrrh, concealed and hardened. Some have supposed these vessels to be made of crystal, but this is contrary to the account of all the ancients.

The Greeks had the words μυρρίνα for myrrh, very common among them, and therefore
if thee vessels had been made of either of these substances, they would in some places have called them simyra or cryyllina. On the contrary, the most correct among them call them murrhina, or murrhea. The cups made of cryylla, which were also in use at those times, were called cryyllina, and these murrhina or murrhea, by way of keeping up the distinction; and Martial tells us that the flower they were made of was spotted and variegated, calling them PASCO maculojes murra. And Statius mentions the cryyllline and murrhine cups in the same sentence, but as different things, not the same. Arrian mentions also the aulos meijis, which his interpreters conferee as an error of the copies, and would alter into myrrha, the name of the gum myrrh.

Pompey is recorded as the first who brought these murrhine vessels out of the East, which he exhibited in his triumph, and dedicated to Jupiter Capitolinus. But private persons were not long without them. So fond, in effect, did the Roman gentility grow of them, that a cup which held three sextaries was sold for seventy talents. T. Petronius, before his death, to spite Nero (or as Pliny expresseth it, ut nefam ejs exsperedaret, to dishonour his table), broke a baton, trulla murrhina, valued at three hundred talents, on which that emperor had set his heart.

MURROBATHRARI, among the Romans, a kind of perfumers. See Murra.

MURTEZABAD, in Geography, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natalia; 12 miles N. of Angura.

MURTHER, or Murder, the act of killing another with violence and injustice.

The word is derived from the Saxon "murth, death;" which some will have to signify a violent death; whence the barbarous Latina murdurn, and mordrum.

Among the number of popular errors, is the notion which has obtained, that the dead body would bleed in the presence, or upon the touch of the murderer.

The crime of murder is punished with death in almost all nations.

MURTH, or Murder, in our Law, is that species of criminal homicide, which denotes a wilful and felonious killing another upon premeditated malice, whether secretly or openly, and whether Englishman or foreigner living under the king's protection.

In order to constitute the crime of murder, it must be committed by a perfon of sound memory and discretion: for a lunatic and infant are incapable of committing any crime. Besides, the unlawfulness of this crime arises from the killing without warrant or excuse; and there must be also an actual killing to constitute murder; and this may be by poisoning, striking, striking, drowning, and a thousand other forms of death; the most detestable of which is poison, because it is the least capable of being prevented either by mankind or forethought. There was also, by the ancient common law, one species of killing held to be murder, which is hardly so at this day, nor has there been any instance in which it has been held to be murder for many ages past. i.e. by bearing false witnesses against another, with an express premeditated design to take away life, so that the innocent person be condemned and executed. The Gothic laws punished in this case the judge, the witnies, and the prosector; and, among the Romans, the lex Cereaia, de Siniarios, punished the false witnes with death, as being guilty of a species of afflication. If a man does such an act, of which the probable consequence may be, and eventually is, death; such killing may be murder, although no stroke be inflicted by himself. In order to make the killing murder, it is requisite that the party die within a year and a day after the stroke received, or cause of death admitted; in the computation of which, the whole day upon which the hurt was done shall be reckoned the first. Further, the person killed must be a reasonable creature in being, and under the king's peace, at the time of the killing; and, therefore, to kill an alien, a Jew, or an outlaw, who are all under the king's peace or protection, as much murder as to kill the most regular born Englishman, except he be an alien-enemy, in time of war. To kill a child in its mother's womb, is now no murder, but a great misfortune; but if the child be born alive, and death be the reason of the poison or bruises it received in the womb, it is murder in such as administered or gave them. But as there is one case where it is difficult to prove the child's being born alive, namely, in the case of the murder of baillard children by the unnatural mother, it is enacted by 21 Jac. I. c. 27, that if a woman be unlawfully and wilfully, or in any such unlawful manner, which, if born alive, should by law be a baillard, and endeavours privately to conceal its death, by burying the child, or the like, the mother, or offending shall suffer death, as in the case of murder, unless she can prove, by one witnesses at least, that the child was actually born dead. But it has been usual, upon trials for this offence, to require some sort of presumptive evidence, that the child was born alive, before the other constrained presumption, that the child, whose death is concealed, was therefore killed by its parent, is admitted to convict the prisoner. Moreover, the killing must be committed with malice aforethought, to make it the crime of murder; and this malice premeditated may be either express or implied in law. Express malice is, when one, with a sedate, deliberate mind, and formed design, doth kill another; which formed design is evidenced by external circumstances discovereth that inward intention; as lying in wait, antecedent menaces, former grudges, and concerted schemes, to do him some bodily harm. This takes in the case of deliberate dwelling. Also, if upon a sudden provocation, in an angry, enmity manner, so that he doth, though he did not intend his death, yet he is guilty of murder by express malice. Such is also a person going deliberately with a harne used to strike, or discharging a gun, among a multitude of people. So if a man resoloves to kill the next man he meets, and does kill him, it is murder, although he knew him not; for this is universal malice. And if two or more come together to do an unlawful act against the king's peace, of which the probable consequence might be bloodshed; as to beat a man, commit a riot, or to rob a park, and one of them kills a man, it is murder in them all, because of the unlawful act, the motuus praegetitum, or evil intended beforehand. Further, the law will imply malice in many cases where none is expressed; as, where a man wilfully poisoneth another, though no particular enmity can be proved; and in the case of a man's killing another suddenly, without any, or without a considerable provocation. Thus also, if one kills an officer of justice, in the execution of his duty, or any of his assistants, knowing his authority, and the intention with which he interposes, the law will imply malice, and the killer shall be guilty of murder. And if one intends to do another felony, and unawaresly kills a man, this is also murder. In a word, we may take it for a general rule, that all homicide is malicious, and amounts to murder, unless where justified by the command or provocation of the law; excepted on a principle of accident or self-preservation; or alleviated into manslaughter, by being either the involuntary consequence of some act, not strictly lawful, or (if voluntary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation.

Formerly, murder was restrained to a clandestine and treacherous killing. Thus, *Murdatus homo antiquitus N. X 2* dicetur.
dicebatur, cujus interfecto neciebatur ubicunque, vel
quomodocunque effet inventus. Nunc adjunctum eff, licet
seiatur quis murdrum fecerit, homocidium per pridieonem.”
Leges Hen. 1. “Arthurum nepotem propriis manibus per
pridieonem interfect, pellimo mortis genero, quod Angli

The punishment of murder, and that of manslaughter,
were formerly one and the same, both having the benefit
of clergy; to that none but unlearned persons, who left knew
the guilt of it, were put to death for this enormous crime.
But now, by 23 Hen. VII. c. 1, and 1 Edw. VI. c. 12,
the benefit of clergy is taken away from murder through
book iv.

MURTHEW, Appeal of. See Appeal.
MURTHEW, Self, is otherwife called suicide. See Felo
de fe.

MURTHERS, or MURThRINO-Pieces, are small
pieces of ordnance, either of brass or iron, having chambers
put in at their breeches.

They are mostly used at sea, at the bulk heads of the
fore-castle, half-deck, &c. in order to clear the decks,
when an enemy boards the ship.

MURTY, or MURT, a word, among Hindoos meta-
physicians, meaning a form, an appariion, image, or idol.
It denotes any show or appearance assumed by a celestial
being. According to the Vedanta theory (see Vedanta)
our vital souls are murti, or images merely of the Supreme
Spirit. Homer describes the idol of Hercules in Elyfium,
with other deceased heroes, though the god himself was at
the fame time enjoying bliss in the heavenly mansions.
The Hindoos theory, in like manner, would describe such a murti,
as not susceptible of affecting with any lufation, either
pleasing or painful, the being from which it emanated; though
it may give pleasure or pain to collateral emanations from
the same source. Hence they offer no sacrifices to the
Supreme Essence, of which our souls are images or murtis,
but adore him with silent meditation. (See Yaj.) Oblia-
tions are made to fire, and acts of worship performed to
the sun, the stars, the earth, and the powers of nature, which
are confidered as murtis or images, the fame in kind as our
selves, but transcendently higher in degree. This difficulf
subject is discussed by Mr. Wharton, in vol. iii. of the Asiatic
Researches. The Hindoo triad is called Trimurti, (see
that article,) literally tri form.

[From the latter part of the article JEFURY, reference is
made to Murty; but it is a mistake. Murl is the word
and article intended.]

MURU, in Geography, a sea-port town of Japan, in the
island of Nipon: it has a narrow but safe harbour, fenced
by a mountain; 75 miles S.W. of Meaco.

MURUA, a town of Hindoollan, in Oude; 33 miles
N. of Kairabad.

MURUCUIA, in Botany, according to Maregrave,
book 2, chapter 11, is the Brazilian name for ivy, and is
therefore borrowed by him and others for certain climbing
plants, better known under the denomination of Passiflora,
or Passion-flower. From theo however Tournefort, Inft.
241. t. 125, and Jutt. 398, separate one species, on ac-
count of the inner crown of the nectary being tubular and
undivided. This is Passiflora Muruncia of Linnæus. See
Passiflora.

MURVIEDRO, in Geography. See Morvidro.

MURVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the
Herault, and chief place of a canton, in the district of
Beziers; 6 miles N.N.W. of it. The place contains 1550,
and the canton 6427 inhabitants, on a territory of 1874
kilometres, in 11 communes.

MURZAROLT, in Falconry. See Falcon
MURZINEI, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the
government of Tobolfs, on the 1rufch; 40 miles N.N.W.
of Tara.

MUS, a town of the island of Sardinia; 5 miles W. of
Cagliari.

Mus, in Zoology, a genus of quadrupeds of the class
Mammalia, and order Gires. The generic character is
fore-teeth upper wedged; grinders three, rarely two, on
each fide the jaw; clawies perfect. The whole genus is
characterized as living in holes, or any concaved chinks,
climbing and running twifly; some of them swim. They
seek their food by night, which is chiefly vegetable, and
which they convey to the mouth by the fore-paws. The
females have molely eight teeth, breed several times in
the year, and bring forth numerous litters. Some of them
migrate; their ears are short and rounded; the fore-feet are
usually four-toed, with a warty excrefcence instead of a fifth.
There are forty-six species, divided into five families, &c.
A, having the tail compressed at the end; B, tail round,
naked; C, tail round, hairy; D, cheeks pouched; and E,
earles, eyes small, tail short, or none, subterraneous. This
numerous tribe constitutes a formidable phalanx, against
which mankind find it necessary to employ various artifices
of exftirpation, in order to leffen the ravages occasionally
suffered by its depredations. In our own island, the black
and brown rats, the ffield and domefic mice, are the prin-
cipal destroyers; but in other parts of Europe, as well as
in the hotter regions of Asia, Africa, and America, many
other species, still more formidable, are found.

A. Tail compressed at the End.
Species.

COYPUS; Beaver Rat. Tail middle length, sub-com-
pressed. hairy; hind-feet palmate. It inhabits the waters of
Chili. In appearance and colour it resembles the
otter, but in its teeth it agrees with the rat tribe; it is
easily tamed. The female produces five or fix young at a
birth.

ZIBETHICUS; Musk Rat. The tail of this species is
long, comprifed, lanceolate; feet eleft. It is found in the
flow streams of North America, on the banks of which it
builds, but more timely than the beaver. It feeds on
shellfish, in summer on fruits and herbs, in winter on roots,
particularly on flags and water-lilies. The female has fix
tears, and brings from three to fix young at a time, and
three or four times in a year. It swims and dives de-
terously, walks unfeadily, and is a foot long. About the
anus of this rat are glands that fecrete a mofty oily fluid:
hence it derives its trivial name.

B. Tail round, naked
Species.

PILORIDES; Musk Cavy. Tail long, scaly, truncate;
body white. A variety of this species has its body tawny,
behind white. The firft inhabits India; the fecd is
found in the Weft India islands. It burrows, infeds houfes,
smells of muflk, is the fize of a rabbit, and the tail is four
inches long.

CARACO. Tail long, scaly, bluntpif; body grey; hind-
feet firmly palmate. It is found in the waters of Eastern
Siccris and China; burrows on the banks, swim well, fre-
quenfs houfes, and is about fix inches long. The head of
this
MUS.

This species is long and narrow; the eyes are nearer the ears than the nose; toes of the hind-feet connected by a fold of skin, the back is brown, mixed with grey; the tail about four inches and a half long.

Decumanus; Norway Rat. Tail very long, scaly, brilliantly grey above, white beneath. This species inhabits India, Persia, and has been of late years imported into Europe. It burrows in the banks, swims well, migrates in vall armies, and does infinite mischief; frequents houses, stables, gutters, gardens, granaries; feeds on vegetables, and likewise on animal substances, and even on its own tribe. It is hunted by the dog, cat, and ferrets. The female breeds thrice in the year, and brings from twelve to eighteen young at a time. In the East Indies they burrow under the foundations of houses, and cause much to fall.

Rattus; Black Rat. This species is supposed to have come originally from the East. Its tail is very long, scaly; its body is black, and beneath hoary. Its general length, from nose to tail, is about seven inches, and of the tail eight inches. The colour of the head and whole upper part of the body is a dark iron, or blackish-grey; the belly is of a dull ash colour; the legs are dusky, and very lightly covered with hair; the tail is nearly naked, coated with a scaly skin, and marked into numerous divisions or rings. Like the decumanus, it breeds frequently, and brings forth about seven or eight young at a time. Sometimes they increase so fast, as to overlook the place of their abode; and in this case they fight and devour each other; on this account, these animals, after having been very troublesome, sometimes suddenly disappear. Various have been the methods adopted for the expulsion of rats from the places which they frequent; among these we shall notice that mentioned by Genier, who says, if a rat be caught, and a bell be tied round its neck, and then set at liberty, it will drive away the evil. Its greatest natural enemy is the weasel, which pursues it into all its recesses, and destroys it. There is a variety much smaller, scarcely weighing an ounce. This is found about the deferts in the lower part of the Wolga.

Americanus; American Rat. Tail long, scaly; head long; nose pointed; upper jaw much longer; ears large and naked. It is found in North America, among stones and clefts remote from habitations; sometimes larger than the rattus. The body is of a deep brown; the belly paler; the hair coarse.

Musculus; Mouse. This species has a long tail, which is rather naked; fore-feet four-toed, hind-feet five-toed; thumb without a claw. It inhabits houses and granaries in Europe, Asia, and America; follows mankind; eats all kinds of provisions, drinks little; is gentle, timid, quick, and very prolific. It is devoured by rats, cats, weasels, owls, and hedge-hogs; is destroyed by elder and hellebore; is about three inches and a half long; varies much in colour, and is said to possess some trifling electrical properties, white alive.

Silvatius; Field Mouse. Tail long, scaly; body yellowish-brown, beneath white; breast yellow. A variety is entirely white; eyes are red. Inhabits Europe, in woods, fields, gardens, shrubberies, and in housetops in the winter; feeds on corn and seeds, which it collects in large repositories; it gnaws through the hardest planks; is devoured in its turn by hawks, foxes, and weasels.

Messonianus; Harvest Mouse. Tail long, scaly; body rufous-brown, belly white, a straight line dividing the colours. This is found in many parts of England, chiefly in Hamp-shire; is something smaller than the silvaticus; never enters houses, but is found in numerous fields during harvest, hence its trivial name; burrows deep in the ground, forms a bed of dry grass, is carried with the sheaves of corn into barns; the tail is a little hairy.

Agrarius; Rusty Mouse. Tail long, hairy; body yellowish; dorsal stripe black. This is found in Russia and Sileia, rarely in Germany; it is gregarious, and wanders about in large troops, doing great injury to the corn. There is a variety that has a dorsal stripe, mixed dusky, and ferruginous; cheeks, between the ears, and sides orange; the under parts, legs, and feet pure white. It is found in New York.

Minutus; Minute Mouse. Tail long, scaly; body above ferruginous, beneath white. It inhabits Russia, and lives in corn-fields and in barns. It is not above half the size of the common mouse; the female is still smaller, less elegant; the face is dusky; mouth at the corners whitish. A variety, found in Siberia, is very beautiful; above elegantly yellow, beneath snowy.

Soricinus; Shrew-like Mouse. The tail is of about the middle length, a little hairy; snout lengthened; ears round, hairy; above yellowish-grey, belly whitish. It is a native of Strauburg, where it was first discovered by professeur Hermann. It has seven rows of whiskers; its claws are very short; tail yellowish, mixed with cinereous, more hairy beneath.

Vagus; Wandering Mouse. Tail very long, naked; body cinereous; dorsal stripe black; ears plain. It was first discovered by Dr. Pallas. It is found throughout the whole of the Tartarean desert, but particularly inhabits the rivers Ob and Ural; lives in the cellars of rocks, among stones, in hollow trees; feeds on seeds, and leffer animals; wanders in flocks, and leaps in winter.

Betulius; Beech Mouse. Tail very long, naked; body tawny; dorsal stripe black; ears plain. This, as its specific and trivial names import, inhabits beech woods, in the deferts of Ithim and Baraba, and near the Oby; lives solitary in the hollows of old trees; climbs easily, is very delicate, and soon growing torpid. In ascending the branches of trees, it coils round the twig with its tail, in the manner of an opossum. Dr. Pallas informs us, that he has often observed it ascending the trunks of some strong gracles, which were scarcely bent by its weight. He also kept several of them a considerable time, which grew tame, and delighted in being held in the hand.

Pumilio; Dwarf Mouse. Tail middle length, and rather naked; body of a dark ash colour; forehead naked, black; four dorsal-lines black. It inhabits the forests east of the Cape of Good Hope. This is one of the least of the genus, being little more than two inches long from nose to tail. It was first described by Sperman.

Striatus; Oriental Mouse. Tail longish and nakedish; the body has twelve rows of parallel white spots. It inhabits India, and is only half the size of the common mouse. The body is dusky, but whitish beneath; tail is of the same length as the body; the ears are short, round, naked.

Barbarus; Barbary Mouse. Tail middle length; body brown, with ten pale stripes; three toes before, and four behind. It is a native of Barbary; is less than the common mouse; the tail is naked, annulate, the length of the body.

Mexico; Mexican Mouse. A large reddish spot on each side the belly. It inhabits, as its name denotes, Mexico; and its colour is whitish, mixed with red.

C. Tail
C. Tail round, hairy.

**Species**

**VIRGINIANUS;** Virginian Mouse. Tail entirely hairy, thick at the base, long, tapering. Inhabits North America, and lives in corn-fields and pastures. The body is white; nose black pointed; ears sharp; limbs slender.

**SAXATILIS;** Rock Mouse. Tail longish; ears longer than the fur; fore-feet three-toed, with the appearance of a fourth. It is found in Siberia, in the clefts of rocks, and feeds chiefly on the seeds of the alpine grass.

**CYANUS;** Blue Mouse. Tail of the middle length, rather hairy; the fore-feet have four toes, and the hind-feet five; the body is blue, but the under part is white. It inhabits Chili. In size and appearance it resembles the field mouse; very timid, forms large burrows divided into many chambers, collects vast stores of bulbous roots, which the natives search carefully after.

**AMPHIBIUS;** Water Rat. Tail middle length; ears held above the fur; the feet are three-toed, with the appearance of a fourth. There are four other varieties: 1. Tail a little hairy; fore-feet three-toed, with the appearance of a fourth; hind-feet five-toed; ears shorter than fur. 2. Black; in structure resembles the last. 3. Uniformly blackish. 4. Back with a large white spot; on the breast a white line. Inhabits Europe, Northern Asia, and Northern America. It frequents rivers and stagnant waters, and forms its burrows in the banks. It is of a thicker and shorter form than many others of this genus, and has somewhat of the shape of a beaver. The water rat is about seven inches long, and its tail about five. Its colour varies much with the climate in which it is situated, being sometimes nearly black, and sometimes paler than usual. It also varies in size, and the varieties above described have been mistakenly confused as distinct species. It never frequents houses, but confines its haunts to the banks of rivers, and is supposed to live on fish, frogs, &c. and probably on various roots, and other vegetable substances. The flesh of this species has sometimes been eaten. The female is smaller and of a lighter colour than the male; she has eight teats, four pectoral and four abdominal, and brings eight young at a time.

**ALLIARIUS;** Garlic Mouse. Tail short; ears large, and a little hairy; body cinereous, beneath whitish. It inhabits Siberia; feeds on the roots of garlic, which it hoards up in large quantities.

**RUTILUS;** Red Mouse. Tail short; ears longer than the fur; fore-feet three-toed, with the rudiments of a fourth; body above reddish, beneath whitish. It also inhabits Siberia; lives in holes and hollow trees, in winter in the cavities of corn, in granaries, and in houses. It feeds on grain, flesh, and roots; runs all the winter among snow, and is about three inches and a half long. The feet are hairy, white; tail above yellowish, with a brown stripe, beneath white; scarce an inch in length; its face is bristly.

**GREGALES;** Gregarious Mouse. Tail short; ears longer than the fur; fore-feet three-toed, with the rudiments of a fourth; the body greyish. It inhabits the eastern parts of Siberia; burrows in dry fields, with many holes leading to chambers, where are deposited stores of roots, chiefly of the garlic and the lily.

**OECONOMUS;** Economic Mouse. Tail short; ears shorter than the fur; fore-feet three-toed, with the rudiments of a fourth; the body is brown. It inhabits Siberia, especially the eastern parts, and Kamtschatka, in vast numbers. It is said to have been found in the arctic circle. This species was named **economic mice,** from their very curious mode of living. They inhabit damp soils, and forage, finding many chambers and entrances. In these chambers they lay up stores of provisions, collected with great pains in summer, from various plants, which they bring out of their holes in hot sunny weather, that they may the more effectually dry and preserve them. In certain years, they make considerable migrations out of Kamtschatka; they collect in the spring, and go off in incredible multitudes. They proceed in a direct course, and suffer nothing to impede their course, not even rivers and the arms of the sea. Many of them, in their pailage across the water, fall a prey to the fish, but on land they are safe; for the inhabitants of Kamtschatka have a superstitious veneration for them, and are so far from hurting them, that if they find any of them lying in the road, exhausted through fatigue and hunger, they afford them every assistance in their power. On their return from their migration, express letters are sent to all quarters of the country with the joyful tidings, because their arrival is considered as a fore-prognostic of a successful chase and fishery; and they are said to lament their departure, which is usually succeeded by tempestuous and rainy weather.

**LAINERG;** Woolly Mouse. Tail of the middle length; fore-feet four-toed, hind five-toed, body cinereous, woolly. Inhabits the northern parts of Chili; it burrows, is cleanly, docile, tame; feeds on bulbous roots, chiefly onions; female bears young twice in the year, and five or six at a time. The ears are small, acute; snout long; the hair is long and soft, and was formerly used by the Peruvians instead of the finest wool.

**ARVALIS;** Meadow Mouse. This species has a large head; a blunt nose; short ears hidden in its fur; prominent eyes and a short tail; the head and body are ferruginous, mixed with black; the belly is of a deep sih-colour; feet dicky; it is six inches long. It is an European mouse, and is found in great abundance in Newfoundland, where it does much mischief in the gardens. In this country it makes its nest in moist meadows; brings forth several young at a time, and several times in the year. It refires under ground, and lives on nuts, seeds, and corn.

**SICALIS;** Social Mouse. Tail short, ears round, and very short; fore-feet three-toed, with the rudiments of the fourth; body pale, beneath it is white; inhabits the sandy deserts between the Wolga and the Ural rivers, in families of male and female with their offspring; feeds much on tulip and other bulbous roots; is the prey of crows, otters, and weasels, and is a little more than three inches long.

**LAGERUS;** Hare-tailed Mouse. Tail shorter even than the fur; the fore-feet three-toed, with the rudiments of a fourth; body cinereous, with a longitudinal black line. This species is found in the sandy and muddy deserts on the Ural and Irtych, each mouse in a round burrow; it migrates in great swarms; feeds chiefly on the dwarf iris, and on the smaller species of mice; it is flow in its motions, sleeps much when it rolls itself up, but it is not torpid in the winter; brings forth several times in the year, and five or six at a time. It is a very fierce animal.

**TORCATUS;** Collared Mouse. Tail short; ears shorter than the fur; fore-feet five-toed, body rufus, variegated; round the neck a whitish collar; a dark line along the back. It inhabits the Uralian mountains, and reaches the frozen sea; feeds on lichens and bulbous roots, which it hears in its burrows; it migrates in troops, and is three inches long.

**LEMUS;** Lemming. Tail short; ears shorter than the
fur; fore-feet five-toed; body tawny varied with black, beneath white; whiskers long, six hairs on each side longer than the rest, upper lip divided; ears small, round, reflected, belly white, tinged with yellow; there is a variety smaller, and more uniformly tawny. It inhabits Siberia; burrows in the ground; lays up stores of provisions for the winter: this variety does not migrate; but the migrations of the other variety have long rendered it celebrated in the annals of natural history. The lemming differs in size and colour according to the regions which it inhabits, those which are found in Norway being almost as large as water rats, while those of Lapland and Siberia are not much larger than the field mouse. The colour of the Norwegian kind is an elegant variegation of black and tawny on the upper parts, disposed in patches and clouded markings; the sides of the head and under parts of the body being white; the legs and tail greyish. In the Lapland kind the colour is chiefly a tawny-brown above, with indistinct dusky variegations, and beneath of a dull white, the claws are smaller than those of the Norwegian animal. The natural residence of the lemming is in the mountainous parts of Lapland and Norway, from which it is frequently absent. It is also a frequent visitor in the Faeroes, inhabited by a small species of this genus. In their usual mode of life they are not observed to be of a social disposition, but to reside in a scattered manner, in holes beneath the surface, without laying up any regular provision, like some other animals of this genus. They are said to breed several times in the year, and to produce five or six at a time.

Hudsonius; Hudson's Mouse. Tail short; no ears; hind-feet five-toed; dorso-stripe brownish-yellow; breast and belly yellow. It inhabits Labrador, and is about five inches long. The body is chiefly cinereous, a pale tawny stripe along the sides; tail terminated with long stiff dirty-white hairs; the feet are short.

Lena; Lena Mouse. Tail short, covered with coarse hair; toes four before and five behind, the body is white. Inhabits the banks of the river Lena, whence it derives its name, and is about three inches long.

D. Cheeks pouched. Species.

Acredula; Siberian Hamster. Ears plaited; body grey, beneath whitish. It is found in Siberia, near the river Ural. It is about four inches long; lives in burrows, seeks food by night. Snout thick, upper lip deep-divided; the upper fore-teeth are yellow, convex, truncate; the lower are sharp; the tail is short, round; brown above, white beneath; it is only an inch long, and its legs are white.

Cricetus; German Hamster. Body beneath deep black; the sides have each three white spots. A variety of this is entirely black, except the tip of the nose, edges of the ears, and feet, which are white. Of the pouched rats, this is the most remarkable, and the only European species provided with those peculiar receptacles, which are situated on each side the mouth, and when empty, so far contracted as not to appear, but when filled resemble a pair of tumid bladders, having a smooth veiny surface, concealed, however, under the fur or skin of the cheeks, which bulge out extremely in this state. The hamster inhabits Siberia, and the south of Ruffia; it is also found in Poland, as well as in many parts of Germany. They are very destructive in some districts, devoured great quantities of grain, which they carry off in their pouches, and deposit in their holes, in order to devour during the autumn. Their habits, which they dig to the depth of three or four feet, confit of more or fewer apartments, according to the age of the animal; a young hamster makes them fearedly a foot deep, and the old sinks them to the depth of four or five feet, and the whole diameter of the residence, taking in all its habitations, is sometimes eight or ten feet. The principal chamber is lined with dried grass, and serves for a lodging; the others are defiled for the preservation of provisions, of which the animal amasses a large quantity in the autumn. Each hole has two apertures, the one defending obliquely, the other ascending in a perpendicular direction, and it is through the latter that the animal goes in and out. The hamster feeds on all kinds of grain, herbs, and roots, and when driven to it, on smaller animals. In harvest time, we are told, it makes excursions for provisions, and carries every article it can find into its granary. To facilitate the transportation of his food, nature has provided him, as we have seen, with pouches on the outside: these are membranous, smooth, and shining, and in the inside are many glands, which continually secrete a fluid, that preserves their flexibility, and enables them to refill or to keep the grain dry. It is the growth of these glands which is called sharpness of the grain, which might occasion the approach of winter, the hamster retires into his subterraneous abode, the entry of which he shelters with great care, and that remaining in a state of tranquillity, feeds on his collected provision, till the frost becomes severe, at which period he falls into a profound slumber, that grows into a complete torpitude, so that the animal continues rolled up with all its limbs inextensible; its body is perfectly cold, and without the least appearance of life. Anatomists have examined it in this state; have opened it, and found the heart alternately contracting and dilating, but with a motion so exceedingly slow, as to be scarcely perceptible; though in the waking state of the animal it beats 150 pulsations in the same time. In this state the fat of the animal has the appearance of being coagulated, its interines cannot be excited by the application of the frongell stimulants; and the electric shock may be passed through it without effect. The waking of the hamster is a gradual operation; he first loses the rigidity of his limbs, then makes profound inspirations, at long intervals; after this he begins to move his limbs, and utters a sort of unpleasing rattling sound. After continuing these operations some time, he at length opens his eyes, and endeavours to rise, but reverts about some time, as if in a state of intoxication, till at length, after roaring a small space, he perfectly recovers his usual powers. There seems to be no sort of society excited among the hamsters. They are naturally fierce, and make a desperate defence when attacked; they also pursue and destroy every animal which they are capable of conquering, not excepting even the weaker individuals of their own species. It is recorded by M. Sulzer, that they abound to such a degree in Gothia, that in a single year, more than 80,000 of their skins were delivered in the Hotel de Ville of that capital, upon which a premium was paid, on account of the enormous devastations which these animals commit among the corn.

Arenarius; Sand Rat. Body above cinereous, beneath on the sides and limbs snowy. It inhabits Barbary; is characterized as fierce and untameable; it burrows, and feeds, by night, on leguminous plants and seeds. The head of this animal is large; the snout long; whiskers longer than the head; the fore-feet are four-toed; the hair soft; and the creature about 3½ inches long.

Phurus; Zaryan Rat. Body and tail dark cinereous; beneath white. It inhabits the deserts of Siberia, and the mountains of Persia; it devours fields of rice, does not become
come torpid, and is about 3½ inches long: This, by Shaw and other naturalists, is denominated the Asian mole, on account of its abode, Zaryzn, which is near Afracan; it is occasionally taken in the winter season about stables and other out-houses. It is also found about the Persian villages in the Hyrcanian mountains, and was first distinctly described by Dr. Pallasi.

Songari; Songar Rat. Back cinerous, with a longitudinal black line, sides variegated white and brown; belly white. It inhabits the sandy deserts of Siberia, burrows and forms repositories for grain, is easily tamed, and is three inches long. The tail is thick, blunt, and hairy; the whiskers shorter than the head, ears longer; the feet are white.

Furunculus; Barbara Rat. Body grey above; dorsal stripe black; beneath whitish. It inhabits the deserts of Barbara, near the rivers Ob and Dauria; is three inches long. It is of a yellowish-grey colour above, and white beneath. It feeds on farinaceous seeds.

E. No Ears; the Eyes very small; Tail short, or perhaps none; Subterraneous.

Species.

Talpinus; Talpine Mole-rat. The body of this species is brown, tail short; fore-teeth wedged; no ears; fore-feet five-toed, formed for digging. There is a variety entirely black. It inhabits the turfy plains of Russia; forms chambers under the fod, in which it deposits various bulbous roots; is not torpid in winter; fights weak in the day; brings three or four young at a time, and is about 3½ inches long. The nose is truncate; the eyes hidden in the fur; chin white; belly and limbs whitish. In the winter it sometimes makes its nest beneath a hay-rick, at a considerable distance below the ground.

Capensis; Cape Mole-rat. Tail very short; fore-feet wedged; no ears; fore-feet five-toed, mouth white. The head is rounded; hair longish, brown, tip with yellow; orbits and nape of the neck white; ears with a longitudinal white spot; inner toe short, the two next long, fourth shorter, outer very short; five inches and a half long. This, as its name imports, is an inhabitant of the Cape of Good Hope; it is exceedingly destructive to gardens, flinging up hillocks, and eating various kinds of roots.

Martinius; African Mole-rat. The tail of this species of rat is short; upper fore-teeth furrowed; it has no ears; the feet are five-toed; body above whitish, mixed with yellowish, sides and belly grey-white. The head is large, the nose is black, flattened, and wrinkled at the end; lower fore-teeth long, and it has the power of separating these at pleasure, after the manner of a kangaroo. This large species is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and is there known by the name of the land mole, being chiefly found in the neighbourhood of the shores, and never in the interior parts of the country. It makes the ground, in the places it inhabits, so hollow, by flinging up the earth, in forming its burrows, as to be highly inconvenient to travellers; breaking every six or eight minutes under the horse's feet, and letting them up to their shoulders. It feeds on bulbous roots, runs very slowly, digs its chambers with great rapidity, bites extremely hard, is very good eating, and is about a foot long.

Aspalax; Daurian Mole-rat. Tail short; fore-teeth wedged; no ears; claws of the fore-feet long. This species, in form and manner of life, agrees with the M. typhlus, which will be next noticed, but is in general smaller, and of a yellowish shade; the head is flat and broad, the body short and somewhat depressed, the limbs very strong, especially the fore-legs; the feet of which are large, naked, and well adapted for burrowing in the ground. It is a native of the Altaic mountains, and of the country beyond lake Baikal; it differs considerably in size in different regions; those of the Altaic mountains sometimes measuring nearly nine inches in length.

Typhlus; The Blind Rat. This species has no tail; fore-feet five-toed; fore-teeth broad; and without eyes or external ears. This is one of the largest and most remarkable of the whole tribe, being, as we have observed, entirely destitute of eyes and tail; the defect of the former is thought to be a very singular circumstance, and the animal perhaps affords the only instance of a truly blind or eyeless quadruped. In the mole, the eyes are small and deeply seated, they are nevertheless perfect in their kind, though not at all calculated for acute vision; but they are enough to enable the animal to avoid the danger of exposure; but in the blind rat, there is merely a pair of sub-cutaneous rudiments of eyes, smaller than poppy-seeds, and covered with a real skin. It inhabits southern Russia; each animal forming a long burrow under the turf; it feeds on bulbous roots; when irritated, it gashes its teeth and bites very hard; in lieu of eyes, the feathers of the tail, touch, and hearing are very acute.

Mus Alpinus, a name given by many authors to the mountain-rat, more commonly known by the name of the marmotte.

Mus Arabicus. See Shrew.

Mus Marinus. See Anthodon.

Mus Norvegicus, in Zoology, the name given by authors to the Norway rat, commonly called the lemming. See Sable Mouse, and Mus.

Mus Pharaonis, Pharaoh's rat, a name given by the people of Egypt to the ichneumon, a creature of the weefel kind, which they are very fond of for its destroying ferrets, and kept tame about their houses, as we do cats.

Mus Terreæ, in Botany, a name given by some authors to the roots of the bulbocastanum, or earth-nut; it was probably at first turris terreæ radix, the earth-mouse's root, and so called from the earth-mice or field-mice being very fond of them; but the word radix being left out, it stands only terreæ.

Mus Tagi, in Geography, a mountain of Tartary, which, in Strahlenberg's map, runs parallel to the Belur on the E. See Belur.


Gen. Ch. Col. a number of partial sheaths, on a simple common stalk, each ovate-oblong, rather concave, large, alternate, containing many flowers. Perianth none. Cor. superior, unequal, ringent, the petal constituting the upper lip; the nectary the lower. Petal cret, bilugate, abrupt, five-toothed, its two sides meeting at the base. Nectaries of one leaf, heart-shaped, boat-like, compressed, pointed, shorter than the petal, and infected with its nectar, spreading outwards. Stam. Filaments fix, awl-shaped, five of
MUSA.

of them within the petal, erect, the sixth within the nectary, reclining; anthers linear, longitudinally attached from the middle of the filament to its summit, some of them, in one flower or another, imperfect. 

Fili. Germen inferior, very large, bluntly triangular; style cylindrical, erect, the length of the petal; stigma capitellate, roundish, with five or six toothed, often frothy. Berry pulpy, with a coriaceous coat, with three or six flat angles, gibbous at one side, of one cell, spongy or hollow in the centre. Seeds numerous, imbedded in the pulp, roundish, roughish, excavated at the base.

Obf. The flowers about the lower part of the common stalk or receptacle, have usually five of the anthers abortive, or altogether wanting, that of the sixth flamen only, which accompanies the nectary, being perfect; while in most of the upper flowers the reverse is the case, five of their flaments being perfect, and the sixth incomplete; their pili also is smaller in all its parts, and abortive. These therefore are, in effect, a fort of male flowers, and the former female. Such being the case, this genus has fearely the proper characters of the class Polygonia, but rather thoef of Monocotyledons. Considering the partial and variable imperfection of the organs, all as they are both present in all the flowers, Myrt ought rather perhaps to be referred to 

Heliconia. In natural affinity it is nearer the Scitamineae than any other order, the chief difference being, as Juffieu observes, in their flaments.

Eff. Ch. Calyx a many-flowered sheath, of one leaf. Petal one, ligulate, five-toothed. Nectary of one leaf, opposite to the petal. Berry inferior, with many seeds. Most of the flaments abortive in some flowers, pili in the others.

1. M. paradisiaca. Plantain Tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1477; (M. caudicis viridis, fructu longiore facetate angulofo; Trew. Ehret. 3. t. 18. 19. 20. Muza; Rumph. Amb. v. 5. book 8. t. 125. t. 60. Ger. em. 1515. Bala; Rheedem Malab. v. 1. 17. t. 12, 13, 14.)—Flower-stalk drooping. Male flowers permanent. Fruit oblong. Native of the East Indies. Cultivated every where within the tropics, for the sake of its fruit, which makes a principal part of the vegetable food of the inhabitants, and is almost infinitely variable in quality, like our apples. Notwithstanding its size, which is that of a moderate tree, this can be considered only as an herbaceous plant. The root is perennial. Stems erect, unbranched, 12 feet or more in height, 10 or 12 inches in diameter, round, smooth, spongy, and succulent, flowering but once, which, in hot countries, usually happens the second year, after which it dies down to the root. In our flowers it will often remain many years without flowering, but after that event, the fern always dies. Leaves numerous, about the top of the stem, oblong, entire, several feet long and one broad, with a strong midrib, and innumerable transverse parallel veins; they are quite smooth, easily torn, rather glaucous and opaque. Flower-stalk terminal, solitary, bent almost perpendicularly downward, several feet long, bearing numerous alternate tufts of flowers, each accompanied by a fine purple deciduous flower. The petal is often striped with red. Fruit eight or nine inches long, 1½ thick, green, with a sweet, mealy, pale-orange pulp. Such at least Ehret describes, and such we have seen ripened at Sion house, under the care of Mr. Hoy. No seeds are found in the cultivated plant.

2. M. sapientum. Banana Tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1477; (M. caudicis maculato, fructu recto rotundo brevirostro odorato; Trew. Ehret. 4. t. 21, 22, 23.)—Flower-stalk drooping. Male flowers deciduous. Fruit ovate. This is now usually considered as a variety of the former, the characters on which its supposed specific difference was founded, being to all appearance accidental. The fern is spotted.

The fruit of this, as well as of the former, roasted before it is quite ripe, is used as bread.

3. M. tropidolytarum. Wild Plantain Tree. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1746. (M. uranocephalus; Rumph. Amb. v. 5. book 8. t. 61. f. 20.)—Flower-stalk erect. Native of the Molucca islands. This seems to be the true wild flate of one or both the former. Rumphius says, the fruit can be eaten when roasted only, being rather acrid when raw, and that it contains abundance of seeds. We apprehend some mistake in Gartner respecting this being a Heliconia; see his v. 1. 30.

4. M. occinea. Scarlet Plantain Tree. Andr. Repof. t. 37. Redout. Liliac. t. 307, 308.—Flowers capitate, erect. Sheaths ovate, permanent. Stamens five. Native of China. Said to have been at first introduced into the British flowers by T. Evans, eqq. of Stepney, about the year 1792. This is of much more humble growth than any of the foregoing, and remarkable for the rich scarlet colour of its flowers, which are imbricated and permanent, forming a cone-like head. The lowermost of them often ends in a leaf. Redouto very justly observes, that these scales ought to be called bracteas, and not to be considered as a calyx. This author, as well as Mr. Andrews, describes five flaments only in each flower, all alike perfect in some, abortive in others.

For MUSA BIAHAI of Linneas, see HELICONIA.

MUSA, in Gardening, comprehends plants of the perennial kind for the hot-houfe, of which the species cultivated are; the plantain tree (M. paradisiaca); and the banana tree (M. sapientum).

Of the second fort a very excellent drink is made from the juice of the ripe fruit fermented, resembling the bell Southam cyder.

Each of these species has several varieties.

And it is observed by Brown, that "these two fruits are among the greatest blessings bestowed by Providence upon the inhabitans of hot climates." As "three dozen plantains are sufficient to serve one man for a week instead of bread, and will support him much better." Method of Culture. — These plants may be increased by planting the young suckers of the roots of such plants as have fruited, taken off carefully with root-fibres, in large pots filled with light rich earth, and plunged in the tan-bed of the flove, in the summer season. They afterwards require to have water given pretty plentifully in the hot summer months, but more sparingly in the winter, and in less proportions at a time. They succeed best in about the same degrees of heat as the pine apple. The pots should be increased in size as they advance in growth.

But the best way to have them fruit well in this climate is to shake them out of the pots, after they have become fully established, with the balls of earth about their roots, and plant them in the tan-bed in the flove, old tan being laid round their root-fibres to strike into. When new tan is added, care should be taken not to disturb their roots, and always to leave plenty of old tan about them, to guard against too much heat. They should have water twice a week in winter, about two quarts each plant at a time, and in summer twice as much at a time, and every other day. The signs of perfecting their fruit, are their pushing out their flower-items in the spring. The flowers should be sufficiently high for this purpose, as twenty feet or more.

In their native country, these trees thrive best where the soil is rich, cool and moist. Their fruiting in the South
Sea islands is said to be promoted by the use of lime and wood-ashes.

These plants are mostly cultivated here by way of curiosity and for variety.

Musa, in Geography, a town of Arabia, in Yemen, which is a kind of market for fruit and fowls to Mocha. The town is populous, and surrounded with walls; 18 miles E. of Mocha.

Musa, a river of Saxonv, which runs into the Elbe, near Mefflen.

MUSACCHIA, a town of European Turkey, in Albania; 26 miles S.S.E. of Albasano.

Musa, in Botany, the first natural order of the fourth class in Jussieu's system. The character of that class is to have the feed monocotyledonous, and the flamenes inserted upon the germen. The latter are definite in number. Germen (of course) inferior; styles either solitary, or wanting, rarely numerous; stigma simple or divided. Fruit of one cell or many, pulpy or capular.

The Musa are thus defined. Calyx (corolla of Linnaeus) superior, deeply divided into two parts, which are either simple or lobed. Stamens six, standing on the germen; some of them occasionally barren or abortive. Germen inferior; style; stigma simple or divided. Fruit of three cells, with one or many seeds in each. Circulam in the cavity of the farinaceous albumen.

Stem herbaceous or arborecent, often clothed with the theathing bafes of the footstalks. Leaves alternate, theathing, convolute when young, furnished with a simple longitudinal rib, which sends off innumerable transverse, or obliquely parallel veins. Flowers accompanied by stigmas, and disposed in alternate tufts, along a stalk originating from the centre among the leaves.

This order conficts of Musa, from which its name is taken; Heliconia; Strelitza; and Ravana of Adanson, which is Urania of Schreber. It differs from the Scitamineae, (Jussieu's Canne), chiefly in having six flamenes, instead of one flamen with the nutlings of two others, which are pointed out by Mr. Brown, Prodr. Nov. Holl. v. 1. 305. See Scitamineae.

MUSEUS, in Geography, is more celebrated by ancient writers as a philosopher, astronomer, epic poet, and priest of Ceres, than as a musician; however, he lived in to remote a period, and has so far survied his contemporaries, that he is one of the few melancholy remains of his age, of which poerty has cherifhed the memory; he therefore cannot, without injustice, be omitted: for whoever looks into the ingenious and well-digested biographical chart of Dr. Priefley, will find Linus, Orpheus, and Museus, placed in such barren regions of history, that, like the once beautiful cities of Palmyra and Balbec, they now stand in a defert; but great and exalted characters are buoyed up by time, and reit the stream of oblivion, which soon sweeps away all such as have not eminently dilignified themselves.

Museus, according to Plato and Diodorus Siculus, was an Athenian, the son of Orpheus, and chief of the Eleusinian mysteries, instituted at Athens in honour of Ceres; or, according to others, he was only the disciple of Orpheus; but from the great resemblance which there was between his character and talents, and those of his master, by giving a sligter outline to the figure, he was called his son, as those were ityled the children of Apollo, who cultivated the arts, of which he was the titular god.

Museus is allowed to have been one of the first poets, who verified the oracles. He is placed in the Arundelian marchers, Epoch 15, 1426. B.C. at which time his hymns are there said to have been received in the celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries. Laecritius tells us, that Museus not only composed a theogony, but formed a sphere for the use of his companions; yet, as this honour is generally given to Chiron, it is more natural to suppose, with Dr. Isaac Newton, that he enlarged it with the addition of several constellations after the conquest of the Golden Fleece. The sphere itself shews that it was delineated after the Argonautic expedition, which is described in the afterins, together with several other more ancient histories of the Greeks, and without any thing later: for the ship Argo was the first long vessel which they had built: hitherto they had used round ships of burthen, and kept within the shore; but now, by the dictates of the oracle, and consent of the princes of Greece, the flower of that country sail rapidly through the deep, and guide their ship by the stars.

Museus is celebrated by Virgil in the character of Hicrhopant, or priest of Ceres, among the most illustrious mortals who have merited a place in Elysium. Here he is made the conductor of Anes to the reeds, where he meets the shade of his father, Anchises.

A hill near the site of Athens was called Museum, according to Paufanias, from Museus, who used to retire there to meditate, and compose his religious hymns, and at which place he was afterwards buried. The works, which went under his name, like those of Orpheus, were by many attributed to Onomacritus. Nothing remains of this poet now, nor were any of his writings extant in the time of Paufanias, except a hymn to Ceres, which he made for the Lycomedes. And as these hymns were likewise set to music, and sung in the mysteries by Museus himself, in the character of a priest, he thence perhaps acquired from future times the title of musician, as well as of poet, the performance of sacred music being, probably, at first confined to the priesthood in these celebrations, as it had been before in Egypt, whence they originated. However, he is not enumerated among ancient musicians by Plutarch; nor does it appear that he merited the title of fon and successor to Orpheus for his musical abilities, so much as for his poetry, piety, and profound knowledge in religious mysteries. But notwithstanding the numberless testimonies come down to us from the belt and molt ancient writers of Greece and Rome, concerning Linus, Orpheus, Musaeus, Volfinus, in the name of system and invention, of an etymologist, as well as from an ambition of being thought deeply versed in the Eastern languages, particularly the Phcenicin, pretends to resolve those names, which have been known and revered by all antiquity, into words signifying things, not persons: as Linos, a song; Mofa, art, discipline; Orpheus, scientific. But if this fancy were generally practised upon ancient authors, there would be little chance of one among them cepung annihilation.

Museus, another of the same name, called the Grammarian, author of a Greek poem on "The Loves of Hero and Leander," is supposed to have lived as late as the fourteenth century, since he is not referred to by any of the older scholars, and none of his verses appear borrowed from the Dionysiacs of Nonnus. Nothing is known of him personally, yet his work is in a pure and elegant style, with much delicacy of sentiment. It has been frequently reprinted, both in collections and separately.

MUSACATTA, in Geography, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira; nine miles S.S.W. of Toere de Moncorvo.

MUSAGETES, in Mythology, the appellation of Apollo,
MUS

Apollo, as the conductor of the Muses. The same name was also given to Hercules.

MUSALI, in Hindoo Mythology, a name of one of the Ramas. (See RAMA.) The word musali is derived from the large wooden pestle used for separating rice from the hulk. This pestle is called wenjih, and in images and sculptures is seen in the hand of Bala Rama, indicating that, as well as a warrior, he was also a benefactor to mankind. In his hand a plough is also sometimes seen, and one of his names, Halayuddha, or plough-armed, is thence derived; also Haladhara, or the plough-bearer: more correctly, perhaps, Haladhar; like Gauadharra, or Murlidhara, as mentioned in the article MURL.

MUSANO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Trevisan; five miles W.N.W. of Treviso.

MUSART, or MASEURT, a snowly ridge of mountains, which passes south in Aficatia Russla from Bogdo Alim, and is supposed to join the mountains of Thibet. This may possibly be the Alak, (Alak Ul, or Alak Tag,) which joins the Belur Tag. It is said to give rife to the rivers Sir or Sihon, and the Talas.

MUSAY, a town of Hungary; 10 miles from Munkacz.

MUSCA, the Fly, in Entomology, a genus of insects of the order Diptera, of which the generic character is as follows: mouth with a soft exserted fleshy proboscis, and two equal lips; sucker furnished with bristles; feelers two, but very short, and sometimes none at all, antennae generally short. About 550 species are described by Gmelin: these are divided into two families, viz. A, with two short feelers; and B, without any feelers. The latter, however, includes only eleven species of the vast number already mentioned. These grand seotions are again separated into still smaller divisions. Thus the family A is divided into six seotions, and that of B into two.

The vast extent of this genus, according to Dr. Shaw, makes it necessary to divide the whole into different affections, in order to the more ready investigation of the properties of the species. These divisions, (which answer to Gmelin's subdivisions,) are intituled from the form of the antennae, which are either fimple, without any lateral hair or plume; or armed, that is, furnished with a lateral hair or plume. The subdivisions, or seotions, are still farther divided, as we shall see in the enumeration of the species, into others, according to the more or less downy or hairy appearance of the insects.

Although the number of known species in this genus is so very large, yet it is probable it bears no sort of proportion to the number that is still unknown, or that, at present, has not been arranged under specific characters. Mr. Harris, in his English Entomology, has described a greater number of species than Linnaeus enumerated as existing in the world; but England is not the country that is likely to be most productive of this insect. The southern countries of Europe afford a much greater variety of species than those that are more northern; in hot climates, in general, they are always numerous, and, in a multitude of instances, they multiply to a degree that is almost intolerable. The different species are extremely diversified in their external form, structure, their organization, their metamorphosis, their manner of propagating their young, and in providing for their holiness. A full explanation of these different parts of their economy would require a large volume, which is incompatible with the limits prescribed to our work.

Some of these insects have trunks instead of a mouth; others have that organ armed with teeth; and many have a mouth and a trunk. The proboscis of flies is a machine contrived for extracting the blood from the vesseis of large animals, and the nectar from the petals of flowers; and the use of hydraulics has not enabled men to construct machines more exactly arranged, or better adapted to these purposes. Some of these pollefs considerable firmness and solidity, those especially that are destined to pierce the skins of cattle. In order to tie them at work, expose a syrup to attract them, and then take a lens for the inspection.

Each eye of the fly contains in it an assemblage of a vast number of small ones, which has, perhaps, the effect of multiplying the surrounding objects, and creating representations of them, which the experience of the insect corrects. From the eye, if we pass on and survey the body, we find it provided with the organs of respiration. Four flagmata, for this purpose, are found upon the thorax, and a greater number distributed over the annuli of the abdomen. The coverings of the different parts of the abdomen are scaly, and do not consist of one piece, but admit of the contraction and dilatation of that part, according to the circumstances of the animal. Each of the feet terminates in a small bunch of hairs resembling a brush.

The interior organization of this genus, when examined with a proper apparatus, presents two pulmonary faces of a white colour, arranged longitudinally along the body. The action of the heart may also be discerned, as well as the liquor it contains, continually driven along the great artery leading to it, and returning by the same course. During their larval state, flies go through a greater variety of metamorphoses than even the filk or butterfly-worms: in their progress from the vermicular to the chrysalis state, they pass through a change unexperienced by other insects. From the floritum of their lives, all these vicissitudes must rapidly succeed each other: this circumstance does not prevent many species from containing a cocoon for their last metamorphosis, of a curious fabric. The greater part of these cocoons are of silk, with a mixture of other materials; those most common with us satisfy themselves with their own skin, which becomes an incrusted covering to protect them during their dormant state.

When the different members have acquired sufficient firmness, the fly is ready to burst from its shell in its winged form. The covering of the chrysalis, especially of those that are metamorphosed in their own skin, would seem by its hardness an effectual bar to that event. About the time, however, of its change, the head of the fly is capable of being swollen and dilated in an unusual manner; and it is by means of this dilatation that the fly bursts its covering, and opens a passage for its escape.

The food of flies is, as we shall see, as various as their different kinds; some being supported wholly by vegetable substanccs, while others are carnivorous; and among the latter there are some that only devour flies in a state of purification.

The female flies are all fecundated by copulation; an act in which the most inattentive observer must have frequently seen them engaged. The far greater part of insects are oviparous; some, however, belonging to this genus bring forth living young. Many of the viviparous flies possess a degree of fecundity that must appear altogether incredible to those who have not been conversant in the study of insects. Some of them have been found to contain in their body no less than twenty thousand living animals at one time. We now proceed to a description of the species enumerated by Gmelin.

Yy 2  A. With
MUSCA.

A. With two short Feelers.

§ a. Sucker with a single bristle, without sheath; antenna short, clavate, furnished with a lateral hair.

† Hair of the Antennae feathered.

Species.

**JEJUNA.** The colour of this fly is cinereous; abdomen pubescent, with three black belts; the legs are pale. It inhabits Tranquebar. Thorax and femur dusky, with a paler margin; antenna subferruginous; legs pale, with black tarsi.

*Meridiana.* This is an European insect, found in our own country. It has been described and figured by Harris in the work already referred to. It is hairy and black; front golden; wings ferrugineous at the base. There is a variety that has a faint rufous spot at the base on each side of the abdomen.

*CARNARIA.* This is hairy, black; thorax with paler lines; abdomen shining, and tesselate. It is found in almost all parts of Europe, in putrid carcases and meat.

The Musca carnaria, or the common large blow-fly, as every one knows, deposits its eggs on animal flesh, either fresh or putrid. The larve, or maggots, hatch in a few hours, and, when full grown, which happens in eight or ten days, are of a white, or yellowish-white colour, with a flight tinged of pale-red, and of a lengthened shape, with a sharpened front, in which the mouth is situated, and from this the body gradually enlarges in size to the last segment, which is of a very broad and flattened form, surrounded by several slightly prominent tips, and furnished with a pair of specks resembling eyes; so that an inaccurate spectator might easily mistake this part for the head, and the proper head for the tail. When the animal changes to a chrysalis, the skin dries round it, and the whole assumes an oval form, and a reddish colour, soon changing into a reddish-brown. In ten days more the fly itself emerges, which is too well known to require particular description.

**CARNIVORA.** Dusky; abdomen blue, subferruginous; the segments edged with black. This is found very common in Germany, in putrid meat. The head is black, mouth ferruginous; thorax and femel hairy, blackish, without lines, legs black.

**LARDARIA.** Black; thorax and abdomen tesselate. This also is found in Germany: it is less than the M. carnaria; the abdomen is subglobular, obtuse, and the legs are black.

**RUFICORNIS.** This is hairy and cinereous; thorax with black lines; abdomen tesselate; the antenna are rufous. Found in the East Indies. The head is cinereous, with a black line on the crown; the thorax has three black lines, the middle one reaching down the feutel.

**RUTILANS.** Thorax cinereous, with black lines; abdomen tesselate, the tail rufous. This species is found in South America; it is larger than the M. domestica, to be shortly noticed. The mouth is whitish; the antenna are black; the thorax and abdomen are hairy.

**MACULATA.** About the size of the last; thorax and abdomen with numerous black spots. It inhabits divers parts of Europe. The head is cinereous, with a black proboscis; antenna black; abdomen with two black lines in the middle beneath; wing whitish, immaculate; legs black.

**RUDIS.** This is found in Germany, likewise larger than the M. domestica: hairy; thorax grey; abdomen tesselate; the mouth is cinereous; the antenna are black; the scale of the poifers whitish; the legs black.

**OBScura.** Hairy, dull black; wings and scales of the poifers cinereous. Found in Germany.

*DOMESTICA.* Hairy, black; thorax with five pale lines; abdomen tesselate; beneath pale at the base. Inhabits many parts of Europe, on horse-dung. It seldom makes its appearance till July.

**OCCIDUA.** Thorax with black lines; the abdomen is banded. It inhabits South America, and is smaller than the last.

**STRIATA.** Cinereous; thorax with black lines; abdomen tesselate. It is about the size of the Domesticia, and inhabits Germany. The head is cinereous, with a black line in the middle; wings white; tail a little roundish; legs are black.

**AMERICANA.** Black; sides of the thorax grey, dotted with black. It is found in several of the West India islands, and resembles the *Cettrus.* The head is smooth and black; thorax glabrous, with an impressed line in the middle, the sides are downy, with three black dots; scutellum large, rounded, subtriate, black; the wings are also black, and the scale of the poifers prominent and vaulted.

**RETUSA.** Hairy, grey bronzed; abdomen with a gold glos; tail retuse. This species inhabits New Holland. A specimen is preferred in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks. The head of the insects of this species is whitish, with a black frontal line; thorax hairy; segments of the abdomen shining gold, the edges black; wings white, with a brown spot at the base.

**PATAREA.** Hairy, shining bronze; abdomen globular; legs black. It inhabits the American islands, and is about the size of the next species, the Cetar. Its wings are white.

**CÆSAR.** Hairy, shining green, with black legs. It inhabits Europe, and feeds on putrid meat and carcasses; there is a variety not more than a third part as large.

**MEGAcephala.** Shining bronze; segments of the abdomen edged with black. It inhabits Guinea; is the same size as the Cetar; the head is cinereous, with a brown front; wings whitish; legs black.

**FELINA.** Shining bronze; abdomen tesselate, with a bronzed tail. It inhabits New Spain. Mouth cinereous; downy; eyes chestnut, dotted with black; thorax hairy; abdomen diaphanous; legs black bronzed, with tesselate flanks.

**CORNEXS.** Thorax polished coppery; abdomen green bronze; legs black. This is found in various parts of Italy; and very much resembles the M. cæsar; the sides of the lip have a silvery glos.

*CADAVERINA.* Body polished, thorax blue; abdomen green. This is found in several parts of Europe, and in our own country.

**STYGA.** This is a hairy insect; the thorax is blueish; abdomen bronze; legs ferrugineous. Inhabits America. The head is brown, and the mouth ferruginous.

*MOPTURO.** Thorax black; abdomen green bronze; legs black. It is found in many parts of Europe, in carcasses, and is rather a large fly.

**LAVINIA.** Dark brassy, dotted with white; abdomen blue, with a white dot on the second segment, and two on the tail. It inhabits New Holland, and a specimen is preferred in Sir Joseph Banks's museum.

**VOMITORIA.** Thorax black; abdomen shining blue; front fulvous. This is an European insect.

**VISPILLO.** Hairy, blackish; abdomen black bronze; the
the legs are black, is not above half the size of the last, and is found at Kiel.

Cyanka. Thorax and abdomen of a bright blue; legs black. Inhabits Africa. A specimen is in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks: scale of the poifiers milk-white; fore-thighs blue.

Macellaria. Thorax coppery, with black lines; abdomen bronzed; legs black. Inhabits the American islands: its is of the size of the M. caspar; the thorax of this species has three black lines; the wings are white.

Vulpina. Thorax black, with four grey lines; abdomen subferruginous, spotted with black. Found in different parts of Europe.

Nicipes. Hairy, black; sides of the abdomen telfaceous, tessellate with white. Inhabits Germany. The head is black; the mouth silverly; antennae black; wings whitish; scale of the poifers clear white.

Corvina. Black; the abdomen is telfaceous, with a black 4d line. It is found in Germany, and is the size of the Vulpina.

Testacea. Cinereous; scutel, abdomen, and legs telfaceous. It inhabits Germany. The wings are white; the antennae are black.

Pallida. Pale telfaceous, with black tail and ends of the legs. It inhabits Germany, and is the size of the M. telfacea. The body of this insect is covered with black hairs; the last segment of the abdomen is brown; the legs are pale, tipped with black.

Dickon. Thorax dull brassy; abdomen pale; the edges of the segments and tail are bronzed.

Nebulo. Cinereous; thorax with black lines; abdomen telfaceous, with a black line down the back. Found in the East Indies. The head is cinereous, with a black frontal line; wings white, immaculate; abdomen slightly tessellate with white; the legs are black.

Mactans. Telfaceous; wings with two black dots; the posterior one transverse. It inhabits Cayenne.

Augur. Cinereous; abdomen bluish, the sides telfaceous, pellicid. It inhabits New Holland; and is in the museum of Sir J. Banks.

* Canina. Grey; thorax with four black dots; segments of the abdomen edged with black. It is found in this country, and also in several parts of Germany. The thorax is very hairy; the legs telfaceous.

Strigosa. Hairy, cinereous; thorax with five black lines, the middle ones punctured; abdomen with black streaks and line down the middle. It is found frequently in Kiel. The mouth of this insect is snowy; the antennae are black, and the wings white.

Plebeia. Black, with rufous legs. This is an inhabitant of Germany. Head black, with a changeable grey gloss; the thorax is hairy, with a cinereous line in the middle at the base; the scutel telfaceous; the ends of the legs are black.

Rustica. Grey, with rufous thighs. This is a large insect, and found in Germany.

* Tiphina. Hairy, cinereous; tips of the tibiae and flanks ferruginous. It inhabits England, and is of the size of the M. domestica. Its wings are white, and the tail terminated by a flake.

Meditabunda. Hairy, dusky; abdomen cinereous, with four brown dots. It inhabits Italy. Its mouth is whitish, and the tarsi rather red.

Elata. Pale telfaceous; wings with a brown rib and two dots. It inhabits Europe. The mouth is veicular white; antennae rufous, with a black feathered bristle; wings whitish, with two spots, the hinder one transverse; the rib black.

Lupulina. Blackish, with telfaceous abdomen and hindlegs. It inhabits Zealand, and is small. The antennae are telfaceous; the thorax black with a grey gloss; wings pale telfaceous.

Lupina. Black; thorax with faint white lines; abdomen ovate, telfaceous; the first segment and line down the middle black. Inhabits Kiel; is the size of the M. domestica. Head black, mouth silverly; wings whitish.

Longipennis. Black; wings yellowish and longer than the body. It inhabits Germany.

Funereus. Ruddy-brown; abdomen black, the edges of the segments pale. It is found in Germany, and is a very small insect. The head is dusky; white silverly; wings large hyaline; legs telfaceous.

Substantiosa. Downy; thorax slightly bronzed; abdomen black, with three bands something interrupted and tint with yellow. It is found in Europe.

Claviventris. Brown; abdomen clavate; thanks yellow. It inhabits Europe.

Lutea. Yellow; thorax brown, with an oblong yellow spot on each side beneath. It is found in divers parts of Europe.

Elysius. Thorax brown; abdomen yellowish-grey; legs yellow; the ends brown. Found in Europe.

Altitallis. Black; abdomen changeable grey. Inhabits Europe.

Varia. Black; abdomen varied with yellow, grey, and black. Inhabits Europe.

Melanura. Cinereous, with a black tail; four hindlegs at the tip and thanks ferruginous. It is found in Germany.

Strigosa. Telfaceous; crown with a ferruginous dot on each side; wings with numerous transverse telfaceous streaks. It inhabits Europe.

Argentata. Cinereous; thorax with four black lines; abdomen changeable grey; the front on each side is silverly. Inhabits Europe.

Abilabrona. Black, with a white front. Inhabits Europe.

Furta. Black; wings deflected, brown with a white lateral margin. It inhabits Upfal, under the leaves of herbs; very small; antennae telfaceous, concealed within the head; legs white.

Tugurionum. Cinereous; antennae, feelers, scutel, and legs ferruginous. Inhabits Austria.

Taa. Black; abdomen pale ferruginous, with a black base, and line down the middle. It inhabits Austria.

Deceptilia. Cinereous, with rufous legs; abdomen grey ferruginous, with a black dorsal line. This is also found in Austria.

* Melanopyrrha. Downy, black; abdomen with a rufous tip. It inhabits England and Germany. The front of this insect is pale; its eyes are black; scutel olive; wings with fulvous nerves at the base, and a large brown spot in the middle.

Olea. Brown; thorax downy, blue, with three protuberances; tip of the scutel and thighs yellow. Found in the southern parts of Europe, particularly in the south of France and Italy.

1-Maculata. Thorax black; breast with two fulvous spots on each side; abdomen purplish violet. It inhabits New Zealand.

Bimaculata. Blue; breast with a whitish spot on each side; abdomen green with a blue base. Found in New Holland.

†† Hair
**VARIA.** Grey; abdomen rufous, varied with white and black. It inhabits the East Indies, and is about the same size as the M. radicum. The mouth of this species is white; antenna incumbent, rufous tip with black; tail with long black bristles; wings dusky; legs black.

*BRASSICAE.* Thorax greenish; abdomen cylindrical and black; the second and third segments rufous. It inhabits Europe, and is found at the roots of cabbages. The head is rufous; the wings brownish hyaline.

*SEMARGENTEA.* Thorax silvery-green; abdomen silvery-grey with a yellow band at the base. This is found in England. The antennae and head are brown; wings hyaline; legs pale.

*NAPOLEONZ.* Hairy, grey; with longitudinal black lines down the back and sides. This is found in different parts of Sweden, and is extremely destructive to the roots of turnips, especially to those growing in sandy loams; its larva is white, and without legs; the head is pointed and tibet with black; undergoes its transformation about the month of September; the pupa is brown, oblong, annulate with segments, and becomes a perfect fly in the following May.

*LABRONZ.* Thorax hairy, with pale black lines; abdomen ferruginous, the tip tesselate with black and grey. It inhabits the American Islands, and is very large; the head is silvery; the crown dusky; antenna long, incumbent, black; festellate ferruginous; wings dusky; scale of the poikers white, legs black.

*ERINACE.* Hairy; lip cinereous; wings white with a black rib. Inhabits Germany; the antennae are oblong and black; thorax and abdomen very hairy; black, immaculate; scale of the poikers arched, snowy; legs black.

**ESTIVATION.** Hairy; legs with transverse white dots. It inhabits Europe.

*VOLYRA.* Black; abdomen cylindrical, with two whitish bands in the middle. It inhabits Italy, and is about the size of the Comprella already described. Head whitish, with a black line on the crown; thorax blackish and slightly festellate; abdomen very hairy.

*LATERALIS.* Black; abdomen red with a black tip, and irate down the middle. It inhabits Europe, and is the size of the Domestica. The mouth of this species is white.

*ALBIFRONZ.* Hairy; black; abdomen festellate, the base ferruginous each side. It inhabits Denmark. Abdomen subcylindrical.

*CAPULARIS.* Blackish; second segments of the abdomen and sides of the third diaphanous. It inhabits Europe, in swarms under the shade of trees; it is only half the size of the M. domestica.

*PLEURALIS.* Cinereous; thorax with five black spots; abdomen with obsolete spots. It inhabits Europe, and appears in vast swarms before rain.

*SUFFIXANS.* This is entirely black with hyaline wings; hind thighs formed for skipping. It inhabits Europe; is very small, and flies by a sort of skipping motion.

*CHORRA.* Black, with white wings. Found in Germany, and very like the Parasites, described below.

*LABRATA.* Hairy, blackish, with a shining silver tip; wings white, immaculate. Found in Germany, and in its skipping motion resembles the M. subfunicans just noticed. The legs are black; the scale of the poikers arched and snowy.
VIRGATA. Cinerous; abdomen with two streaks of black dots. This is found in France; the body is small, hairy; wings white, immaculate; thanks teellaceous.

* RORALIS. This insect is of a deep black; wings whitish at the tip. It inhabits Europe, and is small; the antennæ are very short, incumcent; abdomen hairy, the poifiers black.

FENESTRATA. Glabrous, black; abdomen rugged above, with white streaks, wings brown; legs black, and the hind ones long.

RUGOSA. Glabrous, black; abdomen rugged and immaculate above; wings brown. Inhabits Kiel, larger than the last; the legs are black, with ferruginous tarsi.

SENSILIS. Glabrous, black; abdomen rugged and immaculate above; wings white; legs teellaceous. It inhabits Germany; the head and thorax naked.

SERATA. Cinerous; rib of the wings ferrate, with short hairs; abdomen and legs ferruginous. Found in divers parts of Europe.

NIGROCINEREA. Cinerous; segments of the abdomen tipp with black. Inhabits the East Indies, is the size of the Domestica; head snowy; mouth fringed; thorax with many black lines; feutel brown, with a cinereous margin; wings white, hyaline; legs black.

CENERA. Hailey, cinereous; antennæ and legs blackish. It inhabits India, and is about the same size as the last. In this species the proboscis is tipped with black; scales of the poifiers snowy; wings white, legs dull, and with black tars.

SCALARIS. Black; abdomen cinereous, with five black bands connected by a line down the middle. It inhabits Germany, and is a little larger than the M. roralis. The orbits of this fly are slivery; the wings white, and the legs black.

MACULATA. Hailey, black; tip of the abdomen with four grey dots. This is found at Kiel, and is larger than the last, the Celleria, which is well known here.

* CELLARIS. Black; abdomen paler; eyes ferruginous; found chiefly in wine vaults; hence its specific name.

CYLINDRICINEREA. Antennæ long and cylindrical; body hailey, black, with yellowish wings. It inhabits France, and is less than the M. cellaris. The last joint of the antennæ is cylindrical, nearly as long as the thorax, with a long whitish hair; tarsi yellowish.

CELLATA. Hailey, black; segments of the abdomen blueish at the base. It inhabits some parts of the European continent, and is about the size of the M. metonica. The head is black; sides of the mouth slivery, with a black line; wings cinereous, hyaline; scales of the poifiers fringed with white.

* MACRORICA. Black; abdomen pale grey; wings yellowish at the base. This is found in our own country, and, like the Pluvialis, comes in swarms before showers of rain.

ATRATA. Naked, shining black; wings hyaline; joints of the legs teellaceous. It inhabits Germany, and is small; the head is subglobular and black; the eyes teellaceous; wings hyaline.

* FRIT. Black; poifiers, end of the hind legs, and abdomen of a pale green. It inhabits Europe, and is not larger than a flea. The larva is found in the ears of barley and other grain, to which it is so exceedingly destructive, that in one year corn to a vast amount has been destroyed by its ravages: in Sweden it is said one-tenth of the corn is annually destroyed by this insect.

PUMILIONS. Black, beneath yellow; head and two lines on the thorax yellow; poifiers white; legs cinereous, tip with black. The larva of this fly has a sharp head, black at the extremity; the body is white, and composed of ten segments; it is changed into the pupa form about the end of May. The pupa is yellow, shining, and composed of segments; the perfect insect appears about the month of June; but it does not appear at what time it deposits its eggs. The larvæ are perceived early in the spring, in the centre of the flalks of wheat and rye, very near the root. It has been thought that the eggs are deposited in September or October, because the earliest sown grain is most affected by them. White wheat is more liable to the depredations of this insect than the red. The flalks in which the larva is lodged do not advance in growth, but continue in a very dwarf state, hence the insect itself has obtained its specific name. The flalks become yellow early in the summer, and soon after die away; but others usually spring up on the same root, and supply their place. This insect first attracted notice in our own country in 1791, when it excited a considerable degree of alarm, lest it should prove as mischievous as the Helian fly, that has done so much injury in America. An account of this insect has been given by Mr. Markwick in the Linnæan Transactions; but the first description of the Pumilions, and of the mischievous caused by it, was given in the Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Stockholm for the year 1778, by M. Bjerkander, who discovered it on the young shoots of rye early in the spring, and in such quantities, that in some fields he found three or four flalks affected in a square foot.

LEPRAZ. Shining black; antennæ and legs white; eyes reddish gold. It inhabits America. It breeds in the legs of the natives who are afflicted with the elephantiasis, and is smaller than a louse.

PUTRIS. Black; wings white, with a black rib. It inhabits Europe. The larva of this fly are the maggots found in decayed cheese, bacon, &c. well known in common language by the name of hoppers.

ATERRIMA. This is filky black; wings white, with a double black rib half-way down; legs long, compressed. Inhabits France, and is of the size of the M. putris.

MANICATA. Black; abdomen with pale marginal spots; fore-thighs thickened. Inhabits France, and is larger than the M. cellaris. The head is brown, mouth grey, and wings hyaline.

STRIGULA. Thorax with two pale lines; abdomen black, the segments with snowy edges. It is found in France.

CUPRARIA. Body glaucous bronze; thorax green; abdomen coppery, hence its specific name; poifiers naked. This is an European insect. The legs are black, and very rarely yellow.

* AURATA. Thorax polished, brassy or greenish; abdomen polished, obtuse, brownish-gold. Inhabits Europe. The head is black; segments of the abdomen blackish; wings dull; abdomen sometimes blue.

ANEAE. Shining green bronze; head and legs teellaceous. Found in the East Indies.

* POLITA. Polished; thorax blue; abdomen brassy; poifiers naked. An inhabitant of Europe. Poifiers and legs yellow.

* VIDULATA. Black bronze; abdomen brassy; scales of the poifiers fringed. It inhabits Europe, chiefly found in gardens.

PURERA. Black; left segments of the abdomen incurved, with reflected down on each side. It inhabits Europe.

FASCIATA. This species is teellaceous, with a black abdomen; wings brown at the tip, with a white band; legs long.
long; it is found in the American islands; the body is very narrow; there is a variety of this species, that has its head and thorax black.

* Petronella. Livid; front red; legs long, teftaceous, with black joints. Found on the surface of waters in Europe.

Cylindrica. Glossy black; head globular, with teftaceous eyes; legs long and yellowish; it is found chiefly in Germany. The antennae of this species are small, teftaceous, with a black hair; thorax naked and thin; abdomen ovate, with teftaceous spots beneath, at the base; wings white.

Filiformis. Body filiform, black; head ovate with red eyes; legs very long and teftaceous. Found in Germany. In shape it is very long and narrow.

Tipularia. Body long and black; head and legs teftaceous; wings tift with brown. Found on the African continent, particularly in Barbary. The head is pale and teftaceous, with a scarlet crown.

Petiolata. Hairy and black; abdomen compressed; wings black. It is found in Cayenne, and is the size of the Comprella. The head of this insect is black, with a white mouth, and reddish eyes; poifers snowy, abdomen long and black; the segments a little whitish at the edges; the legs are black.

Ephippium. Body long and black; thorax rufous; legs teftaceous. It inhabits France.

Elongata. Teftaceous; legs long, hind shanks black, the ends whitish. It inhabits Sierra Leono. In this species the eyes are large and brown; and the wings hyaline.

Longipes. This is black; wings are brown, with a white band at the base, and dots; the legs are long and teftaceous. This is found in Cayenne.

Annelata. Black; wings hyaline, with a brown band; legs long, black, hind thighs with two white rings. Found also in Cayenne.

Cristata. Hairy, cinereous; abdomen and legs pale; front ferruginous, clavate, and projecting beyond the antennae. Inhabits Barbary.

Corrigiata. Black, with long yellow legs; thighs with a black ring. Is found in the flagrant ditches in various parts of Denmark.

* Curvistans. Black, with long pale legs; wings incumbent, white. It is found in many parts of this country, on trees and walls, resembles a Cimex, and runs with great velocity.

Cimicoides. Black; wings incumbent, white, with two black bands. It inhabits Denmark, is found about trees, and, like the lafi, is very like a Cimex. The last fourteen species are distinguished from the rest by a globular head, with prominent rounded eyes, and a linear body with long legs.

Pallipes. Shining bronze; abdomen with two yellowish dots at the base; the legs are yellowish. It inhabits Germany, and is very small.

* Ungulata. Brassy green; tail hooked; the legs are long and liquid. It is found in many parts of Europe, about waters.

* Nobiletata. Brassy green; tail hooked; wings with a black spot tift with white. Found in Europe, in gardens.

Equestris. Brassy green; abdomen with five black bands; the tail is hooked; the wings are white, with a brown spot. This is found in Brazil; Sir Joseph Banks has a specimen of it in his museum.

* Notata. Hairy; thorax brown, with four greenish lines; abdomen bronzed; wings clouded with brown, with a black dot. It inhabits England.

Glabrata. Shining black bronze; head black; antennae teftaceous. This species is found in France, and is the size of the Ungulata just noticed.

Nigripes. Shining brassy; antennae and legs black; wings white and immaculate. It inhabits France, and is very small; the thorax and abdomen are hairy, and the legs black.

Arroges. Hairy, black; wings brown, with three white bands; an inhabitant of Europe.

Longicornis. Antenna long; body hairy; shining bronze; abdomen darker. It inhabits the American islands.

Rostrata. Body bronzed; abdomen with black bands; mouth hairy, prominent, black. Inhabits Germany; it is the size of the M. ungulata.

Fasciata. Pale, with four black bands on the abdomen; wings white. It inhabits Germany, and is a little less than the last.

Ferruginea. This, as its name imports, is ferruginous; the wings white, with a ferruginous rib and streak. It inhabits the East Indies.

Histrionica. Cinereous, with a ferruginous head; abdomen cylindrical, and black with a whitish base; wings with a black spot at the tip. It inhabits the East Indies.

Sulla. This is teftaceous; the segments of the abdomen are edged with black; the wings are marked with two black dots. It is found in various parts of Germany.

Flaveola. This species is hairy and teftaceous; abdomen downy, tift with brown, and is found also in Germany. The head is teftaceous; the antennae are brown, and the wings white.

Fuscata. Hairy, dusky; feutul projecting, and forked. It inhabits France.

Oratoria. Teftaceous; abdomen pale, the segments are edged with black; the wings are marked with three or four brown dots. This inhabits the Barbary coasts; the head and thorax are hairy, of a pale colour, and teftaceous.

Merdaria. Hairy, cinereous with rufous shanks; wings white with a brown dot. It inhabits Kiel. The mouth is whitish; the crown is generally black, with a reddish spot; antennae black; abdomen flat and hairy.

Lutaria. Grey; abdomen, tail, and legs ferruginous. It inhabits Kiel. The mouth is whitish; the antennae are rufous; the abdomen beneath and at the sides brownish; wings yellow with a small brown vein in the middle, and a larger one towards the tip.

Livens. This, as its name signifies, is of a livid hue, with a ferruginous spot on the front; joints of the legs ferruginous. It is found in Denmark. The mouth is white, front yellowish, with a red spot behind the antennae; thorax and abdomen naked.

* Cucularia. Thorax grey; abdomen ferruginous; wings yellowish, with a darker dot. It is found in many parts of Europe. The antennae have a few spots on each.

* Scutaria. Hairy; dull ferruginous; wings yellowish, with a dark dot; legs rufous.

Marginalia. This is of a dull lead colour; wings reticulate, with a black rib. Inhabits Saxony, and is the size of the lafi. The mouth is vesicular white; the antennae are brown, with a long white hair; wings reticulate, with white dots, the rib black.

* Finnetaria. Antennae slightly feathered; body glistening, ferruginous; wings immaculate. It is found about dung-heaps in various parts of Europe.

Nigrifemur. Thorax cinereous; abdomen, wings, and legs black. It inhabits France, and is the size of the lafi. The mouth is ferruginous, and the head has a ferruginous spot.
It

**Vibrans.** Wings hyaline, t ipt with black; the head is red. It inhabits Europe, and is continually agitating its wings.

**Punctum.** Wings with a black lateral dot at the tip; abdomen bronzed. It inhabits France, in moist shady places.

---

**Cynipsea.** Wings with a lateral black dot at the tip; abdomen cylindrical. It inhabits Europe, and yields a fragrant smell.

**Graminum.** Front im prested, fulvous; wings clouded, with two dots, the hinder one linear and tranverse. This species inhabits France, and is the size of the Latin. Mouth vellucular white; antennae rufous, with a black margin all round, and projecting white hairs; wings whitish with black dots, and the legs are rufous.

**Cincta.** This species is cinereous; head and legs teltaceous; wings clouded with a black rib. It inhabits Denmark.

**Reticulata.** Hair, cinereous; wings faintly reticulate; the rib is dotted with black and white; found in divers parts of Italy; the head and antennae are rufous; the mouth from.

**Contigua.** This species is teltaceous; wings white with three black dots united to the rib, and a single distinct one. This is a Brazilian insect. The mouth is whitish; the thorax hairy; the legs teltaceous.

**Punctata.** Cinerous with rufous legs; wings white with rows of black dots between the nerves. It is found in Kiel, and is known by its whitish mouth and greyish body.

**Umbellulata.** Brown; thorax with faint ferruginous lines; breast and legs teltaceous. It inhabits France, and is a small fly.

**Penneas.** Hair, abdomen rufous; wings black, with a ferruginous spot and white hind margin. It inhabits North America.

**Legum.** Thorax with yellow lines; abdomen blue; wings black, with two white bands, which are biffed at the outside. It inhabits Sierra Leon.

**Moeras.** Hair, black; thorax with white lines; wings long, black, with a white line at the base, and three bands, the first of which is biffed. It inhabits Guinea.

**Ofle.** Thorax yellowish; abdomen conic, ferruginous, the sides spotted with black. It inhabits Italy; the larva is found in the fruit of the olive. The head is yellow, with two black dots above the mouth; thorax with faint black lines; abdomen with three black dots on each side; wings hyaline; legs yellow.

**Clavata.** Teltaceous; abdomen brown, the segments are teltaceous at the base, and terminated by a clavate style. The antennae and thorax are hairy; the wings are large and whitish.

**Parietina.** Cinerous; wings brown spotted, and dotted with white, front teltaceous. It inhabits Europe.

**Discorpa.** Black; wings with white dots and marginal lines; head and legs teltaceous. It inhabits Denmark, and is a large insect. The eyes, thorax, and abdomen of this fly are black and immaculate.

**Connea.** Abdomen cylindrical and black; wings whitish with three black bands, the third connected with a spot at the tip. It inhabits France, and is large.

**Umbraea.** This species is cinereous; the abdomen is marked with black bands; wings brown spotted with white. It inhabits many parts of Europe, and is found among flowers.

**Vibrans.** Wings hyaline, t ipt with black; the head is red. It inhabits Europe, and is continually agitating its wings.

**Punctum.** Wings with a black lateral dot at the tip; abdomen bronzed. It inhabits France, in moist shady places.

Vol. XXIV.
a black dot at the tip. It inhabits Europe, and varies very much in its size.

*Punctata.* Yellow, with four black dots on the abdomen. It inhabits Europe. The dots on the abdomen are remote.

*Estuans.* Wings hooked, white, with a blackish central dot. It inhabits Europe, on flowers.

*Linetata.* Black, with yellow lines on the thorax; scutel and body yellow beneath. Inhabits many parts of Europe, in ears of barley, which it renders sterile. The head is yellow, with a black crown; wings immaculate.

*Rosae.* Head russet; head russet; legs tectaceous. It inhabits Kiel, on flowers, and is very small; wings hyaline.

*Serratula.* Wings white; thorax greenish; abdomen cinereous, with four black lines of dots. It is found on thistles in many parts of Europe.

*Urtica.* Black; wings white with a terminal brown dot, and three distinct bands. It is found in England and other parts on the nettles, as its specific name imports.

*Crassipes.* Cinereous; abdomen with black bands; wings milky-white, with four abbreviated black bands. It inhabits Germany.

*Coronata.* Antennæ projecting, spinous, and one-toothed; body grey; wings white, with four brown bands. It is found in Germany.

*Dace.* Wings white, with four distinct black bands; scutel and legs tectaceous. It inhabits Sweden, and is less than the M. urtica; the abdomen is black, with a long style.

*Cerasi.* Wings white, with unequal brown bands; the lower ones connected outwardly. It inhabits this country, and is found in the kernels of cherries. Body black; front tectaceous.

*Annone.* Blue; wings white, with four black bands; the lower ones connected outwardly. It inhabits the American islands, and is small. The front fulvous; crown blue; legs black.

*Cras.* Cinereous; wings white, with three unequal black bands; legs tectaceous. It inhabits the East Indies, and is the size of the M. urtica. The abdomen is varied with cinereous and black, and ending in a long style; the wings have three bands at the base.

*Cardui.* Black; wings white with a flexuous brown band. It inhabits Europe, in the flowers of the thistle.

*Synsegnes.* Black; wings white with three abbreviated black bands and spot at the tip; it is a small fly, and inhabits Germany.

*Tufflaginis.* Yellow; wings white with four brown bands. It inhabits Denmark, on flowers; abdomen cinereous, with ferrugineous style tinged with black.

*Fungata.* Cinereous, with a tectaceous tail; wings brown, dotted with white. It inhabits the American islands; the eyes of this insect, which is small, are green.

*Solestitialis.* Wings white with four connected black bands; feutel yellow. It is an inhabitant of this country, and has been described and figured by Mr. Donovan. The head is pale; body bluish-black; abdomen ending in a long style; wings with a brown outer margin connecting the four bands; legs yellow, thighs black.

*Costalis.* Blue; wings white with two black coflal spots. It inhabits the South American islands, and is small.

*Lycinæus.* Black with yellow head and legs; wings black, the border streaked with white. It inhabits Kiel.

*Omphæin.* Ferrugineous, with a yellowish feutel; wings with brown marks and tip. It inhabits Europe, and is described in Donovan’s Eng. Inf., head and legs pale.

*Centauræ.* Black; head and legs yellow; wings with brown marks and tip. Inhabits Kiel, and resembles the last.

*Scabiosi.* Yellow; disk of the wings cinnamon, brown and dotted with white. It inhabits France, and is large.

*Halicæ.* Wings brown, varied with white, on the thicker margin three black spots, with a white pupil. It inhabits England, and is found among flowers; the body is grey with a few brown dots; thorax grey with two brown dots on the shoulders, four in the middle and two behind; the abdomen is grey with four black bands, the two first interrupted; legs yellow.

*Mina.* Yellow; thorax black on the back; abdomen with two black streaks and two dots behind. It inhabits Kiel, and is characterised as very small.

*Aequostricæ.* This species is glabrous, black; tectaceous; eyes chestnut-brown, legs long. It inhabits South America; the body is long and narrow.

*Cibaria.* Smooth, with ruffled stigmata; the abdomen is cinereous, hooked; the legs are long. It is found very much in kitchens in divers parts of Europe.

*Terrestris.* Brown; thorax with a brown dot without the lines; abdomen ariate beneath. It inhabits Sweden, and feeds on the ground.

*Saltuum.* Wings white with a brown rib and terminal dot; body yellow; head blackish behind. This is an European insect.

*Arnica.* Wings hooked, grey spotted with black. It inhabits Europe, on the disk of radiate flowers; particularly the Arnica montana.

*Sonoil.* Wings hyaline, with a black marginal spot; the eyes are green. It inhabits Europe, on the receptacles of the Sonchus arvensis.

*Subcutanea.* Wings white with flexuous brown bands; eyes green. It inhabits Europe, under the leaves of the hieracium.

*Rufivenalis.* Thorax cinereous; abdomen rufous, with a black spot at the base, with two brown spots and brown hind margin.

*Setosa.* Black; abdomen bristly, with a pale spot on each side of the base. This and the next thirty-seven species are described generally as inhabiting Europe.

*Versipellis.* Black; the three first segments of the abdomen on each side are changeable reddish-grey.

*Polla.* Black; abdomen glabrous, greenish-black. It inhabits Europe.

*Brunnea.* This is entirely of a chestnut colour.

*Nigerpis.* Cinereous, with black bristles; legs tectaceous, black at the ends.

*Nigripes.* Cinereous; wings yellowish at the base; legs black.

*Trimalis.* Cinereous; front tip of the thighs and tarsus tectaceous.

*Vercolor.* Black, with a changeable grey gloss.

*Picea.* Picceus, glabrous; legs black.

*Crassipes.* Black, rough; thighs thick.

*Lepisticta.* Black; wings with numerous white dots.

*Rupicellæ.* Cinereous, with a rustous crown and tectaceous thighs.

*Ochroptera.* Black; front white; wings yellowish; tarsus ferruginous.

*Subulata.* Picceus; abdomen fuscatic; wings with a ferrugineous spot; tarsus pale.

*Conica.* Cinereous; abdomen conic; legs brown tectaceous.

*Abrupta.* Cinereous; wings with three abrupt tectaceous bands.
**MUSCA.**

**CHRYSOCEPHALA.** Crown ferruginous; back of the thorax and linear abdomen black; wings white, with two brown bands, the tip brown with a white spot.

**FLAVESCENS.** Yellowish-grey with a ferruginous crown; head and legs yellow; wings white with four yellow bands.

**LACINIOIDES.** Blackish, with a white face; tip of the scutellum subfuscous; abdomen changeable grey.

**CILYNDRICA.** Blackish; abdomen cylindrical, changeable grey.

**TERES.** Piceous, glabrous, cylindrical; legs yellow.

**SETICORNIS.** Reddish-brown with brown eyes and wings.

**ORDINATA.** Black; wings brownish, with hyaline thinner margins.

**TRICOLOR.** Cinerous; wings brown; legs black.

**DRYPES.** Brown with ferruginous legs; abdomen deprefed.

**QUADRICOLOR.** Polished; thorax blue; abdomen green; thighs black, the tip and thanks yellow.

**SQUALIDA.** Blackish; abdomen cylindrical, cinereous, with a black dorsal line.

**LATIPES.** Yellow; abdomen clavate; hind-thighs yellow; thanks with a white ring.

**DISPERSA.** Telfaceous with a cinereous back; segments of the abdomen brown at the base.

**LITURATA.** Grey; wings with a ferruginous spot; legs pale.

**TRIPODICA.** Blackish; crown with three black dots each side; thorax pale, cinereous.

**LEUCOPTERA.** Piceous, glabrous; legs ferruginous; wings white.

**GLAUCOPTERA.** Piceous, glabrous; wings glaucescent.

**9-PUNCTATA.** Thorax black; abdomen pale grey, with nine black dots.

**PICATA.** Thorax black; abdomen piceous, glabrous; ends of the hind-legs thick.

**9-MACULATA.** Yellow; wings with five blackish spots, and three at the tip.

**RUBRIPES.** Black, with ferruginous legs.

**MELANOCHRYSA.** Yellow, with a black dot on the crown; thorax with three longitudinal black stripes.

**GRANDIS.** Glabrous; thorax black-brown; abdomen ferruginous, tippd with black. It inhabits England.

**APIS.** Hairy, black; base of the thorax yellow; abdomen with a yellow belt; the tail whitish. It inhabits Auloria.

**ARGYROLOMA.** Hairy, black, with a silvery front; abdomen with silvery bands. It inhabits Vienna.

**FULVIVENTRIS.** Blackish; abdomen with yellow down beneath; wings dotted with white. It inhabits Vienna.

**CLAVERGUS.** Yellow, naked; eyes green; hind-thighs clavate. Inhabits Auloria.

**5-PUNCTATA.** Cinerous; wings with a dot at the tip, one at the inner margin, and three at the outer. Inhabits Auloria.

**STICTICA.** Yellow; thorax and abdomen with four lines of black dots; wings white, with a yellow margin and three bands. It inhabits Vienna.

**POCCHOPTERA.** Wings reddish-brown, variegated with white. Inhabits Auloria.

**LINeen.** Black; front red, the margin with two anastomosing brown spots. It inhabits France.

**NASUTA.** Yellow; thorax with five black lines; abdomen with four black bands. It inhabits France.

**LAMEN.** Wings hyaline; the outer margin varied with brown, the inner margin marked with a brown fuscous lamed. It inhabits Auloria.

**Miliaria.** Yellow, with black eyes; wings yellow, with a triple brown spot and numerous dots. It inhabits Europe.

**CINNOMONOPHTHALMIA.** Hair; eyes violet, with six purple bands; legs with a white ring. It inhabits Auloria.

**METICULOSA.** Glossy-black; thanks rufous, with a black hand, the hind ones curved. It inhabits Auloria.

**MERULINA.** Glossy-black, with red eyes; wings hyaline, immaculate. It inhabits Auloria.

**RENEELLE.** Black; scale of the poisons ferruginous; abdomen with two thin white belts.

**CORNUTA.** Yellowish, with two horns sending out three branches from the upper side; wings hyaline, spotted with brown. It inhabits Carniola.

**TIBIDATA.** Thorax splendid green; abdomen lucid lanceolate, violet-brown. It inhabits Carniola.

**CASCADINA.** Thorax bronzed; abdomen pellucid yellow, with alternately narrower black bands. It inhabits Carniola.

**LUCINA.** Thorax cinereous, with four interrupted black lines; abdomen subfuscous, the halves diaphanous. It inhabits New Zealand.

**TESTACEA.** Scutel two-toothed; body telfaceous; first segment of the abdomen brownish. It inhabits South America.

**ERRANS.** Scutel two-toothed, black; abdomen black, the second and third segments with white sides. It is less than the last.

**CHAMHELEON.** Scutel two-toothed, yellow; abdomen black, with three triangular yellow spots on each side, and one at the end. It inhabits Europe. This is one of the most remarkable species: it is a large black fly, with a broad, flatish abdomen, having the sides of each segment yellow, forming to many abrupt semi-bands across that part. It proceeds from an aquatic larva, of very considerable size, measuring two inches and a half in length, of a somewhat flattened shape, and of a brown colour, with a narrow or flayer front; the body widening by degrees towards the middle, and from thence gradually tapering to the extremity or tail, which is terminated by a circle of radiating or diverging hairs. This larva is common in flagmant waters, during the summer months, and paves into its chrysalis flate without casting its skin, which dries over it, so as to preserve the former appearance of the animal in a more contracted form.

**SPLENDENS.** Scutel two-toothed; body covered with rich gold down; abdomen with black bands. It inhabits Spain.

**PURCATA.** Scutel two-toothed, black, edged with yellow; abdomen black, the sides spotted with yellow. It inhabits Germany.

**EPHEMVM.** Scutel two-toothed; thorax rufous and spinous on each side. It inhabits Europe.

**CRUCIS.** Scutel two-toothed, black; abdomen black, with two lateral yellow spots and tip. It inhabits the South American islands.

**FLAVSSIMA.** Scutel two-toothed; body black; abdomen rufous, with a longitudinal black line. It inhabits Italy.

**MICROLEON.** Scutel two-toothed; abdomen black, with lateral white streaks. It inhabits Europe.

**STISTRACA.** Scutel two-toothed; abdomen black, with white streaks beneath. It inhabits Italy.

**CAYRNA.** Scutel two-toothed; body blue; head verticaly white. It inhabits Cayenne.

**PALLIPES.** Scutel two-toothed; abdomen above black, Z Z 2 th.
the edges of the segments whitish each side. It inhabits North America.

**Mutabilis.** Scutell two-toothed; body grey, downy; abdomen black at the base; rib of the wings ferruginous. It inhabits Cayenne.

**Fasciata.** Scutell two-toothed; body black; abdomen with two white streaks above, beneath filvery. It inhabits Cayenne.

**Argentata.** Scutell slightly two-toothed; body black; abdomen covered with filvery down and yellow lateral spots. It inhabits Saxony.

**Tigrina.** Scutell two-toothed; body black; abdomen rufous beneath. It inhabits the waters of Denmark.

**Hydroleon.** Scutell two-toothed; body black; abdomen green, with a black line down the middle. It inhabits about flagrant waters of Europe.

**Virdula.** Scutell two-toothed; abdomen green, with a black back. It inhabits Germany.

**Tyrrhineata.** Scutell two-toothed; abdomen greenish-yellow; thorax with three black stripes; abdomen with black marks. It inhabits Europe.

**Hyppoloea.** Scutell two-toothed, yellow; thorax black edged with yellow; abdomen black, with five yellow spots. Inhabits Europe.

**Muscaria.** Scutell two-toothed, yellow; body black; margin of the abdomen spotted with yellow. It inhabits Italy.

**Minuitor.** Scutell two-toothed; body black; segments of the abdomen edged with white. It inhabits Tranquebar.

**Melangops.** Scutell two-toothed; body teflaceous, with black eyes; second and third segments of the abdomen with a yellow spot on each side behind. It inhabits Europe.

**Nigricans.** Scutell two-toothed; black with yellow teeth; abdomen black; the hinder margins of the segments whitish beneath. This is an European insect.

**4-Lineata.** Scutell four-toothed; body black; abdomen with four white lines. This is found in Sierra Leoa.

**Clavipes.** Scutell fix-toothed; body black; abdomen ferruginous. Inhabits Sweden; wings brown; legs rufous.

**6-Dentata.** Scutell fix-toothed; thorax bronzed; abdomen ferruginous. It is an inhabitant of this country; a specimen is found in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks. The thorax is shining bronze; scutell with fix black teeth; abdomen long, flat above, and pubescent; wings whitish, with a black marginal spot; legs yellow, the hind ones long.

**Chalyrea.** Scutell fix-toothed; thorax fleck blue; abdomen black. This is an English fly; the wings and poaters are black; legs teflaceous, the ends black and elate.

**Similis.** Scutell fix-toothed, shining green-blue; abdomen fleck-blue. It inhabits England; wings ferruginous, with a brown dot; legs black; poaters white.

**Valvata.** Scutell fix-toothed; abdomen and thighs yellow. It is found in England. Wings subferruginous, flt, incumbrant, with a brown dot in the middle of the rib; poaters yellow; shanks near the tip and tarso brown.

c. Sucker with a single bristle and univalve sheath; antenna seated on a common peritome; in this sub-section there is but a single

### Species

**Univalvis.** Black; front yellow; thorax spotted with yellow; abdomen with three yellow streaks. It inhabits Kiel and Barbary.

**Sucker with three bristles, without sheath; feelers placed at the base of the sucker.**

### Species

**Scolopacea.** Cinereous; abdomen yellowish, with three rows of black dots; wings clouded. This is found in other parts of Europe as well as in this country.

**Tringaria.** Cinereous; abdomen yellowish, with three rows of black dots; wings immaculate, thorax of one colour. It is found in the woods of Europe.

**Vanella.** Cinereous; thorax lineate; abdomen teflaceous, immaculate; wings sub-teflaceous. It inhabits Denmark, and resembles the last.

**Ardea.** Black; margin of the abdomen spotted with grey; wings immaculate, shanks teflaceous. It inhabits Italy.

**Vermileo.** Cinereous; abdomen with three rows of black dots; wings immaculate; thorax spotted.

The Mufca vermeleo is a middle-sized fly, of a somewhat lengthened form, with a distant resemblance to a Tipula; it is of a dull yellow colour, with transparent wings; the thorax marked above by two black lines, and the abdomen by triple rows of black spots. The larva mafeories three-quarters of an inch in length, and is of a pale yellowish-grey colour, slender or sharpened in front, and growing gradually broader towards the tail. It is found in the southern parts of Europe, and is not uncommon in some districts of France; it is remarkable for preftituting a method exactly similar to that of the Hemerobius fornicaculo, in order to obtain its prey; cxcavating a circular pit or cavity in the dry sand; concealing itself, waiting the arrival of any small insect which may happen to fall into it, and after absorbing its juices, throwing out the exhausted remains to a considerable distance from the cavity. This larva seems to have been first observed and described by Reaumur, in the Memoirs of the French Academy for the year 1752. It affumes the state of a chrysalis by caking its skin, which of itself rolls to the hinder part of the body; the chrysalis is of a dull reddish colour, and is rounded or clubbed at the upper part, suddenly tapering from thence to the extremity, and after lying nine or ten days, it gives birth to the perfect insect.

**Lineata.** Lineate; abdomen black; wings hyaline, with a brown spot and tip. This is an English fly; the antennae are cylindrical, incurved, longer than in others; the fore-legs are long and black.

**Fuscata.** Thorax cinereous, with black lines; abdomen brown; wings with a black marginal spot, in which is a cinereous dot. This is found in Sweden.

**Nigricana.** Teflaceous; abdomen with five black bands; wings hyaline, with a brown spot at the tip. Inhabits Norway. Thorax gibbous; abdomen cylindrical; legs long and brown; thighs pale.

**Tipuliformis.** Brown; wings white, tipt with black. It inhabits Germany.

**Chrysopous.** Thorax ferruginous; abdomen black, with yellow spots on the sides. It inhabits Germany, and is a small fly.

**Bicolor.** Teflaceous; back of the thorax and tip of the abdomen black; wings with a brown spot. It inhabits Italy.

**Dipsera.** Abdomen black, the segments edged with white; wings brown hyaline, with brown spots. This species inhabits Germany.

**Bilineata.** Blackish; thorax cinereous, with two black lines; wings hyaline, with black marginal spots. It inhabits Kiel.

**Macroceras.** This species is teflaceous, with lateral black.
black spots on the abdomen; antennae very long. It is found in Germany.

Succineta. Telfaceous, with black bands on the abdomen; wings hyaline, with black spots.

Tomentosa. Black; abdomen covered with gold down; wings white, with a black marginal spot. It inhabits Denmark.

Lineola. Cinereous; abdomen telfaceous, with a black tail, and spots on the back; wings hyaline, with a black marginal spot. This also is an inhabitant of Denmark.

Maura. Deep black, with blackish wings. It inhabits Germany, and is of the middle size.

Nigrita. Black; segments of the abdomen edged with a cinereous down, wings white with a marginal black spot; the legs are black. This species inhabits Italy.

Diadema. Cinereous; wings white, with a marginal brown spot; legs yellowish. It is common at Leipic.

Aetha. Black, immaculate; wings hyaline, with a black marginal spot. Inhabits Italy.

Colombuscens. Black, with white incises of the abdomen, tints, and tarsi. This species is found in many parts of Russia and Siberia, particularly in the spring and autumn. It is extremely troublesome, and often fatal to the cattle which are attacked by it. It infesteth itself into the nober parts, and destroys the creatures thus affected in the course of four or five hours.

Papataci. Antennae, body, and wings hairy. It inhabits Italy; it is very small, and very troublesome in the night during the whole summer; the eyes are black, and dotted white; the abdomen is red.

Acuminata. This is black; abdomen thin, long, and subulate at the end; wings spotted; thighs yellowish-rufous; hands brownish.

c. Sucker with three bristles, and a single valved sheath; antennae united at the base, and pointed at the tip.

Species.

Aenea. Black, downy; abdomen bronzed. Inhabits Germany.

Plebeia. Cinereous, hairy; segments of the abdomen edged with white. This is found in our own country, and other parts of Europe. The hind tarses are ferrugineous.

Octopous. Hair, cinereous; segments of the abdomen edged with yellow; legs telfaceous. It inhabits Germany.

Marginata. Black; abdomen conic, the segments edged with white; wings spotted with black. This is found in Italy.

Nobilis. Ferrugineous and hairy; abdomen conic, fulvous, with a black tail. This species is found in the woods of Denmark.

Lugubris. This species is hairy and black; mouth cinereous; tarses telfaceous. It inhabits Kiel. The wings are white; and the legs black.

Strigata. Hairy and black, with two white streaks on the abdomen. This resembles the half, and is found in Germany.

Florescens. Black; feelers and fore-legs telfaceous. It inhabits Germany.

Anis. Villous, whitish-grey, with hyaline wings. Found in several parts of Europe.

Pantherina. Black; back of the abdomen with three white spots, united to as many at the sides. It inhabits Sweden, and is naked.

Dexippus. Hairy and black; thorax with a white line on each side; wings varied with black.

Melanoptera. Black; feutel ferrugineous; abdomen beneath, and angles of the segments, ferrugineous. This is found not to be known in Europe.

Fuscus. Hairy, yellowish; wings and abdomen brown; the segments with a ferrugineous spot on each side.

Polyzonias. Abdomen ferrugineous, with a longitudinal black stripe; wings hyaline, and banded.

† Antennae feathered.

Species.

Manis. Thorax subtelfaceous; abdomen with two black belts.

Micans. Thorax black on the back; abdomen pelucid, with three black belts. It inhabits Italy.

* Pellucens. Black; first segment of the abdomen white, pelucid. This is described and figured in Harris's English Insects.

* Bombylans. Downy and black; abdomen rufous at the end. This also is described and figured by Harris.

* Mystaceae. Downy and black; thorax and tip of the abdomen yellow. This species inhabits Europe, and has been given in Harris's Insects.

Mesusitas. Downy; thorax fulvous; abdomen greenish. Inhabits Kiel.

Lapponeum. Downy, black; scutel ferrugineus; abdomen with three whitish interrupted belts. This is found in Lapland.

Insflata. Head and scutel yellow; first segment of the abdomen pelucid and yellow. It inhabits Italy.

Aphria. Downy; thorax yellow before; abdomen tipt with white; wings ferrugineous at the base. This is an inhabitant of Italy, and resembles the M. mylaceus.

Esuriens. Body naked; abdomen ferrugineus, pelucid. It inhabits the American islands.

Intrigata. Downy, yellowish; abdomen black; the tip and joints of the legs are white.

Crassa. Naked, black; hind thighs rufous, and one-toothed. It is an inhabitant of Tranquebar.

Bombilyformis. Downy, yellowish; hands white at the base. It inhabits Germany.

Vacua. Naked; thorax with yellow lines; abdomen pelucid, yellow, with black belts. It inhabits the American islands, and is a small fly.

Obera. This species is likewise naked; wings with two brown spots; body bronze. It inhabits America.

Plumo. Black; abdomen rufous behind; thorax hairy, black. This is suspected to be a mere variety of the M. bombylans.

†† Antennae naked.

Species.

Pinguus. Body naked; thorax black, spotted with white; abdomen telfaceous, with a white band. It inhabits America.

Pendula. Downy; thorax black, with four yellow lines; abdomen yellow with transverse black lines, connected by a longitudinal stripe.

The Mufca pendula is a moderately large, and very beautiful insect. Its colour is black, with four bright yellow stripes down the thorax, and three broad interrupted bars across the abdomen. Its larva, which is an inhabitant of stagnant water, is of a remarkable appearance; it is furnished with a tail of great length, composed of a double tube, the interior of which is very slender, extensible at the pleasure of the animal to a vast length, and terminated by a very small
small spiracle. The length of this tube is, therefore, varied in proportion to the greater or smaller depth at which the insect chooses to continue; the tip reaching to the surface, in order to supply the requisite quantity of air. Sometimes great numbers of these maggots are found coiled or twisted together by their tails in such a manner, that it is not easy to separate any one from the rest. The chrysalis resembles that of the M. tenax, the remains of the tail being visible in a dried and contracted state. The complete insect is frequently seen on flowers during the autumnal season.

**Natans.** Downy; thorax with four lines; first segment of the abdomen ferruginous, with an abbreviated white streak. It is found in various parts of Italy.

**Versicolorata.** Downy; thorax with two faint whitish dorsal lines; abdomen rufous, the back is black, but varied with cincereous. It inhabits Germany, and is very like the M. pendula.

*Florea.** Downy; thorax with black bands; abdomen yellow, with a black dorfar line; the segments are edged with black.

**Subcoleoptera.** This species is downy; thorax black; wings thicker, cincereous, with two brown flexuous fillets. This is found in Sweden, and is larger than the M. hemiptera, the next in the order of description.

*Hemiptera.** Downy; thorax with a ferruginous border; wings thicker, cincereous, varied with yellowish-brown.

**Crassipennis.** Downy; thorax yellowish; wings thicker, the disk white with a dilated black dot. This is found at Paris, and resembles the last.

**Affinis.** Thorax fulvous at the sides; abdomen black. It inhabits France.

**Nemorum.** Downy; abdomen black, with three white belts, the first segment is yellow at the sides; the legs are black, with white joints.

**Cryptarum.** Downy; abdomen brown, with three white belts; the first segments are yellow at the sides; feutel and legs telleaceous. It inhabits Germany.

**Acroorum.** This is downy and black; feutel and sides of the abdomen are ferruginous.

**Arvorum.** Downy; thorax yellowish, with four black lines; abdomen black, with three yellow dots. This inhabits China, and is said to resemble the M. nemorum.

**Hortorum.** Downy; thorax brown, with two pale bands; abdomen with three white bands; hind legs thick and ferruginous. It inhabits the American islands.

**Arbustorum.** Downy; abdomen black, the first segment, and sides of the second, ferruginous.

**Pratorum.** Downy; black; thorax with two yellow bands, and two dots; abdomen with three yellow spots on each side. It inhabits the American islands.

**Saltuum.** Naked, black; thorax spotted with yellow; segments of the abdomen edged with yellow; hind thighs toothed. It inhabits Italy.

* Frutetorum.** Downy, with two yellow lines on the thorax; abdomen ferruginous, with an interrupted black dorfar line. Inhabits England; a little less than the M. pendula. The antennae of this species are ferruginous, with a brown hair; thorax black with ferruginous down, and two yellowish lines on the back; abdomen ovate, with a black cincereant at the base and tip, connected by a black line: the second segment black with yellow sides, and three ferruginous dots on the back.

**Enetorum.** Slightly downy; thorax bronzed with yellow sides; abdomen ferruginous with three black streaks. This is found in Africa; and a specimen is in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks.

**Murorum.** Downy; abdomen black; the segments edged with white; hind thighs clavate. Found in Barbary.

* Texan.** Downy; thorax grey; abdomen brown; hind flanks compressed and gibbous.

The M. tenax is about the size of a drone, and of a brown colour, with transparent wings, and the first segment of the abdomen is yellowish on each side. It proceeds from a larva of singular appearance, being a long-tailed brown maggot of rather slow motion, measuring about three quarters of an inch in length, without the tail, which is extensible, and consists of a double tube, the exterior annulated into numerous segments, and the interior terminated by a circle of hairs, surrounding a spiracular or air-hole. This maggot is seen in muddy stagnant waters, drains, and other places of the like description, and withstanding its unpleasing appearance, exhibits, when accurately examined, many particulars well worthy of admiration. The feet, which are few in number on each side, are wonderfully calculated for enabling the animal to ascend walls or other perpendicular places, to seek some proper situation in which it may undergo its change into a chrysalis, being very broad, and befitting their under surface with numerous small hooked claws; thus giving it the power of clinging with security during its alent.

Of the larva a particularity is stated, on the authority of Linnaeus, which, if true, may indeed well be numbered among the marvels infectorum; viz., that being a frequent inhabitant of the turbid pulp used in the operation of paper making, it is often expelled to the action of the wooden mallets used in the process, as well as squeezed in the strongfell presses; and yet survives uninjured by these feemingly destructive operations.

This larva commonly changes to a chrysalis about the end of August; the skin contracting, and drying round the body, and the tail continuing in a thrivalled state. After thus remaining about the space of a fortnight, it gives birth to the complete insect, which has so much the general appearance of a drone, that it is very frequently mistaken for fuel. It is very common during the month of September.

**Setosa.** Downy; black; hair of the antennae long and clavate. It inhabits Barbary.

**Sectetum.** Downy, paler cincereous; abdomen black, with two yellowish spots at the base. This is likewise found in Barbary, and is of the same size as the M. tenax.

**Tirlineata.** Downy; thorax pale, with black lines; abdomen black, with an interrupted ferruginous band at the base. This is a New Holland fly, but a specimen is preserved in Sir J. Banks's museum.

4. **Lineata.** Thorax yellowish, with four bronzed lines; abdomen ferruginous, the tip black, with a white streak. It inhabits Tranquebar.

5. **Striata.** Thorax bronzed, with five white lines; abdomen ferruginous; the tip black, with a white streak. This is an inhabitant of the East Indies.

5. **Lineata.** Downy; thorax with five alternately white and black lines; abdomen black, the segments white at the base. This species is found in Africa; Sir Joseph Banks has a specimen of it.

6. **Fusiformis.** Downy, thorax yellow, with a black band; abdomen black, with yellow base and fulvous tip. This is found in France, and is the size of M. mylaisae, already deflected.

7. **Obstrata.** Black, with a whitish fectel; abdomen yellowish at the tip.
**Asiliformis.** Thorax downy, yellowish; abdomen black; the two first segments yellowish. It inhabits Germany.

* Lucorum. Downy; thorax grey; abdomen black; the first segment entirely white. It is found in this country and in other European states, chiefly in the fields and gardens.

**Fallax.** Downy, brown with a yellow front; tip of the abdomen covered with a fulvous down; scale of the poikers white. It inhabits Europe, on flowers.

**Sylvarum.** Downy; black; last segment of the abdomen covered with yellow down. It inhabits Europe on flowers.

**Nigrana.** This species is characterized as naked, black, and having blue wings. It is a large fly, and is found in Jamaica.

**Clavipes.** Downy, cinereous; thorax with a black band; tip of the abdomen fulvous; hind thighs curved.

**Equestris.** Downy, cinereous; thorax with a black band; abdomen fulvous; hind thighs and franks toothed at the tip. It inhabits Italy, and resembles the last.

**Flavicans.** Downy, yellowish, immaculate, with black legs. It inhabits Italy, and is less than the M. equistris.

**Cineara.** Downy, cinereous, with a black tail; thorax with a black band. It inhabits Italy.

**Bigincta.** Black, with two yellow belts on the abdomen; sides of the thorax dotted with yellow. An European fly.

* Arcutata.** Black, with four curved belts on the abdomen; thorax spotted with yellow at the sides. This species is found in our own country.

**Cinculata.** Downy; abdomen black, the first segment white at the base, the red with white dots. It inhabits New Zealand. To be seen in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks.

**Zonelis.** Downy, black, with cinereous tail, front and fore-part of the thorax; first segment of the abdomen whithish. This species is found in China.

**Errans.** Downy; thorax cinereous with a black band and scutel; abdomen black, the sides yellow at the base. It inhabits China.

**Mutabilis.** Downy; thorax immaculate; abdomen black with a changeable grey gloss. It inhabits the meadows of different parts of Europe.

* Devia.** Downy, with a blueish thorax; abdomen dull violet.

**Segnis.** Naked; thorax bronzed; abdomen ferruginous, tupt with black; franks white. This as well the last inhabits our own country, and other parts of Europe, on flowers.

**Volvula.** Downy, black; abdomen cylindrical, blue; antennae and legs rufous; hind thighs thick. This is found in France, and is of the same size as the M. fregius.

**Picha.** This is nearly naked and black; abdomen ferruginous with a black tail; hind thighs clavate. It inhabits Germany.

**Lunata.** Downy; thorax cinereous; abdomen with white crecentis; the base rufous, and tip black; hind thighs thick. Found in Barbary.

* Femorata.** Downy; thorax slightly bronzed; hind thighs clavate. It inhabits the flowers of this and other countries of Europe.

**Spinipes.** Downy; abdomen black with white lines, the first segments rufous; hind thighs toothed. It inhabits France.

**Annulata.** Downy; abdomen black, the segments edged with white; hind thighs clavate and toothed. Found in France.

**Dentipes.** Naked; thorax black, with four white lines; abdomen clavate; hind thighs thickened and toothed. This species inhabits Cayenne.

* Conopea.** Naked, black, with lateral lines on the thorax, abdomen with three yellow bands. This is found in England and other parts of Europe. The wings are white, with a black thicker margin.

* Ichneumonea.** Cylindrical, black; front, hind part of the thorax, and legs ferruginous. It is found on flowers in this country and other parts.

**Bicolor.** Black; abdomen rufous with a black base and tip. It is found in Barbary, and very much resembles the last species.

* Spiriegia.** Black with rufous legs. It inhabits England; a specimen is preserved in the museum of Sir J. Banks.

**Clavata.** Naked and black; abdomen clavate, with three yellow spots on each side. Found in the West India islands.

**Cylindrica.** Naked, black; wings blackish, the thinner margin spotted with white. Inhabits, like the last, the West Indies.

**Vesicolosa.** Naked; abdomen clavate, the tip testaceous and vesicular. It inhabits Italy.

**Elongata.** Naked; thorax bronzed; abdomen clavate, black, with two yellow bands. It inhabits Denmark, on flowers.

**Podagrica.** Naked; thorax bronzed; abdomen with two yellow bands; hind thighs clavate. It is found in Denmark.

**Chabroniformis.** Downy; thorax variegated; abdomen yellow, the two first segments tint with brown. This is an inhabitant of Madeira, and a specimen of the species is in the museum of Sir J. Banks.

**Dioptalama.** Naked; thorax spotted; abdomen with six yellow belts; hind thighs toothed. It inhabits Europe.

**Apiformis.** Downy; thorax black with white dots and lines; abdomen yellow with black belts. It inhabits Germany.

* Vespiiformis.** Naked; thorax black, spotted with yellow; abdomen with yellow belts uniting at the sides. This is found in our own country, and other parts of Europe. And independently of the specific character just given, its thorax is marked with a lateral interrupted yellow line; scutel black, edged with yellow bands on the abdomen uniting in pairs.

* Festiva.** Naked; thorax black with yellow lateral lines; abdomen with four interrupted yellow belts. Is found chiefly in gardens, here and elsewhere in Europe.

**Laeta.** Naked; thorax black, with yellow lateral lines; abdomen with four yellow belts, the first interrupted. It inhabits Kiel.

**Rupicollinae.** Downy; thorax brown with grey lines; abdomen bronzed, wings with two brown spots. It is found on flowers in different parts of Denmark.

**Semirupa.** Black; abdomen ovate, with a broad ferruginous tip. Found in Germany.

**Calarata.** Downy; thorax brown; abdomen black with whitish lateral spots; hind thighs toothed.

**Flavicoris.** Downy; obscure bronze; antennae and franks yellowish. It inhabits Germany.

**Neonea.** Downy; black-bronze; joints of the legs white. It inhabits Germany.

**Fenesta.** Thorax downy; obscure bronze; abdomen black with three pale cinereous bands. It inhabits Italy.

**Melanochilica.** Thorax bronzed with white lines; abdomen black, with cinereous lines. It inhabits Italy.
SEFULCHRALIS. Downy, blackish; abdomen shining-black. Found in Sweden.

TRIISTIS. This species is nearly naked; thorax black, with five paler lines; the abdomen is bronzed. Found in Germany.

LUGUBRIS. Black, immaculate; wings white with a brown spot. It inhabits Denmark.

CEREMETERIORUM. Black-bronze; abdomen depressed, shining-black; wings blackish.

METALLINA. Shining black-bronze; antennae black. Found in Germany.

SUBSULTAN. Glossy-black; wings white and immaculate. This is found in Germany.

GLACIA. Slightly downy, black; abdomen with a pellucid base, and two whitish interrupted belts. Found in Europe.

NOCTILUCA. Slightly downy, black; abdomen with two pellucid spots on the first segment. This inhabits Europe, chiefly in gardens.

* GLOBOSA. Slightly downy; thorax ferruginous on the fore-part; abdomen sub-globular, pale, tinted with black. It inhabits this and other European countries. The mouth is white; front ferruginous, with a black line; thorax ferruginous before, and black behind; legs black; wings white.

* RIBESI. Nearly naked; thorax immaculate; abdomen with four yellow belts, the first interrupted. Found usually among the Aphides ribis.

BIFASCIATA. Downy; thorax bronzed; abdomen black, with two yellow belts, the first interrupted.

PYRASTRI. Nearly naked, black; thorax immaculate; abdomen with three pair of white recurved lunules. Found among the Aphides pyri.

THYMASTRI. Downy; thorax slightly bronzed; abdomen black, with three whitish bands; the second is interrupted. It inhabits Germany, on flowers.

TRANSFUGA. Downy; abdomen black, with three pair of whitish lunules.

SALVIE. Naked, yellow; back of the thorax and edges of the abdominal segments black. Found in Sierra Leon.

COROLLE. Dowdy; thorax bronzed, with a yellow lateral line and feutel; abdomen depressed, black, with four yellow spots and tip.

UNSELATARIUM. Nearly naked; thorax blueish; abdomen black, with three white spots at the sides, and two streaks. It is found in Germany.

ABDOMINALIS. Black; abdomen rufous, with a black tail; antennae long; with a snowy hair. It inhabits France.

ROSAIUM. Naked; thorax black-bronze; abdomen black, with two yellow spots. It is found among flowers in Germany.

* MELLANA. Naked; thorax slightly bronzed, immaculate; abdomen with eight yellowish spots. It inhabits Europe, and is found among various species of Aphid.

* MENTHRASII. Naked, black; thorax spotted; abdomen with four yellow belts; feutel yellow. Thus, like the last, is found among various kinds of Aphid.

SCALARIS. Nearly naked, shining-bronze; abdomen with fine fulvous spots.

* SCRIPTA. Naked; thorax with yellow lines; abdomen linear, with yellow bands. It inhabits Europe.

OCYMI. Shining black-bronze; abdomen rufous, with a bronzed base and tip. It inhabits Germany.

DIPAR. Naked; thorax black, with a yellow lateral line; abdomen variegated with yellow and black. It inhabits South America on the Parthenium hysterophorum.

NECTAREA. Downy; abdomen yellow, the margins of the segments black, with a yellow band.

* ALBIMANUS. Downy; thorax bronzed; abdomen elongated, black, with white dots. It inhabits England. A specimen is in the museum of Sir J. Bankes.

DIMIDIA. Naked, deep black; wings black at the base. Inhabits the South American islands. This is a small fly.

PIPIENS. Naked; abdomen spotted with white at the sides; hind thighs clavate and toothed.

GIBBA. Variegated with black and yellow; head minute and orbicular. Found in Barbary.

GIBOSA. Dowdy, brown; abdomen sub-globular, black, with four white belts; scales of the poifiers inflated. This inhabits Europe.

ORBICULA. Naked, black; abdomen tinted with white.

ERRATICA. Nearly naked; thorax immaculate; feutel ferruginous; abdomen with three whitish bands.

CROSSIPES. Glabrous, black, with pale eyes; legs piceous, the hind ones large. It inhabits Europe, and is very small.

SALTATRIX. Naked, yellow; abdomen brown above; thorax with three brown lines. This is an European insect, and it skids like a Cicada.

OCHROLEUCUS. The front of this fly is white; crown and thorax yellow; the abdomen of ochre-yellow; legs black; hind thighs thick; wings white, with a brown band. It inhabits Europe.

FULVA. Thorax fulvous; abdomen black, with fulvous down, beneath ferruginous on each side; thighs black; shanks yellow, the hind ones black towards the tip; wings white, with a black band.

RUGINOSA. Black; feutel yellow; wings with white veins; the first two segments of the abdomen have a ferruginous band at the base; thighs ferruginous, the hind one thick and black towards the tip; shanks brown, the hind ones curved.

LEUCOCEPHALUS. Head white, according to its name; eyes coppery, dotted with brown; thorax cincereous, with four black bands; abdomen blue-black.

VULGA. Oblong and black, with rufous legs; hind thighs long and thick, with black curved shanks.

MELANOCHRYSUS. Black; second and third segments of the abdomen fulvous.

EUNEA. Thorax slightly bronzed; abdomen black with two cincereous bands; legs yellow, thighs black at the base.

INTERRUPTA. Thorax slightly bronzed; abdomen black, with a yellow band on the first two segments; the frill of which is interrupted; the legs are yellow; the ends of the hind ones brown.

NEVIA. Black; thorax spotted; abdomen with four interrupted bands; wings with a brown marginal spot.

HYROZONIUS. Thorax slightly bronzed with two oblique bands; feutel pale; abdomen with four interrupted bands and tip.

LUTPOLA. Black; second segment of the abdomen yellow on each side.

LINKOLATA. Black-bronze; crown with imprecised transverse lines on each side; abdomen depressed.

PHARIS. Thorax black; abdomen greenish-black, a little downy and depressed.

USHILA. This is a minute species, black with a downy
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downy front; abdomen depressed, wings white; legs rufly-brown.

**Atraspis.** Slightly downy; thorax whitish, with three black spots; abdomen black, with interrupted yellow bands and margins of the segments. This is found chiefly in Austria.

**Alternata.** Thorax green-black; scutel yellow; abdomen black, with yellow bands alternately larger, the first interrupted. This also is an Austrian fly, as are the five that follow it.

**Muina.** Grey; thorax with three black lines; wings spotted with brown.

**Elephantopus.** Black; abdomen ferruginous at the base; hind thighs thick.

**Opuncata.** Black; base of the shanks and antennae fulvous-brown.

**Dizionius.** Naked; abdomen with two yellow belts; the fore-legs yellow.

**Larvata.** Silvery tefaceous; head inflected, snowy; legs annulate with black; wings brown hyaline spots.

**Monoculus.** Eyes large, very approximate; thorax brown; abdomen pale-gold. This is found in South America.

**Depressa.** Abdomen roundish, and depressed with three yellow bands; the first and third interrupted.

**Americana.** Thorax pale, with a black band; abdomen reddish on the back, and tipt with black; the body of this fly is very large, and covered with down.

B. The Flies in this Division are without Feelers.

A Specimen with a single recurved bristle without a sheath; the antennae are inserted at the base of the proboscis.

Species.

**Ulioziina.** Black; abdomen snowy, tipt with black. It is found in Germany and in this country. The proboscis is cylindrical, grooved on the back for the reception of the bristle; there is a white dot in the front; the poifers are white, and legs pale.

**Marginata.** Black; margin of the abdomen and shanks yellowish. This species is common in France and England; and is decribed as having, independently of its specific character, a black head. The antennae united at the base; thorax black-bronze; abdomen depressed, with a few faint whitish spots on the back; the thighs are black, and the wings are white.

**Villosa.** Black, with cinereous hairs; segments of the abdomen with a lateral whitish margin. Found in Hungary.

**Punctata.** Black, with three lines of yellowish dots on the abdomen. This species inhabits Barbary.

**Minor.** Black; abdomen snowy, with a black spot at the base. It inhabits Tranquarius.

**Tarda.** Smooth and black; thorax lightly bronzed; legs tefaceous.

**Formosa.** Thorax green; abdomen blue and dilated.

b. Sucker with a single bristle, without a sheath; antennae approximate, with an ovate compressed club.

**Filata.** Black; second segment of the abdomen pellicid at the sides; hind thighs ferrate. It is found in South America.

**Leucopis.** Abdomen black, the edges of the segments pellicid; sides of the legs white. It inhabits South America, and is about the size of a wasp.

**Bilignata.** Black, with two white lines on the thorax; shanks ferruginous at the base. It inhabits New Zealand. A specimen is in the museum of Sir J. Banks.

Vol. XXIV.

**Nectarivora.** Black; antennae cylindrical, perfoliate; wings white. This, wherever it is met with, is found on the flowers of fruit-trees; where it remains the whole day extrating their nectar. It has a small and oblong body.

**Musca, Grabronformis and Rapax, names sometimes used for the hornet-fly.** See Asilus.

**Musca Flissimemis, the wasp-fly.** See Asilus.

**Musca in Atriarum.** See Apis.

**Musca, in Antiquity, a designation given to parasites, buffalo, &c. who intruded themselves into the company of those that depilified them, or found means to be admitted to entertainments where they were not welcome.

**MusCADINE, a rich wine, of the growth of Provence, Languedoc, Cividad, &c.

The word, as well as the liquor, is French: some fetch its original from mufe, the wine being supposed to have a little of the smell of that perfume; others from musca, a fly, because the flies are extremely fond of its grapes; as the Latins had their vinum apinum, so called apidius, from the bees which fed on the grapes it was made of.

The way of making muscadine at Frontignac is as follows: they let the muscadine grapes grow half dry on the vine, and, as soon as they are gathered, they tread and press them immediately, and turn up the liquor, without letting it stand and work in the vat; the lees occupying its goodness. Phil. Trans. abr. vol. ii. p. 657.

**MuscAe** is used for officers of the popish inquisition, who feign themselves of the sect of the prilerrons, in order to detect, and confound their opinion from them, and thereby betray them; there being perions placed to overhear their conversation. See Musca.

**Musca: Volitantes, in Opiniæ, dark irregular veins and spots, seeming to fly before the eyes of many people, especially on looking at bright objects, such as white paper, the fly-light, the candle, &c. These have only the appearance of cobwebs, sometimes that of smoke, dust, &c. The resemblance of many of these spots to flies has given them the name of musca volitantes, q. d. flies flying about.

It is not easy to account for this phenomenon. Some will have its cause to lie in the aequous humour; others in the retina. Mons. de la Hire's account of them is this: they are of two sorts; some permanent, which, in fixing the eye upon a point of an object, appear always fixed in the same situation to that point; others seem to fly about, and to change their situation, though the eye be fixed. The shapes of both sorts are changeable; those of the first sort are commonly like a dark spot upon a white ground; those of the second sort appear like the knots of a dial board, some parts of them being very clear, and surrounded with dark threads; they are also attended with long illites of irregular shapes, which are bright in the middle, and terminated on each side by parallel black threads. On fixing the eye upon an object, they appear to descend gradually, especially after shaking the head suddenly.

The spots that appear fixed in respect to the axis of the eye, meir, for that reason, be caused by some disorder in a corresponding part of the retina, or in some part of the vitreous humour lying very close to the retina. For an opacity of the coats or humours in any part remoter from the retina, by intercepting some part of the rays of every pencil, could only cause an uniform obscurity or faintness of light in every place of the retina, and not a total defect of it in any particular place. Hence M. de la Hire attributes the cause of these permanent spots to small drops of extravafated blood upon the retina.

But he finds it more difficult to account for the moving spots. When the rays of the sun are tranfmitted through
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or insensibility in some parts of the retina, by which the im-
pulse received from the rays is made less sensible.

But, besides these defects in the retina, there is another
cause which may give occasion to these spots, both in the
myopia and myope's eye; and that is, certain small opaque
marks in the cornea itself, or any where within the eye,
which, by intercepting some of the rays, must occasion a de-
fect in the picture, from which defect a kind of dark spot will
be seen in the object. Thus, in the eye of a myop, if there
be any opacity in the cornea, or within the eye, which inter-
cepts the rays B b c d, and V L a, (Plate XV. Optics,
fig. 18,) there will be a defect in the picture at e, d, and a;
from whence also the external appearance will be deficient
at the corresponding points E, D, and A; where, by con-
sequence, dark spots will be seen. For it is to be observed,
that there is not one point in the picture which is formed by
a plurality of rays which meet at the point, but every ray
goes to a different point of the picture, both in myopic
and prebytchal eyes; and therefore, when any of the rays
are intercepted, that part of the picture to which such rays
belong will not be illuminated, which must occasion a cor-
responding defect in the appearance of the object. But in
the perfect light, where the rays which come from the se-
veral points of the object, are all refracted as to meet again
at the same point, and the corresponding points in the retina,
every point of the picture is formed by a cone of rays, whose base
is the pupil; and therefore, though some of those rays be in-
tercepted, yet no part of the picture will be darkened, and
consequently no defect will be seen in the object from any
such opacity in the cornea, or humours of the eye; unless
this opacity be in the back part of the vitreous humour,
where the pupil is narrow, and intercepts the whole pencil.
This may be proved from the camera obscura, by flicking
some small patches on the glas. These will not be per-
ceived if the paper is placed at the due focal distance;
but if the distance be greater or smaller, the spots will
appear.

The doctor also observes, that these spots are not all of
the same kind. He thinks that those which change not their
place with respect to the axis of vision, proceed from some de-
fect either in the retina or cornea, or in the vitreous and crys-
talline humours. As for those which are in constant motion,
he supposes them to arise from some corpuses floating in
the vitreous humour.

Besides these dark spots, there is another kind often met
with, which are more bright and luminous than the object itself
before which they appear. These spots appear first by looking
at distant bright objects, and are always of the same colour
with the object. In the middle their colour is clear and
strong, surrounded by a dark shady border. They are com-
monly accompanied with certain irregular veins, which pro-
cceed from each spot, and these, as well as the spots them-
selves, change their order and disposition. These veins are
also of the same colour with the object, and being bright and
luminous in the middle, are like-wise terminated by a
dark and obscure edge. These spots change their position
with respect to the axis of vision, according as the eye is dif-
ferently moved, being sometimes in the axis of vision itself,
and at other times to the right or left of this same axis; but
when the eye is kept fixed in the same direction, they, as well
as the dark kind of spots first mentioned, commonly defend
gradually.

As to the cause of these brighter spots and veins, it seems
that, first, they must proceed from some corpuses within
the eye, which are at liberty to change their place, and
which therefore must be supposed to float in the aqueous
humour. Secondly, seeing these spots always defend when
the
the eye is kept fixed, the corpuscles from which they arise must ascend; and are consequently lighter than the aqueous humour in which they swim. Thirdly, these spots being more bright and luminous than the object, they cannot be occasioned by any opaque corpuscles, which, by intercepting the rays, would cast a shade upon the retina. What therefore bids fairest for producing these brighter spots and veins, is some small, oily, diaphanous particles and filaments, which swim in the aqueous humour before the crystalline; for such, by their lightness, will ascend, when left to themselves; and, by their greater refractive power, produce these luminous spots terminated by dark lines. That oily and sulphurous substantiae, though less dense than water, have a stronger refractive power, is evident from the observations of Sir Isaac Newton. From which it follows, that the rays of light, which pass through these oily particles, will meet sooner behind the crystalline than the other rays; whence in a physiological eye, the rays of light which come from the several points of the object will not converge to so many other points in the retina, but behind it, by which the picture in the retina will be rendered more dark and obscure; but the rays which pass through these oily grains, by having their refraction increased, will meet nearly at the retina, where they will form small luminous spots, surrounded with dark borders.

But we must here observe, that the same appearances happen to myopes; and this seems difficult to account for from this theory of the learned doctor.

Many medical authors have looked on the mufcae volitantes for forerunners of a cataract, or gutta serena. And we suppose it cannot be denied, that many who have fallen into those terrible disorders have had those appearances before their eyes; and hence they might have been taken for prognostics. But as it is no less certain, that many thousands have the same appearances, and yet preserve their sight very well to the last, there seems to be no great reason to be alarmed about them; and far less should people be running to quacks, and injuring their stomachs and constitutions by ill-judged physic on such occasions. St. Yves denies these appearances to be at all dangerous, and he thinks them owing to the separation of some parts of the retina from the choroid. However, as the disorder is troublesome and alarming to the patient, be advises purgatives from time to time, and millepedes. We can say, from experience, that neither mercurials, nor sea-water, nor other purgatives, nor mille pedes, nor again Tunbridge or other chalybeate waters, have had any effect towards removing or diminishing these disorders. A greater dose of wine than usual has been known to increase it for a little time; and Pleni pus has made the like observation. We shall only add, that several of these flying appearances resemble little globules joined by threads, thus: and these globules appear in different numbers, and at different distances.

All authors agree, that these appearances change their figure, as is true, in some measure; but from our own observation we can say, that though they seem, on a sudden looking to the sky, or other bright object, to vary in their figures; yet when they begin to descend, they return in one constant figure before we lose sight of them. On the whole, it seems this phenomenon is not yet fully accounted for. The vaeular form of most of these appearances, and their resemblance to small veins or arteries, make it difficult to conceive them floating in the humours of the eye; and, on the other hand, their seeming contortions, and change of figure, on suddenly looking up, or shaking the head, make it no less difficult to conceive them fixed and obstructed capillaries, as many authors suppose.

MUSCARIA, in Botany. See Myxurus.
MUSCARINUS. See Myxurus.
MUSCARONE, in Botany. See Phytologia.
MUSCARY, in Geography, a town of Hindooistan, in Guzerat; 16 miles S.S.W. of Junagur.
MUSCAT. See Muscat.
MUSCHLAU, in Geography, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn; 20 miles S. of Brunn.
MUSCHUOF, a town of Arabia, in the province of Yemen; 8 miles N.W. of Damar.
MUSCI, in Botany, Mofci, a most distinct and natural order of plants, of the Linnean class Cryptogamia. The word occurs in the best Latin writers, but its origin is unknown. Ambrobinus deduces it, in his Phytologia 113, from mycor, a young calf or lamb, as well as the young foetus or tendril of a plant, which is not an improbable etymology, and is adopted by Ray. The elder botanists have found still more difficulty in defining the nature of a Mofc, than in the derivation of its name. Ray says, "Mofces are bell distinguis hed by their minutenees; their lefs succulent, or even arid, substance; their power of reviving quickly, by immer sion in water, after they have been dried; their dry or objection situations, expofed either to extreme cold or to searching heat, upon trees, timber, or flones, where no other plants could exist or endure; finally, their mode of producing fruit, which is unlike that of other vegetables." Dillenius, who takes the idea of a Mofc in its widest sense, and who has illustrated the whole order, as he understood it, in a most careful and learned manner, has scarcely improved upon the definition of Ray. He speaks of Mofci as "an inferior tribe of plants, the most imperfect kinds of which confit, either of simple and uniform parts, delatuate of flower and seed; or of parts differing among themselves, accompanied with something in the place of flowers and fruits, which is analogoues to those organs. The more perfect kinds are composed of parts not so much differing in figure, but are besides furnished with organs containing a pulpy matter, that becomes dry in ripening, and when arrived at maturity flies off, in the form of an extremely subtil powder, serving for the propagation of the plant." Of these "more perfect" kinds, or Mofci properly so called, we are now to treat. It is therefore needless to detail more of the definitions of Dillenius, which apply to the vail tribe of Lichenes (see that article); as also to Byssus, Confervos, Tremello, &c. all now excluded from Mofci; nor shall we, except incidentally, speak of the Hepatice, which the eminent writer last mentioned includes under Mofci, and which indeed compose the next link in nature's chain. See Hepatice.

Linnaeus first circumferbed the natural order of Mofci within its just limits. It makes the second order of his Cryptogamia, and except the genus Lycepodium, which does not so properly belong to this order as to the Filice, and Portellis, which is a mistake, he includes nothing but what answers to the most correct and most recent ideas on the subject.

Mofci, according to the Linnean idea of the order, as well as the latest discoveries, are defined as follows.

Herb leafy. Corolla like a hood, bearing the style, and covering the capitule, which is clozed with a lid. Thee plants agree with the Hepatice in the very extraordinary nature of their corolla, which is formed like a conical hood, and tipped with the style. It is termed the calyptra, or veil. But Mofcis differ from the order just mentioned
tioned in having the capsule closed with a lid, usually deciduous. Their herbage also confits of a item with distinct leaves; in the Hepaticae the herbage is frondose. (See Hepaticae.) Hence the appellation by which the great Hedwig designates the tribe in question, "mutefi frondosi," seems incorrect. Such would have well expressed the Hepaticae; while the Moles might have been called "mutefi foliati."

It muft however be confessed, that there is in Moles, as well as in the leafy Jungermannia, a frictive union between the item and leaf; that the latter scarcely ever separates from the former by a solution of continuity, as in other clafes of vegetables. The old leaves of many moles indeed break off, but always in an irregular manner, from brittlefefs caused by decay, and not by the separation of a dying or difeased part from a vigorous living one, as in the leaves of trees and shrubs. Moles more agree in this particular with some herbaceous plants, especially of those termed monocotyledonous, which also reemble in their highly vafcular or cellular texture, and in the rapidity of their adsorption and perifpiration. Some of them are no fooner gathered than they begin to wither, as Polytrichum undulatum, Engl. Bot. t. 1220, and Bryum biglutatum, t. 1449. But though ever fo long dried, even for fifty years, or probably as long as their texture endures, they retain their original form, with the greatest facility and exactnefs, by immersion in water. Some of their minutest parts are the moft perfect of hygrometers. See Fringe of Moles.

The reticulated structure of their diminutive vegetables, like that of the Jungermannia, is rather known to us by its beautiful appearance under a microscope, than by any precise notion of its construction or economy. We know scarcely anything of the form or action of the vessels of their leaves, except that the strong mid-rib, usual in Moles, though almost universally wanting in Jungermannia, is a cluster of parallel tubes, much the fame indeed as in the foliage of other plants. But this rib fends off no visible branches, or tranfverfe veins, into the apparently uniform cellular fubftance of the reft of the leaf, nor is any thing known of the mode of the propagation of fluids, however rapid, through that fubftance.

The roots of Moles, which are fibrous and branched, absorb with equal facility. There are not confined to the bafe of the plant, where it is fixed to the soil, but are often abundantly protruded, in fine, minutely joined, branched tufts, from various parts of the item, which double its imbibite nourifhment, as they readily do any portion of humidity.

The item of these plants, always more or lefs prezent, is often fimple, though frequently branched; either in the usual manner; or by protrusion, or innovation as it is termed, through or beyond their fructification, much the fame as in the Bromelia Ananas, or Pine-apple, the genus Pinus, and fome-others. The leaves of Moles however are invariably fimple and undivided, their margin only being often ferrated, and in one or two inftances toothed. (See Trichophorum kaingiophorum; Engl. Bot. t. 1248.) Their fructification is in some lateral, and in that cafe always perhaps axillary, but it is more generally terminal.

The Fructification of Moles is one of the moft curious fubjefts of vegetable phyfiology. As we detail its history, we fhall declare the organs concerned. There are of two kinds, and constitute the flowers of Moles, though they are neither fo determinate in number, circumfcribed in situation, nor fanced with appropriate and distinct integuments, as in flowers or blossoms commonly so called. The male, or barren, flowers of the plants in question, confist of an indefinite number of flaments, confifting of erect parallel anthers, supported by very short filaments, and difpofed on an horizontal receptacle. Each anther is membranous, of one cell, opening at the summit, for the molt part with a lid, and difcharging an extremely fine elastic powder, or pollen, after which the anther becomes flaccid, and withers. Intermixed with the anthers, we find a number of slender, club-shaped, jointed, pellucid, juicy flaments, about whole nature there has been much difpute, but which feem moft probably abortive slaments, capable, according to circumfances, of being perfected, but generally inefficient and superfluous. Abundant fimilar indications to this, occur throughout the vegetable kingdom. Such is the usual structure of the flaments of Moles; but the genus Sphagnum differs somewhat from the reft. Its anthers are elliptical, supported by taller flaments, and each is encompassed with the fembleance at leat of a vertical jointed ring. They likewise indeed burft at the top, though not with a lid. Their structure approaches nearly to the anthers of Jungermannia, fo copiously illustrated, and now placed beyond the reach of doubt, by Mr. Hooker, in his valuable monograph on that genus. It may be worth observing that the habit of Sphagnum approaches Jungermannia, in its pallid hue, highly cellular texture, and want of a midrib in the leaves. The male flowers of moles are often accompanied by an extraordinary change in the neighbouring leaves, which affume an enlarged, coloured, fcarlet-like aspect. Thofe parts were all noticed, in the Bartramia fontana, by Linnaeus, as he travelled through Lapland, in the fummer of 1732, and the juft ideas which he conceived of their nature may be seen in his "Tour in Lapland," v. 1. 193, which remained latent in his manucript journal till very lately. It does not appear that he had then obtained any knowledge of the fimilar obfervations of Micheli, published in 1729 at Florence. That author, in his 59th plate, describes, with great fidelity, the anthers, accompanied by their barren flaments, in feveral moles; but mistakes the former for female organs, the latter for male, comparing their situation, with refpeft to each other, to the florets of compound flowers.

The female or fertile flowers, or pillifs, of Moles, were at first defcribed by Schmelz, in his Icones Plantarum, p. 16, where he mentions having obferved them in Mnium pellucidum, now called Tetraphis pellucida. At the fame time we think he clearly indicates their nature; though Hedwig gives this honour to Schreber, who certainly in his celebrated difcuffion upon Phoefum, p. 19, more decidedly explains the matter. To Hedwig himself however belongs the merit of having amply defcribed and delineated the pillifs of numerous Moles, in his various publications. Thofe are ufually, but not invariably, in a separake flower from the flaments, and confift, in their earliet flate, of feveral erect, parallel, tubular bodies; highly enlarged, and moist, at their bafe; membranous, dilated, and apparently pervious, at their summit. It is feldom indeed that thofe organs have been inveftigated in their earliet and unimpregnated flate; for one, if not more, of them is commonly found more vigorous than the reft, which wither at its bafe. It feems that, as soon as impregnation has taken place, the tubular part, which confists of both stylo and stigma, is greatly and speedily elevated, in conformance of an enlargement of the infant german; and still more, by the produc tion, or elongation, of a peculiar organ, termed the fruit-flask, on which the german stands, and by whose sudden growth the young vei, or calyptra, is torn from its bafe, and carried up along with the german or young fruit. There it remains entire, crowned with the brown withered stigma, till the swelling fruit oblige it to sipe, turn afide, or fall off. The elevation of the calyptra is one conflant point
point of difference between the Musci and Hepaticae; for in
the latter it bursts to let the capsule pass. Nor can we re-
frain from mentioning another coincidence between that
order and the genus Sphagnum. The base of the calyptra
is permanent in the latter, as well as in Andreaea, the upper half
only of that membrane being torn off by its swelling cap-
sule, which capsule is remarkable for remaining entire, hav-
ing no fruit-flask, in which circumstance we trace a further
resemblance to some genera among the Hepaticae. We mean
not, by pointing out these analogies, to hint at any real am-
biguity in the nature of the genus Sphagnum, which is truly
and properly a MoS, as well as Andreaea.

The fruit of this order is invariably a capsule, of one
cell, opening by a transverse dehiscing lid, and distillate of
valves, except in Andreaea, which has four valves, and a
more permanent lid. There is another leaning objection,
in the genus Phafcum, the most diminutive of Musci, whose
lid, though indicated, as usual, by a beak, and by some dif-
difference of colour, is not really deciduous, the capsule split-
ting at one side only, in an irregular manner. This is one
of those curious exceptions, which occur in every depart-
ment of natural history, like the solitary inflorescence of three
stamens, instead of five, in one fynageneous plant, a species
of Siegesbeckia, and the diffusion of the anthers in a very few
more of that most natural clafs. The lid of the capsule of
Mollus is rarely without a conspicuous point at the summit,
which is often elongated into a conical or taper beak. To
this the inner side of the veil is, in an early state, attached,
their union being disjoined sooner in some species than in
others. The central part of the lid itself is united to a
central column, most conspicuous in Gymnoleaen, and, ac-
gording to Hedwig, present in all Mollus. Whether impreg-
nation be communicated to the seeds through this col-
umn, or by any other channel, has not been explained.
By Hedwig's figures of some unripe seed-vessels, the young
seeds seem to occupy but a small cavity, in the midft of a
highly cellular or vascular mass, through which it must be
presumed the action of the pollen may be communicated.

The base of the capsule or the top of the fruit-flask, is some-
times accompanied by a tumour, or succulent append-
dage, often coloured, highly remarkable in the beautiful
genus Sphagnum, of which it forms one of the most striking
characters, being in some species far more obvious than any
other part, in the form of a broad circular disk or cap, of a
vivid red, or bright yellow. Yet its use is totally unknown.
Its colour indicates some connection between this part and
the action of light; which may perhaps operate through it
upon the fructification, as is supposed to be the cafe with
the petals of other plants.

The base of the lid, or the orifice of the capsule, is in
everal mollus surrounled by an elastic band, termed the
anulus, or ring, whose infde is lined with two, three, or
four rows of succulent pellucid procefses. The precise use
of this part is not determined, except that, being an ex-
quifite hygrometer, it may by its spring serve to throw off
the lid. Hedwig has detected it in many species of Hypnum,
but recommends the common Dicranum pulvinatum, or rather
Grimmia pulvlnata, Engl. Bot. t. 1728, as a fit subjed for
examination on this account.

The Fringe of the capsules of Molles has already been
explained in a separafe article. (See Fringe.) We shall
advert to it again presently. It is hardly worth mentioning
that Meefe, as well as our Sir John Hill, fancied the fringe
to be the flaments of Mollus.

The seeds of these plants are extremely abundant and
minute, appearing to the naked eye like an impalpable
powder, of a green or brown colour, protruded from the
capsule on the removal of its lid, either spontaneoufly, or
by the slightest comprefion of that part. That this fine
powder is really feed, has first been proved by Meefe, who,
in the year 1767, raised plants of Polytrichum from thence.
(See Meenfa.) But the far more accurate and lucid ex-
periments and remarks of Hedwig, now leave no doubt on
this subjed. That acute observer detected differences in
the shapes and surfaces of the feeds in different Mollus, in
some measure analogous to the various configuration of the
same part in other natural orders. He has also repeatedly
observed their germination, and delineated their cotyledons,
that if such they may be called, which are perhaps the most
curious and extraordinary part belonging to these plants.
When the feed of a Mollus lends forth its radicle downward,
it protrudes upward an oblong, obtuse, succulent, pellucid,
jointed shoot, either simple or branched, solitary or accom-
ppanied by several others like itself, which should seem to be
analogous to the cotyledons of other plants; and yet in
their appearance, and frequently multiplied and undeter-
mine configuration, are very unlike the generality of those
organisms. The diftinction between them, and the infant germ
or herbage is as strongly marked as possible, in which refept
the germination of Mollus differs a little from that of Ferns.
Otherwise the latter might be expected to throw much light
uppon the former. The detection of these parts in Mollus,
overthrows the classification of them among the monocotyled-
ones, or acotyledones; which indeed, though generally
adopted, has always been hypothetical. The ingenious
Mr. Brown, well aware of the danger which hence arises
to the main hinges of the natural fyflems at present esta-
blifhed, hints, at the end of the preface to his Prodomus
of New Holland plants, that the fuppofed cotyledons, both
of Ferns and Mollus, are entirely the produce of germina-
tion. We ought not, perhaps, to throw this opinion from
us at present, to be ced, and shall be very glad to get rid of
the difficulty, which fems to have been all befioned by con-
dering the parts in question as of a new and unheard of
nature, unless we on that account decidedly separate the
two natural orders from all other plants, as clafs by themselves,
which their anomalous nature in many respects would abund-
antly authorize.

Having given the above view, which appears to us the
true one, of the fructification of Mollus, it is proper to
mention some different hypotheses, which have been
advanced, by botanists of great eminence, upon the fame
curious subjed. We shall first difmiss the decision of
Necker, who declares that "whatever has been advanced,
or may in future be said, of the sexual propagation of
Mollus, will always be to him a fiction and a dream;" that
he is "certainly persuaded no perfection in any age will be
able to demonstrate such, in any of the Mollus at prefept
known;" and he undertakes to prove that "Mollus have
neither any distinct male and female organs, nor any real
feed." This challenge he never made good, and he is re-
futed by the experiments of Hedwig. Necker, like Adan-
on, believed that Mollus were propagated by birds or
buds, the latter says even by feeds, without any fecunda-
tion. No doubt they are so increased, like the bulb-bearing
Lillium, Dentaria, and Saxifraga; but this does not pre-
clude sexual generation, in the one cafe more than in the
other. Haller was nearly of the fame opinion with Necker,
but rather from reading than experiment, as many others
have been. Another sect of philosophers have made a
comprehensive the sexual fyflem, by presuming that the dust
of the capsules, now proved to be feed, might partake so
far of the nature of pollen as to give vigour and increase to
the buds of the plant by falling upon them. What they
under
underfoot by these buds, were in some cases really so, but
most frequently the male blossoms, after the production of
which they observed the branches of some mosses, as the
Polytrichum, to make a sudden float, and this was the only
circumstance that favoured their hypothesis. Of this opinion
was Dillenius, the great investigator of the species of Mosses,
but of less authority as a physiologist. We have already
mentioned his influence over the better judgment of Lin-
neas, whom he misled on the point before us. (See Dille-
nius.) Hence, throughout the works of the great Swedish
botanist, what is really the capside is called the author, for
such he, as well as Dillenius, believed it to be; though the
latter negligently termed it capside, meaning by that word
simply a little box, not a feed-veiffel. Hedwig, who rightly
understood the nature of this part, not content with its pro-
per name, denominated it Sprotangium, which is merely a
translation of feed-veiffel into Greek; for by the term fopkre
he meant precisely fiefs, the produce of sexual impregnation,
so as all his experiments tended to prove. This mistake
cannot be too often imputed on the Cryptogamic student.
We have already twice adverted to it. (See Grama and
Hedwig.) Nor can we too often depurate the admission of
new terms into the sciences of natural history or philosophy,
when they communicate no new information, and either mark
a distinction without a difference, or, as in the present cafe,
lead only to error.

The Hedwigian theory of the impregnation and femal
propagation of Mosses being, as it appears to us and to most
practical muscologists, to lately established, it was little to
be expected that a new hypothesis would, in our days, be
advanced. Yet such a phenomenon has appeared, from the
able pen of no inexperienced theoretical adventurer, but a
practical and philosophical botanist, M. Palhgot Beafoois,
whose ideas on the subject, which we shall briefly state, may
be seen at length in Sins and Konig’s Annals of Botany,
v. 2, 218.

This writer considers what we term the capside, as a
flower, containing within itself the male as well as female
organs of impregnation. It is composed of five parts,
which are always present, and indispensable; and occasion-
ally of one or more of five others, which are accessory or
adventitious. All these we shall detail.

1. The veil, which is, as we have described, of a hood-
like shape, either smooth, or frutated, naked or hairy, single
or double. This part is considered by the author as a sort
of external corolla, at least with regard to its functions. It
envelopes every part of the young budding flower, except
the peristetum, or sheath, where such is present.

2. The lid, an organ almost peculiar to this family, as
above described. This, as M. P. Beavous thinks, falls off
at the time the flower is ripe for impregnation. The Hed-
wigian botanists believe it to remain till the feeds are ready
to be dispersed.

3. The urn, which is not other than our capside, or at
least its external coats, with which the outer fringe, when
present, is connected. This urn the author compares to a
real corolla, or second integument of the flower.

4. The pollen, or fecundating dust. An assemblage of
minute round rough grains, contained in a peculiar mem-
brane, covered by the urn. This membrane is open in some
mosses, and furnished at its orifice with fine teeth, the inner
fringe of Hedwig; in others it is closed, buried when ripe,
without any teeth or marginal fringe. Its shape is conform-
able to that of the urn. In mosses furnished with a fringe,
this dust explodes with one or two puffs. This supposed
pollen is what those of the Hedwigian school believe to be
the feed, because they have seen it germinate and produce
plants, which is surely enough to confute the system of our
author.

5. The pilif or capside; the central column, or columnella,
of Hedwig and his followers. “An organ of various forms,
occupying the centre of the urn, inclosed within the anther-
erous sac, and surrounded by the pollen.” No style is to
be discovered, except perhaps in Splachnum. The stigma
is capitata, four or five-leaf; pointed and conical in some
species of Hypnum. Germs oval or oblong, smooth or
villos. “It is generally supported on a fillet, that takes
its rise from the sheath, traverses the tube (or fruit-falk),
and penetrates as far as the urn, where it sometimes divides
into several branches, that unite again at the base of the
germs. At other times it traverses a green feiffly fab-
liance, that occupies the bottom of the urn, and on which
the capside appears to rest.”

The five following parts are of only partial occurrence.

6. The teeth (or outer fringe). These form a border
to the outer covering of the urn, and are generally lanceolate,
pointed, variable in number from eight to thirty-four (the author
considers the four teeth of Tetraphis as constituting the lid. not
the fringe, a great error, copied from Schmidel), single or
in pairs, or each split into two, rarely short and obtuse.
“They when present contribute essentially to fecundation,
by means of a regular movement of irritability, by which
they alternately recede from and approach each other.” In
Polytrichum the teeth are immovable, and accompanied by
an horizontal membrane. In some genera they are attended
by an inner fringe, in others not. Several mosses are de-
finite of these teeth altogether.

7. The eliks (or inner fringe). These form, at the orifice
of the urn, a border to the inner membrane, of which they
appear to be nearly a continuation. They are slender, of a
shy aspect, straight or spiral, generally eight, eighteen,
or thirty-two, distinct or united into one or several bundles,
and as like the teeth, separately or conjointly with them,
in the fecundation of the seeds. Their irritability is less,
and consequently their movement not very evident. The
author considers the twifled teeth of the genus Tortula
as of the nature of an inner fringe, unaccompanied by an outer
one, in which he appears to be very correct.

8. The horizontal membrane. This is peculiar to the mosses
included by Hedwig under Polytrichum, of which M. P.
Beavous makes three genera, and what is commonly taken
for their inner fringe. It is very thin, perforated like a
veil, and supported by the teeth.

9. The fheaths, which is nearly universal, is a small cylin-
drical tube, at the base of the fillet or tube of the urn,
and may be considered as an inner calyx, in which the urn,
and all its parts above described, are enveloped at their first
formation.

10. The peristetum, or fcallie fheath, this is effected by
the author as a real calyx, in which we concur. It con-
stitutes of several leaves, generally membranous, constandy dif-
ferent from the fheath, and more or less imbricated. This
part is exemplified in Hypnum and some other genera. We
have not before mentioned it, or the foregoing.

M. P. Beavous observes that as soon as the fringe, or
fringes, are no longer retained by the lid, “they begin to
move one among another, separating and approaching each
other alternately, as long as the urn contains pollen and
feeds.” He conceives, therefore, that in all mosses fur-
nished with any fringe, the pollen and feeds are discharged
with an explosion, the inflant the lid falls off; and that the
teeth serve to retain both for a while, and to promote their
coming in contact with each other; for his opinion is, that
fecundation
The objections of Gärtner to the Hedwigian doctrine of the flowers of Moffes, though laboured, are entirely hypothetical, and in that respect unworthy of so great a practical inquirer. They are, if, the diocious nature of most Moffes. "Why," says he, "should Nature, in this numerous tribe, have chosen the most uncertain and difficult of all modes of fecundation, unless it be said that she has purposely aimed at defeating her own ends?" On this point we humble leave Nature to answer for herself, and we believe that a satisfactory reply will not be withheld from any unprejudiced inquirer. 2dly. Gärtner says the impregnation of these plants is supposed to take place at a period when nothing like the rudiments of seeds can be seen in the corolla or germin, the contents of which are then a pulpy chaos. We would ask, in answer to this, what could be discernible, at the same period, in the germs of many of the largest and most perfect flowers, if reduced to the same exquisite minuteness? How are the pulvini coats of seeds scarcely visible when ripe, and umbilical vessels hitherto unseen at any period, though Gärtner himself would certainly not doubt their existence; how are these to be detected so early? As to the word chaos, as applicable to what is incertible to the human eye, would Gärtner apply that term to the yolk of an egg even before impregnation? 3dly. This writer affords that many of these supposed anthers never discharge any thing, but fall off entirely. Here he appears to have taken buds for anthers. He adds, that if some of them do "belch forth" (we use his literal expression) some granular matter, that explosion is allowed by Hedwig himself to be chiefly caused by moisture, "whereas nothing is more certainly fatal than moisture to real pollen, nor does any thing more hinder its explosion." This last passage is truly curious. Did not Gärtner know that pollen in general explodes by moisture alone, that the liquor of the stigma is destined to make it explode, and that the accession of wet is injurious, only by causing it to explode prematurely? If we give him credit for being ignorant of the nature of the pollen in the Orchideae and Convolutae, had he not seen enough of other plants to understand that there may be different kinds of pollen, whose structure and whole mode of operation may be in some measure as various, as those admirable seeds and seed-vessels with which he was so conversant? Could he not conceive that the pollen of vegetables destined to blossom in moisture, like Myrti and Hepatic, might, by something refinens in its composition, be protected against atmospheric humidity, and be soluble, or active, only through the operation of a substance appropriated to that purpose, which Hedwig seems actually to have detected in the stigma of Bryum pinnatum; see his Fund. 4. t. 10. p. 67.—45thly. He objects to the probability of the supposed anthers being fuch, and fill more to their being, instead of anthers, themselves naked pollen (as Hedwig at one time thought), because of their prodigious size compared to the seeds. As to their being anthers, as we believe, or naked grains of pollen, it is of no importance to the argument. Does not this very circumstance, of the great bulk of these parts, tend to invalidate Gärtner's first objection, as it would appear that in their, as well as in the larger diocious or monocious plants, there is a superabundance of pollen to compensate for the hazard which attends its conveyance?

Veuve has been favourable to Gärtner's opinion, in his Tableau du Regne Vegetal. v. 2. 44—49. chiefly because he says many Moffes are totally deprived of the supposed male flowers. He ought rather to have said "they have not been observed in all," at which those who have ever so little practical knowledge of the subject will not wonder. Moffes
Moffes are generally most noticed and collected when their capsules are fully formed, or ripe. The more they are examined earlier, the more of their male flowers are, from time to time, observed. The same writer remarks that there are Moffes which fruixly under water, where they pass all their lives. He asks, "If the organs are not both in the same cover, how can they reach the female organ, without being spoiled by the water?" This is indeed a difficulty respecting the history of mosses, as well as of some other plants. To remove it, we ought to investigate the very few Moffes so circumstanced, and to observe carefully whether they do not rise above the water at the flowering season, like the numerous tribes of other aquatic plants; or if otherwise, whether their pollen be not of a peculiar nature, accommodated to its situation, like that of the Chama. We think the former would most likely prove to be the truth.

The Systematical Arrangement of Musci comes next under our consideration.

On this subject nothing can justly be said to have been attempted previous to the labours of Dillenius and Linnaeus. They most laudably depended upon the parts of fructification only, as far as they knew, or thought they understood, those parts, for the accomplishment of their purpose. They aimed at establishing genera upon this bare basis, while they paid at the same time a due regard to habit in their conceptions of the genera. On this last point, the great men stand unrivalled by any of their successors, few of whom appear ever to have kept any such object in view. The deep-seated philologists of the German school, seem unaccountably ignorant and incurious respecting this part of the study. Dazzled with the discoveries of their great Hedwig, and with the beautiful preface of his technical marks of discrimination, they take those marks for absolute guides, without advertizing to natural differences or affinities.

Some of Hedwig's successors especially, carry this artificial principle to excess, and take its extreme refinements as a standard of excellence. "Such different talents are observation and judgment!"

Dillenius considered a transverse decussate lid to the capsule as the distinguishing mark of his "more perfect mosses," our Mufci properly so termed. This character also belongs to his Mniun, though he places that genus by itself, on account of its bearing "two kinds of powdery heads," one of which indeed is the male flower, the other the capsule. Dillenius in his ideas reversed them, taking the one for the other, as we have already explained; nor is his primary definition, in which he includes Mniun with the tenth, strictly correct, according to his own theory, "fructification conscienz in powdery heads," for he telescoped those heads to be anthers, consequently only a part insufficient to fructification. It is however more literally true, if we take the heads for real fruits, or capsules of seed, as they now are proved to be.

We shall therefore continue to use this appellation for the part in question, as we explain the arrangements of Dillenius and Linnaeus, though the former only called them so, believing them to be anthers, and the latter used the latter word, because he judged it to be correct. To recur to this confusion of ideas and terms, would perplex us in our progress, and the reader of Linnaeus has only to substitute everywhere the word capsule for anther in his characters of these plants.

The next subdivision of Dillenius, into Moffes with a calyptra (veil), or without, is erroneous. The latter consists of Sphagnum alone, which is known to have a veil.

His next section is into Moffes with fertile capsules, enclosed in a sheath or calyx," of which Fontinalis is the only example, though its capsule is by no means really fertile; and Moffes whose capsules have no such calyx (or rather are not included therein), but stand on longish fruit-talks, termed by him bristles.

The latter are distinguished into those whose fruit-talks are axillary, and produced along the branches, being encompassed at the base with a scaly involucrem, different from the leaves, which are the characters of Hypnum; and those whose fruit-talks proceed either from the ends of the stems or branches, or from the roots, or from annual shoots which, in the preceding year, were the termination of the stem. Such fruit-talks want the scaly involucre, but have a tubercle for their base. The veil of this last section is either smooth, which marks the genus Bryum, or hairy, which is the character of Polytrichum. These are all the Dillenian genera. Linnaeus has added to them Ptkum, Buxbaumia, and Splatbtum; but his characters of the two first are erroneous, though the genera are distinct. We have already mentioned that Linnaeus includes Lycopodium among the Mufci, as indeed does Dillenius, but the latter places it (subdivided into four genera) in a separate section, distinguished by having no lid to the capsule. As to the Porell (or Porania as Dillenius at first called it) of these authors, it is proved by Mr. Dickson, in Tr. of the Linn. Soc. v. 3. 236, to be a Jurrgermania which had met with some injury.

Botanists have often met with difficulties in the application of the above principles, which did not escape those who first advanced them. Some Moffes referred by Dillenius and Linnaeus to Bryum, have really a false involucrem; as the Aspiarium and its allies, Dill. i. 46. In others there is great difficulty in ascertaining the fruit-talk to have been originally terminal, so much is the stem or branch elongated beyond its origin or inflorescence, of which some of those, formerly supposed Bryum, now referred to the new genera of Diasiunum, Trichophorum, and Tortula, afford instances. All such difficulties are removed by the modern improvements, of which we are now to speak. Hedwig, by taking the Fringe and its various forms into consideration, has opened a new and most successful road to the clear definition of the genera of this natural order, as we have already explained. (See FRINGE.) We have in that article exhibited the characters of the part in question, in all the genera which appear to us well distinguished thereby. But it is necessary here to give a full exposition of Hedwig's system, including all his genera; that the student may see to what extent this original principle of the author is there employed, as well as what use he has made of the principles of his predecessors. Thence, as well as his own, he has carried to their greatest extent, introducing the lateral or terminal situations of the male as well as female flowers into his generic characters. This is his chief error; splitting the subject into obscure, uncertain, and unnatural refinements; losing sight of the great Linnean rule, that "the genus ought to give the character, not the character the genus," and, in short, rendering the whole system as artificial and as difficult as it could be made. We shall correct a few incidental mistakes as we proceed. It would be too tedious to trace the progress of Hedwig's arrangement, through the changes which have taken place in his different publications; especially as there are not material; and we shall take his latest view of the subject, from the Species Muscorum, published in 1801, after his death. The hard Greek names which encumber, rather than diftinguish, his sections, and his new terms for well-known things, may be dispensed with. His merits far outweigh such blemishes.

Sys.
System of Hedwig.

The capsule of Metz is either deilettate of a regular orifice, as in
or constricted with one, as in all the following.

Mouth naked, or deilettate of a fringe.

1. Male flower club-shaped - Spagnum.
2. Do. in a terminal lead - Gymnogonium.
3. Do. auxiliary - Anidium.

For remarks on these three, see Gymnostomum.

Fringe of a single row of undivided teeth.

Teeth four, unconnected at either end; flowers polygamous - Tetraphis.

[Mr. Hooker has shown, Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 10. 382 - 387, that this latter has a capsule of four valves, which botanists in general, like Hedwig, have taken for the fringethe, but which in fact afford the peculiar character of Andrea. bearing the lid on their points, and flaring at the base of the middle part, only to let the seeds past. Ehrlhart originally described this capsule rightly; but his ideas, buried in pedantic novelty of phraseology, have been overlooked.]

Teeth eight, capsule without an apophysis - Oolithothamn. Splachnum.

Teeth sixteen, capillary or linear, straight and equidistant;

male flower axillary, female terminal on the same plant - Encalypta.

male and female flowers axillary on separate plants - Pterigynandrum.

(Pterigynium of other writers.)

male as well as female flower terminal - Gymnotidum.

male as well as female flower axillary - Didymodon.

male flower axillary, female terminal - Tortula.

male and female flowers terminal - Barbula.

Teeth sixteen, pyramidal;

male flower axillary - Grimmia.

male flower terminal - Weijsia.

Teeth more than thirty, cohering by a membrane;

male and female flowers terminal - Polytichium.

Fringe of a single row of elongated teeth;

Teeth thread-shaped and straight, narrow at the base; male flower axillary - Trichomium.

Teeth broad, deeply elongated;

male flower axillary - Fissidens.

male flower terminal - Dicranum.

Fringe double.

Inner Fringe membranous, with pointed teeth;
flower united, terminal - Weblera.

Inner Fringe membranous, with abrupt teeth;

male flower terminal - Buskiaenia.

Inner Fringe membranous, furrowed, contracted into a cove, finely laciniated at the orifice;

flower united - Bartramia.
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Inner Fringe with reticulated teeth;

male as well as female flower axillary - Fontinalis.

male as well as female flower terminal - Mesea.

Inner Fringe with ciliary teeth;

unconnected and equidistant - Neckera.

unconnected, approaching each other in pairs - Orithorichum.

Inner Fringe with ciliary teeth; cohering by a membranous base;
tooth uniform; male flower axillary - Timmia.

female terminal - Pohlia.

male and female flower axillary - Lefkea.

tooth of various shapes; female flower terminal; male flower terminal, divided - Mnium.

male flower terminal, in a round head - Bryum.

male and female flower axillary - Hymnum.

Inner Fringe with ciliary teeth; cohering by their points;

male and female flower terminal - Funaria.

The author of the Flora Britannica first presumed to abolish Gymnotidum and Didymodon, uniting them to Trichomium, from which they differ in having their teeth, though approximated in pairs, quite unconnected at the base. But the membranous web in Trichomium is often so very flat and narrow, as to be hardly discernible, though in other cases more obvious; and these mosses are all by nature evidently of one genus. The lateral or terminal situation of the flowers, whether male or female, in mosses with a single fringe, will appear, to those who consider them under that point of view, to lead to no natural disentanglement whatever. The character is also peculiarly difficult in these to ascertain, and we question much whether Didymodon will really be found to have axillary female flowers, if examined at the time of their first formation. For the same reasons Barbula of Hedwig is sunk in Tortula, and Weijsia in Grimmia, by all British botanists.

As to Fissidens, the genuine species of that genus, whose leaves are two-ranked and compressed, form so natural and distinct an assemblage, that it is much to be wished they could be separated from Dicranum. In consideration of their very peculiar habit, perhaps the Hedwigian character of the axillary male flowers might here be allowed to mark the genus; more especially as the female flowers are in some cases lateral. (See Dicranum, sect. 8.) It must also be observed, that none of Hedwig's species of Fissidens appear to be no less improperly considered as such by their character than their habit. In the latter they agree with Dicranum, and it is difficult to understand, by Hedwig's own excellent plates, how he could consider their male flowers as otherwise than terminal. The species to which we allude are F. polycarpus and stems, Hedw. Crypt. v. 2. p. 31. 32.

In the generic arrangement of Mosses with a double fringe, we find the union of the stamens and pistils in one flower, by which alone Webera and Pohlia are separated from their natural congeners, a character of no consequence whatever, and not less artificial than obscure.

On the uncertainty and obscurity of generic characters founded on differences of the inner fringe, we need not repeat what may be found under the articles Fringe of Mosses, Hymnum, Leskea, Meesia, and Mesium. The last mentioned, like Bartramia, is best marked by the six-
een strong furrows of its capscale, though many of Hedwig's species are thereby discarded. If Meja be retained as a genus, it must be on account of the short blunt teeth of the outer fringe, rather than any thing in the structure of the inner.

The genus most difficult to characterize by the Hedwigian characters is Orthotrichum, though no genus can be more natural. Its species, one only excepted, all seem, as Mr. Turner remarks, scarcely more than varieties, so closely and naturally are they allied. Yet they differ widely in their fringe, the inner one being in some composed of sixteen, in others of but eight teeth, and in others totally wanting. Their outer teeth, naturally sixteen, each marked with a longitudinal furrow, are in some species combined into eight, each with two furrows. But here another part of the fructification offers itself to our aid. The strongly angular or deeply furrowed veil, to say nothing of its ascending hairs, which are not confluent, it seems this genus decidedly. A valuable paper on this subject, by the late Mr. Mohr, may be seen in Sims and Conolly's Annals, v. 253. We hesitate to adopt a new genus of the author's, named Ulota, though it differs from Orthotrichum in the curving of its leaves when dry, of which O. criptum, the species above alluded to as unlike the rest, is an example. Mr. Mohr characterizes Orthotrichum as having eight keeled ribs to its veil, with deep furrows between, whereas in Ulota, intermediate furrows take place of those ribs. His remarks however are well worth attention, as well as what concerns the veil in Neckeria and some others. He hints at the practicability of making this part subfertile to generic discrimination, where the Hedwigian characters have been objected to, as in Anidantium and Gymnojloium, Grimmia and Weigela. We fear his distinctions are too nice for common use, especially as it is often so difficult to obtain specimens with the veil in a good state for examination. But a more weighty objection is, that it does not appear to us to lead to the determination of much more natural genera. The acute and learned author however is of a different opinion, and he has candidly put the decision of the question into one's power, having enumerated, under each genus, the species of each, as he would, on this new principle, wish to dispose them. He subcribes to Anidantium, Grimmia, and Trichophorum, "a veil shaped like a mitre," (we should rather say an exquising, ) "somewhat halved," that is, partly split up on one side, "unequally torn at the base, and falling off obliquely." To Gymnojloium, Weigela, and Dis- cranum, he gives "a hooded or halved veil, nearly entire at the base, falling off obliquely."

There are several distinguished writers on Musci, besides those whose systems and remarks we have detailed, especially Bridel, the author of a large and elaborate Muscologia in Latin, making two quarto volumes, published in 1792 and 1798, and composed on the principles of Hedwig. Dr. Swartz, who wrote the Methodus Muscorum, published in 1781, under the presidency of the younger Linnaeus, printed in 1769 a neat little volume on Swedish Mosses, with several coloured plates; and Mr. Dawson Turner, in 1804, gave a more detailed account of those which are natives of Ireland. The writer of the present article has, in his Flora Britannica, vol. iii, first distributed the Mosses of Britain and Ireland according to the system of Hedwig, with some alterations, and with original descriptions; and has in the English Botany published figures, with English descriptions, of nearly the whole of them. Heffmann and Roth have described the Mosses of Germany in their Flora; but the latter is less original in this department than in most of his excellent writings. Many of this tribe are figured in the Flora Da-
nica, but not happily: a very few in Curtis's Flora Londin-
ense, and the works of Jacquin. We must repeat that Hedwig is unrivalled in his figures and descriptions, if not in his technical definitions, of this his favourite family. The accurate and ingenious Schrader, wherever he has touched upon the same subject, has contributed to elucidate it, but appears to have paid less attention to Musci than to other Cryptogamic subjects. A few New Holland Musci have been described by Labillardiere; but a much more complete account of the novel productions of that country, in this as well as other botanical departments, is to be expected from Mr. Brown; one of whose new genera may be found described under the article Lepismum. We have also, in Tr. of the Linn. Soc. v. 10. 56, along with Lepismum, described and figured another new genus, called Davonia, in honour of Mr. Dawson Turner, the very curious and singular character of which is as follows.

Frute tufted, of innumerable capillary straight equal hairs, originating from the capscale and central column! Capscale flat on one side, convex on the other. Outer Veil of entangled hairs; inner rough at the point.

D. polytrichoides, ibid. t. 23. f. 1. is the only known species, found about the sandy banks of rivers, at the foot of the mountains, near Port Jackson, New South Wales. Its habit is precisely that of the larger species of Polytrichum, while its capscale and central column nearly agree with Bux-
baumia; but the fringe is totally unlike every thing before observed.

S. MUSCICAPA, the Fly-catcher, in Entomology, bill nearly triangular, notched on each side, bent in at the tip, and beft with bristles at the root; the toes are mostly divided to their origin. Gmelin has enumerated ninety-six species, which are scattered over the warmer tracts of the globe, two only are common to our own country; the greater number are inhabitants of Australasia and Polynesia. Among ourseftes the fly-catcher is a bird of paflage, that breeds in the island, but retires as early as the month of Augtul. It builds its nest upon the fides of trees, or of old walls, and feeds upon insects. When the young are led out, they generally take their station upon the higher boughs of trees, whence they are taught to drop perpendicularly upon the flies below, and to rise again in the same manner. Sub-
ordinate to the rapacious birds, and in the next class, nature has placed this tribe of hunters, more numerous than that of its superiors, became more useful. The largest of this genus is of the size of the butcher-bird, while the smallest is not larger than the nightingale. All the intermediate degrees are occupied by various kinds, differing in magni-
tude, but marked by the same generic characters.

We shall now give an account of the

Species.

PARADISEI; the Paradise Fly-catcher. Crested, head black; body white; tail wedged, the two middle feathers very long. There are three varieties: 1. Head greenish-black; body chestnut, beneath white; lower part of the neck and breast grey. 2. Chestnut, beneath white; breast blueish. 3. Body paler, wing coverts golden. It inhabits Africa and Asia, and is about eight inches and a quarter long; head, neck, and chin greenish-black; back, rump, throat, and body beneath white; wing-coverts and quill-
feathers black, edged with white; two middle tail-feathers fifteen inches long; legs lead colour.

MUTATA; Mutabile Fly-catcher. Head crested; tail wedged; two middle tail-feathers very long; eye-brows blue. There are two varieties: 1. The body and tail of the one is of a cinnamon colour. 2. The other is a chestnut-colour;
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colour; two middle tail-feathers varied with black and white. It inhabits Madagascar, and is nearly a foot long.

Bill and legs black; head, neck, and back greenish-black, the latter varied with white; body beneath white; wings blackish, longitudinally white in the middle; the two middle tail-feathers are more than four inches longer than the others, white, with a black spot near the tip, the rump is white on the inner, and black on the outer webs.

STRIATA; the Martinicinio Fly-catcher. Head crested; body brown, beneath cinereous; outer edge of the quill-feathers whitish. This, as its trivial name imports, is found in Martinicinio, and is six inches long; the feathers of the crown at the base, and quill-feathers at the edge, whitish; legs cinereous.

FUSCA; Black-headed Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath yellowish-white; bill, crown, and legs black. It inhabits Carolina, and is six inches and a quarter long; the tail is a little forked; the crown of the female is blackish.

TYRANNUS. Tail is very long, forked; body is black, beneath white. It inhabits Canada and Surinam.

FORRICATA; Swallow-tail Fly-catcher. Pale grey, beneath white; tail forked; quill and tail-feathers black, edged with grey, the outmost of the latter half white on the outer webs. This is about ten inches long, and inhabits New Spain.

SURINAM; Surinam Fly-catcher. Tail rounded, tip with white; body black, and beneath it white.

FULIGINOSA; Brown Fly-catcher. This species is of a black-brown colour, the feathers edged with yellowish-brown, beneath whitish; quill and equal tail-feathers edged with whitish. It inhabits Cayenne, and is hardly four inches long. The bill and legs are black; the breast is mixed with brownish.

AURANTIA; Orange-breasted Fly-catcher. The colour of this species is greenish-rufous, beneath white; breast orange; head and neck above greenish-brown; quill-feathers black, edged with rufous. It inhabits the woods of Guiana.

The bill is black and legs pale.

CORONATA; Round-crested Fly-catcher. It inhabits near the Amazon, and is five inches and a half long; quill-feathers edged with grey, the legs are reddish.

MALACHURA; Soft-tailed Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath ferruginous; throat (of the male) blue; tail long, wedged, with loose-webbed feathers. It inhabits the marshy places of New South Wales, lives among the long grass and rushes, in which it hides itself very dexterously.

RUFESCENS; Rufous Fly-catcher. Glossy pale rufous, beneath white; quill-feathers black; crown with a brown band. It inhabits Cayenne. Bill and legs black.

CINERA; Rufous-bellied Fly-catcher. Cinereous; rump, tail, and body beneath rufous. It inhabits Cayenne, and is about eight inches and a half long.

PYGMAEA; Dwarf Fly-catcher. Beneath straw-colour; head and neck rufous, spotted with black; feathers of the back and wing-coverts cinereous, edged with greenish; quill-feathers black, edged with grey; tail black, short. It inhabits Cayenne, and is barely three inches long.

MINUTA; Petty Fly-catcher. Olive-grey; wings blackish, with a few yellowish streaks. It inhabits South America, and is less than the last.

BARBATA; Whitewinged Fly-catcher. Olive-brown; beneath greenish-yellow, crown orange; rump yellow. It inhabits Cayenne.

RUBRICOLLIS; Purple-throated Fly-catcher. Black; chin and throat with a large purple-red spot. The purple-throated fly-catcher is about the size of a blackbird; the whole plumage is black, except the chin, throat, and forepart of the neck, on which is a large bed of beautiful crimson, inclining to purple; the legs are black. These birds inhabit Cayenne, and other parts of South America; where they are found in flocks, and precede in general the toucans in their movements. They feed on fruits and insects; and are lively birds, always in action. They, for the most part, frequent the woods, like the toucans; and where the first are found, the others are seldom far off.

CHRISTA; Crested Fly-catcher. Crested, head and neck blueish, belly yellowish; back greenish; quill and tail-feathers rufous. It inhabits Carolina and Virginia, and is eight inches long.

FEROX; Tyrant Fly-catcher. Brown; chin, throat, and breast cinereous; belly yellowish; greater wing-coverts edged with olive. It inhabits Cayenne, is seven inches long, and the legs are blackish.

LUDOVICIANA; Louisiana Fly-catcher. Grey-brown; beneath yellowish; chin cinereous; quill and tail-feathers edged with rufous. It inhabits Louisiana, and is the size of the last.

AUDAX; Yellow-crowned Fly-catcher. Blackish waved with rufous, beneath yellowish; crown yellow; frontlet white; rump and tail rufous. It inhabits Cayenne, and is eight inches long.

ATRIBULILLA; Pied Fly-catcher. Black; parts, spot on the front, and shield on the wings white; lateral tail-feathers white without; bill and legs black; tail-coverts spotted with white. There are three varieties: 1. Above varied with grey; thighs varied with brown and white; the three outmost tail-feathers edged with white. 2. Collar white, outmost tail-feathers edged with white. 3. Brown; beneath, front, sides of the head, and longitudinal line from the shoulder to the back white. The first three inhabit Europe, but the other is an Indian bird. The pied fly-catcher is not to be found in great numbers in any part of this island, but is most frequently to be met with in Yorkshire, and the contiguous counties. A nest belonging to two birds of this species was taken in 1803, in Axwell park, with a great number of young, and allo the parent birds. The affluence of the latter, which were almost unremittently employed in taking flies for their numerous family, was highly interesting. The dexterity and attention of the male bird appeared most conspicuous. The third variety is found in the East Indies, and is four inches and a quarter long.

RUTICILLA; Yellow-tailed Fly-catcher. Black; breast, spot on the wings, and base of the quill and tail-feathers yellow. It inhabits America and Jamaica, and is the same size as the last.

VIRENS; Cinereous Fly-catcher. Greenish-brown, beneath pale yellow; eye-brows white. It inhabits during summer in Carolina, and is rather more than five inches long.

VIRIDIS; Chattering Fly-catcher. Green, beneath yellow; belly and vent whitish; eye-brows and spot under the eye whitish; tail brown. It inhabits unfrequented places of Carolina, and is seven inches long. It is a fly bird, and flies with its legs extended.

SIBERICA; Dun Fly-catcher. Brown; throat and vent spotted with white. It inhabits Siberia and Kamtschatka. The body of this species is inclining to cinereous.

ERYTHROPS; Red-faced Fly-catcher. This species is spotted, beneath it is white, and has a red front. It is a Siberian bird.

CAYANENSIS; Cayenne Fly-catcher. This is brown, but under the parts are of a pale yellow; the eye-brows white, the crown pale orange. It is found, as its species name imports,
ports, at Cayenne; also in Hispaniola, and is about seven inches and a half long.

**Canadensis**; Canada Fly-catcher. This is cinereous; beneath pale yellow; lores yellow; but the crown is spotted with black. It inhabits Canada, and is four inches and a half long.

**Cinnamomea**; Cinnamon Fly-catcher. Yellowish-cinnamon; bar on the wings and tips of the coverts yellow; quill-feathers black, edged with ferruginous. It inhabits Ceylon, is eight inches long, and has a black bill.

**Spadicia**; Yellow-rumped Fly-catcher. This is of a chefsuont colour; quill-feathers, and even tail, brown; wing-coverts with rufous; rump yellow; belly and vent yellowish. It inhabits Ceylon, and is seven inches long. The bill is brown.

**Olivacea**; Red-eyed Fly-catcher. Olive, beneath white; eye-brows white, eyes red. There is a variety that has olive-coloured eye-brows, and wings marked with a double pale band. This species inhabits Carolina in the summer, and Jamaica in the winter. It is about five inches and a half long.

**Senegalensis**; Senegal Fly-catcher. This is variegated; eye-brows white; outmost tail-feathers half white. There is a variety that has a black breast, and a body waved with black and white. It inhabits Senegal, and is four inches and a half long.

**Cristata**; Crested Senegal Fly-catcher. This species has a crested head, the throat is of a glossy black; the body above is bay, and beneath cinereous; the tail is wedge-shaped. It inhabits near Senegal, and is more than eight inches long.

**Borbonica**; Bourbon Fly-catcher. Beneath cinereous; head greenish-black, with a violet gloss; back and tail pale bay; rump grey; quill-feathers black, edged with bay. This bird is found, as its name signifies, in the island of Bourbon, and is rather less than six inches long.

**Melanoptera**; Collared Fly-catcher. Cinereous, beneath white; throat brownish-bay, with a transverse black bar beneath; bill, wings, and tail black. This species inhabits Senegal, and is little more than four inches long.

**Nigriperus**; Black-fronted Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath olive-brown; front and temples black; chin and throat yellow; tail-feathers olive-brown, the two middle ones brown. The name fizes as the last; the bill is blackish, and the legs are black.

**Leucura**; White-tailed Fly-catcher. Greyish-ash, beneath white; bill, legs, and middle tail-feathers black; the rest obliquely half white, the outmost nearly white. This inhabits the Cape of Good Hope, and is four inches and a half long.

**Pondiceriana**; Coromandel Fly-catcher. Grey-ash, beneath white; lateral tail-feathers half white; spot on the wing-coverts and eye-brows white. Inhabits, as its name imports, Coromandel, is less than a sparrow, and sings well; the bill and legs are black.

**Afras**; Spotted Yellow Fly-catcher. Dirty-yellowish, spotted with black; crown rufous, streaked with black; tail and wings rufous, the latter edged with brown. It inhabits the Cape, and is eight inches long; the sides of the neck are marked with two or three stripes, and there is one from the mouth.

**Casa**; Ash-coloured Fly-catcher. Cinereous; head, cape, and chin blackish; vent white; quill-feathers black, edged with cinereous; bill and tail black; lateral tail-feathers cinereous at the tips; middle ones cinereous, blackish at the tips. This species inhabits Madagascar, and is eight inches and a half long.

**Madagascariensis**; Madagascarien Fly-catcher. Olive; chin yellow; throat and breast yellowish. This also is found in the island of Madagascar, and is seven inches and a half long.

**Undulata**; Undulated Fly-catcher. Waved with white and brown; head blackish; wings rufous brown. It inhabits the Isle of France.

**Teuctec**; Indian Fly-catcher. Brown, varied with small rufous spots, beneath pale rufous; throat whitish; tail and quill-feathers at the edges tinct with rufous. It inhabits the island of Bourbon. The tail and legs are brown; the female is white where the male is rufous.

**Rufiventris**; Rufous-vented Fly-catcher. Black; vent and lower tail-coverts rufous; legs whitish. Inhabits Bourbon, and is four inches and a quarter long.

**Comata**; Black; beneath, rump, and tips of the middle tail-feathers white; vent yellow; head crested. It inhabits Ceylon. Its legs are bluish.

**Hamorrhousa**; Red-vented Fly-catcher. Waved with brown, beneath white; vent red; subterminal head and tail black. There is a variety that has a yellow vent; tail black, with a white bar towards the tip. The first is found at Ceylon, and the second at Java. It is about four inches and a half long.

**Psed**; Guava Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath white; vent yellowish; crown, lores, and legs black; eye-brows white. It inhabits Mauritius.

**Melanisthæ**; Yellow-breasted Fly-catcher. Head and cheeks black; back and wing-coverts grey-brown, varied with yellow; breast rufous; quill and tail-feathers black, edged with yellow. It is found in Ceylon; and the second first at Java. It is about four inches and a half long.

**Nittens**; Green Fly-catcher. Green-gold; wings black; throat and breast rufous; rump and belly yellow; tail-feathers long, green on the outer, and black on the inner webs. It inhabits India.

**Sinensis**; Wreathed Fly-catcher. Greenish-grey; head, bill, and legs black; chin white; throat and breast grey; belly and vent yellowish; quill-feathers yellowish-green.

**Grisea**; Grey-necked Fly-catcher. Black, beneath reddish; throat grey; wings-coverts with a white band; tail a little wedge. It inhabits China; its legs are yellowish.

**Flavicollis**; Yellow-necked Fly-catcher. The upper part of this species is green; the crown and orbits yellowish; face black; throat and edges of the quill and tail-feathers yellow; the belly is greenish, with three yellow spots. It inhabits China, and is about six inches and a half long.

**Planamæa**; Flammeous Fly-catcher. Black; back, tail wing-coverts, breast, vent, edges of the secondary quill-feathers, and tips of the tail-feathers, orange. There is a variety, which is hoary, beneath scarlet; chin black; the first four quill-feathers are red at the base. It inhabits India, and is six inches long.

**Fusciscens**; Orange-vented Fly-catcher. Brownish, beneath white; head subterminal; rump and vent orange. It inhabits China, and is six inches long.

**Lucionis**; Black Fly-catcher. Black glit-fly-violet, beneath grey; wings with a white stripe in the middle. It is found in the Philippine islands, and in Madagascar, and is very small.

**Philippensis**; Philippine Fly-catcher. Grey-brown, beneath whitish; eye-brows white. This is found in the Philippine islands, and is the size of a nightingale.

**Capitella**; Azure Fly-catcher. Blue; hind-head and breast with a black spot; belly and vent blueish-white; quill
and tail-feathers dusky-blue. It inhabits the Philippine islands, and is five inches long.

**Cyanoccephala**: Blue-headed Fly-catcher. Red, beneath brownish; head blue; tail-feathers tip with black. It inhabits Manilla, and is the size of a limnet.

**Manillensis**: Yellow-throated Fly-catcher. Hind-head and back grey; rest of the head and nape black; middle of the back bay; chin yellow; middle tail-feathers black, lateral ones white. It inhabits Manilla.

**Flagellifera**: Fan-tailed Fly-catcher. The upper part of this bird is olive, beneath ferruginous; eye-brow, chin, throat, sides of the neck, and lateral tail-feathers white; middle tail-feathers, head, and collar black. This species inhabits the southern isles of New Zealand, where it is seen constantly hunting after insects and flies, always with its tail in the shape of a fan. It is easily tamed, and will then fly on any person's shoulder, and pick off the flies.

**Superilios**: Superbous Fly-catcher. This species is cinereous, beneath reddish-white; eye-brows black; tail wedged, the middle feathers black, the rest white. It is about four inches and a half long.

**Caledonica**: Olive Fly-catcher. Olive, beneath yellow; chin and vent yellow; quill-feathers ferruginous. It is found in New South Wales; is about six inches long, and its legs are black.

**Lutea**: Lusitaneous Fly-catcher. Whitish-yellow; wing-coverts and quill-spots dotted black; tail dusky towards the tip. It is found in Oathette, and is about five inches and a half long.

**Ochrocephala**: Yellow-headed Fly-catcher. Head, neck, and breast golden; body above yellowish-green, beneath white. It inhabits New Zealand, and is less than the latter.

**Flavifrons**: Yellow-fronted Fly-catcher. Yellow-olive, beneath yellow; fore, eye, edges of the blackish quill-feathers, and brown tail-feathers, yellow; arch over the eyes white. It inhabits Tanna island, and is five inches and a half long.

**Nevia**: Black; middle of the back and shoulders spotted with white. It is found in New South Wales, and is more than eight inches long.

**Multicolor**: Red-bellied Fly-catcher. Black; front white; breast and belly red; vent reddish. It inhabits Norfolk island, and is about four inches and a half long.

**Sandwichensis**: Sandwich Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath eye-brows white; breast ferruginous; wing-coverts, quill, and lateral tail-feathers tip with white. It inhabits the Sandwich islands, and is five inches, and a half long.

**Obscura**: Dusky Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath paler; tail-feathers long, even, pointed; belly inclining to rufous. This also inhabits the Sandwich islands, and is five inches, and a half long.

**Maculata**: Spotted-winged Fly-catcher. This species is ferruginous, but beneath it is pale chestnut; quill-feathers black; wing-coverts with rufous-white spot near the tip; tail-feathers brown, the outermost tip with white. It inhabits the Sandwich islands.

**Turricuta**: Cape Fly-catcher. Black, beneath white; breast rufous; innermost quill-feathers tip with white. There is a variety that is brown, but beneath it is white; the breast is black; the wings with a rufous band; tail feathers tip with white. It is about four inches long, and inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

**Bicolor**: Black and White Fly-catcher. Black; front, orbits, throat, rump, purplish wings, band on the greater wing-coverts, tips of the tail feathers, and body beneath white. A variety is generally white; the hind-head, neck wings, rump, and tail black. It inhabits Cayenne; is four inches and a half long. The female of the variety is wholly grey.

**Carolinensis**: Cat Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath cinereous; head black; vent red. This bird is somewhat bigger than a lark; length eight inches; bill black; the upper part of the body and wings are of a deep brown; the under ash-coloured; the crown of the head is black; the tail is blackish, and the legs are brown. It is found in Virginia in the summer season, where it frequents throns rather than tall trees, and feeds on insects. It is very resemblance of a cat, whence the English name given it by Catesby.

**Ochroleuca**: Golden-throated Fly-catcher. Dirty-olive, beneath whitish-yellow; chin and edge of the wings yellow; primary quill and tail-feathers olive. It inhabits New York.

**Nitida**: Nitid Fly-catcher. This species is of a pale green; wing coverts edged with white; quill and tail-feathers blackish, edged with yellow. This is a small species, and inhabits China.

**Atra**: Dark Fly-catcher. Olive-ash; breast cinereous; belly whitish-yellow; head, tail, and quill feathers black; the second oraries at the edge and outermost tail-feathers on the outer webs white. This species inhabits New York, and feeds on bees.

**Noveboracensis**: Hanging Fly-catcher. Greenish; middle of the belly and two bands on the wings white; chin cinereous; spot on each side the bill and flanks yellow; primary quill and tail-feathers bluish, edged with green. It is found in New York from May to August.

**Passerina**: Blackish, beneath white; the tail is black. It inhabits Tanna, in the Pacific ocean.

**Acadica**: Lesser crested Fly-catcher. Sub-crested, green-ash beneath, yellowish-white; wings with a double white band. It is found in Nova Scotia.

**Aedon**: This species is of a rufous-brown; but the under parts are yellowish-white; middle tail-feathers sub-equal, the outermost each side much shorter. It inhabits Dauria; and sings in the night very sweetly.

**Nov. Hollandiae**: Brown, beneath whitish; under the eyes, on each side, as far as the ears, there is a yellow streak. It inhabits New Holland, and is seven inches long.

**Ferruginea**: Rufous Fly-catcher. Brown-rufous, beneath whitish-yellow; chin white; wings black, edged with a rufous colour; tail-feathers edged and black, above black, edged with brown; the eye-ruff short and white. It inhabits Carolina, and is five inches and a half long.

**Nigra**: This is totally black; bill, head, and legs dusky-black. It inhabits the Society islands.

**Ochracea**: Neck and breast ferrugineous-ash; wings and tail black-ash. It is found at the Cape of Good Hope.

**Albifrons**: This species is black-brown above; but the throat and breast are whitish; the belly is pale ferruginous; front whitish; its bill and legs are black. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

**Melanoleuca**: This is of a snowy colour; but the feathers at the base are brown; the breast is of a palish-yellow; the head and neck, as far as the middle wings, tips of the tail-feathers, bill, and legs are black. It inhabits Georgia, in the summer months only, and is about six inches long.

**Petechia**: This is brown; but beneath it is cinereous, spotted with rufous; throat and vent rufous. It inhabits the island of Martinois. It is five inches and a half long.

**Virgata**: Steaked Fly-catcher. Brown, beneath whitish-brown, with longitudinal brown streaks; crown
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sub-crested, varied with cinereous and yellow; edge of the quill-feathers, and two bands on the covert, rufous. It inhabits Cayenne, and is four inches and a half long.

**Agilis;** Active Fly-catcher. Olive-brown, beneath whitish; quill and tail-feathers black, edged with olive-brown. It inhabits Cayenne. is the size of the *M. virgata*, and is continually hunting after insects, which it picks out from under the bark of trees.

**Grisola;** Spotted Fly-catcher. Brownish, whitish beneath; neck longitudinally spotted; vent pale-rufous; bill black, whitish at the base; indife of the mouth yellow; head large, brownish, and spotted with black; back mouche-coloured; wings and tail black; the former edges with white; chin spotted with red; legs black. About the size of the tit-lark; length five inches and a half. It inhabits this country, and others in Europe. This bird visits us in spring, and departs in September. It frequents orchards and groves, and will make its nest on the limb of some fruit-tree nailed against the wall, or in a hole, sometimes in out-buildings, on the end of a beam or rafter, and at other times against the body of a large tree, or on the stump of a decayed branch. The nest is formed of bents, moss, and such kind of materials, interwoven with spiders' webs, and lined with feathers. The female lays four or five eggs, not much unlike those of the red-bread, but rather lefs, and the ruf-st-coloured spots more distinct, and not so much confined to the larger end. Its food seems to be entirely winged insects, though it is said to be particularly fond of cherries, probably from the circumstance of its frequenting the cherry-tree for the sake of flies that are attracted by the fruit. As soon as the young birds leave the nest, they are led by the old ones to some neighbouring wood or grove where insects abound, and where they may be seen darting in every direction in purfuit of flies, and frequently returning to the same station. The note of this species is a simple weak chirp, not frequently used till after the young are fled; so that the bird, though common, is not readily discovered.

**Dichroa;** Two-coloured Fly-catcher. Above cinereous, beneath ochre; tail-feathers partly ochre, partly cinereous. It inhabits Africa.

**Deserti;** Defert Fly-catcher. Body ferruginous and footy; wings and tail blackish; bill yellowish. It inhabits the deserts of Arabia.

**Javanica;** Javan Fly-catcher. Tail very long, rounded; body varicolored with ferruginous, beneath white; throat black; eye-brown white. It inhabits Java.


**Camarisuis;** Cambay Fly-catcher. Glossy-black; back yellowish-green; beneath tawny-yellow; wings-coverts with a double white band. It inhabits Cambay.

**Muscicapa Madagascariensis**, &c. or Fork-tailed shrike.

See *Lanius Forficatus*.

**Muscicapa Tyrannus**, the Tyrant shrike of Latham, and Tyrant fly-catcher of Pennant. See *Lanius Tyrannus*.

**Muscicapa Emeria**, the Bengal shrike of Latham. See *Lanius Emeria*.

**Muscicapa Paradisi**, the Paradise fly-catcher of Latham. See *Todus Paradisae*.

**Muscicapa Rubra**, the Summer Tanager of Pennant and Latham. See *Tanagra Rubra*.

**Muscicapa caerulea**, Cinereous, Febe, Lutea, Varia, the Jamaica warbler of Latham. See *Motacilla Dominica*.

**Muscipeta**, the Stone-chat of Latham. See *Motacilla Rubicola*.

**Muscipula**, in Botany, is used in a different sense from the classical one, and deriv'd from *Muscia*, a fly. See *Silene* and *Dionea*, where it occurs as a specific name, synonymous with Catch-fly, or Fly-trap: in the former instance alluding to the gluttonous nature of the flies in several species of *Silene*; and in the latter to the peculiar structure and irritability of the leaves. *Muscipula* however always means, with the ancients, some sort of mouche-trap, from *Maus*, a mouse; and such may in general be the *muyci* or *muycy*, as well as the *muycy*, of the Greeks, but not, it seems, the *muycy*, of Dioscorides. See *Myagrum*.

**Musc, in Geography**, a town of Lusatia, on the river Neisse; the chief place of a lordship, about 30 miles in circumference; 52 miles N.E. of Dresden. N. lat. 51° 31'. E. long. 14° 46'.

**Muscule, in Anatomy and Physiology**, is that soft and fibrous structure, generally of a red colour, known in common language by the name of flesh, and possessing the property of contraction, by which it becomes the instrument of almost all the motions in the living body. It consists of threads or fibres joined together by cellular substance; these are rendered very constrictive in the meat, which has been boiled for a long time. They are arranged in different forms according to the purposes to which they are subordinated. Connected together in large masses, and united to tendons, which are fixed to the bones, they constitute the voluntary muscles. These compose nearly the whole bulk of the soft parts of the limbs, and a very considerable proportion of the trunk, and execute all the motions, which take place in obedience to the commands of the will. They fix the body, and determine the attitudes of its various parts in standing, sitting, and lying: they move it forwards in walking, running, jumping, dancing, swimming, climbing, &c.; and are the sole agents in seizing, holding, thrusting, throwing, &c. By alternately enlarging and contracting the chest, their aseilance is essential in respiration; and these motions, together with those which they cause in the larynx and mouth, produce the voice and speech. They direct the eyes towards surrounding objects, and elevate or depress the lids: they open or close the mouth and nose. They are the agents of sucking, chewing, and swallowing, and are essentially concerned in copulation and parturition, in expelling the urine and feces, &c.

Under another arrangement, in which they surround various hollow organs, they move the contents, whether solid or liquid, of such parts. In this way they drive the blood through the different cavities of the heart, and propel it in the arterial canals; they convey the food through the cavities of the stomach and intestines, and the urine along its passages.

Some motions are not executed by muscles: the elasticit of a cartilage, for instance, may restore it after it has been moved out of its natural state. It is still a controverted point whether the arteries are muscular (see Heart); and the veins certainly are not. Similar doubts exist concerning the iris (see Eye). We can detect no muscular fibres in the Fallopian tubes (see Generation), nor in the excretory canals of the glands (see Gland). The motions of exhalation, secretion, absorption, and nutrition, are for the most part imperceptible to us, and the minutest of the organs, in which they are performed, conceals them altogether from our reach; we have, therefore, no grounds for believing that they are executed by muscle.

According to the preceding view, we may state that the perceptible motions (excepting those of the iris and the large absorbing vesseis) are performed by that kind of structure which we call muscle; while the movements, which escape our observation, are executed in a manner, of which we may rather
The organization of the different organs enumerated above, which perform motion, yet are not manifestly fibrous, has afforded an opportunity for much unmerited controversy among anatomists, which might, perhaps, have been spared by a little attention to the meaning of the terms employed. If muscle be a tissue consisting of long, cylindrical, and parallel threads, possessing the power of contraction, muscularity must be denied to many parts of the body which perform motion: if the executing motion be a criterion of muscular structure, these parts must be ranked among muscular organs.

Hitherto we have considered the subject in a general point of view, regarding muscle as a structure capable of contraction, and thereby performing most of the animal motions: this power has generally been called irritability. A more close inspection will soon convince us that the muscular system must be divided into two great sections, differing from each other in their organization, vital properties, external form and functions. In one of these motion is produced in obedience to volition; in the other it is independent of the will: in a few instances the two characters are united. Hence the muscles have been divided into voluntary, involuntary, and mixed. Yet their structure and properties have generally been confederated together. Bichat has separated completely the voluntary and involuntary muscles: he makes of the former, the muscular system of the animal life, and of the latter, that of the organic life, according as they are concerned in the one or the other of the great divisions established by him in the animal functions. (See Life.)

This arrangement appears to us to be the most conformable to nature, and we shall accordingly adopt it in the present article. We shall, therefore, divide it into two parts; of which the first will include the account of the muscular system of the animal and the second of the organic life. The following order of subjects will be adopted in the first part: 1. The organization. 2. The properties of the animal muscular system. 3. The application of the muscular fibres to tendons, composing the muscles. 4. Division, names, forms, and arrangements of the muscles. 5. Tabular view of the muscles. 6. Explanation of the plates. 7. Phenomena of the muscular system in action. 8. A view of the powers, by which the more general motions of the body are effected. 9. Development of the animal muscular system. In the second part we shall consider successively, 1. The organization. 2. The properties. 3. The phenomena of action. 4. The development of the organic muscles.

1. Organization of the Muscular System of the Animal Life.—The distinguishing character of a muscle is the muscular fibres: it contains, besides, blood-vesseils, nerves, exhalants and absorhents, and cellular tissue, which are common parts; (we speak of those visible to the naked eye.)

The muscular fibres are slender, long, cylindrical, red, softish, of uniform size in the large and the small muscles; posseessing every where the same characters and appearances; sometimes disposed in distinct bundles separated from each other by considerable grooves, but more generally arranged in a plane surface; always joined to numerous others of the same nature, and easily distinguishable by the naked eye. If we proceed to examine minutely any particular muscle, we easily separate it into a number of bundles, or fasciculi; each of these is again separable into smaller bundles, and this division may be repeated until the parts become too minute for our observation: they are distinguished throughout by the same fibrous or thready appearance, and the whole muscle differs from its smallest portion only in the number of the threads. Indicated by the hope of discovering the mechanism of muscular motion, anatomists have examined the structure of the organs in every possible way, and have prosecuted inquiries into the organization and properties of the ultimate fibre by the aid of the microscope, when the unskilled eye had traced their divisions as far as possible. Boiling for a long time, and immersion in spirits of wine, render the fibres more perceptible; they become smaller, harder, more opaque, and easily separable: but we still find nothing in them but threads of an uniform appearance, reducible into smaller and smaller bundles, in which the elementary fibre cannot be traced. We believe that the long labours of the numerous microscopical enquirers have not hitherto advanced our knowledge any further; and if it be true, as Soemmerring informs us, that Muyrs spent eighteen years in investigating the subject, we can only collect from his investigations, as detailed in the Musculorum artificiosa Fabrice, 4to. Lugd. Bat. 1751, that the physiology of muscular motion is not likely to receive any important elucidation from this quarter.

Microscopical observation shows us, that the fibres pursue their course without bifurcation or any kind of division: they are placed in mutual opposition, and lie parallel to each other: hence much fewer fibres are divided by a perpendicular than by a transverse section. It is not determined whether the fibres run through the whole length of a long muscle or no. Prochaska affirms that they do: Haller says that they do not: a short course among the neighbouring ones, and are lost in the cellular substratum. In general they appear cylindrical; but sometimes they are more or less serpentine or undulated, particularly after boiling, or when observed soon after death: occasionally the line of the fibre is quite zigzag, or it has a knotted appearance. The connections by means of cellular substratum, and the course of vessels and nerves, seem to be the causes of this appearance. The fibres are too small, that Muyrs estimates they would not tranmit the 46th part of a red globule of the blood if they were hollow, and that they are forty times smaller than the thinnest hair. On these points, however, a great variety of statements will be found in the reports of the most observant. "Hae omnia," says Haller, "mutilum habent ex arbitrlo, et ex cafu nata, cum aliis ultimus, ali penultimus ordinem decrescente, ut fibrarum vidisse potuerint. Sed necesse au mou modo probable videatur, nos ultima elementa, et proxima organa motus animalis, ut epiloqal perpercire; aut oculo ejusmodi continuos, veris limitibus distinctos, ordines effe, in quo filia flororum revolvantur." Eelm. Phyfioi. t. iv. p. 416.

A great diversity of opinion has exsisted about the figure and appearance of the ultimate fibre, of the last threads, into which the muscular structure can be resolved. It has been a matter of dispute whether it be solid or hollow, cylindrical or flattened. Some have represented it as composed of vessels or globules, some of a series of rhombs, others as cellular, &c. Lecuvenhoek and Muyrs, whose researches seem on the whole to have been the most numerous and accurate, represent them as cylindrical, and sometimes, but rarely, knotted. When we consider that this is a point determinable only by the microscope, and remember how many sources of error such observations are exposed to, we shall agree with Haller: "Iterum, si quatuor fuerit, et ultima fibrae fabrica, non solida, non membrana fibris interposita, &c. nam denique tota infar tabulis cava sit, timidius certe oportebit de re ultra omnem ocularum aciem polita pronunciare." P. 418.

That the muscular fibres are a continuation of the nerves, under a different form and arrangement, or that they are hollow and prolongations of blood-vessels, are doctrines which
which have been maintained by very eminent men, and very generally received. These strange notions rest on no direct observations: they are vague and confused fancies, contradicted by well-known physiological facts, and repugnant to all analogy. The objects in question are beyond the reach of our senses; consequently we can procure no data for an opinion concerning them. Our study of nature should begin where it falls within the sphere of our organs. All that we know about the nature of the muscular fibre is, that it constitutes a peculiar tissue, not identical to that of the nerves, blood-vessels, tendons, or cellular substance. Where the organisation is the same, the properties must be the same. Now the properties of all these systems differ essentially, and their structure cannot therefore be analogous.

The muscular tissue is remarkable for its softness, and in this respect differs from the fibrous: hence it is very easily torn in the dead body; the mere weight of the limbs will sometimes do this. During life it is no less remarkable for its powers of relinance: it seems to acquire, when contracted, an augmentation of strength, that renders it capable, not only of bearing great violence, but of supporting enormous weights, rupturing the tendons, breaking the bones, &c. Ruptures of the muscles during life are very rare, but not altogether unexampled: we have seen three or four instances of it in the recti abdominis.

The chemists have exerted themselves very busily in the examination of the muscular tissue, and we refer the reader to their works, and to the chemical articles of the Cyclopedia on this subject. (See FIBRE.) We shall consider the matter here in a physiological view.

When cut into thin slices, and exposed to the air, the muscular tissue assumes a dark brown colour, becomes thin, hard, and brittle. When put into water a few days after being thus dried, it recovers its original softness and form, and has a lighter colour. When the muscular flesh is exposed in large masses, or to mild air, it purifies very quickly, assuming a green or livid colour, and exhalings a pungent odour. A thick pulpy pulp, after a certain time, holds the place of the fibres: this gradually evaporates, and leaves a hard, blackish, brown refuse.

Cold water destroys the colour, and very rapidly if thin slices are placed in a current, or if they are frequently immersed and then squeezed; the surface only is whitened when a muscle is left in a jar of water. The fluid, which has been used in washing a muscle, is reddish; it contains the colouring matter with some gelatine, &c. No part of the animal structure loses its colour more readily than muscles. When kept in the same water, at a moderate temperature, its surface is reduced after a long time into a soft putrid matter. Sometimes, however, it is converted into a fibre resembling permaceti. This change is generally preceded by a reddish appearance in different spots on the surface of the muscle, which is the commencement of the decomposition. See Adipocire.

When repeated washings have removed the colouring matter of a muscle, there remains a white fibrous substance, from which we may extract by ebullition albumen, which refines in the form of froth, which grows firm on cooling, an extractive matter of a deep colour when concentrated, and some phosphoric salts. The residue is a greyish fibrous matter, insoluble in warm water, soluble in weak acids, yielding much acetate under the action of nitre acid, and precipitating all the characters of the fibre of the blood. This, as Foureroy has observed, is probably the peculiar nutritive substance of the muscle, which bestows the distinctive character on the organ, as the phosphat of lime does on the bone. Whether this be found in the blood, and conveyed into the muscle, or be formed by the processes of nutrition in the muscle, and thence carried into the blood, we have no means of determining. It seems to exist in various degrees; and, hence, probably, the varieties in the consistence of the muscular tissue. To this fibrous substance is owing the property, which a muscle possesses, of becoming corrugated under the action of heat, whether by exposing it to naked fire, or in boiling water. The quantity existing in the muscles is in proportion to that contained in the blood.

When muscles are boiled, connected with surrounding parts, an albuminous froth and some drops of fat arise, probably from the cellular tissue: a gelatinous matter is produced from the aperistaltic parts; and an extractive substance is very free, giving a colour and a peculiar taste to the fluid. The latter remains partly adherent to the fibres, and gives them a deep tint very different: from that of raw flesh: the colour becomes lighter as the part cools. Certain fats are dissolved in the boiling, and add to the flavour of the broth: these are particularised by the chemists.

As the water approaches the boiling point, the muscular tissue, which had not hitherto undergone any change, becomes corrugated and condensed, and acquires very great firmness. Its condition may be compared to that of its contraction during life, and it will now support weight that would have broken it easily before it was boiled. This condensation of the muscular tissue is very rapid, and is at its highest degree at the moment of ebullition; it continues for a certain time and then gradually diminishes, the fibres becoming again soft, and more easily lacerable than they were at first. The muscle, however, does not go back to its original state; it has lost the power of corrugation by heat, alcohol, or acids; its taste is different; it purifies less easily, and produces a different odour under that process.

Exposure to naked heat, as in roasting, changes the colour, consistence, and taste of the muscles, and destroys the power of corrugation by the agents already specified. The muscular system is acted on very remarkably by the fluids of the stomach, and performs a very important office as the principal nutriment of carnivorous animals and man. See DIGESTION.

There are differences in the properties of muscles connected with the differences of sexes: this is known from their employment as food. The flesh of the male, in the rutting season, has a very peculiar odour, and a strongly disagreeable taste. See GENERATION.

The cellular tissue is very abundant in the muscular system. (See Cellular Substance, and Membrane, Cellular.) It forms round each muscle a fibrous, which is generally loose, filled with fat, and easily digested with air in emphysema, or water in anasarca. In some instances it is more dense, and diffused in the form of a membrane; as for example, in the obliquus externus abdominis. Each fasciculus, and each fibre, down to the smallest perceptible divisions, has a covering, which becomes more delicate as the divisions are more minute. The quantity of the cellular tissue in the substance of a muscle varies greatly; it is generally the most abundant in the broad, and the large and long muscles. Those about the spine have but little. The general covering of the muscle fixes it to the neighbouring parts, while the pliancy of the cellular tissue enables it to yield readily to the motions in every direction. The coverings of the particular fasciculi and fibres attach them to each other, while the seruin and fat of the cells facilitate their reciprocal motions.
MUSCLE.

At the muscular fibres are all parallel to each other, the cellular threads uniting them pass at right angles to them, and have sometimes been taken for transverse fibres. We believe that all the fibres in the voluntary muscles are parallel to each other. Hence, if be cut according to their course, the power of motion remains; but it is entirely lost if the section is carried transversely.

The fat is sometimes accumulated in a muscle to such a degree, that the appearance of the muscular fibres is almost lost. In animals which are fattened for slaughter, we often observe a considerable quantity of fat mixed with the fibres, which is never seen in the muscles of wild animals which preserve their native powers of exertion.

The arteries of muscles are very numerous and apparent; they enter towards the middle, rather than at the ends of the muscle, run at first between the principal fasciculi, and proceed, as they divide, along the intervals of the smaller divisions, until they end in capillary ramifications. In proportion to their bulk, hardly any organs receive more blood than the muscles. It gives them their peculiar colour, not by circulating in their vessels, but being combined with their tisue. Hence these organs are not changed in their appearance in asphyxia; if a muscle be divided in an animal dying in that state, black blood is thrown out from the arteries, but the muscular fibres continue red. The veins correspond to the arteries, and every where accompany them: they receive, from the contraction of the muscles, a preasure, which accelerates the stream of blood, as may be seen when a perfon on whom phlebotomy is performed moves his forearm and fingers. No effect of this kind is produced on the arterial circulation. As the muscular contractions afflict in fo considerable a degree the progress of the venous blood, these veins probably have few or no valves: certainly they are very little subject to variestes.

Exhalants and abortents exist in the muscles; but they cannot be demonstrated.

The nerves of the voluntary muscles are almost all derived from the brain, or from the spinal marrow; when they receive any branches from the ganglia, as in the neck and pelvis, they have others from the cerebral or spinal nerves. The muscles receive larger nerves than any parts in the body, except the organs of the sexes; and in general the size of the nerves is in proportion to the bulk of the muscle; but this is not constant, the muscles of the eye, for example, receive very large ones. Small muscles have often only a single nervous branch, but the larger ones generally receive several. It has been remarked that the flexors have larger nerves than the extensors: the truth is, that the former muscles very greatly exceed the latter in size, and the great nervous as well as vascular trunks usually run along the limbs in the aspect of flexion, dispatching branches to the extensors. There is no reason for alleging that more nerve goes to an equal bulk of flexors than of extensors.

The nerves enter the muscles at various angles, and in all situations. They divide and run between the fasciculi, like the blood-veils, and may be traced in this manner until they have become very minute. Whether they grow fater as they become smaller; whether the ultimate filibril lay aside their external coat and assume a pulp form; and whether every fibre of the muscle receives a nerve, are points which cannot be ascertained. The fact that the whole muscle is thrown into action by irritating the nervous trunk that supplies it, favours the affirmative side of the latter question; but the whole muscle contracts equally if a few fibres only are stimulated.

The nerves generally enter the muscles in company with blood-veils, particularly arteries, and connected to them by loose cellular tisue. They are rendered more apparent in the muscle by maceration, as they refill putrefaction for a long time.

II. Properties of the Muscular System of Animal Life.—

There are no sytema in the animal structure, in which the vital properties, and those resulting from organisation, exist in a more marked degree than in the subject of our present consideration. The phycial properties, on the contrary, are weak; the tisue is soft, and offers very little resistance after death: the power, by which its functions are characterized, is derived from life.

1. Properties derived from Organisation.—Extenstibility is shown under various circumstances. When any part is moved, the muscles antagonising those that have moved it are stretched; all great flexions put in action the extensibility of the extensors, and vice versa. This phenomenon belongs to the muscular fibres only, and not at all to the tendons; hence the degree, in which it is poifled by any muscle, depends on the length of its flabby fibres. Tumours, dilatations of the abdomen in afeces, pregnancy, &c. occasion the exertion of the same property.

Contractility of tisue belongs to the muscles in a very considerable degree, and is constantly disposed to exertion when they have been extended beyond their natural length. It is independent of the nerves, and of the irritable nature of the muscles; influenced by life, but not necessarily connected with it; and depends effentially on the organisation. It acts in a slow and regular manner, and is diminished or increased only in proportion as the muscular tisue is strengthened or weakened. Hence the variations in its quickness can only be seen in different individuals, or in the same individual at different times; there are never such sudden changes in a short time as we see in the exertions of the vital properties; and this is a striking division between them. The contractility of tisue is seen in the recovery of the abdomen after paraentesis or parturition, in the return of parts to their original state after the evacuation of an abfoes or the removal of a tumour. This property causes the two ends of a divided muscle to become separated from each other; and Bichat ascribes to it the attitudes which the limbs present, when they are not influenced by any muscular action. He observes, that in the middle state of a limb, between the two extreme points to which it can be moved, the antagonist muscles balance each other by their contractility of tisue. The part can be moved in either direction from this middle state only by the exertion of the vital powers of the muscles, and can be maintained in its new position only by the continued action of such powers. In this case the opposite muscles are stretched in a degree proportioned to the motion which the limb has performed; and the contracted muscle not only acts on the bone, in which it is implanted, but also on its antagonist. Hence the muscles reciprocally act on each other; they are alternately active and passive, moving and moved organs. A muscle, when thus stretched, is disposed to contrate itself, and more, in proportion to the degree of extension: as soon as the vital powers cease to operate in the contracted muscles, the contractility of tisue of the antagonists carries back the limb to the middle state. Hence, says Bichat, whenever the muscles feel nothing of the cerebrul influence, and are not irritated by any stimuli, as in sleep, and in the fetus, the limbs are constantly found in a middle position between flexion and extension, abduction and adduction, &c. The horizontal extension of the trunk and limbs in fevers does not arise from any superiority in the extensor muscles, but from a deficient energy in the flexors, which cannot overbalance the weight of the limb.
Hence such an attitude is a clear sign of general and alarming weakness.

Besides the retraction of the two ends, there is another effect following the division of a muscle: the contractility of the fustus of the antagonist, being no longer opposed, draws the moveable part towards the opposite side to that on which the division has been made. Hence we find the mouth drawn towards the sound side in a case of paralysis; but the deviation is not so remarkable here, as when the muscle has been divided, because the contractility of fustus remains, and opposes the opposite muscles so long as the parts continue at rest. When the person endeavours to speak, and the muscles of the sound side are put in action, the deformity becomes more apparent. The contractility of fustus seems to be weakened in some instances of paralysis; but it is never entirely destroyed. Bichat divided the nerves of the leg in a dog; and cut off the leg some days after: the muscles retracted when divided.

The extent of the contractility of fustus is in a direct ratio to the length of fibres: hence the superficial muscles, which are the longest, always retract the soil in amputation; the phenomena arising from this power during sleep are most apparent in the limbs, where the muscles are the longest; hence, too, antagonist muscles correspond in length to each other.

This power is weakened, but not annihilated by death; putrefaction alone completely puts an end to it. Bichat states, however, that the power of retraction in the muscles is greater, so long as they retain vital warmth, than after the coldness of death has seized them.

This contractility of fustus appears very nearly the same with the vis mortis of Haller. He calls it by that name, because it is exerted after death. “Ceterum hac vis cum vita nihil commune habet. Eti enim in humeetca et flexili animali materie est manifestior, diu tamen a plena morte, inque excitat membris, in musculos, inque membranis integra supernel.” Elem. Phyiol. t. iv. p. 444. To the fame property he refers the phenomena arising from the action of fire, concentrated acids, alcohol. &c. on animal matter, which is corrugated and curled up by such applications.

“Ad hanc ipsum potentiam referre mortue irritabilitatis genus, quod venena chemica in omnibus partibus corporis humani demonstrat, potissimum etiam niti spiritus humani, unde oleum vitrioli, et butyrum antimonii, et aha id genus. Acerrimi enim hi latices cellulosae palpant, cetum, caque cellulosa tela compositas membranam, placentam uterinam, vitreum, arterias, venas, etiam lacteum, ductus excretorios, facculos urinæ et bilis, nervos, tendines, musculos ipsum, et cor, quando contigerunt, continuo cogunt in minorem longitudinem fe recipere. Tela quidem cellulosam, cum ipso adipe, exciditur et conficitur, reliquam firmam contrahuntur, fulco exarantur profundo, et arcantur, fuscui cava sunt receptacula, et in curvatam contracta; repunt quando longi et recti sunt funiculi.” The effect of heat is analogous; that is, it causes a cramping and curling of the animal texture. Bichat has designated these phenomena by the term racornimentum: and he points out several circumstancies, by which they are distinguished from those which he ascribes to the contractility of fustus. The latter property exists in a very slight degree in several organs, which enjoy the power of racornimentum, very considerably; e.g. the fibrous, fibro-cartilaginous, ferosus, &c.

It varies very much in different organs, from the muscles and skin, where it is the most sensible, to the cartilages, which hardly seem to possess it; while the latter is nearly uniform throughout the body. It is destroyed by drying, which does not affect the power of racornimentum, as we may see in leather and parchment; it receives an additional energy from life, particularly in the muscles, while the other is not modified by this cause. The contractility acts very gradually; the racornimentum very suddenly: to feel the influence of fire, and become curled, are almost simultaneous phenomena. The latter produces a remarkable density in the organs, which they never exhibit under the exertion of the contractility. The cessation of extension is the only condition necessary to the exertion of contractility: the contact of a foreign body is necessary to the crampation of the fustus.

2. Vital Properties.—Animal sensibility exists in a very obfure degree in the muscles, at least in their natural state. We are not conscious of their contraction. When they are divided in amputation, or in experiments on living animals, no very considerable pain is occasioned, unless when a nerve is included in the cut. The irritation of chemical stimulants does not render their sensibility more apparent. Yet they are the seat of a peculiar feeling, produced by repeated or powerful contractions, and termed fatigue. This is felt in the muscles, which are principally employed in the action that has produced fatigue, as in the lumbar muscles after standing, in the muscles of the calf and the extensors of the knee, after walking or running up a hill, &c. It may take place without any previous exertion, as in fivers, where the patient has the same kind of latitude, as would be produced by a long muscular exertion. When the muscular fustus is inflamed, the animal sensibility is exalted in a very remarkable degree; the weight of the bed clothes cannot be borne, and the slightest motion of the part produces the most lively pain.

Animal contractility, on which depend all the phenomena of locomotion and the voice, and which afflicts several of the internal and external functions, refides exclusively in the muscular system of the animal life, and forms its distinguishing character. It confinits in the power of moving under the influence of the brain, whether that be determined by the will, or by any other causes. In the exercise of this kind of contractility, and the corresponding species of sensibility, the action of the brain and the nerves is required, while the two kinds of organic contractility are centered in the organ that is moved. If we may be allowed such expressions, the brain may be called the source from which this property is derived, as it is the point to which all the sensations are conveyed: the cerebral nerves are the agents transmitting it, as they are in an opposite direction conductors of the sensitive phenomena. In order, therefore, to gain a clear notion of this property, we must examine it in the brain, the nerves, and the muscles.

All the phenomena of animal contractility evince the influence of the brain. Its energy is augmented when the brain is excited by the passions, as wrath, by opium, or by wine: terror, which diminishes the action of the heart, and causes a kind of atony in the brain, and the various narcotics taken in excess, which have an analogous effect, cau[e] a languor, or even a complete intermission, in the voluntary actions of the muscles. When the brain is concentered in its relations to the organs of sense, or in its intellectual functions—when we are looking or hearing very attentively, or employed in profound meditation or reflection, the voluntary powers all remain at rest.

In disease, all cau[es], which act powerfully on the brain, re-act suddenly on the animal muscular system, and produce paralysis or convulsions, of which the former indicates diminished, and the latter increased energy. The one is caused by compression of the brain, and by the consequences of apoplexy: it generally takes place at the com-
MUSCLE.

We have similar proofs of the influence of the nerves on the voluntary motions. Irritation of a nerve, as by prick- ing or cutting it, by chemical stimuli, but more certainly by the former, causes contraction of the muscles supplied by it: that particular motion, which is the office of the muscle, as flexion or extension of a limb, &c. is performed. When several muscles are supplied by one nerve, they are all convulsed. The muscles, which have no branches from the nerve, are not affected; nor those which receive branches from it above the irritated point, i.e. between the brain and the seat of the experiment. A continuance of the irritation exhausts the muscles, so that they at last remain motionless; but the convulsions are removed, if the irritation be applied lower down in the nerve. If a nerve be compressed, tied, or cut through, the muscles supplied from it no longer contract under the influence of the will: they are paralysed. Irritation of this nerve between the brain and the injured part produces no convulsions in the muscles situated beyond the injury: but irritation of the nerve below the injury causes contraction of the muscles for some short time; this effect, however, soon ceases. Remove the cause of compresion, take away the ligature, and the power of motion returns; unless, indeed, which sometimes happens, the ligature should have disorganized the nerve at the point of its application. If a divided nerve should be afterwards united, the power of motion returns. Irritation of the brain, or of the medulla spinalis, produces no contraction in the muscles placed below the section of the nerve; but it convulses all the others.

All the muscles of the animal life are not equally influenced by the different states of the brain. Those of the limbs are the most readily convulsed or paralyzed; the muscles of the abdomen, of the neck, and particularly of the chest, exhibit these phenomena only when the causes of excitation or debilitation are carried to a high degree, and are often seen in a perfectly natural state, while those of the face and limbs are violently convulsed. In hemiplegia, the mouth is often drawn aside, and the limbs motionless, while the motions of the chest and abdomen continue. The muscles of the larynx are more easily affected than the latter; and hence the alterations of the voice. If we arranged the parts of the body according to the susceptibility of the muscles for receiving the cerebral influence; or of the nerves for propagating it (for we do not know on which of these principles the phenomenon rests), we should place the limbs at the top of the scale, then the face, the larynx, the pelvis and abdomen, lastly the intercostal muscles and diaphragm. This scale bears a very important relation to the functions of the organs: injuries of the brain easily produce paralysis of the limbs, which merely deprives the animal of a mode of communication with exterior objects; if the muscles of respiration were affected in the same way, both the internal and external life would be suddenly interrupted.

The nervous influence is propagated only from the brain towards the muscles, and never in the inverse direction. Irritation of a nerve, or of the medulla spinalis, produces no contraction of the muscles placed between the brain and the point of irritation. The muscles, defined to receive the influence of the brain through the medium of the nerves, must be in a natural state, so far as regards their organization, in order to perform their part in the series of phenomena that constitute voluntary motion. If they are inflamed, bruised, distended excessively, as by a tumour, &c. they cannot contract. It has been affected, that a supply of blood is necessary to their performance of this function; so that affection...
MUSCLE.

may be true, but it is difficult to afford experimental proof of it.

Steno stated that paralysis of the lower limbs immediately followed tying the abdominal aorta above its division into the two iliac arteries, and Bichat corroborates this by his own experience. No doubt was entertained that this experiment completely cut off the supply of blood to the lower limbs. In a very interesting experiment of this kind performed by Mr. A. Cooper, and recorded in the Medico-Chirurgical Transact. vol. ii., paralysis did not take place; and as the limbs were fully nourished, and retained their natural warmth, we may conclude that the muscles received blood through the medium of the inoscilating branches. It appears, however, that red blood is necessary to the contraction of the muscles; and that they can no longer execute their functions when black blood is sent to them. (See Long.) When fluids different from blood are introduced into the vessels, the muscular action is not kept up: this is the case with water, oily and albuminous fluids, &c. and a fortiori with acid irritating matters, such as urine, solutions of acids, alkalies, &c. Bichat found that the injection of these into the crucial artery weakened and depressed the motions of the limb. The result of his experiments varied according to the fluid employed: the effects on the moving power were more or less marked, from debilitation to complete suspension; but the deviation from the natural condition was always striking. The fame physiological tried the effects of various gases, brought in contact with the muscles by artificial emphysema, on their contractions. The animals were not incommenced by these trials: oxygen did not excite or accelerate, hydrogen and carbonic acid did not diminish the contractions; and the gases themselves were gradually removed. Emphysema produced with nitrous gas is constantly mortal: its contact seems to strike the muscles with a sudden stony. Various fluids introduced into the cellular substance produce different effects on the muscles, according to their mild or acrid properties, &c.: none have a more sudden or considerable operation than opium. When applied in solution, it quickly paralyzes the muscles. It produces relaxation in a contracted muscle. Probably several causes, besides those enumerated above, are capable of affecting the muscles: for example, mercury, lead, and copper, impair the work of manufactories; cold and certain fevers greatly influence the muscular powers, &c. The tremulous motions observed in those cafes do not seem to have their cause in the brain, for there is no sign of affection of that organ: whether, however, they depend on the muscles or nerves, is not easily decided.

We have just seen that three things are necessary in the exertion of the animal contracility: 1. an action of the brain; 2. of the nerves; 3. of the muscles: the principle of motion resides in the brain, it is conveyed along the nerves, and received by the muscles. But the brain must receive some impulse to determine it to exert its influence. As the animal contracility is exercised only at intervals, whenever its action has intermitted, some new cause must be applied to call it again into exertion: in the natural rate this cause acts first on the brain.

These causes are the will, and the impressions made on the brain, independently of the influence of the mind. The production of motion in consequence of volition must be so familiar to every individual, that it needs no illustration. We may only observe that the motions are regular and precise when the intellectual functions are perfect, while the perception, the memory, and the imagination are exercised naturally, and the judgment directs with regularity the acts of the will: they have an opposite character when these functions are disturbed, as in the various kinds of mental derangements in dreams, delirium, &c.

When we speak of the production of motion by volition, of the power or energy of the will, &c. these expressions are not to be understood as conveying any other fact than the simple connection of two events. How they are connected is entirely unknown to us. The anatomist indeed is aware that the brain, nerves, and muscles are essential in this operation; but the volition, that act of the mind, of which we are conscious, is just the same in him as in the person who does not know that the body contains brain, nerves, and muscles. We will to bend the elbow: this is effected by a contraction of the biceps and brachialis internus muscles, to which our thoughts are not at all directed. In Mr. Hume's "Essay on the Idea of Necessity of Connection," this matter is explained with great clearness: we shall make a short extract from it. "A man suddenly struck with a palsy in the leg or arm, or who had newly lost those members, frequently endeavours, at first, to move them, and employ them in their usual offices. Here he is as much conscious of power to command such limbs, as a man in perfect health is conscious of power to actuate any member which remains in its natural condition. But consciousness never deceives. Consequently, neither in the one case, nor in the other, are we ever conscious of any power. We learn the influence of our will from experience alone. And experience only teaches us how one event constantly follows another; without inferring us in the secret connection, which binds them together, and renders them inseparable.

"We learn from anatomy, that the immediate object of power in voluntary motion, is not the member itself which is moved, but certain muscles and nerves, and animal spirits, and perhaps something still more minute and more unknown, through which the motion is successively propagated, ere it reach the member itself, whose motion is the immediate object of volition. Can there be a more certain proof, that the power, by which this whole operation is performed, is far from being directly and fully known by an inward sentiment or consciousness, is to the last degree mysterious and unintelligible? Here the mind wills a certain event: immediately another event, unknown to ourselves, and totally different from the one intended, is produced: this event produces another, equally unknown: till at last, through a long succession, the desired event is produced. But if the original power were felt, it must be known: were it known, its effect must also be known, since all power is relative to its effect. And, vice versa, if the effect be not known, the power cannot be known nor felt. How indeed can we be conscious of a power to move our limbs, when we have no such power; but only that to move certain animal spirits, which, though they produce at last the motion of our limbs, yet operate in such a manner as is wholly beyond our comprehension?"

In the other class of causes, motion takes place without the participation of the will, or even in opposition to its determinations. We see this in experiments, when the organ is irritated, in great determinations of blood to the head, in inflammation and injuries of the part, &c. The motions exhibited under these circumstances are involuntary, although they take place in parts habitually subject to the will; and they are produced by the direct application of a mechanical cause. But in other cases the brain is affected only by sympathy, a term which conveniently substitutes an appearance of knowledge in the place of our real ignorance of the relations existing between different organs. We may have delirium, convulsions, &c. without any discoverable mechanical action on the brain, and appearing merely as con-
concomitant symptoms of some other disease. Here the will has nothing to do with the muscular contractions; the patient cannot refrain the convulsive motion;—the sympathetic irritation of the brain is stronger than the influence of the will.

To a sympathetic influence exerted on the brain, by the interior organs, Bichat refers the effects of the passions in exciting or depressing the muscular powers. He conceives that they act in the first place on the parts about the epigastic region, as the heart, liver, stomatch, spleen, &c.; that these react on the brain, which excites the muscles, and gives to their exertions an impetuosity, which the will is often unable to control. This is exemplified in men actuated by jealousy, hatred, rage, &c. Other passions have the directly contrary effect of weakening all the muscular motions: we see this strongly in fear, it is also observable in the surprise accompanied by grief or by joy, &c.

Thus we see that the animal contractions either may or may not be subjected to the will; that the series of phenomena in the brain, nerves, and muscles is the same in both instances, and that the only difference is in the cause exciting the brain, which may be either the will, or an irritation directly applied to the organ, or a sympathetic irritation.

The animal contractions continue for some time after apparent death. The intellectual functions always cease first, however death may come on; and the notion of the departure of life is particularly attached in popular acception to their cessation: consequently muscular contraction in obedience to the will is as an end. Still convulsive contractions of the muscles may be produced by irritating the brain, spinal marrow, or nerves; and often this phenomenon is more apparent immediately after death than it was before. In the latter case the influence of the will upon the muscles may interfere with the result, which cannot be disturbed by any such cause in the former. Some birds, as ducks, geese, &c. will run and jump after decapitation; the limbs sometimes exhibit flight motions, and the muscles of the face contract under execution by the guillotine; and these phenomena may be rendered much more sensible by irritating the divided end of the medulla spinalis. The animal contractions cease after death first in the brain, then in the medulla spinalis, and lastly in the nerves; that is, we can excite contraction by irritating the two latter when we can no longer accomplish it by irritating the former; and a similar observation holds good of the medulla and the nerves. The diaphragm continues longer obedient to these irritations than any other muscle; whereas during life it is little affected by the state of the brain, and hardly ever paralyzed or convulsed. The effects of different irritants continue for a longer or shorter time: galvanism still acts forcibly, when mechanical or chemical agents produce no farther influence.

The effects of galvanism on the muscular system excited, when they were first noticed, considerable attention in the minds of physiologists, as they were supposed to offer a solution of the phenomenon of muscular motion. More extensive and accurate inquiry seems to justify us in referring the phenomena noticed by Galvani, and the more powerful exhibition of them in the voltaic apparatus, to electricity. (See Galvanism.) We regard them now only as examples of electrical irritation of the muscles, and acknowledge that they leave the problem of muscular motion in all its original obscurity. In order to exhibit them, it is necessary to place the muscles between the two ends of a galvanic apparatus. The most simple form of the experiment is to lay the hind leg of a frog, with the skin stripped off, on a piece of zinc, and another of silver, so that one extremity shall rest on the other, and the other on the latter metal, all the apparatus being moistened: when the two metals are brought into contact, or when they are united by a metallic arc, convulsions are produced. If the nerves be in contact with one metal, while the muscles rest on the other, the phenomena are also produced by their contact; but the intervention of the nerves is not necessary. When the nerves are made a part of the circle, the convulsions take place, although they should be tied or even divided, provided in the latter case the divided ends are in contact. The pile of Volta, and the subsequent improvements on it, afford the means of producing these phenomena with greater energy. If a wire from one end of the apparatus be placed in the mouth of an animal just killed, while that from the opposite end is placed in the rectum, the parts being moistened, the whole body is convulsed: or the medulla spinalis, and any of the muscles of the body, may be treated in the same way. In this mode of operating, the eyes and eyelids, lips, tongue, &c. may be made to move after decapitation; these phenomena at first excited great general curiosity; but the philosopher perceives in them nothing more than an example of the well-known operation of electricity. If the body is kept warm, these contractions may be produced for one, two, or three hours after death; but, as it cools, the power is lost. The susceptibility is weakened or entirely destroyed by alcohol or opium; when it is nearly exhausted, immersion in oxygenated muriatic acid refires it. Humboldt found it greatest in the spring in frogs, in young individuals, and in the front limbs of the male, by which it seizes and holds the female in their long copulation, while the hind legs of the female are the most susceptible. It is very great in animals killed by repeated discharges of an electrical battery. Apohystax by strangulation, by drowning in mercury, by pure and carbonated hydrogen, oxygenated muriatic acid, and sulphurous acid gases, and the air-pump, do not weaken it: drowning in water, death by breathing sulphurated hydrogen, azote, ammonical gas, and the vapours of charcoal, entirely annihilate it.

Phenomena similar to those produced by the metals may be witnessed sometimes without their being employed at all. Detach the lumbar nerves from their surrounding connections, and bring them in contact with the muscles of the thigh in the frog, and convulsions are produced.

3. Organic Properties.—Organic sensibility clearly belongs to the muscles of the animal life, and is called into constant exercise in them by nutrition, absorption, and exhalation. It is rendered still more apparent by exposing and irritating them; they feel that irritation, and the motion, of which we shall speak presently, is the result of such feeling, which is concentrated in the muscle, and not referred to the brain. Insensible organic contractions belong to the muscular as to all other systems.

The sensible organic contractions is very manifest in the present system. If a muscle be exposed in a living animal, and irritated, it is contracted, and agitation or thrown into a tremulous motion. The same phenomena are produced after apparent death, and that for a considerable time. They are produced also in a muscle, or in a part of one removed from the animal. Almost every thing acts as a stimulus on an exposed muscle: viz. air, water, neutral salts, acids, alkalis, earths, metals, animal and vegetable substances, electricity, whether of the common or voltaic kind, &c. Simple contact is sufficient to produce contraction; but, besides this, there is something depending on the nature of the stimuli, and causing a variation in the intensity of the contractions. Powdered wood, charcoal, or metal, produce but slight motions; a felt causes strong agitation, and various oscillations of the part. Every substance affects the muscles differently,
differently, according to its nature; and these organs are differently acted on according to the age and temperament of the individual, the climate, season, &c.

It is not necessary to irritate the whole muscle in order to produce its contraction; a single puncture, affecting a few fibres only, will throw the whole into action. Often, in performing these experiments on animals, the contraction is communicated from one muscle to another.

In a living animal the contraction is often not so vigorous, nor so strongly marked, as just after death: sometimes, indeed, during life, irritation produces no contraction. The nervous influence, the power of the will, interferes with and disturbs the contraction. By dividing the nerves of the part, this power is entirely got rid of; the permanence of the sensible organic contractility after such an experiment, as well as after apparent death, or paralysis, in which the influence of the brain is equally annihilated, marks the distinction between this property and the animal contractility, and shews that the former is inherent in the muscular tissure.

The contraction of the animal muscles from the application of stimuli is exhibited under two very different forms: it either affects the whole of the muscle, so as to approximate the two points of its infection, as when death has occurred recently; or it produces numerous oscillations of the fibres, and a general vibration or trembling, which does not draw together the points of attachment. The latter phenomenon occurs when the vital powers are nearly extinguished.

The sensible organic contractility is seldom exerted during the life of the animal; so that we are at a loss to account for its existing in this texture in so high a degree. All muscles do not possess it equally: the diaphragm and intercostals are the most irritable, and retain this property for the longest time after death.

On the subject of the vital powers, by which the muscles are enabled to execute their functions, physiology is greatly indebted to the experiments and writings of Haller. He distinguished the property, by which the muscles contract under the application of stimuli, from the vis mortua on the one side, or the contractility of tissue, and from the vis nervosa on the other, or the power of moving under the influence of the brain; and he gave to it the name of vis infa, or vis muscularorum propria. It had been called by Grifon irritability, tone by Stahl, vis vitalis, officiatio, &c. by others; but was generally confused with the other vital powers. The views, which were taken of the subject by Haller, will appear from the following quotations from the eleventh book of his Elementa Physiologic.


It will probably be expected that we should take some notice of the speculations of physiologists concerning the cause of muscular motion: we shall advert very shortly to this subject, on which the reader will find more copious details in the Elementa Physiologic of Haller, lib. ii. sect. 3, because we are of opinion that the time consumed in such investigations has hitherto been worse than lost: it has not only thrown no light on the subject of inquiry, but has drawn men away from the only path by which they could arrive with certainty at a knowledge of the muscular system, namely, observation of the phenomena. "Iterum," says Haller, "in hypothesibus invenies origines, non quod propria aliquam congejuram habeas, quam exores, fed quod ad inventendos fontes admirabilis illius potentiae vivorum carnium potius per speculaciones adhibe. quam per experimenta, fere scriptores physiologicorum paraerit." Our knowledge concerning muscular motions amounts to this, that certain physical changes are produced in the fibres under the action of certain causes: these we call contraction and relaxation. When we say that a muscle acts by virtue of its irritability, contractile power, or contractility, we merely denote this fact, and express these phenomena in a general word: we know no more of this irritability, what it is, or how it is brought into exercise, than we do of attraction, or the force by which the phenomena of dead matter are regulated. This view of the subject coincides nearly with the sentiments of Haller: "Cauam quidem neque mechanicam hujus potestatis quae, neque omnino phytica, qui prouedio, propria et innatae fibrae animali vin effe, cujus non aliam porro cauam quaeere oporteat, live nunc unice fortior fuerit contractionis mortue gradus, quin alia vis, ut ex co postis argueri, quod mortua vis omnibus animales et vegetabilis, hec certe in animato corpore fibrae musculari propria fit." Nothing appears more evident than this distinction between the two kinds of motions ordinarily designated by the epithets voluntary and involuntary: yet a very numerous fact in physiology, the followers of Stahl, deny the existence of any original difference in this instance, and refer all the motions in the human body to the mind or soul (anima): this produces all motion, and guides it by wife design to the production of certain ends. It governs the body, after forming it in the uterus of the mother, and is the agent of reparation after injuries. They hold that all motions, even those of the heart, were originally voluntary: and they cite the case of colonel Townshend, related in Cheyne's English Malady, p. 307, who is said to have been able after death to suspend and renew at pleasure the action of the heart. They ascribe the loss of voluntary power over the heart to habit, which has destroyed the influence of the will on the motions of the iris and palpebra, and other voluntary organs; and assert that repetition is attended with the loss of consciousness in these cases, so that the reflex operation of the mind is not perceived. They think that the mind would be able to move at its pleasure the inlines and heart, if it could see them. They cite the operation of the pallium on the heart. Fears and dilekts are the efforts of the mind (anima) against evils which threaten the body. They discern the operations of a designing intelligence (provided anima confilia) in crises, in the salutary augmentation of secretions, and laeity, in sleep, which they regard as a voluntary act granted by the mind to its body, lest perpetual exertion should wear out its powers.

The conficuousness of the heart's action is lost in confluence of its familiarity; as is the case in some obviously voluntary motions, when they have been very frequently repeated. Men immersed in thought walk, eat, and perform many other actions without being conscious of them.
The exertion of the will on the brain in playing on a violin is very obscure. They conceive that the mind regulates the internal organs "intellectu parvo, abaque reflexione et ratione," but that it performs our communications with external objects "cum aucto reflexo, cum confidente fixa sensationis & actionis." From these and such considerations the Stahlian school assert that irritability is the protectory power of the mind against stimuli that affect it unpleasantly, by which, with a more or less strongly marked feeling according to the amount of the cause, it produces a contraction of the fibres for the removal of that cause. Hence that no motion takes place without sensation, nor without the participation of the mind; and that not only those contractions which are caused by irritating a muscle, but all others, even such as occur from the mere recollection of an unpleasant object, as in vomiting, proceed from the mind.

It appears to us, that in these opinions objects which are the most unequivocally distinct, are confounded together; that the term mind, or anima, is employed in a very indefinite or obscure sense; and that the affections are most obviously repugnant to every man's experience, if this word, as the authors apparently mean, should be deemed synonymous with will.

That the mind, when intent on any thing that powerfully interests it, is not conscious of many flight impressions, is well known; and in such cases consciousnefs and voluntary action seem disjoined: but let this more important occupation cease, and the flughter impressions are immediately perceived. In playing a musical instrument too, as well as in many operations in the arts, the motions are so rapid, that we find it difficult to allow that there can be a distinct volition for each: neither are we conscious at any time of the particular muscles employed. But the motions cease, as soon as the will to move is discontinued, and begin again when that is renewed. Either of these cases is most obviously distinct from the action of the heart or intestines, in which the closest observation can discern no sensation, and the most resolute exertion of the will cannot modify the motion.

The supposition that the actions of the involuntary organs are at first voluntary, and are continued by habit without the exertion of the will, is inconsistent with what we see in respiration. That is a function necessary to life, yet performed by voluntary powers: we can accelerate, retard, or suppress it. This dominion of the will is never lost; the necessity of the function to life, or the invisible structure of the diaphragm, has here no effect. The heart, on the contrary, of which the office is so closely connected to that of the lung, and the motion of which is perceptible to the touch, has never been excited or retarded in its action by any individual: we know too little of the cafe of colonel Townshend to admit it as an exception to the otherwise invariable testimony of experience. It does not explain the matter to say that we do not see the heart; for we do not see the diaphragm in the preceding case; nor can we influence the motion of the penis which we do see, nor of the intestines when protruded from the abdomen in various ways.

It has been asserted that the passions of the mind influence the heart, and that as the mind influences thece, it must therefore operate on that organ. That wine, poison, or an affront, will accelerate the heart's motion is most true; but these are not voluntary affections: we cannot avoid being drunk, when we have taken wine, nor can we help being angry when we are irritated.

It is not true that habit confounds the clasps of voluntary and involuntary motions; the former are all equally subject to the will in the infant, boy, and adult. No voluntary muscle is ever removed from the dominion of the will, while life continues. Although we move the upper eyelid frequently without perceiving it, yet we perceive it as soon as we attend; we can moreover move it more or less frequently as we choose: by exercise we can hold it quiet when an object is brought suddenly before the eye. On this analogy, then, the habit of contraction ought not to make the heart an involuntary power, if it had been a voluntary one in the fetus. The perillatonic motion is interrupted for months in hybernating animals; the vis does not contract in a dark place, nor does the pens move in an individual who does not see or think of a woman: on the application of proper stimuli, all these parts move, yet they are as much out of the control of the mind or will as in animals where they are constantly exerted.

We may therefore most truly affirm, with Haller, "Æterna lege separatur voluntatis imperium ab irritabilitatis provincia. Nemo mortuum unquam, ullo exemplo, voluntate sua aut in cor, aut in intelliginn, aut in ventriculum, aut in arteriam, aut alid in vitale organum arbitration exercuit ullum, neque eos motus vel excitare didicit, vel retardare, vel accelerare, vel supprimere. Nemo mortuum in musculis voluntatis obsoxit, si fani fuerunt, dederavit obsequium quod præfenter voluntati. Eos omnes musculos et ad motum ciever nihilum omnes, et in motu incitare, et vicissim morari, ad quietem denique jubendo reducere." Lib. xi. sect. 3 and 8.

That fevers are excited by the command of the mind is affirmed without any proof; and the total want of power in the will over critical evacuations, &c. is too obvious to require mention. The accelerated action of the heart, the convulsions, &c. produced from injury or disease, are so far from being adapted to the purposes of remedy or restoration, that the physician endeavours to lefien them by every means in his power.

That any obscure sensation causes the motion of the heart is manifested contrary to the testimony of sense itself. When intently occupied, we either do not perceive or do not retain in our minds the flighter impressions: but we are immediately conscious, even of the most gentle impulse of the air, when we turn our attention to it exclusively: how then does it happen that no man ever felt the four ounces of blood rushing into his heart, nor could ever perceive any difference between the systole and diastole of that organ? Further, the heart when removed from the body still contracts, when all suppuration or sensation must surely be removed.

To the notion of the formative power, exercised by the mind in composing the new being, Haller has very justly replied, "Struærcem animam quis credat, qui imperitiitum animalium, incredibilis artificio corpus, perinde ut fapientissimum mortuum, frure videat; qui nullam diversitatem in rebus fabrica corporis infantis nuncquam fane mente ufu videat, et infantis in Newtonum convalitur? Frequentissimum hic mihi observerat animo exemplum futur generis hominum, quod vicina Valeria abuant: Idi omne vita humanæ officium inepti, vel in aprico folo humana dignitate manifesto minores fessitant, vel in lecithis cucurbitum fere immoti, tota vita sua decumbunt. Nihil unquam mihi vel a poeta vifum eit minus credibile dici, quam hanc animam, adeo sero, adeo modice sapientis, zulam divini creatoris potellatem: si enim plantas Dei fabricatur, digniora plantis animata corpora ipfa fructus fribi anima." Ibid. sect. 9.

The reader will find a more ample disquisition of this subject,
subject, and of other hypotheses concerning muscular motion, now nearly forgotten, in the eleventh book of the Elements of Physiology. Haller’s own idea, which has been very generally adopted, but which we confess appears as little instructive as any other, is that the unknown nervous fluid, of almost infinite subtilties and velocity, acts as a stimulus on the elements of the muscular fibres, as the electrical matter excites motion in these fibres, independently of the will. Not that both these fluids are the same, but that they agree in the velocity of their course, and in the power of penetrating all the elements of the bodies, in which they reside.

The inadequacy of all the attempts at solving this interesting problem is manifest from the confluent fabrication of new hypotheses. No sooner is any great discovery made in physics than an application of it to physiology is brought forwards. Thus oxygen and galvanism have been applied into the service on this occasion. A modern author on physiology represents it as the most ingenious and strongly supported of all the hypotheses, devised for the purpose of explaining the phenomena of muscular action, that which makes it depend on the combinations of the hydrogen, carbon, azote, and other combustible substances in the muscular fibres, with the oxygen brought by the blood of the arteries. To effect this combination, says he, it is necessary, not only that arterial blood should bathe the muscular flesh, and that oxygen should be brought into contact with the substances with which it is to unite, but also that a nervous current should traverse the tissue of the muscle and produce the decompositions, as the passage of the electrical spark through a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen produces water. (Richerand Elements de Physiologie, fect. 162.) If this be the best of the hypotheses, we may allow the rest to pursue their journey without obstruction to the tomb of all the Capulets.

Sympathies.—Convulsive motions of the animal muscular system attend various affections of our organs, particularly in children. Animal contractility is the predominant vital property in this system, and is therefore most frequently called into action in sympathies. Convulsions are particularly frequent in the affections of our organs accompanied with great pain; there are indeed very acute pains unattended with sympathetic convulsive motions, but convulsions are rarely observed, except in cases where the organ originally affected has its animal sensibility very strongly developed. From this view, which we have given, of the part which the brain performs in animal contractility, we must conclude that the sympathies, in which that property is called into action, take place through the medium of the brain. Next to the animal contractility, the sensibility of the same kind is the property most frequently called into action in sympathies. The latitude, the feeling of weight, the vague pains experienced at the attack of many diseases, are examples. The organic properties are seldom sympathetically exerted; or, if they are, the fact is not indicated to us by any sensible figure.

Tendons.—The muscular fibres, which are the moving powers, are not in general applied immediately to the bones, which are the parts moved. The skeleton would not afford a sufficient surface for this purpose: indeed, in most cases, a very small part only of the fibrous fibres could be directly implanted in the bone. Instead of this they are fixed to fibrous organs, which are implanted in the bones. Some muscles, which have no long attachments, as the face and pharynx, have no tendon in their structure: but where the muscle, as is the general case in this system, is fixed at both its ends to bones, a considerable portion and very frequently the whole of its attachments is tendinous. An example will show in what manner the advantage, connected with the tendons, of bringing an increased quantity of fibre to bear on a particular point of bone. The tibialis and cruralis, the principal extensors of the knee, cover by their origin, which is in great measure, nearly, nearly the whole body of the thigh-bone: had they been infefted by muscular fibres, they must have covered the whole tibia. The tendon, by which they are attached, is fixed to a surface of about three or four inches in breadth, and the rest of the bone remains for the origins of muscles moving the foot and its various parts.

The fibrous system, so far as it is connected with the muscles, is seen in two forms: either in hard and thick cords, called tendons; or in broad and thin plates, called aponeuroses.

The latter are often condensed into the former: that is, an aponeurosis of several inches in breadth, receiving muscular fibres in its whole surface, may be contracted into a tendon not broader than the finger. In this case, the fibrous texture, which is expanded in the one, is condensed in the other, and their only difference is in the form.

The organization of the tendons, and their properties, have been already explained in general, under the article Fibrous System.

The aponeurosis admit of being divided into three kinds.

1. Those which possess a broad surface, are very numerous: they are sometimes formed by the expansion of a tendon, as in the extensor extensor crus; sometimes, as in the malleus, they come immediately from the bone. They may receive muscular fibres on one side only, or both. In the latter case they form septa, placed between muscular fasciculi, which they separate from each other and yet unite into one organ. They always receive the infection of the muscular fibres in a very oblique direction.

2. The advantage, which we have mentioned as belonging to the tendons in general, of multiplying the points of infection for muscular fibres, is very obvious in these aponeuroses. The whole of the temporal fossa would not be sufficient for the attachment of the malleus, if it were effected by separate fibres: the aponeurotic septa in its substance receiving the fibres, and then fixed to the bone, concentrate the infection in the edge of the zygoma. All the very powerful muscles, which must consequently possess numerous fibres, are interfaced by similar aponeuroses.

The fibrous system is identical with the tendons; many are continuous with them, the fibres following the same general direction, but spreading out in the aponeuroses. Their fibres are in general not interwoven, as in the fasciae, but follow one direction.

By macerating a tendon for a short time, it is softened, and may be stretched laterally so as to assume a form exactly like that of an aponeurosis.

2. When a large vessel passes under a muscle, it is covered by an aponeurosis in an arched form, so that the origin of the muscular fibres is not interrupted: these however are not numerous. They may be seen in the diaphragm, over the course of the aorta, and in the muscles, at the passage of the posterior tibial artery. The muscular fibres are implanted in the convexity, and the passage of the vessel takes place under the concavity of the arch, the extremities of which are fixed to the bone. If the action of the muscle has any effect on these arches, it must rather enlarge than diminish the openings under them, as the fibres draw upon the convexity of the arch.

3. Aponeuroses formed of inelastic fibres. These consist of a vast number of small fibrous bodies, distinct from each other, separately attached to the peritoneum, and continued
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continued into the fulness of the muscle. This is a mode of infection requiring broad bony surfaces.

The tendons are commonly situated at the extremities of the musculature; but sometimes they occupy the middle, as in the digastricus. They are generally placed at the most moveable end, the opposite extremity of the muscle, having its fibres implanted in aponeuroses, as we see particularly in the forearm and leg, where all the muscles, attached above by broad bony or aponeurotic surfaces, terminate below by comparatively tender tendons. From this arrangement, the ends of the limbs, which execute the most extensive motions, are left bulky, and consequently less heavy; and the whole effort is thus transferred to the limb and the tendon is concentrated upon a narrow point of bone.

The refilling powers which characterise the fibrous tissue in so remarkable a manner, render the tendons particularly fit for these situations, where they have to turn over, and consequently rub against, the ends of the bones; and the same property enables them to withstand the external efforts and violence to which these parts of the limbs are necessarily much exposed in executing their various functions.

The form of the tendons is generally round; that figure includes the greatest bulk under the smallest surface. But sometimes they are more or less flattened. They may be divided into two or more secondary portions, implanted into separate bones, or receiving muscular fibres. A loose cellular fulness connects them to each other, or to surrounding organs, and allows them a free power of motion. Sometimes, instead of this tissue, they are surrounded by synovial membranes, or partially covered by such membranes, which are expanded also on the surfaces of the parts over which the tendon moves. These arrangements are found in situations where the tendon is very extensive, or where friction between a tendon and a bone very considerate; they have been commonly called bursa musculi; the details concerning their structure will be found under the articles Membrane (division of synovial membranes), and Fibrous Sytem (division of fibrous sheaths).

The mode of connection of the muscular fibres to the tendons varies. The tendon sometimes has a few fibres joining it at acute angles on each side, so that it may be compared to the shaft, and the fibres to the barbs of a feather; such have been called penniform muscles. When the fibres run into the tendon on one side only, it is called a semipenniform muscle. Sometimes the tendon is contained in the fulness of the muscle, and can be exposed only by making a longitudinal section.

The connection of the muscular fibres to the tendons and to the aponeuroses is the same. If we follow carefully a particular bundle of fibres, we see it continued in the aponeurosis (for example in the diaphragm) under an alteration of bulk and characters. The muscular and fibrous parts are inseparably connected, and compose one organ. As the power produced by the contraction of the muscle is applied through the tendon to the bone, this firm connection is obviously essential to the functions of the part. Yet in no instance are we at any loss in marking the boundary between the fleshy and the fibrous structure; the differences in their organisation and sensible characters are as striking as between their vital properties and functions.

In the muscles of a robust and recently killed individual, an appearance of a rising line has been described at the conjuction of the muscular fibre and tendon, and the boundary between the two is hidden and clearly marked. Generally the fibres of the tendon are dilated in the muscle in a penicillus form.

We deem the opinion, which regards tendons as formed by indurated muscular fibres, no more worthy of discussion than the conceit of the latter being a continuation of the nerves.

Ebullition causes the tendon and fleshy fibres to separate gradually, and long maceration detaches them. The union is not so intimate in the young subject; scraping with a scalpel detaches the muscular fibres from the tendon at this age, and leaves the surface of the latter nearly smooth.

The opposite end of the tendon is fixed to the periosteum. In the young subject this membrane is easily detached, and carries with it all the tendinous infections. At a more advanced period, the tendon, periosteum, and bone are identified, and nothing but the hardest scraping will detach the former from the latter. The tendons are implanted in other fibrous membranes, as the falciform and corpus cavernosum penis; but in no other description of organs.

The fibrous tissue is extremely dense in the tendons; several of them appear homogeneous on the first view; but attentive examination soon enables us to discover fibres united by a very compact cellular tissue in very sparing quantity. Ebullition renders these fibres very perceptible; when a tendon has been cut transversely, and plunged into boiling water, it swells at the divided end, and appears rendered very apparent. When they expand to form an aponeurosis, or to be fixed to the periosteum, they are visible without any preparation. Continued maceration expands and softens these organs, and renders their fibres very distinct. They are parallel to each other, and seem straight; they may be separated into smaller and smaller bundles joined by cellular substance, and the end of this division is doubtful. They have been described as appearing wrinkled, or spiral under microscopic examination.

The vascular system of the tendons admits no red blood; but they become red under certain circumstances of inflammation.

Their vital properties are more obscure, and their mode of vitality in general is more feebly marked than in any other part of the fibrous tissue. No fluid escapes, no pain is felt when they are dissected in living animals; and their temperature (except inasmuch as it is influenced by that of surrounding parts) is low.

Division, Name, Arrangement, &c. of the Muscles.—When we speak of a muscle, we do not restrict the term to the proper muscular or fleshy tissue, but mean a particular mass of that tissue together with the tendons or aponeuroses connected to the muscular fibres. In this way we talk of the tendon or aponeurosis of a muscle. Hitherto no certain and regular method has been followed in establishing the separations and distinctions of the animal muscular system. Our general notion of a muscle is that of a mass of muscular fibres, which, with its tendons, is connected in every direction with the surrounding ones; the pronator quadratus, and the muscles of the eyeball are examples. Or there may be two or more distinct portions of muscle joined to a common tendon, as in the peclotus major and biceps flexor cubiti; or a common mass of muscle may have separate tendons, as the flexors and extensors of the toes and fingers. But, in some cases, anatomists have separated and described as distinct muscles those inserted into a common tendon, as the muscles of the calf, and the extensors of the knee; and they have even done this where the two parts are most closely connected, as in the sterno-mastoideus and cleido-mastoideus, the facro-lumbalis and longissimus dorfi, &c. They have also proceeded in a very arbitrary manner in dividing the muscles of the face, which are very closely connected together. Hence there are numerous exceptions to any general rule concerning the distinctions of the particular muscles.
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As a voluntary muscle is an organ composed of fleehy and tendinous fibres, having the office of moving the parts of the body on each other, in which the motion produced by the contraction of the muscular fibres is brought to bear on the parts moved by means of the tendons, it must be fixed to at least two movable parts. The ends, which are generally tendinous, are comparatively small, while the middle, composed of fleshy fibres, swells out into a much larger bulk. The extremity fixed to the leaf movable part, or that which is nearest to the trunk of the body, is usually called the origin (caput or origo) of the muscle; the opposite end, its insertion (cauda, finis, infitio); and the middle, its belly (venter). Where a muscle is connected to two equally movable points, either end may be called the origin or insertion. The effect produced on any part by the contraction of the muscle is called its action.

Anatomists have drawn the names by which they distinguish the particular muscles, from various sources; 1, from the action, as extensor, flexor, pronator, supinator, adductors, &c.; 2, from the attachments of its extremities, as coraco-brachialis, stylo-hyoideus, geno-glossus, &c.; 3, from the attachment of one end only, as pterygoideus, palmaris; 4, from some remarkable circumstance, as septum transversum; 5, from the direction of its course, as circumflexus, rectus, obliquus; 6, from the figure, as deltoides, triangularis, rhomboideus; 7, from the number of origins, as biceps, triceps; 8, from the relative position, as radialis, ulnaris, &c.; 9, from size, as vastus, &c. &c. The belt names are those drawn from the second of these sources, as they indicate the attachments, and therefore are, in some measure, descriptive; the principle cannot be very well followed, when the connections are numerous, as the names become then immediately long, and burden the memory, as much as they offend the ear. Occipito-dorso-clavi-fus-acromi, the name given by Dumas to the trapezius, is a specimen of these.

The muscles in general are double, and correspond perfectly on the two sides of the body; a few are single, placed on the middle line of the body, and divisible into right and left corresponding halves; vis. axygos uvale, arytenoideus transversus, sphincter oris, sphincter ani, sphincter vaginae. The law of symmetry, therefore, which belongs to the parts concerned in the animal life, is applicable to these organs. The diaphragm partakes of the organic as well as animal life; and its structure is not symmetrical; the two halves do not correspond.

The male and female have each a small number of muscles connected with the organs of generation, peculiar to itself; all others are common to both sexes.

The muscles are very numerous; taken altogether, they compose a larger volume, and occupy a larger space than any other system in the body. Besides their other situations, they form a layer generally expanded under the skin, and partaking in some degree the functions of that organ; that is, they protect the subjacent parts, receive with impunity the action of external bodies, and may even be divided to a considerable extent without the general functions of life being sensibly impaired. Hence they are well calculated to defend the more deeply-feated organs, the injuries of which would, in many instances, be fatal. They may be divided, so far as regards their general form, into long, broad, and short.

The long muscles in general occupy the limbs, to the form of which their figure is accommodated. They are separated from the skin by the aponeuroses, from the bones by the peristome, and thus are lodged in a kind of fibrous tube, which confines them strongly. In this they are disposed in more or less numerous strata, of which the deeply-feated are bound down by the superficial, which in their turn are supported and confined by the aponeuroses. The latter are always the longest, and belong to the motions of three or four bones, as the flexors of the knee, the flexors and extensors of the wrist, fingers, ankle, toes, &c. In proportion as they are deeper, they are shorter, and concerned almost always in the motions of one joint only.

The different layers are separated by cellular strata, which are loose or close in their texture, according as the motions are free or limited, and thick where vesiels or nerves run between the muscles.

The long muscles have been distinguished into simple and compound. The former consist of a single mass of muscular and tendinous fibres; in the latter, there may be either two or more separate portions, arising distinctively, and joined into one mass, as in the serratus anterior, biceps cubiti, &c.; or a single muscle may be split into several insertions, as in the flexors and extensors of the fingers, &c.

They are generally inflated, but sometimes connected together by aponeuroses, which may join two, three, or more of the neighbouring muscles into one mass at their origins; this is the case with those that come from the condyles of the humerus.

The long muscles upon the spine do not resemble those of the limbs; the fibres do not run from one end to the other, but are arranged in numerous short fasciculi, placed in apposition to each other, and therefore forming one muscle.

The broad muscles in general cover the large cavities of the body, particularly the thorax and abdomen; they contribute to form the sides of these cavities, protect the internal organs, and facilitate their functions by the motions which they execute. The thickness of these muscles is inconvenient; they compose broad strata, sometimes arranged in fascicile layers, as in the abdomen, sometimes placed over the long muscles, as in the back; in the female they are more extensive in proportion as they are more superficial.

When a broad muscle arises and terminates on one of the great cavities, it is equally broad throughout, as there are extensive surfaces for all the attachments. But if it proceeds from the trunk to a long bone, its fibres converge; it becomes thicker and narrower, and ends in a comparatively small tendon fixed to the bone. The latissimus dorsi, pectoralis major, &c. exemplify this arrangement.

Cellular strata separate the broad muscles from each other, in the same way as the long; but they are very seldom covered by aponeuroses. They are simply subjacent to the integuments, and their form prevents those displacements, to which the long muscles would be subject, were they not confined by fascia. See FASCIA.

The short muscles, in which the three dimensions are nearly equal, are found in situations where the motions are not extensive, but require considerable force. The muscles of the jaw, those in the hand and foot, several about the hip and shoulder, and others in the spine, exemplify this arrangement. The number of their fibres gives the strength, while their shortness corresponds to the limited nature of the movement. These short muscles are often joined together, either at their origin or insertion; they are seldom covered by aponeuroses, and they vary in figure.

This division of the muscles into long, broad, and short, like the corresponding one of the bones, is subject to numerous modifications. Many have a mixed character, and might be classed with equal propriety in either of two divisions. Nature varies the conformation of the moving powers according to the functions of the organs, so that our anatomical
anatomical divisions, instead of being rigorous and precise, are to be regarded merely as approximations.

In describing the muscles, anatomists generally divide the body into certain regions, and consider together the muscles which are connected in point of situation. As this is an arbitrary method, the number of regions is different in different works. The arrangements of Albinus, Innes, and Dumas, as well as the synonyms of all writers previous to the first of these anatomists, and the new names proposed by the last, are contained in the first part of Dr. Barclay's book on the muscular motions of the human body. The particular muscles are described in this dictionary under their respective titles, with a few exceptions. Those of the eye, ear, and nose, are given under those articles: those of the lips, cheeks, tongue, os hyoides, palate, pharynx, and jaw, under DeGlutition. The muscles belonging to the organs of generation, are described in the article Generation; and those connected with the anus, in Intestine.

The synonyms most frequently met with are mentioned in the account of each muscle.

In order to present a general view of the muscles, we shall adopt the arrangement of Dr. Barclay, from whose work the following table is copied. It contains all the muscles connected with the skeleton by origin or insertion. In the middle column the bones are arranged in the usual order of demonstration; the series commencing with the bones of the cranium, and proceeding regularly through those of the face, neck, and trunk, to the extremities. Each bone is followed by the muscles attached to it, the names of which are either in Roman or Italic characters; the former expresses the muscles which are connected to the bones by infection, the latter those by origin. When any muscle has other origins, they are to be found in the first column in Italic characters; when other insertions, in the third column, in Roman characters.

**OS FRONTIS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occipitis ; temporale</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Epicranius</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphenoidal. Temporalis. Malaria</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Temporales</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OSSA PARIETALIA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sphenoidal.</th>
<th>Temporalis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OSSA TEMPORALIA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sphenoidal.</th>
<th>Temporalis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MALLERI.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporalia</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Laxatores tympanorum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube Euglachii</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tenfores tympanorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphenoidal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Externi malleorum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAPEDES.**

| Temporalia | - | - | Stapedei |

**OS OCCIPITALE.**

| Proc. spic. dorso et cervicis | - | - | Trapezi |
| Proc. spic. cervicis | - | - | Splenii capitis |
| Proc. transversi cervicis et dorso | - | - | Complexi |
| Proc. spic. atlantis | - | - | Recti capitis postici minores |
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Proc. spin. vertebrae dentata - Recti cap. post. majores.
Atlas - Recti cap. int. minores.
Proc. transfo. atlantis - Recti cap. laterales.
Proc. spin. atlantis - Obliqui cap. superiores.
Frontale temporalia - Epicranii.
Lingua. Maxilla infer. et super. - Contristores pharyngis superiores.
OJfa Sphenoid. Offa temporalia - Contri. pharyng. medii.
Os hyoides - Cutis. Orbic. palp. Corrug. supercil.

OS SPHENOIDALE.

Offa temp. pariet. malar. frontale - Temporales.
Maxilla inferior - Pterygoidei externi.
Maxilla superior - Pterygoidei interni.
Offa palatina - Pterygoidei pharyng. i.

OSA MALARIA.

Temporalia - Maltieteres.
Zygomatici majores - Zygomatic. minores.

MAXILLA SUPERIOR.

Compressores narium - Cutis.
Levat. lab. super. alarumque nas.
Levat. anguli oris - Maxilla inf.
Depressores alarum nas - Max. inf.
Depressores angul. oris - Pharynx.
Buccinatores - Velum palati. Mala.
Mylopharyngi - Mallei.

MAXILLA INFERIOR.

Depressores angul. oris - Cutis et adeps labii infer.
Lab. infer. - Labia.
Tela cellulosa faciei.

OSA PALATINA.

Sphenoidale - Pterygoidei interni.
Alveus oculi.

OS HYOIDES.

Offa temporalia - Depressores angul. oris.
Maxilla inferior - Depress. lab. infer.
Maxilla infer - Tela cellulosa oculi.


Pharynx.

Maxilla inferior.
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Proc. trans. colli et dorfi
Sternum. Cartilago ensiformis
Proc. spino. dorfi et cervicis
Proc. spino. dorfi et lumborum
Tha.

Muscle.

Levat. breviores costar.
Triangulares terni.
Serrati pollici superiores.
Serrati post. inferiores.

Sacrolumbales.

Proc. trans. dorfi.
Proc. trans. lumb. Vertebrae ultima dorfi
Offa innominata. Linea alba.

Linea alba. Pubes.

Linea alba. Pubes.

Humeri.

Humeri.

Sacroiliacales.

Humeri.

Ulnæ.

Radii. Aponeuroses cubitorum.

HUMERI
MUSCLE.

HUMERI.

Clavicula. Scapula.
Scapula.


Ulna. Capsa articul.

Aponeuroses antibrachii. Capse articulorum.

Ulna. Capse articul.

Radii. Aponeuroses.

Ligamenta interossea antibrach.

Radii. Ligamenta interossea.

Ligamenta interossea.

Scapula.

Humeri.


Humeri. Apon. antibr.

Ulna.

Humeri.


Humeri. Ulna.

Pisiformia.

Humeri. Ulna.

Ligamenta annularia.

Ligamenta annularia.

Osse magna et uniformia.

TRAPEZIA.

Phal.

- Deltoidei.
- Suprafinales.
- Infraspinati.
- Teretes majores.
- Teretes minores.
- Subscapulares.
- Coraco-brachiales.
- Pectorales majores.
- Tricipites brachii.
- Latissimi dor.

- Capse artic. cubitor.
- Capse artic. cubitor.
- Radii.
- Radii.
- Osse metacarp. indicum.
- Metacarp. dig. medior.
- Phalanges digitorum.
- Phalanges digit. auricul.
- Metacarp. dig. auric.
- Radii.

- Radii.

- Radii.

- Radii.

- Ulne.

- Capse artic. cubitor.
- Capse artic. cubitor.
- Radii.
- Radii.
- Osse metacarp. indicum.
- Metacarp. indicum.
- Metacarp. indicum.
- Radii.

- Aponeuroses palmares. Ligamenta annularia.
- Metacarp. indicum. Osse trapezia.
- Osse pisiformia. Ligamenta annularia.
- Radii.
- Phalanges digit. mediz.
- Phalanges digit. tertiz.
- Phal. prim. poll. abduct, poll.
- Phal. secund. poll.
- Phal. tert. poll.

- Aponeuroses cubitorium.
- Metacarp. digitor, minimor
- Phalanges digitorum.
- Phalang. tert. poll.
- Phalang. med. digitorum.

- Phal. prim. dig. min.

- Phal. secund. poll.
- Phalang. secund. poll.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phal. prim. poll.</th>
<th>Abductores indicum</th>
<th>Phal. prim. indicum. Tendines externorum.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAPEZOIDEA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offa magna et unci.formia. Metacarp. indicum, mediorum, annular.</td>
<td>Flexores breves pollicum</td>
<td>Phal. secund. poll. ope offiwm sexismodeorum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Flexores breves auricul.</td>
<td>Metacarp. dig. auric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNCIFORMIA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offa magna et unci. metacarp. Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Flexores breves polli.</td>
<td>Phal. secund. poll. ope offiwm sexismoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Flexores breves auricul.</td>
<td>Metacarp. dig. auric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>METACARPI.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humeri</td>
<td>Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Extensores carp. ulnares Adductores metacarp. dig. minim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offa unciiformia. Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Extensores carp. ulnares Adductores metacarp. dig. minim.</td>
<td>Phal. secund. poll. ope offiwm sexismoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHALANGES.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIMÆ POLLICUM.</strong></td>
<td>Opponentes poll.</td>
<td>Phalanges primæ indicum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lig. annul. Trapezia. Offa magna et unciiformia</td>
<td>Extensores primor. internod.</td>
<td>Adductores indicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECUNDÆ POLLICUM.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpi dig. med.</td>
<td>Adductores poll.</td>
<td>Flexores breves polli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERTIÆ POLLICUM.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offa unci. Fisforia Ligamenta annularia</td>
<td>Abductores dig. minim.</td>
<td>Tendines extensores communiun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpi indicum</td>
<td>Semi-interoffici indicis</td>
<td>Tendines exlensores commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phalanges pr. pollicium</td>
<td>Abductores indicis</td>
<td>Tendines extern. commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unciformia Lig. annular.</td>
<td>Flexores breves auricul.</td>
<td>Tendines extern. commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHALANGES TERTIÆ.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humeri. Radii</td>
<td>Flexores sublimes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulnae</td>
<td>Indicatores</td>
<td>Tendines exlensores commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHALANGES SECUNDAE.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radii Ligamenta interoff.</td>
<td>Flexores profundi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpi</td>
<td>Interoffici</td>
<td>Tendines extern. commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendines profundorum</td>
<td>Lumbricales</td>
<td>Tendines extern. commun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILLIA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MUSCLE.

TIBIA.

Muscles:
- Sartorii.
- Graciles.
- Semitendinosi.
- Semimembranosus.

Ligaments:
- Recti Crurum
- Vasti externi
- Interni

Fibula.
- Flexores longi digit. ped.
- Tibiales postici

Muscles:
- Bicipites crurum.
- Peronaei longi.
- Brevi.
- Terti.

Ligaments:
- Extensor breves digit.
- Flexores breves digit.
- Flexores breves pollicum
- Adductores poll.
- Tendines extens. long.
- Phalanges.

CunEIFORMIA TERTIA.

Muscles:
- Adductores poll.
- Abducentes digit. min.

Tendines tibial. poll.
- Aponeuroses plantares
- Flexores breves pollicum

Calcanea.
- Phal. prim. poll. ope off. sesamoid.
- Phal. prim. dig. min.
MUSCLE.

METATARSI.

Tibia. Fibula. Aponeuroses crurum
Fibula
Fibula
Tibia. Ligament. interosseum
Tibia. Fibula. Lig. interosseum
Cuboidea. Cuneif. tert. Lig. peron. long.
Cuboidea. Ligamenta peron. long.
Calcanea. Aponeuroses plantares

Interossei.
Tranversales pedum.
Peronei longi
Peronei breves.
Peronei tertii.
Tibiales antici
Tibiales plantos.
Flexores breves dig. min.
Abductores dig. min.

Phalanges primae digitorum.
Cuneiformia prima.
Cuneiformia prima.
Phal. prim. poll. ope off. fefamoid.
Phal. prim. digit. minim.
Phal. prim. digit. minim.

PHALANGES.

PRIMA POLLICUM.

Calcanea. Cuboidea. Cuneif. teriii
Calcanea. Aponeuroses plantares
Calcanea. Cuboidea. Cuneif. teriii
Metatarsei
Calcanea

Flexores breves poll.
Abductores poll.
Adductores poll.
Extenfor. breves digitor.

Tendines extensores longitudinis Phal. digit.

SECUNDA POLLICUM.

Fibula
Fibula

Extenfor. proprii poll.
Flexores longi poll.

PRIMA DIGITORUM.

Metatarsei
Tendines extensores longorum
Calcanea. Aponeuroses plantares
Cuboidea. Ligamenta peron. long.

Interossei
Lumbricales
Abductores dig. minim.
Flexores breves dig. min.

Tendines extensoris longitudinis.
Tendines extensoris longitudinis.

MEDII DIGITORUM.

Calcanea. Aponeuroses plantares
Fibula

Flexores breves digit.
Extenfor. longi digit.

TERTII DIGITORUM.

Tibia. Fibula. Lig. interosseum
Fibula
Calcanea

Flexores longi digit.
Extenfor. longi digit.
Extenfor. breves digit.

Phalanges mediae.
Tendines extensori longitudinis.

Explanations of the Plates, in which the Anatomy of the Muscles is represented.—In each of the muscular figures, different strata of muscles are represented in the two sides of the body. Each is followed by a corresponding plate of outlines; in which, besides the principal figure, the smaller parts are drawn on a larger scale, to make the letters of reference more clear.

ANATOMY. Myology. Plates VIII. and IX.

On the left side, the first stratum of muscles, or those exposed on removing the skin, are seen: on the right, the second layer, or those brought into view when the preceding have been partially removed, are exhibited.

A. In the Head, Neck, and Trunk.

1. Frontal portion of the crurasius.
2. Union of the right and left portions.
3. Aponeuroses of the crurasius.
4. 5. Atollens or superior auris; 4, the tendinous; 5, the fleshy part.
6. Anterior auris.
7. 8. Orbicularis palpebrarum; 7, the interior; 8, the exterior portion.
10. Levator labii superiors alaeque nasii.
11. 12. Fibres from the orbicularis palp. to the upper lip.
14. Lower portion of the levator anguli oris.
15. Zygomaticus major.
16. Orbicularis oris.
17. Nasalis labii superioris.
18. Deprefor anguli oris.
19. Deprefor labii inferioris proprius.
20. Levatores menti.
22. Maffeter.
23. 24. Platynia myoides; 23, risorius of Santorini. The lower jaw, clavicle, and ferno-cleido-mastoideus are marked by dotted lines.
25. Biventer maxillae inferioris.
26. 27. 28. Serrato-cleido-mastoideus; 27, the fernal attachment; 28, the clavicular.
29. Trapezius.
30. Serrato-hyoidus; a little of the ferno-thyroideus is seen at its site.
31. Omo-hyoidus.
32. Levator scapulae.
33. Sclalenus medius.
34. Pectoralis major.
35—39. Pectoralis minor; 35, the fleshy part.
MUSCLE.

36—38. Attachments to the ribs; 39, to the coracoid process.
40—42. First and second bones of the sternum; and eni-
form cartilage.
43. Serratus magnus.
44. Intercostales externi.
45. ———— interni.
46. Latifilium dorsi.
47-51. The left obliquus externus abdominis; 47, the
fleshy portion; 48—51, the aponeurosis.
48. The obliquus internus seen through the aponeurosis.
49. The rectus; 50, the pyramidalis; 51, the tendinous in-
tersections of the rectus.
52. Umbilicus.
53. The abdominal rug.
54, 55. Obliquus internus abdominis of the right side. The
external lamina of the aponeurosis (55), by which the
rectus was covered, is removed.
56. 57. Rectus abdominis of the right side, exposed by the
removal of its sheath; 56, the fleshy part; 57, the ten-
dinous intersections.
58. Pyramidalis of the right side.
59. Cremaster.

B. In the Upper Limbs.
60. The clavicle.
61. The coracoid process of the scapula.
62. 63. The subclavius; 62, the fleshy, and 63, the tendi-
inous part.
64. Deltoides.
65. Subscapularis.
66. Teres major.
* Supraepipatellar.
67. 71. Biceps brachii; 67, the fleshy belly; 68, the short
head; 69, the long head; 70, the aponeurosis cut off;
71, the tendon inserted in the radius.
72. Coracobrachialis.
73—75. Triceps: the long, middle, and short heads.
76, 77. Brachialis internus; 77, infertion of the tendon in
the ulna.
78. Supinator longus of the left arm. It is removed on the
right side.
79. Extensor carpi radialis longior.
80. .— brevior.
81. Extensor primi internodi pollicis.
82. —— fp. dntrrnodi pollicis.
83. Pronator teres. It is removed on the right side.
84. Supinator brevis.
85. Flexor carpi radialis. In the right arm a portion of the
tendon only is left.
86. Left palmaris longus.
87. Left palmar fadoca.
88. Left palmaris brevis.
89. 90. Flexor digitorum sublimis; 89, the fleshy part; 90,
the four tendons divided to allow the passage of the ten-
dons of the flexor profundus.
91, 92. Flexor profundus; 91, a part of its tendinous ori-
gin; 92, its four tendons.
93—96. The four lumbricales.
97, 98. Flexor longus pollicis; 97, the fleshy; 98, the
tendinous part.
99. Pronator quadratus.
100. Flexor carpi ulnaris.
101. Left abductor pollicis.
102. Flexor brevis pollicis.
103. Right opponens pollicis. The abductor has been re-
moved.

104. Abductor digiti minimi.
105. Right flexor brevis digiti minimi.
106. Adductor pollicis.
107. Left abductor indicis.
108. Annular ligament of the wrist.

C. In the Lower Extremities.
110. Right gluteus minimus.
* Edge of the left gluteus maximus.
111. Left tenor vaginae femoris.
112, 113. Left fartorius; 112, the fleshy; 113, the ten-
dinous part.
114. Iliacus internus.
115. Plius magnus.
116. Plicicus.
117. Adductor longus femoris.
118, 119. Gracilis; 118, the fleshy portion; 119, the
tendon.
120. Tendon of the femitendineus.
121, 122. Rectus femoris; 121, the fleshy part; 122, the
tendon. It is cut away on the right side.
123. Ligament of the patella.
124. Vastus externus.
125. ——— internus.
126. Right cruralis.
127. Biceps femoris.
128. Inner head of the left gastrocnemius.
129. Soleus.
130. Left tendo Achilles.
131. Tendon of the left plantaris.
132, 133. Flexor longus digitorum pedis; 133, the
tendon.
134. Tendon of the tibialis posterior.
135. 136. Peroneus longus; 136, its tendon.
137. Peroneus brevis.
138, 139. Extensor longus digitorum; 138, the fleshy
part; 139, the tendon divided into four portions on the
back of the foot.
140. Peroneus tertius.
141, 142. Extensor longus pollicis; 142, its tendon.
Under this and the tendons of the extensor longus digi-
torum, those of the extensor brevis are partially seen.
143, 144. Tibialis anterior; 144, the tendon, which is cut
off in the right foot.
145. Left abductor pollicis.
146. Flexor brevis digitorum.
147. Annular ligament of the ankle.

Plates IX. and X.—A front view of the deeply-seated
muscles. Those of the first and second orders, expressed in
the former plates, have been removed; the right half
reprepents those of the third, and the left thofe of the fourth
layer.

A. In the Head, Neck, and Trunk.
1, 2. Orbicularis palpebrarum; 1, the exterior; 2, the
interior portion.
3. Corrugator supercilii.
4. Levator palpebrarum superius, et rectus oculi superior,
which are cut through near their infertion.
5. Rectus externus occlui cut through.
6. Obliquus inferior cut through.
7. Temporalis.
8, 9. Masseur; 8, the anterior; 9, the posterior portion.
10. Levator anguli oris.
11. Depressor anguli oris cut through near its apex.
12. Or-
MUSCLE.

12. Orbicularis oris.
15. Posterior belly of the digastricus.
17. Sclerus anterior.
18. Rectus capitis anticus major.
19. Longus coli.
22. Mylo-hyoideus.
23. Intercoftaies externi.
24. —— interni.
25. Trasversus abdominis.
26. Posterior layer of the aponeurosis of the obliquus externus abdominis.
* Spermatic cord cut through in front of the ring.
27. Peritoneum.
28—31. Diaphragm; 28, the convex; 29, the concave surface; 30, the tendon; 31, the crura.
32—33. Ploas minor; 32, the tendon.
34—35. Ploas major; 35, the tendon.
36. Iliacus internus.
37. Quadratus lumborum.

B. In the Upper Extremities.
38. 39. Subcuapusalis; 39, the tendon.
40. 41. Teres major; 41, the tendon.
42. Short head of the biceps cut off.
43. Coracobrachialis.
44. Place where the biceps has been cut.
45—46. Brachial internus; 46, the tendon.
47. 48. Inner head of the triceps; 48, the tendon.
49—50. Extenfor carpi radialis longior; 50, the tendon.
51. Extenfor carpi radialis brevis.
52. Remainder of the promotor teres, which has been partly cut away.
53. Supinator brevis.
54—55. Flexor profundus; 55, its four tendons.
56—58. Flexor longus pollicis; 56, the fleshy belly; 57, the tendon; 58, the accessory portion.
59. Promotor quadratus.
60—63. Lumbicales.
64—65. Flexor brevis pollicis; 65, the tendons inserted into the scaphoid bones.
66. Addutor pollicis.
67. Adductor metacarpi minimi digiti.
68—71. Interosseus interni.
72—74. —— externi.
75. Annular ligament of the wrist.
76. The penis cut off; the erectors and acceleratores urinae are imperfectly seen behind it.
77. Sphincter ani externus.
78. Transversus perinei.

C. In the Lower Extremities.
79. Gluteus minimus.
80. Obturator externus.
81. Adductor brevis femoris.
82. —— magnus femoris.
83. Semimembranosus.
84. 85. Gracilis; 85, its tendon.
86. Biceps femoris.
87. Peroneus longus.
88. —— brevis.
89—90. Tibalis pollicis; 90, the tendon.
91—92. Flexor longus digitortum; 92, the tendon.
93. Extenfor brevis.
Plates XII. and XIII. Back view of the muscles, the superficial fratum is represented on the right, and the second on the left side.

A. In the Head, Neck, and Trunk.
1. 2. Occipital portion of the epicranius; 1, the tendinous; 2, the fleshy part.
3. The frontal portion of the epicranius.
4. The aponeurosis of the epicranius.
5. The thin and membranous portion of the aponeurosis.
6. Part of the temporal fascia.
7. 8. Attollens auriculae; 7, the fleshy; 8, the tendinous part.
10. Anterior auris.
11. Retractantes auriculae.
12. Zygomatomicus major.
13. 14. Malfetor; 13, the anterior; 14, the posterior portion.
15. Pterygoideus internus.
17. Platymyoides.
18—19. Sterno-cleido-mastoideus; 18, the fleshy; 19, the tendinous part.
20. Biventer cervicis: its tendinous origin from the head is seen on the left side.
21. Splenius capitis: its origin is also seen on the left side.
22. Levator scapulae.
23—27. Trapezius; 23, the fleshy part; 24—27, the tendinous portion; 24, the attachments to the occiput; 25, the part contiguous to the opposite muscle; 26, the attachment to the spine of the scapula; 27, to the acromion.
28—31. Latissimus dorfi; 28, the fleshy; 29, the tendinous part; 30, attachment to the acromion; 31, to the ilium.
32. Right obliquus externus abdominis.
33. Serratus politicus superior.
34. 35. Rhomboides minor; 34, the fleshy; 35, the tendinous part.
36. 37. Rhomboides major; 36, the fleshy; 37, the tendinous part.
38—42. Serratus politicus inferior; 38, the tendinous origin; 39—42, attachments to the four last ribs.
43. Left obliquus internus abdominis.
44. Serratus magnus.
45. Sacrolumbalis.
46. Longissimus dorfi.
47. A portion of the longif. dorfi, transversalis cervicis, tracheo-mastoideus, and splenius colli, comes into view here.
48. Spinalis dorfi.
49—51. 9th, 10th, and 11th intercoftaies externi.
52. 11th intercoftaies internus.

B. In the Upper Extremities.
53. Supraspinatus.
54. Infraspinatus.
55. Teres minor.
56. Teres major.
57. Deltoides.
58. Biceps brachii.
59—61. Triceps cubiti.
62. Common tendon of the three heads of the triceps.
63. Anconeus.
64. Bra-
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64. Brachialis internus.
65. Supinator longus.
66. 67. Extensor carpi radialis longior; 67, its tendon.
68, 69. Extensor carpi radialis brevis; 69, its tendon.
70. Extensor pruini internodi pollicis.
71. 72. Extensor secundi internodi pollicis.
73. 74. Extensor tertii internodi pollicis.
75. Extensor communis digitorum, with its tendons.
76. 77. Extensor carpi ulnaris, and its tendon.
78. 79. Flexor carpi ulnaris, and its tendon.
80. Palmaris longus.
81. Flexor digitorum sublimis.
82. ______________ profundus.
83, 84. Indicator, and its tendon.
85. Supinator brevis.
* Ligamentum carpi commune dorsale. The interossei are not marked with any numbers.

C. In the Lower Extremities.

86. Gluteus maximus.
87. 88. Gluteus medius, and its tendon.
89. Pyriformis.
90. Geminus superior.
91. ________ inferior.
92. Obturator internus.
93 ______________ externus.
94. Coccygeus.
95. Levator ani.
96. Sphincter ani externus.
97. Tranversus perinei.
98. Quadratus femoris.
99. Tensor vaginae femoris.
100. Vastus externus.
101—103. Biceps femoris; 101, long head; 103, short head; 102, tendon.
104. Semi-membranosus.
105. Semi-tendinosus.
106. Adductor magnus.
107. Gracilis.
108. Tendon of the factorius.
110. Inner head of the gastrocnemius.
111. Outer head of the gastrocnemius. In the left leg these are removed.
112. Tendo Achillis.
113. Soleus.
114, 115. Plantaris, and its tendon.
118, 119. ________ brevis, and its tendon.
120. Flexor longus pollicis.
121. Tendon of the tibialis pollicis.
122. Popliteus.
123. Adductor minimi digiti.
124. Flexor brevis digitorum.

Plates XIV. and XV. A back view of the more deeply-feated muscles: those of the first and second orders have been removed. The muscles of the third layer are represented on the right, and those of the fourth on the left side.

A. In the Head, Neck, and Trunk.

1—4. Biventer cervicis; 1, the first belly; 2, the middle tendon; 3, portion derived from the spinoen processes of the first dorsal vertebra; 4, the second belly attached by tendon to the occiput.
5. Complexus.
6. Tracheo-mastoideus.

7. Transversus cervicis.
8. Cervicalis descendens.
10. ________ pollicus.
11. Common origin of the sacroluminals and longissimii dorfi.
12. Division of the common origin.
13—15. Sacroluminals; 14, tendon inserted into the 11th rib; 15, tendon inserted into the 12th rib. The intermediate tendons are not numbered.
16. Longissimus dorfi.
17. Semispinales dorfi.
18. Quadratus dorfi.
19. Semispinales cervicis.
20. Intertransversarii cervicis. Two only are numbered; the others are easily distinguished.
21. Tranversus abdominis.
22. Common tendon of the obliquus internus abdominis and serratus pollicis inferior cut through.
23. Rectus capitis posterior major.
24. ______________ major.
25. Obliquus capitis superior.
26. ______________ inferior.
27. Left multidiis spine. Its upper part is covered by the semiispinales cervicis.
28. Intertransversarii lumborum; of which two only are numbered.
29. Levatores collaris breves.
30. ______________ longi.
31. Interossei externi.
32. ______________ interni. Those of the left side only are numbered.
33. Quadratus lumbarum.

B. In the Upper Extremities.

34. Subscapularis.
35. Teres major.
36. Biceps brachii.
37. Inner head of the triceps.
38. Outer head of the same cut through.
39. Remaining portion of the long head.
40. Common tendon of the three heads.
41. Brachialis internus.
42, 43. Extensor carpi radialis longior, and its tendon.
44, 45. ______________ brevior, and its tendon.
46. Sapiator brevis.
47. Flexor longus pollicis.
48. Pronator quadratus.
49. Flexor digitorum profundus.
50. Pronator teres.
51. Tendons of the extensor communis cut off.
52. Tendon of the abductor minimi digitii cut off.
53. Adductor offis metacarpis digitii minimi.
54. Flexor brevis pollicis.
55. Adductor pollicis.
56. ________ externi.
57. ________ interni.
58. Common tendons formed by the junction of those of the extensor communis, interossei, and lumbricales.

C. In the Lower Extremities.

57. Iliacus internus.
58. Pioas magnus.
59. Common tendon of the two preceding muscles.
60. Gluteus minimus.
63, 64. ________ externus, and its tendon.
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65, 66. Semimembranosus, and its tendon.
67, 68. Gracilis, and its tendon.
69. Adductor magnus femoris. The tendon is marked with an * on the left side.
70—72. Biceps femoris; 70, the short head; 71, the
tendon; 72, cut edge of the long head.
73, 74. Divided heads of the gastrocnemii.
75. Plantaris cut off.
76, 77. Popliteus, and its tendon.
78, 79. Tibialis posterior, and its tendon.
80, 81. Flexor longus digitorum, and its tendon.
82, 83. —— pollicis, and its tendon.
84, 85. Peroneus longus, and its tendon.
86, 87. —— brevis, and its tendon.
88. Extensor brevis digitorum.
89. Flexor accessorius.

Plate XVI. Lateral view of the muscles.

A. In the Head, Neck, and Trunk.

1, 2. Occipital portion of the epicranius; 1, the tendinos
in origin; 2, the fleshy part.
3. Frontal portion.
4. The aponeurosis.
5. The middle thin part of the aponeurosis.
6. Part of the temporal fascia.
7. 8. Anteiors auricula; 7, the tendinous origin; 8, the
fleshy portion.
9. Retractores auricul. three in number.
10. Anterior auricular
11, 12. Orbicularis palpebrarum.
13. C. prefor nasi.
15. Zygomaticus major.
17. Buccinator.
18, 19. Malleolar; 18, the anterior; 19, the posterior
portion.
20. Pterygoideus internus. Between 20 and 24 the
hyo- and ifylo-glossus are partially seen.
21—23. Platysma myoides; 21, the lower part arising
from the chest; 22, accessory falciculi from the side of
the neck; 23, fissions of Santorini.
24, 25. Stermo-cleido-mastoideus; 24, the fleshy; 25, the
tendinous part.
27. Splenius capitis.
28. —— colli.
29. Scalenus medius.
30. Levator scapulae.
31—33. Trapezius; 31, the fleshy part; 32, tendinous at
tachment to the occiput; 33, to the spine of the scapula
and acromion.
34—36. Levatissimus dorsi; 35, tendinous attachment to the
deltoid; 36, 37, 38, attachment to the ribs.
39, 40. Pectoralis major; 40, its attachment to the aponeurosis of the obliquus externus abdominis.
41. Pectoralis minor.
42—48. Serratus magnus; 42, the origin from the 3d rib;
43—48, origin from the 4th to the 9th ribs.
49—51. Obliquus externus abdominis; 49, the fleshy por
tion; 50—52, the aponeurosis; 50, pr. portion of the
obliquus internus; 51, of the rectus; 52, tendinous in
terconnections of the rectus; 53, prominence of the pyra
midal

B. In the Upper Extremities.

56. Infraspinatus.
57. Teres minor.
58. —— major.
59. Deltoides.
60. Acromion.
63. Brachialis internus.
64—66. Triceps; 64, the long head; 65, the outer; * the
inner head; 66, the common tendon.
67. Olecranon.
68, 69. Supinator longus and its tendon.
70. Pronator teres.
71. Flexor carpi radialis.
72. Flexor sublimis.
73, 74. Flexor carpi ulnaris.
75. 76. —— brevis, and its tendon.
77—79. Extensor communis digitorum, with the extensor
proprius auricularis; 77, the extensor communis; 78,
extensor proprius; 79, their tendons.
80. Extensor carpi ulnaris.
81. Flexor carpi ulnaris.
82, 83. Extensor primi internodi pollicis; 83, its divided
tendon.
84, 85. Extensor secundii internodi, and its tendon.
86. Tendon of the extensor tertii internodi.
87. Common ligament of the back of the wrist.
88. Abductor pollicis.
89. Opponens pollicis.
90. Adductor pollicis.
91. Abductor indicis.
92. Prior interosseus indicis.
93—97. The thumb and fngers.

C. In the Lower Extremities.

98. Pectineus.
99. Adductor longus.
100—101. Sartorius and its tendons: 100, * fartorius of the
right thigh.
102. Tensor vaginae femoris, with its tendon cut from the
fascia.
103. Gluteus medius.
108—110. Biceps; 108, the long head; 109, the short
head; 110, tendinous insertion in the fmbula.
111, 112. Vastus externus, and its tendon.
113, 114. Rectus femoris, and its tendon.
115. Ligamentum patell. 
116, 117. Vastus internus, and its tendon. c, tendon of
the right vastus internus.
118. Tendon of the gracilis.
119. —— semimembranosus.
120. Outer head of the gastrocnemius.
121. Inner head of the gastrocnemius.
122. Soleus.
123. Tendo Achillis.
124. Tendon of the plantaris.
125, 126. Peroneus longus, and its tendon.
127. Peroneus brevis, and its tendon.
128—132. Extensor longus digitorum pedis; 120—132, its
tendons proceeding to the four smaller toes; the tendons
of the extensor brevis appear between them.
MUSCLE.

133. 144. Peroneus tertius, and its tendons.

135. Tendon of the extensor longus pollicis.

136. 137. Tibialis anticus, and its tendon.

138. 139. Abductor digiti minimi, and its tendon.

140. Tendon of the flexor brevis digiti minimi.

141. Anular ligament of the ankle.

142. 143. Flexor longus pollicis; 143, its tendon contained in a peculiar sheath.

144. 145. Flexor longus digitorum, and its tendon.

146. Tendon of the tibialis pollicis.

147. Ligamentum laciniatum malleoli interno.

148. Abductor pollicis.

149. Flexor brevis pollicis.

150. — — — — digitorum.

Phenomena of the Action of the Animal Muscular System. — We have spoken hitherto of the power of motion belonging to the muscles abstrackedly from the phenomena, which it presents when in exercise. The latter will engage our attention at present. They are referrible to contraction, as that is the essensially active state of a muscle, relaxation being merely a passive condition of the organ.

Contraction is by no means an uniform phenomenon. When a muscle is divided, or its antagonis is paralyzed, it takes place slowly and insensibly; the power which precedes over this we have called the contracility of tissue. The action of an irritatory body in the muscles of an animal recently killed, causes a quivering of the flesh, an oscillation affecting the fibres throughout, but not producing an any sensible effect on the whole mass, not bring the together its attachments. The fibres are drawn from the ends towards the centre, and then rephored; and these motions are repeated with great rapidity; the muscle is thrown into a tremulous state. This kind of motion is exemplified in the shaking caused by cold, by fear, on the accses of intermitent fevers, &c. The operation of the will, or irritation of a nerve, caues a sudden contraction of the whole muscle. A permanent state of contraction is called spasm; quickly repeated contractions are called convulsions.

When a muscle contracts, all its fibres are rendered shorter, and, consequently, the length of the whole organ is diminished: hence the points, to which its extremities are connected, are drawn towards each other, and move respetively, more or less, according to their relative firmness. The surface of the fibres is also observed to be wrinkled, or folded transversely. As its fibres are drawn from the extremities towards the middle, it becomes thicker, and appears to swell. Hence the presence of the superficial muscles, when the body is in a state of excetion. The statuary and the painter know that the character of the surface is very different in a man at rest, and one in any violent action; they are aware that the muscles, employed in any particular motion, swell and caufe prominences, which must be carefully displayed in their representations; to express these faithfully is one of the great difficulties of their art. The swelling is accompanied with a hard and rigid state of the muscle, which is more clearly characterized, in proportion as the exertion is greater. If we place the hand on the maffeter, and shut the mouth, these phenomena are immediately rendered apparent.

As the muscle is shortened and swells in its middle, do these two changes compenfate each other, so that the bulk remains the same? or is it rendered on the whole larger or smaller? All these opinions have been maintained. Borelli placed a man in equilibrio on a piece of wood, and then made him contract the muscles of the lower limbs; the balance was not destroyed, and he concluded that the muscles gained nothing in their contraction. The arm has been im-
continues long, although the stimulus be kept up. The same phenomena are produced whether galvanism, mechanical, or chemical agents are employed. The contraction or convolution is more forcible and rapid at first; it gradually languishes, and so on the muscle remains at rest. When, on the contrary, contraction is produced by the will, it can be maintained for a considerable time. The support of burdens, the act of standing, and the maintaining a limb in any attitude, &c. &c. prove this fact. Tetanus affords us a terrible example of the permanence of contraction under morbid irritation. This continued exertion, however, fatigue the muscle much more than alternate contraction and relaxation; hence, when we are standing a long time, we throw the weight of the body alternately on the two limbs, so as to rest the muscles of each successively. The law of intermission, to which the animal muscular system is particularly subject, prevents the muscles from continuing in a contracted state beyond a certain time: the sense of fatigue admonishes us of the necessity of relaxation, and very quickly becomes so urgent that it cannot be neglected; it soon rises to intolerable pain, which forces us to intermit the exertion. A person may soon convince himself of this by holding a weight in the hand with the arm and fore-arm horizontally extended; after a short time tremulous motions occur in the muscles, and the limb finks in spite of the most resolute exertion of the will.

Various circumstances influence the velocity of the contraction. When stimuli are directly applied to an exposed muscle, the contractions depend on the state of vitality of the muscle, and on the nature of the stimulus. They are performed, and succeed each other so quickly at the beginning of the experiment, that the eye can hardly follow them; they gradually become weaker, but may be excited by a more powerful stimulus, which also soon looses its effect. Irritation of the nerves produces a more rapid contraction than that of the muscle itself; and the velocity is very considerable when an active animal, and an active muscle, as galvanism, are both employed. The velocity or force of the contraction are not greater when all the nerves of a muscle are irritated, than when only one is acted on. The velocity of muscular contraction produced in obedience to the will is very variable, and is regulated by volition. There are great differences between individuals in this respect, and these differences are foreign to the general strength of the muscular system. We shall gain a general notion of the powers of muscles by reflecting on the motions of the racer, the greyhound, or a prattled runner; of the fingers in playing on musical instruments, as the violin, flute, piano-forte, in writing, &c.; of the lower limbs, in jumping, kicking, &c. The possible rapidity of muscular contraction depends much on exercise. What can be more awkward than the first attempts at writing, drawing, playing on a musical instrument, or performing any of the mechanical processes in the arts? and what can be a greater contrast to these efforts than the celebrity and precision which practice never fails to confer in any of these departments? In running, jumping, or any other motions of the body, one man can perform with ease, what another, with equal original powers, cannot possibly effect, merely because he has never made the attempt. In all such exertions there is a point beyond which we cannot go; and we soon arrive at this point.

By considering the motions employed in transporting the body in the examples of the fleetest horses, Haller concludes that the elevation of the leg must have been performed in $\frac{1}{4}$ of a second. He calculates that the rectus femoris is shortened three inches in $\frac{1}{4}$ of a second in the most rapid motions of a man. He says that the quickest motions are executed by the muscles concerned in articulation; in an experiment he pronounced 1500 letters in a minute. The relaxation of a muscle occupies as much time as its contraction; therefore the contraction of a muscle in pronouncing a letter must be executed in $\frac{1}{15}$ of a minute, and in much less time in some letters, which require repeated contractions of the same muscle. The time occuring in the pronunciation of this letter are ten, the hyphoglossi must contract in $\frac{1}{15}$ of a minute, or in $\frac{1}{3}$ of a third. According to some accounts of distances, which pigeons have performed, an agitation of the wing must have been executed in $\frac{1}{15}$ of a third, or within $\frac{1}{5}$ fourths. Element. Physiol. tom. iv. p. 483.

There is a great difference in the force of contraction of the animal muscles, according as it is excited by irritation or by the influence of the brain. By stimulating an exposed muscle we produce a rapid and abrupt, but, in general, feeble contraction, which is always far behind that energy which is communicated through the brain. The organic muscular system is principally set in motion by the immediate application of stimuli, and never exhibits exacerbations of power corresponding to those which the animal contracility presents under certain circumstances. We have already seen that the latter property may be brought into action by irritating the brain in experiments, or by its excitation through the will or by sympathy. In the first case the action is never very energetic, whether we irritate the brain or the nerves: a rapid convulsive motion is produced, analogous to that caused by exciting the muscles themselves. Galvanism is the most powerful means of exciting such contractions; the effect of which is best appropriated by irritating a single nerve; for, when the brain or spinal marrow is acted on, the whole system is thrown into convulsions, and the contractions of the antagonist muscles destroy each other.

Two causes, namely, the state of the muscles and of the brain, influence the force of muscular contraction during life. If the energy of the brain be equal, a strongly marked muscle, of which the outline can be traced through the skin, because its fibres are well nourished and strong, will contract much more powerfully than a thin and flat one, with soft and pale fibres. In statues, which represent strength, the muscular forms are always energetically developed. The influence of the brain has again a great effect in augmenting the energy of muscular contraction. In general, the will determines the degree of power developed in the voluntary motions, and adapts it exactly to the effect which we design to produce: if we simply elevate the arm, or raise by its elevation one pound or a hundred pounds, the force of the contraction is precisely adequate to the object. Various causes will give to the will of one individual a greater energy and steadiness than to that of another, and therefore enable him, with equal muscular powers, to produce much more considerable effects. Many excitations, which are foreign to the will, very greatly exalt the power of the brain, as we see in maniacs, in men transported by rage, in the delirium of some fevers, &c. The fleshy muscles of a woman in such states often surpasse in energy those of a powerful man in his ordinary condition.

Calculations of the force of muscles cannot arrive at much accuracy, because the data, on which they are founded, cannot be precisely ascertained. The vital forces vary infinitely: they are not the same in two individuals: the influence of the brain and the strength of the muscular organisation are constantly varying in their relative proportions in the same subject. VITAL PHENOMENA ELUDE CALCULATION, and present, like the forces from which they are deduced.
duced, a character of irregularity, which distinguishes them essentially from physical phenomena. We may, however, conclude, that a muscular effort, carried to its highest degree by excitation of the brain, is capable of producing atomizing effects; such are the rupture of strong tendons, of the patella, &c. and the reflexion often opposed to the violent extinctions employed for the reduction of dislocations.

We should also remark here the surprising correctness with which the contraction of the muscle is adapted to the extent of motion which we wish to produce in a bone. "Let us suppose," says Dr. Barclay, "the circumstance, in which a bone can be moved, to be twenty-four inches, that each of the inches is equally divided into twelve parts, and that the bone may be arched at each of the divisions, which we know to be possible; with what accuracy must the muscles contract towards the centres in order to regulate their extent of motion, with so much preciseness, towards the circumference! In producing the several muscular notes, by changes in the small aperture of the glottis, or in balancing the body on the tight or slack ropes, we know that the muscles must contract with such minuteness and accuracy, as frequently to regulate their extent of decoration by smaller measurements than the two hundred thousandth part of an inch." The Muscular Motions of the Human Body, p. 290.

Thus it appears that the power of muscular contraction is in a compound ratio of the strength of organization in the muscles, and of the excitation which they receive from the brain. When both these are small, the motions are feeble; when both are elevated to their highest pitch, we can hardly fix a limit to the effects which they may produce. If energetic nervous influence be combined with a weak muscular tissue, or vice versa, the phenomena of contraction hold a middle place; and this is the kind of arrangement which we generally observe in nature. Women and children, who have weak muscles, have a nervous facility easily excited; men, on the contrary, particularly athletic ones, have nerves less readily moved.

We cannot alscertain, with any degree of accuracy, the power of a given bulk of muscular fibres, as muscles do not act separately, and the mechanical disadvantages, under which they are placed in the living body, take off a great deal of their effect. Yet if we consider, that power is very great. The extensors of the knee and ankle break respectively the patella and tendo Achillis by their contraction. When a person, with a burthen on his back, stands on tip-toe on one foot, the whole weight of the body and of the burthen is sustained by the extensors of the foot. In jumping, these muscles project the body, either in length or breadth, with vast power. Three hundred pounds have been elevated by the muscles of the lower jaw; and Thomas Topham lifted in this way a table of six feet in length, with fifty pounds attached to its farther end. Haller informs us, that a man was drawn up six hundred feet, suspended by one finger. This author has collected in his Elementa Physiologicum, lib. xi. feot. 2, § 25, a great number of instances of muscular exertion, to which the reader is referred.

The preceding examples, however, will give us but an imperfect notion of the power polled by muscles. We have stated the facts as if the whole force of the muscle were effectually employed in elevating the weight, as in a balance the whole weight of one scale acts in raising the other. But the cafe is quite different in the human body, where we always have a great expanse of force for the production of a trifling effect. There are numerous causes tending to diminish the operation of these forces. In the first place, almost all the muscles are fixed to the bones near to the centre of motion; while the weight, which they have to move, is applied usually at the extremity of the lever. If we regard the bones as levers, the joints as the fulcra, and the muscles as the moving powers, it will follow, from the well known laws concerning this subject, that the nearer the muscle is inflected to the fulcrum, the less effect will it have in moving the part. Suppose we support a weight on the elbow by the action of the deltoid muscle; the fulcrum is here in the shoulder joint, and the inflection of the muscle is much nearer to that part than to the end of the bone on which the weight rests; let us state this proportion as one to three. Now if we raise 55 pounds in this way, and add five pounds for the weight of the limb, which, in order to simplify the matter, we conceive to operate entirely at the end of the bone, the power which the deltoid must exert in order to produce the effect, is not equal to 60 lbs., but to 60 x 3 = 180 lbs. A great number of the muscles have inflections much less favourable, much nearer to the lever than this. The biceps and brachialis internus, for example, are fixed to the fore-arm, at least eight or nine times nearer to the elbow than to the extremity of the lever at the wrist.

Secondly, muscles are fixed to the bones at unfavourable angles: if they were inflected at right angles, their whole force would be effectually applied in moving the joint, as a weight placed in a scale depresses the arm of the balance. If the muscle were parallel to the bone, the resistance would be infinite, and no effect could be produced. There are very few muscles of the former, and none of the latter kind in the animal body: almost all join the bones at angles much smaller than right angles. The deltoid is implanted in the humerus at an angle of about 10°. A power acting obliquely is to one acting perpendicularly as the sine of the angle of inclination is to the whole sine. In the present example, this proportion is as 7,735,482 to 10,000,000. Wherefore, if the muscle in the former case exerted a power equal to the elevation of 180 lbs., in elevating 55 lbs. it will, in the present view, exert a force equal to 105 lbs.

Again, the direction of the fibres, with respect to the tendon, has an important influence on the power of the muscle. The fleshy fibres have the same direction with those of the tendon, only in a few infinities; and they lose more of their power in proportion as the angle, at which they are fixed to the tendon, is greater. If we had a right angle, they would have very little effect. The force exerted is to the effective force (of the force which acts in moving the limb) as the whole sine is to the sine of the angle at which the fibres join the tendon. If the angle be of 30°, these proportions are as 100 to 87; if of 45°, as 100 to 70; if 60°, as 100 to 89, &c. The largest angle formed by the outer fibres of the deltoid is about equal to 30°; the smallest by the inner fibres about 8°. If this be taken into the account, with the two preceding circumstances, the force exerted by the deltoid in the elevation of 55 lbs. would lift 128 lbs., if no causes diminished its efficacy.

It is contended further, that the force of the muscle, as estimated in the preceding calculations, must be doubled, because it will have to exert as much force in refiting the bone, which affords a fixed point at one end, as in elevating the weight at its other extremity: the force of the deltoid, in raising the 55 lbs., must therefore be carried up to 256 lbs. This is stated by Borelli, and admitted and explained at length by Haller. See Element. Physiol. lib. xi. feot. 2, § 30.

Muscles, which go over two or more joints, cannot act upon the bone, in which they are inflected, without moving the
the intermediate articulations. These motions are resented by the antagonist muscles, yet they confine a certain portion of the force exerted in the contraction.

The advocates of final causes have prepared an answer to these objections, which a view of the foregoing circumstances in the muscular system might give rise to. "It may be inquired," says Haller, "why the all-wise Creator admitted in the animal frame a principle of structure, according to which so large a portion of the power produced is lost. The explanation is not difficult. All the contrivances of human skill end in this, that the moving power passes through a large space, while the resistance describes a small one. In the human body, on the contrary, the effect to be produced is that the resistance should describe a large, and the power a small arc of a circle. The foot in stepping, and the hand in seizing, move over a large space: in all cases, in short, the object is, that the weight should be carried over a large, while the power moves within a small extent. Hence the velocity is increased at the expense of the power; and the loss of the latter was not regarded by the Creator, in the construction of the frame, because it was rendered sufficient to the fulfillment of a more important object.

"The origins of the muscles must necessarily be derived from the trunk and adjoining parts; and they must be intersected, if the parts are to be moved, beyond the last articulation. Thus, as the wants of man required a limb composed of several moveable pieces, it necessarily followed that muscles must pass over some joints.

"The limbs are round, and of a conical figure, that they may be lighter towards their extremities. The joints could not therefore be made thick enough to elevate the muscles far from the centre of motion; and that part of the force, which is lost from the smallness of the perpendicular line drawn from the centre of motion to the direction of the muscle, was necessarily sacrificed.

"Again, as the muscles are carried over a limb constantly decreasing in size and weight, as it is necessary to unite many fibres in a small tendon, and to bring them together from different parts, so as to bear on one point, the radiated and penniform arrangements are necessary, although attended with loss of power." *Elem. Phyiol. lib. ii. sect. 2.*

There are, on the other hand, many circumstances which augment the mechanical power of the muscles, when it can be accomplished conveniently with the views just alluded to. The angles formed by the muscles at their insertions are generally increased in consequence of the articular ends of the bones being made thick; this increases the distance between the course of the tendon and the centre of motion. The projecting processes for muscular attachments; such as the trochanters, the protuberance of the os calcis, &c. and the bones placed in the course of tendons, as the patella and femur bones, have a similar but more powerful effect. The smoothness of the cartilaginous surfaces of the joints, and the unctuous fluid lubricating them, by diminishing the effect of friction, augments the power. The different contrivances of the pulley kind act only in changing the direction of the force without augmenting its amount.

The motions produced by the muscles are either simple or compound. We shall consider the former, as it occurs in straight muscles, in those which are reflected in their course, and in circular ones. In the first case, where the muscle has an elongated form, and is terminated by a tendon, each fibre by its contraction draws the tendon in its own direction; the whole will therefore bring it towards the centre of the muscle. The whole effect of the contraction, in a long muscle, is concentred in a single point, that is on the tendon. In most of the broad muscles, on the contrary, as the attachments at both ends are generally made to different points, all the fibres do not concur in one effect. The various parts of the same muscle may have different, and even opposite uses; and they are capable of contracting separately. The simplest method of determining the effect, which a straight muscle is capable of producing on the bones to which it is fixed, is, to examine the direction of the muscle from its fixed to its moveable part, and to take the inverse of that direction: the latter is always the direction of the motion. Where two bones are alternately moveable and fixed, they are moved in opposite directions. When the whole of a broad muscle is brought to bear on a single point, as in the deltoid, the middle line of direction of all the fibres must be taken for the purpose of establishing the action. Where a muscle is reflected, as the trochlearis, the peronei, &c. its action is in the line drawn from the point of reflexion to the infection; as a force acting upon a rope which passes over a pulley, acts in a straight line from the pulley to the weight. The circular muscles surrounding the mouth, eye, &c. have no fixed or moveable points: they contract the apertures, which they surround.

The influences are very few, in which muscular motion is of the simple kind just described, or confined to a single muscle. The muscles belonging to the same part combine their actions very variously. The four straight muscles of the eye correspond nearly to the four cardinal points of a sphere: where any two neighbouring ones are contracted together, the part is moved in a diagonal, of which the sides are the lines of direction of the two muscles contracted. According as the one or the other muscle is exerted most powerfully, the eye may be moved in any line between those of the two muscles. A similar combination occurs in all the joints, where motion is admitted in various directions. When it has a radiated form, a single muscle may execute oblique motions, the lateral fibres on one side of the middle line acting more strongly than the opposite ones: the deltoid is an example; it can elevate the arm towards the front or the back of the trunk.

Again, when a part moveable in various directions is arrived towards any point, it must be rendered steady, and prevented from deviating materially by the muscles on each side; and the extent of its motion must be limited by the antagonist muscle. Thus the head, neck, and vertebral column, may be moved forwards, backwards, to the right and left. Suppose that they are bent forwards; there must be muscles, not only to move them in that direction, but also to prevent inclination to the right or left, and to limit the motion forwards. Thus the different powers employed on this occasion may be classed under the heads of direct movers, directors, and moderators.

When we consider the effects, which may be produced by variously combining the actions of the muscles, and further, that the force, extent, duration, and order of succession of the contractions may be almost infinitely varied by the will, we shall be able to account most satisfactorily for the number of motions produced. If there are ten muscles, and each had only two degrees of contraction, the different effects produced by their combinations would be not less than $1,024$.

Another source of the combinations of muscular motions is in the necessity of rendering one of the attachments fixed. Excepting those, which go from a bone to some soft part, as the eye, tongue, or pharynx, the muscles seldom have one extremity perfectly immovable: and, in most cases, one end is firmer, the other looser; the former being towards the trunk, the latter towards the extremities. Even very distant muscles may
may be concerned in fixing the attachments of muscles, so that these powers are connected over almost the whole body, and may assist or impede each other's actions. If the deltoid acted alone, it would draw down the scapula and clavicle, as well as elevate the humerus; if, therefore, we wish to produce the latter effect, the former bones must be fixed by the levator scapulae, rhomboidi, trapessii, &c. But these muscles come from various vertebrae of the neck, which are themselves moveable; if these vertebrae were drawn downwards by the muscles just enumerated, the deltoid would still not have a fixed point to act from. The neck must therefore be fixed by its extensors; by the multifidi, faciolumbales, logisissimi, cervicales descendentes, and all the numerous muscles lying on the back of the spine. By the combined action of so many muscles, the deltoid will at last be enabled to produce its full effect, and to exert its whole force in elevating the humerus. Let us suppose a person lying on the ground, and endeavouring to raise himself by seizing any object above him. The hand, being retained by its flexors, is rendered as firm as the object which it holds. The deltoid will now elevate the scapula and clavicle; we confine our view to this muscle, to make the statement more short; for all the muscles passing between the humerus and the scapula and trunk will concur with it. The deltoid, then, elevates the scapula and clavicle, and through them the trunk of the body; all the muscles between the hand and the humerus are employed in fixing the latter for the action of the deltoid. If a person in the recumbent posture endeavour to bend the head forwards, the recti abdominis are immediately rendered tense: they are exerted for the purpose of fixing the sternum, and affording a firm point for the action of the sternocleido-mastoidei. If the trunk be bent forwards, the latter muscles fix the sternum for the action of the recti. These instances are sufficient to exemplify the mode in which the muscular motions are combined; the same principle extends throughout the whole body. The combinations are still more numerous and complicated in cases where the whole body is moved.

"As all the motions that vary the position of the head, neck, trunk and extremities, must likewise vary the centre of gravity, a number of muscles must be thrown into action, merely on purpose to preserve the equilibrium, if a person be sitting, or standing, or moving from one place to another: these muscles, if a name were necessary, might be called librators. In general, we are not conscious of their action, unless when a state of morbid sensibility happens to shew a connection between them and the muscles employed in changing the positions; or unless, when happening to perform a motion which we did not intend, we fall to the ground; or all on a sudden change the librators with a violent jerk of the whole body. It is from the general and prompt co-operation of the different muscles in harmonizing the flexions and extinctions, the fixations and librations throughout the several parts of the body, that the yielding yet steady flexibility of the joints, from the orbicular apposition of their surfaces, from the angles, the curves, and the varied directions of the bones united by articulation, and from the elastic substances interposed, that the body is enabled to resist so successfully the violent concussions to which it is exposed in running, leaping, hopping suddenly, or falling from a height. By these contrivances, under the direction of the vital principle, concentrated forces are so admirably and suddenly dispensed and diffused throughout every part, that even the functions of the most delicate are, in ordinary cases, seldom impeded. To these, therefore, more than to the strength of the bones and muscles, are we frequently indebted, in cases of concussion, for the safety of the viscera contained in the cranium, thorax and abdomen; for the safety of the blood-vessels, nerves and aborberts; and even for the safety of the bones and muscles. This must be obvious, from the violent shocks to which men are exposed, from the want of libration, when they are intoxicated; from the violent jerks we often receive in attempting suddenly to recover our balance; from the distortions of the joints and the bones in cases of rheumatism; from the great number of luxations and fractures arising from unequal action in the muscles, when not prepared to meet with the accident; and also from the practice of bending iron bars over the forearm when the muscles are every way prepared for the resistance."—Barclay on the Muscular Motions, p. 301.

The effect produced by the action of each particular muscle is considered in its description; we shall point out here the mode, in which the individual muscles cooperate, in some cases where a great number of them are employed, as in standing, walking, &c. The mechanism of these attitudes and motions, so far as the bones and joints are concerned, is explained in the article Extremities: our principal object at present is to point out the part which the muscles perform.

Standing is that condition of the body, in which an animal is supported by his legs extended and fixed. If a man in the erect posture suddenly dies, or differentiates from any cause those efforts which are necessary to maintain the erect attitude, the joints of the lower limbs would yield to the weight of the body, bend, and allow the trunk to come to the ground. Standing, therefore, is produced by the continued action of the extensor muscles of all the joints; and, for this reason, it is so much more fatiguing than walking, in which the muscles are alternately contracted and relaxed. If the trunk were held immovable in this attitude, the muscular exertion necessary for its continuance could be supported only for a very short time, as any person may convince himself by standing perfectly erect and motionless.

Generally, however, there is a series of oscillations, of very small alternate flexions and extensions, to which the numerous and easily moving joints of the body are excellently adapted, and by which the fatigue of a constant extension is avoided: we accomplish the same object, too, by throwing the weight of the trunk alternately on the opposite legs.

To bow on an animal the power of maintaining his body in a vertical position, all its parts should be so disposed, as to be easily held in a state of equilibrium; the muscles should have the power of correcting continually the movements of aberration; the line of gravity of the whole body should fall within the place covered by the feet, and lastly, the feet themselves should be so constructed as to seize, in a manner, the inequalities of the ground, and fix themselves to it. Man is the only animal, in which all these conditions are united in the necessary degree. See Extremities.

In the attitude of standing, the sole of the foot is firmly prehended against the ground by all the muscles which bend the toes (flexor longus and brevis digitorum pedis, and pedis pedis, lumbricales, interosseous, flexor brevis minimi digitii), and by those, which extend the foot (the gastrocnemius, soleus, plantaris, tibialis posterior, peroneus longus et brevis). The weight of the body would bend the leg on the foot; it is extended and maintained erect by the muscles of the calf. This motion in the direction backwards is limited by the flexors of the ankle (tibialis anticus, extensor digitorum et pollicis, peroneus tertius, which prevent the leg from being carried too far in that direction: on the sides
sides the leg is fixed by the tibialis, the peronei, and the opposite forces of the flexors of the great and the smaller toes, which correct any tendency to lateral deviations. These muscles, then, surrounding the leg in all directions, sustain it firmly on the foot, like so many cords passing from it to be fixed to the earth.

The powerful vasti and crurales extend the knee-joint, and preferve the femur in the same vertical line with the leg, preventing that flexion of the knee, which the inclination forwards of the thigh, and the position of the pelvis behind a straight line drawn from the knee, would tend to produce. These powers are balanced and limited by the flexors of the knee (the biceps, feminitenotinus, feminimembranofus, gracilis).

The pelvis is extended on the thighs by the glutei magni, moderated by the rectus cruris, psoas magnus et iliacus internus.

The trunk, taken altogether, would fall forwards if left to itself; the pelvis may be carried freely forwards on the heads of the thigh bones, and the chief may be bent on the pelvis; but these parts cannot be moved in the opposite direction. The weight of the head, the ordinary position of the upper limbs in front of the body, and the prominence of the abdominal vices, give to the trunk this inclination forwards. The glutei magni, the sacrolumbales, the longissimi dorsis, and all the extensors of the spine, correct this tendency. The psoas and iliacus, the rectus cruris, and the rectus abdominis in some degree, are the moderators of this extension.

The vertebral column gives the point of support for the head; which, as it is produced considerableness in front of its articulation with the atlas, and consequently always falls spontaneously forwards in a person dressing asleep, requires, for supporting it in equilibrium, numerous extensor muscles, as the recti pollici, obliqui superiores, trachelo-mastoidei, complexi, splenii capitis, trapzezi. These are balanced by few and weak muscles in front;—the recti antici and longi coli. Several muscles on the lateral aspects prevent either the head or neck from deviating towards the side.

We have not enumerated all the powers exerted in standing; since they are so numerous, and must be constantly contracted to maintain the body erect, we shall no longer wonder at the fatigue produced by that attitude, and the necessity for retiling the muscles alternately by varying the bearing on the lower limbs.

Walking.—All the motions, in which the body is transported from one place to another, require that an impulse should be made, in a certain direction, on its centre of gravity. To this end, a number of articulations more or less bent are extended; these are so placed, that their extension is free in the direction of the centre of gravity, and confined in the opposite one; so that the movement produced takes place in the first of these directions. The body may be compared to a spring composed of two branches, one of which rests on an immovable support. If these branches, after being approached by an external force, are set at liberty, they separate until they again form the angle which they formed before the compression; but, as the supported branch cannot force the obstacle, the motion takes place altogether in the opposite direction, and the centre of gravity of the spring is moved away from the obstacle with more or less velocity. In the progressive motions of the body the flexor muscles are the force which compresses the spring; the extensors are the elasticity which tends to separate its branches; and the resistance of the ground is the obstacle. In walking, the centre of gravity is alternately moved by one limb, and supported by the other, without the body being ever entirely detached from the ground; by the latter circumstance it is distinguished from leaping.

Suppose the person to be standing, and to leap forwards with the left foot, the ankle and hip of that limb are bent by their respective flexors; the sole of the foot is detached from the ground by the muscles of the calf and the other extensors. The hip is then bent to a more acute angle, the extensors of the knee adventuring the leg to a straight line with the thigh, and thus suspend the foot over the part on which it is to rest: they then are relaxed, and allow the foot to come to the ground. The body is now supported on both limbs; the left thigh is inclined forwards, the right backwards, on the pelvis; the former leg forms an obtuse, and the latter an acute angle with the foot. The extensors of the right foot now act; the end of this member cannot move the ground; the heel, the leg, and the thigh are consequently elevated, and the impulse thus given to the pelvis moves forward the trunk of the body, which describes a small circle round the fixed point afforded to it by the left leg. That leg is now carried forwards on the foot by the flexors of the ankle, the femur is advanced by the extensors of the knee, and the trunk by the flexors of the hip. The right leg, having given this impulse to the trunk, is advanced by the flexors of the hip, and extensors of the knee, in front of the other, and brought to the ground; when the extension of the left foot in its turn propels the trunk on the right limb. The motion of the body is assisted, by inclining the trunk forwards over the advanced limb; this is effected by a relaxation of the extensors, and the contraction of the flexors of the hip, the rectus and obliqui abdominis of the same side. This attitude of the trunk in progression, which we avoid as ungraceful, particularly facilitates the ascent of an inclined surface. In this case, the body must not only be thrown forwards at each step, but elevated against its own weight by the extensors of the advanced knee, and of the foot left behind: hence this mode of progression is very fatiguing.

In leaping, the whole body is elevated from the ground, and projected, as it were, into the air, where it remains without any support for a certain time, which is longer or shorter according to the force of projection. It is performed by a sudden extension of the lower limbs, which are previously bent to the greatest degree. The tibiae are carried forwards on the feet by the flexors of the ankle, so that the heels project in an acute angle; the knees are advanced, and the thighs inclined backwards; the pelvis and trunk are bent forwards on the thighs. By this bent state of the ankle, knee, and hip, the whole body is shortened; as much as possible. The leap is performed by a sudden extension of all these articulations, by the muscles of the calf, tibialis posterior, peronei, and flexors of the toes in the ankle, by the rectus, vasti, and crurales in the knee, by the gluteus magnus, biceps, feminitenotinus, feminitenotinus, gracilis in the hip. The impulse produced by this extension is communicated to the centre of gravity of the body, and urges it in a direction more or less opposed to its own weight: all the motion must take place in this direction, as the other end of the extremities rests on the immovable earth. The extent of the leap must depend on the proportionate length of the bones, and the power of the muscles. Its direction is influenced by the position of the centre of gravity in relation to the limb, from which the impulse is derived; consequently, the human subject can leap vertically, as its trunk is placed perpendicularly over the lower limbs; it can, moreover, throw the body forwards, by making
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making the chief exertion in extending the thigh, or backwards, by employing chiefly the extension of the leg.

Running is a succession of low jumps performed alternately by each leg. It differs from walking in the circumstances of the body being projected at each step, and the hind foot being elevated before the advanced one is fixed. It is more rapid than the quickest walking, because the velocity is preferred and augmented at each step by the newly produced quantity; consequently, we cannot stop suddenly in running, as in walking. This velocity favours jumping forwards, as it adds to the force, which the jump itself produces in that direction; but it injures, or even entirely impedes, a vertical leap. The body and arms are inclined forwards, that the centre of gravity may be in the most favourable position for its propulsion by the hind leg; hence the latter must be quickly carried forwards to prevent falling. Even in walking, where the motions are performed slowly, and the trunk is nearly vertical, the centre of gravity is advanced at the time that the hind leg should be carried forwards, and a fall is produced by any obstacle which prevents the latter motion. In running, however, the smallest obstacle, which retards the advance of the foot in the flighted degree, brings the trunk instantly to the ground.

In climbing objects are seized by the extremities, which are thus rendered fixed points to which the trunk can be moved by means of the muscles, which pass between it and the limbs, as the pectorales, latissimus dorsii, &c. The existence of long and separate fingers, and of thumbs capable of being opposed to the fingers, favours the holding of any bodies, and consequently facilitates climbing. These conditions exist in a very favourable degree in the hands of man; but he is a bad climber because he has no prehensile power in the feet.

In swimming the body is moved forwards by a sudden extension of the previously bent limbs; but the motion imparted to the body is not equal to that produced in walking, &c. because the ends of the limbs, instead of resting on a solid surface, are opposed by the fluid, which is itself easily moved. The impulse, therefore, partly throws the water into motion, and partly propels the trunk. The lower limbs urge the body forwards, and the upper support the head and shoulders. The weight of the latter parts is so great in man, that more exertion of the arms is required in him than in any animal; and he is almost the only instance in which swimming cannot be performed naturally.

There are many other motions, the description of which would lead us into interlacing and intricate, but too long details: the preceding will serve as a specimen, and enable the reader to develop the powers employed on other occasions. We have only a few remarks to add on the subject.

The moving powers of the human frame are able to produce much more numerous and diversified effects than what are exhibited to our observation under ordinary circumstances. These dormant capabilities, when excited by necessity, altnonah and may instruct us. Persons born without hands are often able, with the flumps, by which their limbs are terminated, to execute the numerous offices, and even those requiring the greatest exactness and delicacy, which are ordinarily performed by the fingers. Others can do with their feet, what is commonly executed by the hands, such as writing, drawing, spinning, &c. &c. The feats of the rope-dance, the harlequin, the tumbler, and all the varied excursions derived from the lessons of that successful instructor Necessity (ingeni largior venter), do not flow from any properties peculiar to the individuals, but are the offspring of powers common to all, and are chiefly worthy of attention, as exhibiting to us what the body can perform. They shew us, in a very striking manner, the admirable mechanism by which the equilibrium of the body is maintained; by which so many separate pieces, with the greatest power and facility of relative motion, are constantly adjusted, amidst the most rapid changes, so as to maintain the necessary bearing by which the solidity of the whole is preserved.

In all the motions, whether gentle or violent, the actions of the muscles are so regulated, as to prevent any shock; we are unconscious of the exertion by which this is effected, but we are immediately rendered sensible of its importance by what happens when it is omitted. If our step is either shorter or longer than we had calculated upon, if we descend two steps of a stair instead of one, &c. we experience a jar in the whole frame which admonishes us of the wrong calculation.

The effect of education is very striking in this system, both in the force and duration, as well as in the kind of contraction. Practice will enable us to lift a much heavier weight, to bear a greater burthen, to project the body farther in leaping, or advance it more rapidly in running, than we could do on the first trials, and that to a very great extent. It is equally efficacious in enabling us to bear protracted exertion of any kind, as in running, walking, &c. Motions, to which the muscles have not been accustomed, are at first performed difficulty, merely from that cause; we can assign no other reason for the awkwardness of the first attempts at writing, drawing, playing on a musical instrument, or exercising the various mechanical processes of the arts; and in these cases nothing but very long practice will confer facility, although all the powers exist in the first instance.

Development of the Muscular System of the Animal Life.—In the first months of foetal existence, it is confounded, with the others, in a homogeneous mucus mass, in which we can hardly trace any line of demarcation. Muscles, aponerates, tendons, &c. have all the same appearance. The limits of these different systems are gradually established, and the muscular tissue is rendered evident at first by its assuming a deeper tint. The interior of the bones is redder than the muscles in the fetus, while the difference is just of the opposite kind in the adult. In connection with this circumstance we may remark the inactive state of the muscles before birth; although a few motions announce the presence of the fetus in the uterus in the latter months of pregnancy, these are inconsiderable in number and extent, when compared to what will take place afterwards. The bent state of the limbs and body, and the confined space in which they lie, particularly in the latter periods, when the waters of the amniotic are so much diminished, account for this want of motion.

The muscles of the chickens in the shell exhibit but slight marks of irritability, either under the action of the more common irritants, or of the galvanic influence. Bichat has ascertained the same irritability in experiments on guinea-pigs, both when he irritated the muscles directly, or through the medium of the nerves, spinal marrow, or brain: the nearer the animal is to the time of conception, the less effect is produced. During foetal existence also, the muscles lose their irritability very quickly after death: this property remains rather longer immediately before parturition, but its duration is still much less than after birth. In the adult, the nutrition, the bulk and redness of the muscles are in proportion to the motions which they execute; their light colour and slender size correspond very well to their inactivity in the fetus. Can the inactivity of the foetal muscles be at all connected with the black blood that circulates through them at this time?
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The small size of the fetal muscles is as remarkable as their pale colour: the bulk of the limbs at this time depends chiefly on the subcutaneous stratum of fat. The cavities and processes of bones for muscular attachment are hardly visible.

Some have asserted that the flesh part is more developed in proportion than the tendinous; but this is not supported by observation. There is the same proportion between these parts as in the adult. The muscles, at the time of birth, undergo the same change as all other organs; red blood is sent to them instead of black. The brain too, which has been hitherto inactive, is excited, and acts on the organs of motion. All the muscles are exerted, and produce more or less marked agitations of the limbs and motions of the trunk and face, very soon after birth. The circulation of red blood does not, however, suddenly change the colour of these organs; they retain for some time after birth, the lividity which characterized them before, as their colour at all times depends, not on the blood which circulates in their vessels, but on that which is combined with their tissue. Their substance gradually acquires a red tint, and they grow more in proportion than the other parts; but this growth does not affect their thickness, they do not produce those prominences which are so remarkable in the adult.

Many facts prove to us that there is a considerable difference between the muscular development of young and old animals; although we do not know exactly what that difference is. The flesh of young animals produces a more gelatinous and insipid broth, and has hence been supposed to contain less fibrine. The cripitation on exposure to heat is less sensible, &c.

After the growth of the body in length is finished, it fills in thickness; and this circumstance is particularly observable in the muscles. To the slender figure and rounded outlines of the youth succeed the strong forms and muscular prominences of the man. These organs elevate the skin, and produce risings and depressions of the surface: they are now more strongly marked in the face of reft, than they were before in the greatest exertion of the body. The time at which the genital organs are developed, and the covering of hair is produced on some parts of the body, is that at which the muscles assume this prominence in the male; for no analogous phenomenon occurs in the female: there the outlines of the body preserve their roundness and softness. This increase in the muscles of the adult affects the muscular, and not the tendinous or aponeurotic part. The augmentation of thickness is attended with increased density. A sensible difference may be perceived by the hand, between a muscle of a child and of an adult in contraction; and the latter will support, in the dead subject, heavier weights than the former.

The red colour of the muscles begins to be less bright after the middle period of life. The tint is very variable in the adult. Slow difcises make it tawny or pale: in dropy, when long continued, this is clearly seen. In general, whatever gradually debilitates the vital powers, has the same effect. Acute difcises affect it but little; nor is it changed in fevers, however marked the proflration of strength may be, if they are quickly fatal. It is affected only by nutrition, the phenomena of which function take place very slowly.

In old age the muscles become hard and tough: they are not easily chewed. They contract slowly; the influence of the brain over them is diminished, and they are soon tired: yet they feel hooke and flaccid, when compared to those of the adult. There is a firmness in the latter, which makes them preferve their form, and gives them a refilience to the feel: this seems to arise from a cohesion of their particles connected with the vital influence, and retained for some time after death. The contractility of tissue is much less in the old than in the young man: in the latter the muscles are firm, and do not move under the skin; there is a flabbiness in the former, and a vacillation is observed in all the great motions.

The colour of the muscular substance, in the old subject, is often converted into a light yellow, so as to give it an appearance like fat: yet ebullition or combustion do not shew the existence of animal oil in such muscles. Those on the back of the spine undergo this change most frequently, which, however, only affects particular muscles, and never the whole system. A nearly analogous appearance is sometimes seen in walked limbs. In recent paralyzes, even to the date of three, four, or six months, there is very little change in the limbs, the colour and bulk of the muscles being preserved; but after a longer time, the absence of motion, and perhaps the want of nervous influence, affect nutrition; the muscles lose their colour, and are contracted in fize. But this change is not observed in all cases. Long continued external pressure will cause diminution and change of colour in muscles.

The state of the animal muscular system after death varies considerably. While the body retains its heat the muscles are soft, as in the state of relaxation during life, and allow the parts to be moved in any direction; they then become rigid, so as to fix the joints, and retain them firmly against any efforts at bending them. This rigidity does not take place invariably, and its absence has been noticed in particular kinds of death; for example, in persons or animals killed suddenly by electricity or lightning, or by a violent blow on the thorax, in malignant fevers, in animals hunted to death, in cases of a sudden and violent shock to the whole system, in apoplexy by deleterious gases, as the carbonic acid, and, according to Dr. Adams, (On Morbid Poisons, Prel. Remarks, p. 34.) in death by wounding the medulla spinals close to the brain. In these cases, too, the blood does not coagulate after death.

Where the muscles become stiff, they present this appearance in every variety of degree. Sometimes, if the subject be placed upright against a wall, the rigidity is so great that it retains its position, and a very great force is required to bend the thigh or leg. Some muscles may be stiff, while others continue soft. These which have become very rigid are easily torn by forcible flexions; while this rupture cannot be produced, where they remain relaxed, by any motion of the limbs.

The connection between different kinds of death, and their various appearances in the animal muscular system, and the circumstances which attend, produce, or modify the latter, afford an interesting subject of research. Hitherto we possess too few facts for any general conclusions.

Muscular tissue is never accidentally developed in organs, where it does not exist naturally, as the officous, cartilaginous, and even fibrous systems are. If it were produced, it must belong to the organic life, because cerebral nerves are necessary to the animal life.

The Muscular System of the organic Life.—This is not so generally distributed over the body as the preceding, and differs from it also remarkably in forming a much smaller share of the frame. It is concentrated in the chest, where the heart and esophagus belong to it; in the abdomen, where the alimentary canal is partly formed by it; and in the pelvis, where it composes part of the urinary bladder.

Whether the uterus possest any of this texture is rather a doubtful point. Thus it occupies the middle of the trunk,
is foreign to the limbs, and is removed from the action of external bodies; while the animal systen is placed superficially, forms almost the whole bulk of the limbs, and appears in the trunk as much designed to protect the other organs, as to execute the various motions of the animal. No part of the organic muscular systen is found in the head.

The muscules of the preceding systen have almost universally straight fibres; in this, on the contrary, they are curved, so as to form muscular cavities of various shapes. They are never attached to bones, and have no tendinous fibres: the white threads connected to the flabby columns of the ventricles of the heart differ from tendons in many respects. The organic is distinguished from the animal muscular systen by the circumstance of its fibres not arising from, nor terminating in, fibrous organs: those of the latter are always continuous either with tendons, aponuroles, or fibrous membranes; the organic come from cellular tissue, and end in that again, after finishing their course. Sometimes the fibres seem to encircle the organ completely; but generally they are interrupted, so as to be connected at the ends with a different tifue from themselves.

The forms of this systen can hardly be considered in a general manner: they depend entirely on that of the organs, in the formation of which it concurs. It is never collected into inflated fasciculi, as in the animal life; and, excepting the heart, does not form more than the third, fourth, or even still smaller share of a viscus. The arrangement is generally in thin flat membranous plates, constituting more or less broad flatra, and scarcely ever strongly marked fasciculi. The fibres are disposed side by side, and consequently not accumulated in any one spot: though the extent may be considerable, the volume is small. All the fibres of the stomach, intestines, and bladder, would not equal the bulk of the glutens magnus.

Organism. This is not so uniform as in the foregoing system: there the varieties affect the form, and not the texture of the organ; here, on the contrary, there are marked differences of texture.

The organic muscular fibres are in general much more slender than the animal, and not collected into such large fasciculi: red in the heart, and whitish in the gastric and urinary organs; the colour, however, varies very much. The direction is never uniform, as in the animal muscules; the fibres descantify in all ways, and the fasciculi intersect each other at every variety of angle, so as to constitute a true net-work of muscule. Hence arises their power of contracting the cavities to which they belong in every direction. They are always short: when, as in the case of the longitudinal fibres of the aëophagus and rectum, they extend through a long course, they are not continuous, but arise and terminate within short spaces, then arise and terminate again, always in the same fibre. They cannot be compared for length, in any instance, to those of the gracilis or fatumus.

We know their nature no more than we do that of the animal fibres; but they exhibit nearly the same phenomena, on the application of the different re-agents. The crispation (racorniffement), which occurs at the instant of erubescence, is the same whether the fibres were previously dilated or contracted. The refiunct of the fibres is proportionally greater than in the animal systen: the hollow organs are hardly ever ruptured during life by the greatest distention. This phenomenon is seen in the bladder only, and there very rarely.

The quantity of cellular tifue between the fibres is very small; they are connected in the heart, rather by juxta-

position, than by this kind of union. The quantity is rather more considerable in the gastric and urinary organs. The organic fibres are never the seat of anafarcous effusions; they never pass into the fatty flatte, which is sometimes seen in the animal muscules; nor do they ever exhibit the yellow colour.

The blood-vesseis are numerous: in these, as well as in the exhalants and absorbents, there is nothing peculiar to be observed. The nerves are derived both from the brain and the ganglia: the latter predominate every where, except in the stomach and lungs, where the par vagun is distributed; they are the most numerous in the heart, and exit alone in the intestines; they exceed the nerves derived from the spine at the end of the rectum and in the bladder. The cerebral nerves are interwoven with thse, as they enter the organic muscules. The nerves of the ganglia, which enter the organic muscules, are not exclusively distributed to them; they form a network closely surrounding and belonging to the arteries. It has even been concluded that the nerves of the heart are entirely loit upon the arteries, and cannot be traced to the muscular substance. (Behrens, Differ. Cor Nervis carea; in Ludwig's Scriptores Neurolog. minores.) The size of the nerves is, at all events, very much below that of those which are distributed to voluntary muscules.

Properties. Extensibility.—Numerous phenomena exemplify this property: in the alimentary canal, distention by the food, or the gales liberated from it; in the bladder, accumulations of urine, &c. It can be brought into exercise very rapidly, and carried to a very great extent. The stomach and intestines pass in a few moments from the contraction of complete emptiness to very great distention, and the urinary bladder can be extended to three or four times its natural size in a short time. The animal muscules are never distended with such rapidity: hence, when the abdomen is opened after death in tympanites, the intestines tet at liberty occupy a much larger space than when they were confined by the abdominal muscules. The degree of extensibility in the organic muscules may be estimated, by comparing the empty stomach, which is often not larger than an innertine, to the same organ containing five, six, or eight pints of fluid; the bladder retired behind the pubes, to its condition when it has reached the umbilicus, in consequence of distention, &c. The rapid extension in the organic, and the limited power of increaf in the animal muscules, bear an evident relation to the successeive order in which the gastric viscera become distended in executing their functions: the stomach is filled, when the intestines are empty; and the latter are distended by the matters discharged from the former, &c.

A different kind of extensibility is observed sometimes in the organic muscules, as in the heart, for example, in aneurism. The left side of the organ has twice or thrice its natural sise, and is at the same time proportionally increased in thickness: this is not distention, but preternatural growth. The enlargement of the uterus in pregnancy arises, in the same way, from a greater activity of nutritive powers.

The contracility is in proportion to the extensibility. By virtue of this property, the stomach, intestines, bladder, &c., when empty, contract upon themselves, and are reduced to a small volume. The extremes of distention and contraction are never separated so widely in the animal as in the organic muscules. This power, although not dependent on, is modified by the vital forces. An empty stomach, in a subject who has died suddenly, is very contracted; but this organ is much larger and flaccid, when death has been preceded by a lingering and debilitating disea.
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The matters contained in the hollow muscles of the organic life are their antagonists: so long as they are detained by them, the contractility of tissue is not exerted; when this distention ceases, that property is immediately brought into action. The expulsion of these contents is effected by a very different property, viz. the organic contractility. The latter is sudden, and consists of a series of contractions and relaxations; the former, slow and gradual, goes on without any alternation of relaxation. When the organic contractility has emptied the hollow muscles, the contractility of tissue reduces their dimensions. This latter property is in proportion to the number of muscular fibres; hence the ventricles will be more contracted, when empty, than the auricles, &c.

Vital Properties. Animal Sensibility.—This exists only in a flight degree. In the instance mentioned by Harvey, where a caries of the sternum had exposed the heart, it could be irritated almost without the person being conscious. If the peritoneum be removed from the back of the bladder in a dog, and the muscular structure irritated, the animal shews very little symptoms of pain. It does not appear that these muscles are the seat of any feeling analogous to the sense of fatigue experienced in those of the animal life.

Animal contractility is foreign to the muscles of the organic life. In this property we require an influence in the brain and nerves to set the muscle in action, and an excitation of the brain, by the will, by stimuli, or by sympathy, none of which conditions exist in the present case. Every individual knows that the functions of the organic muscles are not in the slightest degree influenced by his will; that the motions of the heart, or bowels, cannot be suspended, accelerated, or retarded by volition, &c. Irritation and compression of the brain, instead of convulsing or paralyzing, have no effect upon these muscles. Circulation is carried on perfectly well in a cephalus after the brain has been cut off, and rendered his voluntary muscular system motionless, the heart is still agitated for some time, the bladder and rectum expel the urine and feces, and the stomach sometimes rejects the food. Opium, which deadens the animal life, because it acts particularly on the brain, which is its centre, which paralyzes all the voluntary muscles, does not stop the contractions of the others. The action of wine, and of other narcotics, exhibits analogous phenomena.

The inferences afforded by disease are the same. Depression of the cranial, extravasations on the brain, apoplexy, &c. excite, debilitate, or annihilate the action of the voluntary muscles: but the organic are unaffected. In a paroxysm of mania, or an attack of malignant fever, analogous phenomena may be noticed.

Affections of the head are sometimes attended with vomiting; and the action of the heart is accelerated in cerebral inflammations. These are merely sympathetic phenomena, which may be present or absent, and which are irregular in all respects; while the contraction of the animal muscles from affection of the brain is a constant and invariable occurrence.

On the other hand, affections of the organic muscles do not influence the brain; that organ is not deranged in vomiting, diarrhea, palpitation of the heart, &c. In syncope the brain is influenced, because the heart's action is entirely stopped: it no longer sends blood to the brain, nor excites it by the motion imparted to the brain.

Irritation or division of the branches, which the eighth pair leads to the heart, does not affect its motions. Division of both trunks is indeed fatal at the end of some days; every thing shews the existence of great disturbance in the pulmonary functions, so that the circulation seems to be affected indirectly.

The division of one nerve does not ordinarily interrupt the functions of the stomach; while the section of both causes very great disturbance. It produces vomiting, which continues for the two or three days during which the animal survives the experiment. This result affords a striking contrast to the sudden immobility of an animal muscle, consequent on dividing its nerve. Irritation of the par vagum causes contraction of the stomach.

The bladder and rectum approach more nearly to the voluntary muscles, in their relations to the brain, than the stomach and heart. Falls on the facrum, producing concussion of the lower part of the medulla spinalis, paralyse the bladder as well as the lower limbs, and thus cause retention of urine. Yet the bladder is so much afflilated by several voluntary muscles, that the phenomenon may arise partly from the effects of the accident on them. For irritation of the lower part of the medulla spinalis, which throws all the muscles of the lower limbs into convulsions, has no effect on the bladder; and the involuntary jets of urine produced by violent pain in animals, are caused by contraction of the abdominal muscles. If the bladder be ever so full when the abdomen is opened, the urine will not be expelled. Hence, although the bladder may be regarded as a voluntary muscle, so far as its nerves, derived from the sacral plexus, are concerned, it is brought under the action of the will chiefly through other organs, of which the action is accessory but essential to its functions.

In the rectum, while the contained matter is in small quantity, the firelible organic contractility is not sufficiently excited to expel it: the action of the surrounding voluntary muscles is required. When the faces are collected in larger quantity, they produce an irritation which ends at last in the voluntary evacuation of the gut.

Thus it appears, that the bladder and rectum, although they receive nerves from the brain, are less influenced by that organ than we should suppose on the first view. They cannot be deemed, as some have called them, mixed muscles; and there is reason to doubt, whether, if no accessory power acted on and composed them, we could ever produce voluntary contraction of them through the nerves derived from the pelvic plexus. Bichat says that he never saw an animal void his excreta after the abdomen had been laid open.

We may conclude that the cerebral nerves going to organic muscles, have over them an influence, which does not at all resemble that of such nerves distributed to the animal muscles. The nature of this influence seems at present to be unknown.

Cutting, tying, or irritating any of the nerves coming from ganglia to organic muscles, or the ganglia themselves, does not affect the contractions of the muscles. Bichat tried galvanism with this view, but found it as ineffectual as all other irritants.

The nature, therefore, of the cerebral and nervous influence on the organic muscles is unknown to us: it is quite different from the effects produced in the animal muscles.

The organic sensibility is very strongly marked in this system; and its exercise must precede that of the sensible organic contractility.

Inferrible organic contractility, or tonicity, exists in the muscular system, to the degree necessary for its nutrition; but there is nothing peculiar to be observed concerning it.

The leading property, however, on which almost all the functions rest, as those of the animal muscular system do upon the animal contractility, is the sensible organic contractility.
The property, for the illustration of which physiology is too much indebted to Haller, may be considered under three points of view: 1. in the exciting causes; 2. in the organs; and 3. in their mutual action.

I. The exciting causes are either natural or artificial.

The former act contiguously during life: the organic phenomena partly depend on them; they set in action the muscles, which would otherwise remain motionless. The others are applied for the most part only in experiments.

1. The natural stimuli are, the blood for the heart, urine for the bladder, aliment and excrement for the gastric organs. Some irritation is habitually in contact with every organic muscle, and keeps up its motions; as the animal muscles, connected with the brain, derive from it the principle of their movements. So long as these stimuli continue the same, they maintain their respective organs in the same attitude for motion. If the organs are in the same state, the pulse, the digestive periods, the intervals of the urinary excitations are uniform, while the blood, chyle, and urine are unchanged. But, as these stimuli vary almost infinitely, the motions of the organs undergo frequent changes. When the chyle enters the languorous system in digestion, the pulse is changed; analogous changes occur from absorption of pus, from injection of fluids into the veins, from the inflammatory affection of the blood, &c.

The only obvious way of explaining these phenomena is by an alteration of the mode of action of the heart, produced by the change of stimuli.

The influence of the degeneration of the fluids may have been exaggerated, and pathologists may have placed in this class of causes too frequent a source of morbid changes. Yet we cannot deny that fluids may impart a different excitation to the solids, according to the changes which they undergo. In the same individual, and with the same quantity of food, the duration of digestion varies according to the quality; some kinds pass quickly, others are retained. As the urine differs in its properties, the bladder holds it for a longer or shorter time. How variable are the effects of different emetics and evacuants on the intestinal tube. The quantity of fluid contained in an organic muscle has, too, a decided influence on its contractility. The heart's action is accelerated, when the mafs of blood is augmented by transfusion; or when it is returned quickly from the heart to all quarters, in consequence of strong muscular exertion and running. The quantity of urine and feces is an important circumstance in determining involuntary contraction of the bladder and rectum. A single glass of warm water will not excite vomiting, when three or four will have the effect with certainty.

2. In the class of artificial stimuli may be included all the substances in nature. That a muscle in contact with a body, to which it is not habituated, should immediately contract, belongs to the very essence of organic contractility. The contact of the surrounding organs has no influence of this kind; perhaps habit has deadened the feeling: but, if they are removed from the body and cooled, and then applied to the organic muscles, they cause contraction. Heat or cold, air, and all kinds of liquids, excite the organic muscles.

These artificial stimuli act in various ways: 1. by simple contact. In this view, fluids are more efficacious than solids, as they stimulate more points. Solids operate according to their shape and aspect, their hardness, the pressure they produce, &c. Nature almost always employs fluids as stimuli in the natural state. 2. Laceration is more effectual than mere contact. When a touch with the scalpel has no effect, puncturing with its point excites the organ forcibly. 3. Chemical excitation is in general the most powerful. But here we must distinguish between crispation and irritability. A strong or concentrated acid digorges the part entirely; a very diluted one causes alternate contraction and dilatation, leaving the texture unchanged: the former is a chemical, the latter a vital phenomenon. There is every intermediate degree of effect between these two extremes: but we cannot establish a rigorous limit between the racemification and the irritability.

II. The sensible organic contractility, considered in the organs, presents numerous varieties, according to the diversity of tisue, age, sex, temperament, &c.

The animal contractility is uniform in the voluntary muscles, because the organisation is uniform: in this system the varieties of structure determine corresponding varieties in the properties. There is a relation between each organic muscle and the fluid which commonly excites it. The blood alone maintains regularly the motions of the heart: foreign irritations introduced by the veins disturb the contractions. The urine, which excites naturally the motions of the bladder, would cause trouble in those of the heart; while the blood will produce convulsive motions of the bladder. Thence, and the number of other phenomena of the same description, are connected with the different fenitures of the mucous membranes (see Membrane); the nervous systems, and every muscle has a degree of organic contractility peculiar to itself, and excited into action in a natural way, exclusively by some particular fluid.

We arrive at the same result with respect to extraneous irritations: an emetic, which causes contraction of the stomach, may be introduced with impunity into the bladder: purgatives do not cause vomiting, &c. This relation of certain irritations to the sensible organic contractility of particular organs is apparent, both when they are directly applied to the corresponding mucous surfaces, or when conveyed by the circulation; as in the injection of different irritations into the veins. Although the emetic or purgative in the latter case is presented to all the organs, the stomach or intestines alone contract. They have the same effect when introduced into the body by cutaneous absorption.

Age modifies very remarkably the sensible organic contractility. It is easily excited in infancy. The urinary function retains its contents only for a short time; the heart contracts with a rapidity, of which the pulse affords a criterion; all the digestive phenomena are quickened, so that hunger returns more quickly. This susceptibility of the organic muscles is constantly diminished after the period of infancy, and this change is evinced by the pulse, the length of time occupied in digestion, and the retention of the urine. The action of the organic muscles is weakened in the old man: the bladder and rectum particularly prove this, and hence the retention of urine, and the accumulations of feces, so common at this age. The functions of the stomach, and of the rect of the intestinal canal, do not languish so soon. The heart holds out the longest: it is the ultimium moriens, as it was the first in exercise: its pulsations are the exact measure of the duration of the organic life.

Temperament is another source of considerable modifications in this property: the pulse and the digestive phenomena are quick in fome, slow in others, &c. The variations in the force of the organic do not coincide with those of the animal muscles; the one may be weak when the other is strong; the heart, however, more frequently bears a relation in point of strength to the external muscles, than the stomach, intestines, or bladder. A full and strong pulse generally coincides with an athletic constitution; and these are frequently joined to a weak gastric system; while, on the contrary...
MUSCLE.

Flegg, gastric organs are often joined to external weaknesses.

The variations of strength in this system are partial: one part predominates over the rest: the heart, the stomach, or the bladder may take the lead. Sometimes all the gastric visera are not at the same level of strength: the stomach may be weak while the intestines have their natural strength, and vice versa. In the animal system, the varieties are general: we may strengthen this or that region by exercise; but the natural differences of force affect the whole. This difference appears to arise from the circumstances that the contractility of the animal muscular system is derived from a common centre, the brain; while that of the organic has its principle inhaled in each organ.

Women approach to children in the characters of their sensible organic contractility: the movements are weaker and more rapidly executed in this sex.

These observations on the different degrees of irritability, are not applicable to the organic muscles exclusively; they apply also to those of the animal life, and to the animal contractility of that system, as well as to the sensible organic contractility. We may observe, in general, that the same stimulus, applied in the same manner and extent, will produce different effects on different muscular organs; that it will even affect them differently in the same individual at different times. They are more easily excited after a great prostration of strength, loss of blood, violent action of purgative remedies, &c. There seems to be a natural difference in the degree of these powers, so that of individuals of the same general appearance, some are much more irritable than others.

III. We have considered separately the stimulus and the organ stimulated: the exercise of the sensible organic contractility takes place when they are brought together. We no more know what happens on this occasion, than what takes place when a body attracts another, when an acid combines with an alkali, &c. In attraction, affinity, and irritability, we can only pursue the phenomena to the action of bodies on each other: this action is the term of our researches.

The action is in no case direct: an intermediate tissue, which receives the irritation, is always interposed between the stimulus and the organ acted on. This is a very fine membrane in the heart; a mucous surface in the gallic visera and the bladder. We even find that this intermediate organ is more susceptible of excitation than the muscles itself. More lively contractions of the heart are produced by irritating the internal surface of the cavities, than by stimulating the muscular substance, after exposing it by removing the mucous membranes. Irritation of the mucous surfaces also excites the organic muscles. An altered state of the medium changes the effects produced by stimuli, as diseases most abundantly evince. The action of a stimulus, too, extends to fibres, which cannot be affected even through the intermediate organ: by irritating a small spot of the intelleve, the canal will often be thrown into contraction for a considerable length.

The existence of this intermediate organ constitutes a striking difference between the sensible and indescribable organic contractilities. The same system in the latter receives the impression and reacts: in the former, one system is impressed or perceived, and another moves. The tatt is more analogous to the eafe of the animal life, where the organs of the senses and of motion, totally different, are also widely separated from each other.

This property continues much longer after death than the animal contractility. The internal organs may still be excited to contraction, when irritation of the medulla spinalis has no effect on the external muscles. This fact is so familiarly known, and the experiments in proof of it have been so multiplied, that it seems no longer necessary to enter into a detailed proof of what no person contends. To this permanence are owing the evacuation of the faces and urine after death, and the expulsion of the contents of the stomach, which are often driven into the mouth. In sudden deaths, produced either by violent injury of the brain, as in apoplexy, concussion, compulsion, or by an affection of the heart, as in syncope, the bursting of an aneurism, &c. or by cessation of the action of the lungs, as in asphyxia, the permanence of this contractility is very remarkable: general death occurs first, and the organs then die partially, each vital force being in a manner extinguished successively. In all flow deaths, particularly where a debilitating disease has preceded, each vital force is gradually weakened, and the partial death of every organ comes before the general death. When the latter happens, therefore, none of the particular organs retain their life. Bichat states, that in dogs, killed by hunger, the contractility was extinguished at the time of death, and that in several, who died of a debilitating epidemic complaint, the same circumstance was observed.

Sympathies.—No organs are more easily influenced by others, than the organic muscles: but all are not equally susceptible. The heart holds the first rank; then come the stomach, the intestines, and lastly, the bladder.

The action of the heart is suddenly changed by every affection, which is at all decided, in the animal economy: a very slight wound or pain is often sufficient to produce this effect. Sometimes the action is stopped for a moment, and hence remits. It is a common effect of sudden and violent pain. More frequently it is accelerated; and hence the febrile attacks common in all local affections: they are merely sympathetic, and cease when the local cause is removed. We cannot deny that this accelerated action may depend on a foreign substance mixed with the blood, and rendering it more irritating, or that it may arise from an affection of the substance of the organ, causing it to be more irritable: yet certainly it is often purely sympathetic, or derived from that unknown relation, which connects together all our organs, from that content (constitutum partium), which unites all their actions, and brings them into a state of reciprocal dependence.

Sympathetic affection of the stomach is not so common as that of the heart. Inflammations are often accompanied by vomiting; and several fevers have this symptom at their outset. It does not arise from bile being introduced into the stomach; for that fluid is naturally in the empty stomach; nor does it arise from unhealthy secretions of the mucous coat, for they frequently do not exist. If there are such secretions, or if bile be contained in the stomach, they are rejected by the act of vomiting. How, it will be asked, does the stomach come into action in consequence of the lung, the pleura, or the skin being affected? By sympathecity, it is the convenient word under which we shelter our real ignorance of the mutual relations of our organs. The vomiting is an effect analogous to the augmented action of the heart in fevers, or to the disturbance of the brain that causes delirium. These phenomena shew that other organs, somehow or other, feel the flate of that which is disturbed.

The bladder is the organic muscle least frequently affected by sympathy. In fevers there is sometimes a paralytic, lasting for a short time, and producing retention: uncontimance occurs least frequently.

The sensible contractility is very active in this system. Indeed, the organic muscles are constantly in action; and they
are very easily influenced by other organs. This is the vital property derived in such cases: the insensible contrac-
tility, which does not perform an essential part in the pheno-
mena of these organs, is seldom affected. Disease generally a-
ffects the prevailing vital power of any part; as the animal
countility, for instance, in the systen laid described. The in-
sensible contracility, or tonicity; existing only to the degree
necessary for nutrition, is very seldom influenced; that func-
tion is therefore uniform, and consequently alterations of the
mucular tissie are rare, and seem to be produced, when
they do occur, rather by communication from the mucous
surface, as in cancers. In systen where the insensible con-
cantly is constantly exerted, as in the cutaneous, ferous;
mucous, and glandular, where it prevails over the functions
of nutrition, exhalation, and secretion, that property is al-
tered in disease. Hence all the changes of tissue, which
are properly enough called organic diseases, are as common
in these systems, as they are rare in those where the insen-
sible contracility exists only in the degree necessary for
nutrition. The unfrequency of acute inflammation in the mu-
cular systen, and its very common occurrence in the cutaneous
ferous, mucous, and glandular, where it prevails, as explained
on the same principle. We hardly ever find the mucular tissie of the
heart inflamed. Inflammation of the ferous and mucous
membranes of the alimentary canal is very common; we
know nothing of this affection in the mucular fibres.

Organic mucular Sytem considered in Action.—The force of
the contraction is never raised to the pitch which that of the
animal muscles sometimes attains. Between the strongest
and the weakest pulse, or jet of urine, there is nothing even
approaching to the difference between the languour of the
voluntary muscles in some women, and their energy in a
maniac, or a man enraged. The heart and the deltoide are
nearly equal in volume. What would become of the circu-
lation, if the former should ever exert, in expelling the blood,
the force which the latter often displays in elevating the arm.
The organic muscles, on the contrary, are never exposed to
the proitations of strength so common in the voluntary;
they are not exposed to paralysis, because they are not un-
der the influence of the brain. The irregular agitations of the
heart, producing so many varieties of the pulse in acute
fevers, bear some resemblance to convulsions.

The force produced by the contraction of these muscles,
is not subject to the diminutions which affect that of the
voluntary muscles: it is all exerted in accomplishing the object,
and consequently does not admit of the distinction into ab-
solute and effective, which isessential in the other case.
According as the body to be expelled from a hollow muscle
is solid or fluid, a greater or less contractile energy is re-
quired. Hence the longitudinal mucular fibres are more
strongly pronounced in the large, than in the small intestine,
and in the rectum than in the colon. Hence the lightest ef-
fert is sufficient to expel the fluid matter of diarrhoea; while
the strongest exertion of the respiratory powers is necessary
in aid of the fibres of the rectum, to get rid of hardened
fumes.

The force of the organic muscles is much greater in the vital
phenomena than in our experiments: when the heart
is exposed, its motions become weak and irregular. There
is no comparison between the contraction, which throws a jet
of blood leven or eight feet from the chest, and that which
stimuli produce in the heart taken out of the body. In every
individual this force varies from a thousand cubic; exercise,
repose, a tranquil or disturbed state of the mind, sleep, &c.
modify it incessantly. Perhaps we hardly digest twice
in the same period; retain the urine for the same length of
time, or expel it with the same force. Hence all calculations
must be very uncertain.

The force of the organic muscles often remains at the same
pitch, or is even augmented, while a general debility affects
the animal mucular system. A strong pulse, vomiting,
diarrhoea, &c. frequently coincide with prolation of strength
in diseases.

The velocity of the contraction varies very much; it is
very great in experiments with strong stimuli, but much less
considerable in the natural state. We might almost say that
it is in an inverse ratio to the strength. The contractions
become much quicker in several diseases, and here this state
is not joined with strength. When the force of the heart is
increased, there is generally a little additional velocity; but
a diminution of strength often coincides with increased quick-
ness, or the latter is augmented, the former remaining the
same. The highest degrees of strength and quickness are
perhaps hardly ever united.

In each individual there is probably a certain natural and
peculiar rate of velocity. In two examples of the same fever,
with the same symptoms, and the same general degree of
disturbance, there will be considerable difference in the quick-
ness of the pulse.

Every organic muscle has its own peculiar velocity: the
heart, stomach, intestines, and bladder differ from each other
most widely in this respect.

The organic muscles are never permanently contracted like
the animal. We see a constant succession of contractions and
relaxations in the heart. The contracted state of the stomach
and intestines, when empty, arises from the contracility of
tissue. The alternation of contractions and relaxations char-
acterizes the sensible organic contracility, and distinguishes
it from animal contracility, or contracility of tissue.

The phenomena of contraction are the same in this systen
as in the animal muscles. Some differences, bearing a manifest
relation to the functions of the parts, are observable between
the heart and the abdominal organic muscles. In the former,
as in the voluntary muscles, there is a sudden contraction of
the whole, projecting the blood in the execution of the na-
tural functions, and producible by stimuli, while the animal
muscles of the body, and the organic muscles of the blood,
while in a state of rest, produce a contraction which
agitates all the fibres, but not producing any general movement,
not propelling the blood for instance. In the alimentary canal
and bladder there is merely a flow, and often obscure motion,
which is well enough calculated for propelling the contents
of those cavities, but would be altogether unfit for projecting
the blood. When this has ceased, no oscillation can be
produced by stimuli.

What is the relaxation of the organic muscles? What is
the nature of that state, which succeeds contraction, and
alternates with it? After the contraction of a voluntary muscle
has ceased, it is in a passive state, and is restored to its or-
iginal condition by the action of its antagonist on the bone to
which it is fixed. As there are no antagonists in the organic
muscular system, the phenomenon of dilatation must be pro-
duced in some other way. Physiologists have generally ad-
mitted, as the cause of dilatation, the introduction of a fresh
supply into the mucular cavities, to fill the place of what
has been expelled by the contraction. Thus a new quantity
of blood and of food, have been regarded as the means of
dilatation in the heart and alimentary canal, of which the
muscles were supposd to be completely passive in this busi-
nesses. There are some doubts of the correctness of this re-
prentation; we have mentioned them in the article Heart:
the observations are mostly applicable to the alimentary canal
as well as to the heart.
Development of the organic muscular System.—The progress of this system in its formation is exactly inverse to that of the preceding. The heart is the first point in which motion can be observed; it forms the punctum saliens of the embryo, when the rest of the frame is merely homogeneous jelly. The internal muscular parts of the abdomen are discerned later, but they appear before the muscular coverings of the cavity: they contribute, with the liver, to the considerable size of the abdomen at this time. The heart is firm in its tuffe, and red, while the fibers of the alimentary canal are soft and pale. The contractions of the heart are very rapid, but its contractility is not so easily excited after death, nor for so long a time in the fetus, as after birth. The latter observation is applicable also to the fibers of the alimentary canal. The urine remains in the bladder, and the meconium in the large intestines, without exciting any contraction of those organs.

At the time of birth the gastric and urinary organs display an active interior motion: the introduction of food into the stomas, the evacuation of the meconium and urine evince this. The organic muscles grow less in proportion than the others after birth. The predominance of the organic system is however less strongly marked in the fetus than that of the nervous; the brain has a much greater relative size than the heart.

We have stated that there are two distinct periods in the growth of the animal muscles: one terminating their increase in length, and the other in breadth. The former does not seem equally applicable to the organic muscles; the general stature is already fixed, where the gastric and urinary organs still grow considerably.

In the phenomenon of growth each system seems to have a different limit. The general stature is determined by the bony, animal muscular, fibrous, cartilaginous systems, &c. But this does not at all influence the length of the intestines, the capacity of the stomach, heart, bladder, &c. The glandular, mucous and serous fibers are equally independent of the general stature. Its varieties, therefore, affect the limbs much more than the abdomen and chest. The end of growth in height is the end of the increase of the muscles, bones, and their dependencies: the internal viscera still increase, as may be ascertained by comparing them in a man of eighteen and another of thirty or forty years.

The organic muscles are not subject to the irregularities of growth, which are observed in the others: the general stature is sometimes at a stand for several years, and then suddenly increases. We see nothing of this sort in the organic muscles; the regularity of the internal functions, in which these muscles are concerned, is inconsistent with such irregularities, which do not interfere with the functions of locomotion.

The organic muscles have acquired their full development about the twenty-sixth year; the chest and abdomen, which contain them, have then arrived at their perfect size. Their density is more considerable, and their colour deeper than in the youth. The color varies considerably in the heart; but is more uniform in the alimentary canal.

With the advance of age this system is weakened like all the others; yet its action is more durable than that of the animal muscles. When the old man can scarcely move, his pulse and digestion retain much of their vigour. This difference between the two systems is the more remarkable, as the time of activity of the organic is nearly twice as great as that of the animal system: sleep supplies the voluntary motions, leaving the involuntary unaffected. This phenomenon seems to be nearly the same on a large scale, as the latitude produced by any particular motion is on a small one; a convulsion of half an hour in length completely exhausts the animal muscles, and leaves the perfon incapable of moving, while the heart, after being long agitated in a fever, returns to its natural type of contraction. These phenomena of the two systems prove manifestly that that of the animal life is fatigued much the sooner; and hence arise the intermissions of its action. We cannot therefore be surprised at finding that this, although less frequently exercised than the other, should sooner exhaust the powers given to it by nature, and should be sooner extinguished. Life is a great exercise, which gradually consumes the organs of motion, and induces a necessity for their repose; this repose is death.

Every moving organ arrives at it sooner or later, according to the different degree of force which it has to expend, and its greater or less disposition to become tried by this exercise.

The organic muscles, however, are gradually weakened. The pulse becomes slower, and digestion languishes; the bladder and the rectum first cease to act; then the intestines are inactive; the stomach, and particularly the heart, die the last. For a long time before death the muscular cohesion is weakened in this, as in the preceding system; the tulle becomes flaccid; the sides of the heart, which support themselves in the young subject, collapse in the old, and analogous phenomena may be observed in the gastric and urinary organs.

The best works on the structure and physiology of muscles are Haller’s Elementa Physiologiae, t. iv.: his Opera Minora, t. 3. Myus, Mucostrarum Artificiosa Fabrica, 4to. Prochorus, de Carne Musculari, Vienna, 8vo. 1778. Bichat, Anatomie Generale, tome iii. Soemmerring, de Corporis Humani Fabrica, t. iii. In the last work there is a list of various publications concerning the application of electrical and galvanic agents to the muscles. On the description and actions of muscles, the most important sources of information are Albini, Fllores Muscularium, 4to. and his Tabulae fecelet et Muscularum Corporis Humani, folio. Haller’s Elementa Physiologiae, on many parts of the subject. Winlow’s Exposition Anatomique de la Structure du Corps Humain. D’Agoty Effay d’Anatomie in Tableaux, imprimes, qui representent au naturel tous les Muscles; fol. Paris, 1746. Sandifort Descriptio Muscularum Hominis, fol. L. B. 1781. Barclay on the Muscular Motions of the Human Body. The Anatomy Syllems of Soemmerring, Bloyer and Bichat. Barthez Nouvelle Mechanique de l’Homme. Particular parts of the subject have been illustrated by some writers; the muscles of the face and perineum in the Tabulæ Poltimum of Santorini, the latter also in Camper’s Demonstrations Anatomico-pathological, lib. ii.: thefle of the palate by Haase; and the diaphragm by Haller.

Muscle, in Ichthyology. See Mylius.

Muscle Bank, in Geography, a fishing bank on the E. coast of Newfoundland, at the entrance into Trinity bay or harbour.

Muscle Bay. See Monsel Bay.—Alfo, a bay in the ftrait of Magellan, half-way between Elizabeth’s bay and York road; in which is good anchorage with a westerly wind.—Afo, a bay called “Mellifons,” on the coast of Chili or Peru, in South America; five leagues S. by W. from Atacama. See Missions.

Muscle Shells, a name given to a part of Tenesine river in America, extending about 25 miles, distant about 250 miles from its mouth, and so called from the number of soft shell turtles and fresh water clams found there. Here the river spreads to the breadth of two or three miles, and forms a number
a number of islands, rendering the passage difficult. From this place to the Whirl or Suck, where the river branches through the Great Ridge, or Cumberland mountain, is 250 miles; the navigation of which is excellent. From these shoals to the navigable waters of the Conoco is a distance of 40 miles, and thence to Mobile bay 330.

Muscles, in Agriculture, a fort of shell-fish which abound on the rocky shores on the borders of the sea in many parts of the island, adhering to the rocks. Where they can be collected in large quantities they may be made use of as an excellent manure, either alone or in the state of compound with earthy subfubstances. They were formerly much employed on the sea coasts of Lancashire, but have lately been much on the decline.

Musco, in Geography, a town of South America, in the viceregency of New Granada; 30 miles N. of Santa Fe de Bogota. N. lat. 5° 10'. W. long. 73° 30'.

Muscoïdes, in Botany, a name derived from Musca, a mof, and form or affeét, which might seem to authorize the Greek etymology of the former, (see Musch) if botanists are always attentive to such propriety. Unfortunately they too often tag Latin, or even barbarous, names with this Greek termination, when they wish to compare a plant to any thing already known. Names so contructed are however not allowed at all at present, except for fpecies; by no means for genera. Micheli used the above, for a supposed genus of his own, confilting of fuch Jangemanni as have three, four, or five rows of leaves, including flippaceous fcales; like J. dilatata, tambusina and platypbilla; but nobody has followed his example, as to the genus or its name; except that the latter may be found occasionally employed by writers, to express the mossy habit of certain plants.

Musconeck, in Geography, a river of New Jersey in America, which empties into the Delaware, six miles below Elkton.

Musconis, or Mirconis, two small islands in the gulf of Adramytti, near the coast of Natalia; 5 miles S.W. of Adramytti. N. lat. 30° 30'. E. long. 26° 44'.

Muscoavado, in Commerce, sugar that has been cured in the West Indies, in the manner described under the article Molasses, and is the raw material from which the British sugar-bakers chiefly make their loaf, or refined lump. See Sugar.

Muscovite Bible. See Bible.

Muscovite Coinage. See Coinage.

Muscovite Glass. See Mica.

Muscovy. See Russia.

Muscular, or Muscular, something that relates to the muscles, or that partakes of the nature of them. See Muscle.

In which fene we hay, muscular fibre, muscular coat, muscular flesh, muscular veins, muscular arteries, &c.

Musculo Cutaneus, in Anatomy, a muscle belonging to the arn. See Nervc.

Muscus Flotis Late. See Membranous and Fascia Lata.

Muscus Latus. See Latus Musculi.

Muscus, the name by which some call the common fca muscle, more properly called myiasty.

Muscus, Wolfgang, in Biography, a celebrated German Lutheran divine, was born in 1479. His father, who was a cooper by trade, perceiving in his son, while very young, an inclination for learning, was desirous of gratifying his wishes, but, being in humble circumstances, he could afford little towards his maintenance at school, and left him to provide his own subsistence, by fencing from door to door, according to the custom of poor scholars at that time. With the aid of what he thus obtained, he was enabled to support himself at different seminaries till he was fifteen years of age. He now set out with the view of visiting his parents, and happening to enter a convent of Benedictines, at the time of evening service, he particularly struck the superior by the excellence of his singing, and the comeliness of his person. He accordingly offered the youth an admission into the convent free of all expense, and promised likewise that he would furnish him from his own purse with clothes and other necessaries. Musculus instantly, with the permission of his parents, accepted the offer, and having taken the monastic habit, spent thirty-three years of his life diligently employed in study, and a fluinc example to the community of regularity, temperance, and obedience to the duties of the cloister. His first object was the attainment of classical learning, in which, and in the other departments of the belles lettres, he made great progress. At the age of twenty he devoted himself most avidiuly to the study of theology, sacred criticism, and the scriptures. Thus furnished, he entered the pulpit, and obtained a high reputation as an eloquent preacher. About the year 1518, he became a convert to the Lutheran doctrines, and zealously advocated the opinions of the great reformer; hence he obtained the name of the "Lutheran Monk." On account of his zeal in the cause of the truth, he would have drawn upon him the heaviest punishments, had he not been protected by Richard a Rottenburg, governor of the castle of Lutzelstein, and the patron of the convent, who was a person of great weight and authority in the Palatinate. In 1527, he was elected prior of the convent, but he refused the honour, and soon after, to free himself from the danger to which he felt he was exposed, quitted the house in which he had lived so long, and went to Strasburg. He almost immediately married, and for his support bound himself to a weaver, in order to learn his business, but 5 bonds for disfrituation dissolved the connection between himself and the weaver, and he had now no other prospect left, but that of gaining his livelihood by joining the labourers who were employed in repairing the fortifications of Strasburg; upon this drudgery he had prepared to enter; but on the evening before he was to commence the labour, he received a message to meet Martin Bucer, who intimated to him that the magistrates of the city desired that he should preach every Sunday at the village of Dorlichem. He was delighted with the prospect before him, and became earnestly attached to the duties of his profession. At this period he was entertained in Bucer's house, who gave him his board as an equivalent for his assistance in transcribing his MSS. for the prel. After a residence here of a few months, he went to Dorlichem; where he continued twelve months, zealously employed in the duties of the gospel ministry, and continuing the rigours of extreme poverty with the most admirable charity. He had no household furniture, but a little bed brought by him from his convent, which was occupied by his wife during her confinement, while he himself was contented with a straw on the bare ground, and a few undeserved which the humanity of his companions supplied him with. To such great diitresses was he, at one time, reduced, that he must have perished for want, had not the magistrates of Strasburg ordered him small sums of money from their public treasury. At the end of the year he became deacon-minister of the principal church of Strasburg; and in 1531 he removed to Augsburg, where he was first officiated as miniller in the church of the Holy Cross, and afterwards in that of the Holy Virgin. He was for some years involved in continual disputes either with the Papists or Anabaptists,
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He successfully refilled the cruel design of putting the latter to death, and was the instrument of reclaiming, by the forcible weapon of reason and argument, several of the deluded followers of Muncer. He retained his situation at Augsburg till the year 1547, and during this period he made himself master of the Greek and Hebrew languages, to which he had been before a stranger. He gave evidence of his skill in these languages by the publication of various well-executed translations, particularly of the commentaries of Chrysostom, on the epistles of St. Paul; some of the works of Basil, Athanasius, St. Cyril, Eusebius, Socrates, Theodoret, and others. In the years 1540 and 1541, he was deputed by the senate to attend the conferences held between the Protestant and Catholic divines during the diets of Worms and Ratibon; and in the conference during the latter diet, between Melanthon and Eckius, he was appointed one of the secretaries, and drew up the acts of it. When Charles V. came to Augsburg, in 1547, to hold a diet, after the defeat of the league of Smalkalde, Musculus was deprived of his church, but he still maintained the privilege of preaching the tenets of the reformed religion, though it was often at the hazard of his life. He afterwards preached decidedly against the Interim (which fee); but as the magistrates of Augsburg chose to submit to it, he thought it prudent to withdraw to Switzerland, and occasionally officiated as preacher at Constance, St. Gall, and Zurich. While he was at the last-named place, he was invited to England by archbishop Cranmer, but the ill health of his wife, and the largeness of his family, consoling of eight children, led him to declined the prelate's offer. In 1549, he became professor of divinity in the university of Berne, the duties of which office he discharged with great reputation for more than fourteen years. In 1552, when Augsburg had recovered its liberty, he was recalled, and about the same time he had invitations from Strauburg, the electors palatine Otho-Henry, and Frederic, and the landgrave of Hesse, to pofts of honour and emolument, but his gratitude to Berne was so great, for affording him an asylum in the hour of his distress, that he refused, without hesitation, the advantageous proposals made to him. He died in 1563, at the age of sixty-six. His works were chiefly theological, and they gave him a high character among the Protetants of his day. Moreri. Bayle.

MUSCUS, in Zoology, broad-nosed whale, a species of Balena; which fee. This has a double pipe on the forehead, and a very broad under jaw. It is the balena, with three fins, a round snout, and wrinkled belly of Ray. The musculus inhabits the Scottish seas: it is sometimes 78 feet long, and above 35 in circumference. The lower jaw is semicircularly turned at its extremity, and is much broader than the upper jaw, which ends in a sharp snout: the opening of the mouth is enormous, and contains a number of laminae of black whale-bone, but the longest do not exceed three feet: the sparscle, or blowing-pipe, is of a pyramidal form, divided into two orifices by a septum, or partition, and is situated on the forehead: the back is black, and is furnished with a soft ruffled fin; and the belly, which is white, has a number of folds of the skin. This whale is very destructive to the shoals of herrings which visit the Scottish coast, and which, with proper exertion, might prove an immense source of wealth and industry to Britain. From long experience the Norwegians are so thoroughly convinced of the benefits derived to their fisheries, by the whales' driving the fish into the creeks and estuaries on their coast, that they are protected by the law, under severe penalties.

MUSCUS, among the Romans, a military machine, under cover of which the soldiers approached and undermined the walls of places besieged, or filled the ditches.

MUSCUS, in Botany. See MUSC.

MUSCUS, in Natural History, a name given to several species of zoophytes. (See Millepora, Spongia, Flustra, Tubularia, Corallina, Sertularia.) Marigli has described several of these marine substances, under the erroneous denomination of sea-plants. See CORALLINE.

CUSDEREE, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 16 miles S.W. of Kotaigur.

MUSEAU, in Natural History, a term applied by M. de Reaumur to a fort of bladder, which the insects of the flay clafs are provided with, to make their way out of the shell, after their final transformation into the nymph flate.

The word is French, and literally signifies a snout or muzzle.

The flies to whom nature has given this instrument, have it only during that short stage of their lives which is between their being inclosed in the membrane which covers them in the nymph flate, and their first flying about liberty. At this time, in order to their getting out of their shell, nature gives them a power of inflating and swelling out their head to a great size, and throwing out this fort of bladder to its anterior part, by which means the cap of the cafe or shell is thrown off, and the end of it opened by the two longitudinal lines giving way. The creature, after this, as it has no use for this singular piece of mechanism, has no power to exert it during the remainder of its life. Reaumur, Hist. Inf. vol. iv. p. 340. See Transformation.

MUSEBYTER, in Ichthyology, a name given by some to the fish called by authors doblo, a German fish, found in several parts of Germany, much approaching to our common dace. See CYPRINUS Dobula.

MUSEIA, MUSIA, in Antiquity, festivals in honour of the Muses at several places of Greece, especially among the Theopians, where solemn games were celebrated every fifth year.

The Macedonians had also a festival in honour of Jupiter and the Muses, which was celebrated with flaggs-plays and games, and lasted nine days, according to the number of the Muses.

MUSES, MUSIA, in Mythology. Muses, fabulous divinities of the ancient heathens, who were supposed to preside over the arts and sciences.

The word, according to Phornutus, is derived from the Greek μουσα, which signifies the same with ζυλης, to instruct: others derive it from miusos, similar, or alike; all the sciences being bound and united together. Eusebius derives it from miusos, to initiate, to instruct; Plato and Scaliger from μαυσωλος, obsetricaries; because to them is attributed the invention of arts; and by them arts were produced. Diodorus derives the name from mijins, which signifies to teach things sublime. Huetius deduces it from Mofes. Lastly, Heinius and Voiffus derive it from the Hebrew מושל, miusiar, science, disciplina. The Muses are called by various names: Camænx, Heliconiates, Parnassides, Aenides, Citherides, Pierides, Pegasiades, Agrippiniades, Theopides, Libethridæ, and Caftandæ.

They were called Camænx from Cane, as their principal employment was to celebrate the actions of the gods and heroes: Heliconiates from Helicon, a mountain in Buxotia; Parnassides from mount Parnassus, in Buxotia, which they much frequented; Aenides from the Aonian mountain in Buxotia; Citherides from mount Citeron; Pierides, or Pieris, from mount Pierus, or the name of a city, or from that part of Macedonia called Pieria; Pegasiades and Hipperseis...
Muses, from the fountain which Pegæus caused to spring out of the earth with a blow of his foot; and from the same fountain they were called Aganipæides: Thebæides from a town in Boeotia, called Thebæa; and Libethrides from Libethra, the city where Orpheus was born. The ancients admitted nine Muses, and made them the daughters of Jupiter and Mnemone, or Memory. At first, indeed, their number was but three; viz. Mneme, Mnemosyne, and Aëdes; Greek words, signifying meditation, memory, and singing: but a certain sculptor of Scyros, according to Varro, having orders to make three statues of the three Muses for the temple of Apollo, and marring his instructions, made three several statues of each Muse: thence, however, were found so beautiful, that they were all set up in the temple; and from that time they began to reckon nine Muses; to whom Hesiod afterward gave names; viz. Calliope, Clio, Erato, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Euterpe, Polyhymnia, and Urania.

Diodorus Siculus says (I. iv.) that these goddesses, so famous among the Greeks, were nine fingers whom Obris carried about with him in his conquests, and that he gave to two of his generals, Apollo and Hercules, the name of Muses, because they were the conductors of these fingers. According to M. Le Clerc they were the nine virgins who formed Jupiter's Royal Academy of Music in Crete. He adds, as a reason why that god passed for the father of the Muses, that he was the first among the Greeks who, in imitation of Jubal, had a regular concert; and that these singing virgins had Mnemone, or Memory, for their mother, because the furnishes the subjests of verses and poems.

Each of these was supposed to predominate over her respective art; Calliope over heroic poetry; Clio over history; Melpomene over tragedy; Thalia over comedy; Euterpe over wind-music; Urania over astronomy; Terpsichore over the harp; Erato, the lute; Polyhymnia, rhetoric. They were painted as young, handfome, and modest; agreeably dressed, and crowned with flowers. Their usual abodes were about Mount Helicon in Boeotia, and Mount Parnassus in Phocis. Their bursiness was to celebrate the victories of the gods, and to inspire and assist the poets; and hence the custom of invoking their aid at the beginning of a poem.

It must not, however, be imagined, that the deities, thus invoked, are considered, even by the ancient poets themselves, as divine persons, from whom they expect any real help. Under the name of Muses they pray for the genius of poetry, and all the talents and circumstances necessary for a happy execution of their undertaking.

Their addresses to the Muses are mere allegories, and manners of expressing themselves poetically: as when they make gods of sleep, of fame, of revenge, and other natural and moral things.

Accordingly, the Muses are of all ages, countries, and even of all religions: there are Christian as well as Heathen Muses; Latin, Greek, English, and French Muses. There are also new Muses, who appear every day in favour of those, who, disdaining things too trite and common, choose to strike out of the road.

When Virgil wrote his Eclogues, he invoked the Sicilian Muses, because he imitated Theocritus: and the Sicilian poet having succeeded, the Roman begged for a genius as happy as that of this islander.

The Muses of the poet Lucretius had never inspired any person before him. It is plain, from the doctrine of his book, what kind of divinity it was he invoked. He addresses himself to Venus; but, at the same time, tells us, that none of the deities trouble themselves with human affairs. His Muses, therefore, must of necessity be mere allegories.

MUSESTRE, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Tréviani; 8 miles E.N.E. of Trésigus.

MUSET, Colin, in Biography, was a simple jongleur or minstrel, whose art advanced him to the rank of academician of Troyes and Provence. It is believed that the king of Navarre would not suffer him to stroll about the country as a ballad-finger or a piper, but took him into his service.

According to a very ancient tradition, Colin Mufet contributed to the expense of building the church of St. Julien des Menetriers, which still subsists in the street of St. Martin at Paris, and that one of the figures in front of that church represents him with a violin in his hand: but this instrument seems so much to resemble a modern violin, that it is suspected to have been added to the building long after.

MUSETTE, in Instrumental Music, a bagpipe. It was called by the Latins sibilla uerticularis. This instrument has two pipes on one side, two flutes or two pipes pierced with four or five holes, and on the other nine pipes, which appear fixed in one piece of wood. These pipes are disposed like reeds of the syrinx or Pan's pipe, always diminishing in length. All nations claim this instrument. The Greeks and Romans had it. The Scots and the Irish dispute the title to it; as they do of Offian's poems.

MUSEUM, MUSETTE, was originally used to signify a palace of Alexandria, which took up, at least, a fourth part of the city; so called, as being defined and let apart to the Muses and the sciences.

Here were lodged and entertained a great number of learned men, who were divided into companies or colleges, according to the sciences or parts of which they were professors. And to each house or college was allotted a handsome revenue. This establishment is attributed to Ptolemy Philadelpus, who here fixed his library.

MUSEUM has hence palled into a general denomination, and is now applied to any place let apart as a repository for things that have some immediate relation to the arts, or to the Muses. See Repository and Cabinet.

MUSEUM, Account of the progress of history of, in England.—The first person whom we read of having formed a cabinet of natural and artificial curiosities in England was Sir John Tradescant, who lived in the reign of Charles I. This gentleman poffessed large phyfic gardens in Lambeth, and travelled over a considerable portion of the globe with the delight of viewing himself in natural science, and procuring specimens of whatever appeared rare and curious. The fon having imbibed the spirit of his father followed his example, and by their joint exertions, a very valuable collection was framed, which afterwards became the property of Mr. Elias Ashmole, and was comprifed in his noble donation to the university of Oxford. Among the more remarkable of the venerable remains of this original cabinet, still preserved in the Ashmolean Mudefum, is the head of the bird called a Dodo, or Didus, (see Didus,) the only one in Europe, and most probably in the world, the species being suppos'd to be entirely extinct. (See Pennant's Account of London.) The next collection, after that of the Tradescants, appears to have been Dr. Woodward's, which subfequently came to be included in the superb and splendid one of Sir Hans Sloane, and, of course, now constitutes a part of the British Mudefum. About this time the Royal Society seem also to have begun their collection; and shortly afterwards, Mr. Leman, of the
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Poultry-Compter, established the first museum of birds preserved in their present manner. About forty years ago Mr. Rackfrow made a fine collection, not only comprising many curious specimens of natural history, but likewise a great variety of anatomical preparations. A few years subsequent, Sir Alton Lever opened his most magnificent cabinet to the public, in Leicester-square, which had cost him upwards of thirty thousand pounds in collecting. This museum for some time was one of the most fashionable places of resort in London; and when dispofed of by lottery, became the property of Mr. Parkinson, who erected a building suitable for its reception on the Surrive side of the river Thames, near Blackfriars-bridge, London. The situation, however, was injudiciously chosen, being at too great a distance from the residence of those clafs of people most likely to afford support to such an institution; and in consequence, the proprietor not meeting with the encouragement he expected, was induced to dispofe of the whole by auction, in several thousand lots, in the spring of 1760. Mr. Bullock, of Liverpool, next removed to the metropolis about three years afterwards, and opened his inftrument museum of natural history and other curiosities in a large apartment in Piccadilly. That collection, from the very numerous, choice, and beautiful specimens it contained, as well as from the scientific and picturesque manner in which they were arranged, soon attracted universal attention, and excited a predilection for the study of natural history totally unknown in this country before. This success has lately induced Mr. Bullock to erect a magnificent edifice, in the Egyptian style of architecture, near the end of Bond-street in Piccadilly, to which the museum is now transferred, and where it continues to be exhibited with superior advantage, under the liberal and well-merited patronage of a discerning public. The expanse of the collection, and the building together, is estimated at 45,600; and the proprietor, we understand, is full ofIluvions in augmenting the number of his specimens; so that this museum promises to be a lasting source of gratification and rational instruction to the curious, as well as an ornament to the English metropolis.

Museum, British. The basis of this national repository was the collection of the celebrated Sir Hans Sloane. After the demise of this indefatigable collector in 1753, his museum was purchased by parliament, who, having, about the same time, obtained full possession of several libraries of MSS. and printed books, to be mentioned hereafter, vested the same, together with a considerable fund for the permanent support of the establishment, in an incorporate body of trustees; conferring on them ample powers to take such measures as should be deemed expedient for the disposition, preservation, and management of the institution, which it was now determined should bear the name of the British Museum. The first act of these trustees was to purchase, for the reception of the collections confided to their care, the noble mansion built, about the year 1680, by Ralph, first duke of Montague, who, being at that time ambassador at Paris, lent over the celebrated architect Peter Puget, and other French artists, for erecting and adorning the edifice he had in contemplation. The collection being removed thither, and properly arranged, the museum was opened for inspection in January 1759. Ever since that time, the treasures of this noble repository have been considerably increased, not only by various royal and parliamentary grants, to be mentioned hereafter, but by many additions made by the trust, and by private donations. Within the last ten years an addition building has been erected, for the reception of ancient sculptures, &c.

The following is a short account of the contents of the thirty-eight rooms, in which the various collections are arranged.

The ground-floor of the old building, consisting of twelve rooms, contains the library. The original library, at the time of the foundation of the museum, comprised the collection of books formed by Sir Hans Sloane, and that of major Arthur Edwards, which latter was obtained together with the Cottonian library of MSS. In 1757, king George II. made over to the British Museum the whole of the very choice and important library of printed books and MSS., which had been gradually collected by the sovereigns of these realms, from Henry VII. down to William III., and which also contains the library of archbishop Cranmer, and those of Henry Fitzalan, earl of Arundel, and his son-in-law Richard, lord Lumley, of Sir John Morris, and of Isaac Calfabon. This library also contains abundance of old and rare editions, many of them being presentation copies to the sovereigns from their respective authors; and among the MSS., the venerable Alexandrian codex of the Bible. His present majesty made a valuable addition to the library, by a numerous collection of pamphlets and periodical papers, published in the convulsive interval between the years 1640 and 1660. This collection consists of upwards of 30,000 tracts, most of which are now become uncommonly scarce, and many of them probably unique. This department of the museum has also obtained considerable accretions, in the select and valuable libraries bestowed upon it by Thomas Tyrwhit, esq., Sir William Muff, and especially by the Rev. Mr. Cracherode, who ranks among the most generous benefactors of the institution.

The upper story comprehends the saloon and twelve rooms. The first room contains objects of but little importance with regard to scientific information, except the curiosities from the islands of the South sea, the east and west coast of North America, &c., most of which were brought from those parts, and deposited in the museum, by celebrated British circumnavigator.

The second room is at present appropriated to the use of the readers. Persons, not wholly strangers, are freely admitted to this reading-room, and there supplied with whatever books or MSS. they may desire to consult.

With the third room the department of MSS. commences. In it is deposited the Landdown library of MSS., consisting of 1152 volumes, of which 114 contain the ample collection of lord Burleigh's latest papers; 46 volumes of sir Julius Caesar's papers relative to the time of Elizabeth and James I.; 108 volumes of historical collections of Dr. White Kennet, bishop of Peterborough, &c.

The fourth room contains the Sloanean and Dr. Birch's collections of MSS.; the former consisting of 4000 volumes, principally on physic and natural history; the latter, which was bequeathed to the museum by Dr. Birch, consists of 337 volumes, chiefly on history, biography, divinity, and literature. In this room are also placed sir Halhed's Oriental MSS., consisting of 93 volumes, written in the Sanscrit language, and the chiefly Persian, to which are added from other collections, relative to the same department of literature; such as that of colour John Hamilton, the collections which came with the trophies of our Egyptian expedition, &c.

The fifth and part of the sixth rooms contain the Harleian library of MSS. This library, which, together with the Cottonian collection of MSS., formed part of the original collections of the museum, consists of upwards of 47600 volumes.
The seventh room contains, in 33 pressos, the royal library of MSS., presented by King George II., together with the collection of printed books above mentioned. In the remaining 19 pressos of this room is deposited the Cottonian library of MSS., collected by Sir Robert Cotton, in the times of queen Elizabeth and James I., and increased by his son, Sir Thomas Cotton, in the subsequent reign. This collection chiefly abounds in authentic documents relating to the history, the antiquities, the laws, and constitution of these realms; and also in many ancient and splendid biblical and liturgical volumes, chronicles, and a variety of political tracts; the whole consisting of 801 volumes, of which 54 are so much damaged by fire, which happened in the year 1731, as to be almost unread. In this room are also deposited, as an addition to the Cottonian library, 54 volumes of extracts, &c., chiefly relating to the exchequer, collected by Thomas Maddox, Esq.; and on the table is the original of the Magna Charta, belonging to the Cottonian library. The original of the articles, preparatory to the signing of the great charter, perfect with the seal, is likewise deposited in this room.

Between the seventh and eighth rooms is the saloon, a magnificent apartment, which, before the erection of the new gallery, contained Sir William Hamilton's collection of Greek vases and other antiquities, but is now destined for the reception of the consolidated mineral collections of the museum. The original inconsiderable mineral collection of Sir Hans Sloane was, in 1795, incorporated with the more perfect one of Mr. Hatchet, which was purchased by the trustees at that period; and soon after, this part of the repository was farther increased by the very useful and elegant collection which formed part of the bequest of the Rev. Mr. Cracherode. These collections, together with some smaller ones, were, and are still partly preferred in the ninth room; but the very extensive and splendid collection of minerals which belonged to the late right honourable Charles Greville, having, in 1810, been purchased by parliament for the British Museum, the trustees pitched on the saloon for the future exhibition of these treasures, which, when the arrangements shall be completed, will, it is supposed, not be surpassed by any other public collection either in utility or splendour.

The ninth room, in which part of the old collection of minerals is still exhibited, will, as soon as the arrangement in the saloon is completed, be fitted up for the reception of rocks and geological specimens in general.

The ninth room contains an instructive collection of fossils, together with the Cracherodean and the old collection of shells: the latter, though left splendid, is more general and scientific than that bequeathed to the museum by the late Mr. Cracherode.

In the tenth room is deposited the Sloanean collection of insects, some of them rather injured by the tooth of time; and the same may be had of a collection of vegetable substances, preferred in this room. In a far better state of preservation are the molluscs and the numerous zooophytes, and the insects preferred in spirits. Along the bottom of the tables in this and the preceding room are deposited a great number of volumes, containing dried plants, among which there are several of considerable importance, such as Sir Hans Sloane's Jamaica plants, Kämpfer's herbarium, Buddle's British plants. &c. Very remarkable are also the fern trees placed over the chimney of this room.

The eleventh room contains the birds and a few mammals; the former difposed, so far as convenience would admit, according to the Linnaean mode of arrangement. On the tables are preferred the nests and eggs of various birds.

The twelfth room contains a general and extensive collection of fishes, serpents, tortoises, lizards, frogs, &c., as well as many specimens of quadrupeds preferred in spirits.

From this last room, on descending the back staircase, we proceed to the gallery of antiquities, an edifice lately erected, forming a wing on the west side of the main building. The basis of this excellent repository of antiquities was formed by the exquisite collection of Greek and Roman statues, busts, and other sculptured marbles which belonged to the late Charles Townley, Esq. and were purchased by parliament, in 1805, for the sum of 20,000/. To these were added the collection of Sir William Hamilton, and several others to be mentioned hereafter, which, together with those articles of antiquity which originally belonged to the museum, constituted an affluence too considerable and extensive not to demand the additional building, which is now open to the inspection of strangers, as well as for the improvement of artists; an advantage which the students in the fine arts have never before enjoyed in this country.

The first room of the gallery of antiquities contains the terracotts, most of them baffe-relie vos, symmetrically arranged along the walls; with some statues, among which is the muse Urania. One of the largest statues which have been found of terracotta.—The second room contains Greek and Roman sculptures: the attention of the spectator, on entering the gallery, is particularly arrested by a most exquisite statue of Venus naked to the waist, and covered with drapery from thence downwards; it was found in the maritime baths of Claudius at Oliva. Other striking features of this room are, a statue larger than life of a caryatid, being one of the caryatides which supported the portico of a temple dedicated to Bacchus; two colossal heads of Hercules, one of them in a very ancient style of Greek sculpture; and two colossal heads of Minerva, one of which is a fine specimen of very early Greek work. The Engravings of the contents of these two first rooms have lately been published.—Among the Greek and Roman sculptures of the third room are several valuable baffe-relievos in marble; of the many exquisite statues in this room we mention only the graceful recumbent Diana, and opposite to it the spirited statue of a youth holding with both hands a part of an arm, which he is biting; this statue belonged to a group, originally composed of two boys who had quarrelled at the game of talius, as appears by one of those bones called talii, remaining in the hand of the figure which is lost.—The fourth room, equally appropriated to Greek and Roman antiquities, contains only fifteen sculptures, the most striking of which are, a statue of Thalia, found at Oliva, in the maritime baths of Claudius, and a statue of Diana: both in a peculiar style with regard to the execution of the drapery; and a group of Bacchus and Ampelus.—The fifth room is fitted up after the manner of an ancient sepulchral apartment, or columbarium; it is deposited a considerable number of cinerary urns and olives, bearing monumental inscriptions, and baffe-relievos: some niches
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In the walls exhibit earthen olize, placed in the manner of those which contained the ashes of the flaves, and the inferior orders of the Roman people. In the centre of the floor of this sepulchral room is a Mosaic pavement, lately discovered in digging the foundation for the new buildings at the bank of England.—Among the numerous Greek and Roman sculptures of the sixth room, consisting of bas-relievo, busts, statues, sarcophagi, and other sepulchral monuments, votive altars, &c. may be particularised, a bas-relievo, representing a female bacchante holding with one hand a knife, with the other the hind quarter of a kid belonging to Jupiter Serapis, in which the paint with which the face was anciently covered, is still discernible; a head of Apollo Mugagtes, resembling, in the disposition of the hair, and in the character of the face, the head of a muse; a statue of Libera, holding a thyrsus over her right shoulder, and a bunch of grapes in her left hand, with a panther at her feet; a fragment of a magnificent sarcophagus, representing an elderly man, with a manuscript roll in his hand, a muse standing before him; the front of the cover of another superb sarcophagus, representing a group of cattle, on one side of which is an old fab, and on the other a young fab, both recumbent; a sepulchral cippus richly ornamented on the four sides with festoons of fruit.—The seventh room contains a few Roman antiquities, among which are four pigs or prismatic maffes of lead; one, with the name of the emperor Domitian inscribed upon it, was discovered, under ground, on Haythwa moor, in the West Riding of Yorkshire; another inscribed with the name of L. Arconius Verecundus, found at Matlock bank, in Derbyshire; two others, each with the name of the emperor Hadrian inscribed upon it, the one found in the parish of Welbury, ten miles from Salop, the other in Cromford moor, in Derbyshire.—In the eighth room we find, among other highly interesting Egyptian antiquities, two mummies with their respective coffins, in excellent preservation; the one sent to England by Edward Wortley Montagu, esq., and presented to the museum by his majesty; the other found in one of the catacombs at Sakkar, and sent to England, in the year 1722, by Col. William Lethicullier: one of these mummies has been elaborately and beautifully ornamented with coloured beads, the greater part of which still remain; the face of the other mummy is girt, and the body ornamented with painting; the coffins are made of fycanmore wood, and covered with paintings and hieroglyphic figures. There are also deposited in this small room many canopufes, idols in bronze, basalt, marble, porcelain, and wood, faebrite, the skeleton of an ibis, &c.—The Egyptian antiquities contained in the ninth room are principally those which were collected by the French in different parts of Egypt, and came into the possession of the English army, in consequence of the capitulation of Alexandria, in the month of September 1801. They were brought to England in February 1802, under the care of Col. Turner, and were sent, by order of his majesty, to the British Museum.

Among the most remarkable of these articles are, the sarcophagus brought from the mosque of saint Athanasius, at Alexandria, being the largest and most valuable monument known to exist of the breccia, called breccia verde d’Egito; and another large sarcophagus of fenite (covered, like the preceding, with hieroglyphics, both within and without), which was brought from Grand Cairo, where it was used as a cistern called “the lover’s fountain;” various figures of Isis and other Egyptian deities; a colossal fig, executed in granite, of enormous dimensions; the celebrated Rosetta Stone, containing three inscriptions of the same import, one in hieroglyphics, another in the ancient vernacular language of Egypt, and another in the Greek language: these inscriptions record the services which Ptolemy V. had rendered his country, and were engraved by order of the high priests, when they were assembled at Memphis for the purpose of inviolating him with the royal prerogatives.—The tenth room contains Greek and Roman sculptures, and most of them of exquisite workmanship. The first which attracts our attention is the Discobolus, which is represented at that precise moment of time which immediately precedes the delivery of the discus; this fine statue is an ancient copy in marble from the celebrated bronze statue, executed by Myron. The group of a small Venus is one of the greatest ornaments of this room. Among the more remarkable busts is that of an unknown Grecian lady, in the character of Isis; it is gracefully terminated by the flower of the nymphæa lotus, on which it rests, and which having, by some antiquarians, been mistaken for a sun-flower, has given rise to the erroneous idea of a Clythia being represented by this bust. The terminal head of Homer, represented in an advanced age, is equally a masterpiece of Grecian art. Remarkable both on account of their form and their excellent preservation are, an oblong square basin of a fine granite, similar to such as were used in the temples for sacrificial purposes; and a cifer of greenish-black basalt, anciently used as a bath. The latter was formerly in the possession of Chrithna, queen of Sweden.

On ascending the stairs of the gallery we arrive at the anti-room, in the centre of which is placed the celebrated Barberini vase, which was, for more than two centuries, the principal ornament of the Barberini collection. This vase was purchased of Mr. Wm. Hamilton, nearly thirty years ago, by the duchess of Portland, since which period it has been more generally known by the name of the Portland vase. It was found, about the middle of the sixteenth century, two miles and a half from Rome, in the road leading to Frascati. At the time of its discovery, the vase was enclosed in a marvelous sarcophagus within a sepulchral chamber, under the mount called monte del Grano. The material of which the vase is formed is glafs; the figures which are executed in relief are of a beautiful opaque white, and the ground is of a dark transparent blue. This superb specimen of Greek art was deposited in the British Museum in 1810, by his grace the present duke of Portland.—The first room of this upper story (the eleventh of the gallery) contains the coins and medals, of which more will be said under the article NUMISMATOLOGY. (See also MEDALS.)—The antiquities in the twelfth room are principally those which belonged to the collection of Mr. William Hamilton, who, during a long residence at Naples, as his majesty’s envoy, had acquired a great number of articles of Greek and Roman antiquity, particularly the largest more then known of ancient vases, vulgarly called Etruscan, the whole of which was purchased, by parliament, for 840l. in order to be deposited in the British Museum. The contents of this twelfth room are a good collection of bronzes, among which there is a raven as large as life, and of most exquisite workmanship; also various specimens of ancient armour, veils, &c. &c. in bronze; curious specimens of ancient glafs, such as cinerary urns, lachrymatories, &c.; various necklaces, ear-rings, armillæ, &c. in gold; engraved gems; fragments in terracotta; a very rich collection of ciphers in terracotta; specimens of sculpture in ivory, crystal, agate, &c. and other articles too numerous to be specified, are deposited in the cases of this spacious apartment, which derives particular interest from the great collection of Greek vases above alluded to, the greatest number of which was found in sepulchres, in Magna Grecia.—The thirteenth room is appropriated to the reception of the extensive valuable collection of prints and drawings, the
most important part of which was bequeathed by the Rev.
C. M. Cracherode.

We now proceed to give a short account of two cele-
brated national museums in France, viz. the Musee Napo-
leon, and the Musee d'Histoire Naturelle.

The Musee Napoleon, in the Louvre, is a very splendid es-
establishment; it contains above 1000 paintings of the Ita-
lian, Flemish, and French schools; a collection of designs
of great masters; and above 300 statues and other articles
of antiquity. This last department of the museum is par-
icularly remarkable, on account of the many celebrated
works of Greek and Roman art which it contains, and
which are disposed in six distinct apartments of the gallery
of antiquities. The first room is called Sala des Saisons,
because the ceiling exhibits the seasons painted by Ronna-
elli, and in it are principally deposited the rural divinities,
&c. The following are among the more remarkable articles
of this room; a young faun with the flute, supposed to be an
antique copy of the celebrated faun by Praxiteles, in
bronze; the celebrated spinarius or tureen d'épinies, in
bronze; Venus rising from the bath, with the flsurous in-
scription BOUNTS; Pius, in Pentelic marble, formerly pre-
erved in the Museo Pio-Clementino; Amor and Psyche
embracing each other, from the Museo Capitolino, in Parian
marble; a statue of Ceres, and another of Flora, in Pen-
telic marble.—The second apartment is entitled Sala des
Hommes Illustres; it is ornamented with eight antique columns
of granitio, which formerly supported the ceiling of that
part of the church at Aix-la-Chapelle, where the tomb of
Charlemagne was situated. The principal statues in this
room are, that of Demosthenes sitting, formerly in the
Museo Pio-Clementino; a sitting figure of Trajan, in the
garb of a philosopher, holding a globe in his left hand, also
from the Museo Pio-Clementino; Menander and Moridip-
pus, both sitting statues, in Pentelic marble, from the fame
museum; a flanding statue of a Greek philosopher, gene-
 rally taken for Zeno, in Greek marble (grecchetto), for-
merly preferred in the museum of the Capitol.—The third
apartment is La Salle des Romains. The paintings of the
ceiling, by Romanelli, represent the rape of the Sabine
women, Mutius Scaevola, and other subjects of Roman
history. The articles in this room are all relating to Roman
history and manners; the most curious among them are the
following; a beautiful head in bronze of Publius Cornelius
Scipio the elder, with eyes of silver; a female statue in
Parian marble, generally supposéd to be Ceres, but which
is probably the muse Cio; the drapery of this statue, which
was formerly in the museum of the Vatican, is of superior
beauty; a Roman matron, with the pallia or cloak, is one of
the best preferred statues we are acquainted with, and
remarkable on account of the tafte which the artist has dis-
played in the management of the drapery; the wounded
warrior, commonly called the dying gladiator, from the
museum of the Capitol; the celebrated Antinous of the
Capitol, formerly in the possession of cardinal Alexander
Albani.—The fourth apartment bears the title of Sala de
Laocoon; it is decorated with four large columns of verde
antico, which formerly belonged to the mausoleum of the
famous Anne de Montmorency, in the church of
Montmorency. Besides the celebrated group from which
its name is derived, the more remarkable objects in this
room are, a Dicobolus in a reposeing attitude, formerly in the
Museo Pio-Clementino; a beautiful statue of an amazon,
from the same museum; a most characteristic head of a
youthful Bacchus, generally known under the name of
Ariadne of the Capitol; a graceful small statue of a priest of
the god Mithra, remarkable on account of the tafte dis-
played in the drapery, from the museum of the Vatican,
where it was known under the name of Paris; the Dicobolus
from the museum of the Vatican, a copy of the fame
statue in bronze, by Myro.—The fifth apartment is the
Salle de l'Apollon; it is ornamented with four columns of a
beautiful red granite, two of which were formerly in the
church at Aix-la-Chapelle, which contained the tomb of
Charlemagne; the floor is inlaid with beautiful and scarce
varieties of marble. Among the treasures of this apart-
ment are, the Apollo of Belvedere, and the Venus of Me-
dici (the two most perfect models of the human form ever
produced); the Mercury, called the Antinous of Belvedere,
and considered as a first rate production of art, worthy of a
place near the Apollo; Venus Capitolina; the Venus of
Arles, so called from Arles in Provence, where it was
found; a beautiful group representing Hercules and his son
Telephus, from the Belvedere of the Vatican; the Egyptian
Antinous, from the museum of the Capitol; the statue of a
Bacchus in a reposeing attitude, equally remarkable on ac-
count of the excellence of the workmanship, and its very
high state of preservation; a Bacchus, perfectly naked, carelessly
relying with his left arm on the trunk of a tree: this statue,
executed in the marble called Greco duro, is not surpassed
by any statue of Bacchus we are acquainted with.—

The sixth apartment, called Sala des Muses, contains,
besides the complete collection of Muses which belonged to
pope Pius VI., the bulbs of various philosophers and
poets, who were particularly favoured by these deifieds.
The statues of the Muses here preferred, are Clio, sitting, in
Pentelic marble; Calliope, sitting as meditating and pre-
paring to write; Melpomene, with her left foot resting on
a rock, against which she leans, holding in one hand the
dagger, and with the other the heroic mask of Hercules;
Polyhymnia, entirely wrapped up in a mantle, in excellent
preservation; Erato, in a theatrical garment, with a lyra
and her left arm; Terpichore, with the lyra of tortoise-shell;
Thalia, sitting. These seven statues were found in 1774,
at Tivoli, in the villa of Caius, called Pianella di Caius,
with the statue of Apollo Mugafetis; and pope
Pius VI. having purchased this beautiful collection for
the museum of the Vatican, caused a magnificent saloon to be
prepared for their reception. The statues of the two re-
maining Muses, Euterpe and Urania, which were not
among those found at Tivoli, were taken from the palazzo
Lancellotti, at Veletri. The Apollo Mugafetis, discovered
in the Pianella di Caius, is supposed to be an antique copy
of the statue of Apollo Citharæus, by Timarchides, which,
according to Pliny, was placed in the portico of Octavia,
at Rome, together with the nine Muses by Phidias,
of which those of the Musee Napoleon are perhaps antique
copies. Among the busts of illustrious men in this room
are those of Hippocrates, of Socrates, Homer, Virgil,
and some others, most of them executed in Pentelic marble.

Besides the antiquities and the great collection of paint-
ings and drawings above mentioned, there is still a con-
iderable number of articles not yet incorporated with that
part of the museum which is exhibited for public inspec-
tion. The collection has also lately been added to by the
exquisite articles of antiquity of the Villa-Borghese, among
which are the celebrated gladiator, the group of Cen-
tauras, &c.

Another museum at Paris, which is exclusively dedi-
cated to natural history, is the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle,
known also by the name of Jardin des Plantes, it having or-
iginally been intended for a botanical garden alone, which
was instituted in 1633, according to a plan laid down by
Guy la Brosse, physician to Louis XIII. After the death of
of La Broffe, the original professor of botany of this institution, a chemical laboratory, and an anatomical theatre, together with professorial chairs in these sciences, were added to it, and the foundation was laid for the several collections. The name of Jardin des Plantes was altered into that of Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, by a decree of the National Assembly, in the year 1793, when the institution received its present organization. We shall confine ourselves to a short account of the collections, and refer the reader for a complete history of this interesting establishment to Filcher's National Museum der Natur-Gefährichte zu Paris, 1802, and Buffon's Notice historique, &c., in the Annales du Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle, vol. i. and ii.

The upper story of the building is set apart for zoology. Here we find not only the systematic and trivial names affixed to all the species, but also tickets descriptive of the families and orders into which the animals are distributed. Thus, for instance, on entering the apartment containing the mammals, the following inscription is seen above the glazed cases at the right hand side.

1 Division.
Point d'ailes membraneuses ni de nageoires
Quadridéps proprement dits.

1 Sousdivision.
Les quatre pieds en forme de main
Quadromanes.

1 Ordre.
Dents incisives lanaires et molaires.

1 Genre: Simia; Singe.
Quatre dents incisives à chaque mâchoire; angle facial de 65 degrés; point d'abajoues, ni de queue.

After which follow the species of the genus Simia.

The mammals are in glazed cases, on which the light is thrown from above, as is the case in all the rooms. Some species of considerable magnitude, such as the giraffe, brought by Vaillant from Africa, the rhinoceros, &c. are without covering, and placed in the middle of the apartment.

The great saloon, adjoining the mammalia room, contains the remaining animals, all of them systematically arranged and ticketed, in the same manner as the mammalia. The number of birds is very considerable. The amphibious animals are classed after Lacépéde's system, as are the fishes. The animals without vertebrae are disposed after Lamarck's classification: the mollusca which belong to this class are preserved in spirits, and to each shell is added the animal thus preserved, where it could be obtained. Between the mollusca and crustacea are placed the annelides, one of the classes of Lamarck's arrangement, comprising amphipholis, aphroditii, nereis, &c. The crustacea are preserved in spirits, and also in a dried state. The complete collection of spiders, separated by Lamarck from the insects which undergo a metamorphosis, are deposited in glazed cabinets. The collection of insects is particularly enriched by the many scarce and beautiful species formerly in the possession of Réaumur and Dombey. In a separate glass case are contained the most rare and beautiful caterpillars, both in spirits, infused with air, or modelled in wax. The intestinal worms are not numerous; but the collection of the rotuaires is remarkably complete. The polypii are deposited in four large glass cases, and comprehend many scarce species.

The first room on the ground floor is allotted to the vegetable productions, which are disposed in large glass cases. Among the more remarkable objects in this room are, the collection of specimens of wood in large square pieces; the collection of fruits in spirits, which are partly preferred, and in a dried state, partly modelled in wax; a collection of gums and resins; and, in an adjoining small room, the herbaria, which, among others, contain Tournefort's, Vaillant's, and Haller's plants, together with the treasures collected by Dombey, Commeron, Forster, &c.

In the two adjoining apartments are deposited the minerals, arranged after Hauy's fifth, in fifty upright glass cases: the first room contains, in thirty-one cases, the acidiferous substances, the earthy substancess, and those minerals whose nature and affinity are not yet sufficiently well understood; the twenty-nine cases of the second room contain the inflammable substancess, the metals, the various aggregated minerals or rocks, and the volcanic productions. This collection is particularly well calculated to make the student acquainted with the method of the celebrated Hauy.

The next room contains the collections of fossil bones and petrifications, the greater part of which were brought together by the exertion of M. Faujas St. Fond.

The library, on the same floor with the mineral and vegetable rooms, is very rich in works relative to natural history, chemistry, and anatomy. In it are also preferred Commeron's and Plumer's drawings and manuscripts, the Chinese drawings of fishes, and the véline, or that beautiful collection of drawings which was begun as early as the time of Vallot (one of the first directors of the Jardin des Plantes), and which, a few years ago, constituted sixty-four volumes, forty-nine of which contain drawings of plants. Among the artists who have contributed to them are, Robert, Aubriet, Abeille, Desfontaines, Joubert, Madelaine, Baffe forte, Van Spaendonck, Marchal, Redouté, Jen., and Jun., Oudinot, &c. The drawings have been always exhibited to the public in the library. In the saloon of the library we see an exquisite statue of Buffon, with the inscription, Magnæstì Natûræ Par Ingenium.

A most valuable part of this repository is the cabinet for comparative anatomy. In the first room of it, adjoining Cuvier's house, are deposited the anatomical preparations belonging to white-blooded animals, being a collection of the most delicate preparations, almost all of them by the hands of Cuvier. Each animal is exhibited both in its natural state, and displayed by dissection. In this first room is also preferred the superb collection of models in wax of the animals represented in the "Tétraque utrinaque Siciliae," by Poli, under whose superintendence they are executed; during the revolutionary wars this collection had found its way into Hermann's cabinet at Strasburg, from whence it was afterward obtained by the Museum for the moderate sum of 6000 livres. These preparations are exquisitely beautiful, and superior even to those of Fontana.

The second room contains the organs of red-blooded animals preferred in spirits, and classed, in some measure, according to their functions. Among the human brains is the cerebrum of La Belleunce.

In the third room are deposited the skeletons of birds, Pinson's preparations in wax, and various other objects of comparative anatomy.

The fourth room contains a considerable collection of skeletons of fishes and amphibious animals, executed by the indefatigable Rouxseau with unparalleled care; also a very instructive collection of crania and teeth of various animals.

The fifth room is appropriated to skeletons of the larger ruminating and other animals, among which is that of the giraffe, from the collection of the fladholdcr.

The sixth room contains skeletons of ruminating animals of the generi bosus, antilope, capra, and ovis; in the seventh, are deposited those of the fœr, didelphis, flying mammalia, species
species of myrmecophaga, armadillos, elephants, rhinoceros, and tapir. In the eighth room is deposited the rich collection of skeletons of animals, of glares, &c.; also the well-proportioned skeleton of Bebe, the dwarf; skeletons of mummies, &c.

In the ninth large room are preserved the large oxeous frames of whales, skeletons of dolphins, cranes of the narwhal, &c.

The menagerie of the National Museum is kept in a good state, and generally very rich in scarce and curious animals. The botanical garden of this institution is among the most celebrated in Europe. For a detailed account of it, we refer to the works above quoted.

MUSEUM at Oxford, called the Ashmolean Museum, is a noble pile, erected at the expense of the university, for the promoting and carrying on several parts of curious and useful learning. It was begun in 1679, and finished in 1683, at which time a valuable collection of curiosities was presented to the university by Elias Ashmole, esq. and the same day there repolished, and afterwards digested and put in a just order by Dr. Plot, who was constituted first keeper of the museum.

Divers considerable accessions have been since made to the museum; as of hieroglyphics and other Egyptian antiquities, by Dr. Huntington; and of an entire mummy, by Mr. Goodey; of a cabinet of natural curiosities, by Dr. Lister; also of divers Roman antiquities, altars, medals, lamps, &c.

Over the entrance of the museum is this inscription: MUSEUM ASHMOLEANUM, SCOLA NATURALIS HISTORIE, OFFICINA CHYNGICA.

MUSGRAVE, William, M. D. in Biography, a learned physician, was born at Charlton-Musgrave, in Somerfettshire, in 1657. He was educated at Winchester, and afterwards at Oxford, where he was made probationer fellow of New college in 1675. His first intentions were to study the law; but he afterwards adopted the profession of medicine, and was elected a fellow of the Royal Society, of which body he was appointed secretary in 1684. In this capacity he edited the Philosophical Transactions, from No. 167 to No. 178 inclusive: he likewise communicated several papers on anatomical and physiological subjects to the society. In 1689 he took the degree of doctor of physick, and became a fellow of the College of Physicians. Ultimately, however, he quitted London, and settled at Exeter, where he practiced his profession, with considerable reputation and success, for nearly thirty years, and died in 1721. Beyond the circle of his practice, he made himself known principally by his two treatises on gout: the one, "De Arthritis Symptomatica," Exon. 1703; the other, "De Arthritis Anomala sive Interna," ibid. 1707; both which were several times reprinted. They contain numerous cases of the disease, under all its forms and irregularities; but the author not infrequently ascribes to gout, symptoms which probably were not connected with that malady. Nevertheless, these are valuable practical works.

Dr. Musgrave was also a dilligent antiquary, and published several learned tracts upon the subject of his researches in this way; especially one, entitled "Belium Britannicum," 1716, octavo, which treats of the topography, history, and antiquities of Hampshire, Wilts, and Somerfettshire, which were anciently in the possession of a tribe of Belgae. He likewise published "Julii Viraliis Epitaphium cum Commentario," 1711; "De Legionibus Epitoliu," "De Aquilis Romanis Epitola," 1713; "Inscriptio Tarraconensis, cum Commentario," "Gesta Britannica," &c. 1715; and "Differtatio de Dea Salute," 1716. Gen. Biol.

MUSHAKEN, in Geography, a town of Peria, in the province of Irak; 35 miles N.N.W. of Ispahan.

MUSHIEDAU, a town of the kingdom of Candahar; 60 miles W. of Ghizni.

MUSHKROOM, in Botany. See FUNGI, PHALUS, and AGAMIC.

Matthiolus mentions mushrooms which weighed thirty pounds each, and were as yellow as gold; Fer. Imperator tells us, he saw some which weighed above a hundred pounds a-piece; and, to add no more, the Journal des Scavans furnishes us with an account of some growing on the frontiers of Hungary, which made a full cart-load.

The poison of mushrooms has been much talked of by several persons; but there seems to be no certain account of any body's ever having been injured by eating the common mushroom, unless by accident, as from the eating too many at once, and thereby over-loading the stomach; or by their being eaten by persons who had a particular dis- like to them, as some persons have to the most innocent aliments, particularly to cheese. If these mushrooms had any poisonous quality, it must have been often found out by the physicians in such a place as London, where there are annually such vast quantities of them consumed, yet nothing of this kind is observed; and there seems, upon the whole, to be nothing hurtful in this species; though there may be many others which, are truly poisonous. Nor is it more wonderful, that the different subjects of this clafs of vegetables should differ in their virtues, than that those of other kinds should. The roots of carrots and parsnips are daily found a very wholesome food, while those of other plants of the same clafs, such as the water-hemlock, the dropwort, and others of the umbelliferae, are known to be poisonous.

The ancients have taken great pains to distinguish the several kinds of mushrooms, that the world might know the hurtful from the safe. The boletus mentioned by Juvenal, on account of the death of the emperor Claudius, is sufficiently described by Pliny. Clusius, among the moderns, has described a vast number of different species, every where distinguishing the eculent and wholesome from the poisonous or pernicious kinds. The several authors who have treated of them since the time of Clusius, have all mentioned the effects of some of other of the poisonous kinds; and there are numerous instances of the mischief done by them at one time or other. Some have been willing to ascribe this mischief to animalculae inhabiting the plant; but this seems erroneous, and particularly from the following instance: we have one kind of mushroom growing in England, called the white acrid fungus. This is so extremely sharp, that it stimulates the tongue, as if it had been touched with spirit of niter; and Tournefort observes, that if rubbed on blue paper, it turns it red in the same manner as that liquor, or any other of the violent acid spirits would: this caustic quality remains in the plant even after drying; and it is very evident, that we need look no farther than this for the origin of the poisonous quality in this species. There is another kind which is observed to kill the very flies as they settle upon it. It is not probable that such plants as these should be inhabited by any kind of animalculae, nor is it necessary to have recourse to such caustics of the mischief which ensues from the eating them, when their own juices from so very able to have occasioned it. Philof. Trans. N. 473. P. 54.

Mr. Miller says, that the true eatable mushroom is disting-
The vast variety of known fungues, which are found regularly every season in their proper foils, are not all that the naturalist has to inquire into the nature of; there are others whose productions are much more surprising. There are such as are only seen once or twice in an age, and that in places where it is very difficult to account for the manner of their production. One of these we had some years ago, which appeared upon an old piece of wood in a blacksmith’s cellar in the Haymarket, and grew to twelve inches or more in height; and, when cut down, appeared again at the same time the next year, and so on for several succeeding years, as if, contrary to the nature of the generality of these plants, it had a perennial root, and grew regularly from the old flock. This appeared to us a singular production, and a wholly new species; but so long ago as in the year 1692, Mr. Tournefort found such a one growing on an old beam in the abbey at St. Germaines. His description of it is very accurate; and its resemblance with our’s as great as could be expected, in fo loose a growing plant as an irregular fungus. The beam on which this mushroom grew was very firm and found in all other places, but just where it was rooted there was a crack, out of which moisture oozed; and probably the beam was in that part rotten, or worm eaten within. The smell of the plant was like that of others of the same kind, and an infusion of a piece of it turned an infusion of turnip to a bright red; so that it manifestly abounded in acids.

It is not easy to account for the appearance of these plants which are seen so rarely, and that in places where no plant could be expected to grow; the only probable solution of the point seems to this, that as the seeds of the mushroom kind are all very minute, and generally in these species which have no lamellated heads, cover the whole surface of the leaves, the number of seeds produced by one such plant must be numerous beyond all account, and at the same time light enough to float about in the air. These must be at times thrown against a thousand different bodies where there is no proper nourishment for them, and must therefore perish; whereas, if any accidents are required to concur, to make a foil proper for it to grow in, wherever such soils happens to be produced, as the air has free access every where, it is not impossible but that, at one time or other, one of these small seeds may happen to be properly deposited. Mem. Acad. Par. 1692.

The Laplanders have a way of using fungues, or common toad-frogs, as we call them, as the Chinefe and Japanese do the moza, to cure pains. They collect the large fungues which they find on the bark of beech and other large trees, and dry them for use. Whenever they have pains in their limbs, they bruise some of this dried matter, and pulling it to pieces with their fingers, they lay a small heap of it on the part nearest to where the pain is situated, and let it on fire. In burning away, it blisters up the part, and the water discharged by this means generally carries off the pain. It is a coarse and rough method, but generally a very successful one, especially when the patient has prudence enough to apply it in time, and resolution enough to bear the burning to a necessary degree.

Mushroom, Pepper. See Pepper.

Mushroom Gall, in Natural History, a name given by authors to a small species of galls very common on the leaves of the oak in September and October, and resembling the common elegant mushroom. They are placed on the upper surface of the leaf, and are often in great numbers on it. The leaves which have considerable numbers upon them make a very beautiful figure, and appear as if ornamented by
by art with a number of elegant figures. These galls are usually about a sixteenth, though sometimes a tenth of an inch in the diameter; they are composed of an orbicular head, which adheres to the leaf by a very short pedicle, so that its edges which droop a little in the manner of those of the common mushroom, usually touch the surface of the leaf all round. These little galls are of various colours, according to their different degrees of maturity; they are of a greenish-white at first, after that they become of a yellowish tinge, from which they pass through all the shades of orange and flame-colour to a very beautiful red, which is always their colour when perfectly mature. When they are observed by the microscope, their surface appears hairy, and the several hairs all stand near one another at their bases, and diverge at their points, as is the natural confluence of their standing on a convex body. Reaumur, Hist. Insects, vol. vi. p. 194.

The use, as well as the figure, of this gall is very singular. Malpighi and M. Reaumur have both described it, and the former of these authors describes a cavity in the centre of the head; but this seems to have been done at random, and rather supposed from analogy, than found in fact; for the latter author, who is perhaps one of the most accurate observers that ever wrote, could never find any cavity in any one of the great numbers he dissected; but he observed what was an U, the same kind with that of the other galls, in this, though performed in a different manner; they are plainly all destined for the lodgment and security of small animals; not to be distinctly seen without the help of glases; but they are of the nature of those worms which turn into two-winged flies.

The flies into which these worms are finally transformed, have not yet been discovered; but this is no wonder, since the animals themselves are to minute as to require glases to view them. It is probable that they undergo their change in the chrysalis state in some other place, for they are never found in it under the galls; but this is common also to many other species.

**Mushroom Worms.** The various species of mushrooms are subject to be eaten and destroyed by a great variety of insects. There is, however, one species which is more frequent than all the rest, and which has therefore obtained, among authors, the name of the mushroom worm. This is a white worm, with a hard scaly black head; it has some fleshy tubercles, which it throws out at pleasure from the under part of its several rings, and which serve it as legs. This is found indifferently in almost all the species of mushrooms; but in none so frequently as in the great wood-fungus, which is porous and greenish underneath. It is found to change to a tipula or long-legs of no great beauty, being of a dulky brown colour, and middling lize.

The other species of funguses have also their worms; but there is one of a very singular nature which is found frequently on the agaric which grows on the stumps of oak trees especially near the roots. This is a long and slender worm, somewhat flattened, and resembling a small leech, but that it has a hard and scaly head of a blackish colour. The body is composed of many rings, in the manner of the earth-worm, and looks very bright and glossy, being always covered with a viscous liquor. This creature is easily found, for it never eats into the substance of the fungus, but only crawls about its surface; the traces, wherever it has been, are marked with a coat of a shining varnish, and resemble the places over which snails have crept.

This worm makes a very beautiful object for a microscope. When young it is as transparent as glafs, and the motion of its internal parts is very easily distinguished. When this creature is to pass into the chrysalis state, it does not remove from the fungus, but spins itself a web, and remains upon it. This web is composed of the same material with the covering or habitation under which it usually resides, but it is thicker, more opaque, and of a coarser structure.

The creature remains about a fortnight under this covering, and then comes forth in the form of a fly, which is evidently a species of tipula. It has very long legs, and a long and slender body; the body is brown, and the breast yellowish; the wings are long and slender, and the antennæ are of a very singular and remarkable figure; they are broad and flat, and yet terminate in a point. These are composed of several articulations, and make a very beautiful figure when examined by the microscope.

Besides these, this fly has, in the manner of the other tipula, a pair of beards placed on the anterior part of the head, which it at pleasure bends down over the face, and completely covers with them the longitudinal suture, which is the mouth, situated in this as in the other tipula: Reaumur, Hist. Inf. vol. ix. p. 23, seq.

** MUSIC, as well defined by Rousseau, is the art of combining tuneful sounds in a manner agreeable to the ear. This art becomes a profound science, when geometry is called in to find and to ascertain the principles of these combinations, and the ratios of those affections which they excite. Arifides Quintilianus defines music the art of finding the beautiful and decorous in musical tones, and in their measure. It is not surprizing, that with definitions so vague and general, the ancients have given a latitude so extensive to the art which is thus defined.**

It is generally supposed, that the word music comes from mu/a, because it was imagined that the art was invented by the Muses; but Kircher, from Diodorus Siculus, derives the title from an Egyptian word, pretending that it was in Egypt that music began to be cultivated after the deluge, and that the first found that was heard came from the reeds on the banks of the Nile, when blown into by the wind. Whatever etymology may be adopted, the origin of the art certainly came from something nearer man, and if speech has not begun by singing, it is certain at least, that whenever men speak, they sing.

Music naturally divides itself into theoretical or speculative, and practical. Speculative music may, perhaps, be called a knowledge of musical materials, that is, of the different ratios of grave and acute, of quick and slow, hard and sweet, loud and soft, of which sounds are susceptible; relations which comprehend all the combinations possible of sounds and of music, and seem also to include every cause of those impressions which their succession can make upon the ear and the soul.

Practical music is the art of applying and judicially making use of speculative principles, that is to say, of conducting and disposing sounds with respect to their confluence, duration, and succession, in such a manner, that the whole may impress upon the ear the effect proposed; it is this art which is called composition, which fee. With respect to the natural production of sounds by voices or instruments, which is called execution, it is merely a mechanic operation, which only supposes the faculty of producing just intervals, accurate duration of notes, and giving to each sound the degree preferred by the key, and the value required by the time; all which rigorously requires no other knowledge.
knowledge than that of musical characters, and the habit of expressing them.

Speculative music consists of two parts; knowledge of the ratio of sounds or their intervals, and of their relative duration, with respect to time or measure.

The first is what the ancients called harmonics. It teaches in what melody consists, and marks what is consonant, agreeable or displeasing in modulation. It treats, in short, of the different ways by which sounds affect the ear by their quality of tone, their force, and their intervals; all which is equally applicable to their accord and succession. The second has been called rhythmic, because it treats of sounds with respect to time and quantity. It contains the explication of rhythm, of time, of long and short measures, lively and slow, of times and their different proportions into which they are divided, in applying them to sounds in their succession.

Practical music, likewise, divides itself into two parts, which correspond with the two preceding.

That which answers to harmonic music, and which the ancients called melopoeia, contains the rules for combining and varying intervals, consonant and dissonant, in an agreeable and melodic manner. See Melopoeia.

The second division, which answers to rhythmical music, and which is called rythmapoeia, contains rules for the application of accents, feet, and measures, indeed for the practice of rhythm. See Rhythm.

Porphyry gives another division of music, confined to motion, whether violent or languid; and without distinguishing it into speculative and practical, he finds the six parts following:

Rhythmic, for dancing movements.
Metrical, for the cadence and numbers in verification.
Organic, for the practice of instruments.
Poetic, for the tones and accents of poetry.
Hypocrític, for the attitudes of pantomimes, and Harmonic for melody.

Music, at present, divides itself more simply into melody and harmony; for with rhythmical music we have no longer any concern, and very little with the metric, as our verse is in verse as it were in verse, and when it is of their own accord. By the melody, we direct the succession of sounds in such a manner as to produce agreeable airs. See Melody.

Air, and Modulation.

 Harmony consists in uniting to each of these sounds, in a regular succession, two or more other sounds, which striking the ear at the same time, mingle it by their concord. See Harmony.

We might, and we ought, perhaps, to divide music still further, into natural and imitative: the first, confined to the mere physical property of sounds, and acting only upon the sense, does not carry its impression to the heart, and can only give sensations more or less agreeable. Such is the music of songs, hymns, canticles, and all the airs which are only combinations of melodious sounds, and in general, all music which is only harmonious.

The second by lively inflexions or passions accented, and in a manner speaking, which expresses all the passions, paint all scenes, represent all objects, and at the same time excite the heart of man with sentiments which have the power to move it. This music, truly lyrical and dramatic, was that of the ancient poets. And it is that which is in general, in which we try to be the most in a song. It is only in this music, and not in mere harmony and agreeable combinations, that we should seek to account for the agreeable effects it produced formerly. As long as we seek for moral effects from physical causes of sound, we shall never find them, and only reason without knowing what we are talking about.

Ancient writers differ very much among themselves concerning the nature, object, extent, and departments of music. In general they gave to this word a sense much more extensive than that which it retains at present. They not only comprehend music; as we have elsewhere observed, dancing, gesture, and poetry, but even the aggregate of all the sciences.

Hence all that sublime music of which philosophers speak: music divine, human music, celestial music, terrestrial music, active music, contemplative music, music ensouling, intellectual, oratorical, &c.

It is under these vast ideas that we must understand many passages of the ancients concerning music, which would be unintelligible in the sense which we give this word at present.

It appears that music has been one of the earliest arts; we find it among the most ancient monuments of human kind. It is also very probable that vocal music was found before instrumental, if ever there was among the ancients any music purely instrumental, that is, composed purposely for instruments. Not only before any instrument was found, men must have observed a difference in the tone of human voices, as well as early learned, from the natural concerts of birds, to modify their voices in a melodious manner: after that, wind instruments might have been first invented; Diodorus and other authors aborning the invention to observations that were made of the whistling of the wind in reeds, and in the pipes of other plants. This was also the opinion of Lucretius.

"At liquidas avium voces initiarius ore
Ante huit multo, quam levia caríma cantu
Concelebrarum hominum pollint, amique juvare;
Et zephyri causa per calamorum fibula primum
Agreëtis docëre cavas indare citáus."

With respect to other instruments, sounding strings are so common, that men must have observed their different tones very early; and this of course must have given birth to stringed instruments. See String.

Instruments of percussion, such as tambors and drums of different kinds, must have originated from the sonorous ringing of hollow bodies, when struck.

It is difficult to divest ourselves of these general ideas, in order to have recourse to other means for the invention of music as an art. Without mounting higher in the history of the world than the deluge, many of the ancients attribute the invention of music itself to Mercury, as well as to the lyre. Others make the Greeks obliged to Cadmus, who, in flying from the court of the king of Phoenicia, brought Hermione, or Harmony, into Greece. Whence it follows, that the art was known in Phoenicia before the time of Cadmus. In one part of Plutarch's Dialogue on Music, Lucius says that it was invented by Amphion; in another place, Socrates says that it was Apollo; and in still a third place, he seems to give the honour to Olympus. They hardly ever agree on the subject, nor is it of much importance that they should.

To these first inventors succeeded Chiron, Democritus, Hermes, and Orpheus, who, according to some, invented the lyre. After these came Phœmus; then Terpander, contemporary with Lycurgus, who furnished rules for music. Some ascribe to him the invention of the first modes. At length
length Thales is added, and Thamyris, who is said to have been the inventor of instrumental music.

Most of these great musicians lived before Homer. Others more modern were Lalius of Hermione, Melanipides, Philoxenus, Timotheus. Phryniss, Epigenius, Lyfander, Simmicus, and Diodorus, who have all considerably contributed to the formation of music.

It is pretended that Lalius was the first writer on the art, in the time of Darius Hyllaspe; that Epigenius invented the instrument with four strings, which bore his name. Simmicus invented also an instrument of thirty strings, called Simmicium.

Diodorus perfected the flute, and increased the number of holes; and Timotheus the lyre, by adding a new string to it, for which he was fined by the Lacedaemonians.

As ancient authors explained themselves very obscurely concerning the inventors of musical instruments, they are also very unintelligible concerning the instruments themselves, of which we know little more than the names. See Instrument.

Music was in high estimation among many people of antiquity, but principally the Greeks; and this esteem was proportioned to the power and surprising effects which they ascribed to the art. Their authors thought they could not exalt it sufficiently, without lifting it up to heaven, and adorning us with it the principal amusements of the gods, and reward of the blessed.

Plato has the courage to say, that no change can be made in music, without affecting the constitution of the state; and pretends that there are sounds which excite menaces of foul, insolence, and their contrary virtues. Aristotle, who seems to have written his Politics only to oppose the sentiments of Plato, agrees with him; however, concerning the power which music has over morals. The judicious Polybius tells us, that music was necessary to soften the manners of the Arcadians, who inhabited a country where the air was cold and impure; that those of Cynethis, who neglected music, pursued all the Greeks in cruelty, and that there was no city in which so many crimes had been perpetrated. Athenæus affirms us, that formerly all laws divine and human, exhortations to virtue, knowledge of what concerned the gods and heroes, the lives and actions of illustrious men, were written in verse, and sung publicly in chorus to the sound of instruments. And we see by our revered books, that such were, from the earliest times, the usages among the Iraclites, as more efficacious had not been found, of engraving in the mind of man the principles of morality and love of virtue; or rather, this was not the effect of a premeditated plan, but of the grandeur of sentiments and elevated ideas, which fought by proportionate accents to form a language worthy of them. (2)

Music made a part of the study of the Pythagoreans; they used it to inspire the heart with laudable actions, and to inflame it with the love of virtue. According to these philosophers, our soul was in a manner comprised of harmony; and they believed that they could establish, by means of the harmony of sense, the intellectual harmony and primitive faculties of the soul; that is to say, that which, according to them, subsisted in its pre-existent state, before it animated our bodies, and when it inhabited the heavens.

Music is at present fallen from this degree of majesty and power, so low as to make us doubt of the truth of those wonders which it operated formerly, though attested by the most judicious historians and most grave philosophers of antiquity. However, we find in modern history some similar facts. If Timotheus excited the fury of Alexander by the Phrygian mode, and calmed it by the Lydian, a music more modern is said to have extended this power still farther, in exciting in Eric, king of Denmark, such a fury as to kill his best domestics. Doubtless these unfortunate domestics were less sensible to the charms of music than their prince, otherwise he might have run the risk of sharing half the dangers that D'Aubigny relates another story, quite similar to that of Timotheus. He says, that in the reign of Henry III. of France, the musician Claude le Jeune, playing at the nuptials of the duke de Joyenue in the Phrygian mode, animated, not the king, but a courtier, who forgot himself so far as to put his hand to his sword in the presence of his sovereign; but the musician, halting to calm him, had recourse to the Hypo-Phrygian mode. This is said with as much confidence, as if the musician Claudius knew exactly in what the Phrygian mode and the Hypo-Phrygian consisted!

If our music has but little power over the affections of the soul, it is at least capable of acting physically upon the body; witness the history of the tarantula, too well known to be mentioned here. (3) Witness, too, the Gacof knight, mentioned by Boyle, who, at the sound of a bag-pipe, could not retain his water; to which we must add, what the same author relates of those females, who burst into tears when they heard a certain tune, which had no uncommon effect on the refl of the audience. Rouelle adds, "and I knew at Paris a woman of condition, who could not bear any kind of music, without being filled with an involuntary and violent fit of laughter." We read, in the History of the Academy of Sciences, of a musician who was cured of a violent fever by a concert at his bedside. Sounds act even upon inanimate bodies, as is manifested by the vibrating and resonance of a Sonorous body, when another, with which it is perfectly in tune, is caused to sound. Morhoiff mentions a certain Dutchman, of the name of Petter, who broke a glass by the sound of his voice. Kircher speaks of a great flute, which vibrated at the sound of a certain organ-pipe. Pere Merienne also speaks of a certain flag-flute in the pavement of a church, which trembled at the sound of an organ, as much as if there had been an earthquake. Boyle adds, that the plates tremble often at the sound of the organ in a cathedral; that he has felt them tremble under his hand, at the sound of the organ or a voice; and he has been assured, that those which were firmly put together, vibrated at some determinate time. Every one has heard of a famous pillar in the church at Rheims, which trembles sensibly at the sound of a certain bell, while the other pillars remain motionless; but what becomes found of the marvellous in this case is, that this same pillar equally shakes, when the clapper is taken from the bell.

All these examples, the chief part of which belong more to found than music, and of which physics can give some explanation, render not the marvellous and almost divine effects, which the ancients attributed to their music, more intelligible or worthy of credence. Many authors have tormented themselves in trying to account for this. Wallis attributes it greatly to the novelty of the art, and the exaggeration of authors. Some bellow all the honour upon poetry; while others again suppose that the Greeks, having more sensibility than we, from the constitution of their climate or their manner of living, might be moved by things which we never feel. M. Buffet, even in adopting all these tales, is of opinion that they prove nothing as to the perfection of the music that has produced them; he sees nothing in their performance but what miserable village seraphs might have achieved, according to him, as well as the first musicians in the world.
MUSICAL

Most of these sentiments arise from our persuasion of the
c Excellency of modern music, and from the contempt which
we have for the ancient. But is this contempt as well
founded as we imagine? It is a subject that has often been
discussed, and which, from the obscurity of the matter, and
from the insufficiency of the judges, is still in need of better
discussion. Of all those who have written in this
conflict, Isaac Vossius, in his treatise "De Poematum
chantu, et de Viribus Rhythmico," seems best to have dis-
cussed the question, and approached the nearest to truth. (4).

The world has so long wished to see some fragments of the
music of the ancients, that father Kircher and M. Murette
have laboured to gratify the public on the subject. (5)
But who shall dare, says Rouffeau, to judge of ancient
music by such fragments? I suppose them faithful, but
should wish that those who examine them should sufficiently
know the genius and accent of the Greek language; that
they should recollect, that an Italian is an incompetent judge
of a French air, and that a Frenchman is utterly ignorant of
Italian melody: then let them compare times and places,
and pronounce, if they dare.

Thus far, in this important article, which furnishes a text
for almost all other articles in our musical department, we
have faithfully translated Rouffeau, preferring him to all
other musical lexicographers, for his eloquence, good taste,
and enlarged views on imitative or dramatic music. We
must however own, that he has some strong prejudices, per-
haps bordering on paradox, as in his other writings; and in
some few instances, there is a want of recent and accurate
information. Thlefe, however, we shall point out, to put
our readers on their guard against error as much as we are
able, particularly in writers of eminence.

Notes to Rouffeau's article Music.

(1). We think that Rouffeau's partiality here for imitative or
dramatic music, made him forget that there was any other.
To imitate the human speech and passions, it is doublesleft the
highest style of musical composition and performance; but
as there are three distinct styles of music, as musica di chiesa,
church music; musica teatrale, theatrical music; and musica
di camera, chamber music, we shall, therefore, plead the
cause of all. As we cannot always be in a theatre, is har-
monic music to banish the church and the chamber?
In the church its reverential and solemn simplicity render it
fittetl for the place and purpose of its performance. Imi-
tative music is not precluded the chamber in cantatas and
opera fecenes; but mere instrumental music brought to its
present degree of perfection in the trios, quartets, quintets,
and symphonies, such as those of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven, can amuse, interest, and delight cultivated ears
even to rapture. Yet this sublime music is not properly im-
tative, there being no words to explain it, or fix its meaning.

(2). The numerous stories of the extenfive use and miracu-
ulous powers of ancient music have been lately so often told by
musical historians and others, that our lexicographer might
have spared himself the trouble of repeating them.

(3). Rouffeau had not heard that this medical and mira-
culous power of music, so long believed and asserted,
"has not the least truth in it." See Phil. Transf. vol. ix.
for the year 1770, letter from Dr. Currilo; and "Lezioni
fopra la Tarantula," Nap. 1770.

(4). This partiality for Isaac Vossius will be further con-
sidered under the biographical article of this credulous cham-
pion for the music of the ancients.

(5). But Vincento Galilei, and Dr. Fell, bishop of Ox-
ford, were the first editors of these fragments of ancient
Greek music.

The article Music of Rouffeau is in fact a compendium of
its history. After an elogie on Isaac Vossius, he mentions
the national tunes given on the plates of his dictionary.
The celebrated Swits tune, called the "Ran des Vaches,
" an air, he says, so dear to the Swifs, that it was forbidden
under the pain of death to play it to the troops, as it imme-
dately drew tears from them, and made those who heard it de-
Iert, or die of what is called la maladie du pain, so ardent a de-
fire did it excite to return to their country. It is in vain to
seek in this air for energetic accents capable of producing such
agonizing effects, for strangers are unable to account
from the music, which is in itself uncouth and wild. But it is
from habit, recollections, and a thousand circumstances re-
traced in this tune by those natives who hear it, and remind-
ing them of their country, former pleasures of their youth,
and all those ways of living, which occasion a bitter reflection
at having loft them. Music, then, does not affect them as
music, but as a reminiscence. This air, though always the
fame, no longer produces the fame effects at present
as it did upon the Swifs formerly; for having loft their
taste for their first simplicity, they no longer retreg its lofs
when reminded of it. So true it is, that we mull not seek
in physical causes the great effects of found upon the human
heart.

Rouffeau, wishing to have no important part of the
discourse or art of music unnoticed in his long article on
the subjeft, speaks of the Greek musical notation, upon
which, however, he has been able to throw no new light.
See the articles Musica Antiqua, Characters, Boe-
thus, Pape Gregory, Guido, Points, Staff, and
Gammut.

The invention of modern musical characters has been long
ascribed to John de Muris, but erroneously. See Time-
Table and De Muris, where he acknowledges himself,
that Franco was the inventor of the fift characters used for
time in counterpoint. See Franco.

Rouffeau, in the recapitulation of his elaborate article, gives
a lift of Greek, Roman, and modern writers on the subjeft
of music of the greattest eminence; but these will be found
detailed in their several alphabetic places. As all the writers
on music from Aristroxenus to the present time, that could
be found, have been procured and consulted, and for others,
which we were unable to appropriate, it may appear ollaentia-
tions to say, however true, that we have had recourse to most
of the great libraries in Europe, such as the Vatican, the An-
brohan library at Milan, the Imperial library at Vienna, the
Bibl. du Roi at Paris, the Bodleian, and principal college li-
ibraries of our universities, his majesty's library at the queen's
house, the Musem library, &c. &c. in which, besides MSS.
we have found almost all the printed books on music men-
tioned in the lists of Broffard, Padre Martini, Salamafius,
Fabricius, and others. In none of these scarce books,
however, nor in others in general circulation, has the deri-
vation of the word music, or the inventor of the art, been
settled to satisfaction. Some make the musical found that
was likely to have been first noticed by man, animal, and
some vegetable. The dried finews of the dead tortoise, ac-
cording to some, suggested the method of producing sounds
from the tension of strings; and zephyrs, it has been ima-
gined, breathing through broken reeds on the banks of the
Nile, were the first flutes or wind-instruments. But we shoul
d rather suppose, that in a state of nature, even before the in-
vention of language, mankind communicated their fenfations
of pain or pleasure to each other by the mere cries of na-
ture; in pain and affliction, the expression would be groans,
fear, and howling, which could never be tuned; but in
joy.
joy, pleasure and affection, they would be pleasant to hear, though not formed into music, from the ideas which they would excite in the hearers, in reflecting on their own happiness when similar effusions spontaneously escaped them in their most happy moments. wishing to renew such grateful sounds at pleasure, even by remembrance of what they had felt in uttering them, they would try to revive them in moments of tranquillity; and as nature gives more pleasing and touching voices to one creature of the same species than another, finding themselves listen to with pleasure by others, the natural fingers would consequently try to render their vocal expressions of internal satisfaction as pleasant as possible. Hence the first language, as well as first music, was intuitive, and all improvisation.

Of all to whom the invention of music has been assigned, there is none to whom we are more inclined to give our suffrage than another; all we could do was to present them to the readers, and beg of each to please himself by voting for him whom they shall deem the most worthy.

Musica Antiqua, It aut, music of the ancient Greeks and Romans down to the eleventh century, when Guido Aretino, about the year 1024, invent or revived music in parts, or counterpoint, which may, with propriety be called antica moderna; ancient with respect to the Greeks, and modern with respect to us.

Musica Arithmetica, that part of the science which considers sounds by the aid of numbers. These numbers are 2, 3, and 5, together with their composites. They are so called, because all the intervals of music may be expressed by such numbers. See INTERVAL.

This is now generally admitted by musical theorists. M. Euler seems to suppose, that 7 or other primes might be introduced; but he speaks of this as a matter doubtful and difficult. It is to be observed, that 2 corresponds to the octave, 3 to the fifth, or rather to the twelfth, and 5 to the third major, or rather the seventeenth. From these three may all other intervals be found.

A table of musical numbers within any proposed limit may be thus expeditiously formed.

Place the terms of the progression 1, 5, 25, 125, &c., in a column under each other; and multiply every term of this progression by 3, continually, till you foresee that the products will exceed the proposed limit. Then if all the numbers thus found be doubled continually, till it be foreseen that the doubled numbers would exceed the proposed limit; all these products together, with the powers of 2, will give the musical numbers required.

Thus, if we were required to find all the musical numbers within the compass of eleven octaves; that is, between 1 and 2048, form the column 1, 5, 25, &c. and multiply every term by 3 continually, as in the annexed example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers of which being doubled as often as possible within the limit 2048, and collected and ranged in order with the powers of 2, will give the following numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 27, 30, &c. as in the annexed table.

To understand this table, it is to be observed, that by dividing a given fretted slring or chord, by means of a moveable bridge, the sounds produced by its parts will be higher in pitch than those produced by the given chord. And on the contrary, if we multiply a chord, that is, by a moveable bridge lengthen the sounding part of a chord, we shall have sounds lower in pitch than the given chord. Hence we have the foundation of an ascending, and of a descending scale of musical sounds. The first column of each division of the table, marked Num, expresses the musical numbers; the second column, marked Afc, the names of the notes in the ascending scale; and the third column, marked Defc, the names of the notes of the descending scale. Thus, if the given chord be unity, and called F, then will 15 be E in the fourth octave, ascending of F; 45 will be B in the sixth octave of F, &c. In the descending scale, unity will be B; 15 will be C in the fourth octave.
tave descending from B; and 45 will be F of the fifth octave, &c.

The reason why unity is marked F in the ascending scale, and B in the descending scale, is, because, according to the received notation of what is called the natural scale among musicians, F has no fourth in ascending; nor B a fourth in descending. Now it is plain that no aliquot division of a string can give a fourth, or any of its octaves ascending; nor can any multiple of a string give the fourth, or any of its octaves, in descending. For the fourth being expressed by 2 in ascending, and by $\frac{1}{2}$ in descending, its octaves will be $2', 3', 4', &c.$ in the first case, and $\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{4}, &c.$ in the second case, none of which numbers can be multiples, or submultiples of a given string.

F and B being the given sounds, their octaves will be expressed by $F'$, $F''$, $F'''$, &c., and $B'$, $B''$, $B'''$, &c. which are respectively, the first, second, and third octaves, above the F, and below B.

A dot marked over a letter shews that it signifies a sound higher by a comma than the sound expressed by the letter itself. And a dot placed below, denotes the sound to be lowered by a comma. Thus, in the table I find 81 to be $A \mid G$, which denotes that A, or the sharp in the seventh octave of F, ascending, is raised a comma; and that G, or the sharp third from B, descending, is lowered by the fame interval.

If B in the descending scale be supposed to be a tritonus, that is, two tones major and one tone minor above F of the ascending scale, then will A in one of these scales correspond or be denoted by the fame numbers with G in the other scale, and C will correspond to E, but D in the ascending scale will not be expressed by the fame numbers as in the descending scale: for in the former, D will be a tone major above C; whereas in the latter, D must by analogy be a tone minor below E, and therefore only a tone minor above C, which is the reason why D is in italics in the descending scale.

Mr. Henfling has mentioned the distinction between an ascending and a descending scale in the Mefcal, Berolinfen. He places unity in the ascending scale in F, as it ought; but in the descending scale he places unity in E, which disturbs the analogy of the two scales.

The trumpet and French horn, not having (commonly) a compass beyond four octaves; and their sounds being formed in a manner analogous to those produced by the division of a string, it follows, that all the true notes of these instruments will be represented by the musical numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, &c. This is a fact well known; and a confirmation of the truth of that theory, which derives all musical proportions from the elements 2, 3, and 5. Phil. Trans. N. 1795, and N. 481. See Trumpet.

Music, Chromatic, musica chromatica, among the Italians, is used to express that kind of music in which there are many chromatic signs, as flats or sharps, and intervals, &c. See Chromatic.

Music, Diatonic. See Diatonic.

Music, Didattic, musica didactica, that part of speculative music which only considers the quantity, proportions, and different qualities of sounds.

Music, Dramatic, musica dramatica, scenica, theatralis, among the Italians, is used to denote such compositions of music as are particularly made and fitted for theatres. See Dramatic and Recitative.

Music, Enharmonic. See Enharmonic.
notes, figures, pause, and all other signs and marks whatever, used in music.

Musica Tranfalpina, the title given by N. Yonge to a collection of Italian madrigals with English words, published in 1588.

"Musica Tranfalpina, Madrigales translated of four, five, and six parts, chosen out of divers excellent authors; with the third and second part of La Vignella, made by Maitur. Bird upon two Stanzas of Ariosto, and brought to speak English with the rest. The editor was an Italian merchant, who having opportunities of obtaining from his correspondents the newest and best compositions from the continent, had them frequently performed at his house, for the entertainment of his musical friends. Thefe being selected from the works of Palerminio, Luca Marenzio, and other celebrated masters on the continent, seem to have given birth to that passion for madrigals which became so prevalent among us afterwards, when the composers of our own nation so happily contributed to gratify it.

The translator of these madrigals, whoever he was, for the editor does not tell us, seems in general to have imitated the original Italian measure and structure of verse, as well as ideas; and though they abound with concerti, to which not only Italian poets, but those of all the rest of Europe, were then so much addicted, the general tale of the times was indulged in poetry as well as music, and metre and melody were at once furnished with new models.

In 1597, Yonge published a second collection of madrigals, out of sundry Italian authors; in which, among others, there are three by Creco, three by Luca Marenzio, and two by Ferabosco. The words of these have as little claim to poetical merit as those of the former set.

Musica, Vocal, musica vocalis, or that composed for the voice, in opposition to organical or instrumental, which is intended to be played on instruments only.

Musica-Shell, in Natural History, the name of a species of shell-fish of the murex kind, remarkable for its variegations, which confift of several series of spots placed in rows of lines, like the notes of music.

Musica, Academy of. See Academy.

Musica, Characters in. See Characters.

MUSICAL ACCENT. See Accent.

Musical Faculties. See Music.

Musical Glasses. See Armonica.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS of India, or Indian musical instruments, in the hands of the performers. In Plate V. Musica, is the representation of a music-galler over a triumphal arch, through which the Great Mogul passed at Agra or Delhi, before his fall. The procession consisted of the emperor, mounted on an elephant; his wives and concubines, eunuchs, great officers of state, &c. all exquisitely painted. As to the heads of the females, Sir Joshua Reynolds and Sir Robert Strange, to whom the painting on ivory was shewn, thought each head sufficiently high finished to be set in a ring. This original painting is in the possession of Dr. Burney.

Musical Mode. See Mode.

Musical Notes. See Notes.

Musical Proportion. See Proportion.

Musical Sound. See Sound.

Musical String. See Strings.

Musicalement, Fr., in a musical manner, according to the rules of music.

Musician, a title given equally to him who composes and to him who performs music. The first is, however, more frequently and more civilly styled compose; which see.

Musicians, among the ancients, were poets, philosophers, and orators of the first class. Such were Orpheus, Terpander, Steichorus, &c. Nor would Boethius honour with the name of musician him who only in a servile manner practised music mechanically with his fingers or voice, but him who pollieved the science of music by reason and speculation.

"Musiciorum et cantorum Magna et dilectissima, Ite dicent, illi sciant, Quae componit musica, &c."

"Between a finger and musician
Wide is the distance and condition.
The one repeats, the other knows;
The sounds which harmony compose.
And he who acts without a plan,
May be defined more beast than man."

Guido has quoted these verses in the Prologue to his "Antiphonarum;" and in his short tract, "De Constitutionibus Musica," he is very severe on the fingers of his time: "Temporibus notris super omnem fatum cantores."

"And it seems," says Rouillé, "that to mount to an elevated expression in oratorical and imitative music, the human passions and the language of nature must have been made a particular study. However, the musicians of our times, bound for the most part by the practice of notes, and a few paffages, will not, it is hoped, be offended, if we should not hold them to be great philosophers."

MUSICE'S MONUMENT, the title given by Mace to his treatise on the lute. See MACE.

MUSILLIM, or MUSLIN ALI, in Geography, a numerous tribe of Arabians on the borders of the Persian gulf, between Omar and Lachfa.

MUSIMON, in Natural History, the name of an animal esteemed a species of sheep, described by the ancients as common in Corsica, Sardinia, Barbary, and the north-east parts of Asia. It has been supposed, whether the animal described under this name is now any where to be found in the world; not that it is to be supposed that any species of animal once created is become extinct, but that this probably was a spurious breed between two animals of different species, perhaps the sheep and goat, which, like the mule, not being able to propagate its species, the production of them may have been discontinued.

Belon also describes this species of goat, which has large horns bending back, close at their base, distant at their points, with circular rumps, the tragealbus, from the mixture it seems to have of the goat and deer. Buffon supposes it to be the sheep in a wild state; and as such described by Mr. Pennant. These animals live in the mountains, and run with great swiftness among the rocks. Those of Kamtchacka are so strong that ten men can scarcely hold one; and the horns are so large as sometimes to weigh 30 pounds, and so capacious, that young foxes often shelter themselves in the hollow of such as accident fall off in the defects. See Ovis Ammon.

MUSIMPOUR, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar, near the right bank of the Ganges; 14 miles S.E. of Patna.

MUSITAU, Charles, in Biography, a physician, was born at Calravalle, in Calabria, in January 1635. He received his medical education, and took the degree of doctor, at Naples, where he likewise fixed his residence, and obtained considerable reputation as a practitioner. He was honored
honoured by being elected into the different learned societies of Italy, and by the appointment to a professorship in the university of Naples. He combined the two profeffions of theology and phyfic in his own person; and as his succedefs excited the jealousy and rancour of his less fortunate brethren, the averted incendiery of this combination was made a pretext for attempting to interdict him altogether from the practice of medicine. His merits, however, obtained for him the patronage and protection of pope Clement IX, and of cardinal Pignatelli, archbishop of Naples, (and afterwards the sovereign pontiff, under the name of Innocent XII.) who permitted him to hear confessions. He lived in the general esteem of his fellow citizens, and died regretted in 1714, at the age of 97. In his pathological creed, he was a staunch adherent of the chemical ferment, and an avowed enemy to Galenism. His descriptions of disease are prolific and obscure; and his hypotheses and practice abound with the errors of the school, to which he was attached. The following is a catalogue of his writings. "Pyreologia, feu de Pebribus," Naples, 1683. "Del Mal Francelo," in four books, 1697. "Chirurgo Theoretico-practica, feu. Truitina Chirurgico-phyllica," Genev. 1698. "A pologia celeberrimorum Virorum," ibid. 1700. "Tru tina Medico-phyllica," ibid. 1701. "Mantilla ad Hadriani a Mnifici Thfaurum et Armamentarium Medico-phylicum," ibid. 1702. "De Morbis Mullerum," 1709. These works were published collectively at Geneva, in two vols. folio, 1701, and in two vols. folio, 1716. The latter edition contained also some other tracts by the author. Eloy Diet. Hilt. de la Med.

MUSITRAN, in Geography, a town of South America, in the province of Tucuman; 42 miles S.E. of Rioja.

MUSIVUM ARGENTUM. See ARGENTUM.

MUSK, Moschis, derived from the Arabic moscha, murf, whence was formed the common Greek μυρχά, μυρή, a kind of perfume of a very strong scent obtained from various animals; only agreeable when moderated by the mixture of some other perfume.

Musk is found in a kind of bag, or tumour, growing about the bigens of a hen's egg under the belly, the corporal parts of a wild beast of the same name; and appears to be nothing else but a kind of bilious blood there congregated, and almost corrupted. It is formed of a membraneous and mucular substance, provided with a splinter. Many glands are observable within, which separate the humour.

The animal, which produces it, is very common in the kingdom of Bantam, Tonquin, and some others, as Cochinchina, &c. But the most esteemed are those of Tonquin and the kingdom of Thibet. See MOSCHITFEM Animal.

They inhabit the woods and forests, where the natives hunt them down: when the beast is killed, they cut out the bladder under the belly, separate the coagulated blood, and dry it in the sun, where it is reduced into a light friable substance almost of the nature of a powder, and of a dusky reddish colour, and acquires a very strong and disagreeable smell. It is then tied up again in bladders, and exported to other countries; and the musk which we use.

The musk itself is dry, with a kind of unctuity; of a dark reddish-brown, or rufly-blackish colour; in small round grains, with a very few hard black clots; perfectly free from any sandy, or other visible foreign matter. Chewed, and rubbed on paper, it looks bright, yellowish, smooth, and free from grittinches. Laid on a red-hot iron it catches flame, and burns almost entirely away, leaving only an exceeding small quantity of light greyish ashes: if any earthy substanines have been mixed with the musk, the quantity of the residuum will discover them. Genuine musk ought to be confused totally upon hot coals. From 30 grains of musk, water extracts 12 grains, and spirit of wine ten grains. Spirit of nitre and oil of vitriol totally dissolves it: the former destroys the whole of its smell and the latter the greatest part of it. Spirit of salt, diluted spirit of vitriol, and vinegar, have no effect upon it. Spirit of fial ammoniac diffuses a little of it. Oil of tartar fiercely acquires any tinge from musk, but extricates from a putrid urine from musk. Musk is not soluble in oils expressed or distilled. By distillation in a retort it yields the animal principles, enypneumatic oil, volatile spirit, and falt.

In the distillation of odoriferous waters and spirit, a small portion of musk, included in a linen cloth, is generally hung in a still-head, the vapour of both liquors extracting its fcent. Spirit, distilled with musk immersed in it, acquires little of its smell; but water by this method acquires both the smell and talle. A minute portion of musk greatly improves the fragrance of the distilled odoriferous waters, as thofe of lavender and rosemary, and heightens the smell of other odoriferous ingredients, without communicating any of its own peculiar smell. The quantity of liquor, which may be flavoured by macerating a certain known proportion of musk, for a few days, in rectified spirit of wine, appears to be the best criterion of the genuinenes and goodnids of this commodity; a commodity, which is not only said to vary according to the seon of its being taken from the animal, but which is sometimes so artfully sophicated, that the abutes cannot be discovered by any external characters, or by any other means than the degree of its specific smell and talle, which the above experimen affords the best method of estimating. Neumann and Lewis.

From the result of chemical experiments, musk appears to contain albumen, gelatine, muriate of ammonium, phosphat of soda, and an uncombined acid; but the greater part of it consists of a resin combined with a volatile oil, and a mucilaginous extractiv trait.

Musk is in considerable use among the perfumers and confectioners, though much less now than it was formerly. It is supposed to fortify the heart and brain, and is good against deafness, and is now received in general practice in different convulsive disorders; and its dose has been increased with advantage to a scruple and half a drachm, every four or fix hours.

Musk and other perfumes of the fame tribe, have been long celebrated as antipafmodics, but were formerly ordered in such small quantities as to have little effect. Practitioners thought four or five grains a large dose. But the Chinese have taught us to be more bold; the tenth part of an ounce is a useful dose among them. The remedy in the East for the bite of the mad dog contains 16 grains of musk, and this they repeat frequently.

The effects of musk are easy from pain, quiet sleep, and a copious diaphoresis. Hence it has been found of great use in fpasmatic disorders, petechial, malignant, putrid fevers, the gag disenter, hiccoughs, subfluenza typhus, &c. For the particular cases, we refer to the Philosophical Transactions, N° 474. § 18. and vol. xlv. p. 75. &c. Illnaces occur in which it has been of very great benefit in convulsive disorders, in the London Med. Obs. &c. vol. iii. art. 21. 31.

It has also been found useful in fpaumatic disorders given by way of clyster, as Dr. Wall observes, in that Tranfaction. The operation of musk, in some refpefts, resembles that of opium; but is in this much preferable, that it does not leave behind it any fflor or languidness, which the latter oftentimes does. Musk, therefore, licens likely to answer in thes
those low cafes where sleep is much wanted, and opiates are improper.

It is said to be used in a bolus, and that those, who are most averse to perfumes, may take it in that form without inconvenience. For as Etmuller and others have long ago observed, the smell of the perfume is often found to be of assistance, where the plaintive inwardly taken produces good effects.

It is pity, that a medicine of this consequence should be so liable to adulterations, and that the criteria of its genuineness are ill settled.

In a paper read before the Royal Society, March 17, 1747—8, several cures performed by musk, on distempered cows, were mentioned.

When musk begins to decay, it is a practice used in the East Indies to put it into a bladder or bag, in which many small holes are made with a needle, and hang it in a necessary-house, but not low enough to touch the filth. Others keep it wrapped up in linen, well moistened with rank urine.

Mr. Boyle says, of his own knowledge, that musk has greatly contributed to the preservation of flesh. Works, 8th vol. i. p. 30.

Musk-Ant. See Ant.
Musk-Boar, in Zoology. See Tlacu.
Musk-Hyacinth. See HYACINTH.
Musk-Insect. See Insect.
Musk-Julius. See Julep.
Musk-Mixture. See Mixture.
Musk-Rat. See Rat.
Musk-Seed, in the Materia Medica, the name of the feed of the alca Egyptiona villa; or hoary Egyptian vervain mallow. See Syrian Mallow.

It is a small feed of about the bigness of a pin's head, of a greyish-brown in colour, and of the shape of a kidney, and when fresh it has a perfumed smell. It is brought into Europe from Egypt, and from Martinico. The Egyptians use it internally as a cordial and provocative; but in Europe it is of very little use, being wholly neglected in medicine; but the perfumers in France and Italy use it among their compositions.

Muskerry, in Geography, a barony in the county of Cork, Ireland, the chief town of which is Macroom. It is situated on the river Sullane, and is in the new road from Cork to Killarney. Its cattle is very ancient, having been built in the reign of King John; but having been much injured by fire in 1641, it was altered into a more modern structure by the lords of Clancarty; 141 miles S.W. from Dublin, and W. from Cork.

Musket, or Musquet, properly a fire-arm borne on the shoulder, and used in war; to be fired by the application of a lighted match.

The length of the musket is fixed to three feet eight inches from the muzzle to the touch-pan, and its bore is to be such as may receive a bullet of 14 in a pound, and its diameter differs not above 1/35th part from that of the bullet.

Musquets were anciently borne in the field by the infantry, and were used in England so lately as the beginning of the civil wars. They are said to have been first invented in the year 1520 or 1521.

The Spaniards in the time of Philip II. caused muskets to be made of a very great calibre, and such that a strong and vigorous foot-follower might carry them; but they were too heavy, that they could not be prefented, without the assistance of slaves. And pointed at the bottom, and which they fixed into the earth, making use of a fork that was at the top, as a prop to sustain the end of the musket. Of these they made use, not only in sieges to fire over the walls, but also in battles: these large muskets carried to a great distance, and by the fize of their balls inflicted dreadful wounds: but on account of their weight, they left off using them in the field, and restricted them to sieges. The inconveniences of the introduction of the musket, which was a long, heavy piece, carrying large balls, and on account of its fire and weight fired on a kind of fork, called a rest; the rest continued in use for a considerable time; but on certain occasions, being found unwieldy and inconvenient, a lighter kind of piece was introduced, generally known by the name of the caliver, which was fired without any such assistance. This caliver was a lighter kind of matchlock piece, between a harquebaufe and a musket, and fired without a rest. But before the entire diffusion of the rest, divers attempts were made to convert it to a defence against cavalry, whilst the musketeer was loading, by arming it with a projecting spike from one of the prongs of the fork, serving for the head, or part on which the musket was laid; or by enclosing a tuck in the shaft of the rest, which, on opening a full valve, sprung out: rests thus armed were called the Swines or Swedish feathers, and were contrivances preceding the use of the bayonet. At present muskets are little used, except in the defence of places; fences, and fire-locks, having taken their place and name.

From an ingenious and military treatise, entitled "English Military Discipline," and printed in 1680, we learn that the fusil or firelock was then in use in our army, especially among the fusiliers and grenadiers; and probably the appellation of fusiliers was given to those troops that were armed with fusils. Perhaps the fusilier regiments were originally a sort of grenadiers, as like them they wear caps, and have no ensigns. Fusiliers are foot-foldiers armed with fusils with slings to fling them. There are four regiments in our army, which have always been called fusiliers, and pass under the name of English, Scotch, Irish, and Welsh fusiliers: but now we have none but fusiliers abroad, for the pikes are quite laid aside. The first design of fusiliers was to guard the artillery, to which end the regiment of fusiliers, commanded by Sir Charles O'Hara, was first raised. To supply the want of pikes, and to secure themselves against horse, the fusiliers used to carry turnpikes along with them, which in a camp were placed along the front of a battalion, and on a march were carried by the foldiers, each carrying one of the short pikes, and two, by turns, the fpirr through which they are thruf, so that they were quickly put together. According to Millan's succeffion of colonies, the 7th regiment, or royal English fusiliers, were raised June 11th, 1685; the 21st regiment, or royal North British fusiliers, 23d September, 1679; the 23d, or royal Welsh fusiliers, 15th March, 1688; but there is no Irish regiment bearing the appellation of fusiliers. (See Fusilier.) The use of cartridges, which seems to have taken place about the same time as the firelock, introduced the cartridge-box instead of the bandoleers, which is a great improvement, both with respect to the more commodious carriage of the ammunition, and also the quickness of firing, as the feller may fire at least three times the number of shot which he could discharge when loading from his bandoleers.

Musket-Baskets, in Fortification. See Baskets.

Musketeers, foldiers armed with muskets; which were formerly fired with matchlocks.

Musketeers of the reign of James and Charles I. carried their powder in little wooden, tin, or leather cylindric boxes, each containing one charge. Twelve of these fixed
to a belt worn over the left shoulder were called bandeleers; a contrivance which seems to have been borrowed from the Dutch or Walloons. See Match.

MUSKETON, a musket shorter, though thicker, than the ordinary musket. It is fired by the collision of a flint and flint in the lock: whereas the musket is fired by a match. Its bore is a thirty-eight part of its length, and carries five ounces of iron, or a carded and half of lead, with an equal quantity of powder. This is the shortest fort of musketry. See Fire-lock.

MUSKINGUM, an Indian name denoting the "Elk's eye," in Geography, a county of the state of Ohio, bounded N. on the Indian boundary and Columbiana, S. on Washington, E. on Columbiana, Jefferson, and Belmont; and W. on Fairleigh.—Also, a large river of the state of Ohio, the principal branch of which, called the "Taiacsaw," rises from a small lake near the head-waters of the Cayahoga, a boatable river emptying into lake Erie, with a portage of 7½ miles between the two rivers. After purifying its course in a gentle current, without much overflowing its high banks, it falls into the Ohio, 181 miles below Pittsburgh, as the river runs, and is 250 yards wide at its mouth. This river is supplied by a variety of considerable streams, which, when the waters are high, extend the navigation in various directions into the interior of the country. This river also forms a communication with the lakes, which will in time become very serviceable to the growing settlements on its fertile banks. The plains and hills bordering on the river and its various branches are replete with being of superior quality to any in the state. Near it are some productive and valuable falt-hips; and its banks, in some places, contain immense beds of pit-coal, and in others, a variety of ochres and pigments. The river abounds with fish, of which the yellow cat andurgeon are the most esteemed. Harris's Tour 1807.

MUSKOGEEs. See Creek.

MUSKONGUS, a small river of America, which springs from ponds in the town of Maine, in the county of Lincoln and state of Maine, and enters the sea, after a course of about 20 miles, through the adjoining town of Wedelborough.

MUSKONGUS Bay, a bay formed by Britol or Pamquid point on the W. and Meduncok plantation on the E. In this bay is an island of the same name, containing about 1000 acres. This Indian name is also applied to a grant or claim of land called "Muskongus Patent."

MUSLIN, or Musslin, a fine fort of cloth, wholly cotton; so called as not being bare, but having a downy nap on its surface resembling moss, which the French called mouf.

There are various kinds of muslins brought from the East Indies, chiefly from Bengal; betels, tannatans, mulmul, tanjebas, terrindams, doreas, &c.

Jacconott, or jacconett, is a species of muslin of fabric between the coffas and mulmul, being lighter and thinner than the former, and flouter than the latter. The name is said to be a corruption of Jaggarmout, the dialect in India where muslins of this description are chiefly made. The jacconott is perhaps the most universal fabric of the lighter descriptions of muslin, being more flouy and open than the coffas, long-cloths, or cotton cambries, and more durable than the musls and bukes. It is also from this quality the best fitted for the ornamental figures of tambour and needle-work, the lighter fabrics, although very beautiful when well executed, being too flinny to bear the fatigue of washing, drefling, or clearing often, when loaded with needle-work of any kind, and the opacity of the flouter fabrics diminishing very sensibly both the shaw and beauty of the work. Jacconott muslins are, therefore, made in great abundance both in England and Scotland. In England, besides those which are worn plain, a very great number is used for the finer kinds of printed goods, both as garments and shawls. In Scotland, besides plain wearing and printing, they are employed for the needle-work of various kinds, of which that country is the chief seat of manufacture. The Scotch jacconotts are in general made considerably lighter in the fabric than those of England, and this is very proper when the different uses to which they are generally applied are taken into consideration. A very great proportion of the jacconotts made in England are either worn plain or used for printing; in both these cases a close flout fabric is most economical, and in the latter the colours will appear with more brilliancy and effect than where a close body to receive and absorb the colour in considerable quantity. In every species of needlework, on the contrary, the lightness and transparency of the fabric forming a contrast with the close appearance of the work, gives it a degree of what painters call relief, which greatly heightens its appearance.

MUSMURREAH, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the circuit of Gohud; 10 miles W. of Calpy.

MUSNIKI, a town of Lithuania, in the patinate of Wilna; 14 miles S. of Wilkomierz.

MUSO, a town of South America, in the viceroyalty of New Granada; 70 miles N. of Santa Fe de Bogota.

MUSOLENTE, a town of Italy, in the Trevisian; 9 miles S.E. of Cimone.

MUSONE, a river of Italy, which runs into the Adriatic, at a small distance N.E. of Loreto.

MUSONIUS, in Biography, ranked by Eunapius as one of the most virtuous and excellent of the modern Cynics, a Babylonian by birth, flourished in the second century of the Christian era. He was an excellent philosopher; and Philodorus speaks of him as next to Apollonius in wisdom. He was at Rome during the reign of the emperor Nero, who, by animadverting on the vices of the court, he excited the resentment of the tyrant, and was committed to prison. His confinement was, probably, not very severe, as he was enabled, during its period, to contract a friendship with Apollonius, and to enter into a correspondence with him. He was, however, at last banished into the island of Greece, and condemned to daily labour with the spade, in a state of slavery. While he was in this condition, he was visited by Demetrius of Corinth, who deplored the unworthy treatment to which he was subject; upon which Mufonius, striking his spade firmly in the ground, exclaimed, 'why do you lament to see me digging in the Isle of Sparta? You might, indeed, have just cause for lamentation, if you saw me, like Nero, playing on the harp.' Julian speaks with applause of the magnanimity of this philosopher. The time of his death is uncertain, and none of his writings have come down to us. Einfld Hist. Phil. vol. ii.

MUSONIUS, Callus, commonly Rufus, a Stoic philosopher. A Tucan by birth, of the equestrian order, who enjoyed military honours. He took much pains to disseminate the principles of his philosophy, and the precepts of sound morality among the Roman youth, particularly among the officers of the army. On this account, he excited the ridicule of some, while he gave offence to others. He likewise incurred the displeasure of Nero, probably because he had the virtue to speak the truth respecting that sovereign, and truth being then, as it is now, regarded as a heinous offence, though intended to correct the manners of the age, the philosopher was banished. A more virtuous prince, Vel- patian, recalled Mufonius, and took him into his favour.
His philosophy, like that of Socrates, was adapted to the practical purposes of life and manners, as has been inferred from a differential which he left, "On the Exercese of the Mind," which is preferred in Stobaeus' Collection. Moret. Enfeld Hiit. Phil.

MUSQUADASTON LAKE, in Geography, a lake of Canada.笔记本 51' 30". W. long. 87' 30".

MUSQUAKIES, Indians who inhabit the southern shore of lake Michigan, having, for a few years, 200 warriors.

MUSQUATONS, Indians inhabiting the vicinity of lake Michigan.

MUSQUITEERS, Mouquitaers, in France, are troopers who fight sometimet on foot, sometimes on horseback: they are gentlemen of good families, and are divided into two troops, the one called the grey-musquiteers, the other the black musquiteers, from the color of their horses.

MUSQUETEERS, Indians inhabiting the vicinity of the outfall of the Mississippi, in 1829.

MUSSE, Mora. See Moor.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth superior, in five deep, taper-pointed, deciduous segments. Cor. of one petal, funnel-shaped; tube long, cylindrical, more or less hairy; limb flat, in five deep, ovate, acute, equal segments. Stam. Filaments five, very short, inserted into the tube; anthers awl-shaped, long and narrow, concealed within the tube. Pet. Germen inferior, ovate; style thread-shaped; stigma two, simple. Petio. Berry ovate, of two cells, crowned with a margin. Seeds very numerous, minute, dotted, dispersed in four series, on cloven receptacles.


—Native of Ceylon, and one of the few of the East Indies. We have a specimen gathered by the Moravian missionaries at Tranquebar. Stem shrubby, with round hairy branches. Leaves opposite, on shortish hairy footstalks, ovate or elliptical, two or three inches long and one broad, with a small, narrow, taper point; entire, but slightly wavy, at the margin; furnished with a mid-rib, and numerous transverse, curved, parallel veins: more or less hairy on both sides, especially the rib and veins; paler beneath. Stipules between the footstalks, simple, hairy, broad at the base, with a taper point. Panicle terminal, forked, corymbose, hairy, especially at the forks. Bracteas small, alternate at each division of the panicle, very hairy. Flowers erect. Germen obovate, clothed with scattered hairs. Segments of the calyx upright, half as long as the full-grown tube of the corolla, linear, taper-pointed, very narrow, hairy externally, smooth within; one of them, in two or three of the fliril flowers, transformed into an elegant white long-talkeed leaf, of the shape of the proper foliage, but rather larger, and having its principal veins or ribs springing chiefly from the base; its margin and veins hairy. Tube of the corolla above an inch long, gradually swelled upwards, densely clothed in every part with longish lax hairs; limb three quarters of an inch broad, horizontal, or rather deflexed, externally downy or hairy, internally, in our dried specimen, of a rich orange colour, granulated or glandular, with a dense pale-yellow tuft about the mouth of the tube, its segments abrupt, each tipped with a small taper point.

We have been particular in the description of this plant, which seems rare and but little known, though it appears to be the original M. frondosa of Linneus, who in his synonyms confounded it with the following, which is what most authors mistake for it. Burmann's figure is characteristic, and the only one that accords with our specimen.

2. M. gluira. Smooth-leaved Muffledena. Vahl. Symb. v. 3. 38. Willd. n. 2. (M. frondosa; Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 395. t. 157. f. 1.) Folium principiep; Rumph. Amb. v. 4. 361. f. 1. 51. Belb. Rheedee Malab. 2. 27. t. 18.—Calyx-teeth ovato-lanceolate, unequal, many times shorter than the tube of the corolla, one of them often frondose. Hairs of the corolla erect.—Native of various parts of the East Indies. The Malays call it Dawn putri, and a species so named is preferred, as M. frondosa, in the Linnean herbarium; but this specimen is of later date than the publication of the Species Plantarum. The present species is much smoother in its branches, leaves, and flalks, than the foregoing, and the panicle appear to be more numerous or aggregate. The germen are more ribbed or angular. Segments of the calyx widely different, being unequal, spreading, scarcely a fifth part so long as the tube of the flower, broad at the base, and suddenly tapering to a blunt point. Tube of the corolla an inch long, clothed, principally in the upper part, with erect or close hairs; limb one-third the size of the former, moderately spreading, downy, described by Rumphius as deep yellow. The leaf which is sometimes produced by the calyx instead of a fifth tooth, is of a broader and shorter figure than in M. frondosa. The few or narrow-leaved species of Rumphius, represents a more variety, bell answering to our plant. The synonym of Rheedee belongs either to this, or to a third species, certainly not to the first, if the calyx be faithfully drawn. The flowers are there described as of a beautiful scarlet.

3. M. palpebema. Chienele Muffledena. Dryandr. in Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2. v. 1. 372.—"Branches and leaves downy. Tube of the corolla many times longer than the segments of the calyx."—Native of China. Brought in 1805 to Kew, where it is kept in the greenhouse, flowering from May to September. We know nothing more of this species, which seems molt akin to the last, though more downy.

4. M. arcuata. Jasmine-flowered Muffledena. Poirret in Lamarck Dict. n. (Landia religiosa; Commert. MSS.) —Leaves elliptical, smooth. Calyx-teeth linear, nearly equal. Limb of the corolla externally smooth; tube with five hairy lines.—Native of the island of Mauritius. Lam. Commeron met with it cultivated in the gardens of Java. This is a nearly smooth form, with elliptical, pointed, heart-shaped leaves. Panicle smooth, forked. Flowers fragrant, resembling...
bbling some of the larger species of _Jasminum_, described by Commerson as white, with a yellow eye; in a dried state the limb is entirely yellow, smooth externally, but glandular on the upper side, with five hairy, radiating flary points; tube smooth on the outside, except five hairy lines. Segments of the calyx linear, smooth, a little recurved, not one-fifth so long as the tube, somewhat unequal, but it does not appear that any of them, in this or the remaining species, is ever transformed into a leaf. Fruit obovate, smooth, the size of a small gooseberry. An ascending curvature in the base of the _flower-flask_ gave occasion to the specific name.—This plant was called _Landia stelligera_ by Commerson, in compliment to his friend De la Lande, the astronomer, who had no preconceptions to botanical honours. The _flowers_ in Lamarrck's t. 157. f. 2, are much like this species in their limb and its dimensions, though done for the following, with which their calyx, all the dissected parts, and the leaves agree.

5. _M. Landia_. Broad-leaved Mussenda. Lam. n. 2. Illust. t. 157. f. 2.—Leaves broad-ovate, smooth, with hairy ribs. Calyx-teeth ovate, with long recurved points. Corolla externally silky; internally downy; its segments taper-pointed.—Native of the isles of Mauritius and Bourbon. The _leaves_ are of a broad or roundish ovate form, entire, smooth or nearly so, with hairy veins, their dimensions sometimes eight inches by four. _Footstalks, flower-flasks_, and _germen_ clothed with scattered close-preffed hairs. _Stipular_ cloven, hairy in the same manner. Segments of the calyx more densely hairy, ovate, with a long recurved point of their own length. _Corolla_ probably white; its tube above an inch long, being four or five times the length of the calyx, densely clothed with close silky hairs; segments of the limb an inch long, ovate, with long taper points, their outside silky, inner finely downy, with an elevated central line; throat lined with soft hairs. _Style_ briefly. The _flowers_ in Lamarrck's figure are too small, and the tube in the separate corolla is scarcely long enough, nor the segments sufficiently pointed.

6. _M. bolosferica_. Silky Mussenda.—Leaves ovate, pointed, silky beneath. Calyx-teeth ovate, acute, fraight. Corolla externally silky, internally downy, its segments taper-pointed.—Gathered by Commerson in the isle of Bourbon. This is the plant alluded to in Lamarrck, under the description of the leaf. We are at a loss to account for his being possessed of a few detached flowers only, when there are magnificent specimens from Commerson in the herbarium of the younger Linnaeus. The _leaves_ are oval, about four inches or more in length, tapering into a long sharp point; their upper surface clothed with minute, de-preffed, scattered hairs; the under finely silky; ribs and numerous veins on both sides hairy. _Stipular_ hairy, in two deep, narrow, taper-pointed divisions. _Footstalks, flower-flasks_, bracteas, and young branches, finely silky. _Germin_, _calyx_, and tube of the corolla, more densely covered with rather longer hairs. _Pandie_ forked, corymbofo, many-flowered. Segments of the calyx shorter, and much broader, than in the leaf, acute; but not taper-pointed, nor recurved. _Corolla_ said to be white; its tube two inches long, segments of the limb one inch, taper-pointed, hairy at their backs, finely downy at the margins, as well as on the upper side: round the mouth are five apparently reddish spots, fringed with long radiating hairs. _Style_ briefly. This is a very handsome shrub, not unlike some of the finest species of _Gardenia_.

7. _M. lanceolata_. Lanceolate Mussenda. Lam. n. 3.—Leaves lanceolate-wedge-shaped. Flowers opposite, race-mose. Calyx abrupt, with five small teeth.—Native of the island of Mauritius.—We have from that country a specimn partly answereing to the description in Lamarrck, but we dare not take it for the same plant. The _corolla_ is described as smooth, and the _infoliceaceae_ as racemose, neither of which characters have occurred to our observation in any true _Mussenda_.

8. _M. cirrifolia_. Citron-leafed Mussenda. Lam. n. 4.—Leaves three in a whorl, ovate, nearly seifile. Calyx-teeth long and permanent.—Native of Madagascaer, where it is called _charbo_. The _corolla_ of this is said to be smooth, and the _fruit_ a dry _capsule_, both circumstances adverse to the generic character. The _flowers_ are described as cymose, small, yellow, and very numerous. _Leaves_ coriaceous; smooth and shining above; slightly downy beneath.

9. _M. longifolia_. Long-leafed Mussenda. Lam. n. 5.—Leaves three in a whorl, crowded, lanceolate or oblong. Capsule ribbed, crowned with the calyx.—Native of Madagascaer, where it is called _tambala-racha_. Said to remove the leaf, except that its leaves are narrower, and twice or thrice as long. _Capsule_ pear-shaped, membranous, with fix or eight longitudinal ribs.

10. _M. glomerulata_. Tufted-flowered Mussenda. Lam. n. 6.—Leaves ovate, acute. _Flowers_ terminal, in dense round heads.—Gathered by Richard in Guiana. The habit is said to resemble the _Tackia_, in _Aublet's_ t. 29, but the infoliceaceae, by the above character, is totally dissimilar. _Corolla_ slightly downy at the outside.

Poiret, who described the leaf, seems to have been doubtful of its genus; and though Lamarrck himself determined the two immediately preceding, it is manifest that they have not the characters of _Mussenda_, at least as we understand the genus. We have seen no certain specimens of any of these four leaf, and therefore infer them here merely for future enquiry, as they are not in Willdenow.

_M. spinosa_ and _formosa_, Linn. Mant. 45. Jacq. Amer. t. 49 and 48, are now referred to _Gardenia_.

MUSSAHIR, in _Oriithology_, a bird mentioned by Arabian writers. It is said that this creature, after having employed the day in seeking its food, spends the whole night in singing; its notes are said to be so melodious as to banish all thoughts of sleep from those that hear them.

MUSSALEE, in _Geography_, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatt, 16 miles W.N.W. of Trichinopoly.

MUSSAON, a town of Hindoostan, in Baglama; 35 miles S. of Damacen.

MUSSARA, a town of Bengal; 50 miles N.W. of Midnapour.

MUSCATO, _Albertino_, in _Biography_. See _Albertino_.

MUSXAXO _Cosa_, in _Geography_, a town of Aflatic Turkey, in the province of Diarbekir; 40 miles S.W. of Tercit.

MUSCHENBROECK, _Peter de_, in _Biography_, an eminent mathematician and natural philosopher, was born at Leyden in 1692. He became professor of mathematics and natural philosophy at his native place, in which departments he greatly distinguished himself. He was elected a member of the Royal Society of London, and also of the Academy of Sciences at Paris. He died in 1761. His Course of Natural and Experimental Philosophy is a very valuable work, and has been popular in this country. Mussenbroeck was author of " _Tentamina Experimentorum: " _Institutionibus Physica: ;" and " _Compendium Physice Experimentalis._"

MUSSELBURGH, in _Geography_, a sea-port town and borough, situated on the southern coast of the Frith of Forth, in the county of Midlothian, Scotland, derived its name from an extensive...
MUSSELBURGH.

extensive muscle-bank, which lies in the sea below the town, and was probably the cause of its early population. This place may be said to consist of three villages. On the east side of the river Esk, and near to the shore, stands Musselburgh, properly so called, consisting of a broad well paved street, with some adjoining lanes. The houses here are mostly two or three storeys high, and are all built of stone, and covered with slate or tiles. Above Musselburgh, more inland, but connected with it by detached houses, is the village and church of Inveresk, which gives name to the parish; and along the shore, on the western bank of the Esk, is the village of Fisherton. This last is upwards of half a mile in length; and here the only port or harbour belonging to the town is situated.

Musselburgh is not a royal borough, but what is called a borough of regality; that is, an incorporation in which a subject, vested with regal privileges, is the superior. Previous to the reformation, the abbot of Dunfermline was the lord of regality. It afterwards became the property of the family of Lauderdale, and continued in their possession till the year 1709, when it was purchased by the duchesses of Monmouth and Buccleugh. Accordingly, the borough now holds of her descendant, the present duke of Buccleugh, as superior lord, and pays to him certain sums annually in name of quit rent, or pew duty. The government is vested in a council of eighteen members, ten of whom are chosen for Musselburgh, and eight for Fisherton. These elect their own successors, and also nominate from among themselves two bailies and a treasurer. The bailies, by virtue of their charters, of which the oldest extant is dated in 1563, are empowered to hold a court of record, and to issue precepts for the execution of their decrees, and of contracts registered in their books; but enfeoffments of property must be recorded in the county register. Upon the whole, however, this borough possesses all the immunities of any royal borough in Scotland, except those of voting for a member of parliament, and sending a delegate to the convention of boroughs. Its annual revenue is estimated at somewhat more than 1500l. arising from the few duties paid by all proprietors of houses within their territories, and from their land and mills, and the shores of their harbour. The houses of the late years considerably increased, the consequence of the great increase of shipping with grain for the Clements-Well distillery. It is not a little remarkable, that this town, though excellently situated for the purpose, carries on no extensive manufacture. Some small manufactories, however, of cloths, soap, flax, and pottery, have been established, and all sorts of ordinary tradesmen are to be found here as in any country villages. In Fisherton are a number of small works, but all upon a very trifling scale, where their whole produce being either sold to dealers in the neighbourhood, or carried by the women in creaks to Edinburgh, where they generally dispose of it, by crying it about the streets in the same way as fish are by fish-women. Of the latter a great number likewise belong to this town, who still retain the same character and manners which distinguished them a century ago. They are the wives and daughters of fishermen, who generally marry in their own craft or tribe. On the days not occupied in carrying, their business is to gather bairs for their husbands, fathers, or brothers, and to bait their lines. In their dealings with the public, they still pertinaciously retain the ancient practice of small traders, of demanding three times the sum they will take for their goods. This, however, is not the result of a dichtenet principle, but merely of custom, for it is remarked by those who have studied their character, that in all other transactions they are strictly honest; and that though facetious to a proverb in their language, they are nevertheless virtuous and chaste in their persons. From the active share these women have in the maintenance of their families, their sway in them, as might be supposed, is great. As their work is menial, so are their sentiments and manners. Their strength is not inferior to that of their husbands, nor are they less capable than they of enduring fatigue, or the severities of a northern climate. On holidays, their chief amusement is playing at golf, and on Shrove Tuesday there is always a flanding match, at foot-ball, between the married and unmarried women, in which the former are generally the winners. This match usually takes place on the "links," or open downs, lying between Musselburgh Proper and the shore, where are likewise held the annual fair, and the horse races.

Musselburgh contains four places appropriated to public worship; the parish church, the episcopal meeting-house, a burghe's feeding meeting-house, and a church of relief. The duke of Buccleugh is patron of the established church. Here is also an excellent grammar-school, under the patronage of the magistrates and town council, who allow the master a salary of 25l. per annum, in addition to the fees he receives from his pupils, which in the aggregate are pretty considerable. Several private seminaries in this town are likewise in high estimation, and there are Sunday-schools supported by the duchesses of Buccleugh, and other charitable ladies, both in Musselburgh and Fisherton. The market day in the former is Friday, and in the latter Tuesday.

In this town and its neighbourhood, many Roman remains have been discovered at different times; which Chalmers, in his Caledonia, says, "threw that the Romans had a poilt at Fisherton, and a poilt at Inveresk." Some Roman coins, and an altar with this inscription, Apolloni Grani, were found in levelling the adjacent grounds several centuries ago, and within these last twenty years, the ruins of a Roman bath were laid open by the workmen employed to erect a new parterre to the mansion of the proprietor of Inveresk villa. Similar ruins of hypocausta have been since discovered nearer to the shore, besides many foundations of private houses.

The church of Inveresk has been lately rebuilt, and is said to be one of the finest parish churches in Scotland. The old structure, however, was more interesting as an object of curiosity; its antiquity being undoubtedly very remote. At the east end of Musselburgh formerly stood the chapel of Loretto, a cell to the abbey of Dunfermline. Of this building there are very few remains, except one small apartment covered by an artificial mount in a garden of a villa still called the Loretto. It muft, however, have been an ediifice of very considerable extent, as the present tokbooth of Musselburgh was wholly built from its materials. Near the east end of the town is the house in which the great Randolph, earl of Murray, died in 1352. Among the other remains of antiquity in this town, the bridge is the most remarkable, being, according to Dr. Carlyle, most probably a work of the Romans. The Scottish army passed over this bridge on the day of the fatal battle of Pinkie, which was fought near the house so called, formerly the residence of the Setons, earls of Dunfermline. Carberry hill, immediately adjoining to the scene of action, was afterwards noted for the conference held by the unfortunate queen Mary with Kirkcaldy of Grange, which terminated in placing her person in the power of Morton, and the confederate lords, who, regardless of their renewed oaths of allegiance and fidelity, confined her a prisoner till she was enabled to effect her escape from Lochleven castle.
The situation of the parish of Inveresk is one of the most beautiful in Scotland; and so celebrated is the village for its healthy climate, and the delightful prospects it commands, that it was distinguished of old by the name of the Montpellier of Scotland. Musselburgh, as a fashionable summer retreat, however, is now comparatively abandoned for Portobello, situated between it and the metropolis, where large and commodious baths have been lately erected. The site of this now populous village, only a few years ago was a desert and barren heath.


MUSSIDAN, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Riberauc. The place contains 1176, and the canton 6454 inhabitants, on a territory of 140 kilometres, in 10 communes.

MUSSIN, a town of the duchy of Warfaw; 10 miles S. of Pofen.

MUSSINA, in Botany, dedicated, by Willdenow, to the honour of the Russian count Mün Pufkin, who undertook an arduous expedition to the Caucasus in pursuit of botany, and in which he discovered many new plants. This genus consists of several species referred by Thunberg to Gorteria. Wild. Sp. PI. v. 3. 2463.—Claf and order, Syngennia Polygonia Frayfranca. Nat. Ord. Composita Capitale, Linn. Corymbifera, Jull.

Gen. Ch. Common calyx of one leaf, cylindrical, naked, toothed in the margin. Cor. compound, radiated. Florets of the disk numerous, perfect, with a funnel-shaped five- cleft corolla; those of the radius fewer, female, with a lacinulate lanceolate one. Stem. (in the perfect florets only) Filaments five, short; anthers united into a cylindrical tube. Fil. (of the perfect florets) German hairy; style thread- shaped, the length of its own little corolla; stigma cloven. In the female florets, the germen is obsolete and abortive; style none; stigma none. Peric. none, except the calyx, falling off entire. Seeds to the perfect florets only, solitary, roundish. Down simple. — Recept. villous.


1. M. linearis. Wild. (Gorteria linearis; Thunn. Prodr. 162. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1.)—Leaves linear, smooth, with fringed teeth at the base. Stalks single-flowered. This, as well as all the following species, are natives of the Cape of Good Hope.—Leaves pointed. Flower-flake longer than the leaves. Calyx-teeth linear-spatulate, very long, fringed at the bottom.

2. M. uniflora. Wild. (Gorteria uniflora; Linn. Suppl. 382. Thunn. Prodr. 162. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1.)—Leaves oblong-elliptic, entire, downy beneath. Stem decumbent. Stalks single-flowered. Lin- eanous suffused this to be a variety of Gorteria rigesa, which he says it greatly resembles in appearance. Stem about a span long, simple, herbaceous, decumbent, hairy on all sides. Leaves alternate, sessile, lanceolate, undivided, entire; white and downy beneath. Stalk single-flowered, terminal, longer than the leaves. Radius yellow. Wildenow describes this species as having the leaves of Gorteria rigesa only undivided, and sometimes, but rarely, trifid. Radius narrow, lanceolate. We have seen no specimen.

3. M. speciosa. Wild. (Gorteria rigesa 3; Thunn. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1. f. 1.)—Leaves either pinnatifid or undivided, downy beneath; segments linear-

lanceolate. Stalk single-flowered. Calyx downy — Root subdivide, fibrous. Leaves entirely radical; green above and slightly downy; white with down beneath; revolute at the margin. Stalks downy, single-flowered, twice as long as the leaves. Florets of the radius yellow, with a flight streak on their lower side, and a dark spot at their base on the upper. Wildenow observes, that this differs from Gorteria rigesa, in the structure of its calyx, in having no flaps, as well as on account of its annual root, and whole habit.

4. M. incisa. Wild. (Gorteria incisa; Thunn. Prodr. 162. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1.)—Leaves either pinnatifid or undivided, hairy, downy beneath. Stalk single-flowered, the length of the leaves. Calyx smooth.— Root annual, descending very deep. Leaves mostly radical, on stalks, oblong, entire; when pinnatifid, their segments are ovate-oblong, green and rough above, downy and white beneath, with reflexed margins; they are all erect, about three inches long, their stalks and ribs sprinkled over with white hairs. Stalk round, slightly frayed.

5. M. obscura. Wild. (Gorteria obovata; Thunn. Prodr. 162. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1.)—Leaves pinnatifid, smooth. Stalk single-flowered. Calyx turbinate.—Of this we find an unnamed specimen in the Lin- eanese herbarium. It has no flaps. The leaves are all radical, two or three inches long, smooth, and somewhat glaucous, deeply pinnatifid; their segments linear, with a cartilaginous, prickly-toothed margin, and a terminal bristle. Flower-flake four inches high. erect, simple, with one linear bracte a above the middle. Flower terminal, solitary, erect, an inch in diameter. Calyx frayed, smooth, with two rows of marginal teeth; the innermost furnished with long points but much shorter than the radius, the florets of which appear to be yellow, with a brown fruited underneath.

6. M. pinnata. Wild. (Gorteria pinnata; Thunn. Prodr. 162. Act. Soc. Nat. Scrip. Haf. v. 4. t. 1.)—Leaves pinnate, villous, downy-white beneath; leaflets eliptical, the terminal one larger and subdivided. Stalk sin-

gle-flowered. Calyx villous — Having no specimen of this, and being obliged to rely on Wildenow for his reference of the present, as well as of all the other species, to the Co- penhagen Transact., we are unable to describe it further than the specific character.

MUSSITAND, in the Greek church. While the priest stands with his face towards the ecall, and repeats the prayers in a subdued voice, the choir is almost constantly singing hymns, without the congregation being supposed to pray themselves, or hear his prayers. (Rites and Ceremon. of the Gr. Church, by Dr. King, p. 46.) Perhaps the mu-

cical performance in the churches of Italy, during the mutti-

tand, or muflé-buffa, had the same name.

MUSSE, COrNELIUS. In Biography, a famous Italian pre-

late, and one of the most celebrated preachers of the 16th century, was born at Placentia in the year 1511. When but nine years old, he was permitted to dedicate himself to the order of St. Francis, and entered a monastery in his native city. He speedily discovered an excellent genius, a prodigious strength of memory, and talents apparently well adapted to the pulpiz. He was accordingly educated in such a way as to render him qualified as a preacher. He was in due time sent to Venice with letters of recommendation, and though his exterior was much against him, yet he had fearcly entered upon the services of the church when he affected all unfavourable impressions, and captivated his audience by the charms of his voice, the sublimity of his conceptions, and the graces of his delivery. He now found many zealous patrons, and was particularly honoured with
the friendship of the famous Peter Bembo, afterwards cardinal, who afflicted him in his rhetorical studies. He, at this period, applied himself diligently to the oriental languages, after which he returned his pupil labours, and refuted all the most-decided pre-eminence among his contemporaries. He obtained the affection of the duke of Milan, Francis Sforza, by whom he was appointed professor of metaphysics at the university of Pavia, and he even condescended to attend his lectures. Upon the death of the duke, Maffo was chosen professor of metaphysics at Bologna. Here he likewise read lectures on the epistles of St. Paul. In 1541 he was, through the intercess of cardinal Campeggio, appointed by pope Paul III. bishop of Bertinovo, in the Romagna; but, after this, purely on account of his merit as a preacher, he was translated to the see of Bitonto, in Apulia; and in 1545, the pope lent him to the council of Trent, where he distinguished himself by a Latin sermon at the opening of the council. After the death of pope Paul III, he was selected by the two succeeding pontiffs as domestic prelate and amanuensis. In 1560, he was sent nuncio into Germany with the pope's neapole, and executed his commission at the court of Ferdinand with great reputation. He was, after this, employed at the court of Rome, on various subjects, till the dissolution of the council of Trent, when he returned to his bishopric, and applied himself to the reformation of abuses, and the diligent discharge of the duties of his holy calling. Having resided ten years on his see, he went again to the metropolis, and was detained by pope Gregory XIII. as his amanuensis, till his death, in 1574, when he was in the sixty-third year of his age. He was author of several theological works, which were printed after his death, among which are "Commentaries upon St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans," in Latin; an Italian "Commentary upon the Magnificat," "De Historia Divina," &c.; the works for which he is most celebrated are his "Sermons," published at Venice, in four volumes 40o. in 1582 and 1590. He is mentioned by Dupin as a "polished and eloquent writer;" and Tiraboschi says, in speaking of his sermons, if they do not prove that the bishop of Bitonto was the first reformer of pulpits eloquence, they at least testify that he contributed greatly toward such a reformation. They abound in solid matter, beautiful images, and eloquent expressions. Gen. Biol.

MUSULMAN, or MUSULMAN, written in Arabic مسلم, Muslum, or Musulmam, a title by which the Mahometans distinguish themselves; signifying, in the Turkish language, true believer, or orthodox.

The appellation was first given to the Saracens; as is observed by Leunclavius. There are two kinds of musulmans, very averse from each other; the one called Sunnites, and the other Shiites. The Sunnites follow the interpretation of the Koran given by Omar; the Shiites are the followers of Ali. The subjects of the king of Persia are Shiites; and those of the grand signior, Sunnites. See Sonna, and Aecoran.

Some authors will have it, that the word musulman signifies faroud, that is, predelimited; and that the Mahometans give themselves the appellation, as believing they are all predelimited to salvation. Martinus is more particular as to the origin of the name; he who derives it from the Arabic مسلم, musulm, faroud, finched out of danger; the Mahometans, he observes, establishing their religion by fire and sword, massacred all those who would not embrace it, and granted life to all that did, calling them musulmans: g. d. crepti e periculo: whence the word, in course of time, became the distinguishing title of all those of that sect, who have affixed to it the significiation of true believer.

MUSOS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Aube, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bar-fur-Seine; 9 miles S.S.E. from it. The place contains 1691, and the canton 9068 inhabitants, on a territory of 1147 square miles, in 8 communes.

MUSSYR, one of the Kurile islands, which is round and rocky, and lies at the distance of 35 versts from Syakut; its diameter is not more than three versts. It is defi
ted of water, but is nevertheless frequented by great numbers of birds. Sea-lions abound here.

MUST, MUSUM, sweet wine newly pressed from the grape; or the new liquor pressed from the fruit before it has worked or fomented.

Murst of Rhenish Wine. This is a liquor that, though drank by some, is found extremely to affect the brain; for not having passed the natural effervescence which it would have been subject to, in the making of wine, its effects are locked up, till the heat of the Romach setting them to work, they raise their effervescence there, and send up abundance of subtle vapours to the brain. The Rhenish must is of two kinds, being made either with or without boiling. That made with boiling is only put up to close in the vessel, that it cannot work; this is called Rhenish wine. That by boiling is thus prepared: they take about vessels not quite filled, and putting them into a cellar, they make a fire mild at first, but increased by degrees, and afterwards they gradually lessen it again, that the boiling may cease of itself. This operation is finished in thirty-six or forty hours, according to the size of the vessel; and the wine-boilers, instead of common candles, which would melt by the heat, use thin pieces of split beech wood. These also serve for a double purpose, not only lighting them, but giving them notice of the boiling being enough; before that time, the quantity of vapours thrown up with them burn dim; but as soon as it is finished, the vapours ascend in less quantity, and the lights burn brisk and clear. About seven or eight days after this boiling, the must begins to work, and after this working it is called wine. They have also another kind of Rhenish must, which is thus prepared: they boil the liquor to half the quantity, and put into it the medicinal ingredients which are most fond of; such as orange-peel, ele
corn-root, and juniper-berries, or the like; being thus medicated, the whole works much more slowly than it other
cwise would. If the boiled must, by too violent an effe
rvarcence, call out its bese, it will on this become rapid and dead, unless this separation is dropped by some fatty sub
stance, such as fresh butter, or the like: they put this in
upon a vine-leaf, or else apply hard to the mouth of the vessel.

A Must for artificial Wine may be thus made: take twenty pounds of fine sugar, five gallons of water, four ounces of white tartar, finely pulverized, or cream of tartar, and boil them in a large vessel over a gentle fire.

MUSTACEUM, among the ancient Romans, a kind of cheese-cake. It was composed of cheese, anisced, cum
min, and fust added to flour, moistened with myrrh, or new wine.

MUSTACHIO, or Mustacho, a Venetian measure for fluids; 38 mustachi make a mudd, and 76 an amphora.

MUSTAF A PACHA KEPH, in Geography, a town of Europe of Turkey, in Romania, on the Maru, over which is a celebrated stone-bridge, built by Mustapha Pach; 18 miles N.W. of Adrianople.

MUSTAF A Pacha Palauka, a town of European Turkey, in Bulgaria; 56 miles W.N.W. of Sofia.

MUSTAN,
MUSTAN, a town of Hindoostan, in Bengal; 32 miles N.N.E. of Nattore.

MUSTAPHA I., in Biography, emperor of the Turks, ascended the throne, in 1668, at the age of twenty-five, on the death of his brother Achmet, but his neglect of public business and excess of luxury, caused him, in four months, to be deposed, and committed to the state prison of the Seven Towers. His successor and nephew, Ofman, was as little adapted to the duties of government as his predecessor, and was, in 1623, deposed and put to death. Mustapha was now taken from the dungeon, and replaced on the imperial throne, but he had scarcely been in that situation fifteen months, when he was again deposed, and brought to an ignominious end, being carried on an ass through the streets of Constantinople, conducted to his former prison, and strangled.

MUSTAPHA II., son of Mahomet IV., succeeded Achmet II., his uncle, in 1695. He was in the prime of life when he ascended the throne, and was impatient to distinguish himself as a warrior; his principal action was with the imperialists, whom he defeated at Temefvar. He made war with succefs against the Venetians, Poles, and the Russians; but at length fortune turned against him, and he was obliged to make peace, under the mediation of England and Holland. This treaty, which is called that of Carlo-witz, was signed in January 1699. Mustapha returned to Constantinople, humiliated in the eyes of his subjefts, committed the management of public affairs to his vizier, and retired into the country, where he spent his time in hunting and other amusements. Discontents at length broke out among the soldiers, which produced a complete revolution in the government of Constantinople. The emperor was soon after deposed by his subjefts, and died, in 1703, of melancholy. He was well disposed, and possessed talents superior to most of his successors.

MUSTAPHA III., the son of Achmet III., succeeded to the throne in 1757, having lived in a state of confinement ever since the deposition of his father in the year 1730. He had contracted all the luxurious habits of an inmate of a seraglio; but his great passion was his love of money. He was, nevertheless, humane and just, and displayed great moderation towards his Christian subjefts. But with all his good qualities his reign was unfortunate, because the public affairs were left to the management of his ministers, and the control of a filter, who possessed an unbounded influence over him, but who was ill calculated for the business of a state. The disturbances in Poland occasioned a war with Russia in 1768, which was attended with numerous disasters, such as the loss of Bender and Crim Tartary, the revolt of the Greeks in the Morea, and the destruction of a Turkish fleet in the Dardanelles. He died in January 1774.

MUSTAPHABAD, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the cirrcc of Sirhind; seven miles N. of Tannafar. - Also, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude; 10 miles N.N.W. of Mimbichour. N lat. 25° 58'. E. long. 81° 36'.

MUSTAPHINA, a town of Russia, in the government of Ophra; 11 miles S. of Sterlitamak.

MUSTARAH, a town of Hindoostan, in the circe of Gooty; 33 miles S.W. of Gooty.

MUSTARD, in Botany, Gardening, and the Materia dietetica and Medicina. See Sinapis.

MUSTARD, in Agriculture, a plant of the annual kind, sometimes cultivated in the field as a crop. It is a kind of plant that may, in some places, where the soil is fittable, be grown to much advantage.

It has been stated by Mr. Young in his Calendar, that in breaking up the rich common of Marthland Smeeth, in Norfolk, the crop that was supposed to pay better than any other, was mustard. The soil is a rich loam, and clay, worth 60s. an acre. It was ploughed once and harrowed twice, and worn one-fourth of a peck of the feed per acre, from Candlemas to the end of March, according to the weather. Few farmers have a soil that answers for this crop, but where markets are promising, they should have it in their minds. It may also be added, that it is hand-hoed twice. The crop is reaped in the beginning of September, being tied in sheaves, and left three or four days on the stubble. It is then stackled in the field. It is remarked that rain damages it. A good crop is a fix; or seven combes an acre; the price from 7s. to 10s. a bushel. Three or four crops, it is observed, are taken running.

And in Kent, according to the survey of Mr. Boys, white mustard is cultivated for the use of the feedmen in London. In the tillage for it, the ploughed land is harrowed over, and then furrows are ticken about eleven or twelve inches apart, fowing the seed in the proportion of two or three gallons per acre in March. The crop is afterwards hoed and kept free from weeds. It is usually ripe about July, when it is reaped and threshed out upon a flail cloth in the field.

In order to save the seeds of this plant, fow a spot of ground with it in the spring; thin the plants when they have about four leaves, and at the same time hoe down the weeds, as is practised for turnips. This hoeing is to be repeated in about a month after, and the plants are then to be left about eight or nine inches alunder, which will be sufficient space for the growth of this species. If these hoings are well performed, in dry weather, they will keep the ground clean till the mustard seeds are ripe. The stalks of this plant, which are branched and hairy, will then be about two feet high, and the ripening of its seed is indicated by the pods changing to a brown colour; immediately after which they should be cut down, dried upon cloths for two or three days, and then threshed out for use. And the larger kinds of mustard are to be treated in the same manner; excepting that, as they grow much larger, a proportionately greater space must be left between the plants; and as their seeds will not ripen so soon as those of the smaller kind, three hoings, or rather good deep flirrings of the ground, may be requisite.

The common mustard grows naturally in many parts of this kingdom; but is cultivated in the fields for its seeds, of which the condiment called mustard is made:

In the Annals of Agriculture, Mr. Young suggests, that mustard seed sometimes turns out prodigiously profitable, that is, three or four, and even five quarters, at 4l. a quarter. But it is hazardous, and has a very great evil, of rising afterwards in succive cops, and is hardly ever completely eradicated afterwards from the land.

MUSTARD. Baylard. See Cleomis.

MUSTARD Buckler, or Baylard Mithridate. See Biscutella.

MUSTARD, Hedge. See Erysimum and Sisymbrium.

MUSTARD, Hedge, in the Materia Medica. The Erysimum officinale, referred by some botanical writers to Sisymbrium, is common on dry banks and wafe places, and flowers from June till September. The tale of this herb, and particularly of the tops of the flower spikes, is somewhat acid. Its seeds are considerably pungent, and appear to possess the same quality with those of mustard, in a weaker degree. It is laid to be antiseptic, expectorant, and diuretic, and has been strongly recommended in chronic coughs and hoarse

M. Rundelius informs us, that the latter complaint, occasioned by loud speaking, was cured by this plant in three days. Other testimonies of its good effects in this disorder are recorded by writers on the Materia Medica, and among other...
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others by Dr. Cullen, who, for this purpose, recommends the juice of the erysimum to be mixed with an equal quantity of honey or sugar. In this way it is also said to be an useful remedy in ulcerations of the mouth and throat. In most cases of disease, perhaps the seeds of erysimum, as being more purgant, should be preferred to its leaves. The Erysimum alliarum, sauce-alone, or flinking hedge-mullard, is common on hedge-banks, and flowers in May and June. The leaves of this plant have a moderate acrimony, and a strong flavour resembling that of garlic or onions; they give the same kind of taint to the breath as these roots, and have been used for the same culinary purposes; whence the name alliarum. On drying, however, theirensible qualities are considerably diminished, or entirely lost. "The juice, expressed from the fresh leaves," says Lewis, "is strongly impregnated with their active matter, but loses the greatest part of it on being imbibed to an extract with the gentile warmth; in its liquid state, duly secured from the air, it may be kept uninjured for many months. On diluting the fresh herb with water, there arise a small portion of essential oil, which taints and smells very strongly. The medicinal character of alliarum is that of a powerful diaphoretic, diuretic, and antiscorbutic; and as purgative of the qualities of garlic; it has been deemed useful as an expectorant and deobstruent, in humoral afflames, and other cases of dyspepsia. It has also been much esteemed as an external application, to promote suppuration; and Boerhavene informs us, that he cured a gangrene of the leg, arising from a neglected fracture and contusion, by applying the bruised leaves of alliarum with wine. Woodville Med. Bot.

This species of erysimum was formerly eaten as a fallad herb by the poorer sort of people, who gave it the name of Sauce-alone. The only official preparation of this plant is the "Syrupus de erysimum." It is recommended by Dr. Stahl for flintero-cancerous tumours, taken internally, and also applied externally to the tumours. We have an account of its good effects by M. Bingert, in Act. Med. Berol. Dec. 3, vol. I. p. 59.

MUSTARD. See Thlaspi.

MUSTARD. Rough-podded. See SinapisRhizom.

MUSTARD. Tower. See Turritis.

MUSTARD. Bush-bound. See Arbacia.

MUSTARD. Treacle. See Thlaspi and Cynpleo.

MUSTELA, in Natural History, a genus of the class Mammalia, and order Ferra. The general character is, that it has five upper fore-teeth, erect, acute, distinct; and five lower, which are much obtuse, and crowded; two are placed within; the tongue is smooth.

In a variety of circumstances otters and weasels resemble each other; their bodies are long, and of the same thickness; their feet are short, hair thinly, and claws immovable; they burrow in the ground, proud and prey by night; but the otters live mostly in water, swim on the surface, and under it, and feed chiefly on fish. They do not climb, nor leap with the body curved, and tail stretched, like the weasels; the head is larger and thicker; the tongue is armed with soft prickles; otters have five grinders in each jaw, on each side; weasels have four, five or six.

Naturalists are very much divided in their methods of classifying animals of the kind now under consideration. Mr. Pennant, who is followed by Dr. Shaw, unites the genus Mustela with the Viverra; but Mr. Pennant includes in his genus the race of otters; Dr. Shaw prefers the otters or lutres distinct from both. We shall in this cafe, as in others, follow the Linnaean division, and, according to Gmelin, there are 28 species, which are divided into those that have hind-feet palmate, as otters; and those whose feet are cleft, as in the case of weasels.

A. Hind feet palmate. Otters.

Species.

LUTRIS; Sea-Otter. In this species there are two varieties; 1. Hind-feet hairy; tail one-fourth part as long as the body. 2. Black, with a yellow spot; the first inhabits the coasts of Asia and America; the second is found in the rivers of South America. This is one of the largest of the otters, measuring about three feet from the nose to the tail, and the tail is thirteen inches long. The colour of this species is a deep, glossy, brownish-black; the fur being extremely soft and very fine; the hind-feet resemble those of the seal, the toes being connected by a strong granulated membrane, with a skin flirting the outward toe, as in some of the water-fowl; the tail is short, broad, depressed, and pointed at the end. The sea-otter has been found to weigh 70 or 80 pounds. It is met with in great abundance in Bering's islands, Kamtchatka, the Aleutian and Fox islands, between Asia and America. They will sometimes come on shore in the Kurile islands, but are never seen in the channel between the north-east of Siberia and America. They breed once a year, and are supposed to bring but one at a time; they are extremely harmless animals, and singularly affectionate to their young. This animal is killed for its skin; which is one of the most valuable of furs, being sometimes folded for 25 l. to the Chinese. Sea-otters are sometimes taken with nets, but more frequently destroyed with clubs and spears. They feed chiefly on lobsters and other shell-fish.

PARAGUENIS. This species is mixed with grey and black; the feet are palmate. It inhabits on the Rio de la Plata; is the size of a cat; the fur is velvety, and the flesh very delicate.

CHILENSIS. The tail of this species is long, round; the feet very hairy. It is found on the coasts of Chili.

* Lutra; Common Otter. The hind-feet of this species are naked; the tail is half the length of the body. This is the Greater Otter of Pennant, and is found in almost every part of Europe, as well as in the colder regions of Asia; inhabiting the banks of rivers, and feeding principally on fish. It is also to be met with in the northern parts of America, where it grows to a much larger size than the European species; but in the river Euphrates, it is found no larger than a common cat; this, perhaps, is a different species, though sometimes denominated the Lutra. The usual length of the common otter is nearly two feet, with a tail of sixteen inches. The colour of the whole animal is brown, with some patches of different colours; the head is broad and flat; the mouth small; the teeth strong; the lips very mucular; the ears short and rounded; the eyes are small, and the neck very thick; the legs are short and thick, loosely joined to the body, and so placed as to be capable of being brought on a line with the body, and of performing the office of fins; the toes, which are five in number on all the feet, are connected by broad strong webs, and the whole foot is naked, or without hair. The otter has a great facility in forming its habitations; it burrows under ground, in the banks of some river or lake; and always makes the entrance of its hole under water; working upwards to the surface of the earth; and, before it reaches the top, makes several lodges, that in case of floods it may have a retreat; to all these lie forms an orifice for the admission of the air. The natural food of the common otter is fish, but when the weather is hard, and it is hardly driven for food, it will attack the 3 l. smaller
smaller quadrupeds, as well as poultry. The female produces four or five young at a birth; it is said that otters, when taken very young, may be trained up to hunt and fish for their matters. The male calls the female by a soft murmuring cry.

**Canadensis.** This is black; the fur is smooth; the tail long and tapering. It inhabits North America, particularly Canada, and is about two feet long; the tail ten inches.

**Lutra.** Lesser Otter. The specific character of this is, that it has very hairy feet, equal toes, and a white mouth. This species very much resemles the M. lutra, but is considerably smaller; the body is of a dully colour, but with a tawny call; the chin and throat are white; the ears are roundish; the feet broad, webbed, and covered with hair, instead of being naked, as in the former animal. In North America this species is known by the name of minx, and is said sometines to leave the water, and prey on poultry, &c. in the manner of a pole-cat; but in Poland and other parts of Europe, where it is found, it lives chiefly on fish, frogs, &c. Its fur is very valuable, and next in beauty to that of the fable.

**Cayennensis;** Cayene Otter. Toes on the fore-feet, unconnected; tail long, taper, naked. This species inhabits Cayenne, and is fifteen inches long.

**Minx.** The body of this species is of an entirely deep chestnut. It inhabits North America, on the banks of rivers; feeds on fish, birds, and mice, and sometimes haunts farm-yards.

---

**B. Feet short. Weasels.**

**Barbata;** Guinea Weasel. Black; a white three-jobbed spot under the neck. This species is found in Guinea and Brazil; and is the size of a martin. The hair is coarse, the ears rounded and hairy; the space between the eyes is cincereous; it has four teats.

**Galera;** Brown Weasel. The body is uniformly brown. It inhabits Guinea and Madagascar; burrows like a rabbit, and is destructive to game and poultry. The body of this species is shaped like a rat.

**Afra;** Madagascar Weasel. The body above is brown, beneath it is of a pale yellow; the tail is blackish at the tip. It inhabits, as its trivial name imports, the island of Madagascar; and also the interior parts of Africa.

**Visor.** The body of this is bright tawny; tail dusky. It inhabits North America; and resembles the martin, which will soon be described.

**Canadensis;** Pekan. Body blackish-tawny; but on the breast there is a white spot. It inhabits Canada, and is about two feet long, the tail is ten inches in length.

* Foina; * Martin. Body blackish-tawny; throat and breast white. This is an animal of very elegant appearance. Its length from nose to tail is about eighteen inches, and the tail is ten inches. It is a native of most parts of Europe, inhabiting woods and fields, and preying on birds and other small animals. If taken young it may be easily tamed, and even rendered domestic. It breeds in the hollow of trees, and brings forth from three to five young at a time. The skin is valued as a fur.

**Martes;** Pine-Martin. Body blackish-tawny; throat and breast yellow. This species is found in the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America, and is very rarely found in the south; it preys by night; lives by day in hollow trees, and squirrels' nests: it feeds on young squirrels, mice, berries, ripe fruits and honey: in the winter it will watch for and devour pigeons and poultry; it brings forth seven or eight young at a time.

**Guinea.** Dark-brown; the forehead is white; the neck has a long narrow stripe along the side. It inhabits Guinea, is about two feet long, with a tail of five inches. The fur is sprinkled with black and white.

**Langer;** Woolly Martin. The body of this species is covered with woolly hair; the tail is long and tapering. It inhabits Cayenne, and is sixteen inches long, with a tail of five inches.

**Zhelleria;** Sable. There are three varieties of this species: 1. Body dark-tawny; forehead white; throat cincereous; the 2d is snowly white; the 3d has a collar of white or yellow spots round the neck. This species inhabits the northern parts of Asia and America, Siberia, Kamtchatka, and the Kurile islands. It fleeps by day; preys by night on smaller weasels, squirrels, and hares; in winter on birds, particularly on partridges; in autumn on berries; its fur is very precious. Formerly, in the Russian empire, the hunting of these animals was the task imposed on those exiles who were banished into Siberia. As that country became more populous, the fables have, in a good measure, quitted it, and retired into the desert forests and mountains. They usually reside on the banks of rivers, or on the small islands near them. At present the fable hunters form themselves into parties or troops, from five to forty each; the last subdivide into leffer parties, and each chooses a leader, but there is one commander-in-chief that directs the whole.

---

A small covered boat is prepared for each party, laden with provision, a dog and a net for every two men, and a vessel to bake their bread in. Each party has also an interpreter for the country they intend to penetrate. Every party then gets out, according to the course their leader points to them. They ascend the rivers, drawing up their boats, till they arrive in the hunting country. There they flop, build huts, and wait till the waters are frozen, and the season commences. Before they begin the chase, their leader assembles them; they join in a prayer to the Almighty for success, and then separate. The first fable each party takes is called God's fable, and is dedicated to the church.

---

The fables are employed to bring it on sledges from the places on their route, where they are obliged to form magazines. The traps are a fort of pit-falls, with a loose board placed over each, baited with fish or flesh. When fables grow scarce, the hunters trace them on the new fallen snow to their holes, place their nets at the entrance, and sometimes wait, watching two or three days for the coming out of the animal. It has happened that these poor people have, by the failure of their provisions, been so pinched with hunger, that, to prevent the cravings of appetite, they have been reduced to take two thin boards, one of which they apply to the pit of the stomach, the other to the back, drawing them tight together by cords placed at the ends. Such, says Mr. Pennant, are the hardships our fellow creatures undergo, to supply the wantonness of luxury!
report to their leader the number of fables each has taken, make complaints of offenders against their regulations, punish delinquents, and share the booty. They then continue at the head-quarters till the rivers are clear of ice; when they return home, and give to every church the dedicated furs. The price of these furs varies from one to about ten pounds sterling. Fine and middling skins are sold without the bellies; the coarse ones with them. The finest fables are fold in pairs perfectly similar; and such pairs are dearer than single ones of the same goodness; for the Ruffians want those in pairs for facing caps, cloaks, and tippets. The blackest are reputed the best. Sables are in season from November to February; those caught at any other time of the year are short-haired. The hair of fables differs in length and quality. The more a skin has of such long hairs, and the blacker they are, the more valuable is the fur. The very best have no other but those long black hairs. Below the long hairs there are, in the greater part of fable furs, some shorter. Besides various other particulars respecting the fur, the furbusters attend much to the size, always preferring, ceteris paribus, the bigger, and thofe that have the greatest glos. The glos vanishes in old furs; the freth ones have, what dealers in furs call, a bloomy appearance; the old ones are said to have done browning. The dyed fables always lose their glos, and become black, whether the common hairs have taken the dye or not, and the hairs are commonly twisted or crisped, and not so straight as the natural ones. Some fume the skins to make them look blacker; but the smell, and the crisped condition of the long hair, betray the cheat; but dyeing and fumeating are both detected by rubbing the fur with a moist linen cloth, which grows black in such cases. The Chinenfs have a way of dyeing the fables, so that the colour not only bleeds, which is more than the Russian cheat can effect; but the fur keeps its glos, fo that the fraud can only be detected by the crisped hairs.

The country about the river Ud affords sometimes fables, of which one is often fold for twelve or fourteen pounds sterling. The bellies of fables, which are fold in pairs, are about two fingers' breadth, and are, like the skins, tied together in parcels of forty each. One of these parcels fells from one to two pounds sterling; tails are fold by the hundred; the very bell furs muff have their tails, but ordinary ones are often cropped. A hundred fell for from four to eight pounds. White fables are rare; they are not common merchandise, but bought only as curiosities. Some are yellowish, and are bleached in the spring on the snow. The common fables are scarcely any thing better in hair and colour than the marten.

The fable is also found in North America. The Ruffians have often discovered the skins mixed with those of martins in the fur drefles, which they get from the Americans by way of exchange. Their fur is more glossy than that of the Siberian fable, and of a bright chestnut colour, but of a coarser quality. The length of the American fable is about twenty inches; the trunk of the tail is only five; but from the rump to the end of the hair eight. His ears are more pointed than thofe of the Atlantic fable; its feet are large and hairy, both above and below; it has five toes, with white claws on each foot. The colour of its head and ears is whitish; its whithers are short and black; its whole body of a light tawny; its feet are brown.

AMERICANUS; American Sable. Body light and tawny, head and ears whitish. It inhabits North America, and is about 20 inches long.

NIGRA; Fisher Weefel. Back, belly, legs, and bulky tail black; the fides are brown. This is a native of North America, where it is supposed to be pretty common, as not less than five or six hundred skins have been brought, in one season, from New York and Pennsylvania. Though the general colours are those that have been described above, yet they vary, and in some instances the animal is nearly black.

* * * * *

Putorius; Pole-cat. Body blackifh-yellow; mouth and ears white. This is one of the most remarkable of the weefel tribe; its colour is an extremely deep blackifh-brown, with a tawny cast slightly intermixed. It is about fifteen inches long, exclusive of the tail, which measures fix inches. It is found in most countries of Europe, and also in many parts of Asia, and in Siberia; it forms itself a subterraneous retreat, sometimes beneath the roots of large trees, sometimes under hay-ricks, and in barns. It preyis indiscriminately on the smaller animals, and is very destructive to poultry. During the summer it frequents rabbit warrens, or the hollow trunks of trees, and other places of the same kind. It is a strong and active creature, and will spring with great vigour and celerity when preparing to attack its prey, or to escape from its pursuir. It emits a smell proverbially fetid, being furnifhed, like several others of the weefel tribe, with certain receptacles which secrete a thickifh fluid of a peculiarly strong and offensive odour. The fur is beautiful, and when properly dressed, is numbered among the commercial furs used as articles of drefs.

Furo; Ferret. Eyes red and fiery; this animal, in its general form, resembles the pole-cat, but is a good deal smaller. It is a native of Africa, and supports with difficulty an European winter; it is, however, famed in Europe for the purpose of catching rats and rabbits. It also breeds in this and other European countries, and hence is regarded as natural to us. It sleeps almost continually, and when awaked, immediately begins to search for food; it is usually fed with bread and milk, but its favourite food is the blood of the smaller animals. The ferret was brought into Spain from Africa, probably for the purpose of freeing that country from the vall number of rabbits with which it was overrun, and from Spain it was gradually introduced into other European states. It is very irritable, and when irritated, his odour, which is at all times offensive, becomes far more so than usual. The general colour of the ferret is very pale yellowifh-brown, or cream colour.

Sarmatiana; Sarmatian Weefel. The upper part of the body is yellow and brown. It resembles the pole-cat, but is larger; the hair, excepting on the feet and tail, is shorter.

Sibirica; Siberian Weefel. The body is tawny; and the feet very hairy. It inhabits the woods of Siberia; is voracious, devours flesh, and kind ater butter from the nuts of the beeches; its tail is hairy, and darker than the body; the fur is long and loose; the face is black; the nostrils whitish; about the eyes it is spotted, and the throat is sometimes spotted with white.

* Emerina. Tail black at the tip: there are two varieties: in the first the body has a reddish tinge; this is the English Ioot: in the second, the body is white, and the tail is blackish at the tip; this is the ermine. It inhabits Europe, and the colder parts of America, Asia, and China; it lives in heaps of stones, banks of rivers, hollow trees, and forests, especially of beech; prey on squirrels, mice, and small animals. In Norway and in Siberia, the skins are a great article of commerce; most of the ermine or white Ioot-skins being brought from thence. In Siberia, the Ioot is said to be found in birch forests, and the skins are fold on the spot, at from two to three pounds per hundred. The animals are either taken in traps, or shot with blunt arrows.

* Vulgaris; Common Weefel. Body tawny-brown, be
neath white; the tail is the same colour as that of the body; there is a variety in which the body is white; tip of the tail with four black hairs. This species inhabits the temperate and cold regions of Europe, Asia, and America; in Russia it becomes white in winter; it is about half the size of the eel; it eats fish, flesh, mice, eggs, and fungi; but no other vegetables; it preys by night, gets into the holes of mice, and devours them, leaving the teeth only; in its habits it is ferret, dirty, and drinks often; it is very cunning, continually looks about, and is not easily destroyed by a cat. From the extreme flexibility of its body, and its wonderful activity, it readily ascends the fides of walls, and by this means pursues its prey into the most distant retreats, and it is a frequent inhabitant of barns and granaries. It brings forth four or five young at a time, preparing for them a bed of moss, grafs, &c.

MELINA; Yellow Weefel. Back and belly pale cinematous-yellow; face, crown, legs, and tail black.

QUIQU. Body brown; snout wedge-shaped. This species inhabits Chile, living underground, and feeding on mice; it is principally distinguished by its wedge-shaped snout; the ears are short and round, with a white spot in the middle; the legs and tail are short; the feet like those of a lizard; the length of the animal is from nose to tail about thirteen inches.

MUSTELA, in Ichthyology. See Gadus Mytfola.

MUSTELA AFRICANA, in Zoology. See Sciurkus Palmeram.

MUSTELA CAUROICA, &c. See Lepus Alpinus.

MUSTELA FLAVILIS, in Ichthyology. See Gadus Lota, and Eel-Pout. See also Petromyzon.

MUSTELA FISHTA. See Coitii Fishtas.

MUSTELA LUMPENUS, a name given by Artedi, from Ray and others, to that species of blennius, called simply lumpen at Antwerp, and by Gefner galus.

It is distinguished, by Artedi, from the other blennii, by a specific name, expressing that it has four bifid cirri or beards, growing under the throat, and transverse aroele or fteaks on the back. It is found in the clayey and sandy bottom of the European seas, and conceals itself among the fuci on the shore, where it depusts its spawn in July. It is smooth, with small rounded scales, of a palifh colour, the head yellowish, the body narrow, and the spinnen radius of the dorsal fin are marked backwards. See Blennius.

MUSTELA MARINA. See Petromyzon Marinus.

MUSTELA VIVIPARIS, the Blennius viviparus. See El-Pout.

MUSTELINUM GENUS, in Zoology, the name of a class of animals, so called from their general likeness to the weefel in shape: they are all carnivorous animals, and are distinguished from the other quadrupeds of that fort by their smallnes, the length of their bodies, and the smallnes and narrowness of their heads. Their feet are small, and their legs short, whence they are formed for running into holes or crannies; their teeth are less numerous than in many quadrupeds; in the dog kind there are forty, and in thee but thirty-two. Their intestines are short and simple; they have no colour nor colurn, nor any distinction of great and small enus. Ray.

MUSTELUS SPINAX, in Ichthyology, a name given by Bellonius, and some other writers, to the fish called galus acanthus, a species of halarus. See Squalus Acanthias, and Spinax.

MUSTELUS LEVIS, a name by which Aldrovandus, and some others, have called the fish distinguished by others by the name of galus levis, the smooth lump fish. See Squalus Mytfola.

MUSTELUS LEVI, a name of a kind of shark, called also the callus galus, and canola. See Squalus Galeus.

MUSTER, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Conland; 56 miles S.E. of Seelburg.

Muster, in Military Language, denotes a review of a body of military forces under arms, in order to take account of the numbers, condition, accoutrements, arms, &c.

The word is formed of the French, mustre, specimen, a show or exhibition. See Review.

It is needful to enquire into the antiquity of musters, since they must have existed ever since an army has been assembled. Without a muster it would not be known whether the feudal tenants, or others liable to furnish soldiers, had provided their due number, nor could a general otherwise know the true strength of his army, the ground they would occupy, the quantity of provifion and forage neceffary for their subsistence, and that of their horses; nor the money required for paying them. The object of a muster was not only to ascertain the number of men and horses, but likewise to examine their armour and weapons. Great abuses having crept into the practice of mustering the troops half-yearly, so that the real effective strength of the army could never be exactly ascertained, a new regulation has taken place, in virtue of which the several regiments and corps are mustered every month by the regimental paymaster, and detachments of regiments in the respective districts in which they are stationed, by an officer called paymaster of the district. These have superceded the commissaries of musters; and the pay-lifts and muster-rolls of the army are thus made to tally with each other. By 49 Geo. III. c. 12. every regiment, troop, or company is to muster twice a year, at least.

Muster, False. See False.

Muster-master-general, or Commisary-general of Musters, is an officer in the army, who takes account of every regiment, their number, horses, arms, &c. In the ordinances of war made by king Henry V. this officer is mentioned, and his power and duty are defined. See Commissary.

Muster Rolls are lists of the soldiers in every troop, company, regiment, &c. delivered by the captains to the commissary: by which they are paid, and the strength of the regiment known.

MUSTERED of Record (flat. 18 Hen. VI.) denotes a being enrolled in the number of the king's soldiers.

Musterering, in Sea Language, is the act of calling over a list of the whole ship's company, or any particular detachment thereof, who are accordingly summoned to answer by their names on the occasion.

MUSTEWAH, in Geography, a mountain of Algiers; 40 miles S. of Conlistanta.

MUSTY GANNIM, MOSTAGAN, or Meleggan, a sea-port town of Algiers, in the province of Mafecara and Trebec, supposed to be the "Cartenna" of Pliny and Ptolemy. It is built in the form of a theatre, with a full prospect of the sea; but in every other direction it is surrounded with hills. In one of the vacant spaces about the middle of it are the remains of a Moorish castle. The N.W. corner of the city, which overlooks the port, is surrounded with a wall of hewn stone; and it has another castle built in a more regular manner, defended by a Turkish garrison; however, the chief security of the place depends upon the citadel, which is built on one of the adjoining eminences, and commands both the city and country. The town is well supplied with water, and its harbour is commodious and safe. Nevertheless, though it is one of the largest towns in the province of Mafecara, it is neither beautiful, nor has any flourishing trade or manufacture. Behind it rises mount Magharaba, so called from a people of that name, who inhabit it. This mount extends itself
MUT

MUT: in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 25 miles S. of Patna.

Durum

The same series of sounds in the octave and 15th would have the same names.

Naturale

See Solmisation, Gammut, and Harmonic Hand.

MUTABILIS LAPS, in Natural History, a name given by some to the semi-pellucid gem, more commonly called occlus munia.

MUTABILITY is opposed to immutability.

MUTARE ARMA. See Arma.

MUTATION, the act of changing, or sometimes the change itself.

It is one of the laws of nature, that the mutation of motion is ever proportional to the moving force impressed. See Nature and Motion.

MUTATIONS, in Music, are the changes in the names of the notes in falsifying by the hexachords. In a series of five sounds, in the hexachord of G durum, or G with a major 3d, no change of name is required ascending or descending. Ut, oct, de, ni, si, sol, la: la, sol, si, ni, re, do, are the names of all the intervals in that compass; but in completing the octave, which cannot be done without encroaching on the hexachord of C natural, the mutations begin. It is the same in the hexachord of C; when a 7th sound is wanted, it must, if minor or flat, belong to the moll hexachord of F; if major, or natural, to G. See Hexachords.

Dominico Pedro Ceroni, in an elaborate work, written in the Spanish language, and published at Naples 1613, has taken great pains to throw a light upon the subject, which he says he found, by his own experience, extremely dark and difficult. He minutely goes through all the seven hexachords, shews their connection with each other, and gives scales to manifest the mutations, which, in ascending beyond a hexachord, are made by the syllables re, and, in descending, by la.

MUTARE ARMA. See Arma.

MUTABILIS LAPS, in Natural History, a name given by some to the semi-pellucid gem, more commonly called occlus munia.

MUTABILITY is opposed to immutability.

MUTATION, the act of changing, or sometimes the change itself.

It is one of the laws of nature, that the mutation of motion is ever proportional to the moving force impressed. See Nature and Motion.

MUTATIONS, in Music, are the changes in the names of the notes in falsifying by the hexachords. In a series of five sounds, in the hexachord of G durum, or G with a major 3d, no change of name is required ascending or descending. Ut, oct, de, ni, si, sol, la: la, sol, si, ni, re, do, are the names of all the intervals in that compass; but in completing the octave, which cannot be done without encroaching on the hexachord of C natural, the mutations begin. It is the same in the hexachord of C; when a 7th sound is wanted, it must, if minor or flat, belong to the moll hexachord of F; if major, or natural, to G. See Hexachords.

Dominico Pedro Ceroni, in an elaborate work, written in the Spanish language, and published at Naples 1613, has taken great pains to throw a light upon the subject, which he says he found, by his own experience, extremely dark and difficult. He minutely goes through all the seven hexachords, shews their connection with each other, and gives scales to manifest the mutations, which, in ascending beyond a hexachord, are made by the syllables re, and, in descending, by la.

MUTA-
Mutationes, among the Romans, lofty stages, or places where the public couriers were supplied with fresh horses.

The mutationes were wholly designed for the use of these couriers, or messengers of flates; in which respect they differed from manufacnes.

MUTBUNNY, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 23 miles S.S.E. of Bettiah. N. lat. 26° 28'. E. long. 85° 2'.—Allo, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 15 miles N.E. of Durbungah. N. lat. 26° 20'. E. long. 85° 16'.

MUTCHANG, a town of Meckley; 104 miles S.S.E. of Munnpour.

MUTCHKN, a liquid measure used in Scotland; it contains four gills, and is the fourth part of a Scotch pint.

See Pint, Measure, &c.

MUTE, Dumb, denotes a person that cannot speak, or has not the use of speech. See Dumb.

Mutes and dwarfs make their fortune in the grand signior's seraglio. The mutes serve as executioners to take off persons of the first rank.

Mute, in Law, a person that stands dumb or speechlets, when he ought to answer or plead.

A prisoner may stand mute, two ways. 1. When he speaks not at all: in which case it is inquired, whether he stand mute of malice, or by the act of God; if by the latter, then the judge, ex officio, ought to inquire whether he be the same person; and of all other pleas, which he might have pleaded if he had not stood mute. 2. When he pleads not directly, or will not put himself upon the inquest to be tried. If he be found to be obstinately mute, then, if it be on an indictment of high treason, it is clearly settled that standing mute is equivalent to a conviction, and he shall receive the same judgment and execution. So likewise, in petty larceny, and in all misdemeanors, standing mute is equivalent to conviction. But in appeals or indictments for other felonies, or petit treason, it was the custom till of late not to consider him convicted, so as to pass judgment for the felony; but for his obstinacy he was to receive the terrible sentence of penance, or paene forte et dure. Before this was pronounced, the prisoner was allowed not only irina admonitio, but also a convenient repitue for a few hours, and the sentence was distinctly read to him, that he might know his danger; and, after all, if he continued obstinate, and his offence was criminal, he was allowed the benefit of his clergy, even though he was too stubborn to pray it. But in this respect the law is now altered; for by 12 Geo. III. cap. 20, standing mute in felony or piracy is made a conviction.

To advise a prisoner to stand mute is an high misprison, a contemp of the king's court, and punishable by fine and imprisonment.

Mute, in Grammar, a letter which is not founded, or heard in the pronunciation; or a letter which yields no sound of itself, and without a vowel.

The consonants are ordinarily distinguished into mutes, and liquids or semi-vowels. See Conniant, Liquid, &c.

The mutes in the English alphabet are eleven; viz. B, C, D, F, G, J, K, P, Q, T, V. They are called mutes, because a liquid cannot be founded in the same syllable before them, as pro; but a mute may be pronounced in the same syllable before a liquid, as pro.

MUTEFERRA, a body of horse kept up in Egypt, in the service of the grand signior; there, with the chasses were originally the guards of the sultans of Egypt. This is a body of the greatest dignity, and is expressed by the word, which signifies a chosen people.

MUTTON, in Entymology, a species of fish resembling cals, in Hudson's Bay. They are principally caught in winter with hooks, through openings made in the ice.

MUTHIEL, Johann Godfried, in Biography, a German musician settled at Riga, who, though but little known in his own country, was a musician of great abilities both as a compositor and performer. He was a worthy disciple of Sebastian Bach, and had resided some time at Schwerin before he went to Riga. When a student at Leipzig, he vanquished all the difficulties to be found in the lessons and organ pieces of his master and of Handel; then he seems to have made Emanuel Bach his model of composition. Should a young professor on keyed-instruments, who had subdued all the difficulties of his predecessors, lament, like another Alexander, that nothing more remained to conquer, we would recommend to him, as an exercise for patience and perseverance, the compositions of Mühl, and perhaps Beethoven, which are so full of novelty, taste, grace, and masterly designs, that we should not hesitate to rank them among the greatest productions of the last and present age.

The first of Mühl's works that we can trace were odes, printed at Hamburg in 1759; the rest, which are all for the harpsichord, appeared in the following order: three fantasias and two airs; with twelve variations, Nuremberg 1760. Two concertos, printed by Hartknoch, Riga and Mittau, 1767. Dueto for two clavichords, or two harpsichords, or two piano fortos; printed by Hartknoch, Riga, 1771.

Though the style of this composer resembles that of Emanuel Bach more than any other, the passages are entirely his own, and reflect as much honour on his head as his hand. Indeed his productions abound with difficulties, which to common hearers, as well as common players, must thirty years ago, have appeared too studied and elaborate; for even his accompaniments are so charged as to require performers for each instrument of equal abilities to his own, which is expecting too much, in musicians of this nether world.

"Odi s'io son faccio; Ancor mi ferra bella, Ma non mi ferra quale Che paragon non ha." 

Metastasio.

"Nor do thy strains, though sweet, At present so excel, As those which blame defeat, And have no parallel."

From having, in 1772, seen few of the works of Vanhal or Haydn, and none of Mozart, except his childish productions which Bremner printed on speculation; we admired the taste, invention, high finishing, complication, and equality of grace and melody which he gave to all the parts of his concertos, and praised them so highly: speaking at the same time of the difficulty of their execution, in such a way as frightened students, and perhaps some able masters, from attempting them. But after having lost them for many years, on recovering and deliberately examining them, we find the two great laws laid down by Roufeuf, and generally adopted, infringed: the want of symmetry and phrasology in the number of bars, and unity of melody. But "what can we reason, but from what we know?" These laws, we suppose, were unknown in Germany at this time. Mühl's passages are new and difficult; more in the style of his fellow student Emanuel Bach than any other; but left untaught and graceless. His choruses are now become antique. His graces are unapplied. Shakes and trills on the flint and last notes of a bar have been long banished. Indeed, we believe
lieve they have had no admission in the vocal music of Italy since the time of Piccini and Sacchini, who never admitted them. But the elaboration of his several parts surpasses us now as much as ever; though the difficulty of their execution, in some measure, arises from the want of phrasing and punctuation. How difficult it would be to read Milton's blank verse without stops; or even Dryden's and Pope's heroic verse, if printed like prose! We should like to see his concertos scored. He found, doubtless, that his duet could not be executed from single parts; and it has been only in looking at single parts of his concertos that we have discovered what will now be called defects, from laws posterior to the time when Müthel's compositions were printed. Roufau's would admire his passages; but say, that simplicity was wanting. In "La Paflione di Jouelli," which we tent him, he said it was, "a composition worthy of being ranked with the productions of Pergolese, except in simpli-
city;" and he was right.

After having ranked Müthel so high thirty-four years ago, it is necessary that we should assign reasons for the warmth of our eulogy. It judged by laws which did not exist in 1772, or at least were not established throughout Europe until after his death, it might doubtless admit of some exten-
nuation. Grace, the principal feature in music, (and perhaps in all the fine arts,) depends on phrasing, symmetry, and correspondent arrangement of passages with respect to time. This frequently happened by chance in Italy. We believe it was constant and infallible in Corelli; but not from reflection or principle. Handel, from feeling, seldom was deficient in phrasing.

Both Müthel's concertos were published in 1767: Roufau's Lettre fur la Musique Françoise in 1751, sixteen years anterior. His first, concerto concertato, consists of cembalo, two violins, tenor and bafe. The second of cembalo concertino, accompanied by two violins, two bassoons or violonceli, tenor, and ripieno bafe.

We think Mullet much inferior to Emanuel Bach in grace; but superior to him in the folio parts given to the harpsichord, in which there are many common and unmeaning divisions; which, after the refinement and invention of his fumian, as he calls them, dedicated to the princesses Elisa of Prussia, suprised and disappointed us. But in no one of his works are his concertos in parts so much common or vulgar passage to be found. He is, we believe, the first who wrote appropriate in large notes, the exact length they should be played. The double dot, if not the first who used it in Germany, he was, at least, the second after EMa-
uel Bach. We used it in 1760 in a book of lessons, before we had seen the productions of either.

Having made these remarks on his concertos, and reco-
vered his duet for two piano forte, harpsichords, or clavi-
chords, printed in a four-tailf score, we shall examine it with equal rigour.

Roufau saw the too great research and want of simpli-
licity in Jouelli's Miserere, and in the Mattutina di morti
of Perez. Our friend Roufau, (as a writer on music,) pushed simplicity, and unity of melody, perhaps too far; there are effects produced by harmony and modulation, occasion-
ally, quite independent of melody.

Müthel's works are become very scarce, and, on account of their difficulty, were never much known. We cannot afford plates for examples of what we now object to him; and these remarks are added to his article here to account for our unqualified praise at one period of refinement in the art of music, and confounding him not free from cenure at another. The duet is still a curious composition, manifesting a powerful hand, great fertility of invention, and a taste and refinement unknown, at the time, to all Europe, except to the Bach school.

MUTILATED CORNICE. See Corniche.
MUTILATED MEDAL. See Medal.
MUTILATED ROOF. See Roof.
MUTILATION, the retouching, or cutting away, any member of the body. See MAIEN.

The use of the word is also extended to statues and buildings, where any part is wanting, or the projection of any member, as a cornice, or an impoit, is broken off.

MUTILATION is sometimes also used in a more immediate manner, for caltration.

MUTILLA, in Natural History, a genus of animals of the order Hymenoptera. The generic character is, an-
ten先 filiform; feelers four, of which the articulations are obconic, feated on the tip of the lip; the jaw is mem-
 branaceous at the tip; the lip is projecting obconic; in mott species there are no wings; the body is pubescent; the thorax retube behind; the fling is pungent and concealed.
There are nearly forty

Species.

Helvolia. The colour of this species is pale claret-red; the abdomen is cylindrical, pubescent at the tip; and the thighs are compressed. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

Coccinea. Scarlet; abdomen is marked with a black belt. It inhabits North America. The wings are black, but in general it is an aperous insect.

Antiqua. This species is scarlet; tip of the abdomen black, with white streaks. It inhabits Antigua.

Guineensis. Thorax subpinous, variolous, piceous; abdomen black, with two white dots, and an interrupted band. It inhabits Guinea, and is large.

Diadema. Black; abdomen with two large yellow dots at the base, and an interrupted band in the middle; the tip has a white line. It is found in Surinam, and is large.

Americana. Black; abdomen with four yellowish spots, and three white lines. Found in South America.

Formicaria. Black; abdomen with a line of whitish dots down the back. It inhabits New Holland. There is a specimen of it in the museum of Sir J. Banks.

Exulans. Black; abdomen with two yellow dots at the base, an interrupted streak in the middle, and a line behind. It inhabits America.

Aurata. Bluish; abdomen with a large spot. In-
habits New Holland, and may be seen in Sir J. Banks' museum.

* Europa. Black; thorax rufous; segments of the abdomen with white margins. This is described in Mr Donovan's interesting work on English insects. The ab-
domen has two white bands, the second is interrupted.


Atrata. Black; upper part of the thorax rufous; abdomen blue, with two white bands. It is an African in-
sect.

Maurea. Black; abdomen with four white spots; tho-
rax rufous. Found in divers parts of Europe.

Hungarica. Black; front cinereous; thorax rufous; abdomen with six white dots, and a streak behind. Found in Saxony.

Cokonata. Black; front cinereous; thorax rufous; abdomen with a silvery white dot, with two streaks. Found in Saxony.

Halensis.
Halensis. Hairy and black; thorax rufous; abdomen with two white dots, and a band behind. It inhabits a foreign country.

Arenaria. Hairy, black; front and back of the thorax white; abdomen with four white spots. Found in the sandy plains of Spain.

Barbary. Hairy and black; fore-part of the thorax white; abdomen with two white bands. It inhabits Barbary.

Ephippium. Hairy and black; thorax rufous on the back. Inhabits Saxony.

Italica. Hairy and black; second segment of the abdomen rufous. Inhabits Italy.

Paezmontana. Hairy and black; fore-part of the thorax cinereous; abdomen with two cinereous bands; the second segment rufous. Inhabits Italy, and is as big again as the M. Italica.

Versicolor. Abdomen black at each end, and rufous in the middle, with a white band, in which is a black dot. It inhabits America.

Regalis. Hairy, black; front cinereous; thorax rufous; abdomen with four white dots; the middle one elongated. Found in Hungary.

Ruficollis. Hairy and black; thorax rufous. Found in Italy.

Ciliata. Hairy, black; thorax rufous; segments of the abdomen edged with a cinereous fringe. It inhabits Saxony.

Erythrocephala. Hairy and black; head rufous; abdomen with three gold bands.

Glabella. Glabrous, black; thorax and abdomen rufous beneath. It is found in the East, and is a small insect.

Refines. This species is hairy and black; antennae, thorax, and legs rufous; abdomen with a white dot, and two approximate bands. It inhabits Saxony, and is small.

Melangecephala. Hairy and rufous; head and tip of the abdomen black. It inhabits France.

Nigripes. Rufous; the tail is black, with approximate white stripes; legs black. It inhabits the East.

Indica. Black; abdomen with a pale yellow band and white line. Found in the East Indies and South America.

Brutia. Black; thorax rufous; abdomen with fix silvery-white spots and band. It inhabits Calabria.

Littoralis. Black; thorax rufous; fore-part of the abdomen with a two-lobed white spot; the five hind segments edged with white. This also is found in Calabria.

Spinosa. Whitish, varied with black; thorax with four spots on each side; the second segment of the abdomen has two tesselated spots. It inhabits America.

Cephatotes. Head large and black, spinous on each side; abdomen with a gold spot, and three white interrupted bands. Found in Georgia.

Bifasciata. Black; head and thorax red; abdomen with two red bands; the wings are violet-black. Found in New York.

Punctata. Black; thorax sublunular, immaculate; abdomen with three whitish dots on each side. It inhabits Africa.

Maculata. Black; thorax rufous above; abdomen with a row of three whitish spots on each side. It inhabits India.

Mutilus, the name given by some to the common mule.

Mutila, in Ancient Geography, a municipal city of Gallia Cispadana, situated towards the east, and near Scultena. It received a Roman colony about the year 572; now Mutina, which fee.

MUTINY, in a Military Sense, denotes an insurrection against authority.

An act is annually passed by parliament, called the mutiny act, to punish mutiny and defection, and for the better payment of the army and their quartermasters.

This regulates the manner in which they are to be dispersed among the several inn-keepers and victuallers through the kingdom, and establishes a law martial for their government. By this, besides other things comprised in the Articles of War, enumerated and enforced in this act, (see 10 Geo. III. c. 12.) it is enacted, that if any officer or soldier shall excite, or join any mutiny, or, knowing of it, shall not give notice to the commanding officer; or shall desert, or lift in any other regiment, or fleece upon his poff, or leave it before he is relieved, or hold correspondence with a rebel or an enemy, or strike or use violence to his superior officer, or shall disobey his lawful commands; such offender shall suffer such punishment as a court-martial shall inflict, though it extend to death itself.

After the abdication of king James II., and the accession of king William III., the military code obtained the function of parliament, though passed only from year to year, under the denomination of the mutiny act. The first of these acts passed on the 12th of April 1689, and was to continue in force to the 10th of November in the same year. See Army.
MUTIS.

Some of its ministers were wise enough to see the probable advantages to be derived from its natural resources in the new world, if the light of science were to be directed that way. And although the Spanish throne was encumbered and polluted with the very dregs of royal satiety and depravity, the baleful withering yeons of a rotten worn-out flock, swarming with the vermin which there find their natural abode; still the influence of those honest and patriotic characters was occasionally felt. We have mentioned the invitation given to Linnaeus to settle in Spain, and the mission of his pupil Locclliso to South America. (See LINNAEUS and LOCCLELLISIA.) In 1760, the Marquis Della Vega, being appointed Viceroy of New Granada, solicited Mutis to accompany him, as his physician. This proposal was joyfully accepted; not probably with any view to a final settlement in that distant region, but rather as a step to future advancement at home, after his curiosity had been in some measure gratified abroad.

Previous to his departure, the subject of our memoir spent some time with his friends at Cadiz, where it fortunately happened that the Swedish consul, Mr. Bellman, was a man of information and taste in the sciences in which his countrymen have always been pre-eminent. This gentleman procured for Mutis some of the works of Linnaeus, and introduced him to an epistolary correspondence with that great man, which continued till his death in 1778, of which melancholy event an account was transmitted to Mutis that year by the younger Linnaeus, in a letter, of which a copy is now before us. The writer takes an opportunity of describing to his learned correspondent the wonders of the Hedyfarum gyrans, then just raised in the stufe at Utopal.

On his arrival at Santa Fé de Bogota, the capital of New Granada, our ardent and intelligent young philosopher immediately anticipated the probability of his communicating, as well as acquiring, knowledge. By the permission of the Viceroy, he undertook to introduce the mathematics as a branch of study in the university; and his lectures on that subject were received with enthusiastic attention and admiration. But it was not to be expected that the monkish professors should equally relish such novelties. To acquire or to diffuse knowledge was neither their aim nor their ambition, and it was certainly not for their interest nor their peace. On this subject the Christian church, in every country and in every age, has been uniformly and firmly resolute, exactly in proportion to its degree of corruption. Yet we mean not to attribute even this species of fagacity or vigilance to the monks of Bogota. It was natural that the hardy adventurer, who disturbed their dreams and feared away their fumbers, should, like those who first roused the bats and owls in the caves of Elephanta, be befavoured with their filth. They declared, what perhaps they believed, that Mutis was a conjurer, who, by an alliance with the devil, taught a magical, divinatory, and diabolical art, unwarranted by law and prohibited by religion. "How else," said they, "could a mortal measure the distance of the sun or of the moon, or foretell eclipses?" Their representations were not without effect. Some well-meaning, but not well-informed, person forbade their children to frequent the schools of a necromancer, and thus the usefulness of the new professor was limited, and his fame in part eclipsed; for such prohibitions could not fail to foster a certain mass of prejudice, against him and the more enlightened party, which daily increased under his genial influence. Nor was the power of the inquisition allowed to be idle in so holy and just a cause. From this however the higher power of the Viceroy was able to shield the intended victim, who gradually rose superior to prejudice and persecution, and was at length, by the authority of the Spanish government, established Professor of Philosophy, Mathematics, and Natural History, at Santa Fé. It is to be presumed that his own character and conduct were, meanwhile, irreproachable, conformable to the purity of his principles, and the exemplary tenor of his subsequent life, against which malice, even in the days of his adversity, never dared again to aim its darts.

Mutis, like a true patriot, was anxious to turn his own knowledge to the practical service of his country. Considering the gold and silver mines as the most important national objects in Mexico and Peru, he directed his attention to a more successful mode than had hitherto been practised, for working the mines of the laft-mentioned metal. Gold is procured chiefly by patience and manual labour, in a metallic state, from the sands of the rivulets; but silver can be obtained by chemical means only, from recondite sources in the bowels of the mountains. Its mines are not only, like those of gold, a fort of lottery, but to derive a due profit from its ores, requires knowledge and observation, as well as labour and considerable expense. All mining countries abound with traditions of their former riches, and liberal conjectures respecting their latent stores. By these our philosopher was misled. He spent many years of indefatigable application, and exhausted his pecuniary resources, with the zeal and the disappointment of an alchemist.

He reaped indeed abundance of experience and of natural knowledge, as he explored the recesses of the Cordilleras, and investigated the productions of their soil, as well as the secrets of their geology; but his worldly prospects were ruined. The he might have retrieved by accepting some civil employment or magistracy, offered him by his constant friend the Viceroy, to whose propensities of this kind he is reported to have anfevered, that "he aspired after no government, but that of himself, nor any authority but over his own pailions." In conformity to such sentiments, he found the clerical professor more congenial to his feelings; and to that he for a while devoted himself, as it appears, exclusively, refiding for some time in the capital. But a miner seldom gives up his pursuits, and the former propensities of Mutis revived, as he anticipated afehr the means of indulging them. His sucesse was fruitless, as before, with regard to its original object, but not as to the future happiness and utility of his life. The refidence he had choen, for the prosecution of his purpose, was fortunately one of the most delightful in the world, at Sapo, in the government of Mariquita. His house flood on a rising ground, commanding the most enchanting prospects, over an extensive valley, watered by the meandering river Lucia. The groves of palm-trees, and the rural scenery of the valley, are encompassed by a chain of hills, whose proud tops rife one above another, till they are lost in the clouds. Here our philosopher enjoyed a pure air and temperate climate, equally remote from the cold of the mountains, and the oppressive atmosphere of the vale below. In this sequestered abode he divided his time between the superintendence of the mines, and the study of natural history; while he fulfilled his clerical duties, and benefited his neighbours by the exercise of his original profession. He was soon confided for his disappointment in the first of these objects, by the general esteem and respect which his character and conduct inspired; so much that he refused himself for life to this delightful retirement, without a figh for the vanities or the bustle of the world. Here botany constituted his most favourite amusement. The country within his reach was found rich in plants, of peculiar beauty as well as singularity, which indeed may be said in general of all the vegetable producions
ductions of New Mexico. Splendid compound flowers, shrubs whose shining leaves are invested beneath with a dense woolly clothing, giving a great peculiarity as well as richness of habit, are striking characteristics of the Mexican Flora; which is further enriched by no small proportion of the magnificent tribe of Palms. To these last Mutis paid particular attention; but the history of them, which he is said to have prepared, has, as yet, not been given to the public. His correspondence with Linnaeus was as frequent as circumstances would permit, but it appears that many of their letters and communications never reached their respective destinations. To him he sent numerous dried specimens, many manuscript descriptions, and a whole volume of Indian ink drawings, quoted in the Supplementum. Among the specimens were several of the noble Mutisia, first described in that work, to which several new species have since been added; see the next article.

On the 12th of September 1778, Mutis addrest a long and very interesting letter to the younger Linnaeus, in answer to that in which the latter had informed him of his father's decease. By this it appears that he had not settled at Sapo till the year 1776. He complains of having suffered much, in the following leafoon, from the attack of an insect of the Ostrus, or Gad-fly, kind, very common in that neighbourhood, which, having lodged itself in his leg, produced a tumour. To this he applied the juice of tobacco, with the milk of a plant which he terms Mutisa guinaeefia. But the application, though useful among the country people, nearly cost him his life, by producing a violent inflammation and suppuration. He gives the following very curious account of the parent fly. "It is not larger than the Mutisa donjonftica. The abdomen is covered with a series of little tubes, resembling a wasp's nest, in which above fifty minute larvae are lodged. The lichen of this fly to what is so very common and harmless, causes its pernicious design not to be suspected as it settles on the human body, till its brood has, with great celerity, found a lodgment in the skin. It however its attack be speedily perceived, the evil may be removed without difficulty or danger."

The year 1778 makes an epocha in the life of Mutis. That year a new archbishop, Don Antonio Caballero y Gorgora, arrived at Santa Fé, who, among the numerous letters of congratulation from the subordinate clergy on his arrival, had penetration to discover, and good sense enough to admire, in that of Mutis, something very superior to the rest. He visited the writer in his retirement, and his favourable prophecies were confirmed. He determined that such a man should be made useful to his country; and as Mutis had embarrassed his circumstances afloat by his mining projects, the good archbishop obtained, from the government at home, a sum for the payment of his debts, a handsome pension, and the appointments of Botanist and Alphanumeric to the king. He now became the head of a botanical school as it were, the superintendent of a tribe of botanical adventurers employed by the Spanish government to investigate the plants of America. From their labours have originated several publications, especially the splendid Flora Peruvian; and the names of Eucalton, Pavo, Ruiz, Valenzuela, and Zea, are now celebrated in the botanical history of that country. Mutis, attended by some of his pupils, and several draughtsmen, made a tour through the kingdom of New Granada in 1783. By his diligence much new light was thrown upon the history of the Peruvian bark, or Cinchona, and its various species, as there had already been upon that of the Balsam of Peru, the Ipecacuanha, the Elastis gum, &c. He also taught his countrymen the culture and the value of Indigo. His health having suffered from the climate of Mariquita, he was directed to repair to Santa Fé, and to fix on some of his pupils, whose youth and constitution might be more adequate to such labours. In 1791 or 1792, Zea was sent to collect living plants and seeds, for the establishment of a public botanic garden at Santa Fé. But in the political ferment of that period, new inquirers arose, as wise as those who had condemned Mutis for a magician. The innocent Zea was feized, and laid in prison, under the charge of some rebellious conspiracy, till the year 1797, when, with other victims of malice or folly, he was brought over to Spain to be tried. Their innocence was readily proved, they were honourably acquitted, and each was reinstated in his former situation. Mutis, with his accustomed vigilance, took advantage of this opportunity to visit Paris, to consult with Jussieu, and the other eminent botanists of that capital, concerning the compilation of a Flora Bogotensis, and to make himself master of all the new improvements and discoveries. He remained at Paris till 1801, when he went back to Madrid. Whether he subsequently returned to his native country, we know not, but in 1804 he was appointed to the Professorship of Botany, and superintendence of the royal garden at Madrid, in the place of Cavanilles, whose lamented death happened that year.

The venerable Mutis was now established in fame and reputation, but his advancing age made reposé in some measure necessary. He continued however to be serviceable to the government of his native country, and to the prosperity of that in which he had so long been naturalized. He was regularly consulted by the Viceroy, on all difficult and important questions, and conscious that the happiness of the people was the real interest as well as duty of the government, he made it the leading object of all his advice. We hesitate not in the case of such a man to conclude, that his richest temporal reward was the prosperity of those around him, and the affection and veneration with which they amply returned his cares. He lived to an advanced age, but of the precise date of his death we are not informed. A pleasing and well executed portrait of this excellent man, his head encircled with a diadem of flars, is prefixed to one of the late splendid botanical publications of his countrymen, which we have occasionally seen, but which is not at present within our reach. We ought not to conclude this article without recording, that Mutis was the means of introducing strawberries into the country of New Granada. He mentions in a letter to Linnaeus, that, on his departure from Spain, he advised the Viceroy to take with him some of that fruit in a dried state, the seeds of which vegetated in America, and the subsequent propagation and increase of the plant were truly wonderful. He adds that the tables were daily furnished at Santa Fé with this delicious fruit, and with other products of the kitchen-garden, all the year round, which the Italians might envy. Our preceding account is taken from a paper by Don Pedro d'Oribe y Vargas, in Sims and Kunig's Annals of Botany, v. 1. 490, as well as from the manuscript letters of Mutis himself. S.

with lanceolate scales, the inner ones longest. Cor. compound, radiated. Florets of the disk thrice as numerous as those of the radius, tubular, two-lipped; the inner lip in two deep, linear, equal segments; outer ligulate, three-toothed. Florets of the radius about eight; their claw linear, erect; limb horizontal, elliptical, three-toothed, often brily at its base. Stem. Filaments in the florets of the disk five, capillary; anthers united into a cylinder, each with a pair of dependent bristles at its base; in the florets of the disk sometimes present in an imperfect tate. P. Germ in all the florets short; style thread-shaped; stigma cloven, acute. Peric. none, except the permanent calyx. Seeds oblong, slightly quadrangular. Down soft, feathery. Recept. naked.

Eff. Ch. Receptacle naked. Seed-down feathery. Calyx cylindrical, imbricated. Florets of the radius elliptical, three-toothed; those of the disk two-lipped. Anthers with a pair of bristles at their base.

Obf. Cavanilles remarks, that he once found the receptacle slightly villous, in what he deemed a variety of his *M. inflexa.* He also, in mentioning the bristles which are attached to the base of the anthers, allerts that no preceding author had noticed that character. We find it however in the Linnaean description. The florets of the disk were first properly described by Cavanilles, as two-lipped, a character fearely known perhaps but in some American Syngeneese.

* Leaves pinnate.*

1. *M. Clematitis.* Woolly-leaved Mutisia. Linn. Suppl. 373. Wildn. 1. *Cavan. Ic. v. 5. 63. t. 492.*—Leaves pinate, with tendrils; leaflets elliptical, densely woolly beneath.—Discovered by Mutis in the country of New Granada, in the year 1762. According to Cavanilles, it was gathered by Lewis Née, in florny places, not far from San Buenaventura el viejo, in Peru, flowering in June and July. This noble plant does not appear to have been seen alive in Europe, any more than the rest. Fine specimens are in the Linnaean herbarium. The stem is hairless, branched, leafy, fliated, climbing by means of tendrils to a considerable extent; very woolly when young. Leaves alternate, pinate; their common stalks ending in a long three-cleft spiral tendril; leaflets about four pair, nearly fleshy, not quite oppoite, elliptical, or ovate-oblong, obtuse, entire, from one to two inches in length, nearly one in breadth; their upper surafce clothed when young with deciduous wool, but when fully grown green, naked, and smooth, except the rib and veins; the under densely covered at all times with thick soft matted wool, reddish or rusty in the dried plant; but probably white when fresh. A similar woollineal, but partly deciduous, is found on the branches, stalks, and calyx. Stipulas ovate, in pairs at the bottom of the common stalk, like the leaflets, but much smaller. Flower-stalks axillary, solitary, single-flowered, shorter than the leaves, bearing one or two linear bracteas. Flowers dark red, or purple, with conspicuous yellow anthers, very handome, veyeing with the *Tagetes* or the *Dahlias,* but more remarkable for their imbricated woolly calyx, two inches in length. The claws of the marginal flowers are of the same length, their limb one inch.

2. *M. pedunculata.* Long-stalked Mutisia. Cavan. Ic. v. 5. 62. t. 491. Wildn. 2.—Leaves pinate, with tendrils; leaflets lanceolate, fmoreh, alternate. Flower-stalks axillary, very long.—Gathered by L. Née, in the same part of Peru with the preceding, flowering in July. This is smooth in all its parts. The leaflets are ten or twelve on each side of the common stalk, alternate, lanceolate, acute, somewhat decurrent, near an inch and half long, half an inch wide. Tendril three-cleft. Flower-stalks axillary, foliary, a foot long, much exceeding the leaves, each bearing a small lanceolate bracteae near the summit. Flower nearly as large as the foregoing. Calyx smooth. Radiant florets scarlet, their terminal teeth very minute; those of the disk yellowish-red, about fifteen in number. Seeds of both all fertile. Cavanilles.

3. *M. viscosa.* Vetch-leaved Mutisia. Cavan. Ic. v. 5. 62. t. 490. Wildn. 3.—Leaves pinate, with tendrils; leaflets lanceolate, smooth; the lower ones opposite. Flower-stalks terminal.—Found near Valparaiso, in Chili, flowering in May. We have a specimen from Cavanilles. This is very nearly akin to the last, but smaller in all its parts, and it appears to us that the flowers are almost always at the ends of short, lateral, more or less leafy, branches. The lower leaflets are not always opposite, though usually so. The buds, young branches, and sometimes the young footstalks, are rather woolly. The teeth at the ends of the radiant flowers appear scarcely different from the last, of which species the present is perhaps a variety.

** Leaves simple.**

4. *M. ilicifolia.* Hext-leaved Mutisia. Cavan. Ic. v. 5. 65. t. 493. Wildn. 4.—Leaves roundish-heart-shaped, clasping the stem, bordered with spinous teeth. Tendril $—$Native of dry hilly places in Chili, flowering in January. The stem is thorny, branched, climbing, fliated, reddish, three feet or more in height. Leaves alternate, fessile, clasping the stem but not decurrent, roundish-heart-shaped, an inch wide, and somewhat more in length, coriaceous, bordered with strong, spreading, spinous teeth, their termination singularly abrupt, with two much longer divaricated teeth; their upper surface smooth; the under somewhat downy and glaucoes, especially when young; their mid-rib terminates in a simple spiral tendril, thrice the length of the leaf. Flowers purple, on short, solitary, simple terminal stalks. Calyx smooth, barely more than an inch in length; its scales yellowish, with a membranous edge. Radiant flowers narrower than in any of the pinnated species.

5. *M. runcinata.* Lion-toothed Mutisia. Wildn. 5. (M. retorta; Cavan. Ic. v. 5. 65. t. 498.)—Leaves oblong, runcinate, decurrent; woolly beneath. Tendrils clowen.—Gathered by L. Née, flowering in December, in dry barren situations, near Port Defire on the coast of Patagonia. Stem thorny, vingay, a foot and half long, branched, round, not winged, except as far as the bales of the leaves extend. Leaves lanceolate-oblong, about three inches in length, acute, strongly runcinate, somewhat revolute; smooth above; densely woolly beneath; decurrent and tapering at the base; tipped with a divided tendril, about their own length. Flowers terminal, yellow. Calyx about an inch long; its scales with acute recurved points. Radiant flowers narrow, as long as the calyx.

We prefer Willdenow's name, though we should not, of our own accord, have changed the original one. His arrangement of the species is also preferable to that of Cavanilles.

6. *M. fumata.* Blunt-toothed Mutisia. Cavan. Ic. 66. t. 449. Wildn. 6.—Leaves linear-oblong, bluntly toothed, decurrent. Tendril simple.—Gathered by the same botanist on the Cordillera del Planchón, Chili in dry situations, flowering in January.—Similar in habit to the last, as well as in the colour of its flowers; and the pointed scales of its calyx; but the marginal flowers appear by the plate to be broader and shorter. The leaves are bordered with much smaller, and far more numerous, blunt, prominent, not run-
cinete, teeth, and are usually quite smooth on both sides. Their tendril moreover is undivided. *Stem zigzag, smooth.

7. *Mythia. Sharptoothed Mutisia. Cavan. Is. v. 5. 6d. t. 459. Wild. n. 7.—Leaves linear, sharply toothed; arrow-shaped at the base. Tendrils simple. Stem winged. Gathered by L. Née, near the town of Gua-
mantanga, in Peru, flowering in July; and on the Cordillera del Planchón, in February. The *stem is about a yard high; furnished with three leafy sharply-toothed wings. *Leaves selsile, elapsing the stem with their fightly arrow-shaped bafe, which is connected with the wings of the stem, but not properly decurrent, or tapering; they are long or somewhat lanceolate, with numerous sharp, rather spinous, teeth, and a simple tendril. *Flowers large and handiome, solitary, on a short terminal bracteate stalk; their radius yellow, or sometimes purple; disk yellow. Scales of the calyx with reflexed points. Cavanilles does not distinctly say that the leaves are downy beneath, but his reference to the descriptions preceding seems to imply it.

8. *Fajitata. Arrow-leaved Entire Mutisia. Wild. n. 8. (M. hafta; Cavan. Is. v. 5. 6d. t. 459.)—Leaves lanceolate, entire; arrow-shaped at the base. Tendrils simple. Stem winged.—Native of the highest mountains of Chili, flowering in January. Née also found it in Peru. —*Stem two feet high, or more, downy, with four leafy downy wings, whose teeth are sharp and hooked. *Leaves four or five inches long, quite entire, woolly beneath, elapsing the stem with their broad arrow-shaped base, gradually tapering from the base to a narrow point, ending in a long simple tendril. *Flower terminal and solitary, as in all the simple-leaved species. *Calyx an inch and half long, its scales with broad reflexed points, hairy on the upper side at their base. *Florcs of the radius often ten, purple, without any barren stemotes. Wildenow justly thought himself obliged to change the name given by Cavanilles, as the leaves are by no means hafta; *squarrosa would have been a still more expressive appellation than that he has chosen.

9. *M. decurrens. Decurrent Entire-leaved Mutisia. Cavan. Is. v. 5. 65. t. 497. Wild. n. 9.—Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, decurrent, entire, smooth. Tendrils cloven.—Native of the Cordillera del Planchón above mentioned, flowering in February. —*Stem smooth, round, zigzag, branched, two feet high. *Stem elliptic-oblong, entire, smooth, coriaceous, decurrent to a considerable extent at their base. *Tendrils divided, and varicacitd. *Flower large, with about twelve radiant florets, which are purple, as well as the disk. Scales of the calyx without any spreading points.

10. *M. infaexa. Narrow Curve-leaved Mutisia. Cavan. Is. v. 5. 65. t. 496. Wild. n. 10.—Leaves linear, very nar-
row, deflected at the base, incurved. Tendrils simple. *Bracteas awl-shaped.—Native of various places in Chili. *Stem branched, climbing to the height of 10 or 12 feet, frayed, angular, smooth. *Leaves numerous, scattered, selsile, linear, thick, very narrow, smooth, three inches long; deflected at the base, then ascending. *Tendrils simple. *Flower large, with several awl-shaped bracteas. *Calyx an inch and half long, its scales with reflexed tips. *Florcs of the radius eight, deep purple; disk yellow.—In some of the mountain specimens, Cavanilles found twelve radiant florets.

11. *M. linearis. Linear Clove-leaved Mutisia. (M. linearifolia; Cavan. Is. v. 5. 66. t. 500. Wild. n. 11.)—Stem erect. *Leaves linear, revolute, selsile, spinous-pointed, without tendrils.—Native of the mountains of Chili. This is singular in its genus, for the want of tendrils. The *stem is shrubby, a foot high, slightly branched. *Leaves numerous, crowded, selsile, or clove-preted, about an inch long, linear, revolute, tipped with a small spinous point. *Flowers terminal, selsile, solitary, smaller than any of the foregoing, their radius apparently purple in the dried specimens. *Calyx-scales obtuse, close.

*Mutius, or *McCius, *Caicus, in Biography, surnamed *Caucus, famous in the early history of Rome, was born of an illustrious family, at the time of the siege of the city by Porfenna, king of the Etruscans, about the year before Christ 507. During the blockade of the capital, when he found there was no hope of relief, he determined to render himself illustrious by some great act; he accordingly, with the permission of the senators, crossed the Tiber, and entered the enemy's camp, with a concealed dagger under his garment; at length he obtained an admission into the royal tent, at the moment when the king was paying his soldiers, with his secretary by his side. Mutius mistaking the minister for the monarch, laid him dead in a blow, and then in the confusion attempted to make his escape. He was, however, seized and brought before Porfenna, in whose presence, he without any hesitation, avowed his name and purpose, and expressed a readiness to endure any suffering that the king might choose to inflict on him, adding that he was but one of a band of Roman youths prepared to make a similar attempt. Porfenna, enraged at the daring behaviour of the young man, called for fire, in order to extort from him whatever he might know of further meditated treachery. "Behold," said the young patriot, "how little bodily pain is endured by those who profess true glory," and instantly thrust his hand into the flame of an altar kindled for the purpose of sacrifice. The king, in admiration of the reso-

*Mutius-Scevola, *Quintus, called the "Augur," a Roman of great authority as a lawyer, married the daughter of Labeus, and was the father-in-law of Lucius Cauius. He was praetor in Asia, and consul in the year B.C. 117, with L. C. Metellus, with whom he had the honour of a triumph. On various occasions he performed great services to the state, and though, at that period, far advanced in years, he took part with Marius against Sylla. Cicero was instructed by this venerable person in the principles of wisdom, and in gratitude for his attentions to him, he made his preceptor one of the interlocutors in his first dialogue, "De Oratore.

*Mutius-Scevola, *Quintus, an eminent Roman, who was tribune of the people in the year B.C. 166, and consul in 95 B.C. with Caicus Licinius Cauius. He was praetor in Asia, over which he ruled with so much prudence and justice, that he was propsoed as a model for all future go-

gen.
ledge, with which he unquestionably polished a most masculine eloquence. Caesius, in Cicero's dialogue "De Oratore," blythes him the bel pepper among lawyers, and the bell lawyer among the orators. Quintilian gives the same character of him. He was killed in the civil wars between the Marius and Sylla factions, in the year B.C. 83, in the temple of Veia, and his body was thrown into the Tiber. He is thought to have been the first peron who reduced the civil law to a methodical systlem. On this subject he wrote eighteen books, which are often referred to by the ancient lawyers.

**MUTIUSCHICA,** in Geography, a bay or gulf in the Frozen sea, on the N.W. coast of Nova Zembla. N. lat. 75° 50'. E. long. 57° 14'.

**MUTNANG,** a town of Bengal; 20 miles W. of Torec.

**MUTOVA,** one of the Kurile islands, 47 versts from Rock Koke; about 30 versts long, and of the same breadth.

On the S. side flands a very lofty mountain, from whose summit a thick black smoke is continually rising, and which occasionally casts up red-hot fumes, spreading danger and defoliation round it. To the N., valleys rich in herbs and habitable plains extend, where various kinds of edible roots and wild fruits grow. The only land animals in this island are foxes. Peacocks subject to the tribute are here numbered at 63.

**MUTQUIN,** a town of South America, in the province of Tucuman; 25 miles N.E. of Fernando.

**MUTSCOUR,** a port of Peru, in the province of Tron; 35 miles N. of Ifpanan.

**MUTSCHEN,** or MUTZCHEN, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Leipic, in the neighbourhood of which is a species of crystal, which bears the name of Mutzchen diamond; 22 miles W. of Meissen. N. lat. 51° 41'. E. long. 12° 48'.

**MUTSCHNITZ,** a town of Germany, in the principality of Coburg; nine miles N.E. of Coburg.

**MUTT,** a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 37 miles S.S.W. of Arrah.

**MUTTABARROW,** a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat, at the mouth of the Surfooty; 25 miles N.W. of Puttan-Sumnaout.

**MUTTAMUSKEET,** a lake of North Carolina; 20 miles long and five wide, three miles N. of Pamico Sound.

**MUTTEAH,** a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 10 miles N.N.W. of Bettiah. N. lat. 26° 55'. E. long. 84° 35'.

**MUTTEARY,** a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 22 miles S.E. of Bettiah. N. lat. 26° 38'. E. long. 85° 10'.

—Alfo, a fort of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 36 miles N.N.W. of Crippurah. N. lat. 26° 17'. E. long. 84° 28'.

**MUTTEN,** a town of Switzerland, in the canton of Schweitz, situated in a valley called Muttenthal, watered by a small river called Mutten, which runs into the lake of the four cantons, six miles E. of Schweitz.

**MUTTEN BAY,** a bay on the N. side of the river St. Lawrence, on the coast of Canada. N. lat. 48° 25'. W. long. 69°.

**MUTTERSTADT,** a town of France, in the department of Mont-Tonmerre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Spire. The place contains 1415, and the canton 9481 inhabitants, in 17 communes.

**MUTTRA,** a town of Hindoostan, in the fubah of Agra, on the Jumna; 36 miles from Agra.

**MUTTY,** a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 60 miles W. of Noanaugar.

**MUTTEYRA,** a town of Bengal; 14 miles E. of Kilineagur.

**MUTU,** in Ornithology, a name by which some call a large Brazilian bird, of the gallinaceous kind, more usually called mita. See CRAN AETER.

**MUTUAL,** a relative term, denoting something that is reciprocal between two or more persons.

Thus we say, mutual assistance, mutual averton, &c.—There are mutual or reciprocal duties, offices, &c. between superiors and inferiors; as the king and his subjects, the master and his servants, &c.

Vaugelas makes a dlifinction between mutual and reciprocal; mutual, according to him, is understood of what is between two only; and reciprocal of what is between more than two; but this dislinction is little regarded in common use.

**Mutual Testament** is that made by two persons who leave their effects reciprocally to the survivor.

**MUTUALES,** See Mutauxes.

**MUTUAPOLLAM,** or MOOTAPOLLAM, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic. Near this town Hayder Ally, on occasion of a battle fought with Sir Eyer Cootie, in July 1781, was defeated with the los of 4000 men; five miles S. of Cuddalore.

**MUTULE,** in Architecture, a part of the Doric cornice, appearing to support the corona and the superior members, formed by three vertical parallelograms at right angles, and an inclined plane which descends towards the front of the cornice, until it meets the rectangular vertical plane, the inclined plane being the foffi, and the two vertical parallel planes being at right angles to the surface of the frieze, and the vertical plane on the front parallel thereto.

Mutules had their origin from the ends of rafters in the original wooden structures, and are, therefore, properly represented with a declination towards the front of the corona; though represented by an architecte of the last cenury with a level foffi.

In Grecian architecture, a triglyph is placed at each angle of the building, and, consequently, a mutule over each triglyph at the same place, and a triglyph and a mutule are placed over each intermediate column; also, over each inter-column there is only one triglyph, except in the Doric portico, which has two in the middle intercommunications, in order to allow greater room for passage. The mutules are the same breadth as the triglyphs.

Of all the buildings now remaining of Roman antiquity, the theatre of Marcellus is the only one in which any specimen of the Doric order is to be found; but this example is fo void of original character as to have a denticulated corona, which is peculiar to the Ionic or Corinthian. The mutules are only carved on the foffi, and not seen in front under the corona.

In the Grecian Doric three rows of drops, parallel to the front of the corona, are hung from each foffi of a mutule; the number in each row being fix, agreeing with those in the architrave under the triglyphs.

**MUTUUM,** in the Civil Law, denotes a loan simply so called; or a contract introduced by the law of nations, whereby a thing confiding in weight, as supplee bullion; in number, as money; or in measure, as corn, timber, wine, &c. is given to another, upon condition that he shall return another thing of the same quantity, nature, and value, on demand.

This, therefore, is a contract without reward; so that where use or interest arises, there must be some particular article in the contract whereon it is founded.

**MUTWAL,** in Geography, a river of Ceylan, called also Calana.
Calana Gangá, one of the branches by which the Mulickadder falls into the sea, about three miles from the fort of Columbo, after having nearly surrounded a large tract of level country in that neighbourhood, of which it forms a very beautiful peninsula. The country along the banks of the Mutval for many miles is extremely picturesque and delightful.

MUTYBARA, a town of Bengal; 33 miles N.N.E. of Pursehah.

MUTZA, or MUSA, a town of Italy, in the department of the Adda, on a river of the same name; three miles S.E. of Lodito.

MUXACAR. See MUXAR.

MUXILLONES, a small island in the South Pacific ocean, near the coast of Chili; 8. lat. 29° 30'.

MUXOODPORUM, a town of Bengal; 14 miles S.E. of Mahmudpour.

MUXOODPOUR, a town of Hindostan, in Bahar; 30 miles S.W. of Bahar.

MUYDEN, a town of Holland, feated on the river Vecht, near the Zuyder fsee; which has a flute by which the adjacent country may be inundated. Salt is the chief manufacture of the place; 6 miles E. of Amsterdam. N. lat. 53° 35', E. long. 4° 55'.

MUYS, Wyen-William, in Biography, a physician of the mathematical feft, was born at Steenwyck, in Overfeyl, in January 1692, where his father practiced the fame profession. His early education was obtained in his native town; and he then passed three years at the college of Kempe, for the study of the classics, and afterwards was instructed in the first principles of medicine, algebra, and geometry at Vollenhove. At the age of sixteen he commenced his studies at Leyden, and went from thence to Utrecht, where he received the degree of doctor in 1701. He settled at first in his native town, and afterwards removed to Arnheim, where he practiced with reputation and success. An offer of a professorship at Groningen was at first rendered void by the disputes of a cabal; but his dis- appointment was repaid by an election to the mathematical chair in the university of Franeker, in 1709, and to the medical chair in the same faculty in 1712, which he exchanged for that of chemistry in 1720. He was afterwards chosen professor of botany, which comprehended the inspectorship of the botanic garden. The house of Orange frequently retained him as consulting physician, with a considerable salary, which he received to the end of his life. He was cut off by a lingering disease, in April 1744, at the age of 62. He had been five times rector of the university of Franeker, and was a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin. His writings were partly medical and partly philosophical, and bore the following titles: "Oratio de Ufio Matheos in periciendo ingenio et judicio," Franeker, 1711. "Elementa Phyficus methodo mathematico demonstrata, quibus accedunt Difertationes de: prior, de caufa soliditate corporum: posterior, de caufa refistente fluidorum," Amst. 1711. "Oratio inauguralis de Theoria ufu, atque reélta illam excelsi ratione," Franke, 1714. "Difertatio et Observations de Salis Amoniaci praecario ad feptem intertemptas ufu," ibid. 1716. This is laid to merit attention in a practical view. "Dif- putationes de: Materia Luminis, feu Ignis, Caloris, et Lucis natura," ibid. 1717. "Inquisition Fabricae quæ in partibus muscularis comparibus existat," Leyden, 1738, 1741, and 1751, in quarto. This is a laboured and copious compilation of all that had been previously discovered respecting the structure of the muscular fihes and its fibres, the divisions and subdivisions of which he had traced with extreme minutenefs, and illustrated by three good microfopic plates, drawn by himfelf. After his death a work of his was published in French, entitled, "Difertation fur la Perfection du Monde corporel et intel- ligent, ou l'on demontre en detail le merveilleux mechanisme par lequel Dieu a voulu que les efpeéces des Hommes, des Animaux, et des Plantes fe perpetuent pendant un temps determiné, etc." Leyden 1745 and 1750, in 12mo. And also "O palpacula pophysma, feu Sermones Academici de fectis Materiis, &c," 1749, edited by his fon.

John Muys, the father of the preceding, who removed to Leyden, and practiced physic there, was author of a work entitled "Praxis Medicina-chirurgica rationalis," which was published in twelve decades, between the years 1684 and 1690; and "Podabrius redivivus," a supplement to the former work, in 1686. Eloy Dit. Hif. de la Med.

MUZA, in Ancient Geography, a port of Arabia Felix, in the country of the Elifiari, placed by Ptolemy between Sacaca and the port of Solippus. Arrian places it 12,000 fadia S. of Derencie.

MUZANA, a town of Asia, situated N. of Melitené, on the bank of the river Melas and near the mountains.

MUZILLAC, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Morbihan, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vannes; 12 miles S.E. of it. The place contains 3015, and the canton 14,100 inhabitants, on a territo- ry of 1875 kilometres, in 6 communes.

MIZUMAS. See ZIMAS.

MUZIO, Girolamo, in Biography, an Italian writer, was born at Padua in 1496. He was educated at his native place till he was eighteen years of age, when, owing to the death of his father, he was obliged to seek a maintenance in the courts of different princes. For a number of years he led a wandering life, and in one of his letters, he complains that he has been obliged to gain his bread by serving sometimes in the armies; sometimes in the courts of popes, emperors, kings, and other princes; sometimes in Italy; sometimes in France, and sometimes in Germany. The nature of his services has never been clearly ascertained; he is said to have been a doctor of laws, and an eminent jurist, but none of his writings are upon legal topics. By pope Leo X. he was honoured with the title of Cavalier. He was in the service of the marquis del Vafio for several years, who lent him to reside with the duke of Savoy. After the death of the marquis, he passed into the service of Don Ferdinand Gonzalez, whose affairs he managed at several Italian courts. The duke d'Urbino next appointed him governor to his son, afterwards duke Francis II. About the year 1569 he was at Rome, where pope Pius V. retained him with a handsome pension, to be employed solely in writing, for he had by this time distinguided himself as a vigorous adversary of the reformers. The death of that pope deprived him of his pension, and he was reduced to circumstances of great distress, which, in truth, was the chief complaint of the greater part of his life. After this he was admitted into the service of cardinal Ferdinand de Medici. He died in 1576, at the age of eighty-fix. He left behind him very many works, of which we may notice his "De Arte Poetica," in three books, composed in blank verse; this was very much valued at the time in which it appeared, as well for the elegance of its language, as for the excellence of its precepts. In 1566, he entertained an idea of composing an epic poem on the subject of the recovery of Jerusalem by the knights under Godfrey of Bouillon. As a profe writer he left "Letters," "Histories," "Moral Treatises," and several tracts against those whom he chafed to flyle innovators in religion.

MUZIRIS.
MUZIRIS, in Ancient Geography, a sea-port town of India, on the western or Malabar coast, 40 days' fall from Oceis (Gella) in the Red Sea, just within the limits of Bab- el-Mandeb. This was the first port of merchandize, by which the ancients carried on their commerce between Bere- nicè down the Red Sea with India. From Berenicè to Oceis it was reckoned 30 days' navigation, and from thence to Muziris 40 days' fall; and as they left Berenicè about Midsummer they might arrive in India in the latter end of August, when the violence of the S.W. monsoon was abated and the coasting navigation safe and easy. Muziris is said by Pliny to have been an incommodious place of merchandize, because the shallowness of the port, or river's mouth, made it necessary to discharge or take in the cargo in small boats, at a distance from theemporium; and besides, there was danger from the pirates at Naxirin. It is not easy to ascertain the precise site of the ancient Muziris; but major Rennell, from an attention to the several circumstances mentioned by Pliny and Ptolemy, concludes that Muziris was the place now denominated Meerzaw or Merje; he ob- serves that they bear some affinity in the found; and their situation is similar, both being the sea and at a some distance from the sea. See Meerjee.

MUZOS, in Geography, the name of a people in New Granada, who inhabit a province of the same name, celebrated for rich mines of the most precious emeralds in the world. They are neighbours and enemies of the Mocos or Muecas. Their country is mountainous, hot and moist; and from the fumes may be discerned the polar stars, both of the north and south; while towards the end of August and the middle of March, the sun throws no shade at noonday. This savage tribe is distinguished by many singularities. They have among them a fabulous tradition, that in ancient times there was on the other side of the great river Magdalen, a kind of shadow of a man called Ari, who, having amused himself with making in wood faces of many men and women, threw them into the river, and when they came out alive, he married them and taught them to cultivate the earth; after which they dispersed and became the parents of all the Indians, who are inferior to the Europeans, because their heads were made of wood. They had no deities, nor did they adore the sun and moon, as other people of Bogota did; thefe splendid bodies having been created, according to their creed, after the wooden men, and merely to give them light. When girls arrived at the age of sixteen, they were married by their parents, without any previous notice. The husband then went to care for his wife, when he received him with blows of a cudgel; but in a short time became appeased, and prepared his victuals, though during the honey-moon they were obliged to sleep together without confum- mating the marriage. In case of adultery, the husband broke all the vellums of wood or clay that were in the house, and retired to the mountains, till the wife should have re- placed them. The dead were dried before a flow fire, and not interred till the end of a year; the widow being obliged to cultivate the ground for her sustenance, till her relations took her home after the interment. Ellalla cited by Parkerton in his Geog. vol. ii.

MUZLE of a Gun or Mortar, the extremity of the cylinder, where the powder and ball are put in. The metal which surrounds the extremity of the cylinder is likewise called the muzzle. See CANNON.

MUZLE, a term applied to the nose of a horse or other animal. It also signifies a kind of halter put upon the nose of a horse or mule, to prevent eating or biting improperly.

MUZLE of a Plough, in Agriculture, a term sometimes applied to the cope or part to which the draught is attached in these tools.

MY.—Per My & per Tout. See Per my.

MYA, in Conchology, is a genus of the Vermes testacea clads and order, of which the generic character is given under the word in the article Conchology. The animals included in this genus perforate into sand and clay at the bottom of the sea, burying themselves and their shells wholly or in part. There are twenty-six species enumerated in Gmelin's half edition of Linnaeus's Sytem of Nature.

Species.

* Truncata. Shell ovate, truncate, and gaping greatly behind; tooth projecting forwards and very obtuse. It inhabits the European seas; is two inches and a half long; the shell is of a dirty-white covered with a yellowish-brown skin; the inhabitant is frequently eaten, and is the principal food of sea-fers. It is described and figured, as are several of the following species, in Pennant's Brit. Zool, vol. iv.

* Declivus. The shell of this species is brittle, semi- transparent; slopes downwards near the open end; the hinge is slightly prominent. Found about the Hebrides; the fish is in general estimation among the inhabitants of thefe islands.

* Arenaria. Shell ovate, rounded behind; tooth pro- jecting forwards, rounded and furnished with a lateral smaller one. This species is found in the European seas, under the sand; is two inches and a half long, and of a yellowish reddish-brown.

Pictorum; Painter's Mya. Shell ovate; with a fingle, longitudinal, crenulate tooth in one hinge, and two in the other. There are several varieties of this species, described by different naturalists; some of them are found in the fresh waters of this country, and other parts of Europe, and Barbary, and fome in Tranquebar. The shell, which is nearly four inches long and half as broad, is commonly used to put water colours in, whence we have its name; it is covered with a brownish or blackish coat, under which it is yellowish or green; it is very thin and brittle, and does not gape at either end.

Margaritifera; Pearly Mya. Shell ovate, a little contracted in the middle of the thinner margin; primary tooth of the hinge conic; protubering parts near the hinge decorticated. It is found in many parts of the arctic circle, and generally in the rivers and about the cataracts; it is five inches broad and half as long; the shell is thick, coarse, opaque, black on the outide, and often corroded by worms; the hinge is, without lateral teeth, the primary tooth being received into a broad cleft tooth of the opposite hinge. This shell is celebrated on account of its producing large quantities of mother-of-pearl and pearl; the latter being a debase of the silt analogous to that occasioned by a stone in the human body. The river Conway in Wales was formerly famous for producing pearls of great size and value.

Perna. Shell oblong, dilated, the narrower base com- pressed. It inhabits the Magellanic straits and shores of Barbary; it is said to resemble a ham or leg of mutton; it is smooth, blue and white, and open at one end.

Vulseella. Shell tongue-shaped; the hinge is terminal, depressed, and semiorbicolar. The shell of this species varies in form according to its age.

Arctica. Shell flat; the valves with two subapinial ridges; hinge without teeth. It is found in the North-sea among alges, is the size of a bean, and of a pale yellow, and milk-white within.
Edentula. Shell oval, equivalve, wide, gaping, and 
frigate; hinge without teeth. It inhabits the sandy shores 
of the Calfian seas, and is about an inch long; the shell 
is thin, white, with about thirty-three friza in each valve.

Radiata. Shell equivalve, pellucid, very finely frigate 
transferably, yellowish-green with vivid rays; valves very 
broad on one side and very narrow on the other. There is 
a variety which is brownish, with blue radiate lines. It 
inhabits the rivers of Malabar.

Oblonga. Oval-oblong; one valve with a broad strong 
tooth let into a hollow of the other valve, and a lefser tooth 
infert between two small ones of the opposite valve.

Anatina. Shell globular, snowly, pellucid; primary 
tooth of the hinge prominent and rounded. It inhabits 
Guinea, and resembles the Solen anatina; which bee.

Nicobarica. Shell equivaive, snowly, oval-oblong, with 
decusitate friza; tooth of the hinge single, broad, pendicu- 
lar, and poin-shaped. It inhabits, as its name implies, in 
the Nicobar islands.

Australis. Shell ovate-compressed, closed; hinge with 
two lateral teeth. Found in New Zealand.

Gaditana. Shell rounded, flattish, transferably frigate. 
It inhabits the shores of Cadiz.

Corrugata. Shell rhombic, green; the protuberant 
parts wrinkled. It is found in the rivers of Coromandel, 
and is nearly an inch long.

Rugosa. Shell is oval, wrinkled, outwardly it is green-
ith, and within pearly; primary tooth of the hinge cren-
ulate, with a longitudinal lateral one, double in the other 
valve. It inhabits the rivers on the coast of Coromandel.

Nodosa. The shell of this species is oval, thin, green-
ith; the protuberant parts knotty.

Norwegica. Shell oval, longitudinally and thickly frigate; 
one end rounded, the other truncate; the protuberant 
parts are decorticated.

Spuria. Shell rhombic, green; the protuberant part is 
glabrous. It is found in the rivers of Tranquebar, and re-
fembles the M. corrugata in every thing but its size, being 
twice as large as that.

Glycera. Shell gaping at both ends, very thick, 
lamellous, oblong-oval, with transverse wrinkled friza; 
primary tooth in the hinge very thick. It inhabits the Eu-
ropean oceans, particularly the Spanish and Mediterranean 
seas. It is five inches long and ten broad, and resembles a 
Solen.

Syrmatophora. Shell ovate, depressed; margin of the 
hinge with a fultulate projection near the primary tooth; 
that of the other valve dilated. It is found in the rivers of 
Guinea.

Nittida. Shell oval, white, smooth; with an obtuse 
tooth in each hinge. It inhabits Norway:

Membranacea. Shell ovate, membranaceous, white, 
with a protracted reflected margin at the proboscis.

Byssisfera. The shell of this species is scarce and thick; 
oblung, frigate, convex; hinge without a tooth. It is found 
in the fissures of rocks on the Greenland coast, and is ge-
nerally found affixed by a byssus or mass of filaments.

Dubia. In this species the shell is found with an oval 
and large hiatus opposite the hinge, and the rudiment of a 
tooth within one valve. It is found near Weymouth. The 
shell is brown and brittle; the length of a horn-bean, and 
shaped like a pili-cay nut.

From certain observations on the growth of these shells, 
and the number of their annual lamæ or scales, it has been 
imagined that this fish will attain to a great age, and that 
fifty or sixty years is a very moderate computation.

Linnaeus has shown that the mya will bear removing, and 
that, by a particular process, it may be put into a flate 
of producing pearls at pleasure in the referivors to which it is 
transferred, the old pearls being removed to make way for 
the formation of new ones.

Mya, in Geography, an island in the East Indian sea, 
about ten miles long and four broad. N. lat. 1° 14'. E. long. 127° 27'.

Myagrum, in Botany, a word adopted from Dios-
cordes, whole Linnaeus nevertheless is very obscure, nor does 
that author say anything which may lead to the meaning of 
the name; except indeed that he describes the plant as mak-
ing a rude fort of candles. "The fat feeds, roasted and 
bruited, are ranged over the twigs, which then," says he, 
"serve in the place of lamps." Such artificial lights are well 
known to attract flies to their destruction; and therefore 
perhaps Tournefort's derivation of the word, from μυα, 
a fly, and ὑπερα, to catch, or enfane, may be true, rather 
than the received one, from μυα, a mouse. (See Muscipula.) 
Tournefort however justly observes that this explanation is 
not fuitable to our Myagrum.—Linn. Gen 331. Schr. 434. 
t. 99. Lamarck Illufr. t. 553. f. 1. Gét. t. 141. Clafs 
Cruciferae, Juff.

Gen. Ch. Cal. Periath of four ovate-oblong, concave, 
gaping, coloured, deciduous leaves. Cor. cruciform, of four 
flat, roundish, obtuse petals, with narrow claws. Stam. 
Filaments fix, as long as the calyx, the four opposite ones 
rather longer; anthers fimple. Pyl. Germen superior, 
ovo; style thread-shaped, the length of the calyx; stigmas 
oblate. Peric. Pouch involerly heart-shaped, slightly compor-
ted, terminated by the rigid conical style, coriaceous, 
without valves, having one fertile cell, and two empty in-
flated ones above. Seed solitary, elliptic-oblong, pendulous. 
Efi. Ch. Pouch without valves, crowned with the conical 
style, single-feeded, with two empty cells above.

This genus is very miscellaneous in Linnaeus as well as 
Willdenow and others. Twelve species are found in the 
writer's list named, of which the 11, M. perrenne, the 28, 
orientalis, and the 12th, egyptum, properly belong to Dimor. 
The 4th, hispanicum, is Cardiocarpus pancei, Prodr. Fl. 
Grac. v. 2. 33; the 6th, chlorofolium of Willdenow, seems, 
in the opinion of the author himself, to be of a distinct 
genus, and certainly the description he gives of the fruit is 
not that of a true Myagrum; the 7th, faturum, was long ago 
referred to Alysium by Scopoli, as well as in the Flora 
Britannica; and the 8th, dinautium, is of the same genus, if 
not the same species; the 10th, paniculatum, constitutes the 
genus Rapistrum, adopted from Tournefort in Gartner, and 
Prodr. Fl. Grac. v. 2.1; the 9th and 11th, having a pouch 
of two cells, with several seeds in each, can have nothing to 
do with the genus in question. The only remaining species 
therefore is

(M. monotiperon latifolium; Bauh. Pin. 109. Prodr. 52. 
51. M. hortense monotiperon; Bell. Eyll. 267. ord. 10. t. 8. f. 1.)—Native of corn-fields in the south of 
Europe. The root is annual, tapering. Stem one and a 
half to two feet high, alternately branched, smooth, round, 
leaves. Leaves alternate, oblong, obtuse, flatly and irregularly 
toothed, glaucous, smooth, from four to six inches long, 
clipping the stem with their heart-shaped base; their midrib 
pale. Flowers numerous, small, pale yellow, coriaceous. 
Fruit very copious, in long lax clusters, smooth. It is diffi-
cult
Mycena, in Botany, from the vase, *A. porus*, which is *alliacus* of Sowerby, t. 81; also *A. tenus*, Sowerb. t. 33.

Mycena, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in the ancient kingdom of Argos, or Argolis, which, in process of time, became the seat of the kingdom, and is celebrated by Homer for its riches, as its rival Argos was for its horses. As to its situation, some difference of opinion has subsisted among ancient geographers. Strabo placed this town towards the S.W. of Argos. Paulyanias mentions some circumstances that serve to ascertain its position more precisely. Perrea came from Larissa to Theffaly to Argos, and he is said to have received an extraordinary adoration from the gods to build a city on a particular spot, with which he speedily complied. M. d'Anville suggests, that this spot lies in the N.E. of Argos, because it was situated on the route of Perrea, and that position is confirmed by the description of Paulyanias. Some historians have ascribed the separation of the kingdom of Mycenae from that of Argos to Acarius, who was its first king, and who began his reign in the year 1534 B.C., and who reigned 31 years; whilst others say, that his son Perrea, who succeeded him in the year 1513 B.C., and who reigned 32 years, built the city of Mycenae, and founded the kingdom. The fifth king of this separate state was Agamemnon, who began his reign in the year 1201 B.C., and reigned 18 years. The kingdom of Argos had been translated to this little state, situated on the river Inachus, which parted it from Arcadia on the west, and which had the gulf of Lepanto on the south, as some say, by Acarius, but according to others by Perrea; so that this metropolis became in a short time more populous and opulent than the other; but it fell into such decay pretently after the dislocation of the Mycenaean, or, as it is commonly called, the kingdom of Agamemnon, that, as Strabo informs us, there were scarcely any foot-steps left of it in his time, though some Roman historians seem to hint

as if some part of that once famed city were still standing when the Romans conquered Macedonia. In the reign of Areus, which commenced 1266 B.C., the Heraclides, being the sons and descendants of Hercules of the line of Perrea, claimed the kingdom of Mycenae, from which they had been driven by Eurytheus. Agamemnon, who succeeded his father Areus 1201 B.C., was reckoned at that time the wealthiest and most powerful potentate in all Greece. This king, after the destruction of Troy, having encountered several difficulties, arrived at last at Mycenae, where he was murdered by his cousin Agilthus and his wife Clytemnestra. Agilthus seized upon the kingdom 1183 B.C., and, after a reign of seven years, was murdered by Orestes, Agamemnon's son, and succeeded by him 1176 B.C. Orestes was succeeded by Egyptus, or rather Egyptus, who gained the kingdom in 1160 B.C., and by his liberality engaged the affections both of the nobles and the people; but this liberality proved ultimately fatal to the regal dignity; the subjects grew daily more and more encroaching, and the kings more tenacious of their prerogative, till the contlict ended in the extinction of monarchy, and a total change of government. Among other ancient remains, besides those which were destroyed before the time of Paulyanias, we may enumerate the tomb of Electra, those of Clytemnestra and Agilthus, which were without the walls, about fifteen stadia from Mycenae, and at the foot of mount Eubza; on the left was the temple of Juno, the road to which was watered by the streams that flowed from the fountain Eleutera, which served the priests for their purifications, and for the sacred functions of their ministrations. A large space before the temple was called "Proflume," and over-against it was a mountain called Acrea. The Acheron flowed at its base, and precipitated itself into a gulf. The front of the gate of the temple was decorated with many female statues of the priests and statues of women that had been employed in the service of Juno, and others of heroes, particularly of Orestes. At the left of the vestibule of the temple were statues of the graces in ancient tale: the statue of Juno, of gold and ivory, executed by Polycleites, of an extraordinary size, seated on a throne at the entrance of the temple. On the head of the goddess was a crown, on which were exhibited the Hours and the Graces. The statue of Hebe, also of gold and ivory, was near that of Juno. Within the temple was a silver altar, on which were engraved, in bas-relief, the mupitals of Hercules and Hebe. Here were also a golden peacock, encrusted with precious stones, which had been presented by the emperor Adrian, and also a crown of gold with a purple veil, given by Nero. For further particulars, see Paulyanias Corinthi. l. x. c. 17. The tomb, treasury, or temple of Agamemnon, which still exists, probably in the state in which it was left by the Argians, after the destruction of the city in the 7th Olympiad, 460 years B.C. deferves particular notice, as this edifice is perhaps the most singular in Greece, and on account of the state of preservation in which it still exists, being entire as to the building, though defaced of its internal decorations: Paulyanias says, that envy on the part of the Argians, because the inhabitants of Mycenae feared with the Laecdmemonians the glory of Themoulyce, was the occasion of its destruction. The nature and description of the above-mentioned edifice is doubtful. Paulyanias says, that the tomb of Agamemnon, erected about 1200 years B.C., was among the ruins of Mycenae; whereas this is at some distance from the walls. He also describes the subterraneous treasury of Areus and his descendants as being in the same place; and hence it has been inferred, that this building, constructed of the same materials as the walls, and coeval with the time of their
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erection, was the treasury of Atreus. It is a cone of fifty feet in diameter, and as many in height. It is composed of enormous masses of a very hard breccia, or sort of pudding-flone; the black in particular, over the door-way (which diminishes very much in breadth at the top, after the Egyptian manner), is no less than thirty feet in length, fifteen in breadth, and five in thickness. This edifice has obviously been raised by the projection of one stone over another, and they nearly meet at the top; the curved form and smoothness being previously given to each. The central stone at the top has been removed, along with two or three others; and yet the building remains so durable as ever, and will probably last till the end of time; which would scarcely appear likely, if this had been the key-stone and support of the whole edifice. The treasury of Minyas at Orchomenus, in Boeotia, said to have been built about 1300 years B.C., is supposed to have been constructed in a similar manner, and the central stone which covered it, is thought to have had nothing more to do with the reef, than as it might regulate the symmetrical form of each. Hence it has been inferred, that neither the one nor the other of these edifices can warrant the conclusion, deduced from them by M. Dutens, in his “Recherches sur le tems le plus reculé de l’Usage des Voutes, chez les Anciens,” that we cannot defire stronger proofs of the existence of arches from the most remote ages. Edinburgh Review, N 14.

MYCETITES, in Natural History, the name of a species of fca-coral, which is usually of a conic shape and fibrous texture; always small, and usually found adhering to fishes, or large corals. See Porites.

MYCETITES Diffusa, a name given by Dr. Woodward to those kinds of foliaceous corals which on the generality of writers has called, after Dr. Pott, porpita. These are usually small, and of a roundish, but flattened figure; they are hallowed on one side with a fort of umbilicus, and fr rate on the other; they are found on the ploughed lands in Oxfordshire, and some other of our midland counties, and in other places, buried in the solid drata of stone; they are sometimes yellowish, sometimes brownish, and are from the breadth of an inch to a fourth part or less of that size; when broken, they are usually found to consist of a kind of spar, not unlike that of which the shelly coats of the echinins, or the lapides indeci, and other spines of echinus, consist in their fossil state; and in some of them the ridges and stria are thick set with little knobs and tubercles. The bases in some of these is flat, as it is in others riving in form of a circular elevation from the umbilicus, and others have a circular cavity in the same place.

MYCONI, in Geography, one of the Cyclades in the Grecian Archipelago, about 21 miles in circumference, situated between Iosia or Naxia and Delos. This is the ancient Myconus, which, by fabulous relation, was the tomb of the Centaurs that were killed by Hercules. Some ancient writers have called the inhabitants of Myconus bald heads, aëterting that this defect was natural, and that it was a kind of edemal disease, with which almost all of them came into the world; but no appearances of it now remain. They were also reckoned great parapites; and men, who presented themselves at feasts without being invited, were proverbially called “guests of Mycon.” In a harbour known by the name of “Tourlon,” is an anchorage frequented by ships falling through the Archipelago, in order to repair to Smyrna and the north of Turkey. They are here safe from the winds that proceed from the N., N.E., S., and S.E.; but the others blow right in here, and raise a heavy sea. When navigators seek a shelter against these winds, they seek it off the small town or village of Myconoi; but they are there buffeted by those which cannot penetrate into the anchorage of Tourlon. The Greeks of Myconoi are great navigators; traversing the sea that surrounds them in their boats, some of which are large. Addicted to maritime occupations, they neglect the culture of their lands, from which, though dry and mountainous, they might derive considerable advantage. All the productions which they yield, though in small quantity for want of culture, are of a very good quality, such as wheat, barley, raffins, figs, olives, and cotton. Wine and fruits are here excellent; but though wine is almost the only article of commerce in Myconoi, it is mixed with water in order to increase its quality, whilst its real value is thus diminished. Game abounds; the most delicate birds arrive in numerous flights twice a year, in spring and autumn; and, in short, the island affords in profusion all the necessary or agreeable articles of life. But water is scarce, and, during the great heat of summer, every thing is dry in the fields, and bears the aspect of aridity. This drought has, without doubt, refigured the operations of agriculture, and induced men to seek abroad means of existence more certain and less laborious. The inhabitants, who are about 3000, are chiefly Greek Christians, governed by a cadh; the women are principally occupied in spinning cotton which grows in their island, and manufacturing it into flocokings or cloths. An uninhabited foal, to which the Myconites lend flocks, affords a good anchorage a league E. of Myconoi: it is called “Tragond,” i.e. He-goat island, because it formerly, in all probability, contained both he and the-goats; but none are now seen there. Lower, and a little farther from Myconoi, are two points of arid rocks, which the Greeks call “Stapedia,” and the navigators, “Le Deux Frères,” or “The Two Brothers.” N. lat. 37° 27’. E. long. 25° 32’.—Alloa, a town or village on the W. coast of the fore-mentioned island. N. lat. 37° 26’. E. long. 25° 20’.

MYCONOIDES, from mycon, a nolfril, and eos, resemblance, in Surgery, a term anciently applied to ulcers, which were covered with a large quantity of matter like mucus.

MYCTERIA, the Jabiru, in Ornithology, a genus of birds belonging to the order of Grallae. The bill is long, bending upwards and acute; upper mandible triangular; the nostrils small and linear; there is no tongue, or a very small one; and the feet have four toes. There are three species.

AMERICANs, or American Jabiru. White; quill and tail-feathers purplish-black. It is about the size of a turkey. The bill is long, stout, and of a black colour; the whole plumage is white, except the head, and about two-thirds of the neck, which are bare of feathers, and of a blackish colour; the remainder is also bare, and of a fine red; on the hind-head are a few greyish feathers; the legs are strong, of a great length, and covered with black scales; wings and tail even at the end. Thus this is found in all the savannas of Cayenne, Guiana, and other parts of South America. It is migratory and gregarious. It makes its nest in great trees, which grow on the borders of rivers; lays two eggs, and brings up the young in the nest till they can defend to the ground. The colour of the young birds is grey; the second year it changes to rose-colour, and the third to pure white. They are very wild and voracious, and their food is fish, which they devour in great quantity. The flesh of the young birds is said to be good eating, but that of the old is hard and oily.

ASIAcA, or Indian Jabiru, is of a large size, the bill is dusky, almost straight above, and gibbous near the forehead;
head; the under mandible swelled beneath; and from the base of the bill there pales through and beyond the eye a black break. The general colour of the plumage is white; the lower half of the back, the prime quills, and tail, are black; the legs a pale red. This species inhabits the East Indies, and feeds on snails.

Novi Hollandiae, New Holland Jabori. Body above purplish-green, but beneath, also on the neck and shoulders, it is white. It is found in New Holland. There was a specimen in the Leverian Museum. The head is purplish, spotted with white; the neck is feathered; the irides yellow; first quill-feathers white; tail black and white.

MYDEN, in Geography, a town of Candahar, capital of a district in Cabulistan; 24 miles S.W. of Cabul.

MYDON, from woode, to grow padr, in Surgery, fungous flesh in a vitulose ulcer.

MYDORGE, Claude, in Biography, an able mathematician of the 17th century, was born at Paris in 1635, and was educated to the law. He became councillor to the Chatelet, and afterwards treasurer of France in the generosity of Amiens. These places he held more on account of the rank which they conferred on him, than for the profit which they yielded. He was too much attached to mathematical pursuits; and master of too ample a fortune, to pursue his profession with that kind of eagerness, which can only infuse success. He was the friend and acquaintance of Des Cartes, and entered into a vindication of him, in the dispute which he had with M. Fermat, and was afterwards a mediator of the peace which was made between those learned men in 1658. In the same year Mydorge published a Latin treatise "On Conic Sections," in four books, which Merffenne has infected in his "Abridgment of Universal Geometry." In 1614, he and Des Cartes received an invitation from Charles Cavendish to settle in England, which he declined, on account, as it is supposed, of the breaking out of the civil wars in this country. He died at Paris in 1647, in the sixty-third year of his age. He was a practical mechanic, as well as an able mathematician, and with so much zeal was he inspired for the interests of science, that he spent more than a thousand crowns on the fabrication of glasses for telescopes, burning mirrors, mechanical engines, and mathematical instruments. Moreri.

MYDRECHT, in Geography, a town of Holland, in the department of Utrecht; 12 miles W.S.W. of Utrecht.

MYDRIASIS, from posco, to abound with juice, in Surgery, a preternatural dilatation of the pupil; so named, because it was supposed to proceed from a redundance of moisture, or humours. It is an ordinary symptom of the gutta serena, apoplexy, compriision of the brain, &c.

MYEDZYREE, in Geography, a town of Poland, in Volhynia; 42 miles N. of Conflantinow.

MYERTOWN, a town, or rather village, of America, in Dauphin county, Pennsylvania, situated on the N. side of Tulpehocken creek, and containing about 25 houses; 77 miles from Philadelphia.

MYGBAOTH, in the Arvish Antiquities, a kind of mitre worn by the priests. See CEDARS.

MYGDONIA, in Ancient Geography, a province of Asia, in Mopotamia, so called, according to Theodorot, from the river Mygdonis; but, according to Pliny (l. vi. c. 12.) it derived this name from the Mygdonians of Macedonia, who seem to have sent this a colony. Strabo (l. xvi.) concurs in this opinion; and informs us, that Mygdonia extended along the Euphrates from Zeugma to Thaphacus, and contained Nifis, which was denominated "Antochia Mygdonia." Hence it appears that Mygdonia of Mopotamia comprehended the western part of Mopotamia.

Alfo, a country of Macedonia, bounded on the N. by Pelagonia, on the E. by Cantida, on the S. by Paeonia, and on the W. by the province of Euphorus. Herodotus, Phylus, and Ptolomy mention this province. See MACDONIA.

MYGDONIUM, a name given by the ancients to a species of marble much used in their larger buildings. It was white variegated with black; but that black rather diffused in clouds and spots than veins. It is confounded with the documenmum marmor, by some writers; but that was always of a pure white, without the leaf variegation.

MYGDONIUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Mopotamia, which was formed of many streams, and discharged itself into the Chaboras.

MYGENES, in Geography, one of the smallest, and the most westerly, of the Faroe islands, in the North sea. N. lat. 61° 33'. E. long. 13° 21'.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Periathan inferior, very small, or one leaf, in four deep equal segments, permanent. Cor Petals four, alternate with the segments of the calyx, equal, roundish, flat, widely spreading; their claws broad, and sometimes cohering. Stam. Filaments four, awl-shaped, erect, or spreading, shorter than the corolla; anthers roundish. Pyl. German superior, roundish; styles four, erect, short, more or less combined at their base, which is subfuscule-tongated; stigmas acute. Peric. Drupe globulo. Sfre. Nut ovate, acute, of one cell.

Eff. Ch. Calyx in four deep segments. Petals four, alternate with the calyx, broad at the base. Drupe superior, globulo.

1. M. urugaga. Downy-leaved Myginda. Linn Sp. Pl. 161. Jacq. Amer. 24. t. 16. Steph. Prod. 39. (Rhamina Crotopetalum; Linn. Sp. Pl. 169. Crotopetalum; Browne Jam. 145. t. 17. f. 1.)—Leaves ovate, acute, finely serrated, downy, as well as the branches and flower-flaks. Native of South America, and the West Indies. Jaccquin found it very plentifully about Carthagena, where the root is esteemed for its powerful diuretic qualities; as well as in St. Martin's, one of the Caribbean islands; generally growing not far from the sea. Browne gathered it in Jamaica, in the woods below Marta-Bree river, in St. James's, growing among rocks. This is an upright herb, three or four feet high near the shore, but almost twice as much in the woods, with few branches; which, when young at leaf, are square and finely downy, with spreading hoary hairs. Root thick, woody, solid, whitish, and very bitter; its bark orange-coloured internally. Leaves mostly opposite, an inch long, more or less, on short, reddish, downy foot-flaks, ovate, acute, finely and softly serrated; occasionally somewhat heart-shaped at the base; clothed on both sides with fine, soft, spreading, shortish hairs. Flower-flaks axillary, shorter than the leaves, opposite, slender, downy, two or three times forked. Flowers small, of a very deep shining red. Fruit red, soft, the size of a small pea.
When the herbarium of Sir Joseph Banks was, in 1786, compared with the Linnean collection, the original specimen of Jacquin in the former, (purchased by Sir Joseph, with his herbarium, many years before,) was found to accord precisely with that of Browne in the latter, which had been bought, amongst Browne's plants, by Solander, and sent to Linæus. This last proves to be the very identical specimen, drawn by Ehret for Browne's plate. That drawing nevertheles, in its total smoothness, as well as the form of the leaves and notches, agrees better with the species we shall next describe, which has therefore been generally taken for the plant of Browne, on which the _Rhazoma Crocifolium_ of Linæus depends. The disagreement between the two original investigators of this plant, as to the number of its styles, may be accounted for from the elongation which takes place in the combined bafes of those organs, as in _Renia arvensis_, and several other flowers, subsequent to impregnation. The _styles_ are indeed so much united, that perhaps the genus ought to be reckoned monogenic, especially if we were to judge by the second species; yet even about that botanists differ, as we shall presently see.

Dr. Swartz has confirmed the generic identity of the shrubs in question, but not having seen Browne's specimen, was misled by this figure to perfilt in the old error.

2. _M. Rhazoma_ Smooth-leaved variegated Myginda. Swartz Ind. Occ. v. 1, 134; excluding the synonyms. Jacob Coll. v. 4, 177. Ic. Rat. 311. Wild. n. 2.—Leaves elliptic-ovate, obtuse, crenate, smooth; paler beneath. Styles combined at the base.—Native of the sunny sea-coast, on the west side of Jamaica. _Swartz_. We have specimens from Dr. Wright, who observed that the flowers had certainly four styles. Jacquin, in his beautiful plate, represents them as united nearly all the way up, and So Swartz describes them. This _furb_ is very bushy, two or three feet high, smooth in all its parts, except perhaps the partial _flower-flanks_, and minute _brothæs_. The bark is ash-coloured. _Leaves_ from half an inch to an inch long, elliptical or somewhat obovate, obtuse, crenate; much paler beneath, at least in the dried specimen. _Flower-flanks_ scarcely more than once divided, or three-flowered. In other respects this much agrees with the foregoing. Swartz describes the claws of the _petals_ as united into a tube, and their border fringed. This last character we cannot discover, either in the present or former species, though upon it Browne founded his name of _Croci-solium_.

3. _M. latifolia_. Broad-leaved Myginda. Swartz Ind. Occ. v. 1, 134; Vahl, Symb. v. 2, 32. Wild. n. 3.—Leaves elliptical, emarginate, slightly crenate, smooth. _Stigma_ fiddle.—Native of the West Indies. Mr. Maffon gathered our specimens in the island of Nevis. This appears to be a larger _furb_, in all its parts, than the foregoing, with numerous _branches_, crossing each other. Every part is quite smooth. _Leaves_ copious, opposite, about an inch and a half long, and an inch broad, coriaceous, elliptical, obtuse, emarginate, slightly and rather dilantly crenate; of a pale, opaque, and somewhat glaucous green, on both sides. _Flower-flanks_ much shorter than the leaves, forked, scarred; more than three-flowered, the two lateral _flowers_ divericuated, the central one fiddle. _Petals_ reflexed. _Germin_ elliptical. _Stigma_ from two to four, fiddle, broad and obtuse. 

4. _M. pallens_. Pale-leaved Myginda. Banks MSS.—Leaves elliptical, very obtuse, crenate, smooth, nearly fiddle. _Styles_ combined. _Petals_ wavy.—Gathered in Antigua by the late Mr. Maffon, and communicated by Sir Joseph Banks. This is the size of the plant, with which it agrees in habit, but the _flowers_ are of a lighter more yellowish-green, on shorter flanks, and in some degree scattered; the adult ones paler beneath. The _flower-flanks_ are twice forked; the _central flower_ as well as the reit, elevated on a slender smooth partial flaky. _Calyx_ broad and flat. _Petals_ widely spreading, more or less undulated at the margin. _Styles_ as much united as in _M. Rhazoma_, with similar acute _stigma_.

The first three species are said to have been introduced into the English gardens, between the years 1750 and 1798. They are kept in the flower, and are evergreen, flowering at various times. Jacquin says the second bloomed with him the year after the seed was committed to the ground, the plant not being above six inches high. We have never heard of the fourth being brought to Europe. S.

_MYIAGRUS Deus_, in the Hebraic Mythology, a name given sometimes to Jupiter, and sometimes to Hercules, on occasion of their being sacrificed to for the driving away the vall number of flies which infested the sacrifices on certain public occasions. The word is usuallly spelt _My- 
igrus_; but this must be an error, as this word does not express the word of descry, but the mouth of destroy; and we have it sufficiently testified by the ancients, that flies were the only creatures against whom this deity was invoked. Pliny calls this deity also _Myiades_, and tells us, that the flies which use to pester the Olympic river went away in whole clouds, on the sacrificing a bull to this god. We find in Athenæus also, that this sacrificing to the god of flies, at the Olympic games, was a confant custom. Some distinguish these two deities, and tell us, that the latter, or _Myiodes_, used to visit the nations in vengeance, with a vast multitude of flies; and that, on paying him the due honours of a sacrifice, they all went away again; and this seems to agree with what Pliny tells us in some places.

At the time of the Olympic games, Jupiter was worshipped under the name of the _Aponyas_, or _Myiagrus Deus_, to supplicate the destruction of those troublesome creatures. This happened only once in many years, when the sacrifices were performed there; but the Eleans worshipped him continually under this name, to depurate the vengeance of heaven, which usually went, as they expressed it, an army of flies, and other infests, towards the latter end of the summer, that infested the whole country with sickness and pestilence. See _Beelzebub_.

_MYIODIES Deus_, a name given sometimes to Hercules, but more frequently to Jupiter, to whom a bull was sacrificed, in order to make him propitious in driving away the flies that infested the Olympic games.

_MYLA_, in Ancient Geography, a river of Sicily, which ran, according to Livy, between Syracuse and Leontium.

_MYLE_, or _MYLES_, now _Melusa_, a town of Sicily, situated towards the West. This small town has been recognized as the place near which the fleet of Augustus, under the command of Agrippa, obtained an advantage over that of the younger Pompey. Also, a strong town of the _Thessaly_, which, however, was taken, and abandoned to pillage.

_MYLANDIA_, a promontory of the isle of Rhodes, in which was the town of Camirus.

_MYLAON_, a small river of Arcadia, W. of Megalopolis, which ran from the S.W. to the N.E., and emptied itself into the Alpheus.

_MYLASA_, or _MYLASSA_, a town of Achaia Minor, in Caria. According to Steph. Byz. this town was founded by Mylanus, son of Chrysalis; and according to Heroditus, it was not to ancient as the temple of the Carian Jupiter, built in its vicinity. Mylais was for some time subject to kings, but it partook of the vicitudes to which Caria was
was subject. It was taken by Mithridates, and afterwards by Labienus, whose father was a lieutenant of Caesar. The Romans left it free, whereas Pliny calls it "Mylafis Libera." Strabo informs us, that it was one of the most magnificent cities of antiquity, and one of those which was admired on account of its porticoes and various monuments; a quarry of white marble in its neighbourhood furnished ample material for the construction of its numerous edifices. The Milefians had two temples dedicated to Jupiter; one situated in the city, appropriated to Jupiter Ofogo or Ogoa, and another at Laprandia, on the road to Alabanda, which was consecrated to Jupiter Stratius, or the warrior. This was much rapturized by the Carians, who came hither from remote parts to offer their vows: a caufeway, called "the sacred way," 60 fadia in length, led from Mylafis to this temple. Between these temples there was another dedicated to Angulius and the divinity of Rome. Pococke saw it entire; but it has since been its temple destroyed, and the materials have been used for constructing a mosque.

MYLASENSE MARMOR, in the works of the ancients, a name used for a species of marble dug near a city of that name in Caria. It was of a black colour, but with an admixture of purple; the purple not difposed in veins, but diftributed through the whole mass: it was much used in building among the Romans.

MYLAI, or MYLIA, in Geography, a town of Saxony, in the Vogtland, on the Goflaf; eight miles N.E. of Plauen.

MYLE, a word used by some authors as a name for the patella or limpet, and by others to express what we call a mole, or false conception, in the uterus.

MYLES, in Geography, a town of the island of Samos; two miles W. of Cora.

MYLI E, or MYLIA, in Ancient Geography, a country which originally made a part of Greater Phrygia, but, in process of time, it was referred to Lycia.

MYLOGLOSSI, in Anatomy, a pair of muscles, thus called, because arising about the backside of the molares, or grinding-teeth, and inserted into the ligament of the tongue: helping to pull it upwards.

These are the same with what Mr. Cowper calls styloglossi.

MYLO-HYOIDEUS, a muscle belonging to the os hyoidei. See DEGLUTITION.

MYLON, in Ancient Geography, a town of Egypt, mentioned by Athenaeus and Steph. Byz.; which gave name to the Mylopolete nome.

MYLON, in Surgery, is used for the largest tumours of the staphylomata kind in the corner and uvea of the eyes. See STAPHYLOMA.

MYLO-PHARYNGEUS, in Anatomy, a name given to some of the fibres of the constrictor pharyngis superior.

MYLOTHROS, in Ancient Music, the name of a Greek song, proper for millers and bakers. The same, perhaps, as the Epinaxis.

MYNAMA, in Geography, a town of Hindoofan, in Bahar; 17 miles S.E. of Darbunghah. N. lat. 26° 1'. E. long. 86° 21'.

MYNAMIES, or MIKONAMIES, a tribe of Indians, who, with the tribes of Chippeways and Saukees, live near Bay Puan, and about 20 or 30 years ago could furnish 550 warriors. The Muonamies have about 300 fighting men.

MYNAR, a town of Hindoofan, in Bahar; four miles N.E. of Bettiah.

MYNATNAGUR, a town of Bengal; 25 miles N.W. of Boglipour.

MYNATPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 32 miles N. of Darbunghah. N. lat. 26° 38'. E. long. 86° 17'.

MYNDER, a town on the banks of Musaffar, near the coast of the island of Celebes. S. lat. 2° 12'. E. long. 118° 55'.

MYNDS, or MINDUS, in Ancient Geography, a small town, with large gates, of Asia Minor, in Caria, situated at the extremity of an illmus, N.W. of Halicarnassus.

MYNSIOTT, ADRIAN VON, M.D., in Biography, count palatine, consulting physician to the duke of Mecklenburg and several other princes, was celebrated for his knowledge in chemistry, about the beginning of the 17th century. He was the author of a work upon this subject, which was in great vogue in its time, and passed through numerous editions. It was entitled "Thesaurus et Armamentarium Medico-chemical, hoc est, felceitriflorum, contra quosvis morbos, pharmacorum conficiendorum secreta et ratio, cui in fine adjunctum eft Telligentum Hadrianianus de aureo Philophorum Lapide," Hamburgh, 1631, &c.

There is a great deal of credulity, and not a little mystery, in the description of the various chemical, medicinal, and alchemical processes, which this work contains, and of the potent virtues ascribed to them in the treatment of diseases. Several of his preparations, however, came into common use, and were long retained in the dispensatories.


MYO, in Geography, a small island in the East Indian sea, formerly inhabited; but now not occupied by a prohibition of the Dutch, left fields should be smuggled; subject to the king of Ternate. N. lat. 1° 13'. E. long. 122° 20'.-Algo, a town of Mexico, in the province of Culican; 110 miles N.W. of Culican.

MYOCEPHALON, from μύς, a fly, and κέφαλη, the head, in Surgery, a tumour, formed on the iris, and resembling the head of a fly. See Iris, Prolapfus of.

MYOCEPHALUS, a name given by some authors to the diptemperature of the eyes, commonly known by the name of a staphyloma.

MYOCTONUM. See ACONITE.

MYODES, PLATISMA, a name given by some anatomical writers to what is called by others the quadratus gene, it is a muscular expansion in the neck.

MYOLOGY, MYOLOGIA, one of the technical divisions of anatomy: the part which includes the muscles. See MUSCLES.

MYOMANCY, a kind of divination, or method of foretelling future events by means of mice.

Some authors hold myomancy to be one of the most ancient kinds of divination; and think it is on this account that Isaiah, lxvi. 17, reckons mice among the abominable things of the idolaters. But, be that as it may, it is not certain, that the Hebrew word תֶּפֶל is used by the prophet, signifies a mouse; it is evident it is not the divination by that animal, but what it will, that is here spoken of; but the eating of it.

MYONIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, belonging to the Locri Ozioli, situated on a lofty mountain, which had a sacred wood and an altar dedicated to the gods or gods. The sacra were offered in the night. "Polidion" was a place near this town, dedicated to Neptune, where was a temple dedicated to this deity, but without statues, according to Pausania.

MYONIMA, in Botany, so called by Cleomeron, from
MYO


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth superior, very small, nearly entire. Cor. of one petal; tube short, cylindrical; limb in four deep, equal, blunt segments. Stam. Filaments four, inserted into the tube of the corolla, alternate with the segments of the limb; anthers oblong, projecting beyond the corolla. Pist. German globe, inferior, style short, cylindrical; stigma capitate. Peric. Drupa dry, roundish, depressed, delittite of any crown or rim. Seed. Nut of four cells, with four kernels, which are externally convex.


1. M. obovata. Broad-leaved Rat-fed. Willd. n. 1. Lamarck, fig. 1. Leaves obovate, obtuse, with a small point. Fruit obscurely quadrangular. —Gathered by Commerce, as well as by Sonnerat, in the isles of Bourbon and Mauritius. A smooth frutic, with numerous opposite branches, whose bark is cracked and greyish. Leaves on short flalks, opposite, near two inches long and one broad, obovate, obtuse, obtuse, with more of less of a short point; their upper surface shining as if varnished; the under opaque and paler; both beautifully reticulated with transverse interbranching veins. Flower-flalks axillary, opposite from the uppermost leaves, mostly two or three-flowered, scarcely so long as the leaves. Calyx sometimes obscurely four-toothed. Corolla hardly half an inch in diameter. Fruit reddish, the size of a small grape. Bractæs small, acute, opposite at the division of the flower-flalks.

2. M. lanceolata. Myrtle-leaved Rat-fed. Willd. n. 2. (Myrtifolia; Lamarck n. 2. fig. 2.) Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acute. Fruit fissional.—Native of the island of Mauritius. The leaves are much smaller than in the foregoing, and of a narrower more lanceolate shape, somewhat revolute, entire, their upper surface highly polished. Fruit reddish, more exactly globular than in the former species.

MYONNESOS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Ionia, between Teisos and Lebedus. Steph. Byz. Strabo makes it a peninsula, and Livy a promontory. It was an island of the Teisans, according to Thucydides. It appears to have been placed on the coast N.W. of Lebedus, and that the land projected in form of a peninsula.—Alfo, an island of Thethialy, over-against Lardia, according to Strabo.

MYOPARO, among the Romans, a kind of ship, which partly resembled a merchant-ship, and partly a ship of war, and was that which pirates mostly used.

MYOPIA; Myopiahiasis, from μυος, to shut, and μη, the eye, in Surgery, that kind of strabismus, in which the eyes are half shut, and continually winking.

MYOPORUM, in Botany, a name contrived by Dr. Solander, to express the minute pulvillus spots, for which the foliage of the genus we are about to describe is remarkable. The word is formed of μυος, to shut up, and πορος, a pore; those spots being, as it were, pores cloised with some transparent fulilance. Forff. Prod. 44. Schreb. 424. Willd Sp. Pl. v. 3. 381. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Brown Prodr. Nov Holl. v. 1. 515. (Pogonia; And Repof. v. 3. 212. Andreufa; Venten. Malacif. 108.)—Clafs and order, Didynamia Angioferma. Nat. Ord. Perjontate, Linn. Vites, Juif. Myoporine, Brown.

Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, in five deep, ovato-lanceolate, acute, erect, permanent segments. Cor. of one petal, somewhat falver-shaped; tube short, rather bell-shaped; leaf in five deep, nearly equal segments, generally hairy within. Stam. Filaments four, awl-shaped, shorter than the corolla, inserted into its tube, two of them rather the shorter; anthers vertical, arrow-shaped. Pist. German inferior, elliptic-oblong, compressed, style cylindrical, curved, the length of the flaments; stigma capitate. Peric. Drupa pulpful. Seed. Nut solitary, of four or five cells, with solitary kernels; or of two cells, with two kernels in each.


Obf. We have found five cells in all the fruits we have examined. Willdenow is mistaken in supposing this genus not distinct from Citharexylum. The latter has a tubular calyx, with short teeth, and two separable nuts, of two cells each; nor is the shape of the corolla like that of Myoporum. Those who called some of the species Pogonia and Andreufa, were by no means aware of the original name published, many years before, by Forffler.

Section 1. Leaves alternate, entire.

1. M. ellipticum. Elliptical Myoporum. Brown n. 1. (Pogonia glabra; And Repof. t. 283. Andreufa glabra; Venten. Malacif. t. 108.)—Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, pointed, tapering at the base. Branches smooth. Segments of the calyx lanceolate, very sharp. Mouth of the corolla slightly hairy; limb smooth.—Native of the tropical regions of New Holland, as well as of the country near Port Jackson. It was raised from seed in 1790, by the late Mr. Robertson at Stockwell; it is readily propagated by cuttings, and flowers freely in January or February, though rather more impatient of damp and cold than some other shrubs of New South Wales. The leaves are smooth, like the whole of the genus. Flowers axillary, mostly solitary, on foot-flalks, drooping, white, the size of lily of the valley, but not of the same hemispherical form, their corolla being rather contracted in the middle, its limb spreading suddenly. There are no bractæs nor stipulis in the whole genus.

2. M. triennis. Narrow-leaved Myoporum. Forffl. Prod. 44. Br. n. 2.—Leaves lanceolate, with long taper points. Branches smooth. Segments of the calyx lanceolate, acute. Corolla smooth.—Native of the tropical part of New Holland. Gathered in the Sandwich islands by Mr. Menzies. —Differ from the former in having much narrower and more tapering leaves; several flowers, for the most part, together; whole corolla is not hairy, and the segments of whole calyx are shorter and more ovate.

3. M. arnusium. Pointed-leaved Myoporum. Br. n. 3.—Leaves broadish-lanceolate, with a small point; tapering at the base. Branches smooth. Segments of the calyx ovato-lanceolate. Corolla bearded.—Found near Port Jackson, New South Wales. The dried leaves have a glaucous hue, and there are several drooping flowers together from the bofon of each.

4. M. montanum. Mountain Myoporum. Br. n. 4.—Leaves linear-lanceolate, very sharp; tapering at the base. Branches smooth. Segments of the calyx linear, acute. —Gathered in New South Wales by Mr. Brown. We have seen no specime.

6. *M. parvifolium*. Small-leaved Myoporum. Br. n. 6.—"Leaves linear, blunter; tapering at the base; sometimes toothed at the extremity; glandular, as well as the branches. Flower-flasks here and there deeply divided, above half the length of the leaves. Stem diffuse."—Native of the same country, and suspected by Mr. Brown to be perhaps but a variety of the last.

Section 2. Leaves alternate, serrated. Fruit swelled. 

Nout of four cells.


9. *M. pubescens*. Downy-leaved Myoporum. Forst. n. 2. Willd. n. 2.—"Leaves oblong-elliptical, serrated, downy."—Found by Forster in the same country as the last. This appears to be the only species that has any pubescence, except in the flower.

10. *M. gracillimum*. Thick-leaved Myoporum. Forst. n. 3. Willd. n. 3.—"Leaves fleshy, oblong, slightly serrated."—Native of Botany island. Forster.

11. *M. inflata*. Fiddler Myoporum. Br. n. 8.—"Leaves lanceolate; tapering at the base; serrated at the end. Branches smooth; glabrous when young. Stem erect."—Gathered by Mr. Brown in the south part of New Holland.

12. *M. ferreum*. Serrated Myoporum. Br. n. 9.—(Pogonia tetrandra; Labill. Nov. Holl. v. 1. 50, t. 82.)—Leaves lanceolate, very sharp, serrated. Branches smooth. Gathered by Labillardiere in Lewin's land, and by Mr. Menzies at King George's Sound. Mr. Brown also observed it in the neighbouring parts of New Holland. The leaves in our specimen are rather broader, and more oblong, than in the figure cited. Flowers many together, erect.

13. *M. tuberculatum*. Tubercular Myoporum. Br. n. 10.—"Leaves lanceolate, acute, serrated. Branches covered with glandular tubercles."—Gathered by Mr. Brown in the south of New Holland. We have seen no specimen of his plant, but we pose one, brought by Mr. Menzies from the Sandwich Islands, which answers to this character, except that the leaves are entire. If this be confirm; our plant should be introduced between the first and second species. Its corolla is internally smooth. Segments of the calyx ovato-lanceolate, with very sharp points. The leaves are three or four inches long, and one broad, elliptic-lanceolate; their pores minute.


Section 3. Leaves alternate, toothed. Fruit compressed. Not frequently with but two cells.


16. *M. debile*. Slender-stemmed Myoporum. Br. n. 13. (Pogonia debile; Andr. Repof. t. 212.)—Leaves lanceolate; toothed at the end; entire at the base. Fruit slightly compressed, shorter than the calyx. Flower-flasks solitary. Stem prostrate. Native of the country near Port Jackson, from whence it was sent to England in 1793, by colonel Pateron. The stem is said to be naturally prostrate, but it may be trained to a considerable extent, against a fitch or trellis. The branches are alternate, purplish, warty. Leaves smooth, toothed here and there, but many of them are quite entire. Flowers axillary, on short flanks, erect, for the most part solitary, very rarely two together. Calyx large, with broad lanceolate segments. Limb of the corolla purplish-blue, with a white downy mouth. This blooms in the greenhouse from April to September, and ripens seed, by which, as well as by cuttings, it is readily increased, if affixed by heat.

17. *M. diffusum*. Spreading Myoporum. Br. n. 14.—"Leaves lanceolate, with somewhat recurved teeth at their base; toothed or entire at their extremity. Stems diffuse, glandular. Flower-flasks solitary. Fruit slightly compressed, shorter than the calyx."—Gathered by Mr. Brown in the tropical part of New Holland. It seems very nearly akin to the 13th species; but we have seen no specimen by which to form a judgment.

Section 4. Leaves opposite.


The stem in every known species is shrubby. Young branches, and tender leaves, often coloured and viscid. There is scarcely any pubescence, except within the flower, whose style, as well as corolla, is often bearded or hairy. The leaves of our ninth species only are described as downy.

*Myopes*, *Myopis*, a peron who is short-sighted; or, as we popularly call it, *purblind*.

The word is Greek, μυος, compounded of μυοι, mouse, and αις, eyes; because, we suppose, the same configuration of the eye is observed in mice.

Myopes are properly such as see remote objects confusedly, and near ones distinctly. Those who labour under the opposite defect are called *presephtos*.

The defect of myopes is not in the optic nerve, the pupil, or the like; but in the form of the cornea or crystalline, or the distance of the retina from the same. The crystalline or cornea being rounder or more convex than ordinary, the rays will be rendered more convergent than ordinary, in passing through the same. (See Refraction.) By this means they will be brought to meet or concur at a less distance from the crystalline; so that if the retina be at its usual distance, they will concur before they reach it. It is the too great nearness then, of the retina to the crystalline, that constitutes the myopia.

*Myops*, in Natural History, the ευ φυς, an insect usually confounded with the breeze-fly, but really differing very much from it. This is common in woods and about paths, and never fixes on any other creatures except oxen. It has a long and somewhat flat body, and is of a blackish grey colour.

*MYOSIHALON*, in Surgery, a clorefe of the pupil. See PUPIL.

*MYOSHORMOS*, in Ancient Geography, a sea-port of Egypt, placed by Plutarch and Pherecy the Red sea. Arran says, that it was one of the most celebrated ports of this sea. It was also called the "Port of Venus."

*MYOSOTIS*, in Botany, derived from μυος, mouse, and αις, a little ear, the diminutive of αις or εις, an ear, has been applied by the ancients, as well as by many more modern botanists, to several plants whose leaves, in their shape

Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, five-cleft half way down, oblong, erect, acute, permanent. Cor. of one petal, filar-shaped; tube cylindrical, short; limb flat, half cloven into five, emarginate, obtuse segments; throat cloeled, with five, convex, prominent, little valves or scales. Stam. Filaments five, in the neck of the tube, very short; anthers very small, concealed by the scales. Pist. Germans separior, in four number; style thread shaped, as long as the tube of the corolla; stigma obtuse. Peric. none, except the enlarged, erect calyx. Seeds four, ovate, pointed, smooth.

Eif. Ch. Corolla filar-shaped, five-cleft, slightly notched; its orifice closed with concave valves.

Obf. In some species the seeds are furnished with hooked bristles, though in general they are smooth.


Three varieties of this plant are enumerated in Dr. Smith's Flora Britannica, the last of which, M. forcipoides, is now determined to be a new species, and called M. palustris. The other two, $\beta$ and $\gamma$, may also be distinct from it, but as yet nothing has been decided respecting them: $\beta$ is found on dry banks and walls, with minute, yellow flowers; $\gamma$ occurs in shady situations, and is distinguished by larger, blue flowers, and a taller, more lax habit.—Linnaeus characterizes the leaves of M. forcipoides as callous at the tip, which mark however is not very generally perceptible in what we are now describing, nor are the lobes of the corolla so constantly notched as his generic definition implies.

2. M. palustris. Water Scorpion-grafs. Roth. Germ. v. 1. 87. v. 3. 30. Catal. v. 3. 30. Engl. Bot. 1. 1973. and t. 480. uncoloured. (M. forcipoides palustris; Linn. Sp. Pl. 188. Sm. Fl. Brit. 212. 6.)—Seeds smooth. Leaves oblong, clusters many-flowered, without bracteas, calyx funnel-shaped, its hairs straight and close-pressed. Common about rivers, clear streams, and ditches, in most parts of Great Britain, flowering in the summer. We are not surprised at Dr. Smith's feeling great pleasure in deciding upon this species conformably to Dr. Roth's opinion of it, "because," he says, "that acute botanist, applying our own principles, first suggested with regard to Menisie, to the present cafe, has found the pubescence of the calyx confirm all the other late decisive marks." The peculiarly distinctive characters of M. palustris are the creeping, perennial root, and the funnel-shaped calyx, clothed all over with straight, rigid, shining, close-pressed hairs, and having its teeth broad, triangular, shorter than the tube. The corolla also is conspicuous, and generally admired for its enamelled brilliancy. It is of a beautiful pink flesh-colour before expansion, afterwards bright blue.

3. M. nana. Dwarf Scorpion-grafs. Sm. Prodr. Fl. Græc. v. 1. 112. Willd. n. 3. Villars Dauph. v. 2. 450. (M. tergoventis; Hacq. Pl. Alp. 12. t. 2. f. 6. Wild. Lithofenperm alpium tomentosum minimum; Tourn. Int. 137.)—Seeds smooth, ferrulated at the margin. Stam. simple, with few flowers. Leaves oblong, villous.—Found on the summits of the Alps by Villars, who says it is very rarely to be obtained, as growing amongst the moss elevated craggy rocks. A native also of Greece.—Stems about two inches high, extremely slender. Leaves very small, obtuse, and woolly. Flowers rather fragrant, and of a beautiful bright blue colour, which they retain for a long time after drying. Seeds three or four, sometimes five, triangular, embossed with a sort of membranous fellet at the edge.


5. M. spatulata. Spatulate Scorpion-grafs. Willd. n. 5. Forl. Prodr. 12.—Seeds smooth, leaves spatulate, bifid. Stalks axillary, foliate, fiddle-flowered.—Native of New Zealand. This species is taken up by Willdenow from Forl. Prodr. 12. from another of his authors having described it, and we have no specimen before us, we are unable to furnish any further description of it.

6. M. rupelris. Rock Scorpion-grafs. Willd. n. 6. Pallas It. v. 2. 716. t. 1. f. 3.—Seeds smooth. Leaves linear, villous, Clusters alternate.—A very common little plant in flons, exuberant situations, on the hills of Dauria, where it produces a succession of flowers from May through the summer. Root perennial, simple, thread-shaped. Stam. three inches long, spreading and ascending, rather hairy. Radical leaves crowded together, obovato-lanceolate, obtuse, bifid; those of the stem alternate, oblong-linear, white with hairs, and fringed at their edges from the base to the middle. Flowers of a deep azure colour, with a yellow throat. Seeds ovate, pointed, white.

7. M. virginiensis. Virginian Scorpion-grafs. Linn. Sp. Pl. 189. (Cynoglossum virginianum; Morif. Hist. v. 3. 449. febr. 11. t. 30. f. 9.)—Seeds with hooked prickles. Leaves obvate-oblong. Branches divericated.—Native of Virginia, and cultivated before 1699, by Mr. Jacob Babart. Stam. slender, annual. Leaves alternate, ovate, pointed at both ends, green on both sides. Flowers clustered, terminal, red. Seeds small, prickly, brown, and according to Linneus "naked on the inside, angular, erect, fixed at the base like thole of the following species. Fruit drooping."

bright blue. Sepals dotted, convex on one side, angular on the other, and mucrinated at the edges with a double row of hooked prickles. Both Gartner and Villars remark that the whole habit and character of this plant greatly resemble those of a *Cynoglossum*.

9. *M. squarrofa*. Squirrofe Scorpion-gras. Willd. n. 9. Retz. Olib. f. c. 2. — Seeds angulated, with hooked bristles. Leaves lanceolate, hairy, callous at the tip. — Found in Siberia, near the river Wolga. Root annual. Branched. Stem (when cultivated) two feet high, roundish, hairy, densely branched; lower branches shorter. Leaves alternate, lanceolate, entire, obtuse, callous at the tip, furnished with close-rolled hairs, callous at their base. Flowers in long, loose clusters, alternate, small, blue, with a yellow throat. Bracteas minute, linear-lanceolate. Seeds beautifully beset at the angles with two rows of unicnated brrilles. The above description is from Retzious, who seems to think that what Pallas mentions as a variety of *M. Lappula*, growing near the Wolga, is the present species. See Pali. t. v. 3. 718. note.


11. *M. pinacarpas*. Thorny-feeder Scorpion-gras. Willd. n. 11. Vahl. Symb. p. 2. 32. (Anchusa pinacarpas; Forl. Defer. 41. — Seeds mucrinated and fipinous. Clusters leafy; flowers remote. Leaves linear, hairy. Found near Alexandria. Stems woody at the base, spreading, branched in a forked manner towards the top, thickly covered with darkish hairs, as is the whole plant. Leaves f, e, as long as the st, rather obtuse, spreading at the top. Flowers small, white. Fruit pyramidal, mucrinated all over, angular, and fipinous at the base, with larger tubercles.


13. *M. australis*. New Holland Scorpion-gras. Brown. Prodr. Fl. Nov. Holl. v. i. 495. — *Hippid*. Leaves oblong-lanceolate. Calyx as long as the tube, clothed with spreading, hooked bristles." Gathered by Mr. Brown at Port Jackson, and in Van Diemen's land. We have a specimen from the former country. The plant is eighteen inches or more in height, clothed with little, rigid bristles, of which those on the stem are deflexed. Leaves with a blunt, callous point. Flowers numerous, small, blue, in terminal, aggregate clusters, whose stalks are clothed with ascending bristles.

Mr. Brown classifies this genus as differing from *Anchusa* merely in the want of bracteas. He would therefore refer to
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the latter *M. pathulata* of Forster, and *ruptrifis* of Pallas. He conceives that the Linnaean species, which have an echinoid fruit, ought to constitute a distinct genus, very near to *Cynoglossum*, on account of the prickly cuts or seeds attached to the central column, compressed not depressed, and the clusters furnished with bracteas. The essential character of the genus *Myosurus* is given by this ingenious author as follows: "Calyx deeply five-sect. Corolla filaceous-shaped; throat clofed with concave valves; limb in five, deep, ob- tupe fegments. Stamens included with peltate anthers. Stigma capitate. Nuts four, distinct, umbilicated at the base.

Clusters simple, without bracteas." *M. apula,* Linn. Sp. Pl. 189, is now referred by Wildenow, and Dr. Smith, in the *Prodromus Flora Graece*, to *Lithospermum*.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth in-fior, of five, almost lanceolate, obtuse, reflexed, coloured, deciduous leaves; each spurred at the base, below their infertion. Cor. Petals five, shorter than the calyx, very small, concave at the base, confiding of a honey-bearing, tubular claw, and a short, spreading, lanceolate border. Stam. Filaments five (or more), the length of the calyx; anthers oblong, erect. Ptl. Germens superior, very numerous, covering a very long conical receptacle; stylus none; ligmas simple. *Peric.* none. *Recept.* very long, columnar, imbriacated with numerous, oblong, pointed feeds.

Obf. The number of flaments in this genus is extremely variable. There is also a great affinity between it and *Ranunculus*, especially between the restingiferous claw of the petals in that genus, and the tubular claw of *Myosurus*. Linnæus and other authors have considered these parts of the flower as sectaries, but we are rather inclined to regard them as petals, as they were originally described.

Eff. Ch. Calyx of five leaves, each with a spur at the base. Petals five, with a tubular, honey-bearing claw. Seeds numerous. naked.


The first author observes "this affords a remarkable and rare instance of a very great disproportion of males to females in the same flower, and yet the latter are generally all prolific. The *feds* are justly described by Linnæus as

naked:
naked; for the part which Jussieu denominated a capsule, is
surely nothing more than a thickened inseparable coat, as in
Ranunculus."

Mr. Curtis, in remarking the singularity of structure in
the fructification of this delicate little annual, cautions the
young botanist to be careful in distinguishing the corolla
from the flaments.—Mr. Hudson says the leaves are occasi-
onally hairy. Professor Martyn mentions a specimen of
this plant, which grew in a good soil, and had above fifty
flower-stalks of different lengths, from three to seven inches,
and leaves about three inches and a half in length, but there
was no trace of hairiness on them. This plant flowered in
April and May, but had not shed its seeds towards the mid-

MYOTOMY, MYOTOMIA, the dissection of muscles.
This name has been given to some anatomical works on the
muscles: as Cowper's myotomia reformata.

MYOXUS, DORMOUSE, in Zoology, a genus of quad-
rupeds of the order Gliridae. The generic character is, front-
teeth two, the upper ones are wedged; but the lower ones
are compressed sideways, whistlers long; tail hairy; round,
thick towards the tip; the feet are nearly equal in length;
the fore-feet have four toes. The animals of this genus all
remain torpid during winter; they walk or rather leap on
their hind legs, bounding three or four feet at a time, in
which they are assisted by a long stiff tail; they feed only
on vegetables, burrow under ground; sleep by day, watch
by night, carry food to the mouth by the fore-paws, and
drink by dipping the fore-palms in water. There are four

Species.

Glis; Fat Dormouse. Body hoary, beneath whitish.
This species, the Glis of Pliny and the old naturalists, is
a native of France and the south of Europe. It also occurs
in Ruffia, Auffria, &c. feeding on trees, and leaping from
bough to bough in the manner of a squirrel, though with a
less degree of agility. It feeds on nuts, acorns, fruit, &c.
and during great part of the winter remains torpid in its
nest, which is prepared in the hollows of trees, with dried
leaves, moss, &c. During its state of torpidity, it is said
to be very fat, contrary to the nature of most of the hy-
bernating or sleeping animals; which are observed, on their
first emerging from that state, to be far leaner than before its
commencement. It is probable, however, that this ani-
mal awakes at intervals, and indulges in the use of its col-
lected stores of provisions.

The size of this elegant species is not very far from that of a squirrel, measuring from nose to tail near six inches,
and the tail four and a half. It is an animal of a much thicker
form, in proportion, than a squirrel, and is of an elegant
ash-colour, white on the under parts and inlaid of the limbs;
the tail is very villose or furry, and of a slightly
spreading form, like that of a squirrel; the eyes are large
and black; the ears thin, rounded, and very lightly haired.
Sometimes the upper parts of the body have a light dun
brown, and sometimes a ferruginous tinge. Its general manners
resemble those of a squirrel, but it is not easily tamed.
The young are reared about the middle of summer, and are
eight to twelve in number.

Dryas; Wood Dormouse. Body above tawny-grey;
beneath dirty-white; a straight black line from ear to ear
crosses the eyes. It inhabits several parts of Europe.

Nitella; Garden Dormouse. Body above tawny;
beneath whitish; a black circle round the eyes, and a black
spot behind the ears. The garden dormouse is a native of
the temperate and warmer regions of Europe and Asia, and
is commonly found in gardens, feeding on various kinds of
fruit, particularly peaches and apricots. It makes its nest,
like the rest of this genus, in the hollows of trees, and some-
times in thofe of walls, or even in the ground about the roots
of trees, collecting, for this purpose, dried leaves, grans,
mosses, &c. In autumn, it collects a quantity of nuts,
mail, &c. and deposits it in its hole; and during the greatest
part of the winter remains in a state of torpidity, awaking
only at distant intervals. Its general length is about four
inches and a half, and the tail rather less. It is of an elegant
rufous or ferruginous colour above, and yellowish-white be-
neath; the eyes are imbedded in a large black patch or
spot, which extends to some distance beyond each ear;
the tail is somewhat wider towards the end, and sharpens at
the extremity, and is marked on that part by a longitudinal
black stripe, having the edges white. These animals pro-
duce their young about the middle of summer, which are
about five or six in number, and are fed to be of a very
quick growth.

Muscardinus; Common Dormouse. Body tawny;
throat whitish; hind-thumbs without claws. The size of
this animal is nearly equal to that of a mouse, but is of a
more plump or rounded form, and the nose is more obtuse
in proportion; the eyes are large, black, and prominent;
the ears broad, thin, and semi-transparent; the fore-feet
have four toes, and the hind-feet five, but the interior of
these latter are dititute of nails; the tail is about two
inches and a half long, and is closely covered on all sides
with hair, which is rather longer towards the tip than on
the other parts; the head, back, fides, belly, and tail, are
of a tawny-red colour; the throat white; the fur is remark-
ably soft, and the whole animal has a considerable degree of
class in its appearance. It sometimes happens that the
colour is rather brown than reddish.

Myra, in Geography, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in
Natolia, on a river of the same name, which runs into the
Mediterranean: 54 miles S.S.W. of Satalia.

Myracopon, a name used by some authors for an
ointment intended to be used to the whole body to prevent
laziness. It is described by Galen.

Myrcinus, in Ancient Geography, a town of Thrace,
placed by Herodotus and Thucydides on the banks of the
Styrmon; Appian places it near Phylippi; and Tzetzer says,
that it was anciently called "Hedonis."

Myre, a town of Asia Minor, in Lycia.

Myrepsus, Nicholas, in Biography, a physician,
and one of the last who wrote in Greek, was a native of
Alexandria. He appears to have flourished in the thirteenth
century, as his writings are quoted by other authors early
in the fourteenth. The impurities of his style abundantly
prove the decaying state of the Greek as a living language.
A dispensatory, which he composed, became very early the
rule of pharmacy throughout Europe. In Paris, in 1532,
all apothecaries were ordered by parliament to have a copy
of his "Antidotarium" in their possession. The Greek
copies are numerous, in MS. in different libraries; but the
work has been printed only in Latin translations; the last
of which is that of the learned Leonart-Fuchs, entitled
"Opus medicamentorum in sectiones quadrangulatarum dige-
tum," first printed at Basle, 1549, folio, and several times
reprinted. It is included in the collection of the "Medicin
Artes Principes." This work of Myrepsus is a vast far-
rage of the compositions of the Greeks and Arabs, in-
termixed with much superfluous, and full of obscurities.

MYRIAD.
MYRIAD, the number of ten thousand. Whence myriarch, a captain or commander of ten thousand men.

MYRIANDRI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Syria, upon the banks of the river Amanus, according to Pompianus Mela.

MYRIANDRICUS SINUS, the name with the "Sinus Ilicius."

MYRIANDRUS, a commercial town of Syria, erected and inhabited by Phenicians, situated in the S.E. part of the gulf called "Ilicius."


Female, Cal. and Cor. . . . Berry inferior, pulp), of twelve or fourteen cells. Seeds numerous, winged.

1. M. arboreus. Beauv. Ow. et Ben. 17. t. 11. 12. Native of the kingdom of Benin, in the tropical parts of Africa.—A tree as large as an apple-tree; with a white bark. Leaves alternate, flaked, fringed, resembling those of the Horfe Chefnut; the leaflets fix, oblong, toothed. Flowers in a corymbose panicle; the males very minute, white, in very close spikes, at the top of the divisions of the panicle. Fruit the size of a large apple. Wildenow.

What is above described the calyx of the male flowers, would probably have been termed corolla by Linnaeus; but at least if we are right in the natural order.

MYRICA, a name borrowed from the ancient Greeks, whose μυριανθος however appears, by the imperfect description in Dioscorides, and especially by what he says in the following chapter, (of γλυκη being like it, but much smaller,) to be the Tamarian, Tamaria gallaec. This Pliny confirms, and all modern writers have so understood it; nor do we find, in the writings of Linnaeus, any reason for his having first applied this name to the genus before us, except that he preferred it to the Dutch word Gale, adopted by Tournefort: See Fl. Lap. ed. 2. 307. —Linn. Gen. 518. Schreb. 682. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. SM. Fl. Brit. 1796. Jull. 456. Michaux Boreale. Amer. v. 2. 227. Lamarck Illust. t. 509. Gartn. t. 39.—Cliffs and order, Dioscia Tetrandria. Nat. Ord. Amianthaceae. Linn. Juff.


Female, Cal. as in the male. Cor. none. Pfl. Germen superior, nearly ovate; styles two, thread-shaped, longer than the calyx; stigma simple. Peric. Berry of one cell. Seed foliary.

Elf. Ch. Male, Calyx the scale of a catkin, concave. Corolla none.

Female, Calyx the scale of a catkin, concave. Corolla none. Stves two. Berry with one seed.

Obf. M. Gale. The original species, has four flaments, and a dry berry, which coriaceous crust is compressed and three-lobed at the summit.

M. cerifera, has mostly six flaments, and a globular juicy berry.

As to the very great affinity ("famna affiniti") between this genus and Pijstacia, mentioned by Linnaeus, we confess ourselves unable to perceive it, either in the habit, inflorescence, or characters of the fructification.

1. M. Gale. Sweet Gale, Gale, or Dutch Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1453. Engl. Bot. t. 562. Pl. Dan. t. 327. (Myrtus brabantica, five Eleagnus Cordi; Ger. em. 141.)—Leaves lanceolate, with shallow ferratures. Fruit crowned. Stem shrubby.—Abundant in bogs throughout the north of Europe, especially about the bases of mountains, as well as in flat countries, where the soil is gravelly and the water clear. It is found on several wet moors in Norfolk. The catkins are fully formed in March; they expand in April, after which the leaves come forth, and in August or September the branches are laden with ripe fruit, whose scent is very agreeable, not unlike that of red cedar. This odour redides in the shining resinous particles, scattered over the berry, which easily rubs off; and is very durable, even in dried specimens, though it allumes, with age, the flavour of candied citron peel. Linnaeus says, the fruit is used as a substitute for hops, by poor people in the north, and that wax may be obtained from it, as from the next species, by boiling. The flum is not above three or four feel high, shrubby, buffy, forming a round head of numerous, smooth, round, dark-brown twigs. Leaves alternate, lanceolate, inclining to obovate, acute, chiefly ferrated towards the point, minutely downy, veiny, paler beneath, about an inch and a half long, deciduous. The young catkins are axillary formed in the course of the former for the ensuing spring. Michaux met with this species in America, as well as the following.

2. M. cerifera. American Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1452. (Myrtus, Brabantique similis, carolinensis baccifera, fructu racemo, &c.; Phuk. Phyt. t. 48. f. 9. Cateby's Carolin. v. 1. 69. t. 69; also 13. t. 13.)—Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, somewhat ferrated. Stem arboreous, Berries globose.—Native of North America. Hardy in our gardens, flowering in May and June. Larger than the foregoing, with broader, more elliptical, scarcely ferrated or notched leaves. The berries are much fewer, and larger, than those of our Englih species. Their form is globo, their pulp of a waxy nature, enclosing an oval hard nut. When dried they resemble Coriander comfits, as their waxy subfabel, frised from the watery particles of their pulp, then allumes the appearance of white meal. By boiling these berries, a quantity of wax is procured, which floats on the water, and serves in America to make candles, but its dirty green colour is unsightly, and its flame far less brilliant than even that of a good tallow candle.

3. M. Faya. Azorian Candleberry Myrtle. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 3. 397.—Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, somewhat ferrated. Male catkins compound. Female flowers diffus. Fruit elliptical, coarly granulated.—Gathered in Madeira and the Azores, by Mr. Maffon, who sent it, in 1777, to Kew, where it is hardly, flowering in June and July. The leaves have a few very shallow and occasional ferratures. The male catkins are laid to be compound, but these we have not seen. The female ones are extremely lax, looking like very loose spikes, of a ruffly hue; we are not sure that they are not compound also, though only one flower in each little partial branch comes to perfection. The fruit is twice the size of the leaf, and less abundant, elliptical, granulated, covered with more or less of the same waxy subfabel. It's seed a very hard nut, laid to have four cells, but this we find not conftantly the case.

4. M. ethiopica. African Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Mant. 298. (Myrtus, Brabantique accedens, africana, baccis carens, conifera; Phuk. Phyt. t. 48. f. 8.)—Leaves lanceolate, strongly toothed, the lowermost entire. Female flowers diffus. Fruit globose, coarly granulated.—Native of the Cape of Good Hope. Akin to the two last, but
but more downy, and distinguished by the strong prominent teeth of its upper leaves, the lower ones being entire. The male catkins we have not seen; the female ones are like rather lax spikes, simple, with a hairy talk. Fruit copious, the size and shape of M. cerifera, very coarsely granulated, but we perceive no remains of wax upon our specimen.

5. M. Nagi. Japan Candleberry Myrtle. Thunb. Jap. 76. Linn. Syll. Veg. ed. 14 884. (Nageia japonica; Gertr. v. 1 191. t. 39. f. 8. Na vulgo Nagi; Kämpfl. Amoen. 773. t. 874.—Leaves lanceolate, entire, without ribs. Fruit globose, smooth.—Native of Japan, but rare. Kämpfler says it is considered as a good tree of good, and planted in the courts of homes. The leaves are evergreen, firm, and veined, like that of the Rufus racemofus, or Alexandrian laurel. Female catkins whitish, hairy, dense. Fruit generally solitary, globose, dark purple, the size of a sweet-water grape, smooth, with a little inripid pulp, and one large seed whose shell is hard, but thin. Nothing is said of its yielding any wax. Though Gartnner makes a genus of this, he urges its very near affinity to Myrica.

6. M. quercifolia. Oak-leaved Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1453. (M. folius oblongis, opacte finnatis; Burm. Afr. 262. t. 98. f. 1. Laurinus africana minor, quercifo folio; Comm. Incrt. v. 2. 161. t. 81.—Leaves oblong, deeply frinate.—Native of the Cape of Good Hope. It has been cultivated in our greenhouses for above fifty years, blossoming in May and June; but is chiefly valued for its evergreen oak-like leaves, which are fragrant when rubbed. The male and female catkins are often found on the same plant. The latter are rather short and clothe. Fruit nearly globular, coarsely granulated.

7. M. montana. Arabian Candleberry Myrtle. Vahl. Symb. v. 2. 99. (Buxus dioica; Forlk. Ægypt.-Arab. 159.—Leaves lanceolate, ferrated; not dotted beneath. Catkins globose.—Gathered by Forskall on mount Barah in Arabia. By the description of Vahl, this is a fruber, with round smooth branches. Leaves an inch long, lanceolate, narrow, tapering at each end, smooth, with five or six minute, sharp, crowded serratures near the extremity. Flowers small, in round fleshy heads, or catkins. Calyx of four minute lanceolate leaves. Berry the size of a pepper-corn; according to Forskall it is of a brownish-purple, and not estable. The four-leaved calyx in this, similar to what Gartnner attributes to M. Nagi, is mentioned by Vahl, as indicating some generic difference between these two plants, and the true Myrica. To this we cannot but assent, provided the description be correct; and the smoothness of the fruit may perhaps confirm such difference.

8. M. cordifolia. Heart-leaved Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1454. (Alternoides ilicis folio crasso hirsuto; Walth. Hort. 3. t. 3. Thithymali facie planta ethiopica, ilicis acutato folio; Pluk. Almagent. 373. Phyt. t. 319. f. 7.—Leaves nearly heart-shaped, ferrated, fefile.—Native of the Cape of Good Hope. A small bushy fruber, whose young branches are hairy, beset with numerous, alternate, small, roundish, bluntly-toothed leaves, thick at the edges, and curiously dotted beneath. Male catkins small, dense, axillary, shorter than the leaves.—M. folius subcordatus, integris, felliibibus; Burm. Afr. 264. t. 98. f. 3. is cited by Linnaeus as a variety. By this plate the fruit appears to be globose and smooth.

9. M. trifoliata. Three-leaved Candleberry Myrtle. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1453. Amurin. Acad. v. 6. 112.—Leaves ternate, toothed.—Native of the Cape of Good Hope. "A fruber, with alternate, ilaxed, ternate leaves: the whole leaves are fessile, lanceolate, pointed, strongly toothed, downy beneath. Fruit in a cluster, not a spike, pubescent, rough." Linn. This is one of those Cape plants upon which Linnaeus founded his dissertation, entitled "Planta Africana Rariores," published in 1762, and reprinted in the Am. Acad. These plants were merely thrown him by the younger Burmann, and from so transient an acquaintance with them, it is not wonderful if he made some mistakes. A Myrica with ternate leaves, and racemose berries, is truly paradoxical, nor have we seen any thing to confirm its excellence.

MYRICA, in Gardening, comprehends plants of the deciduous and evergreen shrubby kinds, of which the species cultivated are sweet gale, sweet willow, or candleberry myrtle (M. gale); the American candleberry myrtle (M. cerifera); the oak-leaved candleberry myrtle (M. quercifolia); and the heart-leaved candleberry myrtle (M. cordifolia).

With regard to the first fort, it is said, that "the northern nations formerly used it instead of hops," and that "it is still in use for that purpose in some of the western isles, and a few places of the Highlands of Scotland," where it is known by the names of sweet gale, goats, gales, sweet willow, wild myrtle, and Dutch myrtle.

Method of Culture.—The two first forts may be raised from seed, and the two last by layers. The fruber kind requires a boggy moil situation, or to be cultivated on bog earth in such circumstances. The seeds should be procured from their native situation, and sown in pots of rich earth, in the spring, to the depth of half an inch, watering and shading them during the following summer; and on the approach of winter, placed in a warm sheltered situation, or under a common frame. When the plants have attained some growth, they should be planted out in the spring in nursery-rows, to remain till proper size to be planted out in the pleasure-ground, where they succeed best in a soil that is not too dry.

The two last forts are mostly raised by laying down the young shoots in the latter end of summer, or in the autumn, twitting them at a joint, and watering them well during the following summer, when the fesehen is dry; and when they have formed good roots, which is seldom the case till the second year, they should be taken off, and planted in small pots filled with loft loamy earth, being placed under glasses in a common frame, and shaded from the mid-day sun till fully rooted, when they may be removed into a warm sheltered place during the summer, and in the autumn removed into the greenhouse, being afterwards managed as other plants of that kind.

The fruber forts are likewise sometimes raised by planting the suckers of the roots in nursery rows, as above, in the autumn; and all the forts occasionally by cuttings, though they strike root with great difficulty. In this last way the young shoots are the most proper, which should be planted in pots, and plunged in a hot-bed, covering them clothe with glasses. They may be introduced, the two first in sheltered clumps and borders of the greenhouses kind, where they afford fine fragrance in their leaves.

MYRNA, in Ancient Geography, Paliacastra, a town on the northern part of the island of Lemnos, W.N.W. of Hephæstia.—Alfo, a town of the Troade, probably the same with that referred by some geographers to the Æōride.—Alfo, a town of the island of Crete.—Alfo, a town of the Æōride.

MYRINX, a word used by some to express the membrane of the tympanum in the ear.

MYRIOPHYLLUM, in Botany, is derived from myrios, innumerable,
MYRICACEAE

innumerable, and $\phi \lambda \mu \alpha \theta \nu \alpha \iota \kappa \eta \zeta$, a leaf. This Limnanthus genus appears to be the very plant so called by Pinny, and other ancient writers. From the description of $\mu \nu \sigma \omega \lambda \varsigma \kappa \alpha \iota \nu \alpha \iota \kappa \dot{\circ}$ in Dioscorides, we have no doubt of its being the identical plant of that author. Millfoil.—Linna. Gen. 493. Scheele. 642. Wildl. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 406. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Sw. Fl. Brit. 102. Att. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 3. 354. Michaux. Boreal-Amer. v. 2. 159. Jull. 18. Lamark Illistr. t. 755. Gartn. t. 68. Vaill. Mem. Par. 1719. t. 2. f. 3. (Pentapterophyllum; Dill. Gen. 125. t. 7.)—Clafs and order, Monocca Polyantria. Nat. Ord. Inundates. Linno. Niaiaides. Jull.


2. M. Verticillatum. Verticillate Water-Millfoil. Linn. Spc. Pl. t. 10. Engl. Bot. t. 218. Fl. Dan. t. 1046. — All the flowers in axillary spikes.—Native of Europe, in swampy places; but not so common in this country as the last. It flowers in July. The flowering-floas of this floating herb rise above the surface of the water, and are leafy up to their very summits. Leaves whorled, as in the last, but in fives, those at the upper part of the stem less finely cut than those which are immersed. Flowers axillary, whorled, occasionally hermaphrodite; but mostly female in the lower whorls, male in the upper. Petals oval, concave, green, soon falling off. Stigmas short, spreading, and finely tufted. The root and lower part of the stem much resembfe those of Speciactum.

3. M. indicum. Indian Water-Millfoil. Wildl. n. 3. — Lower leaves pinnated, capillary; upper lanceolate, wedge-shaped, somewhat cut at the tip. Flowers axillary, whorled.—This species is a native of Ceylon and Coromandel. Stem two feet high, round, about as thick as a pigeon's quill. Lower leaves pinnated, four in a whorl; leadets capillary; the upper ones gradually narrower; the uppermost lanceolate, either slightly toothed or entire at the tip. Flowers in whorls, at the axis of the leaves. In

habit very similar to the last. Willdenow adopted the present species on the authority of his friend Klein, who observed that its flowers were hermaphrodite, and described it as follows: "Calyx in four, ovato-lanceolate, minute segments. Corolla of four, ovate, deciduous, petals. Filaments eight, thread-shaped, the length of the corolla. Anthers linear, as long as the filaments. Germs four, forming an arch. Styles none. Capsules four, fingered."

4. M. Scabratum. Rough-Water-Millfoil. Michaux Boreal-Amer. v. 2. 190. Wildl. n. 5.—Leaves pinnatifid. Flowers all whorled and axillary; the males with four filaments. Fruit with eight ribs, disposed in pairs. This is a native of Carolina and Georgia, and is suspected by Michaux to be the Petasogenon sinnatum of Walter's Flora Carolina.

5. M. Polyphyllum. Various-leaved Water-Millfoil. Michaux ibid. 191. Wildl. n. 4.—Lower leaves pinnate, capillary, the upper floral ones oval, sharply ferrated. Male flowers with five filaments.—From the same country. Supposed to be Petasogenon verticillatum of Walter.

MYRISTICANA, from $\mu \nu \rho \iota \iota \varsigma \iota$, innumerable, and $\sigma \varsigma \epsilon$, a cell; Jull. 15. Poiret in Lamark's Dict. v. 4. 493. See MARATTIA.

M. Poir. unjustly censures what he mistakes for a wilful alteration of the name. Swartz published Marattia in his Prodrumus in 1788, of which Jullieu was ignorant when he called the same genus Myristica, the following year, in his Genera Plantarum; but most succeeding writers have properly adopted the original name, and Lamark and Poiriot ought to have done so.

There is some want of precision in the learned Jullieu's character of this genus. p. 15, and still more in his referring it, p. 447, to the Cenepetis of Bergius. (See DAREA.)

Thee errors possibly led M. Poiriot to compare the genus in question to Pteris, from which it is equally unlike in character and appearance.


Gen Ch. Male, Cal. Perianth of one leaf, coriaceous, three-cleft; the segments ovate, acute, not folding over each other in the bud. Cor. none. Stam. Filaments completely united into a cylindrical columnar tube, shorter than the calyx; anthers from three to twelve, linear, cohering lengthwise, of two cells, curving longitudinally externally. Pijfl. No rudiments of any.


Female, Calyx three-cleft. Corolla none. Capsule nearly globose, fleshy, of one cell and two valves. Seed solitary, in a many-cleft tube.

The characters of this valuable genus have but lately been made known to scientific botanists. The history of the different species, as far as they were known to him, is indeed
indeed fully given by Rumphius, but he has said nothing explanatory of the structure of their flowers. The fruit is so extraordinary, that nothing of the affinity of the genus could be conjectured from thence; nor was any information, respecting so precious an article of commerce, to be expected from the Dutch, while it was in their power to conceal the truth. This difficulty is now removed, by other nations having got access to the spice islands, and botanists are at present furnished with sufficiently good specimens, of several of the species.

As we are not yet possessed of the volume of Willdenow which contains this genus, we cannot profit by his labours. We derive, as usual, light from Mr. Brown, who is inclined to keep separate from Myristica two genera which have been referred to it. These are *Kema* of Loureiro, whose anthers are unconnected, spreading in the form of a star, (and which appears to be the *Myristica* globularia, Lamarck n. 3, as well as *M. microcarpa* of Willdenow;) and *Virola* of Aublet, t. 345, which Mr. Brown observing, in the original specimen of that author, to have but three anthers. (See *Kema* and *Virola.*) On the other hand, *Horstfelia* of Willdenow, differing only in having an oblong stigma, which, as Mr. Brown remarks, was perhaps "but obscurely seen," is reduced by him to *Myristica*.

We shall at present attempt the botanical history of the two species which we have seen, and which we have not as yet found clearly defined, subjoining lighter mention of some others.


2. *M. tomentosa.* Long Nutmeg. Thunb. Diff. 4. (M. philippensis; Lamarck n. 2.) Nux myristica mas; Rumph. Amboin. v. 2. t. 4. f. 5. Clus Exot. 14.)—Leaves oblong, with numerous simple parallel veins. Flower-flanks aggregate, scarcely the length of the calyx, downy, like the calyx and fruit. In Banda, Amboyna, and New Guinea, flowering in May. Mr. C. Smith sent it, under the name of New Guinea Nutmeg, or Long Nutmeg, from Banda in 1797. The branches and footstalks are very much thicker than in the preceding. Leaves four times as large, often a foot in length, and three or four inches broad, oblong or somewhat obovate; soft and scarcely visibly downy beneath; their veins much more copious, straight and parallel. Flower-flanks in little dense axillary tufts, about a quarter of an inch long, and very thick. Calys nearly globular, somewhat larger. Both these parts are densely clothed with fine silky pubescence, of a rich golden brown in the dried specimen. The fruit also is described as downy, but this we have not seen. The seeds are of a much longer form and proportion than the first species, and are sometimes sold in the shops, by the name of Long Nutmegs, though generally reckoned inferior in quality to the former. Rumphius figures and describes three or four more species or varieties of these plants, of which nothing is certainly known to us.

3. *M. daudzeoides.* Malabar Nutmeg. Gärtn. v. i. 195. t. 41. f. 2. (M. malabarica; Lamarck n. 3.) Fruit inodoro; Linn. Zeyl. 229. Panam-palka; Rheede Hort. Malab. v. 4. t. 5.)—Leaves oblong, with numerous simple parallel veins. Flower-flanks aggregate, longer than the calyx. Fruit oblong, downy.—Rheede describes this as common everywhere in the woods of Malabar, bearing fruit twice a year, in June and December. Lamarck well observes that it seems very near our second species, but, if the details in the Hortus Malabaricus be faithful, must be distinct. One circumstance in the figure is striking enough, the panicked flowers; but the description does not confirm it, and we suspect some mistake; otherwise that character would be decisive. The fruit and seed appear much like the preceding, but the latter has scarcely any taste or smell, though the mace is not without some flavour. Rheede says "the Turkish and Jewish merchants," (as if they were the only cheats in India,) mix these nutmegs with the true long ones, and the mace with good mace, felling them together. They also extract from these inferior articles, an oil, with which they adulterate that of a more genteel quality.


The author last quoted describes a second New Holland species, by the name of *M. infisida*; but this he himself suspects to be a *Kema*. Gärtners has a *M. Irya*, f. 3, whose seed is globular, and a *M. Iryagbhi*, f. 4, more like the Long Nutmeg; but these, as well as some species of Lamarck, we are obliged to pass over, for want of more sufficient materials to fix their specific characters.

MYRISTICA MOEFICATA. See Nutmeg. MYRISTICACEAE, a natural order of plants, first established as such by Mr. R. Brown, Prodr. Nov. Holl. v. i. 309, and named from its principal genus, *Myristica*; see MYRISTICACEAE. The characters are as follows. *Flowers dioecious, (without any rudiments in each of the other sex.)* Perianth of one leaf, three-cleft, the segments meeting by their edges in the bud, not overlapping each other. Male. Filaments closely united into a column. Anthers from
MYR
from three to twelve (definite in number), either cohering or distinct, of two cells; bustling longitudinally at the back, or outer side.

Female. Perianth deciduous. German superior, dilated, nipple, of one seed, the rudiments of which are erect. Style very short. Stamina somewhat lobed.

Berry? capsular, bivalve. (We esteem it rather a corymbous or fleshy corymb.)

Seed hardish like a nut; invested with a tunic which is cloven into many deep segments. Albumen eroded (as it were) internally, of a firm febacous texture. 

Embryo small; cotyledon leafy; radicle inferior; plumula conspicuous.

This order consists of tropical trees, often exuding a reddish juice. Leaves alternate, without stipules, falcate, entire, coriaceous: when full grown often clothed beneath with minute cloth-pressed down; their surface not dotted. Inflorescence either axillary or terminal, racemose, tufted, or pedated, each flower accompanied by a small short hooded bractea. Perianth coriaceous, smooth within, in many instances downy externally, the pubescence sometimes falcate.

Mr. Brown remarks that this order is properly not nearly skin to any other. The anthers appear to be always definite in number, either as many as the segments of the perianth, or twice, thrice, or four times that number. Their true nature is best seen in Kneiss, where they are separate, for which reason Mr. Brown is disposed to keep that genus distinct.

MYRLEA, in Ancient Geography. See Apamea.

MYRMECIA, myrmecia, in medicine, from myrmex, the ant, because the flowers are stung by the little ants, and are more strongly observed by them than by any other kind of animal. (From myrmek, a term applied to the Cimmerian Bosphorus.)

This small species of Ants, which have been named by the ancients, is very rare in this country; the eggs are small, and are inclosed in a bivalve case, which is produced by the female ant, and is often found in the base of the nests. The entrance to the nest is at the bottom; the female ant is about the size of a small pea, and has two black eyes, which are situated on the sides of her head. Her body is covered with a scaly skin, and is about an inch long, and half an inch broad. She has six legs, and is provided with a pair of jaws, which she uses in cutting the wood for her nest. She is a very active animal, and is always on the look-out for food. She feeds chiefly on insects, and is particularly fond of beetles, which she catches by means of a sticky substance, which she produces at the tip of her proboscis. She is also fond of small fruits, and is often seen feeding on the berries of the apple-tree. She is a very hardy animal, and is able to endure great heat and cold. She is a very useful animal, and is often employed by the farmers to destroy the insects which are injurious to their crops. She is a very sociable animal, and is always found in colonies, which are called ant-hills.

MYRMECON. See Apamea.

MYRMECITES, in Natural History, a town of the Tauric Chersonesus, on the banks of the Cimmerian Bosphorus, according to Strabo, Pauy, Mea, &c. No vestiges of it now remain.

MYRMECION, in Ancient Geography. A town of the Tauric Chersonesus, on the banks of the Cimmerian Bosphorus, according to Strabo, Pauy, Mea, &c. No vestiges of it now remain.

MYRMECOPHAGA; Ant-eater, in Zoology, a genus of quadrupeds of the order Bruta. The generic character is, teeth none; tongue cylindrical, extensile; mouth lengthened into a somewhat tubular form; body covered with hair. The animals of this genus live entirely on insects, more particularly on the various kinds of ants: in order to obtain which, they extend their tongue, which is of a very great length, and of a roundish or worm-like form, into the nests of these insects; and when they come near the body of the insect, they seize it with their sharp pointed teeth, and swallow it. Among the genera of the myrmecophaga, the species of ant-eaters are very numerous, and are found in all parts of the world. They are generally small animals, and are provided with a very long and slender body, which is covered with a thick and glossy skin. Their heads are small, and are provided with a pair of large, black eyes, which are situated on the sides of their heads. They have six legs, and are provided with a pair of strong and sharp-pointed claws. They are very active animals, and are always on the look-out for food. They feed chiefly on insects, and are particularly fond of beetles, which they catch by means of a sticky substance, which they produce at the tip of their proboscis. They are also fond of small fruits, and are often seen feeding on the berries of the apple-tree. They are very hardy animals, and are able to endure great heat and cold. They are very useful animals, and are often employed by the farmers to destroy the insects which are injurious to their crops. They are very sociable animals, and are always found in colonies, which are called ant-hills.

MYRMICUS. See Apamea.

MYRTA. See Myrtus.

MYRTIS. See Myrtus.

MYRTUS. See Myrtus.
preying on ants, by means of its long tongue, in the manner of other species. It is a native of Guiana; walks slowly on its heels; feeds only in the night, and emits no cry.

**Tridactyla.** Three toes on the fore-feet, and four on the hind; the tail is bushy. It is found in divers parts of India; travels slowly; climbs trees, and defends itself against the attacks of flies by its broad tail.

**Junata; Great Ant-eater.** Four toes on the fore-feet, and on the hind five; the tail is bushy. There is a variety with a shorter face and shorter legs. This, as its name imports, is by much the largest of the genus, being seven feet in length from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail; but if measured to the origin of the tail, it is no more than about five feet and a half. It is an animal of an uncouth appearance; the head is small; the snout very long; the eyes small; the ears short and round; the shoulders thick and muscular, from whence the body tapers towards the tail; but the thighs are thick and flat. The colour of the animal is a deep grey, with a very broad band of black running from the neck downwards, on each side of the body, growing gradually narrower as it paffes down. This black band is accompanied on the upper part by a streak of white; the fore-legs are of a lighter colour than the hinder, and have a patch or spot of black in front, not much above the foot; the tail is black, extremely long, and bushy; the hair on the whole body, but especially on the tail, is very harsh and coarse; the two middle claws of the fore-feet are extremely large and strong, which render this creature, though deft of teeth, a very formidable adversary; since it has been known to destroy animals of much greater apparent strength than itself, fixing its claws upon them, and exerting such powerful strength as to kill them by continued laceration and pressure. It is a native of Brazil and Guiana. It is chiefly nocturnal, and is said to sleep during the greater part of the day in retired places. Its pace is somewhat slow, and its manners dull and heavy. It is said to swim with ease, at which time it flings its tail over its back. A living specimen was some years ago brought into Spain, and kept in the royal menagerie at Madrid. In this state of confinement, it would readily eat raw meat cut small, and was said to swallow four or five pounds in a day. Its length was six feet from the nose to the end of the tail, and its height was two feet.

**Tetradactyla.** Four toes on the fore-feet, and on the hind-feet there are five; the tail is naked. It inhabits South America; wanders only in the night, sleeps by day; when angry, it fixes a fiek, and fights fitting on its hindlegs. The tail of this animal is bald at the extremity, by which it is able to suspend itself from the branches of trees. It has a black stripe on the breast and side.

**Pentadactyla; Striped Ant-eater.** Five toes on the fore-feet; the tail is long, flat, and entirely covered with hair. It is about thirteen inches long, and ten high.

**Capensis; Cape Ant-eater.** Four toes on the fore-feet; the front is long; the ears are large and pendulous; the tail is shorter than the body, and tapering to the tip. It is found at the Cape of Good Hope; is larger than the other species, and nearly of the size of a hog, weighing about an hundred pounds. It burrows in the ground, sleeps by day, and prowls by night.

**Aculeata; Aculeated or Porcupine Ant-eater.** Body covered with long sharp spines; tail short. The aculeated ant-eater is one of those curious animals which have been lately discovered in New Holland, and is a striking instance of that beautiful gradation, so frequently observed in the animal kingdom, by which creatures of one tribe or genus approach to those of a very different one. It forms a connecting link between the very distant Linnean genera of hyбри (porcupine) and myrmecophaga (ant-eater), having the external coating and general appearance of the one, with the mouth and peculiar generic characters of the other. This animal, so far as may be judged from the specimens hitherto imported, is about a foot in length. In its mode of life it resembles the rest of the ant-eaters, being generally found in the midst of some large ant-hill. It burrows with great strength and celerity under ground, when disturbed; its feet and legs being strong and short, and wonderfully adapted to the purpose. It will even burrow under a pretty strong pavement, removing the stones with its claws, or under the bottom of a wall. During these excursions, its body is strengthened or lengthened to an uncommon degree, and appears very different from the short or plump aspect which it bears in its undisturbed state.

**Myrmeleon, Lion-Ant, in Entomology, a genus of insects of the order Neuroptera. The generic character is, mouth furnished with jaws; teeth two; feelers four, elongated; sternalia nune; antennæ elevated, of the length of the thorax; wings deflected; tail of the male furnished with a forceps, confiding of two straignt filaments.**

This genus includes sixteen species, separated into two divisions.

A. Hind-feelers longer; jaws one-toothed; lip membranaceous, square, truncate, emarginate.

**Libelluloides.** Wings grey, spotted with brown; body spotted with black and yellow. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

**Pardalis.** Wings white, with feetered black dots; thighs yellow. It inhabits Coromandel. A specimen is preferred in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks.

**Panthérinus.** Wings white, spotted with black; body yellow; abdomen variegated with black. This species is found in Austria, and other parts of Germany.

**Lyceus.** Wings hyaline, with a black marginal spot at the tip, in the middle of which is a snowly one. It inhabits Sierra Leon.

**Formicaleo.** Wings clouded with brown, with a white marginal spot. This species is better understood than any other of the genus myrmeleon. Its larva has been long celebrated for its ingenuity in preparing a pit-fall, for the destruction of such insects as happen unnaturally to enter it. The myrmeleon formicaleo, in its complete or fly state, bears no incomparable resemblance to a small dragon-fly; from which, however, it may readily be distinguished by its antennae. It is of a predacious nature, flying chiefly by night, and pursuing the smaller insects in the manner of a libellula. It depots its eggs in dry sandy situations, and the young larva, when hatched, begin to exercise their talent of preparing, by turning themselves rapidly round, a very small conical cavity in the sand. Under the centre of the cavity the little animal conceals itself, suddenly rushing forth at intervals, to seize any small insect which, by approaching the edge of the cavity, has been so unfortunate as to fall in; and, after fucking out its juices, throws it, by a sudden exertion, to some distance from the cavity. As the creature increases in size, it enlarges the cavity, which at length becomes about two inches, or more, in diameter. The larva, when full grown, is more than half an inch long, and is of a flattened figure, broad towards the upper part, and gradually tapering to an obotuse point at the extremity.
It is brown, and beset with numerous tufts of dusky hair, which are particularly conspicuous on each side the anulii of the abdomen; the legs are slender; the head and thorax rather small; the tubular jaws long, curved, serrated internally, and very sharp pointed. The whole animal is of an unpleasing aspect, and, on a cursory view, bears a general resemblance to a flat-bodied spider. When magnified, its appearance is highly uncouth.

Reamur and Redi have given accurate descriptions of this larva, and its extraordinary history. It is one of those whose term of life, like that of the libellule and ephemera, is protracted to a considerable space, since it survives the frost winter in its larval state, taking no nourishment during that time, and in the spring it passes its usual manner of preying. In preparing its pit, it begins by tracing an exterior circle of the intended diameter of the cavity, continuing its motion in a spiral line, till it gets to the centre; then marking, as it were, several volutes in the sand, revolving the impulsion in a large fluted shell; and after having sufficiently deepened the cavity, it smooths the sides into a regular shape, by throwing out the superfluous sand lying on the ridges: this it does by closing its forceps in such a manner, that, together with the head, they form a convenient file, with which it throws the sand with some motion out of the cavity, that the grains often fall to the distance of near a foot beyond the brink. The depth of the pit is generally equal to the diameter. When full grown, and ready to change into a chrysalis, the animal envelopes itself in a round ball of sand, agglutinated and concreted by very fine silk, which it draws from a tubular process at the extremity of the body; with this silk it also lines the internal surface of the ball, which, if opened, appears covered by a fine pearl-coloured film. It continues in the state of chrysalis about four weeks, and then gives birth to the complete insect.

**Catta.** Wings hyaline, with faint brown spots; the nerves are foetid with black. Found in Madeira.

**Punctatus.** Wings hyaline; the nerves with alternate black and white spots. It inhabits India. A specimen is in the cabinet of Sir Joseph Banks.

**Formiculinx.** Wings immaculate; body brown. It inhabits Africa and America.

**Thorinhus.** Wings hyaline, immaculate; body brown; margin of the thorax and legs yellow. It inhabits New Holland.

**Caninus.** Wings hyaline, immaculate; body brown; head and thorax spotted with yellow. It is found in Guinea.

B. **Feder nearly equal; jaw ciliate; lip horned, rounded, entire.**

**Species.**

**Barbarus.** Wings reticulate, yellowish-hyaline, with two brown spots. It inhabits Europe and Africa.

**Longicornis.** Upper wings hyaline, with a double yellow spot at the base; lower ones yellow, black at the base. It inhabits Italy.

**Capesius.** Wings white, reticulate with black; the tail is forked. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

**Appendiculatus.** Wings white, immaculate, one-toothed at the base. Its country is not known. There is a specimen in the British Museum.

**Abstrusus.** Wings white, with a black marginal spot; the body is variegated. It inhabits the southern parts of Europe.
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rected to be given in substance from half a dram to four drams, and in infusion or flight decoction from four to twelve drams; but they have long been discarded from practice in this country.

**MYROBALANUS, in Batsy, from μυρος, balsam, and βαλσαμ, an acorn, or some similar fruit; a genus founded by Gærtner, upon three or four different dried plums, which go under the above name, and are now among the most obfolute rubbish of the apothecaries' shops. Their flowers are unknown, but from what little can be made out of the history of the plants, they have always been taken for species of Terminalia. Nor does Gærtner himself much invalidate this opinion. He gives the character as follows.

Eff. Ch. Flower ... Drupa pulpy, its coat with rounded angles and furrowed, of one cell. Seed almond-like, inverted, with leafy, spirally convolute, cotyledons.

The species he enumerates are

1. **M. bellirica**. Gærtn. v. 2. 90. 1757. f. 2. (Tani; Rhee Ch. Hort. Mal. v. 4. 23. t. 10.)
2. **M. Choebula.** f. 2.
3. **M. citrina.** f. 3.

The two last he designates may be varieties of one species. M. indica of the shops, he believes to be nothing else than unripe citrina, before the seed is formed.

The same author adds, "if we consider the spiral convolution of the cotyledons as the essential character of Terminalia, according to the opinion of the late Koenig, Badamia," (a preceding genus figured by him in the same plate, "as well as all the species of Myrobalan, ought to be referred to that genus."

**MYROBATIPUM**, so called by Vaillant, from μυρος, a fragrant balsam, βαλσαμ, a thorn or bramble, and indicum, Indian; a synonym of some prickly species of LANTANA. See that article.

**MYRODENDRUM**, so named by Schreber, from μυρος, a balsam, or fragrant ointment, and δέντρον, a tree, because it is celebrated in Guiana for abounding with a red, resinous secretion in its trunk and branches, of the sweet flavour of florax. This juice, after expiation, becomes a reddish, transparent resin, which is used by the natives for fumigations, and is also successfully applied, according to Aublet, as a vulnerary, like the Balsam of Peru. Schreb. 1758. IND. v. 2. 1751. MART. MILL. DICT. v. 3. (Houmli; Aubl. Guian. v. 3. 53. Houmli; Jaff. 1552. Lamarck Illus. t. 402.)—Clasf and order, **POLYANDRIA**, Nat. Ord. uncertain.

Gen. Ch. **Cal.** Perianth inferior, of one leaf, tubular, coriaceous, tearing irregularly at the margin, without any uniform teeth, permanent. Cor. Petals five, inserted into the receptacle, oblong, oblique, obtuse, recurved and spreading, tapering at the base, longer than the calyx. Stam. Filaments united into a long slender tube, the filaments, dilated and parted at the summit, with five teeth; anthers numerous, kidney-shaped, filiform, crowded about the top of the tube. Pd. German superior, ovate; style almost obliterated, recurved, swelling at the top, rather longer than the filaments; stigma large, capitate. Somewhat petalate. Perc. Drupa nearly globose, dry and fibrous, abrupt and crowned with the base of the style, of two or three cells. Seeds foliary, angular at one side, convex at the other.


Gen. Ch. **Cal.** Perianth inferior, of one leaf, leafy, coriaceous, tearing regularly at the margin, with a upright uniform teeth, permanent. Cor. Petals five, oblong, acute, spreading, much longer than the calyx. Stam. Filaments twenty, capillary, inserted into the receptacle; anthers round. Pd. German superior, roundish, small; filaments long, incurved, villous; stigma capitate, five lobed. Peric. Capsule of five cells. Seeds foliary.


1. **M. laevis**, obovata, f. 2. 817. (M. angustifolium; Wild. Houmli balsamifer; Aubl. Guian. v. 3. 225.) — Native of woods in Cayenne and Guiana, where it flourishes in April. This tree, which is fifty or sixty feet high, is called Taurus, and also Houmli, by the Caribs. Its trunk is about two feet in diameter. Branches chiefly towards the top, long, and widely spreading. Leaves alternate, soon deciduous, and obovate, obovate-oblong, serrate, entire, reddish when young. Flowers coriaceous, axillary and terminal, white, furnished with a scale at the base of each flake.

The negroes cut slits of the bark to use as a sort of torch, and its wood is employed by the natives for building houses, especially for roofs.

Aublet's figure represents the leaves clasping the stem, which is hardly the case in his own specimen, nor in a more perfect one for which we are obliged to Mr. Rudge.

**MYODIA**, so named by Prof. Swartz, at the fuggelation of the late Mr. Dryander, from μυρος, a fragrant balsam, and clava, to smell; alluding to the powerful and fragrant scent of the whole plant, even after it has been long dried, which refembles that of melilot ointment. Swartz. Prodr. 1758. IND. V. 2. 1225. Schreb. 472. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 843. MART. MILL. DICT. v. 3. (Quaranthea; Aubl. Guian. 1757. Jaff. 274. CAN. DICT. 1757. POR. IN LAM. DICT. v. 6. 22. Lamarck Illus. t. 571.)—Clasf and order, **MONADELPHIA**, NAT. ORD. "Malvasiae, or rather perhaps "Myrtaceae." Jaff.

Gen. Ch. **Cal.** Perianth inferior, of one leaf, leafy, coriaceous, tearing irregularly at the margin, without any uniform teeth, permanent. Cor. Petals five, inserted into the receptacle, oblong, oblique, obtuse, recurved and spreading, tapering at the base, longer than the calyx. Stam. Filaments united into a long slender tube, the filaments, dilated and parted at the summit, with five teeth; anthers numerous, kidney-shaped, filiform, crowded about the top of the tube. Pd. German superior, ovate; style thread-shaped, furrowed, swelling at the top, rather longer than the filaments; stigma large, capitate. Somewhat petalate. Perc. Drupa nearly globose, dry and fibrous, abrupt and crowned with the base of the style, of two or three cells. Seeds foliary, angular at one side, convex at the other.


Gen. Ch. **Cal.** Perianth inferior, of one leaf, leafy, coriaceous, tearing irregularly at the margin, without any uniform teeth, permanent. Cor. Petals five, inserted into the receptacle, oblong, oblique, obtuse, recurved and spreading, tapering at the base, longer than the calyx. Stam. Filaments united into a long slender tube, the filaments, dilated and parted at the summit, with five teeth; anthers numerous, kidney-shaped, filiform, crowded about the top of the tube. Pd. German superior, ovate; style thread-shaped, furrowed, swelling at the top, rather longer than the filaments; stigma large, capitate. Somewhat petalate. Perc. Drupa nearly globose, dry and fibrous, abrupt and crowned with the base of the style, of two or three cells. Seeds foliary, angular at one side, convex at the other.


Calyx cylindrical, one-third the length of the flamines.—

Gathered by Aublet, on the banks of free-water rivers in Guiana, bearing flowers and fruit in May. That botanist describes it as a forub, only eight or ten feet high; its trunk three or four inches, at molt, in diameter; wood white and soft; the bark grey and cracked, filamentous, and capable of serving for cordage. This last circumstance perhaps induced Julieu the more readily to range the genus under Malvaceae. The branches are long, flexible, straight, and subdivided. Leaves alternate, smooth, green, phalie, elliptic-oblong, pointed, entire; the largest nine inches long, and three broad. Footstalks short and thick, with a pair of filipulas, that soon fall off. Flowers axillary; their stalks sometimes inserted into that of the leaf, two, three, four, or five together forming, or intermixed in any long, cylindrical, without any lid (as far as we can perceive), an inch and half long, opening with three, four, or five teeth, or sometimes splitting down at one side. Petals white, wavy, recurved, above twice the length of the calyx. Tube of the flamine thrice as long as the calyx, curved, white, slender; anthers about nine, yellow, accompanied by four or five green glandular bodies, many more of which are divided a little way down the tube. Stigma prominent, divided. Fruit dry, green, coriaceous, an inch and half long, with two seeds. The parts are all somewhat diminished in Aublet's plate. He says nothing of the seent, which Swartz describes, and we perceive, in this as well as the former. The want of a lid to the calyx, if constant, is a remarkable difference between this species and the other.

MYROPOLIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, near the drains of Thermopylos, over against Heraclea.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianthus superior, of three equal, oblong, channelled, entire, membranous leaves. Cor. of one petal: tube very short; outer limb in three deep, equal, oblong, spreading, entire, three segments, each with a dark spot at the top; inner in five deep unequal segments, the two uppermost short, oblong, unequally margined, the three lowermost longer, three-creep at the summit, cut, the middle one shorter than the other two. Stam. Filament one, either quite unconnected, or attached to the edge of the central segment of the lower lip, awl-shaped, membranous at the base; another terminal, erect, ovate, compressed. Pif. Germin inferior, triangular, style thick, short, depressed, triangular, longitudinally split, partly hairy; stigma gaping, with a dilated lip. Peric. Capsule triangular, of three cells and three valves. Seeds several, angular.


1. M. canesraria. Linn. Suppl. 82; excluding the synonym. (Myrjma 120, nova; Linn. Pl. Surin. 5. Amaz. Acad. v. 8. 251.)—Gathered by Dalberg in Surinam. The root is creeping, with long hairy fibres, and infiltrated with very sheathing scales. It appears to be perennial. Stem herbaceous rather than shrubby, clothed in the upper part with fine deflexed hairs. Radical leaves several, ovate, acute, entire, three or four inches long, smooth, with one rib, and numerous, fine, oblique, transverse veins, as in the root of this natural order. Footstalks erect, broad, sheathing, flat, inrolled, three inches long, suddenly contracted at the top into a hairy knob, close to the leaf. At the summit of the stem, of whose height we are unable to judge, is a larger leaf, from within which several footstalks spring the flower-stalks, of the same length, bearing a small drooping leaflet, of eight or ten flowers, whose broad pale imbricated bracts resemble the catkin of the Hop. Each of these is about as long as its corresponding flower, and is accompanied by a smaller and narrower internal bracteum. The corolla seems to be white or yellowish.

This was one of the plants which made a part of the Scurry collection, preferred by Pittis, presented to Linneus by king Guatavus III. Nothing is recorded of the properties or uses of the Myrjnoa.

MYROSPERMUM, so named by Jacquin from μυρος, balsam, and οσμος, a scent, alluding to the balsamic exudation from the seed and seed-veil, which, in the species he described, is of a strong and disagreeable scent. See Myroxylox, in which this genus of Jacquin, and its name, are now sunk. —Schreber and Willdenow seem to have been led into this measure by the authority of Linnaeus, of whose work they properly considered themselves as but the editors, and still more perhaps by that of Mutis, the reputed author of the name Myroxylox. Yet as the name appellation had previously been given by Fortler, in his Genera, t. 63, to a different genus, the original name of Jacquin might as well have remained for this. So indeed have J. thieu and Lamarck actually decided the matter, and a confusion of synonyms, in this as well as too many other instances, needlessly encumber the science. In this dilemma we prefer following the Linnean writers, and shall retain, for Fortler's genus, Schreber's name of Myroxema; for that article hereafter.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianthus inferior, of one leaf, bell-shaped, with five flight shallow teeth. Cor. Petals five, unequal, irregular, with claws inserted into the receptacle; the upper one broad, inerely heart-shaped, reflexed; the rest lanceolate, narrow, straight, shortly spreading; claws narrow, linear, the length of the calyx, or longer. Stam. Filaments ten, thread-shaped, fiosmooth, the length of the calyx, erect; others erect, oblong, with a furrow at each side, a notch at the base, and a small terminal point. Pif. Germin inferior, filched, hanging far out of the flower, feiform-shaped, compressed, tapering at the base; style awl-shaped, short, aeding; stigma simple, obtuse. Peric. Legume two-edged, oblong, compressed, tapering at the base, dilated towards the top, of one cell, not burling. Seed almost always solitary, roundish-oblong, compressed, situated near the end of the legume.

Eff. Ch. Calyx bell-shaped. Petals five; the upper one larger. Germin flaked, longer than the corolla. Legume with a single seed near the top.

1. M. persicifolium. Balfam-tree of Peru. Linn. Suppl. 233. Willd. n. 1. (Hoitzolxi; Herand. Mex. 51. Cabreusa. the second species; Pif. Brau. 57. 119, the figure in the latter place erroneous.)—Leaflets pointed, emarginate. Claw of the larger petal twice the length of the calyx. — Native of the warmest parts of Mexico and Peru, in mountainous situations. Hernandez says the Mexican kings culti
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vated in their gardens; and that if the trunk or bark be wounded, at any time of the year, but especially at the end of the rainy season, the celebrated and valuable balsam of Peru diffils from the wound. "This is of a dark or blackish orange colour, of an acrid and somewhat bitter taste, with a most powerful but highly agreeable smell."

Linnæus was always, as his son records, peculiarly anxious to ascertain the plant which yields this precious balsam; but he never had the satisfaction of knowing it. After his death, Mutis sent specimens of the leaf, flowers and fruit to the younger Linnaeus, which are now before us, and from which the description in the *Supplementum* was made. The tree is said by Hernandez to be the size of a lemon-tree. The *leaf* in our specimens is not complete, wanting the lower part. What remains consists of five leaves, each on a short, round, downy stalk, and is disposed on a partially downy common stalk, as to shew they are naturally alternate, only occasionally and imperfectly opposite, one of them being terminal. It is however not to be wondered at, that the younger Linnaeus, judging by this specimen alone, took the leaf to be abruptly pinnate, and hence an important disagreement appears between this species and the two following in the descriptions of authors; which however proves to be unfounded, for they all have alternately pinnate leaves, with a terminal leaflet. The *leaflets* in the present species are near an inch and half long, ovate-oblong, with a broad, elongated, obtuse and emarginate point; their margin entire, though somewhat crumpled or wavy; both sides smooth and rather shining, bright green, with one rib, and many fine reticulated veins. When held against the light, they appear full of singularly elegant pellucid spots, most of them small and roundish, but some linear, larger than the rest. *Flowers* numerous, in a long, downy, simple cluster, on slender feathered flasks, scarcely an inch long, with a minute circular *base* at the base of each. We know not on what authority Linnaeus describes the *flafters* as axillary. The *calyx* is hoary with fine soft down. *Petals* and *flaminis* whitish. *Germin* smooth, green, hanging out of the flower in a remarkable manner. *Legume* a foot long, and about an inch broad, thick-edged, with a short oblique point. Mutis says in his letter, that the fructification of this plant is nearly the same as that which yields the Balsam of Tolu. Of this we have never seen either a specimen or figure; nor do we know on what their generic distinction is properly founded. See *Toluiperia*.

2. *M. pedicellatum*. Long-flaked Balsam-tree. Willd. n. 2. (Myropermum pedicellatum; Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 191. Illusr. t. 341. f. 1.)—Leaflets elliptical, abrupt, emarginate. Claw of the larger petal the length of the calyx; flalk of the legume longer.—Gathered by Joseph de Julieu in Peru. Lamarck's figure and description were made from the drawing and specimens he brought from thence, nor have we any other materials than what Lamarck's works afford; but these abundantly suffice to distinguish the species.

This is a large tree, called in its native country Quina guina, like the Peruvian bark or Cinchona, and vulgarly *Sarminos*. The *trunk* is said to be two feet thick, with an ash-coloured bark; the wood very hard, used for building, as well as for contructing sugar-mills; whitish, with a red or blackish heart. *Leaves* alternate, of from seven to fifteen alternate flaked leaves, with an odd one, all of equal size, elliptical, oblong, emarginate, entire, near an inch and a half long, full of pellucid dots or lines. *Inflorescence* much like the former. *Flowers* similar, except that the claw of the larger petal is not represented longer than the calyx. The *legume* however appears to be of a much shorter proportion than in *M. frutescens*, and abrupt, not tapering, at the base; its flalk is slender, longer than the *calyx*, whose rim only seems to be deciduous. *Seed* solitary, oblong, curved. Nothing is said respecting any balsamic quality or exudation in this species. The specific name is not very good, but we scarcely know how to find a better, unless we had more information from some former who had compared this with the other related species. If it be really not balsamic, *inodorum* would be a suitable appellation.

3. *M. frutescens*. Factid Balsam-tree. Willd. n. 3. (Myropermum frutescens; Jacq. Amer. 122. t. 172. f. 24. Lamarck Illusr. t. 341. f. 2. Dict. v. 4. 191, excluding some of the synonyms.)—Leaflets elliptical, abrupt, emarginate. Stalk of the legume shorter than the calyx.—Gathered by Jacquin, in dry bushy places, at the foot of a mountain near Carthagena, South America. Stem thrubby, eight or ten feet high, not much branched. *Leaves* deciduous, alternately pinnate, with an odd leaflet, the leaflets all uniform, elliptical, strongly emarginate, smooth, about the size and shape of the leaf. *Claspers* lax, nearly terminal, erect. *Flowers* pale rolo-coloured. *Legume* about three inches long, as in the last, with scarcely ever more than one *seed*, which, like the legume itself, discharges a balsam of a strong and factid odour. The fruit remains long on the tree, after the leaves are fallen.—Lamarck improperly confounds this species with the first, though he rightly judged that there must be a terminal *leaflet* in both. He errs moreover, and Willdenow follows him, in saying the *legume* is factid. Jacquin expressly describes the germin as italked, though by his figure it is evident that the flalk, in the ripe fruit, does not extend beyond the *calyx*. See *Ceylon*.

**MYRHH, MYRNA, from gr., ἕρμη, *myr, I run or trickle* a kind of gum resin, flowing by incision, and sometimes spontaneously, from the trunk and larger branches of a tree growing in Arabia, Egypt, and especially in Abyssinia.

Authors are not agreed about the tree which produces this gum; it is true they all make it small and thorny; but they disagree about the form of its leaves. In several respects it resembles the *occisa vera*, which is the *Mimosa Nilotica*; and this agrees with the description of the tree given by Dioscorides. The trees producing *myrhh* grow on the eastern coast of Arabia Felix, and in that part of Abyssinia which is situated near the Red sea, and called by Mr. Bruce Troglydote. It is imported to us in chaff, each of which contains from one to two hundred weight. The Abyssinian *myrhh* comes to us through the East Indies, and that produced in Arabia is brought by the way of Turkey.

The druggists have been accustomed to fell two kinds of myrhh, viz.: *myrhh in tears*, which they call *flats*; the other *ungulate*, or in nails.

Of the first kind, the bell is bright, yellow, and in transparent drops, fragile, light, of a strong dirty, reekable smell; but this is very rare, and most of that in use is the *ungulate* myrhh, so called from little white spots observed therein, much like those on the nails of the fingers.

The bell is in little masses, or tears, reddish and transparent; the small pieces of myrhh, when broken, are sometimes found to contain a kind of alcoholic liquor, the most precious part of the myrhh, and the real *flats* of the ancients.

But though Pliny and Dioscorides speak of *flats* as if it was fresh or liquid myrhh, it is said by Mr. Bruce, that they could never see myrhh in that state; because it is said by the natives to harden on the tree instantly as soon as it is exposed to the air; and, therefore, the *flats*, he supposes, must have been a composition of myrhh and some other ingredient. The quality of myrhh depends on the age and health.
health of the tree, the manner of making the incision in it, the time of gathering the myrrh, and the circumstances of the climate in which it was gathered.

In order to have myrrh, and still or molot perfect fort, the savages choose a young vigorous tree, whose bark is without moss, or any parasite plant; and, above the first large branches, they give the tree a deep wound with an axe. The myrrh, which flows the first year, through this wound, is myrrh of the first growth, and never in very great quantity. This operation is performed some time after the rains have ceased, or from April to June; and the myrrh is produced in July and August. The sap, once accustomed to issue through this gash, continues to do so spontaneously, at the return of every season; but on account of the tropical rains, which lodge water and dirt in the gash, the tree has begun to rot, and become foul in the wounded part, and the myrrh issuing in the second year is of a second quality; and sells at Cairo about a third cheaper than the first. The myrrh, also, produced from the gashes near the roots, and in the trunks of old trees, is of the second growth and quality, and sometimes worse. This is, however, the good myrrh of the Italian shops, every where but in Venice; it is of a very dark brown colour, solid and heavy, losing little of its weight by being long kept; and it is not easily distinguished from that of Arabia Felix. The third and worst kind is gathered from old wounds or gashes, formerly made in old trees; or myrrh that, passing unnoticed, has hung upon the tree ungathered for a whole year; black, and earth-like in colour, and heavy, with little smell and bitterness; and is apparently the caulis of the ancients. Mr. Bruce farther observes, that the preservatives of myrrh is owing to the faviours using goat-skins, anointed with butter, for suppling them, in which they put their myrrh when gathered; in which skins remain, and is brought to market; so that this is a mark that myrrh is freely gathered, which is the best quality that myrrh of the first sort can have. Mr. Bruce further says, that Saffa gum is fraudulently mixed with the myrrh. Phil. Trans. vol. lxxx. pt. ii. art. 40. p. 408.

Myrrh has somewhat of a fragrant odour, and bitter aromatic taste. Those pieces of an irregular shape, called tears, are a concretion, of a reddish-yellow colour, brittle, breaking with a resounding fracture, and easily pulverized. It does not melt when bruised, and is not very inflammable. Its specific gravity is 1.560. Such are the characteristic properties of good myrrh: but it is often adulterated, and is then opaque, and either white, or of a dark colour approaching to black, with a disagreeable odour. Myrrh is partially soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. In boiling water it almost totally dissolves, but as the liquor cools a portion of refrinant matter subsides.

By evaporating the aqueous infusion, an extract is obtained; and by distillation, with a boiling heat, the whole of its aromatic spirits, partly impregnating the distilled water, and partly collected and concentrated in the form of an essential oil; which is in small extremely fragrant, in taste remarkably mild, and so ponderous as to sink in the aqueous fluid; whereas the oils of molot, perhaps of all, of the other gummys refin swim. Triturated with soft or distilled water, almost the whole will be dissolved, and form an opake yellowish solution: the greatest part, however, will be decomposed by heat, and more than one-third of the gum-refin will be dissolved. The alcoholic tincture is rendered milky and opaque, when mixed with water, but no precipitate appears.

If some powdered myrrh be inocled in the white of a hard boiled egg, and set in a monot cellar, the liquor, into which the egg will be gradually resolved, will extract nearly all the smell and taste of the myrrh. This liquor, which is commonly called oil of myrrh, is deliquium, may be precipitated and congealed by spirit of wine; and this coagulum is soluble by water. Rectified spirit dissolves less of this concrete than water, but extracts myrrh more perfectly than that in which its bitternerss, flavour, and virtues reside.

Ether digested in powdered myrrh dissolves three parts in eight; and the tincture evaporated in water deposited 24 grains of very bitter resin, and half a grain of extractive matter, which also tailed bitter. The part insoluble in ether was almost wholly soluble in water, and afforded a solution resembling that of acacia gum; but different from it inasmuch as it was precipitated by solutions of muriate of mercury, and of superacetic acid of lead. Hence it has been concluded, that myrrh contains of resin, essential oil, extractive matter, and mucus rather than gum.

This bitter, aromatic, gummy resin, enters a great number of medicinal compositions; it is a warm corroboration, deodorant, and antiseptic: it is given from a few grains to a scruple and upwards, in uterine obstructions, cachexies, putrid fevers, &c. and often employed also as an external antiseptic and vulnerary. It has been successfully employed in phthisis, as a disciplinary effect in pulmonary consumption, and in treating the symptoms of hectic fever. It does not run in the skin, and though allied to some of the balsams, it is found to be more efficacious and less irritating to the system. As a tonic, in cases of debility, as anorexia, chlorosis, and convulsions, myrrh is advantageously combined with aloe, cinchona, or other bitters and chalybeates; and in phthisis with nitre, digitalis, opium, camphor, and the sulphate of iron or zinc. Combined with oxyz of zinc it has been found extremely useful in the peculiar cough which sometimes accompanies pregnancy, when it continues after abortion.

As an expectorant, myrrh is often employed in humoral affections and chronic catarrh, and it has been given with the same view in phthisical affections. As a local stimulant the alcoholic solution of myrrh diffused in water is used as a lotion in a spungy state of the gums, and for correcting the febrile discharge of vesicated ulcers, especially when connected with caries of the bone, and as a gargoyle in cancharce maligna.

Its bitterents renders it good for the stomach, and against worms, and it is chewed to prevent infection from contagious diseases. Dr. Quincy says, it is useful to cleanse and strengthen the womb, and against tickling rheuma, as a good detergent; and, as much used externally in unguents for the healing of wounds: it makes the principal ingredient in embalming.

It is an apothegm of chemists, derived from Van Helmont, that whatever can make myrrh soluble by the human body, has the secret of prolonging his days. And Boerhaave owns there seems to be truth in this from its refining putrefaction. He himself, and other chemists before him, have given methods for making solutions of myrrh, but only by means of alcohol. It seems not a little surprising that such great chemists should never find out that myrrh is soluble in common water.

Myrrh is administered in substances, or in the form of watery infusion, or tincture properly diluted. A watery extract is ordered in some foreign pharmacopoeias, and preferred by many physicians, under a notion that it is less irritating than the gum-refin; but others conceive that, whilst it is agreeably bitter, it does not differ from a diminished dose of the myrrh.

The official preparations are as follow: viz. compound mixture of iron; for which see Mixture:—Alotice pills.
pills with myrrh, called "pilulæ Ruff," pills of iron and myrrh, compound galbanum pills, compound saffodita pills, and compound rubarb pills; for each of which, see PILLS:—Tincture of myrrh, compound tincture of aloë, and etheeral tincture of aloë: for which, see TINCTURE.

MYRRHEN, in Ancient Geography, a town of Aisa, in Mesopotamia, situated on the eastern bank of the Euphrates.

MYRRHIN, in Antiquity. See Murrine.

MYRRHIS, in Botany, μῦρις; of Dioeceres, or at least very near it, a genus of umbelliferous plants, retained by Bauhin, and several of the modern systematic writers; but funk by Linnaeus, for the most part, as well as by Jussieu, in Scandix and Charophyllum.—Tourn. Ill. t. 166. Lamarck Fl. Franc. t. 3. Hall. Hill. t. 329. Michaux Borel-Am. pl. 1. 170. Gartn. t. 22. Clafs and order, Pentandria Digynia. Nat. Ord. Umbellate.

'Tournefort distinguishes Myrrbis from Charophyllum by the furrows of its fruit, which are wanting in the latter genus. Lamarck on the contrary makes a hairy fruit, without φρια, the character of Myrrhis. Haller agrees with Tournefort. Gartn. defines the essential characters thus.

Umbel compound. General involucrum none. Fruit oblong, somewhat beaked. Kernel as long as the seed.

Michaux copies this word for word. It is evident therefore that the ideas of all the above authors do not comprehend one and the same genus. The most natural conception of the genus seems to us that of Gartn. which depends on the want of a real beak to the seed. But when we consider how various this appendage is in the different species of Scandix, and that there is an external appearance of it, as acknowledged by Gartn.'s definition, even in his Myrrbis, we cannot but be content to adopt the latter, though we allow the quinelle to be one of the most difficult in this difficult order. The species which Gartn. enumerates and figures are four.

4. M. canadensis; Rv. Pent. Irr. t. 54. (Sifon canadensis; Linn. Sp. Pl. 365.)

To these Michaux adds:

5. M. Claytonii; Mich. Borel Amer. v. 1. 170.—"Footstalk deeply three-cleft; partial ones with three to five oblong-oval, lobed and somewhat pinnatifid leaflets. Umbel of few rays, spreading. Fruit elongated, round, smooth."—Native of the Alleghany mountains. Stem nearly two feet high, erect. Leaves downy, but not hoary. Flowers—flats terminal, in pears. General as well as partial umbels divaricated and lax when in fruit; their rays very few, from three to five, very long. Fruit about two to each partial umbel" Michaux.—We believe this is a plant sent by Kalm to Linnaeus, and confounded by the latter, in his herbarium, with Charophyllum temulentum. We have always thought it a new species of Scandix.

MYRRHITES LAPIS, in Natural History, a name used by many of the ancient authors for a semi-pellucid stone of the nature of the agate, and seeming to have been the yellow cornelian of the moderns.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Paranth inferior, small, in five deep, nearly ovate, segments, permanent. Cor. of one petal, divided half way down into five, rarely but four, equal, semi-ovate, obtuse, approximating segments. Stam. Filaments five, very short, inserted into the middle of the corolla, opposite to each segment; anthers exert, awl-shaped, emarginate at the base, of two cells opening lengthwise. Pyt. Germen superior, nearly globose, almost filling the corolla; style cylindrical, protruding a little beyond the corolla; stigma prominent, large, lobed or jagged. Peric. Berry roundish, depressed, of one cell, with a brittle coat, with the rudiments of four or five seeds, attached to a globular central receptacle, all of them but one abortive. Seed solitary, nearly globose, "affixed obliquely to the bottom of the berry, taking place of the original central receptacle, which in the ripe fruit dissolves into a soft pulp." Gartn.


1. M. africana. African Myrrine. Linn. Sp. Pl. 285. (Vitis Idea aethiopica, myrti tarentine folio, flore atropurpureo; Comm. Hort. v. 1. 123. t. 64)—Leaves elliptical, distantly toothed, acute. Native of the Cape of Good Hope, from whence it was one of the first plants introduced into the gardens of Europe. It is a hardly greenhouse shrub, flowering in the spring very plentifully. The stem is bushy, three or four feet high, alternately branched, clothed more or less with short, rusty, prominent, rigid pubescence. Leaves numerous, alternate, flat, placed, rather above half an inch long, elliptical, acute at both ends, somewhat revolute, with a few slender filamentous teeth, or teeth, smooth; their upper surface of a dark shining green; the under much paler, opaque, with a prominent simple mid-rib. Stipulae none. Flowers small, few, together, in fertile axillary umbels, somewhat drooping. Bracteas small, concave, reddish, smooth, at the base of each flower, which is red and smooth, angular, scarcely so long as the flower it bears, and both together hardly equal a quarter of an inch. The calyx and corolla are red or purplish, besprinkled with glandular dots. Berry the size of a pea, pale at first, then of an elegant purple, crowned with the style.

2. M. reticulata. Round-leaved Myrrine, or Tamaja. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 1. 271. Vent. Hort. Cels. t. 86. (M. scabra; Gartn. v. 1. 282)—Leaves roundish-obovate, obtuse, ferrated, with several notches of the extreme. Brought by Mr. Maskin from the Azores, in 1778. It requires the same treatment as the former, flowering in June. Mr. Brown hints that these two species are scarcely distinct. The present differs chiefly in having rounder leaves, ending, not in a point, but in a toothed notch. The flowers are like those of M. africana. The stigma in both is remarkably large, and copiously lobed and fringed.

3. M. variabilis. Variable-leaved Myrrine. Brown n. 1. Leaves obovate-oblong, entire or toothed. Umbels axillary, sessile. Anthers sessile. Flowers occasionally four-cleft. Gathered by the late Mr. David Burton, as well as by Mr. Brown near Port Jackson, New South Wales. A larger shrub than the foregoing species. Leaves near three inches long, bluish, with various shallow teeth in their upper
upper part; the base tapering and entire; both sides are smooth, and of a light green, reticulated with numerous veins. Footstalks thick, smooth, angular, about three quarters of an inch long. Umbels of about eight or ten flowers; their flanks angular, one-third of an inch in length, rufly in our specimens, like the *caryx* and *corolla*. The latter is very deeply divided. The young shoots and leaf-buds are clothed with rufly down.

4. *M. crisifolia*. Thick-leaved Myrsine. *Brown* n. 2. "Flowers axillary, aggregate, nearly sessile. Leaves obovate, nearly entire." —Gathered by Mr. Brown in the tropical part of New Holland. The leaves are two or three inches and a half long. The almost sessile flowers form a distinguishing character.

5. *M. arcuata*. Cup-flowered Myrsine. *Brown* n. 3 — Leaves lanceolate-oblong, entire. Umbels axillary, sessile; stalks smooth. Flowers four-cleft, Corolla of the male pitcher-shaped, longer than the flaments. —Gathered by Mr. Joseph Banks in the tropical part of New Holland. Mr. Brown observes that it nearly agrees in character with *Waltheria laurifolia*, Swartz Ind. Occ. v. 1, 248, but the inflorescence of the latter is a terminal panicle.

6. *M. Mangifera*. Laurel-leaved Myrsine. (Bumelia Mangifera; Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 1, 1167. Mangifera; Juss. 151. Caballera; Pl. Perv.).—Leaves elliptical, obtuse, entire. Umbels axillary, sessile; stalks smooth. Anther sessile.—Found by Dombey in great plenty about Lima in Peru, growing near rivulets and flowering in May. It has the aspect of the Cherry Laurel, and rises to the height of 12 feet. Leaves three or four inches long, on short thick stalks, exactly elliptical, quite entire, evergreen, smooth. Flowers about six in each umbel, five-cleft, smooth; in all their parts. This shrub is taken at Lima for the Paraguay tea, which it leaves resembles, but the seeds are very different. Dombey named it *Dumbellia*, misconceived probably that Hughes was already confequently to the memory of the great French physiologist of vegetables.

Mr. Brown mentions several other species or genera of different authors, as really belonging to *Myrsine*; *Achrolephyllum* of Loureiro; *Sideroxylon Melanophloios*. Linn. Mant. 48, which is *Romeria* of Thunberg's "Nova Genera; *Samara cordesia* of Swartz; *S. pentandra*, Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 1, 160; *S. floribunda*. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 1, 665, which is *Rupana* of Aublet, t. 146; Badula Juss. 429, excluding the syonym of Bumann; as well as several supposed *Ardisia*, whose flaments are divided, and their germs with four or five seeds.—*Ardisia* itself is very near *Myrsine*, differing in having all perfect or united flowers, a simple flagment, a germe with an inordinate number of seeds, above five, and approximated anthers. *Pyrgus* of Loureiro is said by Mr. Brown, on the authority of an original specimen, to be an *Ardisia*.

*Myrsine*, in Gardening, comprehends a plant of the evergreen exotic shrubby kind, of which the species cultivated is the African myrsine (M. africana) Method of Culture. This plant may be increased by fowing the seeds in spring on a hot-bed, and when the plants are fit to transplant, planting them out singly into small pots of good mould, due shade and water being given, and in the autumn they may be removed into the greenhouse for protection during the winter season.

They may also be raised by planting cuttings of the young shoots in pots in summer, due shade and water being given. They afterwards require the management of other greenhouse plants.

They afford variety among collections of plants of the greenhouse kind.

*Myrsine*, in Botany, a natural order of plants, called from the principal genus which enters into it; see the preceding article. Ventenat, who founded this order, in his *Jardin de Cetis*, p. 86, named it *Opisthiaserae*: from the long, oblique, and undulating form of the embryo, fimeaw calls it a snake, or rather like the eels, which microscopic writers describe as found in vinegar. This idea seems to have been fogellled by Garten's name and plate of *his Angustaria*, one of the order in question; but Mr. Brown proceeds the above appealion, not only because it is convertible to the practice of Julienne, but also because in many of these plants, the embryo is straight.

The characters of the *Myrsine* are thus given, in Brown's *Predr. Nov. Holl*. v. 1, 532.

*Flowers* either united or polygamous.

*Calyx* in five, sometimes four, divisions, permanent.

*Corolla* of one petal, inferior, in five, sometimes four, equal segments.

*Stamen* five or four, opposite to the segments of the corolla, and inserted in their base. Filaments distinct, rarely combined, sometimes wanting; in some inflorescences accompanied by five intermediate barren ones, resembling petals. Anthers attached to the filaments by their emarginate bases, each of two cells, which burst longitudinally.

*Germe* solitary, or one cell, with the rudiments of several seeds, which are either determinate or indeterminate in number, peltate, and inserted into the cells of a central unconnected receptacle. Style one, often very short. *Stigma* either lobed or uniovulate.

*Drupa* or *Berry* mostly with one seed, sometimes with from two to four.

*Seeds* peltate, with a hollow scar, and a simple integument. *Albumen* horny, of the shape of the seed. *Embryo* transverse with respect to the scar, nearly cylindrical, mostly curved. *Cotyledons* short.

*Radicle* (when several seeds come to maturity) inferior. *Plumula* incoepusious.

These plants are either *trees* or *shrubs*, with alternate, undivided, coriaceous, smooth leaves, either serrated or nearly entire; sometimes they are very humber *shrubs*, with opposite or alternate leaves. *Inflorescence* umbellate, *corymboid*, or panicled, axillary, rarely terminal. *Flowers* small, white, for the most part marked with fink glandular dots or lines.

Mr. Brown observes that "Ventenat could hardly understand the true structure of the fruit, as he was ignorant of the plurality of germs at an early stage, as well as of their maturitie; for the embryo, which, with respect to the scar, is always transverse, because the seed is peltate, with respect to the fruit, becomes transverse only in those cafes where a single germ comes to perfection; for where the fruit perfects many seeds, as in *Jacquinia* (which belongs to this order) the embryo is erect. Hence, through the medium of that genus, there appears a great affinity in the order of *Myrsine* to the *Supana*; and thence to the *Primus* as far as this genus is concerned, and the similar glandular lines of that part, as well as on account of the flaments of that genus being opposite to the segments of its corolla."*"}

The same intelligent author adds, that "in a certain tribe of trees, growing about the shores, chiefly of tropical climates, and formerly all erroneously huddled together under the name of *Rhizophora*, because the embryo germinates before the seed falls, the respective affinities are by no means to be made out by an examination of the ripe fruit, but, as far as those affinities depend upon the fruit, by that of the internal structure of the germe. From a neglect of this, *Julfien*
Jullieu has been led into the error of referring Rhizephora and Bruguiera to his order of Loranthceae."

Examples of the order before us are Myrtina, Ardisia, Bladidia, Wallania, Agectaras of Gartnert, and of Kong in Annals of Botany, v. i. 131, (Rhizephora corniculata of Linnaeus.) Jacquinia, &c.

The Jacquinia edulis, Swartz Prodr. 47, is not only very distinct from the several original species as to genus, but even in natural order, being one of the Rubiaceae.

Venetanet, besides what he has given us, respecting this subject, in the Jardin de Cels above quoted, has made many excellent remarks upon it under the Ardisia crenulata. 28th. 6. of the elegant work entitled Chois de Plans, which he left unfinished at his death, in five Nos. of six plates each.

—Some genera, which he first indicated as belonging to this order, are by Mr. Brown not only retained here, but actually sunk in the genus to which it owes its name. See MYRTINE.

MYRTHE, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, taken and destroyed by Timur-Beg in the year 1399. The men were slain alive, and the women and children carried for slaves; 120 miles E. of Delhi.

MYRT, in Botany, an elegant natural order of plants, named from the most familiar genus among them; see MYRTUS. This is the 89th in Jullieu's system, or the 7th of his 14th classes. For the characters of that class see LEASTOME and FICODINE.

Characters of the Myrti.

Calyx of one leaf, cup-shaped or tubular, superior, rarely half superior, either naked, or furnished with two scales, at the base. Petals definite, inserted into the top of the calyx, equal in number to its segments, and alternate with them. Stamens indefinite, inserted into the same part, below the petals; anthers small, roundish, curved, bordering the summit of the dilated filaments. Germ simple, inferior, rarely half inferior; style simple, or rarely divided. Fruit pulpy, either a berry or drupes, in some few instances capsular, inferior, or rarely half inferior, of one cell or many, each cell containing one or numerous seeds. Corolla either straight or curved, defusitate of albumen. Stem arborescent or shrubby, its branches usually opposite. Leaves mostly opposite and simple, rarely alternate, in very many instances dotted.

Section 1. Flowers either axillary, or oppositely disposed on many-flowered stalks. Leaves mostly opposite and dotted. Alangium of Lamarck, Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 2. 1774.

Dodecas, Melaleuca, Leptospermum, Guajarium of Jullieu, Pfudum, Myrtus, Eugenia, Caryophyllus, Dacmaria, Puniaca, Philodendr, Sonneratia, Pitha, Cainga.

To these are to be added Bacca of Linnaeus, mistakenly referred by Jullieu to his Onagra; Eucalyptus of L. Heritier; and Galphimias of Swartz, though each of these three genera forms an exception to some part of the above characters, the first in its flowers, which are definite in number (eight); the second in their corollas, which do not confide of distinct or definite petals; that of Eucalyptus being a corolla, mostly conical, lid or cover; that of Calphimias a more membranous and flatish lid. These two genera differ widely from each other in their fruit, Galphimias resembling Myrtus in that respect, Eucalyptus nearly approaching Meliaceae, another new genus, which is likewise to be added to the present section, and has all the proper characters of the order. The sequel of Mr. Brown's Prodromus will perhaps still augment the above catalogue, New Holland being rich in Myrti, many new species of which may be found described in Tract. of the Linne. Soc. v. 3. 255, and among them two more genera in addition to the above: these are Farrancia and Imbricaria; to which we refer the reader in their proper places; as well as to Eucalyptus and Meliosperma. — Imbricaria, it must be observed, has definite filaments, they being equal in number to its petals. Hence appears the necessity of new modelling the above characters of the order, in what regards the filaments and corollas.

Section 2. Flowers racemose, alternate. Leaves mostly alternate, and not dotted. Butonica, which is Barringonia of Forster and the younger Linnaeus; Stirradium & Jullieu, a genus formed of the Linnaean Eugenia racemosa and acuminata, &c.; Pirigera of Aublet, see Gustavia; Couroupita of Aublet; and Leptomyrt of all authors.

MY RTIDANON, a word used by the old Greek writers on medicine, but in a different sense by different authors. Hippocrates calls it a round fruit, which the Persians in his time called pepper, and which probably had the heating qualities of that fruit. Dioscorides expresses it by an excrecence common on the trunk of the myrtle, and which, as he observes, is more dirigator than the myrtle itself. Myrtidiana vinum also signifies wine impregnated with myrtle.

MYRTIFORM GLANDS, in Anatomy. See GLANDS.

MYRTIFORMES CARUNCULAE. See CARUNCULE.

MYRTIFORMIS NASI, a name given by Sartorius, and some others, to one of the muscles of the face, called by Albinus depressor alae nae, and by Cowper and others, depressor labii superioris, contractor alae.

MYRTILUS, in Ancient Geography, Mertolus, a town of Spain, in Lusitania, situated on the right of the Anus, S.E. of Pax Julia; called also "Julia Myrtillus."

MYRTILLUS, in Botany, a name applied to the Whortleberry, Vaccinium, on account of the resemblance of its round blue-purple berries to those of the Myrtle. It is still retained as the specific appellation of our Bilberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus, to whose fruit the above comparison is most applicable.

MYRTIS, in Ancient History and Biography, a Greek lady of distinguished abilities in poetry, of whom Pindar had his first instructions in his art. It was during this period that Pindar became acquainted with the poets of Corinna, who was likewise a student under Myrtis. Plutarch tells us, that he profited from the lessons, which Corinna, more advanced in her studies, gave him at this school. It is very natural to suppose, that the first poetical effusions of a genius so full of fire and imagination as that of Pindar, would be wild and luxuriant; and Lucian has preserved the verses, said to have been the exordium of his first lay, in which he crowned almost all the subjects for song, which ancient history and mythology then furnished. Upon communicating this attempt to Corinna, the told him smiling, that he should bow with the hand, and not empty his whole face at once. Pindar, however, soon quitted the leading-rivets of these ladies, his poetical muses, and became the deipoly of Simonides, now arrived at extreme old age; after which he soon surpassed all his masters, and acquired great reputation throughout Greece; but, like a true prophet, was less honoured in his own country, than elsewhere; for at Thebes he was frequently pronounced to be vanquished, in the musical and poetical contests, by candidates of inferior merit.

MYRTITES, the name of a composition in the ancient pharmacy made of fine honey, and the depurated juice of myrtle-berries boiled up together to a consistence.

MYRTLIE, in Botany. See MYRTUS.

In Cornwall and Devonshire, where the winters are more favourable
favourable than in most other parts of England, there are large hedges of myrtle, which have been planted for several years, and are very thriving and vigorous; some of which are upwards of six feet high.

**Myrtle, Candleberry.** See **Myrtica.**

The common Dutch myrtle grows wild in watery places, and abounds in the isle of Ely; the leaves, flowers, and seeds of this plant have a strong fragrant smell, and a bitter taste. They are said to be used among the common people for destroying moths, and cutaneous infectis; internally, in infusions, as a homuncul and vermifuge; and as a substitute for hops, for preserving malt liquors, which they render more inebriating, and consequently less alimonial, which quality is said to be destroyed by boiling. Lewis.

**Myrtle-Berrics, **Myrtillus, the fruit of the myrtle, with which we are supplied from the southern parts of Europe. The fruit is at first green, but becomes black gradually; within it is a white seed, in form of a crescent, lollid, hard, and of an aromatic taste; while the fruit continues on the trees, it is succulent and smooth, and only becomes hard and wrinkled, because dried in the sun for the convenience of carriage.

Myrtle-berries are rough and aromatic, and are chiefly recommended in alvine and uterine fluxes, and other dis-orders from relaxation and debility; and appear to be among the milder refringent and corroborants, in the way of syrup, as a strengthener against fluxes and abortion. The perfumers likewise use them in their perfumes, and draw an essence from them. The German dyers make a blue colour from them. In some places the leaves and branches are also used in the tanning of leather.

A myrtle crown was worn by the general to whom an ovation was decreed, the reason of which, according to Plutarch, in his life of Marcellus, was, that as an ovation was decreed for some remarkable successe obtained by treaty, or without much bloodshed, it was proper, that the general, at his public appearance, should be crowned with the tree faetic to Venus, who, of all the deities, was supposed to be most averse to the horrors of war.

**Myrtle-Leaved Sumach, in Gardening,** the common name of a plant of the sumach kind. See **Coriaria.**

**Myrtle Island, in Geography,** one of the Chandelire islands, in Naflau bay, on the coast of Florida, on the W. side of the peninsula.

**Myrtocchelides, a name given by some authors to the nymphæ in the female pudenda.**

**Myrto-Cistus, in Gardening,** the common name of an ornamental plant. See **Hypericum.**

**Myrtos, in Ancient Geography,** an island of the Aegean sea, on the western side of the fouthlyer side of the island of Euboea. Phiny says, that it gave name to that part of the Aegean sea called "Myrtum Mare."**

**Myrtunium Mare,** a sea or lake of Greece, between the coast of Acrania, the coast of and the island of Leucada to the west, according to Strabo.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth superior, of one leaf, in five bluish permanent segments; elevated internally into a slightly downy rim. *Gen. Petals five, large, ovate or roundish, entire, concave, inserted into the calyx shorter Filaments numerous, capillary, the length of the corolla, inserted into the rim of the calyx; anthers small, roundish. Pet. Germ, inferior, roundish, of two or three cells; style simple, thread-shaped; stigma obovata. Peric. Berry oval, crowned with the concave base of the calyx, of two or three cells. Seeds few, kidney-shaped.

Obv. In some influences the calyx is four-leaf, and petals but four.

Eff. Chi. Calyx five-leaf, superior. Petals five. Berry of two or three cells, with several seeds.

Of this elegant and celebrated genus, only one real species was known to the older botanists, of whose varieties, as they are now esteemed, Tournefort and the writers of his time made various species, which still make a figure in gardeners' catalogues, and indeed are, some of them, very different from each other in their foliage. In the first edition of his Species Plantarum, Linnaeus defines seven species of *Myrthus,* and in his second 1737. Of these several have been removed to other genera; and especially the last, *M. Glamastrom.* Sp. Pl. 676, was subsequently made a distinct genus by Linnaeus himself. (See **Melaleuca.) In the Mantissa, 74, is an additional *Myrthus,* named angulyifolius, for which see **Mesodihолос, species ninth.—Myrthus brasiliensis of Linnaeus, is the same as his Eugenia uniflora; his *M. Cominitinc, Chrytraulus, and Zygizum are now referred to Swartz's new genus of Callipteranthes; (see **Myrthus;** but the discoveries of the botanist Paet named, and of others, have so far augmented the original genus of *Myrthus,* that Willdenow enumerates 25 species. There is frequently some ambiguity between this species and Eugenia, (see that article) it not being easy at all times to discover, in dried specimens at leaf, their essential difference, which consists in the single flower of Eugenia. By this character *Myrthus Greggi* of Swartz, Willd. n. 20, perhaps belongs to that genus, though the germen has two cells. This is *Greggia aromatica, Gartn. t. 33.* Several of Swartz's *Myrthus* are defbreaker with foliary seeds, and, as we conceive, are on that account doubtful.

The following are genuine examples of *Myrthus.*

**M. communis.** Common Myrtle.—Flowers solitary, with a two-leaved involucrum. Leaves smooth.—Linn. Sp. Pl. 673. (M. latifolia romana; Mill. t. 184. f. 1.) This with several of its varieties may be found in Ger. em. 1411, 1412. The most remarkable is the small-leaved kind, equally common in collections with the other. The double-flowered is also not uncommon, but more tender and difficult to propagate than the rest. These plants grow wild throughout the south of Europe, north of Africa, and temperate parts of Asia, chiefly on the sea-coast. The Mediterranean is bordered with natural thickets of Myrtle, even within the spray of the sea, which poets have frequently sung; and all admirers of plants have noticed. Its situation perhaps, even more than its beauty, caused this shrub to be dedicated to Venus; and as the neighbourhood of the sea-shore was so often chosen for the éclat of her temples, thickets of myrtle are still the common accompaniment of their ruins. The height of the climbing *flora* in such situations is seldom above three feet. The leaves are evergreen, more or less ovate, entire, smooth, of a rich and polished green; darker in the small-leaved variety, which is preferred in Italy for clipped edges in gardens, and being to treated, rises to the height of 12 or 14 feet. The flowers grow on simple axillary stalks, and are white, with a frequent tinge of red externally. The *berries* are of little a small pea, violet, sweetish, with the aromatic flavour, which
which pervades the whole plant. They are eaten in the Levant, but a white variety is preferred to the purple.

M. tomentosa. Woolly-leaved Myrtle. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 2. 159. Curt. Mag. t. 250. (Arbor fininis, canellae folio minore trinervi, &c.; Pluk. Amathl. 21. t. 372. f. 1.)—Stalks one or two-flowered. Leaves triple-ribbed, downy beneath.—Native of China, from whence Mrs. Norman, a lady long celebrated for her love of plants, and the value of her collection, is said to have obtained this beautiful species about the year 1776. It flowers in the summer, and may be treated as a greenhouse plant, but suc-ceeds best in a stove, where we have sometimes seen it four or five feet high, covered with a profusion of flowers. These are axillary, rofe-coloured, an inch and a half broad, with deep-crimson flavens and yellow anthers. The germenis, calyx, and flalis, are delicately hoary. Leaves elliptical, ob-tuse, soft and downy, of a hoary green.

M. diffusa. Globe-berried Myrtle. Swartz Ind. Occ. v. 2. 584. Sims in Curt. Mag. t. 867.—Stalks axillary, many-flowered, shorter than the leaves. Branches spreading. Leaves two-ranked, ovato-lanceolate, drooping.—Gathered by Dr. Swartz on the mountains of the north part of Jamaica. The negroes, he tells us, call it wild coffee, not only from the resemblance of the berry, but from a similar flavour in the recent feeds, to the real coffee. This is a shrub often fix feet high, with horizontal spreading branches. Leaves remarkably drooping, on short stalks, ovate, pointed, smooth, shining, dotted beneath, furnished with one rib, and many transverse veins. Flower-flals turned upwards, each bearing three or four small, pale bluish-coloured flowers. Berry the fize and colour of a black currant, of three or four cells, and of many seeds, though sometimes all but one prove abortive. This is with us a hardy flove plant, but of no great fpendour.

M. Pimenta, Pimento, Alippice, or Jamaica pepper. Linn. Sp. Pl. 676. Woodv. Med. Bot. t. 26. Sims in Curt. Mag. t. 1236. (M. arborea aromatica, folis glabris; Slosson Jam. v. 2. 76. t. 191. f. 1.)—Flowers in three-forked panicles. Leaves oblong-lanceolate.—Native of the Weft Indies. It succeeds well in our floves, if allowed a fuming heat, flowering copiously in May and June. The ftem is aromatic, and many opposite, often three together; it is not easy to account for Linneas’s having defined them as alternate. Flowers very abundant, but small, greenish-white, with a profusion of white anthers. The fruit, about the fize of pepper, is well known by the name of Alippice. The whole plant partakes of the fame aromatic pungent flavour, which refides in a fine effentiai oil.

Several new species of Myrtus have been found by the Spaniards in Chili and Peru. We are also poffeffed of various undetermined tropical species, whose genus however is uncertain, for want of a fufficient knowledge of the ftructure of their germen, and number of their feeds.

Myrtus, in Gardening, comprises plants of the evergreen shrubby kind for the greenhouse and ftove, of which the species cultivated are, the common myrtle (M. communis); the woolly-leaved myrtle (M. tomentosa); the two-flowered myrtle (M. biloba); the thinning myrtle (M. lucida); the dioecious American myrtle (M. dioica); the Ceylon myrtle (M. zeylanica); the fumach-leaved myrtle (M. coriacea); and the pimento, Jamaica pepper, or allipice (M. pimenta).

Of the fift fort there are several varieties, the principal of which are the common broad-leaved Roman myrtle, which grows to the height of eight or ten feet in this climate, but much higher in Italy, where it is the principal under-ground of the forest; the leaves are broader than most of the other varieties, being an inch in breadth; they are an inch and a half long, of a lucid green, ending in acute points, and are sub-feliee, or on very short footstalks; the flowers are larger than those of the other varieties; on pretty long slender peduncles, from two to four at the fame axil; the berries ovate, and of a dark purple colour. It is termed by some the flowering myrtle, because it flowers more freely here than the others, and Roman myrtle, because it abounds about Rome.

The box-leaved myrtle, which has the leaves oval, small, fellee, of a lucid green, and ending in obtuse points; the branches weak, and frequently hanging down, when per-mitted to grow without shortening; the bark is greyish; the flowers are small, and come late in the fummer; the berries small and round.

The common Italian myrtle, which has ovate-lanceolate leaves, ending in acute points; the branches grow more erect than in either of the preceding, as also the leaves, whence it is called the gardener’s upright myrtle. The flowers are not large; and the petals are marked with purple at their points, whilf they remain clofed; the berries are small, oval, and of a purpel colour.

There is a sub-variety of this with white berries; and the nutmeg myrtle seems, according to Miller, to be only a sub-variety of it.

The orange-leaved, or what is sometimes termed bay-leaved myrtle, which has a fronger flalk and branches, and rife to a greater height; the leaves are ovate-lanceolate, in clufiers round the branches, and of a dark green; the flowers are of a middling fize, and come out sparingly from between the leaves; the berries are oval, and smaller than thofe of the firft variety, but it is not f0 hardy as that.

The Portuga/ myrtle, which has the leaves much smaller than thofe of the next, being less than an inch long, and not more than half an inch broad, lanceolate-oveate, acute, of a dull green, not pretty clofe on the branches; the flowers are fmall; and the berries small and oval.

The broad-leaved Dutch myrtle, which has leaves much less than thofe of the common fort, and more pointed, standing clofe together on the branches; the midrib on the under fide of the leaves is of a purple colour; they are of a darker green, and fit clofer to the branches; the flowers are fsmaller, on fofter peduncles, and come out a little later than thofe of the common fort.

The double-flowering myrtle, which is probably a sub-variety of this; the leaves and growth of the plant, the fize of the flowers, and the time of the flowering, agreeing better with this than any of the others.

The rosemary-leaved, or thyme-leaved myrtle, which has the branches growing pretty erect; the leaves small, narrow, acute, fellee, and of a lucid green; the flowers are small, appearing late in the feafon.

These varieties are confant; but there are others which are propagated in gardens and nurseries for fale, which are les confiderable and more variable, as the gold tipped broad-leaved myrtle; the broad-leaved Jew’s myrtle, having frequently the leaves in threes; the gold-tipped orange-leaved myrtle; the silver-tipped Italian myrtle; the tipped box-leaved myrtle; the silver-tipped rosemary-leaved myrtle; the silver-tipped nutmeg myrtle; and the cock’s comb, or bird’s-nest myrtle.

The ninth species affords the berries which are fo much ufed in culinary operations. They are chiefly imported from Jamaica, whence the name Jamaica pepper; and they have also the name of allipice, from a notion of their taste being compounded of feveral other fpices.
MYRTUS.

The tree begins to bear fruit in three years after it is planted, but does not arrive at maturity until seven, then often yielding one thousand pounds weight of fruit from an acre.

According to Martyn, "the berries are generally gathered in July in their green state, by twisting off the twigs with the hand, or a pole left at one end; and are laid on cloth spread over the barbacues or terraced floors raised a little above the ground, inclosed with an upright ledge of eight or ten inches in height, and divided by transverse partitions into four or more square compartments, that each may contain a day's picking. During the first and second day they are turned often, that the whole may be more exposed to the sun; but when they begin to dry, they are frequently winnowed, and laid in cloths to preserve them better from rain and dews, still exposing them to the sun every day, and removing them under cover every evening, till they are sufficiently dried; which usually happens in ten or twelve days, and is known by the darkens of their complexion, and the rattling of the seeds; they appear at this time wrinkled, and changed to a very dark brown. In this state, being ready for the market, they are flowed in bags or casks.

Some planters also kiln-dry them with great success.

Method of Culture.—The first species, and all the different varieties, are capable of being increased by planting cuttings of the long young shoots of the same year, making them about six inches long, clearing about three inches of the bottom parts, then twisting them, and setting them into pots filled with light rich earth, closing it well about them, and watering them to settle it. The pots should then be plunged in the tan hot-bed, under glasses, carefully shading them from the sun. This should be done in the beginning of July, or in the early spring. It is likewise useful to cover them cloëc with small glusses.

They may also sometimes be stricken in pots in the natural earth, under a shallow frame, and glusses in the summer months, as well as in the open ground in a warm situation. And flies let out and treated in the same manner as the cuttings, often strike root, and produce good plants.

After the plants, raised in any of the modes, are well-rooted, and begin to shoot, they should be gradually inured to the open air, so as to be set out in it towards the latter end of August in a warm sheltered situation, being brought under the protection of the greenhouse in the beginning of autumn, and placed in the left warm parts of it, having free air admitted when the weather will permit. They should be gently watered during the winter, removing any decayed leaves that may appear upon them, and the mould of the pots kept quite clean. The plants also succeed perfectly when placed under a common frame in the winter season, air being frequently admitted in fine weather. And in the succeeding spring the plants should be removed carefully with balls of earth about their roots into separate small pots of rich light earth, watering them well at the time, and letting them under a frame, or in the greenhouse, till perfectly established, when they may be removed into the open air, being placed in a warm aspect.

Towards the beginning of autumn they should be examined, and such plants as have their roots proceeding through the holes in the bottoms of the pots should be removed into others a size larger, loofening the mould and matted roots, afterwards filling the pots up with fresh rich earth, and watering them well. They should then be placed in a sheltered situation, trimming them to a regular figure, and turning them upright, when they have a tendency to croak, by proper sticks. When thus carefully trained while in their young growth, the items will afterwards contain a straight without support.

These plants are also capable of being increas'd by layers. All such plants as are furnished with young bottom shoots low enough for laying, may have them laid in spring, in the usual way, when they readily emit roots, and become fit to be transplanted into separate pots in the autumnal season.

And when seed is made use of, it should be sown in spring in pots of light mould, and plunged into a moderate hot-bed: the plants soon come up, which, when two or three inches high, should be potted off separately into small pots, and be managed afterwards as the others.

It may be proper to observe, that as the plants advance in growth, some new varieties may, perhaps, be produced. Those who raise large quantities of these plants annually, should always keep some strong bushy plants, in order to furnish slips or cuttings for the purpose.

The double-flowering and orange-leaved myrtles are the most difficult to raise by cuttings; and the last sort, and those with variegated leaves, are more tender than the others.

The common broad-leaved, and broad-leaved Dutch, as well as the Portugal sorts, succeed in the open ground in warm situations and dry soils.

Where they are intended to have bushy heads, the lower shoots should be trimmed off, and the plants only suffered to branch out at the top in different directions, so as to form handsome heads. Those which are designed to be shrubby should have their lateral branches encouraged, so that they may be well feathered from the top to the bottom. They should afterwards, in general, be left to take their own natural growth, except just taking off the rambling shoots. When their heads become thin and drooping, those shoots which are proper for sending out new shoots to fill up the vacancies, and produce regularly, should be shortened by the knife.

The practice of clipping the shrubs with garden shears into globes, pyramids, &c. as is sometimes done, is very injurious; the necessary trimming should always be performed with the knife, and that only as above, as the plants appear to the most advantage when they grow naturally.

Whenever the heads of the plants become very irregular, or thin and flabby, they may be renewed by heading down all the branches pretty short in spring, and thrusting them into larger pots of fresh mould, with the balls of earth about their roots, giving plenty of water during summer, when they will branch out again finely, and form handsome full heads.

In respect to the general culture, as the plants advance in stature they should annually be removed into larger pots, according to the size of their roots; but care should be taken not to put them into pots too large, which cau'ses them to shoot weak, and sometimes proves the destruction of them. When they are taken out of the former pots, the earth about their roots should be pared off, and that within the ball gently loofened, that the roots may not be too closely confined; and then they often may be replaced in the same pots, when not too small, filling up the sides and bottom with fresh rich earth, and giving them plenty of water to fettle the earth to their roots; which should be frequently repeated, as they require to be often watered both in winter and summer, and in hot weather they should have it in large quantities.

The proper season for shifting these plants is in April and August; for if it be done much sooner in the spring, the plants are in a flow growing state, and not capable to strike fresh roots again quickly; and when done later
in the autumn, the cold weather coming on prevents their taking root.

In the autumn, when the nights begin to be frosty, the plants should be removed into the greenhouse; but when the weather proves favourable they may remain abroad until the beginning of November; for if they are carried into the greenhouse too soon, and the autumn should prove warm, they make fresh shoots at that season, which are weak, and often grow mouldily in winter. When the weather is too severe as to require the windows to be kept closely shut, they are often also greatly defaced; on which account they should always be kept as long abroad as the weather will permit, and be removed out again in the spring before they shoot out; and while they are in the greenhouse should have as much free air as possible when the weather is mild and proper for the purpose.

The tender kinds are mostly increased by seeds; but when any of them are pretty branchy, they may also be tried by layers and cuttings. And the eighth fort succeeds best in this way.

The feed should be procured from abroad, preferred in fand, &c. and be tawn in spring in pots of fresh mould, plunging them in the bark-bed; the plants come up the same season; which, when two or three inches in height, should be planted out in separate small pots, and plunged in the bark-bed, supplying them with water, and managing them as other woody plants of the fame kind.

As the second fort often branches out low, some of the young shoots may be laid in spring, by flat-laying or wiring, plunging the pots in which they are laid in the tan-bed; when they will probably be well rooted in one year, though it is sometimes two before they strike good root, when they should be potted off into separate pots and be managed as the others.

The fall fort is best raised in this way.

The cuttings of some of the short young shoots should be made from such of the plants as afford them, planting them in pots of fresh compost in July, plunging them in the bark-bed, and covering them close with a low hand-glafs, giving due water. They moftly take good root the same year, and are fit to plant out in separate small pots in the following spring.

In regard to the general management of these forts it is only that of keeping them always in the flowe, except a month in the heat of summer, when they may be set out in the open air. They should be suffered to shoot nearly in their own way, keeping them, however, to upright items, and allowing their heads to branch out according to nature, except just reducing the very irregular branches, giving frequent waterings in common with other woody plants of the fame kind, and shifting them occasionally into larger pots.

The first species and varieties are highly ornamental for the borders and greenhouse, and the other tender forts in the flowe collections.

**Myrurus Pimenta.** See Pimenta.

**Myrurus Syzygris, the wild myrtle,** a name given by some authors to rafines, or butcher's bross, from some faint resemblance of its leaves to those of the myrtle.

**Myrtum Marx, in Ancient Geography,** a name given by the Greeks to the sea which bathed the Scylian promontory, situated S. E. of the Argolides.

**Myrus, in Geography.** See Murrina Myrus.

**Myrs, a name given by Rahan, Apian, and many others, to the hill called capriciaus by the later writers, the capias and choront of others of the ancients.** See Capricus and Goat-sall

**MYSA, in Geography,** a river which rises in Bohemia, on the confines of Bavaria, and discharges itself into the Muldeau, near Prague.

**MYSECROS, in Ancient Geography,** a river of Arabia Felix, placed by Pline in the southern part of that province.

**MYSHAL, in Geography,** a small post-town of Ireland, in the county of Carlow, at the foot of mount Lemen. It is 47 miles S. by W. from Dublin.

**MYSSIA, in Ancient Geography,** a small country of Asia Minor, is said to have derived its name from the Lydian word mysa, signifying a beech-tree, with which tress the country abounded. It was divided according to Strabo, into the Greater and Lesser My sia. The latter, or Lesser My sia, lay on the Propontis, and from thence extended to mount Olympus, bounded by Bithynia and the Propontis on the N. and W., by Phrygia Minor on the S., and by Phrygia Major on the E. The Greater My sia was bounded on the N. by Phrygia Minor, on the S. by Asia, on the E. by Phrygia Major, and on the W. by the Aegean sea. What Strabo calls My sia Minor, Polymyia denomiates My sia Major; the former is also named Olymepia, from mount Olympus, and Helleponrtica, because some towns anciently belonging to it were seated on the Hellepont. That part of My sia, which lay between Ancyra of Phrygia and the river Rhynacus, is called by Strabo Abrettana, and the remaining part Morena. The former denomination is often given to all My sia. In the part of My sia which lay on the Propontis were the following cities, viz. Cyzicus, Parium, and Lampactus, which is still in a tolerable good condition, situated in a pleasant plain, and surrounded with vineyards, that produce excellent wine. The Greeks call it Lampae, and the Turks Lepteck. (See each of these towns respectively.) The Midland My sia lay between the river Rhynacus and mount Ida. Here Stephanus places the city of Apollonia. On the banks of the Rhynacus, which rises from a lake bearing the name of the city, now called the lake of Abouillon, 25 miles in compass and eight miles wide, interposed with several islands, the largest of which is three miles in circuit, and called Abouillon. See Apollonia.

The chief rivers of My sia Minor are the Rhynacus (which see) and the Ganeicus, which rises in mount Ida, and discharges itself into the Propontis, below Parium and Cyzicus. This river was crossed by Alexander at the head of 30,000 Macedonians, in face of the Persian army, which was 600,000 strong, and notwithstanding the height and steepness of its banks. It is now called the Soufoughirli, the name of a village which it waters. In this part of My sia falls mount Olympus, called Olympic My sorum, to distinguish it from several other mountains of the same name. It is one of the highest in Asia, and for a great part of the year covered with snow.

The city of greatest note in My sia Major was Pergamus, which see. On the coasts of this My sia were seated the cities Antandrus, Scethus, and Adramytium, and Pitane.

The soil of this country is one of the finest and richest of Asia, and is celebrated as such by the ancients. It abounded in corn and wine, and was well stocked with cattle, and had a great many large plains for pasture. It was pleasantly watered with small rivers running down from mount Ida and Olympus.

As to the origin of the My sians, Herodotus informs us, that they were Lydiaus by descent. Others derive them from the Phrygians, and show us that My sius, from whom their name is said to originate, was not a Lydian but a Phrygian. Strabo deduces the Asiatic My sians
MYS

fians from those of Europe, inhabiting that part which lies between mount Hermes and the Danube, and is now known under the names of Bosnia, Servia, and Bulgaria. As to the character of the ancient Myrians, it must be considered at different times, for they seem to have been once a war-like people. However in later ages they degenerated from the valor of their ancestors, so as to be looked upon as the most contemptible and insignificant nation on earth; insomuch that the Greeks had no expression to signify more emphatically a person of no worth or merit than to call him "the left of the Myrians." They were addicted to tears, and on that account employed by the Greeks to attend their funerals and lament over the deceased. Their language was probably the Thrygian and Trojan, with frequent variation of dialect. Nothing is known concerning their manners, customs, arts and sciences. That they were commercial we may infer from their situation and their wealth; for they are represented by Philostratus as being in ancient times the most opulent nation of all Asia. As to their religion, it was much the same with that of this Phrygians, with whom they vied in superlition. They worshipped the same deities, and used the same religious ceremonies, whereas have concluded that they were originally Thrygians. Cybele had a flate temple at Cyzicus, and there was another dedicated to Apollo Actaeus near Parium. Nemesis was also one of their deities; and Priapus was worshipped by the more modern Myrians, but unknown to them even in the time of Hefiod. The Mylian priests abstained from flesh, and were not allowed to marry. Upon their initiation into the priesthood, they sacrificed a horse and ate its entrails. With regard to their government, it was not always monarchical; for no mention of their kings occurs till the Argonautic expedition, though some authors suppose they had them long before that time. After the destruction of Troy, and dispersion of the Trojans, the Myrians took possession of a great part of that country, which they held till they were conquered by Creusus, king of Lydia. Anc. Un. Hill. vol. iv.

MYSIA was also a small country of the Peloponnesus, in which, according to Pausanias, there was a temple dedicated to the Thrygian Ceris.—Allo, a town of the Troade, placed by Strabo near Adamyttium.—Allo, a town of Parthia, which Ptolemey places between Barbaria and Cheras.

MYSIA, MYSIUS, in Antiquity, a festival in honour of Ceris, called Myia from Myius, an Argian, who dedicated a temple to her, in a place about ten itada distant from Pallene, in Achaia; or, according to Phurrnenus, from μυς, to cloy, satisty, or be well fed, because Ceris was the first who taught men how to use corn. The festival continued for seven days, upon the third of which all the men and dogs were shut out of the temple, whilst the women, together with the bitches, remained within, performing during the night the accustomed rites; on the following day, they returned to the men, with whom they passed away their time in jelling and laughing together. Potter, Archzal. Grac. lib. II. cap. 20. tom. i. p. 415.

MYSLOWITZ, in Geography, a town of Silisia, in the lordship of Pifcz, on the Brzemia; 15 miles N. of Pifcz.

MYSOL, an island in the East Indian sea, of a triangular form, about 100 miles in circumference, governed by a rajah. S. lat. 20. E. long. 129.

MYSON, in Biography, a native of Sparta, and one of the seven wife men of Greece. When Anacharius consulted the oracle, in order to know who was the wisest man in Greece, he received a reply, the person who is now ploughing his fields: this was Myoton.

MYSORE, or Myssoor, in Geography, a province of Hindoo-
British army. In 1799, Coimbatore, Canara, and other
districts were added; but hostilities did not terminate till
the reduction of Seringapatam, capital of Mysore, when
Tippoo himself fell. The whole force of Tippoo has been
reckoned at 75,000, of which 22,000 were superior to any
that have been raised and disciplined in India.

Of the countries that form the south-western parts of Hind-
dooft, to which our attention has now been directed in this
article, Travancore, Malabar, and South Canara, alone escaped
Mahometan conquest, until the two latter were invaded by
Hyder in 1763-6. The earliest Mahometan army that ever
crossed the Kistna was led in 1510-11 against the capital of the
sovereign of the Carnatic, about 105 miles N.W. of Se-
ringapatam. In 1726, this capital, called Doormumooder,
was finally destroyed, and the fest of government removed to
Tounor, better known by the name of Mootee-Talab,
or the lake of Pearls, 12 miles N. from Seringapatam.

It is needless to relate the romantic origin of the Hindoo house
of Mysore: nor are we able to trace the number of genera-
tions that subsisted between the founder of this family and
Chow-Rai, whose succession is fixed in 1507. A subfequent
raja made, during his life-time, a partition of his domi-
nions between his three sons, and to one he gave Mysoor,
then called Pooragurry. A fort was either first erected or
repaired in 1724, to which was assigned the new name of
"Mahelh-Aloor," the buffalo-headed monfieur, usually pro-
nounced Mahelhore, and now contracted to Mysoor. After
a succession of rajas, of whom little is known that is worth
detailing, Hyder Ally, in 1759, assumed the government.
From this time the raja became a fatigue prisoner, and died
in 1766, and by Hyder's command his son was placed upon
the throne. On his death, in 1796, Tippoo declined nomi-
nating a successor. The young Mysore raja, placed on the
throne since the capture of Seringapatam, is the only
child of Chianon-Raajee, who had been elected in 1733;
and the place of his residence is fixed at Mysore.

Mysore, a town and fortified pobl of the above province,
and its ancient capital; about six or eight miles to the south-
ward of Seringapatam.

MYSTAGOGUES, in Mythology, a name given to the
ministers who performed the principal part in celebrating the
Mysteries; which see.

MYSTERY, MYSTERIUM, something secret or hidden;
impossible or difficult to be comprehended: or, in other
words, such a doctrine as exhibits difficulties, and even ap-
parent contradictions, which we cannot solve or explain.

The word comes from the Greek μυστήριον, and that, ac-
cording to some etymologists, from μύς, claudo, tacere, I
shut, I am silent, and ρόσσος, mouth; but then whence comes
the r? Muft the in in ρόσσος be converted into an r? The
word seems derived, with more propriety, from the Hebrew
רְמֶל, fatur, to hide; whence is formed רֶמֶל, misfar, a
hidden thing.

Mystery is primarily used in speaking of certain truths re-
vealed in Scripture, into the full understanding of which
human reason cannot penetrate. Such are faid to be the
doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarnation, &c.

We have an epitome of the mysteries of faith, or the
mysteries of Chriftianity, in the symbols or creeds faid to
have been compofed by the apostles, the council of Nice,
and St. Athanasius. See CRED.

In some of these, mention is made of the mystery of the
Trinity; the mysteries of the incarnation of the Son of God,
his death and paflion, and his defcent into hell, for the
redemption of mankind; of his reurrection the third day; his
exaltation into heaven, his fitting on the right hand of God,
and his coming again to judge the world; of the divinity and
equality of the Holy Ghost with the Father and the Son;
of the unity of the church; of the communion of faints; the
participation of the fcraiments; and the general reurrection.
Such are the principal mysteries of faith; which the church
declares neceffary to be known and believed, in order to fa-
vation.

From the earliest ages there have been particular festivals
inftituted in honour of these mysteries; to return thanks to
God for having revealed them, and to oblige the ministers
and pastors to instruct the people in them.

Another ufe of the word, though not fo univerflal as pref-
tent, is often to be met with in ecclesial writers of former
ages, in foreign writers of the present age, which is to
fignify fome religious ceremony or rite, efpecially thofe
now denominated fcraiments. In the communion-office
of the church of Englond, the elements, after confeoration,
are sometimes termed "holy mysteries." But this ufe fes
not now to be common among Protetlants, fels perhaps in this
country than in any other. Indeed in the fourth, and fome
fuccedent centuries, the word μυστήριον was fo much in vogue
with the Greek fathers, and "myfterium," or "fcra-
mentum," as it was often rendered, with the Latin, that it
would be impoffible to fay in what meaning they ufed the
words; nay, whether or not they affixed any meaning to
them at all. In every thing that related to religion, there
were found "myfleries" and "fcraiments," in defcrip-
tions and precepts, in ordinances and petitions; they could even
difcover numbers of them in the Lord's prayer. Nay, fo
late as father Pollevarini, this unmeaning application of the
term has prevailed in fome places. That Jefuit is cited
with approbation by Walton, in the "Prolegomena," to his
"Polyglott," for faying, "Tot eje in Hebraica Scriptura
fcraimenta, quot literae; tot myfteria, quot puncta; tot
arcana, quot apices;" a fentence which father Simon ac-
knowledges to be to him unintelligible. See the next article.

Such are the feals of the mystery of the Incarnation, called
also Chriftmas; thofe of the Circumcifion, Paflion, Resur-
rection, &c. See INCARNATION, CIRCUMCISION, EASTER,
and EPIPHANY.

The heathens also bad their mysteries, particularly thoje
of Ceres (see Eleusinia), the Bona Dea, &c. The
Egyptian priests concealed the mysteries of their religion
and philosophy under hieroglyphics; which fee. Thofe who
revealed the mysteries of the Bona Dea were fervely punifh-
ed; and none were trufted with them but thofe feemly
initiated, and fwnorn to fecrecy.

But thofe were not called mysteries, as being incompre-
henfible, or raifed above the power of reafon; but becaufe
they were covered and difguifed under types and figures, to
raife the greater veneration in the people.—The mysteries of
paganifm were ufually celebrated in caves and grottos, fitter
for the concealment of crimes than the celebration of mys-
teries.

The temples in these fecret receffes were fo conftucted as
to favour the artifices of priests. Some veftiges of these
fubterraneous apartments, which by their gloom diffused an
air of folemn secrecy, and by the hieroglyphic paintings
and sculptures that covered their walls, anfwered the fame
purpose, have been discovered by fome modern travellers.

Each of the Pagan gods had, fays bishop Warburton, be-
sides the public and open, a fecret worship paid them; into
which none were admitted but thofe who had been feleoted
by preparatory ceremonies, called initiation. This fecret
worship was termed the mysteries. The firt and original
mysteries of which we have any account, were thoje of Ift
and Osiris in Egypt (see Egypt, Isis, and Osiris); from
whence they were derived to the Greeks, under the prefu-
dency
dency of various gods, such as the insti- 
tutor thought most 

suitable to his purpose. (See Bacchanalia, Eleusinia, 

Greece, and Orpheus.) In process of time these mys-
teries were disseminated through the northern and western 
nations of Europe. See Celts and Druids.

The learned prelate above named observes, that the na-
ture and end of all these mysteries were the same, viz.
to teach the doctrine of a future state. He represents the 
design of them in general to have been, to engage men to a 
 holy and virtuous practice, to give them just notions of reli-
gion, and to detect the error of the vulgar polytheism.

And he concludes his account of the mysteries with observ-
ing, that there were three things about which they were 
 principally concerned: viz. 1. The rise and establishment 
of civil society, 2. The doctrine of a future state of rewards 
and punishments. 3. The error of polytheism, or the prin-
ciple of the unity. Which latter was the object of the 
greater mysteries, in which the whole delusion of paganism 
was disclosed, and the initiated were instructed, that Jupi-
ter, Mercury, Venus, Mars, and the whole rabble of li-
centious deities, were only defined mortals; and that God 
alone was the creator of the universe, who pervaded all 
 things by his virtue, and governed all by his providence: 
whereas in the lesser mysteries, which were preparatory to 
the other, the general belief of a providence and future 
state, and its consequent engagements to a virtuous life, were 
inculcated. But as these mysteries, according to the bishop's 
 hypothesis, were an institution of the state for the benefit of 
the people, it is natural to inquire into the reasons of their 
being kept secret, which, he says, were the following: 
nothing stimulates curiosity like that which retires from ob-
 servation, and seems to forbid search; and yet there was a 
necessity of teaching some things to the initiated, not expe-
dient for others to know; hence he observes, that the 
secret in the lesser mysteries was some hidden rites and 
flows, to be kept from the people, only to invite their curiosity; 
and that the secret in the greater was some hidden doctrines 
to be kept from the people for the contrary purpose. Be-
 sides, as the legislators had been principally concerned in the 
rise of the vulgar polytheism, this circumstance furnished 
another reason for the secrecy attending these mysteries. 

And that these mysteries were invented, established and sup-
ported by the legislature, he argues from the place of their 
origin, which was Egypt, where all religious worship was 
formed and propagated by state-men, and directed to poli-
tical ends, because the fages who brought them out of 
Egypt, and propagated them in Asia, Greece, and Britain, 
were all kings or legislators: because the state predilec in 
the mysteries; because, according to their original institu-
tion, neither slaves nor foreigners, who had no concern, no 
property, and no country, were to be admitted into them; 
because an institution which taught the necessity of a strict 
and holy life, must be the invention of legislators, to whose 
scheme virtue and the prospect of immortality were to ne-
cessary; and hence they were actually of infinite use to the 
state; and finally, from the express testimony of Plutarch, 
who, in his Treatise of Isis and Osiris, ascribes them to this 
original. However, these mysteries, in process of time, 
greatly degenerated; one cause of their corruption seems to 
have been the faction in which they were performed, and the 
profound secrecy observed in them; for the night gave op-
portunity to wicked men to attempt evil actions: and the 
secrecy, encourages to perpetrate them. Another cause 
of their depravation was their being sometimes under the 
patronage of those deities who were supposed to inspire and 
profane over irregular passions, such as Bacchus, Venus, and 
Cupid; to which the bishop adds the hierophants' with-

drawing himself from the care and inspection of the civil 
magistrate.

Such is the ingenious and plausible scheme largely diffu-
ced and maintained by Dr. Warburton, in his Divine Le-
gation, and book ii. sec. 4.

However, other learned writers have advanced a very dif-
ferent opinion on this subject. Some who have allowed that 
the mysteries originated in Egypt, which is the most 
probable opinion, have ascribed their institution to the priests: who established them, from 
motives of priestcraft, to aggrandize their order, to extend 
their influence, and to increase their revenues. According-
ely, they annexed to the observance of them every circum-
stance that tended to delude the multitude, to gratify their 
feehes and passions, and to promote among them the influence 
of superstition and enthusiasm. At a subsequent period, it 
is not at all unlikely that princes and legislators would avail 
themselves of the advantages which they might derive from 
these institutions for establishing their own power, and ac-
complishing their own plans of government. Molheim, in 
his edition of 'Cudworth's Int. Syll.' suggests that the 
mysteries were altogether commemorative; and that they 
were established with a view of preserving the remembrance 
of heroes and great men, who had been deified in considera-
tion of their martial exploits, useful inventions, and public 
virtues; and more especially in acknowledgment of the 
benefits conferred by them on their contemporaries. To this 
purpose, he conceives, that the mysteries of Mithras in par-
ticular were instituted. (See Mithras.) And he ascribes 
to the same origin the mysteries of the Egyptians, Phoeni-
cians, Greeks, and Etruscans, and indeed all other similar 
insitutions throughout the world. But it does not appear 
from any historical records, that this design was ever declared 
and avowed in their original appointment; and we know, 
that the names and illusions deeds of the heroes of antiquity 
were commemorated, with professed intentions, by festivals, 
games, sacrifices, hymns, and other such institutions, ob-
erved in honour of them.

Dr. Leland, in particular, has very accurately examined 
the origin and end of the system of mysteries. Accord-
ing to this writer they seem to have been originally 
tended to tame and civilize the rude and barbarous people, to form 
and polish their manners, and by thows and representations, 
which were fitted to strike the imagination, to bring them to a 
greater awe and veneration for the laws and religion of 
their country; which, among the Pagans, was always re-
garded as a necessary ingredient in a virtuous character. On 
this account they are highly commended by Cicero, de Leg. 
lib. ii. cap. 14, as they tended to reclaim men from a rude 
and savage life; and they were called initia, because they 
fulfilled the first principles of a human and civilized life. 
But whatever was the original intention of these mysteries, 
there is great reason to apprehend, that upon the whole, they 
proved rather detrimental than advantageous to the cause of 
virtue; and the corruption of them seems to have been owing 
to a fundamental defect in their original constitution.—Dr. 
Leland farther examines whether, and how far the mysteries 
were designed to detect the error of polytheism, and to in-
struct the initiated in the knowledge of the one true God. 
With respect to this point, he maintains, that the whole evi-
dence, produced by bishop Warburton, amounts only to this; 
that in the mysteries the initiated were instructed that the 
popular deities had been once men; but no proof is brought, that 
the mysteria overthrew the vulgar polytheism, the worship of 
dead men: nay, the initiators of the mysteries, whilst they 
taught the initiated, that the gods, commonly received, had 
been once men, took care that the public religion should not 

funder by it, by letting them know, that, notwithstanding this, they ought to be regarded as gods, and to have that divine worship and honour rendered to them, which ancient tradition and the laws required. The Christians, indeed, argued from the history of the heathen gods to disprove their divinity: and this was probably the reason why the myths and fables were very careful in their entrance on the celebration of the mysteries, that no Christian should be present at them.

Dr. Leland farther contends, that the doctrine of the unity was not taught in the mysteries. With this view he examines the testimonies adduced by the bishop, which, he says, afford no sufficient evidence that they taught the doctrine of the unity. Besides, there is great reason to think, that the notion given of the Deity in the mysteries was not very right and just: and moreover, if they had taught just notions of God, there could be of no great use, because they taught this part of the secret doctrine of the mysteries to very few persons. It is farther urged, that the legislators and civil magistrates, who first instituted the mysteries, and who regarded not truth but utility, could never, in good earnest, attempt to draw the people off from that polytheism, which they themselves had encouraged for the establishment and welfare of the state, and to keep the people under a greater veneration for the laws. And the mysteries seem to have been designed, not to difcard the worship of the deities, to whom they were appropriated, but to add a greater solemnity to it. To which it may be added, from fact and experience, that though the mysteries were generally celebrated in almost all the heathen nations, and especially throughout the whole Roman empire, no effect of them appears in turning any of the people from their polytheism or idolatry; nor is it conceivable, if the design of the mysteries was as laudable as Dr. Warburton represents, that the ancient Christian writers should have so universally exclaimed against them. Many of these had been converted from Heathenism to Christianity, and while they were Heathens had been initiated into both the lesser and greater mysteries; so that they were thoroughly acquainted with their nature and design. If they had known that the mysteries obilged those who were initiated to lead a virtuous and holy life, and that they were designed to overturn polytheism, and to profylete men from the worship of idols to that of the one true supreme God, they must have had a good opinion of them; and in their apologies for Christianity, they would naturally have been induced to speak favourably of them. Whereas, in discourses addressed to the Heathens themselves, they frequently speak of the mysteries in terms of the greatest abhorrence, as impure and abominable, and as tending rather to confirm the people in their idolatry than to draw them from it. On this occasion it will be sufficient to select the testimony of Clemens Alexander, who was a man of learning and probity. From the accounts which he gives from his perfect knowledge of them, it appears, that the representations made in the mysteries were agreeable to the fabels of the poets and mythologists, concerning Jupiter, Bacchus, Ceres, Proserpina, and other deities; that in the Eleusinian fables, they celebrated the rage of Proserpina, the lamentations of Ceres, her wanderings in quest of her daughter, her congregs with Jupiter, and supplications to him, with several other particulars, which were both ridiculous and obscene. He calls those who brought these mysteries from Egypt into Greece, "the fathers of an execrable perfefition; who sowed the seed of wickedness and corruption in human life;" and says "the mysteries were full of delusion and portentous representations, calculated to impose upon the people." He concludes his account of them by saying, "these are the mysteries of atheistic men. I may rightly call those atheists, who are deftitute of the knowledge of him, who is truly God, and most impudently worship a boy discerped, or torn in pieces by the Titans, a woman la- menting, and the parts which merely forbids to name." And he repeats it again that they are ignorant of God, and do not acknowledge that God who is or really exists. Clem. Alex. Cohort. ad Gentes, p. 13. 14. 19. 20. Ed. Potter Eufebius transcribes and approves this description of the mysteries by Clemens. The account which Arnobius, who had been a learned Pagan, gives of the mysteries, particularly of the Eleusinian mysteries, celebrated at Athens, coincides with that of Clemens. In order to evade the force of these testimonies, the learned Prelate observes, that the ancient Christian writers bore a secret grudge to the mysteries for their injurious treatment of Christianity at its first appearance in the world; but this apology intimates, that the mytla- gogues and managers of the mysteries did what they could to uphold the common polytheism and idolatry; and that this was the cause of their enmity to Christianity. They represented the Christians as atheists, because they declaimed against the worship of the publicly adored deities. Whereas if the design of the secret doctrine of the greater mysteries had been to detect the error of the vulgar polytheism, and to teach the initiated that the popular deities were really no gods, the charge might have been retorted upon themselves. Nor is it sufficient to allege with the bishop, that the ancient fathers of the church, after all which they said against them, stupidly and formally transferred the terms, phraffes, rites, ceremonies, and discipline of these odious mysteries into our holy religion; for the Christians, though they did not consider them as designed to detect and overthrow the popular polytheism, but the contrary, were fully apprized of the veneration that was generally paid to them, and therefore applied to their own use the terms made use of in those myster- ies, to better gain upon the Heathens, and to shew that Christianity did in reality effect that which the Pagan mysteries vainly pretended to do. See Leland's Advantage and Necessity of the Christian Revelation, vol. i. pt. i. c. 9.

Mystery, in Scripture Language, is used with some latitude. Sometimes it denotes any thing not to be known without divine revelation. It is also used to denote the secret things which God has discovered by his ministers, the prophets, Jesus Christ, and the apostles.

Dr. Campbell, in his "Preliminary Differtations," observes, that, after the most careful examination of all the passages in the New Testament, in which the Greek word μυστήριον occurs, and after confulting the use made of the term by the ancient Greek interpreters of the Old, and borrowing aid from the practice of the Hellenif Jews, in the writings called Apocrypha, he can find only two sentences nearly related to each other, which cannot, strictly be called scriptural. The first and leading sentence of the word is "arcanum," a secret, any thing not disclosed, not published to the world, though perhaps communicated to a select number. This is totally different from the current fende of the English word "mystery," or something incomprehensible. In the former acep- tation, a thing was no longer a mystery than whilst it remained unrevealed; in the latter, a thing is equally a myster, after the revelation, as before. To the former we apply, properly, the epithet "unknown"; to the latter, we apply, in a great measure, apply the term "unknowable." Thus, that God would call the Gentiles, and receive them into his church, was as intelligible, or comprehensible, as that he had once called the descendants of the patriarchs, or as any plain proposition, or historical fact. Yet, whilst undis- covered, or, at least, veiled under figures and types, it re-
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mained, in the scriptural idiom, a "mystery," having been hidden from ages and generations. But, after it had pleased God to reveal this his gracious purpose to the apostles, by his spirit, it was a mystery no longer. The terms communication, revelation, manifestation, connected with that of mystery, and bearing relation to it, plainly shew the import of the term μυστήριον, to which they are applied. This is a point that seems to be universally acknowledged by the learned, and therefore it is merely necessary to refer the judicious reader for further proof of it from the New Testament to the following passages, viz. Rom. xvi. 25, 26. 1 Cor. ii. 7, 8, 9, 10. Ephes. i. 9. iii. 3. 6. 9. vi. 19. Col. i. 26, 27; in which it will be plainly perceived, that the apostle treats of things which had been concealed for ages (and for that reason called μυστήριον), but was then openly revealed; and not of any thing, in its own nature, dark and inconceivable. According to the usage of the LXX, we shall find, that in the prophecy of Daniel, (xi. 16, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, 47. iv. 9,) the word μυστήριον occurs not fewer than nine times, answering always to the Chaldee MYN, res arcana, and used in reference to Nebuchadnezzar's dream, which was a "secret," even to the dreamer himself, as he had foretold it. In the common version it is uniformly rendered secret, and it is found connected with the verbs ἐγγράφειν, ὁρκίζειν, and ἀποκαλύπτειν, in a manner similar to the usage of the New Testament already noticed. In the apocryphal writings, the word μυστήριον frequently occurs in the same sense, and is used in reference to human secrets, as well as to divine. Indeed, in the New Testament the word is not confined to divine secrets. Thus, the apostle, speaking of the antichristian spirit, says (2 Thess. ii. 7), "the mystery of iniquity doth already work." The spirit of antichrist hath begun to operate; but the operation is latent and unperceived. Both the gospel of Christ and the spirit of antichrist are equally denominated "mystery" or secret, whilst they remained concealed.

It must be allowed, however, that in the doctrines of religion there is something, which is not, in all respects, perfectly comprehensible by us, or with regard to which difficulties may not be fuggeted, of which we may not be able to give a clear and acceptable explanation. In all science, and particularly in natural theology, as well as in revelation, there are many truths of this kind. This acknowledgment is not at all inconsistent with the scriptural acceptation of the word μυστήριον, which relates merely to the secrecy for some time observed with regard to any doctrine, whether mysterious, in the modern acceptation of the word, or not. To this purpose we may observe, that the apostles are denominated μυστήριον, "bearers of the mysteries of God" (1 Cor. iv. 1.), i.e. dispensers to mankind of the gracious purposes of heaven herebefore concealed, and therefore termed secrets. Thus also our Lord, in the course of his ministry, says to his apostles, "To you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven," i.e. no secret relating to this subject, is withheld from you; "but to them it is not given," i.e. not yet given. (Matt. xii. 41.) For these very apostles were commanded, upon receiving their commission, to disperse to all the world the whole mystery of God, his secret counsels in regard to man's salvation. (Matt. xxviii. 19. Mark, xvi. 15.) We are hence enabled to explain phrases that occur in the epistles, expressing the whole Christian institution, "the mystery of the gospel," "the mystery of the faith," "the mystery of God," and "the mystery of Christ," "mystery, in the singular number, not mysteries, in the plural, which would have been more conformable to the modern import of the word, as relating to the incomprehensibility of the different articles of doctrine. But the whole of the gospel, taken together, is denominated "the mystery." The grand secret, in reference to the silence, or concealment, under which it was formerly kept; as, in like manner, it is styled the revelation of Jesus Christ, in reference to the publication afterwards enjoined.

In the New Testament the word μυστήριον sometimes bears another meaning. It is sometimes employed to denote the figurative sense, as distinguished from the literal, which is conveyed under any fable, parable, allegory, symbolical action, representation, dream, or vision. In this case the term is used comparatively; the meaning being obscure compared with the literal sense. To this import of the term our Lord probably refers (Mark, iv. 11.) when he says to his disciples, "To you it is given to know the mystery of the kingdom of God; but to them that are without, all these things are done in parables." The apostles were let into the secret, and got the spiritual sense of the familiar, whilst the multitude amused themselves with the letter, and searched no further. In this case μυστήριον is used Rent. 20. xiii. 7. Ephes. v. 32.

Dr. Campbell observes (ubi supra), that the earliest version of this word μυστήριον from its genuine and original sense, a "secret," or something concealed, was the application of it to denote some solemn and sacred ceremony. What led to this use of the term was a resemblance in one particular between some rites of Christian worship and those performed by Heathens in honour of their deities, and denominated from their secrecy mysteries. Although these ceremonies to which we refer, and which were practised in the Christian church, were essentially different from all Pagan rites, yet they so much resembled the latter in the exclusion of the multitude as to give the Heathens occasion to style them the Christian mysteries. The term would probably be first applied, in this sense of it, to what was called in the primitive church the "Eucharist," or as it is now denominated the "Lord's supper," and afterwards extended to "baptism," and other sacred ceremonies. The name seems to have originated with the Heathens, and in process of time was adopted by Christians themselves. (See SACRAMENTS.) One passage has been mentioned in which the word μυστήριον seems to have been used in the modern sense of the English word mystery, and to denote something which, though revealed, is inexplicable, and, to human faculties, unintelligible. The words are, "Without controversy great is the mystery of godliness, &c." (1 Tim. iii. 16.), which, as they occur in our version, differ from the reading of the two most ancient versions, the Syriac and the Vulgate, and some of the oldest MSS. The purport of this sentence is conformable to the sense above given of the term μυστήριον; and it is plainly this, "Great unquestionably is the divine secret, of which our religion brings the discovery, &c." A popular preacher of the last century, after observing that a mystery, in the Scripture sense of it, is a thing that natural reason could not discover, and, consequently, which must have been unknown, if God had not revealed it, nevertheless acknowledges, that of this kind there are several doctrines in the Christian religion; before the revelation was given they were mysteries; but ceased to be mysteries now they are revealed. To this purpose he cites Mark, iv. 11. Rev. xvi. 25. 1 Cor. xv. 51. Hence this writer infers, that mysteries, i.e. things which reason cannot discover, and which are not revealed, are, according to the language of Scripture (Deut. xxix. 29) "the secret things that belong to God," and what we have nothing at all to do with; or, in other words, though certain things are parts of our religion that were mysterious, it is not our duty to believe or practise any thing that is still a mystery. To believe doctrines
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frequently required the representation of some allegorical personage, such as Death, Sin, Charity, Faith, Hope, and the like, by interpreters of these unlettered ages; towards the fifteenth century, they began to form complete dramatic pieces, confining entirely of such personifications. These they entitled moral plays, or moralities. The mysteries were very inartificial, representing the Scripture stories singly according to the letter. But the moralities are not devoid of invention; they exhibit outlines of the dramatic art; containing something of a fable or ploy, and even attempting to delineate characters and manners. From hence the gradual transition to real historical personages was natural and obvious. It may be also observed, that many licentious pleasantries, of which neither the writers nor the spectators perceived the impropriety, were sometimes introduced in these religious representations. This might imperceptibly lead the way to subjects entirely profane, and to comedy, and perhaps at an earlier period than is generally imagined.

In France all dramatic pieces were indiscriminately called "mysteries," whether a martyr, or a heathen god, whether St. Christopher, or the tripods of the aborigines; in country, the religious mysteries, often called "Pitoues," the "Pi- tous," were very fashionable, and of high antiquity, though not more ancient than those of the English. The French mysteries were chiefly performed by the religious communities. In France, as well as in England, it was customary to celebrate the feast of the boy-bishop, during which "morality" were presented, and shows of "miracles," with farces and other fports, but compatible with decorum, both in France and in England. See Boy Bishop.

Mr. T. Warton, in the second volume of his "History of English Poetry," has introduced some discussions with regard to the probable causes of the rise of the "mysteries." "About the eighth century," he says, "trade was principally carried on by means of fairs, which lasted several days. Charlemagne established many great fairs of this fort in France; as did William the Conqueror, and his Norman successors, in England. The merchants, who frequented these fairs in numerous caravans or companies, employed every art to draw the people together. They were therefore accompanied by jugglers, minstrels, and buffoons; who were hired for the season, to attract attention, and excite all their skill, on these occasions. As now but few towns existed, no public spectacles or popular amusements were established; and as the sedanary pleasures of domestic life and private society were yet unknown, the fair-time was the season for diversion. In proportion as these shows were attended and encouraged, they began to be set off with new decorations and improvements; and the arts of buffoonery, being rendered still more attractive by extending their circle of exhibition, acquired an importance in the eyes of the people. By degrees the clergy, observing that the entertainments of dancing, music, and minstrelly, exhibited at these protracted annual celebrations, made the people less religious, by promoting idleness and a love of futility, proscribed these Sports, and excommunicated the performers. But finding that no regard was paid to their cenures, they changed their plan, and determined to take these recreations into their own hands. They turned actors; and instead of profane minstrels, prefent fories taken from legends in the Bible. This was the origin of sacred comedy. The death of St. Catherine, acted by the monks of St. Dennis, rivalled the popularity of the professed players. Music was admitted into the churches, which served as theatres for the representation of holy farces. The festival among the French, called "La Fête de Fous, de l'Ane," &c. and "Des Innocens," at length became great favourites, as they certainly were more capricious and arbitrary than the invidious of the buffoons at the fairs. These are the ideas of a judicious French writer, who has investigated the history of human manners with great comprehension and facility," Our author adds, "Voltaire's theory on this subject is also very ingenious, and quite new. Religious plays, he supposes, came originally from Constantino ple; where the old Greecian flage continued to flourish in some degree, and the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides were represented, till the fourth century. About that period, Gregory Nazianzen, an archbishop, a poet, and one of the fathers of the church, banished Pagan plays from the fage at Constantinople, and introduced select fories from the Old and New Testament. As the ancient Greek tragedy was a religious spectacle, a transition was made on the same plan: and the chorusses were turned into Christian hymns. Gregory wrote many facred dramas for this purpose, which have not survivd those inimitable compositions over which they triumphed for a time; one, however, his tragedy called Υφή, παιδόος, or, "Till God's Swell," is still extant. In the prologue it is said to be in imitation of a Christian spectacle which at that time the Virgin Mary has been produced on the fage. The fashion of acting spiritual dramas, in which, at first, a due degree of method and decorum was preferred, was at length adopted from Constantinople by the Italians; who framed, in the depth of the dark ages, on this foundation, that barbarous species of theatrical amusement called "mysteries," or sacred comedies, and which were soon afterwards received in France." This opinion is supposed, by Mr. Warton, to derive confirmation from the early commercial intercourse that subsisted between Italy and Constantinople. In further defence of this hypothesis, it may be observed, that the "Feast of Fools," and "of the Afs," together with other religious farces of that sort, so common in Europe, originated in Constantinople. They were instituted, though perhaps under other names, in the Greek church, about the year 990, by Theophylact, patriarch of Constantinople, probably with the design of weaning the minds of the people from the Pagan ceremonies, particularly the bacchanalian and calendrical solemnities, by the substitution of a farce of the same spirit and licentiousness. This practice was fruitful in the Greek church 200 years afterwards. We may here remark, that in the fourth century it was customary to make Christian parodies and imitations in Greek, of the old Greek classicks, for the use of the Christian schools. This practice prevailed much under the emperor Julian, who forbade the Pagan poets, orators, and philosophers, to be taught in the Christian seminaries. Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea, wrote Greek tragedies, adapted to the stage, on most of the grand events recorded in the Old Testament, after the manner of Euripides. On some of the familiar and domestic stories of Scripture, he composed comedies in imitation of Menander. He wrote Christian odes on the plan of Pindar. In imitation of Homer, he wrote an heroic poem on the history of the bible, as far as the reign of Saul, in twenty-four books. Mr. Warton mentions a much earlier and more regular specimen of a theatrical representation of sacred history than that which is mentioned by Voltaire. Some fragments of an ancient Jewish play, now under their leader, and prophet Moses, are yet preserved in Greek iambic. The principal characters of this drama are Moses, Sapphira, and God speaking from the burning bush. Moses delivers the prologue, or introduction, in a speech.
speech of sixty lines, and his rod is turned into a serpent on the stage. The author of this piece is Ezekiel, a Jew, who is called the tragic poet of the Jews; and, according to Huetius, he lived at least before the Christian era. Some say, that he was one of the LXX, under the reign of Ptolemy Philadephus. Warton thinks, that he composed this play after the destruction of Jerufalem, and in the time of Barocbas, as a political spectacle, with a view of animating his dejected countrymen with the hopes of a future deliverance from their captivity under the conduct of a new Moles, like that from the Egyptian servitude. See Clem. Alex. lib. i. Strom. Eusebius Prepar. Evang. cap. 28, 29. Euthathius ad Hex. The above-mentioned fragments are collected and translated into Latin by Fr. Morellus, Paris, 1580. See also Corpus Poet. Gr. Traite & Come, Geneva, 1614, fol. Poet Christ. Græc. Paris, 1609, Svo. Scaliger ad Eueeb. and Euefb. Demonf. Evang.

Boileau, on the authority of Menefrier, seems to think, that the ancient pilgrims, on their return from Jerufalem, introduced these sacred exhibitions into France, among whom are reckoned St. James of Compostella, St. Bourne of Provence, St. Reine, &c. &c. who composed fongs on their adventures; intermixing recitals of passages in the life of Christ, descriptions of his crucifixion, of the day of judgment, of miracles, and of martyrods. To these tales, which were recommended by a pathetic chant, and a variety of gesticulations, the credulity of the multitude gave the name of "Visions." These were recited by the pious itinerants, with accompaniments which formed a sort of theatrical spectacle. At length their performances excited the compassion and charity of some citizens of Paris, who erected a theatre for their exhibition of these stories, with the additional advantage of scenery and other decorations. At length professed practitioners in the histrionic art were hired to perform these solemn mockeries of religion, which soon became the principal public amusement of a devout but undiscerning people.

Upon the whole, Mr. Warton concludes with observing, that the "mysteries" appear to have originated among the ecclesiastics; and were probably first acted, at least with an degree of form, by the monks. This was certainly the case in the English monasteries. As learning increased, and was more widely disseminated from the monasteries, the practice migrated to schools and universities, which were formed upon the monastic plan; and it is well known, that the practice of acting Latin plays in the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge continued until Cromwell's usurpation. Many instances of its occurrence in schools and seminaries of an inferior nature, both in England and France, might be enumerated; and it has been perpetuated to the present day.

**MYSTERY. Addition of.** See ADDITION.
**MYSTES.** See HYDROMYSTES.
**Mystic Theology** denotes a refined and sublime kind of divinity, professed by the mystics.

It consists in a knowledge of God, and divine things, not acquired in the common way, but infused immediately by God, and which has the power to move the soul in an easy, calm, devout, affecting manner; to unite it ultimately to God; to illumine the understanding, and to warm and enliven the will in an extraordinary manner.

Among the writings attributed to Dionysius the Areopagite is a discourse of "Mystic Theology." Several others have written on the same subject, both ancient and moderns. See Theology.

**MYSTICAL, MYSTICS.** Mystic, somethings mystical, or allegorical. See Mystery, Allegory, &c.

The commentators on the Scripture, besides a literal, find also a mystical, and a moral meaning. The bible, they contend, is a book written both withinfide and withoutfide: withinfide, in respect to the mystical, internal, sublime, and hidden sense; and withoutfide, in respect to the literal and grammatical sense immediately expressed by the words.

Indeed, several of the ancient fathers, and doctors of the church, understand the books mentioned in Ezek. ii 10, and in the Apocalypse, i.e. which were written both withinfide and withoutfide, of the Scriptures; and take the literal and mystical sense to be here fairly intimated.

The sense of Scripture, say they, is either that immediately signified by the words and expressions in the common use of language; or it is mediate, substantive, and mythical; wherein the things themselves signified are made to signify still other and farther things, according to the particular design and intention of God, and of the prophets and apostles inspired by him.

The literal sense they again divide into proper literal, which is contained in the words taken simply and properly: and metaphorical literal, where the words are to be understood in a figurative and metaphorical sense: as, where the right eye is commanded to be plucked out, &c.

Wherever the proper literal sense contains anything absurd or indecent, there recourse must be had to the metaphorical literal sense.

All Scripture has a true literal sense, but it has not always a mystical one. We must ever understand it in the literal sense, when it speaks immediately of any of the laws of nature, of charity, of doing good; when it gives us instructions for the conduct of life, for regulating our manners; and when it relates any matter of fact, or point of history.

The same passage of Scripture has sometimes several senses, expressed and signified immediately by the words taken in their proper, and their figurative sense, and which appear to have been all intended, by the inspired person who spoke them, as having been so understood by others likewise inspired. As those words in Psalm ii. Thou art my son, this day have I begotten thee; which St. Paul understands, according to the first letter, in Heb. i 5, of the generation of Jesus Christ in time; and in Acts, xiii. 32, he takes them in a metaphorical sense, and applies them to our Saviour's resurrection. Thus, in Horeb, xi. 1, the words of the prophecy, I have called my son out of Egypt, are understood literally of the children of Israel, whom God brought out of Egypt, under the conduct of Moses; and yet in Matt. ii. 15, they are understood metaphorically of Jesus Christ. See **accommodation and prophecy.**

The mystical sense of Scripture is that in which the things expressed by the words do farther signify; or it is a second signification held forth and signified by the first; this second being expressed immediately by the first; and mediately by the words themselves. Some writers allow of three kinds of mystical senses in the word of God: the first corresponding to faith, and called **allegorical;** the second to hope, called **anagogical;** and the third to charity, called **topographical sense.**

The four senses, and their applications, are included in the Latin dillicit: "Littera gelfa docet, quid credas allegoria, Moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia." Sometimes the same word in Scripture is to be taken in all the four senses. Thus the word *Jerufalem* literally signifies the capital of Judea; allegorically, the church militant;
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tant; tropologically and morally, a believer; and analogically, a heaven.

So that which in Genesis, Let there be light, and there was light, signifies, according to the letter, corporeal light; by the allegory, the Messiah; in the tropological sense, grace; and analogically, beatitude, or the light of glory.

Mystical Poetry, which is a figurative mode of expressing the fervour of devotion, or the ardent love of created spirits towards their beneficent Creator, has prevailed from time immemorial in Asia; particularly among the Persian theologians, both ancient Huzhangis and modern Sufis, who seem to have borrowed it from the Indian philosophers of the Vedanta school (see Vedanta); and their doctrines are also believed to be the source of that sublime, but poetical, mythology, which glows and sparkles in the writings of the old academicians. (See Academics.) "Plato travelled into Italy and Egypt," says Claude Pleyry, "to learn the theology of the Pagans at its fountain head." Its true fountain, however, was neither in Italy nor in Egypt, (though considerable dreams of it had been conducted thither by Pythagoras, and by the family of Misra,) but in Persia or India, which is the fountain of the East, as it is the fountain of fpecies and felligens. (See Islamic Sci.) What the Grecian travellers learned among the fages of the East hath not been fully explained; but they seem to have adopted and introduced to their disciples a singular species of poetry, which consails almost wholly of a mystical religious allegory, though it appears, on a transient view, to contain only sentiments of a wild and voluptuous libertinism. Now, admitting the danger of a poetical fyle, in which the limits between fervice and enthusiasm are fo minute as to be hardly distinguishable, we must beware of conceiving it feverally, and must allow it to be natural, though a warm imagination may carry it to a culpable excess. An ardently grateful piety is congenial to the undepraved nature of man, whose mind, finking under the magnitude of the subjed, and struggling to express its emotions, has recourse to metaphors and allegories, which it sometimes extends beyond the bounds of cool reason, and often to the brink of absurdity. Passages might be selected from the eminent Dr. Barrow's sermon Of the Love of God; (Works, vol. i. ferm. xxiii.) bordering, indeed, on quizzum and enthusiastic elevation. The same spirit had diffused, in the mystical theology of the Sufis and Yogis, as the flowers and fruits of Europe differ in scent and flavour from those of Asia; or as European differs from African eloquence. The fame strain, in poetical measure, would rise up to the odes of Spenser, "On Divine Love and Beauty," and in a higher key, with richer embellishments, to the songs of Hafiz and Jâvâdeva, the raptures of the Misra, and the mysteries of Bhagavat. See Sufi, Yogi, Jâyadeva, Mesnevy, and Shi Bhagavat.

Another specimen of more modern date might be selected from a late work of the celebrated M. Necker, which would serve to exhibit the similarity of European theology to that of the Persians and Indians, but want of room obliges us to omit it.

If the passages to which we have referred were translated into Sanskrit and Persian, the Vedantis and Sufis would consider them as an epitome of their common fyllem; for they concur in thinking, that the souls of men differ infinitely in degree, but not at all in kind, from the divine spirit of which they are particles, and in which they will ultimately be absorbed; that the spirit of God pervades the universe, always immediately present to his work; and that the soul is perfect benevolence, perfect truth, perfect beauty; that the love of him alone is real and genuine love, while that of all other objects is absurd and illusory; that the beauties of nature are faint resemblances, like images in a mirror, of the divine charms; that from eternity without beginning to eternity without end, the supreme benevolence is occupied in bestowing happiness, or the means of attaining it; that men can only attain it by perforring their part of the primordial covenant between them and the Creator; that nothing has a pure absolute existence, but mind or spirit; that material substances, as the ignorant call them, are no more than gay pictures presented continually to our minds by the sempiternal artist; that we must beware of attachment to such phantoms, and attach ourselves exclusively to God, who truly exists in us, as we exist solely in him; that we retain, even in this forlorn state of separation from our beloved, the idea of heavenly beauty, and the remembrance of our primordial vows; that sweet music, gentle breezes, fragrant flowers, perpetually renew the primary idea, refresh our fading memory, and melt us with tender affections; that we must cherish those affections, and by abstracting our souls from vanity, that is, from all but God, approximate to his essence, in our final union with which will constitute our supreme beatitude.

If these principles flow a thousand metaphors and poetical figures, which abound in the sacred poems of the Persians and Hindoos, which seem to mean the same thing in substance, and differ only in expression, as their languages differ in idiom.

Some theologians have supposed, that the reciprocal love between pious men and their benevolent Creator, which Barrow describes with a glow of expression perfectly oriental, is that which our most orthodox theologians believe to have been mystically shadowed in the Song of Solomon, while they admit, that, in a literal sense, it is an epithalamium on the marriage of the sapat king with the princess of Egypt. The very learned author of the predictions on sacred poetry, declared his opinion that the canticles were founded on historical truth, but involved an allegory of that sort, which he named mystical; and the beautiful Persian poem on the loves of Laius and Majnun, by the inimitable Nizami, (to say nothing of other poems on the same subject,) is indisputably built on pure history, yet avowedly allegorical and mysterious, for the introduction to it is a continued rapture on divine love; and the name of Laius seems to be used in the Vedanta, and in the odes of Hafiz, for the omnipotent spirit of God.

It is still a question whether the poems of Hafiz must be taken in a literal or figurative sense; but the question does not admit of a general and direct answer; for even the most enthusiastic of his commentators allow that some of them are to be taken literally, and his editors ought to have distinguished them, as our Spenser has distinguished his four odes on Love and Beauty, instead of mixing the prose with the divine, by a childish arrangement according to the alphabetical order of the rhymes. Hafiz never pretended to more than human virtues, and it is known that he had human propensities, for some amorous frolics of his youth are on record, and are, indeed, alluded to in his odes. After his juvenile passions had subsided, we may suppose that his mind took that religious bent which appears in most of his compositions. Several ditties might be selected from different odes, that relate to the mystical theology of the Sufis, if it were consistent with the limits to which this article must be restricted.

A volume might be filled with passages of a similar kind to those that occur in the works of the writers already mentioned, from the Sufi poets; from Saib, Orf, Mir Khoit, Jami, Hozin, and Sabik, who are next in beauty of composition to Hafiz and Sadi, but next at a considerable distance from Mefti, the
the most elegant of their Turkish imitators; from a few Hindoo poets of their own times, and from Ibnub Fared, who wrote mythical odes in Arabic.

This notice of the mythical poets of the Asiatics, is taken from an essay on that subject in vol. iii. of the Aiat. Ref. by Sir W. Jones. It is introductory to a translation of the Gita Govinda, some account of which curious poem is given under Jayadeva, the name of its author. An extract from it is given under Krishna.

It is easier to account for the rhapsodies of the myths of the Ebl and Wel, than wholly to defend them. Some have doubtless derived spiritual consolation from such illusions, but a greater number must have been misled thereby to their own discomfort; and it might be, as well if such extacies were confined to the breech which engenders them. On the whole, such warmth of sentiement and expression appears not deserving of commendation; although, on the other hand, it seems not to require such forcible reprehension, as some of our pious divines have seen fit to stigmatize it with.

Dr. Watts, of whom Dr. Johnson said, "he was a man who never wrote but for a good purpose," acknowledges that in his early writings he gave into the track of those who express the fervours of devout love to our Saviour, in the style of the Song of Solomon; but in mature age he disapproved of it. But he did not, like some other well-meaning writers, apply to it such epithets as "secret pantings after mortal love"—"mythical disillusionest"—"spiritualized concupiscence, invented by carnal and wanton appetites, polluting the soul with lascivious images," &c. The middle course here, as in most other warmly contended points, seems the fadest.

We shall close this article with some judicious observations of an anonymous writer. (Quarterly Rev. No. x.) He describes mythical poetry to be that in which the various workings of the religious passion are typified by the hope and fears of an anatory attachment; a style of composition, which has, in all ages, captivated the luxurious imagination of Oriental rhapsodists. It is very possible for mythical poetry to be in fact, as it is in profession, devotional; but by many of those who have cultivated it, the veil of fancifulness, has unquestionably been employed, like the secrecy and seclusion of the ancient mysteries, only to conceal the indulgences which it was ostensibly designed to exclude. The hierophant has lighted his altar with fires, not only less holy than those of heaven, but less real than the chaste though cold flame of fancy: and for histories of devotion, in the disguise of love, have been substitutted histories of love in the disguise of devotion. If, in some cases, this abuse has been the effect of design, in others, the poet, instead of intending to deceive, has, in effect, deceived himself; and, perhaps, has been the only person deceived. On the whole, therefore, this is a style of which the general use can scarcely be encouraged; and, which, even where there exists the most unexceptionable purity of purpose, can be managed only by a firmness and delicacy of hand, rarely possessed in combination.

MYSTICETUS, in Zoology, a species of Balena; which see. The mysticus, or common whale, has the nostrils flexuous, or much contorted, and situated in the middle of the fore-part of the head, and the back without fin. Of this species there are the following varieties:—a. B. Mysticetus granoandica, or Greenland common whale, which is of a blackish colour on the back, and white on the belly:—b. B. Mysticetus islandica, or Iceland common whale, of a black colour with a whitish gloss:—γ. B. Mysticetus major, or larger common whale, which has no spiracle.

The common whale inhabits the Arctic seas, especially about Greenland and Spitzbergen: it is of enormous bulk, measuring from 50 or 60, to 70, 80, and even 100 feet in length: it swims with great velocity, and, yet, notwithstanding its immense size, having no weapons either of offence or defence, it is exceedingly shy and timid. It subsists chiefly on the cancer pedatus and oculatus, argonauta arctica, and cloo bitenculata: the second, or Iceland variety, which is smaller and more slender than the Greenland kind, feeds on medusa and clupeus. It is probable, that the description of the third variety, or larger common whale, as being without any spiracle, which is admitted by Ray, on the authority of Sibbald, is either totally erroneous, or founded on mistake, as it differs so completely from the general analogy of the whale genus, as well as from the whole cetaceous order. The female whale has two proportionally small paps situated on the abdomen near the vagina, which she has the power of retracting; she is supposed to go nine or ten months with young, and produces mostly one, seldom two, at a time, which she suckles and takes care of with great affection. The flesh of the whale is extremely dry and inapetent, except about the tail, which is more juicy, yet still very tafteless: between the skin and the flesh the whole body is surrounded with a vast layer of fat or blubber, of which 70 or 80 butts, or large barrels, are sometimes procured from one whale. Whales are hunted with great eagerness, on account of this blubber, for the sake of a coarse oil, which is extracted from it; and it appears that this trade was considerable in the time of Hidore and Vincentius, it being mentioned as common and very profitable on the French coast by Brito, a poet of the 12th century.

The horny lamina, which are found in the upper jaw of the whale, are likewise a valuable article of commerce, under the name of "whale-bone;" they, from frequent use, serving to catch the food of the animal, are split at the margin and the extremity into long, thick brittle; there are about 700 lamina of this substance in the mouth of each individual, and when the animal is full grown, the middle lamina, which is the longest, measures from eighteen to twenty feet in length.

The head of the common whale is nearly one-third part of the animal, being flat and on the upper part, and surmounted by a tubercle or projection, in which the spiracle, or breathing-pipe, is situated; the mouth is very large, and stretches far backwards, almost as far as the eyes, in form of the letter S; the lower jaw, especially about the middle, is very broad; the tongue is very soft, being composed almost entirely of fat; it is of a white colour, spotted with black at the sides, and adheres by its under surface to the lower jaw; the eyes are placed at a great distance from each other, on the sides of the head, over the entrance to the cars, and are very little larger than those of an ox; the skin is about an inch thick, and the scurf-skin about the thickmens of parchment: this latex is very smooth, seldom entirely black, or variegated with white and yellow; and very rarely of a white colour; the tail is horizontally flattened, and slightly divided into two lobes, from the middle of which a short, and somewhat sharp, angular ridge runs up to the middle of the back, but without any proper dorsal fin.

MYSTICS, Mystic, a kind of religious sect distinguished by their professing pure, sublime, and perfect devotion, with an entire disinterested love of God, free from all selfish considerations.

The Mylimics, to exclude their fanatic extacies, and licentious
tious extravagancies, allege that passage of St. Paul, "The Spirit prays in us by sighs and groans that are unutterable." Now, if the Spirit, say they, pray in us, we must resign ourselves to its motions, and be swayed and guided by its impulse, by remaining in a state of mere inaction.

Passive contemplation is that state of perfection to which the Mystics all aspire. See Quietism.

The authors of this mystic science, which sprung up towards the close of the second century, are not known; but the principles from which it was formed are manifest. Its first promoters argued from the known doctrine of the Platonic school, which was also adopted by Origen and his disciples, that the divine nature was diffused through all human souls, or that the faculty of reason, from which proceeded the health and vigour of the mind, was an emanation from God into the human soul, and comprehended in it the principles and elements of all truth, human and divine. They denied that men could, by labour or study, excite this celestial flame in their breasts; and, therefore, they disapproved highly of the attempts of those, who, by definitions, abstract theorems, and profound speculations, endeavoured to form distinct notions of truth, and to discover its hidden nature. On the contrary, they maintained that silence, tranquillity, repose, and solitude, accompanied with such acts as might tend to extenuate and exhaust the body, were the means by which the internal word was excited to produce its latent virtues, and to instruct men in the knowledge of divine things. For thus they reasoned; those who behold with a noble contempt all human affairs, who turn away their eyes from terrestrial vanities, and that all the avenues of the outward senses against the contagious influences of a material world, must necessarily return to God, when the spirit is thus diffengaged from the impediments that prevented that happy union. And in this blest frame they not only enjoy inexplicable raptures from their communion with the Supreme Being, but also are imbued with the ineffable privilege of contemplating truth undisguised and uncorrupted, in its native purity, while others behold it in a vittated and delusive form.

Towards the close of the fifth century, the Mystics, pretending to higher degrees of perfection than other Christians, drew every where to their party, particularly in the eastern provinces, a vast number of the ignorant and inconsiderate multitude, by the striking appearance of their singular and antie piety. It is impossible to describe the rigour and severity of the laws which these fanatics imposed upon themselves, in order, as they alleged, to appease the Deity, and to deliver the celestial spirit from the bondage of this mortal body. They not only lived among the wild beasts, but also lived after the manner of these savage animals; they ran naked through the lonely deserts with a furious aspect, and with all the agitations of madness and phrenzy; they prolonged the life of their emaciated bodies by the wretched nourishment of grafts and wild herbs, avoided the sight and conversation of men, retained motionless in certain places for several years, exposed to the rigour and inclemency of the seasons; and towards the conclusion of their lives, flut themselves up in narrow and miserable hut's; and all this they considered as true piety, the only acceptable method of worshipping the Deity, and rendering him propitious. The Mystics, for the most part, were led into the absurdities of this extraordinary discipline, not so much by the pretended force of reason and argument, as by a natural propensity to solitude, a gloomy and melancholy cast of mind, and an implicit and blind submission to the authority and example of others. For the defects of the mind, as well as those of the body, are generally contagious, and no pestilence spreads its infection with a more dreadful rapidity than superstition and enthusiasm. In the ninth century, the doctrine of the Mystics, the origin of which is falsely attributed to Dionysius the Areopagite, which had been for a long time in vogue among the Greeks, and especially among the monastic orders, was diffaminated in the western churches. The Latins had hitherto escaped the contagious influence of this doctrine: but when the Grecian emperor, Michael Balbus, or the Stammerer, sent to Louis the Debonnaire, in the year 824, a copy of the pretended works of Dionysius the Areopagite, now universally allowed to be spurious, even among the most learned and impartial of the Roman Catholic writers, this present kindled the flame of mysticism in the western provinces, and inspired the Latins with the most enthusiastic admiration of this new religion. The translation of these works into Latin, by order of the emperor Louis, contributed much to the progress of mysticism. By the order of the same emperor, Hilduin, abbot of St. Denys, composed an account of the life, actions, and writings of Dionysius, under the title of "Areopagita," in which work, among other impudent fictions, utiful in those times of superfluxion and imposture, he maintained, in order to exalt the honour of his nation, that Dionysius the Areopagite, and Dionysius, or St. Denys, the bishop of Paris, were one and the same person. This fable was received with avidity by the credulous multitude, and its credit is hardly extinct at this day. As the first translation of the works of Dionysius, that had been executed by order of Louis, was probably in a barbarous and obscene style, a new and more elegant one was executed by the famous Johannes Scotus Eriigena, at the request of Charles the Bald; the publication of which considerably increased the partisans of the mystic theology among the French, Italians, and Germans. Scotus himself, called "The Wife," was so enchanted with this new doctrine, that he incorporated it into his philosophical system, and upon all occasions, either accommodated his philosophy to it, or explained it according to the principles of his philosophy. Thus philosophical enthusiasm, born in the East, nourished by Plato, educated in Alexandria, matured in Asia, and adopted into the Greek church, found its way, under the pretext and authority of an apostolic name, into the western church, and there produced many injurious effects.

In the twelfth century, these mystics took the lead in their method of expounding Scripture; and by searching for mysteries and hidden meaning in the plainest expressions, forced the word of God into a conformity with their visionary doctrines, their enthusiastic feelings, and the system of discipline which they had drawn from the excursions of their irregular fancies. In the thirteenth century they were the most formidable antagonists of the schoolmen, who, as they were less popular, endeavoured to recommend themselves by extolling, illustrating, and defending the sentimental system of their adversaries; towards the close of the fourteenth century, many of them declined, and propagated their tenets almost in every part of Europe. They had, in the fifteenth century, many prelates of distinguished merit in their number: and in the sixteenth century, previous to the reformation, if any sparks of real piety fulfilled under the despotic empire of superstition, they were only to be found among the mystics. For this sect, renouncing the subtlety of the schools, the vain contentions of the learned, and all the acts and ceremonies of external worship, exhorted their followers to aim at nothing but internal sanctity of heart, and communion with God, the centre and source of holiness and perfection. Hence the mystics were loved and respected by many persons who had a serious sense of religion, and a devotional frame
frame of mind. Yet, as they were not entirely free from the reigning superftitions, but associated many vulgar errors with their practical directions and precepts; and as their excessive passion for contemplation led them into chimerical notions, and sometimes into a degree of fanaticism that approached to madness;—more effectual succeurs than theirs were necessary to combat the inverterate errors of the times, and to bring about the reformation which was expected with such impatience.

The principles of this sect were adopted by those called Quetskils in the sixteenth century; and, under different modifications, by the Quakers and Methodists. Mohn. Eccl. Hist. Brucker's Hist. Philos. by Enfield.

MYSTOCEROS, in Ichthyology, a name given by Geffen and some others, to that species of the silurus which we call the great-fish. It is the genus of Plisy, and the reef of the old authors; the silurus of Rondeletius, and others. It is distinguished by Ariscond by the name of the silurus with four heads under the chin. It is plainly to be known from the fish called the lake, by this character, that having only one beard; it is a genuine species of the silurus which see.

MYSTYRUM, among the Ancients, a liquid measure, which was the fourth part of the cyathus.

It weighed about two drams and a half of oil; and of water or wine, two drams two scruples. It was much about our small spoonful.

MYSTUS, in Ichthyology, a species of Glipea; which see.

MYSTUS Fluviatilis, a name by which some writers, particularly Bellonius, have called the common barbel. See Cyprinus Barbula.

MYSTUS Marinus, the Sea-barbel, the name of a fish caught in the Adriatic, and common in the markets of Venice. It is of an oblong figure, and in colour of a flivery-white, variegated on each side with ten obliquely transverse black lines; its belly is very white; its tail is forked, and its head long; its back has part of its rays prickly, part soft to the touch; its eyes are not large, and their irises are yellow; its lips are prominent, thick, and soft, and only ferrated in the place of teeth; but in the hinder part of its mouth has several rows of short and large molaries or grinders; its scales are large, and adhere firmly to the flesh. It is a very well-tailed fish.

MYSTUS Nileicus, a name given by Bellonius to a fish of the barbel kind, caught in the Nile. Its body is thick and short, and its belly very broad; it grows to a large size as to weigh twenty pounds. Probably this may be no other than the common barbel growing to a larger size, as we see many fish in some places more than others. See Silius Mylius. For other species of mylius, see Silius.

MYSZ, in Geography, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Novogrudek; 36 miles S. of Novogrudek.

MYTACISM, МУТНИЗМУ, in Rhétoric, the too frequent repetition of the latter M; thus, mannam ipsem amque meam animam.

MYTENS, Daniel, of the Hague, in Biography, was an admired painter in the reign of James I and Charles I. to the latter of whom he was made picture-drawer in ordinary, in May 1625. He continued to hold this station at the arrival of Vandyke in England; but upon that artist being made principal painter to his majesty, he asked leave to retire. The king, however, retained him for some time longer in his service, and the two rivals, if they may be so called, lived amicably together. Mytens faw and acknowledged the high degree of Vandyke's talents, and benefited by the observance of his productions.

There are a great many excellent portraits by Mytens in this country, which are distinguishable by the neat smoothness, and clearness of their finishing; and their great air of nature. We have none of his pictures painted after 1630. The period of his death is not exactly known.

MYTHOLOGY, ΜΥΘΟΛΟΓΙΑ, signifying a discourse or description of fables, from μῦθος, fabula, and λογία, discours, the history of the fabulous gods and heroes of antiquity; with the explanation of the mysteries or allegories couched under it.

Lord Bacon thinks that a great deal of concealed instruction and allegory was originally intended in most parts of the ancient mythology; he observes that some fables discover a great and evident limititude, relation, and connection, with the thing they signify, as well in the structure of the fable as in the meaning of the names, whereby the persons or actors are characterized.

The same writer thinks it may pass for a farther indication of a concealed and secret meaning, that some of these fables are fo absurd and idle in their narration, as to shew an allegory even afar off; but the argument of most weight is, that many of these fables appear by no means to have been invented by the persons who relate them: he looks on them not as the product of the age, nor the invention of the poets, but as sacred relics as he terms them, gentle whitewash, and the breath of better times, that from the tradition of more ancient nations, came at length into the flutes and trumpets of the Greeks. He concludes, that the knowledge of the early ages was either great or happy: great, if they by design made this use of trope and figure; or happy, if, whilst they had other views, they afforded matter and occasion to such noble contemplations.

Mythology, which leads us into an acquaintance with the gods and fables of ancient times and remote nations, is of such importance, that notwithstanding the obscurity and uncertainty in which it is involved, and the scope which it affords for conjectures and differences of opinion, that the study of it cannot be wholly disregarded; more especially by persons who peruse the writings of the Greeks and Romans, and particularly those of their most celebrated poets. It likewise bears relation to various branches of literature and science; and will be a means to guide and affilit the researches of historians, antiquarians, and of artists of various descriptions. Whilst the classical scholar finds it necessary to acquaint himself with the Pagan gods and fables, the fictions of antiquity, and the numerous monuments that record them, daily examined, will serve to amuse and instruct those who investigate them; and mythology will thus subserve many useful purposes in chronology, history, sculpture, painting, and other arts and sciences. It will require, indeed, a considerable share of judgment to guard against delusion, correctly to interpret the fables that present themselves, and to form a just opinion of the rank, attributes, and character, as well as of the number and variety, of the deities which were acknowledged as such in different ages and nations. Mythology has additional claims on our attention, if we allow, with some writers, that the fables of antiquity are not mere fictions, but that they have a real connection with the history of the first ages; and comprehended some of their most considerable transactions; and that most of the gods had been men, whose history forms a part of that of the particular nations in which they became objects of veneration, and even of worship. As fables contribute the proper subjects of mythology, it may not be amiss to introduce in this place a few remarks on their origin, nature, and design, and the proper method of explaining them. Simple and unornamented truth, addressed merely
merely to the understanding, is seldom sufficiently interesting and impressive to engage the attention of mankind. Philosophers, historians, and poets have, therefore, recurring, in all ages of the world, to those embellishments, which the imagination supplies, and which are adapted to excite and call forth into exercise the feelings and passions of the human frame. Hence they have been led to use forms and modes of expression that have been specious to them, either by possible objects, or by circumstances that are rare and uncommon, and that serve to excite admiration, and to impart amusement and pleasure. Fables are compositions of this kind: they are more easily understood, more likely to command attention and to impress the mind, and better fitted for conviction and persuasion, than abstract truth; and therefore they have been more generally adopted, especially in the earlier periods of time, and in a less cultivated state of society than mere reason. Among the orientals, whose climate and disposition were peculiarly favorable to it, this practice very much prevailed; and of course their mythology has been distinguished by its boldness and extravagance. Some other circumstances contributed to the first rise, and subsequent diffusion of mythology. The inhabitants of the eastern nations were much addicted to the personification of inanimate objects, and abstract ideas; and this propensity would naturally lead them to the use of fable and allegory. Among all the hieroglyphics and enigmatical modes of expression were very common; and in the adoption of these they nearly approximated to fiction and fable. Among ingenious and learned writers, we find a considerable difference of opinion as to the best method of explaining those fables, that are the subjects of this article, or such as relate to the Pagan gods, and the rites of their worship. The Platonic philosophers pretended that these fables were mere allegories, concealing great mysteries, none of which would appear either absurd or licentious, when duly developed. Plato himself seems to have originally framed this fable. Other learned persons, at a later period, among whom we may reckon Kircher, recur for the investigation of the true meaning of those fables to the hieroglyphics, or sacred language, of the Egyptians; but it is unfortunate for his hypothesis, that the fables which require explanation were not all of Egyptian origin. The celebrated Bochart thought that most of the fables might be explained by the equivocal words of the ancient Phenician language; the fables, however, were not all invented by the Phenicians. Others refer all the fables to scripture misunderstandings, or to corrupted traditions. But many of these fables abound with circumstances that have no manner of connexion with the facts recorded in the sacred books. The fable of those who reduce fables to ancient history, though disfigured by the poets, who were the first historians, serves to explain a great number of fables, though it is not practicable to reduce all to history; since some fables are no more than pure allegories. Nevertheless, this fable appears to M. Banier, under some restrictions, to be the most rational and most satisfactory; provided that we do not attempt to explain all the circumstances of every fable; and if we do explain them, we must take them from poets of the greatest antiquity, such as Homer and Hesiod, who have given them in a more simple state, together with a more natural description of the facts to which they refer, and without those ornaments that were superadded to them in after ages, either to make them more venerable, because they were a part of religion, or more surprising, because it is natural for mankind to delight in the marvellous.

We may here observe, that most of the Greek fables are obtained from Egypt and Phenicia. The fables are interwoven with religion, and were, indeed, the foundation on which it was reared; it was fable that introduced a multiplicity of gods, which they fabricated in the room of the true one; so that the Greeks, by learning the religion of the Egyptians, learned their fables likewise.

The learned Bryant, in the preface to his "Analysis of Ancient Mythology," rejects as fabulous the supposed heroes of the first ages in every country. No such conquests, he says, were ever achieved, as are ascribed to Orpheus, Dionysus, and Sotades. The histories of Hercules and Perseus are equally void of truth. Cadmus, as this writer affirms, never brought letters into Greece, and no such person ever existed as the Grecians have described. Ninus and Semiramis are, in his opinion, as ideal as Sotades and Orpheus. Never there were such expeditions undertaken, or conquests made, as are attributed to these princes; nor were any such empires constituted as are supposed to have been established by them. He makes as little account of the histories of Saturn, Janus, Pelops, Atlas, Dardanus, Minos of Crete, and Zoroaster of Bactria. With respect to Greece, our author gives credit to very few events, which were antecedent to the Olympiads; nor does he give the least attention to the story of Puryxus, and the golden fleece. He denies that there were any such persons as the Grecian argonauts, and he rejects the expedition of Jason to Colchis as a fable.

As the theology and mythology of the ancients are inseparably connected, we refer for an account of both to the article THEOLOGY; and for the mythology of different nations to their respective articles. See CHALDEAN PHILOSOPHY, CILTS AND DRUIDS, HINDOOS, and the next article.

Theology of the Hindoos. With this people mythology is so intimately blended in all their writings, that unless the student hath some information on that point, he will be continually at a loss in comprehending the allusions so frequently recurring. The whole of their popular religion, their history, and literature in general, even the sciences and mechanical arts, are buried in a mass of mythological allegory. It is, indeed, all-pervading; and if we deem it worth while, as it surely is, to examine the stories of Indian learning, a knowledge of its mythology is no less necessary than a knowledge of its languages. One cannot indeed be acquired, without acquiring, at the same time, some knowledge of the other. This has been so much felt, that our most celebrated Oriental scholars have profitably employed themselves in the investigation of this curious and comprehensive subject. It affords also considerable elucidations of the primeval traditions of the human race. It illustrates what is extant, and faggots some parts of what is lost in the history of almost every nation of antiquity. The analogy between the Hindoo, and Grecian and Roman mythology, has been copiously developed by Sir W. Jones, Mr. Colebrooke, major Wilford, and other writers in the different volumes of the Asiatic Researches. Coincidences too strong and numerous to be accidental may be traced in the fabulous histories of India, Egypt, and Peru: the two latter, probably, being the intermediate countries through which the stream of allegory flowed to Greece, Rome, and to the Gothic and other nations of Europe; among all of whom a similarity of tradition and popular superstition is found to have prevailed. Even in Ireland, some amusing inferences of relationship have been discovered. Which is the parent country of these widely spread impressions, is not altogether agreed on. India seems to have strong claims to this honour, such as it is,
and it is accordingly strongly claimed for her. The mode and course of their propagation still afford farther scope for the industry of research, and the exertion of analogical deduction.

Among the many writers who have discussed the subject of this article, we may notice the Rev. Mr. Mau-; who, in his Indian Antiquities, and Ancient History of India, has brought together many coincidences of opinion in different nations, and discussed them learnedly and at length. Sonnerat and Bartolemo, not to mention Baldeus and other early Roman travellers, have entered pretty fully into the popular legends of Indian mythology; and the Hindoos, recently published, contains a great number of exact representations of the deities, personifications, and symbols, with descriptive illustrations, of this superstitious polytheism. But it is in the Asiatic Researches, that we are still to look for the most satisfactory and authentic developments of this interesting subject.

The system of the Hindoos forms a series of endless personifications, and the invention rather of poets than of priests; but in early ages the poet and the priest were, perhaps, generally combined. It has animated all nature. It has peopled the heavens, the air, the earth, and waters, with innumerable tribes of imaginary beings, arrayed in tints corresponding with the fervid imagination of tropical climates; and we are disposed to contemplate Hindoo mythology as a well-stored magazine, whose poets may supply themselves with an almost infinity of imagery and incident.

In this work we have availed ourselves of the labours of those, who have written on the affairs of India, as well as of some sources of original information; and in reference more particularly to its mythology, we have given, or shall give, under their appropriate names and heads, an account of some hundreds of Hindoo deities, or personifications of attributes and powers; as well as sketches of their religion, literature, &c. Such articles are too numerous to be referred to at length, they amount indeed to several hundreds; but a few here follow, and references are made from them to many others. See Brachilians, Casts, Hindoos, Hindoostan, Ganges, Jagannath, Jaina, Jumry, India, Kali, Kama, Krishna, Lakshmi, Linga, Mahabarat, Matri, Maya, Meru, Narayana, O'm, Parkavi, Pavana, Purana, Rama, Saraswati, Siva, Surya, Thirumurti, Vishnu, Yama, &c. &c.

**MYSILUS**, the Mussel, or Mufcle, in Conchology, a genus of the class and order Menves-tellacea; the generic character is this; the animal is allied to an afedea; the shell is bivalve, rough, generally affixed by a byflus or bed of silky filaments; the hinge is moist without teeth, with generally a subulate excavated longitudinal line. There are about forty-four species included in this genus, separated into three distinct families or diviisions.

A. Paraphysal; affixed as it were by Claws.

**Specie**.

**Crista-galli**. Shell plaited, spicous; both lips rough. It inhabits the Indian ocean and Red sea, and is affixed to the gorgonia; the shell is of a purple-violet, pale cinnamon or bay, rough, raised with dots; within of a honey colour; nearly oval, and closed with from five to ten oblique or straight acute plates; at the hinge it is triangular.

**Hyotis**. Shell plaited and imbricate, with broad compressed scales; both lips smooth. This species inhabits the ocean, on beds of coral; the shell is of a dirty-greenish-yellow, lamellate, the plates curved here and there, and befet with hollow grooved nuclei.

**FRONS.** Shell plaited, smoothish; one lip rough. It inhabits the American ocean, on coral beds; the shell is reddish, blueish, or brown, generally oval, with the margin plaited on each side, and denticulate; the lower valve is glabrous, and grooved in the middle; the upper valve is rough, with raised dots at the margin, and an elevated rib in the middle.

B. Flat or compressed into a flattened form, and slightly eared.

**Species**.

**Margaritiferus**; Pearl Mufcle. Shell flattened, nearly orbicular, with a transverse bafe, imbricate with toothed tunicas. It is found in the American and Indian seas, is about eight inches long, and still broader than it is long. The inside is beautifully polished, produces the true mother-of-pearl, and frequently the most valuable pearls; the outside is sometimes tea-green or chefnut, or bloom colour, with white rays; when the outer coat is removed, it has the fame perlaceous luteo in the inside; the younger shells have ears as long as the shell of the scallops.

**UNGIS.** Shell longitudinally riferate, pellucid and slightly eared. This species inhabits the Mediterranean; the shell is thin and hyaline, with very fine perpendicular frize about the size of a man's nail; some perils imagine that this is a species of the genus Ophrea, which fee.

C. Ventriotes or convex.

**Lithophages.** Shell cylindrical, rounded at both ends. It inhabits European, American, and Indian seas, penetrating and eating away corals, rocks, and even the hardest marbles; it is about an inch broad, and three inches long, marked with arched transverse frize; the shell is dark blue, with a greenish tint, but within it is opal-blue, filvery-white, or perlaceous. The European specimens have a thin brittle shell; the Indian ones are softer, and nearly coriaceous.

**Rugosus.** The shell of this species is rhombic oval, brittle, rugged, antiquated, and rounded at the ends. It inhabits the northern seas and lakes, and is usally found lodged in great numbers in lime-flone, each in a separate apartment, with apertures to small for the shell to pass through without breaking the fiones; the shell is about the size of the half joint of a man's little finger; its colour is of a dirty grey, and within it is half blue and half white, marked with very small longitudinal frize croling the transverse wrinkles.

**Bilocularis.** Shell blue fricate, with vaulted knobs and a white diffiicent or partition. It inhabits the Nicobar islands, and is covered with a green skin.

**Exustus.** Shell convex, one of the margins angular; the frontal extremity erenate. This species is found in the American ocean, and in the Red sea; it is about an inch and a half long, and has a hinge with four or five lateral teeth.

**Barbatus.** Shell smoothish, frragious on the outside, and beared at the tip. It inhabits the Mediterranean seas, adering to the lithophytes; is about three quarters of an inch long, and under the skin it is reddish-furfinous, blue, or whitish.

**Edulis; Edible Mufcle.** Shell smoothish violet, the valves slightly recurved on the obtuse side, and somewhat angular on the acute side; the beaks are pointed. It inhabits the European and Indian seas; is two or three inches long, but larger within the tropics, and smaller as we proceed northward. Found in large beds, and generally adhering to other bodies, by means of a long silky beard.

**Incur-
MYTILUS.

*Incurvatus.* The shell of this species is very crooked on one side near the beaks, then greatly dilated; within it is marked with a violet tinge. Found on the Anglesea coast; the shell is covered with a thick rough fin.

*Pellucidus.* Shell oval, transparent, and very elegantly radiate lengthways with purple and blue. This, like the last, is found at Anglesea, in oyster beds, and is about two inches long.

*Umbilicus.* Shell contracted into a deep rugged cavity opposite the hinge, forming a deep hollow when the valves are closed. It is found at Anglesea, and is nearly five inches long; the shell is oval, resembling the M. modiolus, described farther on, but it is distinguished by the remarkable indentation near the beaks.

*Curtus.* Shell short, ventricose, obtuse at the beaks, and of a dirty yellow. It is found at Weymouth.

*Ungulatus.* The shell of this species is smooth and slightly curved; hind-margin inflected; hinge terminal and two-toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean and Cape of Good Hope. There is a variety of this species found at New Zealand, which resembles the M. edulis, but is full five inches long, and two inches and a half broad; the valves are very convex, inflected without the hinge of an ox.

*Bidentis.* Shell flat, slightly curved, the hind margin inflected; the hinge terminal and two-toothed. It inhabits the Mediterranean, Ethiopian, Atlantic, and Magellanic seas.

*Modiolus.* Shell smooth and blackish, obtuse at the smaller end, and rounded at the other, one side near the beaks is angular. Two varieties are noticed by Linnaeus. It inhabits the European, American, and Indian seas, adhering to fucis and zoophytes; is fixed in thick growths, and about half as broad; the shell is red or orange, and eatable.

*Cygneus.* Shell ovate, very brittle, and transversely wrinkled; the anterior end compressed; the other rounded, the hinge terminal. Two varieties of this species are noticed by Linnaeus. It is frequently found in rivers and ponds; is about two or three inches broad and three inches long; the shell is deep, and within it is white, opaque, and often rough with small pearls.

*Anatina.* Duck Mussel. The shell of this species is oval; a little compressed, very brittle and semi-transparent, with a membranaceous margin; the beaks are decicuated. It inhabits the fresh waters of Great Britain, and of other parts of Europe; it is about five inches long, and half as broad. Ducks and crows are extremely fond of this species, and of the M. cygneus, and the crows, when the shell is too hard for their bills, fly up with it to a great height, drop the shell on a rock, and pick out the meat after the shell is thus broken.

*Viridis.* Shell smooth, ovate, membranaceous, and pellicid, with a terminal hinge. It inhabits the Southern ocean; the shell is green, very thin, and about the size of a man's nail.

*Rubra.* Shell wrinkled, the valves oblique and dilated in front; margin of the hinge equalising the tip. It inhabits the Southern ocean. The shell is red and convex, but very minute, with a short compressed tooth in the hinge.

*Albus.* Shell transversely flat; beaks gibbous; hinge lateral. It inhabits the shores of Chili. The shell is about six inches long and three and a half broad, covered with a blue skin, under which it is snowy, with a blue tinge; the fish is white, and very excellent food.

*Ater.* Shell grooved and scaly behind. It inhabits Chili; shell rough, like a penna, less than the last, dull blue; the fish is black and not eatable.

*Discors.* Shell oval, horny, sub-diaphanous; the extremities are fiatrate longitudinally, the middle transversely. This species is found in the European and Southern oceans, affixed to rocks and other shells by its beard; the shell is small, brittle, and semi-transparent; the fish is not eatable.

*Hirundo.* The shell of this species is smooth; the valves are two-lobed. It inhabits the Indian, American, Mediterranean, and Atlantic seas, in great varieties of size, thickness, form, colour, and markings; the shell is contracted at the base, with very fine and crowded transversal wrinkles; within pearly.

*Philaenis.* Shell oblong, more obtuse on the fore-part, rough, with transverse wrinkles. It inhabits the North seas, and penetrates beds of coral and rocks, like the phlosis; which is. It is about 1 1/2 inch long, and 1 1/4 broad; the ends are not quite closed; the hinge is without teeth, or with a very small one.

*Striatulus.* The shell of this species is very finely fiatrate; the hinge is terminal, and one-toothed. It inhabits the Northern and Indian seas; is 1 1/2 inch long, and 1 1/4 broad.

*Vulgaris.* Shell flat, on one side, and inflected, with convergent incurved beaks; the hinge is one-toothed. It inhabits the American ocean.

*Placatus.* Shell rhombic, transversely fiatrate and wrinkled; beaks incurved. It inhabits the Nicobar islands.

*Niveus.* Shell ovate, sub-diaphanous, with very fine longitudinal tinge; margin acute; hinge two-toothed. Inhabitats the Nicobar islands, but is very rare.

*Smagadinus.* The shell of this species is nearly triangular and flat; the hinge is two-toothed in one valve, and one-toothed in the other. It inhabits Tranquebar, is green, and a little percarose within. There is a variety of this species found in Guinea; brown, with a green margin, and sometimes a few spots on the disk.

*Versicolor.* Shell nearly triangular and flat; the hinge is one-toothed; the margin glabrous and acute. This is found on the shores of Guinea; resembles the M. aser, is three inches long, and more than two broad.

*Coralliphagus.* The shell is carinate in the middle, and crenate at the margin, with an obtuse knob. It inhabits the Indian and American oceans, and perforates rocks like the phlosis; it is about 3/8ths of an inch long.

*Lineatura.* Shell triangular, and dilated outwards, with angular asdiculate and coniculated lines; the hinge is one-toothed. It is a very minute shell, yellow, with a mixture of green, and within it is a little fibres.

*Faba.* The shell of this is oval, rufous, fiatrate, with a crenulate margin. Inhabitats the seas about Greenland, affixed to rocks by a hyfus or beard, and is the food of the Anas hyemalis, or hyfornica.

*Fluvialitis.* Shell thin, slightly wedged, within reddish; beaks recurved and large. It inhabits the fresh waters of Europe; resembles the M. anatina, and is thought to be a variety of the same species.

*Fusus.* Shell oblong, narrow, with very fine transverse tinge; one side emarginate, the other rounded; beaks prominent, and curved.

*Mammarius.* Shell broad, short, and rounded behind; beaks conic, protuberant.

*Percius.* Shell broad, and covered with a rough yellow coat; within it is milky. It inhabits the Perhau sea, and is thicker as broad as it is long.

*Pictus.* Shell broad and very smooth; flammeous or rofe colour, with white bands; the beaks are obtuse. It inhabits Portugal, and, like the last, is thicker as broad as it is long.
Fasciatus. Shell pellucid, shining, blueish, with a claret colour, and pale red bands. It inhabits the Brasils, and is about twice as broad as it is long.

Unica. Shell broad, and rounded at both ends, claret colour, with undulate blue sheen and greenish tigris; margin serrate. It inhabits the sea about Portugal.

Purpureus. Shell rounded behind; pale flesh colour, purple within, the margin denticulate. It inhabits the shores of Brazil.

Saxatilis. Shell ear-shaped, with granulate wrinkles on the outer side dilated and rounded. It inhabits Ambonya, is fixed to rocks, and is eaten by ducks and swine; it is shorter and broader than the joint of the finger.

Argentinus. Shell transversely irrate, rounded at each end, brown, silvery within; beaks rounded.

Fulgida. Shell narrow, shining, blueish colour, with violet spots at the sides; the beaks are rounded and dilated. It inhabits the seas of Magellan, and thins like mother-of-pearl.

Azurus. Shell gibbous, azure, with yellowish stripes beneath; beaks obtuse.

Murinus. Shell mouse colour, with violet spots, and a broad rounded rosy margin; beaks pointed, straight. Inhabits Girmania.

Testaceus. Shell long and narrow, covered with a tubercular skin, under which it is shining-silvery, varied with blue, red, yellow, and brown.

Virgatus. Shell dilated outwardly, greenish-yellow, with rosy stripes; the beaks are obtuse and curved.

Cordatus. Shell oblong, very thin, white, with oblong oblique tigris; with a heart-shaped gape behind. It inhabits the Indian and Southern oceans, adhering to corals, and marine substances.

Stagnalis. Shell oval, flat, and transversely ribbed; it resembles M. Cygnus, but is eight inches broad, and four and a half long.

Zeillensis. Shell oval, convex, rounded behind, elongated and obtusely pointed before; the beaks are oblique. It inhabits the flagrant waters of Germany.

Roseus. Shell suborbicular, with fifteen triangular crested grooves, and alternate triangular teeth. It inhabits Africa.

Punicus. Shell gibbous, pointed, with fifteen grooves; margin toothed. Inhabits Africa.

Mycus. Shell flat and thin, with fine grooves; covered with a black skin, under which it is milky, and finely polished. Found also in Africa. The shell is very thin, is about an inch and half long, and has about 120 grooves in it.

Legatus. Shell flat and smooth, covered with a thick fleshy skin, under which it is rosy. It is found in Africa.

Durius. Shell transversely wrinkled, obtuse at each end, fleshy, within pearly; the beaks are oblong, and the hinge is without teeth. It inhabits the fresh waters of Senegal, is five inches broad and two long.

Polymorphius. Shell five-celled; valves carinate and flatish on the incumbent side; the beaks are oblong and inflated.

Caniculatus. Shell smoothish, chestnut-brown; within partly-coloured;ocket of the hinge canaliculate. It inhabits New Zealand.

Rostrum. Shell oblong, thin, greenish, truncate; beaks sharp and carinate; valves gaping at the end. Habits Ambonya.

Camelli. Shell oblong, thin, greenish, truncate; beaks thin and crested; valves completely closed. It is found at Japan.

Mytis, a name used by some writers to express the black place found in the mouth of the sepias, or cuttle-fish, with which it colours the water when in danger of being taken, and by this means often makes its escape. It is also used by Hippocrates as the name of a sea-fish different from the sepia.

Mytoton, a word used by the ancients to express a mixed sort of country food, made of garlic, onions, eggs, cheese, oil, and vinegar. It was much eaten by the labouring people among the ancients, and accounted a very wholesome dish.

Myurus, Myurus, in Medicine, denotes a pulse which is continually weakened by insensible degrees, so that the second beat is fainter than the first, the third than the second, &c. See Pulse.

The word is compounded of μῦρος, mouse, and τόος, tail; the diminution of the pulse being supposed like that of the thickened tail of that animal, which grows less from the root to the tip.

Myus, or Myxone, in Ancient Geography, a town of Caria, which had an excellent sea-port at the mouth of the river Meander; but in a course of years the mouth of the river was so filled up, that the town was about three leagues from the sea. It was situated N.E. of Miletus, and S.E. of Priene. The Greeks took possession of this town on their arrival in Ionia; and it became the fort of their other colonies. Artaxerxes Longimanus gave it to Themistocles, in order to furnish his table with meat. When the entrance of the gulf of Latmus was filled up, the waters formed a lake, which produced such a number of insects, that the inhabitants abandoned the place, and retired to Miletus. Paeanias says, that in his time there existed a marble temple of Bacchus in this town.

Myutes Lapis, in Natural History, a name given by some authors to a fleshy body, part of an afterpodium, which they have thought in single joints somewhat resembled the ears of a mouse.

Myxa, in Botany, a sort of plum, which Pinny fays grew in Syria, near Damascus, and that a kind of wine was made from this fruit in Egypt. The Venetians appear to have introduced these plums, in a dried state, from Alexandria to Europe, and they found their way into the apothecaries' shops, as a gentle purgative medicine. The Alexandrian bird-lime, as the Venetians termed it, was made of this fruit. See Conope.

Myxine, the Hag, in Natural History, a genus of the class and order Vermes intellis. Its generic character is this: it has a slender body, carinated beneath; the mouth is at the extremity, and serrated; the two jaws are pinacated; it has an adnate or rayless fin round the tail and under the belly. There is but a single species.

Glutinosa. This is about eight inches long. It inhabits the ocean; enters the mouths of fishes, and totally devour the whole, excepting the skin and bones. There has been attributed to it the property of changing water into glue.

Myxolydian, in Ancient Music, the first species of the diapason.

Myxon, in Ichthyology, the name of a fish of the mullet kind, called by others baculus.

It much resembles the common mullet; but its head is less pointed, and its body is covered, beside the scales, with a mucous matter; it has a remarkable irregularity in the manner of its swimming, and looks red about the lips and covering of the gills.

Myxosarcina, from μῦχος, mucus, and σάρκας, flesh, in Surgery, a tumour, composed partly of a fleshy sub stance, and partly of a matter like mucus.
N.

NAA

A liquid consonant, or semi-vowel, and the thirteenth letter of the Greek, Latin, English, &c. alphabets.

The N is a nasal consonant; its sound is that of a d, puffed through the nose: so that when the nose is stopped by a cold, or the like, it is usual to pronounce d for n. M. l'Abbe de Dangeau observes, that in the French the n is frequently a mere nasal vowel, without any thing of the sound of a consonant in it. He calls it the Sclavonic vowel.

The Hebrews call their N, Nám, which signifies child, as being supposed the offspring of M; partly on account of the resemblance of sound, and partly that of the figure. Thus from the m, by omitting the last column, is formed n: and thus from the capital N, by omitting the first column, is formed the Greek minufene n. Hence, for Byzantium, &c. the Latins frequently use Bínœs, &c. and the same people convert the Greek, at the end of a word into an m; as, Αργυρός, pharmaceut. &c. See M.

N before p, b, and m, the Latins change into m, and frequently into l and r, as in ludus, illudus; in rigo, irigo, &c. in which they agree with the Hebrews, who, in lieu of nun, frequently double the following consonant; and the Greeks do the same, as when for Μαντιος, they write Μάλιος, &c.

The Greeks, also, before r, γ, χ, θ, changed the ρ into ρ: in which they were followed by the ancient Romans, who for Angulus wrote Angulus; for aonps, aonpes, &c. The Latins retained the a from Greek nouns ending in α: as λακα, λακη, Δρακο, Draco. On the contrary, the Greeks add it to the Latin ones ending in a: as Κατα, Ναντι, for Cato, Nero.

In English, N has an invariable sound: as no, name, &c. After m it is sometimes almo bft, as condemn, &c.

N, among the Ancients, was a numeral letter, signifying 900; according to the verse in Aenianus,

"N quoque nongentos numero defignat havendos."

And when a line was struck over it, N, nine thousand.

Among the ancient lawyers, N, L, stood for non liquet, i.e. the cause is not clear enough to pass sentence upon. N. P. was used among the Romans for notarius publicus. N. C. for Nerio Caesar, or Nero Claudius. N. B. is used for Nota bine. In marine language, N stands for north.

N, or Nth, in Commerce, &c. is used as an abbreviation of numero, number. Thus also, in Medicine, carvophyllum N vij, signifies six clowers. N on the Greek coins, denotes thefourth struck at Montpelier.

NAAGRAMMA, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, on the Ganges, placed by Ptolemy between Budaia and Camigera.

NAAGRAMMUM, the metropolis of the island of Taprobana, which Ptolemy places in the interior of the country between Anurogrammum and Adisamum.

NAAM, or NAM, Namium, in Law, the taking or distraining another man's moveable goods. This is either lawful or unlawful and prohibited.

NAAM, Lawful, is a reasonable diffus, proportionable to the value of the thing distrained for; and it is therefore called either vius or morti, as it was made of quick, or dead chattel.

Lawful Naam is to either by the common law; when a man takes another's beasts doing damage in his ground; or by a man's particular fact, as on account of home contract, &c.

NAAM, Unlawful, vetitum namium. See Namium.

NAAMAN, in Geography, a small island in the Red sea. N. lat. 36°. E. long. 35° 30'.

NAAMAN'S GREEK, a small stream of America, in Pennsylvania, which runs south-easterly into Delaware river, at Marcus's hook.

NAAMANISH, a town of the Arabian Irak, on the Tigris: 18 miles N. of Vafit.

NAARDEN, or NAARDE, a sea-port town of Holland, situated at the S. part of the Zuyder see. It is the capital of a small country called "Goyland," which includes Naarden, Muyden, and Wesp, with 16 villages. This town has undergone many vicissitudes from the time of its being first built in 1566 to the period of its capture by the French in 1795: 11 miles E. of Amsterdam. N. lat. 52° 23'. N. long. 5° 2'.

NAAS, a market and post-town of Ireland, in the county of Kildare and province of Leinster. It was a borough before the union, and is now the affize town of the county, but is small and of little importance. The county gaol and the assizes house are here, and during the civil wars it was a strong hold. It was anciently the residence of the kings of Leinster, and several parliaments were held here after the establishment of the English. There were also three market days, some of the ruins of which are still visible. Naas is 15 1/2 miles S.W. from Dublin on the Great Southern road.

NAAS, a town of Sweden, in Dalecarlia; 34 miles S.W. of Falun.

NAB, a river of Bavaria, which rises from mount Hochtelberg, in the principality of Bayreuth, and runs into the Danube, 4 miles W. of Ratisbon.

NAB's BAY, a bay on the W. part of Hudson's bay, N. of cape Elginmaux.

NABAGANA, a river of Africa, which runs into the Indian sea, S. lat. 29° 30'.

NABAL, a town of Africa, in the country of Tunis, on the S. side of the peninsula of Dakhul, in the bay of Hamam-et.
Hamam-et. According to Dr. Shaw, the town is thriving and celebrated for its potteries. It is about a mile distant from the sea, and about a furlong W. of the ancient city of Neapolis; 10 miles N. of Hamam-et. N. lat. 36° 20'. E. long. 10° 45'.

NABALIÁA, a small island of Egypt, in lake Menzaleh; three miles S. of Tennis.

NABAN, a town of Egypt, on the left-bank of the Nile; five miles S.S.W. of Benifuef.—Alfo, a town of Arabia, in the province of Oman; 168 miles W. of Julfar.—Alfo, a town of Peria, called "Nabend," in the province of Lariitan, near the gulf; 76 miles W. of Lar. N. lat. 27° 30'. E. long. 52° 20'.

NABARI, a town of Japan, in the island of Niphon; 15 miles S. of Iga.

NABATHÉA PETRA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Arabia, according to Strabo; who places it between the Arabian gulf and Babylonia. This is the town mentioned by Ptolemy, under the name of Petra, in Arabia Petrea.

NABATHÉA SILIQUA, in the Materia Medica, a name given by the interpreters of Avicenna, and other of the Arabian physicians, to the jambot, or aljambot, of those authors.

It appears, from the accounts they have given of this drug, that it was a long and slender pod, produced on a thorny tree. It has been generally supposed to be the same with the carob, or siliqua dulcis, but very erroneously. The same authors who mention this aljambot, or nabathéea filiqua, mention that also under the name of the alnabati, or Syrian filiqua, as it is interpreted.

The Syrian filiqua, they say, purges, and is good in colics.

The nabathæan they recommend to us as an astringent in hemorrhages. It is plainly to be inferred from this, that the nabathéea filiqua is different, in the greatest degree, from the Syrian pod, or carob fruit; and by its virtues, and the description they give us of the thorny tree which produces it, it seems very probable that it was the pod of some species of the acacia.

NABBURG, in Geography, a town of Bavaria, situated on the Nab; 10 miles E. of Amberg. N. lat. 49° 27'. E. long. 12° 3'.

NABGIN, or Tumbo Namin, a small island in the Persian gulf; five miles S.W. of Tumbo.

NABHANA, a town of Africa, in Tunis; 40 miles from Cairoon.

NABIS, in Biography, a famous tyrant of Lacedæmon, who attained to the supreme power about the year 206 B.C., after the death of Machanidas, and while the lawful king Agespolis was living in exile, is represented as one of the worst and most cruel of men;—the enemy of all noble and virtuous perfons, and intent only to fill his treasury, and aggrandize himself by the most unjustifiable means. He, however, is said to have performed, with regularity, the functions of a chief magistrate, and he, probably, made his government acceptable, on the whole, to the body of the nation, since he was able to employ a large public force, and to extend his dominion into the neighbouring states. During the war between Philip, king of Macedon, and the Romans, that monarch not being able to retain Argos, which he had taken, delivered it to the keeping of Nabis, who began to practice every exertion to enrich himself with its spoils. He compelled the magistrates to pass two decrees, one for cancelling old debts, the other for an equal division of lands, by which he hoped to ingratiate himself with the lower classes. He obliged, by force, the principal male inhabitants to surrender all their jewels and other valuables; while he deputed his wife on a similar errand with respect to the females. After this he made an alliance with the Romans, but when the final defeat of the Macedonians had restored liberty to Greece, and Nabis was left in possession of Argos, which was considered as indeferable to the Romans, the senate decreed that their general, Quintus Flaminius, should carry on war upon him. As, however, the Roman general could make no impression upon that city, he led his forces to Sparta itself. Nabis prepared for a vigorous resistance, and to secure himself from internal treachery, he infamously massacred eighty young men of the principal families of his state. The Roman army laid waste the country around, and reduced several places on the sea-coast, especially Gythium, the flation of the Lacedæmonian maritime force. Nabis fled for peace, but the terms proposed by the Roman general were so severe, that he preferred to risk the consequences rather than submit to them. He was, however, a coward as well as tyrant, and was obliged to supplicate for peace on any terms. Scarcely had the Romans withdrawn themselves, when Nabis began to plan the recovery of his power, but in the event he was slain, which happened in the year 193 B.C., after he had, during fourteen years, acted a considerable part in the affairs of Greece.

NABLOUS, or Naplosa, in Geography, a town of Syria, and capital of a hilly country, anciently celebrated under the name of the kingdom of Samaria, but at present called the country of Nablous. This town, situated near to Sichem, and on the ruins of the Neapolis of the Greeks, is the residence of a feichek, who farms the tribute, for which he is accountable to the pacha of Damascus, when he makes his circuit. The state of this country is similar to that of the Druzes, with this difference, that its inhabitants are such zealous Mahometans, as not willingly to suffer any Christians to reside among them. They are dispersed in villages among the mountains; the soil of which is tolerably fertile, and produces a great deal of corn, cotton, olives, and some filks. The town has several mosques; and carries on a considerable traffic with Damascus and the coast: it has a cotton manufacture. Jews of the Samaritan sect are numerous. Although a nominal deputy be appointed by the pacha of Damascus, the town is really governed by the inhabitants; 20 miles N. of Jerusalem. N. lat. 32° 16'. E. long. 35° 22'. Volney's and Browne's Travels.

NABLUM, in Hebrew noel, an instrument of music among the Hebrews. The Seventy, and the Vulgate, translate it sometimes by nablum, and at other times by palfierion, or lyra, or even cithara.

The nablum was a stringed instrument, very near of the form of a ∆, which was played upon by both hands with small sticks, like the dulcimer. See Calmet's Dictionnaire, concerning the musical Instruments of the ancient Hebrews, prefixed to the second volume of his Commentary on the Psalms.

Kircher supposes it was the same as the palfierion.

Baptist Folengius, on the 33rd psalm, says that this instrument was esteemed the most noble of all. Because, when the seventy symphonists who blew the trumpet, and played the organs, the cymbals, and the lyre, were assembled to play in concert, the king played alone upon the nablum. " Rex folius palterio regii eaneat."—Achilles Tatius, in the first book of the Loves of Leucippus and Clitophon, describes a banquet, and says, that at the end of the repast a beautiful youth advanced with an instrument which he called the cithara, and playing the strings with his hands, he made them sound a little; then seizing the plectrum, he united his voice with the instrument.
NABO, or Nebu, in Ancient Geography, a town of the tribe of Reuben, which, being in the vicinity of the land of Moab, was taken possession of by the Moabites, and belonged to them, as we learn from the prophet Jeremiah. — Also, a town of the tribe of Judah, about eight miles from Hebron, which appears to have been a defeat in the time of Euephus and Jerome. — Also, a mountain placed by Moses in the land of Moab, though feated on the other side of the Arnon, and, consequently, in the kingdom of Sihon. On this mountain Moses died. Deut. xxii. 49.

Nabo, or Nebu, in Mythology, a deity of the Babylonians, who pooffeed the next rank to Bel. It is mentioned by Isaiah, ch. xxxi. 1. Voelius apprehends that Nabo was the moon, and Bel the sun; but Grotius supposes that Nabo was some celebrated prophet of the country, which opinion is confirmed by the etymology of the name, signifying, according to Jerome, one that predizes over prophecy. Most of the Babylonish kings bore the name of that god joined to their own; as Nabonassar, Nabuchadnosofer, &c.

NABOB, the name of a viceroy or governor of one of the provinces of the Mogul's empire in India. Nabob, or more properly kaubab, is the plural of nāb, a deputy.

As the term is used in Bengal, it has the same meaning with Nazim; which see. This title is given to the wives and daughters of princes, as well as to princes themselves.

NABOBENGENE, in Geography, a name given to several towns of Hindostan, in Bengal, Allahbad, and Oude.

NABOBESPAR, a town of Bengal; 24 miles N.E. of Calcutta.

NABOA, a town of New Mexico, in the province of Mayo; 32 miles N.E. of Santa Cruz.

NABONASSAR. The era of Nabonassar is famous: we know but little of the history of that prince; only that he was king of Babylon, and was also called Beldebus; though some will have him the Baladan mentioned in Isaiah, xxxix. 1. and 2 Kings, xx. 12. Some even conjecture that he was a Mede; and that he was set on the throne by the Babylonians, upon their shaking off the government of the Medes.

The beginning of this prince's reign is of great importance in chronology; because Ptolemy affirms us, there were astronomical observations made by the Chaldeans from Nabonassar to his time; and Ptolemy, and the other astronomers, account their years from that epoch. See Astronomy.

From the observations quoted by Ptolemy, it follows, that the first year of this era is the 747th year before Jesus Christ; and the 356th of the Julian period. See Eorbia.

The years of this epoch are Egyptian years, of three hundred and sixty-five days each; commencing on the 29th of February, and reckoned, according to the computation of astronomers, from noon.

NABOPOLASSAR, in Biography, a prince of Babylon, named with Athyges against Syria, which country they conquered, and having divided it between them, founded two kingdoms, that of the Medes under Athyges, and that of the Chaldeans under Nabopolassar, in the year B.C. 626. Necho, king of Egypt, jealous of the power of the latter, declared war against him, and defeated him. Nabopolassar died after a reign of 21 years.

NABOTH, Egg of, in Anatomy, a kind of ovary near the neck of the womb, discovered by Naboth, professor of medicine in the university of Leipic.

NABTE, in Geography, a town of Arabia, in the province of Hedsjas; 110 miles W.N.W. of Medina.

NABUCHADNEZZAR, in Biography. See Nabu-chadnezzar.

NABUNAL, Elias de, a French cardinal, who flourished in the fourteenth century, and took his surname from the place of his nativity in the province of Perigord. He embraced the religious life in the order of the Friars-minors, and after several influences of church prelacy, he became archbishop of Nicofia and patriarch of Jerusalem. In 1342 he was promoted, by pope Clement VI, to the dignity of cardinal-prael, with the title of St. Vitus. He died at Avignon in 1367. He was author of several works, as: "A Commentary on the four Books of Sentences of Peter Lombard;" "A Commentary on the Apocalypse;" "A Treatise concerning a contemplative Life;" and "Sermons explanatory of various Passages in the Evangelists." Morei.

NABUSTA, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in Oude; 12 miles W.N.W. of Currash.

NACA, a town of Japan, on the E. coast of the island of Ximo. N. lat. 32° 12'; E. long. 132° 6'.

NACABA, a town of Japan, on the S.E. coast of the island of Niphon: 40 miles E. of Awa.

NACACHEZ, a town of Louisiana, on the Red river. N. lat. 32° 20'; W. long. 93° 26'.

NACAQUES, an instrument of music, which, though often mentioned by the old poets both of France and England, it is not certain whether it was an instrument of percussion, or a wind instrument. In the Roman d'Alexandre, it is said:

"Calcun a port trompe ou vielle atemptre,
Nacaires et tabors de grande renomme." 32

Du Cange describes nacara to be a kind of brazen drum used in cavalry, yet Chaucer names it in the company of military wind instruments:

"Pipes, tromps, nakeres, and clariounes
That in the battle blown blody foues."

NACAMERI, in Geography, a town of New Navarre; 190 miles S. of Cafa Grande.

NACANTA, a town of Japan, in the island of Niphon; 20 miles N. of Mogani.

NACAT, a town of Japan, in the island of Ximo; 40 miles S.E. of Kokura.

NACHEGO, a lake of South America, in the province of Quioto; 60 miles E. of Francisco de Borja.

NACHELO, or NAKEL, a sea-port town of Peru, in the province of Parilihan, on the N. coast of the Perisan gulf, inhabited by Turks, independent of the crown of Peria, the inhabitants of which are chiefly employed in fishing for pearls; 175 miles S. of Schiras. N. lat. 27°; E. long. 55° 20'.

NACHITOCHEES, a French settlement of Louisiana, on the Red river, about 140 leagues N.W. of New Orleans, of small extent, but tolerably populous. Its inhabitants, like those of Louisiana, are lively, well-formed in their persons, and inured to fatigue. They often attend their rivers with their families to the distance of four or five hundred leagues, and spend on these painful expeditions 18 or 20 months. Hunting the bear is one of their favourite pursuits, which is chiefly practised in the winter season, when this animal is particularly fat, and in condition to furnish a large quantity of oil. N. lat. 32° 11'; W. long. 93° 46'.

NACHO, Naco, or Puerto de Cavillos, a town of Mexico, in the province of Honduras; 30 miles N. of Gracias a Dios. N. lat. 15°; W. long. 89° 36'.

NACHOD, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Koniggratz;
NAD

NADEEGSDA, the most southerly of the Kuril-islands, in the Russian charts.

NADELESTEIN, in Mineralogy. See TITANIUM.

NADEH, in Geography, a town of Perzia, in the province of Kerman ; 53 miles E. of Kabiis.

NADELDA, a town of Sweden, in the government of Abo ; seven miles W. of Abo.

NADERBAR, a cirkar of Hindoostan, in Candiliff, situated on each side of the Taptee, N. of Baglana, and E. of Guzerat.—Also, a town from which the cirkar derives its name ; 55 miles E. of Surat.

NADEONG, a town of Hindoostan, in Goondwanah ; 10 miles N. of Nagpouir.

NADEHA, a town of Perzia, in the province of Kerman ; 80 miles N.N.E. of Sirgian.

NADEMSKOI, a town of Ruffia, in the gulf of Oblfaja, into which the river Nadim runs, and the government of Tobolik. N. lat. 66°. E. long. 68° 26′.

NAFIN, a fortrefs of Dalmatia, situated on a montain, and now belonging to Italy.

NADIR, a town of Egypt, situated on the W. branch of the Nile ; 20 miles N.N.W. of Cairo.

NADIR, in Astronomy, a point in the heavens diametrically opposite to the zenith.

The word is pure Arabic, in which language it signifies the faime.

The nadir is that point directly under our feet : or a point in a right line drawn from our feet through the centre of the earth, and terminating in the under hemisphere.

The zenith and nadir are the two poles of the horizon, each being 90° di&ant from it, consequently each in the meridian.

NADIR, Sun's, is the axis of the cone projected by the shadow of the earth; thus called, because that axis being prolonged, gives a point in the ecliptic diametrically oppofite to the fun.

NADIR-IL-BIFI, in the Turkish Offices, the superintendant over the wardrobe.

NADIR-SHAB, in Biography. See KULI-KHAN.

NADEOTHE, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Lahore, on the Beyah ; 30 miles S.E. of Nagorkote, and three miles N.W. of Bompal.

NADOR, a town of Africa, on the S.W. part of Algiers, inhabited by Arabians ; 80 miles S.E. of Oram.

NADOUT, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat ; 16 miles S. of Champaire.

NADRAMA', a town of Africa, in the country of Bledulgerid ; 45 miles S. of Beni Mezzab.

NADSAR, a mountain of Thibet. N. lat. 27° 26′. E. long. 87° 29′.

NADUM, a town of Hindoostan, in Cochlin ; 30 miles E. of Crangonore.

NAEFELS, a town of Switzerland, in the canton of Glaris, inhabited by Roman Catholics; four miles N. of Glaris.

NAEFF, in Rural Economy, a provincial term applied to the nave of a wheel of the cart or other kind.

NENIA, in Mythology, a goddes who presided over lamentations and funeral ; and who had a temple near Rome. Nenia is also used for a funeral dirge or long, sung on funeral occations.

NEVIUS, Claudius, in Biography, an ancient Roman poet and historian, was a native of Campania, and served in the first Punip war. Of this war he wrote a history in Saturnian verse, and he was the second Roman who brought dramatic compositions on the stage. His firft comedy was acted about the year 235 or 228 B.C. It gave offence to some of the leading
NÆV

leading men at Rome, and on account of it he was thrown into prison. He was finally obliged to quit Rome, and died at Utica in the year 203 B.C. Only some fragments of his works have come down to modern times.

NÆVUS, a mole or freckle on the skin. Nævi materni signify the little spots, excrescences, or swellings, with which many children are born. There are two kinds, viz. small red tumours, which gradually increafe to a large fize; or brown flat marks, not rising in the leat above the surface of the skin. Mr. Latas fays, he once faw in a child two years old, a tumour of this kind weighing fourteen inches, which, at the time of birth, was only equal in fize to a large bean, and which, for a year afterwards, did not enlarge much; but then grew to the magnitude already specifed. The other species of nævi materni, or fuch as rife but little above the skin, are of various forms, and have been compared with cherries, grapes, &c. and have all been fuppolied to arise from fome impreflion made on the mind of the mother during pregnancy, or at the time of conception. The settlement of this difputed point we leave to speculative writers.

Those nævi materni, which are mere spots, or marks, give no inconvenience, and of course do not require the interference of Surgery. But fuch nævi materni as elevate themfelves above the surface of the body, increafe in fize, and seem likely to become troublesome, fould be entirely removed with a knife. Many of them feem to confift of a congeries of dilated veffels, and, after they have acquired a certain fize, are apt to burst, and bleed profufely. John Bell has named this kind of difeafe _aneurism by anatomoftis_ the defcription and proper treatment of which we fhall next confider, as the subjeét is not treated of in the article Aneurism.

By the term "aneurism by anatomoftis," Mr. John Bell, of Edinburgh, means a species of this difeafe, which refembles fuch bloody tumours, or nævi materni, as appear in new-born children, grow to a large fize, and, ultimately burfting, emit a confiderable quantity of blood. The aneurism by anatomoftis often affects adults, increafing from an appearance like that of a mere fpot, or pimple, to a formidable difeafe, and being composed of a mutual enlargement of the smaller arteries and veffels. The difeafe originates from some accidental caufe; is marked by a perpetual throbbing; grows slowly, but uncontrouably; and is rather irritated, than checked, by compreflion. The throbbing is at first indifferent, but when the tumour is perfectly formed, the pulsation is very manifest. Every exertion makes the throbbing more evident. The occasional turgid flates of the tumour produce faces of blood in the cellular fubftance, or dilated veffels, and these fizes form little tender, livid, very thin points, which burft, from time to time, and then, like other aneurisms, this one bleeds fo profufely, as to induce extreme weaknefs.

The tumour is a congeries of active veffels, and the cellular fubftance, through which these veffels are expanded, re-embles, as Mr. John Bell describes, the grills of a turkey cock, or the fubftance of the placentæ, spleen, or womb. The irritated and incessant action of the arteries fills the cells with blood, and from these cells it is re-absorbed by the veffels. The fize of the swelling is increased by exercife, drinking, emotions of the mind, and by all caufes which accelerate the circulation.

Mr. John Bell fites, that the hemorrhage from the aneurism by anatomoftis ufurps, in the female subjeét, the place of menstruation.

"This aneurism," obferves the above writer, "is a mere congeries of active veffels, which will not be cured by opening it; all attempts to obliterate the difeafe with caufes, after a fimple incifion, have proved unfruitful, nor does Vol. XXIV. the interrupting of particular veffels, which lead to it, affect the tumour; the whole group of veffels muft be extirpated.

In various veffels, or in aneurisms of individual arteries, or in extravafations of blood, fuch as that produced under the fcalp from blows upon the temporal artery, or in fuch aneurisms, produced in schoolboys by pulling the hair, and also in fuch bloody effusions from blows on the head, which have a diluent pulsation, the procés of cutting up the varix, aneurism, or extravafation, enables you to obliterate the veffel and perform an easy cure. But, in this enlargement of innumerable small veffels, in this aneurism by anatomoftis, the rule is not to cut into, but to cut it out. Three purple and ill-looking tumours, because they are large, beating, painful, covered with fcafs, and bleeding, like a cancer in the laft stage of ulceration, have been but too often pronounced cancers! incurable bleeding cancers! and the remarks which I have made, while they tend, in some measure, to explain the nature and eonfquences of the difeafe, will remind you of various unhappy cafes, where either partial resection ony had been practiced, or the patient left entirely to his fate."  See John Bell's Principles of Surgery, vol. i.

Mr. Abernethy cured a nævus maternus upon a child's arm by means of pressure with a bandage. See his Surgical Works.

A tumour of the fame nature, situated in the orbit, and causing a displacement of the eye, violent headaches, &c. was cured by tying the carotid artery of the fame fide. See Medico-chirurgical Translations, vol. ii.

NAFTA, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Biledulgir.

NAFTMAN, an ifland in the Capefian fea, in the gulf of Balkan. N. lat. 40° 45'.

NAFWALSIO, a town of Sweden, in the province of Småland; 33 miles S.E. of Jonköping.

NAG, a provincial term applied to a horse of a small fize, for the faddle: this fort of horse is very useful for many purpojes of husbandry, while light labour is required to be performed. See Hony.

NAGA, in Geography, a town of Japan, in the ifland of Ximo; 5 miles N. of Nangafaki.

NAGAOCIL, a town of Hindooftan, in the cirrar of Guntoor; 20 miles N.N.E. of Junocanda.

NAGAI, an ifland in the North Pacific ocean, near the W. coast of North America, fo named by the Ruffians. N. lat. 55° 10'. E. long. 199° 14'.

NAGALAVERAM, a town of Hindooftan, in Maida; 32 miles E. of Coipletta.

NAGAMUNGALUM, a town of Hindooftan, in Myford; 23 miles N. of Seringapatam. N. lat. 12° 59'. E. long. 76° 40'.

NAGAR, a town of Hindooftan, in Mewat; 20 miles E. of Cottihal.

NAGARA, a town of European Turkey, in Romany, near the Straits; 10 miles S.W. of Gallipoli.

NAGARITZ, a town of Thibet; 42 miles S. of Laffa.

NAGATCH, a town of Hindooftan, in Marwar; 9 miles N.N.W. of Ramanapour.

NAGAVSKAIA, a town of Russia, in the country of the Cofacks, on the Don; 148 miles E.N.E. of Azof.

NAGAZ, or Naguit, a town of Candahar, near the river Cow-mull; repaired or rebuilt by Timur Bec; 58 miles E.S.E. of Ghizni. N. lat. 33° 16'. E. long. 69° 31'.

NAGED, a town of Perfia, in Farsitlan; 27 miles S.S.W. of Schiras.
NAGEIA, in Botany, Gard. v. i. 191. t. 39, a genus established by that botanist, upon the Nagei of Kämpfer, Amoen. Exot. 773. t. 874, its name being formed from that Japanese word. Gartner himself remarks that this plant differs but little in the characters of the fruit from Myrica, to which other writers have referred it. See Myrica.

NAGEMUL, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Myfore; 30 miles N.N.W. of Serimgapatam.

NAGEMULUS, in Ichthyology, a name given by some of the German authors to the fish called by Willughby and others, the lisiperca, or pile-perch. See Perca Lisiperca.

NAGERAN, in Geography, a town in Arabia, in the province of Yemen; 10 miles N.W. of Saude.

NAGGERA, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 40 miles W. of Kairabad.

NAGGERY, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 10 miles S.E. of Bomrauzapollam.

NAGI, in Botany, a much admired Japanese tree, planted frequently in the courts of houses. See Nageia and Myrica.

NAGLES MOUNTAINS, in Geography, a ridge of mountains in the county of Cork, Ireland, extending some miles E. and W. south of the river Blackwater.

NAGLIANO, a town of France, in the department of the Tanaro; 4 miles N. of Alba.

NAGO, a small island in the gulf of Bothnia, near the S.W. coast of Finland. N. lat. 60° 22'.

NAGODIN, a town of European Turkey, in Servia; 16 miles W.N.W. of Widdin.

NAGOES, a tribe of Whidah negroes on the Slave coast of Africa, whose language, though understood by the Papaws, or Whidah negroes, differs in many particulars from the Whidaw language.

NAGOJA, a town of Japan, in the island of Nippon; 80 miles E. of Meaco.

NAGOLD, a town of Wurtemberg, on a river of the same name, in the Black Forest, near which is a medicinal spring; 22 miles S.W. of Stuttgart. N. lat. 48° 30'. E. long. 8° 47'.

NAGONE, a town of Hindooftan, in Bundelcund; 26 miles S.E. of Pennah.

NAGOORDILL, a town of Hindooftan; 10 miles S.E. of Travancore.

NAGOR, Antiope Reduna, in Zoology, the antelope with a reddish colour, fluff upright hair, and the horns bent forwards at the ends. Schreber. This is the red antelope of Pennant. It inhabits Senegal, and at the Cape of Good Hope. Its length is about four feet, its height two feet three inches, the horns about five inches and a half long, with two flight smooth rings at the bales, and bent gently forwards; the ears are almost as long as the horns; the general colour is a pale reddish, palest on the chest. This species, according to Gmelin, is the kara of Elian.

NAGORDUSSE, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 16 miles S. of Durbungah.

NAGORCOTE, or Kate Kangrah, a fortresses and celebrated pagoda of Hindooftan, in the country of Lahore; 86 miles N.E. of Lahore. N. lat. 32° 20'. E. long. 75° 48'.

NAGORE, or, as it is sometimes called, Birboom, a town of Bengal, in the circuit of Birboom; 100 miles N.W. of Calcutta. N. lat. 23° 37'. E. long. 87° 26'.—Also, a circuit of Hindooftan, in the country of Agimere:

bounded on the N. by the soubah of Delhi and Moutlan; on the E. by Mewat and Jynagar; on the S. by the circars of Agimere and Joodpour; and on the W. by the circuit of Bickaneer.—Also, a town in this last mentioned circuit; 42 miles N.W. of Agimere. N. lat. 27° 9'. E. long. 74° 48'.—Also, a town in the Carnatic; 15 miles S. of Tranquebar.

NAGORPAL, a town of Hindooftan, in Lahore; 27 miles N.N.E. of Jullindar.

NAGORSKOI, a town of Russia, in the government of Tobolik, on the Oby; 92 miles S.S.E. of Berezov.

NAGOWRA, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 35 miles E. of Nijibabad.

NAGPOUR, a circuit of Hindooftan, bounded on the N. by Torre and Ramgur, on the S. by Silhee and Tomar, on the E. by Orifis, and on the W. by Orfis, and the circars of Chuta and Palamow; about 40 miles long, and 32 broad. The capital is Doeca.

NAGPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, the capital of the circuit of Goondvana, or, as it is now called, the province of Nagpour, in the soubah of Berar, is a city of modern date; and though very extensive and populous, is mainly built, and is open and defenceless, except only that it is guarded by a small citadel of incomconsiderable strength. It is the residence of the chief of the eastern Mahrrata flote. The county about it is fertile and well cultivated, intermixed with hills of a moderate height; but the general appearance of the country at large, and particularly between Nagpour and Bahar, is that of a forest, thinly set with villages and towns. N. lat. 21° 10'. E. long. 79° 46'.

NAGRAGINSKOI, a town of Russia, in the government of Tobolik, on the Konda; 176 miles N. of Tobolik.

NAGREE, a town of Hindooftan, in the circuit of Chandali; 32 miles E. of Makonoa.

NAGROTAH, a town of Hindooftan, in Lahore; 22 miles N. of Jummo.

NAG'S HEAD, a cape on the S. end of the W. coast of the island of St. Christopher. N. lat. 17° 20'. W. long. 62° 43'.

NAGUALAPA, or St. Pedro, a river of Mexico, which passes by Colima, in the province of Mecocanan, and runs into the Pacific ocean, N. lat. 19° 50'.

NAGUARACHI, a town of New Mexico, in the province of Hiaqui; 140 miles E.N.E. of Rucichco.

NAGURKEY, a town of Bengal; 38 miles S.S.E. of Cutruckdeagh. N. lat. 23° 53'. E. long. 86° 40'.

NAGYBANIA, a metal town of Hungary, and one of the royal free towns, the gold and silver mines of which have been productive; 50 miles N. of Zamos.

NAGY-CAROLY, a town of Hungary, with a castle; 12 miles S.W. of Zamos.

NAGYFALU, a town of Hungary, near the Theys; 3 miles E.S.E. of Tokay.

NAGYKETSKY, a town of Hungary; 8 miles N.E. of Gros Warden.

NAGYMYH KAL, a town of Hungary; 18 miles W.S.W. of Ugvar.

NAGYSCOLOS, a town of Hungary; 12 miles E.S.E. of Munkacs.

NAHANT POINT forms the N.E. point of Boston harbour, in Massachusetts; 9 miles E.N.E. of Boston. N. lat. 42° 27'. W. long. 70° 57'.

NAHANTIK, a bay of the state of Connecticut; 3 miles W. of the mouth of the Thames.

NAHAR el Berd, a river of Syria, the ancient Elutherus, which runs into the Mediterranean; 9 miles N. of Tripoli.

NAHARLYK,
NAI

NAHARLYK, a town of Poland, in the patalinate of Kiev; 24 miles E. of Bialackerie.
NAHAR-MALEK, a town of the Arabian Irak, near the Euphrates. N. lat. 31° 20'. E. long. 45° 30'.
NAHR VALI, or NAHRVALES, a people of Germany, who had a confederate grove, whose priest was dreed like a woman. The Romans believed that the gods worshipped in this grove were Caffor and Polibus, as they were both brothers, and both young. See Tacit. de Mor. Germ. Num. 45.
NAHEL, or MAHAM, a town of Arabia, in the province of Oman; 50 miles N.N.W. of Oman. N. lat. 24° 20'.—Also, a town of Egypt; 16 miles S.E. of Cairo.
NAHIA, a town of Persia, in the province of Kerman; 70 miles S. of Sirgian.
NAHIL, a river of Africa, which rises in the desert of Barca, and runs into the Mediterranean, N. lat. 32° 10'. E. long. 40° 10'.
NAHR el ANSAR, a town of the Arabian Irak, on the Euphrates, the residence of an Arabian shecck; 5 miles N. of Corna.
NAHR TERE, a town of Persia, in the province of Chasitan; 20 miles S.E. of Ahaz.
NAHRAHM, EL, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Diarbekir, on the Khabur; 40 miles N.E. of Kerkis.
NAHUAPO, a town of Peru, in the Audience of Quito; 45 miles W. of St. Joachim de Amaguas.
NAHUM, or, the Prophecy of Nahum, a canonical book of the Old Testament. Nahum, the seventh of the twelve leffer prophets, was a native of Elkofhaid, a little village of Galilee. The subject of this prophecy is the destruction of Nineveh, which he describes in the most lively and pathetic manner: his style is bold and figurative, and can hardly be exceeded by the most perfect masters of oratory. His prophecy forms a regular and perfect poem; the exordium is not merely magnificent, it is truly majestic: the preparation for the destruction of Nineveh, and the description of its downfall and desolation, are expressed in the most vivid colours, and are in the highest degree bold and luminous. This prophecy was verified at the siege of that city, by Alfyages, in the year of the world 4378, 622 years before Chrift.
The time of Nahum's death is unknown; the Greek meteorologists, and the Latin martyrologies, place his festival on the first day of December.
NAHUNKEAG, in Geography, a small island of America, in Kennebeck river, 38 miles from the sea. The name denotes, in the Indian language, the place where eels are taken.
NAIA, in Zoology, the name of a species of coluber, the scuta of whose abdomen are one hundred and ninety in number, and the squama of the tail sixty.
NAJAC, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Avignon, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Villefranche, on the Averon; nine miles S. of Villefranche. The place contains 2181, and the canton 9040 inhabitants, on a territory of 185 kilometres, in 17 communes.
NAIADES, or NAIDES, in Botany, a natural order of plants, the 6th in Jussfle's first class, and so named by him, not only from Naias, which is one of them, but because they are inhabitants of ponds and rivulets.
The character of the clafs is to have no cotyledons; that of the order is thus given.

Calyx entire or divided, superior or inferior, rarely wanting. Stamens definite (perhaps inserted into the calyx).

NAI

German superior or inferior, single or four-fold; ftyle simple to each germen, rarely double, or none at all; Rigma one or many. Seeds solitary or several, either naked and superior, or enclosed in a pericarp, which is either superior or inferior. Leaves generally opposite, or whorled. Flowers in some cases hermaphrodtic, in others monocious or dioocious. Plants all herbaceous, and, except Sauerus, aquatics.

Section 1, fruit inferior, contains only Hippuris.
Seef. 2, fruit superior, with one or four seeds, consifits of Choros, Ceratothyllium, Myriophyllum, Naias, Sauerus, Aponegeton, Potamogena, Ruppia, Zanichella, and Calliclha.

Seef. 3, fruit superior, with a small, but infinite, number of seeds, consifits of Lemma only, called by Jussieu Lenticula.

The characters of this order are vague, and the author seems not satisfied with it himself. He hints that several of its genera probably ought to be removed from the Actylochones. (See Myriophyllum) Mr. Brown, Prodr. Nov. Holl. v. i. 345, considers Naias, Lemma, and Chara as allied to the order of Hydrocharides; fee that article.

NAIADUS, or NAIDUS, Naiades, derived from ναίδης, I flow, or from ναος, I inhabit, in Mythology, a sort of nymphs, or heathen divinities, suppoed to preside over fountains and rivers.

The Naiads had their sacrifices sometimes of goats and lambs, with libations of wine, honey, and oil, and frequently of nothing but milk, fruits, and flowers; and their festivals, in the rustic ceremonies of which, milk, honey, and oil flowed in abundance.

Strabo says, the Naiades were priestesses of Bacchus.
What we learn of them in general, is, that they were suppoed to live in the palaces of the preuding deities of fountains, lakes, and rivers. We have the names of no less than sixteen of these deities, given us by Virgil, Georg. iv. ver. 336 to 340; and 343 to 345, in his account of Cirene's apartment only, in the watery palace of Peneus; and Ovid, lib. iii. cl. 6. ver. 64, speaks of a hundred, at least, in the river Anio. They had often a name from the particular river they inhabited. They are described with long, bright hair, flowing down their shoulders; their faces should have a thinning, humid look, not unlike the Venus Anadonumae, of Apelles: their shape should be fine, and their limbs well turned. Their robes, when they wear any, for they are most commonly quite naked, should be of a greenish color; varied at pleasure, some to lighter, some to darker shades; and so thin, that you might discover all the turn of their limbs, and the finecnes of their skin through them. They have sometimes little flying veils, in gems of the ancients, over their heads; like thee godd frustrated of the air, which the Romans call Aura, and which we call Sylphs. It was the usual employment of the Naiades to attend at feasts, and they seem to have been little better than so many domestics to the preuding water-deities. Spence.

NAIANT, or NATANT, g. d. swimming; a term in Heraldry, used in the blazoning of fitches, when drawn in an horizontal posture; fefs-wife, or tranfverfy, acros the efufceon; that being their natural swimming pofture.

NAJARA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Old Cafle, containing three churches and three convents; 36 miles E. of Burgos; N. lat. 43° 20'. W. long. 45°.


Illutr.
1. *N. marina*. Marine Naias. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1441. Fl. Suec. 345. (N. monosperma; Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 331. *Fluvialis latifolius*. fructu minus obtuso, monospermo; Mich. Gen. 11. t. 8. f. 2. F. pipana, foliis denticulatis; Bauh. Hilt. v. 3. 771, the broad-leaved figure.)—Leaves opposite or ternate, erect, linear, deeply toothed.—Native of lakes and ditches, especially near the sea in Italy; and in the fresh waters of Germany, Switzerland, &c. In the sea itself on the coast of Sweden. Mr. Menzies gathered it in Owyhee, and Commeron in the isle of Bourbon. The whole plant floats under water, having the slender branched stem, and narrow pellucid leaves of a Potamogeton. The latter grow two or three together, feathery or somewhat fathreeing at each joint, and are from an inch to an inch and a half long, linear, with very sharp teeth or serratures, and very deep intermediate fringes. *Flavescent helvus*, feathery, foliaceous, minute. *Capula* elliptical, not a quarter of an inch long, single-feaded. This was the only species known to Linnaeus. He originally considered it as monoeocious, but was induced, by the observations of Bernard de Jussieu, to remove the genus to *Difcia*, which however every other person has found to be a mistake.

Michel describes another species, t. S. f. 1, as having four seeds, and some soft teeth upon the stem. Willdenow, trudging, very wabbly, to this excellent author, has adopted this by the name of *N. tetrasperma*, but it appears to us to want confirmation. We can find but one seed in any specimen, that has fallen in our way, from any part of the world, and this agrees with Mr. Brown's ideas of the genus.

2. *N. minor*. Leffler Naias. Albion. Pedem. v. 2. 221. (Caulina fruthe; Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 182. Ann. of Bot. v. 2. 39, t. 1. f. 2. *Fluvialis minor*, foliis angustissimis dentatis, de frutibus reflexis, fructu acuto tenueri monospermo; Mich. Gen. 11. t. 8. f. 3. F. pipana, foliis denticulatis; Bauh. Hilt. v. 3. 771, the narrow-leaved figure.)—Leaves opposite or ternate, linear-awl-shaped, recurved, rigid, with triangular spinous teeth.—Native of lakes and ditches in Italy, France, and Germany. We have also specimens gathered in Switzerland by M. du Cros, but Haller knew it not; the former, which is his No. 356, flapping on the authority of Lachenal alone, who found it near Baill. This species is much smaller than the preceding, and, as Willdenow observes, remarkably brittle. One of our Swiss species has a considerable earthy incrustation, like what is usual in Chora. The leaves are more or less recurved, strongly toothed, but so narrow that there is no room for any intermediate fringes. *Capula* of a more slender figure than in *N. marina*.

3. *N. indica*. Indian Naias. (Caulina indica; Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 182. Ann. of Bot. v. 2. 39, t. 2.)—Leaves opposite or ternate, linear-awl-shaped, wavy, erect; the younger ones with bristly teeth. Stipulas fringed.—Native of pools at Tranquebar, in the East Indies, where our specimens, in fruit, were gathered in 1799, by the Rev. Dr. Rottler. This has much the aspect of some of the most narrow-leaved Pondweeds, but the leaves are furnished with very fine bristly deciduous teeth, so as to form a minute resemblance of *Fucus acutus*, nor are there any intermediate fringes. The membranous stipulas, attached to the base of each leaf, are bearded, or fringed at the summit. *Capula* not half the size of the former, elliptical.

4. *N. tenuefolia*. Fine-leaved Naias. Br. Prodr. Nov. Holl. v. 1. 345.—"Leaves opposite, linear-awl-shaped, with bristly teeth. Stipulas fringed. Calyx of the male flowers entire at one side. Anthers flaked, of one cell."—Found near Port Jackson, as well as in the tropical part of New Holland, by Mr. R. Brown, who doubts whether it be truly distinct from the third species. We have seen no specimen.

5. *N. striata*. Striated Naias.—Leaves opposite or alternate, linear-awl-shaped, with bristly teeth. Stipulas abruptly toothed. *Capulae* longitudinally striated.—Gathered in the ditches of Lombardy, in 1787. The habit of this is very near *N. indica*, nor do we find much distinction in the leaves. The stipulas are rather toothed than fringed, and we think there is a clear difference in the *capulae* of the present being marked with numerous longitudinal ribs, which, added to the difference of their native countries, induces us to separate the two species.

6. *N. flexilis*. Short-leaved Naias. (Caulina flexilis; Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 182. Ann. of Bot. v. 2. 50, t. 1. f. 1.)—Leaves whorled, linear; entire in their lower part; minutely toothed, and spreading, at the extremity. Sent by the Rev. Dr. Muhlenberg, from pools and ditches near Lancaster, in Pennsylvania. It is readily known from all the rest by its leaves growing from three to five at each joint, and their being of a broader shorter figure, entire, except near the extremity, where they are minutely and copiously toothed, but not fringed. The fruit is elliptic-oblong, smooth. Herb partly encrusted with an earthy deposition.

**NAILAY**, in Geography, a town of Nubia; 16 miles S. of Syene.

**NAID-CHOKEY**, a town of Himbofian, in the Carnatic, near the coast of Ceeamandey; 25 miles N. of Pullicare.

**NAILING of Cannon**, the driving of a nail, or iron spike, by force into the touch-hole of a piece of artillery; so as to render it safe to use. **NAILERS**, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Vende; 6 miles W. of Fontenay le Conte.

**NAILLOUX**, a town of France, in the department of the
the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the
district of Villefranche: 6 miles S.W. of it. The place
contains 1168, and the canton 4225 inhabitants, on a terri-
torial of 130 kilometres, in 8 communes.

NAILS, in Anatomy, a kind of horny excrecences,
growing over the end of the fingers and toes of men, and
several other animals; much of the same nature with the
hoofs of horses. See Integuments.

The Romans were very curious in the cutting and forming
the nails, and had it done by artists, who made an employ-
ment of it.

The Chinese doctors and literati pique themselves on the
excellent length of their nails. F. le Compte says, some of
them wear nails nearly as long as their fingers.

Nails of Animals. Under this head may be comprised
the human nails, and the claws, talons, and hoofs of ani-
mal.

These substances differ from horn; the latter con-}
NAILS.

able to get the heading finished, whilst they were sufficiently hot. The length of the nail is regulated by a stop, fixed at a certain distance from the edge of the chisel, so that the point of the nail being applied to this, determines the proper place for the edge of the chisel. The size of the mould withinside, and the dimensions to which the point of the nail is reduced by hammering, causes the cut end to project above the surface of the mould more or less; so that the head will be thicker or thinner, and have its quantity of metal regulated, by the degree of taper given to the point: therefore, the art of the workman is displayed in striking with a due force, so that every nail shall be made of the same fixe, by a certain number of blows. In this manner the great number of all nails are made; but the great expense of labour has induced many manufacturers to turn their attention to inventions which would diminish the labour, so as to enable them to bring their nails to the market at reduced prices, or of a better quality. Many patents have been taken out for these inventions, some of which we shall briefly notice.

Mr. W. Finch of Wimboorne, in Staffordshire, obtained a patent in 1790, for manufacturing nails by machinery. He proposed, by means of a water or steam-mill giving motion to a main shaft or axis, to actuate a number of small hammers, to work either in a tilt or lift manner. By these hammers the nails were to be forged; but the operation was to be divided among three people for headed nails: thus, one to attend the fire, and carry the rods, as fall as they were properly heated, to the second perfion, flattened before the hammer, who would make the nails in the most expeditious manner, by only turning the rod about under the hammer; when cut off, they were taken by the third perfion, who finished the heads in a tool as above described, but by means of a hammer worked by machinery, instead of hard labour. By these contrivances, in consequence of the more speedy motion of the machine hammers, several nails were to be made at once heating of the rod; whereas by the old method, only one, or two at most, could be made; thus making a great saving of labour; and as the operation required no strength, children might easily make the largest spikes; the motion of the hammer being so regular, that they could easily acquire a dexterity in turning the rods properly to receive the blows.

In the year 1790, Mr. Thomas Clifford, of the city of Bristol, obtained two patents for the manufacture of nails of every kind. The principle on which his first invention was founded, was that of making the nails in a die, that is, by having a die, or the impression of the nails to be cut, formed in one or more pieces of steel; and the iron, of which the nails are to be formed, is drawn or rolled into the proper form or thickness, and, by a force adapted to the purpose, pressed into a cavity or die, so as to form the nails either complete, or so nearly complete, as that they can be finished with very little labour. This operation may be done in several ways, but the one particularly recommended by Mr. Clifford is by rollers of iron or steel, and worked either by water, steam, wind, horses, &c.

The two rollers are to be made of iron, and caled with fleed, each of the same diameter, which is proportioned to the length and size of the nail intended to be made. Each roller should have a cog-wheel on it, the cogs of one roller to work into those of the other, so that both the rollers may perform the same exact revolution. One half the impresse of the nail is to be cut in the surface of one roller, the other half in the other, so that the two impressions form a cavity or die of the exact form of a nail, extending the lengthways of the nail on the circumference of the rollers; and as many impressions of the same kind may be cut in the rollers, one at the end of the other, as will complete their circumference, and continue the cavity all round the rollers; the point of one nail joining the head of the next, or the two points and two heads joining each other. The rollers must, in this as in other cases, be made to work very true and close to each other.

The mode of operation is this: a rod of iron, previously rolled or drawn to a convenient fixe, is to be heated, and, while hot, the end of it is put between the rollers into the cavity or die which forms the impression of the nail. The rollers, being now put in motion, will draw the iron through, and pressing it into the cavities or dies, forms the iron into nails, one joined to the other, which must afterwards be separated, by means of instruments acting as nippers, shears, chisels, &c. The rollers being made to work very close to each other where the edge of the nail is formed, will prevent much of the metal from being pressed out on each side of the nail, and what is pressed out may be cut off by instruments adapted to the purp-se. Several pairs of rollers may be made to work together, and each pair may have several rows of dies cut on them, so as to form the impression for several fixes of nails; and a rod of iron being put into each of them, will roll out as many fixes of nails with one revolution of the rollers. A pair of rollers may also have the greater part of their surface cut with dies, and a fiat bed made to press between the rollers so as to form sheet nails; all of them connected to one another by thin plates of the iron of which they are composed; and this would require each nail to be cut out, or separated from the sheet by proper instruments.

Mr. Clifford's second invention consists, 1st, in drawing the iron or other metal into a tapering or wedge-like form, according to the length and thickness of the different fixes of nails to be made. 2dly. The nails are to be cut out of those wedge-like or tapering plates by means of a punch, the face of which is made according to the fixe, taper, and form of the nail to be cut out; as also having a hollow bolster, the hollow or aperture of which must also be made of the fixe and form of a nail, and consequently to fit and receive the punch above-mentioned. The punch, thus fitted to the bed, and sliding in a proper frame to keep it steady, will, by a blow, or by pressure, cut or force part of the taper plate into and through the aperture of the bed fitting to it, and by which the nail is formed. This operation is by the manufacturers of buckles, buttons, &c. called cutting out. 3dly. To form the heads of horse nails called rofe heads, and others of nearly a similiar kind: after the operations of drawing and cutting out, the nail is to be put into a heading tool, also called a bed, which bed receives the nail, excepting a small portion at the thick end, out of which the head is formed by a punch or die. This die, by blow or pressure, forms the head as required, and when the nails are made of hard iron, after they are cut in the way described, the thick end is made hot before they are put into the bed, or heading tool. 4thly. Another method adopted in the manufacture of nails is, by cutting them out of or from plates of equal thickness, and afterwards to joint them either by hammer or other pressure. 5thly. In making nails that are of a triangular form, the plate or strip of iron is pressed or flamed into a die, having impressions cut to the form of such nails, after which they are cut out by a punch.

About 15 years ago, a very extensive trade was established in Birmingham and Sheffield of cut brads; that kind of nails called brads having no head, or at least only a small projecting leaf on one side, was easily cut out by machinery, without the trouble of forging, but latterly the method has been improved,
improved, so far as to produce all kinds of small nails. The iron is rolled out to large thin sheets, of the proper thickness to form a nail; this is cut up by strong shears into parallel slips or ribbands, the width of them being equal to the length of the intended nails, which are cut off, one at a time, from the end of the slip: the cutting line is not exactly perpendicular to the length of the piece, but rather inclined, so as to make the nail, which is cut off sharp at one end; the next time the cutting line is inclined the other way, so that the head of one nail is cut from the same edge of the slip as the point of the next, and so on alternately. The cutting is performed by the Fly-prest (see that article), proper dies or cutters being applied in it: the lower or fixed die consists of a cutter or bar of steel set up edgways, and one of the angles of its upper side is ground to a sharp straight edge. The slider of the prest carries a die, consisting of a square bar of steel moving perpendicularly by the action of the screw, and when it is forced down, one of its flat sides applies exactly against the straight edge of the fixed cutter above-mentioned; but when the moving cutter is raised up to the highest, a part is observed, where its flat side is cut away, in such a manner as to leave a considerable space between its face and the edge of the fixed cutter at one end of the edge, but touching it at the other. By this means, when the end of a slip of iron is pressed against the face of the moving cutter in its reduced part, a short piece of the edge of the slip will project over the edge of the fixed cutter, and the moving cutter being forced down by the screw of the prest, the shouder of the part which is cut away comes down upon the end of the slip, cutting it off to the line of the edge of the fixed cutter, and therefore removing a small piece from the end, which being of a proper breadth at one end, and regularly tapered away to nothing at the other, makes a very good brad. The circumference of its being parallel in the other direction, is the great recommendation to this kind of nail, because it will drive without first making any hole in the wood and does not split: the point of a nail of this kind is like the edge of a chisel, and the length of this edge being set across the grain of the wood, when driven down it cuts through, and divides all the fibres of the wood it meets with, and by turning the divided ends of them down, as it is driven deeper, their elasticity binds the nail forcibly between them, so that this nail will hold in the wood faster than any other kind, but being parallel in the other direction, does not tend to open or split the wood in the direction of the grain.

In making small nails by this method, the workman or woman is seated before the prest, which is the same as is shown in fig. 1. Plate XXVII. Mechanics, holding the handle, or, of its fly in the right hand, and the slip of iron in the left: by pushing the handle back, the moving cutter is raised up, and the end of the slip is pressed up to the cutter; then by drawing forwards the handle, the cutter is pressed down, carrying with it a nail, as before mentioned: the handle is then pushed back to cut another, but the slip of iron or bar must first be turned over, to bring the other side upwards: by this means, the bar will at the second time be cut with an inclination in an opposite direction to what it was the first time, so that the head of one nail will come from the same side of the bar as the point of the last, and this alternately of the whole. A woman will, by this method, cut small nails at the rate of 40 or 50 per minute, and if they are intended for brads, they have a small leaf at one side of the head is cutting, by a particular shape of the dies.

For nails which require heading, the pieces or nails, cut as before mentioned, are taken to another woman, who fixes them one at a time in a vice, over which a heavy hammer is placed, being fitted on an axis, that it may rise and fall with precision upon the head of the nail in the vice; its weight is suspended by a wooden spring pole, and the woman, when she has fixed the nail, raises the head of the hammer a little, and then brings it sharply down on the nail, so as to head it at one blow. The shape of the head is determined by an indention made in the face of the hammer, and its thickness depends upon the quantity which is left flicking out above the chaps of the vice.

Mr. Wilmot and Tomk obtained a patent, in 1808, for a method of cutting nails, which they have thus described.

They take a nail rod, of a size suitable to that of the nail intended to be manufactured, and applying it to a common screw-prest, mounted with proper cutters, cut off from the end of the rod two pieces at once, obliquely across the rod in one place, and directly across it in another. Two flods or tops are set up, which are attached to the prests, and are moveable in the direction of the rod, for the purpose of afcertaining the length of the nail; and both flods are adjustable in the cross direction of the rod, so that the obliquity of the cut according to the kind of nail to be made, is thereby determined, as well as the length of the nail. This is called the first operation.

The second operation is to anneal the pieces so cut off, if they should not be sufficiently rigid, which is done in the usual and well-known manner. The third operation is that of heading, which, for clasp head nails, consists of two parts, one for gathering, and the other for forming the head of the nail. The first part of this operation is performed by putting a piece, cut off the rod of iron as before described, into a pair of clams, leaving much of the thick end projecting above the clams as is sufficient to form the head. These clams have steel bits let into them with sharp edges, which prests only against the two opposite sides of the piece, and which have the effect of two chisels, when the punch of the prests is brought down upon the piece with considerable force, and raise or gather up iron towards forming the head. The second part of this operation is to put the nail, thus prepared, into another pair of clams, having bits to correspond to the under side of the head; and the punch, having the impression of the upper side of the head engraved or sunk into it, is brought to prest strongly upon the head in the clams, and thereby the clasp head is properly formed.

In making nails inteded to have rose heads, or any other kind of heads, except clasp heads, the head part of this heading operation is not absolutely necessary, but the bits which for clasp nails must have sharp edges, must for the other nails have blunt edges, to prevent the under-cutting. For the second part of this operation, the piece is put either into a pair of clams, or into the tool commonly called a bore, and then pressed with punches properly engraved, or sunk, according to the kind of head wanted. By the first of all these operations, the piece cut off the rod of iron is formed something like a mortise chisel. The fourth operation is to point it, which is done by putting the piece into a bed of steel, in which is cut a nick or groove having parallel sides; but the bottom rising towards the end, where the nail is to be formed; the end of the punch, which presses upon the point of the nail, is made to project more than the other part, so as to meet the corresponding part of the bed, when the punch is brought upon the nail. The groove or nick in the bed should be just wide enough to receive the nail easily, but prevent it from twisting when the impression is made. The nail is put twice into the nick, once within the chisel, from the end lying horizontal, and next turning a quarter round to press the chisel edge into a pointed form. If the nails, by the strong pressure which is necessary in this operation,
tion, should become too hard to clench, they are to be annealed in the usual way, which may be called the fifth operation. The third, fourth, and fifth operations, above described, are applied to nails, or pieces cut off from sheet or rolled iron in the ordinary way; but as, in consequence of the fifth operation, which is necessary to give them the quality of clenching, they are apt to be too soft to drive well, a sixth operation is applied, viz. quenching them in water when red-hot, which gives them firmness enough to drive without rendering them too brittle to clench.

The Americans appear to have carried the invention of cutting nails by machinery to a greater perfection than has been done in this country. From some letters, published in 1816, by the American secretary to the treasury, in his report on the manufactures of that country, it appears that they have invented machines which perform the cutting and heading at one operation, and with such a rapidity, that one machine will furnish upwards of a hundred nails per minute: he says, "the importance of nailing machinery in Massachusetts, and of all that relates to rolling and fitting mills, with which nail machinery is immediately connected, requires that a particular account should be given of them. In old countries nails are forged, here they are cut, and it is curious to trace the progress of American genius through the various steps of this invention. Twenty years ago some men, now unknown, and then in obscurity, began by cutting flakes out of old hoops, and by a common vice, gripping these pieces, headed them with several strokes of the hammer: by progressive improvements rolling-mills were built, and the shears and the heading tools were perfected, yet much labour and expense were requisite to make nails. In a little time, Jacob Perkins, Jonathan Ellis, and a few others, put into execution the thought of cutting and of heading nails by water, but being more intent upon their machinery than upon their pecuniary affairs, they were unable to prosecute the business. At different times other men have spent fortunes in improvements, and it may be said with truth, that more than a million of dollars have been expended; but at length these joint efforts are crowned with complete success, and we are now able to manufacture at about one-third of the expense that wrought nails can be manufactured for, and nails which are superior to them; for at least three-fourths of the purposes to which nails are applied, and for most of these purposes, they are full as good. The machines made use of by Odlewe, those lately invented by Jonathan Ellis, and a few others, present very fine specimens of American genius."

"To northern carpenters it is well known, that in almost all instances it is unnecessary to bore a hole before driving a cut nail; all that is requisite is, to place the cutting edge of the nail across the grain of the wood: it is also true, that cut nails will hold better in the wood. These qualities are, in some rough building works, worth twenty percent. of the value of the article, which is equal to the whole expense of manufacturing. For sheathing and drawing, cut nails are full as good as wrought nails: only in one respect are the bent wrought nails a little superior to cut nails, and that is where it is necessary they should be clenched. The manufacture of cut nails was born in our country, and has, within its bosom, advanced through all the various stages of infancy to manhood; and, no doubt, we shall soon be able, by receiving proper encouragement, to render them superior to wrought nails in every particular."

"The principal business of rolling and fitting, mills is, rolling nail plates; they also serve to make nail rods, hoops, ties, sheet iron, and sheet copper: in this State we have not less than twelve.

"These mills could roll and fit 7000 tons of iron a year: they now, it is presumed, roll and fit each year about 3500 tons, 2400 tons of which, probably, are cut up into nails and brads, of such a quality, that they are good substantives for hammered nails, and, in fact, have the preference with most people for the following reasons, viz. on account of the sharp corner and true taper with which cut nails are formed; they may be driven into harder wood, without bending or breaking, or hazard of splitting the wood, by which the labour of boring is saved, the nail, one way, being of the same breadth or thickness from head to point." We are informed that J. C. Dyer, esq. who has had the American machinery communicated to him, to be introduced into this country, has lately taken out patents in Great Britain, with a view of establishing the trade in this country.

Nails were anciently used for cancelling bonds; and for this purpose they were driven through the writing: to which practice there seems to be an allusion in Col. ii. 14., where God is said "to have blotted out the hand-writing of ordinances that was against us, and to have taken it out of the way, nailing it to His cross." For the Roman ceremony of driving the annual nail, see Annalii Clavus.

Nails, in the M.orge. The different position of the nails of the bridle, or left hand of the horseman, gives the horse a facility of changing hands, and forming his departure and stop; by reason that the motion of the bridle follows such a position of the nails. To give a horse head, you must turn the nails downwards. To turn the horse to the right, you must turn them upwards, moving your hand to the right. To change to the left, you must turn the nails down, and bear to the left. To stop the horse, you must turn them upwards, and lift up, or raise your hand.

Nail is also a sort of long measure, chiefly used in the commerce of cloths; containing the sixteenth part of a yard.

NAIM, in Geography, a town of Arabia, in the province of Oman; 60 miles N.W. of Hafsek.

NAIN, a Moravian settlement on the east coast of Labrador, near the entrance of Davis's Straits, S.S.W. of Cape Farewell. From observations made here in 1778, 1779, and 1780, the mean temperature seems to have been 3°-54. The greatest heat observed in 1780 was 84, viz. in July; and the greatest cold in 1779 was —56°. There is no appearance of summer before July; though the winters are said to be less severe than formerly. Kirwan's Estimate, &c. N. lat. 57°. W. long. 61° 30'—Alfo, a Moravian town, established in 1763, on Lehigh river, in Pennsylvania.—Alfo, a village of Pelaseline, at the foot of Mount Hermon, formerly a city, celebrated for the miracle of our Saviour's restoring the son of a widow to life; 10 miles S. of Nazareth.

NAINA, a town of Bengal; 22 miles S.S.W. of Calcutta.

NAJOO, a small island in the East Indian sea, near the west coast of the island of Celebes. S. lat. 1° 29'. E. long. 124° 25'.

NAIRANGIA, formed from the Arabic alnāran, the plural of alnār, light, a kind of divination, in use among the Arabs, drawn from the several phenomena of the sun and moon.

NAIRES, NAHERS, or NAYERS, in Modern History, a name which is given by the Malabarians to the military of their country, who form a very numerous clafs or tribe, one of which the sovereigns of Malabar choose their bodyguard.

NAIRN, or ISKIEEL, in Geography, a small post-town of the county of Donegal, Ireland, on the western sea coast,
NAIRNSHIRE, one of the northern counties of Scotland, is bounded on the north by the Moray firth, on the east by the shire of Elgin, and on the south and west by the county of Inverness. It extends about 20 miles in length from north to south, and 22 in breadth from east to west. The hilly parts of the county are divided into two portions by the natural divisions of its surface. For the breadth of the country there is usually level and extremely fertile; but as it recedes farther from the coast, it becomes very bleak and hilly. The soil on the level grounds, on the east side of the county, is a free loam on a sandy or gravelly bottom; and on its western portion, either a rich, flint clay, or a gravelly mould. The climate here is as favourable as in any part in Scotland, for the fame reason which has been mentioned under the article Morayshire. (See Morayshire.) In the hilly parts, the climate and soil are very different from what they are along the coast; the former being cold and stormy, and the latter a poor sandy loam, full of gravel and small stones. Only a few spots, indeed, on the declivities, skirting the narrow vales, in which the rivers run, are under cultivation, or perhaps susceptible of it. Agriculture, as a science, is little understood in any part of the county, probably less so indeed than in any other in Scotland. The farms are usually small, and mott generally unmixed; and, with a few exceptions, held upon leases ad libitum, which can scarcely fail to retard the progress of improvement. The inferior tenants being for the most part too poor to purchase proper implements of husbandry, those they employ are of their own contrivance, and consequently, as may be supposed, of the rudest kind. Sheep and black cattle are reared in considerable numbers in Nairnshire, and chiefly fed
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on the natural paupillage, either in the downs along the shore, or in the moors towards the bottom of the mountains. The sheep are of the small white-faced kind, with very fine wool, which is either consumed by the farmers themselves, or sold into other districts, there being no manufacture yet established in this county.

There are few mineral substances in Nairnshire, which can be applied to any practical purpose. All the indications of coal, lead, and iron, which have induced adventurers to attempt the discovery of mines of these substances, have hitherto proved illusory. Neither is there any lime-stone found in the county; but its absence, in an agricultural point of view, is left to be lamented, as marl exists in vast quantities at different places, and particularly in a small loch called Conan, and in the vale of Litte, where it is of the purest and most valuable kind. In this vale is the extensive heath of Hoar-moor, which Shakspere has consecrated as classic ground, by making it the scene of the meeting of Macbeth and the weird-filers, in the celebrated play which bears the name of that blood-stained usurper. In the surrounding hills are some quarries of freestone; and in one part of the county there is also one of a dark blue-stone, which flames in the fire, but its bulk is not apparently diminished. After incineration, it does not fall down into powder, but remains solid as before.

The only rivers worthy of notice in this county are the Findhorn and the Nairn. The former takes its rise in Inverness-shire, pales entirely through this county into that of Moray, and discharges itself into the sea at the bay formed by the sand-hills of Culm. The Nairn also, beginning its course from a lake in Inverness-shire, flows through a considerable angle of Nairnshire, and falls into Moray with near the county town. This river flows, in its progress, the western side of the field of Culloden, in which terminated the rebellion of 1745, when the hopes of the Stewart family were frustrated. There is a small salmon fisheries on the Nairn, the property of Mr. Brodie of Brodie.

Nairnshire contains four entire parishes, viz. Ardclaucan, Aultearn, Calder, and Nairn; and parts of five others, viz. a part of the parish of Dyke, in the county of Moray; a part of Urquhart, in Ross-shire; and a small portion of Inch, of Moy, and of Petty, in the shire of Inverness.

In the parliamentary reports of 1801, this county is stated to contain 1072 houses, and 8295 inhabitants; in 1811, the number of houses had increased to 2031; but the inhabitants are returned as amounting to 8251. There is probably some error in one of these returns. Aultearn is a borough of barony, and is memorable as the scene of one of the most celebrated victories of the duke of Montrose over the covenanters, under lieutenant-general Harry, in 1645. Several handsome residences are dispersed over the county, of which the chief are Brodie, Holme, Boath, Lethen, Cantray, and the Castle of Kilravock. Nairnshire is represented in parliament along with the small county of Cromarty; each county alternately elective their joint representative.

Several remains of antiquity in this county, besides those mentioned in the preceding article, may very properly claim attention. Castle-Combe and that of Kilravock, which are both in an entire state, are objects of considerable antiquity and interest: so are likewise the ruins of Penic, Inshaghe, Moinefs, and Loughnadburt. Moinefs appears to have been one of the most extensive monasties in Scott-land, and Loughnadburt is remarkable for having sustained a siege against kings Edward I. and II. It is situated near the centre of a deep lake, in the higher parts of the county, and about 15 miles from any inhabited region; so that it is very difficult to conceive a state of society which could give it importance, either in a political or military view. North-west from this castle, about four miles, in a narrow and solitary vale, in which the river Findhorn flows, stands a very curious monument of the obelisk kind, about half the height of the celebrated one near Forres. The style of this monument is fo highly praised by Mr. Leffis, that it might be carried to some distance, by two vigorous men practised in such exercises. It is set up by the tide of a cairn of stones, supposed to be piled over some grave; but whether really a memorial of the dead, or of some memorable event in history, is uncertain. Tradition, however, represents it as the monument of two lovers, a Highland chiefman and a Norwegian prince, who were drowned in the river, in the act of eloping to secure to themselves that happiness which the hostility of their families denied them. The sculpture on this obelisk is nearly the same on both sides. In the lowest compartment are two human figures, evidently in the Highland dress, in the attitude of embracing, or struggling with each other. On each of the sides is a circle in bold relief, about a foot in diameter, the surface being occupied by eight or ten small globular figures placed round a cup in the centre. The remainder of the sculpture consists mostly of foliage, tendrils, &c.

This monument has no mark or emblem upon it referring to the doctrines or customs of Christianity, and is therefore presumed to be of anterior date to the introduction of that religion into Scotland. General View of the Agriculture in the Counties of Nairn and Moray, by the Rev. W. Leffis, Svo. 1811. This is a very interesting volume, and contains much information respecting towns, villages, customs, and antiquities, in addition to the agricultural department. It is evidently the work of a man of talent and extensive reading. See also Beauties of Scotland, vol. iv.

NAIS, in Natural History, a genus of the Vernes Molleus, claus and order, of which the generic character is, body creeping, long, linear, pellicid, and depressed; the peduncles or feet have small bristles on each side; it has no tentacula or feelers; sometimes two eyes, and sometimes without any. There are ten species; three of them common to the flagrant waters of our country, the others for the most part found on the shores of the North seas; generally only a few lines long, and attached to the stalks of aquatic plants.

Species.

VERMICULARIS. This species is well represented in Plate V. Vernus, fig. 5—11, in its natural and magnified state; it has no lateral bristles, but the chin is bearded. It is found in flagrant waters, adhering to duck-weed; it is only about a quarter of an inch long; the head is sub-elliptical; it has no eyes, and the peduncles have five or six bristles.

SPERLLPINA. Body serpentine, with red spiral intestines, and triple black collar. It inhabits Europe, in flagrant waters; is about an inch in length; the peduncles are warty, with three hooked bristles. This species is finely represented in the plate already referred to.

PROMICRONA. This has single lateral bristles, and a very long proboscis. It inhabits clear flagrant waters, and is about three quarters of an inch long. (See Plate V. figs. 12 and 13.) The body is hyaline, with a blackish flexuous intestine; the segments with a single length bristle on each side; the head is forked, and armed with a mouth and tongue; the vent is terminal, and it feeds on invisible aquatic insects.

ELINGUS. This has single lateral bristles, and no proboscis; it is met with in river water, about half an inch long, and
and narrower than the last. The mouth is placed before, and is obtuse; the vent is lateral.

* Digitata. This also has single lateral bristles, with a laciniate tail. It is found in stagnant waters, or the sandy sediment of rivers, with its head attached to the flanks of aquatic plants, and is not quite half an inch long. The body is marked with a reddish vein down the middle, and furnished beneath with a double row of very minute ciliate proterubances; it has no eyes, and the tail is rounded, and furnished with five unequal retractile prococes.

Barbata. Lateral bristles faciculate, and without a prebasit. Found in the wet hollows of damp woods; not half an inch long; and it is generally met with adhering to flowers. The body in the lower part is furnished with hairs; the segments with four divergent bristles on each side; it has two eyes.

Ceca. This is without eyes, and has lateral warts that are bristly. Inhabits the Northern seas, and is thought to be the same as the Nereis Ceca; which fea.

Littoralis. This species has generally no lateral bristles, but sometimes they occur single, double, or faciculate. Found on the sandy shores of Copenhagen. The body is long, filiform, equal, red, very fragile, and composed of numerous crowded annulations, with numerous segments, each furnished with a lateral bristle.

Marina. The body of this is furnished with single lateral bristles, and furnished with an extensile tube. Found on the shores of Greenland, under marine conrives; fearfully an inch long, and it resembles the Nereis Prolifera; which fea. The body is of a whitish colour, with a yellowish-grey line down the middle; the part is convex, and underneath it is flat, and pointed behind; it has two eyes.

Quadricuspisata. Lateral warts blistly and bristly. The abdomen is furnished with cirri; the tail is four-chief. It inhabits the sandy coasts of Iceland, and is usually found under stones; it is about two inches and a half long. The body is composed of 109 annular segments, sometimes red-green, sometimes of a reddish-grey, with a longitudinal purple line, which is of a stronger colour beneath; it is tapering towards both ends, and flatter beneath; it has neither eyes nor feelers, and its tail ends in four prococes.

Naiserra, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 30 miles N.N.E. of Champaner.

Naissant, in Heraldry, is applied to a lion, or other animal, shewing only the head, shoulders, fore-feet, and legs, with the tip of the tail; the rest of the body lying bide under the shield, or some charge, or ordinary tincture from which it appears to be inflating or arising.

Naifant differs from insignis; as the animal in the former case influes out at the middle, and in the latter at the bottom of the field or charge.

F. Menea’s says, naifant is only used for animals, which shew the bare head as arising out of the extremity of the chief, or from above the fesse.

Naiston, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Irak; 80 miles N. of Ipshah.

Naivete, in Retoric, French term denoting the highest degree of simplicity, of the import of which term, having no corresponding one in our language, it is not easy to give a precise idea. It always expresses a discovery of character. M. Marmontel, who has given the best account of it, explains it thus: “That sort of amiable ingenuity, or undisguised sagacity, which seems to give us some degree of superiority over the person who shews it: a certain infantile simplicity, which we love in our hearts, but which displays some features of the character that we think we could have art to hide; and which, therefore, always leads to the perfons who discovers this character.” La Fontaine is given as the great example of such naivete. This, however, is to be understood as descriptive of a particular species only of simplicity; which fea.

Naka Laben, in Geography, a town of Mingrelia; 20 miles N.W. of Cotatis.

Naked, in Architecture. Naked of a wall, &c. is the surface of a plain, from whence the projections arise; or which serves as a ground to the projections.

Thus, we say, a pilaster ought to exceed the naked of the wall by so many inches; and that the foliage of a capital ought to answer to the naked of the column.

A flooring is said to be naked, before the bosses are laid over the joints; the naked roofing or carasing is applied to the roof before the tiles are laid on the rafters.

Naked Fire, is a term used by chemists for an open fire; or where the containing vessel is immediately exposed to the fire.

Naked Flowers, in Botany, are such as are furnished with a corolla, but defitute of a calyx; such are the Tulip, Hyacinth, and many others of the Lilaceous order. Some botanists do not allow of any flowers of this description, because when only one covering is present, they are pleased to call it invariably a calyx. Jullieu therefore applies the term naked flowers to those which have no bracte or floral leaf.

Naked Leaves are defitute of all kind of clothing or hairiness, like molt of the Orchis tribe.

Naked Seeds are such seeds of plants as are not inclosed in any pod, or capsule.

Naked Stems are those which bear no leaves.

Nakel, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Warsaw; 40 miles N.N.W. of Gneina.

Nakgivan, a town of Persia, in the province of Arokbage; 30 miles S.W. of Arokbage.

Nakia, a town of Syria; 10 miles N. of Acre.

Nakib, in the Oriental Dignities, the name of an officer who is a deputy to the calidzhier, or, as he may be called, the lord high chancellor of Egypt, appointed by the grand signor. His office is to carry the standard of Mahomet.

Nakir, a word used by some medical writers to express a violent flatulence which passes from one limb to another, and is always attended with pain.

Nakkila, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the province of Abo; 10 miles S.E. of Borneberg.

Nakous, an Egyptian musical instrument, made like two plates of brafs, and of all fizes, from two inches to a foot in diameter; they hold them by ftrings falleden to their middles, and strike them together fo as to beat time. They are used in the Coptick churches, and in the Mahometan proceedings.

Nakra, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Khorasan; 9 miles N.E. of Herat.

Nakrash, a town of Egypt, on a canal formed from the Nile to the lake Marseotis; 10 miles N.W. of Skabur.

Nakvay, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Yani.

Nal la Appella, in Botany, a name used in the Hortus Malabaricus to express an Indian shrub, or tree, from the roots of which they obtain an oil of a gold-yellow colour, and very agreeable smell, called appel oil. It is of a bitterish and sharp taste, and is in great esteem among them in pains of the head.

Nala Sunkra, in Geography, a branch of the Indus, which
which separates from the main stream, 14 miles S.W. of Naferpou, and runs into the sea; 35 miles W. of Boogooge.

NALABOOG, a sea-port on the west coast of Sumatra. N. lat. 4° 16'. E. long. 95° 5'.

NALADIDY, or NALDOROOG, a town of Hindoostan, in Marwar; 35 miles N.W. of Ramanadapuram.

NALLDOROUK, or NALDOOG, a town of Hindoostan, in Dowladabad; 76 miles E. of Vithiapour. N. lat. 17° 27'. E. long. 76° 45'.

NALIBOK1, a town of Lithuania; 25 miles N.E. of Novogrodek.

NALIKAN, a town of Afrom Turkey, in Natoia; 25 miles E. of Edik-sheher.

NALLABIGA, a town of Hindoostan, in Bahar; 33 miles S.W. of Bahar.

NALLACOOD, a town of Hindoostan, in Goconda; 21 miles S. of Combamet.

NALLAGUNGE, a town of Bengal; 6 miles S.W. of Chilmary.

NALUGU, in Botany. Rheede Hort. Mal. v. 2. 43. t. 26. See LREA SAMBUCINA.

NALUS, in Geography, a country and people of Africa, between the rivers Nuna, Triltao, and Rio Grande, bordering on the country of Sierra Leone; not far from the Atlantic, between 10° and 11° of N. lat.

NAM. See Naam.

NAMA, in Botany, a Greek name adopted, as it appears, without much reason, by Linnaeus; nor can we offer any thing satifactory refpefting its origin or application.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, permanent, cloven into five, lanceolate, acute, straight, spreading segments. Cor. of one petal, wheel or valver-shaped; tube short, limb divided into five, ovate, obtuse segments, the length of the calyx. Stem. Filaments five, thread-shaped, ovate at the base, inserted into the middle of the tube, shorter than the segments of the limb, and alternating with them; anthers oblong, cloven at the base, revolute, incumbent. Fil. Germen superior, ovate; styles two, capillary, erect, as long as the stamens; stigma capitate. Peric. Capsule ovate-oblong, obtuse, compressed, furrowed on both sides, of one cell, two valves, and shorter than the calyx. Seeds numerous, very small, affixed to the flat receptacle in the middle of the partition.

Eff. Ch. Calyx very deeply five-cleft. Corolla five-cleft. Capsule with one cell, and two valves.

1. N. juniferetia. Linn. Sp. Pl. 327. (N. reclinata villosa, folia ovatis, petalis marginatis recurventibus, flores foliariis; Browne Jam. 185. t. 18. f. 2.)—Native of Jamaica; cultivated in garden, as well as in waste fliny places. Root annual, simple, thread-like. Stem from two to six inches in height; subdivided, procumbent, downy, branched from the axils of the leaves. Leaves opposite, wedge-shaped at the base, ovate, or roundish, entire, downy, their flanks deciduous. Flowers axillary, from two to four in a cluster, each on a separate, short stalk, small and white.

—Browne remarks, “that this little plant spreads about the root, that all its parts are somewhat hairy, and that the stalk and bracts are margined.”

N. zeuzantha, Linn. is now referred to HYDROLEA; see that article.

NAMACUL. in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Barraumal country; 45 miles S. of Dasempury. N. lat. 11° 22'. E. long. 78° 5'.

NAMAGANG, a small island in the East Indian sea. S. lat. 6° 43'. E. long. 152°.

NAMAMTIA, in Ichthyology, a name given by the French to the minait, or seewon. See TRICHECUS MA-MAMTIA.

NANDA, in Geography, a town of Japan, in the island of Nippon; 42 miles S.S.W. of Iga.

NAMQUAS, in Ornithology, a species of Tetra (which fee), in the dry deserts of Africa inhabited by the Namsqas.

NAMQUAS, in Geography, a people of Africa, near the W. coast, N. of the Cape of Good Hope.

NAMASKET. See MIDDLEBOUGH.

NAMATION, NAMATIO, in Laws, the act of disfraining or taking a dixrefa; which fee. See also Naam.

In Scotland the word is particularly used for impounding. See POUND.

NAMPALLA, in Geography, a town of Peru, in the audience of Quito; 40 miles N.W. of Jaen de Bracamoros.

NAMBE, a town of New Mexico; 40 miles N. of Santa Fe.

NAMBOOR, a town of Hindoostan, in My fore; 20 miles W. of Erroad.

NAMBU, a sea-port of Japan, on the E. coast of the island of Nippon; 200 miles N. of Jedo. N. lat. 38° 58'. E. long. 142° 20'.

NAMDO, an island in the Baltic, near the E. coast of Sweden. N. lat. 59° 55'. E. long. 18° 10'.

NAME denotes a word by which men have agreed to express some idea; or which serves to denote or signify a thing or subject spoken of.

This the grammarians usually call a noun, nomen, though their noun is not of quite so much extent as our name. See NOUN.

Seneca, lib. ii. de Beneficiis, observes, that there is a great number of things which have no name; and which, therefore, we are forced to call by other borrowed names. "Ingens eft," says he, "rerum copia fine nomina, quas cum propriis appellabantur signare non potuisse, alienis accommodatis utimur:" which may shew why, in the course of this dictionary, we frequently give divers Tenes to the same word.

It was Adam who, probably under a divine direction, first gave things their names. Genesis, ii. 19.

Names are distinguished into proper and appellative.

Proper names are thofe which repreffent fome individual thing or perfon; fo as to diftinguish it from all other things of the fame species. As Socrates, which repreffes a certain Philofophcr.

Appellative, or general names, are thofe which signify common ideas; or which are common to feveral indivifuals of the fame species; as horse, animal, man, oak, &c.

Proper names are either called Christian, as being given by us at baptism; or names: the firft, impofed for diftinétion of perfons, having to the Roman prenomen; the second, for the diftinétion of families, answering to the nomen of the Romans, and the patronymicum of the Greeks.

Originally every perfon had but one name; as among the Jews, Adam, &c.; among the Egyptians, Biftirs; among the Chaldees, Ninus; the Medes, Aflzagés; the Greeks, Diomedes; the Romans, Romulus; the Gauls, Divitiacus; the Germans, Ariovitius; the Britons, Caffivelan; the English, Hengil, &c.; and thus of other nations, except the
the savages of Mount Atlas, whom Pliny and Marcellinus represent as "anonymi," namely.

The Jews gave the name at the circumcision, viz. eight days after the birth: the Romans to females the same day, and to males on the ninth; at which time they held a feast, called nominalia.

Since Christianity has obtained, most nations have followed the Jews, baptizing and giving the name on the eighth day after the birth, though this is far from being an uniform practice; our English ancestors generally baptized and gave the name on the birth day.

The first imposition of names was founded on different views, among different people; the most usual was to mark the good wishes of the parents, or to entitle the children to the good fortune a happy name seemed to promise. Hence Victor, Caesar, Paulus, Statarius, Probus, &c.

Accordingly we find such names, by Cicero called bona nominis, and by Tacitus favela nominis, were full first instilled, and ranged in the Roman mullets; first called to serve at the first sacrifices in the foundation of colonies, &c. And on the contrary, Livy calls Attius Umbert, abominand omnis nomen: and Plautus, on occasion of a person named Lyco, i. e. greedy wolf, says:

"Voluit nunc faciæ conjecuram, cæterum
Quid id fit hominis, cui Lyco nomen fiet."

Hence, Plato recommends it to men to be careful in giving happy names; and the Pythagoreans taught expressly that the minds, actions, and successess of men, were according to their names, genius, and fate. Thus, Panormitan, Ex bono nomine oritur bona praesumption; and thus the common proverb, Bonum nomen bonum omen: and hence the foundation of the Omenari, which fee.

The abbe Barthelemy, in his "Travels of Anacharsis," (vol. v.) mentions it as a circumstance worthy of attention, that the greater part of names found in Homer comprehends marks of distinction. They were given in honour of the qualities most esteemed in the heroic ages, as valour, fire, strength, swiftness, prudence, and other virtues. From polemos, signifying war, have been formed Tlepolemos, i. e. able to support the labours of war, and Arechpatelinos, i. e. able to direct the labours of war. By adding to the word meches, or battle, certain prepositions and different parts of speech, which may modify the sense in a manner always honourable, are composed the names Amphimachus, Antimachus, Promachus, Telemachus, &c. He adds, that we find scarcely any degrading names in Homer.

Our Camden takes it for granted, that the names in all nations and languages are significative, and not simple sounds for mere distinction fake. This holds not only among the Jews, Greeks, Latin, &c. but even the Turks; among whom Abdallah signifies God's servant; Soliman, peaceable; Mahomet, glorified, &c. And the savages of Hifpanola, and throughout America, who, in their languages, name their children Gliding Light, Sun-bright, Fine Gold, &c. And they of Congo, by the names of precious stones, flowers, &c.

To fumpfe names given without any meaning, however by the alteration of languages their significatio may be lost, it is not a learned author thinks, is to reproach our ancillors; and that contrary to the sense of all ancient writers. Porphyry notes, that the barbarous names, as he calls them, were very emphatical, and very concile; and accordingly it was esteemed as a duty to be epnéuvs, or su nominis homines: as Severus, Probus, and Aurelius are called sui nominis imperatores.

And it was the usual way of giving names, to with the children might discharge their names. Thus, when Gunthram, king of France, named Clotharius at the foot, he said Crefiof puér et hujus fuit nominis executor.

The ancient Britons, Camden says, generally took their names from colours; because they painted themselves; but these names are now lost, or remain hid among the Welsh. When they were subdued by the Romans they took Roman names, some of which still remain, corrupted; though they are, for the greatest part, become extinct, upon the admission of the English Saxons, who introduced the German names, as Cridda, Penda, Osvald, Edward, &c. The Danes, too, brought with them their names; as Swayne, Harold, Knute, &c.

The Norman, at the Conquest, brought in other German names, as originally using the German tongue; such as Robert, William, Richard, Henry, Hugh, &c. after the same manner as the Greek names, Alphafius, Boethius, Symmachus, &c. were introduced into Italy, upon the division of the empire. After the Conquest, our nation, which had been averse to foreign names, as deeming them unlucky, began to take Hebrew names, as Matthew, David, Samson, &c.

The various names anciently, or at present, obtaining among us, from what language or people foever borrowed, are explained by Camden in his Remains.

Of late years it has obtained among us to give furnames for Christian names; which some dislike, on account of the confusion it may introduce. Camden relates it as an opinion, that the practice first began in the time of Edward VI. by such as would be godfathers, when they were more than half fathers. Upon which some were persuaded to change their names at confirmation; which, it seems, is usual in other countries. Thus, two sons of Henry II. of France, christened Alexander and Hercules, changed them at confirmation into Henry and Francis.

In monasteries, the religious assume new names at their admittance; to shew they are about to lead a new life, and have renounced the world, their family, and even their name; e. g. Stifter Mary of the Incarnation, Brother Henry of the Holy Sacrament, &c.

The popes also change their name at their exaltation to the pontificate; a custom first introduced by pope Sergius, whose name, till then, as Plutina informs us, was Swinefoot. But Baronius refers it to pope Sergius I. and Onuphius to John XII. or XIII. and at the same time adds a different reason for it from that of Plutina, viz. that it was done in imitation of St. Peter and St. Paul, who were first called Simon and Saul. Indeed pope Marcellus, of late, refused to change his name.

In Italy; it is frequent to join the name of some saint, in a kind of devotion, to the Christian name; as Joannes Baptista Spinola, &c.

Among the ancients, those defied by the heathen consecrations had new names given them, as Romulus was called Quirinus; Melcerus, Portunus or Portunus, &c. New names were also given in adoptions, and sometimes by tetrach: thus L. Aemilius, adopted by Scipio, took the name of Scipio Africanus; and thus Augustus, who at first was called C. Octavius Thurinus, being adopted by the tetrach of Julius Caesar into his name and family, took the name of Caius Julius Caesar Octavianus. Names were also changed at enfranchisements into new cities. Thus Lucumo, at his first being made free of Rome, took the name Lucus Tarquinius Priscus, &c. and flaves, when made free, usually assumed their masters' names.

Those called to the equestrian order, if they had base names, were always new-named, nomine ingenuorum veterumque.
que Romanorum. And among the primitive Chriftians, it was the practice to change the names of the catechumenos; thus, the renegado Lucianus, till his baptnism, was called Lucius.

Towards the close of the fifteenth century, some of the literati and wits of that period, particularly in Italy, changed their baptismal into classical names. This was done by Platina, the historian at Rome, who assumed the name of Callimachus, instead of Philippus, and thus awakened the fufpicion of pope Paul II. This literate ecclefiafic, conceiving fome bad, but mysterious purpofe, in this practice, wished to difclove the secret, and with this view had recourse to violent methods. Platina was cruelly tortured on this frivolous pretext; and as he had no confefion to make, the pope, having ineffectually endeavoured to convict him of heresy, fedition, &c. and having kept him for a long time in prison, at length releafed him.

NAME. General. See GENERAL.
NAME. Specific. See SPECIFIC.
NAME. of the, is a phrase frequent among Historians and Genealogists, to denote proper of the fame quality and name. It is near one thousand years since the emperors of the Weft first began to dignify themselves in this manner by their number; and in the Italia Sacra of Ughellus, we meet with a charter of the emperor Louis le Debonnaire, ann. 818, wherein that prince styles himfelf the first of the name. Le Blanc mentions a charter of the year 1084, wherein the emperor Henry III. styles himfelf king of Italy, the fourth of the name: and emperor the third of the name.

Some French writers obferve, that in a manuscript preferved in the king's library, their Lewis XI. is only folled the ninth of the name; Louis le Debonnaire, and Louis the Stammerer, not being then reckoned in the number, becaufe they were emperors, as well as Kings of France; on which footing, the late king, instead of the fourteenth, fould only be the fifteenth of the name.

NAMETZKY, in Geography, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brumm; 8 miles N.E. of Szar.

NAMESTI', a town of Moravia, in the circle of Olmutz; 10 miles W. of Olmutz.—Alfo, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Znaym; 30 miles N. of Znaym.

NAMINGATA, a town of Japan, in the ifland of Niphon; 56 miles N.W. of Firusa.

NAMM, NAMM in Law. See NAMM.

NAMM, Vellum, or prohibited Namn, is an unjust taking the cattle of another, or driving them to an unlawlful place, pretending damages done by them.

Such, e. g. is that when the bailiff of a lord diftrains bealls or goods, and the lord forbids his bailiff to deliver them, when the sheriff comes to replevy them; and to that end, drives them to places unknown. Or when, without any words, they are to be ejected, as that they cannot be repleved. Divers lords of hundreds, and courts-baron, have power to hold plea de vito namn.

In fuch cafl, the owner of the cattle may demand fatisfaction for the injury, which is called plactum de namn with vettis.

NAMMESTA, in Geography, a town of Norway, in the diocfe of Aggerhusa; 28 miles S.S.E. of Christiania.

NAMNAGUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 58 miles S.S.W. of Patna.

NAMPHIO, NAMPHI, or Naphs. See NAPHS.

NAMSEN, a river of Norway, which runs into a bay of the North sea, to which it gives name, N. lat. 64° 35'. E. long. 11° 25'.

NAMSLAW, a town of Silefia, in the principality of Breflaw, having a strong cattle, situated among moraffes, on the river Weyda; 12 miles S.E. of Oels. N. lat. 51° 37'. E. long. 17° 45'.

NAMUSOS, a town of Peru, in the diocfe of Truxillo; 120 miles S.E. of Chacopas.

NAMUR, County of, lately one of the Catholic provinces of the Netherlands, now a part of France, confituting the department of the Sambre and Meffe; which fea.

NAMUR, a city of France, late of the Netherlands, and capital of the county of Namur, now capital of the department of the Sambre and Meffe, situated in a valley at the confluence of these two rivers, the greater part being on the right side of the Sambre, between two hills. Some fay that it derived its appellation from "Nam," an armed idol, supposed to be Neptune. This city was defended by a strong castle, feated on a fharp rock on the oppofite fide of the Sambre, which castle was rendered an almost impregnable defence by Fort William and other confiderable forts. In 1692, Louis XIV., with an army of 100,000 men, laid fief to this city, that moity of the army which covered the siege being entruled to the command of the duke of Luxembourg. The garrifon, confiding of 5000 men, was commanded by the prince of Brabant. The affaiants, though apprized that king William would attempt the relief of the city, and that it was well supplied, profecuted their attacks with fuch vigour, that in seven days the place capulated, and the garrifon withdrew to the citadel. The besiegers, encouraged by the prefence of their monarch, and aflilited by Vauban, their engineer, purfued their attack with fuch impetuofity, that the fort of Coehorn was surrendered after an obftinate defence, and the famous engineer Coehorn himfelf dangerously wounded. On this occasion, Vauban and Coehorn exhausted the whole fience of attack and defence, and although the befieged performed wonders, the affaiants prevailed, and the citadel surrendered in fight of king William's army, confiding of 100,000 effective arms, encamped within cannon-shot of Luxembourg's army, which lay on the other fide of the river. Namur remained in the pofteffion of the French until the year 1695, when king William determined to make every poftible effort for retaking it. The affault was desparate and fanguinary, and the garrifon was defended with equal spirit and perseverance. On the 11th of July the trenches were opened, and on the fcond day of September the capitulation was completed. Such had been the French king's confidence in the strength of the place, that he caufed to be placed over one of the gates this inscription; "Redui, non vinci, potes?" that is, you may be surrendered, but cannot be conquered. After the death of Charles II. of Spain, the French feized Namur, together with the rest of the Netherlands, and kept pofteffion of it till the treaty of Utrecht, when the comte, town, and cattle, were given up to the States General, to serve as a barrier against France; the sovereignty and revenues being referred for the elector of Bavaria, and the crown contributing its quota to the maintenance of the Dutch troops and fortifications. In 1746 this fortress was taken posfeffion of by the French, but by the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle it was ceded to the emperor; since that time the fortifications have been demoftrated, except the citadel, which was captured by a detachment of the French army under general Valence, in December 1792, and again surrendered in the following year. In 1794, after the defeat of general Clairfait near Louvain, on the fifteenth of July, the Netherlands were found untenable by the allies. On the 20th, the keys of the city were prefented at the bar of the national convention. Namur is the fee of a biffop, erected in the year 1559 by pope Paul IV. Before the reformation commenced by the late
late emperor Joseph, it had four abbeys of Benedictines, fourteen of Cistercians, one of the order of Premontré, one abbey, and two priories of canons regular, seven chapters of canons, three chapters of noble canons, together with a number of religious houses both for men and women, and several hospitals. Its two divisions, N. and S., contain 16,000 inhabitants; the first 11,500, and the second 4,500, and its canton 11,328, on a territory of 172,666 acres; 45,000, and its canton 11,328, on a territory of 172,666 acres; 25 miles S.W. of Liege. N. lat. 50° 26'. E. long. 5° 54'.

NAND Marble. See Luctelle Marble.

NAMUSA, in Geography, a small island in the Pacific ocean, belonging to the cluster called Moaiges. N. lat. 17° 11'. E. long. 126° 35'.

NAMUSSO, a town of Mingrelia; 10 miles S. of Aragvia.

NANDAW, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 32 miles S. of Fyzabad.

NANDA RAK, a town of Well Greenland. N. lat. 61° 1'. W. long. 37° 23'.

NANAS, a town of Hungary; 4 miles S. of Tokay.—Also, a mountain of Carnola, between Wipach and St. Veit.

NANCASERAM, a town of Hindooftan, in Canara; seven miles S. of Mangalore.

NANAY, a town of France, in the department of the Cher; 18 miles N. of Bourges.

NANCHE, a town of the island of Formosa, on the W. coast. N. lat. 23° 52'. E. long. 119° 45'.

NANCY, a city of France, formerly the capital of Lorraine, now the capital of the department of Meurthe, near the river of that name, alternately capital with Luneville. It is situated in a beautiful and fertile plain, and divided into Old and New Town; the first small and ill built, the latter larger and better built, the streets being wider, and in a straight line. Before the revolution, it contained three colleges, three parochial churches, seventeen convents, an university, an academy of sciences, a medical college, an hospital, and a commandery of Malta. It was formerly fortified, but by the peace of Rywick, the fortifications of the New Town were destroyed. The three divisions of north, east, and west, contain 29,720 inhabitants; the first, 7542, its canton 12,742, on a territory of 1374,196 acres; 10 communities; the second, 11,189, its canton 13,422, on a territory of 70,765 acres; 19 communities; and the third, 11,009, its canton 15,547, on a territory of 1,674,576 acres; 11 communities. N. lat. 48° 42'. E. long. 6° 16'.

NANDBURGAM, a town of Hindooftan, in Myfore; five miles S.S.W. of Chinha Balabaram.

NANDLITETT, a town of Bavaria; 9 miles N.W. of Molfburg.

NANDENORE, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 8 miles N.E. of Chittoor.

NANDER, a town of Hindooftan, in Dowrhatad; 132 miles N.N.W. of Hydrabad. N. lat. 19° 6'. E. long. 77° 35'.

NANDGEERY, a town of Hindooftan, in Visapur; 14 miles N.E. of Sattarah.

NANDGOM, a town of Hindooftan, in Balgana; 18 miles E.S.E. of Chandoor.

NANDI, a town of Bengal; 25 miles S.S.E. of Moorfieldabad.

NANDI ERAWATUM, in Botany, the name of a small shrub which grows in the East Indies, the whole of which is lacetent. The juice expressed from it, mixed with oil, causes pains of the eyes, if the head is anointed with it; the roof is irritated, and bold in the mouth, causes the toothache; and the same boiled in oil, makes a good ointment for all indifferent of the head, especially pain; bruised, and taken in water, it kills worms; bruised with the juice of lemon, and put into the eyes, it removes films.

NANDIGAW, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in the circuit of Condapilly; 15 miles N.W. of Condapilly.


Nand. Cal. Perianth inferior, of many leaves, inbricated in fix rows, and furnished with about fix, ovate, acute, smooth, calcicular foliole in each row. Cor. Petals fix, oblong, concave, acute, longer than the calyx, falling off. Stamens fix, very short; anthers elongate, erect; the length of the corolla. Fr. German superior, short, smooth; flat, triangular, very short; stigma triangular. Peric. Berry dry, globose, f. mo'tho. Seeds two, hemispherical, f. mo'tho.


1. N. domestica. Garden Nandina. Linn. Syll. Veg. ed. 14. 344. Sims in Curr. Mag. t. 1109. Thub. Japon. 147. Banks Ic, Kempf. t. 151. 14.—(Nandajok, vulgo Natten vel Nandin; Kempf. Amoen. 776.)—This ornamental plant is much cultivated both in Japan and China, and is of native of the latter, from whence it was introduced into the garden at Kew in 1804, by Mr. William Kerr. It flowers from May to July.—Root perennial. Stems numerous, shrubby, erect, leafy, branched at the top, about six feet high, and half an inch in diameter. Branches covered with the sheaths of the leaves, waved, leafy at the upper part. Flowers repeatedly compound; leaflets ternate, ovate, bristle-pointed, entire, with a reflexed margin; their petals remarkably compound, the divisions branching off nearly at right angles; at the lower ones more especially; the joints are sown into a kind of globular bulbs. Flowers in loose, terminal, compound panicles, white, with prominent, bright-yellow anthers. Berries red, the fize of a pea, membranous within. Seeds two, convex on one side, and concave on the other; Kempf compares them to what are called in the shops Crab’s-eyes; they are ash-coloured or reddish.

The leaflets of this plant are remarkable for falling off at the joints of their filaments, as soon as it begins to dry between paper.

NANDOLIY, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Rohilcund; 30 miles W.S.W. of Pariyari.

NANDRAN, a town of France, in the department of the Oure, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Huy. The place contains 566, and the canton 10,222 inhabitants, on a territory of 3241,392 acres, in 28 communes.

NANDY-ALLEM, a town of Hindooftan, in Colcond; 22 miles S.E. of Carnool. N. lat. 19° 6'. E. long. 77° 35'.

NANDYOL, a town of Hindooftan, in Bengal; 10 miles S. of Goragot.

NANFI0, NANDIO, or NAMPLIA, an island in the Greecian Archipelago, situated S.W. of Stamagria, and little more than seven leagues in circuit. Its first name was Memblianis, derived from Membrana, a Phoenician, who, when his relation Cadmus went in quest of Europa, accompanied him,
him, and settled in the neighbouring island of Thera. It has since been named Anapha, which in Phoenician language, according to Bochart, signifies shaded and dark, an epithet which this island acquired from its gloomy and thick forests; or, as others say, from the Greek word ἀναφής, to appear, from the thunder having on a sudden occasioned it to arise from the bottom of the waters, in order to receive the fleet of the Argonauts on its return from Colchis, when affailed by a furious tempest. This fable of antiquity is the history of the formation of Naxos, which a voleano caused to appear suddenly above the sea, in the midst of a violent agitation of the atmosphere and of the waves, which has been the case with some other islands of the Archipelago. In memory of this event was built a temple, which was consecrated to Apollo Εὔγλετες, or dazzling with light. Mirth, wine, and pleasantry preceded at the festivities which were here celebrated. Small velliges of the temple still appear in the S. part of the island; and the marble of which it was constructed was taken from a steep rock, of frightful aspect, on whose summit is a chapel, dedicated to “Our Lady of the Reed,” or in modern Greek “Panagia Kalamītou.”

The forests which once darkened the island have disappeared, and have been succeeded only by some scattered shrubs. Its mountains are barren and naked, nor do its plains afford a much more brilliant vegetation. Agriculture languishes, and notwithstanding the fertility of the soil, barley is almost the only plant that produces any harvest. Some small plantations of vines yield good wine, and honey is common. Partridges formerly multiplied so prodigiously, that in order to preserve the corn, all the eggs that could be found were collected about the Easter holidays, and made into various sauces, and especially into amulets; and yet, according to Tournefort, coves of partridges were still very numerous. Their number seems now to be diminished. A small town built to the S. contains the whole population of Naxos; every thing bequeaths the wretchedness spread over the territory of the island. Here is no harbour; but in front of the town, ships find a very good road-head, protected by a small frond, which is called “Nanfo-Poulo,” or Little Naxos.

NANFRI, a river of Sicily, which runs into the sea, on the S. coast, N. lat. 37° 3’; E. long. 14° 6’.
NANGA, a sea-port town of the island of Niphon, situated on a bay on the S. coast; 55 miles S.W. of Jeda. N. lat. 35° 52’; E. long. 88° 48’.
NANGABUSAN, a town of Bengal; 33 miles S.W. of Calcutta. N. lat. 22° 12’; E. long. 88° 45’.
NANGALLY, a town of Hindoostan, in Myfore; 13 miles N. of Vencatigerry.
NANGAN, a city of China, of the second rank, in Yunnan; 1192 miles S.W. of Peking. N. lat. 24° 58’; E. long. 101° 23’.
NANGANIE, a river of Hindoostan, which runs into the Ambravetty; 11 miles S.W. of Caroor.
NANGASAKI, or NAGASAKI, a sea-port town of Japan, on the W. coast of the island of Ximo, at the end of a deep commodious bay. The harbour widens and deepens from its mouth towards the interior part, in which is a rocky island, where is good riding. About half a mile from the town are two imperial guards, enclosed with palisades, each of which consists of 500 men. Here are several forts, constructed along the harbour, but without cannon. The city lies at the widest end of the harbour, but it has no walls, castles, or other defence. The streets are neither straight nor wide. Three rivers run through the town, which descend from the neighbouring hills; but they scarcely afford water sufficient, during the greatest part of the year, to water their rice-fields and gardens; though these streams, after heavy rains, swell into torrents so impetuous, as to sweep away whole houses by their rapid current. The place is divided into the inner and outer town; the former containing 26, and the latter 61 streets, in which no strangers are allowed to dwell; but they are confined under strict watch to certain suburbs. The chief public buildings are five magazins, or large houses, near the shore, constructed of timber; in which are kept three imperial junks, or men of war, ready to be launched at command. The powder-magazine, the palaces of the two refining governors, and other princes and grandees; some of whom reside constantly, and others occasionally there; about 62 temples within and without the city; used partly for devotion, and partly for recreation; the goknia, or common prison, consisting of about 100 large and small cages, or huts, separate from each other, where prisoners are confined, put to the torture, and privately executed, according to their rank or crimes; the brothel, consisting of two handsome streets, shut at each end by strong gates, in which prostitutes are kept, and let out for hire, either to natives or foreigners. The houses are low and mean, though well inhabited, mostly by merchants, tradesmen, and mechanics. The market is well supplied with fowls and grain of various kinds, fish, and cattle; though provisions, as well as merchandizes, fell here at a dearer rate than at other parts. The water is bad, and is fad to occasion very violent and painful colics. The Portuguese were completely routed from Japan in the year 1639, and no further attempts were made on the part of the English till the year 1768, when the East India Company sent a ship to Nangasaki, with a letter from his Britannic majesty to the emperor of Japan. The emperor, probably under the influence of the Dutch, sent the English a medal, forbidding any intercourse with his dominions. Thus ended all communication with Japan, on the part of the English, until the year 1805, when a ship was sent on a mercantile speculation from Calcutta, which was refused admittance, and ordered to leave in 24 hours. In 1808, captain Pellew, in the Phaeton frigate, entered the harbour of Nangasaki under Dutch colours; but the event was unpropitious. N. lat. 32° 45’; E. long. 128° 46’ 15”, or 130° 6’.
NANGAXIMA, a town of Japan, in the island of Xi-coco; 20 miles N.E. of Tofa.
NANG-GE-SU, a small island near the coast of China. N. lat. 25° 6’; E. long. 119° 24’.
NANGIHAN POINT, the southern extremity of the island of Leyta. N. lat. 10° 2’; E. long. 123° 37’.
NANGIS, Guillaume de, in Biography, an ancient French historian, who flourished in the fourteenth century, was a Benedictine monk of the abbey of St. Denis. He wrote the lives of St. Lewis, and of Philip le Hard, and also two chronicles; the first from the creation to the year 1300, the second a chronic general of the kings of France. The lives were printed, for the first time, in Paris in the year 1561, and the chronicle from the year 1113 was published in the “Spicilegium” of D. Luc d’Arcerry, M. Serre.
NANGIS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Provins; 12 miles W. of Provins. The place contains 1699, and the canton 8023 inhabitants, on a territory of 324,521, in 19 communes.
NANG-KANG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province of Kiang-si, on the lake Poy Yang. It has four cities of the third class under its jurisdiction; 637 miles S. of Pekung. N. lat. 29° 33’; E. long. 115° 39’.
NAN

NANGA, a town of Japan, in the island of Xino; 65 miles N. of Nangafaki.

NANGU, a town of Hindooistan, in Myloore; 35 miles N. of Rettingbery.

NANGER, in Zoology, the Antilope Dama, has its horns hooked forwards at the ends; the upper parts of the body tawny yellow, the under parts white, with a white spot on the chest. This is the doma of Flinny, Geifier, Ray, &c. the swift antelope of Pennant, and in his opinion, the Kpans, or Cenms, of Ælian. It inhabits Senegal. This animal is three feet ten inches in length, from the nose to the origin of the tail, and two feet eight inches high at the shoulder; the greater part of the body is white, but the back, upper parts of the sides, and the head, are tawny or yellowish; there are, however, varieties as to colour. Both sexes have round horns, about eight inches long, bent or hooked forwards, and sharp-pointed; there are only six fore-teeth in the lower jaw. The Nanger is very swift and is solely tamed. Ælian compares the flight of the Kpans, to the rapidity of a whirlwind.

NAN-HOANG-TCHIN-DAO, in Geography, a small island near the coast of China, in the Eastern Sea. N. lat. 38° 18', E. long. 120° 44'.

NANI, in Biography, an Italian historian, of a noble Venetian family, was born in 1616, and educated under the eye of his father, who took him to Rome in his suits, being appointed embassador from the Venetian republic to Pope Urban VIII. In 1641, Nani was admitted into the college of senators, and soon after was appointed embassador to France, where he resided five years. He was much esteemed by cardinal Mazarin, who was in the habit of consulting him on public affairs. In 1648 he returned to Venice, having obtained from the court of France a considerable aid of men and money for the defence of Candia against the Turks. The superintendence of the affairs of war and finances was then entrusted to him; and in 1664 he was sent embassador to the Imperial court, which he visited a second time on the accession of the emperor Leopold. In 1670 he was delegated upon a second embassy to the court of France, and on his return was nominated a procurator of St. Mark; and was soon after raised to the post of captain-general by the sea. The maritime service not agreeing with him, he continued to serve the state at home, and the office of historiographer was conferred upon him, and the manner in which he performed his duties rendered his name illustrious. He died in 1678. He was the author of the "Hilory of Venice from 1615 to 1671," of which the first part was published at Venice in 1652, and the second after his death in 1679. It is much esteemed for the veracity of the narrative, and for the depth and facility of the political reflections. To the new edition in the collection of Venetian historians, the life of the author is prefixed. It has been translated into the French and English languages. Moreni.

Nani, in Geography, a town of Candasbar: eight miles S.W. of Ghizni.

NANJAR, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Burfali.

NANIMAN, a town of the island of Cuba; 75 miles W.S.W. of Havana.

NANINA, a town of Abyfina; 70 miles E. of Miné.

NANINO, Giovanni Maria da Valerano, in Biography, was admitted into the pontifical chapel, as a tenor singer, in 1577. He was a fellow Student and in strict friendship with Palestrina. These two excellent masters opened a music-school together at Rome, where they formed many great scholars, among whom was Giov. Bernardino. Vol. XXIV.

NANINO, a younger brother of Maria, according to Walther, but called by P. Martini his nephew, and Antonio Cifra. Antimo Liberati informs us of a circumstance, which will be readily believed; that Palestrina had no relish for the drudgery of attending a school, having his thoughts too much absorbed in his own studies; and that, leaving the care of the discipules to Nanino, his visits were not very frequent or long, calling only from time to time in order to explain to them such uncommon difficulties and doubts as impeded the progres of their studies, and to adjudge the disputes which arose among the professors, who in great numbers constantly attended the lectures there. Though Nanino was regarded by the Romans as one of the most learned musicians of his time, yet Schallian Raval, a Spaniard, then at Rome, thinking they were all mistaken, and that he was himself very much his superior, challenged him and his countryman Soriano, another friend of Palestrina, to a mortal combat, which was to be determined by a weapon they had both frequently wielded, the pen: in this engagement, however, the Spaniard was defeated. Many different fets of madrigals, by Nanino, were published at Venice during the latter end of the sixteenth century, which are now difficult to find; there are, however, in the "Studi di Palestrina, severals of his chants, which are excellent. P. Martini, "S'oria della Musica," has given in his catalogue of authors the titles of two very curious works: the first of these, by G. M. Nanino, is called "Centocinquanta sette Contrapunti e Canoni, a 3, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 Voc. Supra de Cantofermo intitolato la Baie di Collanzo Festa," the second is cried "Trattato di Contrap., con la regola per for Contrapunto a mente, di G. M. Nanino e Bernardino Nanino, fuo Nepote."

NANINO, Bernardino, the younger brother of Maria, according to Antimo Liberati, was a person of very extraordinary abilities, who, by an inventive style joined to a perfect knowledge of harmony, had greatly improved the art of composition. The only productions which we have seen of this master, are two or three chants in the "Studi di Palestrina."

NANKA ISLANDS, in Geography, three small islands in the East Indian sea, the southernmost of which lies close to the western shore of the island of Banca. Sir Efraim Gower observed, that it was very desirable for ships to stop at the Nanca isles, as wood for fuel is very conveniently procured from thence; and was later thought preferable, for keeping, to any before discovered by the squadron in those seas. It discharges itself from three small rills into a deep reservoir. The tide rises and falls about 11 feet, and flows once only in the 24 hours. The latitude of the road is 2° 22' S., and the longitude 107° 41' E. This place is perfectly sheltered from S.W. by S. to the N.W.; and there can be no high sea with any wind, as the land is but at a short distance in the open points. The sea was very shallow close to these petty islands, and heaps of stone mixed with iron ore were, in many places, seen just rising above the surface, without the least covering of vegetation, and as if, at no very remote period, vomited up by the force of subaqueous fire. Stanton's Embassy to China, vol. i. p. 307.

NAN-KING, or Kiang-niing, a city of China, the capital of the province of Kiang-nan, is said to have been formerly one of the most beautiful and flourishing cities in the world. The Chinese, in speaking of its extent, say, that if two horsemen should go out by the same gate, and ride round it in full speed, taking different directions, they would not meet before night. Although this account is exaggerated, it is certain, says Grolier, that Nan-king surpasses in extent all the other cities of China. Its walls, it is said, are
are 5½ leagues in circumference. A French missionary gives the following account of its extent. The suburbs, he says, are very long, but not populous; the houses stand at some distance from one another, having reeds, pools of water, or plantations of bamboo between them. Viewing it from the 5th story of the porcelain tower, which commands an extensive prospect, it did not appear to be above two-thirds as large as Paris. In order to reconcile this appearance with the accounts that have been given of its immense extent, they found, upon travelling a full league from Nan-king, the walls of a city rising amid mountains, and appearing as if cemented to the rocks. These were the walls of Nan-king, which, leaving the city where it now stands, have, as it were, retired thither, to enclose a space of fifteen or sixteen leagues, twelve or thirteen of which are not inhabited.

This city is situated at the distance of a league from the river Yang-tse-kiang; it is of an irregular figure; the mountains within its circuit having prevented its being built on a regular plan. It was formerly the imperial city, and for this reason called Nan-king, i.e., the southern court; but since the fix grand tribunals have been transferred from thence to Pe-king, it is called Kiang-nin in all the public acts. It has lost much of its ancient splendour; no vestige now remains of its magnificent palace; other monuments of its grandeur have also disappeared. A third of the city is defeted, but the rest is all inhabited. Some quarters of it are populous, and full of business. The streets are less broad than those of Pe-king; but they are very beautiful, well paved, and bordered with rich shops. One of the great mandarins, called T'hung-gou, resided here, to take cognizance of all important concerns: the Tartars have a numerous garrison here, commanded by a general of their own nation, and they occupy a quarter of the city, separated from the rest by a plain wall. The palaces of the mandarins are not particularly distinguished from those of the capitals of other provinces; and here are no public edifices corresponding to the reputation of a city so celebrated, excepting its gates, which are very beautiful, and some temples, among which is the famous porcelain tower, 200 feet high, and divided into nine stories, to the first of which is an ascent of forty steps, and to each of the others twenty-one. The port was formerly rendered commodious by the breadth and depth of the river Yang-tse-kiang; but at present large banks, or Chinese junks, never enter it. In April and May excellent fish are caught in this river near the city, which are sent to court, covered with ice, and transported by barks kept for this purpose. This city is more than 200 leagues from Pe-king, and the boats arrive there in eight or nine days. This city, though the capital of the province, has only eight cities of the third class under its jurisdiction. N. lat. 32° 4'. E. long. 118° 24'.

NAN-NGAO-TCHING, an island near the coast of China, about 22 miles in circumference. N. lat. 23° 30'. E. long. 116° 49'.

NAN-NING-CHAN, a city of China of the first rank, situated in the most southern part of the province of Kiang-su; it is a beautiful, populous, and commercial city, and much frequented. It has dependent upon it four cities of the third class.

NANNI, Giovanni, in Biography. See Umede Giovanni de.

NANNI, or NANNUS, Peter, a critic and philologist, was born at Alcmea, in Holland, in the year 1500. He received an excellent education, and afterwards taught philosophy in his own country. He was chosen professor of the learned languages at Louvain, and in this situation palled eighteen years. He then obtained the canonry at Arras, which he kept till his death, in 1557. His principal works were "Meditationum Decas," containing annotations upon a number of ancient authors in ten books; "Dialogorum Heroinarum," reckoned his best work; "Annotationes in Institutiones Juris Civilis;" "Scholia in Cantica Cantorum," and translations of several works, chiefly from Greek authors. He is regarded as a "good critic, an in-eliminate poet, but an indifferent orator." Morelli.

NANNY, in Geography, a town of Peria, in the province of Itrak; 110 miles E. of Ipahan.

NAN-NING, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province of Quang-fù; 1145 miles S.S.W. of Pe-king. N. lat. 22° 44'. E. long. 107° 44'.

NANNO, in Biography, a girl celebrated for her beauty, for her talents in playing upon the flute, and for the poem which Minnemus made on the love with which he had inspired him, though he was arrived at an age when we are usually exempted from such passions.

"What is life and all its pride,
If love and pleasure be denied?
Snatch, snatch me hence, ye Fates, whene'er
The am'rous blifs I cease to share.
O let us crop each fragrant flow'r,
While youth and vigour give us pow'r;
For frozen age will soon deltroy
The force to give or take a joy;
And then, a prey to pain and care,
Detel'ted by the young and fair,
The fun's bleft beams will hateful grow,
And only shine on scenes of woe!"

NANNUCKLOO, in Geography, a small island near the E. coast of Labrador. N. lat. 56° 20'. W. long. 60°.

NANNY Town, Old, a deserted town of the island of Jamaica; 16 miles E.N.E. of the town of Kingston.

NANORE, a town of Bengal; 28 miles N. of Burdwan.

NANSA, a town of Spain, in Asturia; 18 miles S.W. of Santillana.

NANSA-CHE, a town of China, near the W. coast of the island of Formosa. N. lat. 25° 2'. E. long. 120° 39'.

NAN-SAN, a small island near the coast of China. N. lat. 26° 50'. E. long. 119° 20'.

NANSEMOND, a county of Virginia, on the S. side of James' river, and W. of Norfolk county, on the North Carolina line, about 44 miles long, and 24 broad, containing 11,127 inhabitants, including 4408 slaves.—Also, a short river of Virginia, flowing from Great Dismal Swamp; first in a N., then in a N.E. direction, and discharging itself into James' river, a few miles W. of Elizabeth river.

NAN-SHOO-FOU, the frontier city of the province of Quang-tong, according to Sir G. Staunton's Embassy to China. The Chinese Atlas places here a city, called Nan-yong, which is understood to be the same place. See Nan-yong.

NANT, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Milhaux; 10 miles S.E. of Milhaux. The place contains 2171, and the canton 8289 inhabitants, on a territory of 316 kilometers, in 9 communes.

NANT-T'AI-KI, a town of China, on the W. coast of the island of Formosa. N. lat. 24° 50'. E. long. 120° 20'.

NANTASKET ROAD, the entrance into the channels of Bolton harbour, in which a vessel may anchor safely in from seven to five fathoms. Two locks are erected here with accommodations for shipwrecked seamen.

NAN-TCHANG, a city of China, of the first rank, and capital
capital of the province of Kiang-ti. This city has no trade but that of porcelain, which is manufactured in the neighbourhoud of Jaw-teh-ten. It is the residence of a viceroy, and comprehends in its district eight cities, seven of the first class and one of the second. The adjoining country is so much cultivated, that the pastures which remain are scarcely sufficient for the flocks; 66 miles S. of Pe-king, N. lat. 28° 37'. E. long. 115° 30'. See K'ING-TI-CHING.

NANTERRE, a town of France, in the department of the Seine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Denis; 5 miles W. of Paris. The place contains 2300, and the canton 11,000 inhabitants, on a territory of 54 kilometres, in 7 communes.

NANTES, a city of France, and capital of the department of the Lower Loire, formerly capital of a district, called Nantais in Bretagne. It is situated on the Loire, and has been reckoned one of the greatest trading cities in the kingdom: it is large and populous, containing six parts, and comprehending 73,649 inhabitants: its cantons are six, including 51,638 inhabitants, on a territory of 107½ kilometres, in 5 communes. Before the revolution, it was the seat of a bishop, the seat of an intendency, a chamber of accounts, or board of finances, a mint-office, &c. &c. In it were, exclusively of the cathedral, and a collegiate church, eleven parish churches, fourteen convents, two hospitals, one college, and an university founded about the year 1460, a society of agriculture and arts, a school of anatomy and surgery, and a large rope manufacture. Nantes has been accustomed to carry on a very large trade to the French colonies, to America, to Spain, Portugal, and other parts; though ships of burthen can come no further up the Loire than to Paimboeuf, a market-town, where the cargoes are transferred to smaller vessels, and conveyed to Nantes. The temperature of Nantes appears, from four years observations, to be 55° 53', and therefore differs very little from the standard, which is 55° 5'. N. lat. 47° 1', E. long. 1° 26'.

Nantes, Edict of, in Ecclesiastical History, a famous edict promulgated at Nantes in the year 1558, by which Henry IV. granted to the professors of the reformed or Protestant religion, the liberty of serving God according to their consciences, and a full security for the enjoyment of their civil rights and privileges, without persecution or molestation from any quarter. This edict restored and confirmed, in the fullest terms, all the favours that had ever been granted to the Protestants by other princes, and particularly by Henry III. To these privileges others also were added, which had never been granted, nor even demanded before: such as free admission to all employments of trust, honour, and profit, the establishment of courts and chambers, in which the professors of the two religions were equal in number; and the permitting the children of Protestants to be educated, without any molestation or constraint, in the public universities. This edict was revoked by Lewis XIV., at the instigation of the bishops and Jesuits, in the year 1685, a measure which, though accompanied with the applause of Rome, excited the indignation even of many Roman Catholics, whose bigotry had not effaced or subdued, on this occasion, their natural sentiments of generosity and justice. This revolution was followed by another measure, still more tyrannical and shocking, even an express order, addressed to all the reformed churches, to embrace the Roman faith. The consequences of this cruel and unrighteous proceeding were highly detrimental to the true interests and the real prosperity of the French nation, by the prodigious emigrations it occasioned among the Protestants, who sought, in various parts of Europe, that religious liberty, and that humane treatment, which their mother-country had so cruelly refused them. Those among them whom the vigilance of their enemies guarded so closely as to prevent their flight, were exposed to the brutal rage of an unrelenting soldiery, and were affrighted by every barbarous form of persecution that might tend to subdue their courage, exhaust their patience, and thus engage them to a feigned and external profession of Popery, which in their consciences they beheld with the utmost aversion and disgust. From this evil, however, good has ultimately proceeded. The event was very beneficial to almost all the Protestant countries of Europe; and more especially to the commerce of Holland, Brandenburg, and England. The number of refugees, who on this occasion fled from France, and carried their skill and industry in various manufactures to other countries, was, at a moderate computation, more than half a million.

The revocation of the edict of Nantes was followed by a persecution of the Huguenots, called, from the dragon troops employed in it, the "Dragonade." It is but justice to acknowledge, that this horrid persecution was condemned by the greatest and best men in France. M. d'Auguqueau, the father of the celebrated chancellor, resigned his office of intendant of Languedoc, rather than be a witness of it; his son repeatedly mentions it with abhorrence. Fenelon, Flechier, and Bossuet, confederally the ornaments of the Gallican church, lamented it. To the utmost of their power they prevented the execution of the edict, and softened its severities, where they could not prevent them. This practical condemnation of the refort to temporal power, in effecting religious conversion, does all these illustrious characters the greatest honour, as the doctrine of religious toleration was, at that time, little understood. We are constrained, however, to allow that Bossuet, the bishop of Meaux, seems to admit, in theory, the general right of Christian princes to enforce acts of religious conformity, by wholesome severities; and thus allows them, for effecting a spiritual good, a refort to temporal means, which the divine founder of our faith so explicitly disclaimed for himself.

Nantes, or Swimming, in the Linnean System of Zoology, is the name of an order of animals under the class of amphibia; the characters of which are, that they are pinnated, and breathe by lateral branchia or gills. This order comprehends fourteen genera, and seventy-six species. To this order belong the petromyzon, raja, squalus, &c.

Nanteuil, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Aisne, between Meaux and Chateau-Thierry.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Marne; 6 miles N. of Epernay.

Nanteuil-le-Hanzouin, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Senlis; 9 miles E.S.E. of Senlis. The place contains 1420, and the canton 8980 inhabitants, on a territory of 170 kilometres, in 22 communes.

Nantial, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Vienne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bellac. The place contains 1570, and the canton 13,385 inhabitants, on a territory of 290 kilometres, in 12 communes.

Nanticoke, a town of America, in Suffolk county, Delaware, containing 1832 inhabitants.

Nanticoke Creek, a river of Upper Canada, now called Wavenny, which discharges itself into lake Erie, between Long Point and Grand river.

Nanticoke, a navigable river of the eastern shore of Maryland, which runs into Chesapeake bay.
NANTICOKEs, tribes of Indians, who formerly lived in Maryland, upon the above-mentioned river. They first retired to the Susquehanna, and then further north. By the shocking act of poisoning, in which they excelled, they almost extinguished the whole nation, and destroyed some of their neighbours. Thence, with the Mohickons and Conoys, about forty years ago inhabited Utsonango, Chagmet, and Oweey, on the E. branch of the Susquehanna. At that period the two said tribes could furnish 100 warriors each; and the Conoys 30.

NANTIGNI, Louis Chazot de, in Biography, celebrated for his genealogical writings, was born in 1692 in Burgundy. He studied at Dijon and Paris, and at the latter city he was entrusted with the education of some young men of rank.

Having a turn for historical researches, he employed all his leisure in drawing up genealogical tables, and from 1736 to 1738 he published the fruits of his labours in a work entitled "Genealogies Historiques des Rois, des Emperereurs, et de toutes les Maifons Souveraines," in four vols. 4to.

He also published "Tablettes Geographiques," "Tablettes Historiques, Genealogiques, et Chronologiques," and "Tablettes de Theismis." He supplied many articles for the supplement of Moreri, and supplied the genealogical part of the "Mercure." He died in 1755, but had the misfortune totally to lose his fight some time before his death.

NANTILDA. Fauchet relates that Dagonet, being as a vepers in the abbey of Romilly, heard a nun sing so exquisitely, that he entered into the convent to see her; and being equally charmed with her beauty as with her voice, he married her; and she merited, by her conduct and piety, a place among the saints.

NANTING-SU, in Geography, a small island near the coast of China. N. lat. 24° 10'. E. long. 118° 6'.

NANTRILL, E. and W., two townships of America, in Chelster county, Pennsylvania.

NANTUÁ, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Ain; 36 miles W. of Geneva. The place contains 2791, and the canton 8249 inhabitants, on a territory of 137½ kilometres, in 10 communes. In the time of the Romans this town was called Nantuacum, and appears, by medals and fragments of inscriptions which have been found here, to have been a place of consequence before the revolution.

It had two convents, one for men and another for women. It has manufactures of gauzes, taffetas, Rockings, nankeens, and printed calicoes or chintzes. The adjoining lake, called by its name, and about four or five miles in circumference, abounds with fish. Its length is considerable; and on the S.E. side the mountains are abruptly and highly elevated; and towards the southern extremity of Nantua, there are quarries of different sorts of granite. N. lat. 46° 19'. E. long. 5° 41'.

NANTUCKET, an island of North America, belonging to the state of Massachusetts, and situated between 40° 13', and 41° 22' 30" N. lat., and between 69° 56', and 70° 13' 30" W. long., about eight leagues S. of Cape Cod, and E. of the island of Martha's vineyard. It is 15 miles long, and 11 broad, including Sandy point, but its general breadth is 31 miles. It has only one bay of note, formed by a sandy point, extending from the E. end of the island to the N. and W., on which was erected a light-house in 1784, and on the N. side of the island as far as Eel point. This is a fine road for ships, except when the wind is at N.W., which causes a heavy swell. The island confines a county of its own name, and contains 6117 inhabitants, and sends one representative to the General Court. It has ten furnaces of iron. The inhabitants are, in general, robust and enterprising, most of them being blacksmiths and mechanics.

The seamen are singularly expert whalemen. The whale fishery originated among the white inhabitants in 1690: and advanced to a considerable state of prosperity, which was almost ruined by the late war; but it has since revived and extended to the great Pacific ocean. The island had formerly plenty of wood. The people who inhabit it, and particularly the females, are much attached to it, and have no wish to emigrate. They are mostly Friends, or Quakers; but there is one society of Congregationalists. There are at present about 300 proprietors of the island; among whom the proportional number of cattle, sheep, &c. are put out to pasture, and the quantity of ground and sea granted to the rating of crops is subject to particular regulations; and proper officers are appointed who keep books for debiting and crediting the different proprietors.

NANTUCKET SKOAL, a bank which stretches out above 15 leagues in length, and fix in breadth to the S.E. of the island of its name.

NANTUXT BAY, a bay of New Jersey, on the E. side of Delaware bay, opposite Bombay Hook.

NANTWICH, or NAMPttWICH, a market-town in the hundred of Nantwich, and county palatine of Chester, England, is seated in a luxuriant vale, on the high road from London to Chester, at the distance of 170 miles from the former place, and 20 from the latter. The earliest mention of this town is in the reign of William the Conqueror, when a fanguinary battle between the English and Welsh is said to have been fought on its vicinity. In 1113 it was laid waste by the Welsh, and in 1146 we find a band of these mountaineers defeated here when returning homewards from a predatory excursio. From this time hitherto is silent concerning it, till the era of the civil wars between the king and the parliament in the seventeenth century, when it appears to have been fortified with mud-walls and ditches, and to have been several times taken and retaken by each of the opposing parties. Lord Byron besieged it for the king in 1644, but before he was enabled to reduce the garrison, his army was attacked and defeated by the parliamentary forces under Sir William Fairfax. Fire and pestilence have also produced very destructive effects in this town; for in 1648, almost every house was consumed by the former; and in 1604, the latter produced a mortality of upwards of 500 per sons.

Extensive felt-works were formerly established here; but these are nearly relinquished. Many of the lower classes of inhabitants now derive a livelihood from shoe-making for the London shops; and a small cotton manufactury has been lately established. The church of Nantwich is built in the form of a cross, having large pointed windows in the chancel and the sides, adorned with very elegant brickwork. The market-house is a neat modern edifice, occupying the site of an ancient fabric, which suddenly fell to the ground in the year 1739. There are various alm-houses, a workhouse, erected in 1780, and a free-school. It is said there were likewise formerly several hospitals, now gone to ruin, and their funds applied to other purposes. The petty feodoms for the hundred are held in this town; and the inhabitants poffeff an exemption from serving on juries except within its limits. Saturday is the market-day, and there are three fairs during the year. Nantwich, according to the parliamentary return of 1811, contained 873 houses, and 2999 inhabitants.

Adjoining to the town are seen the foundations of the castle, which was a ruin to early as the reign of Henry VI., when it was demolished, and the stones made use of for the purpose.
purposé of enlarging the parish church. The site is now the property of earl Cholmondeley, whose chief residence is situated about five or six miles further to the easterly. (See MALPA.) Cerew-hall, the seat of lord Cerew, lies to the west of Nantwich; and is a very fine specimen of the architecture of the 17th century. This mansion was garrisoned for the parliament at the commencement of the civil wars, but was taken, after an obstinate resistance, by the royal army under lord Byron, in 1643. A view of a curious flower-case in this house, with a history and description of the building, are published in Britton’s "Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain," vol. ii. Doddington castle, which stands four miles to the fourth of the town, is also remarkable for having been several times besieged and taken during the same unfortunate era. Lysons’ "Magna Britannica," vol. ii. 410.


NANU, a town of Peria, in the province of Iprak; 54 miles N.E. of Ipahan.

NAN-YANG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province of Ho-nan. It is situated on the banks of a small river; and though neither large, rich, nor populous, its jurisdiction comprehends two towns of the second class, and six of the third class, and abounds with provisions, so that three thousands armies have remained in it without occasioning any perceptible scarcity. Lapis lazuli has been found in some of the mountains that surround it; 462 miles S.S.W. of Peking. N. lat. 33° 6'. E. long. 112° 14'.

NAN-YONG, or NANG-KIONG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province of Quang-tong, situated in a fertile country at the foot of a mountain, which separates the province of Quang-tong from that of Kiang-hi, and carrying on an extensive trade. Its jurisdiction comprehends two towns of the third class; 922 miles S. of Peking. N. lat. 25° 10'. E. long. 113° 52'.

NANZOO, a town of the Birman empire; 16 miles W. of Ava.

NAOUAI, or NAOUAOI, the surname of Al-Schafi, in Biography, a musulman doctor, who wrote many works by which he acquired great celebrity, was born at Naoua, a small town within the jurisdiction of the city of Damascus, at which place he went to live at the age of thirteen, or, as others say, fifteen; this is the more probable, as it was at this early period of life he was created doctor of law. The musulman call him Imam abel Zamanehi, or the great Imam of his age, and they speak of him as a doctor intimately conversant in the knowledge of religion, who lived retired from the world, in the practice of all the duties of piety; who was thoroughly instructed in traditions, and a great master of jurisprudence. He died at Damascus in the year of the Hegira 676, or 1298 of the Christian era. He was buried at his native place, where he received the honours of a saintship. He was author of "Treatises on Jurisprudence;" "A Treatise on Musulman Traditions;" a work "On the Fundamental Principles of the Mahometan Religion;" and other pieces. He is sometimes referred to as "the doctor in traditions of the city of Damascus." Gen. Boy.

NAOUR, in Geography, a town of Nubia, on the Nile; 15 miles N.E. of Mocteto.

NAP, in Greyland, a cape on the W. coast of the island of Yell. N. lat. 69 56'. W. long. 1 31'.

NAPABEICIC, a town of Mexico, in the province of New Biscay; 160 miles N.W. of Parral.

NAPACAR, the town of the island of Calpentine, in the Indian Ocean. N. lat. 7° 56'. E. long. 76° 48'.


Gen. Ch. Cali. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, five-cleft, round, urn-shaped, permanent. Cor. Petals five, oblong, concave, spreading, connected by oblong claws. Stam. Filaments numerous, capillary, the length of the corolla, united below into a cylindrical column; anthers roundish, comprephèd. Pet. Germin superior, conical; style cylindrical, ten-cleft at the top, as long as the corolla; stigmas simple. Peric. Capsule ovate, composed of a number of sharpish, pointed cells, not burbling, finally deciduous. Seeds solitary, kidney-shaped.

Obs. Linnaeus, in his Generalis, and Murray, in the fourteenth edition of the Systema Vegetabilium, removed this genus to the class Diocasia, both the species proving to be dioecious by occasional or perhaps constant imperfection of the respective organs of impregnation. Cavanilles thought that this was the only point in which Napaea differed from Sida, but there appears to be a further difference in their fruit. "Linnaeus observes also that the petals of the genus before us are not oblique, neither is the flower-stalk jointed, whilst the calyx is broader at the base." Eff. Ch. Calix inferior, five-cleft. Petals five. Capsules roundish, deprephed, of many cells, not burbling. Seeds solitary.

1. N. levis. Smooth Napaea. Linn. Synt. Veg. ed. 14. 865. (N. hermaphrodit; Linn. Sp. Pl. 965. Sida Napa; Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 766. Malva virginiana, Linn. folio.)—Stalks naked, smooth. Leaves l. bed, smooth. Native of North America, flowering from July to September, and ripening its seeds in autumn, when the stalks decay.—Root perennial, creeping. Stems three or four feet high, smooth. Leaves alternate, on longish, slender footstalks, acutely three-lobed, serrated, about four inches long at the bottom part of the stem, but gradually diminishing upwards. Stalks three inches in length, divided at the top into about three smaller ones, each bearing a single white flower.

2. N. scabra. Rough Napaea. Linn. Synt. Veg. ed. 14. 865. (N. dioica; Linn. Sp. Pl. 965. Amoen. Acad. v. 3. 18. Sida dioica; Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 766.)—Stalks bracteated, angular, leaves pinnate, rough. Native of North America like the last, flowering and fruiting at the same time with that—Root perennial, composed of numerous, thick, flabby fibres, connected at the top into a large head, from which proceed many rough, hairy leaves, nearly a foot in diameter, deeply cut into fix or seven lobes, irregularly toothed. Stems seven or eight feet high, divided in the upper part. Stalks bearing several large, white flowers, in heads. Fruit orbicular, deprephed, consisting of eight or ten cells.

NAPAIA, in Gardening, contains plants of the hardy, herbaceous, flowery perennial kind, of which the species mostly cultivated are: the smooth napaia (N. levis); and the rough napaia (N. scabra).

Method of Culture.—These different plants are easily increased by seeds, which should be sown on a bed of common earth in the spring, keeping them clear from weeds till autumn, and then transplanting them where they are to remain. They fucceat well in a rich moist soil, in which they will grow very luxuriantly, and must be allowed room. And the soil for the same may also be mercerified by parting the roots, and planting them out where they are to remain in the autumnal season.
These plants afford variety among other plants in the borders and other places.

**NA.P.E.E.** In Mythology, nymphs who presided over the groves. See *Nympha.*

**NA.PASHISH,** in Geography, a lake of North America. N. lat. 62° 10', W. long. 99° 30'.

**NA.PATA,** a town of Nubia, near the E. coast of the Nile; 210 miles E.S.E. of Dongala.

**NA.PAUL.** See *Neapul.*

**NA.PAYOL,** or **NA.PAYELDA,** a town of Moravia, in the circle of Hradich; 8 miles N. of Hradich.

**NA.PE** is used for the hinder part of the neck; by reason, perhaps, of the soft short hair growing thereon, like the nap of cloth.

**NA.PE,** in Rural Economy, a provincial term applied to a piece of wood used for supporting the fore-part of a loaded wain.

**NA.PELLE.LUS,** in Botany. See *Acotitum.*

**NA.PHA,** a name given by many of the writers in phar-macy to orange-flower water.

**NA.PHI.THA,** in Chemistry, is an inflammable liquid of a yellow colour, being the most volatile and colourless part of petroleum, from which it is distilled. Hence naphtha appears to have the same relation to petroleum, which turpentine and tar have to the oil of turpentine, and what is called spirit of tar.

The word in the original Chaldee signifies *filthare,* or *dope,* or *naphtha,* according to Pliny, running like a kind of bitumen.

There seems to be a strong alliance between the volatile acids and naphtha, extending to all the volatile fluids distilled from the different species of bitumen. This, in all probability, is the natural state of this description of inflammable bodies; the vividity, solidity, and colour depending upon the agency of oxygen.

It is the general opinion that the oxygen becomes a component part of the volatile oil, in order to assume the form of resin. It is, however, much more probable, that the oxygen confuses the hydrogen, forming water, leaving the remainder a compound of hydrogen and carbon, with more of the latter element, to which it owes its colour, confidence, and fluidity.

Petroleum may, therefore, be regarded as naphtha rendered vifcid, and coloured by the air, from which the naphtha, still unchanged, being distilled, leaves a substance which contains a less proportion of hydrogen, and which is known by the name of asphaltum. See *Petroleum and Asphalum.*

Naphtha has been employed by Sir H. Davy for the purpose of preferring the metals potassa and silex, for which it seems particularly adapted, from two of its properties, namely, its small specific gravity, and its not containing oxygen. Although the specific gravity of potassa is but .77, it sinks in pure naphtha, which is sometimes not more than .7.

**NA.PIER,** in Biography. See *Nepe.*

**NA.PIER'S,** or *Neper's Bones.* See *Neper's Bones.*


Gen. Ch. cal. Perianth superior, of one leaf, small, concave, in six roundish, acute, permanent segments. Cor. Petals five, ovate, villous, inserted into the receptacle of the flower, opposite to the calyx. Stam. Filaments eighteen, inserted into the same part; anthers roundish, of two cells.

**PIFL.** German inferior, crowned by the calyx; styles three: figmas obtuse. *Peric. and Seed unknown.*

Eff. Ch. Calyx in five deep segments. Petals six, villous. Stamens three to each petal. German crowned with the calyx.

1. **N. guiana**. Aubl. t. 237.—*A tree,* whose trunk rises to the height of twenty-five feet, and is one and a half in diameter, with a reddish, wrinkled, and cracked bark. *The wood is white and soft. The branches spread in every direction. Leave alternate, on very short and slender stalks, elliptical, smooth, serrated, with a blust point. *Stigmas* small, in pairs at the base of the footstalks, deciduous. *Flowers* small, greenish, in slender, axillary, long-stalked spikes, each flower accompanied by a small seale-like bracteae.*

This tree is a native of the woods of Guiana, flowering in November. Juffieu ranges the genus next after *Homalium,* to which it appears to have some affinity; but the barbarous name is inadmissible, and it can only be tolerated till enough is known of the plant to establish its generic character with certainty.

**NA.PLE.S,** in Geography, a kingdom of Italy, comprehending ancient Samnium, Apulia, Campania, Lucania, and Bruttium, and bounded on the N.W. by the province of Campania di Roma, Umbria, and the marquifate of Ancona; on the N.E. by the Adriatic, and on its other parts by the Mediterranean. It lies between 37° 46' and 44° 55' N. lat., and between 13° 20' and 19° 1' E. long.; its greatest length from S.W. to N.E. being 190,870 Italian miles, its greatest breadth 140, and its circuit 1468. According to Zimmermann, it contains 20,534, square miles. This country is in general mountainous, or rather hilly; it is hot, and it is very rarely that ice, or even snow, is observed in the plains. The soil is exceedingly fertile, producing all kinds of grain, with the finest fruits and vegetables; but it is badly cultivated. It is calculated that the culture of corn employs ten percents, and that of the vine at least twenty.

Corn is chiefly exported from the provinces of Capitanata, Bari, Otranto, Abruzzo, Molise, Calabria, and Bafulia, which supply the internal consumption of the kingdom, and the foreign markets. The produce of the Terra di Lavora and Salerno is referred for the use of the capital. The exports of the kingdom of Naples are wheat, barley, legumes, Indian corn, hemp, linseed, cumin, fennel, and annulets; wool, oil, wine, cheeses, fish, salt flesh, honey, wax, fresh and dry fruit, manna, saffron, liqueurse, gums, locust beans, capers, lupins, macaroni of various sorts, salt, potash, brimstone, nitre, argall, pitch, tar, fumach, ikins, cattel, oranges, lemons, brandy, vinegar, metals, minerals, marble, flax, hemp, flax, cottons, and various sorts of manufactures. Horses and cattle might also become valuable articles of exportation, if the breed were duly regarded. The provinces that abound much in oil, are Bari, Otranto, Calabria, and Abruzzo. The best almonds are obtained from Bari, whence they are exported to Venice and Trieste. The annual produce of filk in the kingdom is computed at about 800,000lbs. weight, half of which is supposed to be wrought at home, and the other half exported raw. The exportation of thrown filk, upon an average of many years, amounts to 146,277 lbs. The best cotton is in the province of Otranto. In Calabria there are natural mountains of salt, which is stronger and more active than sea-salt. Among the chief articles imported into Naples, we may enumerate the following; viz. from England, woolen goods of all sorts, silk and worsted stockings, hats, tanned hides, lead, tin, pepper, hardware, linens, handkerchiefs, fans, canes, guns, dyeing woods, drugs, watches, clocks, mathematical in-
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While household furniture, salt cod, pilchards, herrings, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, and occasionally calices, and East India goods:—from Holland, cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, pepper, medicinal drugs from the East and West Indies, fine cloths, particularly the fine, called Segovia, linen for shirts and other uses, muslins, chintz, calicases, several forts of cocoa, whalebone, tobacco, silk stuffs, and velvet:—from France, an immense quantity of sugar, indigo, coffee, dyeing woods, verdigris, Levant drugs, cocoa, hardware, silk stuffs, gold and silver fays of Le Mans, divers, cloth of Elbeuf, and all forts of women's apparel:—from Spain, es- corialine, dyeing woods, cocoa, hides, salted and in the hair, medicinal American drugs, Jefuits' bark, farfaparilla, jalap, balsam of Peru, spaccanaca, cloths of divers sorts, wine, tobacco, suff of Seville and Havanna, lead, gun-barrels, honey, &c.:—from Portugal, Brazil sugar, tobacco, cocoa, drugs, hides, &c.:— from Venice, books, cordovans, looking-glasses, crystals and glasses of all sorts, Padua cloths, called Venetian fays, for the consumption of the provinces, fine Verona cloths, equal to English scarlet, Rockings, woolen caps, fine hats, wax candles, white loaf sugar, fine linen, medicinal and Levant drugs, all sorts of paints, sulphure, cinnabar, quicksilver, turpentine, dragon's blood, iron of divers sorts of the manufactures of Germany and Brefcia, paper, &c.:—from Genoa, American goods from the Spanish main, and from the Portuguese East Indies, velvets, iron in great quantities, nails, ordinary hats, wax from Tunisia and the African coast:—from Leghorn, all sorts of goods at second hand from the Levant, Barbary woods, linens of Egypt, wax, and many silk manufactures;—from Petersburg, hides, wax, iron, flurs, &c.:— from Sardinia, an immense quantity of sunny fish and cheese:— from Germany, Sicily, and all forts, woods, cloths, di- verse manufactures, vitriol of Hungary, crysalis of Bohemia, large glasses for watches and windows, hats and goods of the new Vienna fabric, turpentine, quicksilver, hardware, manufactures of Olhauhog and Nuremberg, copper, tin plates, boards, cloth, &c. The duties in general upon goods imported into the city of Naples, amount to about 25 per cent.; sugar and wax pay 40 or 50 per cent. upon the market price. The duty upon sugar produces about 80,000 ducats annually. Calabria affords a great quantity of manna, which see; and also excellent saffron. Here also are obtained alum, vitriol, sulphur, rock crysall, marble, and quantities of minerals. Glass-works constitute a very beneficial branch of trade, and also the Neapolitan horsefis, which are much ef- teemed. The wool of the sheep is fine and good, and silk is exported to a considerable value. Of the filaments, or a kind of hair or wool, of an olive-green, growing on some shellfish, at Malta, Cortica, Sardinia, and the gulf of Ve- nici, are made worstcoats, caps, stockings, and gloves, warmer than the wool, and though not so fine and soft as silk, yet always retaining a peculiar gloss. The silk, woollen, and other manufactures, together with the improvement of arts, owe their first establishment to Ferdinand of Arragon, who patronised them in a very liberal manner. These manufac- tures, joined to the native produce, are a source of considerable trade to the kingdom of Naples.

Among the chief mountains of Naples are the Apen- nines, which extend through the whole length of the country, and terminate at the straits of Sicily. (See APENNINES.) Of rivers there is not any one of note in the kingdom; but small streams defend, in every direction, with rapidity from the interior parts, and lose themselves in the sea. The most remarkable natural curiosity is Vesuvius, an inflated moun- tain, well known for its fiery eruptions. (See VESUVIUS.) A considerable part of this country, as well as other pro-

vines in Italy, has been at remote periods affected by fire. This fact is sufficiently testified by the present appearance of the country. Naples, Rome, and most of the ancient Roman highways, are paved with lava, and the founda- tions of the houses in the subterraneous city of Hercla- neum, are composed of the same materials. All the moun-
tains and hillocks in the vicinity of Naples are merely a mafs of various sorts of matter vomited forth by volcanos which no longer exist, and whose eruptions, anterior to his tory, have probably formed the ports of Naples and Puz- zaoli. The Apennine mountains exhibit a considerable number of visible fires under different forms: and the earth- quakes to which this country is subject have distressed its inhabitants with frequent apprehensions and calamities. The swarms of lizards and scorpiions that infest it are likewise always alarming, and sometimes injurious and fatal. The provinces of which the kingdom of Naples confiding were formerly a part of the dominions of the Roman republic, and afterward of the emperors. After the fall of the Ro-
man empire, this part of Italy underwent various revolu-
tions. The powerful princes of Benevento survived the conquest of the north of Italy by Charlmagne; and with other potencies in this quarter acknowledged the supremacy of the Greek empire, from which Sicily had been wrested A.D. 828, by the Saracens, who possessed it till the year 1058. Both Saracens and Greeks were afterwards expelled by the Normans; and the Norman leaders became dukes of Apulia, Calabria, and Sicily; and Roger was named king of Sicily by the pope, A.D. 1130. The Norman line continued till their kingdom was subdued by Henry VI., em-
peror of Germany. After internal contests, Charles of Anjou became king of Sicily in 1266: after the Sicilian wars, 1282, Sicily was fetzed by a fleet sent by the king of Arragon; but Naples continued to acknowledge the line of Anjou, which expired in the infamous Jean, 1382. René of Anjou, king of Naples in 1435, was the father of Margaret, wife of Henry VI. of England; but the French line failed in 1481, in Charles count de Maine, who named Louis XI., king of France, his heir, whence sprung the pretensions of France to the kingdom of Naples. The Spanish line of Naples and Sicily continued till 1714, when they passed to the house of Austria; but were transferred to that of Bourbon in 1736, in the person of Don Carlos, duke of Parma and Placentia, son of Philip V. of Spain, and Elizabeth of Parma, who succeeding to the crown of Spain in 1759, conferred his Italian kingdom on Don Ferdinand, his third son, who married the lffer of the emperor of Germany in 1768. The kingdom of Naples, in consequence of subflebevolved revolutions, was affigned to prince Joseph, the brother of the French emperor, without a single struggle; the people having been too much op-

preffed by taxation, that a change of masters had become an object of indifference, if not of hope.

The Jews came into this kingdom about the year 1200, but in 1540 were expelled; however, they obtained here, as well as in Sicily, in 1740, exemptions and privileges be-
yond what they enjoyed in any part for many centuries past. The Neapolitan nobility constitute a numerous body; and they are excessively fond of splendour and show. This ap-
ppears in the brilliancy of their equipages, the number of their attendants, the richness of their deeds, the grandeur of their titles, and the magnificence of their entertainments. Dr. Moore, in his "View of Society and Manners in Italy," (vol. ii.) informs us, that the king of Naples counts 100 persons with the title of prince, and a still greater number with that of duke, among his subjects. Six or seven of these have eilates, which produce from ten
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To twelve or thirteen thousand pounds a-year; but the annual revenue of most is not above one or two thousand pounds. As to the inferior orders of nobility, they are much poorer; many counts and marquises not having above three or four hundred pounds a-year of patrimonial estate. The hereditary jurisdiction of the nobles over their vassals, substains, both in the kingdom of Naples and Sicily, in the full rigour of the feudal government. The peasants therefore are poor; and it depends altogether on the personal character of the masters, whether their poverty is not the least of their grievances. If the land was leased out to free farmers, whose property was secure, and the leaves of a sufficient length, to allow the tenant to reap the fruits of his own improvements, the vassals of the nobility would, without doubt, produce much more. The landlord might have a higher rent paid in money, instead of being collected in kind, which subject it to the salaries and impositions of a numerous train of rewar^s: and the tenants would be enabled to live much more comfortably, and to lay up, every year, a small pittance for their families. But such is the love of domineering, that many persons would rather submit to be themselves slaves to the caprices of an absolute prince than become perfectly independent, on the condition of giving independence to their vassals.

Although the Neapolitan nobility still retain the ancient feudal authority over the peasants, yet their personal importance depends, in a great measure, on the favour of the king; who, under pretence of any office, can confine them to their own vassals, or imprison them at pleasure; and who, without any alleged offence, and without going to such extremes, can inflict a punishment, which they will feebly feel, by not inviting them to the amusements of the court, or not receiving them with smiles when they attend on any ordinary occasion. The government of this kingdom is nearly despotic. The laws of it are contained in the "Codex Carolinus," published in 1754. The religion of Naples is the Roman Catholic, but the Neapolitans have always reluctantly opposed the introduction of the inquisition; and independently of this, no papal bulls or mandates can be made public without the king's "exequatur." The number of monasteries and convents is very great, and the clergy, who are very numerous, are wealthy, whilst the laity are poor. The number of archbishoprics in the kingdom is no less than 34, and that of bishoprics 125; but here is no univercity of any reputation. The ecclesiastics are computed at 200,000; and it is supposed that about one-half of the lands is in their possession.

The kingdom of Naples is divided into twelve provinces, called "Giulizzierati," or jurisdictions, containing 2057 univeritas, under the denomination of cities, towns, and villages. This division is commonly attributed to the emperor Frederick II. The provinces are Terra di Lavora, Principato Citra, Principato Ultra, Capitanata, Molise, Abruzzo Citra, Abruzzo Ultra, Ibar, Otranto, Basilicata, Calabria Citra, and Calabria Ultra; which see respectively. An estimate of the population of this kingdom is published annually by authority. In the year 1767, there were 1,819,267 males, 1,886,875 females, and 107,612 ecclesiastics, secular and religious, 81,898 males, and 76,770 females were born, and 123,041 of both sexes died: in 1777, 2,002,745 males, 2,124,030 females, and 94,728 ecclesiastics: in 1778, the number of inhabitants amounted to 4,564,445: in 1779, to 4,651,293.

Naples, the chief city of the above-described kingdom, situated in the country of Lavora, partly on a mountain, and partly towards the sea, and esteemed, after Confiantsnople, the most beautiful capital in the world. This city was founded by the Greeks, and their choice of its situation is one proof, among many others, of the fine taste of that ingenious people. The bay is about 30 miles in circumference, and 12 in diameter; it has been called "Crater," from its supposed resemblance to a bowl; which bowl is ornamented with the most beautiful foliage, with vines, olive, mulberry, and orange trees, with hills, dales, towns, villas, and villages. At the bottom of the bay, the town is built in the form of an amphitheatre, sloping from the hills towards the sea. Independently of its situation, Naples is a very beautiful city. Although the style of architecture is inferior to that of Rome, and Naples cannot vie with this city in the number of palaces, or in the grandeur and magnificence of the churches, the private houses in general are better built, and are more uniformly convenient; the streets are also broader and better paved. No street in Rome equals in beauty the Strada di Toledo at Naples; and still less can any of them be compared with the beautiful streets which are open to the bay. This, says Dr. Moore, is the native country of the zephyr; here the exceeit of the heat is often tempered with sea-breezes, and with gales, wafting the perfumes of the Campagna Felice. The houses, in general, are five or six stories in height, and flat at the top; on which are placed numbers of flower vases, or fruit trees, in boxes of earth, producing a very gay and agreeable effect. The fortresses of St. Elmo is built on a mountain of the same name, and the garrison stationed in it has the entire command of the town. A little lower on the same mountain is a convent of Carthusians, upon which a large sum has been expended in order to render the buildings and gardens equal in point of beauty to the situation. Although Naples is excellently situated for commerce, and no kingdom produces the necessaries and luxuries of life in greater profusion, yet trade languishes; the bell foundries come from Lyons, and the bellwollen goods from England. The chief articles manufactured here are silk stockings, soap, snuff-boxes of tortoise-shell, and of the lama of Mount Vesuvius, tables, and ornamental furniture of marble. They are thought to embroiler here better than in France, and their macaroni is preferred to that made in any other part of Italy. The Neapolitans excel also in lictures and confections. The walls of Naples form a circuit of nine Italian miles; but including the suburbs, the entire circumference cannot be less than 18 or 20 Italian miles. It is embellished by a considerable number of fountains, furnishing indifferent water, and water is also conveyed to the city, from the foot of Mount Vesuvius, by a very grand aqueduct. It swarms with princes, dukes, marquises, and other nobility, to whom are appropriated five large piazzas; and the commonalty have also their peculiar piazza; the citizens forming a society of their own perfectly distinct from the nobility. In the most respectable classes of citizens are the lawyers, of whom there is an incredible number in this town. The number of priests, monks, and ecclesiastics of all the various orders that swarm in this city is prodigious, possessing, as it is said, above one-third of the revenue of the whole kingdom, besides what some particular orders acquire by begging for the use of their convents. The unproductive wealth, which is lodged in the churches and convents of this city, amounts to a very large sum; and though the churches and convents of Rome surpass those of Naples in point of architecture, yet the latter are superior to the former in riches, in the value of their jewels, and in the quantity of silver and gold crucifixes, vellums, and implements of various kinds. The monasteries and convents of both sexes are computed at 149, besides which here are 34 houses for poor boys, girls, and
and women, 11 hospitals, 4 capital churches, 32 parish churches, 70 other chapels and churches, and upwards of 120 oratories or chapels of religious fraternities. Naples is the see of an archbishop, whose cathedral, called "Il Duomo," is a fine Gothic building. The greatest curiosity in it is the magnificent chapel, called "Il Teatro," where Januarious's head, and some of his blood are kept. (See JANUARIUS.) The "Lazzaroni," or blackguards, form a considerable part of the inhabitants of Naples; and these have, on some occasions, had the government for a short time in their hands. They are computed at above 30,000; most of them have no fixed habitations, but keep every night under por- ticos, piazzas, or any kind of shelter they can find. These of them who have wives and children, live in the subburbs of Naples, near Paulippio, in huts, or in cellars, or chambers dug out of that mountain. Some of them gain a subsistence by fishing, others by carrying burdens to or from the shipping; many walk about the streets ready to run on errands, or to perform any labour for a small remuneration. They have been generally represented as a lazy, licentious, and turbulent class of people: but Dr. Moore has a more favourable opinion of their character; ascribing their idleness to want of employment. The ecclesiastics are estimated at about 10,000; and the whole number of inhabitants at 350,000. There is not perhaps a city in the world with the same number of inhabitants, in which so few contribute to the wealth of the community by useful, or productive labour, as Naples; but the number of priests, monks, fiddlers, lawyers, nobility, footmen, and Lazzaroni, surpasa all reasonable proportion.

For the defence of the city, and keeping it in subjection, there are five castles, confining only of very strong walls. The Castello Nuovo communicates by a covered way with the king's palace, and on one side is contiguous to the sea. Its subterraneous works and mines are admirable. At its entrance stands a triumphal arch, of very curious sculpture. The Castello del Uovo, so called from its oval figure, is strong, and stands on a rock in the sea; of the castle St. Elmo we have spoken already. Provisions are plentiful and cheap at Naples, so that the inhabitants procure ample supplies with little labour. Many of the streets are crowded more than those of London and Paris by the number of idle people, who, having no public walks or gardens, amuse themselves with traversing the streets. But, notwithstanding their want of employment, riots and outrages seldom occur, which is partly owing to the national character of the Italians, and partly to the universal folly of the people. The great luxury of the inhabitants is icced water and lemonade; these are carried about in little barrels, and retailed in halfpenny's worth. Nothing would be more likely to cause disturbance than the want of ice, the monopoly of which is granted to certain persons, who sell it about 3s. 4d. a pound.

According to Diodorus Siculus, the founder of this city was Hercules; others say, that it was built by the Pho-ceans, and others ascribe it to Ulysses, who named it Parthenope, in memory of one of the Syrens, who, according to the fable, not being able to detain that hero by the harmony of her voice, was so irritated and despairing, that she threw herself from a precipice, and was buried on the spot where now stands the church of St. Gia Maggiore. Other authors deduce its name from Parthenope, daughter to a king of Thessaly, who conducted thither a colony from the island of Euboea. Others, again, attribute its origin to one Phalerus, tyrant of Sicily; whereas Strabo reports, that it was founded by the Rhodians long before the invention of the Olympic games. However this be, it is most probable that Naples was founded by the Greeks, and that it existed long before Rome itself. In 1799, Naples was taken by the French; 100 miles S. E. of Rome. N. lat. 40° 54'. E. long. 13° 30'.

Naples, with so many advantages over other great cities, in situation, climate, antiquities, harbour, &c. has likewise, at all periods of its history, distinguished itself by the cultivation of the arts, equally, if not in a superior manner, to any other city in Europe (see Vicente della Cottura, di Napoli Signorelli); but in none so much as music during the last century, by the numerous great composers and performers who have issued from its famous seminaries, the conservatories, under the direction of Alessandro Scarlatti, Leo, Durante, and Sala, whose echoes have not only done honour to Italy, but supplied all the rest of Europe with men of such eminence in their art, as no other city on the globe can boast; which will be readily allowed by all those who love and have cultivated music, when they are reminded that not only the two Scarlattis, Leo, Pergolesi, Durante, Porpora, Vinci, Jomelli, Perez, Piccin, Sacchini Anfosi, Traetta, Rinaldo di Capua, Gugliemi, Genaro Manna, Cioce de Maja, Laillita, Sala, Cimarosa, Paetello, were all Neapolitans.

These were composers; but the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius have not been much more wonderful than some of the Neapolitan fingers, such as Nicolini, Farinelli, Caffarelli, Aprire, De Amis, Millico and Pacciotterio.

Naples Tilirse, or Giallalino, is a porous, heavy, granular substance of an earthy nature; it is friable, adheres a little to the tongue, and, when exposed to the air, neither undergoes decomposition nor changes its colour, which is a pale orange yellow. Reduced to an impalpable powder it remains suspended in the water for a considerable time, and at half falls down as a puffy mass. Boiled in water the fluid acquires a faint tinge. It does not effervesce with acids, but is partly dissolved by nitro-muriatic acid; it is fused with difficulty, and in this state undergoes no change, except that its colour becomes rather more red. When fused with colourless glass the produce is a milk white enamel, which proves the absence of iron. When mixed with inflammable substances a regulus is obtained, which appears to be a compound of lead and antimony.

This article is principally brought to us from Naples; generally in the shape of an earthy crust, from three to four lines thick, and sometimes exhibiting the shape of the vessel in which it has been suffered to harden. It is also often seen as powder.

It is not known with certainty at what period this substance has become an object of commerce. Pomet is the first writer on drugs who makes mention of Naples yellow, and he observes that it is extremely brittle. Kunkel, who gives a pretty complete list of the substances used for colouring glass and enamel, is silent respecting Naples yellow or giallalino; but if the name of this production can be considered as a proof of its antiquity, it may be said to have been known in Italy as early as the end of the 16th century. Ferrante Imperato speaks of two sorts of giallalino, one of which appears to be the oxid of lead, called Maliscot, while the other is unquesionably the substance under consideration. But no writers on colours appear to have been acquainted with the nature of the true Naples yellow; some have considered it as a volcanic production of mounts Vesuvius and Etna; others as a variety of native ochre; Guettard (Mém. de l'Acad. des Sciences, 1763) mistook it for a bolar earth; but Pott (Lithogogique, p. 2.) is nearest the truth, for he suspects it to be the result of artificial preparation. Fougeroux (Mém. de l'Ac. des Sciences, 1766)
NAPLOSA. See NABLUS.

NAP, in Geography, a town of South America, on a river of the same name, in the audience of Quito; 200 miles S.E. of Quito. The river rises about 20 miles S. of Quito, and after a south-easterly course of about 360 miles, discharges itself into the river of the Amazons, S. lat. 50° 30'. W. long. 71° 10'.
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NARAH, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 45 miles E. of Bettinck.

NARADIPETTA, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 8 miles S. of Chattoor.

NARAINUM, a town of Hindooftan, in Dowlatabad; 10 miles S.E. of Junere.

NARAINPOUR, a town of Bengal; 5 miles S. of Koonda.

NARAMPURKY, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 32 miles S.E. of Bettinck.

NARAN, a town of Hindooftan in Bahar; 42 miles E. of Hajjpour. N. lat. 25° 41'. E. long. 86° 10'.

NARANGABAD, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 25 miles N.W. of Kaibabad. N. lat. 27° 50'. E. long. 85° 55'.

NARANGPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Bengal; 24 miles W. of Comillah.

NARANGUNGE, a town of Bengal, on the Dukkafer; 7 miles S.E. of Dacca. N. lat. 23° 37'. E. long. 93° 38'.

NARANGUR, a town of Bengal; 18 miles S. of Midnapour. N. lat. 22° 10'. E. long. 87° 30'.

NARANJA, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Fez; 75 miles N. of Fez.

NARANJAL, a town of South America, in the audience of Quito; 12 miles S.E. of Guayaquil.—Alfo, a river of Peru, on the Pacific ocean. S. lat. 2° 28'.

NARANJOS, a town of Peru, in the diocese of Trujillo; 15 miles S. of Chacopayas.—Alfo, two small islands in the Spanish main, near the coast of Darien. N. lat. 9° 30'. W. long. 79° 38'.—Alfo, a cluster of small islands, among the Philippines; 12 miles N.E. of Malbate. N. lat. 12° 20'. E. long. 125° 54'.

NARANPOUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Bahar; 25 miles S.S.W. of Arrah.—Alfo, a town of Bengal; 10 miles S. of Kibnaugur.—Alfo, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 40 miles N.N.E. of Munictpour.—Alfo, a town of Bengal; 50 miles S.E. of Dacca.

NARAPILLY, a town of Hindooftan, in Golconda; 10 miles E. of Hyderabad.

NARBETH, a market and poal-town in the hundred of that name, and county of Pembroke, South Wales, is situated at the distance of 229½ miles N.W. from London, and 12 miles N.E. from Pembroke. This place has greatly increased of late years, both in fize and opulence. In 1801, the number of houses and inhabitants in the town appeared, from the parliamentary returns, to amount to 340 of the former, and 1531 of the latter; but in 1811, the same authority states the houfes at 402, and the population at 1779 perfons. The market day is Thursday, and there are fix well attended fairs during the year, which privileges have been enjoyed since the reign of James II. A mail coach paffes through the town every day, and from London to Milford. Here are held the petty fessions for the hundred. The church is an ancient building, founded by Sir Andrew Perrot, in the reign of Henry II. The living is a rectory in the gift of the crown, and one of the most valuable preferments in the diocife of St. David's. On a coniderable finance, eile to the town, are the ruins of the castle of Narbeth, which are now of very small extent; but from the outline of walls that may ill be traced, it must at one time have been a very large and magnificent pile, and of great importance as defending one of the most frequented ways in the county. Hence it was frequently assaulted, and sometimes taken, by the Welsh princes, during their defolatory wars to repel the aggressions of the Anglo-Normans, and afterwards the English.

About two miles north-east from Narbeth stand the ruins of Lawdhen castle, anciently the palace of the bishops of St. David's, and consequently that from which they derived their title to a seat in the house of peers. This superb edifice crowned the summit of a steep, wooded hill, and though apparently placed on the very edge of a precipice, was moated and approached by a drawbridge, at the grand entrance, which was under a gate-way between two octagonal bastions of very massive architecture. The whole building has been formerly very spacious and magnificent; as is evident from the present remains, though it have been much deteriorated of late years by the barbarous practice of using its materials for the repair of the roads. It is constructed entirely of cut stone, and highly finished, and within it is an elegant chapel, which was built by bishop Vaughan. At what time this castle was erected is uncertain; but Mr. Fenton inclines to think that it is chiefly indebted for its grandeur to Thomas Beke, who was bishop of St. David's from 1320 to 1393, and made this the principal place of his residence. Attached to it is a large park and a forest, which Leland tells us were well flocked with red deer in his time. The keeps of this forest were frequently gentlemen of the first families in the county; a circumstance alone sufficient to indicate the high style in which the ancient bishops were accustomed to live. Two miles to the south-east of this castle is Slench hall, a very elegant mansion, which occupies the site of an ancient commandery of knights of St. John, though not a trace of the establishment of this church-militant now remains; it is a ruin, and the church itself, a very small but respectable edifice, standing close upon the river Cliddy, which skirts the pleasure-grounds, and contributes greatly to their beauty. Pitton castle, lying eastward from Slench, though built in the reign of William Rufus, is, by the hereditary attention of its possessors, still almost in as good condition as when first erected. This mansion of the noble family of Phillips is surrounded by very extensive plantations and gardens, laid out with great taste. Within these is an old encampment, called Castle-lake, a pool of considerable strength by nature, and rendered more so by a very high agger on its western side. At Templeton, a village south-east from Narbeth, is a chapel, now in ruins, which belonged to the knights of Slench, who are said to have much frequented this place during their hunting parties. In the centre of the main street are the ruins of an ancient crofs. The houses here, though thinly scattered, are well built, and preserve the vestiges of former opulence. Indeed there can be no doubt of this having been formerly a considerable village; and by some it is conjectured to have been early a manufacturing town subordinate to the great colony of Flemings, who established themselves at Tenby. Fenton's Historical Tour through Pembroke shire, 4to. 1811. Carlile's Topographical Dictionary of Wales, 4to. 1812.

NARIMSKOJ, a lake of Russia, 36 miles in circumference; 230 miles N.N.E. of Pervitchik.

NARBO, or Narbo Martius, in Ancient Geography, a city of Gaul, in Gallia Narbonensis. See NARBONNE.

NARBONENSIS GALLIA. See Gaul.

NARBONNE, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Aude, situated on a canal, which communicates with the Aude. When the Romans first entered Gaul, this was a flourishing city, and they made it a Roman colony, under the appellation of "Narbo Martius." About 116 years B.C., Julius Caesar sent lither a new colony of the veterans of the 10th legion; and under Augustus it was the capital of "Gallia Narbonensis." Under the kings of France, it was the seat of an archbishop, the feast of an admiralty, and the residence of a governor; and it contained two collegiate churches.
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NARCISSUS, a name adopted from the poets, who have failed that the flower which bears it originated in the transformation of a beautiful youth, who pined away with admiration of his own image in a fountain. The origin of the word, nevertheless, appears to lie deeper, having been derived from Ναρκίς, a name, and alluding to the effects of the smell of a Narcissus. These are frequently an intense headache, and partial loss of recollection, to which the writer of this can bear witness in some of the species, as well as in Honey-suckles, and a few other very sweet flowers. The name of the youth might apply to the fluidity of his passion, and of the flower to its own properties, before Ovid elegantly combined them. The description of Dioscorides, so full, leaves no doubt of his being the same as ours, the "white species, purple within," answering exactly to the beautiful, though very common, Narcissus, of botanists. Linn. Gen. 161. Schreb. 216. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 2. 34. Mart. Mill. Dist. v. 3. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. v. 2. 214. Sm. Pl. Brit. 353. Haworth's Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 5. 424. Salis. Prod. 220. Juss. 55. Lamarck Illuir. t. 229. Tourn. t. 185. — Ch. and order, Hexandria Monogynia. Nat. Ord. Spatheceae, Linn. Narcissus, Juss.

Gen. Ch. Cal. an oblong, obtuse, compressed, membranous sheath, splitting along its flat side, containing one or many flowers, permanent. Cor. Petals fix, ovate, pointed, flat, equal, inferted into the tube of the nectary on its outside, at some distance above the base. Nectary of one leaf, funnel-shaped, regular, cylindrical below, with a coloured border. Stam. Filaments fix, awl-shaped, inferted into the tube of the nectary, and shorter than its border; anthers rather oblong. Pist. Germen within the sheath, below the corolla, roundish, bluntly triangular; style thread-shaped, longer than the stamens; stigma three-cleft, concave, obtuse. Peric. Capsule roundish, with three blunt angles, membranous, of three cells, and three valves, with central partitions. Seeds several, globular.


This favourite genus has engaged the particular attention of several British botanists, especially Mr. Salisbury, Mr. Haworth, and the late Mr. Curtis; as well as of Mr. Ker-Bellenden, who, in his contributions to the continuation of the Botanical Magazine, has attended to this among other lilaceous genera, or their allies. He thus characterizes the habit of Narcissus, in p. 925 of that work.

Bulb inrolled with membranous tunic. Leaves several, in two ranks, linear-funnel-shaped, thickish, and somewhat succulent; usually flat, a little depressed above, keeled and ribbed beneath; sometimes rust-like, and half cylindrical, with a slight channel above. Flower-flask naked, central, thinly compressed, or two-edged. Flowers yellowish or whitish, or partaking of both colours. Style triangular, as if composed of three combined. Capsule membranous. It differs from Pantharatum in having the stamens unconnected with the central crown or cup of the flower, but more or less cohering with the tube.

The number of species is fourteen in the 14th edition of the Syll. Veg. of Linnaeus; Willdenow and Aiten have each...
NARCISSUS.

Each seventeen, but each has three species which the other omits. We shall chiefly take these authors for our guides, declining the great multiplication of species to which others are, in our opinion, rather too prone. Three Narcissi are found wild in England.

1. N. poeticus. Poetic Narcissus. Linn. Sp. Pl. 414. Engl. Bot. t. 275. Redout. Lilac. t. 160. (N. medio purpureus; Ger. em. 123; and with a double flower, 124.)—Sheath morels fingle-flowered. Cup of the nectary very short, wheel-shaped, membranous, crenate. Leaves bluntly keeled, reflexed at the margin.—Native of England, Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy, on open, rather sandy, hills, flowering in May. Wheller mentions this species as growing on Helcine, and other hills in Greece, upon whose authority it was admitted into the Prodr. Fl. Græc.; for Dr. Sibthorp did not meet with the plant himself, though he very justly indicated it, in his manuscripts, as what Diocorides had mentioned. That ancient writer speaks of the root as emetic, and as useful for burns if applied with honey, or for injurious effects of the sun upon the skin, if used with nettles' feed and vinegar. He also celebrates its effects in cleaning ulcers and ripening abscesses.—With us the plant is chiefly valued for the beauty and fragrance of its flower, which is the largest of the white kinds, and known from all others, except the next, by the crimson border of its very shallow, and almost flat, cup of the nectary. The double variety is most frequent in gardens. Sometimes there are two flowers in a sheath.

2. N. angustifolius. Narrow-leaved Crimsons-edged Narcissus. Curt. Mag. t. 193. Ait. n. 2.—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary very short, cup-shaped, membranous, crenate. Leaves not broader than the flower-stalk.—Native of the south of Europe. Cultivated in England early as 1776, according to Lobel, and distinguished by the writers of that period, though confounded with the foregoing by Linnaeus, and other modern botanists, till lately. It differs in being scarcely above half so large, with leaves of a narrower proportion and flatter form, and the edge of the nectary more crenate The wooden cut of Dodonaeus, cited for this by Mr. Curtis, is what we have quoted from Gerarde under the former, to which it appears to us certainly to belong. Gerarde distinctly notices the present, and mentions its early flowering, which is in the beginning of April, full six weeks before the poeticus.

3. N. biflorus. Pale Narcissus, or Primrose peert. Curt. Mag. t. 107. Sm. Fl Brit. n. 2. Engl. Bot. t. 276. Willd. n. 11. (N. medio luteus; Ger. em. 124.)—Sheath two-flowered. Cup of the nectary very short, wheel-shaped, membranous, crenate. Leaves acutely keeled, inflexed at the margin.—Native of Spain, England, and Ireland. It was gathered on a rabbit-warren at Shorne in Kent, with the poeticus, by Mr. Jacob Rayner, but generally blooms a little earlier than that species, and is common in gardens, being valued for its beauty and scent, though the latter soon becomes oppressive in a room. From the frill species it differs in the texture of the leaves being triangular, and their edges inflected. The flowers usually two, sometimes one or three, from each flower; the petals of a cream-colour, or yellowish, not of a pure, snow-white; the nectary crenate, with a pale edge, but no crimson circle. All these marks are permanent and invariable, except the number of flowers. Their size is always less than that of the poeticus.

4. N. tenius. Slender Narcissus. Curt. Mag. t. 379. Ait. n. 4.—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary very short, cup-shaped, plaited. Leaves linear-awlshaped, channelled.—A native probably of Europe, but known to us only as having been procured from the gardens of Hol-land. Mefirs. Grimwood and Barrit are mentioned by Mr. Aiton, as having frill cultivated it in 1780. This is a hardy species, flowering in May, and most resembles the lax in colour, but the petals are rather more yellow, the edge of the cut crenate, more plaited, neither white nor membranous, but brown as the flower advances. The fragrance is considerable. The leaves gradually taper to a blunt point. Stalk round, slender, taller than the leaves, chiefly compressed above, and always single-flowered. Germin and tube of the flower slender, standing horizontally. Curtis.

5. N. incomparabillis. Peerlels Daffodil. Curt. Mag. t. 121. Willd. n. 2. Ait. n. 5. (N. amplis; Salis. n. 17. N. odorosus; Linn. Am. Acad. v. 4. 311. N. omnium maximus; Ger. em. 135.)—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped, plaited, crisped, half as long as the petals. Leaves acutely keeled.—Native of Spain and Portugal, according to Miller. Parkin and others of it as cultivated in 1629, but was it perhaps known here much earlier. He gives a sufficiently expressive figure of this plant, in his Garden of Pleasent Flowers, p. 73. It is known by the bell-shaped, wavy, and plaited cup of the nectary, which is much longer than any of the preceding, and of a rich orange colour. The petals are pale yellow, but sometimes almost white. The double variety, N. incomparabillis, Rob. ic. t. 20, in which the colours are most strongly contrasted, is most admired, and called the Butter and Egg Narcissus, or Orange Phænix. This species is very hardy, flowering in April. The bulbs of the double form should be taken up yearly, or they are apt to degenerate, or rather to return towards the natural single flate of the flower.

Curt. Mag. t. 148 is now confided by the editor a variety of this.

6. N. Pseudo-narcissus. Common Daffodil. Linn. Sp. Pl. 414. Willd. n. 3. Ait. n. 6. Engl. Bot. t. 173.) Pseudo-narcissus anglicus; Ger. em. 133. Pseudo-narcissus lutes sulphureus; ibid.)—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped, crenate, crisped, obscurly five-crenate, as long as the ovate upright petals.—Native of England, as well as of Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy, in rather moist woods or thickets, flowering in March, when its growth being rapid, and duration short. The leaves are two or three, glaucous, bluntly keeled. Stalk compressed, two-edged, about the same height, which is scarcely a foot. Flower drooping, not pleasantly scented, with nearly erect petals, of a pale yellow, the long tubular nectary being of a golden hue. Such is the wild plant. The garden varieties differ in the fullness of colour, as well as in the shape and position of their numerous petals, and diversified nectary.

7. N. bicolor. White and Yellow Daffodil. Linn. Sp. Pl. 415. Curt. Mag. t. 1187. N. albivs, calyce flavo, fave tubo imbriato; Rubd. Elly. v. 2. 70. f. 7.)—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped, crenate, crisped, longer than the ovate, flat, spreading petals. Leaves slightly concave, nearly frignt.—Native of the Pyrenees. Common in old gardens, flowering in April or May, a month after the last-delivered, from which it differs in having less glaucous leaves, and yellowish horizontal petals; the tube of the nectary being scarcely longer than the petals, whereas in Pseudo-narcissus it is thrice as long. Its scent too is much sweeter.

8. N. major. Great Yellow Daffodil. Curt. Mag. t. 51 and 1321. (N. major totus luteus, calyce prælongo); Bâth. Pin. 52. Rubd. Elly. v. 2. 71. f. 9. N. bicolor ?; Willd. n. 4. Ait. n. 7. Pseudo-narcissus hispanicus; Ger. em. 133.)—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped, crenate, the length of the oblong oblique petals;
its margin spreading, lobed, and crenate. Leaves twisted.—
Native of Spain. Common with double flowers in gardens,
but rarely seen single. The twisted, somewhat glaucous,
leaves, very large flower, of an uniform golden yellow, and
the other differences expressed in the specific character, feem
to us abundantly sufficient to distinguish this from the bicolor.
It flowers in April, and is very hardy.
n. 5. Att. n. 8. Curt. Mag. t. 6. (N. parvus, tetus lut-
tibus; Rubd. Elyt. v. 2. 72. f. 11. Pseudo-narcissus minor
hispanicus; Ger. em. 133.)—Sheath single-flowered. Nec-
tary inconverial; its cup six-cleft, cropped, longer than
the lanceolate petals. Leaves spreading.—Native of Spain;
very hardy with us, flowering in March or April. As the
preceeding is the largest, this is the smallest of the Daffodils.
Its spreading, short, glaucous leaves, and the gradually
dilated nectary, not well delineated by the old authors, mark
the species well. The petals are of a pale yellow, the cup
darker. Mr. Saliby divides this species into two, by the
names of exiguus and pusillus, but we cannot satisfy
ourselfs of the propriety of so doing, nor has the meafure
been adopted by others.
Mag. t. 924 and 1300. (N. albuis; Haworth Tr. of Linn.
Soc. v. 5. n. 5. N. candidissimus; Redout. Liliac. t. 188.
N. albuis, calyce prolongo, flore pendente; Rubd. Elyt.
v. 2. 73. f. 16. Pseudo-narcissus albo flore; Ger. em. 134.)
—Sheath single-flowered. Flower drooping. Cup of the
nectary cylindrical, crenate, crenate, the length of
the oblong twisted petals. Leaves concave, glaucous.—
Native of Spain; kept in rather curious gardens, where it is
hardy, flowering in April. The long cylindrical cup, lon-
gitudinally carred, slightly contracted in the middle,
are a little dilated at the top, of the same length, and
cream-coloured white; as the spreading twisted petals well
marks this species. Mr. Ker-Bellenden is disposed to und-
ervalue the labours of Linnaeus with respect to this plant,
which is nevertheless correctly defined by that author,
from a living specimen, raised in the Uphal garden, and
preserved in the Linnaean herbarium; nor are we inclined
to exchange our great master’s “short phrases by way of
description,” to which he owes his deferred fame, and all
natural history its perfection, for the longer, and proportion-
ablely feeble, characters of this or other writers, who have
nevertheless their use and their merits. It is true that the
fynonyms of Linnaeus are not all correct, in this place any
more than in others, and the name of moschatus may have
been taken from fynonyms, certainly erroneous, of Bauhine
and Rudbeck. Mullkens is however one of the most var-
ious and evanent fflavours in the feent of plants. The
fragrance of N. moschatus is compared by Mr. Ker to ginger.
We have found it highly sweet and pungent, varying at
different hours of the day, as in other instances. We would
further observe, that the very frequent and wide alterations
in the opinion of the ingenious author last mentioned, in his
proceedings through the Botanical Magazine, as to the species
of Narcissus and their fynonyms, may excite some mildates
on the part of Linnaeus, who had not a tenth part of the
W. i. 7. Att. n. 10. Curt. Mag. t. 48. (N. cernuus;
S. 11. N. junecolius reflexus, flore albo; Ger.
em. 18.) Curt. Mag. t. 1262. (N. calathinus; Redout.
Liliac. t. 6. 495. N. junecolius precoxi et flore
ali; Ger. em. 127.)—Sheath with two
petals边际
flowery. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped,
&c.; the flowers yellow, with as many as four petals,
with the fynonym of poticus, whose form they modiflable
the cup being very short and crenate, and the petals elliptical, spreading widely, their sides
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somewhat deflexed. The number of flowers is from three to fix, and they droop in some degree, though less than in the last species. A quantity of these flowers in a close room, especially in the evening, is to many people intolerably oppressive.

15. N. feroximus. Autumnal White Narcissus. Linn. Sp. Pl. 417. Willd. n. 16. Chuf. Hort. v. 1. 162. Desfont. Atlant. v. 1. 283. t. 82. (N. minor feroximus; Ger. em. 124.)—Sheath with one or more flowers. Cup of the nectary extremely short, crested. Petals lanceolate, Leaves flat.—Native of Spain, Italy, and Barbary. We have it from M. Descourtis, who most unaccountably speaks of it as a variety of N. Tazzetta hereafter described, from which surely no species can be more different. The leaves are in breadth much like those of Jonquilla, but flat. Whole plant very slender in all its parts. *Stalk* round. *Flowers* from one to seven, with a very slender tube, fixing white, lanceolate, long, and narrow *petals*, and an extremely small and short *yellow cup*, beyond whose wavy edge three of the *anthers* project. We have never heard of this plant in the gardens of Britain.


β. N. orientalis; Ait. n. 11. Curt. Mag. t. 946, 1011, 1298, 949.

7. N. italicus; Curt. Mag. t. 1188. (N. orientalis β; Curt. Mag. t. 948.)

2. N. papyracus; Curt. Mag. t. 947. (N. torus albus; Ger. em. 126.)

Sheath with very numerous flowers. Cup of the nectary bell-shaped, plaited, abrupt, one-third the length of the elliptical petals. Leaves nearly flat.—Native of the south of Europe and the Levant, as well as of the northern parts of the East Indies, and apparently of China and Japan. We have a wild specimen, gathered by Dr. Buchanan, at Narcissus, in Nepal, flowering in September. With us this is a hardy garden species, though often forced, to bloom in the winter or early spring. It is known by its large *bulbs* broad, nearly flat, deep green leaves, upright, two feet long; and the very numerous *flowers*, which compose a roundish umbel. The *petals* are, in a natural *flame*, yellow, the cup of the *nectary* orange, hemispherical, its margin undulated, but scarcely notched. See the figures we have cited first. The scent is very powerful, and sometimes oppressive, though, in moderation, agreeable. This being the flower in which Dr. Sibthorp found the plant in Greece, it appears to be that which Disdoreides describes "with a saffron-coloured centre," though he says the rest of the flower is white. It is probable that the flower to which this species returns, if left to naturalize itself, as it were, under the south wall of some cottage garden, when the petals usually become cream-coloured, and the cup of a *golden* yellow, may be its original appearance. So it is most generally represented in Chinese and Japanese paintings. We have disposed under three varieties the references, chiefly to the Botanical Magazine, which indicate what we do not find sufficient materials for establishing as species. This is one of those garden flowers, which the power of cultivation has transformed into numerous, but mostly evanescent, varieties. Long and repeated experiments would be requisite to determine whether any, of those to which we have referred, constitute permanent species. The opinion of the observing writer in the *Magazine* has from time to time varied respecting them. We agree with him that the *orientalis* of Linnaeus, of which we have no authentic specimen, may be our *bifrons*. Whether Mr. Ker's and Mr. Aiton's *orientalis*, whose synonyms Linnaeus has confounded with the former, be a good species, and which of the varieties we have noticed belong to it or to *Tazzetta*, must at present rest in great uncertainty. We premise to suspect that Mr. Ker's *bifrons*. Curt. Mag. t. 1186, 1299, is not a permanent species. We should, from observing its usual aspect, when first imported from the Dutch gardens, t. 1299, judge it a variety of *Tazzetta*; but Mr. Ker informs us, that t. 1186 is the appearance it affords after it has been several years with us, which therefore is, probably, rather an approach to its original or natural state. Hence it seems more akin to *odoros*, which the constantly fixed lobed cup confirms.

N. dafis. Gouan. Obs. 22. Willd. n. 14. is indeed too doubtful to be admitted upon truth, and has the signs of a variety of *Tazzetta*, at least as far as can at present be conjectured. N. angulifolius albus minor, Baut. Prod. 27. Rudb. Ely. v. 2. 61. f. 2. appears to be this plant, which is said, by Bauhin as well as Gouan, to grow wild near Montpellier. May this really be a good species, and the original of the Paper-white, or Italian, Narcissus, Curt. Mag. t. 947, which the younger Linnaeus thought different from *Tazzetta*?

17. N. Bulboceudum. Hoop-petticoat Narcissus. Linn. Sp. Pl. 417. Willd. n. 15. Ait. n. 17. Curt. Mag. t. 88. Redout. Lilac. t. 24. (N. angulifolius montanus minimus; Ger. em. 136. allo n. 7 and 8, 137. N. minimus, calycen campunaut; Rudb. Ely. v. 2. 76. f. 7.)—Sheath single-flowered. Cup of the nectary funnel-shaped, much larger than the linear petals. Stamens and style declining.—Native of Spain and Portugal, nearly in our gardens, though not common, flowering in May. The *leaves* are numerous, fless-cylindrical, narrow, dark green. *Stalk* round, a span high. *Flower* inodorous, of a golden yellow, very conspicuous for its large funnel-shaped *nectary*, surrounded by small *petals*, which gives it an appearance totally unlike the rest of its genus. This plant is subject to two or three variations, of which some botanists make species. See Salis. Prod. 222.

*Narcissus*, in *Gardening*, comprehends plants of the bulbous-rooted, perennial, flowering kind, of which the species cultivated are, the common daffodil (N. pseudo-narcissus); the poetic, or white narcissus (N. pecticus); the two-flowered narcissus, or pale daffodil (N. bifrons); the two-coloured narcissus (N. bicolor); the leafy daffodil (N. minor); the ruff-leaved narcissus, or reflexed daffodil (N. brillianus); the oriental narcissus (N. orientalis); the hoop-petticoat narcissus (N. bulbocodium); the polyanthos narcissus (N. tazzetta); the late-flowering narcissus (N. feroximus); the sweet-scented narcissus, or great jonquil (N. odorosa); the calamine yellow narcissus (N. calathinus); and the common jonquil (N. jonquin).

The frill has varieties with white petals, and a pale yellow cup, with yellow petals, and a golden cup, with a double flower; with three or four cups within each other; *Trade* cant's large double, long-tubed flowered; short-tubed, dwarf-flaked; and the peerless daffodil. And many other varieties have likewise been noticed by writers.

Of the second species there are also varieties with double white flowers, with purple-cupped flowers, and with yellow-cupped flowers.

And of the third there are two or three varieties, as with sulphur-coloured flowers, and with white reflexed petals, with gold-coloured borders.

The fourth species has a large variety, which approaches, in
in its general appearance, very near to the first fort; but it is a much taller plant, and has its leaves more twisted, as well as more glaucous: the flower, but especially the nectary, is much larger, and the petals are more spreading. It is of a fine deep yellow colour, having sub-varieties with double flowers, and is a native of Spain, flowering in April. This is sometimes known by the title of great yellow Spanish bulbous narcissus.

Of the sixth fort, there are varieties with the cup and petals wholly of a gold-yellow, with yellow, with a white cup, and with a white petal, with a yellow cup and a white petal, with yellow, and with various other combinations of the different varieties. And the flower catalogues contain about a hundred sub-varieties under these heads. It may be noticed that the varieties with white petals and white cups are not so much esteemed as the others; there are, however, two or three with large bunches of small white flowers, which are valuable for their agreeable odour, and for flowering late: than most of the others. There is also one with very double flowers, the outer petals white, those in the middle some white, others orange-coloured, which has a very agreeable scent, flowers early, and is generally called the Cypris narcissus, and is the most beautiful of all the varieties when blown in glasses in rooms, or other places in the houe.

The eleventh species varies with double flowers.

And the thirteenth also varies with double flowers.

Method of Culture.—All these different species and varieties may be increased with facility, by planting the off-set bulbs from the roots; and by bowing the feed in order to procure new varieties, which is chiefly practised for the fine sorts of polyanthus narcissus. But for this last purpose, the feed should be carefully faved from the beet and most curious plants, after being perfectly ripened.

With respect to fowing the feed, it should be done soon after it becomes ripe, as about the beginning of August, in shalow boxes, or flat pans, perforated with holes in the bottoms, and filled with fresh light sandy earth, being covered about a quarter of an inch deep with fine sifted mould, and placed in such situations as are only exposed to the morning sun, till the beginning of winter, when they should be removed, to have the full sun, and be sheltered from severe weather. In the spring, when the plants appear, they should be occasionally watered in dry weather, and screened from the mid-day heat, removing them into cooler situations as the warm season advances, keeping them free from all sorts of weeds. Towards the latter end of the summer, when their flesms decay, the surface mould of the boxes or pans should be fhrd or wholly removed, and some fresh mould ftted over the plants, being careful not to disturb the roots, and keeping them rather dry in a fhaded place.

And they should have the same management annually, till the period of their leaves decaying in the third summer, when they should be taken up, and the largest separated, and planted out on raised beds of light fine mould, in rows five inches apart, and three or four distant in them, having the depth of two or three inches. The smaller bulbs may be covered in on another bed with fine mould, to them till of sufficient feed to be planted out as above. They should afterwards be kept clean, and when they fhew flowers, so as to ascertain their properties, they may be removed, and managed in the manner directed below.

And the off-set bulbs of the old plants, especially the double sorts, should be separated from the roots annually, or at farthest every two or three years, in the latter part of the summer, when their leaves and flesms decay: planting their larger bulbs out at different times, from the end of August to the beginning of November, in order to afford variety; but the earlier they are planted, the stronger they blow. When left out of the ground till February, or later, they mostly appear weak.

These bulbs succeed best where the foil is of a light, dry, fresh, hazel, loamy quality: and the aspect forth-easterly; as, where inclined to moisture, they are very apt to be de-froyed. They afterwards only require to be kept free from weeds, and to have the ground limed above them in the autumnal feafon.

The small bulbs may be planted out in rows in nursery-beds to increase, for being planted in the fame manner as the others.

When these roots are planted in the open borders, or other places, in assemblage with other bulbous-rooted flowers, they should be deposited in little patches, about three or four roots in each, putting them in with a blunt dibble, or holing them in with a garden trowel, three or four inches deep; in which mode they display their flowers more con-fpicuously than when planted singly.

And where a large quantity is planted out alone in beds, in order to exhibit a full bloom, as is often practised with the fine polyanthus-narcissus, jonquils, &c., the beds should be four feet wide, with foot-and-half or two feet wide alleys between them. In these beds the roots should be planted in rows lengthways, nine inches a fquare, either with a blunt dibble or with a hoe, three or four inches deep, and fix dillan in each row, covering them evenly with the earth, and raking the surface smooth and even.

But in order to blow the polyanthus-narcissus and jonquil in the highest perfection, curious florists often bellow particular care in their culture; some preparing beds of compost, as for the fine hyacinths, &c., managing them in the same manner. But they succeed well in beds of light dry mould.

In cases where the bulbs of this sort are intended for sale, they should be lifted at farthest every two years, to prevent their becoming flattened by pressure, and of course less valuable.

The bulbs may be retained out of the ground two or three months, when it is necessary; but it is better to re-plant them in the above manner.

Method of Culture in Glaffes.—It is sometimes the practice to cultivate the polyanthus-narcissus, and some of the large jonquil kind, in glaffes in rooms, in order to blow in the winter or early spring season. For this purpose, dry firm bulbs should be chosen, and one placed in each inqle glaf or bottle provided for the purpofe, any time from October till the spring, being then filled up to the roots of the bulbs with soft water, and deposited in a light warm place. In this method the plants soon begin to grow, and fend forth flower-flesms, affording good flowers, which have a very ornamental appearance. The principal circumstances to be regarded in this management are thofe of keeping the glaffes well fupplied with fresh portions of water, fo as constantly to be up to the lower part of the roots, and changing the whole, to as to keep it always in a pure fiate.

And they may likewise be raifed in pots filled with light sandy mould, and placed in the same situations; also in hot-houses they may be made to blow early, when kept either in pots or glaffes.

Where planted out in the manner mentioned above, in the borders, clumps, and other parts of pleasure-grounds, they are
NARCISUS, in *Fabulous History*, a youth of exquisite beauty, born at Thebæ, a city in Boeotia, was deemed to be the son of Cepheus, a prince who gave his name to that river. According to the fable, he was enamoured with his own figure, which he saw in a well, and contemplating it for a long time, without perceiving that he saw merely his own shadow, he pined away with love and desire. Thus Ovid relates the fable. But Pausanias, rejecting this account as incredible, refers to another tradition, according to which Narcissus had a twin-sister, who perfectly resembled him, and with whom he fell in love; but having had the misfortune to lose her, while they were hunting together, he abandoned himself to melancholy, and frequented the bank of a fountain, whose water served as a mirror to reflect his own figure, which, resembling that of his sister, gave him some consolation. The flowers called narcissuses, however, are said to be more ancient than this adventure; and the origin of their name is reported to have been as follows: The daughter of Ceres was gathering flowers in a meadow, when she was ravished by Pluto; and the flowers she was gathering, and which Pluto used for seducing her, were narcissuses and not violets. It is said that the manner of Narcissus's death has no other foundation besides his name, which is derived from a Greek word that signifies "to be blemished," or "without fenation;" whence soporific drugs have been called "narcotics." Narcissus, it is added, having manifested only disdain of all persons who conceived an affection for him, *Love* himself is said to have taken vengeance upon him for his indifference, by causing him to be in love with himself; and Ovid, who always inclines to the marvellous, has considered this story in a light that better answered that end. After this adventure, the Thebians are said to have honoured *love* with a particular worship. Ovid adds, that as this youth was defined to have merely phantoms for the objects of his passion, and of those which he inspired, the nymph "Echo" fell in love with him, and that his disdain obliged her to retire into caves and rocks, where she retained nothing but the voice. See *Narcissus*.

NARCOMAND, in *Geography*, an island in the East Indian sea, about 20 miles in circumference. It is a mere barren rock, without vegetation, and without inhabitants; 75 miles E. from the great Andaman. N. lat. 13° 23'. E. long. 94° 40'.

NARCONIS, in *Ichthyology*, a name given by Johannes Cubi, and other writers, to the *trepidus*, or cram-fish; a species of rain, distinguished by Artedi by the name of the *rauis tota levii*, the wholly smooth rain. See *Trepidus*.

NARCONS, in *Medicine*, a stupefaction or insensible state, whether brought on by medicines, or happening from natural causes.

NARCOtic PRINCIPLE, in *Chemistry*, a peculiar vegetable sublimation obtained from several plants, such as the lettuce, the poppy, and other vegetables, to which they are said to owe their narcotic and stupefying qualities. It appears to be obtained in the largest quantity from the *papaver album*, "white poppy." The following is the process for procuring the above sublimation, given by Dérofne in the Ann. de Chim. vol. xiv. p. 263, to whom we owe its discovery.

Evaporate the aqueous solution of opium to the consistency of syrup, when a gritty precipitate begins to be formed, which is increased by dilution with water. This precipitate consists principally of resin, extract, and the narcotic principle. The extract in this process is rendered insoluble in water, by absorbing oxygen; and also nearly insoluble in alcohol. When, therefore, the latter is poured upon the above precipitate, the resin and the narcotic principle are dissolved, while the extract remains unaffected, and is separated. The solution being left to cool, the narcotic principle is deposited in crystals. These, by repeated solution and cryallization, become of a white colour, in the form of rhomboidal prisms. This substance is insoluble in cold water, but diffuses in 400 parts of boiling water, which, however, is deposited on cooling. It diffuses in 24 parts of boiling alcohol, and in 100 parts of cold. When water is added to this solution, the solution is decomposed, the narcotic principle being precipitated in the form of white powder. Ether dilutes it with heat, but it falls down on cooling. When heated alone in a retort, it melts like wax, becomes frothy, and gives out white vapours, which condense into a yellow oil. If the heat be raised, carbonat of ammonia, carbonic acid, and carboxetted hydrogen gas, come over, leaving behind a coaly sublimate, which, when burned, affords potash. The narcotic principle diffuses in acids, but it is precipitated in the form of white powder by the alkalies. The latter also render it a little more soluble in water. The volatile oil dissolves it; but on cooling, it is deposited in the form of oils, which afterwards cryallize.

When it is subjected to the action of nitric acid, it becomes red, and is diffused. Oxalic acid and a bitter sublimate are produced.

When potash is added to the aqueous solution of opium, the narcotic principle is precipitated, carrying with it a portion of the alkali.

It is the opinion of this chemist, that its solubility in water and alcohol, in the process for obtaining it, is owing to the presence of resin, and the extractive matter, by both of which it is rendered soluble.

This peculiar sublimation has all the properties of opium in a concentrated state. Dérofne made experiments with it upon dogs, and found it more powerful than opium. He also found that, like opium, its bad effects were counteracted by vinegar. This circumstance led him to suppose that the vinegar dissolved this sublimation. See *Opium*.

NARCOtICS, in *Medicine*, from *narcissus*, *draws*weeps, or *flour*, those drugs which occasion drawlins or sleep; such as opium, henbane, hemlock, &c. See *Opiate*.

NARDIECK, in *Geography*, a circa of Hindoostan, in the subah of Delhi, bounded on the north by Hiifar, on the eak by Balloghtan, on the south by Nagore, and on the west by Moultan; a woody district, containing few towns.

NARDEN. See *Naarden*.

NARDI, JACOPO, in *Biography*, an eminent Italian historian, was born of a noble family at Florence in 1476. After fulfilling several important offices in his native city, he was sent ambassador to the republic of Venice in 1527. Upon his return to Florence, he married a lady connected with the party adverse to the Medici family, and distinguished himself as well in councils as in arms. His opponents gaining the ascendency, he was imprisoned, and afterwards sent into exile, being first stripped of all his property. He was one of the emigrants, who, in 1535, laid their complaints before the emperor Charles V. at Naples; but the application proving fruitless, he retired to Venice, where he employed his latter years in cultivating literature, and composed various works. He was prevailed by his friend,
friends, and even by the grand duke Cosmo, to return to Florence; but it does not appear that he attended to the invitation. The time of his death is not known. He was alive in July 1555, when, in a letter, he modestly describes himself as ascending with his staff the laborious steep of the 8th year of his mispent life. Nardi wrote the history of Florence from 1494 to 1531, containing facts within his own observation; but it was not published till 1592, when it made its appearance at Lyons. It has been several times reprinted. He likewise composed the life of Antonio Giovanni Tebalducci Malepinii, printed at Florence in 1597. He obtained a high reputation by a translation of Livy, first published at Venice in 1546, which is accounted one of the best versions in the Italian language. He also translated Cicero's oration for Marcellus. He cultivated Italian poetry, and composed some "Canti Carcachiaieschi," printed in collections of poems; and a comedy in verse, entitled "L'Amicizia."

NARDINI, PIETRO, the favourite disciple of Tartini. His performance on the violin was very much in the style of his master, highly polished and correct. He composed several books of solos for his instrument, in which he could not approach his master so nearly as in playing; and even in his performance there was a want of that energy and fire, in which no one of Tartini's pupils could ever come near him. He lived many years at Leghorn; but in 1770 he removed to Florence, where he was placed at the head of the grand duke's band. He died in 1794, very much lamented by his private friends, who regarded him as a man of great worth and probity.

NARDINUM Unguentum, Ointment of Spikenard, an ointment greatly celebrated among the ancient writers in medicine. It seems to have been variously prepared, but always with a great number of aromatic ingredients, and always with spikenard for the balsam. Dioecedes says, that the malabathrum, or Indian leaf, was sometimes an ingredient in it, but that it was also sometimes made without it. It was generally, however, mixed with the oleum balanii, or amphilacinum, infiltrated with an addition of fuchnanth; and to increase its fragrancy there were added colclus, amomum, myrrh, and balsam of Gilead.

The finest, was accounted that which was of a thin consistence, and very fragrant smell. It was said to be annihilating and destructive, but somewhat acrimonious; and was sometimes, for particular uses, reduced to a solid consistence with resin.

NARDO, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the province of Otranto, the see of a bishop, suffragan of Brindisi, but exempt from his jurisdiction; 22 miles W. of Otranto. N. lat. 40° 27'. E. long. 18'.

NARDOLE, a town of Hindooistan, in the cirecer of Rajamundry; 12 miles S.W. of Rajamundry.


Gen. Ch. Col. Perianthus none. Cor. of two valves; enter lanceolate or linear, long, pointed, enclosing the inner, which is smaller, linear, and pointed. Nectary none. Stam. Filaments three, capillary, shorter than the corolla; anthers oblong, Fil. Germen oblong; style single, thread-shaped, long, downy; stigma simple. Petiol. none, except the closed corolla adhering to the seed. Seed solitary, covered, linear-oblong, pointed at each end, narrower on the upper part.


This grass is by no means celebrated either for its agricultural or medicinal properties. Linnaeus observed that it was fought after by crows for the sake of the larva of some Tipula which they find at the root. He afferts also that goats and horses eat it, but that crows and thieves will not touch it. From its English appellation this plant might be supposed to be very useful for the manufacture of mats or balkeis, but it appears that many grasses are better calculated for such purposes, especially Stipa tenacissima.


3. N. citrius. Fringed Mat-graft. Linn. Sp. Pl. 78. Willd. n. q. Spicile incurred, fringed. —Native of India. Leaves flat and grasy. Flowering-stalk a span in height. Spike composed of twelve or fifteen, alternate, creft flowers, all pointing one way; their outer valve ovate-oblong, awnlet, fringed along the edge with numerous rugged scales; on one side of the flower there is a short bristle. We know nothing of this species but from Linnaeus's description of it, nor are we aware that it is figured any where.

N. indica of Linnaeus and other authors is now become a new genus. (See Microchilus.) N. gigant is also removed by Dr. Smith to Rossellia.

Nardus Ruffica, a name attributed by some authors to the ararabaces, and by others to the baccharis Monspheliniun.

NAREA, in Geography, a country of Africa, in the southern part of Abyssinia, formerly governed by its own princes; but having been conquered, and converted to Christianity, part of it is become subject to the Abyssinian emperor. The conquered part, however, does not extend more than about 50 or 40 leagues either way. The whole kingdom is reckoned rich and fertile, producing great plenty, and vast quantites of cattle, and carrying on a very considerable commerce with the Cafrers, who convey thither abundance of gold, which they exchange for clothes, fats, and other commodities. The Nareans are allowed, by the Abyss-
Abbyssinians themselves, to be the best and handsomest people
in all Ethiopia, tall, stout, and well-shaped; and in their dealings,
honest, wise, faithful, and undisguised. They are also
brave and warlike, and have gallantly defended their
country against the incursions of the wild and barbarous
Gilles. The tribute they pay to the Abyssinian emperor
seems to proceed rather from their loyalty than from any
obligation or compulsion.

NAREDCOTTY, a town of Thibet; 28 miles S. of
Gangotri.

NARELLA, a town of Hindooftan; 15 miles N.N.W.
of Delhi.

NARENDRA, a town of Hindooftan, in Agimere;
9 miles N.E. of Roopnagar.

NARENGA, a town of Dalmatia, on a river of the
same name, formerly the capital of Dal-
matia, and one of its principal fortresses; governed by a
Roman proconsul and council, having many places under its
jurisdiction. At a succeeding period, the Slavonians, under
the appellation of Narentanti, settled here, and molested
the navigation of these parts till the year 937, when the Ve-
netians took possession of the town; but in 1479 they be-
came subject to the Turks. No traces of the ancient town
remain; but in its vicinity is Naretana, so called from a river,
and fortified by the Venetians, but dismantled in 1716;
36 miles N.N.W. of Ragusa. N. lat. 43° 34'. E. long.
18° 4'.

NARES, a river of Dalmatia, which rises near Mošćar,
and runs into the Adriatic. The adjoining territory is fer-
tile, but thinly inhabited on account of the infalubrious-
ness of the air, which has given occasion to the proverb, "Na-
vetana od Boga proljeti," Narenta curled of God. The
Narentine annual fevers are reckoned by Dr. Guiseppe
Pogati, a celebrated professor of physic in the university of
Padua, a species of plague.

NAREX, in Anatomy, the two (right and left) cavities
of the nose. The term is nearly equivalent to the English
word nostril. See Nose.

Nares, Dr., in Biography, organist and composer to his
majesty, and brother to judge Nares, was a studious and
found musician, who had distinguished himself at York as
an organ-player and composer of anthems, before his ad-
vancement to the chapel royal in 1758, as successor to
Travers. On the death of Bernard Gates, he was likewise
appointed master of the children of his majesty's chapel;
and in both these capacities, his diligence in composing for
the chapel, and instructing the children, to which he devoted
his whole time, acquired him great respect. Besides his
choral compositions, Dr. Nares published several books of
lessons for the harpsichord, a royal pastoral on his majesty's
nuptials, and a useful elementary treatise on singing. Dr.
Nares, dying in 1783, was succeeded in the chapel royal
by Dr. Arnold, and as master of the children by Dr.
Ayrton.

NARESBAD, in Geography, a town of Peršia, in the
province of Kerman; 126 miles E. of Kabis.

NAREW, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Bielšk;
12 miles N. of Bielšk.

NARGHIN, a small island in the Caspian sea, near the
west coast; 10 miles S.E. of Baku.

NARGHIS, a town of Peršia, in the province of Far-
sišan; 100 miles S.W. of Schiras.

NARGON, a small island in the gulf of Finland. N. lat.
59° 30'. E. long: 24° 36'.

NARHAI, a town of Hindooftan, in Mewat; 35 miles
N. of Cotputly.

NARIWAI, in Zoology. See Monodon Monodon.
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NARRATION, in Oratory and History, a recital, or re-earful of a fact as it happened, or as it is suppos'd to have happened.

NARRATION is of two kinds: either simple and historical: as where the auditor or reader is suppos'd to hear or read of a transaction at second-hand: or artificial and fabulous: as where their imaginations are raised, and the action is, as it were, re-acted before them.

The narration, according to the writers of rhetoric, makes the second part of a just speech, or harangue: viz. that immediately following the exordium, or introduction.

It makes the whole of a history: abating for the occasional reflections, episodes, and digressions.

Cicero, Orat. Part. c. 9. requires four properties in a good narration; viz. perspicuity, probability, brevity, and sweetness.

The narration is rendered perspicuous, by observing the order of time, by using none but proper and known terms, with short, though full and explicit sentences, joined by proper particles, showing their connection and dependence, and by reciting the action uninterruptedly, and with suitable transitions.

It is rendered probable by the credibility of the narrator, by the simplicity and openness of the narration, by avoiding everything far remote from the common sense and opinion of mankind, and by a precise detail of circumstances.

It is rendered brief, by taking it up no higher than is just necessary; nor fetting it back, as that impertinent author in Horace, Quemino bellum Troianum orditur ab 000; and by avoiding trivial circumstancies.

The orator should be careful, however, whilst he endeavours to avoid prolixity, not to run into obscurity. Accord-ly Horace, aporiz'd of this danger, says (Art. Poet. v. 25.) "by striving to be short, I grow obscure."

Laflly, it is rendered sweet, pleasant, or entertaining, by using smooth, numerous, and wellounding words; by arranging them so as to avoid any hiatus, or clashing; by the greatness, novelty, and unexpectedness of the things related; and by enriching it with tropes and figures; as frequent admirations, exclamations, interrogations, expectations, suspense, surpris'ing events, by grief, joy, fear, &c. See Numbers, Cadence, and Trope.

In pleadings at the bar, says Dr. Blair, (Leç. on Rhetoric, &c. vol. ii.) narration is often a very important part of the discourse, and requires particular attention. In narra-tion at the bar, there is a peculiar difficulty. The pleader must say nothing but what is true; and, at the same time, he must avoid saying any thing that will hurt his cause. The facts which he relates are to be the ground-work of all his future reasoning. To recount them so as to keep strictly within the bounds of truth, and yet to present them under the colour most favourable to his cause; to place, in the most striking light, every circumstance which is to his ad-vantage, and to soften and weaken such as make against him, demand no small exertion of his skill and dexterity. He must always remember, that if he discovers much art, he defeats his own purpose, and creates a distrust of his sincerity. Quotidian very properly directs: "Effugienda. &c.; i.e. in this part of his discourse, the speaker must be very careful to shun every appearance of art and cunning. For there is no time at which the judge is more upon his guard, than when the pleader is relating facts. Let nothing then seem feigned; nothing anxiously concealed. Let all that is said appear to arise from the cause itself, and not to be the work of the orator." Cleanliness and diffiniteness, probability and conciseness, are, as we have already shewn, the qualities which critics chiefly require in narration. Diffiniteness is particularly requisite in narration, which ought to throw light on all that follows. A fact, or a single circumstance left in obscurity, and misapprehended by the judge, may destroy the effect of all the argument and reasoning which the speaker employs. If his narration be improbable, the judge will not regard it; and if it be tedious and diffuse, he will be tired of it, and forget it. In order to produce diffinitenss, besides the study of the general rules of perspicuity, narration requires particular attention to ascertain clearly the names, the dates, the places, and every other material circums-stance of the facts recounted. In order to be probable in narration, it is material to enter into the characters of the persons of whom we speak, and to shew that their actions proceeded from such motives as are natural and likely to gain belief. In order to be as concise as the subject will admit, it is necessary to throw out all superficial circumstances; the rejection of which will likewise tend to make our narration more forcible and more clear. Cicero is distinguished by his talent for narration; and his orations furnish instructive examples of it. The narration, e. g. in the celebrated ora-tion for Milo, has been often and justly admired.

NARRATION, in Poetry, is used more particularly for the action, or event, that makes the subject of an epic poem.

F. Booff observes, that the actions in poetry are equally susceptible of the two kinds of oratorial narration, and that each constitutes a particular species of poetry.

Those under the artificial or active form, are now called dramatic. And those only related by the poet, who here perforates an historian, are called epic.

In the drama, the narration is the whole of the piece; in the epopea, it is only a part, though in effect it is the principal part, and the main body of the poem. It is preceded by the proposition and invocation, which Bohus calls the preludes; and is frequently interrupted by the poet's speaking in person, demanding pardon, favour, &c.

The narration includes the whole action, epitomised, with all its circumstances and its ornaments.

It is in this part that the action is to be begun, carried on, and ended. It is this which is to throw the causes of all that is related: in this the difficulties are to be proposed and resolved, and the persons, both human and divine, are here to shew their interests, their manners, and their qualities,
ties, by their actions, and their difcourfe; and all this is to be deferved with the beauty, the majesty, and force of verfe, flyle, sentiments, comparison, and other ornaments proper to the subject in general, and to each thing in particular.

The qualities of the epic narration are, that it be agreeable, probably, moving, surprizing, and active.

Horace speaks of the utile and dulce as on the same footing.

Boffer looks on the utile as an essential property; and the dulce as no more than an additional quality.

NARRICKEE, in Geography, a town of Hindoooltan; 20 miles E.N.E. of Agra.

NARROW, in the Maurya. A horse is said to narrow, when he does not take ground enough, or does not bear far enough out to one hand or to the other. If your horse narrows you must affist him with the inside rein, that is, you must carry your hand to the outside, and press him forward upon straight lines with the calves of your legs.

Narrow is also a term among bowlers. See BOWL.

NARROW ISLAND, or Stenoa, in Geography, a small and uninhabited island of the Grecian Archipelago, E. of Naxos, but near it.

NARROWS, The, a narrow passage from the sea, between Long and Staten islands, into the bay which spreads before New York city: nine miles S. of it. — Also, a strait about three miles broad, between the islands of Nevis and St. Christopher in the West Indies. — Also, a strait, called "Petit Droit," in the river St. Lawrence, in Upper Canada, between Grenadier island, and the township of Escoot, now included in Yonge.

NARRYTAMOE, a province of Thibet, N. of Napaul.

NARSAPOUR, a town of Hindoooltan, in the circuit of Ellore, on the Godavery; 40 miles E.S.E. of Ellore. — Also, a town of Hindoooltan, in the circuit of Ellore; 25 miles N.W. of Ellore. — Also, a town of Hindoooltan, in Golconda; 10 miles E.S.E. of Dampetta. — Also, a town of Hindoooltan, in Myloree; 22 miles N. of Bangalore.

NARSAAY, a town of Hindoooltan, in Mewat; 10 miles S. of Cutpura.

NARSES, in Geography, styled the Eunuch, a celebrated general, who was brought up in the palace of Justinian I. to thole domestic feminine services in which perfons of this condition are usually employed: by his imituation talents he obtained the favour of the emperor, who gave him the posts of his chamberlain and private treasurer. He was gradually introduced into public business, and in the year 538 was placed at the head of a body of troops to affit Belisarius in Italy, who was engaged against the Ostrogoths. Some differences between him, and the general associated in the same service, led to his recall, and from this time till 552 he continued to serve the emperor in a civil capacity. At this latter period he was sent to oppose Totila with unlimited powers. He met his antagonist on the Apennines, totally defeated his army, and slew Totila. Narces marched on to Rome, and having employed himself in repairing the ruined walls of the metropolis, he pursued the Goths, defeated, and slew their general Totila, and reduced his remaining forces to obedience. The Franks and Alamains entered the north of Italy as allies to the Goths, and spread like a torrent along the coast of the Adriatic to Apulia and Calabria. Narces, at first, gave way to an inundation that he could not stop, attending chiefly to the defence of the cities. But while the invaders were melting away from the effects of im-
temperance, and an unaccustomed climate, he was employing all his resources in affording an army, and courting it to military exercises, and in the ensuing spring he almost annihilated the barbarian army, and that with little loss on his own part. Previously to the battle, a leader of the Heruli, a people in the imperial service, had killed his servant for some trifling offence, Narces caused him instantly to be put to death; and while the Heruli were viewing marks of indignation at this exertion of authority, he called on them to march forward lest they should lose their place in the field of honour, and he was obeyed without a murmur, a circumstance that evinced his fortune, and the confidence which he had in the troops.

Having overthrown the dominion of the Goths in Italy, he was appointed to the supreme authority of that country, a post which he occupied for fifteen years, during which he acquired the habits of avarice, and accumulated vast riches by methods which rendered his government unpopular, and excited a complaint preferred against him before the throne of Justin II. He was recalled by the empress Sophia, who insulently defied "he would leave to men the exercise of arms, and refuse the drudgery which was fitted for the hands of an eunuch." To this he indignantly replied, "I will spin her such a thread as she will not easily unravel," and he informed the Lombards to that invasion of Italy which followed under Alboin. He returned to Naples, where he was visited by the pope, who persuaded him to return to Rome. He died in 575, at a very advanced age. "His death," says Gibbon, "though in the extreme period of old age, was unfeamful and premature, since his genius alone could have repaired the laft and fatal error of his life." Univer. Hist. Gibbon.

NARSINGAPATAM, in Geography, a town of Hindoooltan, in the country of Cattack, near the coast of the bay of Bengal; 45 miles S. of Cattack.

NARSINGUR, a town of Hindoooltan, in Bengal; 44 miles W. of Midnapour.

NARYSZSK, a town of Poland, in Volhynia; 64 miles N.N.E. of Zytomiers.


NASAGAR, a town of Hindoostan, in Lahore; 56 miles S.E. of Nagercote.

NASAL. something belonging to the nose, nafus. As, the nofe-piece of a helmet, anciently called the nafale.

NASAL. In Grammar, &c. is applied to those sounds, or letters, in whose formation the nofe is the principal organ; and particularly where the sound formed is passed through the nofe.

In moft English words, the sounds expressed by the characters an, en, in, on, un, are simple sounds, and proper nasal vowels. See M, N, &c.

NASALIS Labii Superioris, in Anatomy, a name given by Albinus to a few fibres of the orbicularis oris. See the defcription of that muscle in the article DELIUTION.

NASAMMONITES, in Natural History, a name given by the ancients to a filoe, which Pliny defcribes to have been of a blood-colour variegated with veins of black. We know no filoe which answers to this character at prefent, unlefs it be some of the agates, in a variegated flate.

NASAMONES, in Ancient Geography, a numerous people of Africa, who inhabited a part of Cyrenaica, which fea. According to Pliny, Silius, and Lucan, the Pfylli and Nafamones mufi have been feated near the greater Syrtis, or behind the Regio Syrtica and Cyrenaica, if we adopt Strabo's opinion. The Pfylli, as Herodotus informs us, having once had all their refervoirs of water dried up by the fouth wind, advanced into the Sahara, in order to make war upon that wind; but as it blew with extreme violence, they were overwhefmed with torrents of wind, and all perifhed. After this tragicall event, their neighbours, the Nafamones, annexed the territories which they poifoned to their own dominions. Heredotus represents the Nafamones as a powerful nation in his time, and remarkable for fome fignular customs then prevalent amongst them. During the fummer feafon, they left their cattle on the coft, and difpersed themfelves over the plains of Egypt or Augilia, in order to gather the fruit of the palm-trees, or dates, with which this place abounded. Here likewife they found a immense quantity of grathoppers, which, being dried in the fun, they pulverized, and infused into milk. The liquor compofed of these two ingredients was highly efteemed by them, as a molib pleafant beverage. They had many wives, whom they ufed in public, like the Mafagees, after having erected a flag to a mark. The bride amongft them lay the firft night with all the gueffes invited to the wedding; and received from each of them the next morning a preftent, which he had brought with him for that purpofe. When they took an oath, they laid their hands on the fepulchres of thofe who had been generally esteemed the moft Juflicious and excellent persons among them. At their divinations, they went to the tombs of their ancfors, where, after certain prayers, they fell asleep, and grounded their predictions on the dreams that then occurred to them. They pledged their faith to each other by mutually prefenting a cup of liquor. When they had no liquor, the parties took up dust from the ground, which they put into their mouths. According to fome authors, the Nafamones were regarded by the ancients as no better than a numerous gang of banditti; as they made frequent incursions upon the territories of their neighbours, which they plundered and ravaged in a barbarous manner. A people of the fame name, as we learn from Philonutrus, inhabited part of Ethiopia.

NASARD, a flop in the large cathedral organs of France,

NARWA, in Geography, a fea-port town of Russia, which, together with its suburbs, is fitated, according to a geographical division, partly in Ingrina, and partly in Elithonia; as the river Narova divides these two provinces; but in the division of governments established by the late empefors, is comprifed in Ingrina, or the government of St. Petersburg. Narva, fuppofed to have been built in 1224, flands on the Narova, nearly 100 miles from Petersburg, 24 from the point where that river issues from the lake Peipus, and eight miles from its mouth, where it falls into the gulf of Finland. The houses are built of brick fluecood white, and it has more the appearance of a German than of a Russian town. In the suburbs, called Evangorod, the colofal remains of an ancient fortrefs, built by Ivan Vafiliwvitsh the Great, impend in a picturesque manner over the fliep banks of the Narova. The principal exports are hemp, flax, timber, and corn; the imports are falt, tobacco, wine, falted herrings, fpiices, tea, fugar, and other grocery wares. The commodities which go to Narva along the Narova are oblied, on ac- count of the falls of that river (fee Narova), to be carried a great way by land. Near Narva is the spot celebrated for the victory which Charles XII., in the 16th year of his age, gained over the Russian army, A.D. 1700. On that memorable day Charles headed at lead 9000 men, and the Russians did not exceed 32,000. Six thousand Russians, including thofe that were drowned in attempting to pafs the Narova, fell in this engagement; but the confquences were still more fatal to the Russian arms, as the whole artillery was lofs, and the greater part of the infantry furrendered to the conqueror. The number of prisoners was fo great, that the officers were only detained; the reft were driven, like a flock of fheep, to the difance of a league from Narva, and difmiffed. N. lat. 59° 16'. E. long. 28° 3'.

NARVOUNPOUR, a town of Hindoostan, in Allahabad, on the Ganges; 17 miles E. of Gazypour.

NARWA, a town and fortrefs of Hindoostan, in the country of Agra, on the Sinde; 98 miles S. of Agra. N. lat. 25° 40'. E. long. 78° 18'.

NARWAI, a name given to a fish of the whole kind, more frequently called the tea-unicorn. See Monodon Menecera.

NARWIR, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Gujerat; 21 miles S. of Daccaapur.

NAS, a town of Sweden, in the province of Upland; 21 miles S. of Uplaf.—Alfa, a town of Norway, in the province of Aggerhuus; 60 miles N. of Chriftiana.

NASACARA, a town of Japan, in the ifland of Ximo; 15 miles E. of Kokara.

NASADKA, a town of Russia, in the government of Perm; 16 miles S.E. of Perm.
an octave above the 12th. The pipes are of metal, with a
funnel or chimney at the top.

NASHAUN, in Geography, a river of North America, in
New Bieck, which joins the Sault in N. lat. 25°10'.
W. long. 102 31'. forming with it the Rio Palmas, which
runs into the gulf of Mexico, N. lat. 25°. W. long. 98
46'.

NASBINESL, a town of France, in the department of the
Lozere, and chief place of a canton, in the district of
Marvejols; 12 miles N.W. of it. The place contains 1571,
and the canton 5593 inhabitants, on a territory of 1775
kilometers, in five communes.

NASBY, a town of Sweden, in Nercia; 12 miles N. of
Orebro.

NASCA, a sea-port of Peru, in the archdiocese of Lima,
and jurisdiction of Ica, Pisco, and Nafea; the territory
of which is fertile in wine and sugar, and the harbour
good; but the town is in a state of decay; 192 miles S.E.
of Lima. S. lat. 14°48'. W. long. 76°. Alto, a river of
Peru, runs into the Pacific ocean, S. lat. 14°42'.

NASCALE, a port of Tellary, made of wool, cotton,
and the like, and introduced into the vagina, after being
impregnated with proper ingredients.

NASCARO, in Geography, a river of Naples, which
runs into the gulf of Squillace, N. lat. 38°58'. E. long.
17°5'.

NASCIMENTO, a small island in the Indian sea, near
the S.W. coast of Madagascar. S. lat. 25°15'. E. long.
42°0'.

NASE, a town of Norway, in the province of Ager-
hausen; 96 miles N. of Christiana.—Allo, a river of North
America, which runs into the Mississippi, N. lat. 37°20'.
W. long. 92°12'.

NASBERRY TREE, in Botany. See CHRSYSOPHY-
LUM.

NASEBY, or NASEBY, in Geography, a village in the
hundred of Guildenborough, and county of Northampton,
England, stands on an eminence which is supposed to be
the highest ground in the kingdom. Though small, it is,
on many accounts, interesting to the traveller, and will ever
be conspicuous on the page of history. Its geological features
naturally attract the attention of the philosopher; and
the political importance connected with the military scenes
displayed in its vicinity; peculiarly entitle it to topographical
notice. Six springs rise within the parish, the waters flowing
from which are collected in reservoirs, and form valuable
ponds. The lesser or upper Avon derives its source from
one of these springs; the Nene from another; and the rise of
the Welland has been referred to Naseby field. The parish
contains about five open fields, and is nearly twenty miles
in circumference. Naseby was formerly a market town, the
inhabitants having obtained a charter in the fifth year of king
John. The "mercato-crepos" is still standing. A consid-
erable manufacture of wrought stuffs, harratens, and
tamies was carried on here; but has greatly declined through
the immense increase of the cotton trade, and the prevalence
of muslin and calicoes. By the return to parliament under
the recent population act of 1811, the number of houses is
stated to be 120, which are inhabited by 598 persons.

Adjacent to this village, on Naseby lea, occurred the
memorable battle between the royal and parliamentary
forces, June 14, 1645; which proved so fatal to the royal
cause, and in which, according to lord Clarendon, both
king and kingdom were lost. The armies were nearly equal
in number, and the royalists had peculiar advantages, if
they had skilfully employed them. But they imprudently made
a forced march of four miles, and attacked the enemy in a
lofty, commanding situation, before their own cannon ar-
rived. After a conflict for three hours the royal army was
defeated, and about five thousand were killed or taken. The
king's cabinet of letters, containing the private ones, which
passed between him and the queen, fell into the hands of the
conquerors, who pursuing the routed royalists, cruelly maf-
aced above an hundred women, some of whom were the
wives of officers of great quality. See Nichols's History
and Antiquities of Leicester. Martin's History of
Naseby, 5vo. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ix. and
vol. x. by J. Britton.

NASBWITZ, a town of Prussia, in the palatinate of
Culm; eight miles N.E. of Biechofferdor.

NAS, a county of Halifex district, in North Carolina,
containing 6975 inhabitants, of whom 2596 are females.
In this country there is a large and valuable body of iron ore.

NAS Points, a cape in the British channel, on the S.
coast of Wales, and county of Glamorgan. N. lat. 51°23'.
W. long. 4°30'.

NASHAUN, or NEWSHAUN, one of the Elizabeth
isles, at the mouth of Buzzard's bay, and three miles from
the extremity of the peninsula of Barnable county in Am-
erica. This island supports a considerable number of sheep
and cattle; and is famous for its wool and cheese.

NASHUA, a considerable river of Worcester county,
in the Massachussets, which enters Merrimack river at Dun-
table.

NASHVILLE, a post-town of Mero district in Ten-
neflee, pleasantly situated in Davidson county, on the S.
bank of Cumberland river, where it is 200 yards broad. It is
regularly laid out, and contains 345 inhabitants, a court-hou-
se, gaol, an academy liberally endowed, a church for Preby-
ternarians, and one for Methodists. It is the seat of the courts
held every half-year for the district of Mero, and of the
courts of pleas and quarter sessions for Davidson county; 185
miles W. of Knoxville. N. lat. 35°45'. W. long. 87°8'.

NASHWARTHISH, a river of New Brunswick, which
runs into the St. John. N. lat. 46°4'. W. long. 66°46'.

NASI OSSA, or Nafalina ossa, in Anatomy, the bones
of the nose. See CRANIUM.

Nasi, or Narium constrictor, a muscle of the nose. See
NOSE.

NASI Offa. Fractions of, in Surgery. See FRACTION.

NASILON, in Geography, a town of Lithuania, in the
palatinate of Wilna; -50 miles S.E. of Wilna.

NASIMA, a town of Japan. on the S.E. coast of Ni-
phon. N. lat. 34°26'. E. long. 134°S.—Allo, a small
island of Japan, in the lirat between Niphon and Xiecco.

NASINO, a town of Japan, in the island of Niphon; 70
miles N. of Jedo.

NASITAS, a word used by some authors to express a
speaking through the nose.

NASKEAG POINT, in Geography, a cape of Hancock
county in the state of Maine, being the eastern point of Pe-
nobscot bay, in the town of Sedgwick.

NASKOW, a town of Denmark, on the W. coast of
the island of Laland, of which it is the capital; anciently
well fortified, but now only encompassed with a wall. The
town is of a middling size, and handsomely built; the in-
habitants are wealthy, and carry on a considerable trade in
the produce of the country, which is fertile. The Jews are
allowed the exercise of their worship, and have a synagogue.
In the town are an hospital and a grammar-school, both well
endowed. The harbour is to be very good. N. lat. 54°51'.
E. long. 17°5'.

NASO, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Demona; nine
miles W. of Patti.
Nasow, in Geography, a town of Pomerania; eight miles N.E. of Corling.

Nassar. See Nazareth.

Nassaf, in Biography, a celebrated Mussulman doctor, was born in the year of the Hegira 461, at the city of Nékfcheb, which was in that part of the Persian territories which lies beyond the river Gihon, anciently called the Oxus. He was one of the most eminent of the sect of Hanifites, or followers of Abou-Hanifah, who is venerated as the principal Imam or chief of one of the four orthodox sects among the Mahometans. He obtained great celebrity, and among other distinguishing titles, that of " Sovereign doctor of Genii and Men." He died at Samarcand in the year 537 of the Hegira, deeply regretted by an immense number of disciples, who respected him equally on account of his learning and piety. To him are attributed nearly an hundred treatises on the Mussulman law and traditions, in which he is said to have confounded the excellencies of 550 preceding writers.

Nassaf, another celebrated Mussulman doctor of the same country with the preceding, but who flourished at a much later period. The foundness of his doctrine, and the exemplariness of his piety, are highly commended; and his writings on law and religion are held in much esteem. He died at Bagdad in the year 710 of the Hegira, and was author of many books, among which is a " Commentary" on the five books of the Mussulman law.

Nassarre, Pablo de Zaraqa, an ecclesiastic and organist of the royal convent in that city, author of a treatise on music in Spanish, entitled " Fragmentos Musicos," in four parts, or distinct treatises; in which are contained the general rules necessary for canto fermo, characters for time, in measured music, counterpoint, and composition. Madrid, 1400. 1700.

The work is written in dialogue: the quellions are pertinent, and the answers succinct and clear.

In the first dialogue on canto fermo, examples are given, in Gregorian notes, of all the eight modes of the church.

In the second dialogue, the clefs, characters for time, and their proportions in canto figurato, or measured music, are explained; in which the old time-table is united with the new, from the maxima to the semi-quaver. A considerable part of this section is now useless in practice, unless in deciphering very old music.

In the third dialogue, the technical terms used in counterpoint are defined, and its rules explained. In this part of the work the author's knowledge of the history of counterpoint appears to be very superficial. He quotes Bacchius Senior in his definition. All his examples are written on canto fermo on four lines. But this section advances no further in composition than plain counterpoint, and the use of concords.

In the fourth dialogue, however, the use of discords, passing-notes, ligatures, or binding-notes, is amply treated, and numerous short examples of fugue on simple subjects are given; but none of canon or double counterpoint. The passables are all ecclesiastical, and much more ancient than the date of the book.

Nassau, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the county of Nassau Dietz, fronting on the Lahn, in which is a church used in common both by Lutherans and Calvinists. Opposite to it, on the other side of a river, on a high mountain, formerly stood Nassauber, a very ancient place, the original house of the Nassau family, now a fief of Treves; 22 miles N.W. of Mentz. N. lat. 50° 17'. E. long. 7° 55'.

Nassau, a principality of Germany, situated in the Wetterau, about 48 miles long, and 28 broad, generally woody and mountainous, and yet containing fine arable and meadow lands. The founder of the present princes of Nassau was count Henry I., a great monarch, who at the time of his death (1465) was ruler of the whole county of Nassau, with all its lands. In the year 1455, they agreed to hold the parishes and towns and county of Nassau in community; but to divide the other part of the county, Weilburg, Wisbaden, and Idalen, became Walram's part; and that of the Nucifores, a branch of the Nassau family, the county of Nassau, and more, Nassau Saarbruck Uningen. All the branches are named from the principal towns in the several districts.

Nassau-Dietz, a county of Germany, situated on the Lahn, in the circle of the Upper Rhine according to Busingh, but in the kingdom of Welfphalia according to Berenger; formerly a fief of Treves. It contains a part of the style of the langvards of Heffe, but what interest they have will in it is as yet undetermined. The capital is Dietz.

Nassau, a small town of Germany, in the county of Nassau, and containing a German church, and about 35 houses; called also " Kempfton."—Alto, a river on the coast of East Florida, which runs into the sea, N. lat. 30° 44'. W. long. 81° 42'.—Alto, an island in the East Indian ocean, situated W. of Sumatra; about 50 miles in circumference. This island and " Poggy" are sometimes called Nassau islands, and sometimes Poggy islands. The inhabitants are all tattooed. S. lat. 3°. W. long. 100°.—Alto, a sea-port town of Providence, one of the Bahama islands.—Alto, a town of Germany, in the county of Hohenlohe; four miles N. of Weckenheim; Alto, a mountain of the island of Jamaica; 50 miles W. N.W. of Kingston.—Alto, a small island at the mouth of Byram river, in Long island Sound.—Alto, a large bay, called " Spirito Santo," on the coast of West Florida, about 70 miles from N. to S., in which are several islands, the most northerly of which is Myrtle island. N. lat. 27° 45' to 28° 10'. W. long. 82° 35' to 83°.—Alto, a large and open bay on the coast of Terra del Fuego island; E. of Falce Cape Horn, which forms the western limit of the bay; it is well sheltered from the tempests of the ocean, and capable of holding a fleet of ships. S. lat. 55° 38'.—Alto, a cape on the coast of Surinam, or N.E. of South America, N.N.W. of Essequibo gulf, and the E. point of the entrance into the river Puma-ron. N. lat. 7° 40'. W. long. 59° 30'.—Alto, a cape on the N. shore of Terra Firme, in South America.—Alto, a road on the coast of West Florida, W. of Mobile bay, N. of Ship island, and within the N. end of the Chaldeans or Myrtle island. This is one of the belt roads, most easy of access, and the best sheltered, for large vessels on the whole coast of Florida. This road was first discovered by Dr. Daniel Cox of New Jersey, who called it by its name in honour of the reigning prince, William III.

Nassauviana, in Botany, is named by Commerson, in compliment to " the Prince of Nassau," who is said to have been the companion of his herbarizing excursions about the shores of Magellan. The specific name given by him seems designed to combine the two ideas, of eminence in the perfon commemorated, and of the corymbiferous habit of the plant. Jiff. 1757. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 236. Lamark's Dict. v. 4. 432. Illusfr. t. 721. Callas and order, Syneqes Polymnia-freggata. Nat. Ord. Compote. Linn. Cimareephae, Juff. Gen. Ch. Common Calixe of several oblong, pungent, horizontal leaves, surrounding a cylindrical common receptacle,
and separating the tufts of flowers; perianth double; the outermost of three linear-lanceolate leaves; inner of five larger ones; all rather spinous-pointed. Cor. compound, tubular; florets four or five, equal, perfect, uniform; their limb two-lipped; the upper with three teeth, erect; lower with two, reflexed. Stam. Filaments five, capillary; anthers cohering, acute, about equal to the limb. Pila. Germs oblong, somewhat quadrangular, compressed; style-thread-shaped; stigmas linear, diverbrated. Peric. none, except the permanent calyx. Seed the figure of the germs; down of four or five soft, white, deciduous bristles, feecially extending beyond the calyx. Recept. finally naked.

Eff. Ch. Flowers in an oblong head, with sharp scales interperforated. Calyx four or five-flowered, double; the outer of three leaves, inner of five. Florets tubular, two-lipped. Down brilly, deciduous. Receptacle naked.

1. N. fluvcola. Willd. (N. coryphlea; Commenrer Mss.)—Native of the Straits of Magellan; communicated by Juffieu and Thouin, from Commenrer's herbarium. The root appears to be perennial. Stem decumbent at the base, then erect, a span high, leafy, with a few short lateral branches. Leaves squill, ovate, acute, ribbed, smooth, crowded, deeply toothed, or almost pinnatifid, in their upper part. Flowers terminating the main stem, in a dense, oblong, downy head, whose outer scales are broadest, all of them being entire and fiddle-rubbed, in which characters, and their downy tips, they differ from the foliage. The whole plant has much of the aspect of a Tussilago, or Butterbur, in its flowers, but the foliage is totally distinguishable, both in form, size, and situation, from every species of that genus, as is likewise the fruititious form.

This herb is said to be delightfully fragrant; but nothing of that kind is perceptible in our dried specimens. We prefer the specific name of Wildenow, alluding to this circumstance, because Commenrer's, though older, was never printed.

NASSIA, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the province of Smaland; 18 miles S.S.E. of Jonkoping.

NASSIRABAD, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude; 25 miles N. of Munickpour.

NASSIR-EDDIN, in Biography, a very celebrated philosopher, alronomor, and various writer among the Mahometans. He was born in the year 572 of the Hegira. He cultivated literature and the sciences with great success, and was characterized as "the doctor who had acquired the highest reputation in all branches of knowledge." He is frequently called, by way of eminence, "The Martyr." The emperor of the Moguls, Holagou, placed him at the head of all the philosophers and astronomers whom he had given directions for pertaining, amidst the wars of depreciation which he carried on against the Mahometans; and he created him director, or superintendent of the revenues of all the colleges in the cities of which he was master. He afterwards ascended the city of Marayah, and commanded him to prepare those astronomical tables, which were entitled the "Imperial," and which have come down to our times. Natir-Eddin also published the most esteemed Mahometan editions, with commentaries, of Euclid's "Elements," and the "Sphera" of Theodorus and Menelius. He was author of "A Treatise on Moral Subjects," and other pieces.

NASSITZA, in Geography, a town of Selavonia; 17 miles N. of Brod.

NASSOGNE, a town of France, in the department of the Sambre and Meuse, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Hubert. The place contains 801, and the canton 3375 inhabitants, on a territory of 1974 kilometres, in 11 communes.

NASSUCK, a town of Hindoostan, in Guzerat; 56 miles S.S.W. of Surat. N. lat. 19° 50'. E. long. 73° 49'.

NASSURABAD, a town of Hindoostan, in Allahabad; 56 miles S. of Jumnpore.

NAST, in Agriculture, a provincial term applied to any fort of fowen, as well land under fallow.

NASTADT, in Geography, a town of Wales; 18 miles S. of Colbeut. N. lat. 50° 10'. E. long. 7° 43'.

NASTISTAK, an island of Raffia, in the mouth of the Lena, about 80 miles in length and 20 in breadth. N. lat. 71° 44' to 73° 50'. E. long. 115° 49' to 119° 34'.

NASTOLA, a town of Sweden, in the province of Vaaland; 47 miles E. of Tavjalhus.

NASTURTUM, in Botany, so called, according to Pliny, book 19, chap. 8, from nafus the nose, because of the pungent and disagreeable smell, with which it twinges or torments that organ; the Cref, or Nofe-smart. This appellation has been given to various plants, which range under different genera of the Tetradynamia Silicofila of Linnaeus. Tournefort however retains a genus under this name, which he distinguishes from Thalijf, merely by having the leaves divided into many segments, a principle of generic definition not admittible in modern botany, though there are cases in which such a difference of habit may lead us to expect and discover different characters in the fruitation.

NASTUS, a name borrowed by Juffieu from the ancient Greeks, whose χαλαμυς very however, arundo farba of the Latins, is described as having a fiddle stem, useful for making arrows; whereas the plant of Juffieu is no other than the bamboo, or Arundo Bambus of Linnaeus, well known to have hollow stems and branches, on which its peculiar use, for many domestic purposes, greatly depends. Hence Retzius, finding this valuable plant a distinct genus from Arundo, called it Bambos, altered by the classical Schreber, though surely most unfortunately, into Bambusa; fee that article. Gmelin in his compiled Syllveta, v. 2. 579, has Bambus, and in the next page Nafus, with a strange misconception of characters, for the very same thing. We are disposed to prefer Nafus to Bambuya, though the latter has been adopted by Schreber, Wildenow, and in Hort. Kew. Bambos, used by Retzius and Roxburgh, is perhaps preferable to either, and Mr. Dryander has given that name his faction in editing Dr. Roxburgh's work, though he has retained Bambuya in Hort. Kew. The professed plan of the second edition of this book was to follow Wildenow, and our departed friend, when he did not publish in his own name, on that account, (as he has often told us,) never aimed about any choice in nomenclature, which we have often greatly lamented.—Jaff. 34. Lamarch Illufr. t. 264. Bambos; Retz. Obf. fasc. 5. 24. Bambuifa; Schreb. 236. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 2. 245. Ait. Hort. Kew. v. 2 316.)—Clafs and order, Hexandra Monogynia. Nat. Ord. Gra- mina.

Gen. Ch. See BAMBUFA.


—Native of the East Indies, delightful, according to Dr. Roxburgh, in a rich moist soil, such as the banks of 4 A rivulets.
rivulets and lakes, among the mountains. The *fles* are arborescent, from ten to a hundred from each perennial root, erect and straight to the height of ten or twenty feet, then bending gently to one side, with innumerable, alternate, very compound, drooping, twisted branches; both *fles* and branches are round, very smooth, green, tubular, with frequent joints, at each of which is an internal transverse partition. *Thorns* two or three together at some of the joints, prominent, curved, the central one often extended into a branch. *Leaves* numerous, two-ranked, linear-lanceolate, acute, with sheathing imbricated *panicles*, whole long drooping branches are spiked, the *fles* being disposed along them, two or three or more, together, in half whorls. Each *fikeli* is oblong, smooth, varying greatly, from two to twelve, in the number of *florets*. The outer glume of the *corolla* is pointed, not awned, and the style is represented by Dr. Roxburgh as smooth.—*This*, the most common fruit of Bamboos, is extremely useful in tropical climates for buildings, furniture, carriages, or any purpose where strength and lightness are wanted. Whether the idea of the flender clustered filleted columns, of Oriental and Gothic buildings, was taken from hints of bamboo, we leave to antiquaries to determine, or at least to conjecture. The large fresh joints of this plant minister to one elegant article of luxury, serving instead of a tin box to convey nosegays fresh, even for some hundreds of miles in India. The Bamboo is kept in our flours for curiosity, as well as for its elegance, but does not blossom. The *seeds* are said to serve as food, in the manner of rice. A singular subsistence is found within the hollow joints of the old *fles*, called Tabaxir, or Tabafheer, by the Moors, Arabians, and Turks, and termed salt or milk of the bamboo by the natives of India. This is a hard concoction, pretended to possess great medical virtues; but on being chemically examined by Mr. Macie (now Smithfon) it proved pure flinty earth, affording another proof, in addition to many, that vegetables, of the graves tribe especially, do actually secrete that sub stance. See Phil. Trans. for 1790 and 1791.

2. N. *floribundus*. Straight Bamboo. (Bambus floreaf; Roxb. Coromand. v. i, 58, t. 80. Arundarbor pinosa; Rumph. Amb. v. 3, 14, t. 22.)—*Flowers* whorled, in long spikes, Corolla awned. Style downy.—Native of the East Indies, but in different situations than the former. According to Dr. Roxburgh, it is certainly a distinct species; is not so near so large, has a much smaller cavity in the *fles*, and is very straight. "Its great strength, solidity, and straightness render it much fitter for a variety of uses than the common *fles*; and it is particularly employed by the natives to make shafts for their *spears*." The *leaves* appear to be more ovate than in the last, as well as shorter. A specimen in the Linnean herbarium, answering in every particular to Dr. Roxburgh’s account and plate, is very like what we have pointed out in Rumphius. In this the *leaves* are shorter, and more ovate, than the first species, and have many longitudinal ribs. The margin is rough with fine bristles, and fine appearance of teeth, all directed forwards, or towards the point; in the former Dr. Roxburgh says the upper side and margin of the *leaves* are “backwardly helped.” This would be curious and essential distinction, but we dare not rely on it without seeing specimens of both his plants.—Sufficient marks of difference will be found in the specific characters above.

3. N. *verticillata*. Lelba Bamboo. (Bambusa verticillata; Wall. Sp. Pl. v. 2, 245. Arundo multijex; Loureir. Cochinch. 58. A *arborca* tus, Lelba dicta; Rumph. Amb. v. 4, 1, t. 17.)—*Flowers* whorled, in simple erect spikes. Spines none. Stigmas three favehile. —Native of Amboina and Cochinchina. In the latter it serves for fences. The *fles* is shrubby, perennial, twelve feet high, branched, with very long hollow joints, defulte of thorns. *Leaves* linear-lanceolate. *Spikes* few, terminal, erect, each of several dilatant whors. Loureiro describes the *calyx* as single-flowered, which Rumphius’s figure, though not very perfect, seems to contradict. We cannot answer for the identity of their species. The character of the three festivity *fignas*, without any *fleye*, attributed by the former to his plant, is a most decisive difference with regard to the two foregoing.—It is extremely probable that several species of this genus are included in the descriptions of Rumphius, but the attention of a good botanist on the spot would be requisite to develop their distinctions, and to settle his *synonyms*.

4. N. *paniculata*. Panicled Bamboo. (N. fig. 1, 6, d; Lamark illuftr. t. 264.)—*Flowers* panicled. Glumes strongly ribbed, with short blunt points.—Gathered by Commeron on mountains in the isle of Bourbon. We know not what to make of Lamark’s fig. a, but our specimens from Thoim answer exactly to the figures we have cited. The panicled *fles*, and the large, strong, ribbed, rigid-pointed glumes of their *corolla*, abundantly distinguish this species; from which Jaffien took his generic character, but which no author has till now defined.

NASUA, in Zoology, a species of *Viverrna*; which fee.

NASUDDEN, in Geography, a small island on the W. side of the gulf of Bothnia. N. lat. 64° 49’. E. long. 25° 44’.

NASUS, in Ichthyology, a species of Salmo; which fee.

ALO, a species of *Cynips*; which fee.

NATA, in Geography, a town of the isle of Zante; seven miles N.W. of Zante.

NATA, or St. Jago de Nata de los Cavalleros, a town of South America, in the province of Panama, founded A.D. 1517, by Gaspare d’Elpinofa. It is inhabited by a mixture of Spaniards and Indians. The town is situated on the bay of Panama. The bay of Nata, which is spacious and deep, lies on the S. coast of the island of Darien, and on the N. Pacific ocean, and extends to the island Iguesos. The town is 50 miles S.W. of Panama. N. lat. 8° 35’. W. long. 81° 6’.

NATA, or Nata; Nafeba, or Napi, in Surgery, a wen with a narrow base.

NATACHEQUIN, in Geography, a river of Labrador, in North America, which runs into the sea, in N. lat. 50° 25’. W. long. 60° 45’. The little Natchqua is W.S.W. of this.

NATAL, a country of Africa, on the S.E. coast of Caffraria, so called by the Portuguese, who discovered it on Christmas day, A.D. 1498. Several capes or promontories of this country are called “Point Natal,” the principal of which is situated, S. lat. 37’. E. long. 27° 10’.—ALO, a river of Africa, forming the northern boundary of the country of Natal, and running into the Indian sea, S. lat. 29° 50’. E. long. 29°.—ALO, a small island in the Indies sea. S. lat. 30° 30’. E. long. 47° 5’.—ALO, a cape and town on the S. shore of the Rin Grande, on the N.E. coast of Brazil. On the point which forms the cape is the caille of the Three Kings, or Portofala des tres Magos. The town of Natal is three leagues from the cape, before which is good anchorage for ships in four to five fathoms’ water, well secured from winds.—ALO, the name of an English settlement in the country of Batta, in the island of Sumatra, called also "Natar." The English settled here about the 4th year.
NAT

Year 1752, and formed connections in that part of the country. It is inhabited by perfons settled there for the convenience of trade, from the neighbouring countries of Acheen, Rou, and Menangeshow, and by their concourse and traffic, it becomes populous and rich. A large quantity of gold is procured from the country, some of the mines lying within 10 miles of the factory, and a considerable vent is found for imported goods. Like other Malay towns, it is governed by Dattoos, one of whom is fixed Dattoo Buffle, or chief magistrate, and his sway is very great. Marfden's Sumatra.

NATALIS, Natalis dies, or Natalitium, properly signifies a man's birth-day. See Nativity.

The word was first used among the heathens, to signify the feast held on the anniversary of the birth-day of an emperor; whence it came, in time, to signify any sort of feast. And accordingly, in the Patti, we meet with natalis solis, natalis invicti, &c.

The primitive Christians, finding the word thus established, used it in the same manner; and hence we meet in the ancient martyrologists with natalis calvus, for the feast of the death of the martyr Calvus; natalis cathedral, for the pontificate of St. Peter; natalis or natalitium, of such a church, for the Feast of the dedication. The word genatilis is used by the Greeks in the same sense as natalis, or natalitium, among the Latins.

Natalis, Ludi, Natal games, were games introduced on the anniversaries of the birth-days of great men.

Natalium, Anuulns, Natal ring, was a ring only worn on the birth-day.

NATANGEN, or Old Natangen, in Geography, a province of Pruffia, bounded on the N. and E. by the Preigel, on the S. by Ermeland, and on the W. by the Frieche Hall. This country is well cultivated and populous, and consists partly of arable and partly of meadow land. Although it is in some parts very lofty, yet it produces better corn than Samland, or Little Lithuania. It abounds alo with wood, and yields variety of game, and plenty of fish.

The capital is Brandenburg.

NATANT LEAF, in Botany. See LEAF.

NATARA, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Kiev; 14 miles S. of Biakercrkev.

Natchez, a powerful nation of Indians, who formerly inhabited the country on the E. side of the Mississippi. Fort Rofalie, N. lat. 31° 49', is in the country which they possessed. Nothing now remains of this nation but the name, by which the country is still denominated. The Creeks, or Mulkokulges, reposes upon its ruins. The French completed their destruction in 1730. The tribe of the Natchez, according to Dr. Robertson, (Hist. of Am. vol. ii.) had advanced (as well as the people of Bogota) beyond the other uncultivated nations of America in their ideas of religion, as well as in their political institutions. The sun was the chief object of religious worship among the Natchez. In their temples, which were constructed with some magnificence, and decorated with various ornaments, according to their mode of architecture, they preferred a perpetual fire, as the purest emblem of their divinity. Ministers were appointed to watch and feed this sacred flame. The chief function of the great chief of the nation, every morning, was an act of obedience to the sun; and festivals returned at festival feasts, which were celebrated by the whole community with solemnity but unbloody rites. On the decease of their caxique or chief, a certain number of his wives, of his favourites, and of his slaves, were put to death, and interred together with him, that he might appear with the same dignity in his future station, and be waited upon by the fame attendants. Many of the deceased perfons' retainers offered themselves as voluntary victims, and courted the privilege of accompanying their departed master, as an high distinction. Others, however, laboured to avoid their doom, and several saved their lives by flying to the woods. As the Indian Brahins give an intoxicating draught to the women, who are to be burnt together with the bodies of their husbands, which renders them incapable of their approaching fate, the Natchez obliged their victims to swallow several large pills of tobacco, which produce a similar effect.

Natchez, the principal town of the Mississippi territory, on the E. side of the Mississippi; 300 miles N. of New Orleans by water, 150 by the lake road. It has a Roman Catholic church, and is defended by a fort. N. lat. 31° 34'. As Natchez is likely to become a metropolis of the back settlements, a centre of administration, of literature, and of traffic, we shall here subjoin a brief account of its productions. The maple commodity of the settlement of Natchez is cotton, which the country produces in great abundance, and of good quality. The manufacture of calico, and the cultivation of tobacco, were carried on with spirit some years ago, but they have both given way to the culture of cotton. The country produces maize, or Indian corn, equal, if not superior, to that in any part of the United States. The time of planting is from the beginning of March until the beginning of July. The cotton is generally planted in the latter end of February, and the beginning of March. Rye, which has been attempted, has succeeded in some places; but wheat has failed. Apples and cherries are scarce, but peaches, plums, and figs, are very abundant. The vegetables of the Middle States generally succeed here. The great number of artificial mounds of earth visible through the whole settlement of Natchez, it must, at some former period, have been well peopled; besides, in all parts where new plantations are opened, broken Indian earthen ware is found; some of the pieces being in tolerable preservation, and retaining distinctly the original ornaments, but none of it appears to have ever been glazed.

Natchkin, a town of Kamfchaka, in the vicinity of which is a mineral spring; 30 miles E. of Bolcheretta.

Natchting-Tong, a town of Corea; 18 miles W.N.W. of Han.

Natchtoches, See Natchtoches.

Natchitoches, or Natchitoches, a name given to Red river in Louisiana, which runs into the Mississippi, N. lat. 31° 15'; W. long. 91° 47'.

Natchus, a town of the state of Georgia. N. lat. 33° 27', W. long. 86° 40'.

Nateco, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Bambook; 150 miles S.E. of Galam.

Nativos, a town of Peru, in the province of Irak; 60 miles N. of Ipanah.

Natemberbach, a town of Austria; eight miles W.N.W. of Eferding.

Natemberg, a town and castle of Bavaria, near the Danube; nine miles N.W. of Offerhosen.

Nates, in Anatomy, the buttocks, which are proportionally larger in man than in any animal, on account of the great size of the muscles concerned in maintaining the body erect. The convexities of the buttocks are formed principally by the glutei magni muscles, covered by a considerable flatum of fat. In the cleft between them the opening of the end of the intestinal canal is found. See Gluteus and Man.

Nates cerebri, are two circular protuberances of the brain,
brain, situated on the back side of the medulla oblongata, near the cerebellum.

NAT, in Geography, a town of the county of Tyrol; six miles W.S.W. of Innsbruck.

NATHAN, Isaac, in Biography, a learned rabbi who flourished in the fifteenth century, was the first Jew who made a Hebrew concordance to the Bible, on which he was occupied from the year 1438 to 1445, which, by his own acknowledgment, was not original, but for the most part copied from Latin concordances, so that the Jews themselves are indebted to Christians for their useful works of this kind. His publication was entitled "Light to the Path." It was first printed at Venice in 1524, and afterwards in a more correct state, with a Talmudical index, at Basle, in 1581, and at Rome in 1622, in four volumes folio. The most complete and valuable edition of it is that of Buxtorf, the elder, which was published at Basle in 1632, and which is said to have been superceded by one printed in the middle of the last century by the Rev. W. Romane, in four volumes folio.

NATHAN, in Geography, a town of Perû, in Irap; 60 miles N.N.E. of Irapan.

NATHE, a provincial term applied to the nave of a wheel.

NATICK, in Geography, an ancient township of America, in Middlesex county, Massachusetts, situated upon Charles river; 18 miles S.W. of Boston. The famous Mr. Elliot formed a religious society here; and at his motion the General Court granted the land in this township, containing about 6000 acres, to the Indians. In 1761 it was incorporated into an English district, and in 1781 into a township, and it now contains 694 inhabitants.

NATION, a collective term, used for a considerable people, inhabiting a certain extent of ground, included within fixed limits, and under the same government.

Each nation has its peculiar character; and it is proverbially said, Light as a Frenchman, Waggish as an Italian, Grave as a Spaniard, Serious as an Englishman, Fierce as a Scotchman, Drunken as a German, Idle as a Irishman, Deceitful as a Greek, &c.

NATION is also used, in some universities, for a distinction of the scholars, and professors of colleges.

The faculty of Paris consists of four nations; viz. that of France, that of Normandy, that of Picardy, and that of Germany; which are again, excepting that of Normandy, distinguished into tribes; and each tribe has its deacon. The German nation comprehends all foreign nations, English, Italian, &c.

When the procurator of the French nation speaks in public, his style is, Honorable Gallorum natio; he of Picardy says, Fideles Pancardorum natio; he of Normandy, Verenrandi Normanorum natio; he of the nation of Germany, Confuasti frumi Germanorum natio.

NATIONS, Law of. See Law.

NATIONAL Debt, is the debt due by the state to the public, on account of monies borrowed and funded for defraying the charges of the government.

In order to trace the origin of this debt, it is proper to be considered, that after the Revolution, when our connections with Europe introduced a new system of foreign politics, the expences of the nation, not only in setting up the new establishment, but in maintaining long wars, as principals on the continent, for the securitv of the Dutch barrier, reducing the French monarchy, settling the Spanish succession, supporting the house of Austria, maintaining the liberties of the German body, and other purposes, increased to an unusual degree; Insomuch as it was not thought advisable
June; the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, a feast established by pope Sergius I., who was advanced to the see of Rome in 687, and observed on the eighth of September, &c. When we say absolutely the Nativity, it is understood of that of Jesus Christ, or the feast of Christmas. See Feast, Christmas, &c.

Nativity, Nativity, in Ancient Law Books, signifies bondage, or servitude.

Nativity, in Astrology, the theme or figure of the heavens, and particularly of the twelve houses, at the moment when a person was born; called also the horoscope.

Calling the nativity, or by calculation seeking to know how long the queen should live, &c. was made felony, anno 23 Edz. c. 2.

Nativitiy Habendo, in Law, a writ directed to the sheriff, for a lord who claimed inheritance in any villain, when his villain was an away from him, for the apprehending and refunding him to the lord.

NATOLIA, Anatolia, or Anadolu, in Geography, a province of Asiatic Turkey, bounded on the N. by the Black Sea, on the E. by Caramania, on the S. by the Mediterranean, and on the W. by the Archipelago and the sea of Marmora; about 400 miles in its greatest extent from E. to W., and 350 from N. to S. Anatolia was anciently denominated Asia simply, or by way of peculiar excellence, as being the belt spot in this part of the world, and adorned with many opulent cities, and considerable fates. Afterwards it was distinguished from the whole Asiatic region by the epithet of Minor or Lesser, and accordingly denominated Asia Minor; it derived the name of Anatolia from its eastern situation, with regard to Europe, and it is still called the Levant. Anatolia, in its largest sense, comprehends the ancient provinces of Galatia, Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Pontus, Myasis, Phrygia, Lydia and Meonia, Æolis, Ionia, Caria, Doris, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Cappadocia, Lycia, Lycaonia, and Cilicia. Later geographers have divided it into four parts, according to their situation; viz. Anatolia, properly so called, on the western part; Caramania, on the southern; Aladula, on the eastern, and Amastra, on the northern. Anatolia, properly so called, is divided into the following districts, viz. Bithynia, Myasis, Æolis, Ionia, Caria, Doris, Lydia, Phrygia, Galatia, and Paphlagonia; which see respectively.

Anatolia, or Natolia, is now governed by a beglerbeg, who resides at Kütata, under whom are several fanjics. The soil is, in general, fertile, producing corn, tobacco, and fruits of various kinds; cotton and silk; and notwithstanding the indolence of the Turks, and the oppressive nature of their government, its commerce is considerable, particularly in carpets, leather, drugs, cotton, silk, and other articles of produce and manufacture. Most of the inhabitants are Osmanliots; with a considerable proportion of Chirilians, particularly of the Greek church, governed by patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops, who are tolerated by the Porte. Here are likewise many Armenians, and some Roman Catholics.

NATOLICA, an island in the Mediterranean, near the coast of Greece. Ptolemy, ii. lat. 38° 39'. E. long. 21° 20'.

NATRA, a town of Sweden, in Angermanland; 36 miles N.N.E. of Hernofand.

NATRAPOLLAM, a town of Hindoostan, in Myfore; 6 miles N. of Allambady.

NATRIX, in Zoology, the name of the common or water-snake, called also torquata, from the ring about its neck. See COLUBRUM Natrix.

NATROLITE, in Mineralogy, the name given by Klau proth (Mem. Acad Scien Berlin, 1809) to a fossil found at Hogau in Suabia, on the borders of Switzerland. It is deposited in the crevices, or clefs and cavities, of the famous porphyry (Klinginlein porphyry), from having a found, nearly metallic, which form the mountains and rocks of Ho enthual, Hohenkraken, and Mügdeberg. The colour of this fossil is a dirty ochreous yellow, approaching sometimes to an isabella yellow, or at other times to a yellowish brown, intermixed with concentric white lines. It is compact; its internal surface is a silky lustre; it breaks into wedge-like pieces, the edges of which possess little transparence; it is not very hard, extremely brittle, and its specific gravity is 2.200: 100 grains of this fossil, ignited in a silver crucible, yield 9 grains; it fuses quickly before the blowpipe into a transparent glafs, full of small air-bubbles, and in a porcelain furnace melts into a brown glafs; and in a charcoal crucible it afforded the same product, with minute globules of iron in the surface. From the analysis of Klau proth, 100 parts of the natrolite yielded

Siliceous earth - 48 grains,
Alumine - - 24.25
Oxid of iron - - 1.75
Soda - - 16.50
Water - - 9

99.50

NATRON, or Anatron, in Natural History, an earthy alkaline salt, or mineral alkali, taken out of lakes of stagnant water, in the desert of Nitræa, in Egypt. See CARBONATE OF Soda, and Soda.

Natron is much of the nature of nitre; whence it is by many called Egyptian nitre, and is supposed to be the proper nitre of the ancients. As our salt petre was unknown to them, they gave the name of nitre to this sub stance, described by the Arabs under the name of "natronum," of which we have made natron. In consequence of a want of due examining the passages of Theophrastus, Dioscorides, Galen and Pliny, several moderns have confounded nitre and natron, which are substances materially different. It is not possible to ascertain the extent of the lakes on which the natron is formed, as it varies according to the seasons. When the water is melt abundant, the two lakes are united into one, which is much longer than it is broad, and occupies a space of several leagues; at other times they are only ponds of no great extent. If Pliny, when he affered that the Nile acts on the falterns of Nitræa as the sea does on salt-water ponds, meant that the inundation of the river extended as far as the lakes, he was mistaken, as father Sicard has shewn. But if he meant no more than that there is a fort of conformity between the Nile and the lake, he suggests a fact, observed by the people of the country, and by them erroneously attributed to a communication that cannot exist between the waters of the Nile and the natron lakes. The rife of the latter is in an inverse proportion to the former; so that when the Nile begins to overflow, the lakes decrease so much as to appear only like small ponds, at the time when the river is at its greatest height. The waters, on the contrary, seem to return, when those of the Nile decrease, and inundate a long extent of the valley, while those of the river are at the lowest. In order to account for this fact, it should be considered, that the rife of the Nile, occasioned by the melted snow and rains in Abyphinia, begins at the summer solstice, that is, in the hotest and driest season in Egypt; and that at the time when the river has retured, or during the winter, the rains, nevertheless, fall very abundantly in the northern part of that country; and hence it will be obvious, that the seafon when
when the Nile increases must also be that in which the waters spread over the sands, dry up, and diminish; and that, on the other hand, the local rains, which can in no respect influence the overflow of the Nile, are sufficient to increase the springs that supply this body of water. When the two lakes separate, and their waters retire, the ground which they have inundated, and now leave exposed to view, is covered with a sediment that is crystallized and hardened by the sun; that is, the natron. The thickness of this layer of salt varies according to the longer or shorter continuance of the waters on the ground. In those spots which have been moistened only for a very short time, the natron exhibits a white efflorescence, resembling flakes of snow. It also appears, that at certain seasons the waters are covered with this substance. It is procured principally in the month of August; but is found likewise, in smaller quantity, during the rest of the year. It is digested from the ground by iron instruments, and carried on the backs of camels as far as "Terané," where it is shipped on the Nile to be conveyed to Cairo, or to the florshouses at Rosetta. The quantity annually collected amounts to near 25,000 quintals, and a great deal more might be obtained: it is usually sold at from 15 to 18 medines the quintal, delivered in either of these two towns.

Natron is seldom to be met with perfectly pure, independently of the earthy substances with which it is almost constantly mixed; it is not an alkali entirely undiluted; it is generally blended with marine salt, with Glauber's salt, and in some degree with vitriolic tartar. In the florshouses at Rosetta there are two forts, viz. the common and the "Sultanee," a word which corresponds to the epithet royal. This latter is whiter, better crystallized, and purer than the common fort: it is consequently stronger, and when used, a smaller quantity is sufficient. This mineral alkali possesses the same properties as vegetable alkali, or "fosa;" but it is said to possess them in a higher degree of strength. Its principal use is the bleaching of cloth and thread. The method pursued at Rosetta is as follows. The skeins of thread are arranged in a large copper, set in masonwork; above them is put a layer of natron; and then a sufficient quantity of cold water is poured into to soak both the thread and the natron. The whole is left in this situation for three days, at the end of which the thread is taken out and hung upon sticks placed over the copper. When it has drained, a fire is lighted under the copper, and the water, in which the thread was soaked, with the natron, is made to boil, after having received an addition of some lime. The thread is steeped and stirred about in this hot lye, and washed in it several times, without being left there. It is immediately taken to the Nile, in which it is washed and beaten; it is then spread out to dry. When the skeins are very dry, they are again washed in the whey which runs from cheese, and which, in Arabic, is called "Melch." This is a sort of softening that improves the cloth, and when the Egyptians handle a soft cloth, they say that it wants "melch." To bleach 100lbs. of thread, it generally requires 100lbs. of natron, and from 60 to 80lbs. of lime; observing, however, that the "Sultanee" natron, that is, the purer sort; being stronger than the common, a smaller quantity must be used; without this precaution, the thread, or linen, would be liable to be burnt. The natron trade, though pretty brisk with Turkey, and even with the state of Venice, where this alkali, mixed with sandy stone, makes the beautiful bluish glafs of Murano, was absolutely at an end, with regard to France; though in the year 1777 it appeared likely to be revived. It is not solely to the bleaching of cloths and thread, that the use of natron is confined in the country where it is formed. It is also used in dyeing, in the preparation of leather, in making glasses, in bleaching linen, in dough instead of leaven, for preferring meat and making it tender, and lastly, to mix with snuff, and make it more pungent. Natron is also found in another lake, less considerable than that called the lake of Terané, which is in the desert of Nitria, or of St. Macarius, viz. near Damanhour, and in other countries, besides Egypt. See CARBO.

NATRUDACOTTA, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Tinelley; 16 miles E. of Tinelley.

NATTI, a provincial term applied to the hornless breeds of animals of the sheep and cattle kind. Thus we have the natt or Devonshire breed of sheep. It is sometimes written nat.

NATTA, Marcantonio, in Biography, a celebrated Italian jurist, was born of a noble family, at Atli, and studied law at Pavia in the early part of the sixteenth century, under Corti Maino and Décio. He was from a very early age extremely fond of literature, which, as he increased in years, became his only passion, and he made so great progress in it that he was admitted among the Jurif-confulti before he had attained the age of twenty-three, and was in the same time advanced to be senator at Calif. His fame was so high that he received invitations from several princes to settle in their dominions, and exercise among them various honourable offices. He published legal con- 

fulements, which were in high estimation, likewise theological pieces, and some tracts on philosophy. Among them, the principal are "De Pulchro;" "De Deo;" in fifteen books; "De immortaliitate Animi;" "De Fossilie Domini." Moreri.

NATTAL, in Geography. See NATA.

NATTAM, a town and fortes of Hindooftan, in the country of Madura; 18 miles N. of Madura. N. lat. 10° 10'. E. long. 78° 18'.—Alfo, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 28 miles W.N.W. of Trichinopoly.

NATTENAT, an Indian village in Nootka found, in the vicinity of which to the northward is a remarkable cataract. N. lat. 48° 46'. W. long. 124° 6'.

NATTER-JACK, in Zoology, a species of Rana, which see. See also Toad.

NATTORE, in Geography, a town of Bengal, capital of the circar of Bettoorah; 115 miles N.N.E. of Calcutta. N. lat. 24° 25'. E. long. 89° 7'.

NATWROW, a town of the Birman empire; 10 miles N.W. of Ava.

NATUNA ISLANDS, a cluster of small islands in the Chinefe fea; 60 miles W. from the coast of Borneo. N. lat. 4°. E. long. 108°.

NATUPA, a town on the W. coast of the ifland of Panay. N. lat 11° 30'. E. long. 122°.

NATURAL, something that relates to nature; that arises from a principle of nature; or is conformable to the ordinary course and order of nature.

When a stone falls downwards, we vulgarly say it does this by a natural motion; but if it be thrown upwards, its motion is said to be violent.

Water suspended in a fucking pump is said to be out of its natural place: cures wrought by medicines, are natural operations; but the miraculous ones wrought by Christ, supernatural. See MIRACLE. &c.

NATURAL CAUSE. See CAUSE.

NATURAL CHILDREN, are those born out of lawful wedlock. See BASTARD.

NATURAL DAY. See DAY.

NATURAL YEAR. See YEAR.
NAT

NATURAL Functions, in the Animal Economy. See Functions.

NATURAL History, a description of the natural products of the earth, water, or air: as - gr. helmets, birds, fish, insects, worms, plants, metals, minerals, and fossils; together with such extraordinary phenomena as at any time appear in the material world; as meteors, monsters, &c. See Botany, Entomology, Geology, Ichthiobiology, Meteorology, Ornithology, Zoology, &c. &c. together with the articles above enumerated.

Besides general Natural History, as of Phylus, &c. there are particular ones; and of two kinds. The first, those which only consider one kind of things; such as the History of Shells, by Dr. Liller; of Fishes, by Willughby; that of Birds, by the same; that of Plants, by Ray; those of Insects, by Swammerdam and Muffet; that of Animals, by G€mer; that of Fossils, by Agricol, Mercatus, &c.

The second, those which consider the several kinds of natural things found in particular countries, or provinces: as the Natural History of Dauphinie, by Chorier; the Natural History of the Antilles, by E. Du Tertre, and M. Longville de Poincy; those of Oxfordshire, and Staffordshire, by Dr. Plott; that of Lancashire, by Leath; of Northamptonshire, by Morton; that of the Western Islands, by Martin, &c.

The natural history only of one particular place, is a subject very extensive in its materials, and not to be set about without great care and circumpection. Mr. Boyle has favoured the world with a list of the heads under which to arrange things; and what to enquire after on such an occasion.

The general heads under which he comprehends the articles of this history are four: the things which regard the heavens, the air, the waters, and the earth.

Of the first clafs are the longitude and latitude of the place; the length of the longest and shortest days and nights; the climates, parallels, &c. what fixed stars are seen, and what are not seen there.

About the air may be observed, its temperature, as to the first four quarters, and the measure of them; its weight, clearness, refractive power; its subtlety or cohesion; its abounding with or wanting an effuine flate; its variations according to the seasons of the year, and the times of the day; what duration the several kinds of weather usually have: what meteors it is moist or least apt to produce; and in what order they are generated, and how long they generally last; what winds it is most subject to; whether any of them are flat or ordinary; what diseases are paid to be epidemic, or depending on the state and condition of the air: what other diseases it is subject to, wherein the air may be supposed to have some share: what is the usual falsity and inabilituy of it, and what sorts of confitution it agrees with, what it does not.

About the waters, it may be proper to observe the sea, its depth, tides, currents, falls, and other qualities: next the rivers will come under confideration, their depth, length, course, inundation, and the goodnes of their waters, with their gravity, and other peculiar qualities. After these, the lakes, springs, ponds, &c. &c. are to be confidered, epecially the mineral waters, their kinds, qualities, and virtues, and the manner of trying them. The inhabitants of the waters may follow here; and the particular kinds of fish that are found there, whether of the sea or rivers, are to be mentioned, with an account of their flores, bignes, goodnes, flesions of perfection, haunts, peculiarities of any kind relating to them, and the manner of taking them, epecially when there is any thing singular in it.

The things relating to the earth are last to be examined; these, first, the earth itself, then its inhabitants and its various productions, whether external or internal. In the earth itself may be observed, its dimensions, situation, soil, seat, north, and south; its figure; its plains and valleys, their extent; its hills and mountains, and the height of the most lofty, both in reference to the neighbouring valleys and plains, and to the level of the sea; as also whether the mountains lie scattered, or are disposed in ridges; and of the latter kind, whether they run east, west, north, or south. What promontories also, and what fiery or smoking hills there is, if any: whether the country be coherent, or much broken into islands; what the magnetic declination is in several places, and the variation of that declination in the same place; and if thofe be considerable, what may be conjectured as the occasions of them, whether the vicinity of iron-mine, of subterraneous fires, or what else. What the nature of the soil is, whether clayey, sandy, or of good mould; and what vegetables, plants, and trees best agree with it and succeed in it, what work. By what particular contrivances the inhabitants improve the advantages, or remedy the disadvantages of the soil; and what hidden qualities the soil may have. The inhabitants of the earth are then to be considered, both natives, and strangers that have been long settled there; and in particular, their figure, colour, features, strength, agility, or defects of their; and their complexions, hair, beauty, and the like; their diet, inclinations, and customs, so far as they are not owing to education: the fruitfulness or barrenness of the women; their hard or easy labours; the diseases they are most subject to; and any remarkable symptoms attending them.

As to the external productions of the earth, the enquirys are to be made: what grappes, grains, and fruit it best produces: the herbs, flowers, and timber trees; and the copnices, groves, forests, and woods the country has, or wants: what peculiarities are observable in any of them; what stones they most like or dislike, and with what culture they thrive best. Then what animals the country has or wants: both as to wild beasts and birds of prey, and as to poultry and cattle of all sorts: and particularly, if they have any animals that are not common, or any thing particular in those they have. After these, the subterraneous flowers are to be examined; what minerals the earth affords, and what it wants: then what quarries of stone, and in what manner they lie: what clays and earths are found there; as clays, marles, fuller's earth, earths for tobacco-pipes, earth for potter's wares, medicinal earths: what other mineral productions it yields, whether coals, salt mines, or salt springs, alum, vitriol, sulphur, &c. What metals the country yields, with a description of the mines of them; their depth, numbers, situations, signs, waters, damps, quantities of ores, goodnes of the ores, and the ways in life for reducing them to metals.

To these general heads should be added, inquiries into traditions in the country, of any thing relating to it, whether peculiar to it, or only more common there than elsewhere; and where these require learning or skill in the discovery, the utmost care is to be taken to put the people in a way to give their accounts in a satisfactory manner; for a tale or bad account of any thing is always much worse than no account at all. Phil. Trans. N. 11.

The Linnean fytem of natural history, which we chiefly follow in the New Cyclopaedia, is divided into five branches, each subordinate to the other: these are

Clafs, Order, Genus, Species,
Species, and Varieties.

with their names and characters. Of the three grand divisions, viz. the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms; the animal ranks highest in comparative estimation; the next is the vegetable, and the lowest is the mineral kingdom. See Botany, Classification, and Mineralogy; with regard to the animal kingdom: it is divided into six classes, formed from their internal structure.

**Clases.**

1. Mammalia
   - Heart with two auricles
   - and two ventricles
   - viviparous
   - blood warm and red
   - 88
2. Birds
   - Heart with one auricle
   - and one ventricle
   - blood cold and red
   - 39
3. Amphibia
   - Heart with one auricle
   - lung voluntary
   - have antennæ
   - 120
4. Fishes
   - Heart with one auricle
   - and no ventricle
   -have antennæ
   - 25
5. Insects
   - Heart with one auricle
   - and no ventricle
   - have antennæ
   - 13
6. Vermes
   - Heart with one auricle
   - and no ventricle
   - tentacle
   - 4

The above six classes are divided into orders, and the orders into genera, and the genera into species and varieties.

**Clas I. Mammalia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the orders</th>
<th>No. of genera</th>
<th>No. of species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primates</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruta</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fera</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glires</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pecora</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belloe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cete</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clas II. Aves.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the orders</th>
<th>No. of genera</th>
<th>No. of species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accipitres</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piz</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anferes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gralle</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pafferes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clas III. Amphibia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the orders</th>
<th>No. of genera</th>
<th>No. of species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reptilia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clas IV. Piscins.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of the orders</th>
<th>No. of genera</th>
<th>No. of species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aponidés</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jugularés</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracici</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominales</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branchiölogi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chondroptérigi</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such is the tabular view of the animal kingdom, according to the Linnean system; it must, however, necessarily be imperfect, as much as new species in the several genera are continually discovered, and not unfrequently new genera likewise are added to the orders. See the several orders and genera in the alphabetical arrangement of the dictionary.

For another mode of classification, and remarks on this of Linneus, &c. we refer to the article Classification.

**Natural Inclinations.** are those tendencies or motions of the mind, towards things seemingly good, which are common in a greater or less degree, to all mankind. See Appetite.

Natural inclination, according to F. Malebranche, is the same thing, with regard to minds, that motion is with regard to bodies; and as all the varieties in the material world arise from the several motions of bodies; so do all those of the intellectual world from inclinations: and as all motions are the result of impressions immediately communicated by the finger of the Creator; so all inclinations are certainly nothing else but continual impressions of the will of the Creator on that of the creature; and must therefore, of necessity be agreeable to his; and therefore can naturally have no principal end but his glory; nor any secondary one but their own preservation, and that of others, both still with regard to his will, who gave them being.

Now as, properly speaking, there is but one love in God; viz. that of himself; so he only impresses one love or desire in us; which is that good in the general. It is this general love, or desire, is the principle of all our particular ones; as, in effect, it is the will itself; the will being defined to be a continual impression of the Author of nature, which carries the mind of man to good in general. But the impression towards good in the general doth not only proceed from God; but also all our inclinations to particular goods; as, v. gr. self-preservation, &c.

**Natural Law.** See Law of Nature.

**Natural Liberty.** See Liberty.

**Natural Magic** is that which only makes use of natural causes. See Magic.
NATURAL ORDERS OF PLANTS, in Botany, are such as are founded on principles of natural affinity, bringing together, under one point of view, such genera as have certain characters in common, independent of all artificial modes of classification. Linnaeus first pointed out the difference between a natural and an artificial method of arranging plants. His sexual system is an example of the latter, though many of its classes or orders happen to be likewise natural affinities. It was very unfair in its early opposers, who are now with their criticisms gone off the stage, to complain of this system, as interfering with the manifest order of nature in several instances; as its pretensions are merely to be easy and commodious, not natural. It is equally unfair in those who have given all their attention to natural orders, and who by their joint labours have greatly advanced that interesting branch of knowledge, to condemn the imperfect attempts of him who first led the way to their acquirements, or at least first pointed out the importance of their pursuit.

The ideas of Linnaeus, on the subject before us, are best collected from a posthumous publication, compiled from his private courses of lectures, by his distinguished pupils Fabricius and Gifke, and given to the world by the latter, at Hamburg in 1792, under the title Caroli A Linnaeus Prelectiones in Ordines Naturales Plantarum. Linnaeus had long before published what he modestly termed fragments of natural orders, and had given, at the end of his Genera Plantarum, an enumeration of those orders, to the number of 58, with an arrangement of the known genera under them, but without any definition or character whatever. He was always perfused that no such could be given; at least not until all the plants in the world were known, and reduced to their respective orders. He also perceived that most of the orders which border upon each other, however distinct they may be on the whole, are frequently connected by some intermediate genus; and that such intermediate genera render the verbal definition of the orders nearly impassable, as they commonly form the most violent exceptions in character, to the orders to which they manifestly belong. Such is Eryngium, with its capitate flowers and thistle-like habit, among the most natural order of umbelliferous plants, with which its organs of fructification, as well as its sensible qualities, and its properties, agree. We would remark however that some of these supposed intermediate genera, ought rather to be considered as constituting intermediate orders, but this might lead to an immense and disproportionate multiplication of the latter, attended with more trouble than use. Linnaeus always considered his orders as forming a map, in which they were severally approximated by various points of affinity, rather than a regular series in which they followed each other in gradual distinction. He is careful to tell us, in his Clasfes Plantarum 489, that he has disposed his orders without any principle of natural connection between them, merely fluding to bring together under each the genera that belonged to it. He disclaims, in this arrangement, all rules taken a priori, from one part of fructification or another, being guided alone by the simple symmetry of all the parts, which however is often indicated by peculiar characters. For though some of those who may aspire to form a clue to his arrangement, he suggests that no general character is more to be relied on, than what depends on the situation of parts, with respect to each other, especially of the seed, and particularly in the seed itself. It is there to be observed whether the vegetating point, or embryo, perforates the seed longitudinally, being enclosed on either side; or whether it is placed at one side, externally or internally with respect to the cotyledons; whether in the base, near the base, at the side, or at the top of the seed. The base of the seed is the scar, by which it is attached to the pericarp, or to its own proper receptacle. In the work whence these remarks are taken, Linnaeus has not even given names to his orders; but in his own copy he from time to time supplied this defect; and in the Genera Plantarum each order appears with an appropriate, and generally descriptive appellation, of a single word. Here he takes care to inculcate, that such orders are designed to teach the nature or mutual affinities of plants, the artificial system being intended to make them out by; for which purpose the former, delimit of a key or clue, are necessarily inadequate, and do not of themselves constitute a system. He adds, that those who arrange plants after such imperfect fragments of a natural method, rejecting the artificial system, seem to him like persons overturning a commodious and well-covered house, to build another in its place, whose roof they are incompetent to complete. Linnaeus however advanced another step, subsequently to the publication of the last edition of his Genera Plantarum, and declared to Gifice in a conversation, that if he were to republish that book, he should not only make many changes in his natural orders, but alter their arrangement. He proposed to separate the whole into three great sections, which (as we may gather from his observations elsewhere) he would term classes. Thence are

1. Monocotyledones, comprehending orders - 1 to 11
2. Dicotyledones, (having two or more cotyledons), 11 to 59
3. Aecotyledones, (having none at all), 59 to 58

The last order (fungi) being perhaps altogether excluded.

He hinted further, a scheme of dividing the Dicotyledones according to some principle which seems to have been the embryo in his own mind. It was the only thing he concealed from Gifice in all his communications with him, except that he would never allow him to copy the manuscript alterations he had made in the arrangement of the genera under his various orders; doubtless because he considered his own ideas as progressive and unfixed.

In the conception of his orders Linnaeus ever kept the fructification solely in view, though the names of some few of them allude to the habit. We shall here enumerate these orders. An explanation of them, with a detail of the genera of each, and some of the above-mentioned manuscript alterations, will in general be found in their proper places, in our several volumes.

8. Seitanes. Annonum, &c.
15. Inundate. This order, which we have accidentally omitted in its place, consists of Zannichellia, Rupia, Patrogonetum, Myriophyllum, Ceratophyllum, Poojela, Elatine and Hippuris. To these are added, in manuscript, Chara, Naias, Aponogoton, Saururus Set, Callitrichie, Lemna and Piffia—rather a vagabond blage all together.

VOL XXIV.
16. Calyciiflorus. Ofris, Trophis, Hippophae and Elegans; with a manuscript hint of their affinity to Order 12th.
18. Bicorns. Plants whose pollen is discharged by two pores, or sometimes tubes, as Eria, Vaccinium, &c.
22. Caryophyllaceae. Pink, Campion, &c.
27. Rheedse. Poppy tribe.
32. Papilionaceae. Pea kind.
33. Lometae. Caffia, Mimosa, &c.
34. Cucurbitaceae. Gourd family.
35. Senticas. Rose, Bramble, &c.
37. Cullenifera. Mallow tribe.
38. Tricoceae. Euphorbiaceae, &c.
39. Siliceae. Cruciferae. This order Linneas indicates as having no relationship to any other. It constitutes the Tetradygium.
40. Peroniceae. Nearly equivalent to the Didymaemia Angio-
41. Asperifolia. Myosotis, Borago, &c.
42. Verticillata. Anterable to the Didymaemia Gymno-
43. Dumose. Rhamnus, Euryonymus, Ilex, Viburnum, &c., an allengage with which Linneas himself declares his difsatisfaction.
44. Sepaliaceae. The Jasmine tribe.
45. Umbellatae. Umbelliferous plants, properly so called, as Hemlock, Parley, &c.
46. Helianthaceae. Ivy and its allies, including Vitis.
47. Stellatae. Gatialm, Madder, &c.
48. Aggregata. Compound flowers with separate anthers, as Scabiosa, Prose, with one of their supped allies.
49. Compositae. The great family of compound flowers with combined anthers; divided into capitatae, as the Thistle: |strombose—Dandelion: |daisy—Tanfly, Ager, &c.: |cosmos—Sunflowers; and nectarines—Wormwood, Parthenium, Xanthium, &c. Some of this fraction have male flowers with distinct anthers, separate from the female. Gnaphalium and Xeran-
50. Amentaceae. Willow, Oak, &c.
51. Conifereae. Fir, Juniper, &c.
52. Cardunatae. Magnolia, &c.
53. Scabrideae. Nettle, Fig, &c.
54. Miscellaneae, a heterogeneous allengage, latterly much diminished. See Miscellaneae.
55. Filices. Ferns.
58. Fungi. The Fungus tribe.

At the end is a large list of genera, which Linneas found himself unable to refer to any of his orders, chiefly for want of sufficient materials to judge by. These are now, most of them, better understood, and easily reducible to some one or other of the foregoing tribes.

The Prælectores, published by Professeur Giteke as above mentioned, are an ample commentary on the arrangement we have just displayed, with much supplementary matter from the editor. The whole abounds with information, but is not without many errors and misconceptions, readily detected in the present more advanced state of this branch of the science, though very excusable when written. There is moreover, in this department, much room for hypotheses and fancy, so that various opinions are held by equal competent judges, and each has its day, like theories in medicine or chemistry, the science of natural classification being as yet very much in its infancy.

The great facility of the artificial, or sexual, systen of Linneas, which has made some of the best botanists of the world ever faw, seems to have taken off the attention of most of his pupils from the study of natural orders. This has been a misfortune, inasmuch as it has rendered them less competent to judge of natural genera, a talent only to be acquired by a critical observation of the principles of natural arrangement. It might seem invidious to point out the numerous examples of the defect alluded to, but the writer of this may be allowed to mention himself. He is well aware that a previous attention to natural orders, would greatly have lessened the labour and perplexity of studying genera, and though it happens that those he has founded have not been disputed, it is by the systen of Jullieu they must be tried. Whatever science may be imbibed in a practical familiarity with the artificial systen, and with the imitable technical style of its author, displayed in his generic and specific definitions, the study of that systen alone could hardly, at this time of day, lead to the establishment of any new genus with certainty, except in some particular classes and orders.

The difficulty of Linneas as to attempting definitions of his natural orders, was by no means the character of the French school of botany, which arose in opposition to him. The systen of the great and excellent Tournefort being found little capable of sustaining itself, against the overwhelming abundance of new acquisitions, and against the brilliant light, dawning from the north, which shewed but too clearly the imperfections of this and all other systens that had been contrived, had no chance of being defended in opposition to its rival. Vaillant was never forgiven for having even supposéd it could be amended, and especially for having, by his assertion of the sexual doctrine, contributed to lay the foundation of a rival school.

Bernard de Jullieu indeed, the father of the French botanists in this department, polishéd all the caution and dif-

Manuscript 18. plants of the order to discharge their pollen by two pores, or sometimes tubes, species, such as Erica, Vaccinium, and Eria. The family Rosaceae includes genera like Primula, which is closely related to Campion. The family Caryophyllaceae contains genera such as Fumaria. The family Palamine is related to Caprifoliaceae, represented by genera like Caprifolium. The family Multifiloidea includes genera like Helichorus, with unique flower structures. The family Rheedeae is associated with Poppy tribe, while Lurideae relates to the Nightshade tribe. Campanaceae are exemplified by Convolvulus, Campanula, and other genera. Contesse is linked with Aferlpias and Apocynum. Peperaceae is represented by Daphne and its allies. Papilionaceae includes Pea kind, Lometae are exemplified by Caffia and Mimosa, Cucurbitaceae is associated with the Gourd family. Senticas relates to the Rose, Bramble, and related genera. Pomaceae includes Apple, Plum, and other genera. Cullenifera relates to the Mallow tribe. Tricoceae is associated with Euphorbiaceae, and Siliceae with Cruciferae. Sepaliaceae is the Jasmine tribe, Umbellatae are Umbelliferous plants, Helianthaceae is the Ivy and its allies, including Vitis. Stellatae is associated with Galium, Madder, and related genera. Aggregata includes compound flowers with separate anthers, such as Scabiosa, Prose, and related genera. Compositae is the great family of compound flowers with combined anthers, divided into capitatae, such as the Thistle, Dandelion, Daisy, Tanfly, Ager, Cosmos, Sunflowers, Nectarines, Wormwood, Parthenium, and Xanthium. Amentaceae includes Willow, Oak, and other genera. Conifereae is associated with Fir, Juniper, and related genera. Cardunatae relates to Magnolia, and Scabrideae includes Nettle, Fig, and related genera. Miscellaneae is a heterogeneous allengage, latterly much diminished, see Miscellaneae. Filices are Ferns, Myphi are Mosses, Alge are Sea-weeds, Lichens, and Fungi are the Fungus tribe. At the end is a large list of genera, which Linneas found himself unable to refer to any of his orders, chiefly for want of sufficient materials to judge by. These are now, most of them, better understood, and easily reducible to some one or other of the foregoing tribes.
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amusing, assumed an air of petulant hostility to that great man. An inherent love of paradox and affectation, prompted him, in the first place, to extol the artificial sytem of Tournefort as such, above that of Linnaeus, whose whole plan of botanical study and instruction, whether with regard to principles or execution, science or nomenclature, he studiously, and without any reserve, contemns and vilifies. Affections cost him nothing. He speaks of Ray as a judicious compiler, but no great botanist; and as if neither Linnaeus nor any one else had attempted anything on the subject, this vivacious Frenchman brings forward his own natural sytem, with an easy grace, not as a model or imperfect essay, but as an original and complete performance, calculated "to supercede all other systems, as comprehending the sum of all botanical knowledge." It belongs not to us to criticise his novel plan of orthography, which his countrymen have passed over in silent disdain; but we may complain of the additional difficulty, which arises from his arbitrary plan of nomenclature, which defies all precedent and authority, except what is inconvenient and absurd. Were it not for these contemptible airs and prejudices, the learning, penetration, and ingenuity of Adanfon, would long ago have procured him that distinguished rank amongst systematic botanists, to which he is doubtless entitled. His book abounds with original and instructive remarks, but his sytem, formed on technical characters, must necessarily be so far artificial, though it preserves abundance of natural combinations. By a singular but casual coincidence, it coincides, like the fragments of Linnaeus, of 58 orders, or, as the author terms them, families. These are given as mere lines of separation, subdivided into 1615 subordinate or secondary divisions, equivalent to genera, embracing 18,000 known species or varieties. The first are named in French, generally from the leading genus of each; as Lilafetes, Saltakaires, or from the leading character, as Labiate, Liguminales. They profess to be disposed in a natural series, and form a table where their distinctive characters range under the following heads.

Cotyledons wanting

Cotyledon one

- Stamens hypogynous
- - perigonous
- - epigynous

Stamens epigynous

- Apetalous
- - perigonous
- - hypogynous
- Corolla hypogynous

Stamens epigynous

- Monopetalous
- - epigynous
- - hypogynous
- - perigonous
- Stamine hypogynous

Stamens separate from the petals, insertion various,

The orders, mostly named from some leading genus, stand as follows.

Class 1.

1. Fungi.
2. Alge.
3. Hepatica.
5. Filices.
Class 2.
7. Aroicho.
8. Typhaceae.
10. Gramineae.
11. Palme.
14. Lilia.
15. Bromelie.
17. Narcissi.
18. Irides.
Class 3.
19. Musa.
20. Canne.
22. Hydrocharides.
Class 4.
23. Arisiochiae.
24. Elagania.
25. Thymelae.
27. Lauri.
28. Polygoneae.
Class 5.
30. Amaranthi.
31. Plantagineae.
32. Nygrine.

1. Name of each family.
2. Leaves, their form and situation; flipples, tendrils, flanks, &c.
3. Sex of the flowers.
4. Flowers, their situation with respect to the ovary, (that is, whether above or below the germen.)
5. Corolla, its figure and situation.
6. Stamens, their number, situation, and disk, (or what Linnaeus terms the receptacle of the flower.)
7. Ovaries, (gernems,) their number and disk.
8. Seeds, their number and situation.

Let any unprejudiced onlooker see how much of this is taken from even the artificial sytem of Linnaeus, and judge whether the main difference, of the leading characters being derived from the herbage instead of the fructification, be an advantage in favour of Adanfon or not. Those who with for an idea of his nomenclature and orthography, may take the first section of his Gramen, which he calls alsifles, and make it out as they can.—Kornukopla, Nardus, Milora, Sabab, Kapirola, Nasia, Falaris, Sticfauros, Abola, Vifia, Kalamagrojos, Apera, Valota, Sipa, Kilboul.

With far other aim and pretensions, the learned Antony de Jussieu ventured to publish, in 1789, his late uncle's sytem, in the form of a Genera Plantarum, sectandum Ordines Naturae disjuncta. In this work the classes, amounting to 15, embracing 100 orders, are very neatly distinguished; first by the number of Cotyledons (real or supposed); next the number of petals; and finally the insertion of the flamines or corolla. This is either hypogynous (below the germen); or epigynous, (into the calyx or corolla, which surrounds the germen, being itself inserted beneath that part); or epigynous, (above the germen.) This agrees with the idea, long before published, as we have mentioned, by Linnaeus, of the great importance of insertion, or the situation of parts with respect to each other, in forming the outline of a natural sytem. The classes of Jussieu form the following table.
The catalogue contains no others troubled Ruthe, Papaveraces, &c., being very properly and commodiously, subjoined in a different printed character. Sometimes indeed Juffieu and Linnaeus differ about what is inflorescence, and what a part of the flower: but these are occasional disagreements, between two great minds, contemplating the fame subjëct under different points of view. The work of Juffieu is an admirable companion to the writings of Linnaeus, supplying the defects inherent in his artificial system, and throwing a brilliant and distinct light on his details; but it is no more calculated to supersede that system, than a grammar can supersede a dictionary. Its excellent author has purveyed the subjëct in many subsequent essays, published by the National Institute of France, in which he has carried his enquiries, respecting the structure of various seeds, to a greater extent than before, and has thence reformèd the characters, or the places, of many genera. He has also somewhat changed the appellations of his orders, at least their mode of termination, reducing them to the feminine gender, and calling the Amaranthi, for instance, Auarantiiaceae; which is perhaps a more correct and unexceptionable mode of expression, and certainly preferable to the Liliæ and Proteæ of Mr. Salisbury.

This last-named botanist was the first in England who directed his attention to the system of Juffieu, and to a deep practical study of Natural Orders. On this principle he has arranged a catalogue, or Prodomus, of his own garden, published in 1796; except that he has taken his primary divisions from the artificial system of Linnaeus, which are founded solely on the number of flaminæ. This writer has prudently abated, like Linnaeus, from all definitions, or characters, of his orders. If Juffieu thought it incumbent on him to do otherwise, he has but displayed the difficulty of the enterprise, and the fallibility of human system when measured by the standard of nature. So many exceptions encumber most of his explanations, that they mean in fact little or nothing. They serve however to shew where nothing is, or can be, known or fixed, and it would be unjust to deny that they contain all the general information that is perhaps attainable.

Mr. Robert Brown in his Prodomus of the plants of New Holland, vol. i. published in 1812, has given true celebrity to the system of Juffieu, by whose leading principles that acute and learned work is arranged. In so totally new a field of observation, the principles of natural arrangement were requisite, at every step, for the patient and sagacious enquirer, and it is not to be wondered that he preferred them for the classification of his work. We hope, nevertheless, that he will hereafter, when his task is complete, favour the world with a Linnaean clue to his performance, in order to render the knowledge it contains generally accessible, and thus to unite, for the use of his countrymen, the talents of both those great leaders.

In the detail of his work, as far as is hitherto published, Mr. Brown has, in almost every instance, thrown more or less light upon the natural orders of Juffieu that fall in his way. We shall have particular occasion to shew this, when we come to treat of Orchideæ and Scitamineæ. He has, in several instances, subdivided the orders of the French author, or introduced new intermediate ones of his own. The definitions of his orders possess a clearness and precision, in our humble opinion, superior to what are found in any writer on the same subjëct. The inspection of the botany of a new world, as it were, in New Holland, where every thing is to different
different from what was already familiar to this botanist in Europe, afforded him prodigious advantages as to the enlargement of his conceptions of natural affinities. Perhaps in the detail of genera, we may sometimes think he has carried his distinctions too far, and in the definitions of species, that he has been prodigal of distinctive marks, instead of reeling on a few clear and sufficient ones. Every writer has a peculiar character and merits of his own, and the friend of whom we are endeavouring to speak without partiality or prejudice, has abundant merits to compensate any imperfections. He must ever rank in the first line of classical botanical authors, as a worthy pupil of Linnaeus as well as of Jussieu.

The system of Jussieu has found numerous followers among his countrymen; some of whom, as Ventenat and Decandolle, have the merit of original authors, in the numerous elucidations and corrections of their great model. It would lead us too far to enlarge on this subject. The world has long been in expectation of a new edition of Jussieu's Genera Plantarum from himself, which, from the vast additions and improvements that it could not fail to display, must prove almost a new work, and be of the greatest use to scientific botany. The science is now so generally cultivated, and by such various hands, that it will require frequently to be brought back to order and regularity, by some competent and duly constituted authorities. S.

Natural POLLUTIONS, in Agriculture, such as are produced by natural grages, in contradistinction to those formed by the artificial grages. See FUTURE.

Natural Philosophy, that science which considers the powers of nature, the properties of natural bodies, and their mutual action on one another: this is otherwise called physics. See PHILOSOPHY.

Natural Weeds, in Rural Economy, such as are raised in a natural manner, and not by planting. See Weeds.

Natural, in Heraldry, is used where animals, fruits, flowers, &c. are blazoned with the colours they naturally have. Those different from the common colours of heraldry; and this is to prevent the armorial being accused of falsity, when blazoned with the names of colours unknown in heraldry.

Natural. This word, in Music, has many acceptations; as natural tones, of the human voice, in opposition to the artificial tone of instruments. A melody or air is said to be natural, when it is smooth, easy, graceful, and sometimes when it is common. Harmony is said to be natural, when not loaded with discords, or deformed by extraneous modulation; but confined to the harmony of the key. Musick is likewise said to be natural, when it is clear and free from confusion, neither of difficult intonation nor execution; neither too high nor too low; too quick or too slow; nor affectingly loaded with accidental flats and sharps. The Italians always write recitative without flats or sharps at the clef; so that all the modulations are brought about by accidental flats and sharps.

Natural is also sometimes used for physical. In which latter sense, natural musick is that performed by natural organs, i.e., vocal musick; in contradistinction to artificial, or instrumental. See MUSIC.

Natural musick is more peculiarly used to denote a song that proceeds in the natural order of the notes, without flats or sharps.

Natural Harmony is that produced by the natural and essential chords of the mode. See HARMONY.

Natural Note is used in opposition to flat and sharp notes, which are called artificial notes. See NOTE, SCALE, &c.

The natural note, is used to contradict those flats and sharps that are set at the beginning of a staff; and, in such cases, you must take the natural note as it is in the gamut. Natural is also used for something coming immediately out of the hands of nature. In which sense it stands opposed to fictitious or artificial, which signifies something wrought by art.

Bishop Wilkins observes, that there appears a very great difference between natural and artificial things, when viewed with microscopes: the first ever appear adorned with all imaginable elegance and beauty; the latter, though the most curious in their kind, infinitely rude and unwholesome. The finest needle appears a rough bar of iron, and the most accurate engraving, or imboistment, as if done with a mattock, or trowel.

NATURALIST, a person who has studied nature, and is well verified in natural bodies, especially in what relates to metals, minerals, stones, vegetables, and animals.

Aristotle, Elean, Pliny, Solinus, and Theophrastus, were the greatest naturalists among the ancients; but they fell into abundance of errors, which have been corrected by the happy industry of the moderns. Aldrovandus is the most copious, but not the most accurate, of the modern naturalists: his work is in thirteen volumes in folio. The characters and works of Linnaeus are well known.

NATURALIZATION, in Law, the act of naturalizing an alien, or putting him into the condition of a natural-born subject, and incurring all the rights and privileges of such.

In France, before the revolution, naturalization was the king's prerogative: in England, it is only done by act of parliament.

But none can be naturalized, unless they have received the sacrament within one month before the bringing in of the bill, and taken the oaths of allegiance and supremacy in the presence of the parliament. A person who is naturalized may have lands by descent, as heir at law, as well as obtain them by purchase; but he is disbarred from being a member of the privy council, or parliament; or from holding offices, grants, &c. as well as a denizen, (see DENIZEN,) 7 Jac. I. cap. 2. 12 Will. III. cap. 2. No bill for naturalization can be received in either house of parliament without such disabling clause in it; nor without a clause disabling the person from obtaining any immunity in trade whereby, in any foreign country, unless he shall have resided in Britain for seven years next after the commencement of the session in which he is naturalized. (4 Geo. I. cap. 4. 14 Geo. III. cap. 84.) All children born out of the king's dominions, whose fathers were or are subjects of this kingdom at the time of their birth, are adjudged to be natural-born subjects of this realm, except children of parents attainted of treason, or that are in the actual service of a foreign prince at enmity with us. (4 Geo. II. cap. 21.) Every foreign seaman who, in time of war, serves two years on board an English ship, is, ipso facto, naturalized, under the like restrictions as in statute 12 Will. III. cap. 2. (13 Geo. II. cap. 3.) And all foreign Protestants and Jews, upon their residing seven years in any of the American colonies, without being absent above two months at a time, and all foreign Protestants serving two years in a military capacity there, or being three years employed in the whale fishery, without afterward abjuring themselves from the king's dominions for more than one year, and none of them falling within the incapacities declared by statute 4 Geo. II. cap. 21, are, upon the taking the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, or, in some cases, an affirmation to the same effect, naturalized to all intents and purposes, as if they had been born in this kingdom; except as to fitting
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ting in parliament or in the privy council, and holding offices or grants of lands, &c. and therefore are admissible to all such privileges, and no other, as Protestants or Jews born in this kingdom are entitled to.

In France, Swifs, Savoyards, and Scots, need not any naturalization; being reputed regnicoles, or natives.

NATURALS, or NATURALS, in Medicine. In every animal, however sick or diseased, there is still remaining some degree of life and strength; and the causes and effects of each. These are called naturals, natural things, or things according to nature; and sometimes rarely nature; in contradistinction to non-naturals.

NATURE, NATUR, is a term variously used. Aristotle has a whole chapter written expressly to enumerate the various acceptations of the Greek word 

in the universer, or the affemblage of all created beings.

In which sense we say, the Author of nature: the sun is called the eye of nature, because he illuminates the universe; and the father of nature, because he warms the earth, and makes it fruitful. And thus we say of the phoenix, or a chimera, that there is no such thing in nature.

Instead of the word nature in this sense, Mr. Boyle, to avoid ambiguity, and abuse of the word, wishes to have world, or universer, substituted.

NATURE, in a more confined sense, is ascribed to each of the several kinds of beings, created and uncreated; spiritual and corporeal.

In which sense we say, human nature, meaning all men together who possess the same spiritual, reasonable soul; 

angelical nature; the divine nature, &c.

In this sense, the school-divines say, natura naturalis, 

and natura naturata, speaking of God, who is the nature naturans, as giving being and nature to all others; in opposition to the creatures, who are the natura naturata, as receiving their nature from the hands of another.

NATURE, in a still more refined sense, is used for the essence of a thing; or that which schoolmen call the quiddity thereof, that is, the attribute which makes it what it is.

In which sense, the Cartesians say, it is the nature of the soul to think; and that the nature of matter consists in extension.

And here the word essence Mr. Boyle would have obtain in him of nature.

NATURE is more particularly used for the established order, and course of material things; the series of second causes; or the laws which God has imposed on the motions impressed by him.

In which sense it is we say, physics is the study of nature; nature makes the night succeed the day; nature has rendered respiration necessary to life, &c.

Thus St. Thomas defines nature a kind of divine art, communicated to beings, which carry them to the end they are determined for. In which sense, nature is nothing else but that concatenation of causes and effects, or that order and economy, which God has established in the parts of his creation.

In this sense, too, we say, miracles are effects above the powers of nature: art is laid to force or furpafs nature, by means of machines, in regard these produce effects which exceed what we find in the common course of things.

NATURE, again, is taken for an aggregate of powers belonging to any body, especially a living one.

In which sense, physicians say, nature is strong, weak, or spent; or that, in such a state, nature left to herself will perform the cure.

NATURE is still more briefly used for the action of Providence, the principle of all things; or that spiritual power, or being, which is diffused throughout the creation, and moves and acts in all bodies, and gives them certain properties, and produces certain effects.

In this, which Mr. Boyle considers as the most usual sense, nature is nothing else but God, acting himself, and according to certain laws he himself has fixed.

This seems pretty agreeable to the opinion of many of the ancients, who made nature the god of the universer. To Panaetius, who presides over, and governs all things; though others owned this as an imaginary being, and by nature meant no more than the qualities, or virtues, which God has given his creatures, and which their poets and orators took occasion of personifying.

F. Malebranche says, that the nature so much talked of in the schools is fit for nothing but to lead us back to idolatry; the ancient heathens hereby understanding something, which, without being God, acts continually throughout the universer.

Thus the idea nature must be an actual principle, which, in concurrence with God, is the next and immediate cause of all the changes which befal matter. Which seems to fall in with the opinion of the aima mundi; as if nature were a sublimate of God, or a collateral cane with God, or a middle being between God and created things. See PLASTIC.

Aristotle defines nature, principium et causa natur et ejus in quo el primo per se, et non per accidens: a definition so obscure, that none of his commentators, with all their glosses, have been able to render it intelligible.

This principle, which the Peripatetics call nature, they supposed to act necessarily; and to be therefore delimit of knowledge, or liberty. See NECESSITY.

Thus also, the Stoics conceived nature as a certain spirit or virtue diffused throughout the universer, which gave every thing its motion; so that all must be dragged away by the invariable order of a blind nature, and an inevitable necessity.

In speaking of the action of nature no more is to be understood, but that bodies act on one another, in a manner agreeable to the general laws of motion which the Creator has established.

In this lies the mystery of that great word, which is only a compendious way of expressing the action of all bodies: but the mechanism of bodies would, perhaps, better express what is here meant by nature.

Some, Mr. Boyle observes, will have the nature of a thing to be only the law that it receives from the Creator, and according to which it acts on all occasions: But this is an improper and figurative expression.

The same author proposes a notion of nature as more fit than any yet given, to pass from the principal one of nature, with regard to which many axioms and expressions relating to that word may be conveniently understood. In order to this, he distinguishes between general and particular nature.

General nature, he defines the aggregate of the bodies which make up the world in its present state, considered as a principle by virtue whereof they act and suffer, according
to the laws of motion prescribed by the Author of all things.

Particular nature, of any subordinate, or individual, consists in the general nature applied to a distinct portion of the universe. Or, it is a convention of the mechanical properties (as magnitude, figures, order, situation, and local motion) of parts convenient and sufficient to constitute, or intimate to its particular species or denomination, the particular body they make up; the concourse of all these being considered as the principle of motion, rest, &c.

Nature, Guardians by, in Law. See GUARDIAN.

Nature, Law of: See LAW.

Nations, Laws of, are axioms, or general rules, of motion, and rest, observed by natural bodies in their actions on one another; and in all the changes which befal them in their natural state.

The laws of nature, and of motion, are, in effect, the same: cullum, indeed, has made some difference; and we find authors call the particular cases of motion, laws of motion: which see under Motion. The more general, and comprehensive ones, and those from which, as from axioms, the others are deduced, they call laws of nature.

Of these, sir Isaac Newton has established three:

1. That every body perseveres in the state, either of rest, or uniform rectilinear motion; except so far as it is forced to change that state by some foreign force.

Thus projectiles persever in their motions, except so far as they are retarded by the resistance of the air, and gravity: and thus a top, whole parts, by their cohesion, are continually drawing one another on: of their rectilinear motion, only ceases to run round because resisted by the air, and the friction of the plane on which it moves. And thus the larger bodies of the planets and comets prefer their progressive and circular motions a long time undiminished, in regions void of all sensible resistance. As body is passive in receiving its motion, and the direction of its motion, so it retains them or perseveres in them, without any change, till it be acted upon by something external. See VIS INERIE, RESISTANCE, and MEDIUM.

2. The change of motion is ever proportional to the moving force whereby it is effected, and in the direction of the right line wherein that force is impressed.

If a certain force produce a certain motion, a double force will produce double the motion; a triple force triple the motion; whether it be impressed all at once, or successively, and by degrees. And this motion (since it is ever directed to the same point with the generating force), if the body were in motion before, is either to be added to it, as where the motions conspire; or subtracted from it, as where contrary; or added obliquely, as where oblique; and is compounded with it, according to the determinations of each.

3. Reaction is always contrary and equal to action; or the actions of two bodies upon one another are always mutually equal, and directed contrary ways; and are to be estimated always in the same right line.

Whatever presses or pulls another, is equally pressed or pulled thereby. Thus, if I press a stone with my finger, the finger is equally pressed by the stone: if a horse draw a weight by a rope, the horse is equally drawn back towards the weight; for the rope being equally stretched each way, will, with an equal endeavour to relax itself, drive the horse toward the stone, and the stone toward the horse; and will hinder the progress of the one, as much as it promotes that of the other.

Again, if any body, by striking on another, do in any manner change its motion, it will itself, by means of the other, undergo also an equal change in its own motion, by reason of the equality of the pressure.

When two bodies meet, each endeavours to persevere in its state, and resist any change: and because the change which is produced in either may be equally measured by the actions which it excites upon the other, or by the resistance which it meets with from it, it follows that the changes produced in the motions of each are equal, but are made in contrary directions. The one acquires no new force but what the other loses in the same direction; nor does this last lost any force but what the other acquires; and hence, though by their collisions, motion passes from the one to the other, yet the sum of their motions, estimated in a given direction, is preferred the same, and is unalterable by their mutual actions upon each other.

In these actions the changes are equal; not those, we mean, of the velocities, but those of the motions, the bodies being supposes free from any other impediments. For the changes of velocities, which are likewise made contrary ways, inasmuch as the motions are equally changed, are reciprocally proportional to the bodies.

This law also obtains in attractions. See ATTRACTION.

Nature, in Mythology, is used by the poets sometimes for the mother, sometimes for the daughter, and at other times for the companion of Jupiter. She is described by the symbols of the Diana of Ephesus.

Nature, in Physics. A syllable is said to be long or short by nature, to signify that it is fo originally, and independently of any rule of grammar, which might render it fo by position or otherwise.

NAV, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the department of the Mela; 5 miles N. of Brescia.

NAV, La, a town of Spain, in the province of Leon; 22 miles S.W. of Valladolid.

NAVACE, La, a small island in the West Indies, between Jamaica and Hispaniola. N. lat. 18° 23'. W. long. 74° 50'.

NAVACOTTA, a town of Lamjung; 150 miles N. of Fyzabad. N. lat. 28° 56'. E. long. 83° 36'.

NAVAGERO, Andrea, in Biography, an eminent Italian poet and orator, was born at Venice, of a patrician family, in 1483. He was educated under Antonio Sabellico, and from an early age displayed very extraordinary powers of memory, and a decided turn for literary pursuits. He repaired to Padua, where he studied the Greek language with great affluence under Mufaro, and philosophy under Pomponazzi. In that university he formed connections with the celebrated Bembo, Contarini, Fracastorio, Torriano, and other distinguished characters, which continued unbroken through life. After this he spent some time at Pordenone, where the celebrated general Alviano had founded a literary academy; and then returned to Venice, and became a supporter of the learned labours of Aldo Manuzio, whom he assisted in the collection and examination of manuscripts, for the purpose of giving correct editions of the ancient writers. He was, on account of his eloquence, selected to recite the funeral orations of Alviano, the doge Lore, dano, and Catharina Cornara, queen of Cyprus. He was afterwards appointed keeper of the library of cardinal Befarion, and historiographer to the state. In the spring of 1525, he was sent to Spain on an embassy, where he remained about three years, when he set out on his return. Soon after his arrival at Venice, he was sent to France on an embassy, for the purpose of inviting Francis to return to Italy, to balance the power of the emperor. He had reached Blois, when he was attacked with a fever, which carried
carried him off in May 1529, at the age of 46. He was reckoned among the most polished writers of his time; and in Latin poetry he was distinguished by elegance, grace, and a kind of Grecian simplicity that denoted great purity of tale. His funeral orations are rather elegant and methodical discourses, than striking pieces of eloquence. His letters from Spain to Remusio exhibit him as a minute observer of everything curious presented by a foreign country, and as an antiquary and geographer. Soon after his decease, his funeral orations for Alivano and Loredo, and his Latin poems, were published, which were his only memorials till the year 1718, when the brothers Volpi published, at the Cominian press in Padua, a quarto volume, containing, with those pieces, all the works of Navagero that he collected; to which was prefixed a life of the author, by Gian-nantio Volpi.

Navagero, Bernard, an eminent cardinal in the 16th century, of the same family as the preceding, was born at Venice in 1507. He became distinguished for his talents as a man of business, and for great powers of eloquence, and was employed in the service of the republic. He was sent synodic to Dalmatia, apponted baily at Constantipolite, and afterwards nominated ambassador to Rome, to France, and to the court of the emperor. He was devoted to the purfuits of literature, and fearlessly quitted his study but to render service to his country. In 1561, pope Pius V. created him a member of the sacred college, and promoted him to the bishopric of Verona. After this, the pope sent him as his legate to the council of Trent. He died in 1565, and was author of some Hargueses, and of "The Life of pope Paul IV." Moreri.

Navagium, in our Old Writers, a duty incumbent on tenants to carry their lord's goods in a ship. "Libere fint ab omni carriagia, navagio, &c."

Naval, something relating to ships, or navigation; which see.

Naval Architecture. See Shipbuilding.

Naval Camp, in Antiquity, a fortification consisting of a ditch and parapet on the land side, &c, a wall constructed in the form of a semicircle, and extended from one point of the sea to another. It was sometimes defended with towers, and beautified with gates, through which they issued forth to attack their enemies. Homer hath left us a remarkable description of the Grecian fortifications of this sort, in the Trojan war, beginning at v. 436. Iliad."

"Then, to secure the camp and naval powers,
They rais'd embattled walls with lofty tow'rs:
From space to space were ample gates around,
For palling chariots; and a trench profound,
Of large extent; and deep in earth below
Strong piles incl'd flood adverse to the foe."
Pope's Transl.

Towards the sea, or within it, they fixed great pales of wood, like those in their artificial harbours; before thee the vessels of burden were placed in such order, as that they might be instead of a wall, and give protection to those within; in which manner Necis is reported by Thucydidus to have encamped himself; but this seems only to have been practiced when the enemy was thought superior in strength, and raised great apprehensions of danger in them. When their fortifications were thought strong enough to defend them from the assaults of enemies, it was frequent to drag their ships to shore, which the Greeks called zalix, the Romans salubres. Around the ships the soldiers disposed their tents, as appears every where in Homer; but this seems only to have been practiced in winter, when their enemy's fleet was laid up, and could not assault them; or in long sieges, and when they lay in no danger from their enemies by sea; as in the Trojan war, where the defenders of Troy never once attempted to encounter the Grecians in a sea-fight.

The adjacent places were usually filled with inns and flew, well flocked with females, that prostituted themselves to the mariners, merchants, and artificers of all sorts, who flocked thither in great numbers. This, however, appears to have happened only in times of peace.

Naval Crown. Corona Navalis, among the ancient Romans, a crown adorned with figures of prows of ships, con-ferred on persons who, in sea engagements, first boarded the enemy's vessel.

Though A. Gellius seems to speak in the general, where he says the naval crown was adorned with prows of ships, Lipius distinguishes two kinds of naval crowns; the one he calls simplex, the other rostrata.

The first he supposes plain, and given to the common soldiers, &c. The latter, much more glorious, adorned with prows of ships, and only given to generals, or admirals, who had gained some important victory at sea. See Crown.

Naval Engagement. See Engagement.

Naval Stores, comprehend all those particulars made use of, not only in the royal navy, but in every other kind of navigation: as timber and iron for shipping, pitch, tar, hemp, cordage, sail-cloth, gun-powder, ordnance, and fire-arms of every sort, ship-chandlery-wares, &c.

Perfons dealing or embezzying any of the king's naval stores to the value of 20s. are guilty of felony, without benefit of clergy. (31 Eliz. c. 4. 22 Car. II. c. 5.) And the treasurer, comptroller, surveyor, clerk of the acts, or any commissioner of the navy, may act as judges, in causing the offenders to be apprehended, committed, and prosecuted for the same. (9 Geo. III. c. 30.) And the treasurer and commissioners of the navy are empowered to inquire of naval stores embezzyed, and appoint perfons to search for them, &c. who may go on board ships, and seize such stores; and the commissioners, &c. may imprison the offenders, and fine them double value, the stores being under the value of 20s. (1 Geo. I. c. 25.) None but the contractors with the commissioners of the navy shall make any stores of war, naval stores, &c. with the marks commonly used to his majesty's stores, upon pain of forfeiting the fame and 200l. And perfons in whose custody such stores shall be found concealed, are liable to the same penalty. 9 & 10 Will. III. c. 45.

By 39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 89, perfons, other than contractors, receiving or having stores of war in their possession, shall, on conviction, be transported for 14 years, unless upon trial they shall produce a certificate, under the hands of three commissioners of the navy, expressing the number, quantity, or weight of such stores, and the manner of the same coming into their possession. If any perfon shall, either in this kingdom, or in any place belonging to it, burn or destroy naval, &c. stores, or any place where they are kept, he, and also his aids and abettors, shall be guilty of felony, without benefit of clergy. 12 Geo. III. c. 24. See All of Navigation.

Naval Tactics. See Tactics.

Navalcarnero, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Old Castile; 42 miles S. of Segovia.
NAVALIA, among the Romans, were docks or ports where ships used to be laid up after building.

NAVALPERA, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Baglanța; 45 miles E. of Balfacen.

NAVAROQUE, a town of Spain, in Old Castile; 37 miles S. of Avila.

NAVÁN, a poilt-town of Ireland, in the county of Meath, situated on the river Boyne. Navan was an ancient palatinate, and in former ages was high in repute. It is beautifully situated, but very ill built: it has, however, been rapidly increasing in wealth and extent, and is much favoured by the Boyne having been rendered navigable to it. Its population was, many years ago, estimated at 4000, and has considerably increased: it is, according to Mr. Wakefield, chiefly Roman Catholic. The manufacture of sacking employs near 300 looms; here are likewise very extensive flour, cotton, and paper mills, a brewery, a distillery, with other manufactures incident to the situation and trade of the place. A good cattle fair is held four times in the year, and there is also a weekly market, which stands unrivalled in the county for live-Rock, bacon, hogs, butter, and every variety of rural produce, besides coarse linen, friezes, and yarn. Mr. Wakefield speaks of the wheat in this neighbourhood as excellent, but condemns the exhausting lyme that is pursued. The commons of Navan are very large, and very badly regulated, so that they are a public nuisance, by affording support to a number of unprincipled vagabonds. Navan has another nuisance, now, however, in a fair way of being removed by the legislature; a schoolmaster enjoying a large revenue, without making any return. The lands of the endowed school of this place are said to let for near 1500l. a-year, which income was converted into a fine council; but the commissioners appointed to investigate the state of public schools in Ireland, on the motion of Sir John Newport, bart., having exposed this and many similar abuses, measures have been taken to render the school's effective and useful. Navan is 24 miles N. by W. from Dublin.

NAVAPOUR, a town of Hindoostan, in Canara; 15 miles S.E. of Barcelore.

NAVARDUN, a town of Spain, in Aragon; 27 miles W. of Jaca.

NAVARÉDONDA, a town of Spain, in the province of Leon; 50 miles E.S.E. of Civid Rodrigo.—Alfo, a town of Spain, in Leon; 21 miles E. of Civid Rodrigo.

NAVARETTA, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, seated on a mountain; 9 miles W. of Logroño.

NAVARETTE, Fernández de, in Biography, was a millenary of the order of St. Dominic, in Spain, who flourished in the early part and middle of the 17th century. When he had filled some distinguished stations in his order, he, in 1646, left Spain for the purpose of promulgating the Christian faith in China. He went by way of America, where he was detained a considerable time, and did not arrive at the Philippine islands till 1648. He was appointed professor of theology at Manila, and was busily employed in making professed in those islands, and at Macassar, and at length reached China in 1659. He applied with so much affinity to the language, that he was soon able to speak and write it with great facility. In 1665 he was chief of the mission in the province of Che-kiang, when a persecution was excited in consequence of the "Ephemerides" of father Adam, a Jesuit; and the missionaries had orders to repair to Peking, whence they were sent to Canton, with permission to leave the empire. Navarette did not arrive at Madrid till 1672. He, soon after this, went to Rome, where he gave an account of the manner in which he had accomplished the objects of his mission. This did him so much credit, that he had the offer of returning thither with the episcopal dignity. This honour he declined, and in 1678 was consecrated archbishop of St. Domingo; and in the possession of this fee he died in 1689. He wrote an account of his travels in three volumes, of which the first appeared at Madrid in 1676. It has been esteemed one of the most faithful and curious accounts of that country, and has been given in our language in Churchill's "Collection." The second volume, while in the press, was suppressed by that curse of man, the Inquisition, which, to the joy of every feeling and virtuous mind, has been within these few weeks (February 1813) abolished in Spain, and we trust eradicated for ever from the world. It is not known what became of the manuscript of the third volume.

NAVARRÉ, Peter, in Biography, a celebrated warrior in the 16th century, was born in Biscay. He was brought up to the sea-service, but after a time engaged himself as valet to the cardinal Aragon, and then served in the army of the Florentines. He was next employed by Gonfallo de Cordova in the Neapolitan wars, as captain; and he contributed very much to the capture of Naples. On account of his good conduct, the emperor gave him large domains in Naples, from which he assumed the name of Navarre. He afterwards sailed against the Moriscos in Africa, and took possession of Oran, Tripoli, and other places. His campaigns in Italy after this were unfortunate, and he was taken at the battle of Ravena, 1512. Upon his liberation, thinking himself still treated by the Spanish king, he determined to enter into the service of Francis I. In his attempt to relieve Genoa, he was taken by the imperial troops; and for the space of three years languished in the dungeons of Étoff, till the treaty of Madrid set him free. He was taken prisoner at the retreat of Aversa, and again sent to the dungeon of Étoff. Here his life was spared by the duke of Orange, in compassion for his misfortunes and his valour. He died soon after, though it was asserted that he was strangled in his bed.

NAVARRE, in Geography, a province of Spain, which was anciently a kingdom, situated in the north of Spain, and shut in between the Pyrenees, Aragon, Old Castile, and Biscay. Its figure is an irregular quadrilateral; its mean length from east to west is 18 leagues, and its mean breadth from north to south is 14. On the west and south it is bounded by Aragon, on the south-west by Old Castile, on the north by the Pyrenees, and on the north by French and Lower Navarre. This country abounds in steep mountains, intermixed with vallies, and some small plains, which are very fertile. The mountains are part of the Pyrenees, forming the western extremity of that grand chain; and the principal valleys are those of Roncevaux, Lescou, Baifan, and Roncal. Navarre is watered by the Ebro, and eight small rivers. It has two bishoprics, one at Pampluna, the other at Tuda; two cathedral chapters, five collegiate chapters, 753 parishes, 70 religious houses, 12 hospitals, two asylums, a grand military government under the administration of a viceroy, a particular military government, a royal council, a chamber of accounts, an university, four colleges for the
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education of youth, nine cities, 154 towns, and 653 villages. Its capital is Pamplona; which see. Navarre was formerly very populous, but towards the end of the 16th century there was a considerable emigration of its inhabitants, who removed into the province of France, which took its name. According to the enumeration of the years 1787 and 1788, the number of inhabitants ought to be now 287,582, in which number are reckoned 753 parish priests, 1,160 secular priests, 1,120 monks, 510 nuns, 13,054 nobles, 172 writers, 1,163 students, and 9510 servants. The country is mountainous and cold; the mountains are very lofty, and frequently steep, generally presenting to the view bare rocks. However, it has some considerable forests, and excellent pastures; and in some districts, the air is milder and more salubrious than in the neighbouring provinces of Spain. The fertile soil, capable of culture, is restricted to a certain number of vallies, and some hills and plains; and of course its productions are not sufficient for supplying the wants of its inhabitants. It yields wheat, rice, barley, maize, wine, a small quantity of oil, fruits, and pulp. The lands, that are of the best quality, are not rendered so productive as they might be made. The territory of Tudela is adapted to all sorts of tillage: it produces wheat, olives, barley, beans, excellent fruits, and hemp; but every thing is neglected for the sake of the cultivation of the vine. Among the wines of Navarre those that are most distinguished are the wines of Tudela, re<>mbling that of Burgundy, and those of Peralta, which are rich, and made with the grape called Berbes, and in colour like that of Sherry. Cyder is made in some of the vallies; the best being supplied by that of Baltan. The lands in the district of Pamplona are well manured, and the crops are changed alternately for four years in the following order, viz. wheat, beans, wheat, maize; so that the ground never lies fallow. The manufactures of Navarre have never been considerable. Of brandy there are some distilleries at Estella, Fuente de la Reyna, and Sangüeza. Cloth manufactories are not so frequently met with at Tudela as in other towns. At Tudela there are fix soap manufactories, and others of tiles, bricks, and pottery. Estella has some looms of coarse woollen. One league from Eguy there is a manufactury of cast-iron, bombs, and balls, on the king’s account; and the town of Corella, containing about 4000 inhabitants, has a manufactury of liqueur wine, which is extracted from the wood of this tree, of which they make a substitute: this is exported in great quantities to the north of Europe, and is called with us Spanish liqueur. The commerce of Navarre is entirely confined to imports. Of late the roads, which were formerly impediments to trade, have been improved; and the rivers Ebro and Bidazao afford an easy communication, of which the inhabitants might avail themselves as an incentive to industry and activity. Iron mines in this province are rather abundant. Near Pamplona there is a copper mine, which was worked about the middle of the 18th century. On the ground near Valtierra is a mine of white rock salt, which is very abundant, in layers of gypsum: the interior of this mine resembles an ancient church in the Gothic style. The mountains supply plenty of game, hares, rock-ducks, foxes, wolves, wild boars, &e. This province has various mineral waters. The arts and sciences have been but little cultivated in Navarre; and it has furnished few writers of any note. As to the disposition and character of the inhabitants, they are generally irreligious, reserved, proud, and brave; nimble in running, excellent leapers, and expert players at tennis. They are reproached with being obstinate, opinionated, irascible, imperious, quarrelsome, and violent; but, on the other hand, they are allowed to be witty, acute, ingenious, and laborious. They seem to have readily adopted the French manners; and their dress or costume is nearly the same with that of the Catalans. The language of Navarre is the Castilian, altered by a mixture of Biscayan, Catalan, and French.

As to the history of Navarre, we observe that in the fifth century, this province was free from the yoke which the Alant, Suevi, and Vandals had imposed upon the two Castiles, Galicia, Asturias, and Andalusia. In the year 450 or 472, Euric or Ervico, a Gothic king, who is said to have first given written laws to the Goths of Spain, took possession of Pamplona and the surrounding country, the inhabitants of which were Roman Catholics. At first the Goths manifested a spirit of toleration; but they afterwards exercised unwarrantable depotsin; till at length the people of Navarre and the neighbouring countries resolved to defend the faith to which they were attached, and caused an insurrection in 581 against Leovigild, the Gothic king; but they were subdued by this barbarous prince, and many of them, called Valones, passed over the Pyrenees, and settled in the territory which from those new occupiers was denominated Gaesony. Navarre was afterwards possessed by the Moors until the year 806, when they were expelled by Louis, king of Aquitania, the fon of Charlemagne; and from that period this country put itself under the protection of the French empire. In 832 Aznar, having been ill treated by Pepin, king of Aquitania, formed a party and took possession of Navarre, causing himself to be declared count. After his death, a court of Bigorre became the founder of a monarchy, which continued in his house for 500 years. In 1512 the kingdom of Navarre was dismembered. Its legitimate sovereigns were then confined to that part situated on the French side of the Pyrenees, and called Lower Navarre, and which was united to the crown of France by Henry IV. That part which has been subject to the kings of Spain, has still preferred the ancient form of its government and constitution. It is governed by a vicecy. The courts, in their form, powers, and legal proceedings, differ entirely from those of Spain. It is not only governed by its ancient laws, civil and criminal, but has preferred its own statutes, composed of the three orders, the clergy, the nobility, and the deputations of towns. The ancient money has also been preferred, viz. le cordano (half a maravedis), l’ocharco (two maravedis), and le gros (five maravedis), which are fractions of pence; la tarja or eight maravedis; and 45 tarjas, equal one real of vellor, or 2’d. Navarre also maintains the privilege of receiving the greater part of foreign merchandise without search or duty; nor is it subject to the cufoms, except when they leave Navarre for Old Castile; the first custom-house is at Agreda.

Louis, king of Aquitania, divided Navarre into five counties, which divisions still exist under the name of “ Merindades,” of which the chief places are Pamplona, the capital, Estella, Tudela, Sangüeza, and Olita. Labord’s View of Spain, vol. ii.

NAVARRE, Lower, a province of France, which now forms the department of the Lower Pyrénées.

NAVARRE, Nova, a province of New Mexico, on the N.E. side of the gulf of California, which separates it from the peninsula of California on the S.W. It is bounded on the N. by a country unknown, on the E. by New Mexico Proper and New Biscay, on the S. by Cuitnan, and on the W. by the gulf of California. The chief Spanish town is St. Juan Cualoa.

NAVARREINS, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrénées; and chief place of a canton, in the
the district of Ncthés; 10 miles N.W. of Oleron. The place contains 1300, and the canton 11,044 inhabitants, on a territory of 355 square kilometres, in 27 communes.

NAVARU, a town of Hindooistan, in Viafapour; 16 miles S.E. of Viafapour.

NAVAS do Marques, Los, a town of Spain, in New Castile; 15 miles W. of Ecarial.

NAVASIA, a small island in the Windward passage, or strait between Cuba and Hispaniola, whether the inhabitants of Jamaica resort to kill guaras, a kind of lizard, whose flesh is firm and white, and sold by seamen to make good broth.

NAVASEQUE, a town of Spain, in Navarre; 22 miles S.E. of Pampluna.

NAVATIR, a town of Arabia Petraea; 18 miles E.S.E. of Adiabert.

NAVAZZA. See La Navace.

NAUCHELLE, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Rodès; two miles S.E. of Sauvetere. The place contains 867, and the canton 6333 inhabitants, on a territory of 207 square kilometres, in 20 communes.

NAUCLEA, in Botany, probably from Ouc, a slip or bark, and klea, to enclose or shut up, because the seed, or more properly the half capsule, is shaped like the hull of a vessel, and contains the kernels in its cavity. Linnaeus, the author of this name, has not given its derivation, nor has Professor Martyn attempted any explanation. Linnaeus, Enc. of Schreb. 119. Wild. Sp. Pl. v. 1. p. 928. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Juss. 209. Lamarck Illust. t. 153. Garnt. t. 30. (Uncaria; Schreb. 125. 822. Ouroparia; Aubl. Guian. t. 1. 177. t. 68.)—Clasf. and order, Pentandria Monogyenia. Nat. Ord. Aggregate, Linn. Rubiaceae, Juss. Gen. Ch. Common Calyx none. Common Receptacle globose, somewhat villous, entirely covered with flowers. Perianth of one leaf, oblong, incurving, or rather crowning, the germ, contracted and entire at the mouth. Cor. to each flower, of one petal, funnel-shaped, inserted into the mouth of the calyx; tube thread-shaped, elongated; limb shorter than the tube, in five deep, ovate, obtuse, spreading segments. Stam. Filaments five, very short, in the throat of the corolla; anthers ovate, as long as the tube. Pet. Germen in the bottom of the calyx, or more properly inferior, oblong; style capillary, erect, longer than the corolla; stigma large, of various shapes. Petal. Capsule coated, turbinate, oblate, tapering below, separating into two cells, each finally suffused by a thread at its summit. Seeds several, small, ovate, rather compressed, bordered with a membrane, tapering down into a brittle-shaped appendage, attached to the future.


Section 1. Heads of flowers terminal


2. N. purpurea. Purple Nauclea. Roxb. Coromand. v. 1. t. 41. t. 54. Wildl. n. 2.—Leaves oblong, tapering at each end. Thorns none. Flower-flalk terminal, swelling upwards. Stigma globose.—Native of moit valleys, among the lesser mountains of Coromandel, flowering in April, the beginning of the wet season. Roxb. A small tree, with more oblong and tapering leaves than the foregoing, and dull purplish flowers, whole stigma is globose, with many furrows.

Buncalus of Rumphi. Amb. v. 3. 84. t. 55, quoted by Linnaeus with doubt for the former, and by Welldenow without any hesitation for this, seems to agree best with that in the shape of its leaves.

3. N. parvifolia. Small-round-leaved Nauclea. Roxb. Coromand. v. 1. 40. t. 52. Wildl. n. 3.—Leaves elliptical, rounded, bluntish. Thorns none. Flower-flalk terminal, equal. Stigma obtuse, hooded at the base. Calyx downy.—Native of almost every part of the coast of Coromandel, but chiefly among the mountains, flowering in the cold season. We have specimens from Koenig and Roxburgh. This is a large tree, whose wood is of a light chesnut colour, firm and close-grained, but rotting if exposed to wet. The branches appear to vary in flatness, and the leaves in size; but their rounded, somewhat oblate, bluntish form is very unlike the two preceding. The flowers are of a dirty white, in smaller heads than the first species. Their stigma is very peculiar, oburate, concave, and bordered at the base, as if hooded, and hung upon the style.


5. N. latifolia. Broad-leaved African Nauclea.—Leaves roundish, smooth. Thorns none. Heads of flowers terminal, on short stalks. Stigma oblong, furrowed. Stipulas triangular, deeply divided.—Gathered by the late Mr. Smeathman at Sierra Leone. The leaves in our specimen are very much damaged, but enough remains to prove them several inches in length and breadth, though for whatever of their termination. The stipulas are small, broad, slightly downy, very deeply cloven, their two segments forming into a triangular figure. Flowers apparently orange-coloured; the segments of the corolla rounded. Stigma enclosed in the tube. Stigma long, acute; its lower part cylindrical and even; upper furrowed. Scales of the receptacle club-shaped, and elegantly fringed, nearly equal to the flowers.

6. N. cordatus. Combined Nauclea. Roxb. MSS.—Leaves heart-shaped, obtuse, somewhat downy. Thorns none. Heads of flowers terminal. Stigma pyramidal. Stipulas roundish, reticulated, combined at the base.—Communicated by Dr. Roxburgh from Calcutta, under the above name. The leaves are not unlike those of Ficus bengalensis in shape and colour, but leaf coriaceous. Stipulas large, near an inch long, almohd orbicular, apparently coloured, downy, with copious reticulated veins; combined at the base, so that they remain encroaching the branch after they break off from their point of infection. Flowers somewhat orange-coloured. Autors nearly equal to the limb. Stigma tumid and smooth at the base; furrowed and pyramidal above.

Section 2. Heads of flowers axillary.
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7. N
7. **N. Gambiri.** Gambeer Nauclea. Hunter Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 9. 218. t. 22. (Fonius uncatus; Daun Gatta Gambir angustifolia; Rumph. Amb. bin. v. 5. 63. t. 34. f. 2.)—Leaves ovate, pointed, smooth. Stem climbing. Branches round. Stipulas undivided. Flower-flasks axillary, becoming hooked spines.—Native of America; thickened and hinged on the coat. *Rumph.*

8. **N. acida.** Acid-leaved Nauclea. Hunter Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 9. 223. (Fonius uncatus; Daun Gatta Gambir latifolia; Rumph. Amb. bin. v. 5. 63. t. 34. f. 1.)—Leaves ovate, pointed, smooth. Stem climbing. Branches quadrangular. Stipulas deeply divided. Flower-flasks axillary, becoming hooked compressed spines.—Sent by Mr. Hunter from Soongey Cloan in the Prince of Wales's island. It differs from the last, very essentially, in the deep divisions of its broad permanent *fipulas.* The flower-flasks are shorter, and when they become spines much broader and compressed, so much incurred as frequently to complete a circle. The leaves have an acid taste. If we are right in the citation of Rumphius, which there seems no reason to doubt, this species is very common in Ambonia. He says the flowers appear in February, and are of a dirty white, but much admired for their graceful and permanent scent, like oil of cinnamon, or like jasmine, which last is called Gambir. The leaves are chewed like Betel, and this author seems to have heard of the *Gutta Gambir* being prepared from this plant, though he was informed, from another quarter, of its being the produce of a totally different one; meaning perhaps *Mimosa Catechu.*

9. **N. scandens.** Climbing Hairy Nauclea. Buchan. MSS. (Fonius uncatus lasotius; Rumph. Amb. bin. v. 5. 65. t. 34. f. 3.)—Leaves ovate, hairy, as well as the branches. Stem climbing. Stipulas in two deep linear segments. Flower-flasks axillary, becoming hooked hairy spines.—Native of various parts of the East Indies; communicated by Dr. F. Buchanan. Distinguished from the two last by the rusty hairiness of its square branches, the narrowness of the deeply divided *fipulas,* and the roughness of the upper side of its leaves, whose under side is paler and more softly downy. Rumphius says the *branch* yield a limpid and pleasant fluid, which by keeping turns slightly bitter and astringent; and that the flowers are white, with a mixture of yellow, without any peculiar smell.

10. **N. aculeata.** Guiana Nauclea. Wild. n. 5. (Ouroparia guianensis; Aubl. Guian. v. t. 177. t. 68.)—Leaves ovate, pointed, smooth. Stem climbing. Branches quadrangular. Stipulas triangular, undivided. Flower-flasks axillary, becoming hooked compressed spines.—Gathered by Aublet on the banks of creeks and rivers in Guiana, flowering in May and June. This has a great affinity to the three last, as the editors of Aublet have noticed. It most resembles *N. acida,* in its square branches, smooth leaves, and compressed, greatly recurved, spines, but differs essentially in having undivided *fipulas.* Aublet says, it climbs to the tops of the loftiest trees, crowning them with flowers, which are extremely variable in colour, being either yellow, white, or of a more or less deep red, with a very sweet smell. The fruit is said to be soft and blue, the size of a red gooseberry, but of two cells, separated by a membrane, to which are attached numerous hard, coriaceous, black seeds. This founds very discordantly with the other species, and yet the fruit in question appears to be only a pulpy-coated capsule, between which, and that of the other species, there may perhaps be less difference, than between the various *fljas* of those which compose the first section.

11. **N. felerophylla.** Rigid-leaved Nauclea. Hunter Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 9. 233.—Leaves elliptical, finely pointed, shining, rigid: reticulated and rough beneath. Stem climbing. Branches quadrangular, downy. Stipulas lunate, divided. Flower-flasks axillary, compressed, downy, becoming hooked spines.—Communicated by Mr. Hunter, from the top of the hill at Soongey Cloan, Prince of Wales's island. This is truly a magnificent species, remarkable for the great size of all its parts. The branches and *flasks* are all clothed with an extremely fine, close, foppish green. Leaves five inches long, and three broad, slightly heart-shaped at the base, wavy but hardly crenate, with a very slight blunt point; their substance rigid and coriaceous; their upper side smooth as if varnished; the under pale, opaque, with innumerable, repeatedly subdivided, reticulated, parallel, prominent, minutely rough veins, between which the whole leaf is exquisitely dotted. Flower-flasks two inches long, bright, rigid, rough, compressed, finely recurved and pointed. Head of flowers above two inches in diameter, with six lanceolate, whorled, deciduous *bracteas* under it, at the joint of the *flask.* *Calys* coriaceae: briefly within; downy and nili, like the *german* and *flasks,* externally. *Corolla* clothed with long, prominent, shining, tawny bristles. We have no account or specimen of the fruit.
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Flower-flanks axillary, downy, usually in pairs.—Communicated by Dr. Roxburgh, from the mountainous parts of the coast of Coromandel, where it flowers in the wet season, the seeds ripening about April. The natives call it Caddaga. This is a large and valuable timber-tree, very different in habit from all we have hitherto described in this section. The wood is yellow, exceedingly beautiful, like box, but lighter, and at the same time very close-grained. It is excellent for furniture, but not liable when exposed to wet.

The branches form a very large shady head, and are roundish, somewhat compressed, tortuous, downy when young. Leaves on downy flanks, which are about two inches long, of a roundish heart-shaped figure, thin and plant, five or six inches long when full-grown, and nearly as broad, entire, wavy, bright green; roughish above; paler and downy beneath; with one rib, and numerous forked veins, whose ultimate ramifications are finely reticulated. Stipulas large, obovate, obtuse, undivided, downy, deciduous. Flower-flanks axillary, in pairs, combined at their base, slender, downy, near two inches long, with a joint towards the summit. Bractea at the joint, obtuse, simple or cloven, combined at the bottom, deciduous. Head of flowers about an inch in diameter, yellowish. Dr. Roxburgh says the number of flower-flanks varies from one to four. The capsule is slender, wedge-shaped, and abrupt. Seeds not imbricated, about six in each cell, inserted into its lower part, each tipped with a cloven membrane.

13. N. Adina. Myrtle-leaved Nauclea. Adina globiflora; Saff. Parad. 116. t. 115. — Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, pointed, smooth. Stem erect. Stipulas deeply divided, acute. Flower-flanks axillary, downy, solitary. Native of China. As it is said to have come up in the earth of a former plant, sent from Canton to the late Rt. Hon. Charles Greville, with whom it flowered in July and August. The stem is short, round, with numerous, opposite, spreading, slender branches, minutely downy when young. Leaves on short flanks, elliptic-lanceolate, two inches long, entire, thin, smooth, moderately veiny, tapering at the base, terminating in a blunt point. Stipulas deeply divided into two lanceolate, acute, spreading segments. Flower-flanks axillary, solitary, shorter than the leaves, flender like those of the last species, and, like that, remaining erect, not (as far as we have materials to judge by) becoming recurved or spinous. The head of flowers is smaller than in the last, yellowish. Capsule with four furrows, tapering at the base. Seeds two or three in each cell, fringed at the top with a jagged membrane. We cannot find grounds to separate this plant from Nauclea as the genus at present stands, the divided valves of the capsule, and especially the cloven stipularis, being by no means sufficient even to indicate a probable generic distinction. The aspect of the plant is indeed considerably unlike any of the foregoing species, which, moreover, differ greatly among themselves, and not but fitterfact that a more complete acquaintance with them might authorize some division of the genus, though Wildenow hints that Nauclea is not really distinct from Cephalanthus.

It is a curious circumstance, that Linnaeus has preferred in his herbarium a specimen of the last described species, for the true N. orientalis, which he described from Hermann's collection, it not being in his own. We cannot possibly say which of the two he intended as his Cephalanthus orientalis, Sp. Pl. ed. 1. 95, of which he had a specimen then before him; but there is no positive evidence of its having been this N. Adina. His son came nearer the truth, in taking N. parviflora of Roxburgh for the orientalis, which however are certainly distinct. S.

NAUCRARI, Naucrates, among the Athenians, a de-

fignation given to the chief magistrates of the demes, boroughs or townships, which were likewise called naucrates, because each of them were obliged, besides two horsemens, to furnish out one ship for the public service.

NAUDE, Gabriel, in Biography, was born at Paris in the year 1660. Shewing at an early age an attachment to letters, his parents sent him to a religious community, as well to learn the rudiments of grammar as the first principles of the Christian religion. Hence he was removed to the university, where he applied himself with great ardour to the pursuit of classical learning, and was created master of arts while very young. As soon as he had finished his course in philosophy, he remained undecided what profession to choose. His friends advised him to enter the theological habit, but he preferred physics, and after a while fixed upon that faculty. This election, on his part, did not prevent him from indulging his genius in other branches of learning. The plan of his studies was extensive, and suited to his comprehensive talents and indefatigable industry, and he soon made distinguished himself, that Henry de Mefmes, hearing his character, made him keeper of his library, and took him into his family. Nande was delighted with his new station, because it furnished him with the means and leisure to improve himself as he could wish. In 1626 he went to Padua, but on the death of his father, which happened soon after, he was obliged to return to Paris. In 1631 cardinal Bagno appointed him his librarian and Latin secretary, and took him to Rome in the spring of that year. Nande continued in his service till the death of the cardinal, which happened in 1641, and in the mean time made an excursion to Padua to take his doctor's degree in physic, in order to support the character of physician to Lewis XIII. On the death of his patron he engaged in the service of the magistrates of Florence, but as soon as Richelieu sent for him to be his librarian, he immediately returned to Paris; he was not however long in the service of that prince minister, who died in a few months after the arrival of his librarian, but he succeeded to the like post under Mazarine, for whom he formed a magnificent library, which, in the course of seven years, he raised from the first volume to 40,000. He next accepted an invitation from Chriflina to become her library-keeper, but he soon grew out of humour with his residence in Sweden, and quitted it loaded with presents from the queen and other persons of distinction. The fatigue of his journey threw him into a fever, which obliged him to flop at Abbeville, where he died in July 1653. He wrote a great number of books, a catalogue of which may be found in Nicorn's Memoirs; but of them all, the Apologie des grands Hommes acuues de Magie is said to be the only one that continues to be read.

NAUDE, Philip, a celebrated professor of mathematics at Berlin, was born at Metz, in Lorrain, in 1644. At the age of twelve he was taken to Rome, and became a candidate for the court of Elenach, in the capacity of pages, and attendant on the young princes. He remained in this situation about four years, after which we hear no more of him for several years, except that, during this interval, he made considerable proficiency in different branches of learning, particularly in the mathematical sciences. When the death of Nantes was revoked, he left France, with his wife and infant child, and went to Hanau, where he resided two years. From this place he removed to Berlin, and opened a mathematical school. In 1668 he was appointed to teach arithmetic and the elements of the mathematics at the college of Joachim. On the death of Langerfield he succeeded to the vacant posts of mathematician to the court, and tutor
to the pages, and at the same time obtained a professorship in the Academy of Sciences. He obtained other considerable employments before his decease, which happened in 1739, when he had attained to the age of 75. He was author of "Elements of Geometry," in 4to, written in the German language, and printed at Berlin, and of some other pieces, which appeared at different periods in the "Miscellanea Berolinensia." He was author of a great number of theological pieces, which had a high reputation at the time in which our author flourished.

NAUDERS, in Geography, a town of the Tyrol; eight miles N. of Grazentz.

NAUDEWSIES, or NAWOWIES, an Indian nation inhabiting lands between lakes Michigan and Superior. The number of warriors is 500.

NAVE, a town of Africa, in Bondou. N. lat. 14° 20'. W. long. 10° 40'.

NAVE, in Architecture, Navis Exclafes, denotes the body or place where the people are seated; reaching from the rail or balustrade of the choir, to the chief door.

Balus derives the word from the Greek, ναῦς, temple; which Salmasius brings farther from ναύς, ship; by reason the vault or roof of a church bears resemblance to a ship. The ancient Greeks called the nave pronaoos; the Latins frequently call it cella.

The nave of the church belongs to the parishioners: it belongs to them to repair it, &c.

Nave, of a wheel, is that short thick piece in the centre of a wheel, which receives the end of the axle-tree, and in which the ends of the spokes are fixed; it is bound at each end with hoops of iron, called the nave-bands: it has likewise in each end of the hole, through which the end of the axle-tree goes, a ring of iron called the swifter, which saves the hole of the nave from wearing.

Nave-Line, in Sea Language, is a sort of small tackle, depending from the head of the main-mast and fore-mast, and fastened to the middle of the parcel, immediately behind the mast, and communicating with the gears. It is used to keep the parcel directly opposite to the yard, and particularly whilst hoisting or lowering, as it would otherwise hang under the yard, and prevent it from being sufficiently braced.

NAVE, a part of the middle of the belly, by anatomists called umbilicus.

Navel-string by anatomists is called funiculus umbilicalis. See Funis, and Labour.

Navel-heads, in Ship-Building, large pieces of stuff fitted into the hawse-holes, to keep the cables from wearing them.

Navel-wort, in Botany. See Cyrtelidion and Cygnoclysum.

The greater navel-wort, with broad leaves, sharply indented, and growing alternate, and a branching stalk, with erect flowers, which has been used in medicine, grows upon old walls and buildings in many parts of England, particularly in Shropshire and Somersetshire, and was reckoned generally cooling and mollifying, refrigerating and astringent; useful in hot dillipers of the liver: and thought to provoke urine, and to take off the heat and sharpness of it. The juice of it outwardly applied, was esteemed servicable in relieving the stings, St. Anthony's fire, the pain and inflammation of the piles, and to be useful against kibes and chilblains: it is an ingredient in the unguentum populeon.

Navel-wort, Buffard. See Chassula.

Navel-wort, Venus's, the name of a genus of plants, called by authors omphalodes; which fee.

Navel-wort, Water, a name sometimes given to the hydrocotyle of botanists. See Hydrocotyle.

NAVESINK Harbour, in Geography, a port on the coast of New Jersey; five miles N.W. of Shrewsbury.

NAVETTE, in Botany, the name by which most of the European nations call the napus, or hulmum glabrescens of Lobel, the plant from the seeds of which the oil which we call rape oil, and the French and others navette oil, is expressed. The plant is cultivated in many parts of England, and in other countries, for the sake of the seed; the oil drawn from this is used by many artificers, and is of a fine yellow colour, and the smell is not offensive. The cake remaining after the expression of the oil, retains, like that of mustard, the acrimony of the seeds.

NAVEW. See NAPUS.

NAUGAMUNGLUM, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Myfore; 28 miles N. of Serimgapatam.

NAUGARDTEN, or Neugarten, a town of Hinder Pomerania; 56 miles W. of New Stettin. N. lat. 53° 43'. W. long. 15° 5'.

NAUHEIM, a town of Germany, in the county of Hann Münzenberg, which has salt-works; taken by the French in 1792; 13 miles N. of Hanau.

NAVIA, a town of Spain, in the province of Atturias, situated upon the river called after it, the Navias, which waters a beautiful and fertile plain. Navia has a considerable harbour, which carries on some trade; and the inhabitants are perfued, that it was founded by Ham, one of the sons of Noah, who gave to the town, as well as the river, the name of his wife Navia; 36 miles N.W. of Oviedo.

Navia de Suanna, a town of Spain, in Galicia; 20 miles S.S.E. of Mondonedo.

NAVICULA, in Conchology, a name given by a late French author to the claws of shells called by us the nautilis. See Nautilus.

NAVICULARE Os, in Anatomy, a bone of the taursus. See Extremities.

NAVIDAD, in Geography, a town of Mechoacan, in Mexico, with a harbour on the North Pacific ocean; 156 miles W. of the city of Mexico. N. lat. 18° 51'. W. long. 111° 10'.

NAVIER, Peter Foussaint, in Biography, a distinguished physician and chemist, was born at St. Didier early in the eighteenth century, and settled in the practice of his profession at Chalons-sur-Marne. He was universally esteemed for the good qualities both of his head and heart, but particularly for his humane and active attendance on the poor of his vicinity, to whom he performed great services during several epidemics. He died in 1779. He distinguished himself by various chemical researches, especially by his discovery of nitrous ether, and by some curious observations relative to the composition of the animal fluids, which were published in his essay, entitled "Observations sur l'Amolibillement des Os," in 1755, foggegled by the remarkable case of Spanid. He was likewise the author of some anatomical and practical dissertations, particularly one on epidemic diseases, entitled "Difertation fur pluriares Maladies populaires, qui ont regne depuis quelque tems a Chalons-sur-Marne," 1756. Elsy Dict. Hist. Gen. Biol.

NAVIGABLE RIVERS. See River.

NAVIGATION, the art or act of sailing, or of conducting a vessel from one place to another, in the face, shortell, and most commodious way. This art, in the full latitude of the word, comprehends three parts: 1. The art of constructing and building ships. (See
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(See Ship-building.) 2. The loading of ships. And, 3. The conducting and guiding ships through the seas; which is in a peculiar sense called navigation or sailing; which fee.

In this restrained sense of the word, navigation is either common or proper.

Navigation, Common, usually called sailing, (which fee.) is where the ports are on the same, or very neighbouring coasts: and where the vessel is taken out of sight of land, or out of reach of sounding.

In this, little else is required but an acquaintance with the lands, the compass, and sounding line; each of which fee in its place, COMPASS, and SOUNDING.

Navigation, Proper, is where the voyage is long, and purveyed through the main ocean.

In this besides the requirements in the former, are likewise required the use of Mercator’s chart, azimuth, and amplitude compasses, log-line, and other instruments for celestial observations; as quadrants, fore-and-aft, &c. See each instrument, &c. in its place.

Navigation turns principally on four things; two of which being known, the rest are easily found from them by the table, scales, and charts.

These four things are, the difference of latitude, difference of longitude, the reckoning or distance run, and the course or rhumb sailed on.

The latitudes are easily found, and that with sufficient accuracy. See LATITUDE.

The course and distance are had by the log-line, or dead reckoning, and the compass. See LOG, COMPASS, COURSE, and DISTANCE.

Nor is there any thing wanting to the perfection of navigation, but to determine the longitude. The mathematicians of many ages have applied themselves, with the utmost affinity, to supply this grand desideratum; and in late times with a considerable degree of success.

For the various methods that now occasionally obtain at sea, for this purpose, and an account of the discoveries that have been made, see LONGITUDE.

The poets refer the invention of the art of navigation to Neptune, some of the ancients to Bacchus, others to Hercules, others to Japhet, others to Janus, who is said to have made the first ship. Historians ascribe it to the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, Tyrrians, and the ancient inhabitants of Britain. Some will have it, the first hint was taken from the flight of the kite; others, as Oppian, de Ptolebus, lib. 1. from the fifth called nautilus: others ascribe it to accident.

Scripture refers the origin of so useful an invention to God himself, who gave the first specimen thereof in the ark built by Noah. For the readiness the good man underwent on account of his enterprise, shews evidently enough, the world was then ignorant of any thing like navigation: and that they even thought it impossible.

However, history represents the Phoenicians, especially those of their capital, Tyre, as the first navigators; being urged to seek a foreign commerce by the narrowness of their country and poverty of a slip of ground they possessed along the coasts as well as by the convenience of two or three good ports; and by their natural genius for traffic.

Accordingly Lebanon, and the other neighbouring mountains, furnishing them with excellent wood for ship-building, in a short time they were masters of a numerous fleet; with which, constantly hazarding new navigation, and flogging new trades, they soon arrived at an incredible pitch of opulence and populousness; having rendered themselves masters of several commodious harbours toward the bottom of the Arabian gulf, and, after the example of the Egyptians, established a regular intercourse with Arabia and the continent of India on the one hand, and with the eastern coast of Africa on the other: so that they were in a condition to send out colonies, the principal of which was that of Carthage, which, keeping up their Phoenician spirit of commerce, in time not only equalled Tyre itself, but vastly surpassed it; purifying the course which the Phoenicians had opened, and fencing its merchant-fleets through Hereules’s Pillars, now the Straits of Gibraltar, along the western coast of Africa, to the south, almost to the tropic of Cancer, having discovered the Fortunate Islands, now known by the name of the Canaries, which were the utmost boundary of ancient navigation in the western ocean; and to the north along the coast of Europe, visiting particularly Spain, Gaul, and Britain: and, even if we believe some authors, to America itself; the discovery of which, so many years afterwards, has been so glorious to the Spaniards.

The progres of the Phoenicians and Carthaginians was not owing merely to the desire of extending their trade from one country to another: voyages were undertaken, the sole object of which was to discover new countries, and to explore unknown seas. Such, during the prosperous ages of the Carthaginian republic, were the famous navigations of Hanno and Himilco. Both their fleets were equipped by authority of the senate, and at the public expense. Hanno was directed to proceed towards the south, along the coast of Africa, and he seems to have advanced much nearer the equinoctial line than any former navigator. Himilco had it in charge to proceed towards the north, and to examine the western coasts of the European continent. Of the fame nature was the extraordinary navigation of the Phoenicians round Africa. A Phoenician fleet, we are told (Herod. lib. iv. cap. 42.), fitted out by Neche, king of Egypt, took its departure, about 604 years before the Christian era, from a port in the Red sea, doubled the southern promontory of Africa, and, after a voyage of three years, returned by the straits of Gades, to the mouth of the Nile.

Eudoxus of Cyzicus is said (Phn. Nat. Hist. lib. ii. cap. 67.) to have held the fame course, and to have accomplished the same dangerous undertaking. However, long after this navigation of the Phoenicians and of Eudoxus round Africa, Polybius, the most intelligent and well informed historian of antiquity, affirms, that it was not known, in his time, whether Africa was a continued continent, stretching to the south, or whether it was encompassed by the sea. (Polyb. Hist. lib. iii.) And it appears from the testimony of Pliny (Hist. Nat. lib. ii. cap. 68.), Strabo (lib. ii. p. 155. lib. xvii. p. 1180.), Ptolemy (Geogr. lib. iv. cap. 9.), that the accounts of those voyages were not fully credited. Robertson’s Hist. America, vol. i. p. 13. p. 354., ed. 1800.

Tyre, whose immense riches and power are represented in such lofty terms, both in sacred and profane authors, being destroyed by Alexander the Great, its navigation and commerce were transferred by the conqueror to Alexandria, a new city, admirably situated for those purpooses, proposed for the capital of the empire of Asia, which Alexander then meditated. And thus arose the navigation of the Egyptians, which was afterwards so cultivated by the Ptolemies, that Tyre and Carthage (which last, after having a long time disputed empire with the Romans, was at length subdued) were quite forgot.

Egypt being reduced into a Roman province after the battle of Actium, its trade and navigation fell into the hands of Augustus; in whose time Alexandria was only inferior
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in inferior to Rome; and the magazines of the capital of the
world were wholly supplied with merchandise from the
capital of Egypt.

At length, Alexandria itself underwent the fate of Tyre
and Carthage, being surprised by the Saracens; who, in
spite of the emperor Heraclius, overspread the northern coasts
of Africa, &c. whence the merchants being driven, Alex-
andria has ever since been in a languishing state, though still
it enjoys a considerable part of the commerce of the Chris-
tian merchants trading to the Levant.

The fall of Rome, and its empire, drew along with it not
only that of learning, and the polite arts, but that of naviga-
tion; the Barbarians, into whose hands it fell, contented
themselves with the spoil of the indurdy of their pre-
decessors.

However, one circumstance prevented commercial inter-
course with distant nations from ceasing altogether. Con-
stantinople, though often threatened by the fierce invaders,
who spread desolation over the reft of Europe, was so for-
tunate as to escape their destructive rage. In this city,
the knowledge of ancient arts and discoveries was preserved;
and commerce continued to flourish there, with the tafte for
elegance, and the luxuries of foreign countries, when it was
almost extinct in every other part of Europe. The citizens
of Constantinople did not confine their trade to the islands
of the Archipelago, or to the adjacent coasts of Asia: they
took a wider range, and, following the course which the
ancients had marked out, imported the commodities of the
Eait Indies from Alexandria. When Egypt was torn
from the Roman empire by the Arabians, the industry of
the Greeks discovered a new channel, by which the produc-
tions of India might be conveyed to Constantinople. They
were carried up the Indus, as far as that great river is nav-
gable; there they were transported by land to the banks of
the river Oxus, and proceeded down its stream to the Cap.
tian fea. There they entered the Volga, and falling up it, were
carried by land to the Tanais, which conducted them into
the Euxine fea, where vessels from Constantinople waited
their arrival.

But no sooner were the more brave among those nations
settled in their new provinces; fome in Gaul, as the
Franks; others in Spain, as the Goths; and others in Italy,
as the Lombards; than they began to learn the advantages
of navigation and commerce, and the proper methods of manag-
ing them, from the people they subdued; and this with fo
much fuccefs, that in a little time some of them became
able to give new leifons, and fet on foot new institutions, for
its advantage.

Thus it is to the Lombards we chiefly ascribe the inven-
tion and ufe of banks, book-keeping, exchanges, re-changes,
\&c.

It does not appear which of the European people, after
the settlement of their new masters, first betook themselves
to navigation and commerce. Some think it began with the
French; though the Italians feem to have the juifefe title to
it, and are accordingly ordinarily looked on as the re-
florers of this science, as well as of the polite arts, which
had been banifhed together, from the time the empire was
torn afunder.

The people of Italy, then, and particularly thofe of Venice
and Genoa, have the glory of this reforation; and it is
to their advantageous situation for navigation, they in a great
measure owe their glory.

In the bottom of the Adriatic were a great number of
marty islands, only separated by narrow channels, but thoefe
well screened, and almost inaccessible, the residence of some
fishermen, who here supported themselves by a little
trade of fish and salt, which they found in fome of these
islands. Thither, then, the Veneti, a people inhabiting that
part of Italy along the coasts of the gulf, retired, when
Alaric, king of the Goths, and afterwards Attila, king of
the Huns, ravaged Italy.

These new fiders, little imagining that this was to be
their fixed reftidence, did not think of composing any body
politic; but each of the seventy-two islands of this little
Archipelago continued a long time under its separate distinct
maller, and each made a distinct commonwealth. When
their commerce became considerable enough to give
ejaloufy to their neighbours, they began to think of uniting
into a body; and it was this union, first begun in the fifth
century, but not completed till the eighth, that laid the
true foundation of the future grandeur of the state of
Venice.

From the time of this union, their fleets of merchants
were sent to all the ports of the Mediterranean; and at
lait to thofe of Egypt, particularly Cairo: a new city, built
by the Saracens on the eastern bank of the Nile, where they
traded for their fpices, and other prodults of the Indies.

Thus they flourifhed, increafed their commerce, their na-
vation, and their conquests on the terra firma, till the fa-
mous league of Cambrai, in 1508, when a number of jealous
princes confined to their ruin; which was the more eaftly
effected, by the diminution of their Eait India commerce,
of which the Portuguefe had gained one part, and the French
another.

Genoa, which had applied itself to navigation at the fame
time with Venice, and that with equal fuccefs, was a long
time its dangerous rival, duped with it the empire of the
sea, and shared with it the trade of Egypt, and other parts
both of the Eait and West.

Jealoufy soon began to break out; and the two republics
engaging in a contelli, it was three centuries almost continual
war, before the superiority was affenzerted: when, towards
the end of the fourteenth century, the fatal battle of Chios
ended the noble life of the Genoese, who till then had unftially
the advantage, having now loft all; and the Venetians, al-
most become desperate, at one happy blow, beyond all ex-
peftation, secured to themselves the empire of the sea, and
superiority in commerce.

The cruflades (fee CROUSADES) contributed in a great
meafure to the revival, or at leat to the more rapid progrcfs,
of commerce and navigation; for the Genoese, the Pilans,
and Venetians, furnifhed the transports, which carried those
vail armies, composofe of all the nat ons in Europe, into Asia
upon this wild enterprize; and likewise supplied them with
provisions and military flores.

Other travels, besides thoefle whom religions zeal fent
forth to visit Asia, ventured into remote countries, from the
propect of commercial advantage, or from notions of mere
curiosity. The first and moft eminent of thofe was Marco
Polo, a Venetian of a noble family, about the year 1260; he
was fucedced about half a century after by ifir John Mande-
ville, an Englifhan. But the prefent art of navigation
owed its rife to the invention of the mariner's compafs, in the
beginning of the fourteenth century; and made confider-
able progress during the voyages that were begun in the year
1418, by Henry, duke of Vifeo. This learned prince,
brother to Edward, king of Portugal, was particularly
skilled in cosmography, and employed a perfon from the
island of Majorca to teach navigation, and to make instru-
ments and charts for the sea. Thcfc voyages, being greatly
extended
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The art of navigation was improved under the succeeding monarchs of that nation: in 1599, whereof Roderic and Joseph, physicians to King John II., together with one Martin de Bohemia, a Portuguese native of the isle of Fayal, scholar to Regiomontanus, about the year 1495, calculated, for the use of the sailors, tables for the sun's declination and recommended the almanac for taking observations at sea. About this time, Columbus, a native of Genoa, having thoroughly acquainted himself with the discoveries and observations of the Portuguese, and having also acquired considerable experience in the art of navigation, made a proposal to King John II. of exploring a passage to India, by sailing directly towards the west, across the Atlantic ocean. John rejected this proposal in a very dishonourable manner; and Columbus instantly quitted the kingdom, and going in Spain towards the close of the year 1494, he resolved to propose his plan to Ferdinand and Isabella, with whom, after repeated application and long delay, he ultimately succeeded. In August, 1492, Columbus, furnished with a small armament of three ships, set sail, and after an indirect voyage to the Canary Islands, from whence, holding his course due west, he stretched away into uncharted and unknown seas. After many difficulties, he at length arrived at Guanahani, one of the large cluster of islands called the Loguay, or Barat. He also discovered Cuba, Hispaniola, and several other small islands, and having left a small colony in the fort at Hispaniola, returned to Spain in March 1493. In September following he set out on his second voyage, and failed by the Leeward Islands to Hispaniola: in a third voyage, undertaken in the year 1498, he discovered the continent of America. In the same year, Vasco de Gama returned to Lisbon, from a voyage to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope. Columbus, it is said, before he attempted the discovery of America, consulted Martin de Bohemia, as well as others, and during the course of his voyage instructed the Spaniards in navigation: for the improvement of which art, the emperor Charles V. afterwards founded a lecture at Seville. This art was considerably improved by the discovery of the variation of the compass, and by the use of the cross-staff. At length there were published, in Spanish, two treatises, containing a syllhem of the art, which were in great esteem: the first by Pedro de Medina, at Valladolid in 1545, called "Arte de Navegar," the other at Seville, in 1556, by Martin Cortes, under the title of "Defens Conclingiendo de la Sphera, y de la Arte de Navegar, con nuevos Instrumentos y Reglas." This is said to have been composed at Cadiz in 1544; and a translation of it was published in London in 1651, which passed through several impressions. Besides the improvement which the art of navigation received from the proposals of Werner, and Gemma Frisius, for finding the longitude, it was much promoted by Pedro Nunez, or Nonius, who composed a treatise on this subject, so early as 1537, in the Portuguese language, which thirty years after was printed at Basle in Latin, with additions, under the title of "De Arte et Ratione Navigandi." In this work, the errors of the plane chart are expounded, and the problem of determining the latitude, from two observations of the sun's altitude, and the intermediate azimuth, is resolved. In 1577, Mr. William Bourke published his treatise, intitled "A Regiment for the Sea," and intended as a supplement to that of Cortes. See Log.

The mistakes of Medina were well exposed by Michael Conlama, a native of Antwerp, who, in 1581, published a small treatise, intitled "Instructions Nouvelle des Points plus excellents & necessaires touchant l'Arte de Navegar." Vol. XXIV.

In the same year Mr. Robert Norman published his discovery of the dipping-needle, in a pamphlet called the "New Attractive," to which is always subjoined Mr. William Burrough's "Discourse of the Variations of the Compass," in 1594, captain John Davis published a small treatise, intitled "The Seaman's Secrets," which was much esteemed in its time. The writers of this period complained much of the errors of the plane chart, which continued full in use, though they were unable to discover the cause of the phenomenon; till Gerard Mercator contrived his universal map (see Mercator's Chart), which he published in 1569, without clearly understanding the principles of its construction: these were first discovered by Mr. Edward Wright, who first gave an account of the true method of dividing the meridian from Cambridge, where he was a fellow, to Mr. Blundeville, with a short table for that purpose, and a specimen of a chart so divided. These were published by Blundeville in 1594, among his Exercises; to the later editions of which was added his "Discourse of Universal Maps," first printed in 1589. However, in 1599, Mr. Wright printed his "Correction of certain Errors in Navigation," in which work he shews the reason of this division, the manner of constructing his table, and its use in navigation. A second edition of this treatise, with farther improvements, was published in 1619, and a third edition by Mr. Moxon, in 1657. The method of approximation, by what is called the middle latitude, now used by our sailors, occurs in Gunter's works, first printed in 1624. About this time logarithms began to be introduced, which were afterwards investigated in navigation in a variety of ways by Mr. Edmund Gunter; though the first author who applied the logarithmic tables to the cases of failing, was Mr. Thomas Addison, in his "Arithmetical Navigation," printed in 1625. In 1635, Mr. Henry Gellibrand printed "A Discourse Mathematical on the Variation of the Magnetic Needle," containing his discovery of the changes to which the variation is subject. In 1631, Mr. Richard Norwood published an excellent "Treatise of Trigonometry," adapted to the invention of logarithms, particularly in applying Neper's general canon; and for the farther improvement of navigation, he undertook the laborious work of measuring a degree of the meridian, for examining the divisions of the log-line. Of this affair he has given a full and clear account in his "Seaman's Practice," first published in 1637; where he also describes his own excellent method of setting down and perfecting a sea-reckoning, &c. This treatise, and that of trigonometry, were continually reprinted, as the principal books for learning scientifically the art of navigation. What he had delivered, especially in the latter of them, concerning this subject, was contrived as a manual for sailors in a very small piece, called his "Epitome," which has gone through innumerable editions. About the year 1645, Mr. Bond published, in Norwood's Epitome, a very great improvement in Wright's method, by a property in his meridian line, whereby its divisions are more scientifically aligned than the author himself was able to effect; which he deduced from this theorem, that these divisions are analogous to the excesses of the logarithmic tangents of half of the respective latitudes augmented by forty-five degrees above the logarithm of the radius: this he afterwards explained more fully in the third edition of Gunter's works, printed in 1653; and the demonstration of the general theorem was supplied by Mr. James Gregory of Aberdeen, in his "Exercitationes Geometricas," printed at London in 1663; and afterwards by Dr. Halley, in Phil. Trans. N.° 219, and by Mr. Cotes, Phil. Trans. N.° 388. In 1700, Mr. Bond, who imagined that he had discovered the longitude, by having found out the true theory
of the magnetic variation, published a general map, on which were delineated curve lines, expressing the paths where the magnetic needle had the same variation. The positions of these curves will indeed continually suffer alterations; but they should be corrected from time to time, as they have already been for the years 1744 and 1756, by Mr. William Mountaine, and Mr. James Dodson. The allowances proper to be made for lee-way are very particularly set down by Mr. John Bucker, and published in a small tract first printed in 1702, intitled "A New Compendium of the whole Art of Navigation" written by Mr. William Jones.

As it is now generally agreed that the earth is a spheroid, whose diameter at the poles is shorter than the other, Dr. Murdoch published a tract in 1741, in which he accommodated Wright's failing to such a figure; and Mr. Maclarin in the same year gave a rule, in the Phil. Trans. N° 451, for determining the meridional parts of a spheroid, which speculation he has further prosecuted in his Fluxions, printed at Edinburgh in 1742.

The principal foreign writers on navigation are Bartolomew Crefcenti, of Rome, in 1607; father George Fourniac, at Paris, in 1633; John Baptift Riccioli, at Bologna, in 1661; father Millet Dechales, in 1674 and 1677; the Sieur Blondel St. Aycin, in 1671 and 1673; M. Dallier, in 1683; M. Sauveur, in 1692; Mr. John Bouguer, in 1698; father Pezenas in 1733 and 1741; and M. Peter Bouguer, who, in 1753, published a very elaborate treatise on this subject, entitled " Nouveau Traité de Navigation," in which he gives a variation compass of his own invention, and attempts to reform the log, as he had done in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences for 1747. He is also very particular in determining the lunations more accurately than by the common methods, and in describing the corrections of the dead reckonings. This book was abridged and improved by M. de la Caille in 1760: to these we may add Don George Juan of Spain, in 1757. For an account of the several steps that have been purified for the discovery of the longitude, see LONGITUDE. For an account of Hadley's quadrant, and its use in nautical observations, see QUADRANT. For the method of making artificial magnets, and their use, see MAGNET, COMPASS, and NEEDLE.

Those who are desirous of perusing a fuller account of the progress of navigation, may consult Dr. James Wilson's preface to Dr. Robertson's "Elements of Navigation," in two volumes, octavo, 1772: a work deservedly held in the highest estimation.

But to return to the history of navigation in its connection with commerce. About the same time that navigation was retrieved in the southern parts of Europe, a new society of merchants was formed in the north: which not only carried commerce to the greatest perfection it was capable of, till the discovery of the East and West Indies, but also formed a new scheme of laws for the regulation of it, which still obtain, under the name of "Utfca and customs of the sea."

This society is that famous league of the Hans-towns, commonly supposed to have begun about the year 1164. For the modern state of navigation in England, Holland, France, Spain, Portugal, &c., see COMMERCE, COMPANY, &c.

We shall only add, that in examining the reason of commerce's passing successively from the Venetians, Genoese, and Hans-towns, to the Portuugeze and Spaniards, and from these again to the English and Dutch, it may be established as a maxim, that the relation between commerce and navigation, or, if we may be allowed to say it, their union, is so intimate, that the fall of the one inevitably draws after it the other: and that they will always either flourish or decline together.

Hence so many laws, ordinances, statutes, &c., for its regulation; and hence, particularly, that celebrated act of navigation, which an eminent foreign author calls the Palladium, or tutelar deity, of the commerce of England; which is too important not to be here mentioned: as it is the standing rule, not only of the English among themselves, but also of other nations with whom they traffic.

Navigation Acts are those statutes which have been passed at different times by the legislature of this country, for the protection and extension of navigation.

But by the Navigation Act, particularly and emphatically so called, is meant the statue 12 Charles II. c. 18, entitled "An act for the encouraging and increasing of shipping and navigation:" all subsequent laws on this subject are but comments on this, modifying or explaining its different regulations, but leaving untouched its general and fundamental principles.

Before we proceed to examine the foundations of the principles on which the navigation acts are grounded; the necessity or expediency of their first enactment; the immediate consequences which resulted from them; the permanent benefits which they are said to have bestowed on this country; and the policy of their continuance on the statute-book, it may be proper to give a brief and rapid sketch of their history.

The first act, which had avowedly and exclusively for its object the augmentation of the navy of England, was passed in the reign of Richard II.; by the statute 5 Richard II. c. 3, it was enacted that none but the king's liege people should ship any merchandise out of, or into, the realm, and only in ships of the king's livery, on pain of forfeiture. This statute was passed at a time when the navy was greatly diminished; but its effects do not appear to have answered the expectations of the legislature; for by statute 6 Richard II. c. 8, the former statute was greatly modified, the merchants being obliged to give English ships the preference, only in case they were able and sufficient.

In 1440, the decline of the English navy was again complained of; and the Commons proposed the enactment of a law, of similar import and force with that of 5 Richard II. c. 3, but it was rejected by Henry VI. In the reign of Henry VII., however, two acts were passed for the encouragement and protection of English shipping, viz. 1 Henry VII. c. 8 (1485), and 4 Henry VII. c. 10 (1489.) Henry VIII. also passed a law for the same purpose in 1541, 32 Henry VIII. c. 14.

In Elizabeth's reign (1562), the carriage by sea of corn, wine, and other articles, and the taking, curing, and conveying by sea, of fish, were regulated with a view "to the maintenance and increase of the navy." And in 1593, the same sovereign granted particular privileges in cases where goods were carried in English vessels.

It appears from Rymer's Fother (xvii. 414.) that James I., in the Commission of Enquiry which he issued, expressly directed the attention of the commissioners to the same subject.

These laws, however, were either evaded or relaxed, for Charles I. found it necessary to revive and confirm them.

We are now arrived at that statute, which is justly regarded as the foundation of the Navigation Act of Charles II. This statute was passed by the Ulurpation Parliament on the 9th of October, 1651. In the year preceding, indeed, the same parliament had sketched a faint and rude outline of the Navigation Act; the sugar islands still adhering to Charles I., the statute of 1650 prohibited all ships of foreign
reign nations from trading with any English plantations without licence from the council of flate. The statute of 1651 arose partly from the same cause, and partly from the circumstance that the English merchants nced to freight Dutch ships to bring home merchandise from America and the Wett Indies, as they could be had at a lower rate of freight than native ships. Till this act passed, it appears, that notwithstanding the existence of former unrepealed acts for the protection and increase of English shipping, all nations in amity with England actually did import into Eng- 201 and what commodities they pleased, and in what ships they pleased; and as the Dutch, at that period, were the principal carriers of Europe, most of the merchandise imported into this country was imported by them.

The law of 1651 enacted that no commodities (colonial or of any other description) should be imported into Eng- land, unless in vessels solely owned, and commanded, and principally manned, by English subjects; and where the commodities were foreign, unless they were entirely con- veyed in such vessels from the place where the commodities grew, or to which they were usually, in the first instance, transported by sea. There were some peculiar exceptions, and one grand and general one, viz., goods originally pro- duced, or first transported by sea from an European state, might be imported thence, into England, in vessels owned by the subjects of that state.

The title of this act was suited to the design which it had in view; it was "Goods from foreign parts, by whom to be imported" (Scobell's Acts, 1651, c. 22. p. 132.), and the consequence was, that the Dutch were cut off from the carrying trade with our colonies, and their importation of fish into this country was laid under great restrictions and heavy burdens.

Before the passing of this law, great jealousy existed and frequent disputes had taken place, between this country and Holland; there were greatly increased and embar- rassed by it; acting in conformity with it, our ships of war insulted on their right to search Dutch vessels, and in several instances made prizes of them, where they found that they contravened the act. The war which broke out in the subsequent year, and which was carried on with great rancour and obstinacy, arose, partly at least, from the Navigation Act of 1651.

The Parliament were entirely and strongly convinced of the necessity and benefit of the Navigation Act, that they sanctioned it, first in 1660, and afterwards in 1662; the 1st, 2d, and 3d of these statutes, 12 Charles II. c. 18. (as has been already observed), is that which is emphatically called the Navigation Act.

The principal dispositions of the Navigation Act are thus summed up by Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, ii. 192.

First, all ships, of which the owners, masters, and three- fourths of the mariners are not British subjects, are pro- hibited, under pain of forfeiting ship and cargo, from trading to the British settlements and plantations, or from being em- ployed in the coaling trade of Great Britain.

Secondly, a great variety of the most bulky articles of importation can be brought into Great Britain only, either in such ships as are above described, or in ships of the country where those goods are produced, and of which the owners, masters, and three-fourths of the mariners, are of that particular country; and when imported even in ships of this latter kind, they are subject to double alien's duty. If imported in ships of any other country, the penalty is forfeiture of ships and goods.

Thirdly, a great variety of the most bulky articles of importation are prohibited from being imported, even in British ships, from any country but that in which they are produced, under pain of forfeiting ship and cargo.

Fourthly, all fish of all kinds, whale-fins, whale-bone, oil and blubber, not caught by and cured on board British vessels, when imported into Great Britain, are subject to double alien's duty.

This act differed from that of 1651, in its second enacting clause, which did not permit any but English subjects to be factors or agents in English colonies. Before this time the Dutch were the principal factors or agents in our colonies; and the third enacting clause secured the East India, Guinea, and Levant companies, from foreign shipping.

The act 14 Charles II. c. 17. also differed in some respects from the act 12 Charles II. c. 18; by the latter it was sufficient, with respect to the vessel, if the was either owned or built at home; while, by the former of these acts, both these circumstances were declared indispensible.

In commercial writers, the phrases "enumerated and non- enumerated commodities" frequently occur; these expressions took their rise from the Navigation Act. Those are "enumerated commodities," which, by this act, cannot be carried from the colonies to any foreign parts, without being first unladen in Great Britain. Subsequent acts of parliament have enlarged or contracted the number of enum- erated commodities, according to circumstances; and one general exception has been introduced in this branch of the Navigation Act; as some of the enumerated articles are per- mitted to be carried, by a direct course, in ships of the em- pire, to places south of Cape Finisterre.

The principal objects which the Navigation Act, 12 Charles II. c. 18, had in view, will be best explained by its preamble, which declares it to be passed, "not only for the sake of employing and increasing English shipping and seamen, and securing a vent for woollen and other manu- factures; but also to make this kingdom a staple of the com- modities of those plantations, as well as of the commodities of other countries, for the supplying them (it being the usage of other nations to keep their plantation trade to themselves); and farther, if colonial commodities should be taken from any part but the plantations, that the trade of them would thereby in a great measure be deserted from hence, and carried elsewhere; his majesty's customs and other re- venues much lessened; the fair trader prejudiced; and this kingdom not continue a staple of plantation commodities, nor that vent, for the future, of the virtual, and other na- tive commodities of this kingdom."

British built ships are declared to be such as have been built in Great Britain, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, or the 16e of Man, or in some colony at the time belonging to Great Britain; any ship whatever, taken and condemned as lawful prize, is to be regarded as a British built ship. Ever since the Navigation Act passed, "Surveyors of the Act of Navigation" have been appointed at the Custom- house, whose duty it is to keep a register of all British built ships.

British seamen are declared to be such as are natural born subjects of the empire; or naturalized by act of parliament; or made denizens; or become subjects by conquest. And by 33 George III. c. 68. foreign seamen, who shall serve three years in the British navy, during the time of war, if they have not taken the oath of allegiance to a foreign state, may be employed, and shall be considered as British seamen. The same statute also introduced the principal modification which has taken place in the Navigation Act, by enacting, that from the conclusion of the war, no goods shall be ex- ported in British vessels, unless the master, and three-fourths
of the crew were British; the Navigation Act not interfering
with the exportation of goods from British ports.
Such a brief history, and general view, of those acts
which have been passed for encouraging and increasing ship-
ning and navigation; before we proceed to the other division
of this article, it may be proper to mention that they are
commonly very much relaxed, and in some particular cafes
discontinued, in time of war; and only rigidly and
uniformly enforced in time of peace.
1. The principle upon which the Navigation Act proceeds
is this, that it is politic and advantageous to burden foreign
in order to encourage domestic industry; this principle has
been very strongly and generally objected to by the most
acute and intelligent writers on political economy; and yet,
befides the cafe in question, there would appear to be other
causes of a more extended nature, in which a deviation from
this principle might prove beneficial to the interests of
the community at large.
There can be no doubt that it is unwise and disadvantageous
to burden foreign industry, merely for the sake of encour-
gaging domestic industry, when, by this means, the latter is
thus diverted from its channel, in which it is exercised with
great effect, into one in which the profit, if it were not thus
protected by monopoly, bounty, or duty, would not be near
to great; but there are undoubtedly cafes, especially in the
ruiner and least enlightened states of commercial activity
and intelligence, in which industry might either be directed to a
more profitable employment, or in which it might be ex-
tended to objects hitherto untouched, and fupposed without
its reach; and yet, unless government leapt forth and laid
a burden on foreign industry, domestic industry might not be
thus directed or extended. But wherever, notwithstanding
the application of a proper degree of industry, capital, and
skill, home produce is inferior in quality, or higher in price,
than foreign produce of the same description, the latter
should be preferred, and no obstacle should be thrown in the
way of its free importation and general use.
Befides this more general exception to the principle of pol-
itical economy, which we have been considering, the cafe of
the navigation laws seems to be one of a more peculiar na-
ture, and more confined character. This exception proceeds
on the idea, that in such a country as Great Britain, its
defence depends very much upon its sailors and shipping; and
that defence is of much more importance than mere opulence;
and ought therefore to be allowed to supercede the operation
of all general principles. The only question is, whether this
encroachment upon other industry be not hereby
has been as effectually and permanently by some other means,
this imposing a burden on foreign industry; it may be
supposed that Great Britain, at the period when the Navigation
Act was passed, stood as fair a chance as Holland of being
the carriers of the produce, at least of its own industry; and
that as the latter country had obtained and preferred a navy
without navigation laws, Great Britain might have done
the same. But we are to recollect that Holland stood in a pecu-
lar situation; having no manufactures or trade of her own,
she was thus enabled to turn nearly her whole attention to the
carrying trade, and to embark nearly her whole capital in it;
and a nation, like an individual, the attention, skill, industry,
and capital of which are directed solely to one undertaking,
will carry on that better, and at a cheaper rate, than any
other nation can do. Great Britain, therefore, had only two
models of preferring herself from the encouragements of the
Dutch on her carrying trade; either by turning her attention
and capital principally, or entirely to that branch, or by ex-
cluding the Dutch from it: the latter, in every point of
view, was preferable; and though it injured the commerce
of Great Britain in some degree, by raising the rate of
freights, it did much less harm than a total change in the
direction of her industry and capital would have done, while
it equally well secured the main object, the encouragement
of sailors and shipping.
2. The necessity of the first enactment of the Navigation
Act flows from the observations which have been already
made; Holland, at that time, was the most formidable rival
of Great Britain by sea; and it was therefore wise to adopt
such measures as should enable the latter to increase her navy,
and cope with, if not overcome, her powerful rival.
3. With respect to the consequences which immediately
resulted from the Navigation Act, there are different state-
ments: at first there were loud complaints that we had not
shipping enough to import from all parts, and yet were
prohibited from getting goods and shipping from foreigners;
while, immediately before the passing of the Navigation Act,
the complaint had been that our shipping were rotting, and
our mariners had gone into the Dutch service. Sir Joshua
Child, who published his treatise on trade in 1668, is so
decidedly and warmly of opinion, that the Navigation Act was
highly beneficial to the nation, that he thinks it ought to be
called Charter Maritima; and in another place he observes,
"that without this act we had not now been owners of one-
half of the shipping or trade, nor should have employed one-
half of the seamen we do at present;" while Sir Roger Coke,
in his "Difcourse of Trade," published 1670, affirms, "that
in two years after the Navigation Act of the Rump Parlia-
ment in 1651, the building of ships in England became one-
third dearer than before, and that seamen's wages became so
excessive dear that we have wholly left the Muscovy and
Greenland trade, whereby we gave the Dutch and other
nations the power of driving the trade of the world."
These opinions and statements, however, may be recon-
ciled; there can be no doubt that the first result of the Na-
vation Act would be to increase the demand for British fea-
men and shipping, and of course to raise the price of ship-
building, seamen's wages, and the rate of freight; this
increased demand would, in time, create an increased supply;
and though the rate of freight probably did not come down
to low, as it had been when the Dutch were allowed to be
our carriers, yet the immediate very great rise would ne-
cessarily be temporary. It may be remarked, however, that
one of the evils complained of by Sir Roger Coke, and which
still exists, would not have been produced had the Reformation
Bill, or act of the Long Parliament, by the latter, liberty was allowed to purchase
ships where they could be procured cheapest; ship-building
of course would not have been so much raised as Sir Roger
Coke complains; while the great object of the Act, the in-
crease of seamen, would have been more completely and
effectually secured; since, if ships had been bought where
they could be procured cheapest, freights would have become
more reasonable, and failors increased in consequence.
4. There can be as little doubt that the Navigation Act has
been beneficial to Great Britain, considered as a nation
dependent for her safety and well-being on her maritime power,
as that it has been prejudicial to her, considered as a nation
purely commercial: the manner in which it operates then, in
two very different ways, has already been pointed out.
"That nation (as Adam Smith well observes) will be most
likely to buy cheap, when, by the most perfect freedom of
trade, it encourages all nations to bring to it the goods
which it has occasion to purchase; and for the same reason
it will be most likely to sell dear, when its markets are thus
filled with the greatest number of buyers." Now, the Na-
vation Act directly and expressly discourages or prevents
foreign
foreign nations from bringing goods into Great Britain; and as the fame author remarks, "if foreigners are hindered from coming to sell, they cannot always afford to come to buy, because coming without a cargo, they must lose the freight from their own country to Great Britain. By diminishing the number of sellers, therefore, we necessarily diminish that of buyers, and are thus likely not only to buy foreign goods dearer, but to sell our own cheaper, than if there was a more perfect freedom of trade."

Lastly, there can be as little doubt that under the circumstances in which Great Britain is at present placed, it would be highly impolitic and unsafe to alter effectually the navigation laws; the lands now more in need of maritime defence than ever did; and the means of that maritime defence require more than ever to be preferred untouched by the encroachments of foreign nations; since, if the Navigation Act was abrogated, the operation of our taxes is such, that foreign ships, in almost every case, would be able to carry goods at a much lower rate of freight than our own shipowners could do. But, on the other hand, it may well be questioned, whether, at present, the regulation of the Long Parliament should not be adopted, and full liberty given to purchase ships wherever they could be found cheapest: as has been already remarked, freight would thus become more reasonable, and consequently the great object of the navigation laws would be more completely answered, while our merchants would have less reason to complain: if this alteration were made, the losses of the merchants would be entirely for the benefit of the nation; now it is only partly for the benefit of the nation, while by benefiting at the same time the ship-builders, that benefit is essentially lessened.

Navigation. Sub-marines, or the art of sailing under water, is mentioned by Mr. Boyle as the defectum of the art of navigation. This was attempted, and successfully, according to him, by Cornelius Drabbel; several persons who were in the boat breathing freely all the time. See Deloffre.


NaviGATOri, in the Sea Language, usually denotes a person capable of conducting or guiding a ship to any place desired.

Navigators is an appellation used for the labourers who work at canal-digging.

Navigators’ Islands, in Geography, a group of islands in the South Pacific ocean. This group, according to La Perouse (Voyage, vol. ii, p. 101.) consists of ten islands, viz. Opunuu, the most easterly, Lione, Fanou, Manunu, Oyolava, Calinaff, Pola, Shika, Offamo and Oucra. This celebrated navigator saw the seven first of these islands, but the position of the third last was unknown; though in the sequel of his voyage, he had reason for concluding that two of the three might be Cooea and Traitor islands, named by Capt. Wallis Bougainville and Keppel. (See Bougainville’s Island.) - These two islands are separated by a channel about three miles wide, intersected by an inlet at the north-easterly point of Traitors Island, which is low and flat, and has only in high tides towards the middle only is divided into two parts by a channel 150 miles wide at the mouth. These three islands form, according to La Perouse, part of the ten that compose the Navigators’ archipelago. The discovery of this group of islands has been repeatedly geographers been attributed to Bougainville in 1724; two of these islands lying in S. lat. 15° W. long. 170°, he called Baunue’s or Beauvais’s islands; and a third island, denominated Single island, lies in S. lat. 13 41° W. long. 171°. These three islands are said to be those which Bougainville calls the Isles of Navigators. But La Perouse is of opinion that neither the historical particulars relating to their inhabitants, nor the geographical position assigned to these islands by the historian of Ropgeignein’s voyage, corroborates the notion that Beauvais’s islands are the same with those to which Bougainville has given the name of Navigators’ islands.

These islands form one of the finest archipelagoes of the South sea, and are as interesting on account of their arts, production, and population, as those of the Society or Friendly islands, well described by the English navigators. As to the morality of the people, La Perouse does not hesitate to affirm, that it would be ineffectual to endeavour to excite by kindness the gratitude of their ferocious souls, which are only to be kept in awe by fear. They are tall and well formed, their usual height being five feet nine, ten, or eleven inches; but their stature is less surprising than the colossal proportions of the different parts of their bodies. Their countenances express the sentiment of disdain, which was not easily subdued. The bodies of the men are painted or tattooed to such a degree, that they seemed to be clothed, although they were almost naked, as they had only a girdle of sea-weeds round their loins, hanging down to their knees. Their hair is very long, which they twirl many times round the head, and thus add to the ferociousness of their countenances, always expressive either of surpise or anger. The leaf dispute among them is followed by blows of sticks, clubs, or paddles, which often cost the combatants their lives; as a consequence of their quarrels, they are covered with scars. The fize of the women corresponds to that of the men; and the grofs effrontery of the greater number of them, the indecency of their motions, and the disgusting offers they made of their favours, rendered them very proper for the mothers or wives of the male inhabitants. These people have certain arts, which they cultivate with success; to their lutes they give an elegant form by means of tools made of very fine clothe kind of bafaltes, in the form of an adze; and polished of these they disdained the implements that were tendered to them. For a few beads, they sold three-footed wooden dishes, cut out of the solid piece, and so polished as to have the appearance of being coated by the finest varnishing. Their subsistence depends on the fruit trees and nutritious roots that grow around them, and also on their pigs, dogs, and fowls. They manufacture extremely fine mats and paper stuffs. They have cloth, composed of real thread procured from some filamentsous plants, such as the nettle or flax; which cloth serves also for the sails of their canoes. Their dialect was similar to that of the people of the Society and Friendly islands; and La Peroue is of opinion that the inhabitants of the different islands of the South sea take their rite from Malay colonies. The descendants of the Malays, in these islands, have acquired a vigour, strength, stature, and proportion which they do not derive from their forfathers, but which is owing to the abundance of food, mildness of climate, and influence of physical causes, which is having a producing effect during a long series of generations. The feudal government is preferred here, and serves to cherish and maintain that ferociousness and perdition of disposition and manners, which characterize the inhabitants.

M. Bougainville has denominated these islands "Navigators" with sufficient reason; as all their voyages are made in canoes, and as they never walk, even from one village to another. Their villages are all situated in creeks on the seaside, and have no paths besides those that serve for penetrating into the interior of the country. The islands visited by La Peroue and his companions were clothed up to the very summit with trees laden with fruit, on which wood-pigeons and turtle-doves of various colours repose; here were
were also some beautiful parrots, or species of black birds, and corn partridges. These islands amuse their leisure hours by taming birds; their houfes were full of wood-pigeons, which they bartered by hundreds, and they likewise fold 300 gallinules of the most beautiful plumage. Their canoes have outriggers, are very small, and hold no more, in general, than five or fix persons. These Indians are such expert swimmers, that their canoes seem only to serve them as floating-places. Their fails are of mat or matted cloth. Their only modes of fishing are with hook and line, and a sweep-net; their baits are curiously wrought of mother-of-pearl and white shell. These islands, says I. Peroulet, appear to be volcanic: the stones on the bank being only pieces of lava, round bafaltes, or coral, by which the whole island is surrounded. Their villages are very agreeably situated: the houfes are built under fruit trees, which keep them delightfully cool. They are seated on the sides of brooks running down from the mountains; and they are surrounded by lattices, which they open to the windward and shut on the sunny side, in order to protect them from the heat.

These islands abound in pigs, dogs, fowls, birds, and fish, and are covered with cocoas, goyava, and banana trees, and another tree bearing a large almond which is eaten roasted, much resembling the chelfnut in flavour. Sugar-canes grow spontaneously on the banks of the rivers. The population of these islands is very considerable. The eastern ones, viz. Opoun, Léoné, and Fanfoüé, are small; the two last are only about five miles in circumference; but Maouna, Oyolava, and Pola, must be reckoned among the largest and most beautiful islands of the South sea. S. lat. 14° 20'. W. long. 169°. See MAOUNA.

NAVIS, Argi NAVIS, or the ship Argo, in Atromony, a constellation of the southern hemisphere. See Argo.

NAUL, in Geography, a small town of the county of Dublin, Ireland, on the confines of the county of Meath, near which is a romantic glen, overhung with rocks, through which the little stream runs which is the boundary of the two counties, and over this glen the old castle of Naul is boldly situated. Naul is in Fingal, and is 14 miles N. of Dublin. Carlile.

NAULUM, in Antiquity, a musical instrument, otherwise called Nhablum; which fee.

NAULUM, among the Romans, properly signified fright, whence it is used to denote a piece of money put into the mouth of a perfon defeased, to pay Charon the ferryman for his passage; this piece was to be of the current coin of the emperor then reigning; so that from it the time of the perfon's death may be known.

NAUMACHIA, NAUMACHY, from ναῦς, ναύς, and μαχαῖς, fight, a spectacle, or show, among the ancient Romans, representing a sea-fight.

NAUMACHIA is also used, by some, for a circus encompassed with seats and porticos; the pit of which, serving as aau arena, was filled with water, by means of pipes, for the exhibiting of sea-fights.

There were several of these naumachias at Rome: three built by Augustus, one by Claudius, and another by Domitian. Nero's naumachia served for the reverie of his medals.

NAUMANN, Johann Amadeus, in Biography, principal maestro di cappella to the Elector of Saxony, born near Drefsen in 1745. This composer had no originality; he had formed himself on the slimy style of Italy in the middle of the last century, before its coalition with the German school had been of service to both. He died at Drefsen in 1801.
NAUPLIUS, in Natural History, a name by which some former authors have called the nautilus, as well the papyrusceous as the chambered kind.

NAURZIM, in Geography, a lake of Russia, about 48 miles in circumference. N. lat. 51° 50'. E. long. 64°

NAUS, a town of the county of Tyrol; 16 miles W. of Bolzano.

NAUSA, a town of South America, in the audience of Quito; 70 miles N.N.E. of Guayaquil.

NAUSARY, a town of Hindostan, about ten leagues from Surat, which is of small extent, but contains a very considerable cotton manufactory. It has a fort which belongs to the Mahattas, and is surrounded with pagodas, gardens, and beautiful flower-plats. In the neighbourhood of this town the only animal used for the saddle is the ox.

NAUSEA, in Medicine, signifies that lighter degree of sickness at the stomach, which does not actually give rise to a discharge of its contents; — a propensity to vomit, which may occur with or without actual purging. The word is usually derived from nau, nautis, a ship, and was probably originally applied to the sickened excited by failure.

Nausea is produced by various causes; sometimes by those circumstances which act directly upon the stomach itself; sometimes by those which influence the stomach indirectly, through the medium of other organs of the body, with which it is connected by sympathy; and sometimes through the medium of the mind.

The nausea which originates from affections of the stomach itself, occurs under various circumstances. It is not unfrequently one of the symptoms of dyspepsia, or indigestion, and arises either from the irritation of the ordinary food, when that is taken in greater quantity than the effered out condition of the stomach is capable of digesting; or from the use of articles of diet which are difficult of solution, which tend to generate acidity or other acrimonious humours, or which offend by some acid or deleterious quality of their own; — or, lastly, from the morbid state of the secreted fluids in the stomach, which irritate its nervous coat, like the offensive substanctes that are taken in. See Indigestion.

But the sympathtic sources of nausea are perhaps still more numerous. The brain is seldom materially affected by any serious irritation or derangement, without deranging the stomach by sympathy: thus, sickness at the stomach is a common symptom of every degree of local injury of the head, in which preflure or concussion of the brain is occasioned; it accompanies inflammation of the brain and its membranes, the preflure of water in the ventricles, or of other morbid effusion or growth within the cranium; as well as the opposite state or inanition of the vessels of the brain, as in syncope, or after great loss of blood. The other organs, with which the stomach is often sympathetically deranged, and sickened, are chiefly the kidneys and the uterus. Thus nausea is a common concomitant of inflammation in the kidneys, or of the irritation of gravel or of a stone lodged in thefse organs, and becomes one of the diagnostic marks, by which diseafe in the kidneys is distinguished from other painful affections of the loins. Sympathtic nausea is also a frequent concomitant of uterine irritation or disorder; thus it is one of the most frequent symptoms of the beginning distention of the uterus in pregnancy, and accompanies inflammation and other painful conditions of that organ.

The influence of the mind alone is likewise capable of exciting nausea and even its ultimate degree, vomiting. The fight, or even the description or imagination, of loathsome and offensive objects and actions, will produce this effect on the stomach of many individuals of refined habits, or who are unacquainted to such objects.

It is not easy to account for that variety of sickness, which is produced by certain kinds of motion of the body, such as twining, whirling, and the undulating motion of a ship at sea. It seems, however, to be referable principally to the sympathetic connection between the stomach and brain; i.e. to the vertigo or dizziness produced in the latter, through the medulla of the organs of vision, by these unusual motions. Sickness and vertigo are mutually productive of each other, like some other affections of the head and stomach. When the stomach is rendered sick by wine, or nauseous drugs, a giddiness is perceived; even with closed eyes, and vice versa. Dr. Darwin mentions a striking fact, illustrative of the effect of this dizziness, produced through the organs of sight, in bringing on and preventing sea-sickness. "In an open boat passing from Leith to Kingshorn in Scotland, a sudden change of wind shook the undisturbed sail, and flopped our boat; from this unusual movement the passengers all vomited except myself. I observed, that the undulation of the ship, and the intability of all visible objects, inclined me strongly to be sick; and this continued or increased, when I closed my eyes, but as often as I bent my attention with energy on the management and mechanism of the ropes and sails, the sickness ceased; and recurred again as often as I relaxed this attention." (Zoornomia, vol. i. p. 5.) Similar nausea, though less in degree, is commonly an attendant on the vertigo produced by looking from a high tower, or attempting to cross a narrow path, unsupported, over a deep chasm.

With respect to the cure of nausea, then, it is obvious, that it will be as various as the causes which induce it; and that it is only in the cafes, where it results primarily from derangement of the stomach, that any material success can be obtained by remedies directed to that organ. In these cafes, the nature of the cause must determine the kind of remedy to be administered. When there is obviously a production of acidity, it will be relieved by the absorbent earths, such as chalk and magnesia, and by the alkalis, as prepared soda, soda-water, or potash. The mixture of an alkali with lemon-juice, taken in the act of effervescence, affords one of the most effectual means of relief in some cafes of sickness, when there is considerable weakness and irritability of the stomach. And in those cafes, in which there is also pain in the stomach, especially after taking food, opiates may be given, in combination with aromatics, with great advantage. In all such cafes, however, it is clear that much must be done by the regulation of diet, both in respect to quantity and quality, — by taking only light and digestible food, in moderate portions, — and by using regular and moderate exercise. Let it be observed, too, that the practice of retorting to emetics on all occasions of nausea, is injudicious; and probably aggravates the evil tenfold, by augmenting the irritability and feehlenf of the stomach, and thus laying the foundation for permanent imbecility in that important organ.

NAUSSA, in Geography, a sea-port town situated on the N.E. coast of the island of Paros, fortified by the Russians when they were in possession of the Archipelago.

NAUSTATHMUS, in Ancient Geography, a port of Sicily. Plin. l. iii. c. 8. — Alto, a port of Africa in the Pentapolis, according to Ptolemy, placed by Mela in the Cyrene. — Alto, a port at the mouth of the river Indus. — Alto, a port of Asia, in the environs of the Tronde, according to Strabo.
NAUSTEDAL, in Geography, a town of Norway, in the province of Bergen; 70 miles N. of Bergen.

NAUTACA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Sogdiana. Arrian. i. vii.; the inhabitants of which were called "Nautacens.

NAUTAN, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in Oude; 30 miles E. of Grocarpoor.

NAUTAPOLL, a town of Bengal; seven miles S. of Burmah.

NAUTICAL PLANISPHERE, a description of the terrestrial globe upon a plane, for the use of mariners. See Planisphere, and Sea-Chart.

NAUTICAL Chart. See Sea-Chart.

NAUTICAL Compass. See Compass.

NAUTICUS, in Anatomy, a muscle, called also tibialis posterior.

NAUTILUS, in Natural History, a genus of the class and order Verrnes Tellacea. The animal is a kind of cephalopod; the shell is univalve, divided into several compartments, communicating with each other by an aperture. This genus, which is sometimes confounded with the argonauta, or paper nautilus, on account of the similarity of their names, includes thirty-one species, which are separated into three divisions; viz. A, of which the shells are spiral, rounded, with contiguous whirls, comprising fifteen species, of which nine are common to our coasts, and found chiefly on the Sandwich shore, or on Sheppy Island. In the division B, the shells are spiral, rounded, with separate whirls; the number of species is three; these are all foreign. In C the shells are all elongated and straightish. There are thirteen species in this division.

A. Spiral, rounded, with contiguous Whirls.

Species.

POMPUILLUS. Aperture of the shell heart-shaped, with obtuse and smooth whirls. This species is found in the Indian and African oceans; it is sometimes very large, and finely variegated with brown flexuous streaks, spots, and marks under the outer covering, which is white. Within it is of a most beautiful pearly gloss. Of this shell the inhabitants of the East make their drinking cups.

* CALCARI. Aperture of the shell linear; the whorls have elevated joints. It is found on Sheppy island; is minute, white, and opaque.

* CRISPUS. Aperture of the shell fimbriate; joints of the whorls crenate. This is an inhabitant of the Mediterranean and of Sheppy Island, and is very minute. Independently of the specific character just given, the shell is opaque, white, umbilicate on each side, granulate and marked with flexuous fringe; the back is carinate; the siphon central, and the chambers a little inflected in the middle.

* BECCARI. Aperture of the shell ovate, the whorls twisted with deep joints. There is a variety, of which the shell is compressed, with a linear aperture and contiguous whorls marked with the elevated frize; many-rayed. This is found on the shores of many countries. The shell is depressed, minute; of a fine pellucid crimson while the fish is alive, but of a dull white when dead.

* LAVIGATULUS. Shell spiral, with smooth joints. This species is found at Sandwich, and is very minute. The shell is semi-ellipsoid, white, and glossy.

* DEPRESSUS. The shell of this species is spiral, slightly umbilicate on each side, with many depressed joints. Found at Reculver, is minute and very rare. The shell is opaque and white.

* UMBILICATUS. Shell spiral, umbilicate, with spiral joints. It is found at Sandwich, is white, opaque, and minute.

B. Spiral, rounded, with separate Whirls.

* CRASSUS. Shell spiral, thick, umbilicate on each side, with fine joints. It is found at Reculver, is very rare, white, opaque, and minute.

* LORATUS. Shell spiral, lobate, the spires rounded on one side and depressed on the other. It is found at Whitstable, is minute, white, and opaque.

* CARINATUS. Shell oblong, carinate, with a narrow oval aperture. It is found at Sandwich, and is rare, minute, white, and opaque.

* SUBURBANTULUS. The shell of this species is a little bending, with raised joints. It is found at Sheppy; minute, opaque, and brown.

* BALISTICUS. Shell white, convex, with a linear aperture; first whorl far exceeding the others in size. It inhabits the Baltic, adhering to the roots of fungi; it resembles the M. beccarii; the shell is sometimes polished and opaque; frequently pellucid.

* HELICITES. In this the whorls of the shells are concealed. It is found, in a fosile plate, on St. Peter's mountain at Maestricht, and is very small; the shell is sometimes convex, sometimes depressed, smooth, or irritable.

* RUGOSUS. Aperture of the shell linear; whorls compressed, with thickened margins. It inhabits the Southern ocean; is very small, white, somewhat depressed; the internal divisions a little prominent outwardly, and appearing like transverse wrinkles.

* UMBILICATUS. Aperture of the shell compressed and linear; the whorls are compressed; the umbilicus concave. It is found in Croatia; is minute, obliquely jointed, with transverse grooves, answering to the divisions within, particularly at the keel.

* SEMILITUS. The shell is incurved, spirally at the tip; the whorls are contiguous. It inhabits Croatia; is minute and convex; the partitions appearing outwardly, sometimes umbilicate.

* LITUS. Shell subconic, with globular divisions growing gradually less; the tip is incurved and spiral. It is found in the Red sea, frequently in a fosile plate.

* OBSCURUS. Shell straight, with a flight curvature; the divisions are obliquely irritable. It inhabits the Mediterranean and Adriatic.

* RAPHANISTRUM. Shell sub-cylindrical, with thick divisions marked with twelve elevated frize; the siphon is central and regular.

* RAPHANUS. Shell jointed, the divisions thick, with seventeen elevated frize; siphon sub-lateral and oblique. It is found in the Mediterranean and Adriatic, and is very minute.

* GRANUM. Shell ovate-oblong, with thick divisions marked with eight interrupted elevated frize; siphon oblique. It is found in the Mediterranean, and distinguished from
NAV

from the list in having prize at the point of the divisions a little contracted.

RADICULA. Shell oblong-ovate, with thick glabrous divisions. It inhabits the Adriatic.

FASCI A. Shell with flat divisions and smooth elevated joints. Found in the Adriatic.

INEQUALIS. Shell cylindrical, with eight divisions; the second and third very short; the aperture margined.

SIPHUNCULUS. Shell smooth, with cylindrical remote divisions; the joints tapering and cylindrical. Inhabits the seas about Sicily, and is found adhering to coral rocks.

LEGUMEN. Shell compressed, jointed, and margined at one end; the siphuncle is lateral. It inhabits the Adriatic.

ORTHOCERA. Whorls of the shell with cincture frizz. It inhabits the ocean, and is frequently found fossil.

BELLERINA; Thunder-bone. The shell is equal, smooth, conic, and acute. It is found in a fossil state in moll parts of Europe, and has derived its English name from a notion that it is a thunder-bolt, and never found but after a storm. The shell varies in size from half an inch to eight inches; it is conical, a little transparent, and when burnt or rubbed it smells like raifined horn. Several fine specimens of the nautilus have been dug out of the hill at Highgate. See the article CONCHOLGY.

NAUTPOUR, in Geography, a town of Bengal, on the Coofah; 36 miles N.W. of Purnear. N. lat. 26° 18'. E. long. 87° 14'.

NAVUK, a town of Persia, in the province of Mecran; 80 miles S. of Arokhla.

NAVY, the fleet or shipping of a prince or state. See FLEET.

The royal navy of England hath ever been its greatest defence and ornament; it is its ancient and natural strength; the floating bulwark and "wooden walls" of the island; an army from which, however strong and powerful, no danger can ever be apprehended to liberty; and accordingly it hath been sufficiently cultivated, even from the earliest ages. (See Laws of Leros.) And yet, so lightly inferior were our ancestors in this respect to the present age, that even in the maritime reign of queen Elizabeth, Sir Edward Coke, (3 Inft. 50.) thinks it matter of boast, that the royal navy of England then consisted of thirty-three ships. The present condition of our marine is in great measure owing to the halutary provisions of the statutes called the navigation acts, by which the conflagrant increase of British shipping and seamen was not only encouraged, but rendered absolutely necessary. See Navigation Acts.

Several articles and orders for the government of the navy are elabbed by 13 Car. II. c. 9, and 22 Geo. II. c. 22, and amended by 19 Geo. III. c. 17, which are as follow:

1. Officers are to cause public worship, according to the liturgy of the church of England, to be solemnly performed in their ships, and take care that prayers and preaching by the chaplains be performed diligently, and that the Lord's day be observed. 2. Perfons guilty of profane oaths, cursing, drunkenness, uncleanness, &c. to be punished as a court martial shall think fit. 3. If any person shall give or hold intelligence to or with an enemy without leave, he shall suffer death. 4. If any letter or missive from an enemy be conveyed to any in the fleet, and he shall not in twelve hours acquaint his superior officer with it, or if the superior officer, being acquainted therewith, shall not reveal it to the commander-in-chief, the officer shall suffer death, or such punishment as a court martial shall impose. 5. Spies and persons endeavouring to corrupt any one in the fleet, shall suffer death, or such punishment as a court martial shall impose. 6. No person shall relieve an enemy with money, victuals, or ammunition, on like penalty. 7. All papers taken on board a prize shall be sent to the court of admiralty, &c. on penalty of forfeiting the slide of the prize, and such punishment as a court martial shall impose. 8. No person shall take out of any prize any money or goods, unless for better securing the same, or for the necessary use of any of his Majesty's ships, before the prize shall be condemned; upon penalty of forfeiting his share, and such punishment as shall be imposed by a court martial. 9. No person on board a prize shall be dressed with the clothes, pillaged, beaten, or ill-treated, upon pain of such punishment as a court martial shall impose.
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federation or mutiny shall suffer death, or such punishment as a court martial shall deem him to deserve. If any officer, mariner, or soldier, in or belonging to the fleet shall behave himself with contempt to his superior officer, being in the execution of his office, he shall be punished according to the nature of his offence by the judgment of a court martial.

20. Any person concealing any traitorous or mutinous practice or design, shall suffer death, or such punishment as a court martial shall think fit. Any person concealing any traitorous or mutinous words, or any words, practice, or design, tending to the hindrance of the service, and not forthwith revealing the same to the commanding officer; or being present at any mutiny or federation, shall not use his utmost endeavours to suppress the same, he shall be punished as a court martial shall think he deserves. 21. Any person finding cause of complaint of the unwholomeenefs of victuals, or upon other just ground, shall instantly make the same known to his superior, who, as far as he is able, shall cause the same to be presently remedied; and no person upon any such or other pretence shall attempt to stir up any disturbance, upon pain of such punishment as a court martial shall think fit to inflict. 22. Any person striking any of his superior officer, or drawing or offering to draw or lift up any weapon against him, being in the execution of his office, shall suffer death. And any person presuming to quarrel with any of his superior officer, being in the execution of his office, or disobeying any lawful command of any of his superior officer, shall suffer death, or such other punishment as shall be inflicted upon him by a court martial.

23. Any person quarrelling or fighting with any other person in the fleet, or using reproachful or provoking speeches or gestures, shall suffer such punishment as a court martial shall impose. 24. There shall be no wasteful expense or embezzelement of any powder, shot, &c. upon penalty of such punishment as a by a court martial shall be found just. 25. Every person burning or setting fire to any magazine, or store of powder, ship, &c. or furniture thereunto belonging, not then appertaining to an enemy, shall suffer death. 26. Care is to be taken that through wilfulness or negligence no ship be stranded, run upon rocks or sands, or split or hazarded; upon pain of death, or such punishment as a court martial shall deem the offence to deserve. 27. No person shall sleep upon his watch, or negligently perform his duty, or forsake his post, upon pain of death, or such punishment as, &c. 28. Murder; 29. And burglary or theft shall be punished with death. 30. Robbery shall be punished with death, or otherwise, as a court martial shall find meet. 31. Every person knowingly making or signifying, or commanding, counselling, or procuring the making or signifying any false matter, shall be cashiered, and rendered incapable of farther employment. 32. Provoked martial refusal to apprehend or receive any criminal, or suffering him to escape, shall suffer such punishment as a court martial shall deem him to deserve. And all others shall do their endeavours to detect and apprehend all offenders, upon pain of being punished by a court martial. 33. If any flag-officer, captain, commander, or lieutenant, shall behave in a scandalous, infamous, cruel, opprobrious, or fraudulent manner, unbecoming his character, he shall be dismissed. 34. Every person in actual service and full pay, guilty of mutiny, desertion, or disobedience, in any part of his major's dominions on shore, when in actual service, relative to the fleet, shall be liable to be tried by a court martial, and suffer the like punishment as if the offence had been committed at sea. 35. Every person in actual service and full pay, committing upon shore, in any place out of his major's dominions, any crime punishable by these articles, shall be liable to be tried and punished as if the crime had been committed at sea. 36. All other crimes not capital, not mentioned in this act, shall be punished according to the laws and customs used at sea. No perfon to be imprisoned for longer than two years. Court martial not to try any offence (except the 5th, 34th, and 35th articles) not committed upon the main sea, or in great rivers beneath the bridges, or in any haven, &c. within the jurisdiction of the admiralty, or by perons in actual service and full pay, except such perons and officers, as in the 5th article; nor to try a land-officer or soldier on board a transport ship. The lord high admiral, &c. may grant commissions to any officer commanding in chief any fleet, &c. to call courts martial, confuting of commanders and captains. And if the commander-in-chief shall die or be removed, the officer next in command may call courts martiaL No commander-in-chief of a fleet, &c. of more than five ships, shall preside at any court martial in foreign parts, but the officer next in command shall preside. If a commander-in-chief shall detach any part of his fleet, &c. he may impower the chief commander of the detachment to hold courts martial during the separative service. If five or more ships shall meet in foreign parts, the senior officer may hold courts martial and preside thereon. Where it is improper for the officer next to the commander-in-chief to hold or preside at a court martial, the third officer in command may be empowered to preside at or hold a court martial. No court martial shall consist of more than thirteen, or less than five perons. Where there shall not be less than three, and yet not so many as five of the degree of a post captain, or superior rank, the officer who is to preside may call to his assistance as many commanders under the degree of a post captain, as, together with the post captains, shall make up the number five, to hold the court martial. After trial begun, no member of a court martial shall go to shore, until sentence, except in case of sickness, upon pain of being cashiered. Proceedings shall not be delayed, if a sufficient number remain to compose the court, which shall sit from day to day (except Sunday), till sentence be given. The judge advocate, and all officers constituting a court martial, shall be upon oath. Perons refusing to give evidence may be imprisoned. Sentence of death within the Narrow Seas (except in case of mutiny) shall not be put in execution till a report be made to the lord high admiral, &c. Sentence of death beyond the Narrow Seas, shall not be put in execution but by order of the commander-in-chief of the fleet, &c. Sentence of death in any squadron, detached from the fleet, shall not be put in execution (except in case of mutiny), but by order of the commander of the fleet, or lord high admiral, &c. And sentence of death passed in a court martial, held by the senior officer of five or more ships met in foreign parts (except in case of mutiny) shall not be put in execution but by order of the lord high admiral, &c.

The powers given by the said articles shall remain in force with respect to crews of ships wrecked, looted, or destroyed until they be discharged or removed into another ship, or a court martial shall be held to inquire of the cause of the loss of the ship. And if upon inquiry it shall appear, that all or any of the officers and seamen did their utmost to save the ship, and behaved obediently to their superior officers, their pay shall go on: as also shall the pay of officers and seamen taken by the enemy, having done their best to defend the ship, and behaved obediently. If any officer shall receive any goods on board contrary to the 18th article, he shall further forfeit the value of such goods, or 500l. at the election of
of the informer; one moiety to the informer, the other to Greenwich hospital. For other regulations relating to the navy, see Marines.

For the method of supplying the navy, see Manning the Fleet.

The royal navy of Great Britain is conducted, under the direction of the lords of the admiralty, by seven commissioners, and the following principal officers, who compose the board for managing the business of the navy-office, viz. comptroller of the navy, who attends and compiles the payment of all wages, is to know the rates of stores, &c. There is also a deputy comptroller. Surveyor of the navy, who is to know the state of all stores, to supply what is wanting, to estimate repairs, charge boatswains, &c., with the stores they receive, &c. There have been generally two joint-surveyors. Clerk of the acts, whose business is to record all orders, contracts, bills, warrants, &c. Comptroller of the treasurer's accounts. Comptroller of the victualling accounts. Comptroller of the store-keeper's accounts. In time of war, or great naval exertion, there are other additional extra-commissioners. There are also commissioners for Deptford and Woolwich, and also others for the out-ports, refiding at Chatham, Sheerness, Portmouth, and Plymouth; and in time of war commissioners are appointed to reside at some of the principal yare's abroad, as Gibraltar, Halifax in Nova Scotia, Malta, Antigau, Jamaica, Cape of Good Hope, Madras, Bombay, &c. The treasurer of the navy is an officer, whose business is the receive money out of the exchequer, and to pay all the charges of the navy, by warrant from the principal officers. Each of these commissioners and officers has a number of subordinate clerks, with various salaries.

The navy was anciently victualled by contract; but the victualling is now under commissioners who keep their office in Somerset house. See Victualling Office.

For the several yards belonging to his majesty's navy, see Dock Yards.

NAVY and also VicTuallAX bills, are bills or orders for the payment of money, issued by the commissioners of the navy and victualling offices, on the treasurer of the navy, &c. for stores and provisions purchased for the service of the navy.

That the contractors may not be losers by receiving these bills in payment, the current discount, at the time of making them out, is added to the amount of the goods delivered. The inconveniences arising from too great a number of these bills remaining undischarged at any time, have induced government, at different periods, to allow the proprietors to exchange them for a certain proportion of redeemable stock; and thus they become pollexed of at least an equal security, with the advantage, that any part of it can be dispofed of, as occasion may require, instead of being limited in this respect by the amount of the bills, which is generally considerable; the interest also becomes, by this mode of management, payable at certain periods; whereas the time of payment of the interest on the unfunded bills, previously to the regulation which took place in 1794, was always uncertain; no payment being made till the principal and the interest due upon it were discharged together. In 1794, all navy and victualling bills were made payable on a certain day, to be expressed in each particular bill, which day was not to exceed 15 months from the date of the bill, but the bills now issued from the navy and victualling offices are at 90 days' date, bearing interest at 3d. per cent. per diem, commencing from the date of the bill, and payable with it; and these bills being negotiated as bills of exchange, of course cannot be bought and sold at a discount. In negotiating these bills, the whole property-tax on the 90 days' interest is deducted, and the interest for the time they have to run is taken on the nett sum.

The navy-office is the place where the chief business of the navy is transacted by the officers and commissioners.

NAVY, in Geography, a township of America, in Orleans county, state of Vermont.

NAVY-Hall, a settlement of Upper Canada, on the S. side of Lake Ontario, at the head and W. side of Niagara river, which last separates it from Fort Niagara on the E. side, in thestate of New York; 20 miles N. by W. of Fort Erie.

NAVY island, an island in the middle of Niagara river, which separates it from Fort St. Lifer, on the E. bank of the river, and also from Grand island on the S. and S.E.; it is about one mile long, and of the same breadth, and 13 miles N. by E. from Navy-hall.

NAXIA, formerly Naxos, the largest of the Cyclades, and now the most agreeable, and the most tranquil island of the Grecian archipelago. Its fertility, more than its extent, being about 18 miles in circuit, has given occasion for its being called the "Queen." The ancients called it "Stron-gyle," and it is said to have been first peopled by Thracians, who being in want of women stole them from Thellafy, and among others lphidemia and her daughter Pancrates. Al- vus sent his sons Otus and Ophiotes to recover their mother Phidemia; these brothers vanquished the Thracians, made themselves masters of the island, and called it "Dia." The Carians established themselves in this island, and gave it the name of Naxos, their king. Naxos, like the other islands of the archipelago, has experienced all the vicissitudes of fortune. It was formerly a powerful republic, but unable to maintain its independence; it was successively in alliance with the Athenians, conquered and ravaged by the Persians, tributary to the Romans, ceded by Marc Antony, after the battle of Philippi, to the Rhodians, afterwards subject to the emperors of the East, a long time governed by Venetian princes, and at length united to the Ottoman empire, under the reign of Solim II. The Naxians have retained a singular privilege of being governed by their own laws and customs; they have a municipal administration and judges of their own election. The inconceivable importance of this island, and its remoteness from the coast of Asia, have not induced the Turks to establish themselves there. The Porto is content to feed them a war-worce to exercise the police, to gather the taxes, and to remit them to Conflantinople. This island, more free and more independent than "Scio," is, nevertheless, far from having attained the same degree of prosperity. Trade is not sufficiently brisk, the culture of the lands is too much neglected, and the inhabitants possess little or no industry. Poor and haughty, and proud of their ancient nobility, they disdain commerce and agriculture; and thus these noble persons, boasting of their descent from the first Italian families, can bear to see their manfions pass into the hands of Plebeians, and their lands almost destitute of culture. The population of this island is said to exceed 10,000 persons: The capital contains nearly 2000; and the rest are scattered through 41 villages. The taxes which it pays for the lands, the karach, and the customs, amount to about 1660l. sterling; exclusively of some other occasional diffi- burments. Although the number of Catholics is diminishing, so that they have scarcely 600 settled in the town, they have an archbishop, a coadjutor, six canons, a rector, and several curates. They have also a house of Lazarists for the education of youth, a convent of Capuchins, another of Cordeliers, and another of cloistered nuns. The number of the Greeks, on the contrary, is increasing, and their clergy
are much less numerous, and more rich than those of the Latins. The priests of these two forms of religion govern this country with a rod of iron, and, without intending it, render the inhabitants more malicious than devout, more litigious and quarrelsome, than just or humane.

Such is Olivier's account; but Somini's is very different. He says, that the principal inhabitants have preferred the urbaneity, and noble and generous manners of their origin, and that they are distinguished by their affability and politeness, the fruits of a careful education. The women are no less amiable on account of their personal charms, than their other qualities.

This island is covered with high mountains, whose base is felicitate or granitale. White marble, and hard calcareous stones, lie every where on the felicitate, and give rise to a great number of springs, which water and fertilize the plains. The highest of these mountains is that of Jupiter, which the inhabitants call "Dias" or "Zia." In this mountain is a grotto of beautiful white marble, which has been much visited. The inhabitants regard it as a sacred spot, whether the Bacchants of the country came to celebrate their festivals and their mysteries. It presents now nothing very remarkable. Tournefort has described it in the "Voyage au Levant," vol. i. The summit of the mountains affords an extensive and interesting prospect. On the back of the mountains are some flocks of the little sheep of Italy and Provence, with short and coarse wool, and of a small species of goats, the flesh of which is eaten by the poor. The shepherds are peculiarly wild, and the women indefatigable. The females of Naxia, like those of Scio, take pleasure in holding in their mouths and chewing an inodorous sublance, which is furnished by a plant known to botanists under the name of "atraclysis gunnifera." The root of the plant affords an aliment equally wholesome and nutritious. The hills and rising grounds of this island are covered with myrtle, arbustes, lentikas, hypericums, favors, thorny brooms, leguminous shrubs, and several species of rock refus, particularly that which furnishes the labdanum. The rivulets are bordered by olenanders, agnus-casts, and plane-trees. In the east part of the island is a rocked of cliffs. The inhabitants of Naxos procure the caprification of the fig, and they cultivate the vine. Their wine has been generally commended. Athenæus, speaking of it in ancient times, compares it to the nectar of the gods. Olivier says, that it is generally of an indifferent quality, because they know neither how to make nor how to preserve it. The island furnishes wheat, kidney-beans, garden-beans, and a few other legumes for the home consumption. Barley, which is much more abundant, is annually exported. The oil is of an indifferent quality. Oranges, lemons, and bergamot-citrons, are less plentiful than they might be, as there is no town sufficiently near that furnishes a great consumption. The peaches, apricots, pomegranates, pines, plums, walnuts, almonds, and figs, are consumed in the island. Naxos has sheep and goats for the wants of the inhabitants, a few small-flinded oxen for husbandry, together with mules and asses for draught. The wool is of bad quality, and wholly consumed in the country. Cheese is an article of exportation. Cotton is but little cultivated, which is also the case with flax and flax. The honey and wax are consumed in the island. To the south of the town is a small falcon, whence the cattle is supplied with salt.

Although Naxia has no ports for the reception of vessels of a certain size, its coasts, nevertheless, afford tolerably good places of shelter against contrary winds; and the small craft of the archipelage are continually pulling into several of its coves. On the other hand, the principal town called Naxia, and off which vessels may call anchor in a roadstead, is at a very small distance from the much frequented harbours of the eastern side of the island of Paros, and in particular of the capital road of Naufa. N. lat. 37° 6'. E long. 25° 32'.

NAXIA, the capital of the above island, and one of the most beautiful towns in the Grecian archipelage. The town stands on an eminence by the sea-side, on the W. coast of the island, opposite to Paros. It was defended, under the Venetian princes, by a citadel, and by walls, which the Turks have in a great measure destroyed. The Latins, who were formerly masters of the country, are all lodged within their enclofure. The Greeks occupy that part which extends to the eastward of the caflle, known by the name of the "New Town," Naxos-Kou. The ancient city extended to the north, towards the fountain which bears the name of Ariadne. There are also, below the caflle, some remains of a subterranean aqueduct, that probably brought to the town the waters of a copious spring, which is seen four or five miles to the E., and which at this day serves to water part of the plain of Naxia. Bacchus had formerly a temple at Naxos. The gate and the foundation of it are still visible on a small rocky island, in the vicinity of Ariadne's foun- tain. A bridge built on a chain of rocks, it is said, joined this island to the large one, and conducted an aqueduct for conveying water for the priests who inhabited the enclofure of the temple. On the N. side of the island is found a colossal statue of Apollo, which is an imperfect piece of sculpture. The harbour, facing the island of Paros, was formerly capable of containing 30 galleys, was closed by a jetty, now to be divitently perceived when the sea is smooth. It is at present several feet under water, and yet the small craft of the country lie safely there in all seafons. Ships of burden may anchor, in summer, off the harbour, under shelter of the rock, on which are the remains of the temple of Bacchus. N. lat. 37° 7'. E. long. 25° 26'. Somini. Olivier.

NAXOS, or NAXUS, in Ancient Geography, an ancient town of Sicily, on the east side of the island, on a small promontory to the south of "Apollinis Archageta arā." and to the eaf of "Veneris Famus." It was near the mouth of the small river "Ariones." Upon the deftruction of this town, its inhabitants were removed to mount Taurus, on which they built the town of "Taurominimum," called "Naxos-Taurominimum."—Also, a town of the island of Crete,—Alfo, a town of Arcasia.

NAXUANA. a town of the Greater Armenia.

NAY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrénées, and chief place of a canton, in the diocëse of Pau; 9 miles S.S.E. of Pau. The place contains 2358, and the canton 10,036 inhabitants, on a territory of 145 kilometres, in 10 communes.—Alfo, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Galam; 25 miles S. of Galam.

NAYE, or NAYEOUT, a town of Africa, in Bondou; 12 miles S.W. of Fattimonda.

NAYLAND, or NEYLAND, a market-town in the hundred of Babergh, and county of Suffolk, England, is situated in a valley on the north bank of the river Stour. This place was formerly remarkable for its woollen manufacturers, but this branch of trade is now reduced to a very low ebb, only a small portion of yarn being made to supply the coarse and bombezen manufactory of Norwich. Some white and brown loof, of a very superior quality, is made here; and is also a considerable quantity of meal, which is sent to London. The church of Nayland, the principal ornamen- tation of the town, is almost in its centre, and is surmounted by a lofty spire. The porch is a very handsome piece.
piece of architecture, said to have been erected by one Abel, a clothier, whose monument appears in the wall. Various other monuments in memory of clothiers are dispersed throughout the interior of this edifice, but they are no otherwise worthy of regard, except as tokens of the early manufacturing opulence of the place. The market day is on Friday, and there is a fair annually on the second of October. According to the parliamentary returns of 1811, the houses in Nayland amounted to 184 in number, and the inhabitants to 933.

The manor here was one of those given by Henry III. to Hubert de Bango, his justiciary, when he created him earl of Kenm. It afterwards came into the possession of sir Rich- ard Wotton, who, on Charles I.'s reign, was elevated to the dignity of lord Wotton of Neyland, for his signal services as ambassador to several of the courts of Germany. This nobleman was subsequently made earl of Portland, and a knight of the Garter. Adjoining to Neyland is the parish called Stoke-Neyland, which is distinguished by a very noble church and beeple. This place was the site of a monastery of great note previous to the conquest, but it seems to have been long since it fell to decay after that event. Gifford's hall, the seat of the Monnocks, who have been proprietors of it since the time of Henry VI., is a conspicuous example of the fine old mansions. The shape of this house is quadrangular, with an open court in the middle, and the chief entrance under a tower gateway, said to have been built in the reign of Henry VIII. by Peter Gifford, esq. a distant relation of queen Anne Bullen. The whole is constructed of brick, and the mOULDings of the doors and windows are of the same material. Opposite to the gateway are the remains of an old chapel. A part of the gateway may be seen in Britton's Architectural Antiquities, vol. ii. 420. See also Kirby's Antiquities of the county of Suffolk.

NAYLER, James, in Biography, an English Quaker of the seventeenth century, who disgraced that harmless and, in general, exemplary sect, by the extravagance and fanaticism of his conduct, was born at Ardley, near Wakefield, in Yorkshire, about the year 1616. He received the elements of a very common education, and was refusing at Wakefield when the civil wars broke out in 1641. He then entered into the parliamentary army, and served as a soldier in the ranks several years; at first under Lord Fairfax, and afterwards as quarter-master in major-general Lambert's troop in Scotland, till he returned home, about the year 1649. At this period he was member of the Independent party, and continued so till the year 1651, when the preaching of George Fox at Wakefield, made him a convert to the communion of Quakers, or, as they are more properly called, of Friends, among whom he soon commenced preacher, with much acceptability. In the beginning of 1652, he fancied he heard a voice calling upon him to renounce his kindred and father's house, and to go into the west of England, promising that God would be with him. He was obedient to what, in the fervour of enthusiasm, he believed was a heavenly monition, and went about preaching from place to place, making profelytes in abundance. In 1654-5, he came to the metropolis, where he found a meeting of Friends, which had been established by Edward Burrough, and Francis Howgill, among whom he greatly distinguished himself by his preaching, and so highly did he rank in popularity, that he drew the people from the services of the other preachers, who were foppooped to be less gifted in spiritual things. He became intoxicated by the notice taken of him, and going again into the west, he was, in 1656, committed to the prison of Exeter for propagating his opinions. Here, as is very natural, his friends fowied him every mark of respect and attachment, and some zealots in his cause addressed him in terms that were frightful to consider, calling him the "everlasting son of righteousness;" the "prince of peace;" the "only begotten son of God," &c. He received the homage with the compofure of one who thought he deserved it; but Fox, and the other leading men among the Friends, disdained him, after they had attempted, in vain, to reclaim him to the rational principles of religion. When Nayler was released from imprisonment he intended to return to London, and taking Bristol in his way, his deluded adherents in Glositanbury, Wells, and other places, burned their garments before him, and formed a procession, in imitation of our Saviour's entrance into Jerusalem, and in this way he made his entrance into Bristol. Such conduct was not likely to be overlooked by the existing government, and a committee was appointed by parliament to examine witnesses against Nayler, upon a charge of blasphemy, for admitting religious worship to be paid him, and for assuming the names and incommunicable titles and attributes of Christ. When charged in this way, he admitted the truth of the allegations, but contended, that the honours which he received were not paid to him, but to Christ, who dwelt in him. He was, however, found guilty, as it should seem, not legally, by a jury of his country, but, contrary to law, by a committee of parliament, who resolved that "James Nayler is guilty of horrid blasphemy, and that he is a grand impostor, and a great seducer of the people." To receive his sentence he was brought to the bar of the house; and as the punishment of this madman was as cruel as could well be inflicted by the malice of man, it is necessary to observe that the house was not unanimous in its decisions; it occupied the debates of the commons for more than a week; many of the members of that body entertained the opinion of putting him to death, and some few totally disapproved of the sentence which was used against him. At length, on the seventeenth of December, it was carried by a majority, that "James Nayler be fet in the pillory in the Palace-yard, Weelmin-iter, during the space of two hours, on Thursday next, and be whipt by the hangman through the streets, from Weelminiter to the Old Exchange, and there likewise be set on the pillory for two hours, on Saturday next, in each place wearing a paper containing an inscription of his crimes. And that at the Old Exchange his tongue be bored through with a hot iron, and that he be there itigmatized in the forehead with the letter B." That he be afterwards sent to Bristol, and be conveyed into and through the said city on horseback, with his face backwards, and there also to be publicly whipt; and that from thence he be committed to the prison in Bridewell, London, and there restrained from the society of all people, and there to labour hard till he be released by parliament; and during that time he be debared the use of pen, ink, and paper; and shall have no relief, but what he earns by his daily labour." Such a sentence, which was executed without mercy, deferedly hands down to infamy all those who took a part in it: the parliament, who pronounced this sentence; the protector, who could have prevented it; and the pious divines, as they are sometimes called, Caryl, Manton, Nye, Griffith and Reynolds, who were sent to reclaim him, but who, when they were unable to effect their purpose, were the cruel executors of his sufferings. Hereafter let no Christian look into the works of these men, nor think of their names, without connecting with them their brutal conduct towards a deluded madman, who was an object of pity, not of indignation, and who ought to have been affigned to the care of a physician for the cure of his phrensy, and not to the iron fource of Cromwell's hang-
man. After the Protector's death, Nayler was released from prison, and he took the earliest opportunity of going to Bristol, which had been the principal scene of his mis-
nerable scenes, and of making a confession of his offences, which he uttered with too much feeling, and real sorrow, as to draw tears from all who heard it. Nayler did not long survive his enlargement; he died as he was on his journey into York-
shire, to receive there the welcome gratulations of his wife and children. When he was within two hours of his death, he exclaimed, in a spirit of piety which probably none of his preachers ever felt, "I see a spirit which I feel, that de-
thopes to do no evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but delights to endure all things, in the hope to enjoy its own in the end. Its hope is to outlive all wrath and contention, and to weary out all exaltation and cruelty, or whatever is of a nature contrary to itself." After his death, his "Recantation" of those errors which had brought him into suffering, and his other pieces, were published in an octavo volume. Biog. Brit. Toulin's Ed. of Neal's Hist. of Puritans, vol. iv. p. 152-7.

NAVO, in Geography, a small island in the East Indian sea, near the north coast of Celebes. N. lat. 1° 24'. E. long. 124° 24'.

NAIRES, or NAJRES. See Calicut.

NAZARETE, or Nazarethus. The flate and con-
dition of a Nazarite or Nazarean among the Jews. See Nazarite.

The Nazarene was a small settlement from the rest of mankind; particularly in three things. 1. In that the peron devoted to it drank no wine. 2. In that they did not shave their heads, but let the hair grow. 3. In avoiding the touch of dead people, which they held a de-

 Nazarite was of two kinds; the one temporary, or for a certain number of days; the other for life. The rab-

The Nazareth, in Ancient Geography, a town of Palesti-

tine, in the tribe of Zebulun, seated on the declivity of a mount, at some distance W. from mount Tabor. Here our Lefted Saviour spent the first thirty-three years of his life. Among the antiquities of Palestine, travellers mention a flate church, under ground, built, as it is reported, in the cave where the Virgin Mary received the Angel's hail, and where, just at the section of the crypts, are erected two pillars of granite, each f-mweight: above two feet in diameter, and about three feet distant from each other. These are sup-
poded to stand where the angel and the Virgin were stationed at the time of the annunciation. Near this are seen some no-

NAZARETH, in Geography, now called Najf, formerly so much celebrated, is at present an inconceivable village of Syria, in the pachal of Sade, or of Acre, inhabited by one-third of Mahometans, and two-thirds Greek Catholics. The fathers of the Holy Land, who are dependent on the great convent of Jerusalem, have an hospitium and a church here. They are usually the farmers of the country. In the
time of Daher, they were obliged to make a present to every

NAZARETH, a town of France, in the department of the Seheldt, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Gand. The place contains 4574, and the canton 12,742 inhabitants, on a territory of 126½ kilometres, in seven communes.

NAZARETH, a beautiful port-town of America, in North-
ampton county, Pennsylvania, inhabited by Moravians or United Brethren; 63 miles N. by W. of Philadelphia. It is
situated on the central part of a tract of land, containing about 5000 acres, bought by the brethren, near a small creek, which flows itself in the ground, about one mile and a half east of the town; and consists of two principal streets that form a square. The principal building, called Nazare-

NAZARETH, a river of Africa, which runs into the Atlan-
tic, near Cape Lopez Gonfalvo.

NAZARETE, or Nazarene, in the Old Testament, is used for a person distinguished and separated from the rest, by something extraordinary, either his sanctity, dignity, or vows.

The word comes from the Hebrew נזיר, nazir, to dlgin-
gue, separate; in which it differs from Nazarean, an inhabit-
ant of the country called Nazareth, which comes from נצר, nazar, or nazer, to save, preserve.

The first person to whom the title נזר, nazir, is applied, is Joseph. (Gen. xlix. 26. See also Deut. xxxiii. 16.) He was so called, either because he was separated from the society of his brethren by their malice towards him, or from their evil practices by the grace of God, or because he was advanced by providence to highly above them in dignity and honour. But whatever was the reason of Joseph's being called נזר, nazir, the term was afterwards used to denote a particular sort of separation or devotedness to God, and on that account was applied to the Nazarenes. Accordingly there were of two sorts, viz. such as were by their parents devoted to God in their maner, or even sometimes before they were born: and such as devoted themselves. The former are called "Nazareni nati," and were Nazarenes for life; and the latter "Nazareni votivi," who ordinarily bound themselves to observe the laws of the Nazarenes only for a limited time. In the number of perpetual Nazarenes, were S campaigners, Samuel, and John the Baptist. (Judg. xiii. 5. 1 Sam. i. 11. Luke, i. 15.) Thee, or the "Nazareni nati," were not bound to the same strictness as the "votivi," who must not touch any dead carcass, nor so much as enter the doors of a house where a deceased person was. At for the "Nazareni votivi," who bound themselves by a vow to observe
observe the law of the Nazarites for a certain time, their laws are contained in Numb. chap. vi. The institution of Nazarism was, without doubt, partly religious, and partly civil and prudential. That it was partly religious, is concluded from the book of Amos, chap. ii. 11. Moreover, the frivolity and temperance which the Nazarites were bound to observe very much conduced to health; and thus the institution had its civil and prudential use. (See Lam iv. 7.) That the law of the Nazarites was observed among the Jews at the time of the evangelical history, is evident from what Josephus says of Bence, A.D. 66. (De Bell. lib. ii. c. 15.) A difficulty has been raised with respect to St. Paul's vow at Cenchrea (Acts, xviii. 18.); because the Jewish writers say, that a Nazarite ought not to be out of the land of Israel; and in the law of Moses it is said (Numb. vi. 18.) "the Nazarite shall have the head of his preparation at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation." Dr. Lardner, in resolving this difficulty, inclines to think, that notwithstanding all the zeal of the Jews, they did at this time dispense with the exactness of many things required in the law of Moses. This seems to have been the necessary consequence of their living, as numbers of them now did, at a great distance from Jerusalem. Besides, it seems to have been a rule in the Jewish books, "that they who make the vow of the Nazarite out of the land of Israel, shall go into it to complete the vow." The learned writer now cited suggests, that it will much contribute to the solution of this difficulty, if it be allowed, that this was the reason of the Paul's great concern to keep the next feast at Jerusalem. See Acts, xvii. o—22.

In the second verse of the term Nazarite, derived from נazaar, whence Nazareth, our Saviour himself was called a Nazarene, or Nazarite (Matt. ii. 23.); for this name, or title, as applied to Christ, is sometimes written נזרה (Mark, iv. 67. xvi. 6. Luke, iv. 34.), sometimes נזרה (Matt. xxvi. 71. John, xviii. 7. Acts, ii. 22.), which words seem to be used by the Evangelists precisely in the same sense; accordingly, the Syriac version renders both by the word "Notario."

The evangelist Matthew's allusion as the reason for our Saviour's being called נזרה, that he came and dwelt in the city of Nazareth (Matt. ii. 23.), and referring to some prophecy, which, at least in express words, is no where to be found in the whole Old Testament, hath given critics and commentators no little trouble; "that it might be fulfilled," faith in, "which was spoken by the prophets, he shall be called a Nazarene." Among the different solutions that have been given of this difficulty, the most probable are, either that the passage here referred to is lost, as Chrysolomus sugggests, or that the two first chapters of St. Matthew's gospel are not genuine (see Matthew), or, as St. Jerom intimates, that the evangelist does not here refer to any one particular passage, but to what several of the prophets have in effect said. As he uses the word prophets in the plural number, it is evident, said that father, that he did not take the words from the scripture, but the sense only. (See Whitby on Matt. ii. 23.) Being called a Nazarene is the same thing as being one, the Hebrews expressing word and thing by the same term. The meaning then of Christ's being called נזרה may be, that he shall be despised and reproached, according to a variety of predictions (Is. xxii. 6. lxix. 9. If. ii. 3—5. Zech. xi. 12, 13.), which were accomplished, in one instance at least, by his being called a Nazarene, from his having dwelt at Nazareth, that being a town of such ill repute, that it was commonly thought no good thing could come out of it (John, i. 66.), and our Saviour's being supposed to come out of it being one occasion of his being despised and rejected by the Jews. (John, vii. 52.) Nevertheless, the appellation נזרה of Nazareth, being added to Jesus, in order to distinguish him from all others of the same name, is sometimes applied to him when no reproach was intended, as by St. Peter (Acts, ii. 22. iii. 6. iv. 10.), and by an angel (Mark, xvi. 6.) It is, however, generally used by the Jews as a term of reproach, not only in respect to our Saviour himself, but to his disciples after his ascension. They stigmatized them of the seed of the Nazarene, (Acts, xv. 5.) Nevertheless, the disciples of Christ, after they had generally taken the name of Christians, reverted upon the Jews, giving this title of reproach (as some have supposed) to the Judaizing Christians, as we learn from Epiphanius. See the next article.

Nazarites, Nazarenes, or Nazarines, were likewise a kind of sectaries in the church, in the first ages of Christianity; or, as others describe them, the first believers in Christianity, profelyted from the Jews, and therefore called Jewish believers.

St. Epiphanius tells us, that the Nazarenes were the same with the Jews in every thing relating to the doctrine and ceremonies of the Old Testament; and only differed from them in this, that they added Christianity to their; professing to believe, that Jefus Christ was the Messiah.

There were two kinds of Nazarenes, the one pure, who kept the law of Moses and Christianity together, and who were not placed by the ancient Christians in the register of heretics, but first ranked in this class by Epiphanius, in the fourth century; the other, real Ebionites; see this article.

Ecclesiastical writers tell us, that St. Matthew preached the Gospel to the Jews at Jerusalem, and the rest of Palestine, in their own language; and that accordingly they had his Gospel written in the Hebrew of that time. And St. Epiphanius adds, that this Gospel was preferred among the Jews; and only doubts whether they might not have refuted the genealogy of Jesus Christ, which was not in the copy of the Ebionites. St. Jerom, who translated it out of Hebrew into Greek and Latin, says, a great many people took the Hebrew Gospel, used by the Nazarenes and Ebionites, to be the original of St. Matthew. See St. Matthew.

Hence Baronius, in his Annals, says, if the Vulgate Latin version were to be reformed, it should rather be done by the Hebrew original, than by the Greek, which is but a copy. Caiusbon treats this opinion of Baronius as highly impious; as not being able to conceive how the authority of the Greek version should depend on a text quite lost. He adds, that it was never used by any but the Nazarenes, the Ebionites, and some other heretics; and that it was full of fables, as having been altered and corrupted by those heretics.

The reader will find an accurate and satisfactory account of this Gospel in Mr. Jones's Method of settling the canonical Authority of the New Testament.

Moilema observes, that the term Nazarenes was not originally the name of a sect, but that which distinguished the disciples of Jesus in general. Nevertheless, those who, after their separation from their brethren, retained the title of Nazarenes, differed much from the true disciples of Christ, to whom that name had been originally given. They held that Christ was born of a virgin, and was also in a certain manner united to the divine nature; they refused to abandon the ceremonies prescribed by the law of Moses, but were far from attempting to impose the observance of these ceremonies upon the Gentile Christians; they rejected also those additions that were made to the Mosaic institutions.
ocations by the Pharisees, and the doctors of the law; and from hence we see the reason why the greatest part of the Christians treated the Nazarenes with a more than ordinary degree of gentleness and forbearance.

This writer says, that after the destruction of Jerusalem, under the emperor Adrian, the zealots for the Jewish rites defected the ordinary assemblies of Christians, and established separate meetings among themselves; and were thereover numbered with those sects which had departed from the pure doctrine of Christ. Hence, he says, arose the names of Nazarenes and Ebionites, by which the judaizing Christians were distinguished from those who looked upon the Mosaic worship and ceremonies as entirely abhorred by the appearance of Christ upon earth. Hence he concludes, that though the Nazarenes and Ebionites are generally placed among the sects of the apostolic age, they really belong to the second century, which was the earliest period of their existence as a sect. At the beginning of Christianity, says Beaufobre, (Hill. Manich. t. ii.) there arose two opposite errors concerning the person of our Saviour. The first obtained among the Christians who came out of Judaism. Many perfused themselves that the Christ was but a mere man, distinguished from others by the abundance of divine gifts conferred upon him, and by his incompareable virtues.

In the time of the apostles, according to Athanasius, the Jews were in this error, and drew the Gentiles into it; that the Christ is only a mere man, that he is not God, and that the Word was not made flesh. These Jews were not the unbelieving Jews, but such as made profession of Christianity. But though they agreed so far, they were not all of the same mind concerning the nativity of our Saviour. Some believed that he was the son of Joseph and Mary. Others acknowledged, that he was born of a virgin, and conceived by the sole operation of the Holy Spirit. Neither the one nor the other refused him the title of the Son of God; but they imagined that it was given him on account of the eminence of his office, the excellency of his gifts, his glorious resurrection, the sovereign authority and dominion to which he was advanced by the Father; to all which, they added his miraculous nativity. These kept the name of Nazarenes, which had been given to the first believers; the others were called Ebionites. These two, says this author, were the most ancient heresies of Christianity. Origen and Eusebius speak of two sects of Ebionites, including in these, as we may suppose, those that are sometimes called Nazarenes, and who were the descendents of the Jewish believers at Jerusalem. These latter believed Jesus to be born of a virgin by an especial inspiration of the power of God, or by the Holy Ghost. They also received the apostle Paul and all the other apostles of Christ. While, with the other chiefs of Ebionites, they adhered to the injunctions of the law of Moses, after they had received the gospel of Christ, they did not like them, impose legal obervers upon all men as necessary to salvation. They were evidently of the same opinion with the believers in the church of Jerusalem.

(See Acts, ch. xx.) Whilest on their part they observed them as descendants of Israel and Abraham, they did not impose the ordinances of the law upon others. Of these Nazarenes, Eusebius says, that though they believed Jesus to be born of a virgin by the Holy Ghost, they did not acknowledge his pre-existence as God the word; but Dr. Lardner presumes, that they believed Jesus Christ to be the word, and wisdom, and power of God; but they did not believe the pre-existence of the word as a distinct person and separate from God the father. St. Jerome says, that in his time there were many all over the East called Nazarenes, upon whom the Jews pronounced their curties as heretics. For further particulars respecting these Nazarenes, see Ebionites, Gospel, and St. Matthew.

NAZE, in Geography, a cape in the county of Essex, S of Harwich; near which has been erected a tower for a light-house, eighty feet high. N. lat. 51° 57'. E. long. 1° 11'.

NAZIANZES, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Cappadocia, towards the S.W., near mount Athan. It was the fee of Gregory, the father of St. Gregory, known to the world by his writings.

NAZIMOV, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Tobolsk, on the Enisei; 68 miles N. of Enisei.

NAZIN, a river of Russia, which runs into the Oby, N. lat. 60° 20'. E. long. 68° 20'.

NAZZARETO, a town of Persea, in the province of Irak; 130 miles S.S.W. of Hamadan.

NEA, a river of Norway, which runs into the Seelbo lake, in the province of Dronthen.

NEA, in Ancient Geography. See NEAPOLIS.—Allo, a town of the Troade, according to Pliny, but placed by Steph. Byz. in Myfia.—Allo, an island of the Ægean sea, placed by Pliny between Lemnos and the Hellepont, and consecrated to Minerva.

Nea Paphos, a town of the island of Cyprus, 60 itadia from Palæ Paphos, according to Strabo. It was situated in the S.W. part of the island, in a gulf formed by the promontory of Zephyrwm.

NE ADMITTA, in Law, a writ directed to the bishop, in behalf of the plaintiff, or defendant, in a cause where a quare impedit, or aiface of darren defendant, is depending; when either party fears, that the bishop will admit the other's clerk during the fight between them.

This writ should be brought within six months after the church becomes void, before the bishop may preface by lape; and upon granting it, another writ is sufficed to the chief justice of the common pleas, to certify the king in chancery, whether there be any plea before him and the other justices, between the parties, &c.

NEAGH, LOUGH, in Geography, a lake of Ireland of considerable extent, lying between the counties of Armagh, Tyrone, Londonderry, and Antrim. According to Dr. Beaufort, it is 15 miles long, seven broad, and covers 582,200 Irish acres, equal to 935,602 English ones. It was formerly latted to cover a plain of 100,000 acres, but Mr. Lendrick's Survey corrected this error. The river called the Lower Bann, flowing from south to north, is the only outlet for seven rivers and innumerable streams that pour their tributary waters into this great inland sea, yet inundations seldom occur; "perhaps a great overflow," says Sir Charles Coote, "will not occur above once in fifteen years." There are, however, tracts of very low marshy ground, especially on the south of it, which are usually flooded, and are considered incapable of being reclaimed. Lough Neagh is the largest of the Irish lakes, but much inferior to many of them in point of beauty. Its shores are molly formed either by the marshy grounds already mentioned, or by an inanimate strand. They are of course deficient in those varied banks and bold promontories, without which such extensive sheets of water cannot have a picturesque effect, unless when the uniformity is broken by frequent islands of different size and character. There are hut two in this lake, a very small one near the mouth of the Blackwater, and Ram island, within a short distance of the Antrim shore, remarkable only for an ancient round tower. The views are more pleasing in lough Beg, into which these waters again expand, after the course of about a mile through a very
NEAL, DANIEL, in Biography, a learned English Protestant dissenting divine, who flourished in the eighteenth century, was born in London in the year 1678. Having lost his parents when very young, the care of his education devolved on his maternal uncle, who sent him to Merchant Taylors’ School to be instructed in grammar and classical learning. On this public foundation he continued till he became the bead scholar, but, from an unwillingness to subscribe to the articles, he declined an offer made him of an exhibition to St. John’s college, Oxford. About the year 1697 he entered himself as student in a dissenting academy under the direction of Mr. Row. After spending three years in this seminary he went for farther improvement to Holland, where he prosecuted his studies during two years at the university of Utrecht, under the celebrated profeffor d’Uries, Gravenius, and Burman, and then he removed to Leipsic, where he remained another year. In 1703 he returned to his native country, in company with Mr. Martin Tomkins, and Mr., afterwards Dr., Nathaniel Lardner, and soon began to officiate as a preacher. In 1704 he was chosen fellow to Dr. Singleton, minister of an independent congregation in Alderfitge street, upon whose death, in 1706, he was elected to the pastoral office among them. In this connection he continued thirty-six years, discharging the duties of his office with the greatest affability and zeal. The small portion of time which he allowed himself from his official services, as a preacher and pastor, he devoted to the study of history, and in 1720 he published his first work under the title of “The History of New England, being an impartial Account of the civil and ecclesiastical history of the Country,” which consisted of two volumes octavo, contains an entertaining and instructive narrative of the first planting of the gospel in a foreign heathen land, and of the rise of an infant commonwealth, struggling with a thousand difficulties; but triumphing over them all, together with biographical memoirs of the principal persons in church and state. In 1722 Mr. Neal published “A Letter to Dr. Francis Hare, Dean of Worcester,” occasioned by his Reflections on the Dissenters, &c., and in the same year he gave the public “A Narrative of the Method and Success of inoculating the Small-pox in New England, by Mr. Benjamin Colman, &c.” On the appearance of this piece her royal highness Caroline, princess of Wales, sent for Mr. Neal to obtain from him some farther account of the actual practice of inoculation. From this period he published only some single sermons till the year 1732, when he sent into the world the first volume of his great work, “The History of the Puritans, or Protestant Non-conformists, from the Reformation to the Death of Queen Elizabeth, with an Account of their Principles, &c.” The circumstances that gave rise to this publication were as follow: Some years before, Dr. Edmund Calamy, in his “Abridgment of the Life of Baxter,” had laid before the public a view of the state of non-conformity, and of the characters and sufferings of its principal adherents during the period immediately succeeding the Act of Uniformity in 1662. This work suggested to Dr. John Neal the design of “A History of New England, from the reformation to the commencement of the civil wars in England in 1640. Mr. Neal was requested to take up the history from that period, and to carry it on to the Act of Uniformity. Dr. Evans had not by any means accomplished his work at the time of his death in 1730, but before this Mr. Neal had finished his intended labour, and had rendered his MS., in every respect, ready for the press. The decease of Dr. Evans obliged him to take up the history from the reformation to the year 1640, in order to render his own work complete and more generally interesting. Mr. Neal had not long published his first volume when he saw he had abundant encouragement to proceed with the undertaking, and in the year 1733 he published a second volume. It was not till the year 1736 that he gave the public his third volume, but during the interval, he engaged with other ministers in certain lectures preached in London, justifying and recommending the principal topics of the Christian religion; and exposing the erroneous tenets of the church of Rome. In 1738 Mr. Neal published his fourth volume, which contained his “Defences of Non-conformity to the Act of Toleration in 1689.” By this work he has secured to himself a permanent and unfading reputation; it is thus described by Dr. Jennings. “The style is most easy and perspicuous; and the judicious remarks which he leads his readers to make upon facts as they go along, make his history to be not only more entertaining, but to be more instructive and useful than most books of that kind.” In a controversy which he had with Dr. Maddox, Mr. Neal published “A Review of the principal Facts objected to in the first Volume of the History of the Puritans,” which was considered to be written with great judgment, and to establish the author’s character as an accurate and diligent historian. His health now began to decline, or he would, probably, have vindicated the other volumes from the animadversions of Dr. Zachary Grey. This talk has been very judiciously performed by Dr. Toulmin, in notes to a new edition of Mr. Neal’s History. Mr. Neal, after a long series of illness, died at Bath in 1743. “He had,” says his biographer, “filled the relations of domestic life with interest and honour, and his loss occasioned a deep regret in the hearts of his family. In his public connections, he was a prudent counsellor, and a faithful steadie friend.” He was probably a Calvinist in his religious faith, but neither his charity nor his friendships were confined to men of his own opinions. The Bible alone was his standard for religious truth,
NEA

truth, and he was willing and deforous that others should have the fame liberty of judging of its contents as he claimed for himself. He had married a sister of the celebrated Lardner, by whom he left a son and two daughters. His son, Mr. Nathaniel Neal, an eminent attorney, was author of "A free and ferious Remontrance to Protestant Diffenting Ministers on occasion of the Decay of Religion," which was republished by Mr. Jeb Orton in the year 1775.

One of the daughters married the son of Dr. David Jennings, and the other the Rev. Mr. Litter, of Ware, in Hertfordshire, whose sons are the eminent Dr. William Litter, of London, and Mr. Daniel Litter, to whom Dr. Toulmin has dedicated his edition of "The History of the Puritans," to which we refer our readers for more information on the subject of this article.

NEALED, at Sea, is used when the founding is deep water close to the shore: it is then said to be nealed to; as also when the shore is sandy, clayey, oozy, or foul and rocky.

NEALING, or Annealing, in the arts, consists in making metals red-hot, which have become hard and brittle by working, in order to restore their former malleability and tractability. All metals have the property of becoming more or less hard and malleable, after undergoing the operation of the hammer. Metals thus affected are more elastic than they were before, but, at the same time, they become more brittle. They are the more sensibly affected in this manner in proportion as the metals are naturally harder. Copper is so much affected, and even gold and silver, by hammering and compression, that they soon cease to be malleable, and instead of being extended under the hammer they crack and split. Hence the necessity of annealing the common coins of the country, to which we have referred under the article MINT. In all cases the labour of hammering, when it is to be long continued, must occasionally be interrupted to soften and restore malleability to metals; this is effected by making them red-hot, and suffering them to cool gradually. Thus heat produces the same effect on metals, in the flate deformed, as it does upon tempered steel, for, if the hardest tempered steel be made red-hot and cooled slowly, it becomes as tractable and ductile as the softest iron. Articles of glass are also nealed before they are fit for use, by placing them in a furnace, and after they have been raised to a due degree of temperature, they are suffered to cool gradually. Without this operation glass vessels would be entirely useless, as they would not admit of the least change of temperature from cold to heat, nor would they bear the slightest blow. See Glass.

Nealing of Glass is the baking of glass, to dry, harden, and give it the due consistence, after it has been blown, and fashioned into the proper works.

This is usually performed in a kind of tower, called the kiln, built over the melting furnace. See Glass.

Nealing of Glass is also used for the art of staining of glass with metallic colours.

One fine use of silver, says Mr. Boyle, was only discovered since the art of annealing upon glass came to be practised. For prepared silver, or even the crude metal, being burnt on a glass plate, will tinge it of a fine yellow, or golden colour. And there are several mineral earths, and other coarce matters, of use in this art, which by means of fire impart transparent colours to glasses, and sometimes different ones from those of the bodies themselves.

Nealing of Steel is the heating it in the fire to a blood-red heat; and then taking it out, and letting it cool gently of itself.

This is done to make it softer, in order to engrave or punch upon it. See Tempering, and Engraving. See also Steel.

Nealing is also used for the art or act of burning or baking earthen or other ware in an oven.

The miners at Mendip, when they meet with a rock they cannot cut through, anneal it, by laying on wood and coal, and contriving the fire so that they quit the mine before the operation begins, it being dangerous to enter it again before it be quite cleared of the smoke. Phil. Trans. N. 39. p. 769.

Nealing of Tile is used for ancient statues for the burning of tiles.

The word is formed of the Saxon ondan, ascendere, to light, burn.

Neander, Michael, in Biography, a German physiciain, who was more celebrated, however, for his mathematical knowledge, was born in the year 1520, at Joachimsthal, a town of Mifnia, on the borders of Bohemia. After the usual studies, he received the degree of master of arts at the university of Wittenberg, in 1550. He afterwards settled at Jena, as a teacher of Greek and mathematics, and filled these duties for the space of seven years, during which he also applied himself to the study of medicine; and in 1558 he was admitted to the degree of M.D. Two years after he was appointed professor of medicine in the same university, of which he also twice filled the office of rector. He died in 1581, at the age of fifty-two, leaving behind him several learned publications. The titles of these are, "Synopsis Menfuruarum et Ponderum, &c." 4to. Balle, 1555; "Methodorum in omni genere Artium breves et succinctae," 1556; "Physica, seu Syloge Phylicorum," 1567; "Remonftrance ad omnem Vitam utilium," Partibus Duabus ex principio in Michaelis Neander, 1785 and 1791; "Sphera Elementa, cum Computo Ecclefiastico, &c." Gen. Biol.

Neandria, or Neandrium, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Troade, upon the Hellespont, according to Strabo. The inhabitants of this town were transferred to Alexandria.

Neap, or Neer-Tides, are those tides which happen when the moon is in the middle of the second and fourth quarters.

The neap-tides are low tides, in respect to their opposite, the spring-tides. As the highest of the spring tides is three days after the full or change, so the lowest of the neap is four days before the full or change. On which occasion the seamen say, that it is deep neap. See Tide.

Neaped, when a ship wants water, so that she cannot get out of the harbour, off the ground, or out of the dock; the seamen say, she is watered, or housed.

Neapolis, in Ancient Geography, Naples, a town of Italy. In Campania, upon a gulf to which it has given its name. This town was built by the Cumæans, who called it Neapoli Cumana, or the new Cumæ. This city became municipal, and obtained the privilege of a borough by the Julian law. Strabo says, that in his time many Romans resortd hither to pass a voluptuous life after the manner of the Greeks, whose language they adopted. Alaric, after having sacked Rome, A.D. 498, pillaged before Naples without damaging it, and the same conduct was pursued by Genefeci. Hither the young Augustus retired, when he was dethroned by Odoacer. The town was taken by this prince, and afterwards by Theodoric, who gave it the name of a county. See Naples.—Allo, a town mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles, chap. xvi. v. 11. This was a town of Macedonia, where St. Paul arrived from the island of Samothrace.—Allo, a town in the interior of the Tauric Cherson—
Cheroneus, according to Strabo; but its situation is not ascertained.—Alfo, a town of Caria, placed by Ptolemy between Niarandas and Carysta.—Alfo, a town of Afa Minor, in Ionia, according to Strabo. It was situated N.E. of the isle of Samos, N. of mount Mycale, and S.S.E. of Ephesus. This town belonged to the Samians, who had received it in exchange of the inhabitants of Ephesus.—Alfo, a town of Afa, in Ifauria, according to Suidas, probably the same which Ptolemy places in Phidia.—Alfo, a town of Egypt, in the Thebaid, called alfo Nea, and placed by Herodotus in the vicinity of Chemnis.—Alfo, a town of Africa, now Nabal, situated five leagues S.W. of Curobis. It was near the sea-coast, and seems to have been a considerable place.—Alfo, a name given to one of the ports of Alexandria.—Alfo, a town on the western coast of the island of Sardinia.—Alfo, a town of the Colchide, placed by Ptolemy between Siganem and Acapol. —Alfo, a town of Cyrenaica, placed by Ptolemy between Chareia and Artaim.

NEAPOLITAN DISEASE, a name given by many authors to the venereal disease (see Lues Venerea); and from hence came the name of the Neapolitan ointment, which is a mixture of quicksilver, and other things, into an ointment intended as a cure for it.

NEAR, or Ne Near, at Sen, a word of command from him that comds the ship, to the man at the helm, requiring him to let her fall to leeward. See No nearer.

NEARCHUS, in Biography, one of Alexander's captains, was employed by that conqueror in conducting his fleet of India, by the ocean to the Persian gulf. This expedition proved so tedious and fatiguing, that the leader, on his return, was not recognized by his friends until he had made himself known. His service was so much esteemed, that he was crowned with a garland by Alexander at Sufa, and wherever he went through the camp flowers were thrown upon him. He is reckoned among the historians of Alexander, and is referred to as such by Strabo, Suidas, and Arrian, the latter of whom has copied much from him in his Indica. The relation of his voyage is extant, and is a very curious and valuable piece. It is published among HUDSON'S "Geographi Minoris." Gen. Biog.

NEARD, NHAARD, or Neaard, in Ancient Geography, a town of Afa, on the right bank of the Euphrates, S.E. of Anatho. This, according to Josephus, was one of the most celebrated of the Jewish schools.

NEAT, or Nett-weight, the weight of a commodity alone, clear of the cask, bag, case, and even fifth. See Net, and Weight.

NEAT-Cattle, in Agriculture, a term applied to all sorts of cattle of the cow kind.

NEATH, in Geography, in the hundred of Neath, and county of Glamorgan, South Wales, is a market town, seated in a valley on the eastern bank of a river which gave name to the place, and which is navigable for small vessels. Here was formerly a Roman station, called Nidum. In the reign of king Henry I. a castle was built here by Richard de Granville, or Grauvili, who was lord of Neath, and who is said to have come to this part of the country to cooperate with Robert Fitzhamon and others against Rhys-ap-Tudor. Having subdued this prince, Richard de Granville seems to have letted it here; and from him have sprung the present noble family of Granville.

Neath is a borough by prescription. The corporation consists of a portreeve, twelve aldermen, a recorder, and an indefinite number of burgesses. The portreeve, and the constable of the castle, hold a court of pleas once every month, and a court leet twice a year. Here are likewise held the petty sessions for the hundred, and there is a court of quarter sessions once in twelve months. This is one of the contributory boroughs with Cardiff, which sends one member to parliament. The market days are Wednesday and Thursday in each week. A legacy has been lately left for the endowment of a free school, but it is not yet established. This parish, according to the parliamentary returns of 1811, contained 533 houses, and 2740 inhabitants.

No manufactures of any consequence are carried on within the limits of the borough of Neath, but its vicinity is crowded with iron works, some of which are conducted upon a very extensive scale. Here are likewise several copper works, a large chemical work, and a very productive colliery. The produce of these several establishments is conveyed to Neath and Swansea by means of canals, and from thence shipped to different parts of the kingdom. Much of the copper from Paris mountain in Anglesey is smelted in this neighbourhood; where, enveloped in the cloud of smoke which issues from the numerous furnaces, stands the ruins of Neath Abbey, built by Richard de Granville, in the reign of Henry I. It was dedicated to the Holy Trinity, and filled with monks of the order of St. Sauveur, of France. At this monastery the unfortunate Edward II. sheltered himself, when driven back from Ireland by contrary winds, till he was taken by one of his barons, and confined in the castle of Kenilworth. The remains yet standing are very considerable, and form the north side of a quadrangle. In front of the gates are the arms of England, and of John of Gaunt. At a short distance north from Neath, on the summit of a hill, is the Knoll, a curious curvated seat of the Morkworths. The views from this mansion are peculiarly fine, and the pleasure grounds around are laid out in perfect conformity to the nature of the country in which it is situated. Adjoining to these on the north, at a hamlet called Cwyn-y-Bryn, is a flat expanse of twenty tons weight, which is denominated Arthur's-ystone, but how it became to be so designated is uncertain. At Llychwhir, eight miles distant from Neath, are the remains of a strong castle destroyed by Rhys-ap-Gwilydd, in the year 1215; and about half way on the road to Bridgend is Margam-park, celebrated for its orangery. Here are also some ruins of an ancient abbey founded by Robert, earl of Gloucester, in the year 1177. This abbey, according to the accounts of those who visited it in the last century, must have been, in the time of its prosperity, a very large and magnificent building, and we cannot help deploiring the want of taste, not to say the worse of it, that could defrey this ancient fabric for the sake of using its materials in the construction of the newly erected mansion of Penrice.” In the village of Margam stands a very curious ancient crofs, and in the adjoining field are several inscribed and monumental stones. The following is one of the inscriptions, “Senatus populusque vermanus divo Tito, divi Vespasiani, F. Vespasiano Augusta.” On the north-wet side of a hill, on the left of the village, is a Roman encampment of great extent, and contiguous to this several smaller entrenchments. The summit of the hill is distinguished by a single stone monument called Y-Maen-Llythyrwg, and supposed to be one of the remotest relics of antiquity in Great Britain. It is a massive parallelopiped, fourteen feet in height, and bears an inscription which has been differently read. Near it stands the “Tower,” or heap of stones, supposed to cover the grave of some ancient chief. Cambrian Traveller’s Guide, 8vo. Carlile’s Topographical Dictionary of Wales, 4to. Malkin’s Scenery, Antiquities, &c. of South Wales, 2 vols. 8vo, 1807.
NEATIMERI, a town of Hindoostan, in Travancore; 15 miles E. of Anjengo.

NEB, a river of the Isle of Man, which runs into the sea at Peel town.

NEB, or Nebo, in Ancient Geography, a town of Paleface, in the tribe of Benjamin.

NEBIO, or Nebo, in Geography, a town of the island of Corisco, and the see of a bishop, in ruins; nine miles S.W. of Ballia.

NEBANSKOI, a town of Russia, in the province of Ulling, on the Sola; 24 miles S. of Ut Sisofik.

NEBB, or Nevel, in the Jews' Antiquities, a kind of musical instrument. See Nabulm.

NEBERYBIS, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Kiev; 60 miles S. of Balacerkiew.

NEBIO, a town of European Turkey, in the Morea; 20 miles W. of Misitra.

NEBITAU, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pilzen; 22 miles W.N.W. of Pilien.

NEBO, or Nab, in Ancient Geography, a mountain situated N. of the torrent of Amon, between the country of the Amorites, and that of the Moabites. The Israelites, in the 40th year of their Exodus, encamped at the foot of this mountain; and Moses, having executed the commission which he was entrusted, and having pronounced his blessing on the 12 tribes assembled to receive his last charges, ascended this mountain, from the summit of which, called Pisgah, he had a view of the promised land, into which he was not permitted to enter. On this mountain he soon afterwards died. Nebio forms a part of the chain of mountains called Abran.

NEBOUSAN, in Geography, a province of France before the revolution, of which St. Gaudens was the capital; now the department of the Upper Garonne.

NEBRA, a town of Saxony, in Thuringia; 12 miles N.W. of Naumburg. N. lat. 51° 18'. E. long. 11° 45'.

NEBRISIA, in Ancient Geography, Librixia, a town of Spain, in Bocica, towards the north in ascending the river Beuts.

NEBRITES, in Natural History, a name given by the ancients to a bone held sacred to Bacchus. It was of the brownish-yellow colour of the skin of the young fawn, with some variegations, and was semi-pellucid; it seems to have been the same with some of our agates, with a yellow ground; the ancients, however, do not appear to have been very determinate in the accounts of it; for Pliny mentions another kind of it, which was black.

NEBRUS, a name given by the ancients to the humilenus, a deer of one year old. In the next year it is called patahata; in the third, dicraia; and in the fourth, claddi; the word cerafr is used as the name of this animal when of a greater age than this.

NEBSTICH, in Geography, a town of Moravia; nine miles N.E. of Brunn.

NEBULAS, or Nebulae, derived from nebulus, a cloud, signifies, in Surgery, a fluid opacity of the cornea of the eye.

NEBULAE, in Astronomy, a term applied to those fixed stars, which exhibit a dim, hazy light, being less than those of the sixth magnitude; and, therefore, scarcely, or not at all visible to the naked eye, to which, if seen at all, they appear like dusty specks or clouds through telescopes; these nebulous stars plainly appear to be conglomerations or clusters of several small or distant stars. By the skill and ability of Dr. Herchel, and by means of those instruments of great space-penetrating power which he has employed, our knowledge of these nebulae has been very much extended. Of his account of their nature and formation, and of their different variety, we have already given a somewhat detailed account, under the articles Double Stars, Galaxy, and Nebulae. It was our intention to have enlarged this head, and to have transcribed the catalogue of Nebulae, with which he has furnished the astronomer; but finding that we should thus exceed our prescribed limits, we must content ourselves with referring for further particulars to his own account, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1800, 1802, and 1804, as well as to the article Stars, besides those articles that are above cited. We shall here, however, subjoin the following observations in reference to this subject. Nebulae, which on account of their great distance can be seen only by instruments such as we have above described, may probably be all resolved, says Dr. Herchel, into clustering stars, such as are profusely scattered over the galaxy, groups of stars or collections of closely, and almost equally compressed stars, of any figure or outline, and clusters of stars which differ from those last mentioned, in their beautiful and artificial arrangement. Clustering collections of stars may easily be supposed sufficiently removed to present us with the appearance of a nebula of any shape, which, like the real object of which it is a miniature, will seem to be gradually brighter in the middle. Groups of stars also may, by distance, assume the semblance of nebulous patches; and real clusters of stars, for the same reason, when this composition is beyond the reach of our most powerful instruments to resolve them, will appear like round nebulae that are gradually much brighter in the middle. With instruments of high space-penetrating power, such as Herchel's 40-feet telescope, nebulae are the objects that may be perceived at the greatest distance. Clustering collections of stars may easily contain 50,000 of them. See HEAVENS.

NEBULOSA LINSA, in Heraldry. See Line and Nebuly.

NEBULOSITY, Milky, a phenomenon of a very interesting nature, noticed by Dr. Herchel. (See HEAVENS.) This, he says, is probably of two different kinds, one deceptive, or such as arises from widely extended regions of closely connected clustering stars, contiguous to each other, like the collections that construct our milky way; and the other, on the contrary, real, and possibly at no great distance from us. "The changes (says Dr. Herchel,) I have observed in the great milky nebulousness of Orion, 25 years ago, and which have also been noticed by other astronomers, cannot permit us to look upon this phenomenon as arising from immensely distant regions of fixed stars. Even Huygens, the discoverer of it, was already of opinion, that in viewing it, we saw, as it were, through an opening into a region of light. (Systinae Saturninum, p. 8, 9.) Much more would he be convinced now, when changes in its shape and lustre have been seen, that its light is not, like that of the milky way, composed of stars. To attempt even at a guess at what this light may be would be preposterous. If it should be furnised, for instance, that this nebulousness is of the nature of the zodiacal light, we should then be obliged to admit the existence of an effect without its cause. An idea of its phosphorescent condition is not more philosophical, unless we could fly from what source of phosphorescent matter such immeasurable tracts of luminous phenomena could draw their existence, and permanence; for through minute changes have been observed, yet a general resemblance, allowing for the difference of telescopes, is still to be perceived in the great nebulousness of Orion, ever since the time of its first discovery." The nature of nebulous stars is, according to Dr. Herchel, involved in much obscurity. That stars should have visible atmospheres of great extent is surely surprising, unless we attribute to such atmospheres the
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the quality of self-luminous milky nebulosity. Of the flarri nature of the central point we can have no doubt; for its appearance does not differ in any respect from that of a star of an equal magnitude; but when the great distance of such stars is taken into consideration, the real extent of the surrounding nebulosity is truly wonderful. The planetary nebulae (see Heavens) seem to be allied, in Dr. Herschel's opinion, to nebulous stars; and the planetary nebulae with centres seem to be of the same kind.

NEBULY. Nebulae, in Heraldry, when a coat is charged with several little figures, in form of clouds, running within one another; or when the outline of a bordon, ordinary, &c. is indented or waved. See Line, in Heraldry.

NEBUSCHEL, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Bohemia; six miles N.E. of Melnik.

NECAU, a town of Africa, in the country of Bkedulgerid; 150 miles S.E. of Beni-Merzah.

NECacus, a town of Africa, in Algiers; 100 miles S.W. of Constantiople.

NECESSARIANS denote those, who are advocates for the doctrine of philosophical necessity.

NECESSARIO. in the Italian Music. The word is prefixed to certain parts in music, as a due violini necessario, i.e. that must be played by two violins; canto necessario is used to signify much the same as concertante.

Every mode has certain chords, which may be called its necessary, or essential chords.

NECESSARY, in a philosophical sense, that which cannot but be, or cannot be otherwise.

The schoolmen make a great many kinds or divisions hereof: as, necessary in causing: when there is a cause from which an effect must necessarily follow: necessary in predicating: necessary in being, &c.

There is also a logical necessity: physical necessity; and there are metaphysical and moral necessaries: all which it is sufficient to mention.

NECESSITY, what is produced by a necessary cause, or a power that is irresistible.

In this sense necessity stands opposed to liberty.

Necessity is usually confounded with constraint; yet, in effect, necessity, according to Rochebouc, differs from constraint in this, that the former is joined with the pleasure and inclination of the will, to which constraint is contrary.

Simplicius, after Plato and Epictetus, distinguishes two kinds of necessity: the one, natural or operative, which is opposite to liberty; the other spontaneus or voluntary, very conficent with it: this latter, adds he, is that, which necessitates all things conficent with their nature, as being conncntual to them; since, according to them, a thing that is self-moved, must of necessity be moved according to its own nature, i.e. spontaneously. This distinction is admitted by many of the divine, particularly by St. Augustin, who urges it against the Pelagians, as it is shewn by Janfenus.

The schools distinguish a physical necessity, and a moral necessity; and a simple absolute necessity, and a relative one.

Necessity, Physical, is the want of a principle, or of a natural means necessary to act; which is otherwise called a physical or natural impotence.

Necessity, Moral, is only a great difficulty; such as that arising from a long habit, a strong inclination, or violent passion.

Necessity, Simple, or Absolute, is that which has no dependence on any state or conjuncture, or any particular situation of things, but is found everywhere, and in all the circumstances in which the agent can be supposed.

Such is, in a blind man, the necessity he is under of not distinguishing colours.

Necessity, Relative, is that which places a man in a real incapacity of acting or not acting in those circumstances, and that situation he is found in; though in other circumstances, and another state of things, he might act, or not act.

Such, in the opinion of the Jansenists, is the necessity of doing evil in a man, who, with a violent passion, has only a feeble grace to resist it; or the necessity of doing well in a man, who, having grace of seven or eight degrees of strength, has only coniunctive of two or three degrees to withstand.

All these kinds of necessity are opposite to liberty; since, even in the last, it is as impossible for a man to act, or not act, as if he were in a state of absolute, simple, and physical necessity.

The schoolmen admit other species of necessity: antecedent, concomitant, consequent, &c.: antecedent, is that arising from an antecedent cause, necessarily operating; such is the necessity of the sun's rising to-morrow morning: concomitant arises from an antecedent and necessary cause, but depends on the circumstances of the effect; the effect all the while being free. Thus it is necessity Peter fits, supposing he is fitting.

Necessity, Metaphysical or Philosophical, is a term that has been much used by modern writers; and which some have defined to be, that by which a thing cannot but be, or whereby it cannot be otherwise. But much a more approved author on this subject objects against this definition, and observes, that philosophical necessity is really nothing else than the fall and fixed connection between the things signified by the subject and predicate of a proposition, which affirms something to be true; so that it is in no respect different from their certainty. When there is such a connection, then the thing affirmed in the proposition is necessary in a philosophical sense; whether any opposition or contrary effort be supposed or suppressible in the case, or not. When the subject and predicate of the proposition, which affirms the existence of any thing, either substance, quality, act, or circumstance, have a full and certain connection, then the existence of that thing is said to be necessary in a metaphysical sense.

Those that are commonly called Necessarians, allow no other liberty to man, that is not reframed by this kind of necessity: and when they consider intelligent beings as the subjects of it, some of them differ with it in meta physical and natural necessity.

Moral necessity is used in a variety of senses: sometimes for a necessity of moral obligation; and often for great obligation in point of interest; sometimes, by moral necessity is meant that apparent connection of things, which is the ground of moral evidence; and so it is distinguished from absolute necessity, or that sure connection of things, that is a foundation for infallible certainty: and sometimes, by moral necessity is meant that necessity of connection and confederation, which arises from such moral causes as the strength of inclination or motives, and the connection, subsisting in many cases, between these and certain volitions and actions. By natural necessity, as applied to men, they understand such necessity as men are under, through the force of natural causes; in contradiction to those that are called moral causes, such as habits and dispositions of the heart, and moral inducements and motives.

The advocates for the doctrine of necessity maintain, that the will is never determined without a motive, and that motives always influence the will in a definite and invariable
variable manner, so that it is impossible to choose the action A, and its contrary a; the motives or previous circumstances remaining the same. Necessity is essentially different from compulsion, which is external force operating in opposition to judgment or inclination; whereas necessity excludes all foreign control, and allows no influence besides that of motive, as including the bias of the mind as well as the end in view.

The fact contended for by the Necessarians is, that the same volitions certainly and invariably follow the same motives or previous circumstances, and that there can be no change in the volition, but in consequence of a corresponding change in the previous circumstances, that is, in the views or state of the mind. If, they say, definite volitions be the invariable result of definite previous circumstances, there must be some reason for, some cause of this constant conjunction of motive and volition: this cause, known or unknown, is called necessity: and therefore, the word necessity, like the words gravitation, electricity, magnetism, and many others, is a term invented to express the undefined cause of a known effect. It is also said, that the doctrine of necessity, affording simply the constant invariable conjunction of motive with volition, might with equal propriety have been denominated by the less invidious name of certainty. See Cause and Motive.

Mr. Hobbes, who is said to have been the first who understood and maintained the proper doctrine of philosophical necessity, gives the following account of it, in his Leviathan, p. 108. Liberty and necessity are confiuent: as in the water, that hath not the liberty but a necessity of defending in the channel: so likewise in the actions, which men voluntarily do, which, because they proceed from their will, proceed from liberty; and yet, because every act of man’s will, and every desire and inclination, proceedeth from some cause, and that from another cause, in a continual chain (whole first link is in the hand of God, the first of all causes), proceed from necessity: so that to him, who could see the connections of those causes, the necessity of all men’s voluntary actions would appear manifest; and, therefore, God, that feeth and fippothoth all things, feeth also, that the liberty of man, in doing what he will, is accompanied with the necessity of doing that which God will, and no more or less; for though men may do many things, which God does not command, nor is, therefore, the author of them, yet they can have no passion, will, or appetite to any thing, of which appetite God’s will is not the cause: and did not his will allure the necessity of man’s will, and consequently, of all that on man’s will dependeth, the liberty of men would be a contradiction and impediment to the omnipotence and liberty of God.

Mr. Collins, one of the most admired writers on the subject of necessity, has flated the question concerning human liberty in the following manner: man, he says, is a necessary agent, if all his actions are so determined by the causes preceding each action, that not one past action could possibly not have come to pass, or have been otherwise than it hath been; nor one future action can possibly not come to pass, or be otherwise than it shall be. But he is a free agent, if he is able, at any time, under the circumstances and causes he then is, to do different things; or, in other words, if he is not unavoidably determined, in every point of time, by the circumstances he is in, and causes he is under, to do that one thing he does, and not possibly to do any other. According to this state of the question, he undertakes to prove, that man is a necessary agent; and that there neither is, nor can be such thing as liberty.

He appeals to experience; alleging, that though the vulgar urge this in proof of liberty, it is not a proof of it: that many celebrated philosophers and theologers, both ancient and modern, have given definitions of liberty, that are consistent with fate or necessity: that some great patrons of liberty do, by their concessions in this matter, destroy all arguments from experience; that all the actions of men may be ranked under the four heads of perception, judging, willing, and doing as we will; and that experience does not prove any of these to be free; and that experience not only does not prove liberty, but, on the contrary, men may be, by experience, that they are necessary agents. It is, says he, matter of experience, that man is ever determined in his willing: we experience perfect necessity; and they, who think liberty a matter of experience, yet, all-w, that the will follows the judgment of the understanding, and that when two objects are presented to a man’s choice, one whereof appears better than the other, he cannot choose the worst.

This argument from experience or conjunctions, which the Libertarians urge in favour of their scheme with peculiar force, supposes that we never do nor can form a volition, or perform a voluntary motion without an ascribable motive; that the vigour of the action is uniformly proportioned to the vigour of the motive: and that all motives approach to equality, the choice becomes more difficult; whence it is thought reasonable to conclude, that if the motives were perfectly equal no choice could be made. In this connection it is proper to remark, that all the appeals to conjunctions in favour of the doctrine of necessity apply to voluntary operations of the mind, to suspending the choice, comparing, deliberating, and such like, as well as to external actions. See Liberty and Motive.

2. Man is a necessary agent, because all his actions have a beginning; for whatever has a beginning must have a cause, and every cause is a necessary cause: and if any action whatsoever can be done without a cause, then effects and causes have no necessary relation; and, consequently, we should not be necessarily determined in any case at all. Much it has been laid by the Necessarians on the argument deduced from the relation of cause and effect. An ingenious and ardent defender of the doctrine of necessity illustrates this argument by the following observations. Certain consequences are found in fact invariably to follow certain antecedents. The antecedent circumstances are said to be the cause, and the consequents the effect. Philosophers, it is said, who study with attention the phenomena of nature, are better acquainted with antecedent circumstances than ignorant persons, and form a different and more correct judgment of the causes of those phenomena; and the circumstances really previous to the effect, whether known or unknown, are considered as the proper causes of the effect. (See Cause.) The invariable connection between antecedents and consequents gradually produces an affection of ideas so fixed, as to excite a firm, unhesitating expectation of the consequents wherever the antecedents are observed to occur. From the uniform conjunction of antecedents and consequents, we always infer that there must be some sufficient reason for this conjunction; or, in other words, that constant conjunction implies necessary connection, whether we perceive it or not. If the effect produced is different from what we have been used to expect, we immediately conclude that there is some change in the previous circumstances. Definite volitions are found by experience to follow definite states of mind, as invariably as natural phenomena follow their known antecedents. The observation of this fact generates the same unhesitating expectations of definite actions in definite circumstances, as in the case of natural phenomena. Hence
it follows, that upon principles precisely the same with those upon which the reason and judge in the case of natural phenomena, "flucts of mind and motion" may be called "causes," and "volitions," "effects," "necessary connection" may be argued from "confiant conjunction," and a variation in the volition, when the previous circumstances remain precisely the same, is either a "miracle," or an "impossibility." From this kind of reasoning it has been inferred, that liberty of action is impossible, because it implies an "effect without a cause." On the other hand, it has been replied, that a free action is an effect produced by a being who has power and will to produce it; and therefore it is not an effect without a cause. If, indeed, we allow, with the author above cited, and other Necessitarian writers, that a "causal" is justly defined to be "such previous circumstances as are constantly followed by a certain effect," it would follow, that an event not preceded by circumstances that determined it to be what it was, would be, as Dr. Reid says, not an effect without a cause, which is a contradiction in terms, but an event without a cause, which he holds to be impossible. It is necessarly impossible, whether that above above hinted he the only definition that can be given of a cause." For the result of this inquiry, see the article CAUSE.

3. Liberty, says Mr. Collins, would not be a perfection, but an imperfection; whereas, on the contrary, necessity is an advantage and a perfection. It is allowed, however, by an acute and zealous advocate for the doctrine of necessity, to whose statement of the controversy on this subject we often refer, that philosophical liberty, liberty of indifference, or the power of choosing where objects or motives are equal, is a perfection; and that it may exist in the Supreme Being, and that he has in some cases already exercised this liberty. Without it, in certain irrefutable cases, the Deity could not act at all, or must necessarily choose the inferior object when the superior was equally in his view, for want of power to make a choice amongst equals. But this liberty of indifference, it is said, though a perfection, is only a natural attribute, and not a moral excellence. There can be no merit, though there may be great advantage, in a power of choosing out of equal things. Admitting that this is a natural attribute in God, it must obviously follow, that every argument adduced to prove it to be a contradiction, or to imply the existence of an effect without a cause, is fallacious; and that there appears to be no reasonable ground for denying the possibility of its being communicated to the intelligent creatures of God. Nevertheles, the Necessitarians contend, that this possibility, if conceded, will by no means prove that such a power has actually been communicated to any; much less that the possession of it is essential to moral agency and responsibility. On the other hand, it may be strongly and not improperly urged, that, if philosophical liberty be a "communicable perfection," this view of it affords a presumption that the Creator has actually communicated it to his intelligent, moral, and accountable offspring; more especially if it can be evinced from other considerations that so far from being inconsistent with the security and improvement of virtue, it contributes to promote them.

Whether philosophical necessity be a perfection and beneficial or not, is a question which has been very differently determined by Libertarians and Necessitarians; the former contending that it degrades the dignity of man, that it is inconsistent with proper agency, that it annihilates virtue and vice, merit and demerit, that it is inconsistent with moral discipline, and with the justice of reward and punishment, that it confounds natural and moral qualities, both being upon this hypothesis constitutional and unavoidable, that it is an encouragement to vice, by tranquillizing the guilty mind and supererogating all motives we have reason to believe that it differentiates all attempts for the reformation of others, and that it involves predestination and fatalism, checks virtuous exertion and activity, makes God the author of sin, and is inconsistent with his veracity in the declarations and promises, the invitations and threatenings of the Scriptures. Such are the consequences charged on the doctrine of necessity by the Libertarians, whence they conclude, that it is neither an excellence nor a benefit. Whereas the Necessitarians contend, that philosophical liberty confounds the distinction between virtue and vice, that it is dangerous to virtue, by encouraging inexperienced and thoughtless perfons, confiding in a self-determining power, to venture into circumstances of temptation, that it is inconsistent with moral discipline, confounds all moral distinctions, and subverts the foundation of approbation and disapprobation, of praise and blame, of reward and punishment, that it leads to atheism, by fapping the foundation of the principal argument for proving the existence of God, viz. the connection between cause and effect, and that it is inconsistent with all moral perfections of any being, and particularly with the necessary rectitude of God. On the other hand, philosophical necessity, as its advocates maintain, is the only theory which is reconcilable to the existence of virtue and of moral obligation, in connection with the theory of association, of which it is an essential part; it accounts satisfactorily for the phenomena of habit in general, and, in particular, of moral habits, it lays the only proper foundation for moral discipline, and gives meaning and propriety to the judgments which men form, and the language by which they express the merit or demerit of action and character; and, in short, that it is attended with many beneficial practical conclusions.

Mr. Edwards, an acute writer on this subject, has endeavoured to prove, that liberty of indifference is not only not necessary to virtue, but utterly inconsistent with it; and that: all habits and inclinations, whether virtuous or vicious, are inconsistent with the Arminian notions of liberty and moral agency. And Dr. Priestley observes, that the sense of ill-reproach and shame is excited by our finding that there is no disposition of mind leading to vice, and on which motives to virtue, in particular among men, that arises from the consideration of a spectator. If we ask, however, how this comes to pass, that motives to virtue had not a greater influence, we must ultimately ascribe the inefficacy of the one, and the evil tendency of the other, to God, who made us what we are, and placed us in the situation which we occupy. Dr. Priestley overcomes this difficulty by alleging, that the distinction between things natural and moral entirely caeses in the scheme of necessity, that the vices of men come under the class of common evils, producing misery for a time, but like all other evils, in the same great system, ultimately suberving to greater good. In this light, he says, every thing without distinction may be ascribed to God. And hence it has been concluded, that the doctrine of philosophical necessity is inseparably connected with that of omnium. It teaches us to see God in every thing, and every thing in God. However, Dr. Priestley acknowledges, that this is a view of moral evil, which, though innocent and even useful in speculation, no wise man can or would choose to act upon himself, because our understandings are too limited for the application of such a means of good; though a being of infinite knowledge may introduce it with the greatest advantage. If there be any foundation for the doctrine of necessity, i.e. if all events arise from preceding
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4. Liberty is inconsistent with the divine predestination: for if God foreknows the existence of any thing, as it depends on its own causes, that existence is no less necessary than if it were the effect of his decree; for it no more implies a contradiction, that causes should not produce their effects, than that an event should not come to pass that is decreed by God.

A contingent event, says Mr. Bellam, to whom we have already referred, depending upon the choice of an agent, whose volitions are formed by a self-determining power, independent of motive, having no certain or necessary connection with previous circumstances, must consequently be uncertain till the previous volition, which ordains its existence, actually takes place. Till that infant it either may, or may not, come to pass. Therefore certainly to foreknow a contingent event, which is, in other words, to know that a future contingent event will certainly take place, would be the same as to know that an event, which is in its own nature uncertain, is at the same time certain, that is, to know a thing to be what it is not; which is a contradiction in terms.

The predestination of God, says the same author, excludes the liberty of indifference from all his rational creatures, as well as from mankind: for under the government of God no action is determined virtuous, that is not voluntary, or that does not proceed from some good motive. And this reasoning he applies to the Deity, who purifies the happiness of his creatures by such means as are best calculated to secure that end, and which are sanctioned by it. And he farther adds, that the Deity may adopt some things, which he would not have chosen on their own account, but for the sake of other things, with which they were necessarily connected.

With respect to the practical influence of the different speculative opinions which have been maintained on this subject, Dr. Reid has introduced into the discussion of the controversy following proper remarks. In the present state, we see some who zealously maintain the doctrine of necessity; others who as zealously maintain that of liberty. One would be apt to think, that a practical belief of these contrary sentiments should produce very different conduct in them that hold them; yet we see no such difference in the affairs of common life. The fatalist deliberates, and resolves, and飞行s his faith. He lays down a plan of conduct, and proceeds with vigour and industry. He exerts himself, and commands, and holds those to be answerable for their conduct to whom he hath committed any charge. He blames those that are false or unfaithful to him, as other men do. He perceives dignity and worth in some characters and actions, and in others discourtesy and turpitude. He refrains injuries, and is grateful for good offices. If any man should plead the doctrine of necessity to exculpate murder, theft, or robbery, or even wilful negligence in the discharge of his duty, his judge, though a fatalist, if he had common sense, would laugh at such a plea, and would not allow it even to alleviate the crime. In all such cases, he feels that it would be absurd not to act and judge as those ought to do who believe themselves and other men to be free agents; just as the sceptic, to avoid absurdity, must, when he goes into the world, act and judge like other men who are not sceptics. 1 'If the fatalist be as little influenced by the opinion of necessity in his moral and religious concerns, and in his expectations concerning another world, as he is in the common affairs of life, his speculative opinion will probably do him little hurt. But if he trust too far to the doctrine of necessity, as to indulg e fl eet and inactivity in his duty, and hope to exculpate himself to his maker by that doctrine, let him consider whether he fails in this excuse from his servants and dependents, when they are negligent or unfaithful in what is committed to their charge.

Upon the opinion of necessity considered as influencing practice, we refer to an excellent chapter in the "Analogy" of Bishop Butler.
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fley acquainted with, will in certain circumstances do; and at an age, with little much less degree of error, may have a farther prospect into men's future actions: so it is very reasonable to apprehend, that God, without influencing men's wills by his power, yet by his foreknowledge cannot but have as much more certain a knowledge of future as free events than either men or angels can possibly have, as the perfection of his nature is greater than that of theirs. The certainty of foreknowledge, says this excellent writer, does not cause the certainty of things, but is itself founded on the reality of their existence; nor does it imply any other certainty than such as would be equally in things, though there was no foreknowledge; nor again does this certainty of event, in any sort, imply necessity. To the same purpose, Origen has long ago observed, that preface is not the cause of things future, but their being future is the cause of God's preface that they will be.

Dr. Reid, in defculling the argument deduced from the preface of God in favour of necessity, observes that the necessity of the event, foreseen by the Deity, may be thought to be of two confequences, either from its being certainly future, or barely from its being foreseen, or from the impossibility of its being foreseen, if it was not necessary. The first mode of representing this argument is proved by the authority of Aristotle, who held the doctrine of liberty, but believing, at the same time, that whatever is certainly future must be necessary, in order to defend the liberty of human actions, maintained, that certain great events have no certain futurity; an opinion which is not maintained by any modern advocate for liberty. It does not follow by any rule of reasoning, that because an event shall certainly be, therefore its production must be necessary. The manner of its production, whether free or necessary, cannot be concluded from the time of its production, whether it be past, present, or future. That it shall be, no more implies that it shall be necessarily, than that it shall be freely produced; for neither present, past, nor future, have any more connection with necessity than they have with freedom. Although it be granted, that from events being foreseen, we may justly conclude that they are certainly future, it does not follow from their being certainly future, that they are necessary. If by the argument above stated it be meant, that an event must be necessary, merely because it is foreseen, this is not a just confequence: for it has often been observed, that preface and knowledge of every kind, being an immanent act, has no effect upon the thing known. Its mode of existence, whether it be free or necessary, is not in the least affected by its being known to be future, any more than by its being known to be past or present. The Deity foresees his own future free actions, but neither his foresight nor his purpose makes them necessary. If the argument be thus understood, it is impossible that an event which is not necessary should be foreseen, and therefore every event that is certainly foreseen must be necessary, it will be requisite before we draw the conclusion to prove, that no free action can be certainly foreseen. With regard to this Dr. Reid observes, 1. That every man, who believes the Deity to be a free agent, must believe that the proposition, so far from being capable of proof, is certainly false. 2. That every man, who believes that it is an absurdity or contradiction that any free action shall be certainly foreseen, must believe, if he would be consistent, either that the Deity is not a free agent, or that he does not foresee his own actions; nor can we foresee that he will do what is right, and will fulfill his promises. Dr. Pricley has taken great pains to prove this proposition, and indeed the neceffarian system very materially depends upon it. As certainly, says this learned writer, as nothing can be known to exist but what does exist; so certainly can nothing be known to arise from what does exist, but what does arise from it, or depend upon it. But, according to the definition of the terms, a contingent event does not depend upon any previous known circumstances, since some other event might have arisen in the same circumstances. Here the thing to be proved, says Dr. Reid, is not that a contingent event cannot be known to arise necessarily from what exists, but that a contingent future event cannot be the object of knowledge. To draw the argument to this conclusion, it must be put thus: Nothing can be known to arise from what does exist, but what arises necessarily from it; but a contingent event does not necessarily arise from what does exist; therefore a contingent event cannot be known to arise from what does exist. In this legitimate conclusion, the first proposition affirms the thing to be proved; and, therefore, the argument is what logicians call "petitio principii." After pointing out some other defects in Dr. Pricley's argument, Dr. Reid suggests the following reflections, with a view of showing that it is not impossible that the future free actions of men may be certainly foreknown. He begins with observing, that as man does not possess this kind of knowledge, we find it difficult to conceive how it can belong to any other being. The preface of the Deity must be different, not only in degree, but in kind, from any knowledge we can attain of futurity. But though we may have no concepion how the future free actions of men may be known by the Deity, this is not a sufficient reason for concluding that they cannot be known. Of the knowledge and operations of the Deity, in other respects, we must be content to confess our ignorance. Can we conceive how we ourselves have certain knowledge by those faculties with which God has endowed us? The analogy that suffices between the preface of future contingents and the memory of past contingents deferves attention. The fact we possess in some degree, and therefore do not hesitate to acknowledge that it may be perfect in the Deity; but the fact we have in no degree, and therefore we are apt to think it impossible. In both, the object of knowledge is neither what presently exists, nor has any necessary connection with what presently exists. Every argument, brought to prove the impossibility of preface, proves, with equal force, the impossibility of memory. If it be true that nothing can be known to arise from what does exist, but what necessarily arises from it, it must be equally true, that nothing can be known to have gone before what does exist, but what must necessarily have gone before it. If it be true that nothing future can be known, unless its necessary cause exist at present, it must be equally true that nothing past can be known, unless something consequent, with which it is necessarily connected, exist at present. If the fatalist should say, that past events are indeed necessarily connected with the present, he will not surely venture to say, that it is by tracing this necessary connection that we remember the past. Why then should we think preface impossible in the Almighty, when he has given us a faculty which bears a strong analogy to it, and which is no less accountable to the human understanding than preface is. It is more reasonable, as well as more agreeable to the sacred writings, to conclude with a pious father of the church: "Quo circa nullo modo cognoscam, aut retentam prestantiam Dei tollere voluntatis arbitrium, aut retentum voluntatis arbitrio. Deum, quod nefas est, negare prestantiam futurorum; sed utrumque amplectimur, utrumque fideliter et veraciter confitemur; illud ut bene credamus; hoc ut bene vivamus." It cannot reasonably be disputed, that there is an essen-
tial difference between the foreknowledge and permission of events, and the preordination and production of them; and the scheme of necessity seems directly to charge God with being the efficient cause or author of those vices and evils, which arise from circumstances and connections of his previous and absolute appointment. Indeed, many of the advocates of this scheme will not admit the consequence that seems to be fairly deductible from their opinion: however, Dr. Priestley very candidly allows it. It certainly (says he) founds harsh to vulgar ears to say, that in all those crimes that men charge themselves with, and reproach themselves for, God is the agent; and that, in such cases, they are in reality no more agents than a sword is an instrument when employed to commit a murder. It does require strength of mind not to startle at such a conclusion; but then it requires nothing but strength of mind; i.e. such a view of things as shall carry us beyond false and fallacious appearances.

When the Libertarians have pleaded, that if the doctrine of necessity be true, they are under a perpetual and unavoidable delusion, inconsistent with the moral perfections of God, because all men believe, and cannot but believe, that they profess liberty of choice; it is answered, that the ideas of men in general extend no farther than to practical liberty, or the power of doing what they please; and that men are led to believe that they could have acted differently in the same circumstances merely by superficial views of human nature. The Necessarians, however, as we have had occasion to notice in the preceding part of this article, allege, that the doctrine of philosophical necessity does not make God the “approver” of evil, nor represent him as choosing it for its own sake; though the libertarian finds it difficult to conceive how the Supreme Being should not approve what he ordains, and that evil, natural and moral, of which he is the author. They indeed suppose, that a certain quantity of evil of both kinds was unavoidable in a system upon the whole most worthy of the Supreme Being, and eventually productive of the greatest good. Whereas the libertarian cannot reconcile his ideas with the wisdom, rectitude, benevolence, and power of the Creator of the world, the establishment of a system, out of which sin and suffering necessarily arise. The advocates for necessity have alleged, and urged with seeming confidence and triumph over the Libertarians, that all these consequences follow from the divine preference which was thought molt alluring in the scheme of necessity: and particularly God’s being the cause of moral evil. For, as they say, if suppoze God to foresee and permit what it was in his power to have prevented is the very same thing, as to suppoze him to will, and directly to cause it. He directly foresees all the actions of a man’s life, and all the consequences of them: if, therefore, he did not think any particular man and his conduct proper for his plan of creation and providence, he certainly would not have introduced him into being at all. In this reasoning, says Dr. Reid, we may observe, that a supposition is made which seems to contradict itself. That all the actions of a particular man should be distinctly foreseen, and, at the same time, that that man should never be brought into existence, seems to be a contradiction; and there is the same contradiction in supposing any action to be distinctly foreseen and yet prevented. For if it be foreseen, w’t shall happen, and if it be prevented, it shall not happen, and therefore could not be foreseen. The knowledge here suppozed is nothing previous nor science, but something very different from both; and called by some metaphysical divines “scientia media,” in order to distinguish it from prevision. (See Scientia Medii.) However, waiving all disputes about “scientia media,” it is acknowledged that nothing can happen under the administration of the Deity, which he does not see fit to permit. The permission of natural and moral evil is a phenomenon which cannot be disputed. To account for this phenomenon under the government of a Being of infinite goodness, justice, wisdom, and power, has, in all ages, been considered as difficult to human reason, whether we embrace the system of liberty, or that of necessity. But, if the difficulty of accounting for this phenomenon upon the system of liberty be as great as it is upon the system of liberty, it can have no weight when used as an argument against liberty. The manner in which the defenders of necessity reconcile their scheme to the principles of theism, has been already stated. Virtue is acceptable to God, and vice displeasing, as the first tends to produce happiness, and the last misery. He is the proper cause and agent of all moral evil as well as good; but it is for a good end, or in order to produce the greater happiness to his creatures. He does evil that good may come, and this end sanctifies the worst actions that contribute to it. All the wickedness of men being the work of God, he will, when he surveys it, pronounce it, as well as his other works, to be very good. "This view of the divine nature, the only one consistent with the scheme of necessity, appears to me," says Dr. Reid, "much more shocking than the permission of evil upon the scheme of liberty." It is said, that it requires only “a strength of mind" to embrace it; to me it seems to require much strength of countenance to profess it. If other moral evils, says this author, may be attributed to the Deity, as the means of promoting general good, why may not false declarations and false promises? And then what ground have we left to believe the truth of what he reveals, or to rely upon what he promises? The defenders of the doctrine of necessity are charged by our author with adopting two hypotheses, the one limiting the moral character of the Deity, and the other limiting his power; and he observes, that if some advocates of liberty, by limiting too rashly the divine preexistence, in order to defend that system, have raised high indignation in their opponents, they have equal ground of indignation against those, who, to defend necessity, limit the moral perfection of the Deity, and his almighty power. Let us suppose, however, that amidst the variety of beings, to whom God has given existence in different gradations of rank and of faculties, man should occupy a certain station, and be endued with that liberty, which the Necessarians allow to be a communicable excellence; and then consider, what consequences may be fairly drawn from God’s permitting the abuse of liberty in those agents on whom he has bestowed it. If it be asked, Why does God permit so much fin in his creation? This is a question which no finite imperfect being can presume to answer, nor can any mortal lay to him, Why doest thou thus? The ingenious and inquisitive may frame hypotheses for solving this difficulty; but whilst we have satisfactory reasons for believing, that the Judge of the earth doeth what is right, it becomes us to acknowledge that the reasons and ends of his universal government are beyond our knowledge, and perhaps beyond the comprehension of human understanding. This kind of diflference is not inconsistent with the character either of a divine or a philosopher. After this general concession, suitable both to our nature and state, we may proceed in our attempts to reconcile the permission of evil with the perfections of the Sovereign of the universe. To permit, it is said, hath two meanings. It signifies not to forbid: and also not to hinder by superior power. In the first sense God never permits sin. His law forbids every moral evil. By his laws and by his government he gives every encouragement to good conduct, and every
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every discouragement to bad. But he does not always, by his superior power, hinder it from being committed. This is the ground of the accusatior, on the part of the Necessarians: and this, as they say, is the very same thing as directly to will and to cause it. The only moral attributes that can be supposed inconsistent with the permission of sin are either goodnecis or justice. The defenders of necessity muft, it is said, agreeably to their own principles, maintain, that to will and directly to cause sin, much more not to hinder it, is inconsistent with perfect goodnecis: nay, that goodnecis is a sufficient motive to justify the willing and directly causing it. Therefore, the attempt to reconcile the permission of sin with the infinuid of God is altogether unnecessary. If the causiing of moral evil, and being the real author of it, be consistent with perfect goodnecis, there can be no pretence for saying, that not to hinder it is inconsistent with perfect goodnecis. Moreover, what pretence can there be to say, that the permission of sin is perfectly consistent with the Deity, but inconsistent with justice? Is it not as easy to conceive, that he should permit sin, though virtue be his delight, as that he inflicts misery, when his sole delight is to below happiness? Should it appear incredible, that the permission of sin may tend to promote virtue, to them who believe that the infliction of misery is necessary to promote happiness? Of the justice, as well as the goodnecis of God’s moral government of mankind, we have ample evidence in his laws, in his promises, and in all his dispensations. On this part of the subject it is needless now to enlarge.

5. Another argument in favour of necessity is the following: if a man was not a necessary agent, determined by pleasure and pain, there would be no foundation of rewards and punishments, which are the essential supports of society. These would be ufelefs, because if men were free or indifferent to pleasure and pain, they could be no motives to a man to do or forbear any action.

6. Another argument of the fame kind is deduced from the nature of morality: for if a man was not a necessary agent, determined by pleasure and pain, he would have no notion of morality, or motive to practice it; and if he were indifferent to pleasure and pain, he would have no rule to go by, and might never judge, will, and practice right. Every act of the will, it is said, is excited by some motive, which motive is the cause of that act: and if volitions are properly the effect of motives, then they are necessary connected with their motives: whence it is inferred, that volition is necessary, and doth not proceed from any self-determining power in the will. This argument has been illustrated and urged in all its force by many modern writers, from M. Leibnitz to Dr. Priestley, the laft and molt zealous advocate for necessity; and it has often been anfwered by Dr. Clarke and others, who have fireniously maintained, that liberty is perfectly consistent with men’s acting from a regard to motives. See Motive. See also the preceding part of this article.

7. The doctrine of necessity has fewer difficulties and such as are more easy of solution than those which are peculiar to liberty. It supercedes remorse, so far as it is founded on the belief that it was possible in the fame previous circumstances to have acted otherwise. This doctrine counteracts the expectation of the ultimate reformation of all the rational creatures of God to virtue and to happiness, an expectation dear to every virtuous and benevolent mind, and uncontradicted, by either the phenomena of nature, or the declarations of revelation. But this conclusion is not a deduction from the doctrine of necessity exclusively of that of liberty. This theory of necessity, it is said, leems also to connect the complex ideas of praise and blame, reward and pmiishment, and the supposition of intrinsic merit or demerit of actions independent of their consequences. It is moreover afferted, that the objections against the hypothesis of philosophical liberty are much more difficult of solution than those against the doctrine of necessity: and that founded on the precedence of God, already considered, has been selected as an instance.

8. The doctrine of necessity is a direct inference from that of materialism; so that if the power of thinking be the result of a certain modification of matter, and a certain configuration of brain make a soul, man must be a mechanical subject to the law of necessity. But this argument can have no weight with those who do not see reason to embrace the system of materialism; and even with those who do. Dr. Reid conceives it to be a mere sophism.

The scriptures, according to Dr. Priestley, are favourable to the doctrine of necessity; though he does not think that the sacred writers were, strictly speaking, Necessarians, for they were not philosophers: but their habitual devotion led them to refer all things to God, without reflecting on the rigorous meaning of their language; and very probably, had they been interrogated on the subject, they would have appeared not to be apprized of the proper extent of the Necessarian scheme, and would have answered in a manner unfaourable to it. It has been laid by some, that the doctrine of philosophical necessity, if true, ought to be concealed, because it is difficult of comprehension, and liable to abuse. This, however, is not the language of a liberal and found philosophy. Perhaps, in modern times, a greater stress has been laid upon this metaphysical speculation than it deserves; and that it has, in some few cafes, and when not duly understood, been perverted to injurious purposes. Some indeed have said, that its tendency is incendiary, not to be exhibited in public places, as we have seen in this article, repreffed it as peculiarly favourable to perty and virtue. Thofe who adopted it are held up to view as perfons of difiergished penetration, and as constituting a class of philosophers, who occupy a superior rank to the vulgar, and who manifest discriminating powers, and a freedom from prejudice peculiar to themselves, there may be some danger left weak minds should be misled by such representations, and that they may serve to excite and cherish conceit and pride. But we are of opinion, that whether the doctrine be true or false, the investigation of it, with thofe dispositions which ought ever to accompany a becoming fluid of every kind of subject, and more especially of fuch subjects as are immediately connected with our duty and happiness, can do no injury. We are ready to allow with one of its molt zealous advocates, that Necessarians, whatever may be the supposed tendency of their opinions, are not less virtuous, nor worse members of society, nor less attentive to discharge the duties of life, than the loudest declaimers for natural liberty.
the Philosophy of the Mind, &c. 8vo. chap. ix. See Leib- 
nitzian Philosophy, and Liberty.

NECESSITY Fort, in Geography, an American fort situated in the Great Meadow, Virginia, within four miles of the W. branch of Maryland, and on the N. side of the head-water of Red-lone creek, which discharges itself from the E. into the Monongahela, in N. lat. 39° 43'; above 16 miles from the spot where this fort was erected; 238 miles W. by N. from Alexandria, and 258 N.W. of Frederickburg. This post deferves notice as it was the first scene on which general Washington displayed his abilities as a commander. In 1753 this gallant officer, in the 22d year of his age, being then a colonel, having the command of 300 men, defeated the French, and when M. de Vildere sent a force, amounting to 900 men besides Indians, Washington, in this uninitiated fort, with his small body of troops, defended himself so well as to contrain the French officer to grant him honourable terms of capitulation.

NECESSITY, in Law, is one of the causes that occasions a defect of will. See Will.

NECESSITY, Homicide by. See Homicide.

NECHANETZ, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Koniggratz; eight miles W. of Konig- 
gratz.

NECK, the part or point of an animal to which the head 
is attached. In the horse it should be neat, thin, and have but little flesh upon it. To be well shaped it should, at its growing from the withers, rise with a slope upwards, dimin- 
hishing by degrees toward the head. In mares, it is sup- 
pofed by force a good quality to have their necks somewhat 
grofs, and charged with flesh, as they are generally too fine 
and slender.

The neck contributes much to the making a horse light 
or heavy on the hand, according as it is fine and well-shaped 
or coarse. And in horses as well as cattle it is of much con- 
sequence to have the neck falling well into the shoulder.

NECK. The parts composing this division of the body 
are described in various articles of the Cyclopædia. The principal bulk of the neck is made up of the cervical vertebrae, covered by numerous muscles concerned in moving the head bones, in the motions of the head and of the shoulder. The pharynx and esophagus lie in contact with the front of the vertebral column, and the larynx and trachea in front of 
thefe. The anterior part of the thyroid cartilage makes that 
remarkable prominence in the neck of the male, called the 
ponum Adam. The large blood-vessels of the head pass 
through the neck on the front of the spine, and fome im- 
portant nerves take nearly the fame course. The organs just 
enumerated, connected rather loosely to each other by cell- 
ular subftance, and surrounded by the integuments, compose 
the neck. See SPINE, LARYNX, PHARYNX, ESOPHAGUS, 
&c.

NECK, Derby. See BRONCHOECELL.

NECK, Deformity of. See WHYNCK.

NECK, Dislocation of. See LUXATION.

NECK, Wounds of. See WOUNDS.

NECKS, the, of quadrupeds. Dr. Derham observes, are al- 
ways equal to the length of their legs: this is contrived by 
nature, to enable them to reach the ground for their food 
without dropping the body.

Indeed the elephant is an exception from the rule; its neck 
is very short; but then it has a peculiar provision by a pro- 
bofe or trunk.

Another thing remarkable in the necks of graminiferous 
quadrupeds is a strong, tendinous, and inelastic aponeurosis, 
or ligament, braced from the head to the middle of the back; 
by means of which they are enabled constantly to hold down 
the head, though very heavy, to gather their food without 
pain or labour.

NECKS, the, of birds, are longer than those of any other 
animal; and longer in such as have long legs than in those 
that have short, either for gathering up their meat from the 
ground, or forking their prey in the water, except in web- 
footed fowl, which are, by reverting their bodies, defined 
to search for food, at the bottom of waters: birds, and 
especially thofe that have long necks, have the power of re- 
tracting, fending, or stretching them out in order to change 
their centre of gravity, from their legs to their wings. See 
Anatomy of Birds.

NECK Verfs, the Latin sentence, Misere re mi Deus, was 
thus called, because the reading of it was made a test, by 
which to delfinguish those who, in prefebution of law, were 
qualified in point of learning, and admissible to benefit of 
clergy: but this ground of distinction was let ubide by 5 Ann. 
cap. 6. See CLEVER.

NECK, in the Manege. See CARRYING.

NECK of the cafedel, in Artillery, is that part between 
the breech mouldings and the cæfadel.

NECKAR, in Geography, a river of Germany, which 
rites in the Black Forell, and joins the Rhine at Manheim.

NECKER, JAMES, in Biography, a flatesman and 
financier, who acted a very distinguished part during the early 
part of the French revolution, was born at Geneva, in the 
year 1732, where his father was professor of the civil law in 
the college. He received a good education, and when he 
was in his fiftenth year he was sent to Paris, where he was 
employed, fiit in the banking-house of Vernet, and then in 
that of Theloffon. Such were the ability and affinitj 
which he displayed in this station, that he rote rather hali- 
y to the poft of fiit caflher, and afterwards to be a partner in 
the house. His speculations turned out highly advantageous 
for the concern, and he accumulated a fortune in a very short 
time. Upon the death of Theloffon he established a bank of 
his own, in partnership with Girardot and Haller, the fon 
of the great Haller. His reputation for financial knowledge 
canted him, in 1776, when the French finances were in a 
difordercd state, to be appointed director, and foon after 
comptroller-general of that department of state. He had, 
in the preceding reign, been flected as the proper perfon to 
adjut fome differences fubfifting between the East India 
company and the crown, and had discharged his trust with 
such rare defcretion as to challenge the approbation of both 
parties. At the period we are now speaking of he was pro- 
fessed of the moft distinguished and acknowledged prudence, 
that his appointment would have excited no surprize, had 
it not been the constant policy of the court of France care- 
fully to exclude aliens from the country, and established 
faith, from the control of their revenue. This, therefore, was 
an influence of enlargement of mind and liberality of sentiment, 
that has been frequently held up to mark the prominent fea- 
tures of the reign of Lewis XVI. Necker was in fact the 
first Protestant, since the revocation of the edict of Nantes, 
who had held any important place in the French administra- 
tion. Economy and regularity were the leading points of 
this gentleman's financial government. He suppressed many 
unclefs offices, abolished provincial assemblies, and refurred 
public credit, though his enemies afcrinted that his reforms, or 
rather pretended reforms, were made at the expense of un- 
provocative laws, which left a great additional burden on the 
flate. Whether his meafures were really wise and fiit, or 
merely fpecious, may perhaps be matter of dispute, but it 
cannot be denied that his intentions were pure, and his con- 
duct
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duct disinterested. He refused all emolument for his services, and advanced a large sum to government from his private property, which he never drew from the public funds. His administration was generally popular, but in proportion to the regard and attachment of the people, his enemies at court increased, and after having filled the office of minister of finance for five years, he resigned. Previously to this he had published his "Compte Rendu," which was a statement of what he had done in the financial department, and what were his views of this important branch of public policy. It was written to intertell the feelings, and had a conciliatory effect upon the public mind. This was followed by a work entitled "De l'Administration des Finances," which treated the subject more at large, and which was read and circulated with great avidity, and it had, unquestionably, a powerful influence in exciting the popular attention to matters of government. When M. Calonne was appointed to the office which Necker resigned, he made an attack, before the assembly of Notables, upon the veracity of Necker's statements. The latter drew up a reply, which he transmitted to the king, who intimated that if he would forbear making it public, he should shortly be restored to his place. This he refused, and appealed to the nation by publishing his defence, which was so displeasing to the court, that he was exiled to his country seat at St. Ouen, at the distance of 120 miles from the capital. During his retreat from the busy world he wrote his work entitled "De l' Importance des Opinions Religieuses," in which he speaks of religion like one who felt its power operating on his own mind, and who was fully convinced of its importance both to individuals and society. When the boisterous exertions of Calonne had only augmented the deficiencies of the revenue, and the insufficiency of the resources, Brest had become notorious, nothing was left to the court but to recall Necker, whose diminution and banishment had rendered him more popular, and whose virtues had confirmed the confidence which his talents had inspired. It was in August 1788 that this gentleman was reinstated in his former post, to the apparent satisfaction of the court, as well as to the real joy of the people. If the talents of this great man had been severely exercised amidst a war which agitated almost the whole of Europe, when he occupied the post of controller-general, his situation was not less delicate and arduous, when on the eve of civil commotions he was again called to direct the finances of France. At this time the nation groaned under a debt of more than two hundred millions sterling, which even twenty-five years ago was thought sufficient to overwhelm any nation, though now we, in this country, can contemplate a debt of three times its magnitude without alarm or apprehension. The acclamations which welcomed monseigneur Necker to the capital could not but distress his mind, the difficulties with which he had to struggle. He was aware that de Calonne and the archbishop of Sens had both sunk under the public distrust, and the impracticability of raising the necessary supplies; and he well knew that the evil was not diminished, and unless some expedient could be hit on to re-establish public credit, he foresaw his own fate must be similar to that of his predecessor. His first intentions were to recall the banished members of the parliament of Paris, and to re-establish that body to its functions; to replenish the treasury, which he found almost empty; and to relieve the necessity of corn under which the kingdom, and the capital in particular, then laboured. His next plan was the conversation of the States-General, which had been already promised by the king, and which, in fact, proved the immediate forerunner of the revolution. Necker was particularly blamed by his adversaries, who were watching for an opportunity of reproaching his conduct, for having confounded that the number of members of the Tiéres État should be equal to that of the nobles and clergy united. It was soon foreseen by those who considered with attention the situation of the two parties, that the nobility and clergy would, to preserve their influence, urge their claim to vote by orders, while the representatives of the great mass of the people would be equally furious that every question should be decided by a phalanx of voices. At the opening of the States, Necker delivered an elaborate speech, in which it was his misfortune to be deficient in pleasing both parties, and of consequence he obtained the permanent confidence of neither; the exclusive rights of the multitude still attended him, but several of the deputies of the Tiéres État, as the representatives of the people were denominated, regarded already with suspicion the minister who represented the meeting of the States General, merely as the effect of royal grace, instead of a constitutional right. They were still less satisfied with the system to which he inclined, viz. to decide every question by a majority of orders, instead of voices, while the clergy and nobles recollected with indignation, that his counsels had already shaken their former superiority, and had swelled the commons to an equality, in number, with the other two states. After this he proposed a royal sitting, and drew up a plan of government to be recommended by the king in a speech, which underwent so many alterations as to displease the minister who wrote it, and who accordingly signified his disapprobation by his absence when it was delivered. In the course of events, the king was persuaded to reéstablish the increasing claims of the popular party, and he determined upon the assembling of troops round the cities of Paris and Versailles; this was the signal for the dismission of Necker, who had raised his voice in the most resolute tone against these measures. On the eleventh of July 1789, a sudden order was brought him, while sitting at table with company, that he should quit the kingdom within twenty-four hours. The manner in which he submitted to this decree fully acquismed him of any wish to raise a commotion on his own account. Pretending a sudden indisposition, he retired from company after dinner, took a post-chaise, and with his wife drove first to his country seat, and from thence to Brussels, with all possible expedition. As soon as his dismission was known, the whole city was in a flame. The destruction of that fortress of despotism, the Bastille, soon followed; and such symptoms of popular fury appeared that the king was glad to lend an express urging his return, with even greater celerity than he had censured his banishment. This overtook him at Bafl, which he had been first apprized of the revolutionary events at Paris. He determined upon compliance with the invitation, and his return was a scene of triumph, familiar, it was said, to that of Cicero from his banishment. On his approach to the capital he was hailed by the enthusiastic shouts of the people, and his entrance into Paris was regarded as a day of public rejoicing. An immense concourse of people pressed to meet him, a numerous guard conducted him with military honours through the city; the air resounded with acclamations of "Long live the Nation! Long live Necker." Every house was illuminated, but it was said that those perors were most distinguished by their demonstrations of joy who had most largely profited by the loans of the minister. The plaudits of the multitude are never of very long duration, and the popularity of Necker had reached its summit, and it was coerced now to decline. As a minister of finance he was obliged to propose expedients which of necessity were galling to the people, and his feelings with respect to the principles of government were far remote from those which now began to be avowed by the popular leaders, and he soon became, in the
the eyes of the revolutionists, an aristocrat, and, as violence predominated, his personal safety was endangered. Mortified, and perhaps alarmed, at the loss of his influence, and at the symptoms of discontent which began to manifest themselves strongly against almost all his measures, he desired to resign, offering to leave, as pledges for his integrity, the money which he had advanced to government, viz. about 80,000l. fleering, and his house and furniture. His resignation was accepted with much fang-froid, and he left Paris with the poignant reflexions of a man, certainly unequal to the duties which he had undertaken, and who had seen that popularity fade away which had supported him in his former trials. In this retreat he was more than once infurited by the very people who, but a few months before, had hailed him as their favourite. He might well exclaim "My happiness has been of very short duration." Gibbon, who passed four days with him at this period, says, "I could have wished to have exhibited him as a warning to any aspiring youth poftessed with the demon of ambition. With all the means of private happiness in his power, he is the most miserable of human beings; the past, the present, and the future, are equally odious to him. When I suggested some domestic amusements, he answered, with a deep tone of despair, 'in the state in which I am, I can feel nothing but the blast which has overthrown me.'" Shortly after this, his mind was diverted from public disappointment by the more poignant grief of domestic calamity; his wife died, after a long illness, in which he had attended her with the most affectionate fidelity. He now recalled the native energies of his mind, and had recourse to his favourite occupation of writing, and several works of different kinds were the product of his solitary hours. His principal pieces are entitled "Sur l'Administration de M. Necker, par lui-même," "Réflexions, &c." which were intended to benedict the king during his captivity and trial: "Du Pouvoir Exécutif," being an essay that contained his own ideas on the executive part of government: "Dernières Vués de Politiques, et de Finance," of which the chief object was to diffuse what was the best form of government France was capable of receiving. Besides the above, he published a "Courte de Religious Morality," and a novel, written at the suggestion of his daughter, entitled "The Fatal Consequences of a Single Fault." Though deprived of three-fourths of his fortune, he had sufficient for all his wants, and able to indulge his benevolent disposition. He had been placed on the list of emigrants, but the directory unanimously erased his name, and when the French army entered Swifferland, he was treated by the generals with every mark of respect. His talents and conduct have been alike the subject of dispute; but it may be affirmed that though unfit for the florid scenes of a revolution, he would have been eminently great in common times. Though, for a time, overwhelmed with the shock that lurked from the pinnacle of greatness, he spent the latter years of his life, in the rational pursuits of a philosopher and man of sound judgment and true taste. His only daughter, who married the baron de Stael, ambassador from Sweden to France, has made herself known to the literary world by several publications, particularly by "Memoires de the Character and Private Life of her Father," written in a high style of panegyric; and of a novel entitled "Delphine," in which she has inferred her desire of working strongly on the feelings, to overpower, in a great measure, the true notions of good taste and morality. New Ann. Railp. History of the Fr. Rev. by Rabaud de St. Etienne. Hist. of France, 1790.

NECKER'S ISLAND, in Geography, one of the smaller Virgin islands, near the N. coast of Virgin Gorda.

NECKER'S ISLE, a small island in the Pacific ocean, consisting of an almost barren rock about 500 toises in length and 65 in height, without a single tree, but having on it a good deal of graps. M. La Peroufe points it out to navigators, that they may avoid the danger of approaching it: within a space of ten miles from it, no other ground was found besides coral and broken shells. N. lat. 23° 31'. W. long. 164° 32'.

NECKER ISLANDS, a cluster of nine small islands or rocks in the North Pacific ocean, on the W. coast of America, about a league off Cape Blasen; so called by La Peroufe. N. lat. 42° 58' 56". W. long. 124° 45' 20'.

NECKERIA, in Botany, received its name from Hedwig, "in memory of the most eminent oppofer of the doctrine of the sexual propagation of mosses, to whom nevertheless botany is not a little indebted." This was Dr. Natalis Joseph de Necker, botanist to the Elector Palatine, who was born in 1730 and died in 1793. He published a Linnesean Flora of French Flanders in 1768; Methodus Myurorum in 1771; Physiologia Myurorum in 1774; Elementa Botanica, teaching the principles of natural arrangement, in 1790; and some other works. We have sufficiently noticed his determined opposition to the fexes of mosses; see Musci. He also extended his difbelief to other plants, in some measure confounding, like many other writers, their increase by roots or buds, with sexual propagation, as in Lema and Scopelium tectorum. He even contended that the seeds of Hemp and Mercury were perfected without impregnation; but this is refuted by Linnaeus, who proves that no seeds of Hemp are formed, unless the suddenly withered stigma flows it to have been acted upon by the pollen. When the vitality of the part is exhausted, by the accomplishment of its natural purpose, it dies. (See FEUORIZATION OF PLANTS.) The name in question was originally written, as it ought, Neckeria; but the accidental or designed alteration, in Hedwig's great work, has now universally prevailed.—Hedw. Fund. v. 2. 93. t. 8. f. 47—50. Crypt. v. 3. 38—55. Sp. Musc. 200. Schreb. 762. Mart. Mill. Dief. v. 3. Sm. Fl. Brit. 1727. Turn. Musc. Hib. 101. Sibth. 304. Michaux Boreal-Amer. v. 2. 307.—Clafa and order, Cryptogarum Maijfi Nat Ord. Mufci. Eff. Cl. Capsule oblong, from a lateral scaly sheath. Outer fringe of sixteen acute teeth; inner of as many intermediate thread-shaped teeth. Veil smooth.

The habit of Neckeria is like that of Hypnum, under which genus fome of its species have been described by Linnaeus; but still nearer to Fontinalis in the shortness of the fruit-halk. Accordingly several of the species, more recently discovered, have been referred to the latter genus. (See HYNUM and FONTINALIS.) Neckeria differs, in essential character, from both in its inner fringe, which consists of dilated and separate leaves or bristles; not combined by a membranous base, as in the former; nor connected by transverse lattice-work, as in the latter. Sixteen species are described in the Species Myurorum of Hedwig, five of which are British. They are diploid in two sections, and these are each subdivided into two more; according as the leaves are two-ranked or scattered.

Section 1. Fruit-halk shorter than the capsule.

In this section seven of Hedwig's species have the frum irregularly branched; and three of these the leaves elegantly diploid in two ranks, making a flat feather-like figure; which from their polish and transparency, and especially from the crisp or corrugated nature of the fpecies, affords a beautiful spectacle. An example of this is N. pennata. Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. 47. t. 19. (Fontinalis pennata; Linn. Sp. Fl. 1571. Ehrh. Crypt. 13. Sphagnum
num pennatum undulatum, vaginæ quamosa; Dill. Mufc. 250. t. 32. f. 9. Mucoseris terresris major, &c.; Vaill. Par. t. 27. f. 4.—Stem thread-shaped, decumbent, branched. Branches somewhat compound. Leaves imbricated, two-ranked, lanceolate, corrugated, with an oblique point. Capsule immersed in the sheath.—Native of trunks of trees, in Sweden, Switzerland, France and various parts of Germany, but not in England. Grew it however from the Capsule of Good Hope, as well as from Nova Scotia, and the west coast of North America, gathered by Mr. Menzies, so that it appears to be widely dispersed over the globe. This moss is perennial, ripening the capsules in spring. The flars are three or four inches long, with numerous unequal taper-pointed branches, lying flat over each other, all thickly bevet with leaves spreading likewise in two ranks. Each leaf has three or four transverse plats towards the end, but no ribs, veins, nor ferratures. The whole is of a light shining green. Capsules light brown, lateral, axillary, solitary, on very short stalks, enveloped by the numerous lanceolate, taper-pointed, scales of the sheath, which extend considerably beyond the top of each capsule. Lid convex, with a sharply curved point, about half as long as the capsule. Fringe pale and delicate. Veil slender, reddish.

N. difficile. Lateral Neckera. Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. t. 22; and undulata, t. 21; two West Indian species, have blunter foliage, with petacous scales to the sheath, but otherwise they have much of the aspect of the above. The leaves in the form of Gerey even in the latter transversely corrugated. —N. globula, Sw. Ind. Oec. 1753, (Lejeux globella, Hedw. Sp. Mufc. t. 59. f. 1—5.) a native of Jamaica, requires to be here added.

Among those with scattered leaves is N. kternor. Lateral Neckera. Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. 38. t. 15. Engl. Bot. t. 1180. (Sphagnum arborescens; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1570. Hudf. 465. S. heteromallum polycephalum; Dill. Mufc. 248. t. 32. f. 6. Fontinalis secunda; Linn. Meth. Mufc. 30. Dickl. Dr. Pl. 183.) Stem branched, diffuse. Leaves ovate, concave, imbricated every way. Capsules turned to one side. Native of England and Ireland, but, as far as has hitherto been observed, of no other country. Sherard first found it at Bedfordton, Gloucestershire. This grows in tufts closely pressed to the trunks of trees, and is not uncommon in Norfolk. The flars are about 1 inch long, diffuse, rigid, with pinnate branches, thickly clothed with small, dull-green, ovate, concave, acute, single-ribbed leaves, imbricated every way. Capsules at the end of short lateral branches, all leaning one way, over-topped by the leaves of their sheaths, which are lanceolate and taper-pointed. Lid conical, acute, erect. Veil torn at the margin.

The rest of this division are N. filiformis, Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. t. 16; hypnoides, t. 17; composita, Hedw. Sp. Mufc. 203. t. 46. f. 8—13; and filicina, Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. t. 18; all West Indian mutes, discovered by Dr. Swartz. The last has an erect habit, with a naked stem, like a little tree. Their discoverer adds another in his Fl. Ind. Oec. 1704, by the name of polytrichoides. (Hypnum, Hedw. Sp. Mufc. t. 61.) but suspects it, as well as the third last, having hairy veins, may belong to some other genus, perhaps Orthotrichum. Thus we are able to followed.

Section 2. Fruit-flalk longer than the capsule. Six of this section have two-ranked leaves; and two have scattered ones. Among the former are

N. pulula. Small Feathery Neckera. Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. 49. t. 20. Engl. Bot. t. 1443. (Hypnum pennatulum; Dickl. Crypt. fac. 1. 5. t. 1. 8. H. Sicc. fac. t. 22. Fontinalis pennata; Hudf. 408, excluding the fynonyms.) —Branches pinnate. Leaves two-ranked, ovate, obliquely pointed, transversely corrugated. Fruit-flalk scarcely longer than the sheath. Native of trunks of trees in WiltmoreLand, Suffex and Scotland, nor has it been observed in any other country. No wonder that this moss was mid-kens by Mr. HUDSON for the first species, or Fontinalis pennata of Linnæus. None but himself had ever gathered it, till the writer of this, by a diligent search, in the summer of 1782, found it on trees near Ambleside, as indicated in the Fl. Angl. but without capsules. These Mr. Dickson met with in Suffolk, and gave, as we believe, to Mr. Lightfoot. They decided the character between the present plant and pennata, and Hedwig's work estabhlished the species. The habits of the two plants are much alike, but this is smaller and less strikingly beautiful; the leaves are more ovate; and the fruit-flalk is about as long, sometimes longer, than the close tapering sheath, being twice or thrice the length of its capsule. The teeth of the inner fring, in both these species, are very slender, and but half the length of the outer.

N. crispa. Crisped Neckera. Hedw. Sp. Mufc. 206. Sm. Fl. Brit. 1273. (Hypnum crispm; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1589. Engl. Bot. t. 617. H. pennatum, undulatum crispm, setis et capulis brevibus; Dill. Mufc. 273. t. 36. f. 12.)—Branches pinnate. Leaves two-ranked, oblong, transversely corrugated. Fruit-flalk twice the length of the sheath.—Native of chalky or lime-lime countries, in dry woods, very abundant, bearing large capsules in April. The writer of this, by a diligent search, in the summer of 1782, discovered it on the roadside of British mosses. The branched flars, leafy throughout, lie over each other in thick elastic horizontal mutes, and are excellent for package. The capsules are not constantly produced, but when they do occur are abundant, springing from axillary tapering close sheaths, which their italks greatly exceed in length, especially when the capsule is fully ripe.

N. planifolia. Knobbed Neckera. Hedw. Sp. Mufc. t. 48. f. 1—3, and maragoda, Hedw. Crypt. v. 3. t. 235; natives of the South sea islands; with eladorbicans, Hedw. Sp. Mufc. t. 47. f. 1—7, and pedicellata f. 8—13; discovered by the Rev. Dr. Moungen. near Lancaster, in Pennsylvania; are the only remaining species of this section deferbed with two-ranked leaves, which character however their figures hardly express, nor do we find it in our specimens, at least of the latter.

Those of this second section with leaves imbricated in every direction, are only two in Hedwig, both of British growth of plants.


NEC

Mufc. 307. t. 39. f. 43.)—Stem creeping. Branches erect, cylindrical. Leaves lanceolate, imbricated, spreading, flatly turned to one side. Capsules erect.—Found about the roots of trees, in old dry woods, throughout Europe, bearing fruit plentifully enough in the spring. The wiry creeping
flax throw up numerous, erect, crowded, level-topped, simple or divided branches, thickly clothed with dark-green or yellowish leaves, which though imbricated every way, are curved toward one side. Fruit-flakls an inch or more in length, from very short 
flachs. Capsule erect, cylindrical.

Three new species have been added to this genus by Mr. W. Hooper, in his paper on the Mooses found by Dr. Buchanan in Nepal. These are
N. fischeriana, Hooper Tr. of Linn. Soc. v. 9. 312. t. 27. f. 1—Stem pinnate, with short branches. Leaves ovate, pointed, single-ribbed at the base. Capsules nearly seseible, almost globular, turned one way.—On trees at Kargoo in Nepal, bearing fruit in March. Nearly akin to N. betronalia, next to which it ought to be inferred; but the more lax and spreading habit, and especially the spherical capsule, unlike every other known Neckera, distinguih it.

N. flowensf. ibid. 314. t. 27. f. 2.—Stem erect, pinnate. Branches mostly simple. Leaves ovate, ribbed. Capsule cylindrical, erect. Lid awl-shaped.—Gathered at Narain betty. This forms silky tufts of a tawny yellow. It belongs to the last section of the genus, along with curvil-gendula and vitisiciola; but differs widely from both in its fine, crowded branches; from the former in its long capillary fruit-flakls; from the latter in its still more slender capsules, and leaves not turned to one side.

N. tenus. ibid. 315. t. 27. f. 3.—Stem doubly pinnate. Leaves imbricated, serrated; those of the stem roundish—heart-shaped, with two furrows at the base. Capsule erect. Lid incurved.—Gathered at Narain betty in January. This belongs to the same division as the lat, with which it agrees in colour, but its habit, and growth in broad dense silky tufts, is like some of the feathery species of Hyphnum. Besides the marks indicated in the specific characters, the long dark capillary fruit-flakls, and turgid capsules, are peculiar. S.

NECKERHAUSEN, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Baden; five miles E. of Mannheim.

NECKHAM, Alexander, in Biography, an English abbot, who flourished in the thirteenth century, was born at St. Alban's in Hertfordshire. He had imbued a very early inclination for acquiring knowledge, and that he might indulge it, he embraced the religious life among the canons regular of the order of St. Augustine. He profected his studies with great earnestness not only in his native country, but on the continent, and directed his mind to all the various branches of learning and science then known. He became, in the elimation of the age in which he lived, an excellent divine, an able philosopher, an accomplished orator, and an elegant poet. In 1215 he was elected abbot of the monastery of Cirencester, where he died three years afterwards. He was author of "Commentaries" on Ecclesiaeftes, the Song of Songs, the Psalms, and the creed of Athanasius, and of other theological and moral pieces; of which a lift is given in Lelandi Comment. de Scrip. Brit.

NEKBIL—el-sherif, in Egypt, the head of the sherif, or relations of Mahomet, who has the great cognizance of their actions, and the power of inflicting punishments upon them.

In Arabia, Nekeb denotes an officer of inferior decent, some of whom had been slaves in their youth. This title is the highest which 1 man can confer; and it differs from that of Scheich, which is a title that can only come by de-

fent, and is peculiar to sovereign princes and independent lords.

NECKLACE Snake. See Snake.

NECROLOGY, NECROMANCY, formed of neskog, dead, and moraica, incantation or divination, the art or act of communicating with devils, and doing surprizing feats by their afflance; particularly of calling up the dead, and extorting answers from them. See Magic.

NECROSIS, in Medicine, from neskog, dead, is properly synonymous with the term mortification; but it has been applied by Sauvages, and some other writers, to that disease which has been called dry gangrene, mal des ardens, St. Anthony's fire, &c.; namely, the ignis facer of Lucretius and the ancients, and the ergot, &c. of the moderns. This disease, which terminated in the mortification and dropping off of the limbs, after they had been converted into a dry and mummy-like flate, originated from starruation, but has been supposed to arise from poisonous vegetables taken with the food, and not from its deficiency.

Sauvages makes three species of necrosis, which are varieties of the same affection: viz. 1. Necrosis plantaginis, the ergot, as described by the French academicians; 2. N. à vina, the "gangrene deche" of Quesnay; and, 3. N. febrilis, which appears to have been the endemic desribed by the professors of Marpurj, and other German writers, under the appellation of Krzel Krankheit. See Sauvages, NofoL Method. Clas. x. Gen. 39. See also Ergot, Ignis Sacer, Kriebel Krankheit, and Raphania.

Necrosis denotes, in Surgery, the death, or mortification of a part, or the whole of a bone. The term is derived from the Greek verb neskog, to dry or.

Were any rude and uninstructed person to take a hasty view of the bones of the human body, he might easily fall into the error of fancying them to be a mere mass of flony, unorganised, lifeless matter; while to others, who have attentionfully studied the flrst formation of these parts, their increase, their decrasons, and their states both in health and disease, it is a most certain and manifest truth, that the bones, as well as the soft parts, are endued with vitality.

In the earliest period of their growth, as the celebrated Weidmann takes occasion to observe, we may admire the principle of life, by which their first rudiments are begun, and what now exhibits the appearance of a soft gelatinous kind of matter gradually changes into cartilages and membranes, in the middle of which the flenser specks of ossification arise, and increasing in length, breadth, and thickness, at last acquire, in an inexplicable manner, a fixed and durable external form and internal structure.

In their cavities, interlaces, canals, cells, &c. there are various fluids, contained in proper vesicles and receptacles; either blood, lymph, or marrow. These are not liable to putrefy from being stagnant, but undergo a continual renovation, being spots derived from the common mass of the circulation, and afterwards carried back into it again.

But what most still more excite our admiration of nature, is the fact, that even those earthly elements, which give strength and compactness to the bones, do not last without any mutation, but have a particular circulation of their own, and whenever a part of the carthy matter is lofd, from causes not
not necessary for us to particularise here, it is well known to admit of regeneration.

The bones, being then endowed with vitality, must be liable to be acted upon by a variety of stimulating causes, and to become affected with inflammation.

Should the exciting cause of the inflammation continue to operate, the soft parts also inflame and suppurate.

When the inflammation and suppuration are confined to the surface of the bone, the pericement being detached, without, however, any deeper injury of the structure of the bone, or the inflammation extending far internally, writers term the disease _exsudatio officis_, which differs from _denudation_, inasmuch as the latter is caused by external violence, while the former always arises from preceding inflammation.

When the inflammation affects the bone more deeply, and excavations are formed in it, in consequence of its elementary parts having been absorbed, the disorder is named by Latin writers _caries_, by the Greeks _καρίω_, and by the Germans _beinfräts_. If we examine the different notions entertained by surgical authors concerning caries, we shall find that they are little consistent either with each other, or with the affection to which they relate. As Weidmann observes, Sauvages has confounded caries with necrosis; while Linnaeus has set down, as the marks of a caries, some which occasionally attend ulcers, without any such difference of the bone, and do not invariably exist when caries prevails. Vogel and Sagar have, indeed, rightly expressed the disorder; but what they have stated is rendered somewhat obscure by the addition of several superfluous insignificant circumstances to their definitions.

Weidmann contends, however, that these writers need not have had any difficulty in defining caries, since the celebrated Cullen conveyed a just idea of what this disease was, by two words, _officis ulcers_.

It deserves attention also, that ulcers of the bones chiefly differ from those which affect the soft parts, in being much slower in their formation and termination, the vital powers of the bones being very inferior to those which are possessed by the generality of other parts of the body.

Just in the same manner, as the like soft parts, are liable to inflammation and suppuration, so, like the flesh, they may be attacked with gangrene and phaceous; but, in this instance, the case is not usually explicated by these terms, surgeons having agreed to call the disease _necrosis_.

Necrosis of the bones was a disease which did not escape the observation of the ancient medical writers (Hippocrates, Aph. sect. vii. 77. Celsus, lib. iii. cap. 2, &c.) Many of them, however, were accustomed to confound necrosis indiscriminately with several other analogous affections, so that the consequence is, great confusion prevails in their details of the subject, truth and error being often found blended together in their statements. Some of these old writers sometimes employed the term caries, while others used the apppellations _spina ventosa_, _cancer officis_, &c. synonymously with mortification of the bones.

As Weidmann remarks, however, it ought to be understood, that caries, _spina ventosa_, and _pedarthrocose_ are, all ulcers of the bones, differing merely in their nature and situation. Caries, according to this author, is a simple ulcer affecting the outer part of a bone: _spina ventosa_ is a worse species of the same disorder, affecting the interior texture of the bones, and occurring with particular frequency in the joints of children; by Marcus Aurelius Severinus it is called _pedarthrocose_. These ulcerative diseases of the bones differ from necrosis, in the same respects as an ulcer of the soft parts differs from gangrene and _spina ventosa_. In Vol. XXIV.

The celebrated M. Louis, secretary of the Royal Academy of Surgery at Paris, first applied the term _necrosis_ to the disorder of which we are speaking. He differs from Weidmann, however, in signifying by this expression the death of the whole thickness of a bone, whereas this latter writer, in common with all surgeons of the present day, admits different degrees of the affection, from the death of a whole bone to that of a few bony lamelle, and uses the word _necrosis_ to express the disease in all its states.

There have been some writers, amongst whom is the eminent M. David, who have implied by _necrosis_ a disease, in which a part of a bone perishes, and is then reproduced. (See David's Obf. fur une Maladie connue sous le Nom de Necrofe, Paris, 1782.) But since it does not constantly follow, when part of a bone dies and is separated, that new bone is formed, and since, in both these circumstances, the disease only differs in its form and degree, and not in its nature, it is manifest that the signification of necrosis should not be so limited. We must therefore with Weidmann in the propriety of calling every case a true necrosis, whenever a fragment of bone perishes, and is detached, or about to be detached, from the other part, which continues alive.

_Necrofe_ Offizium, p. 7.

In every climate, age, sex, mode of life, habit, and condition, necrosis may occur; but it is observed that youth, the middle age, and persons who suffer laborious employments, and are exposed to external injuries, are most subject to the disease. None of the bones of the human body are altogether exempt from the danger of its attack: yet it is remarked, that the malady most frequently affects those which are situated superfcially and towards the extreme part of the limb, while such as lie more deeply hidden are left apt to be the seat of the disorder. The spongy portions of the bones are seldom affected; the disease is more commonly seen prevailing in the hard, compact texture of these parts: and it may take place either in the long bones, or such as are broad and flat; in those which are large, or the finer ones; or even in the very least, the officula of the ear being known to perish and be discharched. Allain de Morbis Veneres, lib. iv. cap. 1. Henry, Journal de Med. tom. xv. p. 362.

Besides the difference, in regard to the bones which are exposed to necrosis, the disease itself is attended with variety. Sometimes only a small slender portion of bone dies; sometimes the piece is large and of considerable thickness. The disease is simple, when it is simple and only in one bone, and the patient is well in all other respects. The complaint puts on a more complicated form, when several parts of the same bone are affected with necrosis, when different bones are diseased together, or when the health in general is impaired, or other complaints exist. The forms, in which necrosis presents itself, vary according to the disease happens to occur in the external or the internal layers of the bones; in their extremities, or their central parts. The dead piece may merely consist of a small slender scale; or it may be of considerable thickness, and even comprehend the whole particles of the bone. Sometimes the portion affected with necrosis lies between the particles. In certain cases, a whole epiphysis perishes, or, what is exceedingly rare, the diapole of the flat bones. In particular instances, the cylindrical parts of the
long bones are attacked with necros in such a manner, that
the external lamella, which are covered by the perios-
teaum, are preserved, while the internal part dies, and is
detached from the middle of the parietes of the bone.
Sometimes several bones, contiguous to each other, are de-
stroyed and separated at the same time. Nor is it unworthy
of notice, that the ravages of necros may spread over the
bones in every possible direction, longitudinally, transverse
ly, internally, &c.

In order also to have proper ideas respecting the treat-
ment of this disease, it ought to be known, that necros
admits of being divided into different stages; in the first,
the injured part of the bone dies; in the second it is dead,
and the process of separation, is taking place; and, in the
third, the separation is completed.

The various forms of necros having been noticed, the
next thing for us to consider is the causes of this disorder.
Thefe, indeed, are not altogether different from such as pro-
duce ulcers and gangrene in the soft parts. As, however,
the vital power of the bones is less than that of the
flesh, it is probable that necros may be brought on by
lighter causes than tho'fe which induce the preceding af-
fections of the soft parts; and it seems likely, that such
causes as would only give rise to suppuration of the flesli,
may produce necros of the bones.

We may consider, as the cause of necros, whatever ex-
 distinguishes the nutrition of a bone, in the perios-
teaum, the medullary membrane, or the texture of the bone itefelf, so as
to annihilate all the vitality of the part affected. But it
merits attention, that if such causes should only extend their
action to a certain small part either of the perios-<ref>teum, the
medullary structure, or the bone itself, the bone does not
suffer necros of the bones.

The causes of necros may either be of an external or in-
ternal nature, or both. Sometimes the vitality of the bones
is suddenly destroyed by them, while, in other examples,
the bone undergoes the process of inflammation before it
perishes. The outward cause, producing necros, are
wounds, contusions, preflure, fractures, comminuted injuries
of the bones, luxations, acrid caudic applications, fire, cold,
&c. If the external part of a bone be affected by them,
the necros is external; internal, when they extend their
operation to the interior of the part.

When the perios-teum has been injured by external violence,
so that it becomes affected with considerable inflammation,
and flogous, or when it has been more hastily killed by the
action of caudic, fire, cold, or other causes, such vessels
as give nourishment to the bone are cut and destroyed, so
that it must inevitably follow, that the portion of bone,
which is deprived of the perios-teum, must die. But when
the separated piece of the perios-teum, and the exposed por-
tion of bone, are of trivial size; the patient young, and in
other respects healthy; proper antiphlogistic treatment been
purfued; and the vessels ramifying within the texture of the
bone preserved; hope may be entertained that granulations
will arise from the surface of the bone, and an union to the
adjoining flesh be established.

The larger the portion of perios-teum is which is de-
stroyed, while the bone itself has been bruised, and long
exposed to the air, the greater chance is there of a necros
taking place. The reason to be apprehensive of such mischief
is fully stronger, when the patient is advanced in years,
his vital powers on the decline, or his constitution bad.

The layer of bone that dies and separates may either be
small, or of some thickness; or the whole paries of the
bone may die; according as the portion of the perios-teum,
torn away or destroyed by the inflammation, happens to be
small or extensive; according to the degree of injury suf-
tained by the interior structure of the bone; and according
as the treatment has been rightly or injudiciously conducted.

Although internal necros, extending into the spongy
parts of the bones, mostly originate from constitutional
causes, yet such disease may sometimes proceed from injury
of the internal membranes of the bones, occasioned by out-
ward violence. In external injuries of the skull, where the
pericranium is detached, or otherwise spoild, and the ex-
ternal table and diploe have been hurt, the inflammation
often spreads to the internal table, from which the dura
mater separates. Upon the latter membrane matter accum-
ulates, and the symptoms are of a most dangerous de-
scription: if the patient survive without being trephined, a
part of both tables of the skull exfoliates. (See Pott's
Chirurgical Works, vol. i. p. 32. edit. 1779.) The same
thing, says Weidmann, may take place in other bones be-
ides the cranium, and he refers us for proof of the affec-
tion to a cafe recorded by Bromfield, where the spongy
texture of the upper and internal part of the head of
the tibia became affected with necros, in consequence of
violent preflure having been made on it in an flue in that

Neque est quod miremur; ex eo enim, quod vafa, quae
ex perioeto magna copia in t a ipsum offis contextum de-
sesfunt, et in medallas dispargarunt, et reciprocis fre-
quenter analomocibus rejuagantur, pronom eft colligere,
inflammationes, quae ab initio morbi in extemis, tantum offium
cacibis inflagreIcent, per vafa illa, veluti todtte conduet
ctoribus, profundius infligere, sique longe et late frages
fias exerere potet. Weidmann, p. 10.

Another more formidable train of caufes which may be
productive of necros, are of a constitutional nature, and
they affect the bones either in a sudden or gradual manner.

According to Weidmann, it is proved by frequent obser-
vations, that the vitality of the bones may be destroyed by
the effeets of acute malignant fevers, exanmhamata, small-
pox, and meafles.

When the habit is feerulous, or affected with lues venerea,
or fevrus, writers also inform us that a necros may more
readily occur.

It is remarked, that quicksilver, which, when judiciously
employed, is capable of preventing necros in venereal cafes,
may become a caufe of such mischief, particularly in the
lower jaw, if too much of the ointment has been rubbed in,
or the friotions have been made, without fufficient intervals,
or the patient has exposed himfelf to the cold, lived impror-
perly, &c. See Memòires de l'Acad. de Chirurgie, tom. v.
p. 356.

In treating of the caufes of necros, Weidmann, with
much judgment, cautions us not to employ fuch applica-
tions as were in vogue amongst the ancient furgeons, who
were ignorant of the nature of the bones, and the diftinctions
of the difeases to which thofe parts are liable. Remedies
of the fame kind, fays he, have been too much referred to in
modern times, and portions of bone have been not unfre-
frequently destroyed, in confequence of fpirituous, acrid,
caudic applications having been made to injuries of the
bones, or even cutting instruments had recourse to, while the
remedies ought to have been of the leaft irritating kind,
and things left principally to the operation of nature. Many
furgeons are afraid of applying to an exposed and injured
bone emollient ointments; and yet, for what reafon is dif-
ficult of determination, they have no hesitation in putting
upon the part aerid, drying, fpirituous drenchings. But, continuing
Weidmann, I have learned from certain and repeated ex-
perience, that emollient ointments may be advantageously
applied
applied to an uncovered or injured bone. Why, says he, should that kind of dressing which is known to be beneficial to the soft parts be hurtful to the bones? Indeed this writer argues with much truth, that, as the vesicles which nourish the bones are less numerous and smaller than those with which the soft parts in general are furnished, irritating, drying, spirituous applications must be likely to produce more extensive mischief in the former than in the latter parts. Weidmann, therefore, enjoins us never to make such applications to exposed portions of bone, lest necroses should be occasioned by the mode of treatment: he is strongly in favour of using emollient dressings.

It has been a prevailing opinion amongst practitioners, that pus, collected in the vicinity of a bone, may by inflammation acquire irritating properties, so as to lengthen the erode the bone, and cause necroses. This being the doctrine, the common advice has been to make an opening into all such abscesses without delay. Weidmann, however, and the generality of the best informed surgical writers of the present day, do not admit the accuracy of these tenets. It appears to Weidmann, that erroneous ideas on this subject have been induced by the circumstance of the bones in the neighborhood of abscesses being frequently found bare, carious, or affatted with necroses. The inference here drawn is, that the collected purulent matter has occasioned an erosion of the bone. The truth is, however, that the inflammation which has excited suppuration has not been confined to the soft parts, but has also extended both to the periosteum and bone. Weidmann asks, whether any abscesses ever really contained pus of so acrid and eroding a nature, as to be capable of destroying living parts? He observes, that if you take a drop of purulent matter, and infill it into the eye, an organ of exquisite fineness, you will feel no irritation nor inconvenience. When pus is situated in the anterior chamber of the eye, in contact with the iris and inner surface of the cornea, do we find that it erodes the parts? "Muloties ab oculi et extremitates visus, illud hic diu morari neque tamen tenellas habet partes corrodere, tamdemque et funfum fefervum, disprefare, quia determimentum his partibus inftiitum est. Vidimus ego et dilecti mecum dicifipuli, inter quos frateres Josephum et Carolum Wenzell, nunc medicini doctores nominale fufficitat, in ulceribus, mias, et periosis fratus orbis, offium superficibus cum contus, et per longum fatis tempus alui, ipsum vero, applicato inter umgum diglivo mollifimo, illo illuxit perfluitate, neque fufficat impedimentum, quoniam funpaffificias, illa nova carne, tamdemque cicatrice obducereitur; video infuper emortua offa per annos puri intra ulcerum cava explofita, lavam superficiem ret Turkey, nullamque arboronis notam; quod cum in offe emortuo ita evenerit, multo adue minuit in vivo fieri poftcume eft."

Weidmann, De Necrofi Offium, p. 12.

But although Weidmann avers his entire dissent from the doctrine, that pus even erodes the periosteum and bones, he admits, that this fluid, collected in a certain quantity, may, by the preflure which it occasions, produce inflammation and absorption of the adjoining parts. He also distinctly allows, that purulent matter, when collected between a bone and the periosteum, may, by the dilation which it causes, destroy the vesicles which connect that membrane with the bone, and thus, according to circumstances, give rise either to caries or necrosis.

The inflammation which the causes of necrosis excite in a bone, is either chronic or acute; chronic, inasmuch as it manifests itself slowly, increases in the same way, changes from one state to another with equal tardiness, and, on account of the mildness of the symptoms, is apt to deceive the practitioner. Such inflammation is particularly disposed to occur in languid constitutions, in which a tendency to acute inflammatory diseases does not prevail; in which the affection originates from a chronic cause, as ferofula, lues venerea, the freru, &c., and in which only the superficial part of a bone is attacked. But when the inflammation affects the interior of a bone, and the patient is of a robust, irritable, and plethoric temperament, the symptoms are of the most acute description, intolerable pain, acute fever, loss of reft, delirium, and other nervous disorders. Chronic inflammation produces less suffering, but it is longer in forming: while that which is acute occasions excessive pain, and more quickly arrives at its termination.

The part in which necroses is taking place swells, and the tumour, like the inflammation of which we have just now been speaking, most frequently arises slowly, though sometimes it increafes with great rapidity. In the first circumstance, the pain is obscure and trivial; in the last, it is severe and vehement. The tumour is not conical, as that of a simple abscess, but wide and diffufed. Hence its boundaries cannot readily be definguished, particularly when the affected bone is covered with much fufh. The swelling is fo extensive, that the whole region of the bone, or the entire member, may become enlarged.

From the very beginning the swelling augments, and continues to do fo until pus is formed; but at length the matter makes its way outward, and, by its discharge, the tumour somewhat subsides. Another fort of tumefaction, of the edematous kind, is also apt to occur in such patients as have long laboured under the difeafe, and whose confitution has been impaired by the violence of the pain, and the tediousness and large quantity of the discharge.

When acute inflammation has prevailed, pus of a good quality soon collects round the dead portion of bone; but when the inflammation has been of a chronic species, the matter is not produced fo quickly, and is crude and thin.

An abscess around a necrosis, originating from intense inflammation, and situated near the skin, soon bursts; but if the defeased bone be covered with much flesh, or thick tendinous expansions, and the inflammation be of a chronic kind, the pus daily increases in quantity and continues to diffuse in every direction. The bones, tendons, muscles, and vesicles refift the effüets of the difeafe a confiderable time; but the cellular membrane cannot do this equally well. Hence large and various sinufes take place; some of them extending in the cellular membrane near the main cavity of the abscess; others sometimes being in quite a different situation, especially when the matter is confined under any tendinous expansion. In this lat circumftance, the inner surface of the abscesses daily increafes in a surprizing degree, the source of suppuration is extended, and confiderable obfacles to the cure are produced.

After matter has continued for some time to be abundantly discharged from the openings, by which such abfcesses burft, the fores become fihulous, being surrounded with callous margins, emitting fungs granulations, and having no disposition to heal. The impediment to cicatrization here entirely depends upon the dead portion of bone, whether loose or adherent, which acts like any other extraneous body, and hinders the bottom of the ulcers from healing.

The number of these fufitae is different in different cafes; the lefs furious the difeafe is the fewer of them generally occur; while, in more confiderable cafes, there are many of fuch apertures, which may be very near together, or at a confiderable distance from one another. When the whole circumference of a bone is affected with necroses, fufitae may
Necrosis.

be formed in the integuments on every side of the limb; though it occasionally happens that one particular side is quite free from them.

There is no necessity for any comment here upon the urgent necessity of paying close attention to all the circumstances on which the diagnosis of the present disease is founded; the maxims of Celsus should never be out of recollection; "Cuius certa notitia non est, ejus certum reperi re medicum non potest."

There is something in the fort of inflammation with which the disease commences, that might excite suspicions of the approaching occurrence of necrosis. The inflammation is in its progress, deeply seated, lasts a long while, and is accompanied with grievous symptoms; the colour of the skin remains a long while unchanged; but at last it assumes a reddish purple, or leaden hue; the pus, after a time, makes its way to the surface, and, on its being discharged, the inflammatory symptoms and the disease undergo some remission. When the inflammation is acute, the pain continues to be severe a long while.

It is another sign of necrosis, when the swelling accompanying the inflammation seems to comprehend the bone itself, is extensively diffused, and not particularly prominent, and when the matter, after it is formed, lies deeply, and can only be obscurely felt.

The ulcers which occur over a necrosis emit a large quantity of matter; their edges are shelving; and granulations arise which are yellowish, or intensely red, irregular, and generally insensible, though sometimes excessively painful, and, on being touched, readily bleed.

An old opinion prevails amongst some practitioners, that the matter of ulcers, in which there is a dead piece of bone, is always thin, factitious, and fanious, and such qualities of the discharge have been regarded as a proof of the bone being affected. Weidmann, however, enjoins us not to put any confidence in this criterion. He affirms us he has learned, from frequent observation, that ulcers, accompanying necrosis, often secrete white, thick, inodorous matter, while other ulcers, unattended with any disease of the bone, have a thin factitious discharge. Weidmann does not mean to deny, that when the bone is affected with necrosis, the accompanying ulcers never emit unhealthy matter; and his chief intention seems to be, that of ascertaining that the circumstances is far from being sufficiently conlant to serve as a criterion of the disease of the bone.

Nor is it any certain mark of a diseased bone when the dressings, with which the ulcers have been covered, turn black; for this occurrence often takes place when a necrosis does not exist, and is absent when a portion of bone is known to be dead.

From circumstances like the preceding, no certain information can be drawn, in respect to the diagnosis. Much may be learned, however, from manual examination, if the bone be not too deeply concealed, the fistula not very winding, and the fores not entirely filled up with fungous granulations.

When the ulcers are large and open, the finger should be carefully introduced, and by this means the dead part of the bone will be felt and ascertained to be bare, and deprived of its periosteum. That the bone is actually dead, will be a matter of greater certainty, if its surface should be rough as well as bare, for there is always a chance of a bone becoming covered with granulations, even though the periosteum may be detached.

Examinations made with the naked finger always give the fullest information, and consequently ought to be precluded. The ulcers, however, are frequently so narrow, that the finger cannot be easily introduced, in which circumstance a common silver probe must be employed. This should be passed down to the bone, and moved about in all directions, in order to ascertain how much of the periosteum is detached, whether the surface of the bone is rough, and whether the dead portion is loose, or likely to become so quickly, &c.

Sometimes the dead piece of bone projects out of the ulcer, or, on opening the fore, may be distinctly seen. When the visible bone is of a black colour, it is unquestionably dead; but when its appearance is whiter than natural, it is more difficult to form a judgment.

It is worthy of notice, that the blackness of a bone does not depend upon the necrosis itself, but upon the exposure of the part to the air, and the drying up of the pus. It is even said, that portions of bone which are exfoliating are whiter than natural, provided they have always been covered with fluid purulent matter, and defended from the air.

In order to distinguish cases from necroses, it ought to be understood, that the former diseased, for the most part, arises in the spongy parts of the bones, and from an internal cause, in young subjects of debilitated and bad constitutions, the discharge being fetid, copious, thin, and fanious. If the bone itself be touched with a probe, it does not feel dry, as in necroses, but excavated by ulceration, and, as it were, worm-eaten.

It is a remarkable circumstance in the history of necroses, that in favourable instances of the disease, the inflexibility and firmness of the limb are preferred during the whole of the process, by which the new bone is formed. Consequently, the new bone must have begun to grow, and must have acquired firmness before the old bone separates, or is absorbed. Were this not the case, the limb must become flexible and unfelts the moment the dead bone is removed. Another consequence of the new bone being formed before the removal of the old one, is, that the former must surround and include the latter. For, since the ulcers portion of bone completely occupies the space between the two living ends, these cannot be immediately connected by the new bony matter. The connection can alone be completed by the new bone being deposited on the outside of the old one, from one end to the other, and attaching itself to the portions which still remain alive. The new bone must also be necessarily larger than the old one, because externally flattened, and hence the affected limb, after the cure is complete, will always continue larger, clumsier, and less shapely than the other. The length of it, however, remains unaltered, because the old bone retains its attachments, while the rudiments of the new bone are lying on its outside, and connect the living ends of the old one by an inflexible mass, equal in length to the portion which is destroyed.

Thus we see, that in the processes which nature follows in the formation of the new osseous shell, the old bone leaves as a mould for the new one; and the first step of the processes is to surround the old bone with an effusion of coagulating lymph. Ruffell on Necrosis, p. 2—7.

This author adduces many arguments to prove, that the pulpy mass, which extends from one portion of the bone to the other, and is itself at last converted into bone, is formed quite independently of the original bone, or the periosteum. P. 27.

On the other hand, Mr. Crowther has published a letter, written by Mr. Macartney, in which the periosteum is described as being the organ producing the new bony matter. Mr. Macartney remarks, that the first and most import
ant circumstance is the change which takes place in the organization of the periosteum; this membrane acquires the highest degree of vascularity, becomes considerably thickened, soft, spongy, and loosely adherent to the bone. The cellular substance, also, which is immediately connected with the periosteum, suffers a similar alteration: it puts on the appearance of being inflamed, its vessels enlarge, lymph is shed into its interstices, and it becomes confounded with the periosteum. These changes are preparatory to the absorption of the old bone, and the secretion of new osseous matter, and even previous to the death of the bone which is to be removed. In one instance, I found the periosteum vascular and pulpy, when the only affection was a small abcess of the medulla, the bone still retaining its connection with the neighbouring parts, as it readily received injection. The newly organized periosteum, &c. separates entirely from the bone, after which it begins to remove the latter by absorption; and, while this is going on, its inner surface becomes covered with little eminences, resembling granulations. In proportion as the old bone is removed, new osseous matter is deposited in the substance of the granulations, whilt they continue to grow upon the old bone, until the whole, or a part of it, is completely absorbed, according to the circumstances of the case. What remains of the involvment, after the absorption of the old bone, and the formation of the osseous tube which is to replace it, degenerates, loses its vascularity, and appears like a lacerated membrane. I have never had an opportunity of examining a limb a sufficient time after the termination of the disease, to ascertain whether the involvment be at last totally absorbed, but, in some instances, I have seen very little remaining. During the progress of the disease, the thickened cellular substance which surroonded the original periosteum becomes gradually thinner; its vessels diminish, and it adheres strictly to the new formed bone, to which it ultimately serves as a periosteum. Mr. Macartney states, that the anatomical preparations which authenticate the above observations, are preferred at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. See Crowther on White Swelling, p. 183, edit. 2.

According to Mr. Ruffell, an incipient case of necrosis is characterized by a deep-seated excruciating pain, not at first aggravated by pressure, and which is soon followed by a rapid enlargement of the parts along the course of the bone. Soon, however, after the commencement of the attack, an external inflammation succeeds, which quickly ends in the formation of matter. The abscess at length bursts by a small opening. The extent of this inflammation is not in general great. Mott commonly several inflammations of a circumfered kind occur about the same time the abscesses burst by small openings, which do not close, but continue discharging matter as florid forces. The apertures are generally situated over the most superficial part of the affected bone. The pus is usually of good quality, and large in quantity, issuing from extensive cavities, into which the fistula leads. Such abscesses, being situated within the newly formed osseous shell, cannot be discharged by pressure, nor can any fluctuation be felt. A probe can seldom be introduced far into the fistulous openings, or discover any loose piece of bone. In this stage, the dead bone, technically called the quefllum, can seldom be felt; though, in a few instances, small spicules make their way outward, together with the discharge. Fistulous openings may be regarded as necessarily attendant on all cases of necrosis; though to mild a case may be conceived, that the new bone may be generated without any outward ulceration. No such influence, however, is on record. Ruffell.

After the openings have formed, the case may take one of the following courses. The ulcerations may in time heal up, the sequestrum never be seen, and no vestige of the diseased bone remain, except a permanent enlargement and induration along the course of the bone. This is the most favourable manner in which a necrosis may terminate. In the other instance, the sequestrum makes its appearance externally, through the new bone and the integuments, attended with different degrees of pain, inflammation and suppuration, in different cases. The sequestrum may at first be moved by palpation; but is too firmly wedged in the surrounding parts to be completely taken out. In time, however, it becomes loose enough to be removed.

Sometimes the middle portion of the sequestrum prefers itself externally, while its sides are every where wedged in the substance of the new bone. The natural end of such a case would be very tedious of accomplishment, and the interference of art is essentially serviceable in accelerating the separation of the dead bone, thus circumstanced. After the sequestrum has been either absorbed or thrown off, in one of the above ways, the cavity of the new bone becomes filled up with granulations, which are, at length, converted into bony matter. Thus the new bone differs from the original one, in being solid instead of hollow. Ruffell.

When the sequestrum is thrown off slowly, the inflammation is moderate; but when it separates quickly, while the new bone is in a soft state, the detachment is always preceded by severe inflammatory symptoms, and followed by a temporary lysis of the natural firmness of the limb. This premature separation of the sequestrum often occurs in necroses of the lower jaw, and the chin consequently falls down on the neck. In certain cases, the sequestrum separates at each end from the living portions of the old bone, before the new osseous shell has acquired firmness, so that the limb feels as if it were broken in two places. Ruffell.

When the dead bone is removed by absorption, the process is tedious, and attended with a profuse discharge of matter, which gradually ceases, and at last stops altogether. In young subjects, this work is more quickly perfected than in old ones. There are some chronic cases of necrosis, in which the sequestrum remains unab sorbed for an indefinite length of time, producing no violent irritation, yet always enough to tease the patient, and disturb his health.

In necrosis of the long bones, there are always round apertures in the new osseous shell, corresponding with the external fistulous openings, as long as the sequestrum remains enclosed in it. Ruffell.

The tibia, femur, lower jaw, clavicle, humerus, fibula, radius, and ulna, are most frequently affected with necrosis. Excluding the lower jaw and clavicle, the process of regeneration has only been noticed in the cylindrical bones. From twelve to eighteen years of age is the time of life most susceptible to necrosis. The necrosis of the lower jaw, however, seldom occurs before the age of thirty. In some persons, two bones are affected at once, owing to constitutional causes.

The process of cure is said to take place with more celerity in the lower jaw than any other bone, and may be completed in three months. Mr. Ruffell has never known a case of necrosis of the tibia get well in less than a year; but, in general, nearly two years elapse first; sometimes the cure is protracted to a much greater length of time.

When the constitution is predisposed to necrosis, any cause, capable of exciting inflammation, may occasion an attack of it. Often, however, the disease is purely sporadical, and not referrible to outward causes. Cases which occur from...
from external injury, are generally those of the lower jaw, which are frequently imputable to blows, the application of acid fulminations to carious teeth, effects of mercury, &c.

Necroses of the lower jaw and clavicle never prove fatal: that of the lower extremities, which is the worst case, does so very seldom, and only from the violence of the first inflammatory symptoms, which rapidly bring on a hectic fever, which proves incurable, without removing its local cause by a timely amputation. When the violence of the first flare, however, has abated, the irritation ceases, and the hectic symptoms, if there are any, are generally moderate. Nor is this rate of tranquillity diluviated, till the fequestrum, in making its way outward, again produces irritation. At this second period of urgency, extensive inflammation may originate, ulceration spread all over the surface of the limb, affume an unhealthy appearance, violent fever succeed, and the patient either perish, or sink into a flate, in which he must content to amputation as the only means of saving his life. This is the last crisis of imminent danger; but, in general, it is less perilous, than when the inflammation comes on in the incipient stage of necrosis. Ruffell.

The following case of necrosis of the thigh-bone is related by Dr. Mackenzie.—William Baxter, a boy thirteen years old, received a blow on his thigh at school, of which he at first hardly complained; but in a few months he began to have pain in the thigh, which inflamed, swelled, and appeared to have matter in it. The parents being poor, no surgeon was called, and the boy was allowed to linger for a great while. At length the matter made its way through the skin, by a small opening on the interior part of the thigh, about three inches above the knee, and a thin fanes continued to be discharged for eighteen or twenty months. At length, the hole in the skin enlarged, and the point of a bone began to protrude, and give a good deal of pain when the clothes rubbed against it. After suffering in this manner for two years and a half, the boy, as he lay in bed one morning, felt the bone looser, and projecting more than ordinary. He gave it a strong pull, and brought the piece away entirely, which proved to be seven inches and a half of the thigh-bone. A good deal of bleeding followed; but the wound soon healed, and he has never since found the least inconvenience. Dr. Mackenzie, hearing of this singular case, sent for the boy, carefully examined his thigh, and found it as firm as the other. The only difference was, that it was somewhat thicker, and a little more curved. The muscles retained their natural softness and looseness on the bone. The detached piece of bone was a portion of its whole circumference.

In confirmation of this case, Dr. Hunter mentions a tibia, which was sent to him by a Mr. Inset, after amputation. On examination, the case at first sight seemed to be a swelling of the whole bone, with a loose internal exfoliation. However, it proved to be a remarkable instance of the separation of the greatest part of the original bone, whose place was suppplied by a callus. The external surface of the inclosed loose piece of bone was smooth. A small part of the surrounding bony substance being removed, the contained piece was taken out, and found to be the whole body of the tibia. It had separated from the epiphysis at each extremity. The middle part of the bone had perished, consequently had lost its connection with the pedicle, and was gradually thrown off from the living parts of the bone at each end. A callus extended from end to end, united the two extremities of the original tibia, preferred the length, and gave firmness and inflexibility to the part. The exfoliation was so encompassed by the new bony case, that, though quite loose, it could not be thrown out. (Med. Obs. and Enquiries, vol. iii.) In the fifth volume of the Mem. de l'Acad. de Chirurgie, is the history of a man, the whole of whose clavicles came away, without his being deprived of any of the motions of the arm. The death of this patient, which happened shortly afterwards, afforded an opportunity of examining how nature had repaired the loss. Another clavicle was found regenerated, which neither differed from the original one in length or solidity; but only in shape, being flatter, and not so round. It was connected with the acromion and sternum, just like the primitive bone. Though necrosis mostly attacks the cylindrical bones, the flat ones are not exempt from the difeafe. Pott makes mention of a parietal bone, the whole of which was detached, and of an os frontis, the greatest part of which came away. In a thesis on necrosis, in 1776, aux epistles de chirurgie, may be found the case of a young man, a very large part of whose scapula perished and came away. Choppard, who relates the case, mentions, that he saw the patient quite recovered, and felt a new triangular movable bone, firmly supporting the clavicle, but smaller and flatter than natural, and without any spinous processes. The gaze has happened to the lower jaw, as may be seen by referring to the Ephemerides Germaniae, and Mem. de l'Acad. de Chirurgie. In the fifth volume of the latter work is an account of a woman who applied to be relieved of some venereal complaints. From the beginning of the treatment, the bone was discovered to be loose just under the gums, and seemed shortly afterwards to move backwards and forwards with a tooth. Mr. Geeney took hold of the tooth with a key-instrument, and found it firmly inserted in the movable piece of the jaw; he made with caution the necessary manoeuvres for extracting the portion of bone; but was greatly surprised on finding what an extensive part yielded to his very moderate efforts. It was the whole of the lower jaw, above its right angle, from its division into the coronoid and condyloid processes to the space between the first and second of the front grinders of the left side. On the right, there only remained the condyle in the articular cavity of the temporal bone. This destruction left a considerable empty space, from which great deformity was apprehended, in consequence of the unsupported soft parts falling down. The woman, however, got well in two months, and had the most perfect use of a new jaw. A similar fact is recorded in the Journal de Medecine, 1791.

In cases of necrosis, the surgical indications are few and obvious; viz. 1. When inflammation attends any stage of the disease, to have recourse to common antiphlogistic means. 2. To promote the separation, or absorption of the dead bone, according as it tends to make its way outward, or to become completely inclosed with new bony matter; and, in this situation, to be invissibly and gradually removed by a natural process. 3. When the constitution seems unable to sustain any longer the effects of the local disease, to amputate, if the situation of the affection will permit.

During the first inflammatory attack, the patient's life is often endangered from the extent and violence of the inflammation, before the new shell is formed, or the fequestra loose, and ready to separate. In this state, art can do little more than employ topical bleeding, and poultices, and poultices. If, notwithstanding such treatment, a new danger is likely to peril of the hectic symptoms, which rapidly follow, unless the limb be immediately removed, the operation should then not be delayed.

But if the patient get over the first inflammatory stage, the grand object is to get rid of the fequestra. When they, however,
however, are undergoing a gradual absorption, without ever making their appearance externally, or giving any considerable disturbance to the constitution; or when the dead bone is making its way outward, without occasioning urgent inconveniences; the surgeon should interfere very little with the natural progress of the case. When the dead bone does not tend to make its way through the skin; but lies quietly incased in the new osseous shell, the occurrence of extensive suppurations may be prevented, by occasionally applying leeches, and keeping open a blister with the finev cerate, as recommended by Mr. Abernethy in his lectures, and Mr. Crowther, in his work on the White Swelling. The blister will, at the same time, have great effect in promoting the absorption of the lequement, and, of course, in accelerating the process of cure.

When the dead bone, however, creates considerable irritation, when its middle portion is very superficial, or quite exposed, while its ends or edges are overlapped by the surrounding new bony matter, consequentely the piece to be wedged in, that its separation cannot be expected in any moderate time, the operation of cutting it out is, certainly, not only feasible, but highly proper and commendable. In this kind of case, Mr. Hey's saws would be found the most convenient instruments.

Alto, were the dead bone, though quite covered and incased in the new one, to be tedious long in being absorbed, productive of great irritation and impairment of the health, and the affected bone superficial, like the tibia, no candid man could condemn making an incision, and removing a part of the osseous shell, in order to take the chance of being able at once to extract the sequestrum lodged in its cavity. Mr. Ruffell mentions successful attempts of this kind, which fully justify the practice. The state of the bone may be examined, without proceeding to any severe operation, by laying bare small portions of the bone in the vicinity of the fistulous openings, introducing a probe, if possible; or, if that be impracticable, drilling small holes with a perforator, for the purpose of examining the state of the cavity. If the cavity should fill seem extensive, and to contain a sequestrum of considerable size, the necessity of operating is apparent. On the contrary, if the whole cavity be filled up with offensive matter, and no dead bone found there, the progress of the case must, of course, be left to nature. (Ruffell) When the surgeon knows, that his object is to make an opening large enough to allow the dead piece to be extracted, he need not directition how to act about making it. The skin must be divided with a common scalpel, and the bone cut with small trephines, a gouge and mallet, or what are in most cases both, Mr. Hey's saws. Conduit Ruffell on Necrosis, 1794. Mem. de l'Acad. de Chirurgie, tom. V. Boyer on the Diseases of the Bones, vol. i. Encyclopédie Méthodique ; Partie Chirurgicale ; Art. Necrofie. Thes. de Ollium Necrof. 1776. Crowther on White Swelling, &c. edit. 2. Cooper's Dictionary of Practical Surgery.

Some remarks on necrosis may be found in Richerand's Nofographic Chirurgicale, tom. iii. Leveillé has also been very diffuse upon this subject, in his work, entitled Nouvelle Doctrine Chirurgicale, tom. iv. By far the most instructive book on necrosis, is Weidmann's De Necrofio Ollium, with plates, folio ; Francofurts, 1793.

NECTANDRA, in Botany, so called from necy, honey, and and, a man, because the supposed necerties have the appearance of anthers or male organs. Berg. Cap. 131. Jull. 77. This genus is thus characterized by Bergius.

Nectareous scales about eight, (rarely four,) prominent, seated upon the margin of the tube of the funnel-shaped corolla, and resembling anthers. Stamens included within the tube.

The three species described by him are Gymnadenia, with Struthiola erecta, of Lindl. But Juiffic seems not to admit more than the first, the second, having but four of the nectariferous scales, being, in his estimation, a Gymnadenia; and the third, having but four filaments, a Struthiola. The parts in question seem to us too variable, to authorize the establishment of a genus on such a character, for one single species, which has nothing about it besides to support the distinction.

NECTAR, Miss., among the Ancient Poets, the drink of the fabulous deities of the heathens. See AMBROSIA.

NECTAR is also used, by some of the ancients, to express honey: this signification of the word was owing to the supposition, that honey was the drink of the bees, as they effemed the yellow matter collected on their thighs to be their food. They called the latter ambrosia. It seems, that the ancients have been more in the right, as to their opinion of the ambrosia, than other authors, who have usually esteemed that yellow substance to be true wax; but it appears from experiments, that it is not really so; nor can wax be separated from it by any of the known processes of chemistry. It seems rather that the bees eat it, agreeably to the opinion of the ancients, and that after having derived them as nourishment, it is converted in the bowels into the substance we call wax.

NECTARINE, a fruit greatly esteemed for its delicious flavour, and supposed to have its name from the nectar of the gods, in heathen stories.

It differs in nothing from the peach, but in having a smoother skin and a firmer pulp.

We have ten kinds of nectarine cultivated by the curious in gardening; viz. Fairchild's early nectarine, ripening in the end of July; the Ebruge, Newington, scarlet, Brugnon or Stahan, and Roman, which ripen in August; the morry, golden, and Temple's, which ripen in September; and the Peterborough, or late green nectarine, which ripens about the middle of October.

The insects in nectarines may be destroyed in the same manner as those of peach trees.

The prunus, planting, and whole culture of this plant, are the same with that of the peach.

NECTARIUM, in Botany, the nectar or honey-cup, so denominated by Linnaeus, according to the metaphorical sense in which the word Nectar is often elegantly applied, by the Latin writers, to honey. This in Linnaean language is refrained to some part of the flower, and is defined an organ which contains, or which secretes, honey. Similar organs are found on the stalks or leaves of several plants, which produce a liquid, differing, in no respect, from what is found in flowers; but such are termed nectariferous glands. They are met with on the footstalks of Passion-flowers. The Meliae fragrans of Linnaeus (Dracaena fragrans, Ker in Curt. Mag. t. 1881.) exudes, from various parts of its flower-stalks, without any particular apparatus, a great quantity of very sweet concrete honey. In like manner the tube or claws of the corolla, perhaps even the filaments, in many flowers, appear to produce the copious honey lodged around or within them, without any distinct organ, or even a gland, being, as far as we can discover, appropriated to that purpose. Such it generally the case in the ringent flowers, or clays Didymium. Honey indeed is nearly universal in flowers, being designed, in a secondary way, to promote their fecundation, by means of the insects which depend upon it for food, and in searching for it, either by the pollen from the anthers, upon the stigma of
of the same blossom, or convey it from one to another. The more we scrutinize and watch the fecundation of flowers, the more proofs we shall find that even in those which, as usual, have flaments and pistils in the same individual, the former are often more vigorous in one of the same species, even on the same stem, than in another, whose pistil, on the other hand, is more perfect or vigorous than its own flaments. It very often happens also that the anthers of a flower are ripe, not precociously at the same moment with its stigma. In these cases the ministry of insects becomes peculiarly useful. Their operations are among the infinite and rich variety of means, by which similar purposes are accomplished under the superintendance of Divine Wisdom. These force even the most incredulous and fastidious observer, to admit the evidence of a design in Nature. Shall we microscopically admire them, and overlook the infinitely transcending design of the revealed will of God?

The shape and structure of the Nectarium in different plants are extremely various, but commonly quite conformatd and uniform in flowers of the same genus; very frequently indeed supplying the most clear and decisive marks, by which one genus is distinguished from another. In the Crown Imperial the nectary is a mere cup or depression, in the Lily a bordered furrow in the claw of each petal; in the Violet the base of one petal is elongated into a spur, or bag, containing the honey; in the Nafturtium, or Tropæolum, the nectariferous spur is an elongation of the calyx. The nectary is of the nature and texture of petals in the Epimedium, Engl. Bot. t. 438, but perfectly distinct from them, as well as from the calyx; while the Larkspur, Columbine, Aconite, and Helleborous, have likewise nectarines more or less agreeing with their petals, but no calyx. Hence some botanists reckon their petals, though coloured, the calyx, and their nectarines the only corolla. The neighbouring genus Ranunculus, whose nectarines are pores in the claws of its petals, certainly gives weight to such a determination. In Euphorbia the petals are in some species decided cup-like nectarines, filled with honey, in others of a crecent shape, possibly excuding the same fluid from their upper surface; but this we have in many instances not been able to detect, and there rather appears to be an actual transition in this very natural genus, from petals to nectarines.

Very distinct and certain nectarines, as actually secreting honey, are those of a glandular kind, lodged in the deepest recesses of a flower, and quite of a different substance from its other parts. Such are the green glands, usually four, in the Tetradycon, or Crucifera, clasps, situated at the base of the flaments, either on the inner or outer side. Singular ones, are found in Geranium and Salsify. In the latter genus an abortive germen often seems to become a nectar, which is double, in a strange transition. Urtica exhibits the same phenomenon, at least according to Linnaeus, but we cannot of our own knowledge speak to this.

Some flowers display an elaborate apparatus, which cannot be demonstrated to have any concern in the secreting or holding of the honey. Such are the five green bodies, fringed with bristles, each of which bears a globe, in the elegant Paraphila, Engl. Bot. t. 82. These, not being referable to any other of the usual parts of fructification, all of which are present beside, are by analogy presumed to be nectarines, which it is not probable either to dispute or to confirm. Linnaeus has been much confused for using this compendious term for every such supernumerary part, though it is very convenient for botanical distinctions to do so. The numerous and complex rays which decorate the Balfonflower, are equally inexplicable in their nature. But they crown the cell where the copious honey is lodged, while their cellular texture and vivid variegation of colour, indicate their connection with air and light, two great probable agents in the secretion of that faccharine fluid; nor does it appear to us at all improbable, that they share in its elaboration. In other cases the richly coloured petals of flowers possibly answer the same end. Professor Sprengel has very ingeniously attempted to demonstrate, that many of these, by peculiarly constricted or coloured, appendages to flowers, have a definite and appropriate use, which is to attract certain insects by their beauty or smell, that such insects may seek for the honey, or else to accommodate them while they are procuring it. Such he considers to be the intention of an infinite variety of gorgeous decorations about many flowers, which he calls macula indicantes, or spots that indicate the precise situation of the honey. Perhaps, in the rich benevolence of the Creator, he has indulged this tribe of beings with a taste for the beauty of these objects, thus tempting them to frequent the flowers for an important purpose in the economy of nature. So it seems, he has formed some flowers in the strong likenesses of particular butterflies, that the latter may be attracted to deposit their eggs on the plants so adorned, which are requisite for the fulfilment of the future brood of caterpillars.

See Sm. Infers of Georgia, t. 5, where this hypothesis is skilfully illustrated in Papilio Ebule and Caffia Chama-crifta; see also Pholana Gauze, t. 99 of the same work.

That Linnaeus, or other sylleptic botanists, may not sometimes have erred, in giving the name of nectarium, either to incomplete flaments, or to some fringe or other appendage not strictly such, we will not deny; but who can expect to avoid these occasional inaccuracies? He first named the part in question, and illustrated its use, which is no less extensive in the scientific discrimination of plants, than in the economy of their fructification; and if he was now and then led astray by a favourite hypothesis, he is more excusable than others, who could not see the use of the nectarium at all, either in vegetable physiology or sytematic botany.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of one leaf, fix-cleft; the three outer segments ovate, acute, coloured on the inside; the three alternate inner ones ovate, obtuse, smaller, coloured on both sides. Cor. none. Stam. Filaments fix, capillary, inserted at the base of the segments of the calyx; anthers ovate. Phyl. Gernenis superior, two, oblong; illices short; filaments obtuse. Peric. Capsules two, ovate, rather fleshy, crowned with the permanent illices of one cell. Seeds numerous, very small.

Ob. We are somewhat inclined to subscribe to Juvenius' opinion of this plant belonging to his Ranunculaceae, and, in that case, the three inner segments of the calyx must be considered as petals.

Ecl. Calyx fix-cleft, the three inner segments smaller and obtuse. Corolla none. Capsules two, rather fleshy, crowned with the illices, of one cell, many-feeded.

1. N. aquatica. Linn. Syll. ed. Gmel. v. 2. 380. Wild. (Cabomba aquatica. Aml. Guian. t. 124.)-Found in pools and gentle rivulets at Guiana, and in the island of Cape Verde. Stems long, branched, jointed, fiddle-shaped, with a pair of leaves at each joint. Lower leaves immerged, in five, capillary segments, repeatedly three-forked, with taper points,
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points, the outline of the whole circular; upper ones floating, alternate, peltate, orbicular, undivided, with concentric ribs. *Footfalls* very long. *Flowers* on long solitary flasks, at the axils of the upper leaves, yellow.

NECUIA, a name given by the ancient Greeks to a species of mullein.

The Greeks and Romans both used the flasks of a peculiar kind of mullein, called *thyra* by Nicander. For the making of wicks of lamps, we have a kind of mullein, called *lychnites*, and candlewick mullein, from the *lychnites* of Dioscorides; but it is not certain that our's is the same plant.

The ancients used the flasks of many different plants for the wicks of their candles and lamps. The rushes, stripped of its bark, was as commonly in use with them as with us for this purpose; and they also used the nettle, this mullein, and many other plants, whose flanks were composed of tough filaments, for the same purpose; beating them out like hemp, and when dry, dipping them in melted resin, and other such inflammable substances. When thus prepared, they are readily inflammable, like our flambex, and this mullein, having flanks more long and large, and more firm than all the others, was used to make those lights, with which they set fire to the funeral pile for confounding the ashes of their dead friends.

*NECYDALIS*, Carrion-Eater, *in Natural History*, a genus of insects of the Coleoptera order. The generic character is this; antennae tesselaceous or filiform; four feelers that are filiform; shells less than the wings, and either narrower or shorter than the abdomen; the tail is simple. Of this genus there are 39 species, separated into two divisions, as follows.

A. *Antennae* tesselaceous; shells shorter than the wings and abdomen.

Species.

* Major. The shells of this species are ferruginous and immaculate; the antennae short. It is found in many parts of Europe. The head is black, and the wings are longer than the body.

* VARIEGATA. Abdomen black, with fulvous bands. It inhabits New Holland.

* Minor. Shells tesselaceous, with a small white line at the tip; the antennae are long. This species is found in several parts of Europe.

* UMBELLARUM. The shells of this species are tesselaceous and immaculate; the antennae are long. This also is an European insect.

B. *Antennae filiform; shells fulvous, as long as the body.*

Species.

* THALASSINA. The thorax of this species is channeled; the body is green, legs black. It inhabits Germany, and is said to be twice as large as the next, viz. the

* VIRIDISSIMA. In this species the thorax is roundish; the body is green, and the fore-legs tesselaceous. It inhabits this and other European countries.

* CERULEAN. The thorax of this is roundish, and the body blue and nearly opaque. It is an European insect.

* VIRESCENTS. In this species the thorax is unequal; the body is of a dull greenish colour; the antennae and legs are black. It inhabits Germany, and is less than the N. thalassina. The thorax is impregnated on each side; the shells have two raised lines; the hind-thighs in one sex are clavate, and in the other simple.

Vol. XXIV.

CYANEA. Thorax ovate; blue; the antennae and legs are black. It inhabits Germany, and is the same size as the last, the thighs are blue.

SANGUINCOLLIS. The thorax of this is roundish and rufous; the body is brown. It inhabits Saxony.

BARBARA. Thorax uneven; greenish; tip of the shells and legs yellow. It inhabits Barbary. The hind-thighs are black.

SELADONIA. Thorax uneven; body green and poliished; the shells are blue and thickened at the tip. It inhabits Germany, and is something less than the N. virescens.

RUFICOLLIS. Thorax roundish, and with the abdomen rufous; head and shells brassy-green. It inhabits Italy. The head is green; the antennae and legs are black.

MELANOCEPHALA. Black; thorax and abdomen fulvous; shells tesselaceous. It inhabits Italy, and is the size of the last.

TRISTIS. Black; thorax roundish, and with the base of the thighs rufous. It is found in Van Diemen's Land. The shells of this species are very smooth.

ATRA. Shells tesselaceous, black; all the thighs are clavate. It inhabits the southern parts of Europe.

* HUMERALIS. Shells tesselaceous, black, yellow at the base. This is an English insect. The shells are without lines; body and legs black.

USTULATA. Black; base of the shells and broad future tesselaceous. It inhabits Germany.

MELANURA. Black; thorax and shells tesselaceous; the latter tipped with black. This is found on various plants in Spain.

NOTATA. Head and thorax ferrugineous; shells tesselaceous, tipp'd with black. It inhabits Germany, and is the same size as the last.

FULVICOLLIS. Black; thorax and tail fulvous; shells with a bluish shade. It inhabits Germany, and is less than the N. melanura.

* RUPA. The shells of this species are fulvous; the body is black; the thighs are clavate; the shells and antennae are rufous. This is found here and in other parts of Europe.

PREFUSTA. Black; shells tesselaceous, tipp'd with black; the thighs clavate. It is found in Barbary.

* CERULEA. Shells tesselaceous, body blue; hind-thighs clavate and arched. It is found in Europe and in other parts of Europe; and varies in having the legs sometimes simple.

PODOGRARIA. Shells tesselaceous, tesselaceous; body black; hind-thighs clavate and tesselaceous at the base. It is found in gardens in Europe.

FLAVESCENS. Shells tesselaceous; body black; hind-thighs clavate and curved. It is an European insect, and is thought to be a mere variety of the last.

BICOLOR. Blueish; edge of the thorax, abdomen, and legs tesselaceous. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

CLAVIPES. Black; shells tapering, greenish; hind-thighs thickened and curved. This is found at Kiel, and is not above half the size of the others. The thorax is impregnated on each side black-green; shells with a ruffled dusky line reaching not half way down.

TESTACEA. Black; thorax and shells tesselaceous; legs rufous. This species is found in divers parts of Germany.

GLAUCESCENS. Shells tesselaceous and glaucous; body black; incision of the abdomen white. It inhabits the southern parts of Europe.

SIMPLEX. Shells tesselaceous and tesselaceous; the legs are simple. It is found in Europe, and is thought to be a variety of N. pedagraria.
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QUERCUS. Shells subulate; abdomen and legs yellowish. It inhabits Denmark, on the oak, and is very small.

BREVICORNIS. The shells of this species are very minute; head and thorax brown, with a yellow line; the antennae are very short and thick. It inhabits Saxony.

GLAUCUS. Black; thorax and shells blue. This is found in Berlin.

MELANOCEROS. Shells testaceous; head and wings black; the antennae are brown. This inhabits Saxony.

GLAUCUS. Black; thorax and shells blue. This is found in Berlin.

COLLARIS. Black; thorax testaceous, with two punctures; the legs are simple. It inhabits North America.

EXUSTA. Brown; shells subulate and testaceous, darker at the margin; the legs are simple. It inhabits Europe.

CLAVATA. Black; shells subulate and testaceous; the outer margin brown; hind-thighs clavate and curved. It inhabits Europe.

This genus is generally found in woods, in their perfect form; but the refuscence and character of the larvae are unknown. In some individuals the thorax is black, in others yellow; the elytra or wing-sheaths are generally black, and lighter towards the middle, which contain a yellow, or lemon-coloured spot.

NEDA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Galicia; five miles E. of Ferrol.—Allo, a river of European Turkey, which runs into the sea, 20 miles N. of Navarim.

NEDAS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Arcadia, S.W. of Megalopolis. It commenced at mount Ceraufius, and in its progress separated the Elide from Melfia. Near it was a celebrated ancient temple, consecrated to Eurynome, the pretended daughter of the Ocean: this temple was encompassed by cypresses-trees. Once a year it was restored to facricule, but at all other times it was flut.—Allo, a town of the Peloponnesus, in Arcadia.

NEDANORE, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Ello; 16 miles E. of Elleor.

NEDDAGOONTA, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; six miles S. of Pallamalifer.

NEDDEEK, a mountainous, narrow, and steep tract of Africa, about 70 miles W. of Augela, in the road to Mourzouk.

NEDDICK, or NEDDOCK, Cape, a cape of America, between York river and Well's bay, on the coast of York county, in the district of Maine.

NEDEBA, a lake of Egypt, on the borders of Libya, abounding in natron; 60 miles N.W. of Cairo.

NEDEHES, a town of Norway, in the diocese of Christianand; 24 miles N.E. of Christianland.

NEDERBRUKAL, a town of France, in the department of the Schlidt, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Audenarde. The place contains 3,145 inhabitants, and the canton 12,430 inhabitants, on a territory of 65 kilometres, in nine communes.

NEDERCRUCHTEN, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Mene, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Rumereonde. The place contains 3,525, and the canton 6,014 inhabitants, on a territory of 102½ kilometres, in three communes.

NEDIQULI, a town of Hindoostan, in Vifapour; 30 miles S. of Calberga.

NEDOSTRAILVA, a town of Russia, in the government of Irkuk; 32 miles N.N.E. of Vittimoff.

NEDRIGALLO, a town of Russia, in the government of Charkov; 80 miles N.W. of Charkov. N. lat. 50° 54', E. long. 34° 20'.

NED-ROMA, a town of Algiers, anciently "Celama," or "Salamium," situated near a small river, in a delightful country, and surrounded by magnificent ruins; 50 miles W.S.W. of Oran.

NEDSJEJED, a very extensive province of Arabia, comprehending all the interior parts of the country, and bounded on the N. by the desert of Syria, on the E. by Luchia, on the S. by Hadramaut and Yemen, and on the W. by Hadsjas. Niebouh has particularly described it; and from him we learn, that the soil is various; among the hills fertile, and bearing abundance of fruits, especially dates; but, being bounded by arid tracts of country, its rivers are short streams, the waters of which, after passing through the valleys, are absorbed in the sandy plains before they reach the ocean. On this account the inhabitants are, in many places, obliged to dig deep wells, so that it does not admit of cultivation. It is chiefly inhabited by Bedouins; and other parts are mountainous, full of cities and villages, and distributed among many petty sovereigns, so that almost every town has its own sheik. In their moral qualities the inhabitants of this province resemble the other Arabs; being at the same time robbers and hospitable. Travellers cannot pass with safety through this country, as they are liable to be plundered by the different sheikhs. The caravan indeed travels safely between Oman and Mecca, because it confines of beggars from whom nothing can be gained. But the sheikhs levy a contribution upon the caravan from Bagdad, on its way to Mecca, in the same manner as the sheikhs of Hadsjas lay contributions upon those from Syria and Egypt. Among themselves and with their immediate neighbours, they carry on a considerable trade; and it is probable that Europeans might travel in safety through this part of Arabia. The people seem to be warlike, and are almost constantly in arms; nor do they permit any of their young men to marry till they have performed some gallant action. Nedsjed is divided into two districts: El Arad, which joins Oman, and El Kherdsja, which stretches to the confines of Yemen. In the latter district, extending northward from Hadsjas to the desert, is the city of Imam, famous, even before the days of Mahomet, for being the native city of Meofelama, who assumed the character of a prophet. This district contains also many other cities. North from Nedsjed, and about ten days' journey from Bagdad, is the famous mountain of Schamer, confederate both in extent and fertility. Between this mountain and Syria is a hilly tract of country, denominated Dzof al Sirhan, which is populous and cultivated. This province contains Sabeeans, or Christians of St. John, and a few Jews; its other inhabitants are all Mahometans, who were once rigid Sunnites. At a late period, a new religion sprang up in the district of El Arad, which has already produced a revolution in the government of Arabia. Its founder was one Abd al Wahkeb, a native of Ajine, a town in El Arad. In his youth he studied those sciences which are chiefly cultivated in Arabia; and he afterwards spent some time at Bagdad, and made several journeys to Bagdad, and through Persia. After his return to his native place, he began to propagate his opinions among his countrymen, and having converted several independent sheikhs, their subjects became followers of this new prophet. The sheikhs who had been engaged in intestine contests were reconciled to one another by the mediation of Abd al Wahkeb, and mutually stipulated to undertake no future enterprise without consulting their apostle. By this association the balance of power in Nedsjed was destroyed: the wars became more frequent, and religion blended itself with other disputes. The new prophet reduced a considerable part of El Arad, and defeated
test the sheik of Lachfa, to whom the vanquished sheikhs of El Arad applied for assistence. The sheik Mehrami of Nedjseran, whose priciples resembled those of Abd al Wahkeb, joined the latter, or rather his son Mahomeck, called Mezemdi and imposed in order to reduce the Sunnite sheikhs. After the death of Abd al Wahkeb, his son retained the same authority and prosecuted his views. He fulfilled the supreme ecclesiastical character in El Arad, and became sovereign of the whole district, the hereditary sheikhs of the small independent states retaining only a nominal authority. With a view of carrying on the war against the infidels he imposed a tribute, under the name of "Sikka," or aid. The Sunnites have complained of his persecutions; and those inhabitants of Nedjseran who were unwilling to embrace the new religion, have retired to other parts of the country; and these refugees have peopled the ancient Bafra, now called Zobayer, so that from being a decayed hamlet, it is now become a large town. From the information obtained by Niebuhr from an intelligent Bedouin sheik, he has given the following account of this new religion Abd al Wahkeb taught, that God is the only proper object of worship, as the creator and governor of the world. He forbids the invocation of saints, and the mention of Mahomet, or any other prophet in prayer, as profaning the name of Mahomet, the Jesus Chrish, Moles, and many others, respected by the Sunnites or Sontimes in the character of prophets, as merely great men, whose history might be read with improvement; denying, at the same time, that any book had ever been written by divine inspiration, or brought down from heaven by the angel Gabriel. He prohibited, as a crime against Providence, the making of vows, in the manner of the Sunnites, to obtain deliverance from danger. This new religion is regarded as a reformation of Mahometanism, by which it is reduced to its original simplicity. He has probably gone farther than some other reformers; and it remains to be seen, whether a religion stripped of every thing that is adapted to strike the fenties, can maintain its ground among a people so rude and ignorant as the Arabs.

NEDJSERAN, a principality of Arabia, in the province of Yemen, three days' journey N.E. from Saade. This narrow territory is fertile in corn and fruits, especially in dates. It affords excellent pasturage; and its horses and camels are in high request through all Arabia. It is studded with villages of moderate size, and is said to have been of the stock of the ancient nobility. In his youth he travelled through all Arabia, Persia, and India; and upon his return, he was invested by the Imam of Saade with the government of the province of Nedjseran; but he had no sooner been entrusted with this office than he threw off his allegiance, and became formidable by his genius and valour, extending his possessions and traversing all Arabia with his army. Through the whole country he enjoys the reputation of a profound theologian, as well as that of a valiant warrior. In his religious opinions he differs essentially from the chief sects of the Mahometans. He honours Mahomet as the prophet of God, but entertains little respect for his successors and commentators. This heick, taking advantage of the rudeness of his countrymen, has impressed them with a fanatical idea of the efficacy of his prayers, pretending that he obtains in this way whatever he asks from God. Whenever, therefore, the country suffers by drought, he appoints a fast, and after it a public procession, in which a calum affifts, with an air of humility, without their turban, and in a garb suitably mean; and, it is said, that this ceremony never fails to procure an immediate fall of rain. Some of the more servile Arabs also say, that this sheik has found means to avil himself of heaven, even in this life; for, to use their expression, he bfields paradyse by the yard; and assigns more or less honourable places in that manifon, according to the sums that are paid to him in order to obtain such places.

The capital of this small kingdom is Nedjseran, an ancient city, famous in Arabian history. The other towns in it are places of little consequence.

NEDWASTA, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Bohlelaw; 16 miles W.N.W. of Jung Buntzel.

NEDWIEITITZ, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn; 20 miles N.W. of Brunn.

NEEDHAM. Marchmont, in Biography, a political writer, was born at Burford, in Oxfordshire, in the year 1620. He was educated in grammar learning by Mr. Glynn, vicar of Burford, who had married his mother on her becoming a widow. At the age of fourteen he left the roof of his father-in-law, and was admitted in All-souls' college, Oxford, where he took his first degree, when he removed to St. Mary's-hall. He afterwards became an usher in Merchant Taylors' school, which occupation he quitted for that of a writer to an attorney in Gray's-Inn. In 1643 he commenced a weekly paper of intelligence, under the title of "Mercurius Britannicus." Upon some occasion of dispute he quitted his party and repaired to the king at Hampton-court, whose pardon for the past, and promise of future favour he readily obtained, and began a new weekly paper, entitled "Mercurius Pragmaticus." In this paper, he indulged his satire as freely against the Presbyterians, as he had in the former against the Royalists. This freedom could not be allowed, and being discovered he was imprisoned in Newgat. Upon his release he joined the Independents, and in their service published a third weekly paper, entitled "Mercurius Politicus." This was commenced in 1649, and continued till 1660, when it was suppressed by order of the council of state. After the restoration he obtained a pardon, and began to practice physic with success and reputation. He was author of many works besides those already mentioned, but they were mostly fugitive and temporary political tracts. One work, however, requires to be noticed, entitled "A Discourse on the Excellency of a Free State above Kingly Government," which has passed through many editions, and was reprinted only as the work of a learned and methodical writer, full of illustrations from Greek and Roman history. It is founded on the natural sovereignty of the people, and the principle is ably supported and vindicated.

NEEDHAM, in Geography, a township of America, in Norfolk county, Massachusettts, 11 miles from Bollon; about nine miles long, and five broad, almost encompassed by Charles river, which, at a fall of 20 feet between Newton and Needham, divides Middlesex from Norfolk county. It was incorporated in 1711, and contains 1572 inhabitants.

NEEDHAM's Point, a cape on the S.W. angle of the island of Barbadoes in the West Indies, S.E. from Bridges-town, with a fort upon it called Charles fort.

NEEDHAM-Market, a small market-town in the hundred of Bosmere and Claydon, and county of Suffolk, England, is seven miles north-west from Ipswich, on the road to Bury St. Edmund's. It is said to have been, in former times, a place of considerable manufacturing importance, but now scarcely any trade is carried on in it. Indeed, so sunk was this place at the commencement of the last century, that the author of the Magna Britannia says, its poverty had become proverbial. The principal support of the town, at present, ...
arises from agriculture, and the number of genteel families either resident within it, or in its neighbourhood. The market-day is Saturday; and there are three fairs during the year, which privileges were obtained by the bishop of Ely in the reign of Henry III. The petty feisions for the hundred are held here. According to the parliamentary returns of 1801, this town contained 289 houses, and 1584 inhabitants, and in those of 1811, the former are stated to have been 284, and the latter 1301 in number, i.e. 26 more houses, and 47 fewer inhabitants, a circumstance that seems to indicate some mistake in one of the returns.

About two miles from Needham are the villages of Creeting-All-Saints, and Creeting-Olaves. The church of the former, which was anciently a cell to the abbey of Greifheim, in Normandy, is a very curious old building; as is likewise that of Olaves, which was a cell to the abbey of Bernay. Kirby's Suffolk Traveller, 8vo. Magm Britannia.

NEEDHAMIA, in Botany, received its name from Mr. Brown, in commemoration of Tuberville Needham, canon of Soigny, late director of the Academy of Sciences at Brussels, who published at London, in 1745, an octavo volume of 126 pages, with five plates, entitled "An Account of some New Microscopical Discoveries." In this is said to be the earliest account of the particular structure and economy of the pollen in plants. Some of his writings may be found in the Philosophical Transactions; and others, on the subjects of Ants and Bees, in the Memoirs of the Brussels Academy. He was born at London in 1713, and died, probably at Brussels, in 1781.—Brown Prod. Nov. Hull. v. 1549.—Clafs and order, Pentandria Monogyna. Nat. Ord. Epipadice, Brown.

Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, of five linear-awl-shaped equal, somewhat membranous, coloured leaves, with a pair of oblong, coriaceous, external ones, of the same length. Cor. of one petal, salver-shaped; tube twice the length of the calyx; limb in five broad leaves equal segments, plaited in the bud, their finuses elevated. Nectary cup-like, surrounding the base of the germen. Stam. Filaments five, thread-shaped, inserted into the tube; anthers oblong, enclosed within the tube. Pif. Germen inferior, roundish, of two cells; style short, columnar; stigma obtuse. Peric. Drupa dry. Sied. Nut of one or two cells.

Eff. Ch. Outer calyx of two leaves. Corolla salver-shaped: its limb five-cleft, beardless, with elevated finuses; plaited in the bud. Stamens included in the tube. Drupa dry, of one or two cells.

1. N. Pumila. Dwarf Needhamia.—The only known species, gathered by Mr. Brown, in the south part of New Holland, and by Mr. Menzies, from whom we have a speci- men, at King George's Sound. The stem is shrubby, three or four inches high, divided from the very base into numerous, spreading, roundish, notched, leafy, compound branches, hoary when young. Leaves minute, opposite; somewhat imbricated, in two rows crossing each other alternately, sessile on the notches of the branches, triangular, obtuse, keeled, entire, concave, smooth; the upper ones finely fringed, and somewhat more dilated, or ovate. Flowers axillary, sessile, solitary, from several of the upper and broader leaves, beyond which, after flowering, the branch is subterminally extended, and clothed with the ordinary leaves, till it blusses again higher up. Calyx fringed, red-dish. Corolla white, turning reddish-brown in drying, about a quarter of an inch long.

NEEDLES, a very common little instrument, or utensil, made of steel, pointed at one end, and pierced at the other; used in sewing, embroidery, tapestry-work, &c.

Needles make a very considerable article in commerce; and the consumption of them is almost incredible. The sizes are from No. 1, the largest, to No. 25, the smallest. There is scarcely any commodity cheaper than needles; which will appear something extraordinary to the reader, after he has been shown the great number of operations they undergo, before they are brought to perfection.

Needles, Manufacture of. German and Hungarian steel is of most repute for needles. The first thing is to pass it through a coal fire, and under a hammer, and to bring it out of its square figure into a cylindrical one; this done, it is drawn through a large hole of a wire-drawing iron, returned into the fire, and drawn through a second hole of the iron, smaller than the first; and thus successively from hole to hole, till it has acquired the degree of fineness required for that species of needles; observing every time it is to be drawn, that it be greased over with oil to render it the more manageable. The steel, thus reduced into a fine wire, is cut in pieces of the length of the needles intended. These pieces are flattened at one end, on the anvil, in order to form the head and eye: they are then put into the fire, to soften them farther; and thence taken out and pierced at each extreme of the flat part, on the anvil, by the force of a punchen of well tempered steel, and laid on a leaden block, to bring out, with another punchen, the little piece of steel remaining in the eye.

The corners are then filed off the square of the heads, and a little cavity filed on each side the flat of the head. This done, the point is formed with a file; and the whole filed over.

They are then laid to heat red-hot, on a long, flat, narrow iron, crooked at one end, in a charcoal fire; and, when taken out thence, are thrown into a bason of cold water to harden. On this operation a good deal depends; too much heat burns them, and too little leaves them soft; the medium is only to be learnt by experience.

When they are thus hardened, they are laid in an iron shovel, on a fire, more or less brisk, in proportion to the thickness of the needles; taking care to move them from time to time. This serves to temper them, and take off their brittleness; great care, here too, must be taken of the degree of heat. They are then thoroughly rubbed, one after another, with the hammer; the coldness of the water, used in hardening them, having twisted the greatest part of them.

The next process is the polishing. To do this, they take twelve or fifteen thousand needles, and range them in little heaps against each other, on a piece of new buckram, sprinkled with emery dust. The needles, thus disposed, emery-dust is thrown over them, which is again sprinkled with oil of olives; at last, the whole is made up into a roll, well bound at both ends.

The roll is then laid on a polishing-table, and over it a thick plank, loaded with stones, which two men work backwards and forwards, a day and a half, or two days successively; by which means the roll, thus continually agitated by the weight and motion of the plank over it, the needles without, being rubbed against each other with oil and emery, are insensibly polished.

In Germany, instead of hands, they polish with water-mills.

After polishing, they are taken out, and the filth washed off them with hot water and soap; they are then wiped in hot brass, a little moistened, placed with the needles in a round box, suspended in the air by a cord, which is kept flaring till the brass and needles are dry.

The needles, thus wiped in two or three different brass, are taken out, and put in wooden vials, to have the good separated...
separated from those whose points or eyes have been broken, either in polishing or wiping; the points are then all turned the same way, and smoothed with an emery-stone, turned with a wheel.

This operation finishes them; and there remains nothing but to make them into packets of two hundred and fifty each.

Needles, Surgeons', are generally made crooked, and their points triangular; however, they are of different forms and sizes, and bear different names, according to the purposes they are used for.

The largest are needles for amputation: the next, needles for wounds; the finest, needles for future. They have others, very short and flat, for tendons; others, still shorter, and the eye placed in the middle, for tying together of vessels, &c. Needles for couching cataracts are of various kinds; all of which have a small, broad, and sharp point or longue, and some with the focus at the point. Surgeons have sometimes used two needles in this operation, one with a sharp point for perforating the coats of the eye, and another with a more obtuse point for depressing or couching the opaque crystalline lens: but care should be taken in the use of any of these, that they be first well polished, with cloth or leather, before they are applied to the eye. See Cataract and Couching.

Mr. Warner observes, that the blade of the couching needle should be at least a third part larger than those generally used upon this occasion, as great advantage will be found in the depressing of the cataract, by the increased breadth of the blade of that instrument. The handle, also, if made somewhat shorter than usual, will enable the operator to perform with greater readiness than he can do with a larger handled instrument.

It is to be observed, that needles of silver pierce more easily in itching arteries after an amputation, than those made of steel. Monro, in Med. Eff. Édlin. vol. v. art. 41.

Needle, Magnetic, in Navigation, denotes a needle touched with a loadstone, or sustained on a pivot or centre, on which, playing at liberty, it directs itself to certain points in or under the horizon. See Magnet. Magnetic needles are of two kinds; viz. horizontal and inclinatory.

Needles, Horizontal, are those equally balanced on each side the pivot which sustains them: and which, playing horizontally with their two extremes, point out the north and south points of the horizon. For their application and use, see Compass.

Needle, Construction of an Horizontal. A piece of pure steel is procured, of a length not exceeding six inches, left its weight impede its volubility; very thin, to take its verticity the better; and not pierced with any hole, or the like, for ornament fake, which prevent the equal diffusion of the magnetic virtue.

A perforation is then made in the middle of its length, and a brass cap or head folder on, whose inner cavity is conical, so as to play freely on the stile or pivot, headed with a fine steel point.

The north point of the needle, in our hemisphere, is made a little lighter than the southern, the touch always destroying the balance, if well adjusted before; and rendering the north end heavier than the south, and thus occasioning the needle to dip.

Now to give the needle its verticity, or directive faculty, it is to be rubbed leisurely on each pole of a magnet, from the south pole towards the north; first beginning with the northern end, and going back at each repeated rub toward the south. A rub in the contrary direction takes away the power communicated by the former.

Compass needles may acquire the magnetic virtue by means of magnetic bars in the following manner: lay two needles of equal length, about an inch asunder, with the north end of one, and the south end of the other pointing the same way, and applying two conductors in contact with their ends: then, with two magnetic hard bars, one in each hand, and held as nearly horizontal as can be, with the upper ends of contrary names, turned outwards to the right and left, let a needle be stroked or rubbed from the middle to both ends at the same time, for ten or twelve times, a north end of a bar going over the south end of the needle, and the south end of a bar going over the north end of a needle; then, without moving from the place, change hands with the bars. or, in the same hands, turn the other ends downwards, and stroke the other needle in like manner, and they will both be magnetic: but to make them still stronger, repeat the operation three or four times from needle to needle; and at last turn the lower side of each needle upwards, and repeat the operations of rubbing them, as on the other sides.

In the rubbings or touchings to procure magnetism, the hands should not return directly back the way it came, but should return in a kind of oval figure, carrying the hand about five or eight inches beyond the point, where the touch ended; but not beyond, on the side where the touch begins.

If, after touching, the needle be out of its equilibrium, something must be filed off from the heavier side, till it balance evenly. See Magnet.

The needles that were formerly applied to compasses, on board our merchant ships, were formed of two pieces of steel wire; each of which was bent in the middle, so as to make an obtuse angle; and their ends being applied together made an acute one; so that the whole represents the form of a lozenge. Dr. Knight, to whom we are indebted for the improvement of the compass, found, by repeated experiments, that these needles not only varied from the true direction, but from one another, and from themselves; and he has shown that these irregularities were owing to their structure: for the wires of which the needle was composed were hardened only at their ends; now if these ends are not equally hard, or if one end be hardened higher than the other, when they come to be put together, in fixing them to the card, that end which is hardest will destroy much of the virtue of the other; by which means the hardest end will have the greatest power in directing the card, and consequently make it vary towards its own direction: and as the wires are disposed in the form of a lozenge, these cards can have but little force; so that they will often, when drawn aside, stand at the distance of several degrees on either side of the point from whence they are drawn; for all magnetic bodies receive an additional strength by being placed in the direction of the earth's magnetism, and act proportionately with less vigour when turned out of it. Therefore, when needles of this kind are drawn aside from their true point, two of the parallel sides of the lozenge will confine more directly than before with the earth's magnetism, and the other two left in that direction: by this means the two former sides will very much impede its return, and the two latter will have that impediment to overcome, as well as the friction, by their own force alone.

The needles formerly used on board the men of war, and some of the larger trading ships, were made of one piece of steel, of a spring temper, and broad towards the ends, but tapering towards the middle. Every needle of this form is found to have six poles instead of two; one at each end,
two where it becomes tapering, and two at the hole in the middle. This inconvenience is owing to their shape; for the middle part, being very slender, has not substance enough to conduct the magnetic stream quite through from one end to the other. In order to avoid these inconveniences and errors, the needle, contrived by Dr. Knight for his compass, is quite straight and square at the ends, and consequently has only two poles, although the curves are a little confused about the hole in the middle. Needles of this construction, after vibrating a long time, will always point exactly in the same direction and if drawn over so little on one side, will return to it again, without any sensible difference. Hence Dr. Knight concludes, that a regular parallelepiped is the best shape for a needle, as well as the flimslest; with the holes for the caps as small as can be well contrived; or if it can be made to answer the purpose, without any hole at all, it will be still more perfect. — There is a peculiar advantage attending Dr. Knight's needles; for as they are tempered much higher than usual, they are able to contain a much greater quantity of the magnetic force. See Compass.

Mr. Michell fuggets, that it would not be amiss to cover the needles made use of in the sea-service, with a very thin coat of linseed oil, or some kind of varnish, that may keep them from rusting, which is generally reckoned to injure all magnetical bodies that are liable to it. Needles may be touched through such a coat, by applying a great number of bars, if not according to the common method of making magnets. He also apprehends, that coated needles may retain a greater degree of magnetism, than they otherwise would do.

Mr. Michell also proposes to increase the weight and length of mariners' needles; and he observes, that long needles, properly hung, traversing to a greater degree of exactness than the short ones, may be of considerable service on many occasions; particularly in mines for discovering the bearing of one place from another, that they may be able to sink a shaft from above, over any place at pleasure. In many sorts of mines, especially those of coal, there are often small quantities of magnetic iron ore, which draw the needle out of its proper direction; now the long needles are less liable to be disturbed by any small things, already magnetic, than shorter ones. Michell on Magnets, p. 42, &c.

A needle, on occasion, may be prepared without touching it on a load-stone: for a fine steel needle, gently laid on the water, or delicately suspended in the air, will direct itself to the north and south. Thus also a needle, heated in the fire, and cooled again in the direction of the meridian, or even only in an erect situation, acquires the same faculty.

The needle is not found to point precisely to the north, except in very few places; but deviates from it, more or less, in different places, and that too at different times; which deviation is called the declination.

Needle, Declination of the, is the variation of the horizontal needle from the meridian; or the angle it makes with the meridian, when freely suspended in an horizontal plane. See Declination.

Needles, Cleopatra's. See Porphyry.

Needles, Inclunatory or Dipping. See Dipping Needle.

Needle-Fish, in Ichthyology, the English name of the Syngnathus, with the middle of the body heptagonal, and the tail pinnated.

It is the same fish with the acus Aristotelis species altern major. See Syngnathus Acus.

Needle-Shell, in Conchology, the English name of a species of centromia, or echinodera.

Needle-Shell is also the English name of a species of turbo, which is flender, and has ventricose spines, and a small mouth.

Needles, Shepherd's, the name by which some writers call the fandoks, or Venus's comb.

Needles, Touch. See Touch Needles.

Needles, The, in Geography, rocks in the English channel, near the western extremity of the Isle of Wight. There were formerly three of these rocks, but towards the end of the eighteenth century, the most elevated of them, called "Lot's wife," and rising about 120 feet below low-water mark, disappeared. N. lat. 50° 44'. W. long. 1° 33'. See Isle of Wight.

Needle Rock, a needle in the Mergui Archipelago, about half a mile N.W. of Cat island.

NEEDUMARAN, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic; 15 miles N.E. of Nattam.

NEEDWOOD FOREST, an extensive district of woodland in the hundred of Totmanflow, and county of Stafford, England. It anciently formed a portion of the property of the dukes of Lancaster, in whose right it belonged to the English monarchs for several centuries. It is divided into the four wards of Marchington, Yoxall, Barron, and Tutbury, each of them containing about five miles in compass, exclusive of Uttoxeter-wood. Boughay, &c. The aspect of this forest is finely varied with hill and dale, and, more particularly towards its northern parts, exhibits a series of deep glens, inclosed by steep and rugged precipices, covered with a profusion of trees. According to a survey made in 1765, this forest extends from the confines of Hanbury to Yoxall, about a mile to the north of the river Trent, and comprises 9920 acres of land, of which about 1000 acres contain oak trees of full growth and size. Among these is the Swilar oak, perhaps the most majestic tree in England, which is supposed to have stood upwards of five hundred years. There were formerly eight parks enclosed within the ring of this forest. The officers are a lieutenant and chief ranger, assisted by a deputy, four lieutenants, four keepers, and an axe-bearer. A court is still held every year by the king's lievour of the honour of Tutbury, in which Needwood is included, when a jury of twenty-four persons, reident within the jurisdiction, present and amerce all persons guilty of "encroaching on the forest, or committing offences in mart or venison." Some part of the forest has been lately inclosed for cultivation. Shaw's History of Staffordshire, 2 vols. folio. Pitt's Agricultural Survey of Staffordshire, octavo.

NEEF'S, Peter, in Biography, a painter of architecture, and a disciple of Henry Steenwick, was born at Antwerp in the year 1570. He was particularly skilful in perspective, and generally chose such subjects as required a considerable display of that science, such as the interior of churches and splendid halls, &c. These he drew with great neatness and effect, and painted very clear, gay, and agreeable, but he never equalled the truth of his master. His execution of the mouldings and masses of columns in the varied Gothic works which he chose as models, is too neat, and too much made up of lines for real imitation; but that very defect gives them lightness; and the truth with which he drew the forms of the building, and proportioned his figures, which are very freely wrought, though not unadorned by other artists, renders them very agreeable. Van Velden, Teniers, and Breughel, were often called upon to assist Neefs, and by their skilful execution made amends for his want of knowledge of the human figure. He died at the age of 81, leaving a son, whose name also was Peter, and who is denominated the Young, in contradistinction to his father,
father, whole excellence in the art of painting he never rivalled, although he had the advantage of his example and instruction, and practised in the same branch of the art.

NEEHEEHOW, in Geography. See Oneehow.

NEEKALLA, a town of Hindooftan, in Baghiana; 10 miles E. of Naderbar.

NEELGUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Orrif; nine miles W.S.W. of Balafoore. Also, a town of Hindooftan, in Golconda; 24 miles S.W. of Combarmet.

NEEMCUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; 15 miles S.S.W. of Karrayabad. N. lat. 27° 20'. E. long. 81'.

NEEMDUR, a town of Hindooftan, in Agra; 13 miles E. of Kerowly.

NEELMA, a town of Candahar, on the Kemah; 50 miles S.E. of Cabul.

NEENEEVA, one of the smaller Friendly Islands; 28 miles N.N.E. of Annamooka. S. lat. 19° 47'. E. long. 185° 22'.

NEENY, a town of Algiers; 10 miles E.S.E. of Baggai, formerly Baggas.

NEEPO, a town on the W. coast of the island of Celesbes. S. lat. 3° 50'. E. long. 120°.

NEER, ARNOLD VANDER, in Biography, a landscape-painter, who was born at Amsterdam in 1619. His subjects are generally chosen from among the scenes of the Low Countries. A village, or a few hovels upon the banks of a canal or river; such a collection of forms as the eye of taste alone can combine agreeably; by a beautiful distribution of sky, of light and dark clouds, and reflections in the water, Vander Neer never failed to present with a pleasing aspect; and he executed his works, which are generally very small, with great brilliancy and neatness of pencilling. Very frequently his effects are chosen by moonlight; whole partial gleams breaking the formality of the canals, he imitated most beautifully. Owing to the simplicity of his manner, and his painting very thin, his pictures are now seldom found uninjured; when they are pure and well chosen, they are very valuable. He died at the age of 64, and left a son, Egton Hendrick Vander Neer, who practiced the art of painting in various branches with considerable success. His portrait, painted by himself, is, among those that adorn the gallery of Florence. He lived till the year 1703, dying at the age of 60.

NEERCASSEL, JOHN DE, a celebrated Dutch Catholic prelate, was born at Gorcum in the year 1626. He became member of the congregation of the Oratory of Paris, and after distinguishing himself for several years by his lectures on philosophy and divinity in their seminaries, was promoted to the archdeaconry of Utrecht, and appointed apostolic provincial in Holland and the other United Provinces. In the year 1662, he was created archbishop of Utrecht by the chapter of that place, but the pope refused to sanction the nomination, declaring that the vacant see should be filled by the abbe Catz, dean of the chapter of Haarlem. The two competitors, being alike friends to peace, agreed to compromise the matter by dividing the episcopal labours, and that Catz should govern the diocese of Haarlem, under the title of archbishop of Philippus, while Neercassel presided over the diocese of Utrecht, with the title of bishop of Caftoria. This arrangement was approved by the papal nuncio, and after the death of Catz, the subject of this article remained sole prelate of all the Dutch Catholics during the remainder of his life. His zeal and affability in discharging the functions of this post were unwearyed; and he fell a sacrifice to the fatigue occasioned by his exertions at Zwol, in 1686, when he was at the age of sixty.

He was author of many theological pieces, among which was his "Amor Punitus," a discourse on the love of God, as exercised in the sacrament of penance, which was cenured by pope Alexander VII., and prohibited by a decree of the sacred congregation. The Jesuits made some unsuccessful attempts to obtain a formal condemnation of it from Innocent XI. It has been translated into several languages. The most complete edition is that of 1684, in two volumes. It was published in 1741, in three volumes. The name of Neercassel was held in high veneration for a long series of years by the Catholics of Holland. Morer.

NEERDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Babylonia, in Mesopotamia, where the Jews had a celebrated school.

NEERMUL, in Geography, a town of Hindooftan, in Dowlatabad; 70 miles N. of Warangule. N. lat. 19° 5'. E. long. 79° 5'.

NEERSEN, a town of France, in the department of the Roer, and chief place of a canton, in the diocet of Crete. It contains 608, and the canton 24,661 inhabitants, in 17 communes.

NEESOLY, a town of Hindooftan, in Oude; four miles N.N.E. of Gooracpour.

NEETA, a town of Idria; 12 miles E. of Pedea.

NEETAMUNDY, a town of Bengal; 16 miles W. of Beyhar.

NEEVAL, a town of Hindooftan, in the Carnatic; 50 miles S.W. of Madras.

NEEZEANT REGNO, in Law, is a writ to refrain a person from going out of the kingdom, without the king's licence. (F. N. B. 85.) It may be directed to the sheriff, to make the party find security that he will not depart the realm; and on refusal, to commit him to prison: or it may be directed to the party himself; and if he then goes, he may be fined. (3 Inst 175.) And this writ is granted on a suit being commenced against a man in the chancery, when the plaintiff fears the defendant will fly to some other country; and thereby avoid the issue and equity of the court; which hath been sometimes practised: and when thus granted, the party must give bonds to the matter of the roll, in the penalty of 1,000l. or some other large sum for yielding obedience to it; or to satisfy the court by anfrer, affidavit, or otherwise, that he hath no design of leaving the kingdom, and give security.

NEFASUS, a Latin term. The Romans used the appellation dei nefas, for those days wherein it was not allowed to administer justice, or hold courts; nor for the praeator to pronounce the three solemn words or formulas of the law. Do, dies, addicco; I give, I appoint, I adjudge. See Fasti.

These days were dignified in the calendar by the letter N. or N. P. nefasus primo, as when the day was only nefasus for the first part thereto.

NEFTA, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Biedulgerdi, seated on the lake of Marks, anciently called "Negata," near which are some vestiges of the Romans; 60 miles S. of Gafra. N. lat. 33° 30'. E. long. 8°.

NEFUS MUSA, a town of Abyssinia; 90 miles S.S.E. of Gondar.

NEGADA. See ANEGADA.

NEGANNOOR, a town of Hindooftan, in the country of Cooimatore; 20 miles S.E. of Cooimatore.

 NEGAPATAM, a sea-port town of Hindooftan, situated on the coast of Tanjore; so called in the language of the natives, and denoting the city of serpents, on account of the respect paid to these animals, which they deem it sinful to destroy. The Portuguese, feivable of the importance
portance of this city, as soon as they had possession of it, secured it by walls, and improved it in a variety of respects, so that it became a beautiful city, adorned with several fine churches, and a superb college, belonging to the Jesuits. When they lost the island of Ceylon, the Dutch became masters of it; by them it was fortified, and retained till, in the year 1783, it was captured by the English, to whom it was ceded by the treaty of peace in 1783. It has broad streets, convenient though ancient houses, handsome churches, and in its environs a great number of pagodas, some of which are richly ornamented, and others mean. Negapatam is a place of considerable trade, being inhabited by various descriptions of Indians, as well as Moors and Armenians, and guarded by a fortres. It is principally valuable on account of its local position. N. lat. 10° 40'. E. long. 79° 56' 35'.

NEGAPATLA, a town of Hindooslan, in the Carnatic; 30 miles N.N.W. of Bomrauzeepollam.

NEGARA, a town of the island of Borneo, and capital of the kingdom of Banjer-Malling, situated near a large river, which runs into the sea; 100 miles from the sea, and 60 N. from the town of Banjer-Malling.

NEGATION, in Logice, an act whereby the mind separates one idea from another; or affirms the one to be different from the other; as the soul is not matter.

NEGATION is also applied by logicians to not-being, as it has relation to modes, and denotes the absence of that which does not naturally belong to the thing spoken of, or which has no right, obligation, or necessity to be present with it. In this sense it is opposed to privation, and was denominated in the schools absentia habitus.

NEGATIVE, a term that denies, or implies a denial of any thing.

Logicians, &c. say a negative cannot be proved but by converting it into an affirmative.

Negative Heretics, in the language of the Inquisition, are those who, being accused of heresy, by witnesses whose evidence they do not deny, ill keep on the negative, make open profession of the Catholic doctrine, and declare their ignorance of herey.

There are also negative falsifications, as well as positive ones.—In the negative, it is sufficient to reject the errors of a church, without separating from it, or setting up a distinct society. Negative Penalties, the laws whereby certain persons are excluded from honours, dignities, &c. without inflicting any direct and positive pains on them.

Negative Power, in Algebra. See Power.

Negative Pregnant, in Law, a negative which implies or brings forth an affirmative.

As if a man, being impeached to have done a thing on such a day, in such a place, denies he did it, modo et forma declarata; which implies, nevertheless, that he did it in some form for.

Negative Quantity, in Algebra. See Quantity.

Negative Sign. The use of the negative sign, in algebra, is at an end with several confusions that at first sight are admitted with difficulty, and has sometimes given occasion to notions that seem to have no real foundation. This sign implies that the real value of the quantity represented by the letter to which it is prefixed, is to be subtracted; and it serves, with the positive sign, to keep in view what elements or parts enter into the composition of quantities, and in what manner, whether as increments or decrements (that is, whether by addition or subtraction), which is of the greatest use in this art.

In consequence of this, it serves to express a quantity of an opposite quality to the positive, as a line in a contrary position; a motion with an opposite direction; or a centrifugal force in opposition to gravity, and thus often saves the trouble of distinguishing, and demonstrating separately, the various cases of proportions, and prefers their analogy in view. But as the proportions of lines depend on their magnitude only, without regard to their position; and motions and forces are laid to be equal or unequal, in any given ratio, without regard to their directions; and, in general, the proportion of quantities relates to their magnitude only, without determining whether they are to be considered as increments or decrements; so there is no ground to imagine any other proportion of $-b$ and $+a$ (or of $-1$ and $1$) than that of the real magnitudes of the quantities represented by $b$ and $a$, whether these quantities are, in any particular case, to be added or subtracted. It is the same thing to subtract a decrement as to add an equal increment, or to subtract $-b$ from $a - b$, as to add $+b$ to it; and because multiplying a quantity by a negative number implies only a repeated subtraction of it, the multiplying $-b$ by $-n$, is subtracting $-b$ as often as there are units in $n$; and is therefore equivalent to adding $+b$ so many times, or the same as adding $+nb$. But if we infer from this, that $1$ is to $-a$ as $-b$ to $nb$, according to the rule, that unit is to one of the factors as the other factor is to the product, there is no ground to imagine that there is any mystery in this, or any other meaning than that the real magnitudes represented by $1$, $n$, $b$, and $nb$, are proportional. For that rule relates only to the magnitude of the factors and product, without determining whether any factor, or the product, is to be added, or subtracted. But this likewise must be determined in algebraic computations; and this is the proper use of the rules concerning the signs, without which the operation could not proceed. Because a quantity to be subtracted is never produced in composition, by any repeated addition of a positive, or repeated subtraction of a negative, a negative square number is never produced by composition from the root. Hence, $\sqrt{-1}$, or the square root of a negative, implies an imaginary quantity; and, in resolution, is a mark or character of the impossible cases of a problem, unless it is compensated by another imaginary symbol, or suppression, when the whole expression may have a real significature. Thus, $1 + \sqrt{-1}$, and $1 - \sqrt{-1}$, taken separately, are imaginary, but their sum is $2$; as the conditions that separately would render the solution of a problem impossible, in some cases destroy each other's effect, when conjoint. In the pursuit of general conclusions, and of simple forms representing them, expressions of this kind must sometimes arise where the imaginary symbol is compensated in a manner that is not always so obvious.

By proper substitutions, however, the expression may be transformed into another, wherein each particular term may have a real significature as well as the whole expression. The theorems that are sometimes briefly discovered by the use of this symbol, may be demonstrated without it, by the inverse operation, or some other way; and though such symbols are of some use in the computations by the method of fluxions, it may be concluded that they are not necessary to the arithmetic of the algebraic method. See Macaulay's Fluxions, book ii. chap. 1.

NEGATIVELY, Negative, in the school philosophy, is variously used, in contradistinction to positive. See Positive.

NEGELSTADT, in Geography, a town of Saxey, in Thuringia; 10 miles S.E. of Mühlhausen.

NEGEM, a town of Arabia, in the province of Hedjaz, or Hādjas; 30 miles W. of Goraffa.

NEGGADE. See NEKKADE.

NEGILA,
NEGILA, a tolerably well-built town, or rather a village, of Egypt, on the salt bank of the Nile, within one-fourth of a league from Zaire.

NEGKO, the name of a class of islands in the Eastern Pacific ocean, between Kamtschata and America, containing the sixteen that are called Andreanofic Islands; which see.

NEGOIESZTI, a town of Walachia, seated on the Arrich, where the Russians had a garrison in 1773; 25 miles S.E. of Bucharest.

NEGOMBO, Negombo, or Nigumbo, the largest village in the island of Ceylon, and containing, for its size, the greatest number of inhabitants, built by the Portuguese, and taken from them by the Dutch, is situated on the sea-coast in a highly picturesque spot, accounted one of the healthiest in the island; 24 miles N. of Columbo. Many Dutch reside in this place, on account of the pleasantness and salubrity of its situation; and warehouses and gardens are scattered up and down in delightful groves of cocoa-nut and other trees. The Dutch built a fort here for the protection of the cinnamon-cutters, as a considerable quantity of that spice grows in the adjacent district. Store-houses are also erected in the fort, where the cinnamon, after being dried, is lodged, till an opportunity offers for conveying it to Columbo. This cinnamon is reckoned equal in quality to any in the island. The fort is not strong, but is well defended; and within it are three long rows of buildings, which serve for barracks to the troops, and store-houses to the cinnamon. The command is now given to a field-officer, who acts as president of the "Landraad," or civil court, appointed to hear and determine differences among the natives, and take cognizance of the crimes committed within this district. These civil courts existed under the Dutch, and have been established by governor North at all the military posts and commands round the island. Negombo is very advantageously situated for carrying on inland trade, particularly with Columbo and its neighbourhood, as a branch of the Mulivadda here runs into the sea. At the mouth of it is a small harbour, where loops and other small vessels often put in and land their cargoes, which are afterwards conveyed up the Mulivadda, and then, by canals which communicate with it, to the lake which skirts the town of Columbo. One of the principal articles exported from Negombo by the inland communications consists of fish. This trade is considered as the property of government, and is annually farmed out for several thousand rupees. A Moor, or Malabar, is usually the farmer, who is allowed to dispose of the fish caught here, and he employs all the boats belonging to the place. The people employed are compelled by the authority of government to fish every day, when the weather permits. Sundays and particular festivals excepted. The fish, as soon as caught, are put into boats, conveyed by the rivers and canals during the night, and sold in the bazaars next morning. The fishermen go into the water up to the middle of the thighs, carrying in their hands a round basket, of a conical form, resembling our wire rat-traps without the bottom. This they plunge down into the water as far as the mud. They soon find whether they have caught a fish by its being against the sides of the basket, and when this is the case, they thrust down their arm through the hole at the top and take hold of it. They fling the fish, as they catch them, on a piece of rattan or bamboo, which is felled round their waist, while the operation of plunging the basket is continued. Other persons are employed in following the water all around, in order to make the fish go towards the basket. Besides the produce of the fisheries, other sorts of traffic are carried on at Negombo to a considerable amount. The inhabitants consist of Moors, Malabars, and Indian Portuguese; and it is remarked, that the women of those castes, as well as of the native Cingalese, are prettier here than at Columbo, and other more noted places. For its cool, healthy, and pleasant situation, Negombo is usually ranked next to Jaffnapatam; though some give the preference to Colaura, a delightful village about 30 miles S. of Columbo. The English landed at Negombo in February 1796, and made themselves masters of it without opposition. From Negombo southward the road is extremely pleasant; it is shaded the whole way, and there are many resting places provided for travellers. About half way to Columbo is a very large choultry or barrack, to which the officers of the garrisons frequently return on shorting parties. It is situated on a most agreeable spot, in the midst of a picturesque country; and snake and several species of game abound in this quarter. N. lat. 7° 12'. E. long. 79° 48'. Perceval's Account of Ceylon, p. 108. &c.

NEGRI, an island near the S.E. coast of Ava, in the mouth of the river Perfaim. The English had a factory in this island, chiefly for the purchase of teak timber. This island was taken possession of by the English, and a survey made of it, by a person named Weldon, in the year 1683; and in this island the government of Fort St. George established a settlement. But it does not appear that much benefit was derived from the acquisition. At a much later period, viz., about the year 1757, the English again took possession of the Negrais, but their affairs were not conducted with prudence, and the settlement continued in a state of wavering ferment; the Caffre slaves, who had been introduced for the purpose of cultivating the lands, rose against their masters, and, seizing upon the boats belonging to the island, effected their escape. Some time afterwards the English settlers became unhealthy; and though they did not evacuate the place, their exertions were rendered nugatory by the diminished probability of ultimate success. Afterwards the English settlers took a decided part with the Birman in their contest with the Peguans; but some circumstances occurred that led them to maintain a perfect neutrality, which created suspicion in the minds of the Birman; and this suspicion was proved not to be unfounded by clandestine negotiations which took place between the English and the Peguans. On the approach of a formidable armament belonging to the king of Pegue, the Birman fought the co-operation of the English. But they took a decided part with the enemy, and commenced a fire on the Birman fleet. The English attempted to support the Birman, notwithstanding this hostile attack, to recover the good will of the English, and instructions were given on the part of the latter to conclude a treaty of amity and alliance with the Birman monarch. In the progress of this treaty, one of the English deputies, after the king had granted permission to the company to establish factories at Dagon and Baffien, having determined on the total demolition of Syrian, made a further requisition of the island of Negrais. Whilst friendship and union were thus likely to be established between the Birman and the settlement at Negrais, the Peguans hazarded another attempt on the Birman port of Dagon, and were again affighted by the English ships. The attempt miscarried, nor was any other enterprise ever undertaken. In 1757, Negrais was neglected, though not abandoned. An English deputy from this island was admitted into the royal presence; and though the Birman monarch upbraided this deputy with the conduct of his countrymen in giving encouragement and protection to the disaffected Peguans, he referred him to the Portuguese interpreter and the Birman governor of Perfaim for a ratified and final
NEGRO Point lies on the E. coast of Brazil, 3 leagues S.S.E. from the Rio Grande, and 14 from cape St. Roque.

NEGRO River, the western boundary of Guiana, in South America.

NEGRO, in Ornithology, the name of a large bird, approaching to the crane kind, and more usually known among authors by its Brahamian name jabiru.

NEGRO Oil, in Botany. See PALM-TREE.

NEGROES, a kind of black slaves, which long constituted, to the disgrace of all civilized countries, a considerable article in the modern commerce; but which, by late laudable exertions, has been in a great measure abolished both in Europe and America. See SLAVE.

The Negroes, also called Blacks and Moors, are a people of Africa, whose country extends on each side of the river Niger, and is called Nigritia, though, whether the people communicated their name to the river, &c. or received it therefrom, is not easily determined. For an account of the discriminating disposition and characters of the Negroes exported from Africa to the West Indies, &c. see Eboes, KOROMANTES, MANDING, MOCDES, NAGOES, and PAPAWS. See also the article MAX. To the account occurring under the several articles here referred to, of different descriptions of Negroes, we shall here add some further particulars. The Negroes from Congo and Angola are suppos'd by Mr. Edwards (Hist. of the West Indies) to have been originally the same people with the Whidah negroes. They are in general a flender, slightly race, of a deep and glossy black, (a tribe of the Congoes excepted, who very nearly resembel the Eboes,) and of a disposition naturally mild and docile. They seem to be fitter for domestic service than for field labour. They are said, however, to become expert mechanics; and they are suppos'd to be more strictly honest than many other of the African tribes.

But whatever may be the general character and dispositions of the Negroes in their own country, they are influenced in a considerable degree, as we may naturally imagine, by their condition in a state of slavery; a circumstance that soon effaces the native original impression which distinguishes one nation from another in Negroes newly import'd, and creates a similitude of manners, and an uniformity of character throughout the whole body. Although the natives of the Gold Coast are reported to be firm and courageous, yet it is certain, that the Negroes in general in our islands (such of them as have for any length of time in a state of servitude) are of a dull and cowardly disposition. So degrading is slavery, that the fortitude of mind is lost as free agency is restrained. To the same cause may probably be ascribed their propensity to conceal, or violate the truth; which is so general, that the vice of falsehood is one of the most prominent features in their character. Their proneness to theft is also very prevalent. Cowardice and dissimulation have, indeed, been the properties of slavery in all ages. This unhappy condition necessarily suppreffes many of the best affections of the human heart. If it calls forth any latent virtues, they are those of sympathy and compasion towards perons in the same condition; and accordingly it is found, that the Negroes in general are strongly attached to their countrymen, but, above all, to those of their companions as came in the same ship with them from Africa. But their benevolence, excepting a few cafes, extends no farther. The foster virtues are seldom found in the bosom of the enslaved African. With sufficient authority, he becomes a remorseless tyrant. Their treatment of subordinate slaves, placed under their instruction and government, is in a high degree hard, oppressive, and cruel.

adjournment of the treaty. After some delay, an instrument was formally executed, consisting of nine articles. Some valuable commercial immunities were by these ceded to the India company; the island of Negrais was granted to them in perpetuity, together with a piece of ground opposite to the old town of Pernambuc, for the purpose of erecting a factory; in return for which, the company engaged to pay an annual tribute, consisting of ordnance and military stores. The king sanctioned this agreement. Negrais was, consequently, continued in the possession of the English, and the allotted portion of ground was actually measured. During the absence of Alompe, the Birman sovereign, upon a military expedition, the Pegnairs made an insurrection, and the English at Negrais were suspect of having been instrumental in producing it. Prejudices, of course, were excited against them, and they were represented to the Birman monarch as perfidious, hostile to his government, and conspiring to effect its overthrow. The affairs of the British government in India did not allow the necessary supplies for the support of the settlement at Negrais; and on the 14th of May, captain Newton, who was recalled, reached Bengal with 35 Europeans and 70 natives; having left a few persons to take care of the teak timber and materials for ship-building, that could not be conveniently removed, and to preserve the right of possession, if it should be determined at any future time to re-establish the settlement. Soon after this event, a deputy was sent from Bengal to execute the business above-mentioned, and to take up his residence. But, by treachery and malice, he and the former resident were put to death at a feast prepared for them, together with five other Europeans. Thus all the settlers were either murdered or dispersed by the savage contrivance of Antonio, Portugueze interpreter to the Birman monarch; and a horrid scene of unburied bodies some time after presented itself to those who visited the island. Notwithstanding this unaccountable conduct, attempts were afterwards made to con- ciliate the Birman monarch, and to obtain redress for the injury that had been committed, and they were not alto- gether ineffectual. N. lat. 16°. E. long. 97° 32'. Symes's Embassay to Ava, vol. i. See Birman Empire.

NEGRAIS, Cape, a cape on the coast of Ava, in the bay of Bengal. N. lat. 16°. E. long. 94° 25'. See AVA.

NEGARO, a town of Italy, in the Veronese; 6 miles N. of Verona.

NEGREPELISSE, a town of France, in the department of the Lot, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montauban; 7 miles N.E. of it. The place contains 3,216, and the canton 10,004 inhabitants, on a territory of 230,000, square, in 8 communies. N. lat. 44° 43'. E. long. 1° 36'.

NEGRI, Don Francesco, in Biography, a Venetian ecclefeial, disciple of Lalli, an excellent performer on the harpfeichord and violin, a composer of instrumental music, of motets and cantatas; but a mark of his composition, which was performed at a concerto spirituale for Gemmiani's benefit in 1756, we thought at that time the finest music we had ever heard.

NEGRI HARBOUR, North, in Geography, a bay at the W. end of the island of Jamaica, having North Negri point on the N., which is the most westerly point of the island of Jamaica, and South Negri point on the S. N. lat. 18° 27'. W. long. 78° 21'.

NEGRILOS, a cluster of small islands in the Pacific ocean, near the coast of Peru.

NEGRO Cape and Harbour lie at the S.W. extremity of Nova Scotia.
Their conduct towards the inferior animal creation is severe and brutal. It has been said, however, that notwithstanding the selfish and unrelenting temper of the enslaved Africans, they are highly susceptible of love. The Negro, says Dr. Robertson, glows with all the warmth of desire natural to his climate. The tender passion, says another writer, is the most ardent one in the breast of the enslaved African. It is the only source of his joys, and his only solace in affliction. Mr. Edwards entertains doubts of the correctness of this statement. The Negroes in the West Indies, both men and women, would consider it as the greatest exertion of tyranny, and the most cruel of all hardships, to be compelled to confine themselves to a single connection with the other sex; and Mr. Edwards is of opinion, that any attempt to restrain their present licentious and diffusive manners, by introducing the marriage ceremony among them, which many persons in Great Britain have strenuously recommended, would be utterly impracticable to any good purpose. That passion, therefore, says this writer, to which (dignified by the name of love) is ascribed the power of softening all the mirreries of slavery, is mere animal desire, implanted by the great Author of all things for the preservation of the species. When, indeed, age mitigates the ardour, and diminishes theickleness of youth, many of them form attachments which produce an union for life; so that it is not uncommon to observe a venerable couple of this stamp, who, trotting under the load of years, contribute to each other's comfort, with a chearful affability, which is at once amiable and affecting. The situation of aged Negroes is said to be such as to compensate the hardships and sufferings of their youth. Their labour is diminished; and they derive their chief happiness from the high veneration which the Negroes in general pay to old age; and this is one of the most pleasing traits in their character. The greatest affliction that can be offered to a Negro is to curse his father and mother, or any of his progenitors. Many of them, it is said, attain to great longevity. Among other propensities and qualities of the Negroes, particular notice is taken of their loquacity. They are as fond of exhibiting set speeches, as if they were orators by profession; but their harangues are protracted and tedious, which they commonly introduce with a detail of their past services and hardships, particularizing the number of children which they have presented to "Mafa," or master, and the tokens of kindness they have received as evidences of their peculiar merit. In the imitative arts the Negroes have little knowledge. As practical musicians, they are generally very deficient, and it is said, that they prefer a long and continued noize to the finest harmony, and frequently confine the whole night in beating on a board with a stick; which is one of their favourite musical instruments. Besides this, they have the "banja," or "merriwang," which is a kind of violoncello, played on by the finger like the guitar, and producing a dismal monody of four notes, the "dundo," which is provided with a tabor, and the "goombay," which is a rude drum, formed of a hollow tree, one end of which is covered with a sheep's skin. Their songs are commonly impromptu, and among them there are individuals, who re semble the improvisatore, or extempore bards of Italy, but their poetry merits little commendation. Their tunes in general are characteristic of their national manners; those of the Eboes being soft and languishing, and that of the Koromantyns heroic and martial. At the same time there is observable, in most of them, a predominant melancholy, which, to a man of feeling, is sometimes very affecting. At their merrymakings, and midnight feptrivals, their songs, which are occasionally fraught with ridicule and derision, manifested to-wards one another, or their employers, abound with obscene ribaldry, and are accompanied with dances in the highest degree licentious and wanton. Their funeral songs are of the heroic or martial cast, and some of them exhibit a Pyrrhic or warlike dance, in which their bodies are much contorted by running, leaping, and jumping, with many violent and frantic gestures and contortions. In songs of the latter kind, it is thought by some, that the Negroes consider death as a welcome release from the calamities of their condition, and as a passport to the place of their nativity, by which they are restored to the society of their dearest, long-lost, and lamented relatives in Africa. Others are of opinion, that this representation is a mere figment of the imagination. The Negroes are so far from counting death, that they seem to dread approaching dissipation no less than others. Instead of rejoicing at a sudden death, they impute it to the malicious contrivances and diabolical arts of some practitioners, in what they call Obabu; which fee.

The origin of Negroes, and the cause of that remarkable difference in complexion from the rest of mankind, has much perplexed the naturalists; nor has any thing very satisfactory been yet offered on that head.

Mr. Boyle has observed, that the heat of the climates cannot be the true cause of the colour of Negroes; for though the heat of the sun may darken the colour of the skin, yet experience does not shew that heat is sufficient to produce a true blackness, like that of Negroes. In Africa itself, many nations of Ethiopia are not Negroes, nor were there any blacks originally in the West Indies.

In many parts of Asia, under the same parallel with the African regions, inhabited by blacks, the people are but tawny. He adds, that there are Negroes in Asia, beyond the southern tropic, and that a river sometimes parts nations, one of which is black, and the other but tawny.

Dr. Barrere alleges, that the gall of Negroes is black, and being mixed with their blood, is deposited between their skin and earl-skin. Diff. on the Phys. Caufe of the Colour of Negroes.

We have a dissertation on this head by Dr. John Mitchell, of Virginia, in the Philosophical Transactions, N° 476. Feat. 4, where he advances these propositions, and enters into a learned detail to support them.

1. The colour of white people proceeds from the colour which the epidermis transmits; that is, from the colour of the parts under the epidermis, rather than from any colour of its own.

2. The skins of Negroes are of a thicker substance, and denser texture, than those of white people, and transmit no colour through them.

3. The part of the skin which appears black in Negroes, is the corpus reticularis cutis, and external lamella of the epidermis; all other parts are the same colour in them with those of other people, except the fibres which pass between those two parts.

4. The colour of Negroes does not proceed from any black humour, or fluid parts contained in their skin; there being none such in any part of their bodies, more than in white people.

5. The epidermis, especially its external lamella, is divided into two parts by its pores and scales, two hundred times less than the particles of bodies on which their colours depend.

This is founded on Leeuwenhoek's observation, that a portion of the epidermis, no bigger than what can be discerned by the naked eye, is divided into 125,000 pores, and
thence pores must divide such a portion of the skin into as many particles. But the particles of bodies on which their colours depend, are, by Sir Isaac Newton's Optics, lib. ii. p. 3; prop. 7. 600 times less than those which can be discerned by the naked eye. Therefore, the particles of the skin must be about 200 times less than these; since \( \sqrt{250 \times 0.025} \approx 26\). It may also be observed, that such a small portion of the epidermis is divisible into 250 scales, which must increase the number of its parts.

6. From these propositions, and from Sir Isaac Newton's theory of light and colours, the doctor thinks he may conclude, that the proximate cause of the colour of Negroes is threefold; viz. the opacity of their skin, proceeding from the thickness and density of its texture, which obstructs the transmission of the rays of light, from the white and red parts under the skin, together with its greater refractive power, which absorbs these rays; and the smallness of the particles of this skin, which hinders it from reflecting any light.

7. The influence of the sun in hot countries, and the manner of life of their inhabitants, are the remote causes of the colour of Negroes, Indians, &c. And the ways of living in use amongst most nations of white people, make their colours whiter than they were originally, or would be naturally.

In support of this proposition, the doctor observes, that the skin is deprived of its white colour, by the force and influence of the sun, four ways. 1st. By being rendered opaque, from a dissipation of its more aqueous and pellucid juices. 2dly. By a concretion of its vessels and glands, from this dissipation of its more aqueous contents, which renders the skin both thicker and denser, or more callous and rigid. 3dly. By a new accretion of many new membranes, which render it thick and opaque. 4thly. By increasing those parts or principles, in the composition of the epidermis, which have the greatest refractive power; as the terrestial and fixed saline; but especially the teneacious sulphureous, which refract and absorb light more strongly than any other substances; while the more transparent and pellucid principles, as the aqueous, spirituous, and volatile saline, are evaporated by the heat, which causes the other more fixed principles to be accumulated; and these particles being likewise more committed by the sun, will, on this account, be blacker as happens, when well boiled. These effects, with those first mentioned, may, the doctor thinks, by confounding, make the skin quite black; especially if we add another effect of the sun's power, a peculiar necrosis of the epidermis, occasioned by the forcible vibrations, contractions, and excrecences of its fibres by the sun-beams, which cause it to turn black, as thence, or other parts do, by the heat of an inflammation, or a fever, in gangrene, black tongues, &c.

We cannot pretend to follow the author in all the detail of his observations on this subject, nor of his answer to a material objection already mentioned by Mr. Boyle, that the sun cannot be the cause of the colour of Negroes, because several nations, in the same latitude with those Negroes, are not made black by it. He seems to think the heat of Africa greater than that of other parts of the world. Whether it be so, or not, is, we apprehend, not easy to determine; but it would be a strong confirmation of his doctrine, if we could fee any people, originally white, become black and woolly by transplantation, or \( \text{vite tergo} \).

Mr. Buffon, and many other writers, have attributed the colour of the Negroes to the influence of the climate. See a statement and examination of this opinion under the article MAN. See also INTEGUMENTS. Concerning the corporeal form and mental capacities of Negroes, see MAN, and also CRANIUM.

Negroes have been brought from Guinea, and other coasts of Africa, and sent into the colonies in America, to cultivate sugar, tobacco, indigo, &c. and Peru and Mexico, to dig in the mines. This commerce, which is altogether indefensible on the principles either of religion or humanity, has been carried on by all the nations that have settlements in the West Indies; particularly by the English, Dutch, Spaniards, and Portuguese.

For an account of the slave, progres, and abolition of this infamous traffic in human beings, we refer to the article SLAVE-TRADE. See also ASSISTEN.

There are various ways of procuring these Negroes: some, to avoid famine, sell themselves, their wives, and children to their princes, or great men, who have wherewithal to furnish them. Some are born to slavery, and sold by great men as their property. Some are sold, together with their families, for debt. Adultery is punished by selling the offending parties. Obi, or pretended witchcraft, is also punished in the same manner. There are various other crimes, which subject the offender and his children to be sold. Others are made prisoners in war; and great numbers feizted in excursions made for that very purpose by the petty princes upon one another's territories; in which it is usual to sweep away all both old and young, male and female.

The Negroes make a frequent practice of surpising one another while the European vessels are at anchor, and dragging those they have caught to them, and selling them in spite of themselves; and it is no extraordinary thing to see the son fall, after this manner, his father or mother, and the father his own children, for a few bottles of brandy, or a bar of iron.

It is not easy to obtain a precise and satisfactory account of the means by which the market for slaves has been annually kept up and supported in Africa. Many nefarious practices were unquestionably recurred to for this purpose. But the instances that have been given of slavery arising from captivity in war, delinquency, and debt, seem to be inadequate to the regular supply that furnished an annual export of 74,000 persons. Besides this number multitudes were procured from the nations bordering on the rivers of Senegal and Gambia, for the emperor of Morocco and the states of Barbary. Caravans have also travelled from thence across the continent to Upper Egypt with considerable supplies of Negroes, some of which were sent afterwards to Conantinople. Great numbers of slaves have likewise been sent from Mozambique, and the ports on the eastern coast, to Persia, Goa, and other parts of the East Indies. Hence it has been calculated that Africa has been drained annually of no less than 150,000 of its natives.

As soon as the ship has its compleme, it immediately makes off; the poor wretches, while yet in fight of their country, falling into such deep grief and despair in the paffage, that a great part of them languish, fall into kickens, and die: while others of them dispatch themselves. The only sure means to preserve them, is to have some musical instrumet play to them, be it ever so mean. But this exellent love for their country abates as they get farther off. For other particulars, see SLAVE-TRADE.

It is now laid down, that a slave, or negro, the instant he lands in England, becomes a free man; that is, so far as that the law would protect him in the enjoyment of his person and property. But with regard to any right which the master may have acquired to the perpetual service of John or Thomas, this will remain exactly in the same state as before. Hence also it follows, that the infamous and unchristian
NEGROES, Island of, or Buglas, in Geography, one of the Philippine islands, about 240 miles in circumference, abounding in rice, for which the inhabitants pay tribute; it supplies Sebu and other adjacent parts. It derives its name from the blacks with curled hair, who occupy the mountains, and among whom the lands, both on the tops and the sides of the mountains, are distributed. Their intestine wars are frequent and fatal, as they use poisoned arrows, which are headed with iron, flint, bone, or wood hardened in the fire. The mouths of the river are occupied by another tribe of blacks, who have no intercourse with the others, and who give the Spaniards, to whom they are invertebrately hostile, no quarter. When the island is invaded by pirates, they defend it by their arms, and having accomplished this service, which they perform as the old lords of the island, they retire. The Bifaya, who live on the plain and are most numerous on the W. side, supply these blacks with rice, as an acknowledgment for permission to settle there, and the blacks in return furnish them with wax. The island contains about 3000 persons, who pay tribute, and are governed by a corregidore and a military commander. The cacao, which the island produces, was first brought to the Philippines from New Spain; the rice is produced in the mountains without watering. N. lat. 10° 10'. E. long. 122° 30'.

NEGROLAND, or NIGRITIA, an immense extent of country in the interior part of Africa, comprehending many large and populous kingdoms, and extending from W. long. 7° to E. long. 27°, and from 10° to 25° N. lat.; bounded on the N. by Sahara and mountains that separate it from Barbary, on the E. by Nubia and Abyssinia, on the S. by Guinea and unknown countries, and on the W. by Guinea. The Arabs call the country denominated by European geographers Nigritia, Soulan, and the natives give it the name of Asfoum, both words denoting "the land of the Blacks," but all these appellations alike apply only to a part of the extensive region to which their proper import belongs: but in this limited sense, the term Soudan is differently used: whilst some of the Africans restrict it to the empire of Calabar, N. of the Niger. (which see). Others extend it to the Negro states on the S. of the river. Some parts, especially near the Niger, are represented as very fertile; others are no less sandy and desert. The population must be very considerable, as it has been a source of ample supply to European traders.

NEGROPONT, a large and important island of the Greek Archipelago, about 100 British miles in length by 20 in breadth, formerly called Eubea, which see. It is divided from the continent by a strait anciently denominated Euripus, now the gulf of Negropont, of such narrow extent near the capital, that a galleon can hardly pass through; and joined to the continent by a bridge, as it was formerly thought to have been connected by an isthmus. The island is remarkable for its fertility, and the level parts produce in great abundance grain, wine, oil, and all kinds of excellent fruits. The mountains are for a great part of the year covered with snow; the highest is called Oche. The most noted of its capes are Capo d’Oro, or Capo Chimi, Capo Figara, anciently Caphareus, and Capo Liter, formerly Chalcis. This island had once many considerable cities; but the only places now worthy of notice are Negropont and Cafilet Roffio. It was taken from the Venetians in 1740 by Mahomet II. N. lat. 38° to 35° 10'. E. long. 23° 10'.

NEHAVEND, a town of Persia, in the province of Ispahan, of 638, Jezdegird, king of Persia, lost his life and kingdom in a battle at this place with the caliph Omar; 200 miles N. of Ispahan.

NEHEIM, a town of Welfphalia; 45 miles N.E. of Cologne.—Alfo, a town of Welfphalia, in the bishopric of Paderborn; 12 miles N.E. of Paderborn.

NEHEMIAH, sometimes called the second book of Ezra, a canonical book of the Old Testament, so called from the name of its author. Nehemiah was the son of Hilkiah, of the tribe of Levi, was born at Babylon during the captivity, and succeeded Ezra in the government of Judah and Jerusalem. He was a Jew, and was promoted to the office of cup-bearer to Artaxerxes Longimanus, king of Persia; when the opportunities he had of being daily in the king’s presence, together with the favour of either, the queen, procured him liberty to repair and fortify the city of Jerufalem, in the same manner as it was before its destruction by the Babylonians. On his going to Jerusalem, in the 20th year of the reign of Artaxerxes, he finished the rebuilding of the walls in 52 days, and dedicated the gates of the city with great solemnity. He then reformed some abuses which had crept in among his countrymen. The history of these transactions is the subject of this book.

Nehemiah, after dwelling twelve years at Jerufalem, returned to Babylon; and having continued in Babylon for several years, he obtained leave of the king of Persia to go and end his days in his own country; where he died about the end of the reign of Darius Nothus, or in the beginning of that of Artaxerxes Memon. To the chronology of this book it has been objected, that in chap. xii. 22. mention is made of the reign of Darius Codomannus, and of the high-priest Jaddua, who went to meet Alexander the Great; and that it is morally impossible that Nehemiah should have lived to that time; because from the 20th year of Artaxerxes Longimanus to the reign of Darius Codomannus and the priesthood of Jaddua, there was an interval of more than 100 years. For the solution of this difficulty it has been suggested, that it is not certain that Darius, mentioned in this place, was Darius Codomannus; probably this was Darius Nothus, who died about 40 years after the 20th year of Artaxerxes Longimanus; and it is not said, that Jaddua or Jaddus was high-priest already. He might have been born towards the end of the reign of Darius Nothus, or in the beginning of the reign of Memon, and might still have been alive in the time of Alexander. But it is probable, that what is said in this place, from the beginning to the 27th verse of the 12th chapter, was an interpolation, or added afterwards, as it has no connection with what goes before or comes after, and interrupts the series of the history. For Nehemiah, after he had related in what manner he had rebuilt the walls of the city of Jerusalem, in the 11th chapter, gives
NEI

us a catalogue of the families and persons who inhabited it. It was natural that he should afterwards give an account of the dedication of the city walls, which begins at the 27th verse; and the whole of that which is laid between these two accounts concerning the succession of the Levites and high-priests seems foreign to the purpose. Dupin's Hilt. Canon.

NEHERPOUR, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude; 34 miles N.E. of Manickpur.

NEKHON, a principality of Yemen, in Arabia, which is a small district between Djasf and Hachlid-i-Bekil. The sheik is an independent prince, who possesses a few small inconsiderable towns, with a fertile mountain, on which are many villages. The inhabitants of Dieban are free; but they always join the sheik of Nehkon in his wars with the Imam.

NEHLA, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Jyenagur; 10 miles N. of Jyenagur.

NEHOTENAN, a town of Cochinchina, on a river which runs into the Chinese sea, forming at its mouth a bay. N. lat. 1° 55'. E. long. 109° 9'.

NEHRWAILEH, a town of Hindoostan, and the ancient capital of Guzerat; which city, together with the whole of the peninsula, fell into the hands of Sultan Mahomed in 1044; four years before his death; 12 miles S.E. of Pottan.

NEHURSCHDORFF, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Kauzem; 14 miles E. of Prague.

NEIA, a town of Naples, in Calabria Citra; 8 miles S.W. of Builgnano.

NEIDA, a town of the duchy of Stiria; 9 miles S.E. of Hardeburg.

NEIDADY, a town of Austria; 8 miles W.S.W. of Sonneberg.

NEIDEK, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Elbe-hogen; 8 miles S. of Joachinthal.

NEIDENAU, a town of Wurtemberg, on the Jact; 9 miles N. of Heilhronn.

NEIDENBURG, a town of Prussia, in the province of Oberland; 80 miles S. of Königsberg. N. lat. 53° 12'. E. long. 20° 23'.

NEIDENSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the principality of Hesse; 9 miles S.W. of Caffel. N. lat. 51° 13'. E. long. 9° 15'.

NEIFALEN, a town of Austria; 10 miles S.S.E. of Aigen.

NEIFE, NATOVA, in our Ancient Cuffoms, a bond-woman, or the villain, born in one's house. 9 Rich. II. cap. 2.

Anciently, lords of manors fold, gave, or assigned their neifers, and natives. See SLAVE, VILLAIN, &C.

NEIFFEN, or Neuffen, in Geography, a town of Wurtemberg; 17 miles S.S.E. of Stuttgart. N. lat. 48° 52'. E. long. 9° 25'.

NEIFTY, Writ of, in our Ancient Cuffoms, is an ancient writ, whereby the lord claimed such a woman for his niece.

NEILSVILLE, in Geography, a town of America, in Tazewell county, Virginia; 342 miles W. from Washington.

NEIMPHY, a town of Meckley; 96 miles S.S.E. of Munnpour.

NE INJUSTE Vexet, in Law, a writ founded on Magna Charta, cap. 10, which lies for a tenant in fife simple against the lord forbidding him to detain on the tenant for more service than he ought to perform; particularly when he has formerly prejudiced himself by doing or paying more than he needed.

NEIR ibn Marend, in Geography, a town of Arabia, in the province of Nedjed or Neged; 110 miles N.E. of Mecca.

NEIRA, one of the Banda islands, the first in rank and seat of government, with a spacious and commodious harbour, but difficult of access; in which ships anchor under two farks. Its annual supply is about 5000 pounds of nutmeg, and 2000 of mace. In this island are two towns, one of its own name, and the other called Labetacka. S. lat. 4° 8'. E. long. 130° 37'.

NEISAPOUR, Nezaapour, or Ny,jafur, a town of Peria, in the province of Chorafan, which was destroyed, with a dreadful slaughter of its inhabitants, by Jenghis-khan; 150 miles N.W. of Herat. N. lat. 36° 20'. E. long. 57° 10'.

NEISCHLOT, a town of Russia, in the government of Vibriq, on the lake Saima; 40 miles N. of Viborg. N. lat. 62° 15'. E. long. 28° 24'.

NEISIG, a town of Bavaria, in the bishopric of Bamberg; 15 miles N. of Bamberg.

NEISS, a river of Westphalia, which runs into the Emmer, four miles S.S.E. of Blomberg, in the county of Lippur.

NEISSSE, or Neisse, a principality of Silefia, sometimes called "the principality of Grotkau." This principality, which is environed by thoie of Munflerberg, Brigg, Oppeln, and Jagernorff, as well as Moravia and the county of Glatz, is one of the largest in Silefia. The southern part is hilly; but the northern part, being less mountainous, is more fertile. Good horses are bred in the Neife and Grotkau circles. The latter also yields tobacco, and the former has several iron mills. The largest river is the Neife, but the principality comprehends eleven cities. It belongs to the king of Prufia; but that part which is contiguous to Moravia is annexed to the crown of Bohemia. Though Grotkau is neither a duchy nor principality, yet the bishop of Breilau is usually styled Prince of Neife, and Duke of Grotkau; and by virtue of this principality takes rank of all the other places in Silefia.

Neisse, or Neuffer, a city of Silefia, and capital of the above principality. It is a very strong place, and is situated on the river Neife, on the opposite side of which is a Prussian fort, erected in 1745. The king appoints a governor and commandant; but the prince and bishop possessed the palace, with a treasury, a court of justice, a demesne, and a confidtorial office. After the peace of Drefden, a new suburb was added to the old ones that were rebuilt, called Friedrichstadt, lying between Prufia and the Neife, in which is held a court, in the majesty's name; 42 miles S. of Breilau. N. lat. 52° 22'. E. long. 17° 13'.

Neisse, a river which rises in the N. part of Bohemia, and after passing through Lutatia and by several towns, enters the Oder about 12 miles N.E. of Guben.

NEISTIFT, a town of Austria; 16 miles S.E. of Steyr.

NEISTRIFT, a town of Austria; 8 miles S.W. of Sonneberg.

NEITH, in Mythology, the name of Minerva in Egypt.

NEITRA, in Geography, a town of Hungary, on a river of the fame name, the capital of a country, and the fce of a bishop.

NEITSOERSOAK, an island near the W. coaft of Greenland. N. lat. 63° 22'. W. long. 49° 26'.

NEIVANSKOI, a town of Russia, in the government of Ekaterinburg, on the Neiva, which runs into the Tura; this town has considerable iron works; 40 miles W. of Turinik.

NEKAR.
NEKAVIKBAN, a town of Perian Armenia; 39 miles S.E. of Erivan.

NEKEEL, a town of Egypt, on the left bank of the Nile; 4 miles S.E. of Aboutigue.

NEKKADE', or NAGUADA, a town, sometimes called a city, but rather a village, of Upper Egypt, on the W. bank of the Nile; almost entirely peopled by Copts, among whom are some Catholics, and the see of a Coptic bishop. The Copts have here a vicar, and two monks of the order of Recollets. This place has some manufactures of blue or striped cloth, of which they make an article of trade, that diffuses some degree of influence among the inhabitants.

NEKE', a town of Egypt, on the left bank of the Nile; 4 miles S. of Nomlot.

NEKOUNAUBAN, or KUBAN, a lake of Canada; 24 miles N.W. of Quebec. N. lat. 49° 55'; W. long. 75°.

NEKREST, a town of Afa, in the principality of Georgia, and province of Kakat; 65 miles N.E. of Tiflis.

NEKSHAB, or KARSHI, a town of Grand Bucharia; 60 miles E. of Bukhara. N. lat. 39° 5'; E. long. 63° 40'.

NELANJENUM, in Natural History, the name of a curious and peculiar fossil substance, found in the East Indies.

It has much the appearance of some of our fleck-grained lead ores, and is very ponderous, but it does not contain any lead; in this it approaches to the nature of that substance common in Europe, and called blende, or mock-lead; but this last is foliated, and resembles the plated lead ores, whereas this resembles the close ground ores. It is found in the beds of rivers; in many places; they calcine it, and reducing it to powder, mix it with the juice of herbs, and use it in ulcers.

NEKYANDA, in Ancient Geography. See NELISURAM.

—A town of Arabia, near the mouth of the Red sea; said by Arrian to have been a commercial place.

NELVANGELO, in Geography, a town of Hindooistan, in Myfore; 15 miles N.W. of Bangalore.

NELGOOND, a town of Hindooistan, in Viapour; 30 miles W. of Baddammy.

NELISURAM, formerly NELYANDA, a town of Hindooistan, and capital of a small country on the W. coast, S. of Canara. This town and district were ceded to Great Britain in 1799; 33 miles N.E. of Mangalore. The fort of Nelisuram is situated on a river named Cenganecora, whose course is from the N.E. and falls in about four miles to the north of mount Della. This Nelisuram, which is situated about 12 miles up the river, is confirmed by major Rennell as the place meant by Nelyanda, and Melynda by Pliny and Ptolemy; a place visited by the Egyptian and Roman ships. N. lat. 12° 20'. E. long. 74° 57'.

NELITRIS, in Botany, a name given by Gurtner to the Deaciformum of Forster, and apparently derived from νελιτρίς, a species of Pheidastis; an Afferalus, the cafe of a seed, because the absolute want of partitions in the berry, to separate the seeds, is said to be one of its chief distinctions from Guarana, or Psidium. Gurt. v. 1. 134. t. 27. The propriety of changing Forster's original name does not appear. Subsequent authors have, like fir Joph Banks and Dr. Solander, referred the plant to quellung of Psidium; fee that article.

NELIA CORVINDUM, in Mineralogy. See Adamantine Spar.

NELLEMB, of Nilemy-nehk, in Geography, a town of the island of Ceylon, about six or seven miles S. of Candy, which has occasionally afforded a retreat to the king, and in which he has a palace and flore-houses. N. lat. 7° 25'. E. long. 80° 50'.

NELLENBURG, a landgrave of Germany, which conformed formerly of the towns and prefectorates named from it, viz. Stockach, Aach, and Thengen, and contained about 30 boroughs, villages, and a district 32 miles in circuit. The landgrave, diminished by the dismemberment of Thengen, and deprived of the land-court which is held at Stockach, is governed by a landvogt; and it has its name from Nellenburg, a town with a citadel situated on a mountain, 16 miles N.W. of Conflance.

NELLER, GEORGE CHRISTOPHER, in Biography, a learned German writer on ecclesiastical antiquities, and on the science of medals, was born in Franconia in the year 1799. He attained some considerable rank in the church, and became canon of St. Simeon's at Treves, privy-councilor to the prince-elector, and doctor of laws. He excelled in the knowledge of ancient monuments and medals, of which he had amassed a fine collection; but his celebrity reeks on his various publications, which confit of dissertations that display great learning and laborious research, but not without paradoxical notions. He died at Treves in 1783. The titles of a great number of his works are given in the General Biography, to which we refer our readers.

NELLIPELLY, in Geography, a town of Hindooistan, in the circar of Rajamundry, situated on the coast; 30 miles S.E. of Rajamundry.

NELLON, in Botany, a name given by forome to rice. It is an Indian word, and properly signifies the grain of rice taken off from the stalks, but covered with its proper pellicle. The first operation to be performed upon this, is the beating it with large rones, or other more manageable tools, till this skin flies off. Then it is to be dried in the sun, and, after that beat a second time, to get off its thin, internal, reddish coat: when this is done it is in a flake to be used, and it is then only that the Indians call it arath, the word from which we formed our word rice.

NELLORE, in Geography, a town and fortress of Hindooistan, in the Carnatic, near the Nennar river, and within 16 miles from the sea; 85 miles from Macras. N. lat. 14° 26'. E. long. 79° 57'.

NELLY, a town of Hindooistan, in Myfore; 34 miles S. of Harponelly.

NELSON, ROBERT, in Biography, an excellent divine of the church of England, was the son of a considerable Turkey merchant, and born at London in the year 1656. He received the early part of his education at St. Paul's school, where he was taken home by his mother, the father being dead, and placed under the private tuition of the learned Dr. Bull, at that time rector of Suddington, near Cirenceller, Gloucestershire. At a proper age he was sent to Cambridge, and admitted a fellow-commoner of Trinity college. Here he secured the esteem and affection of all who knew him; and on one of his visits to London he became acquainted with Dr. (afterwards archbishop) Tillottan, and from the congeniality of their characters and dispositions, a close friendship took place between that celebrated divine and Mr. Nelson, which was only dissolved by the death of the former. In the year 1680, Mr. Nelson was chosen fellow of the Royal Society, and, being anxious to obtain the improvement which a residence in foreign countries is calculated to afford, he set out for Paris with his friend and school-fellow Dr. Halley. On their road to that city, they saw the remarkable comet which gave rise to Sir Isaac Newton's "Astronomy of Comets," and to Dr. Halley's "Synopsis Cometarum." While he continued at Paris he had an invitation to undertake an office at the court of Charles II.
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of England, which he declined, on account of the aversion which his mother and other friends had for it. From Paris the travellers passed to Rome, where they separated, and Mr. Nelson, after completing what is called the grand tour, returned to England in the summer of 1682. At Rome he met with the widow of Sir Kingmilk Lucy, bart., second daughter of the earl of Berkeley; a mutual affection took place between them, and he married her soon after their arrival in England. Some time after this union had taken place, the lady, previous to her marriage with what she had previously concealed from him, viz. that she had become a convert to the Roman Catholic religion. This change in her religious sentiments had been effected by her conversations at Rome with cardinal Howard, grandson of the earl of Arundel, collector of the Arundel marbles, who had been raised to that high dignity by pope Clement X. Lady Nelson having once avowed an adherence to the Catholic faith, became a zealous advocate for the papal doctrines, made a convert of her daughter, by her former husband, and entered into the lists of controversy, and is supposed to have written a piece, published in 1684, under the title of "A Discourse concerning a Judge of Controversy in Matters of Religion, shewing the Necessity of such a Judge." Mr. Nelson was filled with grief when he learnt of the dereliction of his lady from the principles of the Protestant faith, and made every effort in his power to reclaim her, but his attempts, as well as those of his friends Tillotson and Hickes, were unavailing. The former, however, wrote a long letter to her on the subject, and the latter, on her account, published his collection of "Letters," which passed between him and a Popish priest in 1675. In this collection is a letter to an English priest of the Roman communion at Rome, which was written by Mr. Nelson for his lady's use. It was very similar in nature to a view which he took of the same subject in 1687, in a piece entitled "Transubstantiation contrary to Scripture; or the Protestant's Answer to the Seeker's Query." Lady Nelson, notwithstanding all the pains taken to bring her back to the church of England, continued in the Popish communion till her death. She was a person of fine understanding, and had cultivated her mental powers with great care and success. Dr. Tilboton not only lamented the loss of this lady from his own church, but probably dreaded the influence which the lady had over her husband's mind might have on him from the faith in which he had been educated. He, however, continued steady to his principles, though he travelled in foreign countries with his lady for the sake of her health, where the temptations to abandon the Protestant religion must have been much stronger than they could have been at home. In 1691 Mr. Nelson returned with his lady, entirely disaffected with the revolution that had taken place in the government three years before, and with a determination not to transfer his allegiance from king James. To that prince he threw his steady attachment while he resided at Florence, by keeping up a correspondence with the earl of Melfort, ambassador from the exiled James to the pope, and he now avowed himself a nonjuror, and withdrew from the communion of the church of England. His conduct in this particular did not disturb the friendship that subsisted between him and archbishop Tillotson, whose death he faithfully attended, and who at length expired in his arms. After that event he continued his kindness to his grace's widow, and was very instrumental in procuring her pension from the crown to be augmented from 400l. to 600l. per annum. As he now resided in or near the metropolis, a coincidence of opinions led him to form an acquaintance with Mr. Ketelwell, who appointed him sole executor and trustee to his last will, and in pursuance of that trust Mr. Nelson published some posthumous pieces of that worthy divine, with particulars of his life and character; and it was by the persuasion of this gentleman that he took up his pen in the service of piety and devotion. The principal works of Mr. Nelson are his "Companion for the Pilgrims and Faiths of the Church of England, &c," which has been exceedingly popular, and has passed through 20 or 30 editions: "The Great Duty of frequenting the Christian Sacrifice;" "The Practice of true Devotion, in relation to the End, as well as the Means of Religion, with an Office for the Holy Communion." Mr. Nelson for many years adhered to the communion of those bishops who had been deprived of their fees by the revolution, but upon the death of Dr. Lloyd, bishop of Norwich, in 1709, the last of that number, except Dr. Kena, he joined in communion with the church established by law. Mr. Nelson died at Kennington in January 1714-15, in the fifty-ninth year of his age. He left his whole fortune to pious and charitable purposes, to which he had devoted a great part of his income during life. He was author of many other pieces besides those already noticed, of which may be mentioned "The Life of Dr. George Bull, bishop of St. David's, with the History of the Controversies in which he was engaged, &c.:" also "The Scripture Doctrine of the most holy and undivided Trinity, vindicated from the Misrepresentations of Dr. Clarke." Biog. Brit.

NELSON, Horatio, Lord Viscount, one of the bravest and most successful naval commanders that ever appeared in the world, was the fifth son of the Rev. Edmund Nelson, rector of Burnham Thorpe, in Norfolk, in which county the family of Nelson had long been resident. His lordship's grandfather was rector of Hilborough, in the same county, of which living the family of the Nelfons have been for a great length of time the patrons. His father married, in May 1719, Catharine, daughter of Maurice Suckling, D.D., by whom he had eight sons and three daughters.

Horatio, the subject of the present article, was born on Michaelmas day 1758, in the parish-house of Burnham Thorpe. He was first sent to the high-school of Norwich, from whence he was afterwards removed to North Walsham. During the Christmas holidays of 1770, he read in the newspaper that his uncle, captain Maurice Suckling, was appointed to the Raisable of 64 guns. Young as he then was, it is said he felt a desire of relieving his father from the burden of supporting him; and it was the thought of providing for himself that actuated him in the request that he now made: "Do, brother William," said he, "write to my father, and tell him, I should like to go to sea with uncle Maurice." Mr. Nelson did not oppose the plan, but wrote to his brother-in-law, who had, previously to this, promised to provide for one of his nephews in his own profession; but this was not the lad he would have chosen, on account of the extreme delicacy of his constitution. "What," said he, in his reply, "has poor Horace done, who is so weak, that he, above all the rest, should be sent to rough it out at sea? But let him come, and the first time we go into action, a cannon ball may knock off his head, and provide for him at once." In the spring of 1771, his father sent him to join the ship, then lying in the Medway. When he got on board, captain Suckling had not joined, and the child, then but just turned of twelve years of age, paced the deck almost a whole day without being noticed by any one. "The pain," says one of lord Nelson's biographers, "is the felt when we are first transplanted from our native soil, when the living branch is cut from the parent tree, is one of the most poignant that we have to endure through life. There are after-grievings which wound more deeply, which leave behind them scars never to be effaced, which
which bruise the spirit, and sometimes break the heart; but never do we feel so piously the want of love, the necesse-
sity of being loved, the sense of utter desertion, as when we
first leave the haven of home, and are, as it were, pushed
off upon the stream of life. Added to this, the sea-boy
has to endure physical hardships, the privation of every
comfort, even of sleep. Nelson had a feeble body and an
affectionate heart, and he remembered through life his first
days of wretchedness in the service." The Raifonable,
by the termination of the dispute with Spain respecting
the Falkland islands, was foon paid off, and captain Suckling
was appointed to a guard-ship in the Medway. This he
considered as too inactive a service for his nephew, and ac-
cordingly fent him in a merchant-ship to the West Indies,
under Mr. Rathbone, who had formerly been master's mate
with him in the Dreadnought. On his return from this
voyage, he was received by his uncle on board the Triumph,
then lying at Chatham, in the month of July 1772. His
voyage to the West Indies, in the merchant service, had
given the youth a good practical knowledge of seamanship;
but it appeared that he had acquired an entire horror of the
royal navy. Captain Suckling beheld with the utmost
anxiety and diftrefs the prejudices of his nephew, and at first
attempted to win him over, by working upon his ambition,
a principle which he poifefled in an eminent degree, of be-
coming an excellent and thorough-bred fefman. It was
accordingly held out to the youth, that if he attended to
his duty, he fhould be permitted to go in the cutter and
decked long-boat, which was attached to the commanding
officer's ship at Chatham. This operated on the mind of
young Nelson as it was wished; and the confequence re-
Sulting from it was, that by degrees he became an excellent
pilot for vessels of that clafs, which failed from Chatham to
the Tower of London, and also down the Swin Channel,
and to the North Foreland. In each subsequent trial of
navigating difficult passages, or dangerous coasts, he became
more and more equal to the task, and felt that confidence
within himself which afterwards was a great comfort to him,
and which eflentially forms and eftablishes a great and un-
damaged mind.

In the following spring, an expedition of discovery to-
wards the north pole was fent out under captain Phips, in
confequence of an application from the Royal Society; and
though, on account of the extreme difficulty of the service,
itis ordered that no boys should be received on board, yet
the enterprising mind of Horatio Nelson anxiously solicited
to be appointed coxswain to captain Lutwidge of the Car-
cas. The captain, fhock with the unfuitable spirit which
he difplayed, admitted him to the office after which he
aspired. During the expedition, captain Phips, afterwards
lord Mulgrave, took particular notice of the youthful cox-
swain, and formed that high opinion of his character, which
his subsequent conduct has more than justified. The two
vessels, on the 31st of July, were in a most perilous situation,
off the Seven isles, which is a cluster in the Northern
Frozen ocean, situated in 86° N. lat., and nearly 19° E.
long., from becoming suddenly fall amidf immense fields of
ice. The labour of the whole ship's company to cut away
the ice proved ineffectual: their efertions, for a whole
day, could not move the ships above 500 yards. In this
dreadful flate they continued nearly five days, during which
the young coxswain, after much folicitation, obtained the
command of a four-gored cutter with twelve men; and he
took pride in imagining he could navigate her better than
any other boat in the service.

Soon after his return, his uncle recommended him to
captain Farmer of the Sea-Horse, of 20 guns, then going
to India, in a squadron under sir Edward Hughes. In this
ship young Nelson was stationed to watch in the fore-top,
whence, in due time, he was placed on the quarter-deck.
The matter foon perceived that he was extremely de
tious to make himself acquainted with the minutest parts of a
man's duty, and particularly recommended him to the
captain, who rated him as a midshipman. The service
which he went through strengthened his constitution, and he
feemed stout and athletic; but in India he caught one of
tabes malignant difeases which are frequently fatal to
European habits: it totally deprived him for a time of the
use of his limbs, and nearly brought him to the grave. In
confequence of this, he returned to Europe with captain
Pigot, in the Dolphin, 1776, in fuch a state of weakness
that his life was depair of; and he attributed the pref-
ervation of it, at this period, to the kindness of that officer.
He had, during this voyage, formed an acquaintance with
Thomas (afterwards sir) Trowbridge, and other diftinguished
officers, who, like himself, were entering upon
their career of glory, and had left them purfuing it with
full of health and enjoyment, while himself was returning with a
body broken down by ficknefs, and spirits dreadfully de-
preffed. Long afterwards he fpoke, almost with horror,
of the feelings which he at that time endured. "I felt im-
preffed," faid he, "with an idea that I fhould never rife in
my profession. My mind was ftaggered with a view of the
difficulties which I had to furmound, and the little interef I
poifefled. If, at a moment, I felt the emulation of ambi-
tion, I fhunk back, as having no means within my power
of reaching the object of my wishes. After a long and
glory reverie, in which I almoft wished myself overboard,
a fudden glow of patriotism was kindled within my breath,
and prefented my king and country as my patrons. Well
then, I exclaimed, I will be a hero, and, confiding in Pro-
vidence, I will brave every danger." From that hour his
depofitenne was changed into hope, and, as he told captain
Hardy, a radiant orb was fuspended before his mind's eye,
which urged him on to renown. Nelson, fays his biogra-
phers, fpoke of these aspirations of his youth as if they
had in them a character of divinity, as if

"The light which led him on,
Was light from heaven."

His fits of dejection, though not unnatural to a great
mind, were, as we shall see, altogether eafeful: his profefts were fair, and his proges almost as rapid as it
could possibly be. When he reached England, he found his
uncle comptroller of the navy, and was immediately ap-
pointed to act as fourth lieutenant of the Woreceler of
64 guns, captain Mark Robinfon, then on the point of
failing with a convoy to Gibraltar; and he was at fea from
this time, September 1776, to the beginning of April of
the next year: and though he had not yet completed his
18th year, captain Robinfon placed the moft unlimited con-
five in him, and declared that he felt equally easy during
the night, when it was Nelson's watch, as when the oldest
officer on board had charge of the ship. Mr. Nelson was
paffed as lieutenant on the 10th of April 1777, and the
next day received his commiffion as second of the Lowellotte,
32 guns; captain William Locker. During his examina-
tion, captain Suckling sat at the head of the table, and
when it had ended in a manner moft honourable to him, he
introduced him to the other members of the board as his
nephew. The examining captains eXpressed their surprife
that he had not apprized them of this relationship before.
"No," replied the comptroller, "I did not with the
young to be favoured: I felt convinced that he would pass
through
a good examination, and you see I have not been disappointed." In the Lowestoffe he arrived at Jamaica, but finding that even a frigate was not sufficiently active for his ardent mind, he solicited an appointment to the command of a fchooner, tender to the Lowestoffe; and in this small vessel he eagerly availed himself of the opportunity of becoming a complete pilot for all the intricate passages through the keys, situated north of Hispaniola. During Mr. Nelson's continuance in the Lowestoffe, she captured, in a strong gale of wind and a heavy sea, an American letter of marque. The captain ordered his first lieutenant to board her, which he infantly attempted, but was unable to effect, owing to the tremendous sea. On his return to the ship, the captain exclaimed, "Have I then no officer who can board the prize?" On hearing this, the matter immediately ran to the gang-way, in order to jump in the boat, when lieutenant Nelson suddenly stopped him, saying, "It is my turn now; if I come back, it will be yours." He no doubt had made up his mind not to return, unless he first accomplished his object; and the circumstance strongly prefigured his future character. He probably never saw a difficulty, in the mind of his father; that he did not think of, and, as it afterwards appears, the greater the obstacles with which he had to contend, the better was he pleased with the nature of his duty. After a year's active service, he was removed to the Brillo, the flag-ship of sir Peter Parker; and under this commander he finished his services as a lieutenant. It is observable that the late lord Collingwood, who succeeded to the command so many years afterwards, upon his glorious death, succeeded him now in the Lowestoffe, and again in the flag-ship, when, on the 8th of December, the same year, he was made commander in the Badger briz, at the age of 21. While captain Nelson commanded the Badger, his majesty's ship Glasgow, captain Thomas Lloyd, lying near, took fire from a cask of rum; but by the unceasing exertions and presence of mind of Nelson, the whole crew was saved from the flames.

Captain Nelson obtained his rank of post-captain on the 11th of July 1779; and during nine years that he had been in service, he had, by keen observation, and incessant application to every part of his known duty, not only become an able officer, but had likewise laid the foundation for forming a most skilful and successful pilot. This seems indeed, as has been already observed, from the first, to have been his constant ambition. After his advance to pilot rank, he was appointed to the Hinchinbrooke, of 28 guns. On this arrival of count D'Estaing, he superintended the landing of troops at Martinique, and led an attack upon Jamaica was expected. In this situation of the island, Nelson was entrusted, both by the admiral and general, with the command of the batteries at Port-Royal. This was the most important post in the whole island, as being at once the key to the naval force of the town of Kingston, and to the seat of government at Spanish Town. A plan was next formed for taking fort San Juan, on the river St. John, in the gulf of Mexico; and captain Nelson was appointed to the command of the naval department. His business was to have ended when he had conveyed the forces, about 500 men, from Jamaica to the Spanish main; but it was found, that not a man of the whole party had ever been up the river; he therefore displayed his usual intrepidity, quitted his ship, and superintended the transporting of the troops, in boats, 100 miles up a river which, since the time of the Buccaneers, none but Spaniards had ever navigated. Of all the services in which he had been engaged, this was the most perilous. It was the latter end of the dry season: the river was low, full of shallows, and sandy beaches; and the men were often obliged to quit the boats, and drag them through shallow channels, in which the natives went before to explore. This labour, and that of forcing the rapids, were chiefly sustained by the sailors; men at all times accustomed to rely on their own exertions, and at all times sure to do their duty. Seven or eight hours during the day they were exposed to a burning sun, rendered more intolerable by being reflected from dry flats of white sand; and at night their sufferings were not less severe, owing to the heavy dews that fell in that climate. On the 6th of April they arrived at a small island, called St. Bartholomew, which commanded the river in a rapid and difficult part, and was defended by a battery mounting nine or ten swivels. Nelson, according to his own phrase, resolved to board this out-poll. Putting himself at the head of a few sailors, he leaped on the beach. Captain Delpard, once driven to desperation, crimes, and an ignominious end, by neglect and ill usage, gallantly supported him; and they formed the battery, and fought and defeated the Spaniards with their own guns. Two days afterwards they came in fight of the castle of San Juan, and began to beleaguer it on the 15th: it succeeded in the second attack. Before that time they had a more formidable enemy to encounter, and against which even the prowess of a British sailor is of no avail. The bad weather had set in: failors, folders, and Indians, funk alike under it; the latter from exertions to which they had never been accustomed, and the Europeans from the deadly effects of a climate allotted by the distribution of nature to a race of different colour and complexion. All that victory procured them was a cessation from toil: no supplies were found, and the castle itself was worse than a prison. The hovels, which were used as an hospital, were surrounded with putrid hides; and when orders were obtained from the commander-in-chief to build one, the sickness had become so general, that there were no hands to work at it. The rains continued, with few intervals, from April to October, when they abandoned their baseless conquest. Of 1500, who were sent to different posts upon this ill-fated scheme, only 380 returned. Nelson narrowly escaped. His advice had been to carry the castle by assault; instead of which, eleven days were spent in the formalities of a siege. He returned before its surrender, exhausted with fatigue, and suffering under a dysentery; yet to him the commander-in-chief ascribed the principal cause of success in reducing fort Juan, in which were found one brass mortar of five inches and an half, twenty pieces of brass ordnance mounted, besides four guns, ten or twelve swivels, with a proportionable quantity of military stores. From the extreme fatigue which captain Nelson endured on this expedition, his health became visibly impaired; but he fortunately received an appointment to the Janus of 44 guns, vacant by the death of captain Glowr, son to the author of Leonidas. This promotion removed him from the fatal station just in time, and he reached Jamaica in such a state of sickness, that he was carried to his cot. The careful attention of a good old negroes, and afterwards of sir Peter Parker and his lady, saved his life; but his health had suffered so much and so severely, that he was foon compelled to return to England, which he did in the Lion, commanded by the Hon. William Cornwallis, through whose attention a complete recovery was effected.

In the month of August 1781, captain Nelson was appointed to the command of the Albemarle of 28 guns, and sent into the North Sea. During this voyage he gained a considerable knowledge of the Danish coast, and its foundings; a knowledge which afterwards proved of great importance to his country. On his return, he was ordered to
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Quebec with a convoy, under the orders of captain Thomas Fringle. Here he became acquainted with Mr. Alexander Davison, who saved him from an imprudent marriage. Nelson was about to quit the station, had taken leave of his friends, and had gone down the river to the place where men of war usually anchor: nevertheless, next morning, as Mr. Davison was walking on the beach, he saw him coming back in his boat. He could not, he said, leave Quebec, without offering himself and fortune to the woman he loved. Davison remonstrated with him, and shewed that his utter ruin must of necessity follow such a step. "Then let it follow," was his reply; "for I am resolved to do it." His friend was, however, equally resolute that he should not; and after some disputes, Nelson consented to return to his ship.

Captain Nelson sailed from Quebec with a convoy to New York, in the month of October 1782, at which place he joined the fleet, under the command of sir Samuel Hood. Here he became acquainted with prince William Henry, the present duke of Clarence, who, at that time serving as midshipman in the Barfleur, under sir Samuel Hood. "I had," says his royal highness, "the watch on deck, when captain Nelson came in his barge along-side, who appeared to be the merest boy of a captain I ever beheld; and his dress was worthy of attention. He had on a full laced uniform; his band unpowdered hair was tied in a stiff Hef- tian tail, of an extraordinary length: the old-fashioned flaps of his waistcoat added to the general quaintness of his figure, and produced an appearance which particularly attracted my notice; for I had never seen anything like it before, nor could I imagine who he was, nor what he came about. There was, however, something irresistibly pleasing in his address and conversation, and an enthusiasm, when speaking on professional subjects, which shewed that he was no common being." In November he sailed with sir Samuel Hood to the West Indies, where he continued actively employed till the peace. By the commander-in-chief, Nelson says he was treated as if he were his son: "nor is my situation with prince William less flattering. Sir Samuel was kind enough to tell his royal highness, that if he wished to ask questions relative to naval tactics, I could give him as much information as any officer in the fleet. He will, I am certain, be an ornament to our service. He is a seaman, which you could hardly suppose: every other qualification you may expect from him; but he will be a disciplinarian, and a strong one." When Nelson was ordered back to England, he was directed, in his way, to attend his royal highness prince William on a visit to the Havana. On his arrival, the Albemarle was paid off at Portsmouth, on the 31st of July 1783. During the autumn of this year, captain Nelson went to France, where he continued till the spring of the year 1784, when he was appointed to the command of the Boreas frigate, 28 guns, and was ordered to the Leeward islands. While his velle was at anchor in Nevis road, a French frigate pulled to the leeward, close along shore. Nelson had received information that this frigate was sent from Martinico, for the purpose of making a survey of our West India islands. This he was determined to prevent. Accordingly he followed her to St. Eustatius, and being invited by the Dutch governor to meet the French officers at dinner, he took that opportunity of affurering the captain, that understanding it was his intention to honour the British poфессions with a visit, he had taken the earliest opportunity in his power to accompany him in his majesty's ship the Boreas, in order that such attention might be paid to an officer of his most Christian majesty, as every Englishman would be proud to shew. The French, with equal politeness, protested against giving him this trouble; but Nelson insisted upon paying them this compliment, followed them clove, in spite of all attempts to elude his vigilance, and never left light of them, till finding it impossible either to deceive or escape them, they gave up their intention in despair, and beat up to Martinico.

This fleet, moreover, opened a new scene to the officers of the British navy. The Americans, when colonists, possessed almost the whole of the trade from America to our West India islands; but on the return of peace, and when their independence was acknowledged, they forgot that they were then to be considered as having no more privileges in this trade than foreigners. The governors and custom-house officers pretended, that by the Navigation Act (which see), the Americans had a right to trade. He knew the meaning of that act as well as they, and though the commander-in-chief was disposed to wink at this commerce, he addressed a letter to the governor of the Leeward islands on the subject, who, in reply, told him that old generals were not in the habit of taking advice from young gentlemen. Nelson, in answer to this, said, "Sir, I am as old as the prime minister of England, and think myself as capable of commanding one of his majesty's ships, as that minister is of governing the state." He accordingly shewed that he could act for himself, and, in defiance of the judgment of those who thought themselves his superiors, ordered all the American vessels to quit the islands in forty-eight hours; declaring, that if they refused, or hesitated, or preferred to land their cargoes, he would seize them. The Americans, supported by the governors of the islands, did refit; and the admiral, unwilling to take an active part on either side, advised captain Nelson to be guided by the wishes of the presidents of the council. With respect to this advice of sir Richard Hughes, he said within himself, "I must now disobey my orders, or disobey acts of parliament: I determined on the former, trusting to the uprightness of my intentions, and believing that my country would not allow me to be ruined by protecting her commerce." He wrote to the admiral, and in very respectful language told him, he should decline obeying his orders, till he had an opportunity of seeing and conversing with him. The first feelings of sir Richard Hughes were those of anger, and he determined to supersede Nelson; but having mentioned the business to his own captain, the latter told him, he believed all the squadron thought he had issued illegal orders, and therefore did not know how far they were bound to obey him. The admiral submitted, and even thanked Nelson for having shewn him his error. At Nevis the Boreas found some American vessels deeply laden, with the colours of the island flying. They were ordered to hoist their proper flag, and leave it in eight-and-forty hours. At first they denied their country, and refused to obey; but upon being examined before the judge of the admiralty, they admitted that they were Americans, and that their vessels and cargoes were wholly American property. Upon this, Nelson seized them. Actions were brought against him, and the damages laid at 40,000£: he, however, triumphed, and the four ships and their cargoes were condemned. While the affair was pending, he lent a memorial to the king; in consequence of which, orders were forwarded to defend him at the expense of the crown: and upon the representation which he made at the same time to the secretary of state, the Regifter Act was framed. The treasury, upon this occasion, and certainly without much reason, transmitted thanks to sir Richard Hughes, and the officers under him, for their activity and zeal in protecting the commerce of Great Britain. Nelson felt indignant at their conduct: he, indeed, had protected the commerce of his country, in op-
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position to the opinion and the express advice, which in military language always means order, of Sir Richard; and yet Nelson was palled over, and the admiral applauded. "I feel hurt," said the high-minded captain, "that after the loss of health, and the risk of my fortune, another should be thanked for what I did, and against his orders. I either deferred to be sent out of the service, or at least to have had some little notice taken of what I had done. They have thought the act worthy of notice, but they have neglected me."

During the whole time, captain Nelson scarcely ever quitted the ship, but was observed to carry on the duty with a strict but fullest attention. When orders were received for his ship to be paid off at Sheerness, he expressed his joy to the senior officer in the Medway, saying, "It is my determination never again to set my foot on board a king's ship. Immediately after my arrival in town, I shall wait on the first lord of the admiralty, and resign my commission." The officer, finding it in vain to reason with him against this resolution in the present state of his feelings, used his secret interference with the first lord of the admiralty to save Nelson from taking a step so injurious to himself, and which would ultimately have been so mischievous to his country. Lord Howe took the hint, sent for captain Nelson, and having had a long conversation with him, and probably expressed to him, with the feelings of admiration and a warm heart, the obligations that the country and government owed him, desired that he might, on the first levee day, have the honour of presenting him to his majesty. This thing was done: he was most graciously received at court, and the retection of captain Nelson was effectually removed. He now retired to enjoy the pleasures of domestic happiness at the parsonage-house at Burham Thorpe, which his father gave him as a place of residence. But the affair of the American captures was not terminated; he had, while amusing himself on his little farm, a notification that he was again to be liable for damages to the amount of 20,000l. This circumstance, as unexpected as it was unjust, excited his astonishment and indignation. "This affront," he exclaimed, "I did not deserve; but I will no longer be trifled with. I will write immediately to the treasury, and if government will not support me, I am resolved to leave the country." He accordingly informed the treasury, that unless a satisfactory answer were returned to him by return of post, he would immediately take refuge in France. Mr. Rofe replied, that he would assuredly be supported.

In the year 1790, during the armament occasioned by the dispute relative to Noviska found, captain Nelson offered his services, but they were not accepted. He made similar applications again and again, and with the same success; and he determined to quit the service, at least he affirmed this as his resolution: but he did not know himself; he was not aware that it was "his meat and drink" to serve his country; his peace, his comfort, his existence even depended upon his being able to serve.

On the 30th of January 1793, he was delighted with the appointment to the Agamemnon of 64 guns, and was very soon after placed under the orders of lord Hood, then appointed to command in the Mediterranean. The temper with which Nelson engaged in this war is manifested in the instructions which he gave to one of his midshipmen, probably his son-in-law, Joshua Nefbit. "There are three things, young gentleman, which you are constantly to bear in mind: first, you must always implicitly obey orders, without attempting to form any opinion of your own respecting their propriety (he probably did not recollect his own conduct in the American business); secondly, you must consider every man as your enemy who speaks ill of your king; thirdly, you are to hate a Frenchman as you do the Devil." This was naval morality!

The unbounded confidence which lord Hood always repose in captain Nelson, manifested the high opinion which he entertained not only of his courage, but of his talents and ability to execute the arduous services with which he was entrusted. If batteries were to be attacked, if ships were to be cut out of their harbours, if the hazardous landing of troops was to be effected, or difficult passages to be explored, we invariably find Nelson foremost on the occasion, with his brave officers, and the gallant crew of the Agamemnon. During the time that Nelson had the command of the Agamemnon, and previously to the commencement of hostilities with Spain, he put into Cadiz to water; and on beholding the Spanish fleet, exclaimed, "These ships are certainly the finest in the world. Thank God! the Spaniards cannot build men, as they do ships!" It was observed in the Mediterranean, that before captain Nelson quitted his old ship, he had not only fairly worn her out, there not being a mast, yard, sail, nor any part of the rigging, but was obliged to be repaired, the whole being cut to pieces with shot, but had exhausted himself and his ship's company. At Toulon, and the celebrated victories achieved at Baflia and Calvi, lord Hood bore ample testimony to the skill and unremitting exertions of captain Nelson, "which," said his lordship, "I cannot sufficiently applaud." During the memorable siege of Baflia, he superintended the disembarkation of the troops and flores, and commanded a brigade of seamen, who served on shore at the batteries. lord Hood had submitted to general Dundas, and afterwards to his successor D'Aubert, a plan for the reduction of Baflia; but they refused to co-operate, or to furnish a single soldier on the occasion. He obtained, however, only a few artificers, and began the siege with only 1200 soldiers, artillery-men, and marines, and 250 sailors. "We are but few," says the brave Nelson, "but of the right sort; our general not giving us one of the five regiments he has lying idle." They were landed on the 4th of April, under colonel Vil-letes and Nelson, who had obtained from the army the title of brigadier. The sailors dragged the guns up the heights, which was a work that could probably have been accomplished only by British seamen. The soldiers behaved with the same spirit. "Their zeal," said he, "is, I believe, almost unexampled. There is not a man but considers himself as personally interested in the event; and defreated by their general, it has, I am persuaded, made them equal to double their numbers." "This," says a biographer of Nelson, "is one of many proofs, that to make soldiers equal to our seamen, it is only necessary that they should be well commanded. They have the same heart and soul, as well as the same flesh and blood. Too much may indeed be expected from them in a retreat; but with their face towards a foe, there is nothing within which human achievement which they cannot perform." The siege continued nearly seven weeks, and on the 16th of May a treaty of capitulation was begun; and on that same evening, and not before, the
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The troops made their appearance on the hills; and on the following morning, general D'Aubert arrived with his whole army to take Batavia. The event of the siege had justified the opinion of the fathers; and when the conquest was as good as made, then they had the assistance of the army, which they had solicited before in vain. "I am," said Nelson, when he got possession of the fortresses, "all astonished, when I reflect on what we have achieved: 1000 regulars, 1500 national guards, and a large body of Cortonian troops, lying down their arms to 1000 soldiers and marines, and 2000 men. The enemy were supposing to be far inferior in number, when it was resolved to attack the place; and it was not till every arrangement was made, that Nelson received certain information of their great superiority. This intelligence he kept a secret, fearing the attempt would be readily abandoned, if a fair pretext were afforded. The siege of Calvi was carried on by general Stuart, and Nelson had left responsibility here than at Batavia, but the bunglers was equally arduous. He certainly knew the importance of his services, and on no occasion scrupled to set a value upon them. When at Calvi, he had to Lord Hood, "We will flag ourselves to death, before any blame shall be at our doors. I trust it will not be forgotten, that twenty-five pieces of cannon have been dragged to the different batteries, and mounted, and all but three fought by them." He was employed full four months on shore, and the climate was more delirious to his health, and to the continuations of his brave comrades, than the war. Nelson described himself as the rendezvous of troops to 1000 soldiers and marines, when they were laid low. "All the prevailing disorders have attacked me," said the captain, "but I have not strength enough for them to fail on me. One plan I have, never to employ a doctor. Nature does all for me, and Providence protects me." It was at the siege of Calvi that he lost an eye; and yet, strange as it must appear, he was altogether overlooked; his name did not even appear among the wounded. "One hundred and ten days," said he, "I have been actually engaged in sea, and on shore, with the enemy: three actions against ships, two against Batavia in my own ship, four boat actions, and two villages taken, and twelve ships burnt. I do not know that any one has done more. I have had the comfort of being always applauded by my commanders-in-chief; but never rewarded: and what is more mortifying, for service in which I have been actually wounded, others have been praised, who, at the time, were actually in bed, and far from the scene of action. They have not done me justice; - but never mind: I'll have a gazette of my own." He lived long enough to take all the glory that he anticipated.

When lord Hood left the Mediterranean in October 1794, the command devolved on admiral Hotham, who confided in Nelson with the same alacrity as lord Hood had done before; and Nelson again distinguished himself in the actions with the French fleet of the 13th and 14th of March, and also on the 13th of July 1795. Under admiral Hotham, he had occasionally the command of a light squadron of frigates, with which he performed some valuable services; and he was rewarded with a colonelcy of marines. When sir John Jervis, now earl St. Vincenç, succeeded admiral Hotham in November 1795, he was too fethible of the merits of captain Nelson to part with him. He raised him to the rank of commodore, and removed him from the Agamemnon to the Captain of 74 guns; and on the 11th of August he had a captain appointed under him.

From the month of April till October, commodore Nelson was constantly employed in the most arduous services, viz. the blockade of Leghorn, the taking of port Ferrajo, with the island of Caprea, and, lastly, in the evacuation of Batavia: after which, he joined the admiral in St. Fineniza bay, and proceeded with him to Gibraltar. While the name of Nelson was hardly known to the English public, it was feared, respected, and highly honoured throughout Italy, and in other parts of the continent. A letter was sent to him, directed, "Horatio Nelson, Genoa." When the writer was asked, how he could address a letter so vaguely? he replied, "There is but one Horatio Nelson in the world." In the letter in which he mentions this circumstance to his lady, captain Nelson says, "Had all my actions been gazetted, not one fortnight would have passed, during the whole war, without a letter from me. One day or other I will have a long gazette to myself. I feel that such an opportunity will be given me. I cannot, if I am in the field of glory, be kept out of sight."

During the month of December 1796, commodore Nelson hoisted his broad pendant on board La Minerve frigate, captain George Cockburne, and was dispatched with that ship and La Blanche to Porto Ferro, to bring the naval stores left there to Gibraltar. On the passage thither, in the night of the 19th, the commodore fell in with two Spanish frigates. He immediately attacked the ship which carried the poop light, and directed the Blanche to bear down and engage the other. At forty minutes past ten at night, the commodore brought his ship to close action, which continued without interruption till half past one, when La Sabina of 44 guns, commanded by captain Don Jacobo Stuart, struck to La Minerve. Captain Preston in La Blanche silenced the ship he had engaged, but could not effect possession, owing to three more ships heaving in sight. Commodore Nelson's letter, on this occasion, to his admiral sir John Jervis, has been regarded as a noble example of a generous and modest spirit, insomuch as he assumes no merit to himself, but gives every praise to the captain, his officers, and crew. "You are, sir," says he, "so thoroughly acquainted with the merits of captain Cockburne, that it is needless for me to express them; but the discipline of La Minerve does the highest credit to her captain and lieutenants, and I wish fully to express the same I have of their judgment and gallantry. Lieutenant Culverhouse, the first lieutenant, is an old officer of very distinguished merit; lieutenants Hardy, Gage, and Noble, deserve every praise which gallantry and zeal justly entitle them to; as does every man in the ship. You will observe, sir, I am sure, with regret, among the wounded, lieutenant James Noble, who quitted the Captain to fight with me, and whose valour, and repeated wounds received in fighting the enemies of our country, entitle him to every reward a grateful nation can bestow." In this action, the captured ship had 164 men killed and wounded, and lost the mizen, main, and foremost; and La Minerve had seven men killed, 34 wounded, and all her masts shot through.

On the 29th of January 1797, commodore Nelson failed in La Minerve from Porto Ferro, on his return to sir John Jervis, with a mind irritated and depressed, through the fear that a general engagement would take place before he could join the fleet. He arrived at Gibraltar a few days after the Spanish fleet had passed the Straits from Carthagena. Impatient to join his admiral, the commodore only remained one day at Gibraltar; and on the 11th of February, while he was proceeding to the westward, to the place of rendezvous, he was chased by two Spanish line of battle ships, and fell in with their whole fleet off the mouth of the Straits. He fortunately effected his escape, and joined the admiral off cape St. Vincent, on the 13th of February, just in time to communicate intelligence relative to the force and state of
the Spanish fleet, and to shift his pendant on board his former ship, the Captain, 74 guns. Before six o'clock, the fires were made to prepare for action. At day-break, the enemy were in sight. The British force consisted of two ships of 100 guns each, two of 98, two of 90, eight of 74, and one of 64, with four frigates, a sloop, and a cutter. The Spaniards had one ship of 136 guns, fix of 112 guns each, two of 84, and eighteen of 74 guns, with ten frigates. The disproportion was very great, but the Spanish admiral Don Joseph de Cordova, had reason to believe it was still greater, or he would not have hazarded a battle. He had learnt from an American, that the English had but nine ships on that station, which was actually the case when the American had fallen in with them; and upon this information he fought an engagement, instead of going into Cadiz, as at first intended, relying with a fatal confidence upon the accuracy of the American.

Sir John Jervis, following the new system of naval tactics, determined to break the line of the enemy; and before the Spanish admiral could form a regular order of battle, of which he seemed very deftous, Sir John, by carrying a preface of fall, came up with them, passed through the fleet, then tacked, and thus cut off nine of their ships from the main body. These, in their turn, attempted to form on their larboard tack, either with a design of passing through the British line, or to the leeward of it, and thus rejoining their friends. One of the nine only succeeded; the others were so warmly received, that they took to flight, and did not appear in action till the close. The admiral was now enabled to direct the whole attention to the enemy's main body, still superior to his whole fleet. He made signal to tack in succession. Nelson, whose station was in the rear of the British line, perceiving that the Spanish fleet was bearing up before the wind, with an intention of forming their line, joining their separated ships, or flying; determined to prevent either of these schemes from taking effect, and accordingly, without a moment's hesitation, disobeyed the signal, and ordered his ship to be wore. This at once brought him into action with seven of the largest ships of the enemy's fleet, among which were the Santifima of 136 guns, and two others of 112. Captain Towbridge, in the Culloden, nobly supported him; and the Blenheim, captained Frederick, came to their assistance. The Salvador del Mundo and the San Isidro dropped after, and were fired into by the Excellent, captained Collingwood, to whom the latter lurked. But Collingwood," says Nelson, "distraining the moral of taking possession of the enemy, most gallantly pushed up with every fast sail, to fave his old friend and mersmate, who was to all appearance in a very critical situation." The Captain was at this moment fired upon by three frigate rates, and the San Nicholas and a 74 were within pisflot-shot. The Blenheim was a-head, and the Culloden crippled 8-tarm. Collingwood ranged, and passed within ten feet of the San Nicholas, giving her a most tremendous broadside, pushed on for the Santifima of Trinidad. At this time the Captain had lost her fore-top-mast, had not a sail, shroud, or rope left, her wheel was cold away, and thus left incapable of farther service in the line or the chase; her noble commander, Nelson, instantly resolved on a bold and decisive measure, and determined, whatever might be the event, to attempt his opponent sword in hand; and directed captain Miller to put the helm a-starboard, and the boarders were summoned. "Fortune," says colonel Drunk-water, the animated narrator of this battle, "favours the brave!" nor on this occasion was she unmindful of her favourite. Ralph Willett Miller, the commodore's captain, (who was afterwards in the battle of the Nile, where he gained great honour, and was slain in the Thefeus, under sir Sidney Smith,) so audaciously directed the course of his ship, that he laid her aboard the star-board quarter of the Spanish 84; her frist-fall-yard passing over the enemy's poop, and hooking in her mizen throuds: when the word to board being given, the officers and seamen, defined for this perilous duty, headed by lieutenant (now sir Edward) Berry, (who was afterwards lord Nelson's captain in the Vanguard, in the battle of the Nile,) together with the detachment of the 69th regiment, commanded by lieutenant Pearson, then doing duty on board the Captain, passed with rapidity on board the enemy's ship, and in a short time the San Nicholas was in possession of her intrepid assailants. The commodore's ardour would not permit him to remain an inactive spectator of this scene. He was aware that the attempt was hazardous, and he thought his presence might animate his brave companions, and contribute to the success of this bold enterprise. He, therefore, as if by magic impulse, accompanied the party in this attack; passing from the foremost of his own ship into the enemy's quarter-galley, and thence through the cabin to the quarter-deck, where he arrived in time to receive the sword of the dying commander, who had been mortally wounded by the boarders. The English were at this time in possession of every part of the ship, and a fire of musketry opened upon them from the stern-galley of the San Josef. The commodore was not long in resolving on the line of conduct which he should adopt. The two alternatives that presented themselves were, to quit the prize, or instantly to board the three-decker. Confident in the bravery of his seamen, he determined on the latter. Directing, therefore, an additional number of men to be sent from the Captain on board the San Nicholas, Nelson, whom no danger could appal, head himself the assailants in this new attack, exclaiming, "Westminster Abbey, or a glorious victory!" Success in a few minutes, and with little los, crowned the enterprise. For a moment, commodore Nelson could scarcely persuade himself of this second instance of good fortune; he, therefore, ordered the Spanish commandant, who had the rank of brigadier, to assemble the officers on the quarter-decks, and means to be taken instantly for communicating to the crew the surrender of the ship. All the officers immediately appeared, and the commodore had the surrender of the San Josef duly confirmed, by each of them delivering his sword. The coxswain of the commodore's barge, John Sykes, had attended close by the side of his commander throughout this perilous attempt. To him the commodore gave in charge the swords of the Spanish officers, as he received them; and the undaunted tar, as they were delivered to him, tucked these honourable trophies under his arm with all the coolness imaginable. It was at this moment, one of the sailors came up, and with an Englishman's feeling, and apologizing for the liberty, took his commander by the hand, and congratulated him on being safe on the quarter-deck of a Spanish three-decker. On this occasion Nelson had received only a few bruises. The Spaniards had fire eighteen or twenty ships, which had suffered little or no injury; but they did not think right to renew the battle. As soon as the action was discontinued, Nelson went on board the admiral's ship, who received him on the quarter-deck, took him in his arms, and said he could not sufficiently thank him.

Before the news of the action had arrived in England, Nelson had been advanced to the rank of rear-admiral; and now for his gallantry, on the 14th of February, he received the insignia of the Bath, and the gold medal from his sovereign. He was also prefented with the freedom of the city of London in a gold box.
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In the month of April 1797, Sir Horatio Nelson hoisted his flag as rear-admiral of the blue, and was detached to bring down the garrison of Porto Ferrajo; and on the 28th of May, he shifted his flag from the Captain to the Thefeus, and was appointed in the command of the inner squadron at the blockade of Cadiz. During this service, his personal courage was, if possible, more conspicuous than at any other period of his former exploits. In the attack on the Spanish gun-boats July 3d, 1797, he was boarded in his barge, with only its usual complement of ten men and the coxswain, accompanied by captain Fremantle. The commander of the Spanish gun-boats, Don Miguel Trogovia, in a barge rowed by 26 oars, having 30 men, including officers, made a most desperate effort to overpower Sir Horatio Nelson and his brave companions. The conflict was long and doubtful: they fought hand to hand with their swords. His faithful coxswain, John Sykes, was wounded in defending the admiral; and twice saved his life, by parrying the blows that were aimed at him, and mortally wounded his adversaries; and at last actually interposed his head to receive the stroke of a fabre, which he could not by any other means avert. The whole of the Spaniards were either killed or wounded, and Nelson brought off the launch. Sir John Jervis, in his letter to the admiralty, dated the 5th of July, says, "The rear-admiral, who is always present in the most arduous enterprises, with the affluence of some other barges, boarded and carried two of the enemy's gun-boats, and a barge-launch belonging to one of the ships of war, with the commandant of the frigate. Rear-admiral Nelson's actions speak for themselves: any praise of mine would fall very short of his merit."

On the 15th of July, he was detached with a small squadron to make an attack on the town of Santa Cruz, in the island of Teneriffe, where it was imagined a Manilla ship had landed an immense treasure. The rear-admiral, on his arrival before the town, lol no time in directing a thousand men, including marines, to be prepared for landing from the ships, under the direction of captains Trowbridge, Hood, Thomson, Fremantle, Bowen, Miller, and Waller, who volunteered their services. The boats of the squadron were accordingly manned, and the landing was effected in the course of a dark night. The party were in full possession of the town of Santa Cruz in about seven hours; but finding it impracticable to storm the citadel, they prepared for their retreat, which was allowed by the Spaniards unmolested, agreeably to the stipulations made with captain Trowbridge. On this expedition, Nelson had orders on no account to land in peril with the forces, unless his presence was absolutely necessary; but no orders could restrain him, where there was danger to be encountered. That he was aware of the peril is evident from the letter which he wrote to the commander-in-chief: in this he says, "This night I command the whole force deputed to land under the batteries, and to-morrow my head will probably be crowned either with laurel or cypress." He was very disinclined, likewise, that his son-in-law, lieutenant Nebbit, should remain behind, saying, "Should we both fall, what will become of your poor mother? Besides, the care of the Thefeus falls to you; flay, therefore, and take charge of her." Nebbit replied, "Sir, the ship must take care of herself: I will go with you tonight, if I never go again." Nelson, in the act of stepping out of the boat, received a dis. through the right elbow, and fell. Nebbit, who was close to him, placed him at the bottom of the boat, and applied his neckbandkerchief as a tourniquet to the admiral's arm, and conveyed him to the Thefeus, under a tremendous fire from the enemy. The same night, at 10 o'clock, the admiral's arm was amputated; and immediately after, he began his official letter: and on the following day he wrote to lady Nelson, and says, "I know it will give you much pleasure, in finding that your son, under God's providence, was instrumental in saving my life." The loss of the English amounted to 250. But the admiral, in his official dispatches, did not mention his own wound; though in a private letter to lord St. Vincent, the first which he penned with his left hand, he says in the spirit of dependence, "I am become a burden to my friends, and degrade to my country. When I leave your command, I become dead to the world.—I go hence, and am never seen." He was obliged to go to England for advice, that he could not have abroad; and here honours awaited him, abundantly more than sufficient to recover his acquitained spirit: but what gave zest to every pleasure was the assurance, that he would be soon fit for active service. Letters were addressed to him by the first lord of the admiralty, and by his able friend, the duke of Clarence, to congratulate him on his return. The freedom of the cities of Bristol and London was transmitted to him; he was invested with the order of the Bath, and he received a pension of 1000l. a-year. Not having been in England since he lost his eye, he went to receive a year's pay as smart-money; but could not obtain it, because he had not brought a certificate from a surgeon, that the fight was actually destroyed. He was somewhat angry that this formality should be insisted upon, the fact being so notorious. He, however, complied; and on his return to the office, the clerk, finding it was the annual pay of a captain only, observed, he thought it had been more. "Oh," replied Nelson, "this is only for an eye; in a few days, I shall come for an arm; and in a little time longer, God knows, most probably for a leg." Accordingly he soon after went, and exhibited the certificate of the loss of an arm. On his first appearance at court, his sovereign received him in the most gracious and tender manner, expressing his sorrow at the loss which the noble admiral had sustained, and at his impaired state of health, which might deprive the country of his future services. "May it please your majesty," said the admiral, "I can never think that a loss, which the performance of my duty has occasioned; and so long as I have a foot to stand on, I will combat for my king and country." Previously to his having received the grant, already referred to, of a pension, custom required that a memorial of his services should be drawn up, and a more brilliant detail was never exhibited. He had been actually engaged against the enemy 120 times, and during the war then carrying on, he had affixed at the capture of seven sail of the line, six frigates, four corvettes, and eleven privates of different sizes; and taken or destroyed nearly fifty sail of merchant vessels.

In April 1798, Sir Horatio Nelson hoisted his flag in the Vanguard, and he was ordered to rejoin earl St. Vincent. Upon his departure, his father addressed him with affection and much solemnity. "I trust in the Lord," said the venerable rector, "that he will prosper your going out and coming in. I earnestly desired once more to see you, and that with has been heard. If I should presume to say, I hope again to see you, the question would be readily asked, How old are you? Vale, vale!" A gloomy foreboding of the future, it has been said, hung on the spirits of lady Nelson at their parting: this was, probably, through dread of losing him by the chance of war. No apprehension of losing his affection could possibly have existed: for we are assured, that all his letters to this time evince that he considered himself happy in his marriage; and his private life had hitherto been as spotless as his public one: and one of the last things he said to her was, that his own ambition was satisfied.
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satisfied, but he was going to raise her to that rank in which he had long wished to see her.

As soon as he had joined earl St. Vincent, he was dispatched to the Mediterranean, that he might ascertain the object of the great expedition sitting out at Toulon. He failed with a small squadron from Gibraltar, on the 9th of May, to watch this armament. On the 22d, a sudden storm in the gulf of Lyons carried away all the top-masts of the Vanguard; the fore-mast went into three pieces, and the bow-sprit was sprung. Captain (afterwards Sir Alexander) Ball took the ship in tow, to carry her into St. Peters, Sardina. Nelson, apprehensive that this attempt might endanger both vessels, ordered him to call off; but that excellent officer, pooffing a spirit very like that of his commander, replied that he was confident he could save the Vanguard, and by God's help he would do it. Previously to this, there had been a coolness between the brave ships; but from that moment, Nelson became fully sensible of the extraordinary merit of captain Ball, and a sincere friendship sprung between them during the remainder of their lives. Being compelled to rest, the delay enabled him to secure his junction with the reinforcement which lord St. Vincent had sent to join him, under commodore Troubridge. That officer brought with him no instructions to Nelson, as to the course he was to steer, nor any positive account of the enemy's disposition; every thing was left to his own judgment. The first news was, that they had surprised Malta. He formed a plan for attacking them while at Gozo; but on the 22d, intelligence reached him that they had left that island on the 16th, the day after their arrival. He then pursued them to Egypt, but he could not learn any thing of them during his voyage; and when he reached Alexandria, the enemy were not there. He then shaped his course for the coast of Caramania, and feered from thence along the southern side of Canda, carrying a press of full both night and day, with a contrary wind. Irritated that they should have eluded his vigilance, the tediousness of the night made him impatient, and the officer of the watch was repeatedly called upon to declare the hour, and convince his admiral, who measured time by his own eagerness, that it was not yet break of day. "It would have been my delight," said he, "to have tried Bonaparte on a wind." Baffled in his pursuit, Nelson returned to Sicily, took in stores at Syracuse, and then made for the Morea. There, on the 26th of July, he learnt that the French had been seen about a month before, steering to the south-east from Canda. He rejoiced to return, and immediately, with every sail full, as soon as clear of the coast of Egypt. On the 11th of August, they came in sight of Alexandria; and at four in the afternoon, captain Hood, in the Zealous, made signal for the French fleet. For several preceding days, the admiral had scarcely taken either food or sleep; he now ordered his dinner to be served, while preparations were making for battle; and when his officers rose from table, and went to their separate stations, he said to them, "Before this time to-morrow I shall have gained a passage to Weemsbatter Abbey." It has never been explained, why Bonaparte, having effected his landing, should not have ordered the fleet to return. It is, however, certain, that it was detained by his express command; though after the death of Brueys, he accused him of having lingered there, contrary to his received orders. That admiral, not being able to enter the port of Alexandria, had moored his fleet in Aboukir bay, in a strong and compact line of battle; the mainmoat vessel being as close as possible to a shallow on the north-west, and the rest of the fleet forming a kind of curve along the line of deep water, so as not to be turned by any means on the south-west. This position the French admiral thought the strongest possible, in an open road; and he had no doubt that he could bid defiance to a force more than double their own. Instead of which, he had the advantage of numbers in ships, in guns, and in men: he had thirteen ships of the line and four frigates, carrying 1196 guns, and 11,230 men; whereas the English had the same number of ships of the line, and one 50 gun ship, carrying 1012 guns, and 8068 men. They had, however, Nelson for chief-in-command, who, in all cases, was a mighty host in himself. During the whole cruise, it had been Nelson's practice, whenever circumstances would admit of it, to have his captains on board the Vanguard, and fully explain to them his own ideas of the bell modes of attack, whatever might be the situation of the enemy. His officers, therefore, were well acquainted with his principles of tactics; and though he was not conspicuous in their abilities and zeal, that the only plan arranged, in case they should find the French at anchor, was for the ships to form as most convenient for their mutual support, and to anchor by the stern. His maxim was, "First gain the victory, and then make the bell use of it yourself." When he had fully explained his intended plan, captain Berry exclaimed with transport, "If we succeed, what will the world say?" "There is no if," replied the admiral; that we shall succeed is most certain; who may live to tell the story is a very different question."

The position of the enemy presented the most formidable obstacles, but the admiral viewed these with the eye of a seaman determined on an attack; and it instantly struck him, that where there was room for an enemy's ship to swing, there was room for one of ours to anchor. No further signal was necessary than those which had already been made. The admiral's designs were as fully known to his whole squadron, as was his determination to conquer or perish in the attempt. We cannot attempt to give a detailed account of this action, of which there is an excellent narrative in the first volume of the "Naval Chronicle;" neither can we wholly pass by an occurrence so important to the interests of our country. The action commenced at sun-set, at half past 6 o'clock, with an ardour that cannot be described. The Goliath, captain Foley, and the Zealous, captain Hood, received the first fire from the enemy. It was received with silence. On board every one of the British ships, the crew were employed aloft in furling sails, and below in tending the braces, and making ready for anchoring; a wretched sight for the French, who, with all their advantages, were on that element, upon which, when the hour of trial comes, a Frenchman has to hope but in escape; and here an attempt of the kind was impossible. Admiral Brueys was a brave and able man, yet he had, in a private letter, boasted that the English had miffed him, because not finding themselves superior in numbers, they did not think it prudent to try their strength with him. The moment was now come in which he was to be fatally deceived. The shores of the bay of Aboukir were soon lined with spectators, who beheld the approach of the English, and the awful conflict of the hostile fleets in silent astonishment. Admiral Nelson had six colours flying in different parts of his rigging, left they should be shot away;—that they should be struck, no British commander considers as a possibility. The two first ships of the French line had been dismasted within a quarter of an hour after the action, and the others suffered so severely, that victory was even now regarded as certain. The third, the fourth, and the fifth, were taken possession of at half past eight. In the mean time. Nelson had received a severe wound on the head from a piece of iron,
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iron, called a langridge-flot; the skin of his forehead, being cut with it at right angles, hung down over his face. Captain Berry caught him in his arms, as he was falling. The great effusion of blood occasioned an apprehension that the wound was mortal. When the surgeon had examined it, he found there was no immediate danger, but urged him to keep himself quiet. He called for his secretary to write the dispatches, but he had been himself wounded. The chaplain was next summoned, but before he could get to the admiral's cabin, Nelfon seized the pen, and began himself. Suddenly a cry was heard on deck, that the Orient was on fire. In the confusion, the admiral found his way up, and, to the astonishment of every one, appeared on the quarter-deck, when he immediately gave orders that boats should be sent to the relief of the enemy. It was about nine o'clock that this fire broke out. Bruyere was dead: he had received three different wounds, yet would not leave his post: a fourth almost cut him in two; he refused to be carried below, being determined to die upon the deck. The flames soon overpowered every effort to save the ship. By the prodigious light of this conflagration, the situation of the two fleets were clearly distinguishable by the colours of each ship. About 10 o'clock the Orient blew up with a most tremendous explosion. This was followed with an awful pause, and a death-like silence. The firing instantaneous ceased on both sides, and the first sound was the fall of her shattered masts and yards; which had been carried to an astonishing height. The firing recommenced with the ships to leeward of the centre, and continued till three in the morning. At day-break, the two rear ships of the enemy were the only French ships of the line which had their colours flying: these cut their cables in the forenoon, and flew out to sea, and two frigates with them. The Zealous pursued, but as there was no other ship in a condition to support captain Hood, he was recalled. These, however, were all that escaped, and the victory was the most complete and glorious in the annals of naval history. Of thirteen fail of the line, nine were taken and two burnt; of the four frigates, one was sunk and another burnt. The losses on the part of the English, in killed and wounded, amounted to 895: on the part of the French, 522 were killed and 3105, including the wounded, were sent on shore by cartel.

Admiral Nelfon was now at the height of his glory. He had realized his hopes: he had nobly earned a peerage. Congratulations, rewards, and honours of every kind, were showered down upon him in great abundance, by all the princes and powers to which this important victory or splendid conquest was beneficial. The grand seignior, and his brother, the czar, the king of Naples and Sardinia, sent him presents, accompanied with letters, acknowledging his unequalled services to the common cause. In his own country he was created baron Nelfon of the Nile, of Buenos-Torpo, with a pension of 20,000l. for his own life, and those of two of his immediate successors. When this subject was brought before the house by Mr. secretary Dundas, he said, "Some victories had been marked with peculiar circumstances: some had been marked by the skill of the commanders; some by the particular bravery of the seamen; others by the great and extensive benefits resulting from them. But it was peculiar to this victory, that it united all those qualities by which other victories had been most distinguished." When he said, "we look to the extent of the consequences of this victory, both at home and abroad; when we behold the spirit with which it has electrified Europe from one end to the other; we must acknowledge that there never did exist a victory, which had produced so much at present, and which was likely to produce so many and such important consequences in future." It was on this occasion that general Walpole expressed an opinion, that a higher degree of rank ought to have been conferred. To this Mr. Pitt replied, that he thought it needless to enter into that question, which, after all, belonged to the crown, and to the crown only. "Admiral Nelfon's fame," he said, "would be coeval with the British name; and it would be remembered that he had obtained the greatest naval victory on record, when no man would think of asking whether he had been created a baron, a viscount, or an earl. True indeed, whatever title had been bestowed, he who received it would have been Nelfon still; that name he had ennobled beyond all addition of nobility. It was the name by which England loved him, France feared him, and Italy, Egypt, and Turkey celebrated him, and by which he would continue to be known while the present kingdoms and languages of the world endure." See Debates in the House of Commons for November 21, 1798.

The title of baron once obtained was not satisfactory to Nelfon; he had seen that sir John Jervis and admiral Duncan had obtained higher honours, and more splendid rewards for victories less decisive and important than that which he had achieved, and he did not hesitate to speak with indignation on this treatment of ministers.

On the twenty-second of September 1798 he arrived at Naples, where he was received as a deliverer by his majesties, and the whole kingdom. The king himself went among leagues to sea in his barge to meet him. The victory of the Nile had inspired the court with courage openly to declare against France, and a powerful army under general Mack was preparing to march against the French in Italy. Malta was at this time in a state of blockade by the English and Neapolitans, and lord Nelfon went hither to afflict in it. In the month of November he proceeded with a squadron to Leghorn, which town, with its fortresses, was delivered to the Neapolitan troops accompanying him. When the mismanagement and ill conduct of the court of Naples, and the cowardice of the troops, had rendered the French triumphant, and brought the capital into immediate danger, lord Nelfon zealously attached, by principle, to the royal family, took them with his friends sir William and lady Hamilton, on board his ship, and carried them safe to Palermo. He remained at that capital, directing the various operations of the fleet under his orders in the Mediterraneanc, not without some occasional altercations with sir Sidney Smith. Lord Nelfon had a punctious jealousy respecting any interference with him in the rights attached to his station, and felt a high sense of his own consequence and superiority, though, as it has appeared in various instances, no man was more ready to give due praise to others. His jealousy had no taint of envy in it, but it proceeded from his early habit of naval discipline; and it is not unfair to lay too much stress on the importance of his services. After the French had taken possession of Naples, and established a republic, on the ruins of the former monarchy, the dormant spirit of loyalty began to revive, and measures were taken for a counter revolution. In thebe lord Nelfon concurred with an enthusiastic zeal, and he sent Bamborough to cruise in the bay of Naples, and reduce the islands by which it is surrounded. On the 24th of June 1799 his lordship himself arrived in the bay, when the republicans had just entered into an armistice with the Neapolitan general Kuffo, signed by commodore Foote and the Turkish and Russian commanders, for the sailies which alone remained in their possession. The king of Naples, in this prosperous state of his affairs, was induced to dilate the authority of the cardinal to treat with subjects in rebellion.
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and lord Nelson immediately put an end to the truce. The fortresses were afterwards obliged to capitulate, and a bloody execution, in spite of the treaty, took place of a number of the Neapolitan republicans, under the eye of the British admiral. For this part of lord Nelson's conduct, much has been said by his panegyrists, but it is not, and cannot be, justified. He submitted to be subservient to the passions of the court, and this, perhaps, the more readily as his own prejudices and paffions were all on the same side. That we have not spoken too strongly on this subject is evident from the vindication of commodore Poote, who shall speak for himself: "Nothing," says this much injured and insulted officer, "can be more evident than the fact that a folen capitalization had been agreed upon, formally signed by the chief commander of the forces of the king of Naples, by the Russian commander, and by myself, all duly authorized to sign any capitation in the absence of superior powers. This was not a treaty of peace, subject to ratification; it was not liable to be broken; it was a serious agreement for surrender, upon terms which involved the lives and properties of men, who might have chosen to forfeit those lives and properties, had they not relied principally upon the faith of a British officer. Parts of the agreement were performed, and actual advantage was afterwards taken of those parts of the capitation that had then been thus executed, to fleece the unhappy men who, having been thus deceived by a furred pledge, were sacrificed in a cruel and defpotic manner." "These facts," says the writer in the Quarterly Review, "are certain and undeniable. They cannot be defended: they cannot be excused; they cannot by any sophistry be palliated. A faithful historian has no alternative but to relate them with shame and sorrow."

On the ninth of August lord Nelson brought his Sicilian majesty safely to his court, having kept him some weeks in his ship out of the reach of peril, and on the thirteenth the king presented him with a sword most magnificently enriched with diamonds, and conferred upon him the title of duke of Bronté, and annexed to the title an estate supposed to be worth 3000l. per annum. Lord Nelson himself gave an account of the presents which he had received for his services, in the Mediterrenean, between the first of October 1798 to the same date in the following year. Besides what has been just mentioned he received from the king and parliament of Great Britain a peacree and 2000l. per annum, for his own life and two next heirs. From the East India company 10,000l.; from the Turkey company a piece of plate of great value; from the city of London a sword of exquisite workmanship and great worth; from the grand signior a diamond agirote, or plume of triumph, valued at 2000l.; also a rich pélisse valued at 1000l., and from the signior's mother a rofe fet with diamonds of equal value; from the emperor of Russia and the king of Sardinia boxes fet with diamonds worth 3700l.; besides many other presents of less value, but costly, and expressive of a high sense of gratitude in the donors.

It was at Naples, that lord Nelson suffered himself to be so far infatuated as to form a connection with lady Hamilton, which led to his separation from his own wife, and till which he had been an affectionate husband, and happy and amiable in all his domestic relations. This is inconceivable proved by the letters which passed between him and his lady, and which have been given in the life of his lordship by Mr. Clarke and Mr. Arthur.

After the appointment of lord Keith to the command of the Mediterranean fleet, lord Nelson made preparations to return, and proceeding, in company with Sir William and lady Hamilton, to Tfried, he travelled through Germany to Hamburgh every where received with distinguished honours. He embarked at Cuxhaven, and landed at Yarmouth on the fifth of November 1800, after an absence from his native country of three years. In the following January he received orders to embark again, and it was during this short interval that he formally separated from lady Nelson. Some of his laid words to her were, "I call God to witnesses that there is nothing in you or your conduct that I with otherwise." He was now raised to the rank of vice-admiral of the blue, and soon after hoisted his flag on board the San Josef of 112 guns, his own prize at the battle of Cape St. Vincent. About this time the emperor Paul of Russia had renewed the northern confederacy, the express and avowed object of which was to set limits to the naval supremacy of England. A revolution being taken by the English cabinet to attempt its dissolution, a formidable fleet was fitted out for the North seas under sir Hyde Parker, in which lord Nelson consented to go second in command. Having hoisted his flag to the St. George, of 98 guns, he failed with the fleet in the month of March, and on the 30th of that same month he led the way through the Sound, which was passed without any loss. When the fleet failed, it was known that its destination was Copenhagen; some Danish sailors who were on board the Amazon frigate went to captain Riou, and begged he would get them exchanged into a ship bound on some other service; they did not wish to quit the British navy, but they intreated that they might not be led to fight against their own country. The captain felt deeply for their situation, ordered his boat instantly, and did not return to the Amazon till he had procured their exchange. See Riou.

The battle of Copenhagen gave occasion for an equal display of lord Nelson's talents as that of the Nile. The Danes were well prepared for defence. Upwards of two hundred pieces of cannon were mounted upon the crown batteries at the entrance of the harbour, and a line of 25 two-deckers, frigates, and floating batteries, was moored across its mouth. An attack being determined upon, the conduct of it was entrusted to lord Nelson; the action was fought on the second of April; Nelson had with him twelve ships of the line, with all the frigates and small craft, the remainder of the fleet was with the commander-in-chief, about four miles off. The combat which succeeded was one of the most terrible on record. Nelson himself said, that all of the engagements in which he had borne a part it was the most terrible. It began at ten in the morning, and at one victory had not declared itself. A shot through the main-mast knocked a few splinters about the admiral; "It is warm work," said he, "and this may be the last cast to any of us in a momento; but mark you, I would not be elsewhere for thousands." Jut at this moment sir Hyde Parker made signal for the action to cease. It was reported to him, but he continued pacing the deck, and appeared to take no notice of it. The signallieutenant asked if he should repeat it. "No," replied Nel- son, "acknowledge it." Presently he called to know if the signal for close action was still hoisted, and being answered in the affirmative, he said "Mind you keep it so." "Doctor," said he to the Surgeon, "you know what's thrown on board the commander-in-chief, N 39?" He said he did, and asked what it meant. "Why to leave off action:—No—n n me if I do! You know Foley," speaking now to his captain, "I have only one eye, and have a right to be blind sometimes. D—n the signal! hoist mine for closer battle; that is the way I answer such signals. —Nail mine to the mast." Admiral Graves disobeyed that of the commander-in-chief in like manner, but whether intentionally, or by mistake, had not been explained. The squadron of frigates hauled off;
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Nelson in the Amazon probably did not think himself sufficiently high in reputation to set at defiance the commands of his superior officer; but at the moment that the Amazon shewed her stern to the enemy the captain was killed— that he obeyed the signal for retreat with regret was evident from his last words, which expressed his sorrow, and he added, "What will Nelson think of us?" About two o'clock, great part of the Danish line had ceased to fire, and many of them had struck, but, though the victory was complete, yet it was difficult to take possession of the vanquished ships, on account of the fire from the shore, which was still kept up. Nelson was irritated at this, and the more so, as part of his own fleet was in a perilous state. The crown batteries were, as yet, untouched, as were the ships at the entrance of the arsenal; while two of his own were aground, and others in imminent hazard of a like fate. At this critical period lord Nelson, with the presence of mind of one familiarized to danger, instantly opened a negotiation, pretending that he had been urged to this step through humanity to the vanquished Danes: He thus wrote to the crown prince: "Lord Nelson has directions to spare Denmark, when no longer resisting; but if the firing is continued on the part of Denmark, lord Nelson must be obliged to set on fire all the floating batteries he has taken, without having the power of saving the brave Danes who have defended them." A wafer was given him for his letter, but he ordered wax and candle, saying, it was no time to appear informal, and he did not wish to appear that he was hurried. This measure put an end to further carriage; and on the landing of lord Nelson, the preliminaries of a treaty were arranged, which finally terminated the dispute. The death of Paul, though not then known, had happened about nine days before this dreadful engagement; and thus the northern confederacy was annihilated. For this signal service, in which lord Nelson has been applauded as well for his adroitness as a negociator and flateamn, as for his courage and talents as an admiral, he was raised to the rank of viscount. "There was some prudence," says a biographer, "in thus dealing out honours to him step by step; had he lived long enough, he would have fought his way to a dukedom."

The preparations made for the invasion of England from Boulogne, having now excited a great alarm in the nation, it was thought advisable to calm the public fears by entreting the marine defence to the popular hero, and lord Nelson was appointed commander-in-chief of a squadron, with the whole attached flotilla of gun-boats, bomb-velletts, &c. Refolving to attempt something that was worthy of his name, and the celebrity to which he had attained; something that should effect more than a temporary security, he planned a vigorous attack upon the enemy's velletts before Boulogne harbour. This was executed on the 16th of August 1801, but from a mistaken calculation of the enemy's preparations, and from the extreme difficulty of the entprise, it proved unsuccessful. He however received the thanks of the first lord of the admiralty in very warm terms: "I cannot," says lord St. Vincent, "sufficiently express my admiration of the zeal and persevering courage with which this gallant entprise was followed up, lamenting most sincerely the loss fullained in it. The manner in which the boats of the flotilla were made fast to the ground, and to each other, could not have been foreseen. The highest praise is due to your lordship, and all under your command, who were actors in this gallant attempt." The public at large, however, did not consider the matter in the same light; they beheld the loss of so many brave men with the deepest regret, and thought the persons who ordered the attack, or those who undertook it, ought to have been apprized of all circumstances before the attempt was made.

The ensuing peace restored lord Nelson to his friends on shore, and to the enjoyment of that renown which rendered all his journies of amusement to different parts of the kingdom so many triumphal progresses. On the termination of the short-lived peace, lord Nelson, more fitted for action than repose, accepted the command of the Mediterranean fleet, and in May 1803, failed for Gibraltar in his flagship the Victory. It was his particular business to watch the Toulon fleet; but he disdained a close blockade, and rather wished to give the enemy an opportunity of coming out, and trying his strength and fortune against him. This was not so successful as he anticipated, for after having been on the look-out for two years, with an inferior force they escaped him, formed a junction with the Spaniards, and ran for the West Indies, whither Nelson soon followed. The enemy's fleet consisted of eighteen sail of the line and six frigates, having 12,000 troops aboard, which Nelson did not hesitate to pursue with ten ships and three frigates. "There is just a Frenchman a-piece, he said to his captains, leaving the Spaniards to me: when I haul my colours down, I expect you will do the same, but not till then." This extraordinary chase across the Atlantic was conducted with singular order and expedition. The mere terror of Nelson's arm compelled them to fly before him; false intelligence, which he, and he alone, suscted to be false, misled them, and they feared their return to Europe, without having accomplished any other part of their purpose than that of reinforcing some of their own islands; ours were preferred from pillage, invasion, and perhaps conquest, by this pursuit, which, in all its circumstances, cannot be paralleled in naval history. Having pursued them to Europe, he delivered over his squadron to admiral Cornwallis, left them should make for Breff to liberate that fleet, and place him between two fires, and then returned to England with an intention to enjoy leisure and repose with his friends. He had scarcely been in Merton, his country seat, a month, when captain Blackwood, on his way to the admiralty with dispatches, called early in the morning. Upon seeing him, he exclaimed, "I am sure you bring me news of the Spanish fleets! I think I shall have to beat them yet." They had joined the fleet from Ferrol, and had got safe to Cadiz. "Depend upon it, Blackwood, I shall yet give M. Villeneuve a drubbing." After the captain had left him he was much agitated, but affected to be quite easy: his friends, however, perceived that he was anxious to be again in service; that his whole mind was bent upon meeting the combined fleet, which he considered as his own property, and that he would be the most miserable man living if any man but himself did the business. He again offered his services, which were readily accepted by the first lord of the admiralty, who gave him a lift of the navy, and bade him choose his own officers. He reached Portsmouth after an absence of only twenty-five days: he was hailed with joy wherever he went: numbers followed him to the shore, and many, when they saw him embark, knelt down to offer up their prayers for his success. The wind was against him, and blew strong, but such was his impatience to be at the scene of action, that he worked down channel, and after a rough passage arrived off Cadiz on his birth-day, September 29, on which day the French admiral, Villeneuve, received orders to put to sea the first opportunity. In point of preparation the two fleets were supposed to be on an equality; but in respect to force, the French were the stronger in the proportion of nearly three to two, they having 34 ships of the line of 74 guns
and upwards; and under Lord Nelson there were but 24 of the
tame rank; in frigates they out-numbered him in a simi-
lar proportion. Early in the month of October, Lord Nelson
received information which led him to imagine the enemy
would soon put to sea. He had already arranged a plan
according to which he determined to fight. He was aware
of the mischief of too many signals, and was resolved never
to distract the attention of his fleet on the day of action
by a great number of them. On the 4th of October he
assembled the admirals and captains of the fleet, and into the
hall of his ship, the Victory, and laid before them a new
and simple mode of attack. Every man comprehended his
method in a moment, and felt certain that it must succeed.
It proved irresistible.

Lord Nelson did not remain directly off Cadiz with his
fleet, or even within sight of the port. His object was to
induce the enemy to come out; with this view he stationed
his fleet in the following manner. The Euryalus frigate was
within half a mile of the mouth of the harbour to watch
the enemy's movements, and to give the earliest intelligence.
At a still greater distance he had seven or eight fails of the
tline. He himself removed off Cape St. Mary with the rest
of the fleet, and a line of frigates extended and a communi-
cation between him and the seven or eight fails off Cadiz.
The advantage of this plan was, that he could receive am-
ple supplies and reinforcement off Cape St. Mary, without
the enemy being informed of it, and thus they always re-
ained ignorant of the real force under his command: Vil-
leneuve had also been misled by an American, unintention-
ally on his part, who declared that he was sure Nelson could
not possibly be with the fleet, as he had seen him in London but
a few days before. Relying on this, and on their own superi-
ority, they put to sea on the 19th, and on the 21st Lord
Nelson intercepted them off Cape Trafalgar, about sixty
miles east of Cadiz. When his lordship found, that by his man-
œuvres, he had placed the enemy in such a situation, that
they could not avoid an engagement, he displayed
much animation, and his usual confidence of victory.

"Now," said he, "they cannot escape us; I think we
may make sure of twenty of them; I shall probably lose
a leg, but that will be purchasing a victory cheaply."
Notwithstanding this light way of speaking, Nelson never
went into battle but with a full sense of its danger, and he
seems, on all occasions of the kind, rather to have prepared
his mind for death, than to have taken any means to banish
the thought of it. On the morning of this, his last con-
test for glory and immortality, he wrote a prayer in his
journal, and solemnly bequeathed lady Hamilton as a legacy
to his king and country. He left also to the benediction
of his country his adopted daughter, defining that in fu-
ture she would use his name only. "Thine," said he, "are
the only favours I ask of my king and country at this
moment, when I am going to fight their battle." He had
put on the coat which he always wore in action, and kept
for that purpose, with a degree of veneration: it bore the
insignia of all his orders. "In honour," said he, " I
gained them, and in honour I will die with them." The
last order which his lordship gave previously to action, was
short, but comprehensive, "England expects every man
to do his duty." It was received with a shout of applause
throughout the whole fleet. "Now," said the admiral,
"I can do no more: we must trust to the great Disposer
of all events, and the justice of our cause. I thank God
for this opportunity of doing my duty." It had been re-
presented to him strongly, both by captain Blackwood,
and his own captain, Hardy, how advantageous it would be
for him to keep out of the action as long as possible, that
he contented that the Temeraire, which was then falling
abreast of the Victory, should be ordered to pass ahead,
and the Leviathan also. They could not possibly do this
if the Victory continued to carry all her sail; and yet so
far was Nelson from shortening sail, that he seemed
to take pleasure in baffling the advice to which he could not
but assent. As usual, he hoisted several flags, that they
might not be shot away. The enemy, on the other hand,
shewed no colours till late in the action, when they began to
feel the necessity of having them to strike.

Lord Nelson determined himself to fight the Santifima
Trinidad; and it is worthy of remark, that he gained
the highest honour in grappling with this ship in the action
off Cape St. Vincent. She was the largest ship in the
world, carried 136 guns, and had four decks. The Vic-
tory did not fire a single shot till she was close along-side
the Trinidad, and had already lost 50 men, in killed and
wounded. Lord Nelson ordered his ship to be lifted to his
rival, and in this labour the commander of the Trinidad
ordered his men also to assist. For four hours the con-
flict which ensued was tremendous. The Victory ran on
board the Redoubtable, which, firing her broad-sides into
the English flag-ship, instantly let down her lower deck
ports, for fear of being boarded through them. Captain
Harvey, in the Temeraire, fell on board the Redoubtable
on the other side; another ship, in like manner, was on board
the Temeraire, so that these four ships, in the heat of bat-
tle, formed as compact a tier as if they had been moored
together, their heads lying all the same way. The heu-
tenants of the Victory immediately depressed their guns,
and fired with a diminished charge, left the shot should
pass through and injure the Temeraire: and because there
was danger that the enemy's ship might take fire from the
guns of the lower-deck, whose muzzles touched her side
when they were run out, the fireman of each gun flooded
ready with a bucket of water, which, as soon as the gun
was discharged, he dafhed at the hole made in her sides by the
shot. In the prayer to which we have already alluded, and
which Nelson wrote before the action, he defines that hu-
manity, after victory, might distinguish the British fleet.
Setting an example himself, he twice gave orders to cease
firing upon the Redoubtable, supposing she had struck,
because her great guns were silent; and as she carried no flag,
there were no means of ascertaining the fact. From this
ship, whose destruction was twice delayed by his wish to
spare the vanquished, he received his death. Captain
Hardy, on perceiving frequent showers of musket-balls fired on
the Victory's quarter-deck, requested Lord Nelson to take off
the insignia by which he was exalted, as a mark, to the
sharpshooters placed in the main-round-top of the enemy's
ships. He answered, he would when he had time; but
paid no further attention to his safety. In a minute after-
wards, his secretary, Mr. Scott, who had been near him,
was killed. A musket-ball entered his head, and he fell dead
instantly. Another shot, a few minutes afterwards, struck
the epaulette on Nelson's left shoulder: he fell with his
face on the deck. "They have done for me at last,"
Hardy, he exclaimed, "my back-bone is shot through." He
did not, for the smallest portion of time, lose his pre-
fence of mind, but observed, as they were carrying him
down the ladder, that the tiller ropes, which had been
hoisted away, were not replaced, and ordered that new ones
should be fastened on immediately; and to prevent any de-
jection which the sight of their dying admiral might occasion,
it took out his handkerchief and covered his face, and the
insignia upon his coat; certain by the feat which he felt in his
back, that no human aid could benefit him.

After
After the surgeon had probed the wound, he defined him to return to afflict those to whom his services might be useful, "for," said he, "you can do nothing for me." From the severity of the pain he could not refrain from wishing to die, "yet," said he, checking himself, "one would like to live a little longer;" no doubt he heard the completion of a victory which he had seen so gloriously begun. Having been placed in a chair, he defined that captain Hardy might attend him, and during the hour that he lived he displayed all his coolness and recollection, and employed the time in dictating orders relative to the battle, in receiving reports, in enquiring what was the condition of the enemy, and what ships had struck. Upon hearing that fourteen or fifteen had certainly surrendered, "That's well," said he, "but I bargained for twenty." After a short pause, he exclaimed, "Anchor, Hardy, anchor." To this the captain replied, that he supposed admiral Collingwood would now take upon himself the command. "Not while I live," cried the dying hero, "no, do you anchor Hardy." He had foreseen the great importance of this; for, by the position in which the enemy waited for the attack, the ships of Trafalgar and St. Pedro were under their lee, and the port of Cadiz, with the exiting wind open to them, and it was on this account he had, before the action, made signal to prepare to anchor. The last ship that struck before his death was the Santissima Trinitada, of which he heard with the most lively emotions of joy. He felt himself now nearly at the last galp, and called for Hardy, and said in a low tone, "Don't throw me overboard," and defined that he might be buried at Burnham Thorpe, unless it should please the king to order otherwise. "Kiss me, Hardy," said he; "Hardy knelt and kissed his cheek, and the admiral said, "Now I am satisfied. I have done my duty. Thank God! I have done my duty." These were the last words that he uttered, and in the arms of his gallant captain he breathed his last.

The final event of this action was the capture of eighteen men-of-war, of the French commander-in-chief, and two other flag-officers, with a general. It was a blow to the maritime strength of the two powers that entirely ruined their present projects, and laffingly crippled their exertions. The maritime war might from this day be considered as at an end: the fleets of the enemy were not merely defeated: they were as good as annihilated, and with them the spirit of the French marine so completely depressed, as to forbid the hope of a revival, till a new race of men should arise, upon whom the terror of the name of Nelson would cease to operate. Well then might the death of lord Nelson be felt as something more than a public calamity: well might our countrymen, when the fatal intelligence was communicated to them, start and turn pale, as if they had heard of the loss of a dear friend; the object of their admiration and affection, of their pride and hopes, had been suddenly taken from them, and it is still [1813] in the remembrance of every one, that it seemed as if they had never, till then, known how deeply they esteemed and revered him. "It was not," says a writer already referred to, "from any selfish reflection upon our own loss that we mourned for him: the general sorrow was of a higher character. The people of England grieved that funeral ceremonies and public monuments were all which they could now bestow upon him, whom the king, the legislature, and the nation, could alike have delighted to honour; whom every tongue would have blessed; whom every village through which he should have passed, would have awakened the church bells; have given school-boys a holiday; have drawn children from their sports to gaze upon him, and old men from the chimney corner to look upon Nelson ere they died. The victory of Trafalgar was indeed celebrated with the usual forms of rejoicing, but they were without joy; for such was the glory of Nelson and of the British navy, in a great measure through his genius, that they scarcely seemed to receive any addition from this; that the most signal victory that ever was achieved upon the seas, and the destruction of so great a fleet, hardly appeared to add to our strength or security; for we felt ourselves as strong and secure while Nelson was living to watch them, as when they were destroyed."

Perhaps, in no country, have higher public honours been paid to the memory of a public benefactor than those that were enthusiastically given to lord Nelson. His body was brought home for interment: it was exhibited for several days in the proud pedestal at Greenwich; from thence it was conveyed to Westminster; and finally buried in the cathedral of St. Paul's. The funeral, made at the public expense, was the most solemn and magnificent spectacle ever beheld in this country, and was truly honourd by the presence of seven of the sons of his majesty. Honours and rewards were municipally bellowed on his relations, and an earldom was perpetuated in the family of Nelson, of which his brother was the first possessor.

Admiral Nelson died at the age of forty-seven, "yet he cannot be said to have fallen prematurely, whose work was done; nor ought he to be lamented who died fo full of honours, and at the height of human fame. The most triumphant death is that of the martyr, the most awful that of the martyred patriot; the most splendid that of the hero in the hour of victory; and, if the chariot and the horses of fire had been vouchsafed for Nelson's translation, he could fearlessly have departed in a brighter blaze of glory. He left us, not indeed his mantle of inspiration, but a name and an example which are at this hour inspiring hundreds of the youth of England—a name which is our pride, and an example which will continue to be our shield and our strength."

We cannot conclude without observing, that to the traits of character which have been already given, must be added a spirit of piety which he imbibed in his youth, and which distinguished him through the whole of his progress. It appeared in all his public dispatches, a fervent aspiration fell from his pen just as he was advancing to the final conflict: and expressions of true Christian resignation were among the last that faltered from his dying lips.

For this article, we have been, in part, indebted to the fifth number of the Quarterly Review, but principally to a very popular periodical work, entitled "The Naval Chronicle," to which his lordship communicated, under his own hand, all the particulars of the early part of his life and naval exploits, and from which, would our limits have allowed it, we could have selected a volume almost of interesting matter relating to lord Nelson.

NELSON, in Geography, a county of Kentucky, in America, containing 9287 inhabitants, of whom 1324 are slaves, its chief town is Bardstown.

NELSON's Quay, a town with a post-office in Charlestown county, South Carolina; 539 miles from Washington.

NELSON's Fort, a settlement on the W. shore of Hudson's Bay, situated at the mouth of a river of the same name; 250 miles S.E. of Churchhill fort, and 600 N.W. of Rupert's fort, in the possession of the Hudson's Bay company. N. lat. 57° 12'. W. long. 92° 42'.

NELSON's River, the N.W. branch of Hayes river, on the W. shore of Hudson's Bay, separated into two channels by Hayes island, at the mouth of which Nelson's fort is situated.

NELSONIA,
NELSONIA, in Botany, so named by Mr. Brown, in juft commemoration of the merits of the late Mr. David Nelfon, an excellent gardener and good practical botanist, who was fent out with captain Cook, in his laft voyage, and discovered many new plants, for which we have, in several places, had occasion to mention him. He afterwards accompanied captain Bligh, in the firft voyage of that able navigator, and unfortunately died in the ifland of Timor.—Brown Prod. Nov. Holl. v. 1. 480. Clafs and order, Di-andria Monogyinia. Nat. Ord. Personas, Linn. Acanthi, or Acanthacées, Jaff.

Eff. Ch. Calyx in four deep unequal segments. Corolla funnel-shaped; limb five-crefted, slightly unequal. Stamens two, shorter than the tube, without any barren filaments. Cells of the anthers equal in their infertion, divaricated. Capule femail, with an elftic point, the partitions from the centre of the valves. Seeds feparated in each cell, without any spinous pring. Brown.

A genus of herbaceous plants, with diffuse fliers, and a downy, somewhat hoary, habit. Leaves broadfided, undivided. Spikes terminal, defne, equal. Braheas broad, oppofite, fingle-flowered. Flowers small, each with a pair of filmer inner braheas. Anterior segment of the calyx emarginate, or divided half way down. Corolla either white or purple.

This genus is said to differ from Vahl's Elytraria, (with which it agrees in the want of an elftio spinous procfs under each feed,) in the want of barren flamas, as well as in the figure of its anthers, and espccially in habit. Mr. Brown, besides some hitherto non-described specifles from the East Indies, and others from the tropical regions of Africa, fufpects that Juficia bifurata, organoides, cajenfis and nummulariafla of Vahl, Enum. v. 1. 121, 122, properly belong to this genus. The two New Holland species, both tropical, are thus defined.

1. N. campfifrli.—Leaves elliptical, wooley. Braheas of the fpike acute. Anterior segment of the calyx cloven half way down; dorfl one acute, undivided. Segments of the corolla entire.—Gathered by Mr. Brown.

2. N. rotundifolia.—Leaves roundifh; fomewhat hairy when full-grown. Braheas of the fpike acute. Two broader segments of the calyx emarginate, as well as the divisions of the corolla.—Gathered by the Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, in whose herbarium only Mr. Brown has been fent.

NELUMBION, Jaff. 68. Willd. v. 2. 1258. Art. Hort. Kew. cd. 2. v. 3. 332. Curt. Mag. t. 993; see Nelumbo. See afo the article Cyamus, written by the late Rev. Mr. Wood.

NELUMBO, the name given by the natives of Ceylon, to the faced bean of India, and of Theophratus, Nymphae Nelumbo of Linnaeus. Adanlon, who firft, with unqueftionable propriety, feparated this plant from Nymphae, having no objecon to barbarous names, retained Nelumbo for a generic appellation, and he it followed by Curtier. It is not easy to fay why they preferred a very confined and local appellation, for a plant known throughout India by the name of Tamarind, by which it is dilguifhed in the Hortus Malabaricus, and celebrated in Hindu poetry and mythology. Juflies intended as an improvement the alteration into Nelumbium; fee that article. We wish to adhere, as much as poifible, to the Linnaean rejecon of barbarous generic names, and have no defire to eftablfh either Nelumbo or Tamarind, greatly preferring Cyamus; fee that article. It is much to be wished that botanifts, not totally illiterate and tafteless, would advert a little to the propriety of keep-
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Ptolemy, who places it among the Vaconae between Andelan and Conmonum.

NEMARAM, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Golconda; 32 miles S. of Comabate.


1 N. levigatum. The only known species. The leaves are ovate, very smooth. Capule oval, smooth. It is thought to be akin to the Lacelina myricoides. Swartz. Prod. 12; see Lacistema. The name alludes to the fitation and infection of the seeds.

NEMAUSUS, in Ancient Geography, the name of one of the richest towns of Galva Narbonence, which was the capital of the Arescanet. In the Notitia Imperii it is called "Prefectus thefaurum in Nemenia." See Nisies.

NEMBO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the department of the Serino; four miles N. E. of Bergamo.

NEMS, a town of the duchy of Holstein; six miles N. of Sweberg.

NEMEA, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Argolid, situated at the foot of mount Apesos, upon which it is said that Perseus was the first who offered sacrifice to Jupiter Apacontius. In this town was a very beautiful temple of the Nemaiian Jupiter, surrounded with a grove of cypresses. The chief priest of the temple was named by the Argives. They also, as some have said, instituted in this place the Nemean games (see Nemea), in which the prize of the cause was referred for by persons completely armed. Here was shown the town of Otholstes, encompassed by a wall, within the compass of which they had four altars. It is also said that at a small distance from this place was the sepulchre of Lycurgus, king of Thrace, and particularly of Nemea—Alfo, a river of the Peloponneseus, which, according to Strabo, separated the kingdom of Sicyn from the territory of Corinth—Alfo, a country of the Peloponneseus, in the Eide.

NEMEN, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Travancore; 15 miles N. W. of Travancore.

NEMERSDORFF, a town of Germany, in the principality of Calmbach; six miles N. E. of Bayreuth.

NEMESAI, in Ancient Geography, a country of the Peloponneseus, in which Hercules is said to have killed the lion.

NEMESAI, in Antiquity, a religion solemity in memory of deceased persons, so called from the goddess Nemesis, who was thought to defend the relics and memories of the dead from injuries.

NEMEIANUS, M. Aurelius Olympius, in Biography, a Latin poet, was a native of Carthage, and flourished under the emperors Carus, Carinus, and Numerianus. The last of these princes had a particular esteem for him. Under this prince he rose to high favour and fortune, and probably interested himself in behalf of his contemporary poet Calpurnius, who was reduced to indigence. Nemeianus was author of three poems, of which only the one entitled "Cynegeticon" has come down to modern times, and that in a very imperfect state. It was discovered by Sannazarius of Tours, and published by Paulo Manuzio at Venice in 1538. It has also been published in the "Poetae rei Veneticae," by Barthlet in 1613, and at Leyden in 1653, with notes. The "Cynegeticon" appears to have been well known in the dark ages; it was to highly esteemed in the eight century, that it was read among the classics in the public schools, in the time of Charlemagne. It cannot rank high as a poetical composition, but is said to deserve praise for its polished and elegance. The "Cynegeticon" is usually printed with that of Gratius Fahatus, and four "Eclogues" ascribed to him, with those of Calpurnius. Another poet of the same name and age, but of very inferior merit, wrote a work entitled "Icetica," of which some fragments have been published in the "Poetae Lat. Minor." Moretti.

NEMESIS, in Mythology, one of the infernal deities, represented by the ancients as watching for the punishment of the guilty, not only in this world, but also in the other, where the chastises them with the utmost rigour. For this reason she was exhibited with wings, sometimes too with a helm and a wheel, to signify that the pursuer of the guilty both by fire and land. As she was the daughter of Justice, she was, as Ammanus Marcellinus describes her office, appointed to revenge impiety, and at the same time to recompense virtuous actions. Several among the ancients, and some moderns, suppose Nemesis to be the same with Leda, the mother of Castor and Pollux, who obtained that name after her death, but the universal opinion is, that Nemesis herself was the mother of those two heroes, whom Jupiter, and that Leda was only their nurse. Nemesis was worshipped in several places, as well in Greece as in Italy, even in the Capitol itself; and it has been said that she had a temple at Rome; but her worship was at no place more pompous than at Rhamnus, a town of Attica, where she had a statue ten cubits high of a single stone, and so exquisitely beautiful that it was not inferior to the finest works of Phidias. Anciently the statues of Nemesis were without wings, as we learn from Paufanias, and the inhabitants of Smyrna were the first who gave her any. Paufanias speaks of "Nemeis" in the plural number. The Romans, before they fat down for war, offered a sacrifice to Nemesis, probably taking that goddes for Fortune, who ought to accompany and favour warriors.

NEMESIUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Marma-rica, placed by Ptolemy between Aziaca and Tifarchi.

NEMESUS, in Biography, an eminent ancient Christian philosopher, supposed to have been bishop of Emaia in Phoe- nicia, and to have flourished towards the close of the fourth century. He was author of a treatise "On the Nature of Man," which has been ascribed, but erroneously, to St. Gre- gory Nyssus. It refutes the tenets of the Manicheans, Eunomians, and Apollinarists, and defends that of Origen concerning the pre-existence of souls. The opinions of the Greek philosophers on the subject of which he treats, he relates with great perspicuity of thought and correctness of language; but it is said to be chiefly curious, as it discovers a degree of acquaintance with physiology, not at all to be paralleled in any other writers of so early a date. The first Latin version of it was published at Lyons in 1583; it was afterwards published in Greek and Latin, at Antwerp. It is inserted in the second volume of the Ave. Bibl. Patr. The best edition is that of Oxford in 1671, in Greek and Latin, with notes, and a learned preface. Moreri. Enfield's Hist. Phil.

NEMESKO, in Geography, a town of Hungary; six miles W. of Ziget.

NEMESTRINUS, in Mythology, an ancient divinity who presided over forests, called "Nemora." He was probably the sovereign of the Dryads, Hamadryads, Fauns, Satyrs, and other gods, inhabitants of the woods.
NEMET, in Geography, a town of Transylvania, on the river Maros; 12 miles W.N.W. of Hunyad.

NEMETES, in Ancient Geography, a people of Germany, who named their capital Nemanus. In the time of Caesar, they occupied both sides of the Rhine. They were established along the Rhine, between the Vangiones to the north, and the Triboci to the south.

NEMETH-UYAR, or GLESSINGEN, in Geography, a town of Hungary, on the borders of Stiria; it is a populous walled town, having a castle seated on a high rock, detached from all the other mountains. It is delightfully situated among woods, corn-fields, and rising grounds, which are covered with vines; 45 miles S.W. of Raab.

NEMETOBIRIGA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the Tarragonens, belonging to the Callaci, at some distance N. of the Aqve Flavize, on the route from Brera to Alturica.

NEMETZ, in Geography, a town of Hungary; 14 miles from Calichau.

NEMI, a town of Campagna di Roma; two miles S. of Albano.

NEMIA, in Botany, Berg. Cap. 160; see MANUELA. The name seems to be derived from NEME, to divide, alluding to the difference between the two uppermost of which are roundish, the two lowermost oblong.

NEMINE CONTRADICENTE, i.e. non contradicting it; a term chiefly used in parliament, or any public assembly, when any matter is carried with the consent of all the members.

NEMINPILLY, in Geography, a town of Hindoostan, in Mysore; 16 miles N.N.E. of Pungaroore.

NEMIR, a town of Persia, in Khorasan; 15 miles N. of Terhiz.

NEMLI, a town of Hindoostan, in Viliapour; 20 miles E. of Anamagur.

NEMOROW, a town of Mecklenburg; 60 miles S.W. of Stargard.

NEMOSSUS, in Ancient Geography, an ancient town of the Gauls, and capital of the Arverni. Strabo.

NEMOURS, MARY DE LONGUEVILLE, Duchess of, in Biography, was daughter of the duke de Longueville, and born in the year 1625. She was married to the duke de Nemours; and wrote "Memoirs of the Court of France during the Minority of Lewis XIV." which are composed with spirit, and with the fidelity of an historian who had an opportunity of becoming well acquainted with the facts recorded. They are commonly united with those of Joly, but have been printed separately. The duchess died at the age of 83, in the year 1707.

NEMOURS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine and Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Fontainebleau. The place contains 3766, and the canton 6475 inhabitants, on a territory of 260 kilometers, in 16 communes. N. lat. 48° 16'. E. long. 2° 47'.

NEMOURS, a town of Anatolic Turkey, in Nato'a, near the sea; 20 miles S. of Adramyti.

NEMTCHITZ, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Olmuz; 12 miles S. of Olmuz.

NEMTSCHITZ, or NEMEZIC, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn; 15 miles from Brunn.

NEMUS, in Ancient Geography, a small town of Latium, E. of Aricia; which owed its commencement to a temple erected in honour of Diana Turane, by an inhabitant of Aricia. The Romans paid great respect to this divinity.

NEN, a town of Hindoostan, in Lahore; 74 miles E.S.E. of Bullaulpour.—Also, a river in the E. riding of the county of York, in Upper Canada, which rises several miles beyond York, and discharges itself into Lake Ontario; it abounds with fish.

nenag, a poet-town of the county of Tipperary, Ireland, is a large, regular, well-built town, situate upon a river which empties itself into lough Deircgerg. There is a handsome old castle, formerly of great strength, called Nenagh Round, and it was the seat of some monastic establishments. It is the chief town of the barony of Upper Ormond, and a military station; and is 75 miles S.W. by W. from Dublin.

NENEEVA, one of the Friendly islands, which is small and low; 20 miles N.E. of Annamooka.

NENESS, a cape on the S.E. coast of Shetland. N. lat. 59° 58'. W. long. 1° 20'.

NENGENGODD, a town of Hindooftan, in Myfore; 20 miles S.S.W. of Seringapatam.

Nenia, or Nenia, in the Ancient Poerty, a kind of funeral song, sung to the music of flutes, at the obsequies of the dead.

The word comes from the Greek ηνη, on which Scaliger observes, that it should be written in Latin Nenia, not Nenia.

Authors represent them as bad compositions, sung by hired women-mourners, called proseia. The first rite of these nenia is ascribed to the Sylurgians.

Guicciardi notes, that nenia was anciently the name of a song, sung by nuns, to lull children asleep; and conjectures it to come from the Hebrew לינא, nina, child.

In the heathen antiquity, the goddeus of tears and funerals was called Nenia, whom some supplement have given that name to the funeral song; and others to have taken her name from it. Some will have the one, and some the other, formed by onomatopoeia, from the sound or voice of those that weep.

NENNE, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Irak; 50 miles N.N.E. of Nehavend.

NENNIUS, in Biography, an ancient British historian, abbot of Bangor, is generally said to have flourished about the year 620, and to have taken refuge at Chester, at the time of the massacre of the monks at that monastery. This, however, has been controverted, and bishop Nicholl says, that from his own book he appears to have written in the ninth century. He was author of several works, but the only one remaining is his "Historia Britonum," or "Eulogium Britannicum," which has been printed in Galle's Hist. Brit. Scru. Oxon. 1691. Great part of this work is suppos'd to have been compiled, or perhaps transcribed, from the history of one Elburus or Elvedogus.

NENORTOLIK, in Geography, an island on the S.W. coast of Greenland. N. lat. 59° 54'. W. long. 45'.

NENSLINGEN, a town of Germany, in the principality of Anspach, 20 miles N.E. of Anspach.

NENUFAR, a river of Natalia, which runs into the sea of Mariana; six miles E. of Mikalidi.

NENUPHAR, the ancient writers on the materia medica have all mentioned a peculiar species of this plant, under the name of nenuphar indicum. The roots of this they called fel, and Avicenna says, that they have the same virtues with the mandrake.

NENUPHAR, in Botany, is also a name used by some authors for the water-lily.

NENUPHARIN, a name given by the adepts to a kind of imaginary spirits which they suppos'd to inhabit the air, and to direct and govern many things on earth.

NEOCASAREA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Pontus,
Pontus, upon the Lyctus, N. of Comana, called by different authors Hadrianopolis. Ptolemy places it in the interior of the country between Abilata and Sarauriana.—Alfo, a town of Bithynia.—Alfo, a town of Syria.—Alfo, a town of Asia, upon the banks of the Euphrates.—Alfo, a town of Mauritania.

NEOCÆAREANS, in Ecclesiastical History, Christians of Neocaerae, in Capadocia, who were the disciples of Theodore, afterwards named Gregory, and called by Jerom a man of apostolical signs and wonders. These Christians were very troublesome to Bají, bishop of Caæarea, for in divers of his letters, he complains of them that they were all Sahellians, and he laments the strange avenion they had for him. They formed a small church in NEocaeraæ, as early as the year 230, to which Gregory made many additions about that period. His church continued steadfast in the faith after his death, which happened either in the year 265 or 270. Near the end of the fourth century, the Neocaeraeans were all Christians, having been favoured until that time with patiors, who were men of true worth. These people retained for a long while remarkable impressions of religion; and they had an affection for the primitive simplicity, almost singular at that time, when innovations came apace into the church. They seemed by no means to approve of the common zeal for the monastic life, of which Bají complained. Lardner's Works, vol. iii.

NECASTRO, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the Morea, at the mouth of a river which runs into the Mediterranean; 32 miles N. of Navarín.—Alfo, a town in Romania, strongly Garrisoned, whither Christian prisoners of consequence are sent; 12 miles N. of Constan- tinople.

NECORI, Nescori, among the Ancients, perfons whose business was to take care of temples, and other consecrated places. Theodoret (i. iii. c. 16.) mentions two other functions of the Neocori; these are, to stand at the gates of the temples, in order to sprinkle holy water for the purification of those who were entering into them; the other to throw some of the same water upon the meat served up at the emperor's table. They were otherwise called æidiu.

NEENIA, Neenia, in Antiquity, a festival celebrated in honour of Bacchus, when the new wine was first tasted.

NEETHO, in Ancient Geography, a small town of Italy, in Bruttium, towards the E., upon the Neetus, at a little distance N. of Croton.

NEOLA, in Geography, a country of Africa, N. of the Gambia, and W. of Dentilla. N. lat. 13° 30'. W. long. 11° 40'.

NEOLA, Nela, a river of Africa, which runs into the Gambia, N. lat. 13° 40'. W. long. 12° 25'.

NEOMAGUS, Novimagus, or Noviomagus, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Regni, in the Isle of Albion, according to Ptolemy. The Itinerary of Antoninus places it between Londinium (London) and Vagnicanius (Northfleet). The situation of this Italion is very uncertain; but Camden, Gale, and Horley, have agreed in placing it at Woodcote, near Crostden. Mr. Baxter, however, and some other antiquaries, contend for Ravenburn in Kent.

NEOMAGUS, or Noviomagus Batavorum, a town of Germany Secunda, at the extremity of Gaul. The Peutingerian table places it on the Rhine, between Castra Herculis and Arenatio.

NEOMENIA, Nomenia, in Antiquity. See Numenienia.

NEOMENIA, in Chronology, &c. A term used for the new mons. Some say, the Jews reckoned two kinds of neomenia, or new moons; the first on the day of her conjunction with the sun; the second on that of her apparition or phæn; and add, that they celebrated two festivals, on account of the uncertainty which of these days it should be held on.

F. Hardouin, on the contrary, maintains, they had no other neomenia but that of the moon's conjunction with the sun; which it was easy to ascertain by astronomical calculations; whereas the other was liable to mistakes; the moon sometimes not shewing herself till four or five days after conjunction.

NEOMINAS, in Geography, a large river on the coast of Peru, discharging itself into the Pacific ocean by two mouths: 12 or 14 leagues N.W. of Bonaventura river. N. lat. 4° 30'.

NEON, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in the Phocide, placed on the ridge of Parminus, called Tithorea. At first a mere fort, it was a considerable town in the time of Platachus.

NEONE, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in Theffaly: 20 miles W. of Zetton.

NEONTICHOS, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Etolie, placed by Strabo at 20 stadia from Larissa, but Herodotus places it at the distance of 30 stadia E. of that town, near the plain of Hermus. The appellation denotes a new-walled town.—Alfo, a town of Greece, in the Phocide. —Pauanias.—Alfo, a town of Thrace, on the Propontis.—Alfo, a town of Afia Minor, in Caria, between Ortolia and Bargafa. Ptolemy.

NEOPATRA, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in Theffaly: 20 miles W. of Zetton.

NEOPYTHES, Noeopthi, in the Primitive Church, were new Christians; or the Heathens newly converted to the faith.

The word signifies a new plant: being formed of the Greek νέος; new; and φυτη, I produce; q. d. newly-born; baptism, whereby they commenced Neopythes, being a kind of new birth.

The fathers never discovered the mysteries of their religion to the Neopythes.

The term Neopythe is still applied to the converts which the missionaries frequently make among the infidels. The Japenese Neopythes, in the latter end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth century, are said to have been prodigious of courage and faith, equal to any known in the primitive church. See Catechumen.

Neopythes has formerly likewise been used to denote new prices, or those first admitted into orders; and sometimes, the novices in monasteries.

NEOPESCO Creek, in Geography, a river of America, in Virginia, which runs into the Potomack, N. lat. 38° 40'. W. long. 77° 10'.

NEOPTOLEMIA. Noeoptolemus, in Antiquity, a festival celebrated by the Delphians with much pomp and splendidness, in memory of Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles, who was slain in an attempt to sack Apollo's temple, which he undertook in revenge of his father's death, to which that god was afofactory.

NEOTS. St., in Geography, a parish in the hundred of Well, and county of Cornwall, England, is situated four miles from Liskeard, and 226 west from London. Its name was derived from Neotus (brother to king Alfred), who obtained the appellation of saint, and was buried in this church; a monastery was founded in honour of him, and subsidized till after the conquest, when, being dispossessed of its lands, it fell to decay, and only its name has defended it to the present age. All remains of the ancient church have likewise been long since destroyed: the present parish church, which consists of a nave and two aisles, with a tower at the
the well end, is apparently not older than the reign of
Henry VI.: the windows, seventeen in number, contain
representations, in painted glafs, of scripture history, and of
the events recorded in the legends of St. Neot and other
faints; but most of the windows are much damaged, and
the broken panes repaired with plain glafs, so that in some
influences the design can hardly be traced. The popula-
tion of this parish, according to the return in the year 1811,
was 1,041 persons, inhabiting 179 houses. Some Account
of the Church and Windows of St. Neots Cornwall, by
the Rev. Mr. Foster. Beauties of England and Wales,
vol. ii. Cornwall. The Life of St. Neot, the oldest of all
the Brothers to King Alfred, by the Rev. J. Whitaker, 8vo.
1829.

Neots, St., a considerable market-town in the hundred
of Tofedland, and county of Huntingdon, England, is plea-
santly feated on the north bank of the river Ouse. It
was anciently called “Enolsebury,” and had a palace, belonging
to earl Elfred, which was subsequently converted into a
monastery, in honour of St. Neot, whose relics are tradi-
tionally laid to have been removed hither from St. Neots in
Cornwall. The monks of this monastery were differed by the
Danes; but being restored again by earl Eofric, it con-
tinued a priory subordinate to Ely till after the conquest,
when the religious were expelled a second time by Gilbert
de Clare. Lady Roifia, wife to Richard, the earl’s son,
replenished it, however, about the year 1115, and granted
it, along with the manor, to the abbey of Beo, in Nor-
mandy. On the dilution of alien priories, this house
became a “prioratus indigena,” and remained so down to
the time of Henry VIII., when its revenues were ema-
culated at 256l. 13s. 4d. The ruins of this edifice, now remaining,
are very inconsiderable. St. Neots confits of a large mar-
tet-place, and several respectable streets intersecting each
other. The church is a very beautiful building in the pointed
style of Henry VIIth’s reign. At the well end rises an ele-
gant tower, 150 feet high. The windows are large, and bear
the remains of paintings on the glafs. In a chapel, called
Jcfsus chapel, lately laid open to the church, there was for-
merly a monument, supposed to have once contained the
relics of St. Neot, and removed hither from the priory.
This town contains, according to the population returns of
1811, 410 houses, and 1988 inhabitants. The market day
is Thursday.

On the opposite side of the river, and connected with the
town by a large handsome stone-bridge, is the village of
Eyelebury, which was the scene of an action between the
royalists, under lord Holland, and the parlementary forces,
in 1648. The church here has a separate tower on its south-
call side; and in the north wall of the chancel is a
stone coffin, in which Saar de Quincey is said to have been
buried. The parish-register records a curious licence to
eat fish on days not permitted by the statute. Beauties of

NEOTTIA, in Botany, a name which properly belongs
to the Ophrys Nidus avis of Linnæus, or Bird’s-nest Ophrys,
and which originated with Dodonæus, signifying a
bird’s nest. Linnæus retained this plant, along with the
Corallorrhiza, as a genus, in Aed. Upsal. ann. 1745, 32,
under the name in quellen; but that genus was afterwards
fung in Ophrys. Haller restored it under another appella-
tion, which is now established: see Epipactis. Neottia
therefore being unoccupied, was chosen by Jacquin and
Swartz, for the very distinct genus of which we are here to
speak; some of whose species had been previously referred
Aed. Holm. 1800. p. 224. t. 3. f. 1. Tracts on Botany,
151. t. 4. f. 1. Schrad. Neues Journ. v. i. 49. t. 1. f. 1.
Orchid. 5.

Gen. Ch. reformed. Cal. Perianth of three oblong
acute leaves, cohering below, spreading at the point; the
two lateral ones elongated at the base, in front, often con-
tected, running down, at the bottom of the lip, on each
side, in the form of a spur. Cor. Petals two, cohering
lengthwise with the upper leaf of the calyx. Nectary a lip
proceeding from the lower part of the style, tapering at the
base, swelling upwards, embraced by the lateral leaves of
the calyx; its margin bearded, rather dilated and spread-
ing. Stam. Anther parallel to the style and attached to its
back, erect, pointed, of two cells; masses of pollen linear,
powdery, granulated, half enclosed in two longitudinal fur-
rrows of the style, opposite to the cells of the anther.

Pet. Germen inferior, oblong, triangular; fylae erect, cylin-
drical, with a membranous point; stigma in front, near the
oblique summit of the fylae, convex. Peri. Capsule ob-
long, of one cell, opening between the angles. Seeds
numerous, minute, tuncate.

Eff. Ch. Calyx-leaves cohering, the two lowermost elon-
gated at the base, embracing the neckty. Corolla ringlet;
lip without a spur, bearded; petals cohering with the upper
calyx-leaf. Anther parallel to the fylae, inserted at the
back.

(Helleborus folis liliceas, radice alpinod, major; Plum.
1c. 184. t. 190. f. A.)—Lip lanceolate, pointed, undivided.
Bractae longer than the flowers. Stalk with numerous
feathery scales. Leaves elliptico-oblong, glaucous, undu-
lated, somewhat crisped.—Native of the West Indies. It
flowered for the first time in this country, at Mongewell, in
the Iove of the late Hon. Mrs. Barrington, who received
the plant from Jamaica, about the year 1793. Mr. Andrews’s
plant is certainly the same as that of Jacquin, though his
plate is, as Willdenow remarks, badly drawn and coloured.
Mr. Edwards’s in the Bot. Mag. is excellent. This is a
very handsome species, distinguished by the large spike
of numerous crimson flowers, each of which is subtended by
a very long concave bractea, of the same hue. The numerous
leafy scales on the flanks, which is 12 or 18 inches high, are
pale or reddish. Each flower, with its germen, is about an
inch and half. Root a clutber of oblong, cylindrical, blunt
knobs.

Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1409. (N. miner; Jacq. 1c. Rar.
Satyrium elatum; Swartz. Prod. 119. Helleboris folis
liliceas, radice alpinod, major; Plum. t. 184. t. 190.)
—Lip obovate, ciliata, fimbriata, of two cells. Stalk
long. Spike downy. Bractes shorter than the flowers. Leaves
elliptico-oblong, at the margin. Native of the West Indies.
It flowered in the Iove at Chelsea garden, under the care of
Mr. Fairbairn, in 1791. The leaves are all radical, nu-
merous, dark-green, even, not crisped, at the edges. Stalk
two feet high, with a few lanceolate scales, cylindrical,
downy, as well as the spike. Flowers numerous, small and
inconspicuous, drooping, turned to one side and rather spi-
 rally diposed. Corolla white, or bluish-coloured. Lip
broad and oblong, usuallv with a flight notch. Germen
downy.

Mag. t. 842.—Lip interfoliarily heart-shaped, concave, point.
Clutber downy, of few flowers. Bractes the length of the
partial flanks. Leaves elliptico-oblong, cinymat, recurved.—Na-
tive
It flowered in Mr. Woodford's flowes, in January 1805. In the flowers being racemose, not spikelike, to distinguish this from most of the genus; their colour is a mixture of green and white, and they are much more expanded, with broader petals and lip, than those of the last. Their figure is indeed so unlike all the species we have seen, as to excite suspicion of the genus, but we have never examined them alive.

4. N. lanceolata. Purple Lanceolate Neottia Willd. n. 3. (Lindomorum lanceolatum; Aubl. Guian. v. 2, 821. Helleborine purpurea, asphodel radiis; Plum. Ic. 179. t. 181. f. 2.)—Lip ovate, entire. Stem leafy at the base. Bracteas shorter than the flowers. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, obtuse, erect.—Native of Guiana and the West Indies. Known only by Plumbier's figure. The flowers are about the size of the first species.

5. N. aureostrata. Orange-lanceolate Neottia. Willd. n. 4. (Epipactis floribus uno veris diploptosis, volgo Nalii; Feuillée Peruv. v. 2. 726. t. 17.)—Lip oblong, bluntish, crenate, reflexed. Spike turned one way. Bracteas about as long as the flowers. Leaves radical, linear.—Native of dry barren and mountainous places in Chili. Feuillée says the natives use this plant in retentions of urine, and gravely diffuso, which has been infused for a night. He speaks of the cylindrical knobs of the root as watery, with a sweetish and pungent flavour. The stalk is about 18 inches high, clothed with flowering stalks. Leaves few, linear, nearly upright, about five inches long, and half an inch wide. Flowers white, in a dense spike, all turned to one side, but apparently not in a spiral order.

6. N. quadridentata. Four-toothed Neottia. Willd. n. 5. (Ophrys peruviana; Aubl. Guian. v. 2. 816. Helleborine spiralis, flore albo; Plum. Ic. 178. t. 183. f. 1.)—Lip rounded, four-toothed. Spike spiral. Flowers turned one way, about equal to the bracteas. Stem leafy at the base. Leaves elliptic-oblong, obtuse, wavy.—Native of Guiana and the West Indies. Known only by Plumbier's figure. Willdenow has very properly distinguished this species from the last, with which Aoublet confounded it. The flowers appear to be about a foot long. Lip with four or five teeth. Bracteas enlarged after flowering.

7. N. fyrifera. Spiral Sweet Neottia, or Ladies' Traces. Willd. n. 6. Dr. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1408. (Ophryis spiralis; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1340. Sm. Fl. Brit. 1854. Engl. Bot. 1855. Curt. Lond. f. 255 l. 557. Fl. Dict. 1857. Triorchis; Ger. em. 218.)—Lip ovate, obtuse, crenate. Spike lateral. Spike spiral, downy. Flowers turned one way. Leaves ovate, spreading, with broad footstalks.—Native of grassy open pastures, in various parts of Europe, flowering in August and September. Dr. Swartz gives its character in his West Indian Floria, but does not speak of this species as found in that part of the world. The flowers have a thick, almost ovate, downy. Stem spiral, about six inches high, bearing a few feathery scales. Leaves several, radical, lateral, about an inch long, ovate, spreading in a flary form, glaucous, ribbed. Spike two or three inches long, slender, downy, spiral, the flowers turned one way, small, highly fragrant. Calyx, as well as the corolla, white. Lip with a green rib; its margin more or less crenate or crisped. The bracteas are ovate, concave, taper-pointed, imbricated like a braid, whence the old name of Ladies' Traces. The variety 2 of Willdenow may belong to this species, but his figure and the writer in this instance differ in the length, and the writer in this instance differ in the fewness of the flowers.

8. N. azytnis. Summer Neottia. (N. spiralis γ and δ; Willd. n. 6. (Ophryis azythina; Juff. M.S. Michaux. Bozreal-Amer. v. 2. 157. Poir. in Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 557. O. spiralis γ; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1340. Orchis spiralis alba, odorata, longo angulotque folio; Vaill. Paris 147. Orchid. album palustris spiralis album odoratum; Mich. Gen. 30. t. 26. Epipactis n. 1294; Hall Hift. v. 2. 152. t. 38. ed. 2. t. 41.)—Lip obvolute, crenate. Spike central, leafy at the base. Spike spiral, slightly downy. Flowers turned one way. Leaves linear-lanceolate, erect.—In the moist pastures of France, Italy, and Switzerland, flowering in August, earlier than the last, from which it evidently differs in having the spike, or rather stem, from the centre of the leafless leaves, which are nearly upright, linear-lanceolate, full, thrice the leaf of the flower, and much narrower. The flowers too are rather larger; the spike less downy; the stem usually near a foot high. We never met with this plant in England, but we have it from near Paris; as well as from Switzerland, marked Haller's n. 1294, whose figure indeed accord with r, and not with the real spiralis. It seems to have confounded them, nor is it clear that it ever found the true spiralis in Switzerland. His citation of Micheli in his Nomenclator, p. 117, refers to the name of one, and the plate of the other. Gnaphalin's plate, Fl. Sib. t. 3. f. 1, seems taken from rather a large specimen of the spiralis.

9. N. flexuosa. Bending Indian Neottia. —Lip ovate, wavy, crenate. Spike central, wavy, leafy at the base. Spike spirally spiral, downy. Leaves oblong, spreading.—Gathered by Dr. F. Buchanan, May 19th, 1802, in wetty places, at Suembi in Upper Nepal. The roots of this plant are thicker than in the last-described; the flowers are more numerous, directed every way, in consequence of the remarkably spiral spike, which makes four or five turns between its base and summit. Their colour is whitish.

10. N. parviflora. Small-flowered Neottia. —Lip ovate, wavy, crenate. Spike central, leafy at the base. Spike spirally spiral, downy. Flowers turned one way. Leaves oblong, spreading.—Gathered by Dr. Buchanan, July 23rd, 1802, at Suembi in Upper Nepal. The flowers are more downy, feebly half so large, as numerous, but directed every way, in consequence of the remarkably spiral spike, which makes four or five turns between its base and summit. Their colour is whitish.
LEAVES

11. **fpan**. Drooping Neottia. Swartz. Orchid. n. 5. Willd. n. 8. (Ophrya fresnians; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1340. Michaux Boreal-Amur. v. 1. 125.)—Lip oblong, acute, undivided. Spike downy. Flowers turned every way, deflexed. Leaves radical, linear-oblong, bluntnish.—Native of various parts of North America, from Hudson's bay to Carolina. Michaux. Root of numerous, thick, cylindrical knobs. Leaves radical, linear, long. Stalk twelve or eighteen inches high, erect, smooth, with several long tubular sheaths. Spike two or three inches long, downy, of numerous, crowded, whitish, drooping flowers, above twice the size of **N. spiralis**, all turned to one side when they first expand, though their common flalk is then very much twisted. It appears, by our dried specimens, that the part in question from becomes less spiral, and that in confederation the flowers soon point every way.


13. **N. anellata**. Clefe-spurred Neottia. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1409. Willd. n. 9. (Satyrium anellatum; Swartz. Prod. 115.)—Lip deflexed, two-lobed; its base, decurrent along the germin. Spike lax. Leaves radical, obovate, with very long footstalks.—Native of shady woods in the interior parts of Jamaica and Hifpaniola, flowering in May. Root of numerous, oblong, downy knobs. Leaves several, radical, elliptic-oblong, pointed, four or five inches in length, reticulated with veins, smooth; their footstalks red, channelled, half a foot long, or more, sheathing at the base. Stalk two or three feet high, downy, reddish, with remote, thin, coloured sheaths. Spike fix or eight inches long. Flowers rather flatter, almost erect, greenish white. Bractea linear-lanceolate, the length of the germin. Lip elongated at the base into an oblique spur, half the length of the germin, to which it is attached, and accompanied by a similar elongation of the two lateral leaves of the calyx; its fore-part rounded, deflexed, two-lobed, whitish.

15. **N. orchidoides**. Frosted-flowered Neottia. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1411. Willd. n. 10. Curt. Mag. t. 1265.—Lip lancolate, pointed, undivided; its base, with the calyx, forming a pouch. Spike downy. Leaves radical, ovato-lancolate.—Gathered by Dr. Swartz, in very dry gravelly fields in Jamaica. It flowered in Mr. Woodford's stove at Rickmanworth, in May 1807. The colour and size of the flowers most resemble the first species, **N. spectabilis**, but the calyx, germin, and flalks are, as it were, frosted, with pellucid white dots, and are besides downy. The leaves are all radical, ovate or elliptical, tapering at both ends, widely spreading, or recurved, with numerous ribs. Stalk a foot or more in height, downy, and purplish near the flowers.

16. **N. refusa**. Creeping Neottia. Swartz. Orchid. n. 8. Willd. n. 11. (Satyrium refusum; Linn. Sp. Pl. 1338. Sm. Fl. Brit. 935. Engl. Bot. t. 209. Jacq. Alphr. t. 309. Palmu Chirlit, radice repente; Ger. em. 227.)—Lip inflated, with a lancolate, entire, deflexed point. Calyx-leaves lanceolate. Spikes downy, spiral. Leaves ovate, flaked, reticulated. Root creeping, with downy fibres.—Native of Alpine for woods, in Sweden, Siberia, Germany, Switzerland, and Scotland, flowering in July. The branched, downy, somewhat flabby roots creep among wet spots and decayed leaves, throwing out long horizontal shoots, leafy at the end, and at length taking root there. Leaves several, in tufts, obovate, full an inch long, smooth, marbled with many ribs and reticulated veins, and often chequered with dark brown, as in Mentzel. Pugl. t. 3. f. 45. 5. Footstalks as long as the leaves, broad and sheathing. Stalk terminal, from the centre of the leaves, near a span high, round, bearing a few sheaths. Spike two or three inches long, downy, spiral, the flowers following its direction, and rather drooping. Bracteas lanceolate, pointed, longer than the germin. Flowers flesh-coloured, fragrant, as is the whole plant in some degree, long after it has been dried. Lip inflated and almost globular underneath, terminating in a little reddish deflexed point.

17. **N. pubescens**. Downy American Neottia. Willd. n. 12. (Satyrium repens; Michaux Boreal-Amur. v. 2. 157.)—Lip inflated, with a pointed, deflexed point. Calyx-leaves ovate. Spike downy. Flowers spreading every way. Leaves ovate, flaked, reticulated. Root creeping, with downy fibres.—Native of North America, from Canada to Florida. We have it from Pennsylvania, but what Mr. Menzies found in Nova Scotia seems rather the chequerered variety of **N. refusa**, figured in Mentzelius, and in Morison, fed. 12. t. 11. f. 10. The plant of Willdenow and Michaux is taller, with a straight, not spiral, spike, the numerous flowers rather smaller, pointing every way, and erect, neither turned to one side, nor all drooping. The calyx-leaves are very broad, ovate, or almost orbicular. The point of the inflated lip seems very small.

18. **N. calcarata**. Spurred Neottia. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1413. Willd. n. 13.—Lip lancolate, pointed; decurrent, with the calyx, at the base, forming an oval-shaped, curved spur. Spike of few flowers. Leaves elliptical, much shorter than their footstalks.—Native of shady woods on the mountains of Hifpaniola. Root of downy, thick, clustered fibres. Leaves radical, elliptical, ribbed, smooth, three or four inches long. Footstalks much longer than he leaves, erect, sheathing at the base. Stalk twelve or eighteen inches high, erect, round, smooth, pale red, bearing several taper-pointed sheaths. Spike upright, of a few, large, green, rather distant flowers. Upper leaf of the calyx erect; conical, keeled, pointed, forming, together with the petals, which are both half as long, and partly included within it, a hood or upper lip. The two lateral leaves of the calyx are very much elongated at the base, forming, together with the base of the lip, a long incurved spur, resembling the real spur of an Orchis, but very different in nature. The lip itself is lancolate, taper-pointed, undivided. German smooth.

19. **N. polyphylla**. Branched Red Neottia. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1415. Willd. n. 14. (Serapis polyphylla; Swartz. Prod. 110.)—Lip ovate, recurved. Chilfer compound, terminal. Stem subdivided, jointed.—Native of woods on the high mountains of Clarendon in Jamaica, in a marly barren soil. Root of long, thin kish, whorled, brown fibres. Stem two or three feet long; round and somewhat branched in the lower part; the branches angular, jointed, as thick as a wheaten straw, flattened, rather stiff, leafy. Leaves alternate, folded and sheathing at the base, obovate, pointed at each end, entire, erect, ribbed, smooth, dark green, a foot in length; their sheaths slightly compressed, flattened, each originating from one of the joints of the stem, like those of griffes. Chilfer compound, supported by a falk which terminates the item, and is sometimes accompanied by a short leaf; its branches alternate, each confining
of from five to seven pale red drooping flowers, or very short filaments. Lip ovate, purple, flat, with a recurved point; its base inflated.

20. N. flavus. Branched Yellow Neottia. Swartz. Ind. Occ. 1417. Wild. n. 15. (Serapias flavus; Swartz. Prod. 119.)—Lip pointed, erect. Clusters compound, axillary. Stem subdivided, jointed.—Gathered by Dr. Swartz, with the last flowering in January, in marly woods, on the mountains of Jamaica. The roots, stem, and leaves are like those of that species, but twice or thrice as large Clusters from the sheaths of the terminal leaves, alternately branched. Flowers cropping all one way, yellow, larger than those of N. polyphylla. Lip lanceolate, erect, not recurved; its base concave, or channelled, embracing the style.

21. N. acutil. Stemless Neottia. Sm. Exot. Bot. v. 2. 91. t. 105.—Stem none. Flowers sessile, solitary, in the bole of each leaf.—Native of the island of Trinidad, from whence it was obtained by Mr. Evans of Stepney, and flowered in his house in June 1866. This plant is singular in its genus, and, as far as we know, in its natural order, for the superior members of the genus are known to bear no flowers, or are flower-leafs of any kind. The root consists of many thick fibres. The leaves are numerous, ovate, glaucous, glittering, pointed, ribbed, wavy, forming a dense tuft: their under side and base brown or purplish; their size and aspect most like the fist species. Flowers radical, large, sessile, erect, green and white, with an occasional sweet musty scent. German an inch and a half long; calyx half that length; both downy. Lip oblong, concave, downy, with a blunt point, and two dilated wavy lateral lobes, striped with green and bordered with white.

Mr. Brown obferves that Orbis floratematica of Linnaeus belongs to this genus; but we have no opportunity of examining it. There are some speci€es still undescribed in the herbarium of Sir Joseph Banks; and incomplete specimens of one or two others in our possession, which must be left for future consideration. S.

NEOU, the African name of a tree, found by Adanson at Senegal, which Johnson refers to the Pterocarya; see that article and MANIPATA.

NEOUNBENGZEICK, in Geography, a town of Ava, on the Irrawaddy, miles N. of P. me. O NEOUNDAH, a town of the Birman empire, on the Irawaddy, which is said to ruin the ruins of Paghan, to which it nearly joins.

NEP, in Botany. See NEFETA.

NEPA a word used by naturalists sometimes to express a crab, sometimes for a scorpion, and sometimes for a plant, called by the botanists genella Sparrman.

NEPA, Water-Scorpion, in Entomology. A genus of insects of the order Hemiptera: the generic character is this, the snout is inflected, and antennae short; it has f ur wings, folding crosswise, coraceous on the upper part; the forelegs are cheliform; the other four are formed for walking. There are fourteen species included in this genus, all which are divided into sections, according as they have no lip, or a short lip, or one that is projecting and round. Two of the species are common to this country.

The insects of this genus belong to the water, and their eggs are likewise deposited in water; they are of an oblong shape, and generally sunk and concealed in the flake of a bull rush. When they arrive at their full size, and become complete insects, they are sometimes nearly an inch in length, and nearly half as broad. The antennae appear in the usual place of the fore-legs; they are armed with a forceps adapted to the purpose for which they are applied. The nepas are, of all animals, the most tyrannical; like wolves, among a flock of harmless sheep, they destroy a vast number more than their wants require. It has been observed, that if a Nep be placed in a basin of water with thirty or forty warm of the livella kind, each as large as itself, it will destroy them all in a very short space of time, getting on their backs, and piercing them through the body with the rostrum. These animals, though they live upon the water by day, are capable of taking long flights from one pool or stagnant water to another, in quest of food; they are probably obliged to attempt from the fierceness of their manners, by which the insects in their vicinity must soon be destroyed. The nepas, so formidable to other creatures, are themselves nevertheless haunted by a little pediculus, which, perhaps, abundantly avenges the injuries that the water-scorpion so frequently commits upon others.

A. Antenna palmate, and without Lip.

Species.

GRANDIS. Chiefly brown, variegated with yellow. It inhabits South America. The antennae are four-cleft, and the divisions are curved. This is the largest species yet known, it measures more than three inches in length. It is said to prey on tadpoles and young frogs.

ANNOTATA. The tail of this species is unarmed, roundish, pale brown; the fore-feathers are pale, and annulate with brown. It is found in Coromandel, and is reckoned broader and more round than others.

RUSTICA. Tail unarmed, brown; the lateral and hind-margin of the thorax, and fore-margin of the upper wings, whitish. It is likewise found in Coromandel.

TUSCA. Tail ending in two bristles; scutel rugged; wings snowy. It inhabits the Eaf Indies. The body of this species is brown; and the tail is as long as the body.

GROSSA. Tail ending in two bristles; body ovate; and in this species the tail is longer than the body. It inhabits Tranquebar.

CINEREA. This is the common water-scorpion, whose specific character is this; tail ending in two bristles, half as long as the body; the body is ovate and brown. It inhabits this country, and many parts of the Crimea, chiefly on stagnant waters, measuring about an inch in length, and appearing, when the wings are closed, of a dull brownish colour; but when the wings are expanded the body above appears of a bright red colour, with a longitudinal band down the middle; and the lower wings, which are of a transparent white, are decorated with red veins; from the tail proceeds a tubular bifid process or flyle, nearly of the length of the body, and which appears single on a general view, the two valves of which it constricts being generally applied close to each other throughout their length. The animal is of slow motion, and is often found creeping about the shallow parts of ponds. In May, when the weather is warm and favourable, it deposits its eggs on the soft surface of the mud at the bottom of the water. They are of a singular shape, resembling some of the crowned feeds, having an oval body, and an upper part surrounded by seven radiating processes or curved spines; the young, when first hatched, are not more than the eighth of an inch in length. This insect flies only by night, when it wanders about the fields, in the neighbourhood of its native waters. The larva and pupa differ in appearance from the complete insect in having only the rudiments of wings, and being of a paler or yellowish colour.

MACULATA. Tail ending in two bristles; the body is black; the thorax and scutel spotted with ferruginous.
This is found in the East Indies, and is about half the size of the N. cinerea.

B. *Antennae palmate* ; Lip very short, and widely emarginate.

**Species.**

**Filiformis.** Tail ending in two bristles, shorter than the body; body linear; legs teltaceous; the thighs are annulate, and of a cinereous colour. It inhabits Tranquebar.

**Linearis.** The tail of this species ends in two bristles, as long as the body; the thorax is of one colour; the foreflanks have a spine down the middle. The infects of this species have a highly angular aspect, bearing a direct resemblance to some smaller insects of the genera Mantis and Phalma. It is about an inch and a half long, and the whole animal is extremely slender in proportion to its length. It inhabits the larger kind of flagrant waters, frequenting the shallower parts during the middle of the day, when it may be observed to prey on the smaller water infects. Its motions, too, are singular; often striking out all its legs in a kind of flitting manner at intervals. The eggs are smaller than those of the N. cinerea, of an oval shape, and furnished with two procefses or bristles diverging from the top of each.

**Elongata.** Tail ending in two bristles, flat, and longer than the body; the body is linear; the thorax teltaceous, with a brown dorsal line. It inhabits Tranquebar.

C. Lip projecting, and rounded.

**Species.**

**Cimicoidea.** Abdomen ferrate at the edge; head and thorax varied with yellow and brown. This, at the first appearance, is more like a notonecta than a Nepa, the hind legs being formed for swimming briskly, and furnished with an edging of hairs on the inner sides: it likewise bears a resemblance to the cicim in its broadly ovate shape.

**Estivalis.** Abdomen ferrate at the edge; head and thorax white. It inhabits France, and is about half the size of the last.

**Nepiformis.** Edge of the abdomen entire. It inhabits the South American islands.

**Curtitans.** The abdomen of this is black, the edge entire; all the legs are formed for running. It is a very small insect, and is found at Kiel.

**Nepaul, Nepal, or Nepaul, in Geography, a kingdom of Hindoostan, containing an extensive plain in a valley, enclosed in the great range of secondary mountains, which branch out towards the S. and W. from the gigantic ridge of Himalaya and the lofty regions of Tartary. On the cælæna fide, the poffeffions of the Ghhorhali, or present reigning family, are bounded by Boktan, or the country of the Deb Rajah; to the S.E. they touch upon our districts of Rangamutty and Coochbehcar; on the N.E. they are divided from Thibet by the Alpine ridge, in which the paffes of Phulak and Kooti are fettled. To the southward the Nepaul territories are bounded by the purgunahs of Durbungah, Tirhoot, and Chepparum. To the S.W. is Buirampore of Goroepore, adjoining to which is the tributary principality of Bootwal. To the westward, the Nepaul borders touch on various parts of Oude; and to the N.W. aredivided from various districts of Rohiylund by the Almorah hills. To the N.W. they are bounded by the dominions of the rajahs of Seringup and Siremor, and by parts of Thibet; all of them situated beyond the snowy ridge of Humhalé. While the Nepaul territories include between their eastern and western limits, as it feen in major Rennell's map, no lefs a space than twelve geographical degrees, they extend only two degrees from N. to S., and for the moft part exhibit a flip of even lefs than a degree in breadth. The extensive plain of Nepaul, situated N.E. of Patna, at the diftance of ten or eleven days' journey from that city, resembles an amphitheatre covered with populous towns and villages; the circumference of the plain is laid to be about 200 miles, somewhat irregular, and surrounded by hils on all sides, so that no perfon can enter or come out of it without passing the moutains. There are three principal cities in this plain, each of which was the capital of an independent kingdom; viz. Cath'mandu, on the eastern bank of the Bifhmutty, about one mile in length, and half a mile in breadth, containing nearly as many temples as houses, and as many idols as inhabitants. The number of houfes, according to Col. Kirkpatrick, in Cath'mandu, and its dependant towns and villages, is 22,000; and that of inhabitants in the town itself, allowing ten to a houfe, about 50,000; and the number of idol deities 2733. The other cities are Lelli Patan, or Patu; and Bhatano, or Bhatong; which fee respectively. Besides these three principal cities, there are many other large and lefs considerable towns or fortresses, one of which is Timi and another Gipoli, each of which contains about 500 houfes, and is very populous. (See also Kirtiplour.) All these towns, both great and small, are well built of brick, three or four stories high, with doors and windows of wood: the streets are paved with brick or stone, with a regular declivity for carrying off the water, but Kirkpatrick says, the streets of Cath'mandu are narrow and filthy; in almost every street of the capital towns are good wells of stone, from which the water paffes though several ftoncanals for the public benefit. In every town there are fquare varandas, called "Pali," well built, for the accommodation of travellers and the public, and there are many of these in different parts of the country for public use. On the outside of the great towns are small fquare refervoirs of water, faced with brick, with a good road to walk upon, and a large flight of steps for the convenience of thofe who choose to bathe.

The moft northerly part of Nepaul scarcely lies in a higher parallel of latitude than 27½°; and yet this valley enjoys, in certain respects, the climate of some of the southern parts of Europe. Snow, during winter, is sprinkled on the tops of the surrounding mountains for several days, and it sometimes falls in the valley below; and in this feaon a hoar froft commonly covers the ground, and the flanding water of the pools and tanks freezes, but the rivers are never frozen. Nepaul seems to owe its favourable climate to its great elevation; its height above the level of the sea, as indicated by the barometer, not being lefs than 4000 feet: the mean temperature, during Kirkpatrick's refidence towards the clofe of the year 1792, being, for a small interval of eight days, 67°. The feafons are much the fame with thofe of Upper Hindooftan. The rain commences a little earlier, and fets in from the S.E. quarter: it is ufually very copious, and ends towards the middle of October, and at this time the rivers are very difpofed to overflow their banks. On the fides of the mountains there is a conderable variety of temperature; and in three or four days the traveller may exchange, by moving from Noakote to Kheno, the heat of Bengal for the cold of Ruffia. The fallibility of the more elevated furnums is indicated by the aspect of the inhabitants. The guttural tumours, similar to the goiters of the Alps, and called in Hindooftan "ghaigha," and in Nepaul "ganoo," to which the inhabitants are subject, are a phencence of the imagination of their modest women, who confantly fea the protuberant pouches of moquitoes, with which part of the country abounds, and which,
which, according to a prevalent superstitious belief, it would be an act of the greatest impiety to defile.

It was formerly thought that Nepal contained gold mines; but although this is not the case, it produces almost every other metal; its iron is admirable; but copper scarce and dear. Near Ghorka there is said to be a considerable mass of rock-crystal; and limetone, as well as slate, abounds everywhere. However here are no lime-kilns, and the cement employed is mud, which is preferred for buildings. The cattle, generally speaking, are not much superior to those commonly met with in Bengal and the upper provinces. The honey is excellent; but the vegetables are of the worst kind. A species of yam, called "toraal," and a kind of wild asparagus, denominated "kurai," form a considerable part of the sufficiency of the poor.

The inhabitants consist principally of the two superior classes of Hindoos, and of a race called the "Newars," who are probably of Tartar or Chinese origin. The former are generally dispersed; but the latter are confined almost entirely to the valley of Nepal Proper. The "Dhenwars" and "Mhanjes" are the husbandmen and fishers of the western district; and the "Bhootias" occupy, generally speaking, such parts of the Kucha as are included in the Nepal territories. The "Bhantras" are a sort of sepoys from the Bhootias, and are supposed to amount to about 5000. They have their heads, like the Bhootias, shaved of the religious rites, as well as civil cullums, of these idolaters, in a dialect of whose language they are said to prefer their sacred writings. The total population is estimated at about half a million. As Nepal has been governed for many centuries past by Rajapoot princes, and as Hindoo in their various classes have constituted their chief population, it is natural to expect that a general resemblance would be still preserved, with regard to customs and manners, between this portion of its inhabitants, and the kindred facts and habits of the adjacent countries. The differences are slighter than might be expected, when it is considered that Nepal is the only Hindoo country that has never been disturbed by any Mughal power. The Hindus, however, and the Newars, differ very considerably: the latter are rarely employed in their armies; their occupations are agriculture, arts, and manufactures; they are capable of great labour, and evince a very considerable degree of skill in their mechanical operations. They are, in general, of middle size, with broad shoulders and chests, very flat limbs, round and rather flat faces, small eyes, low and somewhat spreading noses, and open cheerful countenances. At Bhatgong most of the women have a florid tint upon their cheeks, but, for the most part, their complexion, like that of the men, is between a fawn and copper-colour. The Newar men (like the "Nairs") have as many husbands as they please, being allowed to divorce them often on the slightest pretences. The popular religion of Nepal differs in no respect from the Hindoo established in Bengal, except that the Pashus are considered as the objects in which the country may have been intended to prefer it in a state of greater purity.

Father Giuseppe says, that the religion of Nepal is of two kinds: the one ancient, professed by many people who call themselves "Barysus"; these pluck out all the hair from their heads; their dress is of coarse red woollen cloth, and they wear a cap of the same: they are considered as people of the religious order; and they are prohibited by their religion from marrying, as it is with the Lamas of Tibet, from which country their religion was originally brought; but in Nepal they do not observe this rule, except at their own disposition. They have large monasteries, in which each has a separate apartment; they also observe particular festivals, the principal of which they call "Yatra," which continues a month, or longer, at the pleasure of the king. The ceremonies consist in drawing an idol, called at Lehit-Pattan "Baghoro," in a large and richly ornamented car, covered with gilt copper; round the idol fland the king and the principal Barysus; and thus the vehicle is drawn almost every day through some one of the streets by the inhabitants, who run about beating and playing upon every kind of instrument their country affords, which make an inconceivable noise. The other religion which is the most common of the two, is that of the Brahmins, or Hindoos, as already stated.

The government of Nepal is despotic. The chautra is the prime minister of the rajah, to whom he is invariably akin. He transacts the business of the country, and for his services he has, besides his jaghires, eight annas on every conteemperate rice plantation throughout the country; and their duties are subject to various other impositions. The law, and the administration of it, are in an equally imperfect state. The trade of Nepal needs better regulations, in order to render it more extensive. Some of the restraints by which it was shackled were removed by a treaty concluded with the East India company in 1792; but it still languishes under several impolitic restrictions. The exports of Nepal are elephants, elephants' teeth, rice, timber, hides, ginger, terra jasonica, turmeric, wax, honey, rhui, fruit, pepper, spices, ghee, lamp-oil, and cotton. The duties on articles passing between Tibet and Nepal are enormous. The company import into Nepal woolen goods, chinizas, shawls, raw silk, gold and silver lace, carpets, cutlery, cloves, sandal wood, alum, quicksilver, dyeing woods, tin, zinc, lead, soap, tobacco, coral, &c. &c. &c. The Newars, already mentioned, are almost the only artisans; their cloths are coarse; in iron, copper, and brass, and also in carpentry, they work well; they export some of their brazen articles to the southward; and their cutlery is in demand.

They gild extremely well, call bells of a large size; make paper, distill spirits, and prepare fermented liquors. The silver brought into Nepal by way of Tibet must be brought to the mint, as no silver is allowed to pass into Hindooistan; in exchange for his silver, the merchant receives rubies, losing from 10 to 12 per cent. by the transaction, 4 per cent. on account of coinage, and 8 per cent. for alloy. Gold has usually been a monopoly in the hands of government, which is supposed to be rich. Their artillery is contemptible. Their troops are armed with matchlocks, bows and arrows. The regular force consists of from 50 to 60 companies, each containing 140 firelocks; but their discipline is very lax. They are, however, as colonel Kirkpatrick says, brave, and capable of sustaining great hardships.

The Pundits of Nepal are not inferior to their brethren in such branches of science as are cultivated in Hindooistan. Astronomy, in connection with judicial astrology, is said to be their favourite study. In the valley of Nepal, and particularly at Bhatgong, which is the principal town of the Ghoorkah territory, a single private library contains 15,000 volumes. The Sanscrit is considerably cultivated by the Nepaul Pundits; and besides, there are eight vernacular languages spoken within the dominions of that kingdom. Besides his own immediate estates, there is hardly any division of the Ghoorkah conquests, in which the prince has not appropriated a share to himself. Some of these estates are cultivated by husbandmen, with whom he equally divides the produce; others are managed by agents of his own, and tilled by the neighbouring husbandmen, who are obliged to dedicate a certain number of days in the year to his service; and others are farmed out. Many of the kith lands yield three

NEPAUL.
three harvests, one of wheat, one of rice, and one of an excellent vegetable, called "tori." The sugar-cane is also cultivated in these lands. In the generality of them, land is reckoned to yield from 20 to 30fold; in fertility not much exceeding that of the belt arable land in this island. The plough is scarcely known among the Newars; the prejudice against the use of it originating in their reverence for the bullock, which they never approach but in the form of adoration. The expenses of the military establishment are for the most part discharged by afflictions of land; though in some instances, the fowler receives his pay, either from the treasury or the granary.

The kingdom of Nepal is thought to be very ancient; because it has always preferred its peculiar language and independence; but the cause of its ruin has been the dissension which subsists among its three kings. At length the king of Gorcha, taking advantage of the dissensions which prevailed among the other kings of Nepal, attached to his party many mountain-chiefs, and having poiffessed himself of the mountains which surround the plain of Nepal, defied into the flat country; but failing to subdue it by force of arms, he sought to effect his purpose by causing a famine. Not succeeding in this barbarous mode of conquest, he fomented dissensions among the nobles of the three kingdoms of Nepal, and he gained over to his party fome of the principal of these, for which purpofe he had about 2000 Brahmins in his service. He then laid feige to Kathmandu, or Kirtipour, a strongly town, containing of about 8000 houses, about a league from Kathmandu, which having long attempted in vain, he at last obtained by treachery. After the capture of this city, he proceeded against Lelit Pattan; but in the mean while he made himfelf master of Kathmandu, in 1768, and then compelled the inhabitants, with their king, to withdraw to the king of Bhatgan. Having gained Lelit Pattan, he got into his posseflion the perfons of the nobility. At the commencement of the year 1769, the king of Gorcha regained the city of Bhatgan, by the fame modes of violence and treachery by which he had fucceeded in his other conquests; and having thus in four years effected the conquest of Nepal, he made himfelf master also of the country of the Ciratans to the caft of it, and of other kingdoms, as far as the borders of Coochbehar. After his deceafe, his elfedft fon held the government of the whole country; but in about two years afterwards, when he died, a younger brother was required to accept the government, who began his reign with many dreadful massacres. Asiatic Re-arches, vol. ii. Kirtipour's Account of Nepal, 4to. 1811.

NEPEAN ISLAND, a small island in the South Pacific ocean, near the S. coast of Norfolk island, about half a mile from Point Hunter.

NEPEAN Sound, a bay on the N.W. coast of North America, in the North Pacific ocean. N. lat. 53° 32'. W. long. 127° 30'.

NEPEAN Township, lies in the eastern district of Upper Canada, being the eighth township in ascending the Ottawa river, and the first on the W. fide of the river Radeau.

Nepenthé, or Nepenthès, Nêpenthés, formed of the privative ren, non, or abfque, and évê, lucus, fources, in Antiquity, a kind of magic potion, which made perfones forget all their pains and misfortunes.

The nepenthé, mentioned in ancient authors, was the juice or infusion of a plant, now unknown: Homer fays it was a plant of Egypt; and adds, that Helena made use of it to charm her lovers, and make them forget their pains.

Some authors fay it was the plant we call belladonna; others begotis, whose juice inflamed in wine has this effect. M. Petit has a difputation on the ancient nepenthé.

Nepenthés, in Pharmacy, is a name given to a kind of opiate, contrived by Theo. Zwingerus, from the great opinion he had of his giving eafe in all manner of pain.

Nepenthés, in Botany, a name adopted by Linnaeus, or rather Breynus, from the ancient Greeks, which, being formed of the negative, ren, and évê, lucus, fources, expresses a plant furnished with the power of driving away care, in which fene Homer ufed the word. The Borage and the Elecampane have been fuppofed to poffefs this valuable property, and the above name has been applied to them, or to some potation in whole composition they had a share. The Nepenthés of Linnaeus is an herb, whose leaves bear a singular pitcher-like vefsel, into which a pure and fweet water is diffilfed through their flks, in great abundance; and this liquor might, in fome circumftances, prove a welcome re-freftment to travellers. We can give no further explanation of the matter.—Linn. Gen. 467. Schreb. 769. Mart. Mill. Dif. v. 3. Jull. 444. Poiret in Lam. Dif. v. 4. 458. Gärtn. t. 83.—Clafs and order, Dioecia Monadelphia. Nat. Ord. uncertain. Jullieu well remarks that it has no affinity to any other genus.

Gen. Ch. Male, Cal. Perianth of one leaf, coriaceous, in four deep, spreading, ovate, nearly equal segments, coloured on the inside. Cor. none. Stam. Filament one, columnar, cylindrical, erect, rather shorter than the calyx; anthers several, (fifteen or more), collected into a glabrous head, oblong, recurved.

Female, on a separate plant, Cal. as in the male, permanent. Cor. none. Pijf. Germen superior, fefill, ovate, with four furrows; Style none; fijgma large, peltate, four-lobed, each lobe marked with a hollow, permanent. Peric. Capsule oblong, columnar, abrupt, quadrangular, furrowed at the fides, of four cells and four valves, burling at the angles, each valve crowned with one lobe of the fijgma; partitions from the centre of the valves. Seeds numerous, oval, each enclosed in a long, membranous, angular tunic, tapering at both ends, inferted into the partitions in two rows, obliquely imbricated.


Female. Cal. and Cor. as in the male. Stigma fefill. Capsule superior, of four cells and four valves. Seeds numerous, tunicated.

Obfl. Linnaeus greatly erred in referring this genus to Gynandra Tetrandra, as it answers neither to that clafs nor order. Koegn trit ascertained it to be dioecious. Schreber describes the anthers as single-celled, of which we cannot satisfy ourselves.

1. N. diffilillatoria. Linn. Sp. Pl. 1354. (N. zeylanicum, flore minore; Breyn. Prod. 85; Cantharifera; Rumph. Amboth. v. 5. 121. t. 59. f. 2. Bandura zeylanica; Burr. Zeyl. 42. t. 17. Uticaria vegetabilis, zeylonenium Band. cingalenfibus difcia; Pluk. Phyt. t. 237. f. 3. — Native of Ceylon, Amboyna and Madagascar. Root perennial. Stems erect, rather zigzag, fimple, three or four feet high, round, smooth, leafy; very fpongy and vefcular internally. Leaves alternate, elliptic-oblance, smooth, entire, with one principal rib and several fmalI ones more or lefs parallel to it; tapering, and clasping the ftem, at their base; each terminating in a long twifted flalk, which bears an oblong, membranous, ribbed, upright bag, finely crenate at the margin, and clofed by an orbicular lid, attached at one fide. Flowers very numerous, fily or downy externally, in a long, terminal, fimple or compound flleru.

M. Poiret has diftinguifhed the Madagascar plant as a feparate species, by the fmalB tufs of the edge of the vefel at the end of the leaf. In our fpecimens from that country,
as well as from Ambroyna and Ceylon, the part in question is uniformly crenate. Perhaps the cluster of flowers being simple or compound may indicate a specific difference, but we perceive gradations that lead us to hesitate. The lateral ribs of the leaves too vary in distinctness and direction. The pitcher at their ends is one of the most curious appendages to leaves. It holds two ounces or more of clear water, distilled through the highly vacular flaks, and according to Rumphius is the refuge of a small aquatic shrimp.

**NEPER, or Napier, John**, baron of Merchiston, in Biography, is noted for the arithmetic of logarithms, was the eldest son of sir Archibald Neper of Merchiston, near Edinburgh, in Scotland, in the year 1550. He was educated with great care, and after going through the ordinary courses of philosophy at the university of St. Andrew's, he made the tour of France, Italy, and Germany. Upon his return home his talents and acquirements rendered him conspicuous, and might have raised him to the highest offices of state; but his love of science led him to decline all civil employments, and the bubble of the court, and to retire from the world to pursue literary researches, in which he made uncommon progres. Mathematics were his chief delight, next to the study of the holy scriptures. In every pursuit to which he applied himself he quickly discovered the most extensive knowledge and profound penetration. His work entitled "Plain Discovery of the Revelation of St. John," was published in 1593, and gives sufficient evidence that the author was accustomed to the most acute and diligent investigation, though the progress of time has shown that his calculations proceeded upon false data. This work obtained for Mr. Neper a high re-election at home and abroad. Neper of Merchiston, was translated into several languages. The French edition was eagerly bought up by the Protestant in France, on account of the zeal and erudition employed by the author to prove the pope to be antichrist. But what immortalized his name was his fortunate discovery of logarithms, and their application to all trigonometrical calculations, by which improvements in the sciences of astronomy, navigation, &c. have been wonderfully facilitated. The attachment of Mr. Neper to astronomy and spherical trigonometry led him to make many numerical calculations of triangles, with sines, tangents, &c. These, at first being expressed in large numbers, occasioned a great deal of labour and trouble: to shorten the operations many contrivances were resorted to, and some ingenious contrivances were invented, particularly the computation by Neper's rods, which fee. At length, the most complete one of logarithms was discovered in the actual construction of a large table of numbers in arithmetical progression, adapted to a set of as many others in geometrical progression. (See Logarithms.) Neper published his invention in 1614, under the title of "Logarithrorum Canonis Descriptio," containing a large canon of logarithms, with the description and uses of them; but the mode of their construction was still concealed. As soon as the inventor had communicated this discovery to Mr. Briggs, the mathematical professor of Gresham college, the latter set about the application of the rule in his "Imitatio Neiperiana," and in a letter which he wrote to the celebrated Usher in the same year, already mentioned, he says, "Napier, lord of Markinton, hath set my feet and hands at work with his new and admirable logarithms. I hope to see him this summer, if it please God; for I never saw a book which pleased me better, and made me more wonder. Briggs was too great a man to indulge the spirit of envy:" so far, indeed, was he removed from a feeling of that nature, that he afforded every facility to the reception of Neper's work, teaching the nature of the logarithms in his public lectures, and, at the same time, recommending a change in the scale of them, which he submitted to lord Neper. During a subsequent visit to lord Neper these two friends agreed upon a form, according to which the baron strongly urged Mr. Briggs to proceed with his computation, and hence they are denominated Briggs's logarithms. To Neper science is greatly indebted for considerable improvements in spherical trigonometry, particularly by his universal rule, or general theorem for the solution of all cases of spherical triangles, which is commonly known by the title of "The five circular Parts." He prepared for the press his "Construction of Logarithms," and "Rabdology and Promptuary of Multiplication," containing of infinitum tables for the more easy performance of the arithmetical operations of multiplication, division, &c. Neper died in the year 1617, when he was in the sixty-eighth year of his age. To him Kepler dedicated his "Ephemerides," regarding him as the greatest man of the age, in that particular department to which he applied his talents. Lord Buchan, in his account of the life, writings, and inventions of our author, says, "If we consider that Neper's discovery was not, like that of Kepler or of Newton, connected with any analogies or coincidences which might have led to it, but the fruit of unassisted reason and science, we shall be vindicated in placing him in one of the highest niches in the temple of Fame.

**NEPER's, Napier's, or Napier's, Bones, an instrument, by which multiplication and division of large numbers are much facilitated and expedited; so called from its inventor J. Neper, baron of Merchiston, in Scotland.**

**Construction of Neper's Bones.**—Five rods, plates, or lamellæ, are provided of wood, metal, horn, paleteboard, or other matter (Plate I. Algebra, fig. 7.) of an oblong form, and divided each into nine little squares; each of which is resolved into two triangles by diagonals. In these little squares are written the numbers of the multiplication-table, in such manner as that the units, or right-hand figures, are found in the right-hand triangle; and the tens, or the left-hand figures, in the left-hand triangle; as in the figure.

**Use of Neper's Bones in Multiplication.**—To multiply any given number by another; dispose the lamella in such manner, as that the top figures may exhibit the multiplicand; and to these, on the left-hand, join the lamella of units; in which seek the right-hand figure of the multiplicator; and the numbers corresponding thereto, in the squares of the other lamella, write out by adding the several numbers, occurring in the frame rhomb together, and their sums. After the same manner write out the numbers corresponding to the other figures of the multiplicator; let them be disposed under one another, as in the common multiplication, and lastly, add the several numbers into one sum.

Vol. XXIV.
For example; suppose the multiplicand 5978, and the multiplicator 937. From the outermost triangle on the right-hand (Plate 1. Algebra, fig. 8.), which corresponds to the right-hand figure of the multiplicator 7, write out the figure 6, placing it under the line. In the next rhomb, towards the left, add 9 and 5; their sum being 14, write the right-hand figure, viz. 4, against 6; carrying the left-hand figure, 1, to 4 and 3, which are found in the next rhomb. The sum 8, join to 46, already put down; after the same manner in the left rhomb, add 6 and 5, the latter figure of the sum 11, put down as before, and carry to the 3 found in the left-hand triangle; the sum 4 join as before, on the left of 1846; thus you will have the sum of 7 into 5978; and after the same manner will you have the sum of the multiplicand, into the other figures of the multiplicator; the whole added together gives the whole product.

Use of Nepet’s Bones in Division.—Dispose the lamelle so, that the uppermost figures may exhibit the divisor; to these, on the left-hand, join the lamella of units. Descend under the divisor, till you meet those figures of the dividend, wherein is first required, how oft the divisor is found, or at least the next less number, which is to be subtracted from the dividend; the number corresponding to this, in the place of units, write down for a quotient. By determining the other parts of the quotient after the same manner, the divisors will be completed.

For example; suppose the dividend 5601386, and the divisor 5978; since it is first asked how often 5978 is found in 56013, descend under the divisor (Plate 1. Alg. fig. 9.) till in the lowest lines you find the number 53802, approaching nearest to 56013; the former whereof is to be subtracted out of the latter, and the figure 5 corresponding thereto in the lamella of units written down for the quotient.

To the remainder, 2211, join the following figure of the divisor, 8; and the number 17934 being found, as before, to be the next less number thereto, the corresponding number in the lamella of units, 3, is to be written down for the quotient; and the subtraction to be continued as before. After the same manner the third and last figure of the quotient will be found to be 7; and the whole 937.


If the segments which border the throat be considered as part of the lower lip, it will then become three-lobed.

Eff. Ch. Corolla with the middle segment of its lower lip notched; orifice with a reflected margin. Stamens approaching each other.


The whole herb is covered with a very soft, hoary, velvet-like downiness, and has a strongly pungent, aromatic odour, like penny-royal or Valerian, that is peculiarly grateful to cats, whence its specific and English names. These animals are so fond of this species of Nepeta, especially when it is withering or boiled, that it is almost impossible to keep them from it, after being transplanted. Ray and Miller both assert however, that cats will never meddle with such plants as are raised from seed. Hence the old saying:—

"If you feed it, The cats will eat it; If you fow it, The cats don’t know it."

N. Catari a b, which Miller makes a species and calls N. minor, grows in Italy and the south of France. It is about half the size of the original species. The stalks are more slender, and their joints further asunder. Leaves narrower. Whorls more diluate, and the whole plant whiter.


3. N. crispa. Curled Cat-mint. Willd. n. 3. (N. racemosa; Lam. Dict. n. 12?)—Flowers in whorls, forming an interrupted spike. Leaves falcate, heart-shaped, toothed, rugose, hoary. All we know of this species is from Willdow, who says that it is extremely beautiful. Stem more than a foot high, branched, ascending. Leaves opposite, on longish stalks, scarcely an inch long, heart-shaped, obtuse, unequally toothed, undulated and curled or crisped, hoary with down. Flowers compounding a terminal, interrupted, clustered, whorled spike, of a blue colour, few in a whorl. Bracteae bristle-shaped, hairy.

4. N. lehongriophylla. Turnsole-leaved Cat-mint. Willd. n. 3. Lamarcq Dict. n. 14. (Cattaria orientalis, minor, folis Hichretopii; Tourn. Cor. 13.)—Flowers about five
in a tuft, on flalks. Leaves ovato-oblong, entire, rather downy.—Native of the East. Stem rather more than a foot in height, very much branched and forked. Leaves whiteish-green. Corolla terminal, small, forked, consisting of five flowers, the central one fertile, the rest on flalks. We are not acquainted with any figure of these last species.


6. N. carulescens. Blue Cat-mint. Willd. n. 6. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2. v. 3. 378.—Cymes flalked, many-flowered, hairy. Leaves oblong, heart-shaped, villosa, nearly feffile. Lateral lobes of the corolla reflexed. Introduced to Kew in 1775, by Dr. Ortega, where it flowers in May and June; but from whence is unknown. Willdenow and Martyn adopt it solely from the Hortus Kewensis, without referring to any specimen, figure, or description of it.

7. N. violacea. Violet-coloured Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 797. (N. montana, purpurea, major, farfana spicata; Barrel. t. 601. Bocc. Mus. v. 2. 46. t. 30.)—Cymes flalked, many-flowered, beftet with fine hairs. Leaves slightly flalked, almost naked. Lateral lobes of the corolla spreading. —Native of Spain, flowering from July to September. Stems two feet high, purple, with a few flender branches coming out of their sides. Leaves indented on their edges. Flowers in roundish whorls, pedunculated, blue; varying occasionally to white. Scopoli says the stem is frequently five or six feet high.

8. N. japonica. Japan Cat-mint. Willd. n. 9. (N. cinerea; Thumb. Jap. 244.)—Flowers in axillary panicles. Leaves flalked, ovate, notched, downy. —Native of Japan, on the highest mountains. It flowers in October and November. Stem five or six inches long, herbageous, decum- bent, erect, downy. Leaves acute, downy on both sides, but whiter underneath, gradually smaller on the upper part of the stem. Flowers in axillary panicles, in which respect it differs from N. Nepetella, as well as in having ovate, not heart-shaped, leaves.


10. N. uricola. Ukranian Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 797. (Cataria betonica folio anguiforme, flore euralecente; Gerb. Tan. 87.)—Flowers in panicles. Leaves feffile, lanceolate, serrated, naked. —Native of Mufcovy. Introduced at Kew in 1780 by Dr. Pitcairn, where it flowers in July and August. We know not of any figure or description of this species.

11. N. Nepetella. Small Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 797. Willd. n. 11. Allion. Pedem. v. 1. 37. t. 2. f. 1.—Leaves lanceolate, heart-shaped, at the base, toothed, downy. Clusters compound, each branch bearing about five flowers. —Native of the South of Europe. It flowers from July to September. —This species greatly resembles N. cataria in habit, being about one-third of its size. Leaves very narrow, acutely finncced or toothed. Flowers in loose clusters, as in N. violacea but not so numerous, when fresh of a red colour, not white or blue. Bracteas very narrow, spreading.

12. N. nudiflora. Naked or Spanish Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 797. Jacq. Auth. t. 24. (Cataria hispanica, betonica folio anguiforme, flore cæruleo; item flore albo; Tourn. Infl. 202.)—Leaves heart-shaped, nearly seflile, serrated. Clusters whorled, naked. —Native of Spain, and of Greece on Mount Parnassus, flowering from June to August. Stems two feet high, smooth, straight, furrowed, the older ones dark purple. Leaves like those of Stachys palustris, blent, veined, naked, rugged on both sides. Clusters cossing each other. Flowers distinct. Corolla reddish or white, dotted with purple; according to Haller blue or white. Krocke is of opinion that this and uricola may be the same species.


17. N. Muffinii. Scopol'd-leaved Cat-mint. Marsh. Taur.-Caucas. v. 2. 39. (N. longiflora; Sims in Bot. Mag. t. 823.)—Cymes flalked, lowermoist flalked. Leaves heart-shaped, obtufate, downy, notched, rugose, not glandular; floral ones mostly flalked. —Native of Siberia. It flowers from May through the whole summer. Stem rather shrubby, decum-bent, branched, square, with obtuse angles. Leaves opposite, on longish flalks, hoary; upper ones seflile. Flowers whorled, three to five on a flalk, of a very rich light-purple colour. In young plants the leaves are rounder and less hoary.

numerous and conspicuous, violet-coloured. This is nearly allied in habit to 


Corolla pale purple. Bracteas large, ovate, pale, reticulated, frequently violet-coloured at the margin.


23. N. virginica. American Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 799. (Clinopodium amarum folio, floribus albis; Pluk. Alm. t. 110. f. 85. f. 2.)—Tufts terminal. Stamens the length of the flower. Leaves lanceolate.—Native of Virginia. Stems two feet high. Leaves hairy, resembling those of Sweet Marjoram (Origianum) but larger. Flowers whorled, forming a terminal tuft, of a pale flesh colour. The lower lip of the corolla is ferrated but not concave.


27. N. multifida. Perennial Siberian Cat-mint. Linn. Sp. Pl. 799. (N. lavandulae; Linn. Suppl. 273.)—Flowers in spikes. Leaves pinnatifid, entire.—Native of Siberia. Stem erect, not branched. Leaves stalked; upper one sessile, oblong, three, four, or five-lobed. Flowers very small, white or purplish, in a terminal, sessile spike.


NEPETA, in Gardening, comprises plants of the herbaceous perennial kind, of which the species cultivated are, the common catmint (N. cataria); the Hungarian catmint (N. pannonica); the naked or Spanish catmint (N. nudica); the Italian catmint (N. italicca); and the tuberous-rooted catmint (N. tuberosa).

Method of Culture.—These plants are all capable of being increased by seeds, parting the roots, slips, and cuttings, but the firel is the principal mode.

And the seeds may be sown in the autumn or spring, on a bed of light earth, raking it in lightly; when the plants have attained some growth, they may be planted out in nursery rows, to remain till the autumn, when they may be set out where they are to remain; or they may remain where sown, only thinning them properly out.

The partings of the roots may be set out separately, where they are to remain, in the beginning of the autumn or spring, being afterwards kept free from weeds.

And the slips or cuttings of the branches may be planted out in the spring in shady situations, occasional supplies of water being given till they have firaken root perfectly.

It may be flated that the first form and varieties, as well as many of the others, may afford variety in the borders, clumps, and other parts of pleasure-grounds, in mixture with herbaceous plants of different descriptions. They are likewise some of them cultivated for medicinal use occasionally.

NEPHALIA, among the Greeks, a festival called the feast of sober men, at which the Athenians offered to the sun and moon, to Aurora and Venus, a drink made of water and honey. They burnt all sorts of wood on the occasion, except the vine and fig-tree.

NEPEUM, in Botany, from Nepenthes, a little cloud, feck, or spot, but of the reason of its application to the plant in question we can offer nothing more than conjecture. One of the specimens from Shinberg in the Linnaean herbarium is remarkable for a most curious Lichen, or Endocarpon, with which its leaves are spotted; but this is not an original specimen. Whether that from which Linnaeus took his description was so marked, we have no means of determining; as the plant does not exist in his old original collection. Such however might be the case, as he certainly described the genus from nature, perhaps in the herbarium of some friend, who had no duplicate to spare. Linn. Mant. 45. Schreb. 654. 857. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 4. 37. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 3. Jujif. 191. Lamarck Illuttr. t. 764. Poir. in Lamarck Dict. v. 4. 460. Gortn. t. 140. —Cladis and order, Monogilia Pentandria. Nat. Ord. Trionice, Linn. Corymbifera, Jull. Ammaceae, Gortn. Rather perhaps akin to the Sapindi, or to the Terebinthaceae of Julliet; it certainly can have nothing to do with his Corymbifere.


Female,
Female, in the same clumper, Cal. Perianth of one leaf, bell-shaped, with four teeth, the two opposite ones most remote; withering, permanent. Cor. none. Pfr. Germin two, superior, roundish, muricated, larger than the calyx; styles two, thread-shaped, recurved, originating from between the germs; stigmas thickish, obsolete. Peric. Drupas two, ovate, clothed with awl-shaped bristles, each of one cell, with a carnosaceous coat, containing a watery pulp. Sec. Nut solitary, roundish.


1. N. latipaxu. Rambutam. Lim. Mant. 125. - Native of the East Indies. A frbr or tree, with round smooth branches. Leaves alternate, flaked, abruptly pinnate, about a span long, smooth, coriaceous, of two or three pair of elliptical leaves, on short partial flasks; their upper side polished; the under paler and opaque; with one rib, fending off numerous oblique veins, connected by a multitude of reticulations. Stipulas papyraceous, axil and terminal, about the ends of the branches; their flaks, as well as the calyx, rusty. Bractes minute. Fruit about an inch in length, covered with innumerable projecting, curved, coloured, polished bristles. A considerable affinity may be traced between this fruit and the Chinefe Lin-chi; see Laphoria and Scatula. We can find no figure of the plant except Larracq's, cited above. The habit of the leaves, the inoffeence, pubeftence, form of the calyx, all are evidently akin to Scatula Longa; a specimen of which, brought by Lord Valetta from the botanic garden at Calcutta, is infefled with the fame Lichen which we have mentioned above, and which we have barely met with elsewhere.

N. Nephew, a term relative to uncle and aunt; signify- ing a brother's or father's son, who, according to the civil law, is in the third degree of confanguinity; but, according to the canon law, in the second. See Consanguinity.

The word is formed from the Latin nepos: which in the corrupt ages of that language signified the fame: though anciently and properly it denoted a grandchild.

Nepfihim, in Mythological History, a name given both to giants and to perons of diflinate manners. In the book of Genesis (chap. vi.) we read that the sons of God, that is, the succencers of Seth, had intercourse with the daughters of men, i.e. with those who defcended from Cain, and from this intercourse proceeded the Nepfihim, who fell into the grofteft enormities, as their name imports. The Centaurs were also called Nepfihim.

Nepfin, in Geography, a mountain of the county of Mayo, Ireland, which is 2640 feet high. It flands almost infolated, and appears round at all fides, and at top like a huge rath or barrow. Mr. Arrowmitch, in his Map of Ireland, has given the name of Nepfin Bog mountains to a range extending N.W., and lying to the westward of Nepfin, and also the name of Green Nepfin Mount to a hill south of lough Conn. This lake, which is nine miles long, is at the foot of mount Nepfin, which rises from its western shore.

Nephyalgia, in Medicine, from ρηγ, the kidnies, and παινον, pain, signifies every painful affection of the kidnies, except that which is connected with inflammation of these glands, the preference of which is indicated by a symptomatic fever, and constitutes the Nepfritis of the nophologist; which fee below. The absence of fever, therefore, distinguishes the nephalgia from nephritis.

The painful affections of the kidnies, which are not inflammatory, have been improperly termed nephritic colic; for, in strict propriety, the word colic is applicable only to the painful condition of the colon, or large intestine.

The cauf of pain in the kidnies, independently of inflammation in the substance of these organs, or in the membranes that furround them, are not very numerous. Sauvages, indeed, has enumerated fifteen species of nephalgia (see his Neoful Methodica, Ch. vii. Genus xxvii.; but if we examine accurately the grounds of these specific discriptions, we find that he has included several painful affections of the loins, in which the kidnies are not concerned; and which, therefore, are not affections of nephalgia. Thus, his fourth species, nephalgia rheumatica, is in fact lumbago, or rheumatism of the muscles and ligaments connected with the spine. His eighth, ninth, and tenth species, nephalgia a pancreata, N. vermiculata, and N. mefenterica, are obviously painful disorders of other organs in the vicinity of the kidnies; as well as his fifth, N. gravitarentum, originating from the dilatation of the gravid uterus. He defends this arrangement upon the principle, that the generic appellation does not necessarily denote the actual seat of the symptoms, but the part to which the patient's feotions refer them; but this is an incorrect view of the subject; as it tends to confound the practitioner in the choice and application of his remedies, by confounding together those things which it is the principal office of the physician to separate and to distinguish; namely, the diseases which have some symptoms in common, and are referred to the same situation, but which actually belong to different organs, and therefore require different modes of treatment.

The most frequent cauf of nephalgia, or pain in the kidnies, is the presence of small stones or concretions in the pelvis of the kidney, or in the ureters leading to the bladder, or of the sandy or gravelly matter irritating the same parts. The nature of these concretions, the symptoms by which their presence is indicated, the diagnosis between them, and the symptoms of other painful disorders affecting the loins, and the proper remedies to be administered for their cure, have been lated at sufficient length under the head of GRAVEL, in Medicine. These forms of the disease are included in the frill and second species of Sauvages, viz. the nephralgia, calciufa, and N. arastra; and the genit nephalgia, for the fame author (Spec. g.) should probably be referred to the same caufe, since that disease sometimes alternates with gravel, and the gravel is composd of the same matter with the external concretions, or chalk-stones, of gout.

Among the various acute spafmodic pains, which occur in the hystrical attacks of nervous women, a severe nephralgia is liable to come on suddenly, and suddenly disappear, like other symptoms of hysteria. The severe pain in the loins, which shoots along the course of the ureters, and is accompanied with violent vomiting, often mнимes the symptoms of calculus in the kidnies, and is only to be distinguished by an experienced practitioner, who examines the state of the pulse, and the presence of the other symptoms of hysteria, especially the globus hystericus, and the sudden transitions of mental emotion from one extreme to another. (See HYSTERIA.) This species of nephalgia, like other hysterical pains, is speedily relieved by opiates and antispasmodics.

The prufm of nephralgia, or rather the pains which are apparently seated in the kidnies, when the melonctery, pancreas, gravid uterus, and other contiguous visera are diseased, being secondary or symptomatic, can only be relieved by those means which alleate the primary disfase.

Nephritic, Nephritis, πρηγή, formed of ρηγ, reis, kidney, something that relates to the kidnies. See Kidney.
NEP

Nephritic Colic. See Nephralgia.

Nephritic Stone, Lapis Nephriticus, in Natural History, a sort of precious stone; so called from its extraordinary virtues against the stone and gravel in the kidneys.

It is a species of jasper, commonly of a uniform dusky green colour; but sometimes variegated with white, black, or yellow. It seems only to differ from jasper in its being harder, and always without any thing of red.

It is brought chiefly from New Spain, where it is sometimes found in pieces large enough to make moderate caps. There is none, likewise, found in Old Spain, and Bohemia.

This stone was once very dear, by reason of the wonderful virtues ascribed to it. A cup made of it was sold for 1600 crowns, in the time of the emperor Rudolphus II. The beld for medicinal use is of a greyish-green, fat and mucilaginous, like tule of Venice.

The Indians of New Spain, who first discovered its use, and taught the Europeans, wear it hung about their necks, after having cut it in various figures, chiefly of the beaks of birds: whence the charlatans take occasion to counterfeit it, by cutting other green stones into like figures; and sell them at great prices, to those who have an opinion of their nephritic faculty.

Nephritic Wood, Lignum Nephriticum, a kind of medicinal wood growing in New Spain, chiefly in the kingdom of Mexico; called by the Indians eulut and tapalcytapatli, as being reputed sovereign against nephritic pains.

Dr. Lewis says, he has never known its being given medicinally, and that it is not received in practice.

It must be chosen well cleared of its bark and rind; it is of a bitter taste, and a dusky yellow colour; but when infused with cold water, gives it a sky-blue tincture, when viewed by a false light, and a gold colour by a true one; a little of any acid being mixed with the tincture, both these colours disappear; but a little oil of tartar resorbs its sky-blue.

Some substitute ebooy, and others red Brazil wood, for lignum nephriticum; but the deceit becomes apparent by infusing it in water. See Transmutation of Colours.

Nephritics, Nephritica, in the Materia Medica, medicines proper for the relief of the diseaees of the kidneys, and especially, therefore, of the stone and gravel. See Gravel.

In addition to the alkaline and absorbent medicines, mentioned in the article just referred to, and which operate chiefly by preventing the formation of the uric or lithic acid, several drugs, possessed of a mucilaginous, anodyne, or diuretic quality, have been recommended as conducive to the relief of nephritic complaints (See Lithiontritic.)

The uva urdi has obtained considerable reputation for its virtues in this way; but it is very questionable, whether it possesses any other powers than the mallow, aparagus, sago, and other mucilaginous substances, and whether any of these are beneficial, except from the quantity of diluent fluid taken with them. The spirit of nitrous ether, turpentine, &c., when they act as diuretics, and therefore augment the dilution of the urine, occasionally produce relief. And opiates, camphor, and other soothing medicines, afford a temporary alleviation, by lessening the sensibility of the nervous system, and thus diminishing the degree of actual pain.

Nephritics, in Medicine, from νεφρός, the kidney, with the termination ἱτίς, signifies inflammation of the kidneys.

The local symptoms, which denote the presence of inflammation in the kidneys, do not differ very materially from those which belong to nephralgia, and which are principally the result of the irritation of calculi, or sandy concretions, formed in the urinary passages. (See Gravel.) For, in fact, inflammation of the kidneys is not very common as an idiopathic disorder, originating from the ordinary causes of inflammatory affections; but is usually an effect of the irritation of calculi in the same passages, when long continued, or particularly severe in degree: in other words, nephralgia is liable to terminate in nephritis.

The principal circumstance which marks the occurrence of inflammation in the kidneys, is the addition of symphomatic fever to the nephralic signs. The pulse becomes frequent and sharp in its beats; the skin grows hot; the tongue is dry, and loaded with a clammy fur; and there is considerable thirst, fits of appetite, languor, and depression of strength. Pain is felt in the region of the kidney, which is sometimes acute and pungent, but sometimes obtuse, and is most frequently confined to one of these glands. This pain is ascertained to be felt in the kidney, and not in the muscles of the loins, in the bowels, or the liver, by its shooting along the course of the ureter towards the bladder, and by the accompaniment of a flux or number of the thigh of the side affected, and of a retraction of the tendon of the same side in men, as well as of a sympathetic derangement of the stomach, which is troubled with sickness and frequent vomiting. There are also occasionally colic pains in the bowels, and often colicines, accompanying nephritis. The urine is voided frequently, and in small quantity at each time, and it is sometimes of a pale, but most commonly of a deep red colour. When pus is formed, by the progress of the inflammation, it may be known by its appearance in the urine, which will be more distinctly marked, in proportion to the quantity of the pus, or by the symptoms to be mentioned immediately.

The right distinction of this disease from the lumbago, from the mere spasmodic nephralgia arising from the passage of a calculus along the ureter, and from inflammation of other vescera contiguous to the kidneys, is of more importance in nephritis, than in the more chronic nephritic complaints; because the treatment required for its cure must be materially different. Thus, with respect to the spasmodic pain accompanying the irritation of a calculus, impacted in the ureter, a large dose of opium will sometimes at once relieve the pain, and allow the generation to pass into the bladder, by producing instantaneous relief; but if actual nephritis were present, the opium would confer no benefit; on the contrary, it would tend to augment the inflammation, and to carry it on to suppuration. From lumbago, then, the nephritis may be distinguished by the presence of acute fever; by the pain being little increased by moving the muscles of the back, but considerably aggravated by sitting, or lying, motion, especially when a calculus is present; and by the concomitant sickness. From opium, excited by calculous irritation, it is distinguished by the presence of fever; and from colic, and inflammation of the intestines, which are sometimes accompanied, more particularly the left, by sickness and vomiting, and the left always by fever, it is distinguished by the number of the thighs, and the pain and retraction of the tendon in male patients.

In addition to the ordinary exciting cause of nephritis above mentioned, some other circumstances occasionally give rise to it. Among these are mechanical injuries to the kidneys; as blows in the lumbar region; strains from violent muscular exertion, in raising weights, &c., and violent exercise in travelling, especially on horseback; even travelling in a carriage has induced it, and occasioned a discharge of bloody urine, where a calculus was already formed in the kidney. The influence of cold combined with moistures, especially
ically when applied to the loins and belly, has likewise excited nephritis as well as other acute inflammations. And certain stimulating substances, which have been swallowed, and exert a specific action on the urinary passages, such as cantharides, turpentine, and other acrid diuretics, have been said also to produce this inflammation. In some it has occurred, in the way of metalaffia, on the recollection of gouty inflammation from the extremities.

A predisposition to nephritis is obviously attached to peculiar mental conditions, especially to those which have a gouty tendency, or a disposition to calculous complaints; and these two maladies are so far connected, that they sometimes alternate with each other, and some individuals of a gouty temperament have been observed to be affected with gout, while others have suffered from calculous complaints. Compulosity seems also to predispose to these affections of the kidneys; or the predisposition may be produced, in cases of this nature, from the constant stimulus given to the urinary passages by the use of much high-gluten food and fermented liquors.

The treatment of nephritis, like that of other acute inflammatory diseases, is simple and obvious, when the existence of the complaint has been clearly ascertained by the presence of the symptoms above described. Where the pain and urinary symptoms are violent, general bleeding must be employed in proportion to the age and strength of the patient. In habits which are less robust, and in cases of minor severity, the free local detraction of blood from the lumbar region by means of leeches, or cupping must be substituted; or it may be resorted to after the general bleeding, where the circumstances of the patient render the repetition of the former less advisable. At the same time, a bilious may be applied to the loins, and removed as soon as it has produced any degree of vefication, lest the adsorption of the cantharides may occasion an irritation in the urinary passages. Dr. Cullen, Dr. Gregory, and other able physicians, however, have maintained, that such an irritation, which rather affects the neck of the bladder than the kidneys, is not much to be apprehended, while the effects are as beneficial as in other local inflammations. Mild cathartics, which fill empting the bowels, without irritating them and the contiguous organs, are likewise necessary; and their operation may be aided by the injection of warm emollient glivers, which will likewise afford a fermentation to the diseased parts, and thus contribute to the alleviation of the pain, as well as to the restitution of the inflammation. Saline medicines, whether used as castoraries, diuretics, or refrigerants, are on the whole to be deprecated, inasmuch as they are liable to irritate the urinary passages. The only diuretics that are admissible, are mucilaginous diluent drinks, which should be copiously administered, for the purpose of diminishing the acrimony of the urine, by diluting the fluids which it contains; to say nothing of the lubrication of the passages by the mucilages, which is a questionable hypothelis. At the same time, the antiphlogistic regimen, as it is called, should be rigidly enforced; i.e., all animal food, condiments, and heating liquors should be proscribed, and milk, whey, herb-tea, gruel, and vegetable and farinaceous matters be exclusively used.

With respect to the exhibition of opopium in nephritic inflammation, although during the early and active stage it is not to be trusted to; yet when the violence of the disease has been mitigated by these antiphlogistic measures, they may be employed with great advantage to relieve irritation. Fomentations and the warm bath may be also employed, under the same circumstances, with great benefit. Under the plan of treatment above recommended, if it be actively pursued within the first week of the disease, the nephritic inflammation will admit of a cure by resolution; and this event is sometimes accompanied by a copious discharge of urine, a diarrhoea, or hemorrhoidal bleeding. If, however, the inflammation continues unabated for twelve or fourteen days, suppuration is to be apprehended; the pain begins to remit, and is accompanied with a sense of throbbing; daily paroxysms of rigour and hectic fever, followed by perpiration in the night, occur; emaciation ensues; in a word, a fort of renal consumption, as Hippocrates calls it, comes on, and may terminate the life of the patient. In some cases, the whole subsidence of the diseased kidney has been reduced to a bag of pus, while the other kidney, being undermined by the specific of carrying off a larger proportion of the excrementitious fluids, has become considerably enlarged. In these cases of renal suppuration, the same light delusive diet, which is required in other varieties of flatus, is the principal remedy to be relied upon, as it affords the best means of supporting the constitution through the supplicative process, while it does not aggravate the febrile symptoms; we mean a milk and vegetable diet, especially of goat's milk, and the farinaceous vegetable substances. The most favourable termination of suppuration in the kidney is when the abscess opens into the proper urinary passages, and is discharged through the bladder; or when, in consequence of previous adhesion of the parts, it opens into the large intestine, and passes off by stool, as was observed by the ancients. See Hippocrates. Lib. de Intern. Affection. Aetius, ferm. xi. cap. 18.

Sometimes, though very rarely, nephritic inflammation is said to have terminated in gangrene, and sometimes in feverish disease. But this latter affection, by which the kidney is sometimes enlarged to an enormous bulk, is perhaps more commonly the result of a chronic simple inflammation of the kidneys, and is scarcely within the influence of medicine. See Van Swieten, Comment. ad Aphi. 902—906. Cullen, First Lines, vol. i. chap. x. Bailer's Morbid Anatomy.


The writer of the present article has long ago indicated this character in some of the old genus Polypodium as it stood in Linnaeus; see Mem. de l'Acad. de Turin, v. 5. 409, and Traits relating to Nat. Hist. 223. The part in question is nearly kidney-shaped in the Polypodium Filix mas, or Afpidium of Sverstz, and of Sm. Fl. Brit 1118, as well as in the North American Polypodium, or Afpidium, marginale. In these it however it most nearly approaches the orbicular form, which the authors who have founded Nephrodium with to consider as the mark of Afpidium. It is necessary to say the true genus Polypodium is now, by universal consent, agreed to have no involucrum at all. On the other hand, the involucrum in Afpidium Filix femina, Engl. Bot. t. 1459, and several others, verges towards a crenate, whole curve, in certain cases, is very flight, at some peri of its growth. Theefore their approach Afpelium and Darce (See Filices.) They are nevertheless distinguished from the two genera last mentioned, by the formation of the involucrum being at a limited point, or short fins, in one of its sides. If the formation of this part in any Afpidium were really central, or peltate, we might admit Nephrodium; but we believe such a character does not exist in any, there being always a lateral finns, however short or concealed by the expanding membrane;
membrane; in much that a regular series of species may be traced, from the most orbicular Aspidum, to the confines of Darea and Asplenum. S.

NEPHROMETRÉ, a name given by some authors to the muscles of the loins, called by the generality of medical authors nephromes.

NEPHROTOMY, derived from νεφρός, a kidney, and τομή, to cut, denotes, in surgery, the operation of extracting a stone from the kidney.

There have been surgeons who entertained the opinion that nephrotomy admits of being practised in two different cases: viz. 1. When the kidneys are entire, and no external sign indicates that these organs contain a stone. 2. When an abcess, or fistulous aperture, occurs in the loins. But, says Sabatier, it is easy to prove, that it is only in the second case that the operation is practicable.

The following reasons have been advanced for the purpose of proving that nephrotomy is practicable in the case first specified: 1. The operation has been recommended by Hippocrates: 2. It has been repeatedly performed: 3. Analogy is favourable to the practice. How little validity these reasons possess will next be considered.

1. Hippocrates says: "cum autem intumuet et elevatus fuerit, sub id tempus juxta renem fecato, et extra tum pure, arenam per urinam cietia fanato. Si enim fecus fuerit, fugit ipse et; his minus, morbus homini comminatur, &c."

2. "If the part should swell and become elevated, an incision must be made near the kidney in order to let out the matter, and the gravel is then to be got rid of by means of diuretics; for such an incision may save the patient's life, which otherwise would certainly be lost," Sabatier with reason contends, that it cannot be inferred from this passage that Hippocrates has recommended the performance of nephrotomy, when the kidneys are entire. On the contrary, he appears to have advised the operation only when the viscera are in a state of affections, and the matter tends to the surface of the body. There cannot be a doubt that Celsus and Galen have given this interpretation to the above passage in Hippocrates, inasmuch as neither of them makes any mention of extracting calculi which are included in the kidneys. Their silence upon this point has been imitated by the Greek and Latin writers, and it is in the Arabian authors that the first evidence in favour of such a proceeding is to be traced.

There are not many instances of nephrotomy being done when the kidney was supposed to be entire, nor are these well authenticated. The most ancient is fearfully known except by tradition. It is related in the Abrégé Chronologique de l'Histoire de France, par Mézerai. The doctors, (says this historian,) having learned that an archer of Bagnolet, who had been for a long while afflicted with the stone, was condemned to death for his crimes, requeded the magistrates to give him into their hands, in order that the experiment might be made, whether it was practicable to open the kidneys, and extract a calculus, without fatal consequences. This operation proved entirely successful, and the man lived several years afterwards, in excellent health.

This account seems, indeed, to shew, that an incision was actually made into the kidney. But, says Sabatier, if we refer to Ambroise Paré, who mentions the same case, it will not appear that such a proceeding was adopted. The following is the passage in the latter writer: "Je ne pus encore pâsser que je ne recenisse cette billeure Archer de Meudon, près Paris, qui estoit prifonnier au châtelet pour plusieurs larcins, à raison dequels il fut condamné à mort. Au même jour, fut remonté par les médecins de la ville, que plusieurs étaient fort travaillés et molletées de pierres, caliciques, passion, et maladies des côtés, dont étoit fort moleste l'Archer Franc Arache, et aussi deffites maladies étoit fort moleste monseigneur du Bouchage, et qu'il ferait fort requis de voir, les lieux ou lesdites maladies font concrées dans le corps humain, laquelle chose ne pouvoit être mieux vue qu'en enlevant le corps d'un homme vivant, ce qui pourroit être bien fait en la personne d'icelui Franc Arache; et dedans icelui fut perquis et regardé le lieu deffites maladies, et après qu'il eut été vu, fut reconstitué, les entailles mises dedans, et par ordonnance fut bien pâné; tellement que dedans quinze jours il fut bien, guéri, et eut fa rémission, lui fut donné avec ce argent."

This last statement proves how difficult it is to form a judgment respecting the disease under which the above archer laboured. Opinions upon the subject are considerably divided. Collot believes that nephrotomy was really performed upon the man. On the contrary, Méry thinks that the archer had a stone in the bladder, and was cut in a manner analogous to the apparatus major. Haller entertained the same opinion as Méry, in regard to the seat of the disease, but supposes that the operation performed must have been the apparatus altus, because, after the stone had been extricated, the bowels were replaced, and the abdomen closed up. Lastly, Tolet believes that the archer was afflicted with a volvulus, and that an opening was made in the abdomen, in order to disentangle the intestines. Besides these different opinions, it is proper to remark that historians do not concur respecting several other essential particulars of the event under consideration. Some represent it as having occurred in the time of Charles VII.; others in the reign of Lewis XI. Some describe the patient as an inhabitant of Meudon; others of Bagnolet. Some affirr that he lived afterwards a long while in good health; others that he survived only a short time, &c.

The second example of the operation of nephrotomy deserving notice, is that recorded in the Philosophical Transactions for 1696. It is there related, that Mr. Hobfon, the English consul at Venice, having been a long while afflicted with pain in the kidneys, in consequence of a calculus being lodged in one of those organs, went to Padua, for the purpose of consulting Marchetti, a very experienced physician, who told him that he knew of no other mode of relieving him, except that of making an incision, through which the extraneous substance that annoyed him might be extracted. There was no external sign by which the presence of the stone could be ascertained, and Marchetti did not conceal from the patient the difficulty and danger of the operation. Mr. Hobfon, however, shewed so much resolution, and so strong a desire to submit to any means of cure, that Marchetti could not decline the attempt. The parts were divided with a straight bistoury. The hemorrhage was to profuse, that the extraction of the stone was unavoidably deferred to the next day. In short, two or three calculi were then taken out, and the wound dressed. The subsequent symptoms were not serious, and Mr. Hobfon was soon well enough to return to Venice, although his wound was not completely healed, as a small fistula still continued, from which pus and urine were discharged. Some time afterwards, another stone presented itself, and was easily taken out. The patient at length experienced a radical cure. Ten years had elapsed, when Mr. Hobfon related his case to Dr. Bernard, who afterwards communicated it to the Royal Society.

That the operation was actually done, was proved by the cicatrix, which was visible in the loins; but the circumstances of the case could not be accurately known. Who, says Sabatier, can pretend to decide whether Marchetti was induced
induced to operate by the presence of a deeply-seated abscess, of which Hobson himself might be ignorant? This conjecture is rendered probable by the circumstance of this operation not having been mentioned by any body, though doubtless it must have been done before witnesses. Peter de Marchetti, who survived his son that died in 1673, takes no notice of it in his "Sylloge Observationum Medico-Chirurgicarum Rariorum."

According to Sabatier, there are some other influences recorded of nephrotomy being performed while the kidneys were entire; but the details are such as can claim no kind of confidence.

3. Analogy, says Sabatier, is not in favour of this operation. Considerable abscesses, indeed, are observed to form in the kidneys, and burst externally, and wounds to extend to these viscera, without dangerous symptoms being produced. But the nerves and blood-vessels are not injured in cases of abscesses, and, by great good fortune, a sword may pass through the texture of important viscera, without the injury being followed by dangerous consequences; but, in a deep incision made with a bistoury, every thing that precedes is divided to the edge of the instrument is divided.

The little validity of the reasons alleged in favour of nephrotomy, in the case in question, is not the only motive which should induce us to reject this operation. There are other considerations, deduced both from the want of symptoms by which the presence of an ilone is indicated, and from the difficulty of getting at the kidneys in consequence of their position, and the great number of parts which cover them. This difficulty is such, that James Douglas, a surgeon at Edinburgh, having attempted the operation upon the dead body of a calculous patient, aged fifty years, could not succeed, and was obliged to open the abdomen, in order to get at the kidneys, from which he extracted two stones; one of a triangular shape, weighing half an ounce; the other of an irregular square form, weighing not more than sixteen grains.

Besides, as Sabatier remarks, stones may form in different parts of the kidney. Frequently they are wedged in its substance, from which it would be impossible to extract them, without producing a dangerous degree of laceration. On the contrary, they often lie in the pelvis of the kidney; and occasionally, the upper part of the ureter is filled with particles of gravel, which cannot be readily taken out. Lastly, either only one kidney is affected, or both are. In the first case, the patient may live a long time; in the second, it would be useless to operate on only one of these viscera. But though nephrotomy is impracticable if the kidneys are entire, it may be undertaken when the ilone has produced an abscess in the loins; or when, in consequence of such an abscess, a fistula remains, within which the calculus can be felt with a probe. In these circumstances, the operation should be done; every body concurs upon this point: that is to say, all surgeons agree in regard to the propriety of opening the abscesses, and of introducing the finger, and endeavouring to feel the ilone, or of dilating the fistula, in order to get at the foreign body, and extract it. See Sabatier's Médécine Opéraire, tom. ii.

NEP, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Patrimonio, the fee of a bishop, united to Sutri, containing five churches and five convents; 20 miles N. of Rome. N. lat. 42° 15'; E. long. 12° 24'.

NEPES, a town of East Greenland. N. lat. 60° 35'; W. long. 45°.

Nepizinges, or Nipisings, a lake of Upper Canada. 15 miles broad, and 36 leagues long, encompassed with rocks. Its shore is inhabited by the remains of a Christian tribe, called "Nepisingue," of the Algonquin nation. This lake discharges itself by the Riviere des Francois.

NEPISS, a lake of Canada, on the borders of Maine. N. lat. 45° 40'; W. long. 70° 31'.

NEPOMUK, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pilfen; 9 miles E.N.E. of Klattau.

NEPONSAT, a river of America, in the Massachusetts, originating chiefly from Muddy and Punkapog ponds in Stoughton, and Massapog pond in Sharon, and after uniting with several streams, meeting the tide in Milfor, whence it is navigable for vessels of 150 tons burden to Bolton bay, at the distance of four miles. There are fix paper-mills and others of different kinds on this small river.

NEPOS, CORNELIUS, in Biography, a Roman historian and biographer, who flourished in the time of Julius Caesar and Augustus. He was born on the banks of the Po, probably at Hildia, and like some other of his learned contemporaries, he flourished the favours, and enjoyed the patronage of the emperor. He was the intimate friend of Cicero and Atticus. We have no other account of his life. As an author, he is known to every school boy by his "De Vitis Eximiarum Imperatorum," which is his only work that has reached modern times. It consists of twenty-two articles of biography concerning Greek and other foreign generals, with a fragment of the life of Cato of Utica, and a more detailed memoir of Atticus. This work long passed under the name of Emilium Probos, who prefixed it to the emperor Theodosius in the fourth century, but the purity of the style, which is that of the best age of the Latin language, affirms them to their real author. According to some writers, he composed three books of "Chronicles," also a biographical account of all the most celebrated kings, generals, and authors of antiquity. The editions of Cornelius Nepos have been extremely numerous; the most valuable are the Variorum, of which that of 1673 is said to be the most correct. Lempriere speaks in high terms of that of Verbekey, 8vo. Lug. Bat. 1773, and that of Glasgow, 12mo. 1761.

Neros, FLAVIUS JULIUS, emperor of the West, was a native of Dalmatia, and having married a niece of Leo I., had, through the intimacy of the emperor Verina, who was anxious to promote the greatness of his own family, succeeded his uncle Marcellinus in the sovereignty of Dalmatia, a more solid position, says Gibbon, than the title which he was persuaded to accept of "Emperor of the West." In the empire he succeeded Olybrius, who had been placed on the throne at the time in which Anthemius was miscarried. Owing to the languid and irresolute measures of the court, it was some months before Nepos could shew himself, with a respectable force, to his Italian subjects. During that interval, Glycerius, an obscure soldiery, was invested with the purple by Gundobald, a Burgundian prince, who, however, was unable, or unwilling, to support his nomination by a civil war: the pursuits of domestic ambition recalled him beyond the Alps, and his client was permitted to exchange the Roman sceptre for the bishopric of Salena. After extinguishing such a competitor, the emperor Nepos was acknowledged by the senate, by the Italians, and by the provincials of Gaul. His moral virtues and military talents were loudly celebrated, and those who derived, or who expected to derive any private benefit from his government, announced in prophetic strains the reformation of public felicity. Their expectations were confounded in the space of a single year, and the treaty of peace, which ended Avarthe to the Visigoths, is the only event of his short and inglorious reign. The most faithful...
Subjects of Gaul were sacrificed by the Italian emperor to the hope of domestic security, but his repose was soon invaded by a furious sedition of the barbarian confederates, who, under the command of Orefes, their general, were in full march from Rome to Ravenna. Nepos trembled at their approach, and retired to his Dalmatian principality, on the opposite coast of the Adriatic. By this abdication, he protracted his life about five years, in a state between an emperor and an exile, till he was assassinated at Sartoria by Glycerius, who was translated, perhaps as a reward of his crime, to the archbishopric of Milan. This was in the year 480. Gibbon, vol. vi.

NEPOTISM, a term used in Italy, in speaking of the authority which the pope's nephews and relations have in the administration of affairs; and of the care the popes take to raise and enrich them.

Many of the popes have endeavoured to reform the abuses of nepotism: for some time past, nepotism is said to have been abolished. Leti has written expressly on this subject, Il Nepotismo.

NEPOTSKOII, in Geography, a town of Russia, in the government of Archangel, on the coast of the White sea; 24 miles W. of Archangel.

NEPTHALITES, a name formed by corruption from Ephthalites, and derived from the Oxus or Amus; by the Persians styled Abtelah, or the river of Gold. This was a denomination given to the people of Great Bucaria by the Byzantine historians; who called them White Huns, as all the western Barbarians were designated Scythians, or Huns.

NEPTUNIA, feasts held among the ancients, in honour of Neptune.

The Neptunalia differed from the Confulalia, in that the latter were feasts of Neptune, considered particularly as preceding over horses, and the manegge. Whereas the Neptunalia were feasts of Neptune in general, and not considered under any particular quality. They were celebrated on the roth of the calends of August.

NEPTUNE, in Mythology, the son of Saturn and Rhea, and brother of Jupiter and Pluto. He is commonly represented standing with his trident in his right hand, which was his peculiar sceptre, as lord of the Mediterranean seas, and seems to have been used by him chiefly to raise up the waters; for we find sometimes that he lays it aside, when he is to appease them; but he refrains it, when there is any occasion for violence. Virgil, Æn. ii. v. 162, makes him shake Troy from its foundations with it; and in Ovid, Met. i. v. 284, it is with the stroke of this that the waters are let loose for the general deluge. The dolphin is in his left hand, and he treads on the back of a ship, to show that he presided over the seas, or, more particularly, over the Mediterranean sea; which was the great, and almost the only scene for navigation, among the Greek and Romans. The poets have described this god as passing over the calm surface of the waters, in his chariot drawn by sea-horses. The fine original description of this is in Homer; from whom Virgil, Æn. i. v. 155, and Statius Achill. i. v. 60, have copied it. A tradition is sometimes preserved on each side, as guiding those that draw the chariot of Neptune. His emblem in all the best figures of him is majestic and serene. The lower part of the chariot exhibit him sometimes with an angry and disturbed air; and one may observe the same difference in this particular between the great and inferior poets, as there is between the good and bad artists. Thus Ovid, Met. i. v. 271, describes Neptune with a follen look; whereas Virgil, Æn. iii. v. 127, expressly tells us that he has a mild face, when he is representing him in a passion. Neptune had a great number

of temples erected to his honour, as well as feasts and games established in token of respect, both in Greece and Italy. Spence's Polytheism, p. 65. p. 215, &c.

Neptune's Gap, a name given by naturalists to a remarkable species of marine fungus, which is never found affixed to any solid body, but always loose, and rolling about at the bottom of the sea. Its usual size is about five inches in height, and six or seven in diameter at the base. It gradually becomes narrower from the base to the summit, where it terminates in a round end, ornamented with clusters of a foliaceous fort of frutices, resembling a cock's comb, but of the same matter with the rest of the frutice.

Its internal surface is very different from this: it is lightly furrowed down the sides, and belet with a number of small protuberances, with obtuse points. Some of these, when small, are found with a pedicle growing to them. This is always of a very brittle substance, and it is probable that all those found loose had originally such pedicles, by which they adhered to some solid body, in the manner of the corals, and other marine frutices; but that its extreme brittleness occasions it to be soon broken off by the motion of the water, after which it rolls loose about, and takes in its nourishment at its several pores, by means of the water, which every way surrounds it. It is not probable that these and the like marine frutices are nourished only by sea-water; but that there is in the sea a fort of mud continually formed out of the decayed particles of animals, and the fossil vegetables, which may be supposed much to resemble the common vegetable mould in its uses, as it has much the same origin; and this, or at least its finer and lighter parts, may be conveyed by water into the pores of these suppoed plants, and nourish them. Mem. Acad. Par. 1766.

NEPTUNINS, in Mythology, were sea-nymphs, so called, because they were the descendants of Neptune.

NEQUIT'AO, in Geography, a town of South America; in the province of Venezuela; 20 miles S. of Truxillo.

NEQUONQUIQUA, a river of New Brunswick, which runs into the St. John. N. lat. 46° 6'. W. long. 66° 55'.

NER, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Aurungabad; 38 miles E. of Aurungabad.

NERA, or NEIRA, one of the Banda Islands. See BANDA.

NERRAC, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Lot and Garonne, situated on the Blaye, which here becomes navigable; 12 miles S.W. of Agen. The place contains 5587; and the canton 11,876 inhabitants, on a territory of 185 kilometres, in 13 communies. N. lat. 44° 8'. E. long. 0° 25'.

NERAINSKOII Serebreni Zooid, a town of Russia, in the government of Irkutsk, on the Argun, near the borders of China; 118 miles E.S.E. of Nertschik. N. lat. 50° 28'. E. long. 120°.

NERBA, a town of Saxony, in Thuringia, on the Unnart; 15 miles N.W. of Naumburg.

NERBUDDAH, a river of Hindoostan, which, as well as the Sonne, has its rise in a pond or lake on the southern confines of the Allabahad province. These rivers, flowing from the same lake, make conjointly with the Ganges, an island of the northern part of Hindoostan, and pursue their course in opposite directions 1500 miles. The Nerbuddah discharges itself into the gulf of Cambay, 31 miles N. of Surat.

NERE, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Ellichpour; 30 miles E.N.E. of Ellichpour.

NEREALELY, a town of Hindoostan, in Visapour; 25 miles E. of Anamgur.
NERECHTA, a town of Russia, in the government of Kolomna; 16 miles S.W. of Kolomna.

NEREIDS, NEREIDES, sea-nymphs, or fabulous deities of the ancients, supposed to inhabit the seas.

The Nereids were fifty in number, all the daughters of Nereus, by the nymph Doris. Their names and genealogies are described in Hesiod. Homer gives their names, with some variation, and reckons only thirty-two of them. The ancient monuments, as well as medals, agree in representing the Nereids as young women riding upon dolphins, and upon sea-horses, holding commonly in one hand Neptune's trident, and in the other a dolphin, and sometimes a victory and a crown; sometimes we see them half women and half fishes, conformable to this verse in Horace's Art. Poet.

"Definit in picem mulier formosa supra mare."

Such we see them on a medal of Marseillees, and upon some others. It has been a subject of inquiry with regard to the Nereids, whether they are to be considered as metaphorical personages, as their names signify, or as real beings. Tho' whom Hesiod and Homer name are mostly poetical personages; but some of them had real existence, as Callisto, the mother of Andromeda, Phaethon, the son of Phoebe, from whom the country into which she removed was called Phocis. Thetis, the mother of Achilles, and some others. It must be observed, however, that the name of Nereids was given to princesses who inhabited either some islands on the sea-coasts, and became famous for the establishment of commerce and navigation. It was transferred afterwards to some poetical personages, who owe their existence only to etymologies conformable to the qualities implied in their names, and even to certain fishes, that have the upper part of their bodies much like that of women. Pliny says, in the time of Tiberius, there were seen upon the sea-shore a Nereid such as the poets represent them, "humana effigie," and that an ambassador from Gaul had told Augustus that upon the sea-coasts several dead Nereids had been seen. See NEMEA.

NEREIS, in Zoology, a genus of the class and order Vermes, to which the generic character is; body long, creeping, with numerous lateral peduncles, or feet, on each side. The feelers are simple, but in certain cases there are none. It has sometimes no eyes, sometimes two, and sometimes four. Of this genus there are twenty-nine species, divided into three sections, according as the mouth of the worm is furnished with a claw or forceps; or with a proboscis; or with a tube. Most of the species are found in the North seas, but three or four are met with on our coasts.

A. Mouth furnished with a Claw or Forceps.

Species.

VERSICOLOR. This species is characterized with a body subdepressed; and with peduncles pointed, and furnished with bristles. It is about four inches long, and is found in European seas. The body has about eighty-five segments, growing wider and behind the colour of the worm is of an ochre yellow, with a dull red streak down the middle; the tail, and anterior segments of the body, are of a dirty green hue, but towards the middle it is shining, with various iridescent colours.

NOCTILUC. Body blue-green, with twenty-three segments; scarcely visible to the naked eye. This species is found in moss seas, and the animals are of that kind which frequently illuminate the water, making it appear as if we were on fire: the animals are extremely minute, pellucid, and highly phosphorescent, giving an uncommonly lucid splendour to the waves in an evening; by their extreme minuteness they elude observation, but may be detected by passing a small quantity of the water through blotting-paper.

Barburt, in speaking of this species of the Nereis, says, "I have observed with great attention a fish just caught out of the sea, whose body was almost covered with them, and have examined them in the dark: they twist and curl themselves with amazing agility, but soon retire out of our contracted sight; probably their glittering dazzles the eye, and their extreme minuteness eludes our search. It is to be observed, that when the unctuous moisture, which covers the scales of fishes, is exhausted by the air, these animals are not to be seen, nor are the fishes then noctilucent, the matter being perhaps, their nourishment when alive, as they themselves afford food to many marine animals. They do not shine in the day-time, because the solar rays are too powerful for their light, however aggregate or immense their number."

FABRIANUS. The body of this species is subdepressed; the peduncles are cirrate and glandular. It inhabits the Baltic, is about three inches long, and linear. The body is of a fulvous hue, with a blue line down the middle of the back and belly; the head is furnished with eight feelers; and the tail is terminated with two threads.

ARMILLARIS. The body of this also is subdepressed; the peduncles conic, with glandular cirri. This, like the last, is found in the North seas, borries itself deep in the sand, and is about an inch and a half long. The body is siliform, with three moniliform feelers on each side the head; it has about 120 articulations, all armed with a peduncle on each side the tail, ending in two long threads.

MOLLIS. This species has lateral falcis of hair above the peduncles. It is found in the seas about Norway.

PELAGICA. Body above convex; peduncles cirrate and warty. This is found in European seas, among the roots of alga, under stones, and in empty shells, is about seven inches long, and has a kind of flexuous motion.

TURricula. Body subdepressed, and peduncles slightly cirrate and globular. It inhabits the Northern seas. The body is linear, with five straight feelers on the head; it forms for itself a rough tube of the indurated moisture exuding from its pores.

NORWEGICA. The body of this is convex; the peduncles are cirrate and feathered. It is found in the bays about Norway, and is the size of a goose-quill. The body has 120 segments.

PINNATA. Body convex; peduncles cirrate and pinnate. This is found in the bays of Norway, on a bluish clay. The body is of a cheviot colour, with a blue gloss, the segments are from 100 to 122 in number; the head has five jointed feelers, and the tail ends in two thick filaments.

CORNICULATA. Body subdepressed, pinnate; the peduncles are furnished with a cirrus and long simple bristle. It inhabits the Norwegian seas, and is extremely minute and active.

PUSILLA. Body depressed; peduncles cirrate, with jointed filaments. Found also in the Norwegian seas.

INCISA. The body is convex; the segments dilatant; and the peduncles are simple and cirrate. It inhabits the Greenland seas, far from land, and among the roots of the larger alga. It is about two inches and a half long.

APHRODITOIDES. The body of this is depressed, and not grooved; the peduncles are cirrate, and furnished with papilae. It inhabits the Greenland seas, and is found among the mud at bottom; is an inch long.
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**B. Mouth furnished with a Proboscis.**

Species.

*Carulea.* Smooth, depressed, blueish-green, pellucid. This is found in the seas about our own coasts. The body is fish-shaped, about four inches long, with a groove along the belly.

*Viridis.* The body of this species is depressed; the peduncles have lanceolate lamellae, or scales. This is an inhabitant of the Northern seas, and has been found at Tenby; and is from two to three inches long. The body is siliform, and of a grass-green colour, with 130 equal segments.

*Maculata.* Body convex; peduncles with heart-shaped scales. It inhabits the North seas, and is from two and a half to four inches long.

*Crass.* Body depressed; proboscis cylindrical; peduncles red, with branched bristles. Inhabits the ocean; is seen on floating fucus, and is four inches long.

*Stellifera.* The body of this species is depressed; and the peduncles furnished with elliptic scales. It inhabits the Northern seas, particularly in the bays of Norway.

*Punctata.* Body slightly depressed; the peduncles furnished with very long cirri. This species is likewise found in the Northern seas, in oyster-shells, or under stones.

*Alba.* Body convex; front horned; peduncles bluish. Found in the seas about Norway, on a clayey bottom. The body of this species is white, annulate, and tapering behind; it has no eyes; and the proboscis is membraneous, very pellucid, and capable of being inflated to twice the width of the body; there are seventy-five peduncles on each side.

*Flava.* Body depressed; peduncles with oblong-ovate scales. It is found in the Northern seas, among the roots of alge, and is about two inches and a half long. The body is yellow, and is divided into about 140 segments.

*Longa.* The body of this species is slightly depressed, and furnished with conic papilla instead of scales of the peduncles. It inhabits the shores of Greenland, with a clayey or sandy bottom near the mouths of rivers.

*Prismatica.* Body triangular; peduncles distinct, with a single fissionary papilla cirrate above. This is found on the shores of Greenland, and is about half an inch long.

*Bifrons.* Body depressed; peduncles with a single fissionary papilla cirrate above, the middle ones also branched. This also is found in the Greenland seas, is an inch long, has fifty-fix segments, and is continually moving.

*Ceca.* Body slightly convex; it has two very short feelers, and the peduncles have double ciliate lamellae. It inhabits the sandy shores of Greenland, under stones, like the Lumbricus, (which see). It burrows very deep, and is about eight inches long. The body is divided into from 86 to 100 segments.

*Ebranchiata.* Body round, annular, and tapering both ways; peduncles cylindrical, short and double, pimice on each side; it has no feelers, and inhabits the German and Indian seas. The body is of a bluish or greyish-brown, and is divided into 269 segments.

*Laemelligera.* Body flatish, and tapering both ways; proboscis dilated, with four flesh-coloured flaps; the peduncles are compressed and furnished with a feminear scale above, and a larger leathern-shaped one beneath. This is found in the Indian, Mediterranean, and also in the Northern seas, among aquatic plants, and is nearly two feet long. The body of this species is said to be divided into from 200 to 250 segments; the head has four feelers.

*Ciliata.* Body depressed; mouth cylindrical, retractile; the anterior margin ciliate; it has no feelers.
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**C. Mouth furnished with a Tube.**

Species.

*Prolifera.* Body depressed; peduncles ciliate; front with a single feeler. It inhabits the bays of Norway, and its body is divided into from 32 to 46 segments. Instead of forcepts and a proboscis, it has a thick flexuous pellucid tube.

*Neresheim.* In Geography, a town of Germany, in the principality of Öttingen, near which is a princely abbey of the name of Neresheim; 12 miles S.S.W. of Óttingen.

*Neresi,* a town on the S. side of the island of Brazza, so called by Greek derivation from the referovs of water near it. Its situation is not pleasant, though it is the residence of the governor and a place of resort, and the only good land in the island are adjacent. The air is said to be intensely cold. This place was more considerable in a former period of piracy; but since other places near the sea have been inhabited, it has lost much of its population, and its deserted hovels are mouldering into ruins.

*Nerestbad,* a town of Perlia, in the province of Kerman; 90 miles N. of Malith.

*Nereos,* a town of Naples, in Abruzzo Ultra; 36 miles N.N.E. of Aquila.

*Nereus,* in Mythology, the son of Pontus and Terra, who, by Doris, produced the Nereids. The ancients reckon Nereus among the sea-gods, and, according to Hesiod, he was the son of Oceanus and Tethys. Hesiod highly celebrates this Nereus as a mild and peaceful old man, a lover of justice and moderation. From Apollodorus we learn, that Nereus commonly resided in the Ægean sea, where he was encircled with Nereids, who divested him with their songs and dances. Accordingly Paufanias takes the old man who was worshipped by the Gytheiates, and who according to them had his palace in the sea, to have been no other but Nereus, and in proof of it he cites these verses in Homer:

"Ye Sire! Nereids! to your deeps descend,
Half, and our Father's sacred feast attend."

Pope's Iliad, 18. 177.

Some authors have been of opinion that Nereus was the inventor of hydromancy, or of the science of prediction by water. whence he was represented as a great tooth-fayer: and this might have been the reason for ranking him among the gods of the sea.

*Nerfling,* in Ichthyology, the name of a fresh water fish of the leather-mouthed kind. common in some of the lakes in Germany, and there called allo the afford or oorre, and seeming to be the same with the common rudd.

There are two kinds of this fish, the flesh of the one of which, when dried, is white, and that of the other yellowish or redbitten. The latter kind is most valued.

*Nerfua,* in Geography, a small island in the gulf of Finland. N. lat. 60 12'. E. long. 28° 9'.

*Nerfeldes,* a town of Poland, in the palatinate or Kiev; 48 miles W.N.W. of Kiev.

*Neri, Philip de,* in Biography, an Italian writer, was born at Florence in the year 1415, of a noble family. In 1532, he was chosen by duke Alexander one of the magistrates, afterwards denounced senators. He died at Florence in 1536. He was author of "A History of Florentine Affairs," from 1215 to 1257, which was printed at Augsburg in 1528.

*Neri, Pompeo,* a native of Florence, who became professor of the law at Pisa, and was employed in state affairs by the duke of Lorraine, and the empress Maria Theresia. He founded the Academy of Botany at Florence, where he...
he died in 1776 at the age of 69. He wrote observations on the ancient and present state of the Tuscan nobility; on the imposts of Milan; on the legal value of the coin, and the difficulty of fixing and maintaining the same. There was also of this name and family Anthony Neri, well known by a work to which we have had occasion to refer, on the "Art of making Glasses."

NERIABAD, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in Guzerat; 14 miles S. of Mahmoodabad.

NERICIA, or NEIRITA, a province of Sweden, bordering on three remarkable lakes, viz.: Wener, Wetter, and Hielmar, and bounded on the N. by Weftmanland, on the E. by Suddermanland, on the S. by Eaf and Weft Gothland, and on the W. by Warmeland. It is about 20 leagues in length, and 15 in breadth, and consists of mountains, forests, mines, lakes and rivers, with some level and tolerably fertile tracts. This country has iron and sulphur mines, quarries of lead-stone, alum, lime- stone, with iron-founderies, and also sulphur and lead works. It has been long famous for its flourishing manufactures of all kinds of hard-ware. Its inhabitants are principally employed in the mines and forges, in hunting, and in fishing; its chief town is Orebro.

NERILKERY, a town of Hindostan, in Mysore; 22 miles E. of Seringapatam.

NERITA, in Natural History, a genus of the Verme Teffaceae class and order, of which the generic character is this: the animal is a limax; shell univalve, spiral, gibbous, flattish at the bottom; the aperture is semicircular, or semilunar; pillar- lip transversely truncate, flattish. Seventy-five or fix species are enumerated as belonging to this genus, separated into three divisions, according as they are umbilicate, imperforate with tooth-like lips, or imperforate with lips that are toothed. The shells are generally very minute, seldom exceeding the size of a pea, usually polished, often banded, and the colours vary in the different species.

A. Umbilicate.

Species.

Crenata. The shell of this species is smooth, with a slightly pointed siphon and has a gibbous bifold umbilicus. It inhabits India, Africa, and America, in almost innumerable varieties of size, colours, and marks, being white, yellowish, or blueish, with variously disposed spots, lines, and clouds.

Cancellata. Shell with decussate flukes and impressed dots; the siphon subvalve; umbilicus gibbous and bifold. This species is found in several of the American islands. The shell is white with oblong spots, with sometimes a fulvous band and rays.

* Glauca. Shell smooth, glossy; siphon rather obtuse; umbilicus partly closed by the pillar-lip, which is gibbous and two-coloured. It inhabits the coasts of Barbary, and is sometimes found on our own shores. It is about two inches long.

Vittata. Shell subglobular, with a perforated equal umbilicus. It inhabits the Indian oceans. The shell is yellow, with white shades, and spots disposed in rows, above with a fulvous band, within and round the umbilicus it is white.

Albumea. Shell convex; umbilicus somewhat heart-shaped, with a flattened lobe. This species is found at the Cape of Good Hope, on the Barbary coast, and at the Nicobar and Molucca islands: it is, however, a very rare shell, but smooth and broad, of a pale yellow colour, beneath it is white and flat.
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Mammilla. Shell ovate, glabrous; umbilicus partly covered; aperture ovate. There are four different varieties of this species; found in India, and divers parts of America. It is more than two inches long.

Leucozonia. Shell subglobular and solid, of a bay colour, with white bands; the siphon is somewhat depressed. It is more than an inch long.

Spondylo. Shell subglobular and solid, chefnut colour, but beneath white; the siphon is blueish, throat with bands, one also on the back. Found in the island of Mauritius, and is rather large.

Rufa. Shell thin, rufous; umbilicus darker, with a white border; the back and base of the siphon have a white band on each, the throat with a reddish band; pillar with a brown filet.

Fulminea. Shell subglobular, with angular tawny lines, and flattened lobe. There are three varieties, found, though but rarely, in Africa. The shell is white or yellownish.

Stercus-Muscarum. Shell smooth, snowy, with rufous spots and siphons; the umbilicus is gibbous and bifold. It inhabits the Mediterranean and American seas; and is thought to be a variety of the N. cannera.

Orientalis. Shell subglobular, polished, very smooth, the siphon of the siphon a little wrinkled; the pillar is snowy. It is found in the Eastern seas. There are two varieties; the shell of the one is of a buff colour on each side, with a narrow white band in the middle; the other is entirely snowy.

Chrestata. Shell subglobular, white, with red spots and dots, the lip oblique and bluish, within blueish; umbilicus spiral.

Regosa. Shell wrinkled, within gibbous, pale tettaed, umbilicus bordered with white. It inhabits the American islands. The shell is covered with oblong, crowded wrinkles.

Marocchensis. Shell subglobular, smooth, light green, within brownish, and livid at the tip, a little wrinkled at the angle of the whorls. It is found in Africa. The shell is sometimes marked with feathered bands, the younger ones are thin and pellucid.

Sulcata. Shell subglobular, obliquely plated; siphon mucronate; umbilicus bifold. The siphon has four whorls.

Arachnidea. Shell white, reticulate, with reddish lines, and blackish at the tip; whorls convex; umbilicus nearly covered.

Vittata. Shell subglobular, brown, with a double white filet in the middle, reticulate and dentate on each side. This is an African shell.

Melanostoma. Shell thin, pellucid, smooth, oblong; the first whorl ventricose, flat, and very large, the others compressed; the umbilicus is half closed. There are five varieties of this species. It inhabits the Indian seas, and is two inches long.

* Pallidula. Shell semitransparent horn-colour, the whorls rather prominent; aperture semilunar, and very patent; the umbilicus is large. It inhabits the coast of Kent and Devon.

Papilla. Shell pellucid, thin, oblong, with decussate flukes; of a dirty yellow colour; the aperture is suboval; the pillar white, and the umbilicus half closed. It inhabits the shores of Tranquebar.

Clathrata. Shell depressed, ovate; transversely umbilicate, and longitudinally ribbed, the ribs flat, oblique, and semilunar; siphon papillary. Found in a fossile slate in Campania.

Valvata. Shell flattish, with a circinced aperture.
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It inhabits the North seas; the inhabitant of the shell has two fleshy tentacula, bearing the eyes at the posterior angle.

Islandica. Shell globular, subacute, and rather thick; it has four whorls, separated by very deep grooves. It is found in the Northern seas.

Affinis. Shell globular, and rather thick, with a submucronate spine, and three whorls. It inhabits New Zealand, and is probably a Trochus; which see.

B. Imperforate, with toothless Lixis.

Species.

Corona. Whorls of the spine crowned with spines. It inhabits India and America, and is minute. The shell is sometimes blackish, with longer and shorter spines, thinly frigate.

Radula. Shell grooved, with equal tubercles. It inhabits the Indian islands, and is the size of a walnut.

Conoidea. Shell obtrumpeted. It inhabits the Red sea. The shell is fragile, brown, white, or pale violet, with longitudinal white or telfaceous bands.

* Fluvatilis. Shell rugged, spotted, streaked, or reticulate. There are four varieties that inhabit the rivers of Europe and Barbary; the shell of this species is not half an inch long.

* Littoralis. Shell smooth, with a circular crown, and four whorls. It inhabits the sea-rocks of Europe, and is the size of a horse-bean. The shell is yellow or ferruginous, with or without bands, spots, or dots of various colours.

* Loniceras. Shell smooth, horny or blackish, ending in an exquisitely fine point. It inhabits still waters, and the warm springs of Europe; it very much resembles the last named species, but is horny or blackish, and sometimes dotted with white.

Magdalenæ. Shell with wide grooves, black, but within white, the lip yellowish; the lid is smooth, and two-toothed. It inhabits the Magdalenæ island in the Southern ocean, and is more than half an inch long.

Marginata. Shell thin, with decurrent frizet, tuberculate, black, with ochraceous spots, subglobular; aperture margined outwardly.

Dumb. Shell thin, pellucid, ovate, polished, dull yellow, varied with black; outer lip acute, inner glabrous. This is a very rare shell, and its place of residence is not known.

* Pellucida. Shell smooth and pellucid, with three whorls. It is found on the coast of Pembrokeshire, and is very minute.

* Alba. Shell smooth, subpellucid, with two whorls. This is found, like the last, on the Pembrokeshire coast, and is very minute.

C. Imperforate, with Lixis toothed.

Species.

Pulligeræ. Shell smooth, coarse, with an excavated eye-like small spine; inner lip smooth, crenulated.

Undulata. Shell thin, smooth, undulate; crown obtuse; outer lip subfrizet and toothed; the inner one is a little denticulate.

Aterrima. Shell thick, opaque, globular, deep black with coloured lines, within white; outer lip glabrous, inner lip tuberculate, and wrinkled.

Larva. Shell smooth, subglobular, white, with yellowish-brown bands; the crown is obtuse; and the lip slightly denticulate. It is found at Amboina, though it is very rare.

Pupa. Shell smooth, roundish, milk-white, with transverse parallel black frizet on the whorls; the lip is flat, with hardly visible teeth.

Bident. Shell smooth; inner lip two-toothed. The shell is the size of a pea, and is either black or reddish, obtrumpeted, sometimes of a pale yellow, with whitish clouds, and three black bands.

Verris. Shell smooth and green; the inner lip is crenulate in the middle. It inhabits Minorca and Jamaica.

Virginiana. Shell smooth, ovate; inner lip denticulate. This is found in the rivers of India and South America, and is from two to ten lines long.

Polita. Shell smooth, with an obliterated crown; the lip is toothed on each side. There are four varieties, found in the Indian and South seas. The shell is ovate, solid, polished, variously ornamented with spots, clouds, and bands, or varied with black and white.

Peloronta. Shell frigate; lips toothed, the inner one flatish and wrinkled. It inhabits the American islands. It resembles the N. grotsa, but is of a red colour, the grooves are not so deep, the outer lip is not crenate, and the inner one not convex. See Groba farther on.

Albicilla. Shell frigate; lips slightly toothed, the inner one tuberculate. It is found in the Indian ocean, and on the shores of the Cape of Good Hope.

Histrio. Shell grooved and transversely frigate; inner lip toothed.

Placata. Shell grooved; lips toothed, the outer one with acute conic teeth on each side. This is found in divers parts of India.

Grossa. Shell grooved; lips toothed, the inner one convex and wrinkled. It is found about the Molucca islands. The shell is rounded, white, with black and cinereous veins; the crown is a little prominent; first whorl has thirteen or fourteen ribs; outer lip crenulate outwardly and toothed within; inner lip white, with a yellow spot, and three or four teeth.

Chameleos. Shell with twenty grooves; lips toothed, the inner one wrinkled and tuberculate. It inhabits the Indian ocean. The shell is varied with alternate, undulate, black and white rays, or yellowish, undulate with black and white, subglobular; the ribs are unequal, and croseted by very fine lines; the crown is depressed and lateral.

Undata. Shell with thirty grooves; lip toothed, the inner one wrinkled and tuberculate. It inhabits the Indian seas.

Exuvia. Shell groved; lips toothed; the inner one tuberculate. It is found on the Indian coasts.

Maxima. Shell solid, thick, glabrous, with undulate black and yellowish rays; outer lip toothed, inner one a little concave and four-toothed. The shell is very large, within and at the aperture flabby; inner lip smooth, and very broad.

Textilis. The shell of this species is marked with angular black lines, and sixteen crenate ribs and grooves; the outer lip is crenate without, and toothed within; inner lip wrinkled above and tuberculate beneath; the palate is toothed.

Artata. Shell deep black, glabrous, and very thinly frigate above; both lips white, the outer one very thinly grooved, and slightly toothed within, the inner one concave, wrinkled, and tuberculate. It inhabits the Atlantic, American, and South seas.

Ascensionis. Shell with sixteen grooves; the ribs are spotted with white, and the crown is a little prominent; the outer
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outer lip is glabrous on each side; and the inner one a little concave, yellowish, and toothed. It inhabits Ascension Island, hence its specific name; it is a larger species; the crown is generally worn down, rarely black; and the lid is thin and pellucid.

LINEATA. Mouth of the shell and both lips white; whorls round, surrounded with black parallel lines, the spaces between the frize 

VERSICOLO. Shell with blackish, blueish, red and white square spots, and bands spotted with red and white; the inner lip is fricate within, and toothed on each side. It inhabits the Antille islands. The shell is set round with whorls; the crown is a little prominent; inner lip wrinkled, with four-toothed beneath, the middle teeth larger.

FILA. Shell white, radiate with black without, with transverse, rounded, smooth frize; inner lip wrinkled, and four-toothed. This is found in the Indian seas. The crown is a little prominent; the outer lip crenate without, and fricate within.

COSTATA. Shell whitish within, subglobular, rounded with thicker frize; the interstices fuscous; both lips toothed, the outer one crenate without; inner one sub-convex, wrinkled and tuberculate. It inhabits the Nicobar islands.

QUADRICOLOR. Shell subovoid, with a whitish tip, within it is white, with elevated black frize; both lips toothed; the outer one grooved within, inner one wrinkled. It inhabits the Red seas. The shell has sometimes white lips, and is sometimes white within.

MACACCENSI.S Shell grooved, whitish within; crown a little prominent; outer lip unarmed and crenulate outwardly, inner lip whitish; smooth. This is found on the coast of Malacca.

ANTILLARUM. Shell subglobular, black, within it is whitish, grooved and fricate; the crown is obtuse; both lips are wrinkled and denticulate. This is a very common shell in the Antilles.

FLAMMEA. Shell subglobular, with crowded, transverse frize, white with purplish undulate rays; both lips toothed. There are two other varieties: the one shaded with red, the rays inclining to black; the other with bands partly livid, partly dotted with red. They are found in the American islands.

FULGURANS. Shell subglobular, with crowded transverse frize, deep black, with ochraceous rays; both lips lightly denticulate, the inner one tuberculate in the middle. It is found in the American islands.

TESSELLATA. Shell obtuse, transversely fricate, the frize are marked with nearly square white and black spots; both lips are denticulate. It is found in the several islands situated between Africa and America, and is of a middle size.

BEFACIATA. Shell blackish, with two grey bands; the crown is white. It inhabits India. It is uncertain to what sect it belongs.

LITHTERATA. Shell subglobular, white, with various characters; the inner lip is crenulate and toothed. A variety of this species is marked with bands composed of parallel lines. It inhabits India.

VIOACEA. Shell ovate, solid, smooth; it is of a violet colour, dotted with white; the inner tip is denticulate beneath. A variety is marked with chestnut spots, variegated with black. The shell is rarely red or whitish, sometimes dark grey or white.

SENEGALENSIS. Shell ovate, oblong, solid, and of a deep black colour, within it is white, grooved; both lips are toothed. This, as its specific name imports, is found in Senegal; an inch broad, and about half as wide.

PROMONTORI. Shell black, ovate, pointed; with thirty grooves. This is an African shell, is twice as broad as it is long, sometimes varied with white; the crown is composed of three whorls; the left lip is wrinkled.

TRICOLOR. Shell variegated red, black, and white; the first with fifteen elevated frize; both lips toothed. This is found in Africa.

PERVERSA. Shell surrounded with belts; spire con- trary; aperture eight-toothed. Hitherto it has been found in a foible slate only.

TURrita. Shell with alternate white and black bands, within white; crown very much elevated; the outer lip acute. This inhabits the Antille islands, in fresh waters.

ACULEATA. The shell is blackish, transversely fricate; the frize are flaminous; the inner lip is flatisht, smooth, and slightly toothed. It inhabits the rivers of India, and resembles the N. puligera above described.


Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth inferior, minute, in five deep, acute, permanent segments, with small internal teeth. Cor. of one petal, falver-shaped; tube cylindrical, shorter than the limb; mouth inflated, crowned with five leaflets, cut into several narrow segments; limb large, in five deep, twilled, inequilateral, obtuse segments, without any appen- dage. Stam. Filaments five, aephal-shaped, short, inserted into the middle of the tube; anthers arrow-shaped, awned with long threads, cohering over the stigma. Pl. Germens two, superior, ovate; style one, common to both genders, thread-shaped, dilated at the top, the length of the tube; stigma at its base; seated on a small circular base. Peric. Follicles two, cylindrical, erect, long, pointed, burriling lengthwise. Seeds numerous, oblong, imbricated, each with a tufted crown.

Eff. Ch. Corolla salver-shaped, contorted; its mouth crowned with five divided leaflets. Anthers awned, coher- ing: Follicles two, erect. Seeds crowned with down. 1. N. Oleander. Common Rosebay. Linn. Sp. Pl. 303. Willd. n. 1. Ait. n. 1. Miller. Illustr. t. 12. (Nerium five Rhodendrum; Matth. Valgr. v. 2. 447. Duham. Arb. v. 2. t. 12. Ger. em. 1406.)—Leaves ribbed under- neath. Segments of the calyx prominent. Crown of the corolla with two flat cloven segments.—Native of Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the Levant, about the banks of ri- vulets, in low moist situations. Oriental travellers have, with great taste and probability, supposed this to be the bay-tree, to which the righteous man is compared by the royal psalmist. It was early introduced into our gardens, and is a hardy greenhouse shrub, flowering from June to October. In Italy it finitely decorates court-yards. The stem is arborescent, very much branched. Leaves three together, on short stalks, linear-lanceolate, acute, entire, smooth, coriaceous, evergreen, marked with numerous trans- verse ribs or veins beneath. Flowers numerous, terminal, corymbose, large and handsome, but inodorous. Usually of a rose-colour, occasionally white. There is also a much-admired double variety. Seed-vebels six inches long, ribbed, almost woody. One of the most beautiful of insects.
NER

Sphinx Nerii, feeds on this shrub, and is often taken on the coasts of Nice and Genoa.

2. N. odorum Sweet-scented Rosebay. Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 1. v. 1. 297 ed. 2. v. 2. 67. Wildl. n. 2. (N. indicum angustifolium, floribos odoratus limbicibus; Herb. Lugd.-Bat. 447. t. 448; fl. plenis; t. 449. Tejoannae-arelii; Rheede Hort. Malab. v. 9. t. 1.)—Leaves ribbed underneath. Segments of the calyx erect. Crown of the corolla with numerous thread-shaped segments.—Native of the East Indies. Cultivated in Chelsea garden in 1683. Ait. It is kept in the house, flowering from June to August. During that time it will bear to hand in the window of a warm room, though much more tender than the former, from whose white flowers differ in the sweet almond-like scent, and paler hue, of its flowers, which have a yellow tinge in the middle, and a much-divided capitular crown.

3. N. falchium. Willow-leaved Rosebay. Vahl. Symb. v. 2. 45, Wildl. n. 3. (N. nn. 18. Ferk. /Egypt-Arab. 205.)—Leaves slightly veined beneath, obtuse.—Native of Arabia Felix.—A large tree, whose leaves are said by Forskall to resemble Salix fragilis.

Thee are all the species that Mr. Brown retains. N. zygianicum and antidyfericium of former authors constitute his Wrightia. He judges N. coronarium to be a Tabernemontana, and divaricatum to be the very same plant. N. obfum of Forskall and Vahl, (see as above,) is certainly no Nerium; perhaps a new genus.

NERIUM, in Gardening, comprehends plants of the evergreen, flowering, shrubby kind, of which the species cultivated are, the common rosebay, or oleander (N. oleander); the sweet-scented rosebay, or oleander (N. odorum); the oval-leaved rosebay (N. antidyfericium); and the broad-leaved rosebay (N. coronarium).

It may be remarked, that in warm dry summers the first fort makes a fine appearance, the flowers then opening in great plenty; but in cold moist feasons the flowers often decay without expidhing, unless the plants are placed in a greenhouse, or under a glass case. The variety with white flowers is the mock tender; but there are others, as the triple-leaved; the broad-leaved; double-flowered; the striped double-flowered, and with different shades of red, from purple to crimson or scarlet.

The second species has a variety with leaves, six inches long, and one inch broad in the middle, of a much thinner texture than those of the first, and their ends are generally reflexed; they are of a light green, and irregularly placed on the branches by pairs, alternately, or by threes; the flowers are produced in very large bunches at the end of the branches, upon long peduncles; they have three or four rows of petals one within another; they are much larger than those of the common fort, and fnmall like those of hawthorn; the plain flowers are of a soft red or peach colour; but in moist they are beautifully variegated with a deeper red, and make a fine appearance: the usual time of flowering is in July and August, but in a warm flower it will continue in flower till Michaelmas: from the flowers being double, they are not succeeded by seeds. They are all supposed to have a poisonous quality.

Method of Culture.—Thee different species and varieties of plants may be increased by layers, and suckers from the roots.

It is necessary that the layers should be made in the early spring months, as from March till May, but the earlier the better; the youngest lower branches being chosen for the purpose, which should be flat-layered, giving plenty of water during the summer, and they will be most rooted by the autumn following; but by plunging the pots in which they are laid in a bark hot-bed, their rooting may be greatly forwarded: when they are properly rooted, they may be taken off, and removed into separate pots for continuing.

But the cuttings should be planted in the spring, or the early part of summer, taking off the young shoots, five or six inches long, and planting them in large pots of rich mould, placing them under glasses, and giving water and shade occasionally: but, if plunged in a bark-bed, it will greatly promote and forward their rooting.

And the suckers arising from the bottom are sometimes furnished with roots; but when this is not the case, a small flit should be given at the lowest part; afterwards applying fresh mould around it, when fibres will be emitted by the root of furthers; they may then be taken off and potted separately in proper pots. With regard to the first fort and varieties, they are rather hardy; but should be kept cautiously in pots or tubs, to be protected through severe winters when necessary.

And the other sorts are often placed in the hot-house during winter, but when left tenderly treated, and supplied more freely with air in mild weather, they are faid by fome to succeed better, provided they be carefully screened from every effect of frost or severe cold.

These are very ornamental among other potted plants of fets tender kinds.

NERLI, Filippo, in Biography, an Italian historian, was born in 1485, and became a lector of the city of Florence. One of the fame names, and thought by fome to be the fame perfon, was governor of Modena for the church in 1526, and, attempting to return to Florence in 1527 with Guicciardini, was excluded from that city. He died in 1536. His work, entitled 'I Commentari de' Fatti civili occorsi nelle Città di Firenze del 1215 fino al 1537,' remained in manuscript till it was published in Florence in 1725.

NERO, Lucius Domitius, a Roman emperor, the son of Cneius Domitius Ahenobarbus, and Agrippina, the daughter of Germanicus, was born in the 37th year of the Christian era. Both his parents were notorious for the profligacy of their lives, and of this the father was so fnconscious, that he affirmed, at the birth of his fon, that, springing from such a flock, he must be a monfer born for some great public calamity. The favour of the people was mani- lated to him at his first appearance in the popular games, given by the emperor Claudius in the year 47. This emperor, having married Agrippina, adopted Nero, then only in his thirteenth year, as his successor, though he had a fon of his own. On the occasion, he received the names of Nero Claudius Caesar, and in the following year he assumed the toga virilis, was designated consul, and declared prince of the Roman youth. His marriage with Octavia, the emperor's daughter, took place in the year 53, and in the following year, the reigning emperor having been poisoned by his abandoned wife, Nero was raised to the throne. To Agrippina are to be attributed all the bad acts of the early part of his reign. His own conduct, as prompted by his tutor Seneca and governor Burrhus, appears to have been liberal and laudable, and his actions corresponded with the dicourages that were put into his mouth. Historians mention severall acts of clemency which are highly honourable to his memory, if they could be supposed to proceed from his own unbribed inclination. One of the earliest irregularities of this prince was an attachment to Ace, a freedwoman of a debauched character, who obtained a great ascendency over him, while he displayed the utmost aversion to his wife Octavia. His tutor indulged him in this passion, to keep him from more criminal amours, and his mother, finding
finding that her reproaches were of no avail, at length confined at his conduct. She, indeed, to keep her son in a state of dependence and subjection, affected to countenance the claims of Britannicus to the sovereignty, which led Nero to remove him out of his way by poison. The fatal dose was administered as he sat at table with the emperor, his wife, and mother. Its effects were instantaneously: he fell down speechless, and being carried out, very soon expired. After this he made an attack upon his mother's life. (See the article Achrippa.) The levity and turbulence of Nero's disposition were displayed in the amusements which he followed, of rambling about the streets disguised, by night, with a band of disorderly companions, robbing and abusing all that fell in their way, and carrying off all the pillage he could lay his hands on, which he fold the following day by auction in his palace. There was, in short, no species of brutality in which he did not delight; nevertheless, the public affairs of the empire were well managed during the first few years of his reign, and many salutary regulations took place at home and abroad. The senate was permitted to act freely on several occasions, and the political counsellors of the emperor were able and experienced. The Roman arms were successful in the East under the command of Corbulo, who subdued Armenia, and conferred its crown upon Tigranes. After the death of his mother, he plunged into a course of dissipate folly, that was highly derogatory to his rank: he exhibited his skill as a charioteer, and claimed public applause as an actor in the theatre. In the sixth year of his reign, he instituted games in imitation of those of Greece, which were at the same time gymnastic, musical, and equestrian. He named them Neronian games, and in his own person did dispense the prizes of eloquence and poetry, in which he obtained an easy victory, none venturing to give the palm to his competitors. In the year 62 he divorced his wife, whom he banished, and afterwards put to death, and took in her place Poppaea, a woman of distinguished beauty, but of truly infamous character. From this time, acts of cruelty and rapacity alone varied the scenes of indecent folly and abandoned debauchery, which constituted the habitual life of Nero. The terrible confederation of Rome in the year 64, is by Suetonius and Dio positively charged upon the emperor; but Tacitus expresses a doubt concerning its origin, and the probability is, that the fire was accidental. Nero was at Antium when it happened, but returned in time to see the palace in flames. He now opened his gardens, and caused flocks to be erected for the multitudes who were deprived of a home, and took measures to prevent a scarcity, and supply the wants of the people. The emperor might have gained credit upon the whole by this diffluence, had not the fulmination of his being its author still maintained its ground in the minds of the people. The method which he took to divert it has, perhaps, excited greater detestation of his memory than all his other enormities. He cauned the Christian to be accused as the incendiaries, and, without trial or inquiry, apprehended all whom he could discover in the city, and put them to death in the most horrible manner. This savage conduct, for which there was not the slightest pretence, has branded him most justly with the title of the first persecutor of the Christian church. In the re-edification of Rome, much attention was paid to order and convenience in the arrangement of streets, &c.; but, of all the new edifices, none could bear comparison with that which Nero constructed for his own residence, and which he denominated the "Golden Palace." This building was not more remarkable for the immense quantity of gold and other precious materials employed in its decoration, than for its magnitude. Nero, whose taste was entirely turned to the gigantic, and who enjoyed nothing but in proportion to its cost, laid, when it was finished, that he now began to be lodged like a man. His profusion of every kind rendered him always needy, and consequently rapacious; he plundered, without shame or remorse, every body, and the temples themselves were not sacred when his wants required their wealth. In the year 65, the people seemed weary of subjection to such a monster, and a conspiracy was formed against him; but it was discovered before the plan was executed, and much of the guilt blood in Rome was shed on the occasion. From this period Nero became fupicious of every human being, and placed no bounds to his cruelty: he mounted the public theatre at Rome, dispensed for the prizes of musician and actor, and inflicted cruel punishments on those who were tardy or careless in their applause. The death of his wife Poppaea was occasioned by a kick which she received from her husband while in a state of pregnancy. When his passion had subsided, his grief was excessive, of which he gave every demonstration in his power: he cauned her body to be embalmed in the Eastern manner, pronounced a funeral oration over her dead body, and burnt more perfumes at her obsequies than the annual produce of Arabia. A long and bloody list of executions, in which the victims were the least and greatest men of Rome, disfigured the annals of his subsequent years. These fanguinary scenes were contrived by the splendid ceremonial of Nero's conferring the crown of Armenia on Tiridates, in the presence of the Roman people, in which Oriental servility and Roman pride were equally conspicuous. The Greeks, about this period, sent a deputation to compliment Nero on his musical attainments, who gave him a favourable idea of their countrymen, that he determined on a tour into Greece. Carrying with him an immense train of persons attached to his theatrical establishment, he embarked for that country in the year 67, and before he left it solemnly proclaimed Greece free. This was, as he wished it to be understood, was counterbalanced by the pillages, confiscations, and murders, of which his visit was productive. To perpetuate his name, he undertook a project, often before conceived, but deferred through superflitious motives, viz., that of cutting across the isthmus which joins the Peloponnesus to the rest of Greece. The work had proceeded some length, when Nero was hastily recalled by the alarm of new conspiracies. On his return to Italy, he made triumphal entries into several towns, and a very splendid one into Rome, in which he is said to have displayed the most absurd vanity, although tooting on his throne, through the revolts of Vindex in Gaul, and of Galba in Spain. The latter, when he was made acquainted with its extent, particularly alarmed him, and though he was willing to make reparation, yet depair seems from the frist to have taken possession of his mind. Of all the reproaches heaped upon him, none made so deep an impression on his mind, as the title of a "paltry and contemptible musician," which Vindex bestowed on him. Upon entering the city, he convened a few of his creatures among the senate, and entertained them with a musical exhibition, instead of consulting them on the means of faying the state. At length the prætorian cohorts were detached from their allegiance by the perjuries of their prefect, and they proclaimed Galba emperor. Nero fled from Rome, and took refuge in the country-house of one of his freedmen. After his flight was known, he was declared a public enemy by the senate, and condemned to an ignominious end, such as was inflicted only on the vilest malefactors, viz to be dragged
Naked through the streets of Rome, and whipped to death; afterwards his body was to be thrown down from the Tarpeian rock. The execution of this sentence he prevented by a voluntary death. He pierced his throat with a poniard, but, being too irresolute effectually to perform the deed, his hand was aided by his secretary. As he was expiring, he begged that his head might not be cut off from his body, and exposed to the populace, but that the whole might be burnt on a funeral pile. This request was granted by one of Galba's freedmen, who performed the obsequies in the usual manner. This was in the 63d year of the Christian era, when he had attained to the age of 52, and after a reign of almost fourteen years. Rome was filled with acclamations at the intelligence. Their vengeance was not only exercised against the statues of the dead tyrant, but his friends were the objects of the public resentment. In him terminated the line of Augustus. Detestable as his memory has been in all ages, there were not wanting many in Rome among the people and soldiery, who, having benefited by his prodigality for several years, crowned his tomb with flowers, and cherished his name with fond regret. But such an attachment will not entitle him to credit for virtuous feelings, since it was the effacing of that levity of profusion which is always a vice in princes, and not unfrequently the parent of every other vice. In finishing the character of this emperor, it may be observed, that the name of Nero is even now, and will continue (so long as the facts of Roman history exist) to be used, to express a barbarous and unfeeling oppressor. Pliny calls him the common enemy of mankind, and in this he has been followed by all writers, who exhibit the savage tyrant as a pattern of the most execrable barbarity and unpardonable wantonness. Univer. Hist.

In the 63d year A.C. he mounted the stage himself at Naples as a public figure. This was his first appearance as a frottling minstrel. His second was in Greece, in 66, where, as we have seen, he pretended, in imitation of Flaminius, to restore to the Grecian states their ancient liberties. After entering the lists with common musicians at the Olympic games, and acquiring the prize of music by corrupting the judges or his competitors, he travelled through Greece, not prompted by the laudable curiosity of visiting the antiquities of that once celebrated country, but by the low ambition of displacing his skill in singing and playing upon the cithara. Here every where challenged the best performers, and, as may be imagined, was always declared victor. And that there might remain no memorials of other victors, he commanded all their statues to be pulled down, dragged through the streets, and to be either broken in pieces, or thrown into the common sewers.

At his return from Greece, he entered Naples, Antium, Albano, and Rome, through a breach in the wall of each city, as an Olympic victor, carrying with him in triumph, like spoils of an enemy, the prizes which he had extorted from the judges in musical contests; in the fame car in which kings used to be brought in triumph, who had been vanquished by Roman generals, and with the fame splendour, pomp, and solemnity, was Diodorus, a celebrated Greek performer on the cithara, with other eminent musicians, brought through the streets of Rome, leaving it doubtful which was the greater, the vanity of Nero in imagining himself superior to these proficient musicians, or their adulation in conferring themselves to have been vanquished by Nero. The sollicitude with which this emperor attended to his voice, was related by historians, curious, and will throw some light upon the practices of singers in different times. Suetonius informs us, that to prefer his voice, he used to lie upon his back, with a thin plate of lead upon his stomach; took frequent emetics and cathartics; and abstained from all kinds of fruit, and such meats as were thought to be prejudicial to fingers; and, at length, from the apprehension of hurting his voice, he ceased to harangue the soldiery or senate, contenting himself with inflaming his orders in writing, or by the mouth of some of his friends or freedmen. After his return from Greece, he established about his perforn a phonatus, or officer, to take care of his voice; he would never speak but in the presence of this vocal governor, who was first to admonish him, when he spoke too loud, or strained his voice; and afterwards, if the emperor, transported by some sudden emotion, did not listen to his remonstrances, he was to flop his mouth with a napkin. The most effectual means of acquiring his favour was to commend his voice, which, according to Suetonius, was both thin and husky; to pretend raptures while he sung, and to appear dejected and very important, if, like many other fingers, through caprice he deflected from doing what he himself most ardently defined.

Encouraged by the applause of the multitude, he appeared almost every day on the stage, inviting not only the senators and knights, but the whole populace and rabble of Rome, to hear him, generally in the theatre which he had built in his own palace. He frequently detained the audience not only the whole day, but the whole night; for till he was tired himself and defiled, no one was on any account suffered to depart; so that women are said to have been delivered in the theatre, and several perforns were so tired and disfigured with the performance, that, finding the gates of the palace shut, they either leaped over the walls at the hazard of their lives, or counterfeited death, in order to be carried out to their funeral. Some, by continuing night and day in the same posture, were seized with mortal distempers; these, however, they dreaded less than the repentment of the prince, which they would have unavoidably incurred by their absence. Besides the great number of secret observers employed to watch the countenances and behaviour of the audience, there were many open spies, who publicly set down the names and fashion as discovered the least symptoms of dissatisfaction: the vulgar were instantly punished by the soldiery for the least inattention; and upon perforns of rank, the vengeance of the emperor was vented in a still more dreadful manner. Vespasian, afterwards emperor, greatly provoked the anger of Nero, by escaping from the theatre during the time of performance; however, fearing the consequences of the offence which he had given, he returned, in order to make reparation; but, unfortunately falling asleep while the emperor was singing, this male failure was so enraged at his inattention, that he would have cost him his life, if his friends, men of the highest rank and merit, had not employed their prayers and mediation in his behalf.

NERONDE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Roanne. The place contains 1804, and the canton 8140 inhabitants, on a territory of 170 kilometres, in 10 communes.

NERONDES, a town of France, in the department of the Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Amand; 17 miles E.S.E. of Bourges. The place contains 1417, and the canton 8265 inhabitants, on a territory of 207½ kilometres, in 13 communes.

NERSHIS, a town of Sweden, in Estf Bothnia; 10 miles N. of Christinablad.

NERSHINSK. See NERUTINSK.

NERSHCHN, a town of the duchy of Courland; 18 miles S.S.W. of Saulburg.
NERTCHINA, or NERTSHA, a river of Russia, which runs into the Amoor, near Nertchink.

NERTCHINSK, or NERTSHINSK, a city of Russia, in the government of Irkutsk, seated on the Nertcha, at its junction with the Amur or Amoor, built in the year 1658, on the borders of China. It took its name from a fort, and contains, besides some public edifices, 150 houses of mean structure. The Chinese caravans formerly paffed through this town, but they have of late taken a different route. However, the Russian envoys are still received and entertained by the Chinese, and those of China are treated in the same manner by the Russians, in this town. The adjacent country, though mountainous, yields excellent pasturage for cattle. In the vicinity of this town are considerable mines. N. lat. 51° 12'. E. long. 116° 44'.

NERTERIA, in Botany, derived from viginti, inferior, or lowly, in allusion to the humble and prolific growth of the plant. This genus was fent by Mutis to Linnaeus, under the name of Gomezia; but the latter, from an error in reading the manuscript, called it, in his Supplementum, Gomozia. The classical appellation therefore, bestowed on it by Solander and Gertner, is of course to be preferred. Indeed Gomozia would be hardly allowable, since no mention is made of its derivation in the manuscripts of Mutis, nor is any botanist of that name known. The genus is mostly allied to Maxtria. Sm. Plant. Ic. v. 28. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 1705. Mart. Mill. Dicit. v. 3. (Nertera; Soland. MSS. Gerto. t. 26. Schreb. 821. Gomozia; Mutis. MSS. Gomozia; Linn. Suppl. 17. Julf. 198. Lamarck Illustr. t. 87.)—Clafs and order, Tetraandria Monogynia. Nat. Ord. Rubiaceae; Jull.

Gen. Ch. Cal. Perianth none, according to Mutis, except a very small, flightly four-toothed border to the germin. Cor. of one petal, funnel-shaped; tube gradually enlarging, short; limb cloven into four, acute, reflexed segments, shorter than the tube. Stam. Filaments four, equal, inserted at the base of the tube, thread-shaped, nearly erect, the length of the corolla; anthers oblong, two-lobed, erect, yellow. Pjft. Germin inferior, oval, slightly compressed, smooth; stylos two, adhering at the base, thread-shaped, smooth, as long as the flower; filaments acute, reflexed, divided. Pirc. Berry globose, unbillibrated with a small dot at the top, of two cells, succulent, very smooth, red, the size of a pea. Seeds two, oblong, flat on one side, convex on the other.


1. N. depolfa. Sm. Plant. Ic. v. 28. Willd. (Gomozia Granadenedis; Linn. Suppl. 129.)—Mutis observed this plant very frequently in wet and marshy situations at New Granada. It is also a native of New Zealand, according to Forth Prod. 8g. Root fibrous, annual. Stems herbaceous, procumbent, throwing out roots at the joints, branched, leafy, thread-shaped, somewhat angular, smooth. Branches axillary, opposite, erect, single-flowered, short. Leaves opposite, tallked, heart-shaped, roundish, rather oblong, entire, smooth; ifoie of the stem spreading, those of the branches more erect, or close-presses; flacks roundish, furrowed above, nearly as long as the leaves. Flowers foliary, at the tops of the branches, fife, pale-coloured.

NERTHINSKOI MOUNTAINS, otherwise called the mountains of Daouria, mountains of Ruffia, which extend from the Beikal and the fources of the Selenga and the Amoor, down the two sides of thee rivers; on the one side as far as where the Argoon falls into the Amoor, and on the other side up to the heads of the Niufa and the Oldclock, where it annexes itself to the fipuous range of Okhotz, or Krebet Stanovi. It consequently includes the whole space between the Selenga and the Argoon, takes the fame direction with the courfe of the Amoor and the Ingoa from W. to N.E. and runs due south from the Mongole under the name of Yabloko-Krebet, or Apple-mountain. It has its greatest elevations about the origin of the Amoor and the Ingoa, where it contains of very rugged granite tops, high and steep. Between the course of the Ingoa and the sources of the Khilok and Vitim it is much smaller, notwithstanding which it seems to stand very high. It here forms a ridge, partly uniform in its progress, woody, and well-watered, and contains for the most part of pure crumbled granite. The part of this range included by the Amoor and Argoon is properly called the Nerthinskoi chain of ore-mountains, and is found to be the richest in minerals of any of the mountains hitherto explored in these regions. It produces beautiful kinds of granite, porphyry, jasper, a great quantity of chalcedonies, carnelians, onyx, agate, hornstone, large smoky topazes, aqua marine, hyacinth, and topaz-coloured schorl, genuine topaz and beryl, &c.; granites, fine feldspar gneissus, serpentine, albustus, nephrites, chlorite, flate, gyptum, excellent fteffifer fpar; falt-lakes, vitriol-pyrites, alum-ore, native fulfur, coal, warm fprings, and numerous markable mines, iron, copper, and a remarkable quantity of lead-ore, containing silver and gold, of which, since the commencement of the fift century, a great many mines have been opened, and of which several are still in full work. These regions also prevalent numerous forests. The trees are pinus sylvestris, larch, birch, firs, cedars, &c. The principal rivers here are the Selenga, the Khilok, the Vitim, the Olekma, the Kairanga, the Niufa, the Oldekon, the Onon, the Ingoa, the Amoor, the Argoon, &c. &c. Tooke's View of the Ruff. Emp. vol. 1.

NERVA, COCELEUS, in Geography, a Roman emperor, descended from a Cretan family, that had become Roman in the time of Augustus, was born in the year 26 of the Christian era, and being fon, grandson, and great-grandson of consuls, entered with great success the career of civil dignities. He was prince when Nero conferred upon him triumphal honours. He was conful for the first time in the year 71, with the emperor Vespasian, and afterwards with Domitian in 90. The confpirators who had formed their plans for freeing the empire from the tyranny of Domitian applied to Nerva, who was at that time at Rome, to undertake the duties and office of emperor; to this he consented, and was accordingly raised to the imperial purple in the year 96. The praetorian band had been secured in his favour, and the Senate was happy to confirm the elevation of one of their own body, whom they highly respected. He soon rendered himself extremely popular by the mildness of his manners, and by the activity which he exhibited in the management of public affairs. The frift cares of his government were to repair the evils of the late tyranny; he abolished the odious law of trefon, and recalled the exiles, among whom were some of the most virtuous persons of the age. He restored to the enjoyment of their property those who had been the objects of unjust confipations, and punished with death the freedmen and slaves whose informations had caused the ruin of their masters. He suffered no statues to be razed to his own honour, and he applied to the use of the government all the gold and silver statues which had been erected to his predecessor. In himself he was the example as well as the patron of morals and ftrict virtue. He forbid the mutilation of male children. He made a solemn declaration that no senator should be put to death during his reign, which he observed with fuch fanftity, that, when two...
members of the senate had conspired against his own life, he was satisfied to tell them he was well acquainted with their evil intentions. He also conducted the very men to the public spectacles, and feared himself between them, and when a sword was offered to him according to the usual customs, he defended the conspirators to try it upon his body. Such confidence in the uprightness of his own intentions, and justice of his government, and such reliance upon the consequences of his lenity and indulgence, conciliated the affections of all his subjects. It was the spirit of his administration, to govern that he might render a good account of his actions, and return without apprehension to a private station. In some instances it must be admitted that his lenity, or perhaps timidity, forced him into disgraceful compliances. One of these was the reformation of licentious pantomimes, which Domitian had abolished, but which the people demanded with tumultuous shouts: another was the giving up the authors of the death of Domitian, who were, in fact, the instruments of his own elevation. It was in vain that he presented his own bare neck to the enraged soldiery, and entreated them rather to fatiate their vengeance on himself; he was obliged to consent to the sacrifice, and even to feem to approve it. The mortifying incident, however, was the cause of a great public benefit, for it produced the adoption of Trajan. Made felice of the necessity of a firm support to the throne, he passed by his own kindreds, and selected for his son, and successor, the man, in all the empire, best fitted for the high office. Had this choice been the only act of his reign, it would have entitled him to the remembrance of his subjects. (See Trajan.) He died in the year 98, after a reign of sixteen months, and at the age of 72.

Nerva has been charged with an impietate love and use of wine, and, perhaps, to have enjoyed the favour of Nero and Domitian may lead to a suspicion of the regularity of his morals, but his public virtues have deservedly placed him in the series of those good princes who have been respected and honoured by posterity. Tacitus speaks of Nerva as being the first person whom all the people before thought to be incompatible, viz. monarchy and liberty.

NERVA, in Anatomy and Physiology, is a solid chord of a round or flattened figure, sometimes fibrous; composed of a soft white or medullary substance, and a peculiar membrane; connected either immediately or remotely with the brain, spinal marrow, or certain small bodies called ganglia; and forming the instrument by which external objects act on the brain, by which the latter organ influences the voluntary muscles, and by which the involuntary organs and the brain or ganglia exert whatever influence they may possess on each other. The same term was applied by the older anatomists to the ligaments and tendons. See Nervous System.

NERVE, Capillaments of the. See Capillaments.

Nerves, Ganglion of the. See Ganglion.

Nerves Microscopically examined. Mr. Leeuwenhoek endeавoured by his microscope to discover the structure of the nerves in the spinal marrow of an ox; he saw there with great delight, minute hollow vesicles of an inconceivable firmness, invested with their proper membrane, and running out in length parallel to one another, and making up their composition; and though some hundreds of these vesicles go to the formation of the least nerve that can be imagined, he not only discerned the cavities in them, which he computed to be three times less than their diameters, but in some perceived the orifices as plainly as the holes in a pricked paper are to be seen when looked at against the sun. It requires, however, great dexterity and expedition to make this examination with success; for after a thin slice of the spinal marrow is placed before the microscope, in less than a minute’s time it becomes dry, and the whole appearance vanishes.

Baker’s Microscope, p. 145.

Nerves, in Architecture, denote the mouldings of projecting arches of vaults, or those arising from the branches of ogives, and crossing each other diagonally in Gothic vaults; serving to separate the pendentives. Nerves, in Botany, are long tough fibres, running either across, or lengthwise of the leaves of plants.

NERVI, in Geography, a town of Genoa; five miles E.S.E. of Genoa.

Nervines. See Neuritics.

NERUKA, in Geography, a port in the island of Cape Breton, where the French had a settlement.

NERVOSA CORPORA, in Anatomy. See Cavernosa Corpora.

NERVOSUM FOLIUM, in Botany, a leaf furnished with more than one longitudinal nerve, or rib; see Costa and Costatum.

NERVOUS COLIC. See Colic.

Nervous Disaffets, are those diseases which appear to arise independently of any organic change of structure, and are, therefore, ascribed to some indefinite derangement of the sensible and irritable powers of the animal frame, of which the brain and nervous system are the seat and channels of communication. Hence the epithet nervous is applied to all cramps and spasmodic pains, which, in fact, consist of inordinate and involuntary contractions of muscular parts; in all uncertain sensations, especially when they move from part to part, and have no determinate seat; to great depression or remarkable variations of the spirit; and especially to the tremors, fears, and anxieties, which accompany that depression of mind. Now these various symptoms, together with certain partial or general convulsive paroxysms, flatulence, globus hystericus, &c. which are commonly present, in persons of delicate constitution, in different degrees and combinations, when the stomach, or bowels, or the secretion of bile, happen to be disordered, or when some other important vicera are in a state of debility, as the uterus in women, have been mostly classed together under the appellation of Hysteria, Hypochondriasis, Indigestion, &c. under which articles an ample account of their nature and method of cure will be found.

It is worthy of observation, however, that this term, nervous disease, ought not to be taken in a literal sense; inasmuch as the nerves are not in fact the seat of any disease in these cases: on the contrary, there is usually some local disorder, most frequently in the organs of digestion, with which these general or nervous symptoms are connected. Hence it has been the fashion with some medical men to denominate them, with almost equal impropriety, bilious diseases. The treatment, however, which is suggested by the latter appellation, namely, the regulation of the bowels, is useful and proper: while the nervous or nervous medicines, as they have been called, which consist chiefly of stimulating andspiritious drugs, although they afford a temporary relief to the sensations of the patient, contribute nothing to the ultimate cure; but, on the contrary, undermine the strength of the constitution, and of the digestive organs in particular, and thus rivet, as it were, in the habit, the very evils which they are expected to cure. The "nervous cordis," and other empirical nostrums, which are sold under various names, are all spiritious liquors, tinctured with some grateful aromatic; in other words medicated drinks, which have not only contributed to injure the health, which they were taken with a view to improve, but also to convert many persons who were sober into dram-drinkers, by inducing them to take, under the
the name of medicine, what they would have been ashamed to swallow if undisguised. Too much caution cannot be recommended, in cases of nervous disorder, against the habitual use of what are called cordials.

Nervous Fever. See Fever, Nervous.

Nervous Fluid, Spirits, or Juices, hypothetical terms employed by the older pathologists, in order to express the medium of motion and sensation, as supposed to exist in the nervous system. It has been a common and almost universal error among philosophers, when they had traced certain phenomena up to certain material agents, the mode of action of which they were unable to comprehend, to invent some intermediate invisible agent, (generally a spirit, ether, or other fluid,) which they imagined was the organ of communication and connection between the visible agents. Thus the principle of gravitation, of electricity, &c. has been supposed to be an ethereal fluid, the framers of these hypotheses falsely imagining that they had acquired some new knowledge, when they had merely interposed some unmeaning words. A familiar hypothetical fluid was referred to, when the nervous chords and fibres, every where distributed through the animal frame, were discovered to be the channels of communication between the common senhorium and the extreme parts, the messengers of volition to the muscles, and the conveyers of sensation to the brain. We are obliged, from the poverty of language, to use these mechanical terms in speaking of the nervous system. But the mode of communication is peculiar and inarticulate; and we are concerned only with the fact. A more accurate anatomy has demonstrated that the nerves are not tubes and hollow canals, and therefore are not calculated for the transmiiion of any fluid; and a more accurate philosophy has taught us, not to interpose an imaginary agent, where we have no evidence of its existence, and where, if it were present, it could not enable us to understand, or to explain more satisfactorily, the phenomena which we observe. All considerations respecting a nervous fluid are, therefore, jutly discarded by modern physiologists and pathologists. See Nervous System.

Nervous Parts, Content of the. See Nervous System.

Nervous Spirit, or Juices, denotes a pure, subtle, volatile humour, better known by the name of animal spirits; secreted from the arterial blood in the cortical part of the brain, collected in the medulla oblongata, and thence driven by the force of the heart into the cavities of the nerves; to be conveyed by them throughout the body, for the purposes of sensation and animal motion.

Gall, Wharton, and Willis, first mentioned the nervous juice; but many of our modern physicians deny the existence of this juice. See Animal Spirits.

Nervous System, in Anatomy and Physiology. Under this expression are included the organs contained in the cavity of the cranium, or, in common language, the brain; the medulla spinalis; and the nerves, whatever of the kind that are connected to either of the two organs just mentioned, or those which are furnished with ganglia. A short account of the structure and functions of these parts is given under the word Brain: it will be the object of the present article to supply what has not been inferred there concerning the structure and functions of the nervous system, and to give a description of the ramifications of the nerves.

"The use of the senses in making us acquainted with the external world, volition and all its effects on the muscles, all the operations of the mind, our instincts, properties, and passions, and even the distinguishing characters of humanity, depend entirely on the nervous system, so that without it all nature would be in a manner dead and incapable of enjoyment, because we could not conceive the existence of any perception or idea under such a state. Without the physiology of the nervous system, neither psychology, nor any kind of philosophy can exist. If we consider further, that teachers, moralists, legislators, and judges cannot, without falling into error, overlook the influence of organisation on our propensities, passions, talents, and actions, we shall soon be convinced that there can be no object of greater, more general and permanent interest to all the educated classes of society. In animals of complicated organisation almost all the functions are more or less influenced by the nerves. Digestion, nutrition, the secretions and excretions, circulation, respiration, &c. are disordered or stopped when the nerves belonging to the different organs are compressed, injured, or divided. If the spinal marrow, or the nerves, which are the conductors of sensation and voluntary motion, are compressed or divided, all motion and sensation ceases in the parts below the injury. A fluid extravasated in the brain, or any kind of pressure on that organ, paralyses more or less completely the whole body, or the opposite side of the body to that on which the brain has been injured, and extinguishes in various degrees consciousness and the faculty of thinking. The more the influence of the nerves is weakened, the more easily are chemical and physical changes carried on in the body." Gall, Anat. et Physiol. du Syst. Nerveux, p. 12.

The brain has been regarded, in all ages, as the material instrument of the sentient and thinking principle; and the nerves are undoubtedly the medium through which the mind and external objects reciprocally influence each other. The anatomist and physiologist have always bestowed on the nervous system a degree of attention proportioned to the importance of the functions which it executes. The brain, in particular, has been its favourite study. By dissecting this part, they have hoped to solve the interesting problem of the connection between our organisation and the imaginary immaterial principle supposed to regulate its motions; and to develop the mysteries of sensation and of the various mental operations. Hitherto these expectations have not been realised. The extremely complicated structure of the encephalon has been represented with unrivalled beauty and accuracy, and described most clearly and elegantly by Vicq d'Azyr. His work, which is a splendid monument of the arts, confides entirely of anatomical details. The size, figure, connection, and structure of all parts in the brain, are unfolded with the greatest fidelity; but their uses receive no illustration. The labours of Soemmerring, the most accomplished of modern anatomists, who, like Vicq d'Azyr, has chiefly employed himself in investigating the contents of the cranium, have not been more successful in determining the uses of the different parts of the brain. Undismayed by the repeated failures of their predecessors, two German anatomists, Meck, and Spurzheim, have applied with unrestrained ardour to this interesting subject. They claim the merit of many new discoveries in the anatomy of the brain; they have founded certain physiological opinions on these; and have even attempted to draw a connection between certain points of structure and the moral and intellectual dispositions of individuals. The first of these gentlemen has attracted much notice of late years by the opinions delivered in his lectures in the principal cities of Europe. (See the article CRANIOLGY.) After confining himself for a long time to the oral promulgation of his doctrines, he at last submitted his alleged discoveries concerning the anatomy of the brain, to the final scientific tribunal in Europe, the French National Institute; and as they involve much minute anatomical detail, the account was very properly referred, for examination,
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amination, by this learned body, to five of their own members, the most distinguished for their proficiency in anatomical science. Gall and Spurzheim dissected the brain in the presence of the commissioners of the National Institute, Meffro, Tenon, Portal, Sabatier, Pinel, and Cuvier, and gave the most ample explanations of their peculiar opinions. The dissections were repeated by these gentlemen, and the result of their investigations is contained in a report, of which an English translation was published in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, January 1809, under the following title, "Report on a Memoir of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, relative to the anatomy of the brain, by Meffro, Tenon, Portal, Sabatier, Pinel, and Cuvier, presented to, and adopted by, the classes of mathematical and physical sciences of the National Institute." The German anatomists have since published, on the same subject, "Recherches sur le système nerveux en général, et sur celui du cerveau en particulier; mémoire présenté à l'Institut de France, le 14 Mars, 1808; suivi d'observations sur le rapport qui en a été fait à cette compagnie par les commissaires, 4to. 1809."

This work was not designed to contain a development of all Gall's opinions: it is occupied almost entirely with anatomical details. He proposes to deliver the result of all his researches into the structure and functions of the nervous system in all animals, in a large work, with very numerous plates, of which one volume has been already completed, under the title "Anatomie et physiologie du système nerveux en général, et du cerveau en particulier, avec des observations sur la possibilité de reconnaître plusieurs dispositions intellectuelles et morales de l'homme, et des animaux, par la configuration de leurs têtes. Premier volume, Anat. et physiol. du fyl. nerveux en general, et du cerveau en particulier," Paris 4to., with atlas in folio. All these publications are subsequent in date to the time when the article Brain of this Encyclopædia was written, the doctrines delivered in them could not then be noticed.

The opinions of Gall with regard to the structure of the nervous system, and more particularly of the brain, totally change the common ideas and modes of investigating the subject. We should observe here, however, that he does not pretend to have discovered many new facts; the chief merit that he claims, consists in the connection that he has been the first to establish between known facts, and in the general conclusions which he has deduced from them. His doctrines concerning the special functions of different parts of the brain is in many respects new, ingenious, and important. Its intent is to prove, that there are in man and animals innate qualities and dispositions, connected with certain organs situated in the brain; that the brain is not so much the general organ of animal life, as the place in which the individual organs are collected, each innate quality having its special organ; that these organs threw themselves on the surface of the brain, and form eminences marked by corresponding expansions of the cranium; and that, from an observance of these facts, we may, under certain limitations, determine the existence of such organs, in a greater or less degree of development, answering to the greater or less degree of energy, in the intellectual or moral disposition with which they are connected. Its merit must rest on the number and importance of the facts which can be brought forward for its support. We cannot enter on this part of the subject, as the volume which is to contain Gall's detailed account of these matters is not yet before the public.

Opinions of Gall and Spurzheim concerning the medullary and cortical Substances.—Of the two substances, which compose the nervous system, commonly called the cortical and medullary, Gall and Spurzheim have taken a view somewhat different from the common one. They object very strongly to the term medullary, as implying a soft and pulpy texture in what they consider to be essentially fibrous. They regard the cineritious fibres as the source or origin of the white or fibrous matter. Their opinions on this subject may be collected from a series of anatomical corollaries appended to the second section of their great work. 1. The whole of the nervous system contains only two substances: one of these is pulpy or gelatinous, and generally grey-coloured, but it may be reddish, yellowish, &c.; the other is white and fibrous: consequently there is no such thing as a medullary matter. 2. The grey gelatinous matter engenders or produces the nervous fibres, that is, the matrix of these fibres. Wherever it exists, they are produced; and it exists, wherever they are produced. Whenever a medullary bundle crosses cineritious matter, it is enlarged by filaments received from the latter; and none of these bundles enlarge without the concurrence of this matter, whether it form a fenible enlargement, or only follow and accompany the medullary bundle. 3. The more abundant the gelatinous substance, the more nervous filaments are produced: consequently, the grey matter and the number of nerves are in a direct and reciprocal ratio to each other. 4. No nerve arises from another nerve; but each has its origin in a peculiar mass of gelatinous substance: consequently the nervous filaments of the cheek and abdomen cannot be derived from each other, nor from the brain, nor the spinal marrow. These anatomists regard the cortical matter as the name on the outside of the cerebrum and cerebellum, in the interior of these organs, and of the medulla oblongata, and in the ganglia and plexuses of nerves. They extend the analogy still further, and observe that 'the cineritious matter, and consequently the ganglia, may be compared to the mucous expansion, which covers all the extremities of the nerves of the skin, of the intestines, and even the pulp of the labyrinth, and the root of mucous varnish which covers the retina.' That the massies of cineritious matter, dispersed in the interior of the encephalon and spinal marrow, possest an identity of properties and functions with that which covers the surface of the cerebrum and cerebellum, is possible, nay perhaps even probable; for the sensible characters of the fibres are nearly the same. But we see no direct argument in proof of this point. We should hesitate still more in admitting the comparison between the parts just mentioned and the nervous ganglia. Anatomy detects great differences in their texture; and we are equally ignorant of the properties and functions of both. If we cannot acquiesce in those propositions, what shall we say when the cortical matter of the brain, and the substance of nervous ganglia, are pronounced to be the same in structure and office with the retina and membrane of the labyrinth, with the rete mucosum of the skin, and the lining of the alimentary canal? "Here, it has been truly observed, there can only be with respect to structure, texture, in short, physical nature, a resemblance purely hypothetical. In the absence of proofs derived from direct examination, this comparison could only be justified by some resemblance in the functions and mode of existence during life: but where do these appear?" The function assigned to the cortical matter, as far as we can understand the meaning of the phrases in which it is conveyed, does not seem to differ essentially from the old opinion, which supposes the medulla to be secreted from the cortex. Befide calling the latter the matrix of the medullary fibres, these are said to arise from and to be increased or reinforced (renforcé) by the cortical matter. If the origin of the medulla from the cortex mean anything more than the fact of connection, we object
ject to it on the grounds already stated. The notion of one part being produced by the other, is not supported by one fact or argument, and is not more probable, in our opinion, than that the skin should secrete the subjacent cellular substance or muscles. Our observations on the brain, in the early stages of fetal existence, threw that the two substances are coeval, and that the cortex enjoys no priority of formation to the medulla. Why should the latter posse numerous vessels, but for the purposes of its own growth and nutrition? And by what possible stretch of figuration can it be even imagined, that the medullary matter of the nerves in general is secrete, or in any way produced by the cortex?

General Summary of the Opinions of Gall and Spurzheim.—The commissioners of the Institute reduced to ten articles what they conceived to be the peculiar views of these anatomists, who acknowledged that they contain a true expression of their doctrine. We extract these as the most certain way to avoid misrepresentation.

1. The cincerelyous matter is the matrix of the medullary filaments; wherever it exists, these filaments are produced; it exists, wherever they are produced. Whenever a medullary bundle crosses cincerelyous matter, it is enlarged by filaments received from the latter; and none of those bundles enlarge without the concurrence of this matter, whether it form a sensible enlargement, or only follow and accompany the medullary bundle.

2. The spinal marrow is not a bundle of nerves descending from the brain. The spinal nerves arise by filaments, some of which ascend, others descend; this is observed especially in brute animals. The cincerelyous matter of the internal part of the spinal marrow is the matrix of their filaments; the spinal marrow swells whenever it gives off a pair of nerves; and the more, the larger the nerves are. Thus the spinal marrow of the larger animals, as well as that of insects and worms with red blood, is only a series of ganglia, which give off nerves; but all those ganglia communicate with each other.

3. The nerves commonly called cerebral, and which arise from the under part of the encephalon, and chiefly from the medulla oblongata, do not come from the brain any more than the others: on the contrary, when we follow separately the roots of each of them into the substance of the medulla oblongata, we see that they re-ascend from the medulla towards the point where they appear externally, and that they do not descend from the brain, to pass through the medulla oblongata.

4. The brain and cerebellum are themselves only developments of bundles, which have come from the medulla oblongata in the same manner as the nerves proceed from it. The brain, in particular, arises principally from the bundles called pyramidal eminences, which cross each other in passing out of the medulla oblongata, each going to the opposite side to that from which it comes. They swell out first in crossing the pons Varolii, again in passing through the tubercles called thalamo optic, and a third time in the corpora striata; always from the addition of medullary filaments, which the cincerelyous matter, contained in these three parts, adds to those originally contained of. The cerebellum comes from bundles called pro-eminiscs cerebelli ad medullam, or corpora retiforma, which receive an addition of filaments, once only from the cincerelyous matter of what is called the corpus ciliare.

5. Each of these two pairs of bundles, after receiving the additions just described, and having consequently afforded a diverging direction, terminates in two large expansions, covered externally by cincerelyous matter, which only here defers the name of cortical substance; and these expansions, folded in various ways, form what are called the hemispheres of the brain, the lobes, and the vermiform processes of the cerebellum.

6. From the whole extent of these expansions other medullary filaments are produced, which converge from the two sides of the brain and cerebellum towards the middle line, where the filaments of one side unite with those of the other, and form what are called the commissures. The corpus callosum, the fornix and its appendages, form the largest of the commissures of the brain; the anterior commissure is that which joins the middle lobes. The commissure of the cerebellum is composed of the transverse layers of the pons Varolii.

7. When we remove or lacerate the converging fibres which go to the corpus callosum, and which serve as ceiling to the lateral ventricles, there only remains, under the cincerelyous substance, a medullary part, lining it, and following all its folds. Each convolution of the brain and cerebellum, instead of forming a solid mass, as anatomists have hitherto supposed, contains in its middle a solution of continuity; and, by employing proper care, we may unfold this portion of the medulla, as we might unfold the cincerelyous substance, if it were alone. In a word, each convolution is a kind of small pure or canal, closed externally by a double layer of cincerelyous and medullary matter, and towards the ventricles by the converging medullary fibres.

8. As the pairs of bundles forming the brain and cerebellum have their commissures, those which form the nerves have often theirs also, which may very easily be demonstrated in the second, fourth, fifth, and seventh pairs, and very probably in the others.

9. The ganglia spread over the whole body are small masses of cincerelyous matter, which certain nerves pass through, and by which they are strengthened, as the pedunculi of the brain are increased in the thalami optic and corpora striata. These two pairs of tubercles, then, are true ganglia to thepedunculi. The cincerelyous matter of the cortical part of the brain and cerebellum may likewise be regarded as a ganglion of the commissures or converging fibres. That of the inner part of the spinal marrow forms, in like manner, the primary ganglia of the spinal nerves. The cerebral nerves have probably each of them a particular ganglion and it is easy to demonstrate it in several of them.

10. The cincerelyous matter, and consequently the ganglia, may therefore be compared to the mucous expansion, which covers all the extremities of the nerves of the skin, of the intestines, and even the pulp of the labium, and the fork of mucous varnish which covers the retina.

11. From these nine articles, all merely anatomical, all more or less susceptible of being verified, a tenth result, which completes and is the essential character of the doctrine of Gall and Spurzheim; viz. that each pair of nerves forms a particular system; that all these systems communicate together, and reunite in the great chord of the medulla oblongata and spinal marrow; and, lastly, that the brain and cerebellum, far from being the origin and source of this chord, are, on the contrary, an appendix or port of diverticulum, referred for certain functions, but receiving an influence from all the parts of the chord, and exerting one upon them by means of their communications."


The notions entertained by these anatomists on the nervous system in general, are at variance with those commonly received; and more particularly with the common opinions concerning the identity of origin and action of all the nerves. We believe, say they, that this system is composed of several particular systems, differing from each other in their intimate
NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Their Opinion about the Sympathetic Nerve.—They begin their view of the nervous sytem, with the examination of the intercostal or great sympathetic nerve, becaufe, in the more perfect classes of animals, the ganglions and plexues of the abdomen and thorax may be confidered as forming the sytem of an inferior order of functions. Their notions on the origins of this nerve will wear no appearance of novelty to fuch as are acquainted with the writings of later phyfio-logists. The opinion, which regarded the brain as the origin and point of departure of all the nerves of the body, either immediately, or by means of the spinal marrow, has been gradually departed from, in proportion as a better acquaintance with comparative anatomy, and a more accurate mode of reafoning in phyfiology, have fhewn its inconfistency. Many anatomists have remarked, in particular, the impropriety of deriving the great sympathetic nerve from the brain, and have confidered the ganglions as fo many separate origins of it. Bichat has entered more at large on the fame fubjeét, and in eftablihing the ganglions as fo many nervous centres, reckoning each an independent action, has inferred, exerted on the nervous filaments belonging from them to different parts, has given us occafion to admire the clearnefs of his conceptions, and the expressive language by which his theory is at once supported and adorned. To strengthen these opinions, our authors remark, that in ascending through a fcale of animats being from below "after the zoophytes, all animals properly fo called have an intestinal canal, and a heart, or at leaft distinct veifils. Here we fee the gelatinous bifubance collected into particular massés, and nervous-filaments arifing in them, and expanded over the different parts of the body; these collections and filaments are more or leaft numerous, according to the number of the vifcera. Sometimes there are only two or three. In the cuttlefish, the nerves of the abdominal vifcera, feet, &c. arife each from a particular collection of gelatinous bifubances. These nervous filaments, in animals of a lower order, are anagouvs to the correponding parts in those of the higher classes; in fact they are the nervous plexues of the abdomen and chelif, and the more or leaft interrupted filers of ganglia of the sympathetic nerve. As these nervous apparatuses exist already in certain animals, which have no spinal marrow or brain, the question whether they arise from that marrow, or from the fupposed cerebral nerves, is de-cided. Hence Winslow, Soemmerring, Cuvier, &c., and particularly Bichat, judged very correctly, when they regarded the nervous filaments, connecting these filsystems to the nerves of the brain and spinal marrow, as fimple branches of communication. When the lower sytems exit alone, they act in an inflated manner; but as foon as several organs are found in one individual, they muft have a reciprocal influence, eftablished by branches of communication: to accomplish this, nervous filaments pafs from one sytem to another, and form a net-work of communications. Thus the plexues of the vifera firft communicate with each other, then with the other sytems of the sympathetic nerve, and, by means of the latter, with the spinal marrow and some cerebral nerves. It follows from these confiderations, that the nervous sytems of the thoracic and abdominal vifcera cannot all execute the fame functions, and, consequently, ought not to be compared to a net-work. They are rather composed of as many particular sytems, each exercising a different function, as there are different origins of nerves; consequently, the sympathetic nerve cannot be regarded as a fingle pair." Ans. et Phyf. du Syll. Nerveux, fect. 1.

Towards the conclusion of this fection, the authors give us the following ftement of their opinion on the nature and ufe of the ganglions. This we have extracted as expressive of their opinions, on the origin of the nervous or medullary fibres, a very leading and important part of their doctrine. "We have obferved, in the lower classes of animals, two bifubances accompanying the nervous sytem; the greyifh gelatinous matter, and the nervous filaments. The former feems to compofe the polypus almofl entirely, and to charactefize the commencement of the animal kingdom, although nervous filaments have not yet been demonstrated in these creatures. In the next ftep, the vifcera are provided with particular collections of the gelatinous bifubance, and we can plainly perceive the nervous filaments arifing in them; the latter are diftributed in their respective organs. As these collections of gelatinous bifubance form knots or swellings with the nerves that arife from them, they are called ganglions. The larger the collections, the larger and more numerous are the nervous filaments. We do not fee the latter arifing immediately from the lymph, nor by a transformation of veffels; but they are produced wherever there is gelatinous bifubance. We acribe, therefore, the nutrition of the white filaments to the latter. As fimilar arrangements are found in the plexues and ganglions of the higher orders of animals, we muft equally regard them as the origin of the nerves. They are always interwoven with numerous veffels, and contain throughout an abundance of a reddifh-grey, gelatinous, pulpoy, uncious bifubance. They contain more or leaft cellular tiffue, and are fower or firmer in proportion to the structure of the coverings of the nervous filaments. Often the gelatinous bifubance is difperfed in a loofe cellular tiffue, fo that the nerves going from it form a kind of plexus. Sometimes it is collected into small masses in these plexues; between which and the ganglia there is no effential difference. The dilinations of number, form, conflation, and colour, obferved in the different fpecies of animals, or in different individuals, are not effential conditions, influencing the ufe of the organs; they are merely modifications of structure." Ibid. p. 44. 45.

The Spinal Marrow.—The common language, in which the spinal marrow is spoken of as a prolongation, or continuation of the medullary bifubance of the brain and cerebellum, and the common opinion, which regards this organ as a dependency of the encephalon, are entirely rejected by Gall and Spurzheim. The accephalous mutes, flew, that
it is formed and exists independently; and they endeavour to prove by comparative anatomy, that it is a series of ganglia, closely approximated, giving origin to the spinal nerves, as the ganglia of the chest and abdomen produce the respective nerves of those parts. Further particulars of their opinions on this subject will be given in our description of the spinal marrow, prefixed to that of the spinal nerves.

Nerves of the Brain.—The part immediately above the spinal marrow increases considerably in size, as soon as it enters the great occipital foramen; and this increase is more particularly distinct in the mammals, because most of the nervous systens arising at this point are much larger than in man. It has generally been regarded as a continuation of the white substance of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and tuberculum annulare, and, therefore, named medulla oblongata, the upper edge of the tuberculum being considered as its superior boundary. Other anatomists comprise under the medulla oblongata, the pons, crura cerebri and cerebelli, corpora tritae, and optic thalami. These anatomists refer the origins of all the nerves to the medulla oblongata, including under that term parts really belonging to the cerebrum; Soemmerring conceives, that all the nerves arise from the medulla of the brain; and derives them from the sides of the ventricles. All the proofs, say Gall and Spurzheim, that we have employed to shew that the medulla spinalis and oblongata are not prolongations of the brain and cerebellum, may be applied to the latter part in particular. They will also serve to refute the opinion, that the nerves called cerebral have their origins in the brain. They bear no proportion to the brain, which they would do, if they arose from it. In the calf, the pig, the horse, &c. they are generally much larger than in man, though the brain of these animals is much smaller than ours. These nerves, (called by Gall nerves of the head,) as well as the parts from which they arise, are found in acophilous fetuses, which have not originally possessed any brain; lastly, their direction from below upwards, or towards the openings, by which they go out of the cranium, proves manifestly, that they cannot be regarded as prolongations of the nervous substance of the brain. We must, on the contrary, consider them as nervous systens, not found in animals of a lower order, as not formed until after the systens of the sympathetic nerve and medulla spinalis, and as defined to the immediate functions of the fenens, as well as to the organs of motion, and their accessory organs. Anat. et Physiol. du Syst. Nerveux, p. 95.

The nervous substance referred to this part the first visible origins of most of the nerves of the fenens, of the fifth, sixth, and seventh pairs, as well as of the cerebrum and cerebellum. It has, in common with the medulla spinalis, (see our description of that organ in a subsequent part of this article,) the anterior and posterior filaments, the commissure or transverse layer of union, the internal stratum of ciceritious substance, and the canals that are demonstrable by inflation. Although it cannot be regarded as a continuation of the spinal marrow, its particular nervous system have an immediate connection, by communicating chords, with the nervous systens of the vertebral columns.

In the sympathetic and spinal systens, the nerves are detached, at their very origins, from the common fishes; but here the nervous filaments are collected into fasciculi, which continue united to the fishes for a longer or shorter extent. We must, therefore, be careful not to confound the point of origin with that of departure from the fishes. As long as a nervous bundle remains connected to the fishes, it is continually receiving augmentation from the ciceritious matter contained in it. Frequently the latter is collected into a ganglion, in order still farther to reinforce the nervous fibres. How far these gentlemen have been successful in their endeavours to trace all the nerves commonly called cerebral to the medulla oblongata, will appear in our descriptions of the origins of the nerves. We may state here, that they prove tolerably clearly, that the olfactory is the only one that can with any probability be derived from the brain.

In the conclusion of this section, they observe, that all these nervous systems originate in ciceritious substance, and by no means in what is called the medullary matter of the brain. That they are not perfect in the first instance, but strengthened and completed in their course. They are sometimes accompanied throughout by ciceritious matter, as in the case of the olfactory nerve, and thus go on constantly increasing. Sometimes they meet in their course with collections of grey matter, either in flattened plates, as above the decussation of the optic nerves, or in the form of ganglia, as the tubercula quadrigemina, corpora geniculata, &c. In both cases, the grey substance produces new nervous filaments, and the latter unite to what existed before, until each system is perfected. The ganglions and plexuses of these systens are also to be considered as the source of new systens, or as apparatus designed to strengthen them. The peripheral extremities of the nerves are not naked in the external organs of their functions; but are all covered with mucous substance of various colours. Of this kind is the mucous substance between the muscular fibres; the corpus mucosum of the skin; the pulpy substance in the nervous papille of the tongue; the mucous membrane of the nose; the soft covering of the retina and the labyrinth.

Gall and Spurzheim are very earnest in their objections to an opinion, entertained by most modern physiologists, that the nerves are all originally alike, and that the differences of their functions arise from the external organs connected with them. As a polyp may be divided into several pieces, of which each may become an animal like the original one, we may infer that all the parts of the polyp are perfectly alike. But it was an instance of bad logic to apply this conclusion, drawn from animals in whom no nerves have yet been discovered, to the complicated nervous systens of the more perfect animals. "Since it has been proved, that the different nerves are not derived from one source, from a common trunk, the opinion of their action being the same in all cannot be supported by any anatomical demonstration. There is a striking difference between the soft and whitish red nerves of the great sympathetic system, and the hard white spinal nerves; again, the delicate fibres of the cerebrum and cerebellum are distinguished by their whiteness and softness, from those of the vertebral column. The different nerves of the fenens bear no resemblance to each other in colour, confidence, form, and texture. Often the different filaments of the same nerve are visibly different. Not only the different nervous systens, but also the filaments of the same nerve arise from different collections of the grey substance. The ganglions of the different systens are more or less numerous, according as their form, confidence, colour, and texture, vary. All these points are the same in the same nerves; they must, therefore, arise from some original difference of internal structure, and be necessarily connected with the diversity of functions. Physiological principles support the anatomical facts, on which the differences of the nerves are grounded. It is allowed, that the external organs communicate different irritation to the nerves; but, if all these are of one nature, how comes it to pass, that the different impressions of their peripheral extremities are transmitted to the brain unaltered. Should not the impressions of the optic be, transported differently from those of the
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We must observe, that this fact of the differences in structure of the particular nerves, has been already stated by Soemmerring and Bichat.

After a short phylogenial account of the different nerves, Gall presents us with the following general observations relative to all the nerves of the body.

**Anatomical Observations.**—1. Each nerve of the body has its particular origin. None arise from the brain, nor from any other nerve; but the filaments of each are produced from peculiar collections of grey substance.
2. Each differs from all others in size, structure, colour, and consistence.
3. The apparatuses of the same nerve are more or less numerous and complicated in the different kinds of animals.
4. There is no direct or constantly uniform proportion between the size of the brain and that of the nerves.
5. There is no determined proportion between the nerves of the same species of animals, nor in the individuals of the same species. Sometimes one, sometimes another nerve is the most developed.
6. The nerves of the same species cannot be said to be larger or smaller in the female than in the male.
7. They are developed and decay at very different epochs in the different kinds of animals, and in individuals of the same kind.
8. Hitherto we know of no destruction in the nerves of the female, excepting the optic, and this does not exist in all animals.

The corresponding nerves of the two sides (les nerfs correspondants des sens de chaque côté) communicate together by their commissures, and with the neighbouring parts of the brain by communicating branches.

**Physiological Observations.—1.** The functions of the nerves can only be executed by material instruments (ne font ren- dus possibles que par des instrumens materiaux).
2. The nerves of the same species are only employed in communicating the impressions of the external world to the brain, that it may modify them.
3. Each is capable of receiving only certain impressions: and the function of no nerve can be executed by another nerve of the same species.
4. The power (faculté) of each nerve, in respect to its acute sens of (finele), is, in the ordinary state, in a direct ratio to the perfection and development of the apparatuses, and probably to the greater or smaller number of them.
5. The particular functions have not the same degree of energy in the different species of animals, nor in the different individuals of the same species; acute sens of sight may be combined with dull hearing, &c.
6. The nervous systems of the different species, like others, may acquire unusual activity from extraordinary irritation, as in fever, inflammation, &c.
7. When the functions of the nerves are deranged from injury of the brain, as in paralysis arising from lesions of the spinal system, the effect does not take place on the opposite side of the body.
8. The powers of the different nerves are manifested at different periods, according to the development of their organs.
9. From what causes, and for what end, are some animals born with the nerves fully developed, or at least with the ears and eyes open, while others have them shut? This distinction does not always bear a relation to the power of using the extremities more early; for the newly-born child is as incapable of locomotion as the dog.
10. All the functions of the nerves are gradually weakened in old age. We cannot ascribe this to the effects of light, nor consider it analogous to our want of confidence of what palls in the organic life. Nature seems to have purposely deprived us of the power of perceiving the automatic processes; and to have accomplished this end by the flusterers of the communicating threads, which connect the thoracic and abdominal nervous systems to those of the spine, nerves, and brain. The functions of the nerves are weakened in old age, because the organs are changed in structure, and the nerves are diminished in size. But the change is not simultaneous in the whole system, so that the functions are gradually extinguished.

11. The double organs of each nerve do not interfere with the finele of the sense; as our consciousness is simple although the organs of sense are five in number.

12. Impressions, whether derived from the external world through the medium of the senses, or from the interior of our bodies by the general organs of feeling, are to be regarded as indispensable conditions, without which no perception or thought can take place. But no impression from without, nor any irritation from within, can become a sensation or idea without the concurrence of the brain. The power of perceiving impressions, of retaining and comparing ideas, bears no relation to the functions in man or animals, as is proved by idiots. Consequently, if it should be proved, that man has the most perfect nerves of all animals, it would by no means explain why he is made the most intelligent of all our species. Hence Condillac has been obliged to acknowledge "that the nerves are not sufficient to acquaint us with the objects in nature, since the same nerves are common to all animals, though we have not all the same knowledge." The author of the treatise on the nerves is therefore wrong in the following passage: "Tous les sens ont de même enfant des arts pour se satisfaire, ou se perfectionner, or se garantir des impressions fâcheuses. Quels arts n’a pas produit le sens du toucher? Ces habits, ces pabils, ces voitures commodes font les enfants de sa délicatesse." Le Cat, p. 39. Helvetius has a much more judicious observation on this subject. "L’expérience ne démontrera point que l’esprit soit toujours en nous proportionné à la finele plus ou moins grande de ces mêmes sens. Les femmes, par exemple, dont la peau plus délicate que celle des hommes, leur donne plus de finele dans le sens du toucher, n’ont plus d’esprit qu’un Voltaire, &c. Homère et Milton furent aveugles de bonne heure, cependant quelle imagination plus forte et plus brillante! Parmi ceux dont le sens de l’ouïe est le plus fin, en éel-le de supérieurs aux St. Lambert, aux Sarrin, aux Nivernois, &c. Ceux dont le sens du goût et de l’odorat sont les plus exquis, ont ils plus de grâce que Diderot, Rouillé, Marmontel, Dusols, &c. De quelle manière qu’on interroge l’expérience, elle répond toujours que la plus ou moins grande perfection des esprits est indépendante de la plus ou moins grande perfection des organes des sens." De l’Homme, &c. t. i. p. 185.

13. Bacon, Locke, Hume, Helvetius, Condillac found themselves obliged, in order to comprehend, in some degree, the possibility of the functions of the understanding, to have recourse not only to the senses, which fome of these authors had so much admired, but also to a knowledge of the relations of the sensations, or to attention, or experience, reflection, induction. Although they very much contradicted themselves, they were aware that none of the faculties, which we have enumerated, could belong to any of the senses. But if no faculty in this life can be exercised without a material condition, as we shall afterwards prove most incontrovertibly, we must necessarily suppose the existence of some material organisation for the exercise of the intellectual
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Nervous powers. At all times a high degree of importance has been attached to the researches concerning the organs by which man and the animals receive the material impressions of the external world. Will it be a less noble or less interesting task to attempt discovering the organs of the higher faculties of the mind? We ask whether the five senses and the properties, of which we have just spoken, are sufficient to explain the various propensities, and the different instinctive industries of animals, as well as the propensities and faculties of man? How shall we be able to explain on this principle, why the seal, the chamois, and the wild geese place sentinels to alarm them in case of danger? Why birds, the beaver, the rabbit, the ant, construct their abodes with such admirable artifice? Why the quail and the Iork emigrate, and return to the same places? Who will explain the attachment of females to their offspring, and the carelessneffe of the males; while in other species the males participate in this charge with the females? Why the crows are so strongly inclined to live in society, and the magpies alone? Why the cock and the bull are so jealous of their exclusive rights, the hen and the cow so impartial in distributing their favours? Who will shew us the meaning of those calls acuteness, courage, pride, rectitude, &c.? Is it experience? But all these sentiments proceed immediately from the spider spin, the beaver builds, before they have experience. Is it attention, reflection, induction? Why then does each species bestow attention on a particular object? Why do all individuals of the same species fix on the same object? Why is it even out of the power of man in many cafes to bellow great attention, or exercise highly the faculty of induction on certain objects? Mult we not perceive, that it is almost the same case throughout nature, as in the example of the monkey, who is careful to fill his cheeks with fruits, but does not know how to keep up a fire?" Anat. et Phyfiol. du Sytil. Nerveux. feet. 6.

The Brain.—Gal! and Spurzheim regard the brain as an assemblage of nervous systems, which, at least in the more perfect animals, are the particular organs of conceptions (conscience), instinctive industries, propensities, faculties of the mind and soul. Consequently the brain, like any other system, is a particular and independent fyltem, in a state of communication with, and of reciprocal action to, the other nervous systems, either immediately, through the medium of communicating branches. It no more arises from the nervous mafs of the spine, than that does from it. As we sometimes find the spinal fyltem without a brain, so it is possible for the brain to exist without spinal marrow. This must have been the case with the child born with a second head placed in an inverted position on the natural one. All the arguments against the common opinion concerning the origin of the nerves of the fenes, the medulla oblongata, and spinalis from the brain, militate equally against deriving the brain from the spinal fyltem." (Ibid. feet. 7.)

They proceed to shew, that the brain, like other parts of the nervous system, is made up of the two substances already specified; the cinneritious matter, and the nervous fibres. The details of their anatomical descriptions will be given in a subsequent part of this article.

"If we admit, say they, all the gross ideals that have been formed of the brain; that it is the source of all the nerves, and composed of all their extremities; how can we ascribe to it any other functions than those which belong to the nerves of the fenes, of motion, and of the organs of nutrition? Since it will present merely an union of the cerebral extremities of all these nerves." Recherches, p. 230.

"The history of opinions concerning the functions of the brain presents us only, with a succession of errors. Many of the notions did not even ascribe to it the operations of the mind. What connection could subsist between a spongy substance or mass of impure humours, and the spiritual faculties?" To the end of the 17th and even in great part of the 18th century, anatomists still adhered faithfully to the old doctrine of Galen respecting the vital spirits secreted in the cavities of the brain, and distributed to its various parts by the arteries. Such were the notions of Berenger, Spigelius, Veiling, Willis, Veuers, and most phlogiologists. After the beautiful discoveries of the lymphatic sytem and the structure of glands, an analogy of organisation was fancied to exist between the brain and glands; and similar functions were ascribed to them. A nervous fluid was then sought for, instead of vital spirits. Glafion even fancied, that he had seen this fluid distinctly transude from injured nerves. Malpighi thought the cortical substance like a collection of small oval glands. Pacchioni, Baglii, Lancisi, F. Hoffmann, Borelaave, &c. defended the nervous fluid. The organisation of the nerves was a point not less disputed: whether they are hollow or solid; whether they act by vibration or oscillation, &c. The seat of the soul was equally the subject of different opinions. For a long time it was conceived to be generally expanded through the body, and to reside principally in the nervous system at large; but this notion being at variance with the dogmas of the metaphysicians, the seat of the soul was confined to the brain, and even to some single point of the organ."—"The metaphysicians believed in the simplicity of thought, and consequently held that the organ of the soul must be single: with such views it was useless to inquire into the functions of parts of the brain, or to investigate the organs of particular faculties of the soul. They ought to have looked to anatomists and phlogiologists for proofs in support of their principles; instead of which the latter allowed the metaphysicians to dictate laws to them. Already there were isolated facts favouring the plurality of organs for the functions of the soul, but no means of rectifying them, or demonstrating their existence in the organisation itself; and the unity of conceptions formed an objection to this plurality. "The multiplicity of the vital organs, and of those of the fenices, which does not diminish the unity of life or of conception, ought to have shown that the want of power to explain a phenomenon does not destroy either the phenomenon or its cause. Philosophers were very unwilling to make the superior functions of the soul, such as thought, understanding, judgment, reason, imagination depend on material organs. The examples of idiots, cretins, hydrocephalic patients, the deranged, and injuries of the brain, were lost on these men. They willingly set down several intellectual faculties in animals, such as memory, which they could no longer dispute the existence of, as merely mechanical faculties."—"Instead of simply endeavouring to collect a sufficient number of phenomena, they gave themselves up to philosophical futilities with the view of finding hypotheses and explanations. They endeavoured to discover how the body and soul were united; whether immediately, or by the intervention of some substance. Even the nature of this substance, half body and half soul, was examined. Inquiries were instituted into the reciprocal action of the mind and body, the brain and nerves; whether fanciful and ideas are the result of impressions on the brain; whether wells of these are left behind, how they are renewed, &c." Anat. et Phyfiol. du Sytil. Nerveux. Introduction.

The insufficiency or absurdity of most of the notions that have hitherto prevailed concerning the physiology of the nervous system.
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nervous system, must make any extensive researches into its structure and functions peculiarly acceptable: we should receive with pleasure even an imperfect attempt to explain them, if it were grounded, like that of Gall, on actual observation. He has examined the anatomical structure most minutely in man and the various animals; he has attended to the organization of individuals, as connected with their talents, and has collected facts in the great establishments for education, in the hospitals for foundlings and idiots, in the houses of correction and in prisons, in courts of justice, and at the scaffold. We regret that the physiological part of his labours is not yet before the public: we shall present however some extracts to enable our readers to form a judgment on the kind of views which he takes of these most interesting subjects. And we confes, that so far as the anatomical descriptions go, they seem to us to profess a very decided advantage, in their clear exhibition of the organization and relative connections of the organs composing the encephalon, to the ordinary unsatisfactory exhibitions of horizontal sections and thin slices of the cerebrum. It will be seen, however, from the foregoing passage, that Gall does not pretend to derive his physiology of the brain from merely anatomical principles: he relies on observation of phenomena in animals and men for the former, as on the use of the knife in the dead body for the latter.

"There are few instances in which the structure of parts, as that of the bones, ligaments, &c. displays to the anatomist the functions depending on it: and when this happens, the ideas are only conjectural. The form of the muscles does not show us that they possess the power of contraction; and we only know this after seeing the motion they produce. There are neither muscles nor levers in the brain and different nervous systems; we can discern no excretery tubes, no extension, no relaxation, no oscillation, no refraction of luminous rays, no liquid in motion. If the medullary fibres exhibit various degrees of consistence and whiteness, various directions, &c. we could scarcely conceive the possibility of differences in the intimate nature and functions of these innumerable fibres, if we did not reflect that the millions of fibres of similar appearance in animals and in vegetables, are nevertheless proved to differ from each other by the diversity of their effects. Even if we saw any change in the arrangement of the elementary parts, what could we infer? To what conclusions would a knowledge of the structure of the eye and ear lead us, were not these organs connected with nerves, which alone are susceptible of impressions from light and found in a manner altogether incomprehensible to us? Would the most acute observer have been able a priori to ascribe the power of smelling to the putitary membrane, and the perception of tastes to the nervous papillae of the tongue. Generally the knowledge of functions has preceded that of the organs: that the power of vision resides in the eye was known before its mechanism or the optic nerve was understood. Indeed, for a long time the nerves were not supposed necessary to the functions of the senses, because it was believed that the blood-vessels carried impressions to the heart, the imagined seat of the soul. In the same way most of our own physiological discoveries have been independent of anatomical investigations. If we suppose a knowledge of organization to precede that of functions, it could at best only give rise to conjectures, that would have borne the marks of the prejudices of the time. Thus the heart was formerly made the seat of courage, love, sympathy, cruelty; the liver of anger and sensuality; and in modern times intellectual and moral qualities have been supposed to result from the mixture of humours or temperaments, and the passions to reside in the abdomen, about the solar plexus. If anatomy were a sure guide to the uses of parts, would Willis have imagined that the vital spirits concerned in motion were secreted in the cerebellum? Would Galen have placed the organ of smelling in the anterior ventricles? Would the soul, after being successively digested from the pineal gland, corpus callum, tuberculum annulare, &c. have been fed from by Soemmerring in the fluid of the ventricles, and by Ackermann in the medullary substance lining these cavities? Would a thousand other errors have been committed, such as placing memory in the cortical matter, judgment in the medullary substance of the hemispheres, &c.

It might have been expected that anatomists, seeing the great variety of parts in the brain, would have been the first to deduce from this circumstance the diversity, and consequently the plurality of organs for the intellectual and moral qualities. But when we see Vicq d'Azur, after gradually composing the human brain by ascending from the inflect to man, and decomposing it by the opposite course, till acknowledging a single organ of the soul, we find how insufficient the mere knowledge of the mechanical arrangement is to embrace the physiologist and philosopher. It is only by attending closely to natural phenomena, without paying any regard to metaphysical dogmas, that we can arrive at just notions concerning the structure of the brain, than most anatomists themselves have been able to form, even by the aid of the minutest dissection. Herder, struck by the intellectual phenomena of various animals and individuals, conceives the idea of a plurality of intellectual organs, and even the hope of being able to discover them by an attentive comparison of the brains and the various qualities. Bonnet regards the brain as a collection of fibres, each having a particular function, and looks to the possibility of discovering these functions.

We have been employed, for many years, in collecting anatomical and physiological facts, before we formed any reasonable induction concerning the nature of the brain and nervous system. But this collection would have been of no use to us, had we not previously supplied a close and necessary connection of them with their material conditions. When thus prepared in physiology and pathology, we soon made discoveries, which the scapul alone would never have unfolded. If we have gained an anatomy of the brain, which time cannot overturn, we owe it almost entirely to our physiological and pathological conceptions; and it is the perfect accordance of the intellectual phenomena with the material conditions of their existence, that affords us the permanence of our anatomical and physiological doctrine of the brain and nerves.

To say that the functions of the brain have been discovered, independently of the knowledge of its structure, is very different from ascertaining that the functions have no immediate and necessary connection with the structure. Would any one advance, for example, that motion and secretion have no connection with the organization of the muscles and viscera, and that digestion and circulation are not inseparably connected with the stomach and heart? Can we fail to refer the teeth and claws to the wants and instincts of animals? Is it to be believed that the hand of man has no relation to his brain, or the foot of the horse to his? Have the organs of the senses no necessary and immediate influence on the functions which depend on them? Are we to make an exception for the functions of the brain only, because its organization and faculties are different from those of the senses and of the organs of organic life? We should then ask if seeing is not altogether different from smelling and hearing, and if seeing, smelling and hearing are not different from moving, digesting, &c.? If it should be answered that all these
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these phenomena require only one general vital principle, we
shall then inquire how this one principle produces contrac-
tion in the muscles, secretion of bile in the liver, sets the
heart in motion, and precedes over the sensations of taste and
smelling.

Is there a diversity of function in the senses be explained by
the variety of the external organs, and the different parts of
the brain be alleged to have no difference in function be-
cause they have no such external organs, we ask what be-
comes of the external organ when deprived of the partial
internal ones? Is vision kept up after the paralysis or atrophy
of the optic nerve? Whence come the sentiments and ideas
that agitate a man in a dream, or when he is re-
membering what is past? Since, then, all the nervous systems
exercize their functions in the interior of the organization,
why should the faculties of the brain be excited and limited
by the senses and external objects? What senses give us
the notions of benevolence and vengeance, love and hatred,
pride, duty, justice, art and science? The dog and monkey
have the same senses as man; are they therefore in the same
rank with him, in moral and intellectual qualities?

In vain do we attempt to explain the superiority of man,
by a higher degree of nobleness and perfection in the human
soul, since this soul is young in infancy, dull in old age,
inactive or nearly so in hydrocephalus, furious or frenzied in
certain diseases and injuries of the brain, impotent or out-
rageous in drunkenness and the effervescence of the passions.
From the consideration of these phenomena then, we cannot
help inferring the reality of a particular organization for the
faculties of the soul, an apparatus that emancipates the
mind from the slavery of the senses, gives to every animated
being a specific character, and measures out the world in
which each species is inclosed.

If any doctrine concerning the functions of the brain
were in contradiction with its structure, it would necessarily
be false. Let it be shewn that the brain is composed of
arms, and is an organ of sensation or excretion, it is then
shut out from all higher functions, and reduced to the clafs
of visceral. If a central point of termination of all the me-
dullary fibres be shewn; if there be pointed out in all ani-
mal, in spite of their varying faculties, a cerebral mass con-
stantly the same, the plurality and diversity of organs are
annihilated. Whoever proves that the brain is only the
central origin and termination of all the nervous sytems,
will have shewn that its functions are those of other organs.
If a constant identity of the constituent parts be shewn in
the different individuals of the same species, in spite of the
differences of their common faculties, it will then be impos-
ible to assign the feats of the organs by comparing the pre-
dominance of their physical development with that of their
psychological energy.

But if it is an irrevocable truth, that animals without in-
telligence have also no brain, and are provided only with in-
ferior nervous sytems; that these sytems are more numer-
ous, when the vegetative or organic life is more compli-
cated; that any faculty of the animal life, intellect, talent,
or aptitude of whatsoever kind is never perceived, except
in conjunction with a brain; that the constituent parts of
the brain, from the worm to man, are multiplied and diversi-
ed in a direct ratio to the faculties; that all facts concur
in proving that extraordinary energy of any faculty, always
corresponds with extraordinary excitement and particularly
development of some part of the brain; that the derange-
ment of any faculty is connected with injury or disease of a
part of the brain, as any affection or the loss of sense fol-
ows injury or disease of its physical apparatus; if, lastly,
it be invariably true, that the brain consists of a nervous
system different from all others, and divided into several
other sytems so distinct from each other, that the differences
of their origins, fasciculi, directions, points of union, &c.
can be clearly demonstrated, then there is no doubt that the
anatomy of the brain has an immediate connection and
perfect accordance with our doctrine of its functions; and
the metaphysician can no longer be justified for loving him-
self in the dark void of speculation, by saying that the
operations of the soul are too deeply hidden to allow of our
discovering their organs or material conditions." Recherches,
&c. p. 244, et seq.

On the generally received opinions concerning the com-
mon origin and identity of the acton of the nerves, Gall
and Spurzheim observe; "by substituting, on all occasions,
the metaphysical ideas of the schools, in place of the data
furnished by the observation of nature, physiologists and
even anatomists have supported these fabrics of error, which
have been regarded almost as sacred objects. The soul, say
the schoolmen, is simple: its material subsistence must
then be simple also, and all the nerves must end in one spot.
Aristotle, and several peripatetics of the 16th century,
having fixed the seat of the soul in the heart, derived all the
nerves from that organ: 'Thele, says Celsatus, can have
but one origin, because each individual has but one soul.'
Bonnet, Haller and others, having extended its seat
in the whole substance of the brain, were contradicted by
the metaphysicians; who thought it too considerable; not
considering that a little more or less room would not enable
them to explain the nature of the soul any better, nor that,
according to the remark of Van Swieten, Tiedemann, and
others, the simplicity of a material point, in which all sen-
fations and ideas should centre, is inconceivable, in con-
sequence of the confusion and disorder which would result
from such a concourse. Nothing appears to us more ridicu-
losous, than that the naturalist, to whom all nature lies open,
should direct his researches and inductions by the guidance
of such frivolous speculations. If the metaphysician would
employ himself in the observation of facts, and in ascertain-
ing the conditions on which they depend, his notions
would no longer be at variance with the inferences drawn from
anatomy, and one science would not arrogate the right of
settling bounds to the progress of another. The doctrine
of a single origin and centre for all the nerves is neither true
nor possible. As this point can be verified by examination,
it can no longer give rise to vague discussion. If, after this,
the metaphysician cannot comprehend the unity of his indi-
vidual consciousnesst (l'unité de fon moi), we ask him, if
he understands, in the organic life, how such different appar-
atuses concur, by their varied functions, in forming one
whole? if he can reconcile, in the animal life, the cir-
cumstance of double organs with unity of functions, and
simplicity of consciousnesst if he knows what life is, or
in general, if he can comprehend any single power in the
material world? These enigmas, which prove that our know-
iledge is limited, should not prevent us from using our sense
and mental powers in investigating the accessible secrets of

In summing up their peculiar views concerning the func-
tions belonging to different portions of the brain, they con-
clude; "Henceforward we may consider, in a much more
exalted point of view, that most important part of the ani-
mal organization, the assemblage of the nervous sytems.
The laws respecting their origin, successive increase, and
final expansion, are in part discovered and reduced to a ge-
neral principle. The nerve prefiguring over sensation and mo-
tion arises and is developed according to the same laws
which regulate the organ, by means of which the mind per-
ceives,
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cereve, will, and reflects. The brain will become an intertingling subject, when it is no longer mechanically cut up, without any views like a mass of organic matter. We shall now find its dispositions for certain ends. All the old mechanical forms and connections will now be transformed into a wonderful collection of material apparatus for the faculties of the soul. As the actions of the various viscera, and the fanctions of our sensitive organs, are regulated by particular nervous organisation; so each instinct, and each intellectual faculty, in man and animals, will be found subordinate to some part of the brain. If, then, the mind eludes our grasp, we may at least retrace it in its organs, which indicate the degree of intelligence possefled by each species and individual. They not only form the line of demarcation between man and the brute, but, by flowing the development of the faculties, teach us how nature qualifies different men for wisdom or folly, for command or obedience.

"The time is not far distant when philosophers will agree with Bonnet, Condillac, Herder, Cabaris, Prochaska, &c. that all the phenomena of animated nature are founded on organisation in general; and that all intellectual phenomena flow from the structure of the brain in particular. A few drops of blood effused in the ventricles, a few grains of opium will prove sufficiently that volition and thought depend on the material conditions of the organs. Whoever wishes to understand completely the powers by which his machine is set in motion, to comprehend the nature of man and animals, and their relations to external objects, to establish a rational doctrine concerning the intellectual and moral functions, and the disorders of the mind, will find it indispensably to study the organisation of the brain, together with its functions. In this way the naturalist, the teacher, the moralist, and the legislator, may rectify their vague notions concerning human propensities and passions, and convince themselves, by sensible and evident proofs, that the human organisation is adapted to a superior order of intellectual and moral qualities; consequent that education, legislation, morality, and religion, are essentially connected with the nature of man; and, instead of being merely useful, are inseparable from his happiness: because they furnish motives to counterbalance his evil propensities, and increase more and more the moral freedom of his agency." Ibid. p. 272—274.

Membranes of the Brain.—We shall place under this head what is either omitted, or too curiously mentioned in the article Brain.

Dura Mater.—Although the dura mater adheres closely to the bone of the cranium, and numerous vessels pass from it to the latter, the facility with which it can be detached, so as to be exhibited entire, its thickness, its peculiar structure, and its nearly complete investment in the vertebral canal, form a broad line of demarcation between it and the pericranium.

Over the whole bony arch of the cranium, this membrane corresponds to broad bones, with few and inconsiderable eminences. Its adhesion is weak, except at the futures; it can therefore be easily detached from the frontal, parietal, upper part of the occipital, and squamous portion of the temporal bones. More or less difficulty is experienced in separating it from the futures, the intervals of which give passage to numerous fibrous clongations, establishing continuity between it and the pericranium; there are mass abundant in the fagittal future. The inequalities of the external or cranial surface of the membrane, are most conspicuous in the course of the futures. Through the fagittal, which is the only opening in the vault of the cranium, the dura mater sends a small canal, inclosing a vein, and continued with the pericranium.

Our account of the numerous inequalities and foramina, the disposition of the dura mater is much more complicated in the base of the skull. It fills and adheres closely to the foramen cecum, and is also firmly attached to the crista Galli, which it incloses. It forms the openings of the cribroform lamella; and the canals thus formed are continuous in the nose with the external or fibrous surface of the puitary membrane. It sends small canals to the internal orbital foramina. Its adhesion to the convexities of the orbits is but slight. In the phelephoidal region it lines and adheres very closely to the common channel of the optic nerves: then forms at the foramen opticum a canal accompanying the nerve into the orbit. This canal splits, at the orbital opening of the foramen, into two layers; one of which is continuous with the lining of the orbit; the other forms a sheath, including the optic nerve as far as the telerotica, and not adhering to it very closely. Behind the optic nerve, the membrane has a circular opening for the carotid artery, to which it adheres closely, and it forms a small separate canal for the passage of the opthalmic artery.

The dura mater then lines the fella Turcica, where it is covered by the puitary gland; on each side of this hollow it divides into two laminae, which form the cavernous funnels. The internal thinner layer lines the hollow of the bone behind the orbit, being for its period for the inner forms the exterior side of the fima. On the sides of the phelephoidal region, the dura mater passes over the lesser size of the phelephoid, and lines the middle fella of the basis cranii. It shuts up the superior orbital fissure, but lends into the orbit a thick and broad expansion, continuous with the period for of that cavity, which thus appears to be an extension of the dura mater. It can be seen felt by breaking the upper part of the orbit with a hammer; the lining of the cavity remains entire; it is perforated for the passage of the vessels and nerves which enter the orbit. The adhesion of the dura mater to the cerebral surfaces of the temporal and phelephoid bones is but slight. Towards the side of the latter bone it forms remarkable sheaths for the nerves of the third, fourth, and fifth pairs. Each of these nerves is contained at first in a distinct fibrous canal, lined by the arachnoid coat, reflected from the nerve in the form of a cul-de-sac: it then lies on the cavernous funis, from which it is separated by a thin cellular stratum, being covered externally by the dura mater, and, lastly, penetrates that portion of the membrane which cloaks the superior orbital fissure. The superior and inferior maxillary nerves are both accompanied by a fibrous prolongation of the dura mater. A cylindrical canal also lines the foramen spinosum, and is continuous with the external periorbital.

After this description it is easy to understand the disposition of the dura mater at the cavernous funis. One layer of the membrane is expanded, when the basis cranii is laid bare, and it has no attachment to the bone; the other forms a period for the bony hollow at the side of the fella Turcica, and behind the orbit. The lower and internal part of the interval between these is occupied by the cavernous funis properly so called, containing the internal carotid artery, and the nerve of the sixth pair: the upper and outer by the third, fourth, and fifth nerves, separated from each other, and from the funis by cellular feasts. At the upper and back part of this interval, the canals transmitting the above-named nerves end; while other fibrous tubes, through which they enter the orbit, the foramen rotundum and ovale, commence from the lower and front part.

The
The dura mater covers the upper surface of the petrous portion, as well as the upper branch of the Vidian nerve, from which it is easily detached. It adheres closely to the edge of the petrous portion, and then is continued towards the occipital region. In the middle and front of this it adheres very firmly to the channel of the basilary process, from which it is continued into the vertebral canal. Behind the foramen magnum its connections are comparatively loose. It has a simple fibrous opening for the passage of the nervus motor externus: it lines the meatus auditorm internus, at the bottom of which it is very thin, and the aquaeductus Fallopii, at the termination of which it is continuous with the periosteum.

It forms two canals at the foramen lacerum in both crania; one for the jugular vein behind, the other for the nerves in front; there is another similar canal at the foramen condyloideum anterius.

The internal or cerebral surface of the dura mater owes its smoothness, in the opinion of Bichat, to its being lined by a reflection of the tunica arachnoidea.

Processes of the Dura Mater.—The falx cerebri is placed in the middle line of the cranium: broad behind, and growing gradually narrower in front. Its upper convex edge corresponds to the frontal bone, to the middle of the frontal bone, and the anterior portion of the fronto-parietal suture, and the upper division of the internal perpendicular ridge of the occiput; its under concave edge is attached, and corresponds to the corpus callosum without touching it. The anterior narrow extremity is fixed to the crista Galli, which it incloses; the posterior broader end is continuous with the tentorium in its whole breadth. At the upper or convex edge of this process, there are three distinct portions of dura mater, one lines the cranium; two others, separate from this, are directed obliquely downwards and inwards, and unite into one, after leaving between them a triangular separation forming the superior longitudinal fissus. The single layer, which constitutes the greater part of the falx, is again divided below to form the inferior longitudinal fissus. It is also divided at the posterior end of the process, to form the torcular Herophilus.

The tentorium cerebelli bounds the posterior fossa of the basis cranii, and separates them, in great measure, from the rest of the cranium. It is broader behind than before; its upper surface supports the inner lobes of the brain, and the under division the cerebellum.

A layer of dura mater lines the great transverse groove of the occipital bone; two others, a superior and an inferior one, are detached from this, have a triangular interval for the lateral sinuses, and then unite into a single nearly horizontal layer. There is a similar arrangement in the anterior part of the production, the interval forming the superior petro-tympanic fissus.

The interval is much smaller than the external circumference of the tentorium, and has a form nearly oval. This edge is looser, and circumscribes the posterior and lateral parts of the opening, at which the posterior occipital hollows communicate with the rest of the cranium. The opening in question, which may be called that of the tentorium cerebelli, is not parallel to the great occipital hole. It is completed in front by the plate of the sphenoid bone; and entirely occupied by the tuberculum annulare. It is rounded behind, and terminated by a straight line in front; the membrane forming its folds ends in two elongated extremities, attached to the corresponding clinoid processes. At these extremities, the inner and outer circumferences of the tentorium are continuous.

The connection of the falx and tentorium maintains those processes in a state of tension, which is destroyed by cutting either of them. From this circumstance, anatomists have generally conceived that their use is to support the weight of the different parts of the encephalon, in the various attitudes of the body; e.g. that the tentorium bears the posterior lobes of the cerebrum, and prevents them from pressing on the cerebellum, and that the falx supports the right or left hemisphere of the brain in the recumbent posture. The position and attachments of these processes certainly enable them to perform the office alluded to; but we have some doubts whether this mechanical explanation is very just, because the falx has been entirely deficient (see a case quoted in the article Brain), and often is imperfect in front, without any inconvenience resulting to the functions of the brain.

The falx cerebelli is a small but thick triangular process of dura mater, placed under the tentorium, and in front of the perpendicular occipital ridge. Its front edge is loose, and corresponds to the interval between the two lobes of the cerebellum; the basis is continuous with the tentorium; the apex is placed downwards, and divided into two small secondary folds, which are infenibly lost at the foramen magnum.

Organisation of the Dura Mater.—Is it formed throughout of two laminae? Many anatomists have maintained this opinion, chiefly from the separations in many parts of the membrane for receiving the cerebral veins. In these, which are commonly called sinuses, we may distinctly see two, and sometimes three separate layers: but in other parts it is not possible to demonstrate two naturally distinct laminae, although we might artificially separate the membrane into several strata. No membrane has a more manifest fibrous texture: and the fibres are particularly numerous and well marked in the folds, as the falx and tentorium; they decussate each other in every direction; and are arranged in whitish irregular bundles, sometimes slightly prismatic. There is nothing muscular about them; the only foundation for ascribing such a nature to them was the motion observed when the membrane is laid bare during life; this arises entirely from the impulse of blood into the vellums of the brain.

The strength of the dura mater is very considerable; hence it is very easy to break the cranium with a hammer, leaving the membrane uninjured. This mode of removing the skull-cap, in examinations of the brain, is recommended by Bichat in preference to the use of the saw. After exposing the brain in the usual way, you strike with the thin edge of a tolerably heavy hammer, all round. Very rarely is the dura mater injured, even where considerable force is used, and the bone consequently much broken in. In deflecting the nerves of the head, where they are passing through canals or foramina of the bone, this way of proceeding is very advantageous; you break the bone into pieces, which are easily removed, the pericranium remaining entire.

It has no nerves, but numerous blood-vessels. Yet the capillaries, as in all the fibrous organs, are few in number. Its extensibility is proved by what happens in cases of hydrocephalus; we have no facts to show its contractility, although there is little doubt that the membrane enjoys this power. It has no animal sensibility in the natural state; hence it may be cut, or excited by chemical stimuli in living animals, without their giving signs of pain.

In the pha mater belongs not only to the external surface of the brain, as the dura mater does; not only to that surface and to the great cavities, like the arachnoid layer, but also to the small cavities in the organ. Hence it is continuous, and intimately adherent to the latter membranes by its external surface, at all the exterior prominences; but dilatant at the depressions, particularly at the basis. Between the brain and the pons Varolii, the latter and the medulla spinalis, and between the two lobes of the cerebellum, the...
the arachnoid is quite infuslated, and may be elevated alone, leaving the pia mater entire below.

- The internal surface of the pia mater corresponds everywhere to the subarachnoid cavity. Where the arachnoid adheres to the brain, the arachnoid lining is prolonged over the surface of the brain, and is adherent to it innumerable fine vessels pass between the layers, so that the membrane may be detached without injuring the organ.

- The external portion of the pia mater covers the convexities of the brain, and adheres to it innumerable fine vessels, which it also supports. The pia mater is continuous with the subarachnoid cavity. If it is detached from the outer surface of the brain, the arachnoid, which adheres to it, is left loose, so that the membrane may be detached without injuring the organ.

The pia mater is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it. It is a thin, transparent, and delicate membrane, which is continuous with the subarachnoid cavity. It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.

Structural features of the pia mater include:

- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is continuous with the subarachnoid cavity, and is a thin, transparent, and delicate membrane.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
- It is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.

Hence we may form the following notion of the cerebral venous system. The great veins, that is the basilar and the middle cerebral arteries, lie at the base of the brain, and communicate with the subarachnoid space. The pia mater forms a free communication between the subarachnoid space and the choroid plexus. The pia mater is a delicate membrane, adhering to the brain, forming the external surface of the subarachnoid space, and being continuous with it.
to decide its nature by direct examination; we must therefore have recourse to analogy. In polishing a smooth, polished, and shining surface, moistened by serum fluid, contiguous to, and never continuous with, the surrounding organs, in the small number of blood-vessels, and abundance of exhalant and absorbent, in the essential basis of its texture, which is cellular, and in its transparency, when detached, the arachnoid resembles the serous membranes. Its tenacity is not more remarkable than that of the peritoneum. The vitreous properties of this membrane are exactly the same with those of the serous organs.

In forming to the brain a membranous limit, which isolates it from the surrounding parts; in constantly exhaling a serum fluid to moisten its surface, and absorbing it again, the arachnoid closely resembles serous membranes. When its surface is laid bare in a living animal, and wiped dry, moisture is quickly reproduced. It may be alleged that the dura mater is concerned in the exhalation and absorption of this fluid; but Bichat considers that its smooth surface is a reflection of the arachnoid. The proper tissue of the membrane cannot with any show of reason be supposed to exercise such a function. The fibrous membranes, to which it belongs, are never employed in that way, nor does the dura mater itself, where it lines the orbit, exercise such a function. We cannot suppose that the dura mater is concerned with the arachnoid coat in producing the fluid, as these secretions are in all instances furnished by one membrane only; and the arachnoid alone produces it in the ventricles.

The arachnoid, particularly in the ventricles, like the serous membranes, is liable to serous effusions or drops; it also exhibits adherences in consequence of inflammation, and becomes white and opaque like those membranes.

From this view of the organisation, vital properties, functions, and diseases of the arachnoid, we may safely draw the inference, that it belongs to the class of serous membranes.

Dissection of the external Arachnoid.—Every serous membrane forms a bag without any opening, covering the organs to which it belongs, and lining the cavity on which they are contained, affording sheaths to the vessels, and not penetrated by them; so that nothing is contained in its cavity, which would remain entire, were it possible to remove it by dissection. In this way the arachnoid covers the brain, its nerves and vessels, and lines the dura mater, none of these parts being contained in its cavity, which holds only the fluid that lubricates it.

It may be rendered evident by infiltration on the convexities of the hemispheres; here it affords a sheath to each vein entering the superior longitudinal sinus, and includes, in the same way, the granular bodies; in this situation; these sheaths are continued on the surface of the dura mater; consequently, it adheres to that membrane in numerous points along the course of the fins. It covers the opposed flat faces of the hemispheres, and the corpus callosum, separated from the latter by its arteries, and gives sheaths to the veins of the inferior longitudinal fins. It is then extended over the posterior lobes, and paves to the upper surface of the cerebellum, which it covers in the same way that it does the cerebrum. In this course it furnishes sheaths to the veins of the lateral and fourth sinuses. In passing from the cerebrum to the cerebellum, it may be seen distinct from the pia mater on both its surfaces; and a large portion is infiltrated in the same way at the fissure between the two lobes of the cerebellum.

It enters into the fissure between the two anterior lobes, at the front of their under surface, but paves directly over behind, so as to unite them closely. It covers the olfactory nerve, and forms a sheath for the optic; it includes the infundibulum, is extended over the surface of the pituitary gland, and surrounds the internal carotid at its entrance into the cavity of the cranium. The arachnoid then goes under the pons Varolii, lying quite detached from the surface, in a considerable extent between the union of the optic nerves, and the front edge of the pons. It is also completely infiltrated over the whole surface of the pons. It is extended to the sides of the cerebellum, and the commencement of the medulla spinalis, being quite loose and unattached at all the grooves about these parts. It furnishes sheaths to the various nerves in these parts, and to the vertebral arteries, and is continued into the vertebral canal.

These folds of the membrane may be seen most advantageously by lifting up the brain cautiously, for they are very easily torn, particularly those of the olfactory and optic nerves; they are loose, broader towards the brain, and narrower towards the nerve, and are reflected generally from the latter to the dura mater, so as to allow the nerve to pass on alone to its destination.

It will appear from the preceding description, that the whole mass of the encephalon is enveloped by the arachnoid, as the heart, lung, &c. are by their respective membranes, with this difference only, that the reflections are more numerous, on account of the greater number of nerves and vessels.

To complete the analogy, it remains for us to prove, that it lines the internal surface of the dura mater. Bichat describes the sheaths of the nerves and vessels as continued to the parts where they penetrate the dura mater, then united together and forming a general lining to the dura mater and its processes, corresponding to the pleura and peritoneum lining the thorax and abdomen. Thus we shall have a cranial and a cerebral division of this membrane, as we have a pleura costalis and pulmonalis.

It must be acknowledged, that this view of the subject is suggested rather by analogy, than by the direct evidence of dissection. Yet Bichat says, that the sheaths of arachnoid may be detached from the dura mater, and are thin and transparent, instead of exhibiting the fibrous texture of the exterior strata; and that this detachment is easier in the fetus and child, than in the adult. He says also, that the continuity of the two parts may be easily traced at the sheaths which have been mentioned. The polished surfaces of organs in all other situations are owing to serous membranes, which adhere sometimes very closely, as in joints, the sheaths of tendons, &c. We cannot detach the conjunctiva from the cornea, although no anatomist doubts of its being extended over that organ.

Internal Arachnoid.—It is the opinion of Bichat, that this membrane lines the cavities of the brain, and that the pia mater only produces the choroid plexuses. He acknowledges, that it is so extremely thin, where it covers the cerebral substance, that it cannot be raised and exhibited distinctly; its existence must, therefore, be inferred from analogy. He observes, that the surface has the same polish as that of the arachnoid; that it is the seat of an analogous serous exhalation and absorption; and that it is subject to dropsy, like serous membranes. He considers, that the water in hydrocephalus could not be confined to the ventricles, were they not lined by a membrane, but that it would escape where the choroid plexuses enter. He describes a continuity between the internal and external arachnoids, by means of an opening about the vena magna Galeni.

This opening includes the vein and its ramifications, and is formed in the process of pia mater that connects the velum; it paves between the veins and the pineal gland, and opens in the third ventricle. By it the arachnoid enters the ventricles. It appears, from his subsequent account, that...
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that a small probe may sometimes be introduced along the
canal, but that this is not always practicable. In order to
discover it, the cranium should be carefully sawn, and the
fals removed without any violence, that the parts may not
be disturbed. The posterior lobes should be raised, and
gently separated, and the vein of Galen will be seen emerg-
ing from the opening which surrounds it. The internal
aperture may be found by turning back the velum and pineal
gland; on the under surface of the former is a triangular
arrangement of granulations in front of, and over the latter.
At the base of this triangle, and just above the pineal gland,
the opening will be found. Bichat conceives, that the in-
ternal arachnoid covers the choroid plexus, beides lining the
ventricles.

Glandula Pacchioni, (granulations cerebrales, Bichat.)—
Small whitish granular bodies, of unknown function, but
supposed by Pacchioni, whose name they bear, to be glands,
are found in clusters in different situations about the men-
branes of the brain. They are tolerably firm in their tex-
ture, and in size about equal to large pins' heads; they occur
chiefly in the funes, and the pia mater.

They are most abundant about the middle and posterior
portions of the superior longitudinal fissus, and appear naked
in the cavity when the veil is slit open. They are placed
principally round the orifices of the veins, and are fo con-
ected to each other, in the bundles which they form, that
they cannot be separated with an injustice. Some are found
in the lateral funes, at their posterior portion corresponding
with the occipital bone; and these are also placed at the
orifices of the veins. The other funes do not possess them,
excepting the fourth, where they are occasionally seen at
the opening of the vena Galeni. The granulations of the
funes are larger and less dense than those of the pia mater;
their texture and use is unknown. They are very rarely
affected by disease; Bichat mentions ossification as a change
occasionally exhibited in them.

These bodies are just the same as the pia mater as in the
funes, excepting their fize. They are placed at the fides
of the superior longitudinal fissus, and about the venous
trunks, and are continuous with those of the funus. They
lie in the sublinament of the pia mater, and the dura mater
adheres closely to them on the outside, being elevated by
them into small protuberances on each side of the superior
longitudinal fissus. They are only seen along the course
of the latter vessel; they are whiter, smaller, and more firm
than those of the funus.

The choridal plexuses contain feveral reddish or greyish
granular bodies, which are fatter than thofe just described;
and there are fome on the under surface of the velum, juft
in front of the pineal gland. They form two lateral rows,
converging fo as to form a triangle, at the base of which
Bichat describes his arachnoid foramen to open. Towards
the lower part and side of the fourth ventricle, there are
small foids of dura mater, containing feveral granulations.

Gall's Description of the Brain.—He concedes this organ
to be compounded of two substances, exactly similar to thofe
in other parts of the nervous system; viz. of grey, gelatino-
ous, or pulpy matter (the cortex), varying in its colour
and confistency; and of white nervous fibres (the medulla.)
The opinions of anatomists concerning these constituent
elements of the cerebral fabric have been very various, and
have agreed only in one point, that of being altogether un-
formed matter. Malpighi and his contemporaries generally re-
garded the cortex as composed of glands, defined to secrete
the nerves fluid; some affign to it the latter office, without
undertaking to determine the nature of its composition.
Raynich, followed by Halper and molt phvsiologists of that
time, regarded it as a tiffue of fine vessels; and others have
pleased themselves by imagining, that it was a very atten-
tuated prolongation of the blood-vessels entering into
the very subflanee of the nerves. Such theories are under
an-
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We have proved also, that the nervous system is not formed, nor brought to perfection at once; but that, incon siderable at their origin, they acquire accesions in the grey substance and the ganglia, until they are completed. How then can we adopt a method more conformable to the course of Nature, than to begin our researches where she commences her work, to trace the various degrees of development, and to conclude them where the organ is completed? Can we expect by a contrary course, or by the violent separation of parts, to gain an exact knowledge of the means, by which Nature has attempted to arrive at a common end? In conformity with these views, they endeavor to follow the course of the nervous fibres from their origin to their termination, and employ only such sections as are calculated to illustrate this point? The texture of the brain renders the edge of the knife a very inconvenient means of accomplishing their purpose; they rather employ a blunt instrument, as the handle or back of the knife, and proceed by scraping.

Cerebellum. — Gall and Spurzheim begin with this organ, as it immediately follows the sytem of the spine and of the meninges. They refer its origin to the grey substance contained in the great swelling above the cervical nerves (medulla oblongata); the same point to which they trace the beginning of most of the nerves of the manæ, of the facial, trochlearis, and trigeminus. The origins of the cerebellum form two large bands, one on each side of the medulla oblongata, behind the corpora olivaria, hitherto known by the name of corpora retiformis, or crura cerebelli ad medullam. This band increases in size as it ascends, and the grey substance, or ganglion of the auditory nerve, lies upon it. When that is removed, its fibres may be easily traced into the interior of the hemisphere of the cerebellum. After penetrating a few lines, it meets a collection of grey substance (corpus dentatum, ciliare, or rhomboidum, zigzag) with which the white fibres are so closely interwoven, that they cannot be followed. This is the ganglion of the cerebellum, and the point of origin and increase of most of the nervous mafs of the organ. Many new fasciculi arise here, and branch out into the various subdivisions of the cerebellum; wherever a principal branch comes off, the circumventous matter riles into an eminence; and hence the dentated or fringe-like prominences of the ganglion. As this body is a principal origin of the cerebellum, its fibre is in proportion to that of the latter organ. In most mammals the cerebellum is much smaller than in man, and this ganglion is much smaller and less distinct. The corpus retiforme is also smaller in the same proportion.

The medullary fasciculi passing from the corpus ciliare ramify into the various subdivisions of the cerebellum; a principal one parallels towards the median line, and concurs, with the corresponding one of the opposite side, in forming the middle part of the cerebellum (proceccus verminiformis). This is the fundamental part (partie primitive ou fondamentale) found in all animals, whatever be the disposition of the brain in other respects. The lateral parts are superadded in different animals in various proportions. The band, which produces this middle portion, generally divides into seven principal branches, which are distinctly seen by a vertical section; the further divisions vary in number and length. In animals of the lower orders, and even in birds, this compo sely nearly the whole of the cerebellum; but in the mammals lateral portions are added, so that the part first mentioned becomes the middle piece (piecé mediane de Reil). The other fasciculi go out of the ganglion backwards, upwards, downwards, and outwards, expanding into their horizontal frata. The external surface of all these frata, as well as that of the similar layers composing the fundamental piece, is covered by cinetinous matter. A vertical section shows here, as in the middle piece, trunks of white substance dividing into smaller and smaller branches (arbor viseis). A fection carries through the middle of the ganglion generally discovers eleven principal branches: as we deviate from this middle line towards either side, the number diminishes. There is considerable variety in the further branchings and subdivisions. A transverse section exhibits merely a simple fractum of white substance bordered by the grey matter.

In order to exhibit these appearances, nothing more is necessary than to make a vertical section, in the direction of the primitive band, so as to divide the ganglion into two equal parts.

Thus far we have seen the nervous fibres of the cerebellum diverging from each other, expanding into the lamina which compose that organ, and always occupying a larger circumference. But there is another order of fibres, arising from the cinetinous matter of the surface, passing in the intervals of those first described, which cross, always converging towards the anterior margin, where they form a broad and thick fibrous layer. The posterior and middle filaments pass transversely through the longitudinal bands of the medulla oblongata, which go to diverge in the hemispheres of the brain. The anterior filaments lie in front of these bands in the form of a broad fibrous layer in man. They all unite in the middle line with their fellows of the opposite side, thereby joining the two hemispheres of the cerebellum, after the same manner as the hemispheres of the brain are united by the corpus callosum, &c. This part, which now goes under the name of the pons Varoli, or tuberculum amnii, is really the great commissure of the cerebellum; and is always in a direct ratio to the size of the hemispheres, as the primitive bands are to that of the ganglion. The mammals, having smaller cerebella, have also this commissure smaller. In man, where the cerebellum is so large and so fully developed, the commissure is particularly broad, covering the origins of many of the nerves, which are exposed in other animals. In fishes, reptiles, and birds, this commissure is not found, or, in common language, there is no pons; for these animals have no lateral parts to their cerebellum, and consequently no converging fibres to form it. But all animals have a commissure of the fundamental part, independent of the commissure of the lateral parts, or pons. This commissure is formed by the soft and fine fibrous layers from the inferior and inferior parts of the middle or fundamental portion, commonly called the inferior and inferior valves.

The two orders of nervous fibres described above are distinguished by the following names; in reference to their anatomical arrangement, the first, or those produced by the corpora retiforma, are called "files portans ou divergentes;" and the second, or those of the commissures, "files rentrants ou convergentes." In a physiological point of view, the first are called "appareils de formation;" and the second, "appareils de reunion."

The ordinary opinion, that the cerebellum contains more cinetinous substance, in proportion to its size, than the brain, is erroneous; the mistake arises from our generally making horizontal sections of the brain, and vertical ones of the cerebellum. The size and development of the cerebellum do not observe any determinate proportion to those of the brain; it may be small when the brain is large, and vice versa. Malacarne has found it to vary from the sixth to the eleventh part of the weight of the brain; and in a child he states that it is 1/9th, 1/12th, or 1/15th, or even 1/8th part of the whole weight of the brain.

Generally the cerebellum is smaller in the male than in the female, both in man and in animals; but this observation is not invariably true.
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It will appear from the preceding description that the cerebellum is a symmetrical organ, or that it is divisible into a right and left corresponding half; although these do not always referring each other perfectly. The same parts are not invariably alike in different individuals. \textit{The same parts are not invariably alike in different individuals.} \textit{Reif has already shown that the length and breadth of the medullary ramifications, and the number, form, and direction of the plates in which they end, vary infinitely in different individuals.}

\textit{Cerebrum.—In describing this part, Gall and Spurzheim confine themselves principally to man, because the organisation is most perfect, and the various parts can be represented in the most intelligible manner. They state that there is no faculty, no mode of action depending on the brain, in animals, of which the type is not discoverable in the human subject; hence the brains of animals may be regarded as fragments of the human brain, and we find united in the latter, all the parts that are scattered through the different classes of animals. If we could remove some organs from the human brain, we should reduce it to the brain of animals; and by adding to the latter, it would be elevated to the rank of a human brain.}

As the cerebrum consists of many divisions, the functions of which are totally different, there are many primitive bands contributing by their development to form it. All these are composed gradually by fibres produced in the cineritious substance of the medulla oblongata (t. grand renflement). They are to be considered as the frill visible rudiments or commencement of the brain, having communication and reciprocal actions with the surrounding fylums. Among these primitive bands are placed the anterior and posterior pyramidal eminences, the bands which proceed from the corpora olivaria, the longitudinal nervous bands, which contribute to form the fourth ventricle, and some others which are concealed in the body of the medulla oblongata. The bands pass into the hemispheres on the same side in which they originate, with one exception; this is in the anterior pyramidal eminences. Here the fibres which arise on the right side, unite in the first instance into a few cords, which pass obliquely over to the left, in the same manner they pass from left to right; each cord giving over one and under another of the opposite side, so as to form a kind of weaving, like basket work. This decussation occupies a space of four or five lines at the lower extremity of the medulla oblongata. The bands afterwards pass up on the anterior surface of the medulla, gradually acquiring the pyramidal form. This appearance is very easily demonstrated, and is totally distinct from the transverse layer or commissure, visible both above and below this part in the anterior fissure of the medulla. The authors hint, that as the fibres of the anterior pyramids are the only ones which descollate, so it is only an injury of that part of the brain which is a continuation or development of those bodies, which affects in its consequences the opposite side of the body. Injuries of the cerebrum, of the posterior lobe, and of part of the middle convolutions of the brain, would affect the same side; these parts being continuations of fibres that do not cross.

The pyramids, as soon as they enter the tegumentum annulare, divide into many bands, which lie in a considerable mass of cineritious substance; from this many new fibres arise and join them. The bands are so much enlarged, when they pass out from the upper part of the pons, as to form nearly two-thirds of the crura cerebri (les grands faiciculs fibres). The pons then is to be regarded as a true ganglion, in which the corpora pyramidalis are strengthened and enlarged to as to form the crura cerebri. The transverse nervous bands of the pons are, as was before mentioned, the commissure of the cerebellum. This course of the pyramids may be seen by making an incision of about a line in depth in the pons, from the pyramid to the crus cerebri, and then turning aside a layer of the transverse fibres of the pons, of the depth already mentioned, with the blade of the knife.

The great fibrous bands composing the crura cerebri are then a continuation and further development of the pyramidal eminences. They contain in their interior much cineritious substance, from which they are constantly strengthened by new fibres. They receive the greatest accessions at their upper end, where the optic nerve turns round their external surface. The nervous threads and fasciculi formed at this part are prolonged into the hemispheres, and end at last in composing the atrata, of which the surface is covered by grey substance (the convolutions of the brain).

Thus the pyramidal bands may be traced from their origin until they are perfect and terminated in the inferior anterior and external convolutions of the front and middle lobes. The pyramids and their ganglion in the pons, the crura cerebri, and the convolutions which these form, are always in proportion to each other; the latter are much smaller in the mammalia than in man, and all the parts first mentioned are consequently smaller.

The same principle of structure is followed in the formation of the posterior lobe, and of the convolutions situated at the upper and internal edge of each hemisphere. The corpora olivaria are ganglia; a strong fasciculus proceeds from them on each side, and joins the posterior bands of the medulla oblongata. These cross the tuberculum annulare through the transverse fibres of the commissure of the cerebellum, and form the posterior and inner third part of each crus cerebri. They receive but little addition until they enter a thick mass of cineritious matter, known generally by the name of the laminae opticis. In this ganglion there is a large quantity of nervous filaments, which ascend, and unite at their exit from the upper part of the ganglion into bands that diverge in a radiating form (en manière de flammes ou de rayons). They then traverse another large mass of cineritious substance, the corpus striatum, where they receive fresh accessions, so that they are sufficient in number to form the convolutions of the posterior lobe, and those placed internally at the upper part of each hemisphere.

The thalamus opticis and corpora striata are in this view considered as true ganglia, in which the nervous fibres are increased in number and size, and are prepared by degrees to form their respective convolutions.

In examining under a general point of view the manner in which nature proceeds to the primary formation of the two hemispheres of the brain, we see that the original bands are produced in the cineritious substance of the medulla oblongata, and reinforced in different places by particular mals of the same matter, and that the same laws prevail here as in the nervous systeums of the abdomen, thorax, spine, nerves of the head and cerebellum. As all the preceding systems are gradually expanded in the internal and external organs of their functions, and then reach their final destination, the fasciculi of the brain undergo a similar successive expansion, and become the organs of the soul noble and important functions." Anat. et Phys. du Sysl. Nerveux, 11, p. 824.

The two sides of the brain communicate together by transverse fibres (fibres convergent ou appareils de reunion), as the systeums of the spine, cerebellum, &c. have their two halves brought into reciprocal action. The ascending or diverging fibres have been followed into the cortical or cineritious substance, which penetrate to some depth, making the internal part of a lighter grey than the external. How they finally terminate is not positively stated. Gall
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Gall and Spurzheim think it probable that new nervous fibres are produced in the cinerous matter, intimately connected with those whose course we have been following. The existence of the converging fibres may be more readily demonstrated than even that of the diverging: they may be seen at the bottom of every convolution decussating the latter, with which they are intermingled. In this way the two subjacent forms a very firm tiffue at the bottom of the convolutions, and at the circumference of the cavities. As the converging fibres draw near to the middle, they form distinct fasciculi and layers, which advance to the median line, and are there continuous with the corresponding parts of the opposite hemisphere forming the different unions or convolutions. The fibres are thicker in the outer layer than in the others; the two orders decussate each other, and form particular strata lining the interior of the cavities. The corpus callosum, with its dependencies, the fornix, lym. &c. the anterior and posterior commissures, are formed by these converging fibres. The fornix, lym. posterior edge of the corpus callosum, and the anterior commissure unite the inferior convolutions of the two hemispheres: the corpus callosum joins all the upper convolutions, and its two extremities are thicker than the middle, because they contain the convergent fibres belonging to those portions of the hemispheres which entered in front and behind beyond the boundaries of this body. The size of these bands of union is always proportionate to animals to that of the parts which they join. As certain parts are very small in birds, the commissures, corpus callosum, &c. are also insignificant in fize, and have commonly been said to be deficient.

Gall and Spurzheim proceed to describe the different cavities of the brain, and the structure of the convolutions. As soon as the diverging fibres have deccussated with the converging ones at the great cavity, the former begin to separate from each other, and are prolonged, like all the other nervous fibrines, into a fibrous expansion. But these fibres are not all of the same length: some end near the side of the ventricles; others are prolonged considerably further: thus the convolutions and their intervals are formed. They are all covered on their surface by a stratum of grey matter.

A vertical section of a convolutions shews the white fibrous substance broader at the basis of connection to the hemisphere and narrower at the opposite end: because the lateral fibres are gradually lost in the grey substance, while the middle ones only reach the end. "Yet the fibres of each convolution are not united into a single fiberulus, but they form two strata, each other in the median line, and slighty agglutinated by a mucous neurilema, or very fine cellular tisse. The same principle is observed in the plates of the cerebellum. At the same time each convolution contains fibres arising from the grey substance and proceeding towards the commissures; consequently each is composed of 1, diverging fibres; 2, of very fine converging fibres; and 3, of an exterior cortical covering. On this stratum is founded the possibility of separating the two strata without injuring them, and of extending the convolutions into a horizontal layer, so that the hemisphere may exhibit a continuus plane surface (le déploissement ou déplication des circonvolutions).

This unfolding of the convolutions is a point of the new opinions which has been very strongly contested, and on which we should conceive, from the data now before us, that it is not easy to decide certainly. The commissioners appointed by the National Institute did not admit the correctness of the representations made by Gall and his associate: the latter gentlemen argue the question at considerable length in their remarks on the report (Recherches, &c. p. 165—206), as well as in the 9th section of their great work, p. 207, et seq.

The following paragraph appears to exhibit most precisely the opinions of the authors. "Let it be observed, on this subject, that, in advancing that the two layers of a convolution are in contact (adoïfes), we did not affect that they are simply in contact. Moreover, we admitted between them an adhesion of contiguity, maintained perhaps by cellular substance; but not a connection of continuity produced by confusion of substance. In our opinion, then, the union is of that kind which might be denominated agglutination (anklebung, Germ.) but not concretion (verwachfung)." Recherches, p. 200.

They say, that if a piece of the hemisphere be taken, the pia mater removed, and the tisse that forms the sides of the ventricle destroyed, a very slight force is sufficient to unfold or extend the whole into a membranous expansion, without any destruction of fibres: the internal surface of this expansion is white, smooth and unjured (intacte), the external is cortical. An analogous process takes place in hydrocephalus: the tisse composing the sides of the ventricles is dissected into an enormous bag, by which the convolutions are gradually unfolded: their fibres, which in the natural state are vertical from the basis to the apex, are now extended horizontally with respect to the contour of the cavities, so that the bag holding the water is composed of a continuous flat stratum of the white fibres, covered by a similar layer of grey substance. It was the observation of what occurs in this dis ease, and particularly of the integrity of the intellectual functions in a remarkable case, indicating that the brain undergoes no effental injury, or is not destroyed, that led Gall to notice this fact in the structure of the convolutions.

If the convolutions are cut off on the outside of the cavities, they may be extended into a plane surface, without any injury of substance. If similar portions are hardened in alcohol, or in a mixture of nitric or muriatic acid and alcohol, or if they are boiled for a few minutes in oil, the two strata separate very easily, and only in the median line; no vestige of torn nervous fibres can be seen on the internal surface, although the fibrous expansion is very visible. When air is impelled on the cut surface of a convolution, or when a stream of water is directed on it from a syringe, a similar separation in the middle line takes place from the basis to the apex. If an opening be made on the side of a convolution from without, and fluid injected into the aperture, it produces a separation in the middle line for one or two inches on each side.

Gall acknowledges that there are some parts of the brain, as the pineal and pituitary glandes, &c. of which he cannot hitherto assign the connections and object in his system. He terminates his view of the organ by a series of general propositions, embracing the points, which we have already detailed, under the title of 'thèses générales anatomiques,' which conclude the tenth section of the fifth volume of his large work.

Physiology of the Brain. Its Motion. —When this organ is exposed in a living animal, its surface alternately rises and sinks: the elevation is synchronous with the pulsation of the arteries, and the subsidence with the diastole of the heart. In the young subject, while the fontanell is full membranous, a pulsation can be felt at that part, coinciding with that of the arteries, and arising from this motion of the brain. This phenomenon is owing to the projection of blood into the arteries of the brain. Some physiologists, as Senac, Bordeu, and Bislat, consider that it arises from the
the great arterial trunks being placed at the basis of the brain, between the latter organ and the bone; as their dilation is resisted by the skull below, it elevates the brain above, just as a tumour placed over a large artery is raised by the pulsation of the vessel, and as the whole lower limb is elevated by the influx of blood into the popliteal artery, when a person fits with one knee across the other.

It is an opinion of Bichat, that the impulse communicated to the brain by this motion of the arteries, is essential to the functions of the former; and he explains the death, consequent on tying all the four arteries of the brain, by the interruption of this impulse. See Heart; sixth column from the end.

This motion of the brain was ascribed, about the beginning of the last century, to a contraction and relaxation of the dura mater, to the fibres of which a power of contraction was granted for this purpose. If the fact of the intimate and universal adhesion of this membrane to the cranium had not been sufficient to show them the absurdity of the opinion, it might have been refuted by the no less obvious circumstance that the motion in question is exhibited just the same when the dura mater is removed from the surface. It must greatly diminish our confidence in names, when we learn that an hypothesis, so contrary to all the facts, was received with great and almost unanimous applause; and supported by Baglivi, Pacchioni, Miltichelli, Lancisi, Fred. Hoffmann, Santorini, Valfalva, and the school of Stahl.

Another kind of motion has been observed in the brain, not con\1\nt like the former, but occasional, and synchronous with the respirations. When we interrupt our breathing, as in training, or any violent efforts, the blood is collected in the venous system, and produces redness and venous distention over the head and neck. The internal vessels are affected in the same way as the external. Haller affirms that the brain rises at each expiration, and subsides at the following inspiration; and that this motion may be perceived in the infant before the fontanel is closed, or in man or animals, in whom the brain has been exposed. There is so little sign of venous distention in natural respiration, that we can hardly expect what has been just described to be a constant phenomenon; although it is easily conceivable that in coughing, crying loudly, holding the breath for some time, &c., a visible elevation should occur; that the finuses should swell, blood or matter be forced out from a wound of the brain, &c.

Sensibility of the Brain.—The cortical sufflance of the organ may be cut, pricked, or irritated by chemical stimuli, without the animal giving any signs of pain. Yet the pre\1\rure of a little blood, pus, or splinter of bone, on the surface of the brain, and other ca\1\tis of that desecration, often produce very severe sufferings. The result of experiments on animals has led physiologists to consider the cortex insensible. Haller Elem. Physiol. t. iv. p. 314.

If the instrument reach the white sufflance of the brain, signs of pain are observed; but these are very obscure on the convexities of the hemispheres. When you penetrate deeper, the animal eris and is convulsed; and these signs are increased in degree, in proportion to the depth of the injury. The pain is never so acute as when the medullary sufflance of a nerve is irritated. The consequences of injury or diffuse sufflance of the medullary sufflance in man are analogous to those effects of violence in animals. We find that tumours, absce\1\sses, effusions of blood, pus or water, fungusses, &c., excite the most excruciating pain.

A considerable quantity of the sufflance of the brain, including both cortical and medullary matter, has often been left in consequence of injury; yet the individual has re-

covered perfect health, and complete enjoyment of all his intellectual faculties. In experiments on animals, where the quantity of brain destroyed exceeds a certain limit, the opposite side of the body is paralyzed; and sleep with hydatids in the brain exhibit the same phenomenon. Dogs of a middling stature may lose from 50 to 70 grains of cerebral sufflance and recover; rabbits hardly 6, fowls and pigeons 12. After such wounds convulsions take place, difficult breathing with widely opened mouth, considerab?e secretion of saliva, and indications of great pain. If the wound reach the ventricles, death quickly ensues. Where an animal survives the loss of a portion of the brain, a yellowish soft sufflance rises up, and fills the vacancy; a limit can be easily perceived, distinguishing this from the proper sufflance of the brain. The ventricle at the same time is expanded towards the wound. Soemmerring, de Corp. Hum. Fab. t. iv. p. 113, note 7.

The brain is the seat of sensation, or the point to which all impressions, whether external or internal, are conveyed: it is the organ of the mind, or the place in which the intellectual operations are carried on; and it is the source of volition, or the part from which the determinations of the will are sent to the voluntary muscles. If the brain be found, any part of the body, any limb, any intestine, any organ of sense, even the spinal marrow, may be injured or diseased, without the power of perception, thinking, remembering, willing, &c. Being affected. On the contrary, injuries and diseases of the brain suspend or entirely destroy the powers just mentioned. Pressure on its surface, as by effused blood or pus, by depressed bone, by the finger of an experimenter, by tumours, &c. make the individual insensible to all external objects, and incapable of motion, although the organs of sense, the muscles, and the nerves are all found. After a blow on the head, or a stroke of apoplexy, you may pinch or cut the skin, bring a light to the eye, or make a loud noise, and nothing is perceived: the limbs and trunk are motionless, like those of a dead body. Irritation of the organ, as by inflammation, generally increases the sensibility; all impressions on the meninges produce a more lively effect: but the mental operations are generally suspended.

The preceding observations apply principally to cases affecting the organ suddenly, as in injuries or apoplexy. When the pressure comes on more slowly, as in hydrocephalus, or in tumours or abscesses produced very gradually, the functions are often not disturbed, although the diseased be considerable. Again, the brain has a great power of accommodation; so that sensation and volition, which are at first suspended in apoplexy, gradually return, although the effused blood still remains. When the pressure is removed, when the blood or pus is evacuated, the depressed bone re-\1\rlored to its former level, or the diseased state of the organ remedied, the functions of the meninges, the mind, and the will are recovered.

In some cases, injury or diseased brain is followed by more partial loss of its powers: as loss of speech, sight, hearing, memory, &c. Concussion of the organ has been followed by fatuity, although sensation and volition were perfect: Haller mentions a man, who remained an idiot for eighteen months, from depression of the parietal bone, and recovered when this was removed. (Lec. cit. p. 317.)

The influences of particular meninges being destroyed, when the brain is compressed or diseased near the origins of their respective nerves, are numerous.

We have shewn, that the impressions of external objects on the organs of sense are conveyed to the brain, and that the cause of motion passes from that organ through the nerves to all the muscles of the body. Some have suspected that
all parts of the organ are not equally concerned in these functions, and that the whole brain is not necessary in the business of sensation: they found that extensive injuries and diseases were suffered, and the individuals nevertheless recovered with entire preservation of their senses, memory, intellectual faculties, and volition. This point is most fully established by an immense collection of examples in Haller's great work. (bid. x. sect. 7. § 32.) Hence different physiologists have endeavored to fix the seat of the fault to some particular spot of the brain: but there is no part, which has not often been found either greatly injured or destroyed by disease, without natural affection of the powers of sensation, &c. Thus the corpus callosum, which several anatomists fixed on as the part essential to the functions of the brain, was wounded in animals by Zinn, with no other effects than such as wounds of the brain in general produce: the power of sensation and voluntary motion remained for many hours and days after such injuries, (Haller, loc. cit. § 33 and 34.) Nor is there any more satisfactory proof that the cerebrum ought to be regarded as the organ of the soul, or as essentially necessary to life. The common notion of the greater danger attending injuries and diseases of this part is unfounded; and Haller shows clearly, that both in it, and in the cerebrum, the lighter injuries are not very dangerous, while more serious ones are usually fatal. (Ibid. § 35 and 36.) The pretensions of the pineal gland, centrum ovale, &c. to the honour of lodging the soul, are not more clearly made out.

Pressure or disease on one side of the brain destroys the power of motion in the opposite side of the body, and this kind of paralysis, which attends apoplexy, as well as various injuries and diseases of the brain, is called hemiplegia. The nerves of sensation are not in general affected in these examples, like those of motion: the eye, the ear, the nose, and the tongue usually retain their powers, although the voluntary muscles of the same side are completely paralyzed. The skin, too, which is supplied by the same nerves as the muscles, is still more or less sensible. Even those nerves, which are concerned in mere motion, as the 36, 4th, and 6th pairs, which go to the muscles of the eyes, have their powers but little affected; and this is more remarkable in the sixth or abducent, which originate from the upper part of the medulla oblongata, and therefore may be regarded as similarly situated with the glossopharyngeal and the hypoglossal, both of which are affected by pressure on the opposite side of the brain. As all the voluntary muscles of the side are paralyzed in hemiplegia, the nerves implicated are those of the spinal marrow, the hypoglossal, accessory, glosso- and pharyngeal, facial, and trigeminal.

In experiments on living animals, the muscles are convulsed on the side which is injured, and paralyzed on the opposite side. Sometimes, however, it happens that the paralysis occurs on the same side, and the convulsions on the opposite.


It may be inquired whether this paralysis of the opposite side be a circumstance belonging to affections of all parts of the encephalon. The effects of pressure on either hemisphere in producing paralysis of the opposite side of the body have been noticed by almost every pathological writer since the time of Hippocrates; and hence has been deduced the general law as to the whole encephalon. The preceding quotation from Haller makes it doubtful whether this always happens.

Injuries and morbid changes of the cerebrum are so much less frequently the subjects of observation than those of the cerebellum, that we cannot speak with much certainty on this point. Morgagni has cafes, in which the paralysis was on the opposite side; but Bianchi saw the same side affected.

In the first vol. of the Medico-chirurgical Transactions, Dr. Yelloly has related a case, in which a tumour pressing on the tuberculum annulare caused paralysis of the opposite side of the body, and of the abductor muscles of the eye of the same side, the nerve of which it also compressed.

We cannot explain how this phenomenon takes place: the decapsulation of the corpora pyramida is inadequate to the solution, because a very small part of the chord is involved in that decapsulation; and, even if this were otherwise, it would only account for the phenomenon in the nerves below the decapsulation, whereas these above it are equally concerned.

The loss of motion is sometimes partial: the face may be affected, when the limbs are not, and vice versa. This, as well as many other phenomena, in which the functions of sensation and motion are disturbed, is quite inexplicable.

For an account of the influence which the brain exerts over the muscles, both of the voluntary and involuntary kinds, see Muscle.

Although the sensations, and the voluntary motions are subject to the influence of the brain, and cannot be carried on without that influence, the involuntary organs are very differently circumstanced. When the action of the brain has suffered a complete intermission, as in sleep, and when, consequently, the senses and voluntary muscles are quite inerte, the heart still contracts, the motions of the alimentary canal go on, all the secretions and exhalations, and the busines of nutrition, are not at all interrupted. Again, when a stroke of apoplexy or depression of the skull has suddenly annihilated the power of sensation and motion, and this has cut off the connection with the external world, the processes of the internal life still continue, respiration, circulation, digestion, absorption, &c. go on, and support life until the brain has recovered from the mischief. The independence of the heart upon the brain has been placed in the clearest point of view by Mr. Brodie, in the papers which we shall quote presently.

This gentleman found that when an animal was pitch, by dividing the spinal marrow in the upper part of the neck, respiration was immediately destroyed, but the heart still continued to contract circulating dark-coloured blood, and that in some instances from ten to fifteen minutes elapsed before its action had entirely ceased. When the head was removed, the divided vessels being secured by ligature, the circulation still continued, apparently unaffected by the entire separation of the brain. When respiration was artificially maintained, by a pipe introduced into the trachea, after the head had been cut off, the contractions of the heart were maintained for one and two hours, and even longer. The cephalic structures, which attain their full growth in the uterus, and polish all their other organs in perfect size and structure without a brain, shew that nutrition, secretion, and absorption, are not under the influence of this organ.

The generation of animal heat, which hitherto has been referred to respiration, is very much influenced by the brain.
After dividing the medulla spinalis under the occiput, and the nerves of the neck, or after cutting off the head entirely, Mr. Brodie maintained artificial respiration by means of a tube tied in the trachea. The action of the heart was continued, and the blood underwent its usual change from the venous to the arterial state, and vice versa. The air employed in respiration also exhibited the change that occurs in common breathing; viz. the removal of its oxygenous portion, and the substitution of carbonic acid gas in its place. Yet the animals on whom these experiments were performed, cooled faster than those which were killed, and exposed to the same temperature. In an experiment on two rabbits of the same size, in which they both had the medulla spinalis divided, and artificial respiration was afterwards maintained in one, while the other was merely left to cool, the thermometer in the rectum stood, at 30 minutes after the operation, at 97; at 60 min. at 94; at 100 min. at 90, in the former; in the latter, the temperatures at these periods were respectively, 99, 90, 94, and 93.

See the Croonian lecture on Some physiological researches respecting the influence of the brain on the action of the heart, and on the generation of animal heat; Philos. Trans. 1811, pt. 1. And further experiments and observations on the influence of the brain on the generation of animal heat; Philos. Trans. 1812, pt. 2.

Towards the end of the latter paper, this gentleman observes, that his experiments "warrant the conclusion, that in an animal in which the brain has ceased to exercise its functions, and the circulation of the blood is kept up to the natural standard, although the usual changes in the sensible qualities of the blood take place in the two capillary sytems, and the same quantity of carbonic acid is formed, as under ordinary circumstances, no heat is generated, and (in consequence of the cold air thrown into the lungs) the animal cools more rapidly than one which is actually dead." Mr. Brodie's experiments tend to establish the conclusion, "that the influence of the nervous system is not necessary to the production of the chemical changes, which the blood undergoes in consequence of exposure to the air in the lungs. He notices some experiments of Mr. Dupuytren, which lead to a different result. After dividing the nerves of the par vagum, this physiologist found "that the blood returned from the lungs had a darker colour than natural, and that the animals on whom this operation is performed, die sooner or later with symptoms of asphyxia, notwithstanding the air continues to enter the lungs; and hence he concludes, that the changes which are produced on the blood in respiration, are not the result of a mere chemical process, but are dependent on the nervous influence, and cease to take place when the communication between the lungs and the brain is destroyed. Mr. Provence, in prosecuting this inquiry, ascertained that the animals subjected to this experiment give out less carbonic acid than before. Mr. Blainville observed, that the frequency of the respirations is much diminished; and Mr. Dumas restored the scarlet colour of the arterial blood by artificially inflating the lungs, and from these and other circumstances, he has arrived at conclusions very different from those of Mr. Dupuytren. My own observations (says Mr. Brodie) exactly correspond with those of M. M. Dumas and Blainville. After the nerves of the par vagum are divided, a less quantity of carbonic acid is evolved, the respirations are much diminished in frequency, and the blood in the arteries of the general system assumes a darker hue; but its natural colour may be restored by artificially inflating the lungs, so as to furnish a greater supply of air to the blood circulating through them. We may suppose, that on the division of these nerves, the sensibility of the lungs is either extremely impaired, or altogether destroyed, so that the animal does not feel the same desire to draw in fresh air; in consequence, its respirations become less frequent than natural, and hence arise the phenomena produced by this operation.

The facts contained in the two papers, Mr. Brodie continues, "go far towards proving, that the temperature of warm-blooded animals is considerably under the influence of the nervous system; but what is the nature of the connection between them? Is the brain directly or indirectly necessary to the production of heat? These are questions, to which no answers can be given, except such as are purely hypothetical. At present we must be content with the knowledge of the inflated fact; future observations may, perhaps, enable us to refer it to some more general principle. We have evidence, that when the brain ceases to exercise its functions, although those of the heart and lungs continue to be performed, the animal loses the power of generating heat. It would, however, be absurd to argue from this fact, that the chemical changes of the blood in the lungs, are in no way necessary to the production of heat, since we know of no influence in which it continues to take place, after respiration has ceased."

Concerning the mode in which the brain operates in perceiving, reflecting, and willing, as about the manner in which the nerves convey the impressions made on the senses to the brain, and the commands of the will from the brain to the muscles, we are profoundly ignorant; not indeed for want of attempts at explanation, for they have been abundant in all ages of physiologist; but because the operations are not cognizable by our senses, any more than those which take place in matter, when it exhibits the phenomena of gravitation, electricity, magnetism, and so forth. We refer those, who are inclined to look over the hypothetic dreams about these matters, to the Elementa Physiologicorum of Halle. He has wisely separated them, under the title of "conjectura," from the "phenomena vivi cerebi," and he introduces them with the following observation; "non periit loco fuiter, ab errore fibi in ipsis carere, quae nunc dicenda superfluent. Eorum pars minus fenibus patet, reliquam ex collectis nu- duque probabilibus argumentis erurere opore, quorum tanta fit vis, ut nobis speratiam ruri, non ca vero confianitia, ut ad alium convencionem sufficiat. A nervis facimus dubiis serios initium." Lib. x. sect. 8.

From the experiments of Mr. Brodie, which we have related above, it appears clearly, that the brain exerts no immediate influence on the heart and lungs; but that those organs continue to execute their functions, when artificial respiration is employed, for some hours after the brain has been removed. The brain, however, has the means of influencing the lungs, as it is necessary to the action of the muscles employed in respiration; and through the lungs it affects the heart. For a particular account of the mode in which these three important organs act on each other, in producing death, see Death, Heart, and Lungs. We have only to add here, the manner in which, according to Bichat, the phenomena of general death succeed, when it begins in the brain. 1. Annihilation of the action of the brain. 2. Sudden cessation of the sensations and voluntary motions. 3. Paralysis of the diaphragm and intercostal muscles. 4. Interruption of the mechanical phenomena of respiration, and consequently of the voice. 5. Interruption of the chemical phenomena. 6. Paucity of black blood into the fyllem of red blood. 7. Retardation of the circulation by the contact of this blood with the heart and arteries, and by the absolute immobility of all the parts, particularly.
particularly of the chert. 8. Death of the heart, and ceasing of the general circulation. 9. Interruption of the organic life, particularly in those parts which are habitually penetrated by black blood. 10. Abolition of animal life, which is the produce of all the functions. 11. Termination of the action of the white organs, which die more slowly than other parts, because their fluids are more independent of the general circulation.

The division to the stomach, or rectum, or to the surface of a wound, of various poisons, causes death by their action on the brain. Opium, alcohol, effusive oil of bitter almonds, empyreumatic oil of tobacco, and juice of aconite, are of this number, and probably many others. Life may be prolonged by keeping up respiration artificially in these cases; and in some instances this process has enabled the animal to recover from the effects produced on the brain. Of mineral poisons, arsenic, emetic tartar, and muriate of barytes, act on the brain, but they act also on other organs. For further particulars on these subjects, and especially for an account of the very interesting researches of Mr. Brodie, contained in the Philosophical Transactions for 1811 and 1812, see Poisons.

Of the Nerves.—These organs have generally been regarded by anatomists as all of one kind, both in structure and functions; they have been considered every where as designed to establish a communication, for the purposes of sensation and volition, between the brain and the organs of our body. More accurate inquiry shows that there are numerous differences of colour, strength, form, and interior organisation between the particular nerves; and the analogies furnished by the lower orders of the animal kingdom, lead us to doubt whether some of them depend at all on the brain in the execution of their functions. These circumstances are considered at greater length in the preceding review of the doctrines of Gall. We have to notice here, the arrangement of Bichat, which, although not rigorously correct, points out a broad general distinction of the nervous system, in respect to some of its leading phenomena. He divides it into two parts, having for their respective centres; one, the brain and its dependences; the other, the ganglia. The former, belonging to the animal life, confits of the encephalon, medulla spinalis, and nerves connected with those organs; and is the agent by which external impressions, defined to produce sensations, are transmitted to the brain, and by which the volitions emanating from the latter organ are conveyed to the voluntary muscles. The latter, including the ganglia and the nerves belonging to them, is almost every where distributed to the organs of digestion, circulation, respiration, and the secretions, belong to the organic life, and executes a much more obvious office than the other. He calls the first the nervous system of the animal, and the latter, that of the organic life. The cerebral nerves, however, send some branches to the glands, involuntary muscles, &c; while filaments from the ganglia proceed sometimes to voluntary muscles. Again, the numerous nerves included under each of these classes differ from each other in many respects.

The nervous system of the animal life is symmetrical, like all the organs of this life; but the correspondence of the two sides is not always rigorously exact. A line drawn through the middle of the brain and spinal marrow, would divide them into right and left similar halves, and corresponding nerves would be connected with each of them. Hence arises the expression "pair of nerves," which denotes the corresponding trunks of the right and left sides; an expression, which, in general, is inapplicable to the nerves of the ganglia. We may state then that there are two animal nervous systems; a right and a left, separated by the median line. The distinction is rendered apparent, not only by definition, but by diseases; one half of the body may be paralyzed, or subjected to convulsions, while the other is unaffected.

General Account of the Origins, Course, and Distribution of the Nerves.—When we speak of a nerve arising or deriving its origin from the brain and spinal marrow, running, palling, or proceeding through various parts, dividing into branches, being continued, prolonged, or separated, having a peculiar course, &c. These expressions are employed merely for the sake of describing position and connection, of pointing out the mechanical arrangement of the parts; and not to express any succession in the formation, or any dependence of one organ on another. There would be just as much propriety in describing the olfactory nerve to arise or begin at the pituitary membrane, and to end in the brain, as in the ordinary method, in which this order is inverted. That the nerves, which are connected both to the brain and medulla spinalis, are formed quite independently of those parts, is evinced by the influences of monitory features, in which these organs are wanting, yet the different nerves are perfect. See Monster.

The origins of the nerves are very different; and the nerves themselves exhibit very different appearances in their commencements. The third, fourth, fifth, and facial nerves adhere so lightly to the brain at their connection with its surface, that a very little force detaches them; the other cerebral nerves are more strongly connected, and those of the spinal marrow are firmly attached to that organ. Some arise by numerous threads, which may either come off separately, or in one body; others by one mass of white substance. Some are very soft, others firm, &c. The dura mater lines the foramina, through which they proceed from the skull; the arachnoid forms a process surrounding each nerve, and is then reflected to the dura mater. The length of the nerves within the cranium and the vertebral canal, and their direction, are various. All these points will be more minutely considered in the description of the particular nerves.

Some of the nerves of the brain proceed to their respective organs without communicating with any other nerve; e.g. the olfactory, optic, auditory, trochlear. The par vagum, glosopharyngeal, accessor, and hypoglossal nerves are joined, immediately on leaving the head, to the surrounding trunks. But these communications are the most remarkable in the spinal nerves; the cervical, brachial, lumbar, and sciatic plexuses result from these unions. A similar kind of plexus is formed by the constituent nervous filaments of each trunk. If you examine the cords that make up a large spinal nerve, and separate them, you will find that they are not firmly applied laterally to each other, but that they frequently interchange branches. Each cord of a nervous trunk consists of filaments, some of which are frequently detached from one cord and go to another. In both the kinds of communication now described, there is simply juxtaposition of the nervous trunks or filaments, and not confusion of them.

After forming the communications just described, the nervous trunks separate from each other, and proceed to their respective organs, passing through the cellular interfaces in a longer or shorter course. Their form is generally round; but it may be flattened, as in the sciotic. This does not seem to influence their functions; as a naturally round nerve flattened by a tumour performs its functions in the usual way. The trunks vary in length, according to the distance of the parts to which they are distributed; sometimes they go with the arteries and veins; sometimes alone.
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alone. As they proceed, they send off branches, which produce others, and so on until they are reduced to very fine twigs, that can hardly be traced by the naked eye. The angles of these divisions are very various; but the acute is the most common. At these branchings a certain number of cords or twigs is separated from the trunk; hence the former are longer or shorter in proportion as they arise later or sooner from the nerve. In the limbs most of the nervous branches are accompanied by an artery and a vein: but there are many exceptions to this rule in the head and trunk: so that we cannot attach any importance, in the functions, to this juxtaposition.

The small branches end in two different ways: they communicate with other nerves, or are lost in the organs.

The communications already noticed are simple juxtapositions: the filaments of one nerve join another, and concur with them in constituting the trunk. This is the most common kind of connection. But there is another, analogous to the anastomoses of blood-vessels, in which two branches from two different nerves meet and join together. This is seen in the union of the hypoglossal and cervical, of the facial and infraorbital. Here the nervous filaments are continued into each other. The different branches of the same nerve may communicate together, as in the trigeminal. It is said that the right and left pairs are joined at the median line in the chin and neck; but it is not easy to demonstrate this.

The nerves of the animal communicate with those of the organic system.

The terminations of the nerves in the organs present considerable varieties: the skin, muscles, and mucous systems have many nerves; the cellular and glandular systems fewer. In the serous, medullary, and part of the fibrous system, we know little of them. Tendons, cartilage, hair, epidermis, &c. have none.

We do not know what form the nerves assume at their terminations; whether they lay aside the neurilema, so as to form a pulpy expansion, or not. The former is evidently the case with the optic and auditory nerves.

Organisation of the Nerve of the Animal Life.—We have only a few points to add to the general account in the article Brain.

The threads composing a nervous trunk differ in size in the different nerves: in the sciatic and cranial they are more slender than in the brachial nerves. Some, as the nervus vagus, consist of a single cord marked with grooves. The cords may be of uniform or of different size. The optic does not exhibit that interior intertexture which we have mentioned above. The eye, and many other circumstances, which have been chiefly noticed by Reil, show that there are great differences in the internal arrangement of the nerves; that each hath something peculiar, and, consequently, that they cannot be compared to arteries or veins, which are alike everywhere.

"The neurilema, says Bichat, forms to each nervous filament a true canal containing the medullary substance, as the veins and arteries contain blood, with this difference, that the former flagellates, while the latter circulate."

This membrane is continuous with that covering of the medulla spinæ which is called its pia mater. Hence, if the medulla be squeezed out of the spinal marrow, the nerves remain connected to its pia mater. A similar connection seems to subsist in the head; for the nerves are generally torn away when the pia mater is detached. The optic before its junction and the olfactory have no neurilema; the former acquires the covering after the union; the canals are particularly large in it, and the medullary substance therefore abundant. The neurilema bears considerable analogy to the pia mater. Arising in the way we have mentioned, it accompanies the nerves in their passage through the foramina of the head and vertebral canal. It is of the same nature on the outside as within, but it is here surrounded by cellular substance.

The neurilema exhibits the phenomenon of cripitation or corrugation in a very remarkable degree, particularly on immersion a nerve in tolerably strong sulphuric or nitric acid. The nerve is immediately contracted in size, and twisted in different directions. Boiling water has an analogous effect. But continued ebullition or immersion in acid softens it and produces a yellowish tint; at last it is almost dissolved. Water hardens it at first, and this effect lasts for a month and a half: the nerve is afterwards softened, like all other animal tissues.

The density of its tissue renders it very strong: hence, a flender nerve will bear a great weight, because this membrane composes a considerable part of the whole cord.

The medullary substance is very abundant in the optic nerve; also in the auditory. It composes the whole of the optic behind the junction, as well as the entire olfactory nerve within the cranium. In the latter cavity, the medulla of the nerves in general seems to predominate over the neurilema; while on the outside these proportions are reversed. Hence the nerves are weaker within the skull than without.

The great power of the nerves to resist gangrene during life, and putrefaction after death, seems to be owing to the neurilema. The water, in which they are macerated, has very little fætor; while that of the brain is very offensive.

The medullary substance of the nerves or brain is not susceptible of corrugation by acids or hot water; but, in consequence of the contraction of the neurilema, the medulla is expressed from the cut end, fo as to form a small rounded tubercle.

Bichat enters at considerable length into a parallel between the medullary substance of the nerves and of the brain; and exposes, in a comparative view, the effects of different chemical agents on each. The result of the whole is, that there is great general resemblance; but the great proportion of neurilema in most of the nerves occasions them to exhibit very different phenomena from the brain under the application of chemical agents.

The nerves have no cellular substance on the inside of the cranium and spine; but contain much of it in other parts. A copious stratum usually connects them to the surrounding parts. The same tissus joins together the different cords of the nerve; and this generally contains fat in the large nerves, always in the sciatic, as may be shown by drying them. A finer kind of tissus connects together the minute filaments.

We have no remarks on the blood-vessels of the nerves to add to what is stated in the article Brain. The function of nutrition proves the existence of exhalants and absorbents. Bichat doubts the correctness of the opinion, which assigns to the neurilema the office of secreting the medulla of the nerves. He conceives that this membrane supports and protects the medullary part; that the vessels are first minutely ramified in it, and then enter the latter substance, as those of the brain are dipped on the pia mater before they go into its substance: and that these interior vessels in both cases deposit the materials of the organ. He observes, that the olfactory, and a part of the optic nerve within the cranium have no neurilema.

Properties of the Nervous System of the Animal Life.—A nerve possesses very little extensibility; when force is applied
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Applied to it in a living animal, it can hardly be stretched beyond its natural state. This is probably owing to the neuralame, for the medullary substance undergoes a great extension in hydrocephalus. When a large nervous trunk is pressed on by a tumour, its fibres are separated, and it assumes a flattened form; in which state, according to the degree of pressure, it either continues or ceases to transmit sensations and volitions. Sudden dilatation acts much more efficaciously in interrupting these functions, than that which comes on gradually. Thus the pressure of the head of the bone in dilatation of the humerus causes numbness of the limb, when a much more considerable tumour in the axilla has no such effect. A slight depression of the cranium from a fracture disturbs all the functions of the brain, when large swellings, fungusses, &c. of slow growth hardly exert any sensible operation. A similar contrast is seen in the sudden effusion of a little fluid in the ventricles, and the enormous collections of chronic hydrocephalus.

There is still a concurrency: when a nerve is cut transversely, the two ends are hardly separated.

The facility of the nerves is to be considered under two points of view: 1st, that which is inherent in them; 2dly, their concern in the facility of other organs.

The effect produced in the mind, when any foreign body acts on our organs of sense, or on any parts of the frame pitting nerves; or when certain internal changes of an unknown nature are produced in our organs, is called a sensibility. The nature of the mind being unknown to us, as well as the impressions, actions, motions, or whatever they may be, of the nervous system, which produce mental phenomena, we cannot arrive at a more clear definition or description of sensibility than what we have just given.

"Sensitivum dicimus," says Haller, "populorum omnino significatione ejus vocis ut, quamcumque mentis nostrae mutationem, quae ex corporis humani cum mente connexi contactus ortur."—"Sensit adere nervus, nemp fi a copore quocunque contingatur, nascetur in anima mutatio, per quam ejus contactus conficta redditur." (Elem. Physiol. lib. x. sect. 6. § 1.) This effect is caused not only by the contact of the grocer kinds of matter, but also by those, of which the existence is not immediately obvious to the senses: such as light, electric fluid, the air, and its modifications producing sound, &c. According to the violence of the impression, the state of the organ, &c. sensations may be pleasurable, painful or indifferent.

Generally, the body causing a sensibility is not in immediate contact with the nerve. The surface of the body has an insensible external covering. The nerves of the teeth feel through the substance of these organs. In the eye and ear there is a large apparatus between the nerve and the part impressed: in the nose and mouth the surface is covered by mucus. These media are necessary to some kind of sensation: when the cuticle is removed, acute pain is felt by the contact of foreign bodies, but their properties are not discerned. If the tongue be made quite dry, tastes are not perceived.

Again, different alterations in the condition of the organ modify the sensibility: the slightest contact is acutely painful, when a part is inflamed; the stream of water is not felt in the healthy urethra, but is intolerably painful when that canal is inflamed, &c.

The different nerves are affected by different kinds of impressions; and each is insensible to those which act on others. Light is perceived only by the optic; it affects no other nerve in any form. The loudest sound produces no sensation in the nerves of the eyes, tongue, skin, &c.

Animal sensibility is the most strongly marked property in these organs: the acute pain is produced, when they are exposed and irritated, as on a blistered surface, or by tying, stretching, pricking, cauterizing, or applying chemical fumigations to denuded nerves. We cannot believe much in referring this sensibility to the medulla of the nerves; for simple contact, without any pressure, is hardly painful, and the filaments may be actually separated in a large nerve, by very careful division, with little pain to the animal. But the moment that the instrument penetrates, acute pain is produced.

This property of animal sensibility is gradually exhausted by repeated experiments: and the nerve is renewed after some interval of rest. The animal sensibility of the nerves is different in its kind from that of other organs; at least, the feelings produced when these organs are the source of disorder are altogether peculiar. This is seen in the tie douleurs; in the sciatica, as compared with rheumatism; and in the tingling and numbs caused by pressure on nervous trunks, as in the familiar example of the foot going to sleep when the great sciatic is compressed, &c.

Another peculiarity in the nerves is, that local irritation of a trunk often affects all the branches; if the ulnar nerve is stripped or compressed at the elbow, we feel it in the fingers, and the whole leg and foot are affected when the sciatic is compressed in fitting. When a superficial nerve is injured, the lower part of the limb frequently swells and becomes painful. A ligature has not the same effect; for that intercepts the communication with the brain. Why is this disturbance always propagated downwards, and never towards the brain, which is the ordinary course of sensation? In the arterial, venous, absorbing, mucous, &c. we have no examples of this propagation of irritation.

The nerves are essential to the animal sensibility of the other organs; external impressions, whether of that general kind common to all the external surface of the body, or the particular ones confined exclusively to the organs of sense, produce no effect, unless the nerves are found and communicating with the brain. If the optic, auditory, or any other nerve be compressed, tied, divided, or in any way considerably injured, light or sound will cause no sensation, although the organ and the brain may both be in a perfectly natural state. If all the nerves of a limb be cut or tied, the skin may be pinched, pricked, burned, or irritated in any way without sensation being produced. Nothing is more acutely painful than the irritation of a nerve; let the trunk be cut through or finely tied, and you may irritate it beyond the point of division or ligature (that is, in the portion of which the continuity with the brain is interrupted) without the animal feeling what is done. If a divided nerve should unite again, or the ligature be removed from a tied nerve (supposing it should not have derged too much the texture of the part) the power of feeling is restored.

The organs of the sense profess the general power of feeling, as well as the particular faculty of receiving and transmitting the impressions from their respective external agents. Now the latter may be lost, while the former continues unimpaired; the eye may be insensible to light from injury or disease of the optic nerve; yet it is still susceptible, like the external surface of the body in general, of the impressions of heat and cold, hardnes and softness, &c. The sense of smelling is lost in a cold, while the general feeling remains, &c.

We may then lay it down as a general position, that the nerves are necessary to all the external sensations, of what
ever kind they may be. All the organs, with which external objects can come in contact, as the skin, the beginnings of the mucous surfaces, and the organs of sense, are more or less abundantly supplied with cerebral nerves. None derive any nerves from the ganglia. This division of the nervous system of the animal life is very considerable: when to this we add what is employed in supplying the voluntary muscles, there is very little left.

Whether the impressions producing internal senfations are all conveyed to the brain by the nerves, is a more doubtful point: the phenomena here are more obscure. We find also, that parts with few nerves have acute sensibility, that others with a considerable portion of cerebral nerves have little or no feeling in the natural state; we must, therefore, hesitate in admitting that the nerves are the only media by which impressions producing senfations can be conveyed, and that the acuteness of feeling is always proportioned to their number and size.

The concurrence of the brain is essential in these internal senfations, as well as in the exterior ones. However the internal organs may be affected, the action of opium, wine, &c. on the brain, will suspend all senfation.

Some organs have the most exquisite sensibility, yet possess hardly any perceptible nerves: such is the medullary membrane of the long bones. The liver and lung, which receive nerves from the brain, may be irritated in living animals, without signs of pain being produced. The voluntary muscles, which have so many and large nerves, may be cut or irritated with very little pain, if the actual nervous ramifications are avoided. Ligaments, which have no nerves, when twisted or diffused cause considerable pain. Tendons, aponeuroses, ligaments, and all other organs, which receive no visible nerves, are acutely senfible when inflamed.

This question concerning senfibility engaged Haller in a long and laborious controversy. He subjected the different textures and organs of the body to experiment in living animals: he cut, pricked, compressed them, applied chemical stimuli, as acids, alkalies, &c.; and inferred that the parts were insensible, when the animals gave no signs of pain. In this way he determined that tendons and aponeuroses, ligaments, bones, membranes of all kinds, as the pericardium, pleura, peritoneum, &c. are insensible; and that the viscera have only an obscure sensibility. This, however, is too limited a view of the subject: diffuse often develops in these supposéd insensible organs the most exquisite power of feeling: The epidermis, hair, and nails, and the substance of the teeth, are the only parts which can be irritated with certainty to be insensible; but we cannot trace any nerves into the following organs, viz. the bones, cartilages, tendons, ligaments, membranes, fat, and the medulla of bones, the seccundines, the corne, crystalline lens and humour.

The nerves have no perceptible motion, but they are essential agents in those movements of the voluntary muscles, which depend on volition. When they are cut, tied, or severely injured in any way, the muscles no longer obey the will. See the article Muscles.

How do the nerves transmit impressions and the determinations of the will? What is the manner in which their influence is exerted? “The opinions of physiologists,” says Bichat, “have been much divided on these points. Some have admitted a kind of vibration in the nerve, some talk of impulse, some of action, some speak of a fluid contained in tubes in the nerve, others of an insensible fluid not held in any visible canals. The latter hypothesis is still very generally upheld; and long discussions are maintained whether it be of an albuminous, electric, magnetic nature, &c. In most treatises of physiology, the chapter on the nerves is principally occupied with such discussions, which I shall not enter into here, because we have no data concerning it founded on experience. Moreover, cannot we study and analyze the phenomena connected with the nerves, without knowing their mode of action? All the old physiologists committed the error of willing to begin at the point, in which some day or other we may be able to end. The science was still in its cradle, when all the discussions were directed to the primary causes of the vital phenomena. What was the result? Long trains of unsubstantial reasoning, and a necessity to come at last to the rigorous study of phenomena, leaving that of their causes, until we have collected observations enough to form the basis of theories. In the same way, the nature of light, fire, heat, cold, &c. was discussed for centuries, until at last philosophers found out that they wanted bases for their reasonings, and thus created experimental philosophy. Endless disputes agitated the schools about the soul, the judgment, &c. before metaphysicians discovered, that instead of attempting to discover the essence of the intellectual faculties, they ought to employ themselves in analyzing their operations. Each of the natural sciences has had two periods: the first, in which first causes were almost the only object of investigation; the second, the experience and observation were relied on for divulging the phenomena. Physiology has still one foot in the former, while she has placed the other in the latter: the physiologists of the present day must make her complete the step.” Anat. Gen. t. i. p. 175.

The organic properties exist in the nerves in a low degree; they are merely subservient to their nutrition. Hence all the principal diseases of these organs affect their animal sensibility: tumours, funguses, ulcerations, &c. are very rare.

When the power of transmitting senfations and motion is lost, nutrition still goes on, and the nerves remain as large in a paralyzed as in a healthy limb. Perhaps they may be diminished in size, when the whole limb begins to be reduced. We know nothing of any changes in these organs, after long continued painful diseases, as cancers, &c. Bichat has examined them in cancer of the flomach and uterus, without finding any change.

The cerebral nerves do not seem to exert any influence over the organic properties of other parts, and hence the leading distinctions between the animal and the organic senibilities. In the capillary circulation, in secretion, exhalation, absorption, nutrition, the fluids make on the solids an impression, of which we are not conscious, and by virtue of which the latter react. The influence of the cerebral nerves does not seem to be essential in any of these cases.

Capillary circulation goes on in cartilages, tendons, ligaments, which possess no nerves. These parts are as much liable to inflammation, as those which have large or numerous cerebral nerves. Indeed the tongue and the retina are parts seldom inflamed; while in the cellular tissue and serous membranes, which have very small nerves, the capillary circulation is brought into increased activity very frequently. In paralytic limbs, as in animals where the nerves have been cut, the capillary circulation goes on as usual; inflammation, ulceration, &c. may take place.

That the exhalation from the skin is independent of the cerebral nerves, is proved under the article Interstuments. In the synovial and serous membranes, and in the cellular tissue, exhalation constantly goes on; but the nerves are very few, if any. Irritation of the nerves, brain, or medulla
dulla spinalis, has no influence on the exhalations. The
fame observations hold good of aborption, which, as well as the
eelation of the secretions, goes on in sleep, when the ac-
tion of the brain and voluntary nerves is intermitted. On
the subject of the secretions, see GLAND.

Nutrition is carried on in parts that have no cerebral
nerves; and it goes on in limbs completely paralysed.

The nerves have some influence, of a kind and degree not
yet clearly ascertained, on the production of animal heat.
The ligature of a nerve, in an operation, will produce a
general sense of cold in the limb: the little finger and ring-
finger remained constantly colder than the others, after the
ulnar nerve had been divided at the plisiform bone. Com-
pression of the nerves, as by the head of the bone in lu-
xtion, produces analogous effects. The temperature of the
affected limb in hemiplegia is below that of the found one,
although there is no perceptible difference in the pulse. Yet
the heat is not always increased, when the activity of the
nervous system is augmented; nor, vice versa, do these
experience decreafe, when that is diminished. The cures in
which it seems independent of that system are as numerous
as the others.

SYMPATHETIC. We have to consider here the relations of the
different nerves to each other, and the share which they have in
the sympathies of other organs.

1. Sometimes the two nerves of one pair sympathetic; that
is, when one is affected from any cause, the other becomes
disturbed without any obvious reason. This is seen in
the eye frequently. Or, an injury of one nerve may be
attended with disorder of another on the same side of the
body, either belonging to the same trunk, or to one entirely
different.

The nerves, when disturbed, may affect other organs:
thus, in tic douleursux, there are pains in the head and
other parts. When a nerve is iritated, many muscles are
thrown into convulsion, besides those which receive their
supply from the irritated trunk. Vomiting and increased
action of the heart often attend attacks of nervous pains;
and irritation of the nerves, in living animals, may cause
vomiting. Again, these parts may be sympathetically
acted on by various organs: hence the pains, particularly
of the limbs, in various acute or chronic disaffections,
have been much divided in opinion concerning the
causes which produce sympathies. How can an organ,
which has no obvious relation or connection to another, act
on it, so as to produce in it very serious disturbances, for no
other reason than because it is affected? This singular phe-
nomenon often occurs in health; but the instances are so
numerous in diseafes, that, if we take from every affection
what does not depend immediately on the disorder of the
function particularly disturbed, diseases would be reduced
to a state of simplicity very favourable to their study and
treatment. But no sooner is one organ affected, than many
or all the others seem to feel the attack. Most authors
have regarded the nerves as the general medium of communi-
cation in these cases; and the communications have been
considered as an arrangement connected with this object.
Some consider that the brain is always affected in an inter-
minate manner; others do not see the necessity of this.
The communications of organs by means of the blood-
veffls, or by the cellular tissue, or the contiuity of mucous
surfaces, have all been adduced in explanation of the phe-
nomenon. None of these are supported by sufficiently
strong arguments, to induce us to consider them at length;
and they are all exposed to the objection of placing the sub-
ject in too general a point of view.

Bichat observes that sympathies may be divided into as
many kinds as there are different vital properties, and that
these may be excited in different ways. When the animal
fenibility of an organ is sympathetically excited, this does
not always depend on nervous communications: for the
part, in which the primary affection occurs, may be one not
fuppied with nerves, as a tendon, cartilage, &c. and con-
sequently cannot communicate with that in which the pain
is felt by means of nerves. Again, it is uncertain whether
the nerves are the only media for conveying internal fen-
sations. This author considers that the brain produces these
sympathies; that the power of perception is disturbed; that
there is an "aberration of the internal fenentient principle,
referring to one part a fenation of which the cause exists in
another." Thus, when the end of the nerve is irritated in
a stump, pain is felt in the amputated limb; a fume in the
bladder causes fuffering in the clasus penis. Perception is
subject to numerous irregularities, which have not yet been
analyzed with sufficient accuracy.

When the voluntary muscles are thrown into convulsions
in sympathies, we conceive that the nerves are effentially im-
plicated, according to the views which we have preftented
of the dependence of the animal contraboutivity on those or-
organs. (See MUSCLE.) The affected organ must act on
the brain, which re-acts through the nerves. If the latter
are divided in the limb of an animal, the muscles are not
thrown into convulsion by irritations, that would otherwise
certainly produce this effect.

The brain and nerves cannot be the agents of communi-
cation in sympathies, where irritability, or, according to
Bichat, the fensible organic contraction, is concerned; be-
cause the former has no power over the involuntary muscles.
In fakes, then, where the heart, flomach, or other internal
organs, are sympathetically affected, we must acknowledge
our ignorance of the mode in which this is brought
about.

The fame observation may be applied to the sympathies of
the organic fenibility and infeble contraction. The
nerves have no influence over these fpecies; by acting on
these organs, you neither increase nor diminish the functions
over which they predile; and these are equally free from
disturbance in diseases of the nervous system. Hence the
sympathetic exhalations, as phatical fweats and feral
fweats; the fecretions and abfolutions of a fimilar na-
ture, which occur frequently in fepafl, are evidently out of
the influence of the nervous system of animal life. The
cellular and vascular influences are equally inadequate to a
solution of the phenomenon. What positive datum can we
rely on, in explaining, by these means of communication,
why fweats occur when the lung is diseased, why saliva is
poured into the mouth when the membrane of the palate is
iritated, &c.

"The fecret to be collected from the preceding obser-
vations," says Bichat, "is, that the sympathies of the
animal fenibility are, in most fakes, an aberration of that
principle in us, which perceives, and which is deceived con-
cerning the place in which the causes of our fenations act.
Gally. That the sympathies of the animal contraction re-
quadr the intervention of the brain; and that we do not
know how the part affected acts upon that organ, although
it is clear that the nerves are the media by which it re-acts on
the muscles gally. That the causes of the two kinds of or-
ganic sympathy are absolutely unknown."

"We must observe here, not to confound the natural con-
nection of phenomena with sympathies. In syncope ap-
oplexy, and afphyxia, the heart, brain, and lung are respec-
tively affected, and their functions suspended. This pro-
duces, as a natural consequence, suspension of action in all
other
other parts. But the cafe is quite different in sympathies. When the functions of the skin are interrupted, the lungs, stomach, or intestines may be affected. The sympathetic phenomena either may or may not be exhibited; whereas, in the preceding cafes, the suspension of all other actions follows inevitably that of either the heart, brain, or lungs. On the reproduction of the nerves, see the article Brain.

Progressive Development of the Nervous System of the Animal Life.—The brain is of a very large size, in comparison with the rest of the body, from the earliest periods of gestation. Its size, indeed, in the first months, is monstrous, in comparison with its relative bulk in an adult. It is soft, and even semifluid at this time; and the two component matters are much less distinct than they will be afterwards. The nerves are also very large. The latter organs present an appearance just the reverie of what takes place in the arteries. The size of these vessels is in proportion to that of the organs; while, on the contrary, the small organs of the foetus have very large nerves.

There is every reason to suppose that the brain and the nerves of the animal life, although so large, are quite inactive in the foetus. The body may be completely formed, and arrive at its full size, although the brain be deficient.

At the time of birth, the brain is excited by the circulation of red blood in its arteries, as well as by the impressions of surrounding objects on the organs of sense. The former circumstance is essential to the performance of its functions, which either do not begin at all, or only in an extremely feeble manner, and for a very short time, unless the lungs begin to act, and thus cause the proper change in the blood. Long after birth, and even during the whole period of growth, the nervous system, and the brain, which is the centre of it, predominate in their development over the other parts. But this predominance is gradually diminished until the time of puberty, when the generative organs assume the primary importance in the system.

The novelty of every thing which surrounds the infant, keeps his nervous system in constant action; and hence it requires longer, and more frequently repeated intervals of repose. The numerous sensations of the child lead to frequency of motion. The great development, and constant exercise of the nervous system in the child, expose it to the action of causes that produce disease. Slight pain will produce convulsions, and disturbances of this system are the predominant affections of this age. The structure of the brain is frequently affected, as well as its functions; as the occurrence of tumours, hydrocephalus, spina bifida, &c. demonstrate.

When the growth is completed, the brain and nerves have arrived at their just proportion to the other systems; and their functions are then in equilibrium with those of the other organs.

As old age advances, the functions of the nervous system are gradually diminished. The sensations are less lively, both because long habit has rendered them familiar, and because the perceptive power of the nerves is blunted. As the nerves transmit fewer and fewer acute sensations, the brain has less to perceive; and the motions are consequently diminished. Changes of structure coincide with these changes in the functions. The brain, which was so soft in the foetus, is very firm in the old subject; it is less red, and has a more tawny colour. The nerves also grow harder; but the disproportion in point of firmness between the two ages is not so remarkable in these as in the brain. It follows from these circumstances, that pain is less acutely felt by the old. As age advances, partial losses of power often occur in the nervous system; and hence hemiplegia, which are very common in the aged.

Nervous System of the Organic Life.—There is an obvious difference in structure between the nerves just described and those which belong to the present division; and there are no striking differences in the functions of the parts to which the two kinds of nerves belong. The arrangement of Bichat is well calculated to show these distinctions; although, as we have already observed, they cannot be applied rigorously and satisfactorily throughout the nervous system. The ganglia of the spinal nerves, which belong to organs of animal life; and the branches of organic nerves, distributed in some cases to parts of voluntary motion, interfere with the arrangement.

Bichat regards each ganglion as a particular centre, independent of the others in its action, furnishing or receiving its particular nerves, as the brain furnishes or receives its nerves, and only connected with the animal nerves by communications. Hence, while the brain is the common centre in the animal life, to which all sensations are conveyed, and from which all motions proceed; there are as many particular centres, and as many small secondary nervous systems in the organic life, as there are ganglia. He observes that all anatomists, even those who, without attributing any precise meaning to the expression, have called the ganglia small brains, have regarded these bodies as dependencies, or swellings of the nerves, in the course of which they are found; and, as they moly occupy the great sympathetic, they have been represented as a distinguishing character of that nerve. But that nerve cannot be laid to exil, according to the view which he gives of the ganglia; and the continued cord, which may be traced from the neck to the pelvis, can only be regarded as a series of communications between the ganglia.

The following were the considerations that first induced him not to regard the sympathetic as a nerve like others, but merely as a series of anastomoses. 1. The continuity is sometimes interrupted, particularly between the last thoracic and first lumbar ganglion; sometimes two adjoining ganglia in the loin or sacrum have no communication. 2. Cuvier has found that the superior cervical ganglion is always inflated in birds; and in many other animals there are interruptions in the series of ganglia composing what is called the great sympathetic nerves. 3. The ganglia sometimes communicate by two or more branches, which is a different disposition from that of the cerebral nerves. 4. What can be called the origin of this nerve? Is it the first pair? But the cerebral nerves decrease in size as they become more distant from the brain, and the caudal would be reversed in the sympathetic on this supposition. Does it arise from the spinal marrow? Then the branches produced in one region would come from the branches furnished by the spinal marrow in that region. But the sympathetic nerves are much larger than the branches from which they must be supposed to arise on this supposition.

The properties of these are also different from those of the cerebral nerves; they do not transmit sensations, nor have they any concern in voluntary motion; they are distributed only on the organs of the internal life. Hence they are concentrated in the trunk, particularly in the chest and abdomen; hardly any are found in the head, where nearly all the organs belong to the animal life; and none in the limbs, which belong exclusively to this life.

As the ganglia and their nerves are distributed generally to the organs of the internal life, they partake with them in their want of symmetry, and they are exposed to numerous varieties in number, form, &c. This, indeed, is not a very
very rigorous distinction between the two nervous systems; there is as great a want of symmetry in the par vagum as in the sympathetic.

From the view which we have given of the opinions of Gall, it will be seen that that anatomist nearly coincides with Bichat in his notions about the ganglia and the great sympathetic nerve.

Ganglia.—A general account of these bodies is given under the article Brain, and in the view of Gall's doctrines. We have some particulars to add.

The greatest number of these bodies is found along the vertebral column, where we see, in regular succession from above downwards, the cervical, dorsal, lumbar, and sacral ganglia, which, with their communicating nervous branches, form the great sympathetic nerve of most anatomists. Besides these, the head contains the ophthalmic or lenticular, the sphenopalatine, and the maxillary; the oval swelling of the olfactory nerve, and the ganglion Glaseri of the nerve trigeminus, both placed within the cranium, do not resemble the other ganglia in many points. There are the cardiac or splanchnic ganglia in the abdomen; and sometimes a small one at the base of the heart in the chest. The posterior root of each spinal nerve swells into a ganglion as it passes out of the vertebral canal. The bodies thus formed are acknowledged by Bichat to have the greatest analogy to the other ganglia, yet they are situated on nerves of the animal life.

Some ganglia are found constantly, others are only accidental; in the hypogastical plexus, and in the middle of the neck, there is sometimes a small ganglion. The maxillary, or some of the lumbar or sacral ganglia, sometimes do not exist.

They are generally deeply seated, so as to be protected by their situation from external injury; this circumstance renders it difficult to make experiments on them, and will therefore drive us from clearing up the obscurity in which their functions are enveloped. They possess all kinds of figures; and the individual ones vary greatly in this respect in different subjects.

Very different views have been given by anatomists of the internal structure of the ganglia; this may have arisen in some degree from actually existing differences in the organs. In the oval swelling of the olfactory nerve, we can distinctly see medullary fibres involved in and separated by cortical matter. The fibres of the nerve trigeminus are expanded and separated, and mixed with many blood-vessels, in the ganglioniform swelling of that nerve. Neither of these has any firm general exterior investment. In the other ganglia we find a loose cellular substance round them, and this seems to be conformed into a clover flavatum, which is soft, thin, and tolerably smooth on the surface; it has no analogy to the neurula. This covering is thicker in the spinal ganglia, and those of the neck, than in other situations. Scarpa and Soemmering consider the ganglia to be formed by an expansion of the nervous filaments, which are separated into very small threads, interwoven and mixed with a peculiar vascularity substance; and affirm that the structure becomes matted, by dissecting these bodies after they have been mace-rated for some time. "Filia nervorum, noti oculi habitus, in ipso ganglii massa quadam mollis, fusculentum, purpurea, lutea, vel cinerea, vasfique plena, tale cellulo-filo-filis, in ganglio nervi olfactus vero massa cerebris contrahit interponitur." (De Corp. Hum. Fab. t. iv. p. 148.) These anatomists state, that the nervous filaments pass directly through the ganglia, although separated from each other, and mixed with others; that the different nerves connected with a ganglion have their component fibres so intermixed, that they may be all laid to communicate with each other; that the nervous fibres may sometimes be seen running over the surface without mixing with the masts; and that the nerves going from a ganglion are generally larger than those which come to it, as if they derived some accession in it. "Ganglia igitur," says Soemmering, "articulae plebeae, tenerum florum postulo atque molliste, maffa quadam valis divine interposita fervatis representant." Ibid. p. 149.

Bichat finds for the ganglia both soft, spongy, homogeneous tissue, not at all resembling either the substance of the brain, or that of the nerves. He cannot discern in them that expansion of the nervous fibres, which is described by Scarpa. He states that chemical agents have a different operation on the nerves and on the ganglia; and that the difference of colour, consistence, and properties tend still further to establish the distinction. If the ganglia are merely expanded nerves, why do the spinal branches, after forming one of these bodies, not transmit sensation and voluntary motion? Why do not the branches coming in and going out correspond in size: why is there not a constant proportion between the nerves and the ganglia? We have already shown that Gall regards the ganglia as masses of semi-cerebriform matter, giving origin to nervous fibres.

Scarpa asserts that the ganglia contain cellular tissue and fat: but Bichat says that they have very little of the former, and none of the latter.

The ganglia are curled up by the action of boiling water; and a continuation of the ebullition afterwards softens them. Alkalies, when strong, act upon them, and have a slight solvent effect: but this is much less considerable and rapid than their action on the brain. They resist putrefaction even longer than the nerves.

Properties of the Ganglia. These are very obscure. Bichat states that he has opened the abdomen of an animal, and exposed the femoral ganglion, after allowing him to recover from the first alarm of the operation; that he has then irritated the ganglion without the animal becoming at all agitated, while the irritation of a lumbar nerve, as a point of comparison, caused howling and violent struggles.

This author considers it probable that hysteria, hypochondriasis, melancholia, and the long train of nervous disorders, may probably be traced in the ganglia: the feelings and pains attendant on these have a very different character from those which arise from affections of the animal nervous system.

We may state that the mode of action of these organs, and the effects they produce on parts which derive their nerves from them, are entirely unknown. We agree with Soemmering, who, after enumerating the opinions on this subject, concludes; "Ergo genus unuum gangliorum usus adhuc in obscurat latet." (Neurologia, § 161.) A very copious enumeration of opinions concerning the structure and functions of the ganglia may be seen in the first section of Gall's large work.

Development of the Ganglia. They are not more advanced than the other organs in the fetus; and in this respect are remarkably distinguished from the brain. In the young subject, those affections which are supposed to reside in the ganglia hardly exist. They are as firm in their texture in the fetus or young person as in the adult. Our want of knowledge of the functions of these organs prevents us from flating anything further concerning their changes at different periods of life.

Nerves of the Organic Life. Each ganglion is a centre, from which nervous branches go off in different directions. The connection of the ganglia and the nerves is different from what we observe in the brain and spinal marrow. The
adhesion is very firm, so that if force be applied, the nerve will give way in any situation rather than at the point of connection. Sometimes the nerves coming from the ganglia remain distinct; sometimes two or more unite into one trunk.

After leaving the ganglia, the nerves are disposed in various ways. 1. Some communicate with those of the animal life: and such exist in every ganglion. 2. Each ganglion communicates with the two neighbouring ones, with that above, and that below it; the ophthalmic, maxillary, and sphenopalatine are however excepted from this rule; and there may be exceptions in other situations. 3. Several go to voluntary muscles. All the nerves hitherto enumerated agree entirely with the cerebral nerves in structure.

4. Most of the nerves, arising from the ganglia by separate filaments, are interwoven as to form plexuses with those of the contiguous ganglia, in the neighbourhood or upon the large vessels. The most remarkable of these are in the abdomen. The nerves of the animal life are generally found in small proportion in them. These plexuses compose a tolerably close network, altogether unlike any thing in the nerves of the animal life, imbedded in cellular tissue, and accommodated to the form of the surrounding organs: the number of small nervous filaments entering into their composition is very considerable. Of these nerves have a reddish or greyish colour, softer texture, and often a knotted appearance. The plexuses divide into subdivisions, which go to the various organs, particularly of the internal life. These subdivisions consist of numerous small filaments, which communicate more frequently, so as to form networks, but never unite into large cords, and surround the arteries of the organ to which they are distributed. Some of them merely accompany the vessel, without lying close to it: others adhere firmly to the arterial coats, communicate very repeatedly with each other, and seem to form almost an additional covering to the vessel.

When the artery is short, these two orders of branches continue distinct from each other, until they have arrived at the organ: but if the vessel be longer, the exterior filaments gradually join, and are lost in the internal plexus. This plexus may be followed in the large trunks: it divides at the origin of branches, but the filaments become so minute that it is not possible to trace them far. They may be followed further on the spermatic than on any other artery. When we set aside those branches of the ganglia, which communicate with each other, and with the nerves of the animal life, the remainder are distributed almost entirely on the arteries. This circumstance, together with the close and almost inseparable adhesion of the nerves to the arterial trunks, indicates some influence of those parts on the secretions, exhalations, nutrition, &c. of which these vessels convey the materials: the nature of this influence is entirely unknown to us.

Neither the veins, nor the absorbing vessels, are accompanied by such an apparatus of nerves.

The nerves of the ganglia may be divided into two kinds, with respect to their organization: 1. those which in appearance and texture resemble the cerebral nerves; and 2. the soft reddish or greyish filaments so abundant in the plexuses. The nature of these has not been particularly examined; we do not know whether they have neurilema and medullary fulfulness.

Properties of the Organic Nerves.—They possess much less animal sensibility than the other kind of nerves. Bichat has irritated them in animals, after opening the abdomen, and has also irritated the cellular stratum on the outside of the mucous membrane of the intestine; yet the animal gave very slight signs of pain. The process carried on in the organs, to which these nerves are distributed, do not excite sensations. “Every thing,” says Gall, “is carried on in these systems without consciousfuefs, by a blind necessity, and under the direction of laws, which they cannot either obey or oppose voluntarily. The vifera have motion: they felect the nutriment that is suitable to their nature, and reject what is heterogeneous; secretions and excretions go on in them. But plants exhibit similar phenomena. We know that the same functions take place in acephalous monsters; that the re-action of an organ does not prove that it is the seat of true sensation, which is essentially characterized by perception, or the consciousness of an impression; and that no irritation is felt without the co-operation of the brain: consequently, that we can no more ascribe the property of sensation to the nervous systems of the abdomen and head, than admit its existence in acephalous monsters and plants. Again, the superior and inferior systems exert their reciprocal influence without consciousfuefs, and without the participation of the will: the affections and passions operate on the vifera, and derangement of the functions of the vifera disturbs the faculties of the mind and of the soul; yet it is equally beyond our power to discover how this mutual influence is exerted, or to arrest its operation.” Anat. et Phys. du Syst. Nerveux, t. i. p. 37.

Under certain circumstances, however, the nerves of the ganglia appear to transmit impressions to the brain: at least the organs, to which they are sent, are the seat of the most acute pains in various diseases. Independently of the sufferings caused by the more obvious derangements of these organs, they are the seat of various indefinable internal feelings, when not visibly diseased. “I conceive,” says Bichat, “that the sensibility of the organic nerves is much exalted in disease. It can hardly be doubted that the cardiac plexus performs an important part in the various sensations which we experience in the epigastrium: the acute pains often accompanying the formation of aneurisms probably arise in part from the dilatation of the nervous filaments that surround the artery; and the organic nerves are probably much concerned in the sensations experienced in certain nervous diseases.” Anat. Generale, t. i. p. 241.

The motions of the organs, to which the nerves of the ganglia are distributed, are never subject to the will; they may probably be disturbed by the influence of the brain in cases where the organs of the internal life have their functions affected by the condition of that organ.

It is natural to inquire how far the organic nerves are concerned in the phenomena of the internal life. Are the internal sensations referred to these parts, or the pains produced by their diseases, suspended when the nerves are tied or divided? How are the motions of the organs affected by such operations on the nerves? The deep situation of the ganglia, the great number and small size of the nerves, have hitherto opposed insuperable obstacles to the experimental investigation of these points.

We must not forget that the preceding observations are not applicable to all the ganglia; that the spinal nerves and some nerves of the head have these bodies, and convey sensations and voluntary motion in their ordinary state.

Description of the Cerebral Nerves.—The olfactory nerve; or nerve of the brift pair.

The origin of this nerve has been generally assigned to the corpus striatum, which Chauflier has accordingly named couche du nerf ethmoidal. Soemmerring observed that there was no proportion in animals between the nerve and this eminence; and Cuvier showed that the cetasca (as the dolphin
dolphin and porpoise), in whom there are no olfactory nerves, nor organs of smelling, have nevertheless corpora fimbriae. It is the only nerve which can be affected, with any probability, to arise from the hemispheres of the brain; and even if this be allowed, it has no connection with the white substance. It proceeds from the grey substance on the under surface of the organ, and its filaments are perceived towards the front of the inner convolutions of the middle lobes. They are soft, and appear for some time enveloped in the grey matter: they come together and form three principal roots, an outer longer, and two internal shorter ones. The external may be followed to the bottom of the fifth ventricle.

Gall and Spurzheim are inclined to refer the origin of this nerve to a fasciculus, arising at the side of the corpora pyramidalia, passing through the pons Varolii to the telencephalon, and thence to the corpus geniculatum internum, and then passing under the optic nerve, beyond which they cannot trace it. Recherches, p. 99.

The three origins, of which the middle is cortical and the two exterior medullary, unite into a very soft nervous chord of a triangular prismatic figure, which runs in a longitudinal groove of the under surface of the anterior lobe, confined by the tunica arachnoidae. It advances from behind forward, inclining more and more towards the nerve of the opposite side, and increasing gradually in size, until it arrives on the upper surface of the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone; here it quits the groove of the anterior lobe, and swells into an oval ball of a greyish colour and very soft consistence, in which the medullary fibres appear separated by cortical matter, as in a ganglion. For a description of the remaining course of this nerve, see Nosse.

When a section of the olfactory nerve is made at right angles to its course, crenated substance is observed in its middle, and sometimes towards the sides: and it may be also partially seen on the external surface. The latter has a peculiar laminated and striated appearance, compared by Soemmerring to the pili of the lily: this is best seen by immersing the recent nerve in spirits of wine.

Besides its origin, the olfactory nerve has the following peculiarities: 1. folded and striated external appearance; 2. softness, in which we can hardly distinguish any thing fibrous; 3. triangular prismatic figure; 4. position in a groove of the brain; 5. approximation of the right and left nerves before they penetrate the dura mater; in all other cases the corresponding nerves diverge; 6. the crenated bulbus; 7. the crenated substance within the nerve; 8. passage through the skull by numerous foramina.

It is the largest nerve of the brain in an embryo of three months, and hollow: in the fetus at full time it has a crenated appearance and rounded figure; it is shorter, softer and fibrous, and large in comparison with the other nerves.

The nerve of one side is sometimes larger than the other; but an appearance of this kind may arise from its lying deeper in the groove of the anterior lobe.

Optic Nerve, or nerve of the second pair.—The large hemispherical eminences of the lateral ventricles have been generally regarded as the origin of these nerves; and hence the names thalami nervorum opticorum, couches des nerfs optiques, &c. applied to these parts. The optic nerve, says Soemmerring, arises by very minute roots or fibres from the posterior and inferior part of the thalamus, from the corpora geniculata, and the corpora bigemina: and these origins are visible when the parts are merely exposed by opening the ventricle, without any further direction.

Gall observed that there is no proportion between the size of the thalamus and of the nerve arising from it; that the fibres is much smaller in the horse, the cow, the deer, than in man, while the latter is much larger: hence he doubted the justice of the common opinion, and further anatomical investigation justified his suspicion. "A broad band," says he, "composed of nervous filaments, is seen in man and animals, but more distinctly in the latter, as in the horse, cow, sheep, pig, dog, &c. to proceed from the upper or anterior pair of the corpora quadrigemina (mammals). It turns round the outer edge of the optic thalamus, then joins a considerable collection of grey substance, called the corpus geniculatum externum, in which it is increased. Hitherto the whole band adheres to the optic thalamus; afterwards it simply lies upon the crus cerebi, where it is no longer attached, except by its external anterior edge, which is connected to the neighbouring substance of the brain." Anat. et Physioll. du Syr. Nerv. 184, p. 112.

In support of this opinion concerning the origin of the optic nerve, Gall observes, that in animals it bears a proportion in its size to that of the naris, although there is no such proportion observed between it and the thalamus. He also found the nerve unaffected, where an ulcer had destroyed half the thalamus: when, on the contrary, when the nerve has been diminished in size, the naris has experienced an analogous change.

When it is dilated from the thalamus, the optic nerve makes an extensive sweep (tractus opticus) over the surface of the crus cerebri, advancing towards the nerve of the opposite side. In this course it has a flattened figure, is unconnected with the crus on its inner edge, but receives filaments on the outer, and is enveloped in the vascular ramifications about this part. Towards the front it grows rounder, becomes adherent to the cernuus pyramidal prominence (tuber cinereum) that closes the front of the third ventricle, and joins the root of the opposite side, the substance of the two appearing completely mixed. Several filaments are received from the tuber, so that the nerves are larger after than before their union. The united portion lies on the smooth space in front of the sella Turcica between the two anterior clinoid processes. From this point the nerves, visibly enlarged, again separate to proceed respectively through the right and left foramina optic. Their course in the orbits is described under the article Eye.

The degree of union between the two nerves at their apparent conjunction has been a matter considerably disputed. (See DUCHASSON.) Apparently the right and left have their substance completely confounded in the middle portion. The following is the account given by Soemmerring, who has bestowed much attention on the subject. "The right and left nerves decussate, which sometimes, but not always, can be observed, when one is disfigured or considerably smaller than the other; for the nerve of the opposite side is found disfigured, discoloured, or smaller before the junction. Sometimes, but not always, the thalamus of the opposite side, and sometimes the thalamus of the same side, is changed in structure, or smaller. For example of the latter, see Meeckel's note to Soemmerring's Version of Haller's Praxis Litterar. § 509, and Medicina, über die Durchkreuzungen der Schenennere, Halé 1790. The optic nerve may be altered as far as the union, and no change perceptible beyond that point. Therefore we cannot determine whether all the fibres, or some only decussate." The mode of decussation, he adds in a note, "can be best observed in animals, as the horse, dog, pig, cat, racoon, squirrel, birds, amphibien, &c. In the horse, one nerve penetrates the other in fibres one lies on the other; and they are connected merely by loose cellular substance. In the deer the nerve is sometimes altered from the affected eye to the junction, and no further.
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further. Nöthig has adduced in his "Differtatio de Decuffatione Nervorum Opticorum," various cases and authorities which cannot be detailed here. The specimens mentioned in that dissertation are in my possession. Several anatomists, as Ackermann, Billmann, Leveling, Michaelis, Ronge- mont, Walter, Wenzel, and Clofiss and Ebel in the horse, have adopted my opinion." (De Corp. Hum. Fab. t. iv. § 215.) Cuvier and Gall adopt the same view: "Cuvier has the brain of a horse, in which one optic nerve is diminished in size (atrophic), and the same change is continued behind the union on the opposite side. All our observations on the human subject, the horse, hare, and fox, confirm this fact, and make us doubt the authenticity of the cases alleged on the opposite side, which we cannot admit without attributing inconsistency to nature." Anat. et Physiol. du Cerveau, &c. p. 114.

The optic is finer than the olfactory or auditory nerve, but softer than the rest: it is the largest cerebral nerve after the fifth.

It is peculiar to the optic nerve, 1, to arise from a distinct eminence of the brain; 2, the junction or decussation with the opposite nerve; 3, the surrounding sheath of dura mater in the orbit; 4, the contraction in its passage through the coats of the eye, before it expands into the retina; 5, its expansion into a membrane, inadherent on all sides, and the foramen in that membrane. From their origin to the point of their union the optic nerves are soft and pulpy; they contain no cinnerous matter internally, nor are they frizzled on the surface, like the olfactory. They are covered by the middle lobes throughout all the first part of their course. They become firmer about their junction, but have no neurilema within the cranium, being made up entirely of medullary fulblance. The orbital portion, besides its covering of dura mater, has a dense neurilema, forming a general external investment, so that the nerve represents a single thread, and is not divisible, like other nerves, into secondary filaments: this neurilema sends productions from its inner surface, forming several canals, in which the medullary fulblance is contained.

Nervus Optico-motorius; or nerve of the third pair. — It arises from the crus cerebri, or its inner or anterior edge, where the divergence of these two processes leaves a vacancy, named by Vicq d'Azyr la folie des nerfs oculo-musculaires, just in front of the pons Varolii. Its filaments may be followed in firmer brains to the under surface of the pons: they come through the black fulblance of the crus cerebri, and are increased, according to Gall, in their passage. The threads, coming out of the crus cerebri, are collected together into a roundish nerve by the pia mater: it separates from the opposite nerve, passes between the profunda cerebri and superior cerebelli arteries, and is sometimes perforated by the trunk or by a large branch of the former. It separates very easily from the crus cerebri, when the surrouding pia mater or vessels are torn off from the brain: so that caution is necessary, when we wish to demonstrate its origin. This soft part, however, is very small, as the nerve immediately becomes covered with neurilema, and acquires considerable firmness. It goes obliquely forwards and outwards, unconnected to the surrouding parts, and therefore easily brought into view near the edge of the tentorium by elevating the brain. Just at the point formed by the posterior termination of the tentorium cerebelli, it enters a canal of the dura mater, which surrounds it as far as the foramen lacerum orbitale. This canal is formed on the outside by that portion of dura mater which constitutes the cavernous sinus: on the inside, a thin lamintum of cellular tissue separates it from the carotic artery. Arriving in a direction slightly oblique at the level of the foramen lacerum, it divides into two branches before penetrating that opening. In most of its course under the dura mater it is situated more internally and higher than the trochlearis and ophthalmic nerves: but when it has arrived under the anterior clinoid process, and has divided, its superior branch is covered by those two nerves, which crofs obliquely, and become situated on its inner side. Of the two branches, one is superior, the other inferior: both enter the orbit by the broadest part of the foramen lacerum, and penetrate, together with the nervus motorius externus and the ophthalmic nerve, between the two origins of the external straight muscle.

I. The superior and smaller branch mounts over the optic, the nasaf, and the ophthalmic nerves to the under surface of the rectus superior muscle, in which it is distributed, with the exception of a small branch sent to the levator palpebro superioris.

II. The inferior branch, much larger than the preceding, passes under the optic nerve, and divides into, 1, an internal branch, which supplies the rectus internus muscle; 2, a middle shorter one for the rectus inferior; and 3, an external, the longest and slenderest of the three, which sends a small branch to the outer side of the optic nerve, where it joins the ophthalmic ganglion, and then terminates on the obliquus ocular inferior.

We notice nothing peculiar in its structure; it has a firm neurilema, both in the cranium and orbit. The peculiarities of the nerve are, that the origins of the right and left are very near together; that it supplies five muscles of the globe; and, through the ophthalmic ganglion, gives branches to the iris.

Nervus Trochlearis; nerve of the fourth pair: n. patheticius.—This nerve is the smallest of those which arise from the brain, and has the longest course within the cranium. It arises, under the tubercula quadrigemina, from the valve of the brain, by a single, double, or triple root; and is sometimes joined, by a tranverse communication, to the opposite nerve. The origin, soft and unprovided with neurilema, may be torn very easily: but the nerve soon acquires greater firmness. It runs round the crus cerebri, between the cerebrum and cerebellum, covered by the arachnoid coat, which must be cut in order to expose it: it then continues its course along the edge of the tentorium cerebelli to the posterior clinoid process. There it enters a canal of the dura mater, separated from the cavernous sinus by a peculiar dense tissue. It goes horizontally forwards between the oculo-motorius, and the ophthalmic, and crosses the former obliquely, as it approaches the orbit, which it enters at the broad part of the foramen lacerum, through a fibrous hole in the lining of dura mater. In this cavity it passes over the two elevator muscles, and immediately under the membranous lining of the orbit, to the superior oblique muscle, in which it ends.

It is the flenderest nerve of the brain, almost equalling in size a large fwenth thread: it has the highest origin; and pursues the longest course within the dura mater: finally, it supplies only by a single muscle.

Nervus Trigemini; nerve of the fifth pair: pair mixte of Gall.—This is the largest nerve of the brain, particularly in individuals who have a large face: at all events, it is equal in size to the optic. Its'origin has generally been referred to the side of the pons Varolii, from which it is detached just at the front of the crus cerebri. Gall traces its roots backwards from this part, through the pons to the outer edge of the corpus olivare: it is divided, within the pons, into three principal fasciculi, and its fibres arise from the
the grey substance in various places. When it is difter-
gaged from the crus cerebii, it forms a thick flattened
cord made up of numerous (from 70 to 100) distinct pa-
allel threads, loosely united. Each of these is dense and
firm, and covered on the outside by the neurilem covering it: but they are feebly connected to the medullary substance, and just at
the point of connection the nerve is firmer than in its sub-
sequent course. It consists of two portions connected by
loose cellular tissue, and sometimes separated by the passage of
blood-vessels; viz. a larger posterior and exterior, a
smaller anterior composed of fewer, fatter, and whiter, but
larger threads. It goes forwards and outwards, surrounded
by the arachnoid coat, passes under the front of the teno-
rhion cerebii, and enters a peculiar canal of the dura mater
by an oval aperture towards the anterior and upper part of
the petrous portion of the temporal bone. This canal is
situated on the outside of the cavernous sinus: as the nerve
enters it, it becomes broader and flatter; the filaments of the
larger portion are separated from each other, divided, and
formed into a plexus, so that the whole trunk undergoes a
kind of conical enlargement, and presents a flattened band
instead of a round cord. After a short course, it swells
into a knot or ganglion (ganglion Glaeni), concave above,
where the filaments enter, and convex below, where they
de-part, having a redish colour from the distribution of nu-
umerous vessels in it; and presenting a kind of middle ap-
pearance between that of a ganglion and a plexus. The
dura mater has a very close adherence to this knot; in which
the nerve is more than six times its original thickness.
The ganglion is fatter than those of the spinal nerves; but
firmer than the bulb of the olfactory: although the con-
nection of the dura mater is so close, that it hardly admits of
separation without injury, it has beenascertained that no
filaments enters that membrane to be distributed on it.
After the ganglion, the nerve refines its original appear-
ance, and divides into three branches, surrounded by the
dura mater, and passing out of the cranium by distinct fora-
mina: the nervous fibres are however so completely inter-
 woven in the ganglion, that the continuity between the
threads of the trunk and of its three branches is completely
interrupted.

When the nerve and its ganglion are raised from the sur-
face of the cranium, and turned over, we perceive that the
whiter filaments, which form the anterior or smaller division
of the nerve, go along the under surface of the swelling
without being at all concerned in its formation. Their size,
whiteness, and want of connection with the ganglion, imme-
diately strike us: they join the inferior maxillary nerve, and
constitute the crotaphitic and buccinator branches of that
nerve: Palleta, therefore, divides the trigeminus into five
branches, adding the two last mentioned to the three ordina-
dry described.

The three branches of the trigeminus separate from the
ganglion as follows: the ophthalmic is the smallest, and the first
towards the front: it separates from the others from its ori-
gin, and goes obliquely forwards and upwards towards the
outer side of the cavernous sinus. The second, which is
larger, arises below this, and is called the superior maxillari:
it goes horizontally forwards, and after a passage of some length enters the foramen rotundum. The third and
hindernent is the largest, and descends almost perpendicu-
larly into the foramen ovale.

I. The ophthalmic nerve, covered by the dura mater, is
separated from the cavernous sinus by cellular tissue, and
retains the fibrous character of the trunk. Placed at first be-
low the eculo-motorius and the treccleirii, it runs with the
latter above the former, and divides, before it enters, or as it
enters the orbit by the foramen lacrream, to three branches:
an external small one, the lacrimal nerve; a superior, which
is the largest, the frontal nerve; and a middle one in situ-
tion and fize, the nasal nerve.

The lacrimal nerve runs along the outer side of the
orbit between the perissima and the adductor muscles: it is
divided into several filaments accompanying the lacrimal
artery, and entering the gland. It is difficult to determine
whether these end in the substance of the gland: but several
manifestly terminate on the integuments of the eyelid and
forehead. It has a communication with the subcutaneous
male.

2. The frontal nerve, which by its size would be regarded
as the continuation of the trunk, enters the orbit between
its superior surface and the corresponding extreme of the
rectus superior: it goes obliquely forwards and inwards,
over all the contents of the cavity, and immediately under
the bony arch, and divides sooner or later into two branches,
which vary in their relative size. 1. The internal or supra-
trecheiries, is commonly the smallest, and quits the orbit
between the suprachylic notch and the cartilaginous pulley.
to distribute its branches on the superior eyelid, the internal
part of the forehead, the corrugator supilcrii, orbicularis
palpebrarum, epicranii, and integuments. A smaller fila-
ment of this nerve joins the infraoachleiries, and gives
a twig to the frontal sinus. Its branches on the forehead be
rather deeper than those of the following branch 2. The
external or proper frontal branch quits the cavity by the
supraciliary notch either in one or two branches, and fends
flenderer superficial, and larger deep-seated ramifications to
the epicranii, orbicularis, and integuments of the up-
per eyelid, eyebrow, forehead, temple, and top of the
head. It may be detached most conveniently by detached
all the soft parts from behind forwards, towards the supera-
ciliary arch, and thus making it out from below; we find its
ramifications of two orders, deep-seated muscular, and super-
facial cutaneous. Some unite with ascending branches of
the facial nerve, others form a minute network round the
frontal arteries. They may be traced almost to the occupant.
As the trunk and ramifications of the frontal nerve lie fo
the skin, and are placed against the bone on the other
side, they must be exposed to external pressure: the painful
feelling caused by wearing a tight hat is ascribed by Bi-
chat to this cause.

3. The nasal branch, naso-ocularis, the lowest and most
interior of the three, divides from its very origin into two.
(a) A small twig, the lowest in situation produced from the
ophthalmic, joining the ophthalmic or lenticular ganglion,
but previously communicating with the smaller branch of the
eculo-motorius. The ganglion formed by the conjunction
of this with the branch already described of the eculo-mot-
orius, is very small, of a nearly square figure, placed on the
outer side of the optic nerve among the fat. The root
of the ganglion from the nerve of the third pair is short
and thick, that from the ophthalmic long and slender, and
sometimes detached from the trunk before it enters the orbit:
sometimes the latter does not exist. Two fasciculi of cuti-
ary nerves are produced from the ganglion, and separated
from each other more widely as they come nearer to the globe. The
superior and smaller fasciculi, lying close on the optic nerve,
constitute a small bundle, and then of small twigs of different size:
the inferior larger bundle is made up of eight or ten small fila-
ments, lies closely adhering to the nerve; one leaves the reil,
and enters the sclerotics about its middle, under the rectus
externus. 4 U 2 The
The ciliary nerves, thus produced, differ in size, do not communicate together, but proceed in a tortuous direction to the back of the sclerotica, where, increased in magnitude and connected with the ciliary arteries, they obliquely perforate the membrane, running for some length within it. They then follow a straight and nearly parallel course, between the sclerotica and choroid, giving no branches to either of these, to the iris. They are very rarely united to each other by transverse threads. At the orbiticus ciliaris they divide into smaller branches, which are again subdivided, and the minutest threads, having a serpentine direction, are interposed between the ciliary vessels like white radiated fibres. When the vessels are well injected, and the part examined in water, a series of white points is observed in the orbiticus ciliaris, receiving the ciliary nerves on one side, and sending twigs towards the pupil on the other, thus resembling ganglia.

b. The nasal branch lies close on the sheath of the optic nerve, which it crosses, under the rectus superior and levator palpebrae; it produces one or two ciliary branches, which resemble in their distribution those just described, and then is divided into two branches. One of these passes through the foramen orbitarium internum anterior to the cavity of the cranium, where it is covered by the dura mater; it goes out of the skull through the front of the cribriform lamella, and is distributed towards the anterior part of the septum nasi, and of the outer side of the cavity. The other, sometimes called infraorbicularis, goes to the inner corner of the eye, below the trochlea, and distributes several very small twigs to the integuments of the forehead, and the neighbouring muscles, communicating with the facial and infraorbital nerves.

II. The superior maxillary nerve holds a middle place in respect to size between the other two branches of the trigemini. It goes forwards and rather outwards from the middle of the ganglion, preferring at first its greyish hue and fibrous appearance; after a short course it enters the foramen rotundum, losing those characters and becoming more round in its figure. After penetrating that foramen, it runs horizontally through much cellular tissue, in the space between the maxillary and pphoid bones, sometimes called the pterygo-maxillary fossa. It then enters the infraorbital canal, and passes through that to its termination on the face.

1. In passing through the foramen rotundum, the superior maxillary nerve sends off a small branch, the infraorbital nerve, which enters the orbit by the maxillary-maxillary fissure, passes along the outer side of the cavity, externally to the perioidea, and then penetrates the canal of the malar bone to appear on the cheek, where it is distributed superficially, communicating sometimes with the facial and infraorbital nerves. It produces a twig running towards the lacrymal glands, and communicating with the nerves of that gland; and another, which enters the temporal fossa by a foramen of the malar bone, and communicates with the deep-seated temporal nerves.

In the pterygo-maxillary fossa the nerve produces one or two branches, which go downwards and inwards, surrounded by much fat; if there is only one, it is larger; when there are two, they are united again in a kind of ganglion, named the sphenopalatine, and first described by Meckel. This does not resemble the ganglion on the nerves of the ventera, and sometimes it is not perceptible at all. When there is one branch, it swells a little, and produces from the enlargement the numerous branches of the neighboring parts; if there are two, they unite together, and this union gives the appearance of a ganglion, placed just on the internal side of the sphenopalatine foramen. From this point, whether it exhibits a ganglion-like swelling or not, the numerous following branches proceed.

a. Sphenopalatine or nasal branches. (Nervi nasiis priores) passing through the foramen of the same name, in variable numbers, into the nose. Some of these are distributed on the two superior turbinate bones, particularly on their concave surface; but the largest, discovered by Cotunni, and since called nato-palatine, goes in front of the phehnoideal sinus along the upper surface of the nasal cavity to the back of the septum, along which it runs obliquely forwards and downwards to the foramen incisivum. It passes to the palate through a small peculiar canal immediately behind the foramen incisivum, and is distributed on the neighbouring part of the palatine membrane.

b. Three palatine nerves, one large and two smaller. The former enters the pterygo-palatine canal, formed between the maxillary, palatine, and phehnoideal bones, and passes through it. The different filaments are often separate at this part, and connected only by a loose tissue. The great palatine nerve sends off two branches (nervi nasales inferiores); a smaller to the middle, and a larger to the inferior turbinate bone: the ramifications of the latter pass from behind forwards in grooves of the convex surface. It produces also a branch, which descends in a peculiar canal of the palate bone to the soft palate. The trunk of the nerve quits the pterygo-palatine canal by the foramen palatinum posterius, bends forwards in an irregular groove of the palate arch, and divides into several branches, which supply the whole of the palatine membrane and gums of the upper teeth. The middle palatine nerve (n. palati minor postrior), placed behind the former, runs along a separate canal nearly parallel to the pterygo-palatine, and comes out of it behind the curved procres of the pterygoid plate to be distributed on the amygdalae and in the substance of the palate. The small palatine nerve (n. palatinus minus inferior), which is not confluent, goes through a short canal, which terminates between the maxillary tube and the pyramidal procres of the os palati; it is lost on the tonsil, uvula, and palate.

c. The pterygoid or Vidian nerve goes off horizontally backwards from the sphenopalatine ganglion, and immediately enters the bony canal at the bafa of the pterygoid process, having first given two extremely small branches to the phehnoideal nerves. In the canal it produces two or three nasal branches (nasales superiores posteriores) distributed on the upper and back part of the septum, the neighbouring arch of the pharynx and orifice of the Eustachian tube. The trunk then quits the pterygoid canal by its posterior aperture, passes through the cartilaginous substance that occupies the irregular defectency at the side of the body of the sphenoid, and close to the second turn of the carotid artery divides into two branches, a superficial, pterofal or cranial, and a deep-seated or carotid. The former enters the cranium between the petrous portion and the neighbouring edge of the sphenoid bone; passes over the surface of the former in a peculiar groove of the bone, covered by dura mater, and enters the squamosa Fallopini by a broken aperture on the surface of the bone, to join the trunk of the facial nerve. The latter runs closely upon the internal carotid artery, accompanies that vessel in its passage through the cranium, and joins in the carotid canal a branch of the abductor nerve; the trunk formed by this union runs the upper extremity of the superior cervical ganglion. Sometimes the two branches enter the ganglion separately; and several other varieties are observed.
observed in the distribution and connections of this branch, and that of the abductor nerve.

Having produced the nerves above described, from the pheno-palatine ganglion, in the pterygo-maxillary fossa, the superior maxillary nerve advances horizontally to the pheno-maxillary fissure, and enters the infraorbital canal, at the same time taking that name. Just before it passes in, it gives off one or two branches to the teeth; d, nervus alveolaris, or dentalis posterior, which descends on the maxillary tubercle, and enters a bony canal above the molar teeth. It communicates with the anterior dental nerve, supplies the three grinders, the membrane of the maxillary sinus, and part of the buccinator.

2. The anterior dental branch (alveolaris or dentalis anterior) enters a canal of the superior maxillary bone, communicates with the posterior branch, and sends filaments to the m'elior, canine, and bicuspid teeth.

The infraorbital nerve divides in its canal into several branches, which continue parallel; when they emerge at the infraorbital foramen, they immediately separate, like radial from a centre, and are spread over all that part of the face, which is described as not having any bony structure below, the nose on the inside, and the maxillothe on the outside. The multiplicity of these ramifications, many of which are very large, would render it very tedious to enter into a detailed account of them. They may be divided into 8, the superior or palpebral branches, distributed to the lower eyelid, the integuments of the cheek, and muscles at the root of the nose, and communicating with the facial nerve, the infraorbicularis, and sometimes with the lacrymal; c, inferior or labial branches, which are large, expanded on the surfaces of the upper lip, and communicate very freely with the facial; 3, internal or nasal branches, to the eye, septum, and muscles of the external nose; and 4, external branches to the zygomaticus major, levator anguli, and commissure of the lips, joining branches of the facial.

111. Interior maxillary nerve; nervus glossoptericus. This is composed of two distinct portions, an external and a larger, which is the most considerable of the three branches produced from the ganglion Glosferi, and has a very short course before it arrives at the foramen ovale; an internus and 5, maxillary, which is described as not having any bony structure in composing the ganglion. Both these go together through the foramen ovale, where the fibrous plexiform arrangement of the former distinguishes it very clearly from the latter. As the nerve quits the foramen ovale, the smaller portion gets in front; the two are sometimes intimately united, at others distinct, in which case the smaller part produces the buccinator and one of the temporal nerves. Below the foramen ovale, the trunk of the nerve is placed between the zygomatic fossa, and the external pterygoid muscle; there it divides into two portions, a superior and external, an inferior and internal. From the former proceed the temporal, maffetic, buccinator and pterygoid nerves; from the latter, which is the largest, the superior maxillary, lingual, and auricular.

a b. The external and internal deep temporal nerves pass at first horizontally between the external pterygoid muscle and the bone, then turn upwards and upwards into the substance of the temporal muscles in which they are distributed, communicating with the neighbouring superficial ramifications.

5. The maxillary nerve is a considerable branch passing between the pterygoideus externus and the bone, close on the articulation of the lower jaw; it then goes between the condyle and the coronoid process, and enters the internal surface of the maxilla, in which it terminates.

6. The buccinator nerve, or nerve of the cheek, proceeds forwards and downwards between the two pterygoidei, to the external of which, and to the temporal muscle, it gives branches; it then comes on the buccinator, and splits into several filaments, which reach as far as the corner of the mouth, and communicate with the facial nerves.

6. The pterygoid nervé is the smallest branch of the superior division; it supplies the pterygoideus internus and circumflexus palati.

7. The lingual or glossoptericus nerve, is commonly rather smaller than the dental. It receives the chorda tympani, a little below the sphenoid Glaseri, and a very acute angle pointing downwards is formed by their union. The nerve then descends between the pterygoideus internus and the jaw, goes between the submaxillary gland and the membrane of the mouth, accompanies the excretory duct of this gland, between the upper surface of the mylo-hyoideus and hypoglossus, and passes very close upon and above the sublingual gland, to the side of the tongue, where it lies between the hypoglossus and the linguals. It runs along the side to the very point of the tongue. It gives a branch to the pterygoideus internus, and two or three very slender ones to the back part of the gums; several branches, which either form a small ganglion (ganglion maxillare), or are united into a plexus, to the submaxillary gland and neighbouring parts; branches of communication with the hypoglossal nerve; four or five twigs to the sublingual gland and neighbouring part of the gums. At the level of the latter gland, considerable branches begin to be detached from the trunk for the tissue of the tongue, and continue to arise, to the number of ten or twelve, until the whole nerve is consummated. These penetrate between the genioglossus and linguals, and are distributed in the proper tissue of the organ; they may be traced through the muscular fibres, to the membrane covering the back, sides, and apex of the part, and even into the papillae of the membrane in which the fenes of tongue reside. Thus this nerve constitutes the organ of the sense of smelling, while the hypoglossus belongs to the motions of the part; that these two functions belong to distinct nerves, is rendered probable by the pathological cases, in which the fenes or the motion of the organ is separately destroyed.

8. The inferior maxillary or dental nerve (mandibulopalatini, or maxillaris inferior) is a very large nerve, descends by the side of the former, first between the two pterygoideus muscles, and then between the internal and the lower jaw, corresponding on the inside to the internal lateral ligament of this bone. Near the orifice of the inferior maxillary canal, it produces the nervus mylo-hyoideus, which runs along a groove or even an entire canal of the lower jaw from behind forwards, is distributed principally on the mylo-hyoideus muscle, but gives also some branches to the submaxillary gland, genio-hyoideus, and digastricus. The trunk of the inferior maxillary nerve then enters the canal of the lower jaw, in company with an artery and a vein, and runs completely through it, giving branches to the molares and bicuspides. At the foramen mentale it divides into two portions; a smaller, which passes backwards in a canal under the canine and incisor teeth, and supplies those teeth; and a much larger, which comes out of the foramen mentale, and divides immediately into numerous filaments, communicating freely with those of the facial.

The twigs sent to the teeth are very small; they can be followed with considerable difficulty to the pores at the extremities of the fangs, and are left on the pulpy substance filling the cavities; whether they feed any branches to the bone of the tooth, and whether that part possesses any sensibility, are questions considered in the description of the tooth, under the article Cranium. The size of the trunk is very little diminished in its passage through the jaw;
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"egregius foraminit, vix exilior," Soemmerring; yet in the Anatomic Descriptive of Bichat, t. iii. p. 188, it is said to be diminished by one half.

The branch that comes out at the foramen mentale, sometimes called nervus mentalis, may be most advantageously observed by dividing the membrane of the mouth, and dissecting from within. It either comes out in two branches, or divides very soon after its exit into an exterior smaller, and an interior larger branch. These are again very soon subdivided in a radiated manner; the branches first ascend between the membrane and the muscles, supplying the depressor anguli oris and labii inferioris proprius, the levator menti, orbicularis and buccinator, and then enter into the submaxillary muscle of these muscles. They ascend to the very edge of the lips, and terminate in the orbicularis, the mucous glands and the skin. In a careful dissection, the whole margin of the mouth is found to receive numerous filaments, which are distributed abundantly on the integuments, where they exhibit the beautiful papillary structure; these nerves come from the mental in the lower lip, and from the superior maxillary in the upper.

b. The superficial temporal or auricular nerve turns horizontally along the back part of the neck of the condyle, between it and the meatus auditorius externus, produces in this situation branches that communicate with the facial, then ascends in front of the meatus, covered by the parotid gland, giving branches to both of those parts, and to the concha, and arrives at the back of the zygomatic process. It passes through the parotid towards the temple, and is distributed superficially, communicating with the facial and subcutaneous muscles.

It appears from this description, that the nervus trigeminus supplies all the muscles of the face, the forehead and its muscles, the eye-brows and their muscles; the external and internal parts of the nose; the iris; the external ear, skin of the cheeks, lips and their muscles; the mucous surface and the muscles of the tongue; the salivary glands and the teeth. Its various branches are not only united by communications to each other, but are also joined to the third, fourth, and sixth cerebral nerves; to the facial both in the skull and face, to the great sympathetic, and the second and third cervical.

The abductor nerve, motor externus, abducens, nerve of the sixth pair, is of a middle size, between the third and fourth, and extends from the upper part of the medulla spinalis to the rectus externus occuli. It comes out of the groove that separates the pons from the medulla spinalis, and its origin is referred, sometimes to the pons, sometimes to the corpora pyramidula. "If we examine it," says Gall, "in the calf, deer, and particularly in the horse, its origin cannot be mistaken. It appears as a small filaculus, lying by the corpus pyramidale, and generally dividing behind the pons into two smaller, which are separately disengaged from the surface. The pons being much larger in man than in animals, some small transverse fibres cover the origin of this nerve, and cause an appearance, as if the nerve arose from this pair, although its origin may in fact be traced to the same point as in the animals already named." (Anat. et Phys. du Syll. Nervens, p. 102.)

The nerve has a fibrous texture at its origin, and consists usually of a larger exterior, and a smaller internal portion, which sometimes penetrate the dura mater separately, and are not joined until they arrive in the cavernous sinus.

It passes behind forwards, upwards, and outwards, between the pons and the biliary excavation of the cranium, presenting a flattened form, and adhering closely to the former. It penetrates the dura mater below the posterior clinoid process, and enters the cavernous sinus, in which it lies on the outside of, and is closely connected to the carotid artery; it goes through the sinus, in contact, as well as the artery just mentioned, with the blood in its cavity, and hence presents a red colour after death. Opposite the internal orifice of the cavernous canal, one, two, or more slender and redilatated filaments are connected to it, at an angle rather acute forwards, and oblique backwards. These filaments pass with the internal carotid through the cranium, communicate with the Viridian nerve, and join the superior cervical ganglion. The abductor nerve is larger in size in front of this connection than behind it. It enters the orbit at the foramen lacrima, in company with the oculo-motorius, and the nasi branch of the ophthalmic, between the two origins of the rectus externus, and proceeds between this muscle and the optic nerve, dividing into several filaments, which are entirely lost in the muscle. It appears, therefore, that the abductor nerve, and the filaments produced from the cervical ganglion, are confused in that single muscle of the eye.

All the nerves distributed on parts contained in the orbit, and the ganglion of the fifth nerve, are represented in the plates illustrating the anatomy of the eye. See Plate III. figs. 3, 4, 11, and 12. The description is contained in the article Eye.

The facial nerve, with the auditory, which follows it, have generally been clasped together as composing a single nerve of the seventh pair; the former was called portio dura, and the latter portio mollis of the seventh cerebral nerve. The two nerves, although lying for some part of their course in contact, are perfectly distinct throughout; in a numerical arrangement the former will be the seventh, and the latter the eighth.

The facial nerve is detached from the brain behind the crus cerebri, and its origin has been generally referred to the posterior and lateral part of the pons. Gall states, that its origin has no connection with the pons; that in animals its commencement is seen under the appearance of a broad fasciculus between the corpus olivare and the gloso-phaenageal nerve; that it ascends towards a transverse band placed at the lower edge of the pons, pales under it, and then comes out by the side of the auditory nerve; if it appears in the human subject to come from the pons, it is because some portion of that organ is placed over it. Anat. et Phys. &c. p. 104.

Two or three filaments are placed between the facial and auditory nerves; but they join the former sooner or later.

It is very soft at the situation of its connection with the brain, but it soon becomes covered by neurilema, and acquires a firmer confidence. It enters the internal auditory meatus, in company with the auditory nerve, and goes with it to the bottom of that palsea; it enters and pales through the aquaeductus Fallopian, which is lined by a thin fibrous layer, and filled completely by the meninges, which, in some authors, as in the case of all nerves traversing bony passages, is loose and unconfined in the tube. It quits the aquedvoid at the foramen labyrostaloidenum, pales outwards and forwards under the parotid gland, and divides into two branches, which will be described presently.

In the aqueduct it produces no branch until it has arrived at the hiatus Fallopian, and there it is joined by the superficial or petrosal branch of the Vidian nerve; it afterwards gives a branch to the external muscle of the malleus, and another very small twig to the flaps. It then gives rise to the chords tympanic, a considerable nerve, of which the palsea across the tympanum is described in the article Ear. This goes out of the cavity of the sifuro Gaferi, and joins the lingual
lingual branch of the inferior maxillary nerve at a very acute angle; the latter nerve is obviously larger after the junction.

As soon as the facial nerve has quitted the aqueduct, it分支es off, in the postauricular, auricular, and auricular (nervus auris posterior, or occipitalis, or externus profundus), which mounts in front of the mastoid process, and is distributed on the convexity of the concha, and the neighbouring part of the occipital region: 2, a branch to the styloidal muscles (nervus ilio-hyoideus) communicating with filaments from the superior cervical ganglion; and 3, another to the back of the digastricus, communicating with the glosso-pharyngeal, and the laryngeal branch of the par vagum.

After giving these branches, which can only be dissected well from behind, after having removed the vertebral column, the facial nerve enters the parotid gland, and is at first very deeply buried in it, but descends obliquely and comes nearer to the surface. About the lower third part of the gland, that is, nearer to the angle of the jaw than to the mastoid processes, it divides into two branches, which may be called temporofacial (ramus major, superior, or ascending), and cervico-facial, (ramus minor, inferior, or descending.) Sometimes there are three branches, or even more, but the various subdivisions correspond always to the arrangement just indicated.

1. Temporo-facial branch. Concealed, like the trunk from which it arises, in the parotid gland, it passes forwards and upwards towards the neck of the maxillary condyle, which it crosses at an acute angle. A twig or two in this situation penetrate behind the condyle, to communicate with the auricular branch of the inferior maxillary nerve. Very soon after the trunk divides into seven or eight diverging branches, which are spread out on the face and temple, and may be distinguished in superficial temporal, malar, and nerves of the cheek.

a. The superficial temporal are generally two in number; give some twigs to the parotid, and then mount over the zygoma; they are distributed very extensively to the integuments of this region, and communicate with the auricular, deep temporal, and lacrymal nerve.

b. There are commonly two malar nerves, which go towards the os max, and divide into numerous filaments distributed on the surrounding muscles, and communicating freely with the lacrymal, subcutaneous, malar, and particularly the infraorbital nerve.

c. Three branches generally pass transversely over the malleus to the cheek, communicate with each other, and with the filaments of the cervicofacial branch. The upper one goes towards the root of the nose; the second, which is the largest of this division of the facial nerve, passes over the buccinator nearly to the corner of the mouth, communicating very freely with the infraorbital; the third is often only a branch of the latter.

All these ramifications are superficial in the situation of the malleus, and become deeper seated towards the front of the face, where they are covered by the muscle.

Bichat states that he could never discover any communications between the right and left nerves; and that he finds the same remark applicable to the nervous filaments in general.

2. The cervicofacial branch goes obliquely downwards in the fibres of the parotid gland, and concealed by the ramus of the lower jaw; at the angle of the bone it comes forwards, lies under the temporalis, and divides into branches, which communicate with the superficial cervical nerves, and of which some are distributed above, others below the basis of the jaw. The former, generally two in number, pass over the edge of the bone, come through the parotid gland, run directly across the malleus, and proceed towards the lower lip, distributing numerous filaments to the skin and muscles, communicating with the other branches of the facial, and with the mental nerve. There may be one or more branches running under the basis of the jaw, and reaching the front of the neck; they communicate with the mental, and with the superficial cervical; the latissimus coli and skin of the neck are the parts principally supplied by them.

Soemmerring enumerates and describes the following branches of the portio dura: 1. Of the ascending branch: a, zygomaticus, or jugalis primus, or temporalis posterior; b, temporalis, or jugalis secundus; c, temporalis prior, or jugalis tertius; d, orbitalis superior, or jugalis quartus; e, orbitalis inferior, or jugalis quintus; f, facialis superior; g, facialis medius, or magnus; h, facialis inferior. 2. Of the descending branch: a, nervus prior facialis minus; b, nervus marginis maxillae inferioris, dividing into a superior and an inferior branch; c, d, e, nervi pterygoidei et superioris subcutanei coli, primus, alter, tertius.

Thus it appears that the facial nerve is distributed over the whole face, in a space beginning with the temples above and extending to the upper part of the neck below: the car and a part of the occiput, the zygomatic process of the cranium of which is much firmer than the auditory nerve; but the latter is considerably firmer in the aqueduct, and in its distribution on the face, than in the cranium. Its multiplied anastomoses are a very remarkable feature in its anatomy: it is not only joined to the neighbouring nerves, as the three branches of the fifth, the nervous vagus, glosso-pharyngeal, and accessory nerves, third cervical and great sympathetic, but its branches frequently communicate with each other, and thus form a network of nervous communications on the face, which, although in reality very considerable, has been rather exaggerated in some plates, as in that of Meckel, Mem. de l'Acad. des Sciences de Berlin, tom. vii. In no nerve of the animal life are the communications between the different filaments so numerous.

The auditory or eighth nerve; nervus auditorius or acusticus; portio mollis of the seventh pair.

Several white medullary filaments may be seen in the anterior surface of the fourth ventricle, where their colour distinguishes them from the cimeritious matter in which they lie. They are sometimes almost imperceptible, and at others strongly marked; they vary in number from one to six or seven. They are sometimes radiated, sometimes parallel, and sometimes in the form of a pencil: they may form small bands, or be rounded and prominent. Often they are different on the two sides; being higher or more numerous on one than on the other. Modern anatomists have generally regarded these filaments as the origin of the auditory nerves, and, in fact, some of them usually join these nerves; but, as Prochaska and Soemmerring have remarked, they have often no connection with them, being lost in the crura cerebelli. "In the mammals," says Gall, "even when they have an auditory nerve much more considerable than that of the human subject, the medullary filaments are entirely deficient. The filaments of the nerve derive their origin in great measure from the cimeritious matter so abundant in the fourth ventricle: this matter is more thinly deposited in man, and forms the grey band (ruban gris) placed towards the middle and outer part of the ventricle, and forming in the sheep, pig, horse, &c. an elevation of the face of a pea. Consequently this is a true swelling (relentef), place of origin, or ganglion for the auditory nerve, which there receives its most considerable enlargement. This ganglion is placed precisely at the spot where the auditory nerve turns round the corpus rethiforme of the cerebellum, and its size..."
fize is always proportioned to that of the nerve. Most anatomists, such as Cuvier, Portal, Sahatier, Dichter, are contented with affirming the origin of this nerve to the medullary tissue of the fourth ventricle, without even mentioning the "ruban gris," or the oblong elevation in animals. In animals a broad band extends immediately behind the pons from one auditory nerve to the other, and paves over all the affending nervous fasiculi, excepting those of the corpora pyramidalia. We consider that it consists of communicating fibres from one nerve to the other, and that it forms a commissure between them. It is covered in man by the posterior part of the pons." Anat. et Phys. du Syft. Nerveux, p. 105.

The filaments of the nerve are collected together, from the origin just mentioned, into a soft and roundish band, which turns forwards and outwards round the back edge of the corpus reftiforme, and comes in contact with the facial nerve. It then goes more directly outwards, being in size about equal to the third, firmer than the olfactory, but softer than all the others, affumes a more fibrous appearance, and forms a kind of groove, in which the facial is lodged. It enters the meatus auditorius internus, in company with a blood-vejlel, and is much smaller than that canal, so that it is contained quite loosely. The rest of its defcription will be found in the article Ear; and its course and distribution are represented in the plates of the ear. It has two very different distributions; one to the cochlea, the other to the semicircular canals and ventribulum. The latter is analogous to the retina formed by the optic nerve; the expansions of the veltibular branch very much resembiling that membrane. The distribution on the cochlea may be rather compared to that of the olfactory nerve; yet the softness and shortness of the ramifications are points in which it differs from those of the olfactory, which have a very firm neurilema, and a long course.

This nerve is distributed exclusively to the organ of hearing; and has no communication with any other nerve.

The four following pairs of nerves, although they arise within the cranium, have much analogy to the spinal nerves; they separate from the general mafs, like them, by several distinct threads, and pass by one or more openings in the dura mater. Their origin is referred by Gall to the cineritious substance placed within the part from which they go off; consequently they cannot be regarded as prolongations or productions of the cerebral mafs. The nerves, which we have hitherto described, have the threads, produced in the grey substance, united into one falcuculus before they are detached.

The gloffo-phyaryngeal, or ninth cerebral nerve, arises by feveral more or less distinct threads immediately below the pons, and below the corpora olivaria. Girard and Soemmerring have mentioned that filaments may sometimes be traced from the fourth ventricle; but Gall has not been able to discover them. An artery or a vein, or both are generally interpoled between it and the nervus vagus. It goes under the smaller lobe of the cerebellum and the choroid plexus, with which it is slightly connected, separates more and more from the nervus vagus, and enters a peculiar canal of the dura mater. It quits the cranium by a membranous canal in females, and a bony one in males, placed under the meatus auditorius internus, and above the jugular fora; being separted from the nervus vagus by the internal jugular vein. Some anatomists (Aderich and Huber, quoted by Soemmerring Neurologia, § 368.) describe a small ganglion formed just after the nerve has quitted the head, and contained in a groove of the bone; but Bichat has never met with this. (Anat. Descriptive, t. iii. p. 207.) It then goes downwards and forwards over the internal carotid and under the stylo-phyaryngeus; afterwards between that muscle and the stylo-glossus. It is connected pretty closely by cellular substance to the former of these two muscles, of which it follows the direction to the posterior part of the tongue.

In this course it produces the following branches: 1. Filaments communicating with the stylo-hyoidal branch of the facial, and with the nervus vagus. 2. A branch or two depeeding over the internal carotid, and united with the pharyngeal branch of the nervus vagus, with the nervi mollis of the great sympathetic, and the nerves of the heart. 3. One or two branches to the stylo-phyaryngeus. 4. Two pharyngeal nerves to the upper constrictors of the pharynx, the tonsil, and the surface of the posterior lateral part of the tongue. 5. Branches forming a plexus about the pharynx, and sending ramifications over the branches of the external carotid.

At the basis of the tongue the gloffo-phyaryngeal nerve pafs under the stylo-glossus, and on the inside of the hyglossus, and is divided into, 1, superior filaments going forwards to the lingualis, where its fibres are united to those of the constrictor illimi faucium, and to the mucous glands about this part; 2, inferior ones to the hystro-glossus, and to the mucous membrane continued from the back of the tongue to the epiglottis; middle ones distributed principally on the mucous glanda. The muscular fibres of the tongue receive very little from this nerve, of which the ramifications become superficial, and supply the mucous surface behind as the gulfatory nerve does in front.

The nervus vagus, tenth nerve, though commonly called the eighth or par vagum, surf vocal of Gall, arises immediately below the glofio-phyaryngeal between the corpus reftiforme and olivare, but nearer to the former than to the latter, by many separate threads, of which the number varies, placed in a perpendicular line. Soemmerring and Santorini speak of its deriving fibres from the fourth ventricle; but Gall denies the existence of these. Sometimes, according to Soemmerring, its origins are arranged in a double series, (anterior and posterior,) like those of the medulla spinalis; sometimes it arises in one mafs, like the fifth nerve. The minute threads, by which it arises from the medulla spinalis, are collected into fix, eighth, or ten larger filaments, which form a thin and flat band, without communicating together, placed under the cerebellum, and going outwards and forwards to a peculiar canal of the dura mater, of which the opening is placed under that of the glofio-phyaryngeal nerve, and separted from it by a distinct fibrous septum. It goes out of the cranium by a peculiar openhole in the fora of the jugular vein; it approaches to the glofio-phyaryngeal nerve in its course, but leaves it again, and passes outwards and forwards close to the jugular vein. The filaments of the nerve remain rather distinct in their passage through the cranium, but they unite at their exit into a single rounded cord, which is sometimes rather swollen and grey, so as to have been taken for a ganglion. It is always closely united, after leaving the skull, to the hypo-glossal, accessoriy, and glofio-phyaryngeal nerves, by a dense cellular tifiue containing no fat, and including also the afferding filaments of the superior cervical ganglion. It is at first situated in front of the hypo-glossal, but soon becomes posterior to that nerve, and quits it to descend along the neck, between and behind the carotid artery and internal jugular vein. A loose but tolerably firm cellular tifiue, never containing fat, joins the artery, vein, and nerve together; they are here closely connected to the great sympathetic nerve.

At
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At the lower part of the neck, the nervus vagus leaves its position between the artery and vein, enters the chest, and goes backwards to the posterior part of the bronchial, descending immediately in front of the subclavian artery on the right, and along the back of the aorta on the left side, and manifestly increasing in size. It goes along the back of the root of the lung, between the bronchus and the pleura, and becomes attached, lower down, to the oesophagus. The left nerve is found towards the front, and the right at the back of this tube, in company with which they penetrate the superior or cardiac orifice of the diaphragm, to be distributed on the stomach in the manner which we shall presently describe.

Its branches may be conveniently arranged under the divisions cervical, thoracic, and abdominal.

Cervical Branches.—It communicates with the accessory and gloso-pharyngeal nerves, and then produces the pharyngeal branch, which descends obliquely inwards, crossing the carotid, communicates with the gloso-pharyngeal, and separates about the upper part of the middle constrictor into several filaments, which form the pharyngeal plexus; the latter is augmented by twigs from the superior cervical ganglion, the laryngeal, and gloso-pharyngeal nerves. The branches composing this plexus are tortuous, of a greyish color, and communicate frequently; they are distributed on the muscles of the pharynx.

The superior laryngeal nerve is larger than the preceding, and arises under it; goes behind the internal carotid, and along the outer side of the superior cervical ganglion, producing some twigs of communication with that ganglion, the hypo-glossal nerve and the plexus just described, and then divides into two branches. The external (nervus laryngeus externus) descends to the lower constrictor, the crico-thyroides, thyroid gland, &c.; the internal (nervus laryngeus internus) enters the larynx between the os hyoideus and the thyroid cartilage, is distributed on the membrane and glands and some of the muscles of the larynx, and communicates with the inferior laryngeal nerve.

After producing the superior laryngeal, the nervus vagus descends along the neck without giving off any other, until it reaches the confines of the chest; it then sends off branches, which join the cardiac plexus, two, three, or more on the right, and generally one on the left side.

The inferior laryngeal or recurrent nerve arises in the chest, but is distributed principally in the neck: it is rather different in the two sides of the body. On the right it arises at an acute angle below the subclavian artery, and turns immediately round that vessel, so as to include it in a kind of loop: it then goes inwards and upwards, under the carotid and inferior thyroid arteries, and ascends in the depression between the trachea and oesophagus to the larynx. From the convexity of the loop two or three cardiac nerves come off, and join the filaments from the inferior cervical ganglion and the nervus vagus, forming a remarkable plexus between the subclavian and the trachea. Some pulmonary twigs are then produced, descending in front of the trachea to the pulmonary artery, and following its ramifications in the lung.

As it ascends by the side of the trachea, the nerve sends off twigs to the oesophagus, thyroid gland, and trachea. At the lower part of the larynx, it goes under the inferior constrictor, after giving it some filaments, and often divides here into two or three principal branches, which are spread out on the mucous membrane of the pharynx, and of the larynx, and particularly on the muscles of the arytenoid cartilages, communicating with the branches of the superior laryngeal.

VOL. XXIV.

The left inferior laryngeal nerve arises lower down than the right, bends under the arch of the aorta, and consequently forms a more considerable loop. It then ascends in a perpendicular course, and lies more immediately on the oesophagus, as that tube in the neck is placed rather to the left of the trachea. Its cardiac and pulmonary filaments go towards the back of the heart and pulmonary artery, of which the front is supplied by the right branch.

Thoracic Branches.—After the origin of the recurrent, the nervus vagus goes behind the root of the lung, and lies in close contact with the posterior surface of the bronchus. Here its filaments are loosened and separated from each other, so that the nerve seems considerably increased in size: they put on a plexiform appearance, and there are sometimes intervals between them occupied by cellular substance and vessels: opposite to the lower end of the trachea several filaments arise, forming a plexus in front of the bronchus and trachea, and pulmonary vessels, (plexus prior nervorum pulmonalium,) and communicating with the branches of the recurrent, and of the inferior cervical ganglion. Some branches go to the back of the trachea, and neighbouring part of the oesophagus, and communicate with the other pulmonary plexus. Behind the bronchus several branches come from the enlarged part of the nerve, and constitute a considerable plexus, named the pulmonary (plexus posterior nervorum pulmonalium), which receives filaments from the inferior cervical ganglion, and sends numerous branches surrounding the pulmonary and bronchial vessels, and distributed more particularly on the air-tube and its ramifications. Bichat considers that these nerves are distributed entirely on the mucous membrane and glands of the lungs, and not in the proper tissue of the organ; and that they may easily be traced penetrating the posterior membrane of the air-tubes.

The right nervus vagus, while it is producing the pulmonary plexus, and afterwards, divides into four or five large branches, which descend along the side and back part of the oesophagus, communicate and divide again, so as to constitute a plexus (plexus nervorum gulae posterior), and unite again below into a single branch passing behind the oesophagus into the abdomen. On the left side the nerve divides into two or three branches (plexus nervorum gulae prior), which are united again below, and penetrate the diaphragm on the front of the oesophagus. The two trunks communicate freely on the oesophagus, and send several filaments to that tube, and some to the descending aorta.

Abdominal Branches.—The right trunk enters the abdominal on the side and back part of the oesophagus, and soon divides into numerous filaments, which form a considerable plexus on the superior orifice of the stomach, and are then distributed to that organ and to the neighbouring parts. The flomachic branches are ramified first on the back of the cardia, where they are continuous with the oesophageal filaments produced in the chest, then on the posterior surface of the organ. Near the small curvature they are near together, lie immediately under the serous membrane, and are consequently very visible: they diverge towards the great arch, and penetrate the muscular fibres as they descend. Several branches go behind the coronary flomachic artery, communicate with branches of the left nerve, and pass beyond the pylorus to terminate in the neighbouring parts.

Other branches behind these go to the hepatic and gastro-epiploic arteries: to the right colic ganglion, the pancreas, duodenum, vena portarum, gall-bladder, and liver, connected with various filaments from the colic ganglia: others go to the colic plexus.
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The left nerve enters in front of the oesophagus, divides on the cardia into several filaments, which are at first situated superficially under the pericardium membrane, and go along the small curvature in front of the coronary stomachic artery. Branches from these descend obliquely over the anterior surface of the organ, being at first situated superficially, and then penetrating the muscular fibres. They communicate, at the pylorus, with those of the opposite side, and pass on towards the liver, joining the hepatic plexus.

The nerves vagus, therefore, supplies the pharynx and oesophagus; the larynx, trachea, and thyroid gland; the arteries of the neck, large vessels of the heart, and the lungs; the stomach, duodenum, liver, gall-bladder, and spleen. It communicates freely with the opposite nerve, with the glosso-pharyngeal, hypoglossal, accesorius, great sympathetic, and frill cervical nerves.

Accessory, or eleventh cervical nerve, nerves ad par vagum accessorius, nerf spinal. This, and the two preceding, compose the eighth pair, or par vagum of most authors.

The accessory nerve arises from the upper part of the medulla spinalis, between the anterior and posterior falciceuli of the upper cervical nerves. The point of its commencement is uncertain, and varies from the third to the seventh cervical nerve: it may be different in length on the two sides. It arises by a small point on the side of the medulla, and ascends between the ligamentum denticulatum and the posterior roots of the cervical nerves, receiving at each interval between two nerves an additional branch, arising by three roots, and thereby increasing in size. Sometimes it communicates with the posterior root of the frill cervical nerve. As it ascends, it is directed obliquely outwards, and enters the cranium at the foramen magnum: at this part it receives four longer twigs, each of which arises by several minute threads, and then turns outwards to the opening which receives the nervus vagus, under which it quits the cranium, sometimes by a common fibrous canal with that nerve, sometimes by a separate one. It communicates, towards the lower end of the canal, with the nervus vagus, to which it adheres so closely, that they might be taken for a single trunk. As it quits the canal, it separates from the nervus vagus, becomes connected by a dense cellular tissue to the hypoglossus, then leaves it to go behind the internal jugular vein, and afterwards turns outward under the flasco-masculi. It traverses the fibres of the posterior part of this muscle, at about one-third from its upper end, becomes more superficial, and then runs along the anterior surface of the trapezius, on which it is lost. Its branches are not very numerous: in its passage through the cranium it divides into an exterior and an interior branch.

The interior (rameau accesorice du nerf vague) gives off a superior and an inferior branch, which unite together above the ramifications of the nervus vagus, and there receive a considerable branch from that nerve. The union of these three composes the pharyngeal nerve, which is, therefore, formed between the nervus vagus and accessorius, and which is already described in the account of the former. The trunk then goes behind the nervus vagus, closely connected to it, and augmented by two branches from it. Below the origin of the superior laryngeal nerve it divides into several filaments, joining the trunk of the nervus vagus, which affixes here a very manifest plexiform arrangement for the reception of these threads. Sometimes it communicates with the hypoglossal.

The exterior branch penetrates the fibres of the frerno-mastoideus, sends two or three branches to that muscle, and communicates here by one or more twigs with the cervical plexus. The remainder of the trunk is lost on the trapezius.

Thus, besides the pharynx, two muscles only, the frerno-mastoideus and trapezius, have branches from the nervus accessorius: and these muscles derive branches from other quarters.

The hypoglossal nerve, or twelfth, nervus lingualis medius, commonly called nerve of the ninth pair, has its origin placed in front of that of the nervus vagus and glosso-pharyngeus: it comes from the groove between the corpus olivare and pyramidal, and arises by ten or twelve slender threads, generally united into three or four fasciculi placed in a vertical line, one under the other, in front of the vertebral artery. They converge towards the anterior condyloid foramen, and penetrate the dura mater by one, two, or three openings; but unite in the canal of the foramen, which is sometimes double. When it quits the cranium, the hypoglossal nerve is connected by a dense cellular tissue to the nervus vagus, and placed on its outside: it soon quits this situation to pass obliquely forwards and downwards, becoming conflantly more superficial. It lies at first on the internal carotid and the superior cervical ganglion, and afterwards goes over the external carotid and its branches: it is covered by the stylo-hyoides, the posterior portion of the digastric and the occipital artery, and soon appears between the branches of the internal jugular vein. In this place it forms a remarkable turn, sweeping forwards and upwards under the tendon of the digastric.

Immediately under the cranium it forms a twig to communicate with the arch formed by the junction of the frill and second cervical nerves; and it communicates, by one or two filaments, with the nervus vagus and accessorius. When it begins to bend forwards, a considerable branch arises from its convexity, (ramus descendens, branche cervicale descendante,) defends perpendicularly in the neck, along the internal jugular vein, and, about the middle of the part, turns outwards to communicate, by a considerable arch, with a similar branch formed by two twigs of the two frill cervical nerves. There is a small plexus at the point of communication. Just before this communication, the descending cervical nerve sends off two twigs to the omohyoides and frerno-hyoides. The branches of the plexus are long and slender, and are lost on the omohyoides, frerno-hyoides, and frerno-phyoides: it communicates with the third and fourth cervical, and the phrenic nerves.

The hypoglossal nerve lies nearly in company with the lingual artery, where it begins to turn forwards; it penetrates between the mylohyoides and hypoglossus, and is afterwards separated by the latter muscle from the artery, and enters the substance of the tongue, in which it terminates. It sends a small twig to the thyro-hyoides, and has some communication with the nervi molles. When it has arrived under the mylo-hyoides, its filaments are separated, so that it seems to increase in size, and it gives off a great number of branches in a radiated form. 1. A few go to the superior constrictor of the pharynx and the stylo-pharyngeus. 2. Five or six very slender, but easily discernible ones, ascend on the external surface of the hypoglossus, and communicate freely with each other, as well as with branches of the glosso-hyoides. 3. Inferior filaments to the genio-hyoides, genio-glossus, and mylo-hyoides. The trunk afterwards penetrates the genio-glious, distributes its filaments in its posterior part, and follows the course of its injection into the muscular fibres of the tongue, distributing successively to it, as well as to these fibres, other filaments, almost to the point of the organ, but having no concern with the papilla. In this passage, along the middle of the tongue,
the hypoglossal nerve lies very near that of the opposite side.

The hypoglossal nerve supplies all the muscles of the os hyoidei, the genio-glossus, and sternio-thyroides, and the muscles of the tongue. It is connected with the fifth cranial nerve, with the vagus, the accessory, the sympathetic, the phrenic, and some cervical nerves. It belongs to the motions of the tongue, and seems to have no connexion with the bifurcations of taste.

Anatomy of the Spinal Marrow, and of the Parts connected with it.—The membranes covering this organ are continuations of those which belong to the brain, and they enter the vertebral canal through the great occipital foramen.

Dura Mater.—The canal is lined in the first place by a production of dura mater prolonged to its inferior extremity. This production forms a membranous canal, differing in its form from the bony canal: it is rounded, while the latter is triangular, and consequently broader. Independently, too, of this difference in form, the membranous canal is smaller than the bony one, and consequently unattached to it in the greater part of its surface. A similar disproportion is observed between the membranous canal and the included organ; the latter appearing quite loose in its sheath. Yet there is not more fluid observed here than in the brain.

The outer surface of the sheath corresponds to the canal, but does not adhere to it, as the dura mater does to the cranium: the front of the plates, that meet to form the spinous processes, is covered by periooeum, and the front of the canal is covered by the posterior ligament of the vertebrae. A loose cellular tisue intervenes between the canal and the sheath, except in front, where the latter adheres closely to the ligament. In the facrum this tisue contains fat.

On each side of the sheath there is a series of small canals surrounding the spinal nerves as they pass through the corresponding foramina. These vary in size, length, and direction, according to the differences of the nerves. They are manifestly enlarged at the foramina, on account of the ganglia formed on the nerves in that situation. They are gradually lost in the cellular membrane on the surface of the nerve, instead of being continuous, as in the head, with the periooeum. The internal surface of the membrane is polished, as in the head, and every where contiguous to the arachnoid. Bichat conceives the polished surface to be owing to a reflection of the arachnoid. Each side offers a series of openings, which are the beginnings of the canals for the nerves; and in the intervals of these, the points of attachment of the ligamentum denticulatum. At the upper end, the sheath is continuous with the dura mater of the cranium; it is perforated, immediately below the occipital foramen, for the passage of the vertebral artery. It terminates below in forming fibrous sheaths for the facial nerves.

The structure of the membrane is the same as in the brain: yet the fibres are less distinct, and the thickness is not so considerable. The latter diminishes gradually to the end of the canals that contain the nerves.

Pia Mater.—The organs contained in the cranium are surrounded by a vascular network, to which the appellation of membrane can hardly be given with propriety. The medulla spinalis, on the contrary, is most closely enveloped by a firm membrane forming with it one substance; and to this, in spite of the differences of texture between the two parts, anatomists give the name of pia mater. If this covering be slit up lengthwise, and the medullary substance be then scraped away, the former is left alone, under the appearance of a dense semitransparent membrane; or if, after dividing the medulla spinalis, we press it towards the cut surface, the medulla may be squeezed out, and the membrane is left. Its external surface corresponds to the arachnoid, which does not adhere to it, but may be separated throughout by inflammation. The spinal arteries lie on it, and distribute their branches over it. At the sides it is continuous with the neurilema of the nerves, and gives attachment to the ligamentum denticulatum. The internal surface corresponds every where to the medullary substance, and seems to be continuous with it, so that the two form one organ. It consists of a thick, solid, and very firm tissue, with an appearance, towards the sides, of distinct fibres. Its density is greater in the lower than in the upper part of the organ. But few vessels belong to the substance of the membrane; a great number, after being first minutely subdivided, enter the medulla, and this probably contributes to its very firm adhesion. It has a yellowish-white colour, different from the pure white of the medulla, which is seen when the membrane is divided.

Immersion in cold water for a few days makes it rather harder; but prolonged maceration softens it. It contracts and curls up considerably under the action of boiling water, and thereby squeezes out the medulla from its cut end. If openings are previously made in it, a similar phenomenon is exhibited at these. It refits putrefaction for a long time; and assumes a yellowish colour when dried. Acids and heat corrugate it; and the former afterwards reduce it to a fluid flake.

It seems to be analogous to the neurilema of the nerves. It does not commence abruptly: the pia mater acquires on the pons a greater constance than it has in other parts of the cerebral organ: this increases on the corpora olivaria and pyramidalia, where it seems to have nothing in common with the pia mater, except its continuity.

The ligamentum denticulatum is a narrow, whitish, and dense layer, affixed to the side of the medulla spinalis; and apparently continuous with its proper membrane. It lies between the anterior and posterior origins of the spinal nerves throughout the whole length of the organ. The outer edge presents a series of small pointed processes, from which the name denticulatum was derived, attached to the dura mater. These are narrow rounded cords, very dense, and are fixed at the intervals between the exits of the nerves. They are short above, and longer below. The outer edge of the ligament presents a series of concavities between these. Bichat contends, that this organ is distinct both from the arachnoid and the proper membrane of the medulla; indeed its density and firmness sufficiently distinguish it from the former; and it is connected to the latter, according to the anatomist just mentioned, by a cellular tissue. At the point of adhesion to the medullary membrane it is very thin, and becomes gradually thicker towards its outer edge. It is not easy to flake any thing positive about its nature; its texture is very close, but not manifestly fibrous. It has the effect of fixing the medulla spinalis in its situation.

The Arachnoid.—This membrane palies from the skull at the occipital foramen, and descends into the vertebral canal.

It is almost unattached on its internal surface: a small number of cellular threads form its only connection to the proper membrane of the spinal marrow. Hence, if the spinal marrow with its coverings be carefully taken out of the canal, the dura mater laid open, and air impelled under the arachnoid, the latter will be raised throughout and form a tube interrupted only at the points where it furnishes prov-
longations to the nerves. This want of adhesion on the internal surface distinguishes it essentially from the cranial portion of the membrane. Its external surface is free, like that of the arachnoid in the head, and in contact with the dura mater. It affords at the sides a conical covering to each of the spinal nerves, accompanying the nerve to its fibrous canal, and then reflected to the dura mater.

The Medulla Spinalis.—The term spinal marrow, by the import of the words, denotes the nervous mass contained in the vertebral column from the foramen occipitale downwards; but anatomists have differed in respect to its posterior boundary. Varoli, Willis, Bartholin and others, include under this expression the medulla oblongata, pons, crura cerebri, and even higher parts; Haller makes the occipital foramen the boundary. Soemmerring, Bichat, and Chauffier make it extend to the back edge of the pons, and consequently include the corpora pyramidalis and olivaria, and the origins of the three last cerebral nerves. The latter anatomist calls the part situated within the cranium "le bulbe supérieur du prolongement rachidien." This division is an arbitrary one; the groove forming the separation is not made by any interruption of the ascending falciculi, but by the thickness of the transverse falka of the pons, and does not exist on the posterior surface; it is much less strongly marked in the mammalia than in man, and, as these transverse falka are wanting in birds, amphibia, and fishes, the separation also does not exist. We think, therefore, with Gall, that the foramen of the occiput is the best distinction.

"We cannot indeed say, that the organization of the part is changed immediately on its becoming contained in the cranium. Some pairs of nerves are still detached from it, in a manner similar to the origin of the cerebral; the line of demarcation occupying the middle of the organ is continued beyond this point on the posterior surface, but interrupted in front by the decapsulation of the corpora pyramidalia. The spinal marrow is intimately connected to the parts, which begin at the foramen magnum. But in this part the anterior fissure is interrupted, the nervous masses become swollen in a very visible manner in man, and still more so in the mammalia. The first rudiments of the nerves called cerebral, of the brain, and of the cerebellum, are very distinctly perceived at this part. These reasons seem sufficient for making the spinal marrow end above at the beginning of the great swellings of the pyramids."


It were to be wished, as this author states, that the term marrow (medulla or medullary fabric) were entirely discarded, as there is no more analogy in structure, than in functions, between the medullary texture and the two matters that compose the nervous system. In the medulla spinalis, as in other parts of this system, we meet only with the grey gelatinous matter, occupying the middle of its whole length, and nervous fibres comprising the white exterior part.

The nervous cord terminates below about the first or second lumbar vertebra. In common language the spinal marrow is spoken of as a prolongation or continuation of the medullary substance of the cerebrum and cerebellum; if it is meant by such expressions to denote any actual formation of the one part from the other, any dependence of one on the other, or any thing further than the simple fact of connection, we entirely agree with Gall in considering them as incorrect. The spinal marrow does not become smaller in proportion as the other nerves are sent from it; on the contrary, it is largest in the situations where the largest nerves come from it, as at the origins of the nerves of the extremities; and this fact is particularly observable in birds. Again, in animals, it has been often noticed that the spinal marrow is larger in proportion to the brain than in man. In the same way the nerves are much more considerable in their relative size to the brain in animals, than in man. All these facts shew the independence of the various organs on each other, although anatomists have still continued to describe the large and small spinal marrow and nerves of man and animals equally as prolongations of the brain. Whence comes the spinal marrow of acephalous monsters? Further proofs of the independent existence of these organs are afforded by comparative anatomy. In the lower classes of animals, as worms and caterpillars, there are as many origins of nerves or ganglions, as there are rings or segments; these knots of cineritious matter are joined together by nervous branches; and form a nervous cord divided at intervals with small tumours of various form and size, but all divided into two parts, so that all is double. The number and size of the nervous threads proceeding from these swellings are always in a direct ratio to the size of the latter. In fishes, amphibia, and birds, the principle is the same; there is no essential difference; only the ganglions are in general closer to each other, forming with their uniting bands a cord nearly uniform in size, but swelling out in distinct knots, wherever large nerves pass off; and if closely examined, we may perceive throughout alternate swellings and contractions. This is very visible in the fowl, each pair arising from cineritious substance, and communicating with those on each side by connecting branches. The same law obtains in the mammalia and in man, although the facts are not so immediately evident. Where the large nerves of the extremities arise, the ganglions are larger and more abundantly supplied with the grey pulpy substance. But, besides these principal swellings, there are others at the origins of the particular nerves (one for each nerve), less manifest than in insects, but still sufficiently perceptible. Gall and Spurzheim demonstrated these swellings in the calf, and affirm, that they are also very perceptible in the human subject, particularly at the back part, from which the largest falciculi arise. If the dura mater and arachnoid coats are removed, and the size of the spinal marrow viewed in profile, the outline is distinctly undulated.

A very distinct fissure runs along both the anterior and the posterior surface of the spinal marrow in their whole extent; the anterior is broader and more conspicuous, the posterior deeper. Into both of these the vascular membrane extends. The former is interrupted, at the beginning of the medulla oblongata, by the decapsulation of the pyramids. The two halves of the spinal marrow are united at the bottom of the fissures by a nervous layer, which consists behind of two falciculi directed longitudinally; on the front the falciculi are transverse, and directed from each side towards the middle line, but they do not come opposite to each other, those of one side ending at the intervals between the opposite ones. Gall and his associate consider these nervous layers as the apparatus, by means of which the two halves of this part of the nervous system communicate with and act on each other, in the same manner as takes place in the brain and cerebellum by their several communi- cations. Some animators have admitted the existence of two lateral grooves; but we reject these, with Gall and all other correct modern anatomists.

The production of the spinal nerves has been generally represented, as if the medulla were only a medium through which they are derived from the brain. This representation is quite ungrounded; there is a quantity of cineritious matter
in each lateral half of the medulla spinalis, from which the nervous filaments are produced; when a transverse section is made of the medulla spinalis, this crenated matter represents on each side an arch, of which the convexity is turned towards the median line.

The existence of a canal in the middle of the spinal marrow has been casually mentioned by several writers. Gall and Spurzheim give the following account of it. They first observed it in examining a cafe of spinis bifida, attended with hydrocephalus. "In order to know positively if there existed any communication between the face and the internal part of the spinal marrow, we divided the latter transversely in the neck; it exhibited its natural appearance. Blowing gently through a pipe on the cut surface, we perceived an opening as large as that of a common quill in each half of the spinal marrow, separated by the commissure. They were the openings of two canals, which, by dividing lower and lower down, were found to terminate about three inches above the end of the spinal marrow, having no communication whatever with the face. Doubtful whether this appearance might be the effect of dissection, we examined the part in children and adults. We found the same structure, with this difference only, that in the adult and older children these canals did not open so freely as in younger subjects. The structure is most easily found in children just born. In other respects they are alike. If we continue to blow gently into these canals, from below upwards, and if, after having opened by this operation the length of five or eight lines in the spinal marrow, we expose only four or five, in order to maintain the opening, we may follow these canals through the medulla oblongata, the pons, crura cerebri, and as far as the optic thalami, in which these canals are depicted as a cavity as large as an almond when blown up. They are closed at the anterior margin of the thalami, at the commencement of the corpora striata, and they have no communication with the cavities of the brain. Their surface is smooth; but they contain no fluid." P. 72.

The filaments by which the spinal nerves arise are numerous and delicate; they unite into two, three, or more fasciculi, which go out by two or more openings of the dura mater; the anterior and posterior fasciculi of each nerve, separated at first by the ligamentum denticulatum and above by the spinal accessory nerve, approach to each other, but they penetrate the membrane separately, and are contained in two distinct tubes.

The anterior origins consist of very numerous fine roots, which unite together into larger fibres, and these again into full larger ones, which join ultimately into two cords. The posterior are simple and round, and run to the opening of the dura mater without joining the neighbouring ones. The lowest thread of one nerve often joins the highest of the nerve immediately preceding on the posterior aspect of the medulla spinalis.

The posterior origins are larger and more numerous than the anterior, throughout the whole vertebral column. Gall and Spurzheim explain this by the greater force required for extending than bending the trunk; and consider, that the extended condition of the body after death indicates this preponderance in the extensor muscles. P. 66.

The two first cervical nerves have on the front an ascending and a descending fasciculus; in all the other nerves, all the fibres are directed from their origins downwards to the openings of the dura mater. The posterior origin of the second nerve goes entirely downwards. Hence the two first spinal nerves go out transversely from their origins, while all the red run obliquely downwards. The former are the shortest, within the sheath; the others increase in length as we trace them downwards. The inferior and longest are loosely contained, lie in close apposition to each other, are tortuous in their course, but not connected by any communications; they form below the termination of the medulla spinalis, a large bundle of threads called the cauda equina.

In younger individuals, the fibres, by which the spinal nerves arise, follow each other very closely; in the adult these are small intervals. The arrangement, the height, size, and number of the fibres are often different on the two sides.

After passing through the openings of the dura mater, and receiving a firm fibrous covering, the posterior origins of the spinal nerves swell out, at different distances from their commencement, into small reddish oval ganglia, to which the anterior fasciculus is closely connected by cellular tissue, without being included in it. These ganglia have usually been described in general terms, without noticing the mode of their formation. Scarp a demonstrated, that they belong to the posterior fasciculus only. Yet we meet sometimes, particularly in the neck, with such a firm and red interweaving of the anterior fasciculi, that we are tempted to regard them as gangliform productions.

The size of the nerves is much below that of the common lateral holes of the vertebral column, through which they go out of the vertebral canal; cellular tissue and vascular ramifications fill up the rest of the space.

The medulla spinalis serves for conveying sensations to the brain, and for producing voluntary motions. Hence preference on this organ, or division of it, causes the same effects on the sensations and motions of the parts, which receive sensibility, as the division of the motor portion of the nervous system, on the nerves, or as injuries of the brain. The powers of sensation and motion are sometimes recovered when the medulla spinalis is restored to its former state: this depends on the degree of injury it has received. Although the same nerves are employed for sensation and motion, the latter power may be destroyed while the former remains. The effects of injury are confined to the parts whose nerves arise below the point affected; the sensibility and mobility of other parts is not impaired.

That the medulla spinalis is only a conducting organ, and not the immediate seat of sensation and volition, is proved by the ceasing of these functions, when its connection with the brain is cut off, although it remains uninjured in other respects. The suddenly fatal effect of cutting through the spinal marrow high up in the neck, depends on the paralysis of the respiratory muscles caused by this operation; if the section be above those cervical nerves which give rise to the phrenic nerves, the operation is fatal; if below, the animal may for a longer or shorter time. By maintainning artificial respiration, we may also keep an animal alive after having divided the medulla spinalis above the origin of the phrenic nerves.

The same law does not obtain in the medulla spinalis as in the brain, with respect to the paralysis of the muscles on the side opposite to that of the injury. On this point there have been contrary opinions. Galen has not expressed himself very clearly; but he seems to state that division of one half of the spinal marrow paralyses the muscles of the same side. Sommerring confirms this statement; but Haller contradicts himself in different parts of his Elementa Physiologic. In the first volume of Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, Dr. Yelloly mentions a case of tumour passing on the side of the spine which it had rendered curious; the paralysis was much more considerable on the same side with the tumour,
tumour, than on the opposite; p. 195. Mr. Aftley Co-  
oper divided one-half of the spinal marrow in a dog, imme-  
diately below the occiput; the muscles were paralysed on  
the same side. P. 198.

According to Galen, a longitudinal incision in the middle  
of the spinal marrow has no paralyzing effect.

Prelire or irritation of the part excites very severe pain;  
if it comes on gradually, as in disease, it does not cause  
pain, but gradual loss of feeling and motion in the parts  
below.

For an account of the effect which irritation of this part  
has on the voluntary muscles, see Muscular.  

Description of the Nerves of the Medulla Spinalis.—There  
are thirty pairs of these: viz. eight cervical, of which the  
first paffes between the occiput and atlas, and the last be-  
tween the seventh cervical, and first dorsal vertebra; twelve  
dorsal, of which the first paffes under the first rib, and the  
others, in succession, under the remaining ribs; five lumbar,  
bearing the fame relation to the lumbar vertebrae, as the dor-  
sal nerves do to the ribs; and five sacral, of which four pen-  
nerate the four sacral foramina, and the fifth the foramen  
formed between the facrum and the coccyx.

Sometimes there are only twenty-nine pairs; and some-  
times only twenty-eight: in which the latj ganglion divides  
to two nerves.

First cervical Nerve.—The distribution of this nerve ac-  
cords generally with that of the cervical, from which it dif-  
ers in being much smaller; in often wanting the posterior  
root, which, when it exists, is not in the fame line with the  
corresponding roots of thefe nerves; in having its anterior  
branches much smaller than the posterior; and in having no  
connection with the cervical plexus. These circumstances  
have led many anatomists to feparate this from the remain-  
ing cervical nerves, and to describe it under the name of  
sub-occipital nerve: sometimes, indeed, it is clasped with  
the nerves arising in the head; of which, in the common ar-  
arangement, it would form the tenth, in that which we have  
adopted from Soemmerring and Viciq d’Azyr, the thirteenth.

It arises from the side of the upper part of the medulla  
spinalis, juft under its superior enlargement, and about half  
an inch below the origin of the hypoglossal. Seven or eight  
filaments unite into two or three falciculi in front, and two  
or three threads only behind, form the two origins, which  
are feparated by the ligamentum denticulatum, and some-  
times by the spinal nerve, which more frequently goes behind  
both origins of this nerve, and sometimes communicates  
with the anterior. They penetrate the duræ mater at the  
point where the vertebral artery paffes, and run clofe to that  
artery in the fame canal, on leaving which, a small greyish  
enlargement, similar to what we shall defcribe in the other  
cervical nerves, but lefs ilrongly marked, is obferved. The  
two falciculi united together form a fingle trunk, lodged  
in the excavation behind the articular procfs of the atlas,  
running on the inner fide of the vertebral artery, and divided  
immediately into an anterior and a posterior branch. The  
former is the fmalleft, runs along the articular procfs of the  
atlas, between it and the rectus lateralis, from behind for-  
wards, then descends in front of the transverse procfs, and  
unites with a branch of the cervical plexus, fo as to form  
an arch. It produces only fmal twig, to the lateral and an-  
terior recti, to the superior cervical ganglion, and to the  
nervus vagus and hypoglossus.

The posterior and larger branch goes backwards and up-  
wards, through the triangular space bounded by the obliqui  
and rectus pollicis major, and divides, after a short courfe,  
into, 1, an internal occipital branch; 2, an external occipital  
branch; and 3, a cervical branch, which are distributed on  
the obliqui, the posterior recti, and the complexus. Instead  
of thefe three, six or even seven twig may be produced im-  
mediately from the trunk.

It appears from this defcription, that the first cervical, or  
the sub-occipital nerve, is principally concerned in the mo-  
tions of the head.

Of the remaining seven cervical nerves, the anterior or-  
gins are placed in a vertical line, and conflit of two portions  
or threads, which arife from the medulla spinalis by feven  
or eight filaments, dillinct at the point of origin, but imme-  
diately uniting to form the two threads. These origins in-  
crease in fize from above downwards. The posterior roots,  
more much more considerable than thefe, arife in a vertical  
line from a cleanly marked groove, by a variable number of  
threads: there are commonly three or four in the fecond, fix  
or seven in the three following, and eight or nine in the re-  
mainder. Between the roots of two neighbouring nerves,  
there is very commonly a middle thread, which bifurcates,  
one branch joining the upper, and the other the lower nerve.  
Like the anterior origins, thefæ become larger as they  
are situated lower down: and the threads converge from  
their origin towards the dura mater, fo as to acquire a tri-  
angular figure.

The two roots, separated at firft by the ligamentum den-  
ticulatum, and above by the spinal nerve, approach towards  
each other as they pafs outwards. They have a more  
oblique and larger curve in the canal, in proportion as they  
are placed lower down: the firft goes out oppofite to its  
origin, but each of the fucceding penetrates the dura ma-  
ter below this point: the difference between the origin  
and the exit of the lat is not lefs than the depth of a ver-  
tebra.

When they come to the orifice of the fibrous canal  
which is to transmit them, the two origins are united, and  
enter: but a thin partition still seperates them, forming, as  
it were, two tubes. After a short courfe, the filaments of  
the posterior root swell into a greyfih, denfe, oval body,  
extremely analogous in its appearance to the ganglia of the  
organic nerves. The canal is enlarged for lodging this dwell-  
ing, in which the anterior root has no conccrn. The latter  
joins the cord after the formation of the ganglion, and forms  
with it a trunk, proportioned in fize to that of the two roots  
which give it origin: this trunk paffes through a very fhort  
courfe, when it ends by dividing into an anterior and a po-  
terior branch.

The fecond cervical nerve goes out backwards between  
the atlas and the second vertebra, and divides into the branches  
of which the posterior is the moft conccrable.

The latter paffes under the lower edge of the obliquus  
majus, turns over it upwards and backwards under the com-  
pexus, and perforates that muscle at its infcription in the occi-  
put to become sutfctaneous. It communicates, at the edge  
of the obliquus major, with the sub-occipital and the fecond  
cervical nerves; and fends branches to the complexus and  
splenius. Where it becomes superficial, the trunk is some-  
times called the great occipital nerve: it divides into a vast  
number of branches, distributed to the occipital muscle, and  
to the fcin of the posterior, lateral, and upper parts of the  
head, reaching as far as the termination of the frontal  
branches of the ophthalmic nerve, with which they commu-  
nicate.

The anterior branch turns over the articulation between  
the atlas and the fecond vertebra towards the front, paffes between  
their transverse procfses, covered by the levator scapulae,  
the splenius, and intertransversariil prior, and divides into  
1, upper branches, of which one forms an arch with the  
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anterior branch of the first cervical, and others go to the superior cervical ganglion: 2, lower branches, of which one or two go to the rectus major anticus, and two or three, rarely one, to communicate with the second cervical, and thus contribute to the cervical plexus.

The third cervical nerve divides, like the preceding, immediately on its escape from the vertebral canal, into two branches, of which, however, the posterior is smaller by half than the anterior.

The posterior turns immediately backwards, over the articulation, between the second and third vertebrae, first defends a little, then ascends, and becomes attached to the anterior surface of the complexus, on which it mounts a little, penetrates it and the trapezius, and becomes subcutaneous towards the upper part of the neck. It communicates with the posterior branch of the second nerve, gives branches to the complexus and neighbouring muscles, and ends at last in the upper part of the neck, and back of the head.

The anterior branch goes forwards and outwards, covered by the splenius and levator scapulae, gives a filament to the superior cervical ganglion, forms an arch above and below with the contiguous nerves, and then joins the cervical plexus.

Fourth cervical Nerve.—Its posterior branch goes backwards, along the articular processes, penetrates between the inflections of the complexus and semispinalis colli, descends between these two muscles, distributing to them several filaments, and then pierces the muscle, to terminate on the skin of the neck. It communicates with the third. The anterior branch goes first outwards, then turns forwards, round the anterior tubercle of the fourth vertebra, sends a communicating branch to the superior cervical ganglion, forms nervous arches with the branches above and below it, and then enters the cervical plexus.

The cervical plexus is formed by the union of the anterior branches of the second, third, and fourth cervical nerves, which, as they leave the vertebral column, communicate with the superior cervical ganglion, then divide each into two branches, which communicate respectively, so as to form nervous arches at the side of the neck, from which other branches arise that are again united more externally. By the upper branch of the second cervical nerve, this plexus is connected with the sub-occipital; and by the lower branch of the fourth, with the first nerve of the brachial plexus.

There is a marked interval in the neck between these two plexuses; the cervical is placed at the back edge of the sternoclidomastoideus, and corresponds to the second, third, and fourth cervical vertebrae: it lies in front of the posterior scalenus, and on the outside of the carotid artery, jugular vein, and nervus vagus. A large quantity of cellular tissue is placed about it, and many blood-vessels and lymphatic glands are interwoven with it, occupying often the arcades formed by its communications. It produces twigs of communication with the cervical ganglia, and with the spinal nerve, and then divides into the following branches.

1. Defending cervical nerve, arising by two roots that remain separate for some time, from the second and third cervical, passing downwards and inwards, and communicating in the manner already described with the defending branch of the hypoglossal nerve.

2. Phrenic or diaphragmatic (nervus septi transversi), arising from the lower part of the plexus. The fourth nerve furnishes its most considerable root, and a flaccid twig is sometimes added by the third. The brachial plexus also adds two or three twigs lower down in the neck. It defends on the front of the anterior scalenus, to which it is closely tied by cellular tissue, enters the chest between the subclavian vein and artery, passes inwards and forwards in the mediastinum before the great vessels of the lungs, and then becomes connected to the pericardium, over which it runs, covered by the pleura, to the convexity of the diaphragm. Its white colour enables us to trace its course, without any division, by simply opening the chest: the pleura is so thin, that the nerve is seen through it on either side of the pericardium.

The right nerve is more anterior, and follows a straighter course: it divides, before reaching the diaphragm, into several branches united by communicating filaments, and then diverging. They give twigs to the convexity of this muscle, and others which descend through the opening occupied by the vena cava to the inferior surface, whence they communicate with branches of the aortic arch. Other branches, longer than thefe, pierce the muscle, join the arteries, and are distributed with them, communicating also with the aortic nerves.

The left phrenic nerve lies farther back in the chest, and is longer, because it turns round the point of the heart. Its branches, like those of the former, are distributed on both surfaces of the diaphragm: some go with the aortic arch into the abdomen, and communicate below with the aortic arch. Ganglia have been described at the point of connection between the phrenic and aortic nerves.

Innumerable experiments on living animals have shewn that this nerve is concerned in the motions of the diaphragm. Injury or irritation of it induces dreadful symptoms; convulsions of the diaphragm, anxiety, distress of breathing, &c. When it is divided, the motion of the diaphragm ceases, and great difficulty of breathing follows; the abdomen falls in when air is taken into the lungs, and swells on expiration. Divisions of the spinal marrow above the origin of the nerves, which produce the phrenic, is instantly fatal, as all the respiratory muscles are instantly paralysed; below that point, it is only fatal after the lapse of hours, or even days; because the diaphragm can still act.

3. Defending external cervical branches, two, three, or four in number, quickly subdivided into numerous other ramifications, which pass over the clavicle and acromion to the integuments and muscles on the neck and shoulder, as the pectoral and deltoid, (supraclaviculares interni & externi; susclaviculares & sus-acromiostes of Bichat,) behind that bone into the axillary, where they are distributed to the omohyoideus, subclavieus, and serratus anticus, (subclaviculares, sus claviculares of Bichat,) and deeper in the neighbourhood of the cervical muscles, particularly of the levator scapulae, along the edge of which a large branch defends ramified in it, and in the neighbouring muscles, (cerveaux profonds, Bichat).

4. Defending branches. Of these there are two principal; a maffoid and an auricular, particularly produced from the second cervical nerve. The maffoid branch (nervus occipitalis minor) descends along the posterior edge of the sternoclidomastoideus, between the integuments and the splenius, to the back of the mastoid process, where it divides into several filaments, distributed to the integuments on the side and back of the head, to the external ear and the occipital muscles, and communicate with the auricular branch of the facial, and the great occipital branch of the second cervical.
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The auricular nerve (superficialis collis, Soemmerring) is a very considerable trunk, twice as large as the preceding, first directed outwards as it leaves the plexus, then bent forwards over the back edge of the ilio-mailloleus, and crossing the upper part of its external surface, in close contact with the muscle, obliquely upwards and forwards. It reaches the anterior edge of this muscle, and divides, opposite to the angle of the jaw, into, 1. anterior auricular branches, spread out on the surface of the cartilage, giving some filaments to its substance, and then ramified on the external ear: one of them communicates, in the gland, with the facial nerve. 2. Posterior auricular branches, of which there are sometimes two, sometimes only one, ascending in front of the ilio-mailloleus and of the multifid processes, and distributed on the ear and neighbouring integuments.

3. Middle cervical branches. There is either a single trunk or two, produced chiefly by the third cervical, reflected over the back edge of the ilio-mailloleus, and distributed to the skin and latissimus colli. The superior filaments communicate with the lower twigs of the facial nerve.

The fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth cervical nerves, so far agree in their distribution, that they may be considered together. They divide into two branches, as they quit the foramina of the vertebral column. Their posterior branches are remarkable for their smallness, when compared to those of the preceding nerves: they go backwards between the semispinalis colli and complexus, penetrate the splenius and trapezius, and are left on the skin.

The anterior branches, particularly of the three last nerves, are very large: they pass obliquely downwards and outwards from the side of the spine, between the scaleni muscles, which cover their exit from the vertebral foramina, and very soon communicate together. The fifth communicates also with the fourth cervical, and the eighth with the ninth dorsal. Each sends a filament to the cervical ganglia: from the fourth, the phrenic derives a root already mentioned; and various twigs are sent on the surrounding muscles: they then unite to compose the brachial plexus.

The brachial or axillary plexus is composed of the anterior branches of the four last cervical nerves, and of the corresponding branch of the first dorsal, which ascends from the chest. Its extent is considerable; broad at its origin, contracted in the middle, and again expanded towards its termination. The fifth and sixth cervical nerves unite immediately into a common trunk, which descends very obliquely outwards. The eighth cervical and first dorsal join into one trunk, which runs nearly horizontally. The seventh cervical passes between these two trunks as far as the first rib, before it joins them. The plexus descends in the form of a flattened sacculus, between the subclavius and the upper portion of the serratus anterior; it then expands, and divides into numerous branches passing downwards, as we shall describe presently.

The different nerves are all joined together in this plexus, mutually giving and receiving filaments; so that the branches produced from it may be considered as arising from all the five spinal trunks that enter into its composition. In this great plexus another smaller is observed, produced by the union of the origins of the median and ulnar: several small twigs of a soft texture descend from the trunk of the former, and, after a more or less intricate plexiform arrangement, join the latter, constituting the plexus brachialis minor of Searpa, who first described it. See the excellent representations of the whole axillary plexus in his Annot. Anat. lib. 1. tab. 2. figs. 2 and 3.

At its origin, the brachial plexus is placed between the scaleni, of which the anterior conceals this origin, especially towards the lower parts. It then is surrounded by the abundant loose cellular tissue of the axilla below the clavicle, lying first between the subclavius and the first rib, and then upon the serratus: it goes through the axilla to the upper and lower part of the arm. Both pectoral muscles, the subclavius, and the clavicle, cover it in its passage through the cavity. Towards the upper part, the axillary vein is in front, the artery in the middle, and the nerves behind. In the cavity of the axilla, the nerves produced from the plexus surround the artery, almost like a sheath. Besides the branches of communication with the cervical ganglia, and the phrenic nerve, and the muscular twigs already mentioned, the plexus produces the following nerves.

1. 2. Anterior and posterior thoracic nerves, accompanying the arteries of the same name, and distributed on the pectoral and serratus muscles, and through the former to the gland and skin of the breast.

3. Supraclavicular nerve (superficialis, furcula-plicare), going backwards, through the notch of the clavicle, to the dorso of the scapula, and distributed to the subclavicular, supraventricular, and trapezius.

4. The axillary nerve passes under the lower edge of the scapula, and round the head of the humerus, in company with the posterior circumflex artery. It is lost on the surface of the deltoid. Its branches are sent to the subclavicular teres major and minor, rhomboidei, infraspinatus, latissimus dorfi, and deltoid. It communicates with the cutaneous pectoral nerves arising from the dorsal; and it sends off the external cutaneous branch of the shoulder, which goes to the skin of the outer part of the shoulder, and has communications with superficial branches of the radial nerve. Sometimes one, two, or more separate branches come from the brachial plexus to the subclavicular musculi.

5. The internal cutaneous (cutaneous medius of Soemmerring) is the smallest branch of the axillary plexus. It lies in the axilla, between the median and ulnar nerves, then runs along the inner side of the arm, under the brachial aponerous, and in the same general direction with the brachial vein, as far as the bend of the elbow. It lies, however, more superficially and posteriorly than the vessels, and generally very close upon the bicipital vein. It sends off some very inconsiderable twigs among the cellular substance, to terminate on the skin. One of them is more considerable, and descends towards the internal condyle. Near the middle of the arm, or rather higher, the trunk divides into an internal and an external branch.

The external branch penetrates the aponerous, goes obliquely downwards and forwards over the median nerves, as far as the end of the biceps, then passes over the bend of the elbow, about its middle, and continues its course superficially as far as the wrist, distributed to the integuments, and communicating with the neighbouring superficial nerves. The trunk of this nerve is connected at the elbow with the superficial veins, going generally behind those vessels; and the ramifications on the fore-arm are interwoven with the plexus of cutaneous veins.

The internal or larger branch is continued in the direction of the trunk, and accompanies the bicipital vein. This divides at the bend of the elbow, and is distributed superficially on the forearm, over the ulna.

6. The external cutaneous or myelo-cutaneous nerve (nervus perforans) is of a middle size between the preceding and the other brachial nerves: it separates from the plexus, opposite to the common origin of the biceps and coracochabialis, and is directed outwards. It descends obliquely, and penetrates the middle of the coraco-brachialis muscle, then
then goes between it and the brachialis internus, and escapes at the outer edge of the lower end of the biceps. It then lies parallel to the tendon of that muscle, under the median cephalic vein, and becomes superficial. It descends through the forearm, between the aponeurosis and the skin, in the direction of the radius, and reaches as far as the wrist. The musculo-cutaneous nerve sends off muscular branches to the coraco-brachialis, biceps, and brachialis internus. A small twig sometimes joins it to the median. Numerous small twigs are distributed superficially in the forearm, but have nothing remarkable about them. The trunk terminates at the wrist by dividing into two branches, of which one goes backwards, principally to the thumb; and the other forwards, to the eminence formed by the muscles of that member.

There are communications in the forearm, particularly near the wrist, between the internal and external cutaneous trunks.

The trunks of the two nerves just described, (the internal and the musculo-cutaneous,) are deeply seated in the arm; but become quite superficial in the forearm; being placed, with all their branches, in the subcutaneous cellular tissue, in company with the superficial veins. At the bend of the elbow they are closely connected to those veins, particularly to the median basilic and cephalic: the trunks usually pass behind those vessels, but branches occasionally go over them. These are the nerves exposed to injury in varicelion.

7. The median nerve (radial of some authors) is the largest branch of the plexus, after the radial, and comes from the lower and anterior part of it. The trunks, from which it arises, surround the axillary artery. The median nerve descends along the inner side of the arm, in company with that artery, but placed more superficially, to the elbow, which it passes on the inner side of the biceps, and behind the production which its tendon lends to the aponeurosis of the forearm. Here it lies parallel and close to the artery, but on its outside. The trunk then plunges under the muscles of the forearm; it goes first behind the pronator teres, and then between the two flexors of the fingers along the middle of the limb, and arrives in this situation at the wrist. Here it becomes more superficial, and passes with the tendons under the annular ligament of the carpus, becoming apparently increased in size. Having entered the palm of the hand, where it is covered by the palmar aponeurosis, it divides, opposite to the carpal ends of the metacarpal bones, into the branches, which will be presently described.

In the arm, the median nerve distributes no branches; it sends off, in the forearm, several muscular branches to the numerous muscles which occupy the internal or palmar aspect of the limb, and one of which penetrates the interosseous ligament, near the pronator quadratus, to be distributed on the back of the hand. A cutaneous palmar branch comes off near the wrist to be distributed on the skin of the palm.

In the situation already mentioned, the median nerve divides into five digital branches, which may come off all together, or through the medium of two principal primary ramifications; an external forming three, and an internal two secondary branches. The first (reckoning from the outer or radial side) digital branch goes obliquely outward and gives several branches to the muscles of the thumb; these sometimes come off in one trunk from the median itself. The first digital nerve passes along the radial side of the thumb to its extremity. A small twig arising at the first phalanx goes to the back of the thumb.

The second digital nerve is at first parallel to the former,
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but separates from it, and runs along the ulnar edge of the thumb, giving posterior branches, and terminating, at the extremity of the organ, by communications with the former.

The third follows the first lumbrical, to which it lends a twig, as far as the root of the forefinger, and then runs along the radial edge of that finger to its extremity.

The fourth goes to the interval between the fore and middle fingers, and then divides into two secondary branches, which follow the opposed edges of their fingers.

The fifth is distributed in an analogous manner to the ulnar edge of the middle, and the radial edge of the ring finger.

The trunk of the median nerve, and the digital branches produced from it, are covered by the palmar aponeurosis, as well as by the skin of the palm. The latter pass in company with the digital arteries of the arcuri sublimis; they are further accompanied by these arteries in their passage along the sides of the fingers, but they lie nearer to the inner (meatal) or anterior part of the fingers. All of them give branches to the lumbricales muscles, and posterior ramifications turning round the fingers towards their back part; numerous filaments are sent to the skin of the fingers, but the trunks, which retain a considerable size to the ends of the organs, are principally distributed to the cutaneous palmar convexitities of the hand phalanges, where they communicate together, and follow on the parts that more acute sensibility, which qualifies them to act in a more especial manner than the rest of the skin, as organs of touch. The same observations will apply to the distribution of the digital branches of the ulnar nerve.

8. The ulnar or cubital nerve separates from the inner or back part of the brachial plexus, and descends almost perpendicularly over the triceps muscle, to which it is closely tied by cellular tissue, at some distance behind the brachial vessels. It goes behind the elbow, in the channel between the internal condyle and the olecranon, and passes, in the interval between the two origins of the flexor carpi ulnaris, to the front of the forearm. Here it becomes connected to the ulnar artery, and passes in company with it, but rather on the inside, between the flexor ulnaris and flexor profundus. Within two or three inches of the wrist it divides into two branches, a palmar and a dorsal.

In its course along the arm it sends off some slender twigs to the skin and muscles. There is a more considerable branch given off in the axilla, distributed to the integuments covering the triceps and the olecranon, communicating with the internal cutaneous, and described by Soemmerring, under the name of cutaneous internus, as a distinct branch of the plexus. From four to fix muscular branches are produced between the olecranon and the bifurcation of the trunk.

The palmar branch (volaris) is the largest of the two, into which the nerve divides; and it continues its course, in company with the ulnar artery, in the direction of the trunk. It accompanies that artery in its passage over the annular ligament and on the inside of the os pisiforme, and enters the palm of the hand; where it is placed, with the artery, under the palmar aponeurosis. It divides into a deep-seated and a superficial branch.

The deep-seated palmar branch goes under the lumbricales and the flexor tendons, and bends outwards or towards the thumb, so as to describe an arch, from the convexity of which numerous branches go off to the muscles of the little finger, to the interossei, to the adductor indicis, adductor and flexor brevis pollicis.

The superficial palmar branch, after sending a twig to the muscles of the little finger, divides into an external and an internal digital branch. The former, which is the largest, goes to the interval between the ring and little fingers, having
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The dorsal nerves have an anterior origin composed of two or three filaments, and a posterior of more numerous threads but uncertain in their number. They descend obliquely, and are longer in the canal, in proportion as they are situated lower down. These nerves are smaller than those of the lower cervical nerves, or of the lumbar. From the common trunk, which is short, two branches (a dorsal and an intercostal) arise in each nerve.

The dorsal branches are much smaller than the intercostal; they go immediately backwards between the transverse processes, and under the multifidus spinus, and divide into an internal and external series of branches. There is one or two internal branches produced from each nerve; they penetrate the multifidus, and the muscles that cover it, giving branches to them, and then terminate on the integuments, to which however all of them do not reach. The external branches are the largest, go obliquely outwards, escaping at the triangular spaces under the levatores colliarum, and then between the longissimus dorfi and faciolumbii. Afterwards they run under the latissimus dorfi, trapezius, rhomboideus, &c. and end on the skin; having given branches to the different muscles, near which they pass.

The intercostal branches resemble each other in some points, and differ in others. They come out of the vertebral canal under the corresponding ribs; the first under the first rib, and the last under the twelfth. They all go nearly horizontally outwards, except the fifth; pass in the interval of the two transverse processes, and then between the two ribs; and communicate with the thoracic ganglia by one or two branches, which turn inwards and upwards, on the sides of the vertebral column. The intercostal branches then continue their course outwards, covered only by the pleura, to the angles of the ribs, where they pass between the two strata of intercostal muscles, approach the lower edge of the upper rib, and run on in the intercostal interval, where they are distributed as we shall describe.

1st Intercostal Nerve.—This differs much from the succeeding ones. Immediately after its origin it goes obliquely upwards and outwards over the first rib, and joins the axillary plexus, as we have already described. Where it turns over the rib, it sends off a small branch, of which the course and distribution correspond to those of the following nerves. This branch goes along the under surface of the first rib, and arrives at the anterior extremity of the first intercostal interval, where it penetrates the muscles, and is distributed on the upper and anterior part of the chest. It gives branches to the intercostal muscles of the first interval.

The 2nd intercostal nerve runs along the inner surface of the second rib, through the posterior third part of the intercostal interval, and then divides into an intercostal and a brachial branch, previously sending a branch to the back part of the intercostal muscles. The former continues its course along the second rib to the front of the chest, and passes out between the margin of the sternum and the external intercostal muscle, to terminate on the pectoralis major. The latter pierces the external intercostal muscle, passes through the axilla, and divides along the inner and back part of the arm to the elbow, being lost on the integuments.

The 3rd intercostal goes along the lower edge of the third rib to the middle of the bone, and there divides like the former. 1ts intercostal branch is distributed like that of the former: the brachial branch pierces the external intercostal muscle, goes along the lower part of the axilla, and is soon lost upon the arm.

The 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th branches are nearly alike in their distribution. Each of them runs along the lower edge of
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of its corresponding rib to about the middle of the chest, giving in its passage many branches to the intercostal muscles. They then divide into intercostal branches, which follow the lower edges of the ribs, supply the intercostals and triangular ligament, pass out at the edge of the sternum, and are lost upon the pectoralis major, mammary gland, and integuments, and into internal pectoral branches which come through the intercostal muscles, and terminate on the neighbouring skin and muscles.

The 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th branches follow the same course, towards the posterior part of the chest, as the last, supply the intercostal muscles, and divide into external and internal branches. The latter continue in the course of the trunk, and, at the ends of the intercostal spaces, pass over the origins of the diaphragm, and enter the abdominal peritoneum between the transversus and the obliquus internus, to both of which they send branches. They reach the rectus, and there divide into twigs, which enter that muscle, and others which penetrate its sheath to end on the integuments. The external branches go through the external intercostal muscles, and are distributed to the surrounding muscles and skin.

The 12th branch sends first a communicating twig to the first lumbar nerve, soon leaves the last rib to go outwards and downwards, passes along the front of the quadratus lumborum, giving branches to it, and to the diaaphragm, and divides, at the outer edge of the muscle, into a superficial abdominal branch, which first goes between the two oblique muscles, giving them branches, then penetrates the outer, and descends on its surface as far as the crista of the ilium; and a deepseated abdominal branch, passing downwards and forwards between the obliquus internus and transversus, as far as the edge of the rectus.

Lumbar Nerves.—The first pair passes out between the two upper lumbar vertebrae; and the fifth between the fifth vertebra and the sacrum. Their origins are much closer together than those of the dorsal nerves; and are all found in that part of the medulla which is within the last dorsal and first lumbar vertebra. All of them are much longer within the canal than the dorsal nerves, and they become longer in proportion as they are lower down; the last nerve arises opposite to the first vertebra, and its length is equal to that of the intervening space. The lumbar nerves increase in size from above downwards.

Immediately after quitting the canal, each divides into a posterior or lumbar and an anterior or abdominal branch.

1st Lumbar nerve. Its posterior branch is large, goes backwards between the transversus muscles, gives branches to the muscles situated upon the spine, and terminates on the integuments of the loins and buttock.

The abdominal branch goes forwards, and is hidden by the origin of the psoas; it communicates with the branches of the lumbar ganglia, receives the communicating branch from the last dorsal nerve, and sends one to the anterior branch of the second lumbar nerve. It then enters the lumbar plexus.

2d Lumbar nerve. Its posterior branch, like that of the former nerve, goes backwards, and is distributed to the multifidus spinæ, and to the integuments of the upper and back part of the thigh. The anterior is hidden by the psoas, communicates with the lumbar ganglia, and with the nerve above and below it, so as to contribute to the lumbar plexus.

3d Lumbar nerve. The lumbar branch is small, but distributed in a manner similar to the former; the abdominal reflexes in all respects that of the second nerve.

4th and 5th Lumbar nerves. The posterior branches are small, and terminate in the multifidus, and common origin of the sacroiliacalis and longus dorsi, without becoming superficial.

The abdominal branches communicate with the lumbar ganglia: that of the fourth enters into the lumbar plexus, while the fifth descends into the pelvis to join the sacral plexus.

Lumbar plexus (plexus lumbo-abdominalis of Bichat.) This is produced, as we have already mentioned, by the union of the abdominal branches of the lumbar nerves, which form, on leaving the vertebral column, a series of communications with each other, behind the psoas muscle, and in front of the transverser process. It is narrow above, but grows broader below. It begins, in the former situation, by the connection of the first lumbar with the last dorsal nerve; and it ends by three nerves, of which one descends into the pelvis, to communicate with the sacral plexus, and give off the superior gluteal nerve; one passes through the foramen ovale; and the third descends in front of the thigh. Besides these, the plexus sends off other branches to the upper part of the thigh, and to the neighbouring muscles.

1. External or musculo-cutaneous branches. There are usually three, situated between the peritoneum and the iliacus internus; they run over that muscle to penetrate the abdominal muscles, and terminate on the skin. There is considerable variety in their origin and course. The superior penetrates the upper part of the psoas, passes obliquely downwards and forwards, in front of the quadratus lumbarum, and then continues along the crista of the ilium, giving branches to the quadratus, iliacus, and transversus. It penetrates the latter, and divides into an outer branch, which is lost on the lower part of the three broad muscles of the abdomen, and an inner, which descends between the transversus and internal oblique to the anterior superior fisure of the ilium. Then it continues behind the aponeurosis of the external oblique, in the course of the crural arch, to its ring, and terminates in filaments expanded on the integuments of the groin, pubes, and even scrotum.

The middle branch comes from the plexus near the former, penetrates the psoas, passes in front of the quadratus and iliacus to the crista ili; pierces the transversus, and soon after the obliquus internus, and is lost upon these muscles. One branch follows the crural arch to the ring, and is distributed like the corresponding branch of the former nerve, and more particularly to the scrotum.

The inferior branch arises lower down, passes over the iliacus to the anterior and superior pubis of the ilium, and descends into the thigh between that process and the anterior and inferior pubis. It divides into two branches, which penetrate the fascia lata, and are distributed to the integuments of the anterior and outer part of the limb: the inner reaches nearly to the knee.

2. Internal branch (genito-cruralis of Bichat.) It arises from the upper part of the plexus, descends in the substance of the psoas, and then penetrates that muscle entirely, so as to lie on its surface, covered by peritoneum. It descends to the crural arch and divides into two branches. The internal of these is the largest; it follows the spermatic vessels through the ring, and terminates on the integuments of the inner part of the thigh and of the scrotum. The internal goes with the vessels behind the arch, and is lost in the skin of the thigh.

3. Inferior or crural branches. The lumbar plexus, after sending off the nerves already described, ends in three large trunks distributed to the lower extremity.

a. The anterior crural nerve (cruralis; femoralis prior) is
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the most external of the three trunks: all the lumbar nerves, except the fifth, contribute to its formation. Completely detached from the plexus at the level of the fourth lumbar vertebra, it follows the course of the outer edge of the psoas, concealed by it above, and partly uncovered below. It descends to the front of the thigh, under the crural arch, in front of the common mass formed by the union of the psoas and iliacus, and on the outer side of the femoral artery, from which it is distant about a quarter of an inch. Below the arch it divides into a great number of branches; some of which are superficial, the others deep-seated. There are great varieties in the arrangement of the trunk: sometimes it is single as far as the arch; sometimes the divisions begin about its middle: often the superficial branches are separate through the whole course of the trunk, and merely connect to it. Several small twigs come off in the abdomen, form a network, and are afterwards loft upon the iliacus internus; others go about the crural artery; but the latter are frequently deficient.

The cutaneous branches of the anterior crural (from two to fix in number) are the smallest and least numerous of its ramifications. The point of their origin from the trunk varies: after a short course under the fascia, they pierce it, and are fixed upon the skin of the inner and anterior part of the thigh, where they reach as low as the knee.

The muscular branches are numerous and large, but the number varies: they may be divided into external and internal. The former go outwards in the space between the iliacus, sartorius, and rectus, and then between the latter and the cruralis. We may notice the following: 1, some branches to the lower end of the iliacus; 2, three or four to the sartorius, partly lost in it, partly penetrating that muscle to terminate superficially; 3, a large branch to the rectus; 4, three or four branches to the vastus externus; 5, an equal number to the cruralis; 6, a branch to the tensor vaginae femoris.

The internal branches have the following distribution: 1, several to the vastus internus, of which the inferior descends low on the musles, before entering its substance; 2, some to the pectineus; 3, a cutaneous branch, descending at first in front of the femoral artery, then separating from it to follow the inner edge of the sartorius as far as the knee; it gives some twigs to that muscle, and terminates on the integuments; 4, the largest of these external branches is called the internal saphenic nerve, from its accompanying the great saphena vein. This nerve lies close to the artery on its outer side; it passes the knee joint between the sartorius and the bone, and joins the saphena vein on the inside of the leg. In the thigh it sends branches to the surrounding muscles; its twigs are distributed in the leg to the skin, and they reach on the foot to the ankle, or even the great toe.

b. The obturator nerve arises particularly from the second and third lumbar; sometimes also from the fourth. It descends between the psoas and the latum lumbar vertebra, and traverses obliquely the upper and lateral part of the pelvis, accompanied by an artery and vein of the same name, and surrounded by much cellular tissue. It passes out through the hole under the pubes, and lies between the pectineus and the adductor magnus, where it divides into an anterior and a posterior branch. Before this division it only sends off one twig near the notch of the bone. The two branches just mentioned are distributed to the adductor muscles, vastus internus, obturator externus, and ilium.

c. The large branch joining the facral plexus (nerf lombosacré of Bichat). This trunk descends obliquely into the pelvis, and produces, before it joins the facral plexus, a considerable nerve for the glutei muscles (the superior gluteal nerve). This nerve receives some twigs from the facral plexus, then goes out of the sacro-sciatic notch, above the pyramidalis, and divides into several filaments for the gluteus medius and minimus.

The facral nerves are commonly five, but sometimes six pairs. The first pair comes out through the first facral foramen, and the last at an opening formed between the facrum and the coccyx. They all arise close together, from the considerable swelling which terminates the medulla spinalis, and within a space not greater than the interval of the two vertebrae; yet their origins are perfectly distinct. Each nerve, as in the case of the other nerves of the spinal marrow, has a distinct anterior and posterior origin, composed of several separate threads. They descend perpendicularly, and are very long within the canal, because the spinal marrow terminates at the second lumbar vertebra, and each nerve must go from this point to its respective facral foramen, before it pales out of the sheath of dura mater. They unite at the aperture of the latter membrane; one of the fasciculi then forms, as in the other vertebral nerves, a small oval ganglion, and the common trunk passing from this divides into two branches, an anterior and a posterior. The ganglia of the facral nerves are contained in the bony canal, instead of being situated, as those of the other spinal nerves are, at the external apertures. The ganglia of the upper nerves, however, are nearer to the openings than those of the lower.

The first pair is as large as the last lumbar nerve; they gradually decrease to the fifth, which is very small, considerably smaller than the first cervical.

The anterior branches decrease successively in size, from above downwards, like the trunks themselves: they go out of the canal by the anterior facral foramina. The posterior foramina transmit the posterior branches, which are comparatively very small.

First facral Nerve.—The posterior branch is very small and short; it communicates with the second, and is distributed to the muscles on the back of the bone, and to the skin. The anterior branch, which is large, communicates with the facral ganglia by two considerable but short filaments, then descends obliquely backwards, and joins, above the pyramidalis, with the first lumbar nerve above, and the second facral below, to contribute to the facral plexus.

Second facral Nerve.—Its posterior branch is distributed to the muscles occupying the back of the facrum, and extends beyond them to the posterior surface of the gluteus maximus. The anterior branch comes out between two portions of the pyramidalis, communicates with the facral ganglion, and crofles the muscle obliquely to join the facral plexus.

Third facral Nerve.—The posterior branch is larger than those of the preceding nerves, joins the nerve above and below it, penetrates the gluteus, and is distributed to the skin of the buttock. The anterior communicates with the facral ganglion, and joins the plexus, communicating with the two nerves immediately adjoining.

Fourth facral Nerve.—Its posterior branch is the largest of all produced from the facral nerves. It descends obliquely forwards, communicates with the two branches, between which it is placed, gives filaments to the gluteus maximus, and terminates in the integuments of the buttock. The anterior branch communicates with the ganglia, and joins the facral plexus.

Fifth facral Nerve.—Its anterior branch passes out between the facrum and coccyx; it communicates with the fourth, but has no other share in the facral plexus. It goes to the levator
has an analogous distribution to that of the male subject; it terminates upon the clitoris.

The anterior branches of the femoral plexus are very variable in size and number, but are in general small and numerous; they arise from the lower part of the plexus, and especially from the third and fourth nerves. They may be named after the parts which they are distributed to.

The hemorrhoidal branches ramify on the whole length of the rectum; they appear to end partly in the muscular fibres, and partly on the mucous membrane.

The vesical nerves pass along the side of the rectum, and are partly derived from the hemorrhoidal. They terminate on the bladder, prostate, and vesicle, and can be followed in the female to the urethra.

The uterine and vaginal nerves ascend by the side of the rectum, diverge, and are distributed to the whole length of the vagina. The upper ones go to the neck and body of the uterus, but in much smaller number than to the vagina. They are connected with the vesical nerves.

All these nerves, which are small and very numerous, are so minutely divided, and so much interwoven with each other, that we give only a general view of them. They are also very intricately connected with the abdominal and femoral ganglia, and from this union results the hypogastric plexus, which shall describe afterwards.

The femoral plexus generally produces one or two branches, passing over the lesser facio-femoral ligament to join the pudendal nerve.

The sciatic or ischiatic nerve (nervus ischiadicus), the largest trunk in the body, is the true termination of the femoral plexus; and there is such complete continuity between them, that we cannot assign any exact limit. All the femoral nerves entering the plexus contribute to the formation of the sciatic. It descends in front of the pyriformis, and passes through the lower part of the great ischiatic foramen, between the edge of that muscle and the bone, then goes along the back of the limb towards the knee. Sometimes two trunks go from the plexus, instead of one; the smaller penetrates the fibres of the pyriformis, and joins the other at the back of the pelvis. The sciatic trunk lies first in the interval between the tuberosity of the ischium and the great trochanter, and then is found nearly in the middle of the back of the thigh, between the biceps and the other flexors of the knee, and rather in front of them. Where it comes out of the pelvis, it is covered by the gluteus maximus; lower down by the long head of the biceps and the semitendinosus. It lies upon the gemini and the obturator internus, upon the quadratus femoris, and the posterior surface of the adductor magnus; it is every where surrounded, but particularly in the thigh, by a large quantity of cellular and adipous substance.

The trunk of the nerve continues in the same course through the ham, where the name of popliteal is given to it. It lies between the tendons of the biceps and semitendinosus, covered externally by the falcia, placed over the popliteal vein, with which it is not in contact, and imbedded in much fat.

The branches of this trunk are numerous, and consist of, 1, several, as it quits the pelvis to the obturator internus, gemini, and quadratus; 2, some, which are not constant, to the gluteus maximus; 3, two or three to the long head of the biceps, one of which extends towards the knee, and is lost on the skin; 4, a branch to the short head of the same muscle; 5, to the semitendinosus and femorobrachialis; 6, to the adductor magnus.

Several of these produce cutaneous filaments, varying in length and distribution, penetrating the falcia, and reaching below...
below to the leg. These, with the branches of the inferior gluteal nerve, cover all the back of the thigh.

The fematic nerve divides into two trunks; a smaller external one, called the peroneal nerve; and a larger internal one, the posteri tibial nerve. This division of this innervation is not always the same: it may take place at the back of the pelvis, or in the middle of the thigh. The two trunks run close together, connected by cellular membrane, but easily separable by diification, and they begin to diverge on the lower third part of the thigh. The outer branch goes towards the head of the fibula, and the inner continues in the direction of the fematic trunk.

External branch, or peroneal nerve. This descends by the side of the lower end of the biceps, goes behind the outer end of the gastrocnemius, the outer condyle and the joint, then turns forwards between the fibula and the peroneus longus, and divides into two branches; but it previously sends off several small nerves: viz., 1, an articular branch, which goes off near its origin, defticient between the femur and the biceps, giving some branches to that muscle, and terminating on the outside of the knee; 2, a considerable cutaneous branch, arising before the nerve has arrived at the condyle (nervus communicans tibiae, or cutaneous longus posteri tibiae), descending over the external end of the gastrocnemius, to which it gives branches, accompanying the ramifications of the lesser saphenous vein, running along the outer edge of the tendon Achilles, and uniting at the bottom of the leg with the external saphenous branch of the posteri tibial nerve; 3, a smaller cutaneous nerve sometimes wanting.

The two branches, into which the peroneal nerve divides at its termination, are the anterior tibial, and the superficial peroneal.

The superficial peroneal (muculo-cutanée of Bichat) descends between the extensor longus digitorum pedis and the peroneus muscles, and then on their surface to about the middle of the leg, when it penetrates the fascia, and passes over it to the foot. It sends branches to the muscles just mentioned, and cutaneous twigs to the lower and outer part of the leg. The trunk divides at the foot into an internal and external superficial branch, which are distributed to the integuments of the back of the foot, and of the toes, communicating on the inside with the nerves saphenous of the anterior crural, and on the outside with the superficial branch of the posteri tibial.

The anterior tibial branch perforates the upper extremity of the peroneus longus and extensor communis, and descends in front of the anterior tibial artery, and in company with it to the back of the foot, where it ends by dividing into an internal and external deepseated branch. The trunk sends off a few muscular branches in its course; the two nerves in which it terminates on the foot are distributed to the extensor brevis and interosseus, and some even reach the toes.

The posteri tibial nerve (nervus tibialis), considerably larger than the peroneal, continues in the same course as the trunk through the hollow of the ham, covered by the fascia of the leg, and separated from the popliteal vessels by much fat. It goes between the two heads of the gastrocnemius, behind the knee joint and the popliteus muscle, then passes between the latter and the edge of the soleus, along the back of the tibia, in company with the posteri tibial artery, between the tibialis posterior and extensor longus digitorum, which are in front of it, and the soleus, which is behind. At the lower part of the leg it becomes nearly superficial, is placed at the inner edge of the tendon Achilles, and behind the malleolus, defends the sole of the foot at the concavity of the os calcis, where it is covered by the abductor pollicis, and terminates by dividing into an external and an internal plantar nerve. It gives origin, in this course, to the following branches.

The external saphenous nerve descends in the interval of the two heads of the gastrocnemius, and then on the outer edge of the tendon Achilles, giving off several twigs principally to the skin, and accompanying the branches of the external saphenous vein. It unites below with the posteri cutaneous branch of the peroneal, and continues to descend, much increased in size, on the outside of the leg, under the fascia; it goes behind the external malleolus, then runs forwards on the outer edge of the back of the foot as far as the faint metaphal bone, where it terminates by dividing into two branches, of which the internal runs over the short extensor and is distributed to the back of the two lateral toes, communicating with the external branch of the anterior tibial nerve, the external continues along the outside of the foot and little toe. Previous to its division, the trunk produces many branches which go under the tendon Achilles, and the skin on the outside of the heel.

Considerable branches to the gastrocnemius, soleus, plantaris, and tibialis. One penetrates the upper opening of the interosseous ligament, and is lost in the front muscles.

Slender and long branches to the lower and front part of the soleus, and to the deepseated muscles at the back of the leg.

Some cutaneous twigs towards the lower part of the leg; the largest of these goes to the sole of the foot, and is distributed between the skin and fascia.

Branches to the abductor pollicis and flexor accessorius just before the division of the trunk.

The two plantar nerves run horizontally forwards in the sole of the foot, supply the different muscles of this part, and terminate on the toes, each of which receives two branches. These run along the sides of the under surface of the toes, in company with the arteries, and have a distribution entirely analogous to that of the digital nerves in the hand.

The internal is the largest of the two plantar nerves; it runs above the abductor pollicis, and by the side of the flexor longus, to the middle of the foot, where it divides into four branches. The first of these, towards the lateral, goes to the inner edge of the great toe; the three succeeding ones, that is, the 2d, 3d, and 4th, go respectively to the intervals between the great toe and the 2d, between the 2d and the 3d, and between the 3d and 4th; each of them divides into two branches, which are distributed to the oppoosed edges of the toes.

The external plantar nerve passes between the flexor brevis and accesorius towards the outside of the sole, and divides into two branches; a superficial one, which gives a branch to the outer edge of the fourth toe, and two branches to the little toe; and a deepseated one, that terminates on the deeper muscles of the foot.

Great sympaletic nerve (sympatheticus, sympathicus, or intercollalis). In conformity with the principle, that the brain is the common origin of all the nerves, the great sympathetic has been derived indirectly from the brain, and immediately from the spinal marrow; and the plexuses of the viscera have been represented as a continuation of the same nerve; but this opinion is irreconcileable with the anatomical facts, that the best anatomists and physiologists have called it in question. Winslow observes concerning the filaments of the 5th and 6th pairs, which have been regarded as the origin of the great sympathetic, that they seem rather to descend from the ganglion to those nerves, and that the nucleus of their union with those pairs is turned forwards. Winslow also regards the twigs, which go from the sympathetic...
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The cervical ganglia are usually two in number; but sometimes three.

The superior, first or great ganglion, is remarkable for its size; it is generally found. It is placed on the side of the front of the vertebral column, immediately under the head. It lies on the rectus major anticus, behind the internal carotid artery, with the par vagum and the hypoglossal nerve on the outside of it, connected to all these parts by cellular sub stance. Its extent and figure are very variable; but it is always largest in the middle, and gradually smaller towards either end. It begins a little below the carotid canal; and it may terminate at the 3d, 4th, 5th, or 6th vertebra of the neck. When short it is broad; when long, narrow. The color is a reddish-grey.

Two branches, or a single one afterwards divided into two, go from its upper end into the carotid canal, where they separate, and include the artery between them. One of these joins the carotid branch of the pterygoid nerve, and sometimes goes on to the abdutor nerve after this union. The other communicates with the last mentioned nerve in the cavernous sinus; and this is the filament commonly regarded as the origin of the great sympathetic nerve. These two branches adhere closely to the internal carotid artery, and give some twigs to the coats of that vessel; the ganglion also produces other slender filaments, which run upon the artery, and follow its ramifications.

There is only one inferior branch, of which the size is various, but never considerable. The boundary between it and the ganglion is not always very clearly marked. It depends on the surface of the rectus major and longus colli, to the inferior cervical ganglion. The carotid artery, jugular vein, and par vagum, lie in front of it; to thevem, as well as to the muscles behind, it is connected by a tolerably close cellular tissue.

The external branches are four in number, arising either separately, or by one or two trunks, and communicating with the three upper cervical nerves.

The internal branches exhibit numerous varieties in number, size, fize, and distribution. They are expanded on the vertebral column, and, after sending numerous filaments to the rectus major and longus colli, terminate on the pharynx and larynx. They are very small. They come either from the ganglion or from its inferior branch, and are distributed on the back of the pharynx, where they communicate with the globo-pharyngeus, and on the larynx and thyroid gland.

The anterior branches are the most important in their distributions; they are the most numerous, and offer the first examples of those intricate inter communications peculiar to the nervous system of the ganglia, which make their distinction very difficult.

The highest and shortest of these communicate with the facial and hypoglossal nerves, and the par vagum.

Next to these come the nerves that form the carotid plexuses, sometimes called, from their soft texture, nervi molles. They have a reddish color and knobbed appearance; arise from the ganglion in one, two, or more trunks, and join the common carotid at its division. Their ramifications descend along the trunk, and ascend with the branches of the external carotid, forming intricate plexuses, which adhere very closely to the arterial coats, and receive twigs from the glorio-pharyngeal, facial, and nervus vagus. These arterial plexuses differ much in their appearance, confuting sometimes of confusing ramifications, while they can hardly be traced at others. From the plexuses formed by the conjuction of these with the pharyngeal and laryngeal nerves, twigs proceed to the two lower constrictor muscles of the pharynx, to the thyroid gland, stylo-pharyngeus, stylo-glossus, sternothyroides, and crico-thyroides.

The superior cervical ganglion produces firstly the superior cardiac nerve, or nervus cordis superficialis; which we shall describe presently with the nerves of the heart.

Middle cervical ganglion (ganglion thyroideum). This is often wanting. When it exists, it is situated between the 5th and 6th cervical vertebra. It varies much in size; sometimes appearing only as a slight swelling of the trunk, that connects the upper and lower cervical ganglia. It lies on the longus colli, and behind the carotid and internal jugular vein. Three or four branches depart from it below, surrouding the vertebral and inferior thyroid arteries, and unite again at the lower cervical ganglion. It communicates with the neighboring cervical nerves, and sends branches to the cardiac plexus, with the inferior thyroid artery to the gland of that name, and to the scalenus. Its branches communicate with those of the recurrent.

The inferior cervical ganglion (cardiacum) exists constantly, but varies greatly in size and figure; sometimes it is even double. It generally lies in the hollow between the transverse processes of the 7th cervical vertebra, and the neck of the first rib; or it may be placed in the hollow of the first rib. It may be either above or below, before or behind, the inferior thyroid artery, and it is partly covered by the vertebral. It extends to the first intercostal space, and sometimes seems confused with the first thoracic ganglion.

This ganglion has one or more superior branches; when it is single it joins the inferior branch of the upper ganglion; when they are more numerous, they surrouund the vertebral or thyroid artery, and join the middle ganglion. Another follows the vertebral artery through the foramina of the transverse processes, gives filaments to the inter-transverse and fascial muscles, and communicates with the cervical nerves.

Two branches come from the ganglion below; one goes behind, and the other in front of the subclavian artery; and they join the first thoracic ganglion.

The external branches communicate with the sixth, seventh, and eighth cervical, and the first dorsal nerves;
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Others are expanded on the coats of the subclavian artery, and some twigs are lost on the anterior scalenus.

The internal branches are few and small; they go to the longitudinal coli, and to the pulmonary plexus, and one analogous with the recurrent nerve. The anterior branches are the inferior cardiac nerves, which unite into one, two, or three trunks.

Nerves of the Heart.—This organ receives its principal supply from the ganglia; but the par vagum and the recurrent communicate with the other cardiac branches.

On the right side there are three cardiac nerves, a superior, a middle, and an inferior. The superior, called by Scarpa the superficial, arises by five or six filaments from the superior cervical ganglion. Thefe unite into a trunk, which descends perpendicularly to the lower part of the neck, along the vertebræ, on the inside of the trunk, which connects the two cervical ganglia. It goes behind the middle cardiac nerve, and divides into several branches, which communicate with the recurrent and the middle cervical ganglion. But sometimes it passes over the common carotid to the arch of the aorta, where it joins the middle cardiac nerve. In its passage along the neck, it communicates with the par vagum, and with the nervous arch formed by the descendens noni; and it sends branches to the oesophagus, and to the muscles covering the trachea.

The middle, called by Scarpa the great or deepseated cardiac nerve, is the largest of the three. It arises from the middle cervical ganglion, passes forwards and downwards by the side of the carotid, and then over the subclavian; it runs along the ateria innominata, and passes between the arch of the aorta and the bronchi to terminate in the cardiac plexus. It communicates with the par vagum and the recurrent, and gives several flender twigs to the aorta.

The inferior, or small cardiac nerve of Scarpa, comes from the lowest cervical ganglion in the form of a plexus, descends behind the subclavian artery, and then by the side of the innominata, to the front of the arch of the aorta, and turns towards the left on that vessel. It receives several twigs in this course from the recurrent and par vagum, and gives many to the aorta.

On the left side there are usually only two cardiac nerves: the superior has the same origin, and nearly the same course as on the right. It descends between the carotid and subclavian arteries, and divides into several twigs, of which some go to the front of the aorta, and the others join the common cardiac plexus behind that vessel.

The great cardiac nerve is formed on the left side by the union of those which come from the two lower ganglia. It goes forwards and downwards to the back of the aorta, and there joins the cardiac plexus. This and the preceding have considerable communications with branches of the par vagum. The nerves of the heart, as they approach the plexus, sometimes form a ganglion (ganglion nervorum cordis), placed near the left cervical vertebra and the subclavian artery, and sometimes wanting.

The cardiac plexus, or the common point of termination of the nerves just described, occupies the posterior part of the arch of the aorta. It corresponds behind to the division of the bronchi, and to the anterior pulmonary plexus of the par vagum; and it extends from the origin of the innominata to the division of the pulmonary artery. The nerves of which it consists are remarkably lost. It receives above the right, middle, and inferior cardiac nerves, several branches from the left superior nerve, and sometimes from the right.

Its anterior branches are inconsiderable; they are distributed to the front of the aorta; the posterior join the anterior pulmonary plexus. The inferior are the largest and most numerous, and belong properly to the heart. These are partly distributed on the large vessels, as the trunk and branches of the pulmonary artery, and the pulmonary veins, and partly compose an anterior and posterior coronary plexus, which extend and surround the anterior and posterior coronary arteries, and follow their ramifications into the surface of the heart. The posterior plexus is much the largest, and, consequently, the flat surface of the heart has more numerous nerves than the convex. The branches of these plexuses adhere closely to the arteries; and it is supposed by some anatomists, that the nerves are entirely distributed on these vessels, without going all to the muscular substance of the heart.

Thoracic Ganglia.—The appearance of the system of the ganglia in the chest is very different from what it presents in the neck: in the latter its parts are so distinct, and so widely separated, that they must be described distinctly. In the chest, on the contrary, the ganglia are so small, and so near to each other, and the unifying branches so large, that the whole looks like a continuous nervous trunk. There are twelve thoracic ganglia, placed on the heads of the ribs, and covered by the pleura; sometimes the lower cervical ganglion extends to the first rib, and takes the place of the first thoracic. Their form is irregular; in most approaching to the triangular; their surfaces are flattened, and their size is inconsiderable, except the first, which is large.

The inferior and inferior branches of these ganglia may be considered together; they unite them into one cord, and are remarkably large, when compared with the corresponding unifying branches in the neck. Two contiguous ganglia are always joined in the chest by a single branch. Careful dissection and examination will always enable us to distinguish the ganglia from the branches that unite them, although in many cases the difference of size is not considerate. The upper ganglion has two superior branches, which we have already described as the inferior of the last cervical ganglion; the inferior branch of the last thoracic ganglion joins the first lumbar ganglion.

The external branches vary from one to three or four for each ganglion; they go obliquely upwards and outwards, and communicate with the anterior branches of the respective dorsal nerves.

Internal Branches.—The superior thoracic ganglion sends branches to the cardiac plexus, to the vertebral and subclavian artery, to the anterior scalenus, and the longus coli.

There are a few small branches sent to the defeding aorta, to the intercostal arteries, and to the plexus formed on the oesophagus by the par vagum. The most important nerves produced by the thoracic ganglia are the splanchnic, two in number, a great and a small one.

The great splanchnic nerve arises by four or five branches, at a considerable distance from each other, from the inner side of the middle thoracic ganglia; from the sixth or seventh, to the ninth or tenth. These pass obliquely forwards and downwards on the vertebral column, covered only by the pleura, and unite into one trunk about the eleventh dorsal vertebra. The trunk continues its course in the same direction, and enters the abdomen by a small slit in the appendix of the diaphragm, being divided, as it passes, into three or four branches, which separate a little from each other, and terminate behind the stomach on one side, and the liver on the other, in ganglia considerably larger than those hitherto described.

A smaller nerve, called splanchnicus minor, or accesorius, aries
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arises by two branches from the lower thoracic ganglia; these come forwards on the vertebras, and join into one trunk, which passes through the flame opening of the diaphragm with the former, and terminates partly in the celiac ganglia, partly in the renal plexus.

There is a large flattened ganglion, called semi-lunar, on each side of the abdomen, in which the splanchic nerves end. This lies on the surface of the crus of the diaphragm, by the side of the celiac artery, and just below the phrenic. Many other ganglia (from twelve to twenty in number) smaller than this, varying greatly in size and figure, are placed near it. All these are united together, and to those of the opposite side, by numerous short and thick nervous branches, and thus compose an almost inextricable plexus surrounding the root of the celiac artery, and its primary branches, and the sides and front of the aorta. This has been called the foliar plexus, and is named by Soemmering plexus celiacus.

This plexus lies upon the vertebral column, the aorta, and the crura of the diaphragm; the liver, stomach, and pancreas are placed above, in front of, and below it. It has numerous large communications with the nerves of the eighth pair; and it receives branches from the last thoracic ganglion.

From this, secondary plexuses go off with the different arteries to the various organs, and their branches adhere closely to the coats of the vessels. These are formed, like the celiac plexus, of ganglia and nervous chords, and their communications compose quite a fine net-work.

1. The diaphragmatic plexus consists of a few twigs accompanying the arteries, distributed to the concavity of the diaphragm, and communicating with the phrenic nerves.

2. The coronary stomachic plexus surrounds the artery of the same name, turns with it along the lesser curvature of the stomach, and reaches the pylorus, its branches becoming gradually less and less numerous, as it approaches the latter part. This plexus is augmented on the stomach by the par vagum; it joins the hepatic plexus near the pylorus, and it sends branches with the right gastro-epiploic artery.

3. The hepatic is a very considerable plexus, surrounding the hepatic artery and vena portae; and accompanying them to the great fissure on the under surface of the liver. A small plexus parts from this, to accompany the right gastro-epiploic artery, and to feater branches also on the duodenum and pancreas. The ramifications of the hepatic plexus surround the neck of the gall-bladder, and are distributed in considerable number on that organ; many also surround the ductus choledochus. They enter the liver with the hepatic artery and duct, and vena portarum, and follow the ramifications of those vessels in its substance.

4. The splenic plexus is small in proportion to the size of its artery, and does not lie very close upon the vessel. There are two or three small ganglia at its commencement; but afterwards we see only a few branches not communicating very frequently. They enter the substance of the spleen with the arterial branches; give some twigs to the pancreas, and others that follow the left gastro-epiploic artery.

5. The superior mesenteric plexus is a prolongation of the great celiac plexus, in front of the aorta, where it quickly meets with the superior mesenteric artery. It is a very intricate intertissue of nervous branches with numerous ganglia, lying very close on the artery, which it accompanies between the pancreas and duodenum, and then between the two layers of the mesentery. Its branches accompany those of the artery, and are distributed with them to the small intestines, to the caecum, the ascending and the transverse portions of the colon.

6. The inferior mesenteric plexus (mesocolicus, or mesentericus medius) is made up of branches from the preceding, from the lumbar ganglia, from the renal and the spermatic plexuses. It becomes connected with the trunk of the inferior mesenteric artery, and accompanies it to the superior aperture of the pelvis; its branches surround the ramifications of that trunk, and terminate upon the arch, the descending portion, the sigmoid flexure of the colon, and the rectum, and contribute to the formation of the hypogastric plexus.

7. Renal plexuses (plexus nervorum renum gangliiformis, dexter et sinister). These are made up by branches from the celiac and superior mesenteric plexuses, from the smaller splanchic nerves, and from the tenth and eleventh thoracic ganglia; the latter are the posterior renal nerves of Walter. They receive filaments also from the abdominal portion of the sympathetic. According to that anatomist, there are four ganglia on the right, and seven on the left renal nerves; these communicate with each other, and those of the two sides are also joined together. Several nerves proceed from these ganglia, over the artery, nearly parallel to each other, and enter the organ with the arterial branches. Some twigs go to the renal capsule.

8. Spermatic plexuses. These are inconsiderable, and arise chiefly from the renal; two spermatic ganglia are found lower down on each side, communicating with each other, and with the superior and inferior mesenteric, and the hypogastric plexuses. From these sources a small plexus arises, surrounding the spermatic artery, adhering closely to it, and accompanying it to the testis and ovariun. It gives a branch to the ureter.

9. The hypogastric plexus (mesentericus inferior) is produced from the lumbar and spermatic ganglia, and the inferior mesenteric plexus, united with the numerous branches already described of the facral nerves. It consists of numerous small twigs communicating frequently, but not mixed with ganglia, placed at the side and back part of the pelvis, and sending its branches to the rectum, ureter, bladder, vesiculae feminales, vagina, and uterus. The lower part of the aorta, the internal iliac artery and its branches receive numerous twigs from it.

Such are the numerous plexuses which the abdominal viscera receive from the system of the ganglia. The splanchic nerves are usually described as the origin of these; but when we observe that there is no proportion in number between the splanchic nerves and the numerous large ganglia below the diaphragm, and that these ganglia produce nearly all the nerves of the solar plexus, we must regard the sympathetic nerves as the true centres of the abdominal nerves, and the splanchic trunks only as branches of communication.

The abdominal or lumbar ganglia continue the chain from the chest to the junction of the left lumbar vertebra and sacrum, and are described by authors as the continuation of the great sympathetic nerve in the abdomen. They are generally five in number, but there may be only four, three, or even two. Their form and size are subject to great variety; they are usually flattened and angular; larger than the thoracic, and of the ordinary reddish-grey colour. They are more completely distinguished from each other than those in the chest. Their situation is on the anterior lateral part of the vertebral column; either on the bone, or the fibro-cartilage.

They are connected throughout by thinner branches passing from one to the other; sometimes there is a single branch,
branch, sometimes two, or even three. The superior lumbar ganglion is joined to the left thoracic by a branch, which passes through a slit in the fibres of the crus of the diaphragm, rather below the opening which transmits the vagal nerve; the left lumbar is joined to the first sacral ganglion. According to Bichat, the connecting branch between the lumbar and thoracic ganglia is sometimes wanting.

Each ganglion produces two or three branches on the outside, which go obliquely upwards above, transversely in the middle, and downwards below - crofs in front of the lumbar arteries, penetrate the attachments of the psoas, and join the anterior branches of the lumbar nerves. These are much larger than the corresponding communicating nerves in the chest, because the lumbar ganglia are placed far forwards on the spine. Some very small twigs are distributed to the quadratus lumborum.

On the inside, the lumbar ganglia, or the branches which unite them, produce the following nerves: 1, twigs to the aorta and lumbar arteries; 2, a branch to the renal plexus, and another to the psoas; 3, branches uniting together, and with those of the opposite side, to form the arterial ganglia lying on the aorta, giving branches to that vessel, to the lumbar arteries, the inferior mesenteric and hypogastric plexuses; 4, small branches joining those of the opposite side.

The facial ganglia continue the series in the lower part of the vertebral column, and form, with their uniting branches, the pelvic portion of the great sympathetic nerve, according to the common descriptions.

Their usual number, according to Walter, is five on each side; Bichat only mentions three as clearly recognizable. The upper is the largest, and the size decreases downwards; they are flattened, and irregular in figure; indeed they are subject to great variety in all respects. They are placed at the side of the anterior surface of the bone, and covered in front by the peritoneum and rectum.

The first is joined to the left lumbar nerve; they are connected together by one, two, or three branches. Bichat states that the connecting branch between the left lumbar and first sacral ganglion is sometimes wanting.

On the outside the facial ganglia are connected by several branches to the facial nerves; they send also some slender twigs to the pyriformis and levator ani. Branches of irregular number go from side to side to unite the right and left ganglia. Others are sent to the rectum, the hypogastric plexus, and the internal iliac artery: a branch defends to the upper and front part of the coccyx from the last sacral ganglion on each side; they unite on the surface of that bone, and a small swelling marks the point of union; this is called the ganglion coccygeum, but does not exist constantly. A few very small twigs go from it to the end of the rectum, and the surface of the bone.

Besides the works referred to in the article Brain, the reader may consult Sömmering, in De Corporis Humani Fabrica, tom. iv.; Haller, Elementa Physiologiae, tom. iv.; Bichat, Anatomica Generale, tom. i.; and the works of Gall and Spurzheim mentioned in this article. For an account of the ramifications of the nerves, besides the two books here mentioned, see Walter, Tabulae Nervorum Thoracis & Abdominis, folio; Scarpa, Tabulæ Neurologicae, folio; Flich, DeScripto Nervorum Lumbarum et Sacra- lium, folio; Ludwig, Collectio Scriptorum Neurologico- rum Minorum.

NERVUS, in Surgery. In almost every treatise upon surgery, we find a section upon the bad symptoms which originate from wounds of nerves. Now, although it cannot be questioned, that the wound, or division, of a large nerve ought to be regarded as a serious accident, inasmuch as such an injury may even be followed by fatal consequences, and this nearly with certainty when nerves, supplying particular viscera, are intertied, yet it should be understood that, in every accidental cut, numerous nervous filaments are either completely, or partially divided, without any alarming effects being usually produced, and we may therefore conclude, that wounds of ordinary nerves are not attended in common inlines with any remarkable hazard. The complete division of the trunk of a large nerve of course produces paralysis in the parts to which the branches of that nerve tend; and a partial section of it sometimes appears to give rise to violent shooting pains in the same parts, attended with severe nervous irritation throughout the whole constitution. Gunshot injuries, in the track of large nerves, were observed by M. Larrey to be particularly often followed by tetanus in the climate of Egypt. Whether this observation applies to similar accidents in more northern countries, we cannot decide; but, in these, tetanus is well known to be far less frequent.

Mr. Pott, in his lectures, used to mention cases, in which patients had suffered distracting pain after venesection, followed by convulsions, and other symptoms, which could only be ascribed to nervous irritation, originating from the injury of the cutaneous nerves in the operation. Mr. Abernethy has treated this subject with much discrimination; he explains what nerves are exposed to injury; what are the effects likely to be produced by such an accident; and what means are most likely to afford relief.

The two cutaneous nerves are chiefly exposed to the lancet. Most frequently, all their branches pass beneath the veins at the bend of the arm; but sometimes many small filaments are detached from these branches and proceed over the veins. When a nerve is irritated at any point between its origin and termination, a sensation is felt, as if some injury were done to the parts which it supplies. Hence, when the cutaneous nerves are injured, the integuments of the forearm will seem to suffer pain.

It seems highly probable, that some symptoms, con-sequent to venesection, have been, in certain inlines, undeniably imputed to the irritation of a nerve arising from its partial division. As Mr. Abernethy has observed, it would be strange if a partial division of a nerve should not happen in the many operations which are daily performed, and the innervated wounds which are continually occurring; yet no particular symptoms usually ensue.

The practice of completing the division of the nerve, supposing to be partially cut, may therefore from a proceeding, for which the indication is extremely doubtful. The plan, however, has the recommendation of being attended with no particular risk; and, upon the whole, it may be as rational a thing as any which can be purposed, when the symptoms of irritation in the course of the injured nerve are illogical and well marked. A tranverse incision may be made above the orifice in the vein. This wound need not be extensive; for the injured nerve must lie within the limits of the original orifice, and there is no occasion for the cut to extend below the fagia, as all the filaments of the cutaneous nerves lie above this part. See Abernethy's Surgical Works, and Cooper's First Lines of the Practice of Surgery, edit. 3.

Some observations, connected with this subject, will be found in the article Tic Douloureux.

NERVUS, in Botany, the rib or nerve of a leaf. See Costa and Costatum.

NES, in Geography, a river of Denmark, in the island
of Zeeland, which runs into the Baltic; 4 miles S. of Neftved.

NES'A, a town of Persia, in Khurasan, on the borders of Kharaan, serving as a frontier between the two countries. In the year 1221 it was taken, by Jenghiz Khan, after a siege of fifteen days. The Mongols took it by storm, and the next day the inhabitants were drawn out into a plain, and shot with darts and arrows like wild beasts; frighteners, natives, and peacocks without distinction, to the amount of 70,000: 200 miles N. of Herat.

NESBIT, Thomas, in Biography, a Scotch antiquary, the son of the lord presbyterian Neftit, was born at Edinburgh in 1672. He was author of an excellent book on Heraldry, and a Vindication of Scotch Antiquities, which is said to be still in MS. in the advocate's library at Edinburgh. He died in 1725.

NESBIT's Harbour, in Geography, a harbour on the coast of New Britain, in North America, where, in 1753, the Moravians formed a settlement, but being either expelled or killed, a second attempt was made in 1761 under the protection of the British government, favoured by the Equinox, and succeeded.

NESCOPECK River, a river of America, which falls into the Susquehannah river, near the mouth of a creek of the same name, in Northumberland county, Pennsylvania, opposite to the town of Berwick; 160 miles N.W. of Philadelphia. N. lat. 41° 30'.—Alto, an Indian town which formerly stood near the site of Berwick.—Alfo, a mountain of Pennsylvania, near the Susquehannah river.

NESS, a provincial term commonly applied to such animals of the horse or cow kind as are tender or weakly.

NESIGODA, in Geography, a lake of Silefia, in the principality of Oels; 8 miles S. of Miitich.

NESIRBAD, a town of Persia, in Fariflan; 69 miles S.S.E. of Schiras.

NESLE, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Peronne; 10 miles S. of it. The place contains 1567, and the canton 8744 inhabitants, on a territory of 117½ kilometres, in 25 communes.

NESLOU, a small island in the Persian gulf; 180 miles W.S.W. ofOrmuz.

NESMIEL, a town of Hungary; 8 miles S.E. of Comorn.

NESPA, a town of Mexico, in the province of Mechucan; at the mouth of a river which runs into the Pacific ocean.

NESPERERA, a town of Spain, in Galicia; 12 miles N. of Tuy.

NESS, a town of Norway, in the diocese of Aggerhus; 36 miles N.N.W. of Christiania.

NESS, Lobe, a lake in the county of Inverness, Scotland, is a most beautiful expanse of water, twenty-two miles long, and from one to two miles and a half broad. Its depth, in the centre, is from fifty to one hundred and thirty fathoms, and even near its sides, excepting at the points of Torr and Foyers, the declivity is such, that a ship of the line might fail in safety within fifty yards of the shore, from end to end, on either side of the lake. Owing to this circumstance the Nefs never freezes, even in the severest winter; a truth which is strongly doubted by Dr. Johnson, though admitting of an explanation as any phenomenon connected with chemical science. Loch Nefi abounds with trout, and a few salmon are also sometimes found to have passed the crives in the river Nefs when the water is high; which in rainy weather takes place to the extent of ten feet perpendicular. This lake is frequently agitated with great violence by the winds; and on some occasions even without any apparent cause. An event of this fort occurred in a most extraordinary manner on the 8th of November 1755; the time of the great earthquake, which nearly destroyed Lisbon. The water rose with the utmost impetuosity from east to west, many of the waves being carried two hundred yards up the Oise, and breaking, on its banks, five feet above the level of the sea. It continued in this state for nearly an hour, when the commotion ceased, by a wave much larger than any that preceded it, overflowing the north shore of the lake. Loch Nefi communicates, by the river Nefs, with the Moray frith, and forms part of the chain of lakes and rivers from that arm of the North sea, to the found of Mull, on the western coast. As the lakes are all navigable, and rise very little above the level of the sea, a canal was lately projected on this line. It is denominated the Caledonian Canal, and is now nearly completed, under the scientific management of Mr. Telford; and as it is designed to admit frigates of 32 guns, there is reason to expect that the singular spectacle will soon be exhibited, of large vessels crossing the British island, from the Atlantic to the German ocean, surrounded by mountains which frequently tower to an enormous height. (See CANAL, Caledonian.) The scenery of this lake is grand and magnificent in the highest degree, as the hills are well covered with wood, and sometimes slope gradually from the shore, and at others rise with the utmost boldness and irregularity. The vale of Foyers, at its eastern extremity, is not inferior in romantic beauty to the celebrated Dovedale of Derbyshire. The river from which it derives its name forms two most beautiful falls, one of them seventy, and the other two hundred and twelve feet in height. The latter is consequently among the loftiest in the world, and, during floods, presents a view, at once grand and imposing. Pennant's Tour in Scotland. Beauties of Scotland, vol v. NESSA, or Nesserland, an island in the N. part of Dollart bay, on the coast of East Friesland, a little to the S.E. of Emden. N. lat. 53° 18'. E. long. 6° 59'. NERSELWANG, a town of Bavaria, in the bishopric of Augsburg; 45 miles S. of Augsburg.

NESSO, NEXUS. See Usus.

NESS, See Nede.

NESTES, in Geography, a small country of France, so called before the revolution, but now a part of the department of the Higher Pyrenees; its chief town was La Barthe.

NESTIER, a town of France, in the department of the Higher Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bagneres; 4 miles E. of La Barthe. The place contains 503, and the canton 8767 inhabitants, on a territory of 170 kilometres, in 16 communes.

NESTINGS, a name given to Canary birds brought up by hand. See CANARY-BIRD.

NESTON, Great, in Geography, a small market-town in the hundred of Wirral and county palatine of Chester, England, is situated close upon the shore, on the south-western side of a peninsula formed by the curvatures of the Dee and Mersey. It is a place of very little importance, and chiefly supported by the number of perfumes who resort to it as a summer residence. The market day is Friday. The manor here was at an early period in the possession of the family of Montalt, and was bequeathed by Robert de Montalt to queen Isabel in the reign of Edward III. This piece afterwards granted it to William Montacute, earl of Salisbury, but reverting to the crown soon after, by attainer, it was given by Henry IV. to Sir John Stanley, ancestor to the earls of Derby, by one of whom it was sold to
to the Whitmores of Leighton, and from them passed, by
demine heirs, to the Savages and Moflins. The parish is
great extent, and contains the townships of Liddham,
Leyton, Litte Nefton, Nefs, Raby, Thornton, Mayow,
and Willnton, the whole comprising 625 houses, and 1090
inhabitants, as appears from the parliamentary returns of

NESTOR, in Biography, a distinguished Grecian chief
in the time of the Trojan war, was king of Pylos in the
Peloponnesus. He was one of the twelve sons of Neleus,
of whom all but himself were slain in the invasion of
the country by Hercules. Neftor was preferved from death
by his tender age, and by being educated among the
Grecians. He was very successful in battle, while young,
against the Eleans. He was placed by Hercules on the
throne of Pylos, and, as king of that country, and of Neftenia,
he led his subjects to the Trojan war, where he dis-
tinguished himself among the reft of the Grecian chiefs, by
elegance, address, wisdom, justice, and an uncommon pru-
dence in the administration of affairs. His character is re-
prefented by Homer as the most perfect of all his heroes,
and Agamemnon is made to exclaim, that if he had ten
fuch generals as Neftor he should foon fee the walls of Troy
reduced to utter ruin. He is repreffed, by the poets, as of
a great age at the fhe of Troy, and even as having lived three
ages, which has been thought to be about ninety
years. His wisdom, the reft of long expeience, is dis-
payed on several occasions in the councils of the Greeks,
and his honey-like eloquence is employed in conciliating the
diffentions between the leaders. The garrulity of old age,
joined to the qualities of a veteran ffaceman and warrior,
renders him a very natural and interesting perfonage in the
Iliad. After the Trojan war Neftor is supposed to have
returned to Greece, where he enjoyed in the bosom of his
family the peace and tranquillity which were due to his
wisdom and his old age. The manner and time of his
death are unknown: the ancients are all agreed that he
lived three generations of men, and from this circumftance
it was ufual among the Greeks and the Latins, when they
wished a long and happy life to their friends, to with that
they might fee the years of Neftor. He had two daughters
and seven fons, among the latter was Antilochus, a brave
warrior, who perifhed before the walls of Troy. Homer.

NESTOR, of LETOPIS NESTOROVA, a Latin historian,
born in the year 1056 at Bielezero, assumed the monаlithic
habit in the 19th year of his age, and took the name by
which he is known. When he entered the monaftery he
cultivated the Greek language with diligence, though he
is thought to have fladed it rather in the Byzantine his-
torians, than in the older claffes. He is fuppofed to have
died in 1113: the work by which he is chiefly known is a
"Chronicle," containing, after a few introductory account
of the early flate of the world, taken from the Byzantine
writers, a geograPhical defcription of Russia, and the ad-
joining countries; as account of the Scalian nations,
their emigrations, difpersion, and final settlement, and laftly,
a chronological feries of the Russian annals from 858 to
about 1113. This work lay in obscurity, till Peter the
Great ordered a transcript to be made of a copy of it,
found in the library of Konigberg. Professor Molker, in
1722, published a German translation of the first part,
which has been erroneously ascribed to one Theodosius. It
was published at Petersburg in the year 1767, and is va-
ned as the earliest monument of Russian history. The
style of this work is simple and unadorned, fuch as fuits a
mere recorder of facts, but his chronological exactitudes contributes to afferm the era and authenticity of the
events which he relates. We may add further, on the au-
thority of Mr. Coxe, that Neftor was followed firee-firely
by three annalists, the first was Sylvester, abbot of the con-
vent of St. Michael, at Kof, and bishop of Peridif, who
died in 1123; he commences his chronicle from 1115; two
years posterior to that of Neftor, and continues it to the
year 1123, from which period a monk, whose name has not
come down to us, carries the history to 1157, and another,
equally unknown, to 1204. With refpect to these perform-
ances, M. Muller informs us, that the labours of Neftor and
his three continuators have produced a connected feries of
the Russian history fo complete, that no nation can boast of
a fimilar treafure for fo long and unbroken a period. See
Coxe's Travels, vol. iii.

NESTOR, an excellent Roman musician, famous pantomimic,
and a great favourite of Caligula. When he was on the
flage, if any one interrupted him he was infantly scourged, even by the emperor himfelf.

NESTORIANS, in Ecclesiastical History, a feft of an-
cient Christians, flill faid to be fubilating in fome part of the
Levant; who diftinguifhing tenet is, that Mary is not the
mother of God. They take their name from Neftorius, a
Syrian, who, of a monk, became a prieft, and a celebrated
preacher; and was at length, after the death of Sifinnus in
428, raifed by Theodosius to the fee of Conflantinepo.

At firft he fweed a great deal of zeal againft hereby, in
his fennons before the emperor; but at length, taking the
liberty to fay, that he found in Scripture that Mary was the
mother of Jefus, but that he no where found that Mary was
the mother of God; his auditory was fchocked, and a great
part of them retired from his communion.

His writings were foon fpread through Syria, Egypt, and
Perfia, where he made many converts, notwithstanding the
vigorous opposition of St. Cyril.

But nothing tended fo much to propagate with rapidity
the doctrine of Neftorius, as its being received in the famous
school which had for a long time flourifhed at Edesia. For
the doctors of this celebrated academy not only inftructed
the youth in the Neftorian tenets, but translated from the
Greek into the Syriac language the books of Neftorus, of
his fetter Theodorus of Mopfueiis, and the writings also
of Diadorus of Tarfus, and fpread them abroad throughout
Asia and Persia.

One of the chief promoters of the Neftorian caufe was
Barfumas, created bishop of Nifbis A.D. 435: Such were
his zeal and fucces, that the Neftorians, who fll remain in
Chaldrea, Persia, Affyria, and the adjacent countries, confider
him alone as their parent and founder. By him, Pherozes,
the Persian monarch, was perfuaded to expel thofe Chrifti-
ans who adopted the opinions of the Greeks, and to ad-
mift the Neftorians in their place, putting them in position
of the principal feat of ecclefiaftical authority in Perfia,
the fee of Sceleucia, which the patriarch of the Neft-
orians has always filled even down to our time. Barfumas
also erected a school at Nifbis, from which proceeded thofe
Neftorian doctors, who, in the fifth and fourth centuries,
spread abroad their tenets through Egypt, Syria, Arabia,
India, Tartary, and China.

His capital tenet was, that there are two perfons in Jefus
Christ; and that the Virgin was not his mother, as God,
but only as man.

This doctrine was condemned in the council of Ephesus
fummoned by Theodosius the Younger, A.D. 431, at which
above two hundred bishops affifted, and Cyril prelided; and
Neftorius was anathematized, without being heard, and de-
posed from his fee.

Neftorius
Nestorius was not the author of this opinion, but borrowed it at Antioch, where he had studied; and though he was the sufferer and persecuted party from the beginning of the controversy to his death, the flame was first kindled by the presbyter Anastasius. Theodorus Moppeianus, whole discipline he was, had taught the same before him.

The abettors of this doctrine refute the title Nestorians; alleging, that it had been handed down from the earliest times of the Christian church.

In the tenth century the Nestorians in Chaldea, whence they are sometimes called Chaldæans, extended their spiritual conquest beyond Mount Imaus, and introduced the Christian religion into Tartary, properly so called, and especially into that country called Karit, and bordering on the northern part of China. The prince of that country, whom the Nestorians converted to the Christian faith, assumed, according to the vulgar tradition, the name of John, after his baptism, to which he added the surname of Prebyster, from a principle of modesty; whence it is said, his successors were each of them called Prebester John, until the time of Jenghis Khan. But Mosheim observes, that the famous Prebester John did not begin to reign in that part of Asia before the conclusion of the eleventh century. The Nestorians formed so considerable a body of Christians, that the millionaires of Rome were industrious in their endeavours to remove them under the papal yoke. Innocent IV. in 1246, and Nicholas IV. in 1278, used their utmost efforts for this purpose, but without success. Till the time of Pope Julius III., the Nestorians acknowledged but one patriarch who reigned first at Bagdat, and afterwards at Mosul; but a division arising among them, in 1551, the patriarchate became divided, at least for a time, and a new patriarchate was consecrated by that pope, whose successors fixed their residence in the city of Ormus, in the mountainous part of Persia, where they still continue distinguished by the name of Simeon; and so far down as the 17th century, these patriarchs perverted in their communion with the church of Rome, but seem at present to have withdrawn themselves from it. The great Nestorian pontiffs, who form the opposite party, and look with a hostile eye on this little patriarchate, have, since the year 1550, been distinguished by the general denomination of Elas, and reside constantly in the city of Mosul. Their spiritual dominion is very extensive, takes in a great part of Asia, and comprehends also within its circuit the Arabian Néstorians, and also the Christians of St. Thomas, who dwell along the coast of Malabar. It is observed, to the lasting honour of the Nestorians, that of all the Christian societies established in the East, they have been the most careful and successful in avoiding a multitude of superfluous opinions and practices that have infected the Greek and Latin churches.

About the middle of the 17th century the Romish missions gained over to their communion a small number of Néstorians, whom they formed into a congregation or church, the patriarchs or bishops of which reside in the city of Amida, or Diarbekir, and all assume the denomination of Joseph. Nevertheless, the Nestorians in general persevere, to our own times, in their refusal to enter into the communion of the Romish church, notwithstanding the earnest entreaties and alluring offers that have been made by the pope's legate to conquer their inflexible constancy. Mosheim.

Nestosia. L. in Geography, a town of Spain, in the province of Béf cet; 21 miles W.S.W. of Bilboa.

Nestved, a town of Denmark, in the island of Zealand, on the river Nes, near the coast. The river divides the town into two parts, called Great and Little Nestved, and by means of its discharge into the Baltic, furnishes the trade of the town. It has two parish churches; 22 miles E.S.E. of Copenhagen. N. lat. 55° 15'. E. long. 11° 51'.

Nesty, a town of Nepal; 18 miles N.N.E. of Nagcort.

Nesvar, a town of Hindostan, in Allahabad; nine miles W. of Gliazpour.

NET, in Fishng and Fowling, a contrivance by which to catch fish or fowl. See Fishing.

The taking of fowls by nets is the readiest and most advantageous of all others, where numbers are to be taken.

The making of the nets is very easy, and what every true sportsman ought to be able to do for himself. All the tools necessary to it are wooden needles, of which there should be several of different sizes, some round, and others flat; a pair of round-pointed flat scissors, and a wheel to wind off the thread. The packthread is to be of different strength and thickness, according to the sort of birds that are to be taken; and the general size of the meshes, if not for very small birds, is two inches from point to point.

The nets should be made neither too deep nor too long, for they are then difficult to manage; and they must be mended on each side with twilled thread. The natural colour of the thread is too bright and pale, and it therefore to be altered in many cafes, according to the occasion.

The most useful colour is the fafet; this is to be obtained by plunging the net, after it is made, into a tanner's pit, and letting it lie there till it be sufficiently tinged; this is of a double service to the net, preferring the thread very greatly, as well as altering the colour. The green colour is given by chopping some green wheat, and boiling it in water, then soaking the net in this green tincture till it have sufficient colour. The yellow colour is given in the same manner, with the decoction of celandine; this gives a pale and faint yellow colour, which is the colour of fustible in harvest time, and is just what is wanted. The brown nets are intended to be used on ploughed fields; the green on grass grounds, and the yellow on fustible lands.

Great care is necessary in the preferring of nets; and the principal thing to be considered in regard to this is, that all wet rots the threads; whenever they have been used in dew or rain, they must be hung up to dry in the sun; and if there is any rent or breach made, it must be mended as soon as it is discovered. In the drying, they must be hung as far as may be from the walls, that they may be out of the way of mice and rats, which are very apt to destroy them. The utmost depth that should be allowed to a net for fowl, is two fathom, and the utmost length eight fathoms.

The places for using fowling nets to most advantage are the morning and evening haunts, where the birds go to feed. The sportsman is to be at the place at least two hours before the time of their coming, and the nets must immediately be spread flat and even upon the ground, and the two ends fastened down with flakes. At the lower part there is to be a long cord fixed to the upper edge of the net, by means of which it may be immediately raised, and pulled over. The sportsman is to hide himself behind some natural or artificial shelter, at the extremity of this line, and some cut grass must be flayed all over the net, as it lies on the ground, to hide it from the fowl; and some live bird, that has been taken before, should be flaked down before the net, by way of a signal, to draw in the others.

As soon as a sufficient number of birds are within the compass of the net, it is to be pulled swiftly over them, and the fowler having taken those that are under it, may flake.
flake down two or three more live ones, and spread the net, covering it with grass as before. This fort of sport may be continued from as soon as it is light in the morning till an hour after sun-rise; but after that time, the birds have done feeding ravenously, and the sport is over for that day.

Net, Cinque-port, in Fifbery, a name given to a fort of square net, resembling a cage, and having five entrances into it, from whence it has the name. It is a very serviceable net in any pond or river, and is equally good in swift or standing water. In order to make this net, there must be provided four large and straight poles, answerable in length to the depth of the water. The ends of these must be sharpened in the manner of flakes, and there must be notches within a foot of the sharp part to fasten the net to; and at a convenient distance, on the poles, there must be another set of notches, for the fastening the other ends of the net.

The bottom of this net is four-square, without any entrance. A boat must be taken out with this net, to place it properly. The four poles must be fixed in the bottom in such a manner, that each may answer to the other in a direct line; and they must stand at such distances, that the net may be drawn out as stiff as possible between them. If the net is to be fixed in standing water, this method alone will do very well; but if it be a smooth stream, something more is necessary, otherwise the motion of the water will keep the net playing about, and this will frighten away the fish. To prevent this, four strong stakes are in this case to be fastened along the tops of the others, so as to make a fort of frame, to straighten and strengthen the others, and keep all tight.

When the net is perfectly fixed, it represents a cage, and the sides, top, and bottom are kept to form, that the fish do not regard them, but seem to take them for weeds; but going in at the entrances, there is no returning, and in rich places great numbers are taken.

Net, Clap. See Clap-Net, and Dobino. Net, Crow, in Birding, a name given to a fort of net contrived for the catching of wild fowl in the winter season. This net may be used in the day-time, and is to be made of double thread, or of fine packthread, and the meshes are to be two inches wide. The length of the whole should be about ten yards, and the depth about three; it should be, if possible, longer than the meshes. If the nets be very long, it must be opened, and spread at full length and breadth; then its lower end is to be fastened all along the whole length of the ground, so that it can only be moved up and down. The upper end of the net must stand extended on the long cord, the farther end of it being first flaked to the earth by a strong cord, above five yards distant from the net, and standing in an even line with the bottom of the net; the other end of the cord must reach at least five and twenty yards, to some natural or artificial shelter, by means of which the sportsman is to be concealed from his prey. The net must be placed in such exact order, that it will play upon the leaf jerk of the cord, and that must always be given sufficiently, lest the prey escape. This net is principally used for crows and pigeons, on new-fown corn-fields, and it may also be used in fluted-fields, where the flutes will hide the net from the fowl. If the meshes be made smaller, it may be used at barn-doors and the like for small birds, and a bait of chaff will bring them together inside. But the great use of the crow-net, is to spread it in mornings and evenings, where the haunts of wild fowl are, which in hard weather fly in great flocks to and from land, with and against the wind, and then fly close to the ground, in open country and low lands, where there are few hedges. When a whole covert of these are within the reach of the net, it is to be let go over them, and they will be taken in great numbers at one call.


Thus, wine is said to be neat, when not falsified or sophiticated; and coffee, rice, pepper, &c. are neat, when the fibre and impurities are separated from them.

A diamond is said to be neat, when it has no flaws or flaws; a crystal, when transparent throughout.

Net is also used for what remains after the tare has been taken out of the weight of any merchandise; i.e. when it is weighed clear of all package.

Thus we say, a hundred of cochineal weighs 450 pounds, the tare is 70 pounds, and there remains net 480 pounds.

Net-measure, in Buildings, is when no allowance is made for finishing; and in artificers' work, when no allowance is made for waste of materials.

Net-produce, a term used to express what any commodity has yielded, all tare and charges deducted.

The merchants sometimes use the Italian words netto procedure, for net produce.

Net---masonry. See Masonry.

NETE, in the Ancient Greek Music, the fourth string, or highest note of each tetrachord. When the third tetrachord was conjoined with the second, it was the symmenon, and its tene was called nete symmenon. The third tetrachord was called diezengemon, when it was suspended or separated from the second by the interval of a tone, and its tene was then called nete diezeugmenon. And lastly, the fourth tetrachord, called hyperbolen, its nete was always called nete hyperbolen. With respect to the two first tetrachords being both always conjunct, they had no name; the fourth string of the first being also the first of the second, it was called hypotome, and the fourth string of the second, constituting the middle of the fyllem, was called mofe.

NETHER, in Geography, a river of Scotland, which rises near Leithabow, in Lanarkshire, and runs into the Clyde, about 5 miles below Lanark.

NEITHER, river of France, which runs into the Dyke, 6 miles N.W. of Mahnes. A small river of the same name, with the epithet Leffer, unites with the other at Liere.

NEITHER STOWEE. See Stowey Neither.

NEITHER VERTE. See Vert.

NEITHERBY, in Geography, a village of Cumberland, in England, abounding in antiquities, and supposed to have been a Roman station; 12 miles N. of Carlisle.

NETHERLANDS, or SEVENTEEN PROVINCES, a country of Europe, bounded on the N. by the German sea, on the E. by East Friesland, the bishopric of Münster, county of Bentheim, duchy of Cleves, archbishopric of Cologne, and duchy of Juliers, on the S. by the bishopric of Liege and by France, and on the W. by the German sea and part of France. It extended from N. lat. 49° 25' to 53° 30', and from E. long. 2° 30' to 7° 20'. The Netherlands, in general, were anciently known by the name of Belgica Gallica, which fez; by the Spaniards they were called Pays-baxo, and by the French Pays-bas, by the Germans Niederlande, and by the English Netherlands, or Low Countries,
COUNTRIES, in reference to its situation with regard to High Germany. In the time of the Romans, who gained possession of this country with great difficulty, the inhabitants were Pagan, the original population consisting of Celts, who were supplants by the Belgæ; and it is not certain when Christianity was first introduced into this country; towards the end of the third century, the ecclesiastics sent hither by pope Marcellin made many converts, but during the latter end of the fifth century a bishopric was erected at Tournay, and as Christianity began to flourish, churches were built at Cambrai, Arras, Terouane, Meauxfricht, and other towns. In the year 638 St. Amand preached at Ghent, and in the latter end of the seventh century St. Wildebrod, with his companions, preached the gospel in Holland, Zealand, and Utrecht. In the beginning of this century the Vandals committed great enormities in the Netherlands; and in the year 451, Attila, king of the Huns, invaded the country with an army of 600,000 men, and burnt most of its towns. In 443, God AUDRAIN, Pope Gregory the Great, confirmed Tournay, and subdued the country as far as the Meuse. After the irruption of the Franks, this country formed Neustria, or the new kingdom. (The ancient kingdom of the Franks being on the E. of the Rhine,) partly belonging to the province of Flandria, and partly to that of Lotharingia, or Lower Lorraine. Soon after this period it was divided into provinces, forming as many different states, and the number of provinces has been generally reckoned seventeen, viz. the duchies of Brabant, Limburg, Luxemburg, and Gueldres; the marquisate of the empire of Antwerp; the comtés of Flanders, Artois, Hainault, Namur, Zutphen, Holland, and Zealand; and lordships of Malines, Utrecht, Overfkel, Friesland, and Groningen; to which is added Cambra; ho that, in fact, there would be eighteen; but Gueldersland and Zutphen being politically united to the Dutch states, they were called seventeen; and the United States were always called the Seven, although, according to the above statement, they are, in reality, eight. In the middle of the nineteenth century arose the powerful house of the house of Austria; and to the most of the territories, made mention about the same epoch. The dukes of Lower Lorraine and Brabant are little known till the end of the 10th century. These, together with other large inheritances, gradually fell under the power of the dukes of Burgundy, who, in the 15th century, enjoyed dominions worthy of the regal title. During these two last epochs, the Netherlands became the great mart of commerce in the west of Europe, and were distinguished by opulence and the arts. With the heires of Burgundy, the Netherlands passed by marriage to the house of Austria. When the seventeenth provinces were united into one body under Charles V., he ordered their union to be perpetual; and for this purpose he published, in November 1549, with the consent, and at the request of all the states of the provinces, an irrevocable edict or law, providing for the regular succession of the reigning prince. Philip of Austria and his son Charles, being natives of the Netherlands, treated the people with affection, and allowed to the states a kind of share in the supreme authority with themselves. But Philip II., son of Charles V., was born in Spain, and had neither the affection for the Netherlands, nor the generous sentiments which actuated his father's conduct; and therefore, instead of purifying the same mild and moderate measures, he had recourse to violent and cruel proceedings, of which the result was a general intestine. In order to restrain its progress, and the spreading of the reformation, Philip introduced into the country a kind of inquisition, which aggravated the evil, and terminated in a civil war. On this occasion the prince of Orange, retiring into Holland, was enabled, by the assistance of England and France, to preserve Holland and some of the adjacent provinces, which entered into a treaty for their mutual defence at Utrecht, in 1579; and these were afterwards styled the United Provinces; they were seven in number, viz, Holland, Zeeland, Friesland, Groningen, Overfkel, Gueldersland, united with Zutphen and Utrecht. The ten Catholic provinces were Flanders, Brabant, Artois, Hainault, Namur, Luxemburg, Limburg, Upper Gueldersland, the marquisate of Antwerp, and the county of Malines or Mechlin. Several of these were retained by the Spaniards, until the duke of Marlborough gained the victory of Ramillies; after which Bruxelles the capital, and the greater part of these provinces, acknowledged Charles VI., afterwards emperor, as their sovereign; but after his death they were wholly conquered by the French, except part of the province of Luxemburg, and afterwards restored by the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748; except a few that were retained by the French. Before the revolution in France, the greater part of the fore-mentioned Catholic provinces belonged to the house of Austria; the Dutch, however, occupied some districts of Flanders, Brabant, Upper Gueldersland, and Limburg; the French possessed Artois, with certain portions of Hainault, Namur, Luxemburg, and Flanders; and Upper Gueldersland belonged to the king of Prussia, the emperor, and the Dutch. In consequence of the revolution, Flanders, Austrian Brabant, Hainault, Upper Gueldersland, Limburg, Luxemburg, the bishopric of Liege Antwerp, the circle of the Lower Rhine, the duchy of Julliers, and the territory extending along the left bank of the Rhine, to the influx of the Meuse, were annexed to the French dominions by the treaty of Formio, A.D. 1797. The length of the Austrian Netherlands, computed from the eastern limit of Luxemburg to Olland on the ocean, is about 180 British miles; and about 120 in breadth, from the northern boundary of Austrian Brabant to the most southern limit of Hainault. The extent is computed at 7,520 square miles, with a population of 1,900,000. But if the French territory be extended to the Rhine, and thus to include large portions of the German circles of the Lower Rhine and Westphalia, the territory and population may be increased by at least one-third. The established religion in the Netherlands is the Roman Catholic; but Protestants and other sects are tolerated. According to the new ecclesiastical division of the conquered provinces, the metropolitan see is the archbishops of Mechlin; and the bishoprics aré those of Namur, Tournay, Aix-la-Chapelle, Treves, Gand or Ghent, Liege, and Mentz, all the bishops being appointed by the French emperor. Before the late revolution, the inhabitants were notorious for their bigotry. These provinces boast of early literature from after their conversion to Christianity in the seventh century; but in modern times they have rarely produced any writers of distinguished talents. The Flemish language, which partakes of the German and of the Dutch, remains uncultivated; and the chief authors have used the Latin or the French. Among their writers of any celebrity we may mention Procullar, Philip de Comines, and Lippins. In general the Southern Netherlands are more eminent for artists, and the United Provinces for literary characters. For an account of the engravers of the Flemish school, see Low Country. The most celebrated universities were those of Tournay or Dormack, which have been long subject to the French, those of Douay and St. Omer, much frequented by English Catholics, and that of Louvain, of still greater celebrity, founded
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founded in 1425. The manners and customs of the Netherlands partake of those of their neighbours, the Dutch and French, the phlegm of one being tempered by the vivacity of the other. The lower classes have been fond of religious pageantry, and much addicted to the superstitious observances of the Catholic system. The three chief cities of what were called the Austrian Netherlands are, Brussells, Ghent, and Antwerp. The other principal towns are, Mans, Bruges, Namur, Luxemburg, Roermond, and Liiburg. The sea-coast of Flanders (which fee), the maritime province, consists chiefly of sandy hills and downs, and has few inlets, most of the rivers flowing into the Scheldt. The two ports that deserve particular notice are, the Sluys and Oflend; which fee. The Netherlands exceed every country in Europe, if we except the United Provinces, not only in the number, but in the great extent of its cities, towns, and villages. The chief edifices are cathedrals, churches, and monasteries. The canals of this country are very numerous, and some of them ancient. They intersect the provinces in all directions, such are those of Brusse1s, Ghent, Antwerp, Ofland, &c.; but of late years they have been much neglected. The manufactures and commerce of the Netherlands, which were formerly superior to any in the west of Europe, have much declined, partly because other powers entered into competition, and partly because freedom was established in the United Provinces, so that Amsterdam arose upon the ruins of Antwerp. The little commerce that is left is chiefly inland to Germany. The East India company of Ofland was suppressed by the jealousy of England and other powers; and the chief commerce was afterwards carried on by the English established in that city. Some few fragments of the manufactures still remain. Cambrai is renowned for its cambries, and Tournay or Dornick was anciently famous for the finest linens. At Bruges there are still some manufactures of broad fays, baize, and other woollens; considerable fabrics of broad cloth, druggets, halloons, and flockings, were conducted at St. Omers, chiefly with wool smuggled from England. The principal manufactures of tapestry, fine linens, and laces, are at Mechlin, Brusse1s, Ghent, Antwerp, and Louvain; and these still enrich the country, and induce the farmers to cultivate flax, even on the poorest soils. For home consumption, the Netherlands produce abundance of corn and vegetables, and the coal mines, if they were properly conducted, would be important. Tarf for fuel is plentiful, as are also iron, porcelain, clay, and various other commodities.

The climate resembles that of the south of England, and is more moist than warm; nevertheless Luxemburg produces some wine, resembling Rhenish in quality, but destitute of its spirit. The face of the country is generally level; the soil is a rich sandy loam, interspersed occasionally with fields of clay, but more frequently with large intervals of sand. The Netherlands, by the prevalence and boasted excellence of its agriculture, have been long deemed the garden of Europe. The repeated crops of excellent clover, cole, turnips, and clean crops of flax, barley, and oats have attracted the attention of accurate observers; and, indeed, the agriculture of this country has been celebrated for 600 years, ever since their commerce and manufactures became eminent; and it is remarked, that they still possess the essentials of good husbandry in the destruction of weeds, and perpetual crops. Hay, a native and peculiar product, adopted in England in the reign of Henry VIII., is abundant. The Netherlanders never allow an opportunity to be lost of their being poured into the ear as a remedy for deafness; these compositions, by their attenuating qualities, dividing the viscous and thick humours.

The word netopion is also sometimes used to express the

unguentum

E. the Dermer, the Nette, or Nethe, from the N., and the Senne from the S. The Netherlands, although they have no elevations that deserve the name of mountains, have several woods and forests of considerable extent. The plants that are natives of this country may be found in the sandy and marshy districts of the S.E. coast of England, except the Genoviana cruciata. The breed of horses and cattle in this country is esteemed for its size. In various provinces are minerals of different kinds, flate, marble, and alabaster.

Since the union of the Anfirian Netherlands with France, which has extinguished this appellation, or exchanged it for that of the Re-united Country, they have been divided into departments, subjected to the government established in that kingdom. Its condition seems to have been little, if at all, amended by exchanging the opprobrium of the nobles and clergy under its ancient regime for that of French despotism.

NETHE, Two, deriving its appellation from the rivers above-mentioned, one of the thirteen departments of the region of France, called the Re-united Country, formed of the north part of Brabant, 19 French leagues in length, and 13 in breadth, containing 2645 kilometres, or 143 square leagues, 249,376 inhabitants, on the right hand of the Scheldt, in N. lat. 51° 15'. It is divided into 3 districts or circuits, 21 cantons, and 144 communes. According to Haffenrath, it comprehends 1 circuit, 23 cantons, and 153,981 inhabitants. The three circles are Anvers or Antwerp, including 114,507, Turnhout 62,172, and Malines 72,697 inhabitants. Its contributions in the 11th year of the new French era, were 2,667,815 fr., and its annual income 268,236 fr. 53 cents. Its capital is Antwerp. The soil is sandy, and indifferently fertile.

NETHINMS, among the Jews, the politerity of the Gibeonites, who were condemned by Joshua to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for the house of God.

The Nethinims are mentioned 1 Ch. ix. 2. Ezr. ii. 58. Neh. vii. 60. and Ezr. vii. 20. Ezra, in this latter passage, informs us, that they were given by David to the Levites, which is the original of their name; as the Levites were given by God to help the priests; and, therefore, in all places they are mentioned with holy persons. Some have called these persons inferior clergy; but they seem rather to have been servants to them. However mean their original, or low and laborious their employment may have been, the people of Israel were indebted to them for their zeal for the house of God. Many of them readily returned from Babylon to Judea, and performed their part for upholding the worship of God at his temple.

NETHY, in Geography, a river of Scotland, which rises in Inverness-shire, and runs into the Spey, 3 miles S.E. of Grantown.

NETIERS, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Schlan; 11 miles N.E. of Schlan.

NETO, a river of Naples, which runs into the sea, 7 miles N.N.W. of Cortona.

NETOIDES, acute sounds in the Greek music. See LEPIS.

NETOPTON. NETTOR, a name given by the ancients to a very fragrant and costly ointment, consisting of a great number of the finest spagyric ingredients. Hippocrates, in his Treatise of the Difficulties of Women, frequently prescribes the net pion in discharges of the uterus; and in other places he gives directions to be followed in the case of discharges; these compositions, by their attenuating qualities, dividing the viscous and thick humours.
NETSBUCKTOKE, or Sandwich Bay, in Geography, a bay on the east coast of Labrador. N. lat. 53° 45'. W. long. 57° 30'.

NETSCHIN. a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pillen; 9 miles S. E. of Teufing.

NETSCHIN, GASPARD, in Biography, one of the most able artists of the Flemish school, was born at Heidelberg. His family afterwards migrating to Ansbach, he was there adopted by a physician, named Pulleken, who placed him first with one Koffee, a painter of dead game; and then with a better master, Gueric Terburgh, who was well qualified to lead the promising talents of Netcher into action.

The subjects he chose, when those talents were matured, were generally of that class called conversation pieces, with figures selected from among the best ranks of his countrymen. Thence, while he touched and finished them with great neatness, he treated with a breadth unknown till then among the Flemish painters. He finished all the parts of his pictures with great perfection, and the most characteristic imitation of nature. The rich silk and satin dresses of his figures, the gold and silver utensils, carpets, &c. &c. with which he introduced in his compositions, are exquisitely wrought, and with uncommon brilliancy and luster. He painted many portraits of a small size, but they exhibit much of the restraint which belongs to portrait painting, and which always prevents the most powerful exertion of an artist's talents; at least, the best effect which those talents are capable of producing.

King Charles II. invited him to London, but was not able to prevail upon him to quit his native country, and the satisfactory enjoyment of labouring in it both honourably and profitably. Although he died at the early age of 45, yet his pictures are not very scarce, but are to be found in most collections of consequence in this country, and throughout Europe.

His principal residence was at the Hague.

NETSCHER, THOMAS, was the son of Gaspard, who taught him the art of painting from his earliest years; so that at the age of nine he was accounted a very extraordinary performer; and when he had attained his eighteenth year, he was solicited by count D'Arvauz to go to Paris, where he was greatly admired and encouraged.

His principal occupation there, where he continued for twenty years, was painting the portraits of the principal personages about the court, which he did with great success, and for which he was highly applauded and handsomely rewarded; but the taille they were executed with is by no means of the highest class. He made the most of the lace cravats and ruffles, the rich velvet robes embroidered with devices, &c., then in use, and relieved them from backgrounds full of bubble. But the principal office of portraiture was lost in this mass of tinsel and flutter; the minds of his subjects seem never to have engaged his thoughts, or are, by accident rather than design, brought forth in a few instances; whilst the idle affectation of flage self-importance reigns predominant in them: as if a nobleman could not have the air of a great man, without (to use a common expression) at the same time "looking big."

He died in 1732, at the age of 71.

NETSCHEP, CONSTANTINE, another son of Gaspard, who was born at the Hague in 1670. He also practised the art of painting under the tuition of his father, but was so unfortunate as to lose that advantage at the early age of fourteen. He nevertheless endeavoured to compensate himself for that loss, by the careful study of his father's works; and though he never was able to equal them, yet he arrived at no mean degree of skill in his profession.

His principal practice was in portraiture, in which he was much encouraged; but being of an infirm habit of constitution, he was much interrupted in his labours, and died at the age of 52.

NETSCHKAU, in Geography, a town of Saxony, in the Vogtland, situated on the Golitz; 12 miles S.W. of Zwickau.

NETTANGER, a town of Sweden, in Helingsland; 6 miles S. of Hudwikfaw.

NETTE, a town of Westphalia, in the bishopric of Osnabruck; 4 miles N.E. of Osnabruck.

NETTER, THOMAS, in Biography, a learned English Carmelite monk, who flourished in the 14th and 15th centuries, was named Walden, probably from the place of his birth, which is supposed to have been Saffron-Walden. He embraced the religious life in a monastery at London, and was afterwards sent to the university of Oxford. Here he pursued his studies with great success, and became public professed, at first of philosophy, and then of divinity. In the last named faculty he obtained the degree of doctor. He zealously contended the opinions of Wickhifl, both in the schools and the pulpit, and was chosen provincial of his order; and by the command of Henry IV. attended, in 1499, the council of Pavia. By Henry V. he was appointed privy councilor, and confessor, and sent to the council of Constance, where he distinguished himself by his speeches against the reformers of that period, the followers of Wickhif and John Hus. He likewise enjoyed the favour of Henry VI., and went to France with the intention of being present at the coronation at Paris; but he died, as he was on his journey, at Rouen, in the year 1450. He was author of Commentaries on many parts of the Scriptures; also of a work, entitled "Discinale Antiquitatum Fidei Ecclefsiae Catholicae," which was published after his death, in 1571, in three volumes folio, and many other works. Morei.

NETTLES, in a Ship, are a fort of grates made with small raper, and feized together with rope-yarn, and are laid in the walle of a ship, sometimes, to serve instead of gratings.

Netting-Sail, in a Ship. See Sail.

NETTLE, the common name of a well-known perennial weed, which may be easily destroyed by cutting the roots, before the plant has perfect its feed.

Nettle, in Botany, &c. See Urtica.

The roots of the common nettle, or urtica dioica, have been much recommended in medicine as powerful diuretics; and great virtues have been ascribed to them in calculous complaints, fevery, gout, jaundice, &c.; and also as hyperuric acid in hemorrhages of all kinds, particularly in spittings of blood, and overflows of the meninges. Authors add to this, that they are specified, by way of antidote, against the poison of henbane and hemlock; but this we are not so well assured of. The account that has been given of its medicinal virtues have now little credit; and the nettle is considered merely as a simple oleaceous plant, and, when young, it is found to be a good substitute for greens, or other pot-herbs. The young shoots of the plant are eaten in the spring, as good against seborrheic complaints.

The sharp hairs upon the fresh leaves of nettles readily enter the skin, and thus produce considerable irritation and inflammation, and therefore have been employed as a rubefacient,
Nettle. See Galeopsis.

Nettle, Sea, in Zoology. See Medusa, Azonia, Animal Flower, and Urtica Marina.

Nettle-Raft, in Medicine, an eruptive disorder, which has been so named, in consequence of the resemblance of the rath to the appearance produced by the flinging of nettles on the skin.

Although this eruption appears to have been well known to medical practitioners from the time of the Arabsians, by whom it was described under the appellation of fara, or offera; yet it is commonly supposed to have been unknown to the Greek and Roman physicians, as well as the contagious eruptive fevers. We have stated, when treating of the history of Measles, that this supposition is probably erroneous; and a perusal of the chapter of Aztins, borrowed from the physician Herodotus, which treats of the eruptions that occur in fevers, leaves no doubt that the nettle-raft, among others, was familiar to the writer. (See Aét. Tetrabb. i. ferm. i. cap. 129.) Subsequent authors, in describing this eruption, have borrowed the Arabian appellation of offera, (see Sennert. Practica, lib. v. i. cap. 27. Heberden Comment. de Morb., and Medical Tran. vol. ii. art. xii.), or have confounded it with erysipelas, (Sydenham, sect. v. cap. 6. De Febri Erysipelo-todia,) with purpura, (Juncker Consect. Med.), or scarlatina. The nofologifits (Vogel and Cullen) have adopted the appellation of urtica, from urtica, a nettle, by which the disorder is now commonly designated. See Frank, de Cerrand. Homin. Morbis, tom. ii. Willan on Cutaneous Difeaes, ord. iii.

The urtica, or nettle-raft, is characterized by the appearance of round, oval, or longitudinal elevations of the cuticle, which are commonly called wheals. These are not very hard, nor permanent, and have no tendency to suppuration; they are usually white at the top, and are often surrounded by a diffuse redness. Although it is in many cases accompanied by fever, the nettle-raft is never contagious. It occurs under several varieties of form, to which Dr. Willan has given distinct specific appellations.

1. The febrile nettle-raft is always attended with considerate disorder of the conftitution. The eruption is preceded for a couple of days by pain and sickfness at the stom-ach, headache, languor, and drowsines, with a quick pulse and white furfed tongue, and by fits of shivering; and when it appears, it is accompanied by a moft troubleome itching or tingling, which is greatly aggravated during the night, so as to prevent sleep for many hours. The eruption occurs on molt parts of the body, but molt copiously on the shoulders, loins, nares, thighs, and about the knees; sometimes, however, extending to the face. The wheals arife irregularly, first on one part and then on another; and they may be excited on any part of the skin, by ftrong frriction or scratching. During the day, the effrowence fades, and the wheals in general subside, but both of them return with a febrile paroxism in the evening. The patches of effrowence often coalesce, so as to produce a confluent rednes; and they are often elevated above the level of the adjoining cuticle, and form dent tumours, with a hard diftinét border. When they are numerous, the face; or the limb chiefly affected, appears tenfe and considerably enlarged. At the latter end of the disorder, the eye-lids are red and tumefied, and there is often a swelling and inflammation on the fides of the feet. On the appearance of the eruption, the pain and sickfness at the stom-ach are generally relieved; but when it disappears, those symptoms return. The whole duration of the febrile nettle-raft is seven or eight days. As the
NETTLE-RASH.

The eruption declines, the tongue becomes clean, the pulse returns to its usual state, and all internal disorders cease: the efflorescence exhibits a light purple or pink colour, and then gradually disappears, being succeeded by slight exfoliations of the cuticle.

This species of nettle-rash, though not in general dangerous, is extremely troublesome from the violent heat of the skin, and the itching and restless fomes with which it is usually attended. It is on some occasions very alarming, especially when the ficksnes and languor, at the beginning of the eruption, bring on repeated fits of fainting. It occurs chiefly in summer, and affects persons of a weak or fanguine habit, especially those who indulge themselves in eating and drinking too freely. It affects even infants, however, under a year old, in confinement of the irritation of teething and of bowel complaints, and renders them hot, fretful, and restless. It is not uncommon, indeed, during the whole period of childhood; and among adults, appears to affect men more frequently than women.

The principal treatment required in the febile nettle-rash is the administration of a laxative, as of rhubarb and magnesia, in the beginning, which may be repeated according to circumstances; and the restriction of the patient to a light and cooling diet, during the continuance of the fever. He should abstain especially from vinous and fermented liquors: he should avoid hot rooms, and all the expedients, both external and internal, which tend to augment the cutaneous circulation, and produce sweating. Sudoeric medicines should be particularly avoided. In the decline of the disease, Peruvian bark, with sulphuric acid, may be taken with great advantage.

2. The urticaia evanida, or tranitory nettle-rash, of Dr. Willan’s classification, is without fever, and without any extensive efflorescence on the skin. The eruption consists sometimes of round wheals, at other times of longitudinal elevations of the skin, resembling those which are produced by the stroke of a whip. They are all white at the top, but in some there is a slight redness at the base. Though often hard and elevated, they do not contain a fluid, nor tend to suppuration. They are occasionally seen on every part of the body, but they are most numerous on parts which are closely covered. The eruption appears and disappears many times in the course of a day and night, according to the temperature of the air, or to the exercise used by the person affected. It may be excited on any part of the body, by strong friction or scratching; but the wheals presently subside again. A violent itching, mixed with a sensation of tingling or flinging, attends the eruption; and these sensations are most troublesome while the patients undress, and for some time after they have lain down in bed, when the eruption is usually most vivid.

This species of nettle-rash continues for various periods, with repeated eruptions, that are more or less extensive in different persons: in some, as Dr. Heberden observes, it lasts but a few days; while in others it goes on for many months, or even for years. It occurs most frequently in persons of the fanguine temperament, especially in those who have a delicate stomach and irritable bowels, and in females more frequently than males. The occasional causes are heat, fatigue, watching, anxiety of mind, and a too stimulant diet. It is remarked by Dr. Willan, that although persons affected with the urticaia evanida may be capable of business and occasional exertion; yet they are often low-spirited, and they seldom remain for twenty-four hours without some bodily uneasiness, as head-ache, languor, pain and ficksnes at the stomach, aching in the limbs, or an oppressive languor.

This form of urticaia is thought to consist in a morbid irritability of the skin, connected with a similar state of the stomach and intestines. It seems attached to particular constitutions, being produced in some individuals by fubstances which make no impression on others. Thus rubbing oatmeal on the hands and wrists has excited the nettle-rash in persons otherwise healthy, which became diffused over the whole body, and proved troublesome for a length of time. The same effect has been produced by a flight application of mercurial ointment. Dr. Winterbottom informed Dr. Willan, that a lady of his acquaintance was affected with an eruption of this kind, whenever her skin is touched with the common wall-flower. And Dr. Heberden has mentioned several fubstances, which produce this disorder through the medium of the stomach; as the wild valerian root, shrumps, honey, and the kernels of fruits. He thinks that it may often be owing to external or mechanical causes, such as the hair of flinging nettles, the down surrounding the pods of cowage, and the epiderm of cantharides. The following observations of Dr. Willan are of great practical importance.

“When the disease continues long,” he says, “without the application of external stimuli, we shall in many cases find it owing to some article in diet, which disturbs digestion. I have deservd several persons affected with chronic urticaia to omit first one and then another accustomed article of food or drink, and have thus frequently been able to trace the cause of the symptoms. This appeared to be very different in different persons. In some it was milt liquor, in others spirit, or spirit and water; in some white wine, in others vinegar; in some fruit, in others fugar; in some fih, in others unprepared vegetables. I must however confess,” he adds, “that several cases have occurred to me, where a total alteration of the diet did not produce the least alleviation of the complaint. In such cases I have employed a variety of medicines, but have found the vortisic and marine acids, with magnesia, rhubarb, or other laxatives, given occasionally, the most successful remedies. Lotions made with brandy, vinegar, saline compounds, &c. cannot be applied extensively enough to produce any considerable effect. Baths, especially warm baths, are necessary for the alleviation of a disease which affects nearly the whole skin. Sea-bathing will be generally found advantageous by those who persevere in the use of it for three or four succesfive months. A bath prepared by dissolving marine salt in water, is not equally efficacious; in some persons it manifestly aggravates the disorder.”

3. In the third species of Dr. Willan, urticaia perfura, the wheals are stationery, and the redness, which at first surrounds them, gradually disappears: but the eruption is still attended with itching, especially when the patient becomes warm in bed or is heated by exercise. It does not, however, extend over the body, but appears chiefly on the arms, breast, and thighs. Pain and ficksnes at the stomach sometimes precede the eruption. Its duration is two or three weeks, and when it is about to terminate the wheals become flat at the top, and then gradually subside, leaving a reddish spot, which is sometimes purdy, and which continues for several days.

This complaint is relieved by the method of treatment recommended in the foregoing species. Moderate doses of the caustic potash, or liquor potash, seems, in some cases, to shorten the period of the eruption.

4. In the fourth species, urticaia conferta, the eruption is full and extensively diffused; and, as the wheals in many places coalesce, or are indented by close contact, they have very irregular forms: when they are singly considered, however,
ever, the size and elevation of them is perhaps less than in any other species of nettle-raft. They are sometimes considerably inflamed at the base, and produce an almost incessant itching and pricking sensation. The eruption often continues many weeks; it appears chiefly in persons who have a dry and fleshy skin, and who are above forty years of age; and is sometimes connected with pain and sickness at the stomach, and sometimes with giddiness and headache. The occasional causes seem to be, too much exercise, exposure to heat, rich or high-feated food, and the inconsiderate use of spirituous liquors; and the cure of the complaint is not easily accomplished, without relinquishing these articles of diet, and abating other causes that are light and cooling. Together with this plan of diet, the use of medicines or tonics is often useful.

5. The subcutaneous nettle-raft occurs at distant intervals, and continues only a few days at each return; but the patient is continually harassed, whether the eruption be present or not, with a violent and almost constant tingling in the skin, with other distressing symptoms. The complaint is at first confined to one spot on the leg or arm, and commences there with a sensation of flitting, which is afterwards felt more and more extensively, along the limb, or perhaps over nearly the whole surface of the body. Sudden changes in the temperature of the air, and agitation of mind, occasion increased uneasiness in the skin, so that pains are sometimes felt, as from a sharp instrument penetrating in different directions, at other times as from needles piercing or pricking the skin upwards. There is usually a stiffness and slight torpor in the muscles of the parts most affected. An appearance of wheels takes place on the arms, chest, or lower extremities, from time to time, especially during the summer, and continues two or three days, but without affecting any change in the sensations above mentioned. Persons affected with these symptoms are liable to frequent pains in the stomach, and to cramps in the muscles of the legs; and usually have a dry and unperifring skin. The complaint is most commonly partial; but is usually tedious and obstinate. It may be relieved, however, by gentle friction and by the repeated use of warm sea-water baths.

6. The only remaining variety is the tuberous nettle-raft, so called by Dr. Frank of Vienna, in which many of the wheels increase to a large size, forming hard tuberous lumps, which seem to extend deeply into the muscular flesh, and occasion a contraction in the fingers, with total inability of motion, and a sensation of pain in the bones. These tumours are usually whitish at their tops; they rise on the arms, thighs, loins, and calf of the leg, and are very hot and painful for several hours. The eruption commonly takes place at night and disappears by the morning, leaving the patient weak, languid, and, as if he had been bruised, or had undergone much fatigue.

This form of nettle-raft is often, like the preceding, tedious and obdurate, and seems to originate from similar causes, and to require similar treatment.

Some persons suffer from a peculiar idiosyncrasy in respect to particular articles of food, inasmuch that a sudden and universal affection of the skin, very nearly allied to the nettle-raft, is produced immediately or within a short time after these articles are swallowed. The most common sources of the affection are shell-fish, as crabs, lobsters, and especially mussels; but in some confections almonds, whether bitter or sweet, the kernels of prune-fruit, rafberries, strawberries, mushrooms, herings, oatmeal, and various other substances produce the same eruption. In these cases the loth of mucus is commonly first affected with pain, a scurf of irritability, and afterwards with sickness and vomiting; diarrhoea also often comes on. Great heat and swelling suddenly take place, commonly about the face and ears, with much itching, and afterwards extend rapidly to other parts of the body, the whole skin becoming tumid, hot, and itchy.

In the course of twenty-four hours or less, these symptoms gradually disappear, and the patient returns to his usual health. For more ample accounts of this singular symptomat cal rash, the reader may refer to Dr. Buchen's dissertation, De Affectione á Mytilorum Efo, annexed to Dr. Werhof's treatise, De Variois et Anthracibus, and to two papers in the Memoirs of the Academy of Brufells, tom. i. p. 243, and tom. ii.

It is affected, in both these dissertations, that vinegar or lemon juice, taken internally and applied externally, soon relieves the persons affected by eating mussels; and the author of the latter, M. du Rondeau, affirms, from experience, that, if the mussels be previously dressed with vinegar, they may be eaten with impunity.

NETTLED. in Geography, a village of England, in Oxfordshire, 18 miles E. of Oxfordshire, and 40 W. of London, remarkable for the elevation of the land on which it is situated.

NETTOLITZ, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Prachaltz; 6 miles E. of Prachaltz. N. lat. 49° 3'. E. long. 14° 4'.

NETTUNO, a town of Campagna di Roma, on a bay of the Mediterranean, near the ruins of the ancient Antium; 12 miles S.W. of Veletri. N. lat. 41° 31'. E. long. 12° 35'.

NETWORSITZ, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Beran; 18 miles S.E. of Beran.

NEVA, a river of Russia, which flows from the lake of Ladoga, where it takes its rise, across the government of St. Petersburg for 60 versts in length, and falls in several arms into the Gulf of Cronstadt. It reaches the city under the walls of the Newt mailbox, after having just above it admitted the waters of the rivulet Ohta. The several mouths of the Neva are all within the city, and are called the Neva, the Great Neva, and the Little Neva, which are, from 60 to 100 fathoms broad. The Little Neva goes off from the main river on the right side under the walls of the fortresses and flows W.N.W. to the gulf. It is broader than the Great Neva, but more shallow, and purposely rendered unnavigable by Peter the Great, on account of Sweden and the culls. The Great Neva, having distributed its waters, flows in a S.W. direction, from 150 to upwards of 200 fathoms in breadth, and in some places of great depth, into the Cronstadt gulf. This river and its banks have undergone very great improvements. In the quay, at certain distances, openings are made for defending upon the ice in winter, and slants with spacious landing places and benches, for taking up water, unloading the barks, and the repose and convenience of those who walk here for business or pleasure. Moreover, the face of the wall is furnished with many iron rings for the fastening of gallions, barks, barges, and other vessels. This truly imperial quay, says Mr. Tooke, is, for its length, which, deducting the space before the Admiralty, is 1650 fathoms or 3 versts, for strength, magnificence, and the cost of building it, unequalled in Europe, and the conflagrant subject of admiration to foreigners.

The water of the Neva, and of its several arms and running canals, which, besides the Ligova channel, supplies the whole city, is to be ranked with the lightest, clearest, and purest of river waters; and it thus amply compensates the want of wells and springs in the city. Occasionally, however, it overflows its banks. Some thousands of ships and barges annually pass and repass the Neva, coming from the inland
inland parts of the empire, or from foreign countries across the seas, and bringing commodities and provisions to the amount of several millions of roubles, to St. Petersburg. This river receives in its course the Ijora and the Tofa.

NEVALCOTTY, a town of Thibet; 18 miles W. of Sirinagur.

NEWBENDAM, a town of Persis, in Segeitan; 80 miles N. of Zarong.

NEWBENDAM, a town of Persis, in Chufitian; 60 miles N.W. of Schiras.

NEWBERG, a town of the duchy of Stiria; 20 miles N.E. of Pruck.—Also, a town of the duchy of Carniola; 4 miles N. of Crainburg.

NEUBOURG, a town of France, in the department of the Eure, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Louriers. The place contains 1980, and the canton 14,207 inhabitants, on a territory of 1872½ kilometres, in 26 communes.

NEUBRUN, a town of the duchy of Wurzburg; 4 miles N. of Eilman.—Also, a town of Germany, in the county of Henneberg; 5 miles S.E. of Meiningen.

NEUBURG, a town of Bavaria, in the Upper Palatinate, on the Schwarzw.; 19 miles S.E. of Amberg. N. lat. 40° 15'. E. long. 12° 12'.—Also, a city of Bavaria, and capital of a duchy of the same name. The principalties of Neuburg and Sulzbach, formerly separate, are now united. Neuburg enjoys a government of its own; and the prevailing religion is the Roman Catholic. The capital, which is the seat of government, is well situated on a hill by the Danube, and fortified, having in it a palace; 23 miles N.N.E. of Augsburg. N. lat. 48° 40'. E. long. 11° 38'.—Also, a town of Bavaria, in the county of Feldkirch, on the right bank of the Rhine; 5 miles N.W. of Feldkirch.—Also, a town of Baden, called "Neuenburg," seated on the Rhine, formerly imperial, but much injured by war; 16 miles N. of Bale. N. lat. 47° 49'. E. long. 7° 38'.—Also, a town of Prussia, in Pommeria, on the Ribula; 32 miles S. of Danzig.—Also, a town of Bavaria, on the left side of the Inn; 4 miles S. of Pfaffi.

NEUCHATEL, or NEUCHATEL, County of, a principality of Switzerland, in alliance with the Helvetic confederacy before the French revolution, is bounded on the N.W. by France, on the N.E. by the bishopric of Bale and canton of Berne, on the S.E. by the lake of Neuchatel, and on the S. by the bailiwick of Granon. This principality, long 290, united to the lordship of Vallengin, stretches from the lake to the limits of Franche Comté, and contains in length from north to south about twelve leagues, and about six in its greatest breadth. The district of Neuchatel occupies the whole plain, together with the lower parts of the mountains, while Vallengin is totally enclosed within the Jura. Parallel chains of the Jura run from E. to W., and form, even in the most elevated parts, several valleys. The lower grounds of this chain are arable lands and vineyards; the higher consist of large tracts of forest, in which many parts have been cleared and converted into considerable pastures, intermixed with some fields of barley and oats. The number of inhabitants in the principality of Neuchatel and Vallengin, in 1782, only 28,017 subjects, and 4218 aliens, amounted in 1784, to 31,376 subjects, and 5704 aliens, which gives an increase of near a fourth part within the space of thirty-two years. In the whole principality are four towns, and sixty-four villages. For an account of the general employment of the inhabitants, we refer to the articles CHAUX DE FOND, respecting the reader to Sublime des Sol, and LOCLE. The productions of the principality are wine, both red and white, fruits, corn, hemp, and flax. Most of the inhabitants are Protestants; but in two districts, viz. Lauteron and Courteix, Papists prevail. This country anciently belonged to the last kingdom of Burgundy, with which, in 1533, it devolved to the German empire. In process of time it passed to the house of Chalons, and in 1694 William III. of Great Britain, as heir of that family, transferred to Frederick, elector of Brandenburg, afterwards king of Prussia, his interest in Neuchatel and Vallengin. Several claimants afterwards urged their pretensions to it, and the tribunal of the three colleges of Neuchatel having examined their allegations, decreed, in 1707, in favour of Frederick I., king of Prussia. This sovereign, upon his accession, signed and ratified certain articles, which seemed to establish the prerogative of the prince, and the liberties of the subject; to these others were added in 1768, which terminated the dispute between the sovereign and subject. The prince conferred nobility, nominates to the principal offices of state, both civil and military, and appoints the chancellors and mayors, who preside in the courts of justice. His revenues, scarcely amounting to 2500,250, arise from certain demesnes, a small land-tax, the tributes of wine and corn, and the tenth of the value on the sale of immovables. As to commerce, no subject whatever pays any duties, either of importation or exportation, except for foreign wines imported into the town of Neuchatel. The three colleges, according to the ancient constitution, composed of twelve judges, formed the superior tribunal, and received appeals from the inferior courts of justice. The principality of Neuchatel and Vallengin is divided into a certain number of districts, each of which has its criminal court of justice. But it is needless to enlarge upon the constitution and government of this principality, as it was ceded in 1866 by the king of Prussia to marshal Berthier, one of the generals of France, and the grant confirmed by the emperor Napoleon.

NEUCHATEL, NEU-CHATEL, or NEUZEBURG, anciently Ne- comun or Novum Cajふrum, a small town of Switzerland, capital of the principality above described, lies partly upon a little plain between the lake which here receives the river Sejen, and the Jura, and partly upon the declivity of that mountain, consisting of four principal streets, which contain some elegant edifices, and a castle for its defence, in which the governor resides, and about 3500 inhabitants. The environs are diversified with delightful vineyards, gardens and villas. Between Neuchatel and Yverdon, the country consists of rude or elegant scenery, controllable with well cultivated hills, vineyards, and meadows. At the commencement of the last century, commerce was almost wholly unknown in this town, as the ridiculous pride of its being deemed degrading generally prevailed among the inhabitants; a fanelefs prejudice, which has of late been almost extinguished. The chief article of exportation is wine, produced from the adjacent vineyards, and much esteemed; manufactures also of printed linens and cottons have been established with success; and within some late years, several merchants have raised large fortunes. Several public works and buildings, particularly a town-house, have been lately erected at Neuchatel; and for the embellishment of the town, the burghers have been indebted to the singular munificence of M. David Pury, late banker at the court of Lisbon, who was a citizen of this burgh, born in 1709, and who died in 1785. His benefactions, during his life, and at his decease, amounted to near 200,000l. The citizens have testified their respect for his memory by placing his portrait in one of the apartments in which the government assembles, and a marble built in the new town-house. This town enjoys considerable privileges; it has the care of
the police within its own district, and is governed by its own magistracy, consisting of a great and little council. In the year 1530 this town declared for the Reformation. It is said to have been built by the emperor Conrad, about the year 1034; 30 miles S.S.E. of Bâle. N. lat. 47° 2'. E. long. 6° 43'.

NEUCHATEL. Lake of, or of Yverdon, a lake which separates the county of Neuchatel from the cantons of Bern and Fribourg, and which stretches from N. to S. about twenty miles in length, and in some places about five in breadth. It is well furnished with various kinds of excellent fish, and its shores near Yverdon are covered with country houses.

NEUCLOSTER, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Schwurin; 10 miles E. of Wilmar.—Alfo, a town of the duchy of Bremen; three miles S.W. of Buxtehude.

NEUDOMA, a river of Norway, which runs into the North sea. 20 miles S.W. of Wardhuys.

NEUDORF, a town of Hungary, formerly fortified, inhabited partly by farmers, and partly by miners; 6 miles E.N.E. of Kapfendorf.—Alfo, a town of Antria; 8 miles S. of Vienna.—Alfo, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Chrudim; 12 miles N.E. of Chrudim.—Alfo, a town of Silesia, in the principality of Oels; 9 miles S.E. of Mifliche.—Alfo, a town of Germany, in the principality of Culmbach; 2 miles S. of Markt Erlbach.

NEUDORFGEN, a town of Prufia, in Oberland; 7 miles S.E. of Marienwerder.

NEUDORFIA, in Botany, a name given by Adanson, Familles des Plantes, v. 2. 219, to the genus now called Nolana, which had been taken for Anropa, or Bella-donna by some, and proving new, was called by Ehret Walkeria, by Hofer Zwingera, and by Schmidel Tegaminus; see Nolana. We find no record of any author or botanist of the name of Neudorf, nor any thing like it.

NEVISLAND, in Geography, a small island of Scotland, on the N.W. coast of Ilay; 4 miles N.E. of Tovmore.

NEVEL, a town of Kufia, in the government of Polotsk; 64 miles N.E. of Polotsk. N. lat. 59° 15'. E. long. 29° 54'.

NEVEL, a town of France, in the department of the Seclent, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Ghent. The place contains 5938, and the canton 15,847 inhabitants, on a territory of 97½ kilometres, in 10 communes.

NEUENBORG, a town of Germany, in the county of Oldenburg; 22 miles N. of Oldenburg.

NEUENBURG, a town of Wurtemburg; 22 miles W. of Stuttgart. Its vicinity are found, among other pits, great quantities of those excellent iron-iron, called glafs-heads, or blood-iron, and from their fize and figure bohn-erze, or bean-ore.—Alfo, a town of the duchy of Courland; 18 miles W.N.W. of Mittaw.

NEUENDAMM, a town of the New Mark of Brandenburg; 9 miles N. of Culbrin. N. lat. 52° 48'. E. long. 14° 52'.

NEUENDORF, a town of Weitphalia, in the Old Mark of Brandenburg; 4 miles E. of Gardelehen.—Alfo, a town of Kufia, in the province of Pomerelia; 10 miles S. of Marnenburg.

NEUENKIRCHEN, a town of Germany, in the county of Verden; 14 miles E.S.E. of Roteburg.—Alfo, a town of Antria; 12 miles S.W. of Ebenfurth.

NEUENPLOSS, a town of Germany, in the principality of Culmbach; six miles N.W. of Bayreuth.

NEUENSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the principality of Holbenloc; 3 miles E. of Ohringen.

NEUERBORG, a town of France, in the department of the Forets, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bittbourg; 22 miles N.N.E. of Luxembourg. The place contains 1256, and the canton 5226 inhabitants, on a territory of 105 kilometres, in 12 communes.

NEUERDORF, a town of Germany, in the county of Henneberg; 4 miles N. of Smalldalen.

NEVERI, a river of South America, in the government of Caracas, which runs into the Caribbean sea, near Barcelona. N. lat. 10° 7'. W. long. 65° 16'.

NEVERN, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pilfen; 10 miles S. of Klattau.

NEVERS, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Niévre, formerly capital of the Nivernois, situated on the Loire, at its junction with the Niévre; before the revolution the fee of a bishop, and a place of official importance, containing, besides a cathedral, eleven parih churches, and several religious houses. The principal manufactures of this place are china, glafs, and works of enamel. The town contains 10,150, and the canton 16,087 inhabitants, on a territory of 2234 kilometres, in 15 communes. N. lat. 46° 59'. E. long. 3° 14'.

NEVERZIN, a town of European Turkey, in Dalmatia, on the Narenta; eight miles N.N.W. of Mostar.

NEUFBURG. See NEUBURG.

NEUF-BRISACK, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Rhine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Colmar. The place contains 1682, and the canton 7925 inhabitants, on a territory of 170 kilometres, in 16 communes.

NEUCHATEAU, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Forets, in the Ardennes; before the revolution a strong, but now a mean place; 12 miles N.W. of Arlon. The town contains 648, and the canton 6390 inhabitants, on a territory of 335 kilometres, in 17 communes. Alfo, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Voges, seated on the Meuse; 16 miles W. of Mirecourt. The place contains 2700, and the canton 13,568 inhabitants, on a territory of 345 kilometres, in 28 communes. N. lat. 43° 22'. E. long. 5° 48'.

NEUFCHATEL, a town of France, in the department of the Ailne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Laon; 11 miles E.S.E. of Laon. The place contains 496, and the canton 8175 inhabitants, on a territory of 2324 kilometres, in 28 communes. Alfo, a town of France, and principal place of a district, in the department of the Lower Seine; 18 miles S.E. of Dieppe. The place contains 2838, and the canton 11,350 inhabitants, on a territory of 1824 kilometres, in 27 communes. N. lat. 49° 44'. E. long. 1° 30'.

NEUGEDYN, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pilfen; 30 miles S.S.W. of Pilfen. N. lat. 49° 23'. E. long. 12° 51'.

NEUHASEN, a town of Courland; 18 miles S. of Goldingen.

NEUHAUS, or Hradec Gindrichteb, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Bechin; 27 miles S.S.E. of Bechin. N. lat. 49° 12'. E. long. 14° 53'.

NEUHAUS, or Nienhaus, a town of Weitphalia, in the bishopric of Paderborn, at the conflux of the Ailne and Lippe; a usual residence of the bishop; two miles N.N.E. of Paderborn. N. lat. 51° 42'. E. long. 8° 14'.

NEUHAUS, a town of Germany, in the principality of Heffe Darmitlant; 11 miles S.E. of Worms. Alfo, a town
town of Bavaria, in the Upper Palatinate, on the Naö; 18 miles N. of Straubing.

NEUHAUSZ, a town of the duchy of Bremen, near the mouth of the Oile, with a safe harbour, and formerly the resort of trading ships annually exceeding 100 in number; but the entrance has of late been rendered dangerous by a sand-bank, which has arisen at the conflux of the Oile into the Elbe, so that only few foreign ships can visit it; 19 miles N.W. of Stade. N. lat. 53°25'. E. long. 8°27'.—Allo, a town of Germany, in the principality of Coburg; 10 miles E. of Coburg.

NEUHEUSEL, a town of Hungary, on the Neitra; 32 miles E.S.E. of Pressburg. N. lat. 48°2'. E. long. 18°3'.

NEUHEUSL, a town of the duchy of Carinthia; five miles W.S.W. of Lavamund.

NEUHOF, a town of Germany, in the bishopric of Fulda; six miles S.S.W. of Fulda.—Allo, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Saatz; 10 miles N. of Egger.—Allo, a town of Germany, in the principality of Bayreuth; 12 miles N. of Anfpaeh.—Allo, a town of Prussia, in the province of Bartenland; three miles W. of Rallenburg.

NEUHOFEN, a town of Austria; 16 miles E. of Steyr.

NEUHORN, a town of France, in the department of Mont-Tonnerre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Deux-Ponts. The place contains 972, and the canton 3211 inhabitants, in 12 communes.

NEVIL-Holt Waters. See Nevil-Holt Water.

NEVIL'S Bay, in Geography, a bay on the W. shore of Hudson's Bay. N. lat. 61°58'. W. long. 94°.

NEUVILLE-Pont de Pierre, a town of France, in the department of the Indre and Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Tours. The place contains 1750, and the canton 8220 inhabitants, on a territory of 307½ kilometres, in 11 communes.

NEVILLI TESTA. See Testa.

NEULLY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Seine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of St. Denis. The place contains 1500, and the canton 9342 inhabitants, on a territory of 44½ kilometres, in six communes.

NEULLY-en-Thal, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Senlis. The place contains 915, and the canton 6614 inhabitants, on a territory of 130 kilometres, in 16 communes.

NEULLY-le-Real, a town of France, in the department of the Allier, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Moulins. The place contains 1156, and the canton 5467 inhabitants, on a territory of 340 kilometres, in 10 communes.

NEULLY-le-Langres, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Langres. The place contains 1014, and the canton 6901 inhabitants, on a territory of 175 kilometres, in 17 communes.

NEULLY-St.-Frouard, a town of France, in the department of the Aine, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Chateau-Thierry; nine miles N.W. of it. The place contains 1807, and the canton 11,220 inhabitants, on a territory of 272½ kilometres, in 35 communes.

NEVINS, or NEVIN, a small borough and market-town in the hundred of Dinileyn, and county of Caernarvon, North Wales, is situated on the coast of the Irish sea, and has a small pier, which is found very useful for the herring fishery and coasting vessels. It was constituted a free borough by Edward, the Black Prince, and is at present one of the contributory boroughs with Caernarvon, in returning one member to the British senate. Here Edward I. in 1284, celebrated his triumph over the liberties of Wales, which had for so long defied the utmost exertions of his predecessors for its subjugation. At this time he held a round table, in imitation of the hero Arthur; the concurso was prodigious, for not only the nobility of England, but a vast number of distinguished foreigners graced the festival with their presence. The market day in this town is Saturday, and there are four fairs during the year. According to the population returns of 1811, it contains 280 houses and 1777 inhabitants.

About a mile from Nevin, on the shore, is Porth-y-Llyn, most probably a port of the Romans, as vestiges of a strong entrenchment, apparently the work of that people, are still visible in the vicinity. In the parish of Llanhelty, several miles to the south, many Roman urns have been dug up at different times, and opposite to the extremity of the peninsula of Caernarvon is the small island of Bardsey, once noted for its abbey, and supposed to have been one of the seats of the Coledei or Culdees, the first order of religious recluse in Britain. Beaus of England and Wales, vol. ii. of Carlyle's Topographical Dictionary of Wales, two vols. 4to.

NEVIS, one of the Leeward Caribbean islands in the West Indies, is a beautiful little spot, consisting of a single mountain, rising like a cone in an easy ascent from the sea; the circumference of its base not exceeding eight English leagues. It is supposed to have derived its name from Columbus, its discoverer, who called it "Neives," or "The Snows," from its resemblance to a mountain of the same name in Spain; or, perhaps, a white smoke was seen to issue from the summit, which appeared like snow, and that it derived its name from that circumstance. That it owed its origin to some volcanic explosion, we can have no reason to question; for near the summit there is still visible a hollow, or crater, which contains a hot spring, strongly impregnated with sulphur; and sulphur is frequently found in fublimate, in neighbouring gullies and cavities of the earth. It is well watered, and the land is generally fertile; and even the summit furnishes yams and other excellent vegetables. The soil is flaky; the beds is a lofe black mould, on a clay; and in some places the upper stratum is a stiff clay, the cultivation of which requires labour, that is amply compensated by the produce. Sugar is its only staple production; and in general it yields one hoghead of 16 cwt. per acre from all the canes that are annually cut; and the productive land being about 4000 acres, the produce of sugar amounts to as many hogheads. This small island is divided into five parishes; and it contains a town called "Charles-town," the seat of government and port of entry, besides which there are two other shipping-places, called "Indian-castle" and "New-castle." The principal fortification is at Charles-town, and is called "Charles Fort." The commandant is appointed by the crown, but receives a salary from the island. In the absence of the governor-general, the government is administered by the president of the council, which council consists of six members besides the president. The house of assembly is composed of 15 representatives, three for each parish. The administration of common law is under the direction of a chief justice, and two assistant judges, and there is an office for the registry of deeds. The number of white inhabitants is stated by Mr. Edwards not to exceed 600, while the negroes amount
amount to about 10,000. The former compose a militia, in which there is a troop consisting of 50 horse, well mounted and accoutred.

The English first established themselves in this island in the year 1628, under the protection and encouragement of Sir Thomas Warner. He was succeeded by Mr. Lake, who completed what Mr. Warner had begun, so that under his administration Nevis rose to opulence and importance. N. lat. 17° 14'. W. long. 62° 35'. Edwards's W. Ind. vol. i.

NEUKALDEN, or NEUKALEN, a town of the duchy of Mecklenburg, on a lake; 28 miles S.S.E. of Roßlock. N. lat. 53° 40'. E. long. 12° 46'.

NEUKIRCH, a town of Prussia, in the province of Ermeland; 13 miles N.E. of Elbing.—Alfo, a town of Silecia, in the principality of Oppau; 10 miles E. of Jagernord. N. lat. 50°. E. long. 17° 15'.

NEUKIRCHEN, a town of Switzerland, and capital of a bailiwick, in the canton of Schaffhausen; five miles W. of Schaffhausen.—Alfo, a town of Bavaria; 22 miles N.N.E. of Ratibon.—Alfo, a town of Austria; six miles S.S.E. of Enghartzel.—Alfo, a town of the principality of Hesse; 22 miles N.N.E. of Marburg. N. lat. 50° 40'. E. long. 27° 41'.—Alfo, a town of Bavaria; five miles S.S.E. of Furt.—Alfo, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Erzgebirge; five miles S. of Chemnitz.—Alfo, a town of Saxony, in the Vogtland; 10 miles S.E. of Oelsnitz.

NEUKRUG, a town of Prussia, in the palatinate of Culm; 10 miles E. of Culm.

NEULA, a town of Germany, in the principality of Culmbach, on the Selbitz; three miles S.S.E. of Lichtenberg.

NE ULTRA, or Sir Thomas Roe's Welcome, a narrow strait in New North Wales, between N. lat. 62° and 63°.

NEUMAGEN, a town of France, in the department of the Sarre, on the side of the Meffe; 11 miles E.N.E. of Treves. N. lat. 46° 54'. E. long. 6° 58'.

NEUMANN, JOHN-GEORGE, in Biography, a learned German Lutheran divine, was born in the year 1661 at Mertz, a village of the country of Mersebourg, in the circle of Saxony, of which his father was minister. He commenced his academical studies at Zittau, whence he removed, in 1680, to the university of Wittemberg. He afterwards spent some time at Strassburg, and visited several of the most celebrated German universities. He returned to Wittemburg, and was appointed professor of poetry in 1690, and librarian to the university in 1692. After this he was appointed theological professor, allèfear to the consistory, and provost of the castle-chapel. He died in 1709, in the 49th year of his age. He was author of many learned ' Difcours,' and other tracts on moral, religious, and controversial subjects, of which a list is given in the supplement to the Historical Dictionary, published at Basle. Morel.
NEUME, a term in Canto Ferme. The neume, or neuma, is a kind of short recapitulation of the chant of a mode or ecclesiastical tone, which is made at the end of a chant or antiphon by a simple variety or extemporary division of sounds without words. Roman Catholics authorize this custom by a passage in St. Augustine, which says, that when we are unable to find words worthy of the divinity, we do well to address him with confused sounds of joy and thanksgiving: "For to whom are such exotic sounds due, unless to the Supreme Being? And how can we celebrate his ineffable goodness, when we are equally unable to adore him in silence, and to find any other expressions for our transports than inarticulate sounds?" Amen and Hallelujah are of this kind.

NEUMUNSTER, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Helfeld; 18 miles S.W. of Kiel.

NEUNG-sur-Barrou, a town of France, in the department of the Loire and Cher, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Romorantin. The place contains 11,750, and the canton 45,444 inhabitants, on a territory of 285 square miles in 11 communes.

NEUNKIRCHEN, a town of Germany in the principality of Culmbach; four miles S.E. of Bayreuth. — Alto, a town of Bavaria, in the bishopric of Bamberg; eight miles S. of Forchheim.

NEVONSKA, a town of Russia, in the government of Irkutsk; 92 miles N.N.W. of Irkutsk.

NEUPEURN, a town of Bavaria; 38 miles W. of Salzburg.

NEURACHNE, in Botany, from μυγα, a nereus, and μος, a glume or husk, alluding to the nerves, or ribs, of the calyx-valves. Brown. Prod. Nov. Holl. v. 1. 196.—Clasf and order, Triandria Digynia Nat. Ord. Gramina:

Eff. Ch. Calyx of two ribbed, acute, hifpid, coraceous valves, hardened when in seed; the outer one rather the smaller. Flowers diffusiflora; the outer one neuter, of two valves, of which the outermost nearly resembles the calyx; inner hermaphrodite, of two membranous pellucide valves. Scales two beneath the stamen. Stigma falcate. Seed unconnected, falling out of the membranous corolla.

1. N. alopecuroidea.—Gathered by Mr. Brown on the south coast of New Holland. A perennial graps, with numerous upright fefts, whose knots are beared with filty hairs. Leaves flat and short. Spike solitary, ovate, resembling that of the Fox-tail Graps, Alopecurus, fimple, deftite of any involucrum.

NEURADA, so called, as Linneas himself tells us, Phil. Bot. 153; from μυγα, a nereus, in allusion to the structure of the plant; probably adverting to the strong interbranching ribs or nerves of the feed-velvet. Whether he, or Bernard de Jaffieu, who seems to have given the name, had also in view μυγα of the Greeks; or μοχος, which Dioscorides says is the Ionian appellation of his τριβυς, Aegagrius criticus, Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 3. 1330; a plant supposing its gummy nature, to be useful in confounding nerves or fibres; does not appear. Possibly the long round fefts of our Neuroada, which are clothed with white tenacious cottony down, suggested the idea of a nerve or tendon. It is much to be wished, that the authors of names would, in such obscure cafes, be more explicit.—Linn. Gen. 232. Schreb. 313. Willd. Sp. Pl. v. 2. 821. Mart. Mill. Dict. v. 2. Jull. 336. Lamarck Illust. t. 393. Buxton. t. 32.—Clasf and order, Decandria Deca-gynia Nat. Ord. Succulenta. Linn. Rfofes. Jull.; but this author juftly doubts, whether his uncle and Adanson have not led him into an error; the genus fully belongs to his Ficoidae.
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Raim: Vieuillens, a physician of Montpellier, has an excellent treatise in Latin, under the title of "Neurographia Universalis," where he shews, that there are more ramifications of the nerves in the skin than in the muscles and all the other parts.

Duncan, another physician of the same place, has also a treatise called "Neurographia Rationalis."

NEUROLOGY, νευρολογία, a discourse of the nerves.

Neurology seems to be of less extent than neurography, inasmuch as the latter may be understood not only of discourses of the nerves, but also of figures and engravings, representing them; whereas the former is confined to discourse alone. Willis has given a fine neurology, in his "Anatomy Cerebrali." See NERVOUS SYST.

NEUROPORA, in Botany, so called by Commerford, from νυσφορα, a nerve, and χορφοεις, a callosity, because there are axillary callosum ulcerations, as it were, at the principal veins underneath, is referred by Jullien to ANTIDÈSMA; see that article.

NEUROPTERA, in Entomology, the name of the fourth order of insects, according to the Linnaean system, so called from the words νυσφορα and χορφοεις, signifying nerve-wound, because the insects of this order are remarkable for the nervous or reticulated appearance of their wings, the fibres running into ramifications and decussations over the whole surface. This order is well exemplified in the Libellulae, or Dragon-flies (which see), in which the characteristic of the order is very conspicuous. The wings are always four in number. This order includes several genera, viz.:—

Ephemera, Hemerobius, Phryganæa, Libellula, Raphidia, Myrmeleon.

The insects of this order are chiefly aquatic; refiding in the waters as caterpillar; and Brying about their surface in the perfect state.

NEUROTROTOS, (from νυσφορα, a nerve, and τρωζεις, to wound,) a person who has received a wound of a nerve.

NEUSALTZ, in Geography, a town of Sileia, in the principality of Glogau, on the Oder; 12 miles N.W. of Glogau. N. lat. 51° 18'. E. long. 15° 15'.

NEUSCHATZ, a town of Hungary, formerly called "Peter Wardein Schanz," separated from the Danube from Peter Wardein in Slavonia, peopled by Rascians, and fortified: the title of a Greek bishop, and made a royal and free town in the year 1751.

NEUSCHLOSS, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Saaz; six miles E. of Saaz.—Alfo, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Leitmeritz; three miles S. of Leypa.—Alfo, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Königgrätz; nine miles W.S.W. of Trautenau.—Alfo, a town of Sileia, giving name to a lordship on the borders of Poland; five miles E. of Militsch.

NEUSE, a river of North Carolina, which rises above Hillborough, and after a course of more than 500 miles, falls into Pamlico Sound; 70 miles below Newbern; 12 miles above which it is navigable for ships.

NEUSIDL, a town of Hungary, on a lake of the same name; 24 miles S.W. of Presburg. The lake is 13 miles long, and three wide.

NEUSLING, a town of Germany, in the margraviate of Anspach; seven miles E. of Weißenburg.

NEUSOL, a town of Hungary, which is royal and free, and the seat of the mine towns, seated on the river Gran. It has six churches and a school, with about 5000 inhab.

NEUSTADT, a town of Germany, in the department of the Roer, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Crevel; the place contains 4423, and the canton 13,853 inhabitants, in 24 communes.

NEUSTADT, a town of France, in the department of Mont Thomas, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Spire, on the Hart; 14 miles W. of Spire. The place contains 2875, and the canton 17,638 inhabitants, in 27 communes. N. lat. 49° 20'. E. long. 7° 10'.—Alfo, a town of the principality of Neuburg; 10 miles N.E. of Neumark.—Alfo, a town of Germany, in the lordship of Stuhlingen; 16 miles N.W. of it.—Alfo, a town of Bavaria, on the N.N.; 45 miles N. of Bamberg.—Alfo, a town of the archbishopric of Salzburg; 12 miles N.E. of Salzburg.—Alfo, a town of Prussia, in the circle of Sambland; 20 miles S. of Memel.—Alfo, a town of Austria, formerly a bishop's see, supprest in 1784. Here are a manufacture of china and a military school; 10 miles S.S.E. of Baden. N. lat. 48° 18'. E. long. 16° 13'.—Alfo, a town of Bohemia, in Königgrätz; 12 miles N. of it. N. lat. 50° 15'. E. long. 15° 57'.—Alfo, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Olmutz; 16 miles N. of Olmutz.—Alfo, a town of Heß; 12 miles E. of Marburg.—Alfo, a town of Sweden, in the province of Finland, near the Gulf of Bothnia; 24 miles N. of Abö.—Alfo, a town of Weitphalia, in the principality of Wolfenbüttel; 24 miles S.E. of Göttingen. Alfo, a town of the Duchy of Holstein, with a spacious harbour on the coast of the Baltic. It has been used for treaty prisoners; 17 miles N.N.E. of Lubeck. N. lat. 54° 7'. E. long. 10° 57'.—Alfo, a town of Bavaria, on the Danube; 16 miles E. of Ingolstadt. N. lat. 48° 44'. E. long. 11° 45'.—Alfo, a town of Weitphalia; 30 miles E. of Göttingen. N. lat. 51° 35'. E. long. 10° 56'.—Alfo, a town of Germany, situated on the foot of a mountain, on which was formerly a citadel. Its trade was formerly considerable in iron; but of late the burghers subsist chiefly by agriculture, and breeding of cattle; 26 miles E.S.E. of Boppa. N. lat. 50° 57'. E. long. 7° 45'.—Alfo, a town of Wurtemberg; six miles N.E. of Heilbronn. N. lat. 49° 18'. E. long. 9° 20'.

NEUSTADT, or Badisch, a town of Sileia, in the principality of Oppeln, inferior only to Oppeln; 25 miles S.W. of it. N. lat. 50° 12'. E. long. 17° 30'.

NEUSTADT am Aisch, a town of Germany, in Cumbach, on the Aisch; 23 miles W.N.W. of Nuremberg.

NEUSTADT am Culmen, a town of Germany, in Cumbach, taking its name from two mountains between which it is situated; 12 miles S.E. of Bayreuth.

NEUSTADT am Duffe, a town of the Middle Mark of Brandenburg, on the Duffe, famous for its manufacture of plate-glass; 36 miles N.W. of Berlin. N. lat. 52° 32'. E. long 12° 30'.

NEUSTADT am Eyfel, a town in the Middle Mark of Brandenburg, on the Finow canal, that forms a communication between the Havel and the Oder; 28 miles N.E. of Berlin. N. lat. 52° 54'. E. long. 13° 50'.

NEUSTADT an der Heyda, a town of Germany, in the principality of Coburg; six miles N.E. of Coburg. N. lat. 50° 20'. E. long. 10° 14'.

NEUSTADT auf dem Mecklenburg, a town of Saxony, in the margraviate of Meclen; 20 miles E. of Dresden. N. lat. 51° 14'. E. long. 14° 16'.

NEUSTADT am Orla, a town of Saxony, and capital of the
the circle of the same name, situated on the Orla. The circle includes nine towns, and more than 220 villages. The town of Neustadt has a citadel, two churches, a court of judgment for the circle, and a mine office; 80 miles W.S.W. of Dresden. N. lat. 50° 39'. E. lon.; 11° 48'.

Neustadt in der Rueinom, a town of Germany, in the county of Wertheim; 18 miles S.S.E. of Francfort on the Main.

Neustadt am Rubenberg, a town of Westphalia, in Catenberg, situated on the Laia; 12 miles W.N.W. of Hanover. N. lat. 52° 33'. E. long. 9° 33'.

Neustadt am Saale, a town of the duchy of Wurzburg, on the Saal; 13 miles N. of Schweinfurt.

Neustadt, or Neustadt pren de Schenben, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Erezgebirg; 17 miles S.S.W. of Chemnitz. N. lat. 50° 20'. E. long. 13° 28'.

Neustadt on the Wiesental, a town of Saxony, in the circle of Erezgebirg, on the borders of Bohemia; 11 miles S.S.E. of Schwartzburg.

Neustadt, a town of Silezia, in the principality of Glogau; 15 miles W. of Gros Glogau. N. lat. 51° 40'. E. long. 15° 45'.

Neustadt, or Neufchatel, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Pilsen; 32 miles W. of Pilsen. N. lat. 49° 39'. E. long. 13° 15'.

Neustadt, or Nowe-Mentok, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn; fixes miles E. of Saaz.—Also, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Boleslaw; 14 miles E.N.E. of Krotau.

Neustatt, a town of the principality of Nassau-Dillenburg; fixes miles W.S.W. of Dillenburg. Neustift, a town of the county of Tyrol; 13 miles S.W. of Innsbruck.

Neuter, a person indifferent, who has espoused neither party, and is neither friend nor foe.

Neuter, in Grammar, denotes a sort of gender in nouns which are neither masculine nor feminine. See Gender.

Neuter Verb. See Verb.

Neutral Salts, among Chemists, such as do not abound with an excess of acid or alkali. See Neutralization.

Formerly those only were called neutral salts, which were composed of acids and alkalies united together to the point of saturation, so that they had no acid or alkaline property, and thence they were called neutral. But now this name is commonly extended to combinations of acids with all substances, with which they can coexist, that they lose entirely or modify their acid qualities; as, for instance, when they are united with earthy or metallic substances. See Salt.

Mr. Boyle also gives the appellation neutral to a sort of spirits, differing, in divers qualities, both from vinous, acid, and urinous spirits. These he also calls anammonous and adaphorous spirits.

Neutrality, the state of a person or thing that is neutral.

Neutrality, Armed, Treaty of, in Modern History, a treaty for the protection of the navigation of the North, which was planned by Vergennes, in conformity to the views and wishes of Catharine II., empress of Russia, in the year 1750, and to which almost all the powers of Europe succumbed. This minister, having gained his point in depriving the English of the assistance of the Russian fleet, formed this extensive plan for effecting his political purposes. Well acquainted with the haughty spirit of the empress, Vergennes artfully contrived to interest her in the execution of his project. He wrought upon the ministers of Den-
the latter, her pacific intentions were unavailing; and peace with Holland was the last that was concluded.

The great principle of the armed neutrality was, that free bottoms make free goods; and this was carried to such an extent, that neutral states were entitled to carry on their commerce with the belligerent parties, in a state of war, with the same degree of convenience, ease, and safety, which they might have practiced in time of peace. It was farther laid down, that the neutral bottom has a right to convey, and to render free, all things from any one port of a belligerent state, and even coastwise, to another without let or impediment, saving only such matters as might be deemed contraband in consequence of the fluctuations of former treaties. The courts of France and Spain cordially approved this system, as it suited their own views, till at a future time they might find opportunity to disinfect themselves from the obligation of it. The solitary court of London was obliged to suppress her indignation at an injury which she could not at present resent or remedy. She expostulated with the court of Peterburgh, professed respect for her flag and commerce, and declared a continuance of the same friendly disposition and conduct manifested on former occasions. The principal claims of the confederate powers were thus specified: 1. That all neutral vessels may freely navigate from one port to another on the coasts of the nations at war. 2. That the effects of the belligerent powers shall be safe in all neutral vessels, with the exception of prohibited mercantile goods. 3. That the emperors under-flows, by prohibited mercantile goods, such as are specified in the articles 10 and 11 of her treaty of commerce with Great Britain, extending her obligation in that respect to the other powers at war. 4. That by a port blocked up, is to be understood only a port so strictly watched by the ships of the powers which attack it, that to enter it would be dangerous. 5. That these principles should be admitted as the sole rule whereby to decide the legality of prizes. The emperors added, that in publishing these articles, the declared, that to enforce their execution, and to protect the honour of her flag, the security of her commerce, and the navigation of her subjects, she was about to arm the greater part of her naval forces. That her marine should not in anywise injure the neutrality, which she was disposed to observe as long as she should not be provoked and obliged to exceed the bounds of a just moderation, and the most perfect impartiality. See Tooke's Life of Catharine II. vol. ii.

NEUTRALIZATION, in Chemistry, the act of combining an acid with an alkali, in such proportion that the compound may not exhibit either acid or alkaline qualities, and is, in what is called a neutral state. Under the same circumstances the acid and the alkali are said to be mutually saturated or neutralized. In the old nomenclature, this language, relative to salts, was more appropriate than in the present state of chemistry. Acids used then to be called acid salts, and the alkali's alkaline salts, while these compounds consisted of an acid and an alkali, where neither the acid nor the alkali predominated, were called, for the sake of dilution, neutral salts. The term commonly employed for ascertaining the state of neutrality is a vegetable blue, such as an infusion of violets, or paper stained with almost any vegetable blue. If the colour is not changed, the compound may be deemed neutral. If the colour be changed to red, the acid prevails; but if a green, the alkali predominates.

NEUVIE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Ribére; 12 miles S.W. of Perigueux. The place contains 1816, and the canton 8566 inhabitants, on a territory of 18244 kilometres, in 16 communes.—Also, a town of France, in the department of the Correze, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Uffel; 10 miles S. of Uffel. The place contains 2037, and the canton 7974 inhabitants, on a territory of 24741 kilometres, in 16 communes.

NEUVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the Lot-et-Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Bordeaux; 8 miles N.W. of Bordeaux. The place contains 1887, and the canton 9253 inhabitants, on a territory of 325 kilometres, in 16 communes. —Also, a town of France, in the department of the Rhône, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Lyon; six miles from Lyon. The place contains 1950, and the canton 12,147 inhabitants, on a territory of 80 kilometres, in 13 communes. —Also, a town of France, in the department of the Vienne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Poitiers; seven miles N.N.W. of Poitiers. The place contains 2718, and the canton 9060 inhabitants, on a territory of 1778 kilometres, in 11 communes.—Also, a town of Canada, on the St. Lawrence; 14 miles S.W. of Quebec.

NEUVY-ST.-SEPULCHRE, a town of France, in the department of the Indre, and chief place of a canton, in the district of La Châtre; nine miles W. of La Châtre. The place contains 1672, and the canton 9500 inhabitants, on a territory of 3821 kilometres, in 14 communes.

NEUVALDE, a town of Silesia, in the principality of Neuf; nine miles N.E. of Ziegenthal.

NEWARK, a town of Anterior Pomerania, in a lake communicating with the Frische Haff; 10 miles E. of Ueckermünde. N. lat. 53° 26'. E. long. 14° 15'.

NEWEDEL, a town of Brandenburg, in the New Mark, on the Drage; 30 miles S.E. of Stargard. N. lat. 53° 14'. E. long. 15° 55'.

NEWIED, or New Wied, a town of Germany, in the county of Wied Runkel, on the Rhine. This is a neat town of considerable commercial importance, and its prosperity has been gradually advancing with its trade and manufactures; four miles below Coblenz. N. lat. 50° 29'. E. long. 5° 28'.

NEW, a river of America, in North Carolina, which, after a short course, discharges itself into the ocean, through New River inlet by a wide but shallow mouth. In the winter season it abounds with mullet.

NEW ALBION. See New Albion.

NEW ANDALUSIA. See New Andalusia.

NEW ANDOVER. See East Andover.

NEW ANTICARIA, a town of New Spain; 34 leagues northward of Acapulco.

NEW ANTIGUA, an episcopal city of New Spain, in the province of Guaxaca, erected into a bishopric by Paul III. in 1547. Its noble cathedral is supported by marble pillars.

NEWARK-upon-Trent, a borough and market-town, situated in the south division of the wapentake of Newark, and county of Nottingham, England, is a place of great antiquity, and supposed to have risen on the ruins of the Roman stations of "Ad Pontem" and "Crocolana," which were undoubtedly situated in this vicinity. Stukeley hazards the conjecture that it was the much disputed Sidnacerallis of the Saxons, and Throfly remarks that it was the actual site of "Ad Pontem," but neither of these opinions are generally admitted to be correct. Newark, according to Mr. Dickencon, means New-work, which, he says, evidently implies that there was something older on which it was ingrained, though whether the new erection took place in the time of the Romans, or the Saxons, he thinks cannot be precisely determined. It is certain, however, that this place had acquired its present name.
name before the reign of Edward the Confessor, as it is men-
tioned in his time as the property of Lufne, earl of Mercia,
and given by him to the monastery of Stow, near Lincoln.
What was its condition or extent at this period is un-
known, nor does any circumstance deserving attention oc-
cur respecting it till about the year 1126, when we are in-
formed that Alexander, bishop of Lincoln, built "a large and
magnificent castle here," which was soon afterwards feized
from him by king Stephen, and held for many years in the
possession of the crown. During the troublesome reign of
king John, this fortress was besieged by the rebellious bar-
onors, and resolutely defended till news arrived of the
approach of the monarch, when the assailants thought proper
to retire; the king, in consequence, subjequently entered
the town without opposition; but so fatigued and exhasted
by care, and the difficulties of a long march, that he was
attacked with a dysentery, which, in a few days, put an end
to his life. In the succeeding reign, Newark castle was for-
tified by the barons who had supported the interdicts of prince
Lewis, and were basely defeated by him. The earl of Penbrook marched against them, and having closely invested the
castle, compelled them to surrender at discretion, after a
refusal of eight days. Throughout the time of the grand
rebellion in the seventeenth century, the inhabitants of this
town were conspicuous for their loyalty. By the exertions
made to render the place defensible, and the bravery of the
royalists, it became a most important garrison, and not only
held in subjection the county of Northampton, but laid a
great part of Lincolnshire under contibution. It stood
three very desperate sieges, is all of which much revolution
and gallantry were displayed, nor were the parliamentary
forces able to obtain possession of it till it surrendered to the
Scotch army by order of the king.

Newark, subjequent to the erection of the castle, seems
to have advanced rapidly in extent and population. Edward
VI. constituted it a borough by charter in the third
year of his reign. This deed, has been confirmed, and
many new privileges added, by several of his successors,
and particularly by Charles II., under whose charter the town
is now governed. A mayor, recorder, twelve aldermen,
common council of the principal inhabitants, and a town-
clerk, form the corporation. Two members are returned
from this borough to serve in parliament. The petty se-
fions of two hundred are held here, besides those of the
borough. The market is on Wednesday, and is well sup-
plied with all kinds of provisions. In the market-place,
which is a large square, and laid to have been formerly much
more extensive than at present, stands the town-hall, an elo-
gant stone building, erected in 1805, at an expense of
17,000l., paid out of the funds of the parliamentary citz
left for the advantage of the town. It consists of three flori-
ories, containing the courts and requisite offices and apart-
ments belonging to the corporation, and a large room ap-
propriated to concerts and assemblies. The workhouse of
this town is one of the most commodious and well regulated
in the kingdom. As its prison was, till very lately at least, a
destination to any civilized nation, and still requires consid-
erable amelioration. Here is a grammar-school of ac-
nowledged respectability, founded by Dr. Thomas Magnus
in 1529, as an inscription over the door imports. The
church is a truly superb and capacious edifice of the age of
Henry VI. The tower is finely ornamented with arch-
work and sculpture, and supports a lofty spire, adorned
with statues of the twelve apostles in niches. In the win-
dows appear some paintings on glass, representing the various
events of our Saviour's life, together with a number of
armorial bearings. Close to the river stand the ruins of the
castle, which, notwithstanding the demolition it has under-
gone, still present an august and imposing aspect. The
north front is the most perfect, having a massive square
tower at the north-east angle, and another in the centre of
the elevation. Between these, in the principal story, and
among some large magnificent windows, is an immense pro-
crating window, exhibiting a perfect specimen of those an-
iciently called "bays or bowers." Under the great hall,
which seems to have been of later erection than the rest of
the building, is a most curious arched vault or crypt, sup-
ported by a row of pillars in the centre, and having loopholes
and embrasures towards the river. At the end of this
vault is a subterraneous passage, said to have gone a
great way under ground, but it has never been explored.
The bridge thrown over the Trent here is constructed of
brick, faced with stone, and was the gift of the earl of
Northumberland.

The religious foundations in this town, during the times
of popery, were a house of Austin friars, and another of
Observant friars; besides an hospital dedicated to St. Leo-
nard, built by bishop Alexander, in the latter end of the
reign of Henry I.; and one belonging to the Knights
Templars, founded previous to the year 1185. Near North-
gate was a great house, called the Spittke, which was burnt
down in the civil wars, and suppos'd by some authors, but
without sufficient evidence, to have been the hospital of St.
Leonard. In the church-yard stood an edifice called the
chantry free-school, and a long-school, for an organist and
fix choristers. There was likewise in Newark a second
church, but this was demolished during one of the three last
sieges in the seventeenth century.

The trade and manufactures of Newark are tolerably ex-
tensive. In Northgate is a very large brewery, which was
accustomed to carry on a vast commerce with the north of
Europe, before the development of the continental system.
The manufacture of cotton has been lately introduced, and
affords employment to a considerable number of the poor.
The counties of Nottingham, Lincoln, Derby, Stafford,
Chester, Warwick, and part of York, are chiefly supplied
with malt made in this town and its vicinity. Two large
establishments for the weaving and bleaching of coarse linen
are in a thriving condition, as is likewise an infant manufac-
tory of fail-cloth and facking. Corn and coals form im-
portant articles of traffic in Newark: and there is annually
a very large market, or fair, for chees, held on the Wed-
nesday preceding the second day of October.

According to the parliamentary returns of 1801, this
town contained only 1390 houses, and a population of 6730
persons. By the late returns (1811), however, it appears
that a very material increase has taken place; the houses
being there listed to amount to 1504, and the inhabitants
to 7236 in number. The parish of Newark comprises about
800 acres.

The vicinity of this town has been much cut up by mili-
itary works in the time of the civil wars, many traces of
which remain. Beacon-hill, where are several extensive
quarries of gypsum, was the scene of action between
the royal army under prince Rupert, and the parliament-
ary troops, commanded by sir John Meldrum, who had laid
siege to the castle in 1643. In this engagement the royalists
were completely successful, though much inferior in number
to the republicans. The sfofe-road passes close to this hill.
At Codlington, on the Sleaford road, stands a handsome seat of
S. C. Colclough, esq.; and directly north from hence is the
Bruff or Brough, pointed out by Stukeley as the undoubted
Croclona of the Romans. Balderton, two miles from
Newark, is remarkable for a curious Saxon porch to its
church.
church, wrought with zig-zag mouldings and ozes' heads. Elvaston, or Eliton, situated about four miles south from the town, has acquired just celebrity as the birth-place of the late Dr. Darwin, whose scientific and literary labours, and active benevolence, reflect luster on the human character. Between this village and that of Stoke, or, as some antiquaries affert, of Thorpe, Henry VII. engaged and defeated the army of the earl of Lincoln, who had espoused the cause of the impostor Lambeth Simnel. This action was fought in the month of June, in the year 1577, but much difference of opinion prevails with respect to the exact day: Hall calls it the 6th, Stowe the 16th, and Holinshed the 20th. Tradition affirms that Henry fixed his head quarters, before the battle, in Elton field, close to the village. For an account of some other places in this vicinity, see Southwell. History and Antiquities of the Town of Newark, by William Dickenfon, efq., Newark edit. 1806. 4to. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xii.

NEWARK, a township of America, in Essex county, Vermont.—Also, a poilt-town of New Jersey, and capital of Essex county, pleasantly situated at a small distance W. of Passack river, near its mouth on Newark bay; nine miles W. of New York city. It is a handfome flourishing town, famous for its excellent cyder, and as being the seat of the largest shoe manufacture in the state. It has also a large and elegant Presbyterian meeting-house, an episcopal church, a court-house, and a gaol. Its academy was established in 1792. This town, which has several tanneries and quarries of flones for building, was originally settled by emigrants from Bradford, in Connecticut, in the year 1662.—Also, a town lately laid out by the British in Upper Canada, on the river which connects lakes Erie and Ontario, directly opposite to Niagara town and fort. The town is handfome, about a mile square, with its streets at right angles, and contains about 150 houses.—Also, a township, comprehending the above town, in the county of Lincoln, Upper Canada, and lying on the W. side of Niagara river, opposite to the fort.

NEWARK Bay, a bay of New Jersey, formed by the confluence of Passack and Hackinack rivers from the N. and separated from that part of North river opposite to New York city, by Bergen neck on the E. This neck forms, with Staten island on the S., a narrow channel from the bay to North river calledway. Newark bay also communicates with Rariton bay, at the mouth of Rariton river, by a channel in a S.W. direction along the W. side of Staten island. The water passage from New York to Elizabeth-town point, 15 miles long, is through this bay.

NEW ASHFORD. See New Ashford.

NEW ATHENS, or Tioga Point, stands on the post-road in America from Cooperstown to Williamburg, in Luzerne county, Pennsylvania, on the point of land formed by the confluence of Tioga river with the E. branch of Susquehannah river, in N. lat. 41° 54', W. long. 76° 32'; 20 miles S.E. by E. of Newtown in New York.

NEW BANK, one of the banks of Newfoundland; six miles S. of Cape Ballard.

NEW BEDFORD. See New Bedford.

NEWBERN, one of the easter maritime districts of North Carolina, comprehending the counties of Carteret, Jones, Craven, Beaufort, Hyde, Pitt, Wayne, Glasgows, Lenoir, and Johnston, and containing 60,453 inhabitants, including 20,114 slaves.—Also, the capital of the above district, which is a poilt-town and port of entry in Craven county, situated on a flat, sandy point of land, formed by the confluence of the rivers Neus on the N. and Trent on the S. This is the largest town in the state, containing about 400 houses and 2,467 inhabitants, of whom 1,258 are slaves. The edifices are all constructed of wood, except the palace, the church, the gaol, and two dwelling houses, which are of brick. The palace was formerly the residence of the governor, but it is now decayed and applied to the use of schools. Newbern carries on a considerable trade to the West Indies and the different states, in tar, pitch, turpentine, lumber, corn, &c. The exports in 1794 amounted to 69,615 dollars; 501 miles S. of Philadelphia. N. lat. 35° 20', W. long. 77° 25'.

NEW BISCAY. See New Biscay.

NEWBLL88, a poilt-town of the county of Monaghan, Ireland; 55 miles N.W. by N. from Dublin.

NEWBROUGH. See Gorey.

NEWBROUGH, a borough, market-town, and parish, in the hundred of Menai, and county of Anglesey, North Wales, is situated on the river Brains, or Brent, about three miles from the shore of Caernarvon bay. The British name of this place is Rhos-Hir, or Vair. Edward I. established it a corporation by charter, and annexed it to the royalties of the prince of Wales; and this deed afterwards received the sanction of parliament, in the reign of Edward III. In the time of Henry VIII. and the first year of Edward VI. Newbrough lent members to parliament, but the latter monarch was pleased to transfer the elective franchise from hence to Beaumaris, in the second year of his sovereignty. The government of the town is now vested in a mayor, two bailiffs, a recorder, and other affiant officers, who continue to hold regular courts. The revenue of the corporation is chiefly derived from about four hundred acres of excellent land, (situated in the vicinity,) which the magistrates have it in contemplation to include. This was an ancient manor of the British princes, who had a lys or palace here; and here was also the seat of justice for the whole comot of Menai, and which continued to long after Wales became subject to England. The chief manufacture carried on by the inhabitants is that of mats, netting, and cordage, made of sea reeds or sea-grass. A few perfons are likewise engaged in fishing, and a considerable number in the labours of agriculture. This town gives title of baron to the family of Wynn. It has a weekly market on Tuesday, and, according to the parliamentary returns of 1811, contains 183 houses, and a population of 750 perfons. The amount of acres in the parish is estimated at 1000.

Adjoining to the town, and near the ruins of a building, which has been generally regarded as the domestic chapel of the ancient palace, may be seen a large upright stone, inscribed "Tilius Ulrici erexit hunc lapidem," and supposed to commemorate some Danish chieftain who had fallen in battle here, as it is well ascertained that the Danes made frequent descents on this coast. At Llanddewyn, a small, narrow peninsula, projecting into the bay of Caernarvon, stood an oratory of St. Dwynwen, the British Venus, or tutelary saint of lovers, who flourished in the fifth century. In after-times a Benedictine abbey was erected upon the same spot, and seems to have been one of the richest in the county. In the time of Owen Glyndwr its wealth gave rise to a very serious deprecatory quarrel, and in the vitiation made by the order of Henry VIII. it is mentioned among the most valuable prebends belonging to the see of Bangor.

Llanddewyn, lying about five miles to the north-east of Newborough, is distinguished as the birth-place of Henry Rowlands, bishop of Bangor, and author of the "Mona Antiqua Reformata," who died in 1723. Almost close to the village is the ferry of Mona-y-Don, by which Agricola crossed over into the island of Anglesey, and where the army of Edward I. sustained a signal defeat in 1282. The field of
Maes-mawr-gad, or the plain of the great army, has been supposed by some to be the scene of the first Saxon battle recorded by Tacitus as fought in this county; and by others to have been an engagement between Gryphyll ap Cyman, king of Gwynedd, and the usurper Trahaern ap Cadrog, which took place in 1082. Plas-Newydd, a feast of the earl of Uxbridge, is situated close to the north bank of the Menai, and occupies a portion of those groves, once so celebrated as embellishing the principal tombs of the ancient Druids. Here, and for several miles round, appear numerous memorials of the religious rites practised during the prevalence of that extraordinary worship. Near the mansion of Plas-Newydd is a large cromlech, with another of smaller dimensions close to it. Particular accounts of these, with an engraving, are contained in King’s “Monumenta Antiqua.” Near a path-way leading into the road from Plas-Newydd to Llandian is a large cernedden, which was opened about seventeen years ago, and found to contain a vault floored with an immense quantity of human bones. This is conjectured to have had a subterraneous connection with the cromlech, and to have formed a place of confinement for the wretched victims destined to be sacrificed. At Tan-bencenn, on the river Briont, are two large embankments of a square form, generally regarded as the works of the chief seat of the Arch-Druid at Tre’r Dryw. The Bryn Gwyn, Braw Gwyn, or royal tribunal of this sovereign priest, still continues distinctly marked. It is a circular hollow, about one hundred and eighty feet in diameter, surrounded by a wall of earth and stones. Near it was one of the Gorsedau’s, now dispersed, but once consisting of a great heap of stones, on which was placed the Druid whose duty it was to harangue and instruct the people when collected on any important occasion. Pennant’s Tour in Wales, vol. iii. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xvii. by the Rev. J. Evans.

NEW BOSTON. See New Boston.

NEW BRAINTREE, a town of America, in the county of Worcester, between Rutland or Oakham on the E. and Hardwick on the W.; 21 miles N.W. of Worcester. It has 875 inhabitants.

NEW BRUNSWICK. See New Brunswick.

NEWBURGH, a royal borough, market-town, and parish, in the county of Fife, Scotland, is situated on the south bank of the river Tay. This place was very early constituted a borough of regality, by one of the abbots of Lindores, under whom charter it was governed till the secularization of the abbey by James VI. Charles I. granted the charter by which it now enjoys all the privileges and immunities of any royal borough in North Britain, except the right of voting for a representative in the national councils, and of sending a delegate to the convention of branches. The revenue of the community is very considerable, fearlessly exceeding 25 lid. per annum, but the magistracy notwithstanding make a respectable appearance. A court is held weekly, with the usual marks of dignity, and it retains a clerk for recording its public proceedings. The town of Newburgh forms one principal street of considerable length, having small suburbs at each end, and a lane leading towards the shore from its centre. Most of the houses on each side of the lane, and in the suburbs, are of late erection, as well as a great proportion of those in the main street. Hence, in consequence of alterations in such as have not been entirely rebuilt, Newburgh is capable of containing double the amount of inhabitants it could have done formerly, though it probably does not occupy a road more ground now than at the beginning of the last century. At that time the gene-

rality of the houses were low built, and covered with a thatch of straw or of reeds, but for many years a better style of architecture has prevailed, and at present the town has even pretensions to a more than ordinary degree of neatness. The chief street is excellently paved, and kept in repair by means of an assessment from proprietors within the borough. The principal employment of the inhabitants is that of weaving cloth. Acclimated in early life to handle the oar and the plough, as well as to the shuttle, they frequently betake themselves either to the sea, or to agriculture, whenever the price of the kind of cloth they are in the practice of manufacturing suffers any material depreciation in the market. Most of the persons employed in this trade weave their own yarn, and carry their own webs to market, that is to say, dispose of them to a few individuals in the town, or neighbourhood, by whom they are resold to the merchants of Dundee, Cupar, and Glasgow. Close to the borough, but independent of the jurisdiction of the magistrates, is the harbour of Newburgh, consisting of three contiguous piers, projecting into the south deep of the Tay, and of several dwelling-houses, store-houses, and other conveniences for commerce. These piers form very safe stations for the vessels employed in the trade on the river; and though none of the burdens can properly be laid to the town, and few are freighted on it, except with coal or lime, they are seldom devoid of shipping, as the generality of vessels for Perth must wait the flow of the tide here, and not a few of them unload a part of their cargoes, before they can venture up further, even with the tide. Hence arises a great deal of activity at Newburgh; and considerable quantities of grain are annually exported for Edinburgh and London.

The parish of Newburgh is comparatively of inconsiderable extent, and only deserving of notice on account of some vestiges of antiquity which it contains. Of these, the ruins of the ancient abbey of Lindores are the most noted. They are situated at the north-east extremity of the parish, on a gentle eminence, rising from the edge of the river Tay. This monastery was founded in the twelfth century, and filled with monks of the order of St. Benedict. The extent of ground occupied by the buildings of the abbey in former times cannot now be ascertained, as many of them have been completely razed to the very foundations. It was no doubt, however, one of the most superb and magnificent on the northern side of the Forth. The luxury and wealth of its ecclesiastics are strongly marked by the pans they have evidently taken, in the economy of their gardens, to secure all the delicacies of the table. Near the abbey stands the ancient manse of Lindores, once a baronial residence belonging to the family of Leslie.

The other monuments of ancient art, in this vicinity, are two cromles, one called the cros of Mugdrum, and the other Macduff’s cros. The former stands only four yards from the shore, and though much mutilated still displays remains of the figures of horses, but there is no appearance of any inscription. The latter, which is placed in an opening on the Ochil hills, and which, at present, exhibits one large quadrilateral block of free-stone, rudely indented in several places, is traditionally said to have pointed out the limits of the jurisdiction of the powerful Thane of Fife. Concerning Mugdrum cros even tradition is silent. According to the parliamentary reports of 1811, the whole parish contains 283 houses, and a population of 1951 persons. Sinclair’s Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. viii. Beauties of Scotland, vol. iv.

NEWBURGH, a port-town of America, in Orange county, New York, containing 3258 inhabitants, and consisting of between 50 and 60 houses, and a Presbyterian church,
NEW

church, situated on a gentle ascent from the river. The country to the N. is well cultivated, and affords a rich prospect. Vessels of considerable burden may load and unload at the wharfs, and many vessels are annually built, so that the place is encouraging to industry, and thriving.

NEWBURN, a parish of Scotland, in the county of Fife; eight miles S.S.W. of St. Andrew's.

NEWBURY, a large market-town in the hundred of Faircross, Berkshire, England, is situated in a fertile valley on the banks of the river Kennet, 17 miles distant from Reading, and 56 from London. Though its name implies a modern borough, it was a town of considerable importance at the time of the Norman survey, and then known by the name of Vuffels, probably a corruption of Ulwardetone, from Ulward, who pooflewed it in the time of Edward the Confeffor. Newbury was originally the name of a castle which was built by one of the earls of Perch, and this appellation might be transferred to the town instead of its ancient Saxon name. The town was incorporated in 1586 by queen Elizabeth; and is governed by a mayor, high-steward, recorder, six aldermen, and twenty-four capital burgesses. It lent two members to parliament in the 30th year of Edward I., and in the 11th of Edward III. was also represented by three persons in a great council, held on account of trade at Westminister. Extensive manufactories of woollen cloth were established in this town, and furnished the inhabitants with employment for several centuries; but the clothing business has been removed into the more well-endowed parts of the kingdom. It does not appear that the town has suffered by the removal; but on the contrary, from the influx of trade, consequent on the ready communication it now has with London and Bristol, its opulence as well as its population has been on the increase. In the year 1555, when the clothing business was at its greatest height, the number of inhabitants was 1600. The return to parliament in the year 1801 states the houses to be 605, the number of persons 4275: and by the late survey in the year 1811, the houses are returned as 1228; the inhabitants as 4858: these returns do not include the tything of Speenhamland, which is apparently part of the town, but is in the parish of Speen; and contains about 150 houses and upwards of 700 inhabitants. The town confits chiefly of three principal streets, which are spacious and well built. The old market-houfe is an ancient timber building, over which is the gaol and a town-hall: the new market-houfe is a brick edifice of modern date; above it is an assembly-room, sometimes called the new-townhall, where the corporation tranfacted their private business; the public meetings being held at the old hall. The market, which is held on Thursdays by precriptive right, is a great mart for corn, and is under excellent regulations, tending to defeat the artifices of monopolizers: four fairs are kept annually, and a statute for hiring servants.

On the banks of the Kennet, in the vicinity of Newbury, are several mills, which supply the cities of London and Bristol with great quantities of flour. The parish church of Newbury is a plain stone structure, built in the reign of Henry VIII., principally at the charge of John Winchcombe, a wealthy clothier of this town, of which he was a native. He died in the year 1519, and lies buried in the church, by the name of John Smallwood, alias Winchcombe. A brafs plate, with his effigy, was formerly placed over his tomb, but it is now fixed against the wall of the north aisle. The history of this celebrated perfon, who was generally known by the name of Jack of Newbury, is rather of a marvellous cast: he appears to have carried on the clothing business to a great extent; having an hundred looms in constant use, in his own house, for the weaving of broad cloth only. He is recorded to have affiled the king with an hundred of his men, all armed and clothed at his own expense, in the expedition against Scotland, which was terminated by the battle of Flodden Field. The building called his manufactory, is now divided into tenements, respectively occupied as a bookeller’s, a hair dreffer’s, and an inn; the latter bearing the sign of Jack of Newbury. The charitable endowments in this town are numerous; not less than sixty-alms houses being established on different foundations. One of these, called St. Bartholomew’s hospital, is said to have been founded by king John, who granted a fair for its support. It was formerly under the government of a master, warden, or prior: but is now, by charter of queen Elizabeth, vested in the corporation. The original endowment has been increased by various benefactions. In the year 1624, Mr. John Kendrick of Reading bequeathed 4000/ to provide a workhouse and employment for the poor of Newbury. Great part of this gift appears to have been lost: with a portion of it the wharf and other premises were purchased; and the remainder is lent, without interest, in sums of fifty pounds, to weavers, for three years.

In the dreadful contest between Charles I. and his parliament, Newbury became remarkable for being the scene of action in two succeeding years. The first battle was fought September 18, 1643, on a common called the Wafhe; the other in the fields between Newbury, Speen, and Shaw, October 27, 1644. Those who were killed in the first engagement were deposited beneath two tumuli near the field of battle; whilst those who fell in the second contest were interred in a large pit near Newbury church. Many vestiges of these fanguinary conflicts have, at different times, been found in the surrounding country.

About a mile north-west from Newbury is the small village and parish of Speen, a place of considerable antiquity, deriving its name from the Roman Spinæ, which is supposed to have been situated in this vicinity. Speen had formerly a market on Mondays, which was granted, in the year 1218, by William Marshall, earl of Pembroke.

At a small distance from Speen, on the north, but in the parish of Shaw, is Donnington Grove, late the seat of William Brummell, Esq. The house, which is pleasantly situated under a ridge of woody hills, was built by the late James Pettit Andrews, Esq., author of "The History of Great Britain, connected with the Chronology of Europe," and was for some time his residence.

On an eminence north-east of the Grove are the remains of Donnington castle, which was formerly a place of great importance; and by commanding the western road, gave to its possessor a considerable degree of authority. It is said to have been built by Sir Richard Abberbury in the reign of Richard II. About the year 1397 Geoffrey Chaucer, the father of English poetry, became possessor of this castle, and spent the close of his life in retirement here. From the Chaucers the castle descended, by marriage, to the dukes of Suffolk. In the reign of James I. it belonged to the family of the Packers, whose heirress married Dr. Hartley, the ancestor of Mr. Hartley the present possessor. During the civil wars of Charles I. this castle was a poll of great consequence; being fortified as a garrison for the king, and entrusted to the command of Colonel Boys, who bravely defended it during a long siege. Camden, in whose time the castle was entire, describes it as "a small, but very neat place, fronted by the brow of a woody hill, having a fine prospect, and lighted by windows on every side." The walls nearly fronted the cardinal points of the compass, the entrance being at the east end. It was defended by four round towers placed on the
the angles. The length of the east end, including the towers, was 95 feet; the extent from east to west 120 feet. All this part is destroyed; the remains consist of the stone gate-house, with its two towers, and a small part of the east wall. The gateway is in good preservation, and the place for the portcullis is still visible.

To the east of Donnington castle, about a mile distant, stands Shaw house, a large edifice, built in the reign of queen Elizabeth by Mr. Doleman, an eminent clothier, in whose family the estate continued till about the year 1727, when it was purchased by James, duke of Chandos, who sold it, in 1746, to Joseph Andrews, esq. grandfather to Sir Joseph Andrews, bart. who now possesses it.

About a mile southwest of Spen is Benlam place, a villa of lord Craven's. The house, an elegant structure of the Ionic order, was completed in 1775; it was built by Brown, under the direction of lady Craven. The lodges, at the eastern and western extremities of the park, were recently built by the margravine. Lyfons's Magna Britannia, vol. 1. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. 1.

NEWBURY, a district of South Carolina; the court-house being 45 miles from Columbia.—Alfo, a township in York county, Pennsylvania, containing 2041 inhabitants. —Alfo, a town in Lynn county, 40 miles from Northumberland.—Alfo, a poll-town and capital of Orange county, in Vermont, pleasantly situated on the W. side of Connecticut river, opposite to Haverhill, in New Hampshire, and five miles distant from it. It contains a gaol, a court-house, and a handsome church for Congregationalists, and 1304 inhabitants; 130 miles N.E. of Bennington.—Alfo, a township in Essex county, Massachusetts, incorporated in 1635, situated on the S. bank of Merrimack river, and containing 4076 inhabitants. It formerly included Newbury port, and with Merrimack river encircled it. It is divided into five parishes, besides a society of Quakers. The land, particularly on Merrimack river, called "Newbury-Newtown," is of superior quality, and well cultivated. Some few wells are here employed in the filthry. This township is connected with Salisbury by Express Merrimack bridge, about two miles above Newbury port, built in 1792.

NEWBURY Port, a port of entry, and poll-town in Essex county, Massachusetts, pleasantly situated on the S. side of Merrimack river, about three miles from the sea; ranking in a commercial view next to Salem, and containing 5346 inhabitants: incorporated into a township, consisting of 640 acres, in 1764. The churches, which are six in number, are ornamented with steeples; the other public buildings are the court-house, gaol, a bank, and four public school-houses. In this town are ten public schools and three printing-houses. Many of the dwelling-houses are elegant. The harbour is safe and capacious, but difficult of access. The buisiness of ship-building is carried on here; and a considerable trade is conducted between this place and the West Indies, as well as the Southern States. Some vessels are employed in the freighting business, and a few in the filthry. In 1790 there belonged to this port 6 ships, 46 brigantines, 39 schooners, and 28 sloops, amounting in the whole to 11,870 tons. The exports in the year ending September 1794, amounted to $63,380 dollars. A machine for cutting nails has been invented in this town, which will manufacture 200,000 in a day. In this town are a Hamane and Maple Saw-mill. The light-houses are on Plum island, in N. lat. 42° 47'. W. long. 70° 47'. Newbury port is 40 miles N.W. of Boston.

NEW CALEDONIA. See CALIFORNIA.

NEW CANTON, a small poll-town of America, lately established in Buckingham county, Virginia, on the S. side of James's river; 70 miles above Richmond.

NEW CASCO, a poll-town of America, in Cumberland county, Maine; 613 miles N.E. from Washington.

NEWCASTLE, a village of the county of Dublin, Ireland, which before the union returned two members to parliament. It is 10 miles S.W. by W. from Dublin.

NEWCASTLE, a poll-town of the county of Limerick, Ireland, which was originally founded by the Knights Templars, and became a corporation; but has been since reduced, and is now a place of little consequence. It is 114 miles S.W. from Dublin, and 20 S.W. from Limerick. There are some other villages of this name, as one near the river Inny, in the county of Longford, and one in the county of Down, on the Irish sea, but there is no occasion to enlarge.

NEWCASTLE, a town of Upper Canada, situated on the Preque' Ile de Quinte, extending into lake Ontario, from the eastern part of the township of Cramah. —Alfo, the most northern county of Delaware State, about 40 miles in length and 20 broad, containing 25,361 inhabitants, including 13,388 slaves. Here are several mills for different purposes. The chief town is Wilmingtom and Newcastle —Alfo, a poll-town and capital of the above county, situated on the W. side of Delaware river; 32 miles S.W. of Philadelphia. It contains more than 100 houses, a court-house, and gaol; a church for Episcopalians, and another for Presbyterians. This town was settled by the Swedes about the year 1627, and they called it "Stockholm." The Dutch had poiffion of it under the name of "New Amsterdam"; and the English gave it the name of Newcastle. It was incorporated in 1672. N. lat. 39° 38'. —Alfo, a township in Well Chelster county, New York, incorporated in 1791. —Alfo, a town in Rockingham county, New Hampshire, called "Great Island," consisting of about 100 houses and 334 inhabitants in 1790. It is the largest of a number of islands in the mouth of Piscataqua; two miles E. of Portsmouth. It has a meeting-house, and on the N.E. point of the island are the light-house and fort, built in 1795. —Alfo, a poll-town in Lincoln county, Maine, between Damariscote and Skungot rivers; 102 miles N.E. of Boulton. The township contains 19 inhabited. —Alfo, a poll-town in Cheshire county, Virginia; at the mouth of the Allegheny river, on the S.W. side of Panunkey river, containing about 36 houses; 54 miles N.W. of Williamsburgh. —Alfo, a town on the N. coast of the island of Neviss; six miles N.E. of Charletown.

NEWCASTLE Bay, a large open bay of the Pacific ocean, on the N.E. coast of New Holland, in which are some small low islands and shools, S. of York cape.

NEWCASTLE Island, a small island in the Florida stream. N. lat. 24° 48'. W. long. 81° 40'.

NEWCASTLE-upon-Tyne, a borough and market-town, and a distinct county by itself, is seated on the banks of the river Tyne, within the county of Northumberland, England. Julius Agricola, the general of Vespasian, established a Roman poll here about the year 80. Its appellation at this period is uncertain, but in less than half a century afterwards it was called "Pons Eliti," from the bridge built over the river by the emperor Hadrian, when he constructed his celebrated vallum, or wall, which terminated here, and has been traced passing the west door of St. Nicholas church. The rampart formed by Agricola also ran through a part of the town, and not improbably terminated near the seite of the castle, which might have been originally a Roman fort. After the evacuation of Britain by that illustrious people, the history of this place is not well known.
is very little known, though there is no doubt of its having been a town of some importance under the Northumbrian monarchs of the Saxon line. Grey, in his Chronography, says, "the town of Pampedom (now included in Newcastle) is very ancient. I find one of the kings of Northumberland that had a house in it, which we now call Pandon-hall." At the time of the conquest it occurs under the name of Monk-castle, a designation received from a number of religious foundations which had been erected in it during the heptarchy. In 1086, the castle whence the town has since obtained the appellation of Newcastle was built by Robert Curthose, a younger son of William the Conqueror, on his return from an expedition into Scotland against king Malcolm, in revenge for having afforded protection to Edgar Atheling. This structure, with its necessary appurtenances, occupied an extent of three acres, and was a fortres of great strength, having been defended by a deep fosse, and two massive walls. Only fourteen years after its erection, it was seized by the adherents of earl Mowbray, the last of the ancient line of the earls of Northumberland, who had revolted against William Rufus. That prince, laying close siege to it, however, with a strong force, soon compelled the garrison to surrender. In the time of Henry II. the great tower of the castle underwent considerable repairs. At the same period, also, the fortifications were much strengthened and augmented; and the whole fitted up as a royal residence. John Balliol did homage in the great hall to Edward I. for the crown of Scotland; and David Bruce was long detained a prisoner here, under the charge of John Copeland. Twelve of the ancient Northumbrian barons paid castle-guard rents and cornage to this fortres, being the tenures by which they held their lands. These were abolished, together with the tenures by knights’ fees, in the reign of Charles II. From 1603 to 1616, the castle appears to have been in the possession of the worshipful company of tailors, and in 1618 it was granted to Alexander Stevenen, one of the pages of the king, on a lease for fifty years; but this was afterwards purchased by the corporation. Sir John Morley, mayor of the town in 1644, garrisoned this edifice in support of the parliamentary cause, and withstood a very desperate siege against the Scots army, commanded by the earl of Callender and general Levin. Since that time it has gradually fallen to decay. Of the outer wall nothing remains but the principal entrance, called the Black Gate; the inner wall was entirely demolished in 1811. The great tower, a massive square structure, is standing: it is about eighty feet high, and its exterior walls measure near fourteen feet in thickness. There are no fire-places in any part of this edifice, except in a few small rooms, apparently gained out of the walls in later times. The dungeon has been used, for time immemorial, as the county prison during the affizes. A very bold and spacious circular flanary ascends to the summit of the tower, and adjoining, on the east side, is a chapel of most beautiful and curious architecture. The corporation lately purchased this building, and intend to throw an arched roof over it, and to pull down all the old houses built against it.

In ancient times, the town, as well as the castle, was fortified by a strong wall and ditch. In the reign of Edward I., a rich citizen of Newcastle was carried off from that town into Scotland, and being at last ransomed, he began to enclose Newcastle with a very firm wall, and the rest of the inhabitants following his example, he finished the undertaking in the reign of Edward III." This wall had seven massive gates, and seventeen round towers, with smaller watch-towers in each interval between them; but all the gates are now levelled, except two, the "West Gate and New Gate." Leland calls the West Gate "a mighty strong thickness of four wards and an iron gate;" and speaking generally of the wall, he adds, "the strength and magnificence of the mailling of this town from palfeth of all the walls of the cities of England, and most of the towns of Europe." Above the West Gate is the hall of one of the incorporated companies; New Gate is occupied as the town prison.

The rise of Newcastle to eminence as a borough seems to have taken place gradually. William Rufus granted the inhabitants some privileges, which were considerably augmented by Henry I. and John. At this time it was governed by bailiffs only; but in 1251 a mayor was appointed. In 1400 the town was first constituted a county by itself, at which period a sheriff and six aldermen were substituted for the bailiffs. A recorder, eight chamberlains, two coroners, a sword-bearer, a common clerk, and eight sergeants at mace, were added in 1516; and in 1559 the aldermen were increased to ten, and the twenty-four electors constituted a common-council. The powers of justices were conferred on the mayor, the aldermen, and recorder, by queen Elizabeth; and King James I. generally confirmed these, and all the former privileges enjoyed by the corporation. Newcastle lends two members to parliament, who are chosen by the free burgesses resident and not resident, and returned by the sheriff. The number of voters is estimated at 2500.

This town abounded with religious establishments after as well as before the conquest. In 1086 a Benedictine monastery was mentioned as existing here, in which Agas, the mother-in-law of Malcolm, and Christiana her sister, took the veil subsequent to the death of that prince, and his son, at the siege of the castle of Alnwick. Another monastery, dedicated to St. Bartholomew, and said to have been founded by Henry III., stood in the field behind the present Nun-gate. At the dissolution it was exceedingly poor, though originally possessed of large estates. The house of the Black Friars is still standing; as is also the church belonging to it, in which Edward Balioi alienated to Edward I. the five Scottish counties next adjoining to the borders of England. This house was granted to the mayor and burgesses, who afterwards transferred it to nine of the ancient trades of the town, seven of whom hold their public meetings in it to this present day. The priory of Augustinian friars, which stood on the site of the general hospital, owed its origin to William lord Rofs, baron of Wark, about the year 1291. It was of great extent and magnificence, and the usual residence of the kings of England, when passing through Newcastle on their route to Scotland. Here was a priory of Franciscans, or Grey friars, established in 1300 by the family of the Carlisles. In this monastery the celebrated Duns Scotus and friar Martin took the order of St. Francis, and refided during many years. In that part of the town called Confable-Garth was a house of brethren of Penitentia (a Carthusian), subsequently granted by Edward III. to the Carmelites, who had their first house on Wal Knoll, where was also an hospital of Trinitarians, founded by William de Acton in 1361. The grammar-school at Weftgate was formerly the church of an hospital of St. Mary, founded and endowed in the time of Henry II. Near this spot stood another hospital, also dedicated to the Holy Virgin, which at the suppression maintained a master and six brethren. An hospital of St. Mary Magdalen was situated between Vine-lane and Barras-bridge, where many velliges of it are yet visible. It was built and endowed by Henry I. for a master, brethren, and fitters, who were bound to receive persons afflicted with the leprosy. King James incorporated this
this hospital, with the chapel of St. Thomas à Becket, on
Tyne-bridge, and decreed that the revenues of both should
in future be appropriated to the support of a warden, and
three poor, and aged, unmarried burgesses; and that the
mayor and common-council should act in the capacity of pa-
trons. On Sand-hill was an hospital of St. Catharine,
commonly called Thornton's hospital, having been founded
by Roger Thornton, in 1403, for a chaplain, who should
also be master, nine poor men, and four women. This
house is now occupied as a warehouse, and is the property of
the mayor and burgesses. Fordun, and some other
Scottish historians, assert that there was in this town a mo-
nastery of Premonstratensians, founded by David, king of
Scotland. An ancient house in Grindon Chare, traditionally
called the chapel of St. John, is supposed to have been
their convent. On St. Lawrence's quay are the ruins of a
chapel, in honour of St. Lawrence, which was erected
by one of the earls of Northumberland; and near Barras-bridge
are the remains of another, dedicated to St. James. There
was also, before the Reformation, a chapel or oratory in
the town. The present church of Newcastled bridge, and in another part of
it a hermitage tenanted by a recluse. Close to one end of
Tyne-bridge is the chapel of St. Thomas à Becket, the ori-
gin of which is unknown, though certainly built before the
commencement of the thirteenth century. It has lately
been fitted up as a chapel of ease to the church of St. Ni-
cholas.

Newcastle is a town of considerable extent, and con-
tains, according to the popular returns of 1811, 31,46
houses, and 27,587 inhabitants. The larger parts of it,
which are most distant from the river, display a number of wide and re-
spectable streets, but in the lower parts, the streets and alleys are extremely narrow, dirty, and ill built.
The suburbs of Sandgate and the North-shore are chiefly
inhabited by the keelmen, who amount to about seven or
eight thousand in number.

The county of Newcastle includes a district of ten miles
in circuit, and is entirely independent of Northumberland.
Within the town are four parishes, the limits of which were
differently marked out in 1210. All the churches and chap-
els are subject to the mother-church of St. Nicholas. This
edifice is much admired for the elegant architecture of its
tower, which was built in the reign of Henry VI, and
risestothe height of 194 feet. The remainder of the struc-
ture is of more ancient date, having been erected, in 1359,
upon the site of one still older, founded by Osmund, bishop
of Sarum, and burnt to the ground in 1216. In the library
of this church are several curious manuscripts, and among
them a highly illuminated bible, formerly belonging to
Hexham abbey. The other parish-churches in Newcastle are
St. Andrew's, St. John's, and All Saints: the two first were
built in the 13th century, but the last is of modern erection,
and may vie with any church in England in respect of in-
terior decoration. Besides these, there are several chapels
attached to the establishment. Dissenting meeting-houses
are numerous, almost every clafs of religionists known in
the island having one or more places in this town appro-
priated to public worship. The most frequent are those be-
longing to Presbyterian communion with the church of
Scotland. The grammar-school, already noticed as oc-
pupying the premises of St. Mary's hospital, can rank among
its pupils some of the most distinguished characters of this
and the last century, several of whom were likewise natives
of the town. A charity-school is attached to each of the
four churches, and a fifth to the chapel of St. Anne. Sun-
day-schools are scarcely less numerous than the several places
of public worship; and independent of all these, a large
building has been lately erected for the establishment of a
school on the Lancasterian plan, where poor children of every
sect and denomination may be instructed in reading, writing,
and arithmetic. This left is called the Royal Jubilee school,
and was built to commemorate his majesty's entry into the
fiftieth year of his reign. Nor is the health and support of the
poor lefts attended to in Newcastle than their education.
On the west side of the town, and overlooking the river, stands
an infirmary, in which nearly twelve hundred diseased indivi-
duals are annually restored to health; and in Low Friar-
street is a dispensary, established upon the most judicious
and liberal principles. A house of recovery for fever pa-
tients was erected in 1834. All these charities owe their sup-
port to annual subscriptions alone. In an extensive garden,
near Weitgate, a range of very commodious baths was built
by Dr. Hall, some years ago, according to a design ter-
nrnished by William Cranefon, esq. architect. The Lyng-in-
hospital is situated in Kofemary lane; and there is likewise
an institution for the relief of poor women living in at their
own houses. The other hospitals in this town are the
Freemen's hospital, three smaller ones, standing contiguous
to it, and the Keelman's hospital, the funds of which are
managed under the direction of an act of parliament,
passed in 1788. Here is also a spacious asylum for luna-
tics, belonging to the counties of Newcastle, Durham, and
Northumberland.

As the new courts, begun in 1810, are not yet completed,
the exchange and town court-house still constitute one large
structure, which was built in 1658, and is said to have cost
upwards of 10,000l. The lower floor is occupied by the
offices of the town-clerk, the merchant's coffee-house, and a
range of piazzas. On the second floor are the guildhall,
the mayor's chamber, the merchant's court, the archives of
the town, and the revenue-office. In the guildhall are held
the aldermen, quarter-assizes, and all the other courts of
the town and county of Newcastle, except the court of com-
mon council, which is held in the mayor's chamber, where
may be seen an engine called the brackets, formerly employed in
the punishment of scolding women. The manfon-house,
rebuilt in 1691, is a grand and stately edifice, and fitted up
in a handsome style. Here the judges and their attendants
are lodged and entertained during the sessions. The assem-
bley-rooms and theatre-royal are both handsome and com-
modious buildings of modern erection. The old play-house
is now occupied as a concert-room; and the old assembly-rooms
are appropriated to the use of the Literary and Philosophical
Society, which was instituted in 1793; and bids fair to rival
the best establishments of a similar kind in the kingdom.
On the quay-side, at a short distance from the Exchange,
stands the custom-house.

The general appearance of this portion of the town bears
a strong resemblance to the port of London, in the circum-
tances of the river being crowded with a vast fleet of ships
of every fize and description, and having a bridge thrown
over it in a similar position to London-bridge. This struc-
ture was built in 1781, to supply the place of a former
bridge, which was destroyed by a tremendous swell of the
Tyne in 1771, and was found to have been ruined on the
basis of the Pons Ælii, from the number of Roman coins
discovered in the piers. For an account of the borough of
Gateshead, on the Durham side of the river, see the article
GATESHEAD.

The manufactories of this town are various and important,
confiding, however, principally of glass, steel, iron, and
rope-works. Broad and narrow woollen cloths are likewise
manufactured.
history and antiquities of the town and county of the town of newcastle, by john brand, m. a. two vols. 4to.

beauties of england and wales, vol. xii. by the rev. mr. hodgson.

newcastle-under-line, a borough and market-town in the hundred of pyrehill, and county of stafford, england, is situated on a branch of the river trent, and owes its name and origin to a castle built here by edmund, earl of lancaster, in the reign of henry iii. this edifice stood in the centre of a considerable lake, being on the south-west side of the town, but scarcely any vestiges of it now remain. leland says the whole was destroyed by fire in his time, with the exception of one tower, and that it was originally erected to supply the place of the more ancient forfests at cheffield-under-line. hence the appellation newcastle. this town was incorporated, by royal charter, soon after its foundation; and queen elizabeth and charles ii. severally confirmed its privileges. it is now governed by a mayor, two justices, two bailiffs, and twenty-four common-councillors, who have the right of holding courts for the recovery of debts under forty pounds. newcastle sends two members to parliament, and has done so since the twenty-seventh year of the reign of edward iii. the right of election has been much disputed, but was declared, in 1702, to be vested in "the freemen residing in the borough of newcastle-under-line."

the situation of the town is extremely pleasant, and the houses display a superior neatness in their architecture, as well as a more than ordinary degree of uniformity in their arrangement. the principal street in particular is spacious and well paved, but its appearance is somewhat injured by the market-place occupying its centre. it is said there were anciently four churches in this town, though one only now exists, and this is denominated a chapel to stoke. differing meeting-houses, however, are numerous. the almshouses, twenty in number, owe their erection to the marquis of stafford and lord grenville, and are appropriated for the accommodation of twenty poor women, inhabitants of the borough. a manufacture of hats, the coal and clothing trade, and the pottery in the vicinity, form the chief support both of the higher and lower orders of the inhabitants. the market-day is on monday, weekly, for provisions; and every alternate week a great cattle market is held. according to the parliamentary returns of 1811, this town contained 1344 houses, and 6175 inhabitants, showing an increase, since 1801, of 256 houses, and 1771 persons.

as the grand trunk canal, which directly connects the navigation of the trent, the mersey, the severn, and the thames, with, collaterally, almost every trading town in the interior, passes close to newcastle, its position must be regarded as extremely favourable to trade and manufactures. its vicinity, moreover, abounds with coal, and contains an exhaustible store of several kinds of clay, admirably adapted for the manufacture of various sorts of earthen-ware; and accordingly here are situated the most extensive and valuable "potteries" in great britain. the district comprehended under this title is somewhat above eight miles in length, and nearly as many in breadth, including within its compass several thriving market-towns and villages, which owe their rise and prosperity to this branch of industry. (see pottery.) the principal coal mines lie to the north of newcastle, and their produce is conveyed hither by a canal formed by sir niguel greally, under an act of parliament dated in 1755. eturia, the superb manuf. of the celebrated jofas wedgwood, esq. stands about two

manufactured in considerable quantity for home consumption. the chief exports are coals, lead, glases, iron, salt, bacon, butter and tallow, and the imports include almost every article of foreign or british produce, which convenience or luxury can demand. the collieries in this vicinity are perhaps the most valuable and extensive in europe, and afford nearly the whole supply of the metropolis, and of three counties on the eastern coast deficient in coal-tracts. (see the article coal.) most of the glases-houses and potteries belonging to the town stretch along the shore, from the suburbs, for two miles down the river. the chief iron-works are situated at swalwell, three miles above the town, and at new greenwich, on the south bank of the river. the markets here are held on tuesday and saturday weekly, and the annual fairs on the 12th of august, the 29th of october, and the 22d of november. of the fairs, the two first continue for nine days each, and the other for only one. many improvements have lately been effected in the disposition and economy of the markets; which range northwards from the church of st. nicholas towards newgate-street. the new butcher-market was erected at the expense of the corporation in 1809.

besides the historical events already noticed, as connected with the castle, many others of general importance have occurred at this town, some of which may not improperly claim attention, even in an article like the present. a conference for a peace was held here, in 1209, between king john and william king of the scots, but the two monarchs parted without coming to a reconciliation. the meeting, however, in 1244, between henry iii. and alexander, was more fortunate in its result. william wallace, the celebrated champion of scottish liberty, repeatedly attempted to reduce newcastle, and was as often repulsed by the resolution of the townsmen. king david attacked it about the year 1340 with no better success, and in 1346 a dreadful action took place, in which the scots were routed with great slaughter. henry vi. fled hither after the fatal battle of towton. newcastle was the first victim in the grand rebellion, having been besieged by the scottish covenanters, under general lefley, in the year 1640, a few days subsequent to the defeat of lord conway at newburn.

heaton hall, situated about two miles east from newcastle, is the seat of the family of the biddies; and near it are the ruins of an old building, fortified on the north, and said to have been one of the places of king john's retreat from the fury of his rebellious barons. walls-end, the segedunum of the romans, lies still farther to the east; and derives its present appellation from the circumstance of the great stone barrier erected by hadrian terminating close to the village. some remains of the roman fortresses appear in a field called the well or wall-laws. in finding the pits of the colliery here, many curious and valuable relics of roman art were dug up by the workmen. at benwell, two miles west from newcastle, was the condereum of the norttis, and the location of the ala altorum. a hypocaust, a very fine urn (now in durham library), and a variety of inured bones and coins, were discovered here at different periods in the last century. gosforth house, the seat of c. j. brandling, esq., is a splendid mansion, situated about four miles north from the town. the other seats in this neighbourhood are stoke hall, eland hall, their stoke hall is the ancient residence of the ogers, in which david, king of scots, lay the first night of his captivity, is now in ruins. not far from hence, adjoining the village of walton, are the remains of a very remarkable encampment, supposed to be of danish or saxon origin.
two miles north from the town; and nearly at the same distance, but more to the east, in the village of Shelton, the birthplace of Eliah Fenton, a distinguished poet of the last century, Chester-under-Lyne, the site of the ancient fortress, the decay of which gave occasion to the erection of that at Newcastle, is now a trifling village, but there can be no doubt of its having been a place of importance previous to the event we have just mentioned. Scarcely any traces either of the castle or town can now be discovered, but Camden tells us he saw their ruins and shattered walls; and Erdecliffe says, he could perceive the walls had been of wonderful thickness and strength. In the reign of king John, the property of the manor here, and consequently the custody of the castle, were vested by that monarch in Randal, one of the ears of chefter, from whom it most probably took its present name, for we conceive it very likely that it had a different appellation at a more remote period.

At Trentham, three miles and a half from Newcastle, on the south bank of the river, is a magnificent feat, belonging to the marquis of Stafford. The house is a modern erection, as well as the magnificent park of which it forms a part. The grounds of the Garden of St. James's, London, at an extremity of Trentham-park, bordering on the public road, is a family mausoleum, lately erected from the classical designs of J. H. Tatham, esq. architect. Some further particulars of this splendid feat, and of others in the vicinity, will be given in a subsequent account of the town of STONE. In the village of Trentham stood an ancient nunnery, where St. Werburgh, the sister of king Ethelred, was absolved at the time of her death, A.D. 683. This monastery, having fallen to decay, was restored by Randal, second earl of Chester, in the reign of Henry I. and filled with canons of the order of St. Augustine. After its renewal it was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and All Saints, and at the period of the Reformation St. John's, a collegiate church, had been re-established at Stone, and presented with lands and other properties for the support of its new members, by the earl of Chester, for the amount of 12 l. s. 2d. per annum. The petty feoffcies for the northern division of the hundred of Pyrchill are held here. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiii. by the Rev. Joseph Nightingale. See also Carlile's Topographical Dictionary of England, 2 vols. 4to. Tanner's Nottitia, and The Topographer, 4 vols. 8vo.

NEWCASTLE-in-EMLY, a small market-town, is situated partly in the hundred of Elved, and county of Caernarthen, and partly in the hundred of Twedyr-Aur, in the county of Cardigan, South Wales. It is pleasantly situated on the banks of the river Teifi, which meanders along the vale here in a very bold and serpentine course, and adds greatly, by its majestic sweeps, to the charms of the surrounding scenery. The approach to the town lies through an arched gateway, about fourteen feet high, and supported by two octagonal pillars, which contributes also to enhance the romantic and picturesque view beyond it. Here are the ruins of a castle originally founded at a very remote period, and subsequently rebuilt by sir Rhys ap Thomas, who made it one of his principal fefts. Some coins and other relics of a Roman station are said to have been discovered in this vicinity, and the country around exhibits several encampments of different forms and sizes, some of which were doubtless either constructed or altered by the Romans. The market day in this town is Saturday in every week, and there are six fairs during the year. Carlile's Topographical Dictionary of Wales, 2 vols. 4to. See also Evans's Tour in Wales.

NEWCHESTER, a township in America, in Crafon county, New Hampshire, on the W. side of Penmawaff river, incorporated in 1778; 13 miles below Plymouth.

NEWCOME, William, in Biogrophy, a learned Irish prelate, was the second son of the Rev. Joseph Newcome, who enjoyed preferment in England, as well in the county of Bedfordshire as in Berkshire. The subject of this article was born at Barton-le-Clay, in Bedfordshire, on the 10th of April, 1725, O. S. He was educated at the grammar-school at Abingdon, and became greatly distinguished among his contemporaries. In 1745 he was elected to a scholarship of Pembroke college, in the university of Oxford: here he took his degrees with much reputation, and being intended for the clerical profession, he paid every attention in his power to those studîes that would enable him to fulfill the sacred character of a Christian minister with respectability. After this he became fellow and tutor of Hertford college, and among other pupils placed under his care were lord Henry Seymour and the late right hon. Charles James Fox (see his article, vol. xvi.), who always cherished a warm respect for his person and memory. It was at Hertford college that he met with an accident which occasioned the loss of his left arm. In the year 1765 he took his degree of D.D., and was appointed chaplain to the earl of Hertford, then lord lieutenant of Ireland; and in the following year he was nominated to the see of Droome. In this situation he continued about nine years, discharging, with great fidelity, the duties of the episcopal office, and by his affliction, prudence, and moderation, securing the respect of all parties, and of all religious persuasions. Shortly after he had obtained this bishopric he married an English lady, by whom he had a daughter, and on the death of this lady, in a few years, he married a second time, and had several children. In the year 1775, Dr. Newcome was translated from Droome to the bishopric of Oiory, and in this period he began to arrange the papers that he had composed, as the Transactions, the remains of the Transactions, which he afterwards gave to the world. The title of these publications was entitled "An Harmony of the G-sîps, in which the original Text is disjosed after Le Clerc's general manner: with such various Readings as have received Wettin's Sanction, &c." To this work his lordship subjoined observations to settle the time and place of every transaction, to establish the series of facts, and to reconcile seeming inconveniences. The bishop adopts the notion that our Lord's ministry was of more than three years and a half duration, and with this view he divides his Harmony into seven parts. 1. The history before the public ministry of Chrift, including thirty and a half years. 2. The transactions of about six months, from Jesus's baptism till the beginning of the enlisting of the war. 3. The transactions of twelve months, from the beginning of the first war. 4. The transactions of another twelve months, from the beginning of the second war. 5. The transactions of a third twelve months, from the beginning of the third war. 6. The transactions of three years, from the day on which the fourth war was killed, to the end of the month before the resurrection. And 7. The transactions of forty days, from the day of the resurrection to the ascension. See the article PERELEY, in which a different theory and arrangement will be given. Dr.
Dr. Newcome, in the year 1779, was translated to the fee of Waterford, and in the following year he entered into a vindication of the work just spoken of, in a tract entitled "The Duration of our Lord's Ministry particularly considered," which was replied to by Dr. Priestley; and Dr. Newcome published a second tract on the same subject. In the year 1782, he published "Observations on our Lord's Conduct as a Divine Instructor, and on the Excellence of his Moral Character." Three years after this, he rendered an acceptable service to biblical scholars, in a thin quarto, entitled "An Attempt towards an improved Version, a metrical Arrangement, and an Explanation of the Twelve Minor Prophets." "One design," says his lordship, "of engaging in the present aridous province, was to recommend, and, in a small degree, to facilitate, an improved English version of the Scriptures; than which nothing can be more beneficial to the cause of religion, or more honourable to the reign and age in which it was patronized and executed. The reasons for its expediency are, the mistakes, imperfections, and many insidious obscurities of our present version; the accession of various helps since the execution of that work; the advanced state of learning, and our emancipation from slavery to the Maforetic points, and to the Hebrew text as absolutely uncorrupt." His lordship gives a series of fifteen rules for the conduct of such a work, which are allowed by all competent judges to be extremely valuable and important. In the year 1788, the bishop published "An Attempt towards an improved Version, a metrical Arrangement, and an Explanation of the Prophet Ezekiel." In a very admirable preface to this work, and on other occasions, Bishop Newcome recommends most earnestly the cultivation of the Hebrew language, on account of the vast importance of the treasures which it unfolds. "The venerable books written in Hebrew are indeed highly curious and instructive, apart from religious considerations. The historian, the geographer, the chronologer, the antiquarian, the naturalist, the poet, the orator, the legislator, the observer of human nature in its original simplicity, of the sources whence nations sprang, of society in its earliest stage, and of ancient Eastern manners in their only genuine representation; will here find their researches amply rewarded, no less than the divine who raises his eye to the adorable ways of Providence in the religious and civil history of mankind." And the worthy prelate adds, that "Such a vein of Hebrew runs through the writings of the Old Testament, that even these divine oracles cannot be accurately understood, nor the anomalies of their style explained, without some knowledge of Hebrew literature." Another important work given to the public by our learned prelate, was entitled "An historical View of the English biblical Translations; the Expediency of revising, by Authority, our present Translation; and the Means of executing such a Revision." In January 1795, Dr. Newcome was translated to the archiepiscopal see of Armagh; and in this new situation he maintained the same character which had rendered him the object of universal respect and esteem at Dromore, Offory, and Waterford, though he was obliged to assume greater state in his manner of living and appearance, and to mix more in public life, than was agreeable to his wishes, but he conducted himself in those scenes with the same propriety which governed him in all his intercourse with the world, rejoicing when he was enabled to withdraw from them to the enjoyment of domestic happiness and the pursuit of his studies. Shortly after his elevation to the archiepiscopal, he published "A Charge," in which he calls the attention of the clergy to a very important, and at that time much neglected, part of the pastoral care, that of oc- casional and private instruction, pointing out the manner of communicating instruction to different descriptions of persons. This charge was the last publication of Dr. Newcome, who, to the regret of all that knew him, or were acquainted with his works, died at Dublin on the 11th of January, 1820, in the 71st year of his age. Soon after the archbishop's death was published his "Attempt towards revising our English Translation of the Greek Scriptures, or the New Covenant of Jesus Christ, &c." This work, which was printed in 1796, and referred by the author for publication after his death, has been made the basis of an "Improved Version of the New Testament, published by a Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, &c." much to the mortification, as we have heard, of some of the archbishop's relatives. The archbishop had employed a considerable portion of his time on an "Attempt towards revising our English Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures," and he bequeathed his interleaved Bible, in four volumes folio, containing the refult of his labours, to the library at Lambeth-palace. We understand from the article in the General Biography, to which we have been greatly indebted for the foregoing facts, that there exists somewhere in Ms. a memoir of the archbishop drawn up by himself, and in his own hand-writing, in which he gives an interesting account of the progress of his studies, and of the sentiments relative to the characters and opinions which have occasioned much discussion in the theological world.

NEWCOMEN, MATTHEW, a nonconformist divine, who was ejected from the living of Dedham in Essex in 1662, was of St. John's college, Cambridge, where he took his degree of M.A. He was likewise a member of the Welfington assembly of divines, and had some concern in drawing up their catechism. Mr. Newcomen was one of the five persons who wrote "Smeitynnum," which was a treatise against bishop Hall's Vindication of Episcopacy. The title of the work was made up of the initials of the christian and surnames of the several authors, viz. Stephen Marshal, Edmond Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew Newcomen, and William Spirtlow. After Newcomen was ejected for his adherence to conscience, he went to Leyden, where he died, in 1666.

NEW CORBUDA, in Geography, a town of the province of Tucuman, in South America.

NEW DUBLIN, a township in the county of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, on Mahone bay, first settled by Irish and afterwards by Germans.

NEW EDINBURGH, a new settlement in Nova Scotia.

NEWEKLOW, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Beraun; 17 miles S.E. of Beraun.

NEWEL, in Architecture, the upright post which flairs turn about; being that part of the staircase which sustains the flairs.

The newel is, properly, a cylinder of stone, which bears on the ground, and is formed by the ends of the flairs of the winding-stairs.

There are also newels of wood, which are pieces of timber placed perpendicularly, receiving the tenons of the flairs of wooden flairs into their mortises, and wherein are fitted the tahoos and reeds of the staircase, and the flights of each story.

NEWELL, in Geography, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Bresca; 24 miles S.W. of Pinsk.

NEW ENGLAND. See New England.

NEW ENHAM, CAPP, the north point of Brifton bay, on the N.W. coast of North America. N. lat. 58° 42'. W. long. 162° 24'.

NEWEST,
NEWENT, a small market-town in the hundred of Botloe, and county of Gloucester, England, is situated nine miles from the city of Gloucester, and 108 miles from London. Its original appellation, according to Leland, was New Inn, from a building erected for the accommodation of travellers, when the communication was first opened by this road into Wales. The town is irregularly built, and is but of little importance; though formerly it was much larger, and had the privileges of a borough; it was also governed by a bailiff, whose office appears to have fallen into disuse about the end of the 17th century. A house, now dilapidated, still bears the name of the Booth-hall. The church is a spacious structure, of the architecture of various periods; as it appears to have been three times partially rebuilt. Over the porch is a tower, terminating in a lofty spire, erected, with the roof of the nave, about the year 1675: the latter is supported by screws without pillars, in a manner similar to that of the theatre in Oxford. The population returns of the year 1811 state the inhabitants of Newent as amounting to 2538, the number of houses to 511. Four fairs are annually held here, and a weekly market on Fridays. The town and its vicinity were distinguished by many military transactions during the civil wars. The parish, which includes a circumference of nearly twenty-five miles, produces great quantities of coal; two pits have been recently sunk; the thickness of the seam is between four and five feet; the depth to the coal about forty-one yards.

An alien priory was founded in this town, soon after the Norman invasion, by Roger de Montgomery; at whose request it was subjected by the Conqueror to the Benedictine abbey of Cormeille in Normandy. King Henry IV granted its privileges to the collegiate church of Fotheringhay in Northamptonshire, to which they continued annexed till the dissolution. On the site of this priory the court-house was built: an ancient gateway, and some smaller fragments of the monastic building, yet remain. Rudge's History of the County of Gloucester, 2 vols. 8vo. 1803. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. v.

NEWFORD, a small island in the North sea, near the E. coast of Lewis, N. lat. 55°. W. long. 6° 22'.

NEW-FANE, the chief town of Windham county, in Vermont, America, situated on the West river; 12 miles N.W. of Brattleborough, containing 1000 inhabitants.

NEW FOREST. See Forest.

NEWFOUNDLAND, an island in the Atlantic ocean, separated from the continent of America by the straits of Belleisle, about 27 miles wide, and the gulf of St. Lawrence, about 320 miles in length and breadth, approaching to the shape of a triangle, and situated between N. lat. 46° 40' and 51° 30', and W. long. 52° 31' and 59° 40'. This island is rather hilly than mountainous. The soil is rocky and barren. The coals are subject to fogs, supposing by some to be owing to the superior warmth of the gulf stream from the West Indies, and also to snow and frost; and the interior parts, which have not been penetrated above 30 miles, abound with ponds and marshes. It is watered, however, by several rivers, and has many large and good harbours; and it furnishes a supply of birch, malt pine, and fir, which may probably, with due attention, be of service for masts, yards, and lumber of all sorts for the West India trade; but the chief mine of its wealth is the fishery on its banks, which is computed to employ annually 3000 fall of small craft, and 100,000 persons, and to yield about 300,000 lb. a-year, from the cod fish to be caught in Catholic countries. For an account of its fishery, see the article Fishery. The chief towns of this island are, St. John in the S.E., Placentia in the S., and Bonavista in the E.; but not above 1000 families remain here during the winter. In the spring a small squadron is sent to protect the fisheries and settlements, the admiral being also governor of the island, as its sole importance depends upon the fishery; and there are two lieutenant-governors, one at St. John's and another at Placentia.

This island was discovered by John Cabot in 1497; but the French seem to have first availed themselves of the gold mine of the Newfoundland fisheries, in which they were actually engaged in the year 1534. In 1585, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, brother-in-law to Raleigh, made an attempt to settle this important colony; but he was obliged to return without effecting his purpose, and he was swallowed up by the ocean in his voyage homewards, retaining to the last his love of improvement and his piety; for whilst in the midst of danger he was fitting unmoved in the stern of his ship, with a book in his hand, he was frequently heard to say to his companions, "Courage, my lads, we are as near heaven at sea as on land." After several subsequent efforts for making a settlement in this island, and disputes with the French, who had possession of Placentia, and a principa part of the island, it was ceded to England by the treaty of Utrecht in 1713, the French being allowed to dry their nets on the northern shores; and by a treaty in 1763, they were permitted to fish, under certain limitations, in the gulf of St. Lawrence, and the small islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon were ceded to them. For further particulars, see Cod Fishery.

NEW FOUND MILLS, a place of America, with a post-office, in Hanover county, Virginia; 112 miles from Washington.

NEW GARDEN, a post-town of America, in Chester county, Pennsylvania.—Also, a settlement of the Friends, in Guildford county, North Carolina.

NEW GENEVA, a post-town of America, in Fayette county, Pennsylvania, on the S. side of the Monongahela, in which is a manufactory of glass bottles and bucklets. In its vicinity is found plenty of iron ore and coal. Here is a post-office, 230 miles from Washington.

NEW GERMAN TOWN, a post-town of America, in Hunterdon county, New Jersey; 48 miles N.W. of Brunswick.

NEW GLOUCESTER, a small post-town of America, in Cumberland county, Maine; 146 miles N. of Boston; incorporated in 1774, and containing 1553 inhabitants.

NEW GOTTINGEN, a town of America, in Burke county, Georgia, on the W. bank of Savannah river; about 18 miles E. of Waynecoford.

NEW GRANADA. See New Granada.

NEW GRANTHAM, a township of America, in Cheshire county, New Hampshire, incorporated in 1761; about 15 miles S.E. of Dartmouth college.

NEW HAMPSHIRE, one of the United States of America, extending 168 miles in length, 90 in its greatest, and 15 in its least breadth, between 43° 41' and 43° 36' N. lat., and 2° 11' and 4° 29' E. long. from Philadelphia; bounded N. by the province of Lower Canada, E. by the district of Maine and the Atlantic ocean, S. by Massachusetts, W. by the western bank of Connecticut river, and containing 9491 square miles, or 6,074,240 acres, of which at least 100,000 acres are water. This state is divided into 214 townships and townships and locations, most of which are about six miles square. The names of these counties, their chief towns, and number of inhabitants, in 1800, were as follows:

County,
The principal harbour for ships in this state, which has but about 15 miles of sea-coast at its S.E. corner, is the entrance of Piscataqua river. The more remarkable high lands do not appear nearer to the sea than about 20 or 30 miles. The first ridge is denominated the Blue Hills, which pass through Rochefelt, Barrington, and Nottingham, beyond which are several higher detached mountains. The third ridge consists of higher mountains, of which the principal are Chocorua, Offsay, and Kyafarage. Beyond these is the lofty ridge which divides the branches of Connecticut and Merrimack rivers, denominated the height of land. In this ridge is the celebrated Monadnock mountain; and 30 miles N. of this is Sunapee; and 48 miles farther is Mooffehillock mountain. This ridge is then continued northerly, dividing the waters of the river Connecticut from those of Saco and Amificoggins. Here the mountains rise much higher, the most elevated summits of which are the White mountains. The lands west of this ridge, bordering on Connecticut river, are interspersed with extensive meadows or intervals, rich and well watered. Five of the largest streams in New England receive more or less of their waters from this flat; these are Connecticut, Amificoggins, Saco, Merrimack, and Piscataqua rivers. The principal lakes in this flat are, Winnippegus, Umbagog, Squam, Sunapee, Great Offsay, and Maflapecick pond. The soil in New Hampshire is very various; the most valuable is that which lies contiguous to the larger rivers, because it is annually overflowed, and thus enriched; lands of this kind yield wheat, and other kinds of grain, in the greatest perfection; but they are not so good for pasture as the uplands of a proper quality; apples and pears are the most common, and the principal fruits cultivated in this flat. The chief business of the inhabitants is agriculture. Beef, pork, mutton, poultry, wheat, rye, Indian corn, barley, pult, butter, cheese, flax, hemp, hops, eucalptus plants, and roots, may be produced in great abundance in New Hampshire. The principal articles of export from this state are pine-boards, oak-planks, flaxseed, clap-boards, tallow, hoops, barns, rafters, pine and oak timber, masts, spars, hookey, hogheads, sills, dried and pickled, whale-oil, tar, flaxseed, beef, corn, oxen, and cows, horSES, sheep, New England rum, bricks, pot and pearl-ashes, &c. The total value of exportation for the years 1798 and 1799 was 723,342 dollars. The import consists of West India rum, gin, molasses, wine, porter, sugars, tea, coffee, cotton, cheese, nails, cordage, twine, salt, tea-coal, hemp, lead, and grind-flours. The amount of shipping belonging to New Hampshire in 1798 was 49,240 tons. The people in this country generally manufacture their own clothing, and considerable quantities of tow-cloth for exportation. The other manufactures are pot and pearl-ashes, maple sugar, bricks and pottery, and some iron.

By an act of assembly in 1792, a bank, under the style of the "Bank of New Hampshire," was established at Portsmouth, to continue 50 years, under the management of a president and seven directors. The number of inhabitants in the year 1800 was 183,858, and it appears that the number has actually been doubled in less than 19 years; and of these inhabitants several instances occur of remarkable longevity. The people of this state are, in general, hardy, robust, active, and brave; but it is a subject of regret, that the free indulgence of spirituous liquors is one of their greatest faults, particularly in the vicinity of Piscataqua river, and its branches. Since the revolution, the means of information and improvement have been augmented and extended. The only college in this state is in the township of Hanover, called "Dartmouth College," (see College); besides which there are many academies.

The largest town in New Hampshire is Portsmouth, which is; besides which we mention, in their proper places, the towns of Exeter, Concord, Haverhill, Charlestown, Keene, Dover, Amherst, and Plymouth. The principal denominations of Christians in this state are Congregationalists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Baptists, and Quakers; here are also a few Sandemansians and Universalists. The constitution of this state is similar to that of Massachusetts. The first discovery of any part of New Hampshire was in 1614; and the first settlement was made in 1623. See Morse's Geog.

NEW HAMPTON, a post-town of America, in New Hampshire, Strafford county, on the W. side of lake Winnipigogee, nine miles S.E. of Plymouth, incorporated in 1777.—Alfo, a post-town in Hunterdon county, New Jersey, 217 miles from Washington.

NEW HANOVER, a maritime county of Wilmington district, North Carolina, extending from cape Fear river N.E. along the Atlantic ocean. The chief town is Wilmington.—Alfo, a township in Burlington county, New Jersey, containing about 20,000 acres of improved land, and a large quantity which is barren and uncultivated. The compact part is called "New-mills," containing about 50 houses; 27 miles from Philadelphia.—Alfo, a township in Morgan county, Pennsylvania.—Alfo, a county of North Carolina, in the district of Wilmington, containing 5371 inhabitants, of whom 2033 are females. See also HANOVER.

NEW HARTFORD, a small post-town in Litchfield county, Connecticut; 14 miles N.E. of Litchfield.

NEW HAVEN, called also Meaching, a town of England, in the county of Suffolk, situated on the English channel, having a small, but convenient, harbour, at the mouth of
of the river Onse; guarded at the entrance by a small fort; seven miles S. of Lewes. N. lat. 50° 47'; E. long. 0° 4.

—Allo, a county of Connecticut, in America, extending along the Sound between Middlesex county on the E. and Fairfield on the W.; about 55 miles long from N. to S. and 28 from E. to W.; divided into 14 townships, and containing, in the year 1800, 31,926 free persons, and 2,768 slaves.

—Allo, a city, the seat of justice in the last-mentioned county, and the semi-metropolis of the State. This city lies round the head of a bay, which makes up about four miles N. from Long Island sound; and covers a large plain, which is enclosed on three sides by high hills or mountains. Two small rivers bound the city E. and W. It was originally laid out in squares, many of which have been divided by crooked streets; four streets run N.W. and S.E., and are crossed by others at right angles; near the centre is the public square, in which are the public buildings, which are a State-house, three college edifices, a chapel and edifice for the library, &c. three churches for Congregationalists, and one for Episcopalians. The public square is encircled with rows of trees, which render it both convenient and delightful. Many of the streets are also ornamented with rows of trees, giving to the city a rural appearance. The city contains between 8 and 100,000 souls, chiefly of wood. Within the limits of the city there were, in 1798, 254 houses, and upwards of 4000 persons, of whom about one in seventy dies annually. As to pleasantness and health, New Haven is hardly exceeded by any city in America. It carries on a considerable trade with New York and the West Indies. The exports for one year, ending Sept. 1794, amounted in value to 171,868 dollars.

Here are manufactures of card-trees, linen, buttons, cotton and paper. For an account of Yale college in this city, see College. This place and Hartford are the seats of the legislature alternately; 40 miles S.W. by S. of Hartford, 132 from Bolton, and 183 N.E. of Philadelphia. N. lat. 41° 18'. W. long. 72° 56'.

—Allo, a post-town in Addison county, Vermont, on Otter creek, between Middlebury and Vergennes.

NEW HEBRIDES. See Hebrides.

NEWHOFF, Theodore Baron, in Biography, commonly entitled King of Corfica, the son of Anthony baron de Newhoff, and de Stein, in Westphalia, was born at Maastricht in the year 1696. His father, by his marriage with the daughter of a merchant, having incurred the hatred of his relations, was obliged to emigrate into France, and died while the son was very young. The duchess of Orleans, to whom the baron had been introduced, took compassion of the destitute state of Theodore, and his fatherless sister, sent for them, and caused them to be brought to court. While a youth. Theodore obtained the appointment of page to the duke regent, and his sufferer, who became maid of honour to her highness, was afterwards married to the count de Trevoux.

The boy manifested at an early period a passionate attachment to military glory; the lives of the illustrious Romans and Greeks, as recorded by Plutarch, were the subjects of his constant study; he read them till his heart was inflamed with an ambition to imitate their heroic deeds. The romantic exploits of Charles XII. of Sweden had filled Europe with the praises of that monarch, and became the principal subject of conversation at this period. Young Newhoff, burning to participate in the glory of this prince, left France, entered into the service of Charles, and soon acquired a considerable share of knowledge in the art of war; and at all times exhibited that indifference for existence which was the characteristic of the hero whom he wished to emulate.

He also distinguished himself by his genius and capacity for public affairs, which introduced him to the notice of baron de Gortz, who directed all the political concerns of the Swedish cabinet. By that minister he was employed in several difficult negociations, and acquitted himself to his entire satisfaction. When that statesman was executed at Stockholm, Theodore Newhoff entered into the Spanish service. Soon after this he married an Irish lady of some rank, who, in consequence of the misfortunes of her family, had taken refuge in a foreign country. This lady married, daughter of lord Kilmarnock, and lady of honour to the queen, by whom he had a son, who was afterwards known in this country by the name of colonel Frederick, who obtained military rank as colonel, from the duke of Wurttemberg, and who, being reduced to great distresses, put an end to his life, in the portals of Westminster abbey, in the year 1796. This gentleman was known in the literary world by "Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire de Corfica" and by "Description of Corfica, with an Account of its Union to the Crown of England." See Monthly Magazine, vol. iii. But to return to Theodore; he now repaired to France, and became connected with John Law, the famous Scotch adventurer, with whom he embarked in the memorable Missiippi scheme, which was afterwards productive of so much wretchedness to thousands. From thence he passed into Holland and England, and in 1756 we find him at Leghorn. It was during his residence in Florence that his connection with his future subjects commenced. Corfica being, at that time, in a state of insurrection, Theodore went to that island, where the inhabitants chose him for their king. He instigated a new military order, called "The Order of Deliverance," but he was, after a time, obliged to quit the island, having first appointed deputies to manage affairs in his absence. He went to Naples in disguise, but was discovered and made prisoner in the fortresses of Ceuta; at length he escaped to England, where he died. See our article Corfica; also a work entitled "Necrology," published in London in 1800.

NEW HOLLAND, in Geography. See Holland.

New Holland, a post-town of America, in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, in the midst of a fertile country, containing a German church and about 100 houses; 54 miles W.N.W. of Philadelphia.

NEW JERSEY. See New Jersey.

NEWIN. See Nevin.

NEWINGTON, in Geography, a township of America, formerly part of Portsmouth and Dover, in Rockingham county, New Hampshire, containing 481 inhabitants.

NEWINGTON-Batts, a large village, and a parish, situated in the eastern division of the hundred of Brixton, in county of Surrey, at the distance of somewhat more than a mile to the south of London bridge. The parish is of very small extent, consisting only of about three hundred acres, of which a third is covered with hedges, and the remainder laid out in gardens and purlieus. It is bounded on the west by the parish of Lambeth; on the east and north by that of St. George, Southwark; and on the south by Camberwell. The church, which is a brick building in the modern style, though much enlarged within these few years, is still by far too confined for the population. The living is a rectory in the peculiar jurisdicition of the archbishop of Canterbury. In East-lane, Walworth, are two meeting-houses of the Baptists; and in Well-lane is one belonging to the Independents, who have also another in Lock's Fields. Near the Elephant and Castle stands a conventicle, on the front of which is inscribed, in large letters, "The House of God." The congregation which assemble here only differ from the established church in the circumstance of their entertaining a confident belief that the world is nigh dissolution. In this parish are "The Draper's Alms-houses," founded and endowed by Mr. John Walter in the year 1651. Newington was originally spelt Newton, and afterwards Neweton. It
occurs first as Newington-Butts in a record dated 1558, when there can be no doubt but that "butts" were placed here for archers to shoot at. According to the parliamentary returns of 1811, this parish contains 4994 houses, and 23,853 inhabitants. By the returns of 1801, the former were only estimated at 2940, and the latter at 14,847, so that the population has increased more than a third of its total amount within the last ten years. Lysons's Environs of London, vol. i. 4to. 1795; with "Supplement," published in 1811.

NEWINGTON, Stuke, a parish and village in the hundred of Oufkton, and county of Middlesex, England, is situated at a short distance N.E. of Islington. The parish is bounded by those of Hackney, Islington, Hornsey, and Tottenham, and contains, exclusive of the ground covered with houfes, about 500 acres of land, chiefly laid down in pasture. The manor has, from time immemorial, been attached to a prebend in St. Paul's cathedral. Thomas Sutton, esq. who occasionally resided at the manor-house, which he held on a lease of 99 years, founded the charter-house in this village. The church is a low, ancient edifice, containing a great variety of monuments and inscriptions, but none of them seem entitled to particular notice. Here is a charity school, established before the year 1720, and supported partly by endowments, and partly by voluntary contributions and collections at charity fermons. Twenty boys and fifteen girls are clothed and educated in this school, besides which, there is one belonging to the Diffenters, where fourteen girls receive their clothes and education. Newington poffefles two diftinet meeting-houses of great reputeability, one being at Newington Green. The dilinguifhed and much lamented Dr. Price was long prior of the latter.

In the parliamentary returns of 1801, the number of houfes in this parish were estimated at 221, and the inhabitants at 1462 in number; but by the late returns (1811) it appears to contain 364 houses, and a population of 2199 persons. Lyfons's Environs of London, vol. iii. 4to. edit. 1795, with "Supplement," vol. i. 4to. 1811.

NEW INLET, a channel of the Atlantic, between Cape Fear island and the coast of North Carolina. N. lat. 33° 56'. W. long. 78° 5'.—Alfo, a channel between two small islands on the coast of New Jersey. N. lat. 39° 50'. W. long. 74° 15'.

NEW INVERNESS. See NEW INVERNESS.

NEW IPSWICH. See NEW IPSWICH.

NEW ISLAND, an ifland near the southern extremity of South America; 21 miles N. E. of Event's iflands.

NEW KENT, a county of Virginia, bounded on the S. fide of Pamunkey and York rivers, about 33 miles long, and 12 broad, containing 27,411 free inhabitants, and 3622 slaves; the court-houfe is 30 miles from Richmond, and has a post-office.

NEWLAND, Peter, in Biography, the fon of a carpenter at Dimmermeer, near Amfterdam, was born in 1764. In his childhood he evinced extraordinary proofs of genius, and at the age of ten years produced some excellent pieces of poetry, and was, even then, able to solve problems in mathematics without having had any instruction from a master. The Batavian government appointed him one of the commiffioners of longitude, and he was succeffively professor of mathematics and philosophy at Utrecht and Amfterdam. He died in the year 1794. He was author of several works, among which may be mentioned the following: 1. Poems in the Dutch Language; 2. A Tract on the Manner of enlightening a People; 3. On the general Utility of the Mathematics; 4. Of the System of Lavozier; and 5. A Treatise on Navigation. To these may be added treatises on the form of the globe; on the course of Comets, and the uncertainty of their return; and on the method of ascertaining the latitude at sea.

NEWLAND, in Geography, a small ifland of England, near the N.W. coast of the county of Cornwall, at the mouth of the river Alan; four miles below Padfrow.

NEW LEBANON. See NEW LEBANON.—Afso, a poft-town of Camden county, North Carolina; 279 miles from Washington.

NEWLIN, a township of America, in Chester county, Pennsylvania, on the Brandywine.

NEW LONDON, a maritime county of Connecticut, comprehending the S.E. corner of it, bordering E. on Rhode ifland, and S. on Long ifland found, about 30 miles from E. to W. and 24 from N. to S.; it is divided into 11 townships, of which New London and Norwich are the chief, and contained, in 1800, 34,888 inhabitants, of whom 209 were slaves.—Afso, a city, a port of entry, and poft-town of the above county, and one of the most considerable commercial towns in the flate; situated on the W. fide of the river Thames, about seven miles from its entrance into the Sound, and defended by fort Trumbull and fort Grifwold. Here are two places of public worship, one for Epifcopalians and one for Congregationalists; about 300 dwelling-houses, and 4600 inhabitants. The harbour is large, fafe, and commodious, and has, on the W. fide, a light-houfe. The exports for a year, ending Sept. 1794, amounted in value to 557,453 dollars. In this year 1000 miles were shipped for the Weft Indies; 14 miles S. of Norwich. N. lat. 41° 25'. W. long. 72° 15'. The townhip of New London was laid out in lots in 1648; it was called by the Indians "Namang" or "Toungog," and from being the feat of the Pequot tribe "Pequot." It was the feat of Saffrons, the grand monarch of Long Ifland, and part of Connecticut and Narragangot.—Afso, a small townhip of Hillifboro county, New Hampshire, incorporated in 1776, and containing 617 inhabitants; lying at the head of Blackwater river, and about three miles from the N. E. fide of Sunapee lake.—Afso, a poft-town of Campbell county, Virginia,feated on rising ground, and containing about 130 houfes, a court-houfe, and gaol. It has a magazine of arms, and a flourishing academy, 133 miles W. by S. of Richmond.

NEW MADRID. See MADRID.

NEWMANSTOWN, a town of America, in Dauphin county, Pennsylvania, on the E. fide of Mill creek, containing about 14 houfes; 14 miles E. by N. of Harrifburg.—Afso, a town of North Wales, in the county of Flint; four miles N.E. of St. Afaph.

NEWMARKET, a small market-town and parish in the hundred of Preilatyn and county of Flint, North Wales, is situated at the distance of three miles and a half to the north of the city of St. Afaph. The church here is an ancient edifice, and in the cemetery stands a curious lime crofs. Here are held the petty feftions for the hundred. The market is holden on Saturday; and the fairs, of which there are four annually, on the laft Saturday in April, the third Saturday in July, the fourth Saturday in October, and the second Saturday in December. There is in this town a charity school, founded and endowed by Dr. Daniel Williams, a dilinguifhed Diltinguifhing minifter. According to the parliamentary returns of 1811, the whole parish contained 89 houfes, and 469 inhabitants.

NEWMARKET is a market-town, partly situated in the hundred of Chevely, Cambridgehire, and partly in the hundred of Lackford, in the county of Suffolk, England. It contains two parishes, one being in each county, and is 15 miles diftant from Cambridge, and 61 from London. The houfes are chiefly disposed in one long and wide ftreét, in which are the two parith churches of St. Mary's and All Saints. The town has been twice nearly destroyed by fire; the firft time in 1683, when the king, queen, and duke of York attended
the races; the second conflagration was about the commence-
ment of the last century. According to the population re-
turn in the year 1811, Newmarket contained 332 houses, and
1917 inhabitants. A market is held on Tuesdays; and
two fairs annually. When the town obtained its charter does
not appear; the earliest mention of it on record is in the
year 1227; and it is probable it took its name from a market
then recently established.

Newmarket Heath has long been celebrated in the annals
of horsemanship as one of the finest race-courses in the
kingdom. The diversion of horse-racing, though undoubt-
edly practised in the country in the time of the Romans,
ever made any considerable progress, but rather became ex-
tinct, till the accession of James I., who again introduced it
from Scotland, where it came into repute from the spirit and
fusiveness of the Spanish horses which had been wrecked in
the vessels of the Armada, and thrown ashore on the coasts
of Galloway. From this period it became more fashionable;
and Newmarket had probably a racing establishment as early
as the reign of that monarch, who erected a house here,
which was destroyed in the civil war, but was rebuilt by that
distinguished patron of the turf, Charles II., and is still the
residence of the sovereign, when he visits Newmarket. The
idea of improving the breed of horses has, in a certain de-
gree, induced the legislature to encourage this species of
gambling; and even the throne seems to sanction its con-
tinuance; for in addition to the plates given by the nobility,
the king gives two plates annually. The races are held seven
times in the year; the whole of the race-cours is in Cam-
bridgehire.

At the distance of about one mile and half from Newmarket,
croosing the London road, runs a remarkable excavation,
called the "Devil's ditch," which extends nearly in a straight
line for seven miles, from Wood-Dutton to Reach, in the
parish of Burwell; the most perfect part is for the space
of a mile in the vicinity of Reach; the works here consist of a
deep ditch, with an elevated vault, the slope of which
measures 52 feet on the west side, and 26 feet on the east;
the whole of the works are about 100 feet in width. From
the mode of disposing the excavated earth, it is the opinion
of Dr. Stukeley, and other antiquaries, that the ditch was
made some centuries before the time of Caesar, by the first
inhabitants who settled eastward, in order to secure them-
sewes from the attacks of the inland aborigines. Various
other conjectures have been formed respecting the origin of
this and similar earth-works in this part of the country, which
are unquestionably of very remote antiquity. The Devil's
ditch at present serves for the boundary between the dioceses

Newmarket, a post-town of the county of Kilkenny,
Ireland, 179 miles S.S.W. from Dublin, and about 12 miles
S. by W. from Kilkenny.

Newmarket, a post-town of the county of Clare, Ire-
land, situated upon a river which falls into the Fergus, 108
miles W.W.S.W. from Dublin, 14 W. by N. from Limerick.

Newmarket, a small market town of the county of Cork,
Ireland, in the north-western part. It is situated on the
river Allo, which afterwards unites with the Daha, and is a
considerable thoroughfare to the county of Kerry; 1294
miles S.S.W. from Dublin, about 30 N. by W. from Cork.

Newmarket, a post-town of America, in Rockingham
county, New Hampshire, N. of Exeter; 13 miles W. of
Portsmouth; incorporated in 1727, and containing 1027 in-
habitants. Shells of oysters, mussels, and clams intermixed,
have been found near Lamprey river in this town at the depth
of 17 feet. — Allo, a town of Shenandoah county in Vir-
ginia, containing 100 houses; 20 miles S. of Woodstock;
habited by Germans. — Allo, a post-town in Amherst
county; Virginia, on the N. side of James river, at the mouth
of Tye river; 20 miles above Richmond. — Allo, a post-
town in Rens county, Ohio; 465 miles from Washington.
NEW MARLBOROUGH. See MARLBOROUGH. — Allo, a town in King George's county, Virginia, on the
W. side of Patowmac river; 10 miles E. of Falmouth.
NEW MEXICO. See Mexico.

NEW MILFORD, a post-town of America, in Litch-
field county, Connecticut, on the E. side of Hawatatemc
river, 20 miles S.W. of Litchfield; containing about 500
houses, a church for Episcopalians, one for Congregational-
ists, one for Presbyterians, one for Baptists, and one for
Quakers; also, seven forges, which manufacture 300 tons
of iron, besides hollow ware. — Allo, a post-town at the
head of the tide on Sheepscot river, in Lincoln county, Maine;
10 miles N. of Wiscasset.

NEW MILLS, a place, with a post-office, in Burlington
county, New Jersey.

NEW MILNS, a considerable borough of barony, and
market-town, is situated in the parish of Loudoun and
county of Ayr, North Britain. It is a place of great an-
tiquity, but did not receive its charter of erection till
the reign of James IV.; at which time it appears from the deed
itself to have been a town of no small importance. The
superior lords were the earls of Loudoun, and in their right
the superiority is consecutively now enjoyed by the counteys
of Loudoun and Moira. According to the population re-
turns of 1811, the parish contained 464 houses, and 3170 in-
habitants, of whom about 1500 may occupy the town, which
is not so extensive as formerly.

NEW MOON. See Moon and Neomenia.

NEWNHAM, in Geography, a small market-town in
the hundred of Welbury, and county of Gloucester, England,
is situated on an eminence rising from the western banks of
the river Severn, at the distance of 11 miles from the city of
Gloucester, and 117 miles from London. Its origin is re-
 mote; in the Norman times it appears to have been fortified
to repulse the incursions of the Welsh; and in the records of
St. Bartholomew's hospital in Gloucester, relative to grants
of certain lands in Newham, frequent mention is made of a
castle here; but no remains of it are now to be traced. The
fortifications on the south side of the town are probably of
Norman date; the circumvallation on the back part must be
referred to the time of the civil war, when Newham was
garrisoned for the king by Sir John Wyntour, whose forces
were obliged to surrender to colonel Maffe. Newham was
one of the five boroughs in this county returned on a man-
date from the crown, in the ninth year of Edward I., and
was then governed by a mayor and burgesses; but the au-
thority has long been vested in two constables, though a
formal election of a mayor has, till lately, been kept up.
A sword of plate presented by king John is still preserved
as a memorial of former greatness; it is of polished steel, highly
ornamented, and of exquisite workmanship. The former
importance of the town may be inferred from the names of the
courts and lanes which appear in ancient grants, but
whose situations are now unknown. It was also distinguished
by being appointed for the meeting between king Henry II.,
and earl Strongbow, on the return of the latter from his
conquests in Ireland. The parish church of Newham
stands on a commanding cliff near the river; the arch lead-
ing into the chancel is ornamented with zig-zag mouldings;
and is supposed to have been preferred from the ruins of a
more ancient structure, which stood at a place called Nabb's
Ends. The population of this parish in the year 1811, was
reported to parliament as 952, occupying 150 houses; the
latter are mostly ranged in one long street. The chief em-
ploy of the labouring inhabitants is furnished by a verdigris
manufactory,
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Newport, a borough and market-town in the hundred of Wentloog, and county of Monmouth, England, is situated 24 miles from Monmouth, and 147 from London. It is called by Gyraldus Novus-Burgo, or New-town, and arose out of the declining greatness of Cardiff, and was by the Welsh denominated Callf-NEWydd, or New-calle. Robert, earl of Gloucester, natural son of Henry 1., erected a caffle here for the defence of his possessions. This fortress defended from the ears of Gloucefer, through several noble families, till on the attainer of Edward, duke of Buckingham, it was, together with the lordship, feized by Henry VIII. The preftent proprietor is William Kemeys, eq. of Maynec. The cell of the caffle, which stands on the bank of the Usk, is a maffive structure, but not of large dimensions, though it appears to have been formerly of greatextent. The building forms nearly a parallelogram, and is confructed with rubble, coigned with hewn flone. The fide towards the town confifs simply of a plain wall, which has led to the conjecture that it was erected solely for defending the passage across the river, but it is evident that formerly the works were much stronger on the southern fide. Toward the north, in the centre, is a square tower, which ferved for the keep or citadel: beneath this is a fally-port, facing the river, with a pointed arch and a groove for a portcullis; and on each fide is a large mafly tower. The centre contains a fpacious apartment called the flate-room, adjoining to this are the remains of the baronial hall. One of the collateral towers, though in a dilapidated flate, is fett up as an habitation.

The town was formerly defended by fortified walls, but no velliges now remain. Leland mentions three gate-houfes as standing in his time: one by the bridge at the eafte end of the town; another at the weft end, near the church; and a third in the centre of the High-street. The fite of the two firft may yet be traced; the central one has been recently taken down.

Newport obtained a charter of privileges from Edward II.; further grants were fowed by fubsequent monarchs; and by a charter, dated in the 21st year of James I., it is now governed by a corporation, fyled "The mayor, aldermen, and burgifles of the borough of Newport in the county of Monmouth." This borough, conjointly with Usk and Monmouth, fends one member to parliament; the elective franchise being vefled in the redifent burgifles. The town confifts principally of one long, narrow flreet, extending from the flat bank of the Usk up to the eminence on which fands the parish church of St. Woolos, which Leland calls St. Guntle Olave, and which is the only place of worship on the eftablifhment. This edifice confifts of a lofty, square tower, a nave with two aifes, a chancel, and a small chapel, now ufed only as a burial place. The church was erected at different periods. Its tower was built by Henry III., as a memorial of his gratitude to the inhabitants of the town for their successful opposition to Simon Montfort, earl of Leiceter. The nave, which is the only part remaining of the original structure, was built, if not in the Saxon, evidently in the earlieft part of the Anglo-Norman period.

Leland flates "ther was a houfe of religion by the key, beneath the bridge." This, Tanner conjectured was a moftery of friars preachers; becaufe, at the dissolution, fuch a one was granted to fir Edward Carn. Some remains are still standing, and confift of feveral detached apartments, and the northern tranfept of the conventual church; the gardens of the moftery are inclofed by the original wall. Newport-bridge, a fome structure of five arches over the Usk; was built at the expence of the county, under the direcHon of the fon of the celebrated Edwards, who erected the famous bridge of one arch, called Pont-y-Pryd.

The inhabitants of the town are principally supported by the commercial relations of the port, which confift of foreign, coaling, and inden trade. The foreign trade has never arrivd at any confiderable eminecy; but the coasting trade is more important: the expotes are chiefly coals, with coal and bar iron from the feventh founderies in the western mountains, brought to the quay by the Monmouthshire canal; the imports are deals, furniture, and all kinds of shop goods. The inland and home trade has been much incrreased since the completion of the canal. The population of Newport, according to the return to parliament in the year 1811, was 2346, occupying 453 haufes. Four fairs are hold annually, and a market weekly on Saturday. Cox's Hiftorical Tour in Monmouthshire, 2 vols. 410.

Newport, a borough in the parift of St. Stephen, in the north division of the hundred of Ealn, in the county of Cornwall, England, is situfed 214 miles distant from London, in the vicinity of Launcelot, to which it appears as a suburb, and was anciently under the fame jurisdiction; but having been granted to the priory of St. Stephen's, it obtained some distinct privileges. After the dissolution, the inhabitants were encouraged to challenge the separate right of returning members to parliament; and the property of the borough being then vefled in the crown, the privilege was awarded without much investigation. The first return was made in the fifth year of Edward VI., and two members have ever since been regularly chosen. The right of election is vefled in two officers, called venners, (who are annually appointed at the court-leet held by the lord of the manor,) and all the inhabitants paying fcot and lot; the whole number fearcely amounting to thirty. The whole borough is the property of the duke of Northumberland, who has a seat in the vicinity. (See Launcelot.) Pol-whole's Hiftory, &c. of Cornwall, two vols. 410.

Newport, a large borough and market-town in the half hundred of West-Medina liberty, in the Isle of Wight, and county of Southampton, England, is situfed near the centre, and may be regarded as the metropolis of the ifland. This place has ri-f-n upon the ruins of Carisbrooke, which was formerly a very confiderable town. Rich de Redvers, fecond earl of Devonshire, granted the firft charter of privileges to Newport in the reign of Henry II., but this contained little more than a grant of liberties in general terms. The next deed was granted by the countefs Isabella de Fortibus, and confirmed by Edward III., and also by severel succeeding monarchs. This grant conferred the privilege of a market and tolls, and many other immunities, but the town was not incorporated till the reign of king James I., whose charter was afterwards confirmed and extended.
tended by Charles II. Under this last deed the government is vested in a mayor, twelve aldermen, a recorder, town clerk, and twelve burgesses, who are chosen from among the principal inhabitants. Two members are sent from this borough to serve in parliament; they are elected by the corporation, and returned by the mayor. The first return was made in the 23d year of Edward I., but the privilege was never again acted upon till the 27th year of Queen Elizabeth, when it was restored through the interist of Sir George Carey, then captain of the island.

The situation of Newport is lofty and extremely agreeable, being watered on its eastern side by the principal branch of the river Medina, (whence it was actually called the borough of Medina,) and on the west by a small rivulet, which rises at Rayner's-Grove, about three miles off, and joins the Medina at the Quay, where it becomes navigable for vessels of large burden. The houses of this town are generally constructed of brick, and are disposed into five parallel streets running east and west, and intersected by three other streets running north and south, and parallel to the original plan. It was intended that there should have been the large squares, at the crozings of the streets, to be appropriated as market-places; but the uniformity of this design has been much impaired by various encroachments. In the larges of these openings stand the town-hall, where meetings of the corporation, and the several courts of the borough, as well as the kniighten court, or curia multum, are held. This court is under the presidency of the governor's steward, or his deputy. It was instituted in the feudal times, as is commonly suppos’d, by William Fitz-Osborne, to whom the Isle of Wight was granted by king William I., soon after the conquest. The original judges were such as held a knight’s fee, or part of a fee in capite, from the proprietor of the lordship. The present judges are freeholders holding of Carisbrooke Castle, who sit in rotation, three or more at a time, and give their decisions without the intervention of a jury. The Monday of every third week is the day on which this court meets for the dispatch of business; when it is empowered to hold “pleas of all actions of debt and trespass, under the value of a mark, and upon replying granted that issue to the party, or his deputy. The proceedings are of the same nature as those in our courts of equity, and are carried on by attorneys admitted by the court. The actions for debt are tried by proof of plaintiff or defendant; and actions of trespass are determined by proof only.”

The church of this town, also standing in one of the squares, is a low, ancient edifice, dedicated to St. Thomas, and hence conjectured to have been originally founded about the time of Henry II. The different styles of its architecture, however, evidently shew it to have undergone very material alterations, at various periods, since its first erection. It is only a chapel of ease to Carisbrooke. On the pulpit, which is of wainscot, is carved a number of figures, representing the cardinal virtues and the liberal arts.

Among the many distinguished persons buried here was the priæces Elizabeth, second daughter of Charles I., who was detained a prisoner in Carisbrooke Castle, and died there of a broken heart, at the age of fifteen. The leading zen, containing her remain, was discovered, some years ago, in a vault under the chancel. The principal monument, in point of grandeur, is that of Sir Edward Horsey, one of the captains of the island in the reign of queen Elizabeth. Besides the church belonging to the establishment, there are meeting-houses in this town for the Roman Catholics, the Methodists, the Arminians, the Baptist, and the Quakers. Here is a free grammar-school for a limited number of boys, which has now almost dwindled to a fine. There is a school-room for having been the place where the negotiations between Charles I. and the parliamentary commissioners were discussed. Another school for clothing and instructing girls has also been instituted, and two Sunday schools, all of them partly supported by endowments, and partly by subscription. The places of public amusement are a theatre, and an amphitheatre, lately erected, and appropriated to assemblies and concerts. A philosophical society was established here about ten years ago.

Newport is a scene of great bustle and activity. The market days are Wednesday and Saturday, when provisions of all kinds are abundant, except fish, which are extremely rare. This was formerly a great mart for grain, but the sale of that article has considerably diminished of late years. According to the returns of 1811, the houses in the town are estimated at 604, and the inhabitants at 3552 in number.

About a mile north from Newport stands the House of Industry for the Isle of Wight, which was erected about the year 1772. It is a large edifice, consisting of several ranges of buildings, capable of accommodating 700 persons. The management of this charity is vested in a corporation, styled “The Guardians of the Poor within the Isle of Wight,” and composed of 24 directors, and 36 sub-committees. At a short distance hence are the Parkhurst barracks and military hospital, which are scarcely inferior to any similar establishments in the kingdom. Carisbrooke Castle lies nearly a mile westward from the borough, and is one of the most ancient fortresses mentioned in the annals of English history. Its origin is by some ascribed to the Britons, and by others to the Romans; but the first authentic notice of it occurs in the Saxons annals, A.D. 530, when it was besieged and taken by Cerdic, the first king of Wessex, whose nephew, Withgar, is said to have rebuilt it. After the Conquest, it was much altered and enlarged, and some fortifications were added by queen Elizabeth. King Charles I. remained a prisoner here, before he was conducted to London for trial; and is supposed to have written his “Suffragio Regabil” during that period. The greater part of this castle is now in ruins, but the tower-gateway and parts of the keep are tolerably perfect. The latter is occasionally occupied by the governor of the island. The whole fortresses occupy an extensive area, and, when in a perfect state, must have been very formidable. In the keep is a very deep well, from which the garrison was supplied with water. The village adjoining retains few marks of its former consequence, except its church, which was built by William Fitz-Osborne, already mentioned, and is a spacious building, with a handsome embattled tower at the west end. Near the church stand the remains of a priory, also founded by Fitz-Osborne, and appropriated by him as a cell to the Benedictine abbey at Lyra, in Normandy. Albin's History, Sc. of the Isle of Wight, 8vo. Worley's History, Antiquities, Sc. of the Isle of Wight, 4to.

Newport, a small market-town in the fourth division of the hundred of Bradford, and county of Salop, England, is situated on the borders of the shire, at the distance of 12 miles from Drayton, and 139 from London. The Woldingham, or great Roman road, passes within two miles of this place, which anciently was the property of the Audleys, and afterwards of a family of its own name, to whom it gave the title of baron. It conveys chiefly of one principal street, of considerable length, and a few narrow lanes diverging from it. The church stands in the main street, and is probably the most incongruous example of ecclesiastical architecture in the kingdom. The body is an ancient stone structure of the 15th century, and retains enough of interior embellishment to evince its former magnificence, while the side aisles are of modern erection, and built with brick, after the model of the Greeks. The abbots and convent of
St. Peter and St. Paul, at Shrewbury, were the original patrons of this church; but it was purchased from them in the reign of Henry VI. by Thomas Draper, a citizen of London, who made it collegiate, and placed in it a college of four fellows. The former was the parochial priest. William Adams, eqq. a native of the town, founded the free-school, which is a flately edifice of brick, and has a library attached to it for the use of the scholars. The lands belonging to this institution are exempted from parliamentary, parochial, or any other kind of taxes, by virtue of a grant from Oliver Cromwell. Pupils are qualified here for the university. Near the school stand two handsome almshouses, erected and endowed by the fame munificent founder, who likewise gave 350l. towards the building of a town-house. Newport sustained very serious damage from fire on the 16th of May, 1655. One hundred and sixty houses, with their contents, were on this occasion consumed by the detroying element. The market-day is Saturday; and here are fix fairs annually. This town contends with Shifnal for the honour of having given birth to the celebrated Thomas, or Tom Brown, who died in 1704, in extreme indigence, and lies buried in the cloisters of Westminister Abbey. His whole works were printed three years after his death in four volumes, comprising dialogues, essays, fatares, letters from the dead to the living, with a number of translations, and other miscellaneous pieces. These writings are perfectly characteristic of the author's mind; they are replete with wit and humour, and display a fund of learning, but are debased by low puns and licentious imagery.

According to the parliamentary returns of 1801, the houses contained in this parish amounted to 323 in number, and the inhabitants to 2307. In that of 1811, the former are estimated at 478, and the latter at 2114, being an increase of 155 houses, and a decrease of 193 males, for the number of women is augmented. This indicates a very great error in one of the reports, and, with many other similar contrarieties, shows how little dependence can be placed on such documents as the basis of statistical or political reasoning.

In the vicinity of the town, on the south, is the village of Lillefhill, noted for its abbey, the ruins of which are situated in a retired and foitary position, and partly enveloped in trees. A large portion of the abbey church remains, but so mutilated, as to render it difficult to form a just idea of its original architecture, except from the structure of its doors and windows. A fine Norman arch, highly reeded, with ribs and running foliage, forms the western entrance, and seems to have also constituted the basis of a tower. The south door, which communicated with the cloister, is one of the most enriched early Norman arches in the kingdom. The east window is of large dimensions, with a beautiful pointed arch of the 14th century, but the windows of the choir are narrow, plain, and round headed. The whole measures 228 feet in length, and 36 in breadth, exclusive of the side aisles. The other buildings are in a much more ruinous condition than the church, though, from what yet exists of them, they appear to have evidently been of very considerable extent. Chetwynd-park, a seat of the noble family of Chetwynd, lies on the north side of Newport, and about two miles beyond this, and close upon the confines of Staffordshire, is a very large encampment, probably of Roman origin. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiii. Newport, or Treff Draeth, a borough, market-town, and parish, in the hundred of Cemaes, and county of Pembroke, South Wales, is situated on the river Neven, at the distance of eight miles south-west from the town of Cardiff. This town was incorporated by one of the Martens, lords of Cemaes, who, as barons marchers, enjoyed all the privileges of sovereignty. The castle, or "Caput Baroniæ," stood on a knoll above the town, at the extremity of the principal street, and, though now a complete ruin, still retains marks of former strength and magnificence. The area which it occupied is about 50 paces in diameter, and nearly circular. The grand entrance was by a gateway between two noble ballion-towers, facing the north. At the west end are the remains of another bold baflion, whiwh two others are on the south and east sides. The flat roofs and family apartments appear to have formed the south-east portion of the edifice, which was surrounded by a very broad and deep moat, having a command of water. Under the castle was a gaol for the confinement of felons, who had been apprehended by the lord's tenants; for the proprietor of this castle polieed the power of life and death as absolutely as the monarch himself. Indeed the privileges of the lord of Cemaes were greater than those exercised even by the lord palatine of Pembrokehire. A writ of error ran out of the king's courts into the palatinate; but here the parliament renewed errors. Here the lord marcher had interlits' goods, which the earls palatine had not; and he was sworn to perform contracts like any free and absolute prince, whereas the earls bound themselves by covenant as other subjects were accustomed to do.

The situation of Newport is highly picturesque. Behind the castle, the mountain of Carn-Englyn rises with the utmost boldness; and a view of the bay, which derives its name from the town, opens beautifully in front. From the distribution of the streets, intersecting each other at right angles, this appears to have been once a very considerable place. About two centuries ago, the inhabitants carried on an extensive trade in woollens; but owing to a great mortality, which happened towards the close of the 16th century, the town fell so much to decay, that even its market was discontinued. The market, however, has been revived for many years; and, of late, trade has again begun to flourish, and fill up a few of the chafms in the depopulated streets with new buildings. As the Neven is navigable for nearly two miles above the town, and forms a commodious bay for the anchorage of shipping at its confluence with St. George's Channel, the position of Newport would be extremely favourable for commerce, but for a bar of land at the entrance of the bay. It has, besides, the advantage of having in its immediate vicinity large quarries of slate, capable of being rendered an important article of traffic, as there is a deficiency of that material throughout a great extent of the western coast. The government of this town continues to be vested in a mayor, recorder, two bailiffs, and six constables, in conformity to its original charter. These are empowered to hold courts for the recovery of small debts, and also for the punishment of trivial offences. The petty-feisions for the hundred are held here. The market is weekly, and there is a fair for cattle on the 27th of July annually. Here was anciently a large house of friars, of the order of St. Augustine. In the church, a very old edifice in the shape of a cross, may be seen two monuments, supposed to commemorate Sir William Martin and his lady, the lord Rhys's daughter. The living is a discharged rectory. According to the parliamentary returns of 1811, this parish contains 355 houses, and a population of 1433 persons.

To the east of Newport, on the opposite side of the river, is the village of Neven, once a borough, and the residence of some powerful chiefman, previous to the Norman conquest. The remains of the castle confilt of little more than its foundations, but these are sufficient to prove that there has been a fortress of great extent and strength. The appearance of this village is highly delightful, as it is seated on the margin...
NEW

margin of a beautiful stream, in the midst of rich meadows, gardens, and orchards, and encompassed by swelling hills, profusely girted with wood. In the church-yard there is a number of yew trees, which, under their thick foliage, one of the early stone crosses, consisting of a tall shaft, richly ornamented, and having on the central comparted fome irange characters, not yet deciphered, notwith-standing the exertions of the late Dr. Lort to effect that object. Never had a portreeve, and courts for its government, as well as a council of eighteen burgesses, for many years subsequent to the foundation of Newport, which role upon its ruins. About a mile from the latter town, on the road to Pifgoura, is a cluster of kiltvaens, surrounding a cromlech, long since overturned. All are included by the remains of a circle of large bines. On the peninsula of Dinah-head, formed by the bays of Pifgour and Newport, stands another cromlech, which, Fentos says, is unquestionably the largest Druidical relic in Wales. The impo't rolls upon two columnar bines, gently tapering to a point, with one between, which does not touch, at the south end, and a single upright at the north extremity; there being but three actual supports. The incumbent stones are forty feet long, twelve feet broad, and five feet thick; though another, lying on the ground, ten feet long, and five broad at one end, lies evidently been broken off from it, since it was placed in its present position. Many fallen bines, which probably formed a circle round the cromlech, are scattered over the field where it is fixed. Historical Tour through Pembroke-shire, by Richard Fenton, Esq., F.S.A., vol. 410, 1811. Carlisle's Topographical Dictionary of Wales, 410.

NEWPORT, a poit-town of the county of Tipperary, Ireland, on the river Mulkera, near the foot of the Keeper mountain. It is 86 miles S.W. from Dublin, and 8 N.E. from Limerick.

NEWPORT, a township of Nova Scotia, in Hants county, on the river Avon.—Allo, a township in Cheshire county, New Hampshire, E. of Claremont; incorporated in 1761, and containing 1266 inhabitants.—Allo, a maritime county of Rhode island, comprehending Rhode island, Canoeview, Block, Prudence, and several other small islands. It is divided into seven townships, and contains 14,845 inhabitants. It was named Queen Anne's Hospital. In this town is the metropolis of the state of Rhode island, situated on the S.W. end of Rhode island, five miles from the sea. Its harbour, which extends westward before the town, is one of the finest in the world, having a safe and easy entrance, and so spacious, that a large fleet may anchor in it and ride in perfect security. The town lies N. and S. upon a gradual ascent E. from the water, and exhibits a beautiful view from the harbour and the neighbouring hills. To the W. of the town is Goat island, on which is Fort Washington. Newport contains about 1000 houses, chiefly of wood, and 6730 inhabitants. It has ten houses for public worship, four for Baptists, two for Congregationalists, one for Episcopalians, one for Quakers, one for Moravians, and one for Jews. The other public buildings are a large house, and an edifice for the public library. In this town are an academy, under the direction of a rector and tutors, and a marine society, established in 1752, for the relief of distressed widows and orphans, &c. This city, distinguished by the beauty of its situation and the salubrity of its climate, is abundantly supplied with a great variety of excellent fish; and it has also a confiderable trade. A cotton and check manufactury has been lately established. The exports for a year, ending September 1794, amounted in value to 311,200 dollars. The town was first settled in 1639; 30 miles S. by E. of Providence. N. lat. 41° 29'. W. long. 71° 17'.—Allo, a township in Lower Canada, 20 miles E. of Acot, including about 30 inhabitants.—Allo, a small poit-town in Newcastile county, Delaware, on the N. side of Christiana creek, three miles W. of Wilmington; containing about 200 inhabitants, and carrying on a confiderable trade with Philadelphia in flour; 31 miles S.W. of Philadelphia.—Allo, a township in Luzerne county, Pennsylvania, on the S.E. side of the Susquehannah lake Wilkborough.—Allo, a small poit-town in Chelfer county, Maryland; 94 miles S. by W. of Balti-more.—Allo, a very thriving settlement in Liberty county, Georgia, situated on a navigable creek; 34 miles S. of Savannah. This place, commonly known by the name of "Newport Bridge," is the rival of Sunbury, and commands the principal part of the trade of the whole country.—Allo, a place, with a post-office, in Cooke county, Tennessee; 529 miles from Washington.

NEW PORT-GLASGOW. See Part Glasgow.

NEWPORT-PAGANELL, a market-town in the hundred of the same name, in the county of Buckingham, England, is situated 15 miles distant from the county-town, and 41 miles from London, on the road to Northampton, near the banks of the river Ouse, and is divided into two unequal parts by the small river Lovet. The town has been of considerable consequence from a remote period. The latter term in its name was derived from the Paganells, or Pagnells, to whom the manor descended from William Fitzaynulf, who possessed it at the time of the Norman conquest. The Paganells had a castle at Newport, the site of which is still called the Castle Mead: Leland and Camden both mention this edifice, but there were no remains of the building even in Camden's time. In the early part of the civil war of Charles I's time, Newport was garrisoned by prince Rupert; but soon after the first battle of Newbury it was abandoned by the royalists, and proved a useful station to the parliamentary army during the remainder of the contest. Sir Samuel Luke, the suppos'd Hudibras of Butler, was governor in the year 1645. The parish-town of Newport is an ancient and spacious structure. The vicar is usually master of an ancient hospital, originally founded by John de Somery, in the year 1260, and dedicated to St. John: it was founded by Anne, Queen of James 1, and from her named Queen Anne's Hospital. Two other hospitals were founded here at a very remote period, but the last admitted to them no farther back than 1270. In the church-yard are seven almshouses, founded and endowed, in 1763, by John Revis, citizen of London, for four men and three women, who receive 10l. per annum each, besides clothes and fuel. In addition to these charitable institutions the diffusion of the poor are mitigated by various donations and legacies. In the return made under the population act of the year 1811, this town was stated to contain 556 houses, occupied by 2515 persons. A market was either originally granted, or confirmed by charter, to Roger de Somery, in the year 1270, together with a fair of eight days; the market was again confirmed to John Botetort in 1333. The market-day is Saturday; the principal articles are corn and provisions. Here are now six annual fairs. The labouring class of the people are chiefly supported by lace-making; it is estimated that more lace is manufactured in this town and its vicinity than in all the other parts of England; a special market is held on every Wednesday for its sale; and great quantities are vended at the fairs.

At Tickford, adjoining to this town, a cell for Cluniac monks was founded by Eulk Paganell, in the reign of William Rufus. King Henry VIII suppreessed this monastery in 1525, and gave it, with its lands, to cardinal Wolsey. It afterwards reverted to the crown, and was granted by James
James I. to his physician Dr. Atkins, and was the seat of his descendants. The site of the priory is now occupied by a neat modern house, called Tickford abbey, the property of Mr. Hooton; there are no remains of the conventual buildings. Mr. Hooton's family have a burial place in a retired part of the garden, which is supposed to have been the cemetery of the cell; an obelisk has been erected there to the memory of the late Mrs. Hooton. Tickford park, and the manor of Tickford-end, which were part of the Atkins' estate, are now the property of Mr. Vanhagen. The manor of Caldecot, (a hamlet of this parish,) which belonged to the priory of Tickford, was sold by the Atkins' family, in 1758, to William Backwell, esq. banker of London; he, in 1769, bequeathed it to William Harwood, esq., who had assumed the name of Backwell, and is the present proprietor.

At Tyrningham, about two miles from Newport-Pagnell, is the seat of William Praed, esq. The manor belonged to an ancient family, who took their name from the village so early as the year 1170, and it continued in the family till the year 1685; when the male line became extinct by the death of Sir William Tyringham: from his daughter it has descended to Mr. Praed, who has pulled down the old manor-house, and erected an elegant modern mansion, from the designs of John Soane, esq. professor of architecture to the Royal Academy. The fame profound architect also gave designs for a lodge, and a bridge across the river which runs through the park. In the tea-hall, ball, dining-room, and library, the artist has displayed considerable taste and judgment.

About a mile from Tyringham is Gotherth, in which parish is a fine old manor, the seat of Mifs Wright, one of whose ancestors purchased it in 1704. The house is large, and its chief front appears to have been built in the time of queen Elizabeth. It was pulled down by the Digby family in the time of king James I.; and contains some curious portraits of sir Everard and sir Kenelm Digby, also other branches of that family. Lyfons' Magna Britannia, vol. i.

Newport Pratt, a sea-port and port-town of the county of Mayo, Ireland, near the mouth of a small river, running into the north-eastern part of Clew bay. It is a place of little trade. Newport is 123 miles W.N.W. from Dublin, and 9 from Castletown.

Newrahe Bridge, a village of the county of Wicklow, Ireland, at which there is an inn, where those who visit the intereting scenes of this county often procure lodging. It is about two miles N.W. from Wicklow, and 22 miles S. from Dublin.

New River, a most important artificial canal, or stream of water, passing through parts of the counties of Hertford and Middlesex, England, wascontrived and principally executed by an individual, Sir Hugh Middleton, in order to supply the British metropolis and its environs with fresh water. That of the Thames, though extremely beneficial to London, was so liable to alteration, and subject to foulness, that a copious supply of pure water was extremely desirable. Before, the Thames water must be forced to ascend by machines, even for the lower parts of the city: whereas, a stream on the northern side of London may be made to flow, in a natural decent, to almost any quarter of the widely extended metropolis. From these considerations, in the reign of James I., Hugh Middleton, citizen and goldsmith, projected the plan of bringing water out of Hertfordshire, in a channel to London. Meeting with no cooperation, he, at length, in the year 1608, commenced the undertaking at his own expense; and, after exhausting all his resources, and being refused aid from the corporation of London, he was enabled, by the alacrity of the king, to bring it to completion. On September 29, 1613, the water was let into the New River Head, at Ilfingtont; but the projector was ruined by the expenses, and it was long before the scheme was rendered useful and beneficial to the public. The New River is formed by the collected waters of several springs, which rife at Chadwell, near Ware, Hertfordshire, about 20 miles north-west from London. These springs are collected into a large, open basin of considerable depth, near which a stone is placed, with inscriptions, implying that the stream was opened in 1608, and that from the Chadwell spring the river flows 40 miles. The original supply of water having been found inadequate to the consumption, the mill-stream of the river Lea, which runs near it, was referred to; and after various disputes and litigations between its proprietors and those of the New River, the mill has at length become the property of the latter company, who have now an unrestricted use of the water; so that the river Lea may be considered as one of the sources. On a flume leading from it are flood-gates, with a building, in which a man is placed, whose constant employ is to raise or lower them, according to the fulness of the river below; and that he may not err in the quantity supplied, a gauge is fixed across the flume, consisting of a stone of great bulk, under which all the water paffes; so that the current is regulated, and adjusted with the greatest exactness. To preserve a proper level, the New River takes such a winding course, that the length of the channel is nearly thirty-nine miles. Passing Ware, Amwell, Hoddesdon, and Cheetham, it enters Middlesex near Waltham-Croft; bending towards Enfield-Chafe, it returns to the town of Enfield; and at Bulf-hill was formerly carried across a valley, in a wooden aqueduct, or open trough, 665 feet in length, supported by arches; but the improvement in canal making has suggested a better mode to effect the purpose by means of a mound of earth, over which the river paffes in a new channel, which was completed in the year 1785. Hence the river proceeds with devious bends to Hornsey, between which village and High bury it was formerly conveyed in another wooden aqueduct, now superceded, like the other, by a bank of clay. Still winding, it reaches Stoke-Newington, and paffes on to the east side of Ilfington, where it has a subterraneous channel, for 200 yards beneath the street. Just before this part is a building, whence several mains, or pipes, are fent to supply the eastern side of London. After paffing under the road, the New River emerges and coasts the southern side of Ilfington, till it reaches its termination at the grand reservoir, called the New River Head. The width of the river near Ilfington is fourteen feet and a half, the average depth four feet and a half, but the depth decreases on ascending towards its source. The number of bridges which crosses the river in its whole course is about two hundred: in various places are flumes to let off the waste water; which, with other works, excited admiration in the earlier stage of this branch of mechanics, but are now overlooked in the wonders of canal navigation. Truly admirable are the contrivances for distributing the water through the various parts of London. From a circular basin, now thrice its original size, which first receives it, the water is conveyed by flumes into several large brick cisterns; whence it paffes through large wooden pipes to the several diffietets, and is conveyed into the houses by leaden pipes. At the New River Head is a building, containing two steam-engines and a water-engine for forcing the water to a higher re fieror near Pentonville, and to another near Tottenham-court road, for distribution to the western parts of the town. Near the former reservoir, in a field, a conspicuous object appears, the use of which is little known. It is an iron pipe, twelve feet high, and four feet eight inches in circumference, with a wooden tub placed on its top. It acts in the double capacity of an air and waste water-pipe, and is useful in preventing the buildi.
ing of the pipes, which was formerly very frequent from the force of water, or from compressed air. A new reforrer, communicating with that at Bentonville, has been recently constructed by the side of Tottenham-court-road, for the supply of Maryle-bone and its vicinity; the mains from it are iron pipes of four feet eight inches circumference.

The property of this great concern was originally divided into 72 shares, of which 36 were vested in Sir Hugh Middleton, who was obliged to part with them to various persons; these are termed adventurers' shares. The other thirty-six were vested in the crown for the money advanced by King James towards the undertaking. These were alienated by Charles I., and are called king's shares; but as the crown had no concern in the management, so the holders of these shares are excluded from the direction. The original value of the shares was 100l. each, but so discouraging were the first prospects, that they fell to a very low price. At present they are worth an hundred times their first value: a rule in property scarcely to be paralleled, and demonstrative of the increase of buildings in the capital. The management of the company's affairs is vested, by charter, in twenty-nine holders of adventurers' shares, who form a board. The officers are, a governor, deputy-governor, a treasurer, and a clerk. Few public companies surpass this in property and extent of concerns. The constant repairs and improvements employ a vast number of men and horses; and the whole system of the distribution of the water is so complicated, as to require the utmost skill and attention on the part of the surveyor and other officers.

The New River is a considerable ornament to many seats and pleasure-grounds in its course; though it has too much canal-like regularity to be truly picturesque. It is likewise of great utility in affording a supply of water for cattle, and for various other purposes. Hunter's History of London and its Environs, 4to. 1808. Brayley's History of Middlesex and London, Svo. 1810-13.

New River. See Kenhaway. See also Thames. See also New.

New River Inlet, a channel between two small islands, on the coast of North Carolina, leading to New river. N. lat. 34° 27'. W. long. 77° 31'. See New.


NEW ROSS. See Ross.

NEWRY, a considerable sea-port and post-town of the county of Down, Ireland, situated on the Newry water, which falls into the bay of Carlingford, and which was rendered navigable to this town. It was formerly a pafs and military post of considerable importance, as well as the seat of an abbey, whose head wore a mitre, and the polities of which were very extensive. These were granted by Edward VI. to marhial Bagnell, whose name often occurs in the history of that period, and were formed into the lordship of Newry, which still belongs to the Needham family descended from him. In 1689 it was burned by the duke of Berwick to secure his retreat to Dundalk, when pursued by duke Schomberg. Since that time it has considerably increased, and ranks next to Belfast amongst the towns of Ulster. This increase has been chiefly owing to its canal, by which a communication has been formed between lough Neagh and the bay of Carlingford, by means of which vessels of 50 or 60 tons are enabled to pass through the heart of Ulster. The linen manufacture was carried on very extensively, and large quantities of linen were exported, but this trade has been of late much injured. There is a very considerable export of butter, beef, pork, and grain, especially of the first, which is brought from the counties of Cavan and Monaghan, and even from that of Sligo. The imports consist chiefly of those commodities which are wanted to supply the extensive range of country, with which, by its canal, there is a water communication; and these articles in an opulent manufacturing country are daily increasing. Flax feed and coal are amongst the most considerable. There are also some extensive manufactories and other lucrative establishments. Newry is what is called a post-valling borough, and returns a member to the parliament of the united kingdom. The number of electors is considerable, but the influence of the proprietor generally prevails at an election. In consequence of the grant before noticed, the proprietor, lord victor Kilmorey, not only receives the tithes, and grants marriage licences, but has also great civil authority, though some of his privileges have been purchased by the flate.

Newry is 50 miles N. from Dublin. N. lat. 54° 16'. W. long. 6° 15'. Beaumont, Coote, Wakefield, &c.

NEWS, FALSE. See False News.

News sheet, in Geography, a folio on the N.W. coast of Rio's island, in the Pacific ocean. S. lat. 8° 50'. E. long. 220° 47'.

NEWSPAPERS; for an account of their number in London, see London. By the 44 Geo. III. c. 98. every public newspaper, contained in half a sheet or less double demy, or in one sheet single demy, not exceeding 32 inches in length, and 22 inches in breadth, is chargeable with a duty of 3½d.; and if larger than half a sheet of double demy, or one whole sheet single demy of the same sizes respectively, 3½d. By 37 Geo. III. c. 90. a discount is allowed under certain restrictions, of 16½ per cent. to those who pay at one time 10l. or upwards; but by 49 Geo. III. c. 50. the discount shall be made, provided the price of the newspapers be not advanced more than one halfpenny above the price at which they were entitled to the allowances of such discount under the said act of 37 Geo. III. c. 90. A penalty of 2cl. is imposed on those who do not print the full price on newspapers. On every pamphlet contained in half a sheet of paper, there is a duty of 5d. On every printed copy of a pamphlet larger than half a sheet, and not exceeding a whole sheet, 1½. Above one sheet, and not exceeding six sheets in octavo, or a letter page, not exceeding twelve sheets in quarto, or twenty sheets in folio, for every sheet which shall be contained in one printed copy of it, 2½. (10 Ann. c. 109. Geo. III. c. 93.) These duties admit of certain exemptions. If any person shall write, print, or expose to sale any pamphlet or newspaper, liable to the duties above-mentioned, the said pamphlet exceeding one sheet only excepted, before the paper shall be stamped, he shall forfeit 1cl. with full costs. If any, containing more than one sheet, shall be printed or published, and the duty not paid, and title registred, and one copy stamped deposited where required fo to be, within the time limited of six days after printing, within the bills of mortality, and without the bills at fourteen days, the author, printer, and publisher, and all other persons concerned, shall lose all property in it and in every copy of it, and also forfeit 2cl. with full costs. Nor shall any person expose to sale any such pamphlet, without the name and place of abode of some known person, by or for whom it was printed or published, written or printed thereon, or pain of 2cl. Pamphlets unfold shall be cancelled by the commissioners, and the like number of other sheets stamped gratis shall be allowed for them. (44 Geo. III. c. 98.) Or, instead of these allowances on a cancelling of newspapers remaining unfold, there shall be an abatement made to every person who shall pay at one time for newspaper stamps 10l. or upwards, after the rate of 4l. in the 100. No hawkers
of newspapers, or other persons, shall let out any newspaper for hire to any person, or to different persons, from house to house, on pain of forfeiting 5l. (29 Geo. III. c. 50.) By 16 Geo. II. c. 26. any person convicted of selling, or exposing to sale, any newspaper, or any book, pamphlet, or paper deemed to be a newspaper, unfamped, may be committed to the house of correction for any time not exceeding three months: and any person printing or publishing, and keeping in his custody any newspaper, &c. or paper not duly stamped, shall forfeit for every such paper 5ol. over and above all other penalties. (38 Geo. III. c. 78.) Nor shall any newspaper be printed on paper exceeding 32 inches in length, and 32 in breadth. (44 Geo. III. c. 98.) Any person printing or publishing seditious matter, under colour of its having been printed in a foreign paper, shall, upon conviction, be committed to prison for a term not exceeding twelve, nor less than six months; and be liable to such other punishment as may by law be inflicted in cases of high misdemeanors. (38 Geo. III. c. 78.) For every advertisement in the Gazette, or other printed paper, published weekly, or oftener, or in any periodical paper or pamphlet published at any time exceeding a week, shall be paid by 44 Geo. III. c. 98. 3l. But nothing herein shall extend to any single advertisement printed by itself.

NEW SALEM, in Geography. See Salem.

NEW SHARON. See Sharon.

NEW SOUTH WALES. See Wals and New Britain.

NEW SPAIN. See Mexico.

NEW STOCKBRIDGE. See Stockbridge.

NEW SWEDELAND, the name of a territory between Virginia and New York, when in possession of the Swedes, and which was afterwards possessed or claimed by the Dutch: the chief town was called Gottenburgh.

NEWT, in Zoology. See LfT, and LACERTA AQUATICA.

NEW THAMES, in Geography. See Thames.

NEWTON, Thomas, in Biography, who flourished in the 16th and 17th centuries, was the eldest son of Edward Newton of Prelbury, in Cheshire, where he was born. He received the first rudiments of grammatical learning under John Brownfwerd, for whom he appears to have retained the most ardent affection. In his excommunication on several illustrious men of England, he applies the following remarkable installation to him:

"Rhethora, grammaticum, polyhifera teque poetam Quis negat?—is Hippus, iucnis, obelus, mers."

So great, indeed, were his respect and attachment for the memory of this gentleman, that he erected a monument to him in the church of Macclesfield, in Cheshire, with a Latin inscription. Newton, the subject of this article, was sent very young to Oxford, from whence, in a short time, he removed to Cambridge, where he entered himself in Queen's college, and became so eminent for his skill in Latin poetry, that he was ranked among the most celebrated modern poets who have written in that language. After this he returned to his native county, and having obtained the warm and zealous patronage of Robert, Earl of Ellifex, he taught school, and at the same time practised phyic with success at Macclesfield. He was likewise in holy orders, and afterwards became beneficed at Little Ilford, in Eiffex, where he also exercised his profication as a schoolmaster, and where he continued till his death, which happened in 1657. He was buried in the church belonging to that village, for the decoration of which he left a considerable legacy. He wrote and translated many books, and among the latter was the tragedy of Seneca, entitled "Thébâis." He undertook also the publication of the other tragedies of this poet, translated by Heywood, Neville, Nuce, &c. Biographic Dram.

NEWTON, John, an English mathematician, and divine of the established church, was born at Oundle, in Northamptonshire, in the year 1642. Having attained a good share of classical knowledge, he was, at the age of fifteen, entered a commoner at St. Edmund's hall, Oxford. In the year 1644, he took his degrees of B.A. and M.A.; the latter in precedence to many students of quality, on account of his distinguished talents in the several branches of literature. He was particularly attached to the study of mathematics and astronomy, and had applied himself so assiduously to them, as to have obtained a high reputation in those departments of learning, of which he reaped considerable advantages during the civil wars, and the government of Cromwell. The sciences, however, properly so called, did not engage so much of his time as to prevent him from becoming great in his profession as a divine, which qualified him for those preferments in the church, to which he was successively appointed. In the year 1661, immediately after the restoration, he was created doctor of divinity at Oxford, and was nominated chaplain to his majesty, and present to the rectory of Roffe, in Herefordshire, which he held till his death on Christmas-day 1678, when he was about 56 years of age. By Anthony Wood he is denominated a capricious and humorous person; but his writings are a proof of his great application to study, of which we may mention the following: "Altronomia Britannica, exhibiting the Doctrine of the Sphere, and Theory of Planets decimally by Trigonometry;" "Help to Calculation, with Tables of Declination, Aization, &c.;" "Trigonometria Britannica, shewing the Construction of the natural and artificial Sines. Tangents, and Secants, &c.;" this consists of two books, one composed by the author, and the other translated from the Latin of Henry Gellibrand; "Chiliadis centum Logarithmorum;" "Geometrical Trigonometry;" "Mathematical Elements;" "Definition and Use of the Carpenter's Rule;" "The Art of Gauging." Besides these, Mr. Newton was author of many popular works for young persons, which were probably extremely useful at that time; though they have long since been superseded by others better adapted to the instruction of youth of both sexes.

NEWTON, Sir Isaac, the most illustrious of philosophers and mathematicians that the world ever produced, and who, on account of his well-earned celebrity, has been denominated the "Prince of Philosophers," was born on Christmas-day 1642, at Woolthorpe, a hamlet in Lincolnshire, about six miles south of Grantham. His father cultivated his own paternal estate, but is represented as being a very weak and unready man, who died three months before the birth of his only son Isaac, the subject of the present article. Mrs. Newton, though the married again, was particularly attentive to the education of her first-born, and had him carefully instructed in the elements of learning. At the grammar-school of Grantham he laid a solid foundation of classical learning, and gave decisive marks of his natural genius. Dr. Stukely, in speaking of him, says, "Every one that knew for Isaac, or have heard speak of him here, recount the pregnancy of his parts when a boy, his fine inventions, and extraordinary inclination for mechanisms; that, instead of playing with other boys, when out of school, he always busied himself in making knicknacks, and models of wood in many kinds; for which purpose he had got little saws, hatchets, and hammers, and a whole shop." The most trifling circumstances, relating to so vast a genius as Isaac Newton exhibited, are deserving of record: hence may be mentioned his very early attention to natural objects and investigation. He had, for instance, when a very little child,
child, a rude method of measuring the force of the wind, by observing how much farther he could leap in the direction of a strong breeze, than he could when he jumped against the wind. When he quit the grammar-school, he was taken home to be inculcated in rural affairs, in order that he might hereafter be capable of managing his own estate with advantage. It was, however, soon discovered that he had higher objects in view than the mere cultivation of land, and attending to domestic concerns: he was perpetually found reading books, which were supposed to be beyond his capacity. He had, previously to this, probably laid it down as a maxim, that what one man could write, that was in itself intelligible, another might, by a certain portion of application, come to understand. Being once sent to Grantham market, he was discovered by his uncle, in a hay-loft, working a mathematical problem; which satisfied this relation that his desire of knowledge was invincible, and that a regard ought to be paid to the turn of his mind: he, therefore, without hesitation, was allowed to enter himself, in the year 1660, of Trinity-college, Cambridge. He was now 18 years of age, and entering upon his course with all the ardour of enthusiasm, much might be expected from him; but, as we shall see, he outran all expectation, and yet at defiance the calculations of his most sagacious friends. The activity of his genius, and excellency of his talents, acquired for him the notice of the most considerable mathematicians in the university, among whom was Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Barrow, at that time a fellow of Trinity-college. The friendship thus begun between these two persons, was continued till the hand of death separated them. Newton began his studies with the “Elements of Euclid”; but these did not detain him long. To him there was no “Pons Aenrorum,” no difficulty that impeded his progress a single moment: he saw the truth of each proposition, it has been laid upon unquestionable authority, as soon as he had read the enunciation, and examined the figure to which it referred. The beautiful and sublime truths of common geometry did not, to Newton, lie deep in a well: they seemed instantly to fasten on his mind, and, as he thought, to urge him on to more difficult steps in the progress of science. Afterwards, however, the ingenuouselffs of his mind led him to regret that he had not flopped longer at the gates of knowledge;—that he had not refled a while in the avenues, to contemplate the beauties and excellencies of the plans and outworks, before he had proceeded into the interior;—that he had not examined with a more minute attention Euclid’s method of demonstration, and the means by which he had contrived to connect every part of his book, so as to make a system or series of truths depending upon one another, and the whole reeling on definitions and axioms; though the axioms themselves will, if closely examined, be found to be only definitions; so that the whole of Euclid’s Elements may be safely said to depend entirely on definitions, which proves how important it is for students in geometry, not endowed with peculiar mathematical facility, to study with the utmost care the definitions, and to proceed from one step to another with the greatest deliberation. Newton, as we have seen, did not fland in need of this precaution; yet he regretted in after life, that “he had committted a mistake in the commencement of his mathematical studies, in applying himself to the works of Des Cartes, and other algebraical writers, before he had considered the Elements of Euclid with that attention which so excellent a writer deserves.” At this period the works of Des Cartes were much in fashion, which of course led our author to study them, attending at the same time to “Kepler’s Optics,” and to the “Arithmetica Infinitorum” of Dr. Wallis, making improvements and marginal notes upon them as he went along, which was his usual method of studying any author. The treatise of “Infinities,” just referred to, set his invention to work, and was probably that which led him to his “New Method of infinite Series and Fluxions,” and which was published in Latin; but which, in 1736, was translated into English by Mr. Colfon, and printed by him, with a perpetual Commentary upon the whole book. In the year 1664 he took his degree of B.A., and about this period he turned his attention to the improvement of telescopes. Des Cartes assuming the commonly received opinion, that light was homogeneous, had, upon this principle, discovered the laws of refraction, and maintained that the perfection of telescopes depended on the discovery of a method of making glasses in elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic figures. Newton, therefore, in the year 1666, applied himself to the grinding of optical glasses of divers figures; at that time not supposing that light was other than an homogeneous substance. Not succeeding in various attempts which he made, he procured a glafs prism, for the purpose of examining the phenomena of colours, which had lately been discovered by Grimaldi. The vivid brilliancy of the colours produced by this experiment at first afforded him very great pleasure; but when his surprise was over, and he came to examine them with philosophical accuracy, he was astonished at seeing them in an oblong form, which he thought should be circular. He imputed the irregularity, at first, to some accidental circumstance of which he was not aware; when, however, he found the result uniformly the same in every experiment, he purified the inquiry, till at length he discovered an infallible method of deciding the point, which produced his “New Theory of Light and Colours.” This theory, unexpected and wonderful as it was, did not satisfy him; but urged him on to inquire into the ufe that might be made of it in improving telescopes, which was his first design. Having now ascertained that light was not homogeneous, but a heterogeneous mixture of differently refrangible rays, he computed the errors arising from this different refrangibility; and finding them to exceed some hundreds of times thoé occasioned by the circular figure of the glasses, he began to study the subject of reflection with the utmost care. He was now convinced that optical instruments might be brought to any degree of perfection, provided a sub stance could be found which would bear a polish as finely as glass, and reflect as much light as glasses transmit, and that the art of giving it a parabolic figure could be attained. These desiderata he did not suppose could be realized; but while his mind was intently occupied by the speculation, the breaking out of the plague at Cambridge, in 1665, obliged him suddenly to quit his studies and his books, and retire into the country. From this time, for a space of about two years, Newton lived, in a great degree, secluded from the conversation and the society of those persons, by whom he might have been afflicted in his studies; but the activity of his genius would not permit him to spend this period without engaging in important philosophical inquiries. It was, indeed, in the solitude now referred to, that the hint occurred which gave rise to the System of the World, which is the main subject of his “Principia.” As he was sitting alone in a garden, an apple falling from a tree, led his thoughts to the subject of gravity; and reflecting on the operation of that principle, he began to consider that, as this power is not found sensibly diminished at the remotest distance from the centre of the earth to which we can ride, neither at the tops of the loftiest buildings, nor on the summits of the highest mountains, it was reasonable to conclude that it must extend much farther than was usually imagined. Why not,” said he to himself, “as high as the moon? and if so, her motion must be...
influenced by it. Perhaps he is retained in her orbit by it. Though the power of gravity is not sensibly weakened in the little change of distance at which we can place ourselves from the centre of the earth, yet it is very possible that, as high as the moon, this power may differ in strength much from what it is here." He made the calculation; but having gone upon wrong data, in supposing 60 miles to make a degree, instead of 69', the result did not come out according to his expectations; he therefore concluded, that some other causes must be joined with the action of the power of gravity on the moon; and on this account he laid aside, for that time, any further thoughts upon the subject.

On his return to Cambridge, in 1667, he was elected fellow of his college, and took his degree of M.A. He now was anxious to improve the telescope, and had made preparations for his experiments, when his attention was interrupted by the business connected with the professorship of mathematics, which Dr. Barrow resigned to him in 1669. Having entered upon the office, he made his discoveries in optics the subject of his lectures, for the first three years after his appointment to the mathematical chair: and having brought his theory of light and colours to a considerable degree of perfection, he communicated it to the Royal Society, of which he was a member; and it was afterwards published in their Transactions, for the month of February 1672. The publication gave rise to a controversy that occasioned him much uneasiness, so that he resolved not to publish any thing further, for a time at least, on the subject; and accordingly he laid aside his optical lectures, although they were actually prepared ready for the press. His analysis by infinite series underwent the same fate. He now resumed his telescope, and observing that there was no absolute necessity for the parabolic figure of the glasse, he completed another instrument of this kind. This answered his purpose so well, that, though it was only six inches long, he had seen with it the satelites of Jupiter, and the different phases of Venus. This telescope he lent to the Royal Society, at their request, together with a description of it, published in the Philosophical Transactions for March 1672.

During this year Mr. Newton published at Cambridge "Bernard Vareni Geographia generalis, in qua afferentones generales Tellarum explicatur; aucta et illustrata ap J. Newton." From this time till 1679 our author maintained a correspondence with Mr. Henry Oldenburg, secretary of the Royal Society, Mr. John Collins, Mr. Flamsteed, and Dr. Halley. During this period, at the request of Leibnitz, he explained his invention of infinite series, and shewed how far he had improved it by his method of fluxions, which, however, he still concealed by a transposition of the letters that made up the fundamental propositions of it into an alphabetical order. The letters concerning this are inserted in Collins's "Commercium Epistolicum," printed in 1712. In 1676-7, he discovered the grand proposition, that, by a centripetal force acting reciprocally as the square of the distance, a planet must revolve in an ellipsis, about the centre of force placed in its lowest focus, and, by a radius drawn to that centre, describe areas proportional to the times. About the year 1680 he made many astronomical observations upon the comet that then appeared; which, for some considerable time, he took not to be one and the same, but two different comets, contrary to the opinion of Mr. Flamsteed. He next resumed his enquiries respecting the moon. As Picart had measured a degree of the earth in 1679, by using his measures, Newton was led to the inference that the moon is retained in her orbit solely by the power of gravity, and, consequently, that this power decreases in the duplicate proportion of the distance, as he had formerly conjectured. Hence he found

the line described by a falling body to be an ellipsis, having one focus in the centre of the earth; and ascertaining, by this means, that the primary planets really moved in such orbits as Kepler had supposed, he had the satisfaction to see that the enquiry, which he had undertaken, at first, from motives of mere curiosity, was capable of being applied to the most important purposes. Upon this he drew up, and afterwards demonstrated, about a dozen propositions relating to the motions of the primary planets round the sun, which he communicated to the Royal Society towards the close of the year 1683. Shortly after this he fell down to complete his great work, the "Principia," which was printed under the care of Dr. Halley, and published in the summer of 1687, under the title of "Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica." This treatise was composed by the illustrious author from scarcely any other materials than the few propositions above-mentioned, and in the space of a year and a half: it has gone through a great number of editions, though it did not at first meet with that fort of applause to which it was justly entitled. One reason of this was, that Des Cartes had then got full posseffion of the world, and his philosophy was supposed to be better adapted to common understandings. The "Principia," on the other hand, is in many places extremely difficult, owing to the number of steps which is left out in the demonstrations, so that the best mathematicians were obliged to study it with care, before they could pretend to become masters of this vast treasure of human learning. And notwithstanding the help that we now have to the right understanding of the "Principia," in Maclaurin’s and Pemberton’s works; in the "Excerpta" of Dr. John Jebb, and in the Commentaries of the Jefuits, published at Rome in four volumes quarto; fill it may be assumed that "none but mathematicians of a high order can completely comprehend the reafonings contained in it. When, however, the true value of this work came to be known, the approbation which had been so slowly gained became universal, and nothing was heard from all quarters, but admiration of what seemed to be the production of a celestial intelligence, rather than of a man." "Does Mr. Newton eat, or drink, or sleep like other men?" said the marquis de l’Hopital, one of the greatest mathematicians of the age, "I repreffent him to myself," he added, "as a celestial genius entirely difengaged from matter."

A short time before this work went to the press, the privileges of the university of Cambridge were attacked by king James I, who sent a mandamus to admit father Francis, an ignorant Benedictine monk, to a degree of M.A. On this occasion Mr. Newton appeared among the most zealous and active defenders of that body, and was appointed one of the delegates to the high-commiffion court, where they maintained their cause with such resolution and firmness that the king did not think it right to press the affair. Newton was, after this, chosen one of the representatives of the university in the convention-parliament of 1688, the feilions of which he attended till its dissolution. In 1696, Mr. Newton was appointed to the office of warden of the mint, and in this situation he rendered very important service to the nation, and was properly rewarded, in a few years, with the appointment of master of the mint, a place worth 12000l. per annum, which he held during the remainder of his life. Upon the promotion he resigned the mathematical chair at Cambridge, and was succeeded in it by Mr. William Whiston. In 1699 he was elected a foreign member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, and in 1703 he was chosen president of the Royal Society of London, and retained that honourable office till his death. In the following year he published his "Optics; or A Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions,
Newton.

Refractions, Infections, and Colours of Light." This work was the result of his occasional labours for thirty years in bringing the experiments, on which his "New Theory of Light and Colours" is founded, to that degree of certainty and exactness which alone could satisfy himself. This seems to have been his favourite invention: he was the first person who conceived the idea, and engaged in the subtle and delicate study of the anatomy of light; who diffused a ray of light into its primary constituent particles, which then admitted of no further separation; who discovered the different refrangibility of the particles thus separated, and that these constituent rays had each its own colour inherent in it. On this subject we could enlarge would our limits allow. With the approbation of the author, Dr. Samuel Clarke translated the "Optics" into the Latin language, and he did the business so much to the satisfaction of Mr. Newton, that he presented him with 500l. for his labour. It was published in 1706. With the first edition of his Optics, the author published his "Quadratures of Curves," which may be regarded as the earliest appearance, in print, of his Method of Fluxions, which he had invented in the years 1665 and 1666. M. Leibnitz had, since the year 1684, endeavoured to impress the world with the perfections that Newton had borrowed this invention from his "Differential Method," when, therefore, our illustrious countryman laid claim to his own discovery it led to much altercation, but the learned world in general decided in favour of Newton; and Fontenelle, in speaking on the subject, says, "Sir Isaac was, by many years, the first inventor. M. Leibnitz, on the other side, was the first who published this method of calculation; and if he took it from Sir Isaac Newton, he reftumbled Prometheus in the fable, who stole fire from heaven that he might communicate it to men." See our article KILL, John.

In the year 1705, Queen Anne conferred on Mr. Newton the honour of knighthood: two years after this, Mr. Whiston, by our author's permission, published his Algebraical Lectures, under the title of "Arithmetica Universalis, seu de Compositione et Resolutione Arithmetica Liber," which work was translated into English by Mr. Raphson. In 1711, our author's "Analysis per Quantitatum Series, Fluxiones et Differentias, cum Enumeratione Linearum tertii Ordinis," was published by William Jones, Esq. F.R.S., who met with a copy among the papers of Mr. Collins, to whom it had been communicated by Dr. Barrow. It was published in consequence of the dispute relating to the invention of fluxions, which also occasioned the printing, in 1712, by the consent of Sir Isaac, a Collection of Letters, already referred to, by him and others in that controversy, under the title of "Commencium Epistolicum D. Johannis Collins et aulorum, de Analyi promota, jufu Societas Regia in Lucem editum." In the year 1715, M. Leibnitz, with the view of gaining credit to the pretenion that the "Method of Fluxions" had been borrowed from his "Differential Method," attempted to baclle Sir Isaac Newton's mathematical skill by his famous problem of his "Trajectories," which he proposed to the English by way of challenge; but though it was the most difficult proposition which his ingenuity, after much study, was able to devise, the solution of it proved fearcely more than an amusement to Newton. The problem was received by him at four o'clock in the afternoon, as he was returning from the mint, and though he was extremely fatigued with business, he yet finished the solution of it before he retired to bed.

Upon the accession of King George I. to the British throne, Sir Isaac was particularly noticed at court, and was specially introduced to the princes of Wales, afterwards queen Caroline, who took great delight in literary and philosophical enquiries, and in the conversation of men distinguished by their talents and knowledge. With that of our author she was always peculiarly gratified, deriving from it that full satisfaction in every difficulty, which she had in vain sought for elsewhere, and the did not scruple to say that she thought herself happy in coming into the world at a juncture of time which put it in her power to converse with Sir Isaac Newton. At the solicitations of this prince she drew up an abstrac of his "Chronology," and communicated a copy of it to the Abbé Conti, upon the promise of his keeping it secret; instead of which he had it translated and printed at Paris, under the title of "Abregé de Chronologie de M. Le Chevalier Newton, fait par lui-même et traduit fur le Manuscript Anglais:" a copy was sent to Sir Isaac by the bookseller who printed it, under the pretence of asking his consent to the publication; but though he gave a direct and most explicit denial, the work was sent into the world in the course of the year. He accordingly found it necessary to enter into a vindication of himself, which was inserted in the 34th volume of the Philosophical Transactions, under the title of "Remarks upon the Observations made upon a Chronological Index of Sir Isaac Newton, translated into French by the Observator, and published at Paris." Of this paper a translation appeared at Paris in 1726, with a letter of the Abbé Conti in answer to it. In the same year, likewise, some dissertations were published at Paris by Father Sanctier, against the "Chronological Index," a reply to which, by Dr. Halley, was given in the 59th Number of the Phil. Trans.

Our philosopher enjoyed a regular and pretty equal state of health until he attained his eightieth year, when he began to decline: his illness was supposed to be occasioned by a stone in the bladder, which at times was attended with such paroxysms of pain as caused large drops of sweat to roll down his face. During these attacks he was never heard to utter the least complaint, nor to express any impatience, and as soon as he had a moment's ease he would smile and converse with his usual cheerfulness. Till this period he had always read and written for several hours in a day, but he was now rendered incapable of much application.

On the morning of the 18th of March 1726-7, he read the newspaper, and conversed for a considerable time with Dr. Mead, his physician, having then the perfect use of his faculties, of which he was, however, deprived in the course of the following night, and he breathed his last on the 20th of the same month, being in the 85th year of his age. Splendid funeral honours were paid to his remains, in a manner, in every respect, suitable to his extraordinary merit, and that high estimation in which he was deferentially held in every part of Europe. His body lay in state in the Jerusalem chamber, adjoining the house of lords; and at the interment the pall was supported by the lord chancellor, the dukes of Montrose and Roxburghe, and the earls of Pembroke, Suffolk, and Macclesfield.

In contemplating the character and genius of this great man, it is not easy to determine whether sagacity, penetration, strength, or diligence had the greatest share in his composition. He entertained a very modést opinion of his own abilities, saying, when complimented on the extraordinary powers of his mind, if he had done any thing worthy of notice, and of service to the world, it was owing more to his industry and patience of thought, than to any extraordinary sagacity. "I keep the subject constantly before me," said he, "and wait till the first dawning open slowly, by little and little, into a dull and clear light." When engaged in the solution of difficult problems, he was often to completely lost to the world as to forget the common concerns
concerns of life. He has been known to fit for hours on the fide of his bed with his clothes half on and half off, absorbed in thought; at other times he has gone through the day without food, having forgotten the wants of nature, in the contemplation of some mathematical truth. Our author’s temper is said to have been fo mild and equal, that scarcely any accident could disturb it. One insitute in particular is mentioned of this disposition. He had a fa- vertile little dog called Diamond, which being left in his fludy, had overft a lighted candle, among his papers, and burnt the almoft finished labours of many years. This loss was irretrievable, yet the philopher only exclaimed, “O Diamond! Diamond! thou little knoweft the mischief thou haft done.”

It should be noted that Sir Isaac Newton was candied and affable, and always put himself upon a level with his company. He never thought either his own merit or reputation sufficient to exculp him from any of the common offices of social life; and no singularties, either natural or affected, distinguished him from other men. With respect to his religious sentiments, he was unquestionably a firm believer in the truth of divine revelation, and a serious, rational Christian. His discoveries concerning the frame and fystem of the universe, he employed to demonstrate the existence of a God, against Atheifm of all kinds, and to ill- strate his power and wisdom in the creation of the world; and he directed himself with the utmost attention to the study of the sacred writings, and considered the several parts of them with uncommon exactness. He adhered, outwardly, to the communion of the church of England, though he did not believe in all its doctrines: with respect to the perfon of Christ, there seems no doubt that Sir Isaac Newton was inclined to Unitarianifm; for this we have the testimony of his friend and co-operator in the mint, Mr. Hopton Haynes, independently of his own writings. Sir Isaac was never married, and Fontenelle fays he never had time to think of it, taken up as he was, at firft in profound and continual study, and afterwards employed in an important and confiderable poft, which left no vacancy in his life, nor any occasion for domestic society. He died rich, and affeitate. His library has descended to the prezent times, in his own family, and at the moment of writing this article (March 27, 1813.) it is felling by auction in London, by order of the executors of Mrs. Ann Newton. (See Newtonian Philosophy.) For a notice of our author’s works not mentioned in this article the reader is referred to the Biographia Britanica: the moft complete edition of them, collectively, was given to the public by Dr. Horfley in 1785, in 5 vols. royal 4to. See Horsley, Biog. Brit. Pemberton’s and Macauley’s Views, &c.

Newton, Richard, a learned divine of the church of England, the founder of Harfert college, Oxford, was born at Yardley-Chace, in Northamptonshire, in the year 1675. He was educated at Weftminifter school, and at a proper time was elected to a fellowhip of Chriftchurch college, Oxford. Here he took his degrees of M.A. and B.A., but at what particular period is not known: he pro- ceeded doctor in divinity in the year 1710. For some time he filled the office of college tutor, during which he acquired a high reputation, and afterwards became private tutor in the family of lord Pelham, having under his care the two brothers of his lordship, who were afterwards dif- tinguished as statesmen, viz. the duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pelham; and both these illustrious persons ever after entertained for him a very high regard. Dr. Newton had, however, an independent and noble spirit, which prevented him from soliciting a favour, even from his own pupils, when they had the power of ferving him. Mr. Pelham, when prime minister, it has been said, employed him, more than once, to draw up the king’s speeches; and when that statesman was asked why he did not place Dr. Newton in a fation worthy of his merits? he replied, “How could I do it? He never asked me.” Such is the gratitude of prime ministers!! If his labours as a tutor and politician did not obtain for him the debt of justice; his reputation for learning, and the excellence of his character as a clergy- man, were the means of his preferment. Dr. Compton, bishop of London, collated him to the rectory of Sudbury, in Northamptéonshire, and in 1710 he was, through Dr. Aldrich, induced principal of Hart-hall, which he re- tained with the living of Sudbury, where he refided several years. At this time Hart-hall was an appellation to Exeter college: from a state of dependence, Dr. Newton conceived the project of refucing it, and of erecting it into an independent college. In the purfuit of this laudable purpoze he had to encounter much opposition, particularly from Dr. Conynweare (see his article). The struggle between them lafted some years, and it has been faid, that in no con- teft were two abile men more equally matched, and that the papers which paffed between them, like Junius’s letters, de- ferved to be collected, on account of the beauty of their fyle, and the ingenuity of their arguments. Dr. Newton did, however, fucceed in accomplifhing the object which he had in view, and in the year 1740 obtained a charter, converting Hart-hall into Hertford college; of which, at a great expence to himself, and with confiderable aid from his friends, he was the founder and firft head. He was afterwards promoted to a canony of Chriftrinch, and held it with his principalhip of Hertford college till his death, which happened in the year 1753, when he had at- tained to the 76th year of his age. He was as polite a scholar, and as accomplished a gentleman, as almoft any perfon of the age in which he lived. With the modern languages, as well as with the ancient ones of Greece and Rome, he was intimately acquainted. In clofenes of argument, and perfcucity of fyle, he had no superior. “Never,” says his biographer, “was any private perfon employed in more truths, nor were truths ever discharged by any man with more integrity.” Though attached to the church of which he was a member, he lived in habits of friendship with many who difented from that church: he visited and highly efteemed the celebrated Dodridge. He faw, and with pleasure admitted, that they both aimed at the fame great end in fitting young men for the important work of the Christian ministry. On his death-bed, Dr. Newton ordered all his writings to be defteroyed, excepting a fele& number ofermoins which he intended for the press. These, with three or four others that had been published in his lifetime, were published in an octavo volume in 1784: he was author also of “A Scheme of Discipline, &c. for Harfert-hall;” “University Education, or an Explication and Amendment of the Statute which prohibits the Admission of Scholars going from one Society to another, &c.;” “Pluralitys Indefensible &c.;” and after his death, his successor, Dr. Sharp, published from his manuscripts “The Characters of Theophratus, with a strictly literal Translation of the Greek into Latin, &c. with Notes.” Gent. Mag. 1785-4;

Newton, Thomas, a learned English prelate, was born at Lichfield in the year 1704. He received the first part of his education in grammar learning at the free-school of his native town, whence he was removed to Weftminifter school in 1717, and was nominated a king’s scholar. Having continued there six years, he was elected to Trinity college, Cambridge, where he refided eighteen months in every year, affiduously occupied in his studies till he had taken
taken his degree of B.A. after which he obtained a fellowship of his college, and then came to settle in London. He was ordained deacon in December 1729, and priest in the following year by Dr. Gibson, bishop of London. For some time he officiated as curate at St. George's church, Hanover-square. His first preferment was that of reader and afternoon preacher at Grosvener-chapel, in South Audley-street; in which situation he became acquainted with Lord Carpenter, who took him into his family as tutor to his son, who was afterwards created earl of Tyrconnel. In 1738 he was appointed, by Dr. Pearce, morning preacher at the chapel in Spring-gardens, which gave him an opportunity of becoming acquainted with several of the most eminent persons of the day, among whom was that of Mr. Pulteney, and thus opened his way to preferment. When Mr. Pulteney was created earl of Bath, Mr. Newton was appointed his first chaplain, and through his lordship's interest, in 1744, he was preferred to the rectory of St. Mary-le-Bow, in Cheapside. Upon this promotion he quitted the chapel in Spring-gardens; and his fellowship at college became vacant. At the Commencement in 1745 he was admitted to the degree of D.D. During the rebellion of this year, he was distinguished by the zeal with which he defended the cause of his king and country in the pulpit; and he published a sermon which he preached before the house of commons, and other public places. In 1747 he was chosen a lecturer of St. George's, Hanover-square. In 1749, Dr. Newton published, by subscription, his splendid edition of Milton's Paradise Lost, in 2 vols. 4to. accompanied with notes; and he prefixed to it a life of the author, intending to include the substance of all the preceding editions of Milton, with improvements and additions. This was an extremely popular work, and passed through eight impressions during the life of the editor. After this Dr. Newton published the "Paradise Regained," and other poems of the divine Milton, in the same manner, with notes, the result of the communications of persons of the greatest eminence in the republic of letters. From these editions of Milton he gained more in a pecuniary way than the author did from all his works together, but his greatest gain, in his own estimation, was that which he acquired by their introducing him to the friendship and intimacy of two such men as bishop Warburton and Dr. Jortin. In 1751, Dr. Newton preached a sermon at St. George's, Hanover-square, upon the occasion of the death of the prince of Wales, which was the cause of his being appointed one of the chaplains to her royal highness the princess of Wales. In 1754 he lost his father, at the age of 83, and within a few days he met with a still more severe affliction in the death of his wife, at the early age of 38, with whom he had lived most happily about seven years. This, however, was the feverish lass he had ever met with, and it had nearly overwhelmed him. At this time he was fortunately engaged in writing his "Difficulties of the Prophecies," an employment which he found well calculated to draw him from himself, and thus alleviate his forrow. The first volume of this work was published in the following winter, but the others did not appear till about three years afterwards. In the mean time the author was appointed to preach the lecture founded by Mr. Boyle. His "Difficulties" were originally drawn up in the form of sermons, but were afterwards new-modelled, and confirmed by proper authorities. They met with a favourable reception both at home and abroad, having gone through a great number of impressions, and have been translated into several languages. In 1757, Dr. Newton was nominated one of the chaplains in ordinary to his majesty, while he was permitted to retain his situation in the prince's household, and soon afterwards he was made prebendary of Wellminster. This preferment was speedily followed by his appointment to the office of sub-almoner to the king, for which he was indebted to the unfelted favour of Dr. Gilbert, archbishop of York, who also gave him the prebendarship of his church. In 1761 he was nominated bishop of Bristol, and canon-refiduary of St. Paul's, with a permission to hold his city-living in commendam. In 1764 he was thought of by ministers as a proper person to fill the vacant see of London, but the king had given that kind of promise for bishop Terrick, during lord Bute's administration, which he thought himself now obliged to fulfil. In the same year he was prised to accept the premiership of Ireland, but being turned of 60 years of age, he thought it proper to decline the offer, thinking it was too late in life to change his country, and to form an entirely new set of connections, and the more so as his health was very precarious. In 1768 he was made dean of St. Paul's, when his ambition was amply satisfied, and he immediately resigned the rectory of St. Mary-le-Bow. Scarcely had he taken possession of his deanery-house when he was seized with a very serious attack, which had nearly proved fatal, but he recovered so far as to be able, for several years, to go through the duties of his offices with some degree of regularity. In 1776 he retired to a house at Kew-Green, which he purchased for the sake of getting out of the battle of the world. Here his principal exercise was walking in his rooms, which he did repeatedly in the intervals between reading and writing. Company he did not stand in need of; besides, he had resources in himself, and possessed a never-failing fund of employment and entertainment in his books, prints, and pictures. There were the most expensive articles of his life, and in pictures it may be said he indulged in some kind of excels. As a lover of the fine arts, the Royal Academy applied to him, representing that the art of painting would never grow up to maturity and perfection, unless it could be introduced into churches as in foreign countries; that to make a beginning, they offered their services, free of expense, to the dean and chapter to decorate St. Paul's with Scripture histories. The dean was delighted with the offer, and communicated it to his majesty, whose approbation he readily obtained. But the archbishop of Canterbury, and the bishop of London, disapproved of the measure, as likely to excite much clamour and prejudice in the multitude, and to be represented as an artful step towards the introduction of popery. It was also opposed upon the ground of its aptitude to divert the minds of the auditors from the proper subjects of attention in such places. To his regret and mortification, therefore, our worthy prelate was obliged to abandon a scheme into which he had entered with much ardour. He died suddenly on the 4th of February 1783, having long fustained, with regeneration and patience, the infirmities of old age, added to continual fits of fever pain and sickness. He had just risen and dressed, and then enquired the hour; being answered that it was upon the stroke of nine, the bishop made an effort to take out his watch, to set it right, but fusk down in his chair, and expired without a sigh, or the least visible emotion. The life of this excellent prelate was an exemplary pattern of piety and diligence: he was particularly distinguished by a simplicity of mind and manners, but he was much under the dominion of prejudice, and thought very unfavourably of those whose sentiments were different from his own in religion and politics. Nevertheless, he himself did not admit all the doctrines of the church to which he belonged: he was an enemy to the fylent which inculcates the eternity of helltorments, and wrote in defence of the final restitution of all things. The value of the writings of the bishop of Bristol has been thus estimated in the Monthly Review: "They may
may be reckoned among the most useful, if not the most learned and brilliant productions of this or of any other country. They are plain, rational, and instructive. They bear marks of great industry, piety, and a good understanding. If they have nothing to gratify a metaphysical genius, and little to inform the deep scholar; if fancy is not much charmed by their novelty or elegance; if no addition is made by them to the great stores of criticism and erudition, yet they can boast a higher merit, and are likely to produce an effect that will outlive the inventions of genius, and the accumulations of learning." They consist of the "Differtations on the Prophecies," ninety Differtations on various parts of the Old and New Testament, and on various moral and theological subjects; and "Sermons" and "Charges." The whole were collected by the author, and printed in 3 vols. 4to, with his life prefixed to them, drawn by his own hand. They have since their appearance in 6 vols. 8vo. To the life just mentioned, the Brit. Biog., and the 68th volume of the Monthly Review, we refer for other particulars relating to bishop Newton.

NEWTON, in Geography, a pleasant township in Middlesex county, Maffachusets, on Charles river, incorporated in 1691, and containing 1491 inhabitants; 9 miles W. of Boston. Also, a small town in Chelten county, Pennsylvania; 22 miles S. of Philadelphia. —Also, a township in Rockingham county, New Hampshire, on Powow river, adjoining Amherst, in Maffachusets, 10 or 12 miles S. of Exeter; incorporated in 1749, and containing 450 inhabitants.

NEWTON-Buflhel, a market-town in the hundred of Teignbridge, and county of Devon, England, is situated 12 miles distant from Exeter, and 187 miles from London. It consists of two parishes, now united, i.e. Newton-Buflhel and Newton-Abbot. The houses are very indifferently built, and the streets badly paved. The principal street is much obstructed by an old market-house and shambles, said to be erected by Waller, after the civil wars, as a kind of indemnity for his having attempted to deprive the inhabitants of their established market. The parish church stands about a mile to the west of the town; but there are two chapels of ease within it. The population survey of the year 1811, returns this town as containing 193 houses, occupied by 1001 persons. Four annual fairs are held; and a weekly market on Wednesdays.

About a mile south of the town is Ford, a house built in the reign of king James I. by sir Richard Reynell, an eminent lawyer. In 1635 Charles I. took up his abode here. The house, which now belongs to the Courtenay family, stands in a retired lawn, and opposite to it is a small deer-park. Contiguous to it is a charitable institution, called the "Widows Houfe," founded by lady Lucy, wife of sir Richard Reynell, for the reception of four clergyman's widows.

To the west of Newton, about a mile, is Bradley, an ancient mansion, formerly belonging to the Buflhels, or Bufflehs, from whom the town derives its second appellation, and now the property of —— Lane, esq. The house displays some interesting specimens of ancient architecture; and the surrounding scenery is highly picturesque and romantic. Pelawhale's History and Antiquities of Devonshire.

NEWTON-Douglas, a considerable borough of barony in the shire of Wigton, Scotland, is seated on the river Cree, which is navigable within two miles of the town. This place owes its origin to a younger branch of the Stewarts, earls of Galloway, who gave it the name of Newton-Stewart. The superiority of the village, and neighbouring estate, however, having come into the possession of William Douglas, esq., he granted it to a charter, under the chancery seal, constituting it a burgh of barony, by its present appellation. A very flourishing manufacture of cotton is carried on here; and here are a number of tankards, and a carpet manufactory. Over the river is thrown a bridge, which affords a ready communication with the country on the east; and as it is now a flage town on the great road from Edinburgh, in addition to its other advantages, there is every reason to conclude it will shortly become one of the first towns in this portion of Scotland. According to the parliamentary returns of 1811, it contains 524 houses, and a population of 2847 persons. Beauties of Scotland, vol. ii.

NEWTON in the Willows, a borough-town in the parish of Winwick, hundred of West Derby, in the county of Lancashire, England, is situated eight miles distant from Wigan, and 152 miles from London. It formerly had a market, which has long been diffused, though the market-days are still holding. Newton is a borough by prescription, and has returned two members to parliament from the first year of queen Elizabeth. The town consists chiefly of one broad street. Here is an old hall built of wood, with much painted glass still remaining in its windows; it stands on a rocky foundation; and behind it the rock is hollowed out in a very singular manner; appearing to have had subterraneous passages, which, by removing the surface of the rock, are now laid open. Adjoining to this hall is a small riding ground, which was formerly nearly surrounded by a moat, of which here is still a small remnant. The tradition is, that it was, at some remote period, the residence of a king. Newton contained in the year 1811, according to the parliamentary survey, 1589 inhabitants, occupying 269 houses. Four fairs are held annually; and here is a considerable manufactory of fullings and Manchester goods. At a place called the "Red Bank," near Newton, in August 1648, a detachment of Cromwell's army defeated a party of Highlanders on their march from Preston; and the greater part of the prisoners were hanged in a field near the scene of action, which still bears the name of Gallow's Croft. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ix., by J. Britton, F.S.A.
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